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THE PRESENT POSITION OF INDIAN HISTORICAL RESEARCH.

BY J. F. FLEET, 1.0.8. (11311»), PH.D., C.I.E.

T is well known now, in certain circles, that our knowledge of the ancient political
history of India is derived, not from historical works bequeathed to us by the

Hindus, but almost entirely from the patient examination of a large number of records,
not written as a rule with any deliberate intention of relating history, that have survived
to our time in the shape of inscriptions on stone and copper. And we are chiefly depen
dent on those records, not only for the political history, but also for nearly all the chronological
details that we require in connection with the linguistic, palaaographic, literary, religious, social,
and administrative developments, and, in short, in connection with every department’ of
research into the past of In'dia.

It is, however, not so well known what these records are, upon which we are thus depen
dent, and why they have come down to us in such large numbers, and how it is that they help us
so much. Nor has there been exhibited, by those to whom service and residence in India give
opportunities which many other scholars do not enjoy, so general a. willingness, as might have

been expected, to co-operate in collecting and exploring the records. Nor do the specialists in
literature, philosophy, and some other lines, seem to realise how useful to them, if they would
only peruse the published versions of the records, would be the results that can be brought
forward from that source. And some of the objects of the present paper are to explain the
nature of these records and the extent to which they help us, and to shew the paramount

importance of them in the various lines of research that have been indicated, with the hope of

creating a more general interest in them and of persuading more workers to join in the

exploration of them.

We want to arouse a more general and practical interest in the epigraphio records
among the specialists in literature, philosophy, the history of the religious, and other
lines. It can only be imagined that the reason for which the records have not yet appealed more
to the specialists, is, that the nature and possibilities of them have never been brought forward

with suflicient prominence. And we hope to do something now towards supplying this

deficiency. It is not always, of course, that a single inscription, taken by itself, establishes
anything of special importance ; and we must not expect to make a great discovery‘ ,in every

separate one that we examine. The value of the inscriptions results more from the 'way in

which they all work in, one with the other. But we may mention here two cases which
illustrate the results that can occasionally be obtained from even isolated records.

One is the case of Lakullsa. Among the Qaivas, there was an important school, known as
that of the Lakulisa-Piiéupatas, whose views were thought worthy of being explained by the well
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known Siiyana. A historical record connected with this school, known as the Cintra. Prasasti,
composed during the period A. D. 1274 to 1296, was edited some eight or nine years ago by
Dr. Biihler,1 who, however, found that he could not tell us anything about the early history and
initial date of the school. The required clue is supplied by one of the southern records, an

inscription of A. D. 1035 at Balagdmi in Mysore}! which shows that Lakuliéa was then alive, and
was at Balagémi, by the simple fact, which it registers, that a grant, which was then made for the

rites of a temple there, was made to him. And, with this to guide us, it was easy to trace

another mention of him in a record of A. D. 1019 or 1020, and to determine that he began his
career at Mélpfidi in the North Arcot district, Madras, where, doubtless, he laid the foundations
of the reputation and influence that he subsequently acquired,—- that from there he went to Bela:
giimi, and attached himself to one of the great Saiva establishments at that place, namely the

college of the Kiilamukhas of the temple of Paiichaliiiga, -— and that later on he proceeded to

Gujarat, and then, settling at Kin-win in the Baroda State, founded there the school of Pzisupatas
which carried on the memory of him for so long a time.

The other is the case of the revival of Saivism in the twelfth century A. D. In the
Kanarese country, there is the important sect of the Liiigfiyats 0r Vim-Saivas. Their tenets are

explained in the Baaavapurdpa and the Ohan'nabasavap-ura'gw, which also give the traditional
account of the establishment of the sect and of the revival of lSaivism which it accompanied,
attributing both to a certain Basava and his nephew Chnnnsbasava, who are represented
as having held, in succession, the ofiice of prime minister under the Kalachurya king Bijjala
of Kalyaui (A. D. 1156 to 1167). Scepticism as to the correctness of these accounts had been
created by the fact, that no mention of Basava and Channabasava is to be found in any of the
numerous epigraphic records of that period that have been brought to light. The fact that the

Ohannabasavapuru'na would place the death of Basava. in A. D. 785, four centuries before the true
time of Bijjala, was not calculated to allay suspicion. And any amount of iincertainty and
speculation might have been the result. The matter, however, has been settled by an inscrip
tion at Ablur in the Dhlirvn'ir district.3 The events narrated in this record are referred, by the
connection of them with the well known names and period of Bijjala and the Western
Chzilukya king somésvara IV., to the latter half of the twelfth century A. D. The record
shows that it was then, indeed, that the revival of 'Saivism took place. But it shows also that
the person who actually effected it, was the Brahman Ekantada-Raimayya, born at Alande in the
Nizam's Dominions. And it gives a very racy and interesting account of the circumstances in
which he lived and worked, and illustrates pointedly how quickly, in India, real historical
events may come to be overlaid with what is purely imaginary and mythical. And, in connec
tion with this record, we take the Managoli inscription of A. D. 1161;‘ and there, in the person
of a certain Basavarasayya who founded a [hiya-temple, evidently of some considerable size and
repute, in the neighbourhood of the alleged birth-place of the founder of the sect, we may find
the original of the Basava of the Lingziyat P‘ltTdllflS.

As an instance of the more general uses to which the details of epigraphic work
may be applied, we may take the case of the Bower Manuscript, —-an ancient document
written on leaves made from dried birch-bark. It had been obtained through excavations
at *‘the foot of one of the curious old erections of which several are to he found in the Kuchar

"district.”‘ It was secured and brought to notice by Lieutenant Bowery“ from whom it derives its
name. And Dr. Hoernle has shewn that, in this manuscript, we have a veritable original docu
ment, which is a relic that has come down to us from the period A. D. 400 to 450.6 The con
tents of this work, which include a medical treatise, a Buddhist talc, and a collection of prover
bial sayings, may or may not be of practical value. But it is neither uninteresting nor

1 Ep, Ind. Vol. I. p. 271.
-‘ Ep, Ind. Vol. V. p. 237.
‘ See Jam‘. Rang. An. Soc. Vol. LIX. Part L, Proceedings, p. 22l

‘ See Ep. 1nd. Vol. V. p. 22.’.
I Ep. Ind. VoLV. p. 9.
' Vol. XXI. above, pp. 37. 38.
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unimportant, to have it proved to our satisfaction that, under favourable conditions, a document
written on so frail a material as birch-bark can survive for fourteen centuries. It would.
however, have been dilficult, if not imp )ssible, to establish this conclusively, without the help,
for the palaaographic examination of the document, of the photo-lithographic reproductions of
ancient records which were given as an accompaniment to the texts and translations of
them in my volume on the Gupta inscriptions.

And there is one other matter, illustrating still more pointedly the general Value of the
inscriptions and the hopelessness of attempting to deal finally with any Indian questions
without their help and guidance, which is worth noting here, because of the bearing
that it has been supposed to have on the history of Sanskrit literature. We mean the Vikrama
legend. One of the principal reckonings of the Hiudhs is an era which runs from B. C. 57. A,

Hindfi legend tells us that a celebrated king Vikrama or Vikramfiditya of Ujjal'n, in Malwa, be

gan to reign in that year, and founded the era, which, on that view, runs from the commencement
of his reign. Another version of it asserts that he died in that year, and that the reckoning
runs from his death. In either version, the legend appears to be of Jain origin. It is common
to both the Digambaras and the 'Svétambaras. And the Gdthcis or Przikrit verses, upon which
the earlier portions of some of the Jain Paltpzivalis or successions of the pontifis are based, pretend
to put forward 'such details about Vikramaditya as that "for eight years he played as a. child ; for
nsixteen he roamed over the country; for fifty-six" —(? fifteen) ~—-Vhe exercised rule, being given
“over to false doctrine; for forty years he was devoted to the religion of the Jina and then
"obtained heaven.” An addition to the legend connects Vikramfiditya with some foreign invaders
of India who were called 'Sakas ; and this, again, appears in two versions : one version represents
him as regaining the kingdom of Ujjain after the ‘Sake. kings had dispossessed his father and had
reigned there for four years prior to B. C. 57 ,8 and the other, ——as reported by Albérilni in
the eleventh century A. D., —- brings the ‘Sn-has on the scene a hundred and thirty-five
years later, and asserts that Vikramziditya marched against the Sake king, and put him to flight
and killed him “in the region of Karfir, between Multan and. the castle of Loni,” and that,

in celebration of this, there was established the sake. era commencing A. D. 78." And
another addition asserts that at the court of Vikramaditya there flourished “the Nine
Gems,” namely, the poet Kfilidzlsa, the astronomer Varzihamihira (died A. D. 587), the
lexicographer Amarasirhha, and the various authors Dhanvantari, Ghatakarpara, Kshapanaka,
Sanku, Vararuchi, and Vé‘u’ilabhatta.l0 Such is the legend. And Mr. ll'ergusson, led away by
the belief, -jnstifiable enough at the time, forty years ago, — that no inscriptions of any early

" Vol. XXI. above, p. 71 ; and see Vol. XX. p. 350.
a see Bhau Daji's analysis of Mérutuiiga's Thértivati (Jour, Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. IX. p. 148).
' Saohu-u's Translation of Albérdnf’s India, Vol. II. p. 6.
W The authority for this is a well known verse, for which no period can be fixed at present. It is to be found in

the Jyitirviddbharana, which claims to have been composed by Kilidilsa himself (Jour. Bo. Br. R. jll. Soc. Vol. VI,
p, 26), but is really to be attributed to about the sixteenth century A. D. (Weber, Sanskrit Literature, p. 201, note),
But it appears to be “a mere waif and stray, that has come from nobody knows where" (Weber, ibid. ), like various
other verses that are floating about the country, for instance, the verse about the andmikd or ring'finger (Vol. IV.
above, p. 85, and Peterson's Second Report on Sanskrit MSS. p. 62, which quotes it from the anthology of Harikavi
called Han‘harfi-vali). — If we could place any reliance on an inscription which is said to have been on a stone at
Bean-Gays and to have been copied by Mr. \Vilmot in 1785, and of which a translation was published by Wilkins
from the copy attributed to Mr. Wilmot (As. Res. Vol. I. p. 284, reprint of 1798), we should have a general reference
to "the Nine Gems," with the mention of one of them, Amamdéva-(Amarasirhha), carried back to A. D. 948. But the
ranslation represents an extraordinary record, which purports to give an epitome of the Vdyupurd/na in respect of

the account of Buddha as an incarnation of Vishnu, and to register the building of atemple of Buddha by Amaradéva.
It does not indicate in any way the style of a genuine record of the tenth century. And Sir Alexander Cunningham
could not find the alleged original inscription at Bddh-Gayii (Archzzol. Suru. Ind. Vol. I. pp. 6, 12). He seems to
have subsequently arrived at the conclusion that a copy had been made of a forged inscription, which afterwards
disappeared But it appears more probable that some fraud was practised on Mr. Wilmot, and that he has been
mistakenly described as copying the text from‘ an original stone, and that there was palmed 05 on him an
i inaginative copy of an alleged original which 'lid not really exist at all.

,
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period, dated in the Vikrama era, could be produced, propounded the theory that the era was

not actually in use from B. C. 57, but was invented in the tenth or eleventh century A. D. His
ultimate conclusions were, that there was a king of Ujjain named Harsha-Vikramfiditya,
reigning, according to him, in the period A. D. 495 to 530, —- that the battle of Karfir
was fought in his time,— that the real date of that battle may have been A. D. 524-, -— that the

Hindils of later times, however, made a mistake of twenty years, and placed it in a year answer

ing to A. D. 544~,—that they wished to have a new reckoning which should supersede the sake
era, and, for certain conveniences of chronology, should run from an earlier epoch than that era,
—— that they created an apparent reckoning from B. C. 57 by counting back ten cycles of the
sixty-year system from A. D. 544,-and that they found a name for the era in one of the
appellations of Harsha-Vikramz‘ulitya of Ujjain.u Now, we have no epigraphic evidence of the
existence of a king Vikramaditya of Ujjain who was reigning B. C. 57, and no reason whatever
to believe in the existence of such a person. And, on the other hand, all the epigraphic evidence
strongly negatives the possibility of there having been any king Harsha-Vikramiiditya of Ujjain
in, or at any time near to, the period A. D. 495 to 530 which was worked out by Mr. Fergusson,
or even between A. D. 76 and 111 which is the period in which the Rfi'jataramgini would place
him.18 Also, an examination of some erroneous postulates assumed by Mr. Fergusson at
starting, and of some of the untrustworthy data used by him, quickly exposes the fallacious
nature of his theory. But, apart from any considerations of that kind, both the legend, and
the theory propounded in the place of it, have been disproved by the results of Professor
Kielhorn's examination, from the data supplied by the inscriptions, of various question
connected with the era.18 He has shewn that the earliest instances of the use of the era all come
from eastern Rfijpntanfi, and chiefly from that part of eastern Rzijputsina which borders on, or is
included in, Millwa. He has shewn that the era was known in A. D. 472 and 532 as “the

reckoning of the Miilavas," and in A. D. 879 as “the Malava time or era/'2 and that
records of A. D. 738 and 1169 speak of it as “the years of the Malava lord or lords," He
has shown that the word vikrama is first found coupled with it in a record of A. D. 84-2 which
speaks of “the time called vikrama," and that we hear for the first time of a prince or
king named Vikrama, in connection with the era, in a poem composed in A. D. 993, the author
of which gives its date by saying that he was writing one thousand and fifty years "after king
"Vikrama had ascended to the pure dwelling of the immortals." And he has shewn that the first
specific mention of the era as having been established by Vikramaditya, is in a record of A. D
1198. He has pointed out that these facts “would seem to indicate that the connection
"of Vikrama with the era grew up gradually, or was an innovation which took centuries to
"become generally adopted." And he has put forward the very reasonable opinion that the word
vikrama, —-from which the idea of the king Vikrama or Vikramiiditya was evolved, — most
probably came to be connected with the era by the poets, because the years of the reckoning
originally began in the autumn, and the autumn was the season for commencing campaigns, and
was, in short, the vikrama-ka'la or “war-time.” To upset Mr. Fergusson's theory, there was only
needed a date earlier than A. D. 544. actually recorded before that year, and distinctly recog
nisable as a date of the so-called Vikrama era. And we have two such dates, of A. D. 472 and
532 ; and we have also two other dates, of A. D. 371 and 423, which cannot be referred to any
other era, though they happen not to mention the name of the reckoning in which they are
recorded. As regards the legend, all the results of epigraphic research emphatically support
Professor Kielhorn’s opinion that "the era was neither established by, nor designedly invented
"in memory of, a king Vikramaditya." And the dates that he has been able to use, from the
inscriptions, point to the period between A. D. 842 and 993, as the time during which the first
crude rudiments of the full legend were evolved, or at least were brought into something like a
substantial story.

‘1 See Jour. R. As. $012.,N. 3., Vol. IV. pp. 88, 99, 132, and Vol. XII. pp. 274, 277, 279.
11 See page 15 below. " Soc Vol. XX. above, p. 401 5.
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We epigraphists, however, not only seek to interest the specialists in the results of our work;

we want also to enlist more scholars who will participate in our work, and more
supporters of it. When Sir Walter Elliot died in 1887. and General Sir Alexander Cunning~
ham in 1893, there passed away two scholars who, though they did not themselves aim at the

critical editing of epigraphic records, recognised, as fully as anyone could, the leading import~

ance of them, and were always ready to use to the utmost their influence to help on that special
line of research. In Mr. Fergusson, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Gibbs, and Colonel Yule, again, we
have, within the last fifteen years, lost very cordial and influential supporters. And our own

ranks have become lamentably small; and some of us are under obligations to deal more

with results than with details, which will greatly curtail the time that we can give to the
editing of records. In 1888 we lost a most valuable coadjutor in Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji, a
Native gentleman who was working with great application and much critical skill and from a

pure desire for the advancement of knowledge. And only in 1898 there passed away, in

the person of Dr. Biibler, one who was a leading worker in the field. \Ve want urgently, now,

to recruit our ranks, so that the opportunities that are available may be utilised more fully than
is being done at present. And we want to be in a position, when the time comes for any recon

sideration of the existing archmological and epigraphic arrangements, to satisfy the Government
of India that official encouragement has been fully responded to, and that, so far from any curtail
ment of it being possible, —an issue which would entail a greater misfortune than can at present
he realised, — we require and deserve, and can utilise, still greater facilities for exploration and
publication. The Government of India and the Provincial Governments maintain an Epigraphic
Stall’ and Archaeological Surveys, through which materials for work, in the shape of ink-impres~
sions and photographs, can always be obtained by those who have no access to the original records.

And they maintain also a special Journal for the publication of the results that may be produced,
either from materials obtained through the agencies indicated above, or from materials collected

in any other way by private energy. That Journal is the Epigraphia Indica. It was started as
a separate ofiicial publication in 1888 or 1889 by Dr. Burgess, who then held the post of

Director-General of the Archmological Survey. From 1894 it has been carried on in connection

with the Indian Ant1'quary,——and in consequence, largely, of the liberal support given by
Colonel Temple, the proprietor of the Indian Antiquary, —- under the direction of the Govern

ment Epigraphist, Dr. Hultzsch. And, by the size of its pages and the freedom with which

facsimiles are issued, and in other features, it is better suited than any other Journal for the
publication of the epigraphic records. Nevertheless, in the five volumes of this Journal that have
now been completed, we find the names of only six Writers, — (and one of them, Dr. Biihler
unhappily now dead), —- who can in any way be referred to as habitual contributors. The six

writers alluded to, have supplied no loss than a hundred and eighty-seven out of the total number

of two hundred and thirteen articles included in the five volumes. And we cannot point to any
contributions to other Journals, during the same period, which indicate any appreciable activity
on the part of other scholars in the same line elsewhere. The pages of the five volumes

in question have been filled to very good purpose. But it is extraordinary that so few habitual
workers can be found in so interesting and important a line of research. And it is extraordinary
that such results as we have been able to put forward in those five volumes and in other pub~
lications, should have received, as far as we can judge from any published use of them, so little

recognition at the hands of specialists in other lines than that of the political history,
who would find much to interest them, and to repay them for the trouble, if they would
only examine the five volumes of the Epigraphia Indian. of which we speak, and the other

publications to which we allude. We want to induce more workers to join us. And we look

for recruits specially to the class of scholars who have a certain knowledge of Sanskrit to start
with ; because, though most of the records are not in Sanskrit, that tongue is more or less the

key to the languages in which they were written, and a general knowledge of Sanskritliterature
and mythology is essential to a proper understanding of many of the allusions in the records.
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At the same time, anyone who has made himself conversant with one of the vernuculars in its
archaic form and ancient literature, has necessarily acquired, by that process, a considerable

acquaintance with the Sanskrit vocabulary, and can easily master, by general reading, what
else is wanted. A preliminary knowledge of Sanskrit itself, therefore, is by no means absolutely
indispensable. As regards other leading languages, in Kanarese, at any rate, we have, in the

Rev. F. Kittel’s Kannada-English Dictionary, a scholarly and admirable compilation which has
now placed it in the power of all Western students to understand fully, and do justice to, the
beauties of that highly polished and powerful tongue; and in Dr. Hultzsch’s South-Indian
Inscriptions, Vols. I. and II. and Part I. of Vol. 111., we have a number of carefully edited
versions, a study of which would go far towards removing any difliculties in the way of

grappling with the epigraphic peculiarities of Tamil. It is no specially diflicult matter to now
approach the epigraphic records. And a very brief study of some of the versions that have
been most recently edited, and of the results brought forward from them, would quickly teach

the lines on which it is desirable to deal with the records so as to produce the uniformity of
treatment that is requisite, and would inevitably awake an interest that would induce a steady
desire to co-operate in the work that we have in hand.

As has been intimated above, we are indebted but very little, and not at all for
the
‘
more ancient periods, to any historical works compiled by the Hindus them~

selves. And it is very questionable whether the ancient Hindfis ever possessed the true histori
cal sense, that is to say the faculty of putting together genuine history on broad and critical
lines. As we shall see, they could write short historical compositions, concise and to the point,
but limited in scope. But no evidence of their possession of the faculty of dealing with history
on general lines has survived to us, in the shape of any genuine historical work, deliberately
written by them as such, and also accurate and reliable. The experience of the Arabian writer
Albérfini, in the eleventh century A.D., was, that “the Hindi'is do not pay much attention to
“the historical order of things, they are very careless in relating the chronological succession
“of their kings, and when they are pressed for information and are at a loss, not knowing what
"to say, they invariably take to tale-telling?“ And, certainly, such attempts as have been
made by the Hindfis of more recent times, do not display any capabilities from which we might
infer that their early ancestors possessed the faculty, even if they did not exercise it. Early in
the present century, there was put together, -— apparently, quite spontaneously, and not in con

sequence of any lead givenb y \Vestern inquircrs, —- a Kanarese compilation entitled Ru'jdrali'
kaihe or “the story of the succession of kings,” which purports to trace the history of Jainism,

especially in connection with the province of Mysore on the political history of which, also, it
pretends to throw light, from the earliest possible times; the published extracts from this
work,“ however, shew that it is simply an imaginative production, of the most fanciful kind,
based on the wildest legends, to which IO value of any sort can be attached for early historical

purposes.16 At apparently some earliei Lime, as yet not fixed, there was drawn up, in the same
part of the country, a Tamil chronicle c ititled Koigudééardjdkkal" or “the kings of the Koiigu
country,” which purports to give a c nnected historical account of Mysore from the first
century A. D.; but in this case, again, 1he fanciful nature of the work, and its utter want of
reliability for any purposes of early histo -y, are disclosed at once by the very slightest thought
ful examination : for instance, at the outset, not only does it give, as real facts, the fictitious

1‘ Sachan’s Translation ofAlbt’rfin’Z's India, Vol. II. p. 6.
15 See Mr. Rice's lasers. at Bran-Bel. Introd. pp. 3 it, 8 fi'., 25 f., 61.
16 For one illustration of this, seeVol. XXI. above, p. 157 ; and regarding the apocryphal character of one of the

earlier works on which it may be based, the Bhadrubdhucharita, see Ep. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 23, note 1.
1" For Prof. Dowson’s abstract of the contents of this work, see Jowr. R. As. 800., F. S., Vol. VIII. p. 1 5. Ho

has spoken (p. 2) of atranslation of it, “in the volume of M58. at the India House ;" this, if it could be found,
might perhaps throw some light on the period of its compilation and on its connection with the spurious records of
Mysore. It also appears (iln'iL) that another translation of the work was made by the Rev. W. Taylor.
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pedigree and history with which we are familiar from the spurious ‘copper-plate grants of

the Western Gangs. series, but also,18 before the first of the fictitious Gangs. kings, it places, in

the period A. D. 82 to 178 and before that time, some of the Réshtrakfita kings whose dates
really lay between A. D. 675 and 956. Notices of other chronicles, relating for instance to the
(Ebola, Pallava, and Piindya territories and to the 'l‘élingana country, are to be found in Prof.

H. H. Wilson‘s Descriptive Catalogue of the Mackenzie Collection. These have, perhaps, not yet
been criticised in detail. But a perusal of the notices discloses features very similar to those of

the Rrijdvalikathe and the Koizgudéiardjdkkal. And, though they may be of some use in the

geographical line of inquiry, we have no primzi-facie reason to expect to find in these works,

also, anything of the slightest historical value for early times.

And yet there were, undoubtedly, genuine materials in abundance, from which
histories of the most valuable kind might have been compiled in early times.

In the first place, we know how, in India, pedigrees are always forthcoming, even in the
present day, to an extent that is unknown in \Vcstern countries. Among families connected in

any way hcreditarily with the administration, oven the G-audes or Patils and the Kulkarnis, the

village headmen and accountants, can always bring forward, ——whenever there is any inquiry
into their wata'ns or rights and privileges. or any dispute among themselves, -— genealogical
tables, unquestionably not altogether unautbentic, which exhibit the most complicated ramifica

tions of their houses, and often go back for two or three centuries ; and even the death of an

ordinary cultivator usually results in the production of a similar table, though of more limited

scope, in the inquiry that is held to determine his heirs. Every mapha or religious college of

any importance preserves the succession of its heads. Among the Jains, we have the Paffdvalz's
or successions of pontifis, for a full and lucid notice of some of which we are indebted to

Dr. Hoernle :19 they purport to run back to even the death of the last Tirthan'ikara Vardhamzina
Mahzivira in, let us say, B. C. 527; and, though the earlier portions of them were put together
in their present form not before the ninth century A. D. (because they exhibit the Vikrama
legend)2o ancLwith results that are capable of considerable adjustment, they are, no doubt, based
upon more ancient and correct lists that were then extant. The preservation of pedigrees and
successions has evidently been a national characteristic for very many centuries. And we can,
not doubt that considerable attention was paid to the matter in connection with the royal families
and that vamsavalis or Bajavalis, lists of the lineal successions of kings, were compiled
and kept from very early times. In fact, the matter is not one of speculation, but is capable of
proof. We distinctly recognise the use of such Vun'iirirali's, -— giving the relationships and succes
sions of kings, but no chronological details beyond the record of the total duration of each reign
with occasionally a coronation-date recorded in an era, -- in the copper-plate records. \Ve trace
them, for instance, in the introductory passages of the grants of the Eastern Chalukya series,2X
which, from the period A. 1). 918 to 925 onwards, name the successive kings beginning with
the founder of the line who reigned three centuries before that time, but do not put forward
more than the length of the reign of each of them ; and, from certain differences in the figures
for some of the reigns, we recognise that there were varying recensions of those Vaiias'ziralis. We
trace the use of Vaiinidvalis again in the similar records of the Eastern Gaiigns of Kaliiiga, which,

from A. D. 1058 onwards,22 give the same details about the kings of that line with effect from
about A. l). 890, and one of which, issued in A. D. 1296,33 includes a coronation-date of A. D.

1' See Ep. 1nd. Vol. III. p. 170 f.
1' V01. XX. above, p. 341, and Vol. XXI. p. 57. For others, see Vol. XI. above, pp. 245, 251, Peterson's Second

Report on Sanskrit Manuscripts, pp. 89, 163, and Bhandarkar’s Report on Sanskrit Manuscripts for 1883-34,
pp, 14, 319.
N .800 page 8 i’. above.
a‘ See, for instance, V01. XIV. above, p. 65, South-Ind. lasers. Vol. I. p. 83, and Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 181.
I’ See Ep. Ind, Vol. IV. p. 188. 1’ Jour. Bong. As. Soc. Vol. LXV. Part I. p. 229.
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1141 or 1142. And there is other proof also.M There has been brought to light from Nepal a
long Van'is'livalifis which purports to give an unbroken list of the rulers of that country, with the

lengths of their reigns and an occasional landmark in the shape of the date of an accession stated in

an era, back from A. D. 1768 to even so fabulous an antiquity as six or seven centuries before the
commencement of the Kali age in B. C. 3102. It contains gross mistakes in chronology; for
instance, it places 13. C. 101 to 34- Ariisuvarman, of the 'l‘hziknri dynasty, who, we know, was ruling
in A. D. 635 and 649 or 650,26 and, partly through committing one of the usual leading faults of
Hindu compilations, namely of treating contemporaneous dynasties as successive dynasties, it places
about the end of the seventh century B. C. a certain Vrishadéva, of .the Sfiryavar'néi or Lichchhavi

dynasty, who, we know, was a contemporary of Amsuvarman. And, as was pointed out by Pandit

Bhagwanlal Inlraji who brought the full Variiia'uali to notice critically, “it possesses no value what
“ever as a whole,” and “no single one of its several portions is free from the most serious errros,” and

it is useless for reconstructing the earlier history of Nepal, even by adjustment with respect to any
names and dates that are known from other sources. But, in connection 'with the above-mentioned I
Vrishadéva, and in spite of the error in respect of his date, it teaches one thing which is of use.
From him, whom it places No. 18 in the Suryavariiéi dynasty, to Vasantadéva, No. 23, it gives

correctly a list of six successive names, which we have verified from epigraphic records, It allots to
each of those rulers, it is true. a length of reign which not only is impossible in itself, but also is

disproved in one case at least by the epigraphic records. But the fact remains, that the names are

given correctly and in the right order. This short list was certainly not based on some ancient
charter road by the original compiler of this portion of the Vaiiiédcalz'. What would have happened.
if that had been the case, is suggested plainly enough by the Konnilr inscription from the Dharwar
district,27 which purports to be the reproduction of a charter, dated A. D. 860, of the time of the

Rashtrakfita king Amfighavarsha I. Here, we have a record on stone, which says that it was embo
died in that shape in accordance with a copper-plate charter that was read and explained by a certain

Jain teacher named Viranandin, the son of Méghachandra. Partly from the characters of the record,
and partly from the known fact that Méghachandra died A. D. 1115, we know that this record was
not put on the stone before the twelfth century A. D. We do not dispute the \allegcd fact that
Viranandin drafted the stone record from some ancient charter on copper. But we fi ul either that

he could not read that charter correctly, or that he did not take the trouble to interpret it aright; for,
not only has he misstated the relationship of some of the Rr‘ishtrakuta kings whom the stone version

does mention and omitted others whom it ought to have included, but also, -- probably from a wrong
interpretation of some verse which we have not as yet found in a genuine record, -— he has placed at

the head of the Rashtraki'ita genealogy a purely fictitious person, whom he has called Prichchhaka

raja. if the list from Vgishadéva to Vasantadéva in the Nepal Van‘zérivali had been put together in
the same way from some ancient deed, the compiler of that part of the document would undoub‘

edly have committed some similar mistakes. And we have no hesitation in saying that he took

these six names from some genuine early Van'iirivali, accessible to him, which had survived from the

time of the rulers to whom it referred; and probably the duration of the reigns was given correctly
by him, and was falsified subsequently by some later compiler, to suit his own scheme of the whole

chronology. The Bower Manuscript has shown us how long even perishable documents may survive.
And we may not unreasonably hope that an exploration of some buried city, or even of one or other

of the numerous private collections of ancient manuscripts that still remain to be examined, may some

day result in the discovery of some of the early and authentic lfGII'léd‘L‘ah-l. Meanwhile, we have to be

very cautious in accepting what we do obtain in this line. We have before us the example, not only
of this Népfil Varirs'ticali, but also of some Vmiuidvulz's from Orissa, which do not indeed pretend to quite

such fabulous antiquity, but which nevertheless purport to present an unbroken list of the kings of

1‘ Kalhana, writing in A. D. 1148-49, mentions lists of kings of Kashmir which had been put together by
Kshemcndra and Hélz‘u-aja (see page 11 below). But we do not quote these as proof of our present point ;bacauso
they were compilations, not original lists prepared under the dynasties to which they belonged.

‘5 V01. XIII. above, p. 411. *6Gujta Inscn. Introdp. 189- "E9. Ind. Vol. VI, P- 1'5
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that province, going back from A. l). 1871 to the commencement of the Kali age, with the length 01'
the reign of each, and with certain specified dates as epochs. And the results put forward by them,

and by the palm~leaf archives of the temple of Jagannatha at Puri, have been supposed to give at any
rate certain definite and reliable land-marks in the early history. But an examination of them and of

the archives23 has shown that, for at least the period anterior to about A, l). 1100, they are utterly
fanciful and misleading, and that they were devised, chiefly from imagination, simply to magnify the

antiquity and importance of the temple of Jagannatha and of all its surroundings and connections.

These local annals are not correct even in respect of so radical a point as the building of that temple

They attribute it to a king Anangabhima, whom they would place A. D. 1175 to 1202; whereas we
know, from the epigraphic records, that it was built by a predecessor of his, Anantavarma-Chodaganga

Gahgésvara, in the period A. D. 1075 to 114:1 or 1142. Further, they actually divide this latter
king into two persons, — Chédagairga and G ai'ig('~svara,- to whom they would allot the periods
Ad). 1132 to 1152 and 1152 to 1166. For the period anterior to him, they do not incorporate any
ancient and authentic lists of rulers, but simply bring forward, amongst a host of fabulous names, a few

historic kings, some of them not even connected with Orissa at all, whose dates they grossly misplacc.

And thus these records, again, are absolutely worthless for any purposes oi ancient history.

In the genuine early Vuiiri-livalis, materials must long have been extant, which could have been
turned to most valuable account, if only for the bare outlines of political history. But there were

plainly more ample materials than these. Of course, the elaborate routine of modern times had not

been devised. Still, with the great advance towards civilisation which the Hindus had made even in

the fourth century B. 0., and with the careful and detailed System of administration which is dis

closed by the epigraphic records, there must have been, from early times, a fairly extensive system

of ofilcial records. In any such state of advancement, there are certain precautions and arrange
ments, indicated by common sense, which would inevitably be adopted. Copies of important orders

issued must be kept on record in the issuing ofiico, as a reminder to make sure that instructions

given are duly and fully carried out. And orders received must be filed in the receiving oflice, to be

produced in justitication of any particular measures taken in giving etfect to them. The specific terms

of treaties and alliances must be reduced to writing, and copies must be kept for reference by each of

the contracting parties. Diaries of some kind must be kept by local governors, from which to prepare

from time to tim'c the periodical reports on their administration, A record must be kept, on both
sides, of tribute paid by the great t'cudatory nobles and received by the paramount sovereign. And,

even under a system of farming the revenues, accounts of some kind must be framed, of the proceeds

of provincial customs and taxes and or' village revenues, and of the expendit'ire incurred on the

collection of them. Notes of all these matters must have been preserved in some form or another, in

all the various ofiices. But it is probable that they were kept in the shape of general day-books,

-- something like the Diaries of the PéSllWrlS of the eighteenth century,” -— dealing with all matters
mixed, rather than according to any system of separate ledgers and tiles for each branch of business.

Except on the hypothesis of such a system of day-books, it is diflicult to account for the manner

in which, for instance, the date of a record of A. 1). 1008 at 'l‘anjore cites the one hundred and

twenty-fourth and one hundred and forty-third days of the twenty-fourth year of the Chola king

Riijaraja 1.,“ and the date of a record of A. D. 1113 at Tirnvari‘ir in the Tanjore district cites

the three hundred and fortieth day of the firth year of the reign of his descendant Vikrama-Chola-,

déva 7'
" for such a detail to be cited conveniently, there must have been available some such books, in

which the days were entered and numbered, and the events or’ them were posted up, as they ran.32

___'____________—__—___________________

5‘ See Ep. Ind. Vol. III. p. 83b 5'. I I‘
1° For a sample of these Diaries, see the Extracts relating to Political Matters from the R‘amsi orjournal of the

Pé'lhwfi 85h“ from A- D- 1713-14 to 1731-35, which have been recently published. I understand that we are indebted
to Mr. Gauesh Chimnaj-i Vad for the compilation of the extracts, and that they are being printed by the Dekkan

Vernacular Translation Society, Poona.
so South-Ind. Imcrs. Vol. III. p. 14, a See El,’ [ML V0!‘ [V2 p: 73_

37 A rather curious instance of citing the days is furnished by the 'l‘iruppuvsnam grant of {he pggdyn kin“

latilvarma-Kulaéekhara, which mentions the four thousand three hundred and sixtieth day of his thirteenth year
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In such day-books and other records, valuable items of historical information would abound. The
compilation, however, of any general history from them would, no doubt, be a somewhat complicated

and laborious matter. But there were, plainly, other materials of a more concise kind,that might
have been used with great facility, in the shape of dynastic archives and chronicles, which, in
some cases at least. survived for a considerable time after the disappearance of the dynasties to which

they belonged, and from which comprehensive and very valuable accounts might easily have been put

together. It can only have been from ancient archives, of considerable fulness of detail, which had
fallen into their own hands, that the \Vestern Cluilukya kings of Kalyani derived the knowledge that

they possessed, and exhibited in some of their records, of the earlier Chalukya dynasty of Br‘ida‘imi, —

separated from themselves by an interval of three centuries, during which an extraneous dynasty

possessed the sovereignty, — from which they claimed to be descended; this is pointedly illustrated

by the mention, in the Kauthér'n grant of A. D. 1009,“)3 of Mahgalééa, who was not in the directlineof
descent, and therefore might easily have been lost sight of in a mere Vmiis‘dmli, and by the preservation,

in the same record, among certain other details which tradition alone, or a mere list of kings, would not

account for, of the memory of the conquest by him of the territory of Révatidvipa, and by the way

in which the record glosses over his attempt to break the direct and rightful senior line of succession

in favour of transmitting the crown to his own son, by representing him as simply a regent during

the minority of his nephew Pulakééin [[., to whom, it says, he eventually restored the throne in

pious accordance with the custom and laws of the Chalukya kings. And the Sili‘ihfu'a princes
of the Southern Konkan must have kept a careful record of their paramount sovereigns, the Bash

trakr‘itas, as well as of themselves, to account for the statement about the rise of their own family
under Krishna I., and for the full account of the Rishtrakiita genealogy, as well as of their own

pedigree, that is given in the Khfirépzigan grant of A. D. 1008,“ issued by the Silnhara Rattaraja in
the time of the Western Ohfilukya king Irivabedahga-Satyasraya. These cases indicate distinctly the

compilation and survival of dynastic chronicles, which were doubtless carried on chapter by chapter

after the death of each successive king or prince. And we can actually recognise the copy of a chapter,
or of the draft of the beginning of a chapter, of such a chronicle, compiled most probably from day

books or other miscellaneous sources, in the Udayagiri inscription of B. C. 151,36 which gives a succinct
account of the career of Khilravéla of Kalii'iga from his birth to the thirteenth year of his reign : it
tells us that he spent fifteen years in princely sports, — that for nine years he enjoyed power as Yuvarajja
or heir-apparent and appointed successor, - and that he was crowned to the succession at the end of
his twenty-fourth year; and then it briefly enumerates, year by year, the principal events of his

reign, and certain large items of expenditure on public works and charity, as far as the thirteenth year.

In this department, again, we may hope that future explorations will result in discoveries that will give
us reading of a particularly interesting kind.

These materials did not remain altogether unutilised. We can trace a use of at least the Vaim'u'vali's

in the historical chapters of the Puranas, which, composed apparently before the ninth century
A. D. (because they do not include the Vikrama legend)" do certainly indicate a desire on the part
of the ancient Hindfis not to ignore general history altogether, and are clearly based upcn ancient

archives which had survived in a more or less complete shape and were somehow or other accessible

to the composers of those works. At the same time, it is not much, in the way of reliable history, that
we gather from these chapters. In the first place, some of the necessary materials were apparently
not available to the authors; and some of the dynasties are omitted altogether: for instance, the

Families do not include (at any rate, in anything like its proper place) any reference to the line that

(Vol. XX. above, p. 288). We can hardly imagine that the numbering of the days had run on from the first day of
the reign up to that high number. And we understand that, as suggested (loo. cit. p. 280) the writer took the
fortieth day of the thirteenth year, and, for some reason or other, added it to 860 X 12 = 4320 an the total number
of the days of the preceding twelve years.
'3 Vol. XVI. above, p. 15. 3‘ Ep- Iml. Vol. III, p. 293.
'5 Proceedings of the Sixth Inta'national Congress of orients-lists, Vol. III. p. 135.
” See page 3!. above.
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was founded by Kanishka;87 nor do they mention the great dynasty of the Early Guptas, unless they speak

of those kings as the Guptas oi Magadha, whom they would place more than three centuries ahead of

the present day ; nor do they make any reference to the great Harshavardhana of Thz‘inésar and

Kanauj, “the warlike lord,” as the southern records call him, "of all the region of the north.” In the
second place, while the authors have usually given us the supposed duration of each dynasty, and in

some cases even the lengths of individual reigns, they did not think it worth their while to give us

any fixed points in the shape of dates recorded in any of the Hindi‘: eras. Thirdly, some of the materials

that were used by the authors had apparently become imperfect: for instance, the Purdue: assign only
a hundred and thirty-seven years as the period of the Maurya kings; whereas we know, from the

Udayagiri inscription of Kharavéla,” that the Maurya dynasty lasted for at least twenty-eight years

longer ; for, it is only in consequence of the continuance of the Maui-ya sway, not only in the original

territory of the dynasty but also over the conquered province of Kalii'iga, that that record could

be dated, as itis, in the hundred and sixty-fifth year of the time of the Maurya kings. In the fourth place.
even allowing for corruption by successive copyists, it seems plain that, - be the cause what it may ;
for instance, sometimes inability to decipher ancient characters, — the authors have not always given us
even the names of their kings with accuracy ; compare, for instance, the Puriinic lists of the Andhra

bhrityas, with each other, and still more with such information about those kings as we have obtained
irom the epigraphic records. And, finally, the extravagant chronological results that these chapters

present, shew that the authors here, again, committed the usual Hindil fault oitreating contemporaneous

dynasties as successive : thus, to take only a part of the whole list, from the beginning of the Mauryas

to the end of the Kailakila-Yavanas the Vz'ahgzupurcina gives us a total period of two thousand five
hundred and fifty—fivc years; apply this to B. C. 315, as the most probable exact year of the accession
oi the first Maurya king Chandragupta,“ and we have the end of the Kailakila-Yavanas in A. l). 2240.
three centuries anl a half in the future from even the present time ; and we have to place after that a

variety of other rulers, including the Guptns of Magadha, who, the same work says, followed the

Kailakila-Yavanas. \Vhile, therefore, the historical chapters of the Purc‘zpas undoubtedly have some

basis of truth, the treatment of the subject in them is sketchy and meagre, the details are incomplete,
inaccurate, and extravagant, and we cannot bind ourselves to follow them even in the general outline

of the alleged sucesssion oi the various dynasties.

The only other indication, that has survival from any antiquity, of an attempt on the part of the
Hindus to put together anything in the shape of a general history, is the Bajataramgini, on the first
eight cantos of which Kalhana was engaged. in A. D. 1148-433-° Kalhann mentions certain previous
writers, -— Suvrata, whose work, he says, was made difficult by misplaced. learning; Kshéméndra, who

drew up a list of kings, of which, however, he says, no partis free from mistakes; Nilamuni, who wrote
the .Vilamatapurdna ; llélariija, who composed a list of kings in twelve thousand verses ; and 'Srimihira
or Padmamihira, and the author of the Srichchhavilld. His own work, he tells us, was based on eleven
collections of [Zu‘ja/cuthds or stories about kings}1 and on the work oi Nilamuni. He says he sought
to remove all errors by consulting charters issued by ancient kings, and laudatory inscriptions on

stones, and manuscripts. And he has presented us with a detailed account of Kashmir, including‘X
5" Here. and in connection with what follows, seeWilson's Translation of the Vivhnupurdna, V0 . IV. p. 178fl'__

Dr. Bhandarkar seems to be of the opinion (see his Early History of the Dekkan, in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Prod.
dency, Vol. I. Part II., p. 161 it), that the Vayupurdua and the .lfi'iisyrtpu-rdrla are older works than the one that I
quote. and that the figures given in them are, on the whole, more worthy of being quoted, though the texts have, in
some oases at least, undergone corruption. There is no objection to that view. But I can conveniently quote only
the figures of the Viahuupurdrya. And there is no recognisable discrepancy in respect of the broad features to which
I draw attention.
3' See page 10 above, note 35. 9' See Miss 'Dufi‘e Chronology of India, p. 10.“ In connection with the following remarks, see the extracts given by Dr. Biihlor (Vol- VI- BMW, P- 268), and

by Dr‘. Hultzsnh (Vol. XVIII. above, pp. 65. 97, and Vol. XIX. p. 231
“ C0rnpars,—cspeoially as helping to illustrate how fictitious matter might come to be introduced into such

stories, —-the discourse about religion, and the recital of the praises of ancicnt and recent devotees of Siva, in which
sdméévara IV. and his commander-in-ohief indulged on a certain occasion (Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 258; see also ibi'l.
p. 233, for another instance of a dharmapraaaitga or talk about religion between village oflloialsh
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occasional items of external history, which purports to go back to B. C. 24.48, and has given us the

alleged exact details of the length of the reign of each successive king from B. C. 1182 onwards.

We may expect to find him fairly correct for his own time, and for the preceding century or so. But

an examination of the details of his work quickly exposcsitsimaginative character, and its unreliability,

for any early period. It places the great Maurya king Asoka a thousand years before his real time.
It places B. C. 70* to 634 Mihirakula, the great foreign invader of India, whose real period was closely
about A. D. 530.‘‘2 It places about eight centuries after Mihirakula a Toramana, the original of whom
can be none other than Toramz‘iua the father of Mihirakula. And, though Kalhana could put

forward such exact details as four years nine months and one day for the duration of the reign of
h'liitrigupta (A. D. 106 to 111, as worked out by [)r. Hullzsch), he was obliged to allot to Ranfiditya l.
a reign of three centuries (A. D. 205 to 505), simply, as Dr. Hultzsch has put it

,

in order to save

his own chronology.

With these exceptions, — namely the historical chapters of tho Pin-tines and the Riijataraiiigz'pi‘,
—-the ancient Hindi‘is seem to have never made any real attempt to deal with history on general lines ;

they have left us to gather what we can from their ordinary literary works, into which they have

occasionally introduced historical matter, but, as can clearly be seen, only as an incidental detail of

quite secondary and subordinate importance.

In the body of their literature, the Hindns do not help us much. The plots of some of the
plays, the classical poems, and the collections of imaginative stories, were woven round historic names,

both of persons and of places. But it is seldom, except in the geographical line, that such allusions can

be put to any practical use. They help us to locate places, and to fix the limits of countries; for

instance, we know, from other sources, that the ancient Ti‘imalipti is the modern Tamh‘ik in the Midnapur
district, and thus the incidental statement in the Daéalriundrncharita that 'l‘z‘imalipti was in the Suhma

country,4'3 gives us a more precise indication, than is obtainable elsewhere, as to the exact part of Bengal

that was known b
y the name of Suhma. And they help us to establish the antiquity of places; thus,

we know, from the Aihole inscription of the time o
f Pulakés'in II., that the celebrated poet Kalidilsa

flourished before A. D. 634; and, so, the mention b
y him of Gtokarna,M in the North Kanara district,

Bombay, carries back the existence of that place, as a famous Saiva site, to at least the beginning of

the seventh century A. D. In the historical line, however, the allusions teach us little, if anything.
'l‘he works do not give dates for what is told in them: and naturally enough; the similar productions

of other countries, also, do not aim at being historical records, and at including chronological details.

The works in question are of use historically. only when the date of an author happens to be known.

and we are enabled thereby to fix a latest possible limit for a historic name, mentioned b
y him, for

which we have otherwse no specific date at all,

There are, indeed, a few compositions, which put forward certain distinct historical pretensions,

but which cannot, in truth, be taken as anything more serious than historical romances. In San
skrit, we have the II'arsliachm-ita of Dana, and the Vikramdiikadévachari'm o

f

B-.lhai_ia. The first deals

with the achievements or career of the great northern king Hers-ha, Harsbadéva, or Harshavardhana
of Thanésar and Kanauj (A. I). 605-606 to about 648); and the second deals, in the same way, with
an equally great southern king of later times, the \Vestcrn Chalukya Vikramiiditya VI. of Kalyi‘ini
(A. D. 1076 to 1126). And thus they both aim at being historical chronicles of those two periods.
But they do not present the plain straightforward language of sober common sense. They imitate the

classical poems, with all their elaboration of diction, metaphor, and imagery. They weave into their

stories mythical and supernatural matter of the most fanciful kind. And they give us some charming

reading in the poetical line. But they ofier us not much beyond that. The historiml information

contained in the Harshachar-z'm might be summed up very briefly. That in the Vz'lcrmnu'iika
démrharita is more extensive ; mixed up, on the other hand, with more imaginative matter than is

found in Bzlna’s work. But neither author has given us a date for anything that is mentioned b
y him,

P1 Gupta lmers- Intrbd. p. 11. ‘5 Wilson's Works, Vol. IV. p. 2L2, “ Raghuvaziu'a, viii. verse 33.
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_—______—__——__—__—____—_—__—____
\Ve do not blame them for this : the authors of the modern European historical novels rarely give

dates; and, when they do, we should hardly accept their statements for quotation without verification.

we only remark that no dates are given. Bins, for instance, tells us“ that Harshavardhana was born

“in the month Jyaishtha, ou the twelfth day of the dark fortnight, the Pleiads being in the ascendant,
"just after the twilight time, when the young night had begun to climb ;” but he has not given us any

statement as to the year. And Bilhana tells us‘6 that, when Vikramaiditya was born, "flowers fell

“from the sky, Indra’s drum resounded, and the gods rejoiced in heaven ;” but he does not even name

the month and day. Neither author has given us even his own date. And, if Harshavardhana and

Vikramaditya were not known from more exact sources of a different kind, we should not even know

to what period to refer the poets and their patrons. In the same category we must place the Tamil

historical poems, —the Kagavali, the Kalz'v'lgattu-Parani, and the Vikrama-Cluilafg- U§a',47-— for our

introduction to which we are indebted to Mr. V. Kanakasabhai Pillai. In these, again, there is much
of interest, and a good deal of importance. But here, also, there are no dates, and, so, no means in the

works themselves for determining the periods to which they belong.

These works, — the dramas, the classical poems, the imaginative stories, and the historical romances,
-— are invaluable for the study of manners and customs, trade and commerce, methods and routes of com~
munication, and the details ofdomestic, social, public, and religious life. They would furnish excellent

materials for articles such as those which the Rev. T. Foulkes has given us on the Dekkan in the time of
Gautama-Buddha.‘8 And they supplement the epigraphic records admirably. But that is all they do.
It is only in the introductions and colophons of their literary works, — for a knowledge of
which we are indebted largely to the detailed reports of the late Professor Peterson, and of Dr. Bhan
darkar, on Sanskrit manuscripts, — that the Hindfis have thought it worth their while to give us any
dates to accompany such historical details as they put forward. Here, the dates are useful enough. But
we find that the historical matter is introduced only incidentally, to magnify the importance of the

authors themselves rather than of their patrons, and is not handled with any particular care and fulness.

As typical illustrations, we take the following cases. somadéva tells us, in the colophon of his Yaéas
tilal'a,“ that he finished that work in the month Chaitra, 'Saka-Samvat 881 expired, falling in A. D.
959, during the rule of a Chalukya prince who was the eldest son of Arikésarin and was a feudatory of
a king Krishnarfijadéva. But he does not take the trouble to tell us the name of the prince, presum
ably his immediate patron, or to state the family or even the parentage of the king, or to indicate the
territory of either the sovereign or his vassal. In this case, as it happens, we learn more about the
family to which the prince belonged, froni'the Vil-ramdljunamjjaya or Pampa-Bhdrata of Pampa, who,

writing A. D. 941 --12, mentions, as his patron, the aforesaid Arikésarin, and gives his pedigree for seven
preceding generations, with apparently a tolerably definite hint as to the part of the country to which

he belonged.50 As regards the king Krishnan‘ijadéva,— we knew, from the epigraphic records, the

Rashtrakfita king Krishna III., for whom we had dates in A. D. 940 and 956. And, there being no
extraneous objections, we did not hesitate to identify somadéva’s Krishnarfijadéva with this Krishna
III., and to extend the reign of the latter to A. D. 959, even before obtaining for him a later epigraphic
date in A. D. 961.51 In this way, Sdmadéva’s literary reference usefully supplemented the inscriptions.
But it teaches us, in itself, little enough. And, by the way, he might plainly have told us evena good
deal more than he has. The preamble of the letter issued by his hero king Yaéodbara,52 — particularly
in its introduction of the titles “supreme lord of the town of Padmi‘ivatipura, lord of the mountain
Kanakagiri, and owner of the Kailzisa-Crest,” as well as in other details, —-is no mere ordinary epistle,
but is an imitation of the formal preamble of a grant; from which we gather that somadéva had access
to otficial papers, and used one of the drafts kept on hand for preparing charters of grants. Take,
again, the case of Jahlana. In the introduction to his Subhdshitamuktdvah', written in the period

‘5 Hanhacharita, Cowell and Thomas’ Translation, p. 109. N Vol. V. above, p. 318." Vol. XVIII. above, p. 259, Vol. XIX. p. 329, Vol. XXII. p. 141. ‘5 Vol. XVI. above, pp. 1 fl’., 49 a‘," Peterson's Second Report, p. 47, 5° Rice's Kamdtakasabddnuédmnam, Introd. p, 26." An inscription at Df'vi-fiosllr. " Loc. cit. (note 49 above), p. 39.
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A.D. 1247 to 1260,53 he states carefully the relationships in his own pedigree, but omits to state them
in the case of the Dévagiri-Yadava kings Bhillama, Siiighana, and Krishna, and their ancestor Mallugi,
whom he mentions. And take, finally, the case of Hémiidri. ‘Writing in the period A. I). 1260 to
1271, in the time of the Dévagiri-Yaidava king Mahadéva, under whom, as also under his successor

Ramachandra, he held the post of Sn‘kararuidhz'pa or superintendent of the business connected with

the drawing up of documents, be aimed, in the introduction to his Vratakhanda,“ at giving the full

pedigree, with incidental historical items, of that branch of the Yfidavas from even Puraaie times. In
spite, however, of the free access that he must have had to the chronicles and oflieial records of the

family, —- within the historical period, he has omitted, several times, to state the exact relationships of

the successive members of the family ; he has apparently passed over altogether one of them, Séunadéva,
whose existence is established by an epigraphic record; and, as tested by an inscription of A. D. 1191
at G‘radag,55 he has suggested an altogether wrong‘jnference regarding the parentage of Bhillama, the

first paramount king in the family, within only a century before the time at which he was writing,

The dates which are given in the introductions and colophons of the literary works, in connection

‘with the composition of those works, may of course be accepted as reliable. And any genealogical

and historical items put forward in the same places, ought to be correct for a few preceding genera
tions. But it would be a very extraordinary and imperfect history of India that we should put
together from such references, and from the Purdaas, the Rfijatarmirgz'pi, the historical. romances, the

general body of the literature, such Vaiiiérivalz's as have been obtained from Orissa and Nepal, and the

few items of alleged history that are incidentally given in the Pafldvalz'r, We should doubtless recog
nise that the successions of kings given for India itself by the Purdgnaa, for Kashmir by the Rafja~
tarmiigia'i, and for Nepal by the Van'iédvalz’, should be taken as separate successions, in. territories the

histories of which must be treated separately. We should not know exactly what conclusion to arrive
at in respect of the annals of Orissa, which is a provihce- of India itqalf. But, having regard to the

preposterous duration allotted to each of the- reigns from B. C. 3102 to 57, we should doubtless decide
that all memory of the true history of that period had been lost in Orissa, and that from the- next

,fixcd point, A. I). 78, Orissa was an independent province with a history and a line ofi kings of its
own. \Ve could scarcely fail to detect the occurrence, in the Pura’nas, the Riijatarmiigiaf, and the

Nepal Vmhédvah', of one particular name, that of Asoka, which ought to establisha definite synehron
one point in the histories of the three countries. \Ve should not be able to deduce‘ the date of Asoka
from the Pura'pas. But we should find that the Rdjatarmiigini would place him somewhere about
B. C. 1260. We should find, indeed, that the Népiil Vas‘aédmli would place him, roughly, about B. C’.
2600. As, however, that list does not mention him as a ruler of Nepal but only as a visitor to the

country, we should probably infer a mistake in that account, and prefer to select the date of B. C.

1260. And then we should set about arranging the succession of the kings of India itself, from the

Pura’qlas, with B. C. 1260 for the approximate date of the accession of Aééka as our starting-point.“

5' Bhandarkar’s Report for the years 1887-88 to 1890-91, Notices, p. 7.
“ Bhandarkar's Early History of the Deklmn (in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I. Part IL), Appen

dis 0., p. 268.
55 See my Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts (in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I. Part II.), p. 516.

Hémhdri seems to have adopted here some mistaken tradition which appears also in some of the later epigraphic
records.
56A beginning was actually made, almost in the manner suggested above, by Sir William Jones: see his disserta

tion on the Chronology of the Hindus, written in 1788 (As. Res. Vol. II. p. 111, reprint of 1799). Butlhs took a
ditierent starting-point, and fixed it in a different way. His paper was based on a work entitled Tania/1r! haprakds'a,
which was composed, ‘shortly before the time at which he was writing, by Pandit Radhakaut Sal-man, and which
seems to have been based, in its turn, chiefly on the Bhdgavatapurdna. In the first place he brought forward a
verse given to him from a book entitled Bhdgavatdmrita, composed by “a learned Gos'wami," which purported to
fix the Kaliynga year 1002 expired as the date of the manifestation of Buddha. With this he coupled an ‘assertion
in the same book that, two years before that date, there occurred the revolution which placed on the throne Pradydta,
the first king in the third dynasty before that of the Mauryas. And he thus exhibited a chronology which, taking
the a~ccssion of Pradyéta in B. C. 2100 as its starting~point, placed the accession of Siéanaga in B. C. 1962, the acccs~
sion of Nanda in B, 0.1602. and the accession of Chaudragupta (the grandfather of Asoka.) in B. G. 1502, and made
the dynasty of the Mdhl'abhrityas sun from B. C. 908 to 452. But he considered that the figures put forward by the
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\Ve should then examine the other available sources of information. And probably we should first
note, from the Jain Puydvall'a, the king Vanaraja, who is said to have founded Anhilwad in Gujarat,
in A. D. 746 ;57 and we should obtain the alleged succession at Anhllwaid after him, with an initial
date for each king, to A. D. 1304, from the Pravuchanapar‘ikslzd of Dharmasrigara.“a From the
literary works, we should obtain a few names, with fixed dates, such as the following. Jinasena tells
us in the Jain Harz‘vun'u'a, in connection with the date of that work, that in A. D. 783-84 there were
reigning, -— in vdirections determine'l with reference to a town named Vardhamiinapura, there which

is to be identified with the modern Wadhwiin in the Jhalziviid division of Kathiawiir, —-in the north,
Indriiyudha; in the south, Srivallabha; in the east, Vatsaraja, king of Avanti (Ujjain); and, in the
west, Varaha or Jayavaraha, in the territory of the Sanryus." And from the Channabasavapurlipa
we should have (but, in this case, falsely)" a king Bijjala reigning at Kalyani, in the Nizam’s
Dominions, contemporaneously with them. Gunabhadra gives us, in recording the date of the com

pletion of his ['ttarapardna, a king Akiilavarsha, with the date of A. D. 897."1 Pampa gives us a
Chi'ilukya prince Arikésarin, with the date of A. D. 941," with his pedigree for seven generations,
and with, apparently, a hint that he was ruling the territory round the modern Lakshméshwar in the
Dhz‘n-wfir district. somadéva gives us a king Krishna, with the date of A. D. 959.63 Ranna gives
us a king Ahnvamalla, who was reigning A. D. 983.“ A later Sémadéva gives us a Bhoja, who was
ruling in the Kollnipur territory in A. D. 1205.65 And Jfiiinésvara gives us a Ramachandra, who was
reigning A. D. 1290 ;" while another work gives a date for the same king in A. D. 1297. and shows
that the Konkan was a part of his dominions."7 In the way of definite names with uncertain dates, we
should have, from Jahlaua,“ another king Krishna, with his predecessors Mallngi, Bhillama, and

Sihghana. whom we could not place in any particular period from his information alone. And we
should have, from Hémi‘idri,” a much longer list, in which we should recognise the same names,
without, however, here again the means of referring them to any particular period. We should

probably obtain the right clue here from the fact that Hérm‘idri elsewhere mentions, as the successor
of his king Mahadéva, a Ramachandra, who, we should guess, ought to be identified with the
Ramachandra of A. D. 1290 and 1297. But in the case of Bfina’s Harsha or Harshavardhana
and Bilhana’s Vikramiiditya, we should in all probability go completely wrong; the temptation would

be almost irresistible, to identify Vikramiiditya either with a Vikramaditya who is mentioned in the

Rrijataraiiigini as a contemporary of Pratdpiiditya of Kashmir in the period B. C. 180 to 148, or

else with the Vikramaditya of U jjain of the legend, who is supposed to have died or to have begun to

reign in B. C. 57, and to identify Harsha with a certain Harsha-Vikramiiditya, king of Ujjain, who is
mentioned in the Rtijamraiiigl'az’ as a contemporary of Hiranya and Matyignpta of Kashmir in the

period A. D. 76 to 111. “re should look in vain in the Purlinas, for any of the names obtained
from the literature and the Parrdvalis. But we should, to the best of our ability, work those names,

and the dates connected with them, into the list obtained from the .PM‘I'IZZIGJ and in continuation of it.

And we should possibly be working into it also some quite modern inventions, such as those of the

bards of Kzithiawar, which were at one time suj‘posed to be “old-world tales,” but which really sprang

Puranas were excessive, both for generations and for reigns. And, adinsting those figures according to his own
estimate, and taking, asastarting-point, B. C. 1027 for the date of Buddha as fixed by the Chinese authorities as
interpreted by De Gnignes, he submitted a revised scheme, which placed Pradyota B. C. 1029. Nanda B. C. 699, and

the rise of the Andhrabhrityas in B. C. 149. --(In this revised scheme, a specific date was not proposed for Chan
dragnpta, whose importance had not been recognised at that time). -— He further suggested other corrections. which

would place Pradyota B. C. 317 or 17, and Nanda A. D. 13 or 313. But he pointed out that this arrangement would

take the Andhrabhrityas on to at least the sixth to the tenth centuries A.D., “without leaving room for the subse

‘quent dynasties, if they reigned successively." And it does not seem to have recommended itself to him at all
favourably. >

‘7 Vol. XI. above, p. 253. 5' Bhandarkar’s Report for 1883-84. pp. 150, 456.

59 See a note on the date of Dhrnva, in E’p. Ind. Vol. VI. °° See page 2 above.

6‘ Vol. XII. above, p. 217. M See page 13 above. '3 See page 13 above.

“ Rice's Karrldtakaiabddwnidmnam, Introd. p. 28 5. 6° Vol. X. above, p. 75.
“ Early History of the Dekka'n, p. 250. ‘1 Vol. XXI. above, p. 51.
6' See page 18 i. above. ” See page 14 above.
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into existence within the last twenty-five or thirty years, and owe their origin only to certain pre
liminary speculations, put forward by Pundit Bhngwanlal Indraji, that found their way to the bards
through an educational treatise." In this way, we should build up a chronological list of the rulers of
India, and of some of its provinces, with B. C. 1260 as a starting-point. And then, sooner or later,
we should be met by the discovery that Chandragupta, the grandfather of Asoka, was known to the

Greeks as Sandrokottos, and that his date is fixed by the Greek writers. \Ve should thus learn that

Asoka could not be placed before about B. C. 275. All the early part of our arrangements would be
upset by a thousand years. And the subject would become a maze of bewilderment, confusion, and

speculation, to be approached afresh from an entirely new point of view.

Fortunately, the discovery about Chsndragupta was made and announced,— by Sir
William Jones, in 1793,"1 — before speculation into the ancient history of India had gone very far.
‘And, fortunately, a few of the inscriptions had already begun to come to notice. From
that time, more and more attention was paid to them ; and particularly from the time when they were

taken in hand by Mr. James Prinscp, who first succeeded in deciphering the records of Asoka, and,
in that and other ways, laid the real foundations of the whole superstucture that has been subsequently

reared up, And it is with relief that we turn to them, and lay aside any further consideration of the

position in which we should have found ourselves without them.

This is not the occasion for entering into any detailed exposition of the historical results that we
have obtained from the inscriptions. The subject would require a volume to itself, and will be
dealt with hereaiter in that way. But we may point to the first two hundred or more pages of Miss
Dufi’s book on the Chronology of Inolr'a72 for a general résumé of those results, in a form which will
be most useful and indispensable to any student of Indian history. And we may say that, though
many details still remain to be filled in from future exploration and research, we have now a very fair

knowledge in outline of the political history of India from about B. C. 300 to A. D. 850, and a very
full knowledge of it from the latter time onwards. And we are indebted for this, in respect of the

earlier period, a good deal to coins taken in connection with the epigraphic records,'13 but, in respect of

the later period, almost entirely to the epigraphic records.

We must have, however, some idea as to what the inscriptions are, —- as to the extent of
territory that they cover, — and as to how they help us so definitely. And, to make the first and
third of these matters clear, we must present a classification of the records from two points of view,

according to the materials on which they have been preserved, and according to the objects to which

they were devoted.

As regards the materials on which they have been preserved, — among the records
there is one that stands by itself, in respect of the peculiarity of being engraved on iron; namely,
the short poem on the iron column at Moharaul'i, near Delhi, which constitutes the epitaph of the great

vking Chandra. With this exception, the records are to be divided into those which are on copper,

and those which are on stone.

The former usually describe themselves by the name or tamrasasana, or “copper-charters."
,And they consist sometimes of a single plate, but more usually of several plates strung together on

a large signet-ring which bears generally the seal of the authority who issued the particular charter.

Many of them have come to notice through being produced by the modern possessors of them before

1° See Gupta Inecn. Introd. p, 50.
‘ll Asiatic Researches, Vol. IV., Anniversary Discourse, p. 13, reprint of 1798.
"1 Published by Archibald Constable and 00., Westminster; 1899.
'" For some of the numismatic researches which are most useful for historical purposes , see, in particular, The

Coins 01 the Greek and Soyihic Kings of Baotn'a and India by Messrs. Gardner and Poole (1886). General

Sir Alexander Cunningham's Gain; of the Indo-Scylhiam, Sakan, and. Kuahfim (1888, 1890, 1892), his Coins of Ancient

Indiafl89l), and his Coins of Media-val, India. (1894), and Mr. Rapson's various writings, especially his Indian Coins

(1897), Part III. B. of Vol. II. of tho Grundrin der Indo-Arischon Philologie and Aitertumclrunde.
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official authorities in the expectation of establishing privileges which, it is hardly necessary to say,
havelong since ceased to exist through the lapse of time, the dying out of the families of original holders,
rights of conquest, and the-many changes of government that have taken place; and it is still in
private hands that we must look to find the majority of those that remain extant but unknown. But
others have been found buried in fields, and hidden in the walls and foundations of buildings; and
the decay of old erections, and the excavation of ancient sites, may at any time yield a rich harvest
in this direction.

The stone records usually describe themselves by the name of bilabasana, “stone-charters,” Sila
léklm, “stone-writings,” or prasasti, “eulogies." They are found on rocks, on religious
columns such as those which bear some of the edicts of Asoka and others which were set up in front
of temples as “flag-staffs” of the gods, on battle-columns or columns of victory such as the two at
Mandasor, on the walls and beams and pillars of caves and temples, on the pedestals of images, and
on slabs built into the walls of temples or set up in the courtyards of temples or in conspicuous places
in village-sites or fields. And they are often accompanied by sculptures which give the seal of the
authority issuing the record, or mark its sectarian nature, or illustrate some scene referred to in it.

As a matter of convenience, we know the copper records best by the name of “grants,”
and the stone records best by the name of “inscriptions." But there is no radical difference
between the two divisions, Such as might be inferred from these two names.

As regards the extent of territory that they cover, — the inscriptions come from all parts
of India, from Shfihbiizgarhi on the north, in the Yusafzai subdivision of the Peshawar district,
to the ancient Pandya territory in the extreme south of the peninsula, and [rum Kathiauar in the
west to Assam on the cast; and, from beyond the confines cl’ India itself, we have some from
Nepal, others from Ceylon, and others l'rom Cambodia in Indo-China, And they are very numer
one. Professor Kiclhorn has lately put together a list, with dates, names, and some other lead

ing details, of more than seven hundred from Northern India ;'“ that is to say, chiefly from the

territory lying on the north of the Nerbudda and Mahanadi rivers. And they are still more abund
ant in Southern India, where the Musalmiins, in consequence no doubt of being somewhat remote from
the great centres of fanaticism, lived formerly, as now, more peaceably with the Hindus, and did not

do so much damage to the temples and their stone records. Sir \Valter Elliot, who first systemati

cally collected the southern records, compiled manuscript copies of no less than five hundred and

ninety-five from the Kanhrese country, in addition to a large number of others from the Telugu

provinces. Dr. Hultzsch,'in his first two volumes of South-Indian Inscriptions, and in Part1. of
Vol. 111., has published nearly three hundred, chiefly from the Tamil country. And further inquiries
in the Kanarese country have disclosed the existence of a wealth of materials there, the extent of

which can hardly yet he guaged: from the province of Mysore, Mr. Rice has given us texts and

abstract translations of a hundred and forty-four records at the great Jnin centre Sravana Bclgola,
and has dealt, in two volumes of his Epiyruphz'a Carnnh'ca, with one thousand seven hundred and

sixty-five from the Mysore district alone, and he has still eight volumes to issue; from the Belgaum

and Dhi‘irwar districts, in the Bombay Presidency, impressions of nearly a thousand inscriptions

were obtained under my own direction; and the southernmost parts of Dlnirwar, which are very full

indeed of such materials, and some parts of the Bclgaum and Bijfipur districts, still remain to be

explored. .

And the inscriptions help us so definitely, partly because, from the middle of the fourth

century A. 1)., they are nearly all specifically dated in the various Hindu eras, the initial points
of which are now so well known that,-—by means of various writings b

y Dr. Schram, Prof. Jacobi, Prof.

Kielhorn, and Mr. Sewell and the late Mr. Shankar Balkrisbna Diltshit, — we can determine the dates

of the records without any doubt, and partly because of the voluminous, varied, and practical

1
'-

Ep. Ind. Vol. V. Appendix.
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nature of the matter presented in them. To understand the latter point, however, we must
now proceed to a further classification of the records according to the nature of their
contents, following, however, only some general lines, without aiming at an accurate completeness of

subdivision which would be beyond the scope of our present objects.

We may place first those which are plain statements of events, sometimes perhaps contain
ing allusions to religion and to donations, but not directed to any such ends. In this class, some of
the best instances of purely historical narratives are, the Udayagiri cave inscription, already
referred to,75 which summarises the career of Kharavela of Kalinga as far asthe thirteenth year of
his reign, and presents to us a chapter, or the beginning of a chapter, of a dynastic chronicle; the
eulogy of Samudragupta on the A§oka column at Allahabad," which recites his pedigree,
describes his conquests in Northern India, mentions some of the foreign tribes with which he had rela<
tions, and gives us a considerable insight into the political divisions of Southern India ; and the short

poem, in grand diction, on the two columns of victory at Mandasor,77 which describes the triumphs
of Yabodharman, including the humbling of the great foreign invader Mihirakula “who had never
before that bowed his head in oheisance to any save the god Siva.” To the same class be
long some of the epitaphs; for instance, the short charming poem on the iron pillar at Méha—
rauli,7a which preserves the memory of the great king Chandra, and the panegyric of the great
\Vestern Gahga prince Nolaml>antaka-lilarasiiiiha at Sravapa-Belgola,” and the epitaphs of the Jain
teachers Prablnichandra and Mallishéna at the same place.so To the same class we may refer some of
the records of the carrying out of public works ; for instance, the two fine rock inscriptions
at Juniigadh,a1 which record the repairing of the embankment of the great lake Sudaréana in the time
of Rudrailaman and again in the time of Skandagupta, — the former of them reciting, also, how it
had once before been repaired by a brother-in-law of the great Maurya king Chandragupta, and had
been embellished by a local governor of Asoka. In the same class we have some of the monumental
pillars and tablets commemorating the death of heroes in battle; for instance, the small
pillar at Eran,“ which gives us the name of king Bhfmugupta, as a preliminary to recording how his
follower Gopariija died in fight and how Gi'iparfija's wife accompanied his corpse onto the funeral

pyre, and the vii-gals or “hero-stones" of Central India, Bombay, and Madras, as illustrated by the
Térahi stones83 which recite how Chandiyana, the governor of a fortress under Gunaraja, was killed
in a fight between Gunanija and Undabhata, — by the Ablfir stone,“ which commemorates the
death of the brothers Micha and Goma, fightipg valiantly on the occasion of a cattle-raid against
their village, — and by the Kil-Muttugiir and Ambilr tablets,85 which preserve the memory of other
heroes killed on occasions of the same kind. In the way of more miscellaneous records refer
able to this same class, we have the Manlh'ir Hill rock inscriptions,86 which record the con
struction of a tank by the order of Konadévi, the iii '3 of king Adityaséna ; the Bhumarii pillar,”
which was set up as a boundary-pillar between the territories of the illaluirfija Hastin and the
Maha'riija Sarvanzitha, and the record on which enables us to synchronise the families to which those two

princes belonged ; another stone at Kil-Muqtugfirfi which marks the spot on an embankment at which
a local hero killed a tiger; the Kotfir inscription,“ which narrates how a Saiva ascetic immo—
lated himself in the fire; and the Bclatilru inscription,”° which tells the pathetic talc of how, in
spite of the rcmonstranccs of her parents and her relatives, the widow of a. local governor
entered the flames, to accompany her dead husband to the world of the gods. In the same class
we may notice two inscriptions at Siyamaiigalam and Tiruvottiir, which give an interesting insight

7‘ Page 10 above. 7' Gupta Inarra. p. l.
7’ Gupta Inscrs. pp. 142, 149; and see Vol. XVIII. above, p. 219. '5 Gupta Imcra. p. 139.
W Ep, Ind. Vol. V. p. 151. 9° Ep. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 22, and Vol. Ill. p. 184.
'1 Archwol Suru. W’csl. Ind. Vol. II. p. 123, and Gupta Inscrs. p. 55. '1 Gupfa Insert. p. 91.
'3 Vol. XVII. above, p. 201. “ E1). Ind. Vol. V. p. 261.
'6 Ep, Incl. Vol. IV. p. 178, B., p. 182, A., and p, 183, B. .6 Gupta Instrl p, 211.
'7 Gupta Imcrs. p. 110. '3 E'p. Ind. Vol IV. p. 179, C.
'9 Vol. XX. above, p. 69. 5° Ep. (‘am Vol. I\',, Hg. 18.
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into the administration of criminal law in the twelfth century A. D. :91 one of them recites
how a certain individual by mistake shot a man belonging to his own village, whereupon the governor

and the people of the district assembled together, and decided that the culprit should not die for the

ofl'ence committed by him through inadvertence, but should burn a lamp in the Tilnandfir temple at

Siyamai'igalam, and accordingly he provided sixteen cows, from the milk of which ghee was to be

prepared, to be used in burning the lamp; and the other records that a man went hunting, and missed

his aim and shot another man, whereupon the people of the district assembled and decided that the

culprit should make over sixteen cows to apparently the Tiruvottdr temple. We may further include

here two inscriptions at Cher'igama, which embody political compacts of alliance for purposes
of ofl‘ence and defence.” And, though it does not contain any narrative, we may conveniently
note here the seal-matrix of Saéfinka, cut in the rock at the hill-fort of Rohtiisgadh,93 — the mould
in which there would be cast the seals for copper-plate charters issued by him, -- which, by its
existence there, locates, in that direction, the kingdom of Ix’z'e-lo-na-sufz-la-na mentioned by the

Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang.“

For practically all such records as those mentioned in the preceding paragraph, we are indebted
to a historical instinct which found expression more or less fully in them. And some of them illus_

trate how well the ancient Hindus could put together brief historical narratives, concise and t0 the

point, but limited in scope. But the records of this class, though fairly numerous in themselves, are

but few in number in comparison with the others that we have yet to deal with. And, for the

great bulk of the epigraphic records that have come down to us, we are indebted, not
to any historical instinct of the Hindus, but to the religious side of their character and
their desire for making endowments on every possible occasion.

We shall notice next those for which we are indebted to religious motives alone. And we
may place first those which promulgate religious doctrine. Here, however, we can bring
forward, prominently, only the well known rock and pillar edicts of Asoka, scattered about at
various places that were of importance in his dominions, from Shzihbézgarhi in the north to Siddfipur in

Mysore on the south and to Dhauli and Jaugada on the east. The object of them was to propagate,
under royal endorsement, the Buddhist faith. But, in addition to mentioning the foreign kings

Antiochus II. of Syria, Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt, Antigonus Gonatas of Macedonia, Magas of
Cyrene, and Alexander of Epirus, -— by means of which the period to which they belong is fixed, —

they yield a little history, in giving the names of some of the peoples of India, particularly the Cholas,
the Pfindyas, and the Andhras,“i and in recording the conquest of Kalii'iga, and in putting forward,
>apparently, a date, the year 256," which represents the tradition of that period as to the number of
years that had elapsed since the m'rvripa, or else the death, of Buddha.

In another class of recordsv for which we are indebted to religious motives alone,
without the accompaniment of endowments, we may cite the following instances. We owe
the 'l‘axila plate of the Satrap Patika97 to the installation of a relic of Buddha. We owe the
Kura inscription of 'l‘i‘n-omi‘ina98 to the building of a Buddhist monastery. And We owe the
Nani Ghent inscription, of the Andhrabhgitya series,99 to the desire to commemorate the great
sacrifices that had been celebrated, and the costly sacrificial fees that had been given, by
queen Nayanika. For the inscription of Toramiina on the chest of the stone boar at Eran,1°° which
establishes his conquest of Central India, we are indebted to the building of the temple, in the
portico of which the boar stands; and to the same motive we are indebted for the Gwalior inscription

“
See‘ the Annual Report of the Government Epigraphist for the year ending with the 30th June, 1900, p. 11,

para. 26.
9" See the same, p. 13, paras. 32, 33. '3 Gupta Imcrr. p. 283.
" Beal’s Si-yu-ki, Vol. I. p- 210, Vol. II. p. 201. '5 Vol. XX. above, pp. 239, 240, 242, 247.
'6 See Ep. Ind. Vol. III. pp. 138, Ml, '7 Pip. Int. Vol. IV. p. 54." Ep. Ind. Vol. I. p. 238. 9' Archwol. Sure. lVest. l'ml. Vol. V. p. 60.
l" Gupta Inst". p. 158.
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of his son Mihiraliula,l for the Aihole inscription of Pulakésin II.,2 which contains a great deal

of important matter, and for the Vallimalai inscription,a which settles the first four generations of

the family of the Western Gangs princes of Talakad. It is to the restoration of a. temple that
we are indebted for the important Mandasor inscription,‘ which gave us what had so long been

wanted, namely, a date for one of the Early Gupta kings, recorded in an era, capable of identification,

other than that which was specially used by them in their own records. \Ve owe another important

record of the Early Guptas, the Eran pillar inscription,5 which gives us the name of Budhagupta
and one of the dates which help to fix the exact initial point of the Gupta era, to the erection of
the column as the “ flag-staff

” of the god of the temple in front of which it stands. \Ve owe the

Shahpur record,6 which gives us the date of king Adityaséna in the Harsha era, to the installation
of an image. \Ve owe the important inscription at Tr‘ilgnnd,7 which gives the account of the
origin of the great family of the early Kadamba kings of Banawasi, to the construction of a
tank in connection with a temple. And we owe the record which proves the historical
existence of the dynasty oi‘ the Sungas,s to the building of a gateway of the stiipa at Bharhun
A dispute between two priests, each of whom claimed the ownership of a particular plot of land
for his god, has given us an interesting record of a. trial by ordeal in an inscription at Kittiir.9
The settlement of a sectarian dispute has given us an inscription10 which narrates how king
Bukkaraya ol' \‘ijayanngara brought about a. reconciliation between the Jains and the Vaish
navas of Sravana-Belgola, and embodies a compact under which the Jains were to enjoy equal

freedom and protection
with the Vaishnavas in respect of their rites and processions. The necessity

for reforming the sacred law on a certain point, has given us an inscription .at Virifichipuram"
embodying an agreement fixing the law of marriage among the Bréhmans of the Purlaivitlu
country, by which they bound themselves that marriages among their families should only be concluded

by kanyriddna, that is to say by the father giving his daughter gratuitously, and that any father

accepting money, and any bridegroom paying money for his bride, should be subject to punishment by

the king and excommunication from caste. The desire of pilgrims to commemorate their visits to
sacred sites has given us a number of records, which are of considerable value in the geographical
line of inquiry.m And the presentation of caskets to hold relics of Buddha has disclosed
to us, in the inscriptions found at the Bha‘it‘iprolu shipa," a peculiar variety of the Asoka alphabet,
which has not been met with elsewhere, and which has an important bearing on the question as

to the antiquity oi the introduction of the art of writing into India.

Still more numerous arc the records of which the object was to register religious
donations or endowments, to gods, to priests on behalf of temples, and to communities. The
inscriptions of Das'aratha, the grandson oi Asoka, in the caves on the Barfibar and Nagarjuni hills,H

were engraved to record the presentation of the caves to a community of ascetics. The

Iflfisik inscription
of Ushavadi‘ita, son-in-law of the Kshaharata king Nahapr‘ina.15 was engraved to

register the presentation of the cave, with large endowments in money, to a community
of monks. The object of the Bhitari pillar inscription of Sluindagupta,"5 and of the Kfiram grant
of Paramés'varavarman 1.," was to register grants of villages to gods. The Cochin grant of
Bhrlskara-Rnvivarman,l8 which establishes the existence of a colony of Jews in the Travancore
State, was issued to record the bestowal of a village on the Jews, with the right to use cer
tain religious paraphernalia. “"6 should not have had the Abliir inscription, which discloses the

l Gupia lnscrl. p. 161. 2 Eli. Ind. Vol. VI. p. l. 5 Ep. Ind. Vol. IV. p, 140, A.
I Gupta. Inscrs- p. 79. ° Gupta. lmcrs. p. 88. p '5Gupta Iuscrs. p. 208.

'~
'

See Ep. Cam. Vol. IV. Introd. p.1, and Dyn. Kan. Dinh‘s. p. 286. “ Vol. XIV. above, p. 188.

9 Jam, Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. IX. p. 807. 1° lasers. at Swim-Bel. No, 136_
1‘ South-1nd. Inscrs. Vol. I. p. 82.
‘1 See, for instance, the list of geographical names given by Dr. Biihler, in Ep. Ind. Vol. II. p. 407, from records

of this kind at Szh'iohl.
'9 Ep. Ind. Vol. II. p. 323. 1‘ Vol. XX. above, p. 362.
" Archaaol. Sure. West. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 102, No. 7. 1° Gupta. lmcra. p. 52.
1’ South-Ind. Inscrs. Vol. I. p. 144. 1' Ep. 1nd. Vol. III. p, 66,
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real originator of the movement that led to the revival of Saivism in the twelfth century A. Du“ but
for the fact that the ultimate object of it was to register the names of the villages that had been
granted to EkAntada-Bamayya for the purposes of the temple that he built. For the date
of Lalruliéa,20 we are indebted to a record the object of which was to register the grant of a field
to a temple, to the establishment of which he was then attached, The Indér grant of Skandae
guptaa1 was issued simply to record an endowment to provide oil for a temple of the sun.
And so on with innumerable other instances, in which history has been recorded only as an incidental
matter, in connection with the primary topic of religious benefactions.

And finally we have the records which register secular grants to private individuals.
As instances in this class, we may cite the Vakkaléri grant,” which gives the full direct lineal succes
sion of the Western Chalukyas of Badami, from the first paramount king Pulakééin Into the last of
the line, and was issued to register the grant of a village to a Brahman, and the Hirahadagalli
grant of the Pallava king Sivn-Skandavarman,2a which was issued to endorse the holding of a
garden by certain Brahmans, and to fix the share of the produce that each of them was to take.
in this class we have to place, amongst numerous other records, the majority of the virgals of
Mysore, which, differing in this respect from the similar records elsewhere, mostly record grants of
land in addition to commemorating the deaths of heroes ; for instance, the Bégfir stone“ not
only records the death of the commander of the Niigattara troop in a battle that was fought between

the forces of Ayyapadéva and those of Viramahéndra, but also records the appointment of his successor

and registers the grant of various villages to him. The supplementary inscription on the Atakfir
stone35 gives another instance of a grant ofvillages, in recognition of bravery in the battle -fle1d,
to a hero who fought and survived. And we learn from it that grants of this kind were some
times accompanied by the ceremony of washing the warrior’s sword, just as religious grants were

usually accompanied by the ceremony of laving the feet of the priest into whose hands the donation

was actually given.

Now, the donative records are by far the most numerous of all. And, as the result of this, we

arrive at the point that in the vast majority of the epigraphic records we have a mass of
title-deeds of real property, and of certificates of the right to duties, taxes, fees, perqui
sites, and other privileges. The copper-plate grants are the actual title-deeds and certificates
themselves. The stone inscriptions are usually of the same nature. But they sometimes mention
the concurrent bestowal of a copper-plate charter. And in such cases they are, rather, a public
intimation that the transaction had been made complete and valid by the private assignment of the

necessary title-deeds and certificates.

The essential part of the records was, of course, the specification of the details of the donor.

of the donee, and of the donation. And we have to bear in mind that, not only are the donative
records by far the most abundant of all, but also, among them, by far the most numerous are
those which we may call the records of royal donations, by which we mean grants that were
made either by the kings themselves, or by the great fcudatory nobles, or by provincial governors and

other high officials who had the royal authority to alienate state lands and assign allotments from the

state revenues. The reason for this, no doubt, is that which was suggested by Dr. Burnell ;'~
'°

namely, the

tendency for gifts to take the place of the sacrifices which, according to the epic poems, and in fact

according to some of the earlier records, the kings of India used to have performed, in order to acquire

religious merit or to attain other objects. But, be the reason what it may, the fact remains, that the

records of royal donations, whether for religious purposes or for other purposes, are the
most numerous of all. And many of them register, not simply the gift of small holdings, but
grants of entire villages, and large and permanent assignments from the public revenues.

I‘ See page 2 above. 1' See page 1!. above. 1' Gupta Inscrr. p. 68.
1' Vol. VIII. above, p. 26 ; and Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 200. While giving the full descent from father to son,

omits to mention Mairgalés'a ; see page 10 above.
'3 Ep. Ind. Vol. I. p. 1. 1‘ Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 45.
"5 Ep. Ind. VoLVI. p. 50. *5 South-Ind. Palwogr. p. 94.
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It is to these facts that we are indebted for the great value of the records from the
historical point of view. The donor of state lands, or of an assignment from the public revenues,
must shew his authority for his sets. A provincial governor, or other high ofiicinl, must specify
his own rank and territorial jurisdiction, and name the king under whom he holds ofiice. A great
feudatory noble will oft-en make a similar reference to his paramount sovereign, in addition to

making his own position clear. And it is neither inconsistent with the dignity of a king,nor unusual,

for something to be stated about his pedigree in charters and patents issued by him or in his name.

The precepts of the law-books, quoted by Dr. Burnell from the chapters relating to the making of

grants, prescribe, in fact, that a king should state the names of his father and his grandfather, as well

as his own .27 This, no doubt, is a rule deduced from custom, rather than a rule on which custom was

based. But we find that, from almost the earliest times, the records do give a certain amount of

genealogical information. More and. more information of that kind was added as time went on.
The recital of events was introduced, to magnify the glory and importance of the donors, and some
times to commemorate the achievements of recipients. And. so, not with the express object of
preserving history, but in order to intensify the importance of everything connected
with religion and to secure grantees in the possession of properties conveyed to them,
there was gradually accumulated almost the whole of the great mass of epigraphic
records, from which, chiefly, the ancient history of India is now being put together.

Such are the nature and extent of the materials with which we are working. And the above
sketch will suffice to give some idea of the results that, we have already accomplished from them.

But, though so much has been achieved, a great deal still remains to be done.

In the first place, only a small part of the mine of epigraphic information has been as
yet explored. For the earlier period, before A. D. 350, we are looking forward to the results
of excavations, still to be made, which should, and undoubtedly will, enable us to get at many
an important record now hidden from sight. For the period onwards from that date, we have
still to trace many additional copper-plate records, not yet brought to notice, which unquestion

ably exist in private hands; and, from the enormous number of stone records, we have to select
those which will best repay the trouble of editing them in full,—dealing with the others by
means of abstracts that shall bring forward every point in them that can be turned to practical
account.

In the second place, we must before long make a start towards bringing the records
together, in chronological order, in volumes according to the dynasties and periods to
which they belong, on lines such as those adopted in the volume of Gupta Inscription-s, prepared
as Vol. III. of the intended Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum which, however, has not gone
beyond Vols. I. and III. It is very diflicnlt to exhaust any particular line of research from texts
which are scattered about in the volumes of diiferent Journals, among extraneous matter of all

sorts and without any attempt at or possibility of general arrangement according to dates, and

many of which are printed in Native characters which do not lend themselves to the use of

capitals, thick type, and other devices for marking points that are to be specially attended to.

To a great extent, of course, this scattered and ansystematic disposal of our results has been

unavoidable. As an inevitable consequence, however, not even the department of political
history has been dealt with as fully as might be the case even from such materials as we

already have for reference. Much has been done by the Epz'graphia Indr'cc towards minimising

the difliculties entailed by having to search the volumes of so many difi'erent publications.

But more is needed. We must set about bringing together, in the'rnanner indicated above,

such records as have already been published,“ inserting, at the same time, any others of

each series that can concurrently he prepared for publication. We want, for instance, one

volume devoted to the records of the Western Chalnkyas of Bfidiimi, with those of the early

3" South-Ind. ‘Pala’ogr. p. 97.
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Kadambas of Banawiisi'and the Pallavas of Conjeeveram, and with some others of the same

period which are not numerous enough to make up a volume by themselves. We want

another volume for the records of the Eastern Chalukyas,— another for those of the Rishtra

kl'ltas, —- and others for those of the Kalachuris and the Gahadavalas, —- and so on, each with

the miscellaneous records of the period brought in. When such compilations have been made,

we shall have the basis of a systematic arrangement, by means of which the materials can be

‘examined far more conveniently and exhaustively than at present. And it will then be an easy
and simple matter to insert in such volumes, in the proper places, references to further records

which, of course, must continue to be published in the present detached manner until sufficient

materials for supplementary volumes accumulate. Most urgently, perhaps, we want the contem

plated volume, devoted primarily to the records of the Indo-Scythian kings and of the Ksha

trapas, which was intended to be Vol. II. of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum. Still, as a
beginning, a valuable service would be rendered by anyone who would compile the records of

the Maitrakas of Valabhi, -— revising the published texts, transliterating into Roman characters

such of them as have been edited in Native type, and giving a critical translation of at least one

complete record illustrating each of the diflerent standard drafts of that series, and similar

translations of the varying parts of the other records, with an exhaustive Index, and with an

Introduction sketching the history and other matters deduced from the records. And such a

compilation would doubtless be welcomed as an Appendix to a volume of the Epigraphr'a lndi'ca,

if we cannot, by the time that it is ready, propose any other arrangements for publishing it.

In thus re-arranging the records already edited, we have to revise the published texts,

and bring them up to date on an uniform system according to our latest knowledge and

experience. Even among the most recently issued versions, there are but few that could be

finally reprinted simply just as they stand. We require to have both the texts and the trans

lations dealt with critically according to an absolutely uniform method of treatment. The same

passages in difierent records have to be translated in identically the same words, according to

whatever final renderings may be determined on. And technical titles and expressions require

to be recognised, and to be used as they stand without attempting to render them by English

words which may, indeed, be literal translations, but the meanings of which do not suflice to

convey the ideas intended by the originals. There are many points in the records, which will

not be recognised until we begin to deal with the records on the linesindicated above. There are, also,

many allusions in the records, which we are only now beginning to understand. A nd, as a very suitable

instance of what an up-to-dnte revision can
ell'ect, we may point to the case of the Aihole inscription

of A. D. 63435, of the time of the \Vestern Chalukya king Pulakééin II. It was first handled fully

by myself, some twenty-five years ago?‘8
It seemed, then, that at any rate all the historical matter

in it had been brought out fully and correctly. But it remained for Professor Kielhorn, in lately

examining the record anew and re-editing it with the advantages of experience and wider knowledge,29

to remove some mistakes made by me, and to discover still two more historical items in i
t, in the

mention of the Kolléru lake and o
f the territory on the north of the Bhimi‘i, and, further, to detect.

and explain two recondite allusions, one to a grammatical rule
of Piinini and the other to the tradi

tional precepts for the behaviour o
f

kings in exile, and to bring out various interesting points in which

the writings o
f the poet Ki‘iliiliisa were used and imitated in this record and i
n some other early ones.

For reasons which have been explained elsewhere,” the palmographic inquiry has to be

taken a step further than even the point to which i
t has been brought by the labours of the late

1);, Biihler. And, as one way of helping to this end, the occasions of publishing more final revised

texts and translations o
f records already dealt with, must be utilised to substitute real facsimiles of at

least the more representative originals,
in the place of the manipulated and sometimes misleading

lithographs that have occasionally
been issued.

a Vol. V. above, p. 67 ; and again in Vol. VIII. p. 287, W Ep. Ind. Vol. VI, p, 1_

I" Ep. Ind. V0]. V1. p- 7J f
.
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As has been said, even the political history has not been yet worked out from the published
records as fully as might be done. And there are other lines of inquiry, of general historical interest,
-— particularly in the geographical, administrative, and fiscal departments, -- which have
hardly been touched upon at all to any purpose. The geographical line, indeed, has received a
certain amount of attention. But the researches in this line have been made chiefly with the object
of trying to identify places, countries, and tribes mentioned by foreign writers, namely, the Greek
historians and geographers, the Chinese pilgrims, and the Arab travellers, and of constructing maps
of ancient India from their writings. A map of India has still to be put together from the epigraphic
records and other native sources. That map will give us the first reliable means of proceeding to

apply properly any information that may be derivable from foreign sources. And, in the results that
have been put forward from the inquiries that have been indicated above, there is much to be cancelled.

There seems to be an idea, in some quarters, that we can and must still find an existing representative
of every ancient name recorded by the foreign writers. But tribes die out and disappear; and towns

decay and are deserted. Seaside emporia sometimes shift. And the names of cities are liable to change
in the course of time, even though the places themselves survive. 'i‘he records of the Indian
campaign ofAlexandera1 were written mostly by persons who actually went to India. And yet
there are but few of the ancient places, mentioned in them, that have been identified with any real

approach to certainty. The author of the Periplfls of the Erythrman Sea32 evidently sailed
in person round the coast of India. But we cannot expect to find, now, every place on the coast
mentioned by him. And, —-as regards his inland details, —- his statement that Paithan, which is
really about two hundred miles almost due south-east from Breach, lies south of the latter place, at

a distance of a twenty days journey,quite suflices to shew that, for places away from the coast, he was

at least sometimes dependent on information which was liable to be of a very vague kind, and leaves

us free to exercise considerable latitude of choice in respect of the direction, in applying his immediately

following assertion that Tagara, at a distance of a ten days journey from Paithan, was on the east of

Paithan. It is with but little confidence that we can use Ptolemy’s work,” with only our present
means of applying the information given in it, towards reconstructing the early geographical and

political divisions of India. Ptolemy, who wrote about the middle of the second century A. D.,!"
had not even the opportunities of personal observation which the author of the Perz'plris enjoyed, but

only compiled from the reports of travellers and navigators, and from the works of previous writers.

of whom some may have enjoyed such advantages, but others had simply put together information
obtained similarly at second-hand. The writer of the geographical part of the article on Ptolemy in
the Encyclopwdia Britannica, Vol. XX., has told us that Ptolemy’s geographical knowledge is strikingly
imperfect even in regard to the Mediterranean and its surroundings, and that it is especially faulty
in respect of the southern shores of Asia, in connection with which he had obtained -— (as we can

readily detect) — only a vague acquaintance with extensive regions, based on information which was
indeed to a certain extent authentic, but which had been much exaggerated and misunderstood.

Ptolemy - (we are told) — recognised the importance of utilising, tolcheck and adjust results, any
positions of places that had been determined by actual observations of latitude and longitude. But
there was not any appreciable number of such places. And thus “the positions laid down by him
“were really, with very few exceptions, the result of computations of distances from itineraries and

“the statements of travellers, estimates which were liable to much greater error in ancient times

5‘ Ancient India, it: Inflation by Alec-under the Great, by J. W- McCrindle.
3’ For Mr. McCrindlc's translation of this work, see Vol. VIII. above, p. 107 if. He has there shown grounds,

which seem conclusive. for placing the work between A. D. 80 and 89, though by other authorities it has been placed
lomevhlfi earlier, in Pliny’; time (A. D. 23 to 79), and, on the other hand, considerably later, after A. D. 161, The
writer of the geographical part of the article on Ptolemy in the Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. XX., has placed it
"about A. D. 80" (p. 94),
" See the extracts from Ptolemy’: Geography of India and Southern Alia, with a commentary. given by Mr.

MoCrindle, Vol. XIII. above, p. 313 if.
5‘ It appears that the first recorded observation of this celebrated mathematician, astronomer, and geographer,
"a mil-d8 in A. D. 127, and the last in A. D. 151 (Encyclopadia Britannica, Vol. XX. p. 87), but that he was still
alive in A. D. 161 (Smith's Classical Dictionary, 1). 627).
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"than at the present day.” Moreover, in addition to placing the equator at a considerable distance

from its true geographical'position, and accepting a prime meridian which made all his eastern l0ngi<

tudes about seven degrees less than they should have been, he made a still more serious mistake,

which “had the effect of vitiating all his subsequent conclusions," in taking every degree of latitude,

and of longitude measured at the equator, as equal to only five hundred stadia or fifty geographical

miles, instead of its true equivalent of six hundred stadia or sixty miles. And, as the result

of the las‘rmeutioned error, “if he hal arrived at the conclusion from itineraries that two
“ places were five thousand stadia from one another, he would place them at a distance of ten degrees

“apart, and thus in fact separate them by an interval of six thousand stadia.” The curious

and utterly erroneous conception of the shape of India, formed by Piolemy, is well shown by the map

which accompanies Mr. McCrindlo's extracts from his work.35 And the general distortions that
resulted from his data and method of work, are admirably exhibited in an ingenious form in the

Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. XV., in Plate vii., between pages 516, 517, which sbews Ptolemy's
idea of the world superimposed upon an actual map of the corresponding portions of the world : his

results, exposed in this way, place Paithan (on the Godiivari) well out to sea in the Bay of Bengal :

they make Ceylon an enormous island, stretching from bc’ow the equator to about the twelfth degree

of north latitude, and covering the position of the northern half of Sumatra and of part of the Malay
Peninsula, with a large area of the Bay of Bengal including the Nicobar Islands; they make the

Mahr‘madi river run over Siam and Cambodia; they make the Ganges run over the very heart of
China, flowing towards the sea somewhere near Canton ; they carry Palibothra, which is Patna (on
the Ganges), to the east of a line from Tonquin to Pekin ; and they make the Himalayan range, as
represented by the Imaos and Emodos mountains, run north of Tibet, through the north of China,

across the Yellow Sea and Korea, and into Japan. It is obvious that, before we can do anything
substantial with Ptolemy’s work, in the direction of utilising it for even the outlines of the early

political geography of India, we need something more in the way of an exposition of it than even that

which Mr. MeCrindle has given us, and we require an adjustment of Ptolemy’s results for India

similar to that which Captain Gerini has given us in respect of his results for the countries beyond
the eastern confines of India.” And — (passing on to a still more definite source of information) — there
is still much to be done in connection with the writings of Hiuen 'Jfsiang,37 who travelled through
practically the whole of India between A. D. 629 and 645 and kept a very close record of his pere
grinations. The territorial divisions mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang are fairly easy to locate, more or less

approximately, with the help of certain hints from the epigraphic records and other sources. But his
cities, or such of them as survive, are more diilicult; especially because he has often not given the
names of them. Before his writings can be fully utilised, we want better readings of some of his

names, and a clearer exposition as to how the If is to be interpreted as a measure of distance, or as an

indication of distance by the time occupied in travelling, in different styles of country. And, with

reference to the understanding, which is no doubt quite correct, that the distances and directions given

by him are the distances and directions from each capital to the next capital, we have to bear in mind_

in the first place, that even a slight difference in bearings will lead to a wide divergence in position
when the bearings are set out on a long line, and, in the second place, that, whereas it is impossible that

every capital can have been due north, east, south, or west, or due northeast, north-west, south-east,

or south-west, from the preceding capital, he—(if we judge by the present translations) —- recog
nised no points of the compass beyond those eight,and very seldom, if ever, gave the bearings except as

if they were due north, etc., or due north-east, etc.” We have by no means yet found
—- (i

f we ever can

~15Vol. XIII. above, p. 829, 5GJour. R. A3. 800., 1807, p. 561 E’.
‘7 Hinton-e de la. We do Hiouen-Thsang (1853), and Mr‘moirc: sur les Conn-flex Occidentales par Hiouen-Thmng

(two volumes, 1857 and 1858), by M. Stanislas Julien, with an examination of the geographical results by M. Vivien
do Saiut~Martin; and the Si-yn-ki or Buddhist Record: ojthe Western World (two volumes, 188i), and Life of Hindu
mung (1838), by the Rev. Samuel Baal.
3' The translations represent Hiuen Tsiang as indicating the directions, in the large majority of cases, in the fol

lowing terms,——(1) “a Post” (to the cast), "a l'ouest, an and, an nor-d” (for inetance,Julien’s Conire‘es, Vol. II. pp. 64.
83, 106, 162), corresponding to which we have, in the English translation of the same passages, "going east, going west,
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had) —every city mentioned even by Hiuen Tsiang. And some of the most confidently asserted

identifications of places spoken of by him, are unquestionably wrong. Take, for instance, the case of the

capital of Kalir'iga, which he visited and mentioned without, apparently, recording its name. M. Vivien
de Saint—Martin3° felt satisfied that it is represented by Kalingapatam on the coast, in the Gafijiim
district, — an identification which was practically, if not absolutely, endorsed by Mr. Fergusson.‘~°
While General Sir Alexander Cunningham arrived at the conclusion that it must be Ri‘ijamahéndri
on the G6dfivari,“ the head-quarters of a subdivision of the Godavari district. But the epigraphio
records make it clear that neither was it either of those two places, nor even was it —- (as one might
be tempted to think) -- identical with the Kalinganagara which figures in records of A. 1). 677-78 and
onwards and42 is represented by the modern Mukhalingam and Nagarikatakam in the Gafijiim

district; they show that it can only be Pithapuram, -- the head-quarters of a zamindari or estate in
the Godfivari district, eleven miles almost-due north ofCoconada, — which ismentioned as Pishtapura in
the Aihole inscription of A. I). 634-35 and, before that, in the Allahfibiid pillar inscription of about
A. D. 380. For the ancient geography, as for everything else connected with the past of India,
we are really dependent primarily and almost entirely on the epigraphic records. It is from that
source that it must be mostly worked out. And we can only fill in additional details from extraneous
sources, such as those discussed above, when we have arrived at some more definite idea of at least

the general features from the indigenous materials.

There is
,

thus, plenty of both original research and revisional work still to be done in connection
with, and by the help of, the epigraphic records. And the leading desideratum is

,

certainly, to get

those records explored more fully and published in larger numbers. But systematic co-operation in
other lines of study would help very greatly, even towards a more accurate understanding of the records.

And there are various ways in which much valuable assistance towards the ends that
we have in view, might be given by scholars who are not inclined to undertake the edit
ing of the records or even the detailed study of them. In connection with the general
literature, there is still a great deal to be done in discovering, and bringing to notice b

y texts and

translations, the historical introductions and colophons, the value of which has been indicated
above. We want a compilation of all the historical and geographical hints, and any other
practical matter, that can be derived from the epics, the plays, the classical poems,
and the collections of imaginative stories. And we want succinct abstracts of all the
similar matter contained in the historical romances. Life is too short for the historian to
examine all those sources of information in the original texts, or even, in every case, to go thoroughly
through translations of them. An editor of a text, on the other band, could do all that is wanted in
a day or two of extra work, the results of which would be embodied in an introduction and an index.

going south, going north" (Beal’s Si-ywlri, Vol. II. pp. 185, 200, 217, 266) ; and (:2) "an nord-ouest" (to the north.
west). "an sud-onset, au sud-est, an nord-est" (for instance, Contrées, Vol. LI. pp. 94, 90, 124, 168), corresponding to
which we have, in the English translation of the same passages, "going north-west, going south-west, going south
east, going north-east” (Si-yu-H, Vol. II. pp. 20], 206, 284, 271). Beal's translation sometimes suggests aless spagi
tic statement in the original; for instance, it presents "in a south-easterly direction" (Si-y-u-ki, Vol. I. p. 30), and
“going eastwards, going.reastward. going in a. south-westerly direction, travelling northwards" (Si-‘yu-ki, Vol. I[_
pp. 19), 194. 204, 253); but Julien’s translation of the same passages presents the specific terms “an sud-est" (Contrém,
Vol. I. p. 16)I and "a l'est, a Post, an sud-Quest, au nord" (Contrées, Vol. II. pp. 71, 74. 38, 146). And I find- (onI
of course, a cursory examination) -- only one case in which both the translations agree in presenting a direction that
is not quite specific : Julien has given "dans la direction dc l'onost" (Contrées, Vol. I. p. 17); and Beal has given, in
the same passage, “wcstward" (Si-yu-ki, VoL l. p. 3i). -—We may credit the Chinese pilgrims with any amount of
accuracy in the perception of the directions in which they were travelling. But it seems plain that Hinen Tsiann
recorded directions which were only approximate. And, while we may not go so far as to deliberately substitute, say‘:
"north-east” or "south-east

” for "east," still, in dealing with such a statement as “going east" or “it l’est," we are
at liberty to consider how much deviation we may make towards the north or towards the south, without dlVQl'ging
far enough to arrive at a point which he would most probably have indicated by saying "to the north-east" or "to
the south-east.”
'9 Mémoires sur les Contre'es Occidental“, Vol. II. p. 395.
“ Jour. R. As. Soc., N. 8., Vol. VI. p. 252. '1 Ancient Geography ofImlia, p. 516.
*1 As shown by Mr. G. V. Ramamurti (see Madras Jour. Lit. 500., 1889-94, p 68 BI, and, more finally, Ep. Ind,

Vol. IV. p. 187 ti).
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And a student of any particular book might, on finishing his perusal of it
,

easily put together an

instructive and valuable note which would be welcomed as an article in this present Journal, in the

pages of which it would at once attract the attention of those who could use it for general purposes.

The Pattavalis require to be examined more fully, especially with a view towards determining how
far back we can carry the verses on which the earlier portions of them were based, and to what extent

those portions of them are imperfect or erroneous and open to adjustment. ll‘he geographical

lists of some of the Puranas still remain to be exhibited, on lines similar to those adopted in

respect of the topographical list of the Bg'I'hat-Smiihiui : ‘3 at present we have, beyond that, only the

list of the Bluigavatapurripa ;“ and, though it may be diflicult to find many such lists the value of
which is enhanced and made specific b

y our knowing the exact periods during which they were composed,

as is the case with the list of the Brihat-Samhitfi, still they will all come in usefully in some way or

another. And there is, no doubt, many a Mahatmya or Bthalapurdna that will be useful for local

geography and the identification of places, in the manner in which the lllahu'kfifamcihdtmya helped in

establishing the identity of the Vaitzipi of the records with the modern Biidalrni."5

There is, in short, avast amount of work still to be done, in all the various lines of
research connected with the past of India. We hope, in particular, that the present sketch of the
position at which we have arrived, may do something towards attracting more attention to the prin

cipal materials, the epigraphic records, and towards inducing more scholars to join us in exploiting

them. But we hope, also, that others may be induced to co-operate, b
y examining more methodically

and critically the subsidiary sources of information, and by bringing forward their results in such a way

as to make them available for being easily worked in with the more special results derivable from the

npigraphic records. The principal materials are the epigraphio records. And a very brief
study of some of them will sufiice to shew the specific importance of them, and to excite a desire to join

in exploring them. But the subsidiary materials, also, are numerous and interesting. And
anyone who will take any of them in hand systematically, with just enough knowledge of the results

derived from the epigraphic records to shew the objects that require to be kept in view and the general

lines of work that should be followed, can render assistance the value o
f which will be made clear enough

when his results are put forward in an accessible form, even if it may not be fully realisable b
y him

while he is actually at work.

NOTE ON JAINA MYTHOLOGY.
BY .ms. mmonss, c. 1. 15., LL. D.

THE mythology of the Jainas has been very little studied b
y Europeans, and perhaps even b
y

Native scholars outside the Sravaka denomination. It would probably repay investigation on the
part o

f those who have local opportunities and access to their literature, Import-ant works have been

printed b
y themselves, at Bombay and Ahmadabitd, within the last forty years ; and these deal with

the ritual and mythology of their cult in a form that would open the way to a scientific study. Of

the Sr? Ratnaalira, the second bha’g, a volume of 766 pages (Bombay, Sar'n. 1923), tellinto my hands

many years ago ; but the first part I have not seen. The work, besides much other matter, contains a

sort of inventory of the mythology. At p. 696 of bluig 2
,

is a list of the 24 Tirtharhkaras o
f the

past, present, and future mous (Irisachovi'sfmimhii), followed b
y nine other lists of 24Jinas each, con—

nected with these three series of Tirthaliikaras, being the corresponding Jinas in the divisions of the

Dhfitukikhanda and Pushkaradvipa and in the Airavata section of Jarnbudvipa. These give 720

Jinas -— all invented except Mahivira perhaps. At pages 706-26 we find the twenty-four Jinas of the
present avasarpfgii or age, tabulated with 56 particulars relating to each of them, such as —chavaaa
h'thi, vimlina, janmanagari, janmatithi, pitcimimim, mdtzi, janmunakshatra, hiiwkanu, vg'l'ksha, yalcsha,

ctr. In this Journal, Vol. XIII. p. 276, some of these details were given.

‘5 Vol, XXII. above, p. 169 ft‘. " Vol. XXVIII. above, p. 1 if,
‘9 See Vol. V. above, p. 68, and Vol. VIII. p. 238.
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The attendaut Yakshas and Yakshinis, who have their shrines or images close to or in the

temples of the J inas, had perhaps their analogues in Buddhism. But besides these, we find a regular,
pantheon about such places as 'Satrufijaya and. Girnar in Kiithifiwiid, at Abu, Parsvanatha, and other
sacred places.

They divide the gods, all of whom are mortal, into [our classes :— (l) the Bhavanavasins or
Bhaumeyikas, of which there are ten sub-divisions, Asurakumfiras, Nagakumiaras, Suvarnaknmaras,
Vidyutkumfiras, etc., each governed by two Indras; (2) the Vyautaras, who live in woods, and are of

eight classes, -— Piéi‘iehas, Bhl‘itas, Yakshas, Rakshnsas, Kinnaras, Kiihpurushas. Mahoragas and

Gandharvas: these we know also in the Hindu pantheon ; (3) the Jyatishkas or divinities of the suns,
moons, nakshatras, planets, and stars ; and (4) the Vaimdnikas who are divided into Kalpopagas, or

those born in the heavenly Kalpas, Kalpatitas or those born in the regions above them ; the Kalpo
pagas live in the twelve Kalpas after which they are named : viz. -— Saudharma, léfina, Sanatkumara,

Miihendra, Brahmr'iloka, Lantaka, Mahiiéukla, Sahasrilra, dnata, Prfinata, Arana and Achyuta. The

Kalpatitas are sub-divided into the Graiveyaka gods, and the Anuttara gods of five kinds, viz. : the
Vijayas, the Vaijayantas, the Jayantas, the Apariijitas, and the Sarvarthasiddhas. —-—(Colebrooke,
Essays, Vol. II. p. 221 f., and Uttarddiiyayanasiitra.)

Here there is a classification ; can any o
f

your readers fill out the details of individual gods, of

their respective cults and iconography '2 The field is open to the investigator. Since the essays of

Colebrooke and H. H. Wilson, very little has been added to our information on this subject. Much
of it is directly borrowed from Hinduism, but new roles and conditions are imposed on the gods, they
are shorn of their honour and made the servants of the Jinas ; and the details of such changes have an

interest. Jaina temples are covered with sculptures and the parigaras in their shrines are filled with
devalds : a study o

f

these would yield much fresh material,

EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIra CENTURY'
RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from Vol. XXIX. p. 378.)

1792. ——N0. IX. ~

Four WILLIAM, 26th October 1792. The Secretary lays before the Board Copies, which he
has received from Lieutenant Blair, of his Instructions to Lieuteuants Roper and Wales, when the

Viper was dispatched to the Andumans.

Instructions to Lieuts. Roper and Wales, 19 October.

To Lieutt. George Roper, Commanding the H. C. Snow Viper.

Sir, -- Agreeuble to the Accompanying Order you will be pleased to proceed, and consider the
delivery o

f the Accompanying Dispatch for the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis as your prime.

pal Object. It will be necessary that you look into Port Cornwallis (formerly Northeast Har
bour) where if you do not find H. M. Ships, you will proceed without loss o

f time to Old. Harbour,

[now Port Blair] and wait the arrival of the Commodore.

The Native Overseer the twenty Laborers and the Tents you carry down, you will deliver over to

Lieutt. ‘Vales, also such Laborers as can be spared from the Settlement the Sepoys, and Mr. Clark the

~lunner, with two Months Provisions for the whole, to execute the inclosed Order. You will then

remain with the Viper for the protection of Old Harbour, until you receive further Orders which

will probably be about the end of November.

Calcutta, Wishing you a Speedy passage, I remain, etca,
Octr. 19th, 1792. (Signed) Archibald Blair.
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To Lieutt. John Wales, Commanding the H. C. Snow Ranger.

Sir, -— On the arrival of the Viper at Old Harbour, formerly Port Cornwallis, you will
receive from Lieutt. Roper One Native Overseer and twenty Laborers also such proportion of the Se
poys and Laborers as can be spared from the Settlement with two Months Provisions ; you will also
embark as many of the Articles which you were desired to prepare for the new Settlementvas you can

Stow. You will then proceed to Port Cornwallis (formerly Northeast Harbour) and begin clearing,
at the north or northwest point of Chatham Island, employing on this Service besides the Laborers
sush as can be Spared from the duty of the Vessel, with the promise of extra pay as an encouragement.

It will be proper for some time to avoid intercourse with the Natives, and to be on your guard
against hostilities, and the better to prevent surprise, you will carry the Leeboard with you, and
employ her occasionally in cruizing about the Harbour to observe their motions.

Should the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis visit the new Settlement you will communicate your

Instructions and obey his Orders.

By the end of next Month you may expect to receive further Orders from this place.

Calcutta, Wishing you Success, I remain, etca.,
Octr. 19th, 1792. (Signed) Archibald Blair.

Read a Letter from Lieutt. Blair.

Lieutt. Blair. 25 October.

My Lord, - I have the honor to lay before your Lordship a Plan of a Harbour situated on
the northeast coast of the Great Andaman, which I accurately surveyed in March 1791.
It will be obeserved by examining the Plan, that it is abundantly capacious, containing‘ above eight
square nautic Miles, of excellent and. safe anchorage. Both the Ingress and Egress are rendered

remarkably easy, by the range of the Harbour having a Northwest direction ; by which the S. W.
and N. E. monsoons, which are the prevailing winds, blow across, and are conequontly fair, for either
entering or quiting it : being thus ventilated it will also cool and purify the air, which will no doubt be

favorable to the health of the Settlers and the Fleets which may visit it.

The entrance is so wide and so clear of danger that Ships may enter or quit it even in the night;

as a proof of this assertion the Union and Viper run into this harbour, in a dark squally night in
the height of the S. W. monsoon.

At the Head of the Harbour there are two small Basons, one between Ariel and Wharf Islands
the other to northwest of Pit Island, which would contain six or eight Ships closely moared : into those
places, an inferior Force might retire under cover of Works on the Islands, which appear admirably

situated for the defence of the Basons.

The most eligible place for the Settlement, I conceive to be Chatham Island, and its
insularity would in a great measure prevent predatory Visits from the Natives.

Though I did not find any Streams of fresh water in the Harbour, I have yet great hopes that
there may be several; and I am led to this Opinion from observing the contours of several valleys which
wind down from the Saddle, the highest land on the Andamans, into the Harbour. In one towards the

sea three leagues south of the Harbour and noticed in the General Chart I found abundance of fresh
water. The bottom of the valleys in the Harbour are very difiicult of access, from the Mangrove and

excessively entangled Underwood which environ the Shores and will require considerable labor to

penetrate.

The face of the country like the other parts of these islands, is very uneaven, consisting of abrupt

and irregular risings with intermediate Valleys, some pretty extensive, The Soil appears the same as

that in the Vicinity of the other harbour, which I found highly productive in excellent tropical Fruits
Vegitables and Grain.
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The situation of this Harbour being on the east coast and near the north extremity of the
Island, will make the communication with Bengal, more expeditious than from any of the other
Harbours oi the Andamans : the vicinity of the Cocos and of Diamond Island which abound with
Turtle may also be mentioned as aconvenience ; and the Parts of Persaim [Bassein] and Rangoon,
with proper management and the necessary attention to prejudices, might afford supplies of Provision,

an excellent breed oi Cattle, Teak Timber, and many commercial Articles which might be conducive
to the prosperity of the Settlement.

In quiting this harbour in the S. W. monsoon the situation may be a little disadvantageous; for
I apprehend the most probable rout, to securea passage to the Coromandel Coast, will be, to proceed
to the southward, round the little Andaman ; consequently the time required of working from Port
Cornwallis to the Old Harbour will be the difl’erence of time against the former; but if the passage to
the northward oi the Andamans should be found practicable, which I apprehend it may, there
will be no disadvantage in point of situation, in quiting Port Cornwallis at this Season. The

Approach to this Harbour in the S. W. monsoon appears to me easier and safer than to

any of the others. For the cluster of Islands which forms the north extremity of the Andamans are

sufliciently high to be seen at the distance of seven leagues, the Cocos are seven leagues to N. E. of
those, and these form the broad and clear Channel which I recommend for Ship[s] bound to Port‘
Cornwallis during this stormy season. By steering as near as possible to the latitude of 13-47 it is

hardly possible that a Ship could pass through this Channel, without seeing the northern Cluster

or the Cocos (even in dark weather) ; either of which with the soundings will be suflicient

guide [or s[t]eering to the Southward for the Harbour ; some further examination which is necessary
to compleat the General Chart of the Andamans, will throw further light on this important consider

ation.

Being intimately connected with this subject, I hope to be excused, for also laying before
your Lordship, aPlan for a Dock, on somewhat new principles, and particularly applicable to
the Harbours of the Andamans, which gave rise to the idea. It is ahigh gratification to me
the reflection that it may possibly prove of public utility and I hope will plead in excuse of
my presumption, for intruding on your Lordships time.

'

Calcutta, I am, etca.,
October 25th, 1792. (Signed) Archibald Blair.

Ordered that the Chart received from Lieutenant Blair be deposited in the Secretnrys Ofi‘ice,
and that his Letter shall lie for Consideration for the present.

1792. —- No. X,

Fort William, 5th November 1792. The Governor General delivers in the following

Minute.
The Board having Resolved, in Compliance with Commodore Cornwallis’s recommendation to

establish a Naval Arsenal at the North East Harbour in the great Andaman Island, and
the preparations for removing the Station from Port Cornwallis being new in great forwardness,

I submit the following Propositions to their Consideration.
1st. — That the Union Snow and the three Pilot Vessels, which have been fitted out for the pur

poseof conveying Artificcrs, Stores, etca., etca.,tothe Andamans, be dispatched forthwith, under the

Orders of Lieutenant Blair, who shall be instructed to attend to such directions as he may receive

from the Commodore, and remain in charge ofthe new Settlement until the arrival of the Officer

appointed to take that command, after which Licutt. Blair shall proceed to Bombay to resume his

station ; and as his attention and abilities in the management of our first establishment at the Andamans

claim our warm approbation, and as he has stated that he has been subject to considerable expence by

the distance of those Islands from Bengal, and other Countries from whence he could procure Supplies, I
think that he should receive one hundred and fifty Rupees per Month in addition to his Surreyor's

allowance from the time of his first taking possession of Port Cornwallis untilhe shall be relieved from
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the command, and that his Surveyors allowance should be continued to him till he shall arrive at

Bombay.

2dly. - It is very essential in establishing a Settlement, which is likely to be permanent, and may
eventually be of great importance for the security of our Asiatic possessions, that the Situation
for public and private buildings should be judiciously chosen, and the spots which it may hereafter be
advisable to fortify, should as early as possible be ascertained, I recommend that Captain Alexander
Kyd of the Corps of Engineers, in whose honor and integrity I place the highest confidence, and of
whose merits in his profession I have been myself a Witness, should be appointed to the tem
porary Command, and that, with the pay and full Batta that his Rank my entitle him to, He
should receive an allowance of one thousand Rupees a month as Superintendent.

3rdly. -— A Suhaltern Officer of the Corps of Engineers should accompany Captain Kyd to the
new Station; and as one or perhaps two Companies of Scpoys must be sent thither, it will be proper
to select a careful and intelligent Officer of Infantry to command them, not only for the purpose of

assisting Captain Kyd in making his various arrangements, but to take charge of the Settlement in the
event of his temporary absence from it.

Agreed and Ordered in conformity to the Propositons laid before the Board by the

Governor General.

(To be continued.)

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES OF INDIA.
BY M. N. VENKATASWAMI, M.R.A.S., M.F.L.s.

N0. 14. -— The Story of the An! (u Cumulative Rhyme).

Sfma sachhu dayai,

Namalz' dukha mayai,

Murri chettu ravmirai,
Kaki kdlu irigai,
Yainuga kungellu kulipoai,

Laidlu kaLlu kulu‘llirigai,
Ya-z'tlo nflu kaila kaila ayai,

Janna sainu purugupattai,
Peddarajuka budda digaz',

Pedda dorasam'ki pitantu Inmaz',

Paidardllu Peddammalcu tutta antakunai.1

Once upon a time a peahen reared an ant, which became so attached
to her that every day she

would precede her foster-mother home from the fields, whither the peahen
had gone to fetch the am

her daily food.

One day said the ant: -—“Mother dear, I am going to make some arsaiZ-u2 for you tomorrow
morning."

"Don’t make it
,

don’t make it
,

darling,” said the penhen. "You will fall into the pan.”

But the ant paid no attention and made the arsm‘lu, and began drawing them out of the pan : one,

two, three, four, but at the fifth draw there was an accident and she
fell into the pan of boiling 011.

_

I These lines mean:——The ant killed itself, the peahen sorrows, the
banyan-tree exudes,

the
orow's le

g has gone

the elephant’s legs have lost their power, the deer-‘s
knee-joints are broken, the waters of the river are disturbed’ the

millet-field is insect eaten, the great king has hydrocole, the queen’s seat
has stuck to her. the basket has stuck to

' ll Peddamma. _ , . . . _Pmdam u
Pound some rice to a coarse powder, mix into a cake with boiled

molasses while stlll liquid

'1 To make arsat'lu. . l I

place the cakes in a pan of boiling oil, when cooked
fish up with an Iron ladle and serve the cakes as anatlu,

Anaibu are used on ceremonial occasions, such as
botrothals, marriages, and so On.
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In due time the peahen returned as usual, but for a long while she searched in vain in every nook
and corner for the ant, At last she found the poor little ant quite dead in the burning oil and set up
a great lamentation. In her sorrow she sat down under a banyan-tree lamenting, and this made the
tree say: —“0 peahen, peahen, you have always been joyous: what is the matter today?”

"0 banyan-troe. O banyan-tree, don't you know?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps.”

The banyan-tree began at once to weep at every pore, and a crow that always used to perch on

one of its branches began to enquire:—“0 banyan-tree. O banyan-tree, you were always hearty:
what is the matter today?"

“0 crow, crow, don't you know ‘I

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,
The crow has lost a leg.”

Immediately one of the crow’s legs fell ofl and it began hopping on one leg miserably. An ele_
phant saw it and said :— "O crow, crow, you were always perky: what is the matter today?”

"0 elephant, elephant, don't you know?
The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan.-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,

The elephant has lost all.”

Immediately all power went out of the elephant's legs and he began to crawl cumbrously here and

there. In this plight a deer saw him and said :—. "O elephant, elephant, you were always strong :
what is the matter today I”

'

“O deer, deer, don’t you know 2'

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyanrtree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,
The elephant has lost all,

The deer broke her knees."

Instantly the deer fell on its knees by the river-side in great pain, Said the river : -- "O deer,
door, you were always blithe : what is the matter today '1

” i

"0 river, river, don’t you know ‘I

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,

The elephant has lost all,

The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles.”
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When the river began bubbling, said. the millet-field alongside:— “0 river, river, you were always
smooth : what is the matter today '1”

“O millet-field, O millet-field, don’t you know?

The ant died,
The peahen grieves,
The banysn-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,

The elephant has lost all,

The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles,

The millet-field is blighted.”

A great blight at once settled on the millet-field and the king who was there3 said: - “O millet
field, O millet-field, you were always full of corn : what is the matter today '2"

‘*0 king, king, don’t you know ?

The ant died.I
The peaben grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,
The crew has lost a leg,
The elephant has lost all,
The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles,

The millet-field is blighted1

The king has gone lame.“

The king began at once to go dot-and-go-one and when the queen saw him,6 she said : — “0 king,
king, you were always sturdy : what is the matter today 7”

“(3 queen, queen, don’t you know?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,
The banyan-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,
The elephant has lost all,

The deer broke her knees,
The river bubbles,
vThe millet-field is blighted,

The king has gone lame,

The queen stuck to her seat.”

And sure enough the queen had at once to carry her seat about with her, and Paidarallu
Peddammae seeing her in such ‘a plight said :—“0 queen, queen, you were always sprightly, what is
the matter today ?”

3 In the story as usually told this passage runs: — Into the millet-field the king used to go for the purposes of
nature.

‘ The vernacular version has : — the king has hydrooele.
5 The vernacular has: —- when the queen saw that the king had hydrooele, she said, etc.

1*In Telugu folk-tales, the keeper of the now where the hero or the heroine, as the case may be, lodges and board
and gets the first information of the country he or she is visiting.
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“O Paidarallu Peddamma, don’t you know 7

The ant died,
The peahon grieves,

The banyan-trce weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,
The elephant has lost all‘,

The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles,

The millet-field. is blighted,

The king has gone lame,

The queen's seat stuck to her,

And the basket has stuck to Paidarallu Peddamma."

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE, MLA.

(Continued from p. 356.)

Baléchong; s. v. 38,1r

Baladi; s. 0. Country, 206, ii.

Baladi ; s. 11.Country, 206, ii, twice;

Balad-nl-falfal; ann. 851 : s. v, Malabar, 412, i.

Balagani; a. 2:. Balcony, 39, ii.
Balagat; ann. 11553‘: 8. v, Pardao, 841, 1'

;

sun.

1563: s. v, Vanjirfis, 88, i.

Balagate; ann. 1.510: 8. v. Narsinga, 474, i,

a. v. Peon, 528, i; ann. 1562 :.s. v. Balaghaut,
38, ii ;' mm, 1563 :s. v. Balaghaut, 38,ii, s. 'v.
Bear-tree, 58, i, s. v. Nizamaluco, 830, ii; ann.
1666 : s. v. Bnlaghaut, 38, ii.
Balagatt -, ann. 161:4 :. 8. v, Bulaghant, 38, ii.
Balagatta; mm. 1726 : s. v. Deccan, 233, ii.

Bnlagatte; ann. 1598: 8. v. Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Bnlaghat; s. v. Pateca, 518, ii, 8, v. Idalcan»
808, i; nnn. 1563 : s, v. Copmh,196, i, a, v.
Mango, 424, i, s; v. Necm, 476, ii

,

a. v.

Nizamnluco, 830, ii.

Balaghaut; s. v. 38, ii, a. v. Ghaut (c), 281, ii;

anu. 1762: a. v. Camatic, 126, ii
,

773, i.

Bala Ghaut -, mm I805 : a. v. Balaghant, 38, ii,

Balahar; ann. 1753 : s. 0. Buddha, 767, ii.

Balnjerow; ann. 1763-78 a a. v. Chowt, 166, i.

Bnlaji Rao ; ann. 1740: s. v. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Bolfrkang-mizti; s. a‘. Blacan-matec, 73,

Bala-khana ; ann. 1876 ; 8. 0. Balcony, 40, i.

B616 khfini; ann. 1880 : s. 0. Balcony, 40, i.

Balakhslfi; s. v. Balass, 39, i.

Balfilfis ; s. v. Doorsummund, 250, ii.

Balam'tis aegyptiaca; 466, i, footnote.
Balanus Mirepsica; ann. 1672 : a. v. Myrobala'n -
466, ii.

y

Balanus Myrepsica; am. 1560 : a. v. Myrobalan
466, ii.

'

Bah; posh; nnn. 1862 : s. v. Palem'pore, 505, i.

Balang posh; ann. 1862 : 8.1’. Palempore, 505,1’.
Balapum; a. v, Parabyke, 512, i,

Balaser; ann. 1676 : a. v. Balasore, 39, i,

Balasor; ann. 1753: s. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii.
Balasore; s. v. 39, i, 760, i, a. 2:. Factory, 264

ii, 8. v. Sonbhals, 857, ii; mm. 1673 :, a. v:

Patna, 520, i; mm. 1727 :. s. v. 39, i, a. a.
Grass-cloth, 301, ii ', ann. 175218, a‘. Nilgherry
830, i, twice.

'
Balass; a. v. 39, i, 760, i.

Balasses; an. 1516 : s. v. Balass, 39, i.

Balassi; ann. 1581 : s. v. Balass, 39, i..

Balaums; mm. 1811 : s. v. Baloon, 40, ii.
, Balax; mm. 1404 1 s. v. Balass, 39, i.

Balaxayo; ann. 1516': s. 1;. Balass, 39, L

Balaxes; mm. 1681 : s. v, Balass, 39, i,

Balayfi; s. v. Cobily Mash, 172, i.

Bil-bfir ; a. 1:. Bzilwar, 40, ii.

Balco ; s. 1:. Balcony, 39, ii, 3 times.
Balcon ; ann. 1340-50 : s. v. Balcony, 39, ii

,

Balcone; s. 2'. Balcony, 39, ii
,

twice; ann, 1340'
50 : a. v. Balcony, 39, ii; ann. 1645-52 : s, :1

Balcony, 760, i.

'

Balconf; mm. 1348 : s, 0. Balcony, 39, ii.
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Balconies; ann. 1667 : 8. v. Balcony, 40, i.

Balcony; 8. v. 39, ii, twice, 760, i ;» ann, 1876 and

1880: a. v. 40, i.

Balcény; arm. 1805 and 1833: a. v. Balcony, 40, i.

Balcfiny; ann. 1783 : s. 0. Balcony, 40, i.

Bilcény ; a. 0. Balcony, 39, ii.

Bilcb'ny; s. 0. Balcony, 39, ii.

Baldagh; ann. 1860 : s. v. Ducks, 253, ii
.

Bale; mm. 1290_: s. v. Orange, 491, i
; mm.

1498: 8. v. \Vali, 739, ii; ann. 1553: 8. v,
Sunda, 659, ii.

Bfileévara; a. v. Balasore, 39, i.

Balets; ann. 1653 : s. v. Bnlass, 39, i.

Balgat ; ann. 1533 : s. 1:. Melique Verido, 823, i.

Balghfir; s. v. Bnlgar, 96, i.

Balgu ; ann. 1608 : s. v. Champs, 140, ii.

Bali; 667, i, footnote, s. v. Snttee, 667, ii ; mm.

1555: s. 11.Java, 348, ii; ann. 1586: s. v.
Suttee, 669, i; ann. 1689 : s. v. Vedas, 735, .

i; ann. 1774 : a. v. Gentoo, 281, i, s. v.
Snttee, 670, ii.

Bali ; ann. 1689: s. v. Pali, 505, ii.

Dalia; 660, ii, footnote.

Balie; ann. 1687-88: s. znGantama, 279, ii;
an, 1688: s. v. Pm, 551, ii; nnn. 1690:
.s. v. Pali, 505, ii

,

twice.

Baligaot ; ann. 1673: a. v. Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Balil; a. v. Myrobalan, 465, ii
,

Balila ; a. v. Myrobalan, 465, ii.

Balilij ; "s. v. Myrobalan, 465, ii.
Bnlimba; ann. 1563; s. v. Carambola, 123, i.

Bélimbing; s. v. Blimbee, 75, ii.

Balirig; s. v. Myrobalan, 465, ii.

Balirij; s. v. Myrobalan, 465, ii.

Bfilish ; s. v. Shoe of Gold, 628, ii
.

Balk; 8.1‘. Balcony, 39, ii.
Balkh; 90, ii, footnote, 8. v. Nowbehar, 482, i;

ann. 904 : a. 0, Buddha, 90, ii; mm. 1504 :

a. v. Hindoo Koosli, 316, i.

Balls; 8. v. Bulknt, 96, ii.
Ballace; nnn. 1611 and 1673 : 8.2;. Balass, 39, i

.

Balladeirns ; an. 1782: a. v. Bayadére, 56, ii.
Ball-a-gat ; ann. 1760: s. v. Balaghant, 38, ii

.

Ballagate; ann. 1598: a. v. Balaghant, 38,- i
i,

8. v. Lnscar, 389, i.

Bella-Gout; ann. 1813 : s. v. Balaghant, 39, i.

Ballaaore; ann. 1678 : a. v. Palankeen, 836, ii;

mm. 1679: s. v. Tumlook, 864, ii ; mm. 1683;

s. v. Bankshall (b), 47, ii; ann. 1690: s. v.
Dewann, 240, i, a. v. Urz, 733, i ; ann. 1727:

s. v. Balasore, 39, i, s. v. Pomfret, 545, ii;
ann. 1748 : s. v. Resident (a), 848, ii
.

Balliadera ; ann. 1598 and 1599 : a. v. Bayadere,

56, ii.

Ballindere; ann. 1794: s. v. Bayadére, 56, ii.

Balliapatam; ann, 1727: s. v. Delly, Mount,
235, ii.

Ballichang; ann. 1727: s. v. Balzichong, 38,-i‘.

Ballon ; ann. 1539 : s. v. Lnnchara, 384. i.

. Ballongs ; ann. 1755 : s. z‘. Baloon, 40, i.

Bzillonta ; ann. 545 : s. v. Sfimth, 665, ii.
Balloon; s. v. 40, i; ann. 1540: s. v. Alcatif, 7, i.

Sophy, 649, i.

Balmochun ; ann. 1834 : a. v. Dewaun, 240,1.

Bnlnfith; 641, ii
,

footnote.

B3.10(.'hlS_; an. 1200: s. v. Bilooch,- 71, i.

Balfies; ann. 153-9 and 1634: 8.27. Bal0on,.40, i.

Baloon; s. v. 40, i; ann. 1673 : s. v. 40, i.

Balonuhe ; ann. 1665: s. v. Afghan, 754, ii.
Bnlondra; mm. 1555 : s‘. v. Baroda, 53, i.

Balsamo ; nun. 1461 : 8. 2*.Candy (Sugar-), 120, i.

Balsamodendron Mnkul; s. v. Bdellium, 57, i.

s. v. Goognl, 296, i.

Balsfir; ann. 1590‘: s. v. Surat, 665, i.

Balsam; ann. 1580 : a. v. Bussora, 768,6; ann.

1652 a s. v, Congo~bunder, 782, ii ; ann.

1671 : s. v. B-ussora, 769, i.
Balsora ; s. v. 40, ii

,

s. v. Bussorn, 768, ii.

545, i-.

Balti; s. v. Polo, 544, i.

Baltistfin; 544, ii, footnote.

Baluarte; ann. 1644 : s. v. Almadia, 10, i'
.

Balfich; s. v. Bilooch, 71, i; 14th cent. -. s. v.
Ghilza'r, 284, i.

Bali'ij; ann.-643 : a. v. Bilooch, 71, i
.

Balflj ; ann. 1556 : s. v. Bilooch, 71, i
.

Bz‘ilwila; s. v, Bs'ilwar, 40, i
i,

Bz'ilwar; s. 2:. 40, ii-.

Bfilwfir; a. 2.‘.Bélwar, 40, ii.

Balyfinw : s. v. Baloon, 40,v i.

Bamba; s; v. Bumbn, 96, ii.

Bambayo; mm. 1666.: s. v. Bombay, 77, ii.

Bambillonia; no. 1343: 8.1). Sugar, 655, ii
,

5 times.

Bambo; ann. 1586 : a. 11.Bamboo, 41, i
i ; ann.

1673: s. v, Bamboo, 41, ii
,

s. v. Palankeen,

503, ii.

Bambo-Achar ; ann. 1687 : 8. v. Achi'n', 3
, i,

Bamboo ; ann. 1687: 8. v. Achi'lr, 3
, i.

Bambolimas; s. v. Pommelo, 546, i.

Bamboo ; a. v. 40, ii
, 41, i, 5 times, 42, i, 3 times,

760, i, twice, 8. v. Camphor, 116, i
i, a. v.

Ballowche; ann. 1727 : 8. z‘. Bilooch, 71,~ i, 8. v.

Balti; s. 2*. P010, 544, ii; mm. 1848 :- 8. v. Polo,
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Chick (a). 147, ii
,

8. v. Dandy (c),229, ii
,

a. v.

I

Dhooly, 242, i, s. v. Jhanmp, 351, ii
,

s. v. .

Junk, 360, ii, 8. v. Kittysoi, 371, i, a. v.
Lattee, 390, ii

,

a. v. Palankeen, 502, ii
,

a. v.

Ranjow, 574, i, s. 2'. Sugar, 654, ii
,
3 times

and footnote, s. v. Tabasheer, 674, ii
,

8. i‘.

Tinnevelly, 703, ii
,

a. v. Upas, 726, ii
,

8. v.

‘

\Vanghee, 739, ii
, (1), 740, i, twice, (2),

‘

740, i, 8. v. ‘_Nnmerica1 Afiixes, 831, i
i ;

ann. 890: a. v. Malabar 412, i; ann.
1343: a. v. Junk, 360, ii; ann. 1516:
s. v. Java, 348, i, a. v. Zedoary, 747,
ii; ann. 1621 ; s. v. 41, ii; ann. 1675: s. 1;.
Tiger, 703, i; ann. 1685: a. v. Upas, 730, ii;

ann. 1711 : s. v. Cot, 205, i; ann. 1726 : 8.1’.
Pasei, 517, ii, a. v. Upas, 731, i ; ann. 1727:

s. v. Canguo, 120, ii ; ann. 1750~52 and
1783 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i ; ann. 1760 :

8. v. Ohawbnck, 777, i; ann. 1780: s. v.
Poligar, 543, ii; ann. 1789; s. z‘. Nalkee,
829, i; ann. 1807 : s. v, Cawney, 136, i, s. v.
Pig-sticking, 537, i; ann. 1810 ; s. v. Bangy
(a), 46, i ; ann. 1824: a, v. Babooi. 33, i;ann.
1825 : s. v. I’indarry, 539, i ; ann. 1830zs. v.
Lattee, 390, ii; ann. 1855 : a. v. 41, ii,

5 times, a. v. Goglet, 293, i ; ann. 1858 : a. v.
Chow-chow, 164, ii; ann. -1862: a. v. Mun
clieel, 457, i ; ann. 1866 : s, v. Kookry, 815,

ii ; ann. 1878: s. r. Atap, 29, i, twice.
Bamboo-camphor ; a. v. Camphor, 116, ii

,

Bamboo-cane ; s. v. Bamboo, 41, i, a. v. Rattan,
574, i.

Bamboo~sugar; s. 1‘. Sugar, 654, ii.

Bamboo, Sugar of ; s. v. Tabaslieer, 674-, ii.

Bamboo-Town ; s. v. Belganm, 61, ii.

Bambon; ann. 1610, 1666 and 1727 : 8. v.
Bamboo, 41, ii gann, 1782 : 8. 21.Boy (1)), 84, i;

ann. 1811 : s. v. Ba1oon,40, i.

Bambouc; ann. 1665 : s. v. Dacca, 225, i.

Bambu ; 8. v. Bamboo, 41, i, twice.

Bambil; ann. 1628; s. v Bamboo, 41, ii.

Bambnc; ann. 1615: s. 21.Bamboo, 41, ii.

Bambulim ; a. v. Bummelo, 96, ii, twice.
Bambulimas; s. v. Pommelo, 546, i.

Bambns ; ann. 1598 : 8. z‘. Bamboo, 41, ii.
Bambusa arundinacea ; a. 21.Bamboo, 40, ii.

Bambusn vnigaris; a. v. Bamboo, 40, ii.
Bimiin ;' s. v. Jade, 340, i.

Bimiynh ; s. v. Bondy, 63, ii
,

138111-1115;s. v. Burma, 100, ii.

Bamo; a. v. Barnd, 42, i.

Bamé ; s. v. 42, i,

Bamola; 8. :1. Factory, 264, ii
.

Bampiacot; ann. 1552 : s. 0. Hancock, 43, i.

Bum-you; ann. 1861 : s. v. Shan, 623, ii.
Ban; 605, i, footnote; ann. 1580 : a. v. Cofiee,
17° i- ann. 1598: a. v. Oofiee, 179, ii."7 I

‘ Bin; 402, ii, footnote.

‘ Banndilg; s. v. Bundook, 98, i.

Banadik ; a. v, Bundook, 98, i.

Banah; ann. 1150 : a. v. Tabaeheer, 674, ii.

13211161111;.0. v. Benamee, 61, ii
,

twice.

Banfim-i-i'aifinn; s. z’. Benamee, 61, ii.

Bam'm; s. r. Banana, 760, i.

Banana; .9. v. 42, i, 760, i, s. v. Jack, 336, i.

s. 2:. Pisang, 540, ii, a. v. Plantain, 540, ii.

541. i, 3 times, s. r. Numerical Affixes, 832.

i; ann. 1563 and 1598: s. v. 42, ii; ann.
1764 : s. z’. Plantain, 542, ii, twice.
Banfina ; s. 0. Banana, 760, ii

.

Banz'infi; s. v. Bunow, 99, ii.

Bananier; ann. 1785 : s. v. Pisang, 540, ii;
ann. 1874 : s. v. Talipot, 679, i.

Banéo ; s. z'. Bunow, 99, ii.
Bz'miras ; ann. 1020 : a. v. Benares, 764, ii.
Banaras ; ann. 1781 : a. v. Baboo, 759, ii.
Banéras ; ann. 1790 ; 8. v. Baya, 56, i.

Banz‘u'as ; s. v. Benares, 764, ii
.

Banarou ; ann. 1665 : s. v. Benarea, 764, ii.

Banasnr ; ann. 1616 : s. v. Elephanta, 260, i.

Banasura; s. v. Balasore, 760, i.

Banan ; ann. 1853: a. v
, Bunow, 100, i.

Bfinbii; a. 22.Bamboo, 40, ii.
Bancacaes ; ann. 1524: a. v. Banksliall (a), 47, i.

Bancal ; ann. 1813 ; s. v. Mace (b), 405, i,

twice.

Bancha; ann, 1573: s. 2:, Coffee, 179, i.
Banchoot ; 8. v. 42, ii ; ann. 1792: s. z’. 42, ii

.

Bancock; a. v. 42, ii
,

43, i, 760, ii
.

Bancone ; ann. 1560: a. v. Lflnteas, 385, 1
',

twice.

Bancshull; ann. 1750-52: s. v. Banksliall (a),

47, i.

Band ; 8_ 17,Bond, 97, 1

Bnnda; a. a. Factory, 264, ii
,

a, v. Molnccas,

440, i, see 837, i, footnote ; ann. 1505 ; a. v.

Pegu, 525, i ; ann. 1605: a. v. Kling, 374,

i; ann. 1631: s. v. Sagwire, 590, ii; ann.
1646 : s. v. Upas, 729, ii ; ann. 1659: a, v,

Beriberi, 67, i ; ann. 1682 _: .9. v. (lassowary,

774, i ; ann. 1813 : s. o. Bondy, 63, ii.

Bandahara; ann. 1612 : s. v. Orankay, 492, i;

ann. 1883 : s. z’. Bendéra, 63, ii.

Bandahira ', s. z‘. Bendéra, 63, i.
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Band Ally ; ann. 1627 :' s. v, Caravanseray,
124, ii.

Bandam ; mm. 1430 : s. v. Mace (a), 404, ii
,

s. v. Moluccas, 440, ii
.

Bandamir ; s. v. Bcudamcer, 62, ii,

Band-Amir ; mm. 1809: s. v. Beudameer, 63, i.

Bandan ; arm. 1430 : s. v. Lory, 398, ii ; mm.

1510 : s. v. Moluccas, 440,

Bandana ; mm. 1866: a. v. Bandanna, 43, i.

Baudanah ; mm. 1875 : s. z‘. Bandanna, 43, ii.

Bnndanesen; mm. 1646 : a. v. Upas, 729, ii.

liandanezes; mm. 1570 : a. v. Sunda, 659, ii.

Baudanna; s. v. 43, i, a. v. Piece-goods, 535,

ii; mm. 1848: 5.1;. 43, i.

Bandannoes; mm. 1752 and 1813: 8. 0. Ban

danna, 43, i.

Baudar ; s. v. Bandel, 44, i, s. v. Bunder, 97, ii
,

s. v. Commandel, 198, ii
,

8. v. \Vanderoo, 739,

ii ; ann. 1344: s. v. Builder, 97, ii
, twice ; mm.

1345: a. v. Bankshail (a), 46, ii ; min. 1346:

s. v. Bunder, 97, ii ; ann. 1530 : s. 2;. Candy,

119, ii; mm. 1756 : s. v. Bassein (1), 53, ii,

8. v. Broach, 89, i.

Baudara; arm. 1539 and 1561: s. v. Bendz'ira,

63, i.

Bindiiré ; s. v. Bcndzira, 63, i
.

Bands: Abba-1S; s. v. Ormus, 492, ii.

Bandar ’Abhis; s. v. Gombroon, 294, i, s. v.

Ormus, 833, ii.

Bandnr Abbassi ;

bunder, 783, i.

Bandarfinah ; ann. 1442 :8. v. Pandarfini, 508, ii.

Bandar Chitgfim ', s. v. Bandei, 44, i
,

Bandar-Congo ; mm. 1652 : a. v. Congo-builder,

782, ii
,

783, i.

Bandaree ; a. v. 43, i
i, 760, ii; mm. 1760 : s. v.

43, i. '

Baudares; mm. 1726 : s. v. Bendéra, 63, ii
.

Bandari; mm. 1644 and 1810 L s. v. Bandaree,

43, ii.

Bandiri ; 8. v. Bendzira, 63, i
.

Bandari ; s. 1*.Coast, The, 172, i.

Bandar-i-Hfigli ; s. v. Bandel, 44, i.

Bandarines; mm. 1673: s. v, Bandaree, 43, ii
,

twice.

Bandar-i-Rfimi ; s. 0. Room, 581, i
.

Bandarys; mm. 1548 : a. v. Bandaree, 43, i
i.

Bandaze; ann. 1766 : s. v. B'andeja, 760, ii.

Bande; s. v. Bonze, 79, i.

Bandeja; s. v. 760, ii
,

s. v. Bandejah, 43, ii; aun'.

1621 and 1760 : s. v. Bandojah, 44, i
.

Bandejah; s. v. 43, ii
;

ann. 1760 : a. v. 44, i.

am. 1653; s. v. Congo

Bandel; s. v. 44-, i, 760, ii, 3. v. Builder, 97, ii
,

s. v. Coromundei, 198, ii; mm. 1541: a. v,
Malum, 418, ii; ann. 1717: s. v. Pandal, 507,
ii; mm. 1727 : c. v. Hoogly, 322, i; ann
1753: s. v. 760, ii.
Bandel (1e Chatigio; a. v. Bandel, 44, i.

Bandcl (10s Malemos; s. v. Bandel, 44, i.

Bandell; ann. 1782: s. v. Bande], 760, ii.

Bander; ann. 1630: s. v. Gombroon, 294, ii;
mm. 1650 : s. z’. BanyanJTrae, 50, ii.

Bauder-Abassi; ann. 1652 : s. v. Congo-buuder,
783, i.

Bander Angon; ann. 1552 : s. v. Bunder, 97, ii,
Bandh ; s. v. Bund, 97, i.

Band Haimero; s. v. Bendameer, 62, ii.

Bandhfiri ; s, v. Bandanna, 43, i.

Bandhc; a. z‘. Bonze, 79, i.

Biudhni'i; s. v. Bandunna, 43, i.

Ba'mdhnfin; ann. 1590: s. v. Bandanna, 43, i.

'

Bil1d110;8. v. Bando, 760, ii.

Bandhya; a. v. Bonze, 79, i.

Bagdi; a. v. Bandy, 44, ii.

Band-i-Amir; s. v. Bendameer,

1878; a. v. Bendameer, 63, i.

Bandicoot; s. v, 44, i; ann. 1789 : a. v. 44, ii
,

8. v. Musk-Rat, 459, i; ann. 1879 and 1880 -.

s. v. 44, ii.

Bandicoy; s. v. 44, ii
,

a. v. Bandy, 63, ii.

Bandies ; ann. 1810, 1826 and 1860 : s. v. Bandy,

44, ii.

Bandija; ann. 1747: s. v. Bandeja, 760, ii.

Bandinaneh ; ann. 1442 : a. v. Pandarini.

508, ii.
Bando; s. v. 760, ii, 761, i.

Bandobast; mm. 1843 and 1880 : s. v. Bundobust,

98, i.

Band-o-bast ; s. v. Bundobasi, 98, i.

Bandfik; a. v, Bundook, 98, i.

Bandy; s. v. 44-, ii ; an, 1791, 1800, 1826, 1829
and 1862: s. v. 44, ii

.

Baneanes; arm. 1552 and 1563 (twice) :3. v. Ban

yan (1), 48, ii ; mm. 1610: s. v. Bankshali

(a), 47, i.

Bang; a, v. 45, i, s. v. Banged, 45, ii
,

a. v.

Bengal, 64, i, s. v, Bungy, 99, ii
,

a. v. Churrns,

169, ii, s. v. Coosumba, 194, ii; ann. 1250 :

s. v. Bengal, 64, i;ann. 1673 : s. v. 45, i, a. v.
Hubble-bubble, 326, i, a. 0. Teddy, 706, ii;
ann. 1711, 1727, 1763 and 1789 (twice): a. v.

45, i; ann. 1808: s. v. Kyfe, 380, ii
;

arm.

1868 : u. v. 45, ii.

Bangs; a. v. Bungalow, 98, ii
.

62, ii , ann.
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Bangagae; 560, ii, footnote; ann. 1524: a. v.

Bankshall (a). 47, i.

Bangala; ann. 1298: s. v. Bengal, 64, i, s. v

Sngar, 655, i; mm. 1817: s. v. Bungalow,
99, i, twice.

Bangala; ann. 1442: s. v. Tenasserim, 695, ii.

Bangiilfi; s. v. Bungalow, 98, ii.

Bangr'ali; ann. 1300 : s. v. Bengal, 64, ii
.

Bangali; 8. v. Bengalce, 65, i, a. v. Gaurian,

800. i.

Bangaliyan; ann. 1633 : s. v. Bungalow, 98, ii
.

Bangal ki ilifita; s. 'v. Pager, 498, i.

Bangalla; ann. 1711 : a. v, Bungalow, 768, ii.

Bangallaa; ann. 1747: s. v. Bungalow, 768, ii.

Bangalore; 156, i, footnote, 8. v. Thug, 697, i ;

ann. 1784: s. v. Chawbuck, 142, ii, 8 'v

Mulligatawny,456,ii; ann. 1791 : s. v. Pettah'

533, i; ann. 1843 : a. v. Turban, 719, ii.
Bangalys; ann. 1610 : c. v. Banknhall (a),

-47, i.

Bangan; ann. 1780.: s. o. Banyan (1) b
,

49, i,‘
Bangar; s. v. Bangnr, 45, ii

,

twice.

Bangasal ; ann. 1613: s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Bangasalya; ann. 1610 : a. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Bangaaar; ann. 1345 : av. Bankshall (a), 46, ii.

Banged; s. v. 45, ii, twice.

Bangelaer of Speellmys; ann. 1680: s. r. Bunga

low, 768, i.

Bangeras; ann. 1789: a. 0. Bang, 45, i.

Banggolo; ann. 1810: s. v. Bungalow, 99, i.

Banghee; ann. 1873 : a. v. Bangy (b), 46, i.

Banghella; av. Bengal, 64, i; ann. 1510 : s. v

Bengal, 64, ii
.

Banghy; s, v. Bangy, 45, ii, s. z’. Pitarrah, 540,

ii; ann. 1803 : s. v. Bangy (a), 46, i.

Bangi; a. v. Bangy, 45. ii.

Bangkal ; s. v. Tao], 675, ii.

Bangkauln; s. v. Bencoolen, 62, i.

Bangkock ; s. v. Judea, 355, i.

Bangkok; ann. 1859: s. n. Anaconda, 757, i.

Bang-kok ; a. 2'. Hancock, 42, ii.

BangkGk; ann. 1850 : s. v. Bancock, 43, i.

Bangla; ann. 1758: s. v. Bungalow, 98, i
i,

Banglz-‘i; s. v. Bungalow, 98, i and i
i

(3 times).

Bz'inglf. ; s. v. Bungalow. 98, i
i.

Bangle ; s. 0.45, ii
, 3 times; ann. 1803, 1809,

1810, 1826 and 1873 : a. z’. 45, ii.

Bangri; s. v. Bangle, 45, ii.

Banggi ; a. v, Bangle, 45, ii
.

Bangsal; s. v. Bankshall, 46, ii; ann. 1623:
s. v. Bankshall (b), 47, ii; ann. 1817: s. v,
Bankshall (a), 47, ii.

Bfingaal ; ann. 1817 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Bangsil; s. v. Bankshall, 46, ii.

Bangue; ann. 1563, 1578 (twice), 1598, 1606
and 1685 : s. 0. Bang, 45, i.

Bangun ; a. 1:. 45, ii, a, v. Brinjaul. 86, ii.

Bangur; s. r. 45,6 , s. v. Khadir, 365,
Bangy; s. v. 45, ii, twice, (b), 46, i; ann. 1810:
a. v. (a), 46, i.

Bangy parcel; a. v. Bangy (b), 46, i.

Bangy-stafi; s. v. Bangy, 46, i.

Bangy-wollah; ann. 1810: s. v. Bangy (a) 46, i.

Bnnha Dela : ann. 1613 .' r. v. Cosmin, 784, i.

Banho; ann. 1613 : s. v. Ooamin, 784, i.

Banian; 108, ii
,

footnote, s. v. Chetty, 145, i;

ann. 1516: s. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii; son,
1613 : a. v. Caste, 132, i; ann. 1623 : s.
Banyan (1), 48, ii ; ann. 1630: a. r. Banyan
(l), 48, ii; a. v. Shaster, 623, ii; ann, 1665 2

s. v. Banyan (a), 761, i; ann. 1666: a. v.
Banyan (l),48, ii ; ann. 1677: 0.2:. Banyan (a),
761, i; ann. 1761 : a. v. Banyan (b). 49, i ;

ann. 1764: .v. v. Banyan (b), 49, i, s. v.
Writer (b), 867, i; ann.1786: s. v. Banyan (b),
49, i; ann. 1810: a. v. Banyan (I), 49, ii,

twice, (2), 49, ii, s. v. Banyan-Tree, 51,
i, s. v, Rum-johnny (a), 584, ii; ann. 1813 :

s. v. Banyan (1), 49, i; ann. 1814: s. v.
Palempore, 505, i; ann- 1821: s. v. Banyan
Tree, 51, i; ann. 1836 : s. v, Khuttry, 368, i.

Banianes; ann. 1650 : s. v. Banyan-Tree, 50, ii.

Banian~trce; ann. 1814 : s. v. Pandal, 507, ii.
Banian Tree; ann. 1717: s. z‘. Banyan-Tree,
50, ii.

Banij ; s. v. Brinjarry, 87, ii.

Banik; s. v. Baukshall (2), 46, ii.
Banj; ann. 1333: s. v. Punjanb, 562, i,
Banj-ib; ann. 1333 : a. v. Punjaub, 562, i.
Banjala ; ann. 1345 : a. v. Bengal, 64, ii.
Bz'mjar; s. v. Brinjarry, 88, i.

Banjar; a. 2'. Brinjarry, 88, i.

Banjfirz'i; a. v. Brinjarry, 87, ii
,

twice, 8. r.

Lamballie, 383, ii
,

twice.

Banjaras; ann. 1505 : s. v, Vanjil'iB, 88, i.

Banjnrmasin ; s. 0. Factory, 264, ii.

Banjaaiir ; ann. 1345 : a. v. Bankshall (a), 46, ii
.

Banjo; 3.17. 46, i.

Banjore; ann. 1764 : s. z‘, Banjo, 46, i,

Bank; ann. 1784 : a. v. Bang, 45, i.

Bankar; 605, i, footnote.

Bankaéfila ; a. v. Bankshall (2), 46, ii
.

Bankasay ; ann. 1727 : s. 1'. Balachong, 38, i.

Bankebauksal; 771, i, footnote.
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Banki-bazar ; ann. 1753 : a. v. Calcutta, 771, i, Banksaul; mm, 1783 and 1313 , s_ ,,_ Bankshan
twice.

Banklot; s. v. Lote, 398, ii.

Banksall; ann. 1687: s. v. Bankshall (b), 47,

ii; ann. 1748 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i.
Banksall Island; ann. 1748: s. v. Bankshall

(a), 47, i.

(a), 47, i.
Bankshal; ann. 1781 : s. 0. Compound, 188, i.
Bankshall ; s. v. 46, i and ii

, 560,ii, footnote; ann.
1683: s. v.(b),47, ii, s. v. Godown, 292, i; ann.
1727: s. 0. (h), 47, ii ; ann. 1734-5 and 1783:
s. v. (a), 47, i; ann. 1789 : s. r. (b), 47, ii.

( To‘ be continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

THE DERIVATION OF THE WORD PANTHAY.

Now that both domestic and foreign troubles

are falling thick upon the Central Chinese Govern

ment at Peking, it is probable that we ‘shall
hear

of the Panthays again. They are Chinese
con

verts to Isliim, and large numbers of them
are

found in the Provinces of Shensi,.Kansuh
and

Yunnan. In the former two
Provinces, they are

known as Tungani or Hui-hui. In Burma.
and

the adjoining Shan States, the Muhammadans
of

e known as Panthay or Pang-has.

They are a. fine and warlike race, held
Yizgnnrin

against Imperial troops from 1.80010 .1
8

l

n

raising a British regiment at
We1-ha1-wei,Chmese

Muhammadans are much sought
after by the

Yunnan ar

recruiting sergeants.

In Northern China, the Chinese call the con

verts to Islam Hui-hui, E E, and the Yun
ranese call them Hui-tau, 2

‘ LD_\ There 18 a

great deal of contempt and hatred implied
by the

Chinese character 2 ‘Q as distinguished
from

E]. as the first part
of the former means “a dog.”

Evidently the compliment is a reciprocal one,

because the favourite epithet used by
all Mu

hammadans in addressing the followers of other

religions is "infidel dog.” The Yunnanese ‘also
call the Chinese Muhammadans Fans Pan

)X or rebels. Both the Burmese word

Panthay‘ and the Shan word Pang-has are

evidently derived from fan" tsei" )& or

pan‘ tsei", Egg,
which means “a rebellious

brigand.”

The derivation of the word Panthay appears to

be one of the vexed questions of Sinology, and I

trust that the above solution will be acceptable to

Chinese scholars. In this connexion, the ap

pended extracts bearing on the subject under

Extract 1.

Anderson's "Mandalay to Momien,” pp. 223-25.
"The Mahommedans of Yunnan have a tradi
tion of their origin, which is curious, but mythi
cal. The governor and the hadji at Momien
stated, in substance,v that their forefathers came
from Arabia to China. one thousand years ago, in
the reign of the Emperor Tung-huon-tsong, who
had sent his chief minister, Khazee. to Tseeyoog(?)
to implore help against the rebel Oung-loshan
Three thousand men were accordingly sent, and
the rebellion was crushed by their assistance.
Their former compatriots refused to receive them
iback, as having been defiled by a residence among
pork-eating infidels, so they settled in China,
and became the progenitors of the Chinese Ma
hommedans. This information was furnished in
the form of answer to questions put by me care—
fully written, and translated into Chinese, and
Sladen also procured a Chinese document, giving
substantially the same account. It will be seen
that the variations of this from the account fur
nished to General Fytche are important ; but as
the name of the Emperor Tung-huon-tsong differs
but slightly from that of Hiun-tsong of the Tnng
dynasty, against whom Ngan-Loshan rebelled,

it seems possible to connect this account with
Chinese history. His son Sutsung, A. D. 7.57,
was rescued from his difliculties by the arrival of
an embassy from the Khalif Abu Ja-far al Mansur,

, the founder of Bagdad, accompanied by auxiliary
troops, who were joined by Ouigoors and other
forces from the West. It must be added that
my informants, while claiming Arab descent,
stated clearly that their more immediate ances»
tors had migrated from Shensi and Kansu to
Yunnan about one hundred and fifty years ago,
History, however, shows the early growth and
rapid increase in China of a large Mahommedan
population, whom the Chinese term Hwait-ze ;

the name Panthay or Pansee being of Burmese
origin.

As to the derivation of this term. several theories
have been suggested. Major Sladen gives Puthee

discussion will be of interest.

Rangoon, June 18th, 1900. TAW SEIN-KO.

\ Pronounced “Pangsay” by the Chinese and Shana.
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as a Burmese term for Mahommcduns generally.

Garnier says that the word Pha-si, which the

Burmese have corrupted into Pan-thé according

to Colonel Phayre, is the same as Parsi. or Farsi,

which, in India, is applied to the Mahommedans,

and that this denomination is very ancient, as

Colonel Yule pointed out that in a description

of the kingdom of Cambodia, translated by

A. Remusat, a religious sect is described, called

Psssi who were distinguished by wearing white

or red turbaus and by refusing to drink intoxicat‘

ing liquors or to eat in company with the other

sects; but that distinguished Chinese scholar,

Sir T. Wade, derives the term Pan thay from a

Chinese word Puntai, signifying the ahoriginrl

or oldest inhabitants of a country; and Gar.

nier mentions that a. poople called Pen-ti are

found on the eastern side of the Tali Lake, and

in the plain of Tang-tchouen, to the north of Tali_

They are a mixed race, descended from the first

colonists sent into Yunnan by the Mongols, after

the conquest of the country by the generals
of

Kublai Khan.

Mr. Cooper tells us that the term
Pa-chee, or

white flag party, as distinguished from the Hung

chee, or red flag, or imperialists, was also used to

designate theurebels in the north of
Yunnan, and

Garnier frequently applies these terms to the

contending parties. The termination ze in the

nameHwait-ze, as in|Mant-zc,Thibetans, Miaout

ze, hill tribes, and Khwait-ze, foreigners. seems

always to imply political and tribal separation

from Chinese proper. These names occur in the

curious prophecy of the Four-ze Wars, quoted by

Cooper.”

Extract II.

Colborne Baber’s “Travels and Researches in

Western China,” pp. 159-160.

.‘The word Panthay has received such com plete

recognition as the national name of the Moham

medan revolutionaries in Yiinnan that I fear it
will be almost useless to assert that the term is

utterly unknown in the country, which was tcm.

poi-arily under the domination of Sultan Suliman,

otherwise Tu Wén-hsiu. The rebels were and

are known to themselves and to the Imperialists

by the name of Hui-hui or Hui-tau (Moham

medans), the' latter expression being slightly
derogatory.

The name of ‘Sultan,’ utterly foreign to the
ordinary Chinese, was never applied to their ruler,
except perhaps by the two or three hadjis among
them. The name ‘Suliman’ is equally unknown.
The Mohammedans of Yiinnan are precisely the
same race as their Confucian or Buddhist coun
trymen ; and it is even doubtful if they were Mo
hammedans except as far as they professed an
abhorrence for pork. They did not practise cir
cumcision, though I am not sure if that rite is
indispensable; they did not observe the Sabbath,

were unacquainted with the language of Islam, did
not turn to Mecca in prayer, and professed none
of the fire and sword spirit of propagandism.

That they were intelligent, courageous, honest,
and liberal to strangers, is as certain as their

ignorance of the law and the prophets. All
honour to their good qualities, but let us cease to

cite their short-lived rule as an instance of the
‘Great Mohammedan Revival.’

The rebellion was at first a question of pork and
of nothing else, beginning with jcalousies and
bickerings between pig butchers and the fleshers

of Islam in the market places. The officials, who
were appealed to, invariably decided against the
Mussulmans. Great discontent ensued and soon

burst into a. flame.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

The first outbreak seems to have originated
among the miners, always a dangerous class in

China, who were largely composed of Moham

medans. The usual measures of extermiuative

repression were adopted by the oflioials; their
Confucian hostility against any faith or society
which possesses an organisation novel to or dis.
countenanced by the Government, was aroused ;

a general persecution ensued ; the Mohammedans

made common cause, excited, it is very possible. by
their traveller hadjis; and so began the period

of disorder and disaster with which we are

acquainted.

Regarding the faith of these unfortunate people.

Dr. Andersonwrites :—-‘Our Jemadar frequently
lamented to me the laxity that prevailed among
them, and my native doctor held them in extreme

contempt, and used to assert that they were no

Mussulmans.’
”

SOME BIRTH CUSTOMS OF THE MUSSALMANS
IN THE PAN-TAB.

ON the birth of a daughter no intimation is

given to the relations and friends of
the father.

-After the 7th day, when the dinner ceremony.

called usually dha-mdyan inthe‘Panjab, is over,
'

the woman resumes her usual avocations, at

least those do who are strong and have to work

for their living. Many, however, do not recover
strength for a month.

GULAB SING/H in P. N. and i883.
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.

BY HARTWIG HIBSCHFELD, Pu.D., M.R.A.S.

(Continued from Vol. XXIX. p. 820,}

CHAPTER V.

The Narrative Revelations.

ARRATIVE fragments in the oldest revelations — Historical recollections-—ltforals of the
stories — Alterations of Biblical tales — Intentional obscurities — Various methods of narra

tion — Analysis of various narrative addresses -- Transition of the descriptive period — Al Fa'tilia.

In the development of the Qonin, the part of which we are going to treat in this chapter
stands above others of the Meccan period as far as variety of topics is concerned, and was

undoubtedly more effective than any of the preceding ones.

Although the East is the home of the public narrator (and Muhammed’s aim was to

instruct and overawe rather than amuse), yet in Arabia he was able to inaugurate a new era in
the art of the story-telling. In pre-Islamic times public recitations were poetic, but
prose narrations cannot have been quite unknown, at any rate in certain circumscribed areas,

since the Meccans used the Greek term asfitir for stories, which they disparagingly applied to

those told by the Prophet.

The reason why Muhammed introduced talesinto his sermons is obvious. Alarge part of his
knowledge of the Bible was of historical in character. He could not fail to realize quickly that

by inserting small historical fragments he aroused the curiosity of his hearers. Although these
served at first solely as examples to illustrate his warnings, they became gradually longer, and

ultimately — being provided with a rich stock of tales of prophets and others who could easily
be stamped as such -- he simply reversed his tactics. Thus the tale became the chief object of
the address, and the morals to be drawn were interspersed.

The short quotations from other books to be found in earlier revelations gave Muhammad

opportunities of showing an acquaintance with past events and miracles which must have come

as a great surprise to the Meccans. 1n the primary stages of Islam, however, tales would have

been out of place. Muhammed's first object was to introduce himself as the Messenger of Allah,

to preach His unity, and to confirm his own position. When all he had to say on these points
was exhausted, repetition would but have wearied and repelled his most faithful adherents.

Interesting tales were, therefore, not only a powerful attraction for his old friends, but an efiec
tive means of gaining new ones. They were suited to every capacity, and in an agreeable way
induced reflection, whilst working considerably on the superstition of untutored savages.

In the preceding chapter we noticed that these early historical fragments” refer to the
ancient tribes Of‘Ad and Thamfld. Legendary reminiscences of the latter were extant among
the Arabs, who had lost the faculty of reading the records engraved in the stones of Al Hijr.
The frustrated expedition of King Abraha gave rise to Stira cv., but although the incident had
occurred within the memory of living persons, Muhammed dared to transform the plague which
had decimated the forces of the enemy, into birds sent down from heaven. In Slim lxxxv. 18,
Pharaoh is mentioned for the first time,"3 and in otherplaces either alone or together with other
persons.“ Abraham and Moses we encountered in connection with the Su lmf ascribed to them.”
It must, however. be noted that the two passages in question belong to the confirmatory period,
and are not again repeated. I believe this is not accidental. Muhammed may have found it
necessary to show that he knew of the existence of previous prophets and their books, but he
may not have cared to speak too much about them at that time. He was more interested in

9" S. Inn‘. 18; xoi. l1. '5 C]. S. lxxxix. 9.
" S. lxxiii. l6; lxxix. l7; lxix. 9; liv. 41. '6 lxxxvii. l9; liii. 37; cf

.

Ch. IV.
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trying to focus all attention on himself and his new doctrine. People had to become accustomed
to see in him first and foremost the bearer of the monotheistic idea, whilst other prophets moved
like satellites around him‘. Finally “the people of Noah” appear in Sl'u'a liii. 55.96

The Qorunic tales in so far resemble their Biblical models, as they showamarked tendency
to demonstrate that the believer is rewarded whilst the infidel meets with severe punishment.
Both are portrayed in such vivid colours, that the moral of the story stands out sharply defined

against the background. It frequently appeals to the lowest instincts in human nature. When
the tales become longer, the thread does not run smoothly, but is at certain intervals interrupted

by contemplutions.97

To demonstrate more clearly the meaning of the first verses in Slim lxviii., Mnhammed

relates an anecdote of two agriculturists whose harvest was destroyed ass punishment for their

having announced their intention of reaping without having exclaimed first : if Allzih please ! and
with the determination not to give any to the poor.93 Somewhat later but still of a. very early

period are v. 34-52 with an allusion to Jonah, “the man of the fish.”

The first revelation of distinctly narrative character is Szira li. The beginning reminds us
of a good example of the declamatory period.90 Then followsubrief description of the torments

of hell and the pleasures of paradise. To an observant person signs of a. divine Providence

are to be found in the earth as well as in man’s own soul. This is illustrated by a résumé of

Gen. xviii. The comparison of the account as given in the Qordn with its legendary form in

Rabbinical literature has been made by Geiger.100 Evidently in order to
A make the sermon a

little longer, brief accounts of the wickedness of Pharaoh, the people of ‘Ad, Thamfid, and the

generation of Noah are added. The keynote of the address is probably to be found in v. 52 :1

“There never came a. Messenger unless they said: he is a sorcerer or mad.” This shews that
not only had the old reproach been revived but another had been added, 112., that Muhammed

‘was prompted by a. desire for material gain.2 The latter he refuted in the concluding verses

winding up with a threat for the wicked.

If the narration‘of the strangers’ visit to Abraham be examined a
. little more chosely, we

observe that Muhammed altered his original to suit his purpose. The message they brought to
him with regard to the birth of a son is treated as a matter of secondary importance, whilst their
chief object is represented as being to inform Abraham of their intention to destroy a wicked

people among whom there is only “one house of Moslims" (v. 36). The whole is meant to

represent a. “sign” for those who fear the punishment.

There is scarcely a. single revelation of narrative character in which the “sign” is not men
tioned. This proves how keenly Muhammed felt the disappointment of being still unable to
perform a miracle. Hence the employment of (13/11, the term for “sign" also for “verse.”
The “sign” is the main object of all the Meccan sziras following and many Medinisu ones. Not
less than ten Meccan sz’u'as, all of which are narrative, begin with the words : “These are the
signs of the manifest Book,” or something similer.3 A veritable lecture on the sign is

'5 Ci. 3. lxxi. 1 more in detail.
'1 To this rule even S. xii. makes no exception, 0. 9., v. 34, 38, 40, etc. 9’ See Ch. VIII.
I

I“ V. 10 J36 ; cf. lxxxv. 4; lxxx. 16; lxxiv. 19, 20. Niild. l. 6. p. 83 regards v. 24 sqq. us a later addition.
r

1“ Was hat Muhammad, etc, 1). 129 sqq, Beidh. draws attention to the grammatical character of U314? which is

used for sing. and plur. alike. It is possible that Muhummed chose a singular form on purpose with respect to
Gen. xviii. 3
,

which gave the Jewish commentators also opportunities of attaching remarks to it. — Another direct
reference to the original is to be found in v. 26 diet = ‘mm mm _,
-

‘bid. v. 9
.

1 Application of v. 39.

1 01'. I. 180..p. 1000 and the interview of Otba with Muhammed; t]. ibid. p. 185 sq., and Q01‘.xli. 1 to 3;
xxxviii. 86.

8 Moccan S, x, to xv‘, lxxvi" “vii, xxviii, xxxi. ; Medinian: xxiv., lxii,
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Su'ra xxvi., which is as elaborate us it is methodically constructed. In the beginning the
speaker describes his mental condition as follows :4-

1. Those are the Signs of the manifest Book.

2. Haply thou art vexing thyself to death that they will not be believers.
3. If we please we will send down upon them from heaven 8, Sign, so that their necks
shall be humbled thereto.

This most impressive introduction5 is followed by every detailed relation of the message of
Moses to Pharaoh. As credentials he and Aaron receive Signs in word and deed similar to
Exod. iv. 1'17. They perform their task to the astonishment of all present, and lead the
Israelites through the sea. The tale ends then with the same words as v. 7, which return
regularly as refrain after the stories of Abraham, Noah, ‘Ad, Thamfid, Lot, and Shueib. The
appearance of each prophet being connected with a “sign” wrought upon the people to whom
they were sent, was to prove to the Meccans that Mohammed's knowledge of those facts was
miraculous, and therefore likewise a “Sign." This can be inferred from the following words : -—

v. 192. And verily it is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds.

193. The faithful spirit“ came down with it.

194. Upon thy heart, that thou shouldst be of those who warn.

195. In plain Arabic language.

196. It is [to be found] in the zubur of the ancient! 7

197. Shall it not be a. Sign unto them, that the learned men of the children of
Israel recognise it.

There is an obscurity in these verses which is intentional rather than accidental. Such

strange things as the Bubur and “the faithful Buh” were better left unexplained as food for
general contemplation and wonder. The assurance that the revelation had been brought down
“in plain Arabic language” did not help to make matters clearer, nor did it follow that every
one understood it. It is

,

on the contrary, an endeavour to hide the un-Arabic look of the whole

paragraph. The same assurance is repeated about half a dozen times in the next few years,8

and three times at the beginning of addresses. As a Sign must also be regarded that already

“the learned of the children of Israel" knew it.9 This is as vague an expression as can
‘be, since, as we saw above, the Children of Israel were for Muhammed only a. historical

reminiscence and nothing more. The Meccans were the last to know anything at all about them.

_ The verbosity of Slim xxvi. is in itself a
. sign of the severe struggle which raged in the

bosom of the Prophet. He saw himself compelled to amend the deficiency in quality by

quantity. He represents himself as being sent to warn his nearest kinsmen and to spread his

i As to the initials nee Ch. XIII. _

5 V. 6 descriptive. —- The verses 7 to 8
,

67 to 68, 1031:0104, 121 to 122, 139 to 140; 158 to 159, 174 to 175; 190
to 191 form eight refrains which include the seven narrations. The intervals (59, 85, 17, 17, 18, 14, 15 verses) are so

unequal that this ultra. does not give much to support 0. H-Mi'lller's assertions (l. e. p. 40 aqqJ. It is to me more
than doubtful that Muhammad, in the composition of this rare, followed any tradition of olden times. The slim has a

second refrain, viz" v. 109, 127, 145, 164, 1680: "I expect no reward." I‘ _

o

C’JJI v. 198. In the
older passages Cy] I is only mentioned in the connections with the angels ($17M I) 7

, paragraphs from the Jewish prayer called ‘zimfrid, or "Eighteen Benediotions."

of. 3. xoii. 4; lxx. 4; lxxviii. 38; o
f. also xvi. 2 (and standing alone, xxxviii. 72). difull‘ll Without CJJJI liii. 28;

xvii, 97. All these passages do not go beyond the declamatory period. Al R1111is. of course, the same as in Exod
xxxi. 3

,

etc. — The was}! It’) of rabbinical origin, i
s not mentioned until xvi. 104 (descriptive). The original

'1;
‘ Arabic form is c’)! l

,

7

J1}! I used here for the first timezcf. liv.
43, 52. The verses 79 to .84 appear to be a reflex of various

' xx. 112; ‘liii. 1: xii. 2: xxxix, 29; xlvi. 11; xvi. 105; xli. 2
,

599 Ch. I, p_ 6.

~,10/ __' Snfiixum in 3.11.! refers to (1.1)» (v. 192).
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wings over all those who follow him in belief (v. 214 to 215), but is not responsible for the perdition
of the disobedient (216).10 These words betray more self-confidence than real potency.
Muhammed was hardly able to protect himself, much less others, and, indeed, he could not
have succeeded in giving shelter to one of them, had they not enjoyed the protection of
influential families. It is therefore better to take v. 215 purely in a spiritual sense, with which
the admonition of v. 217, to put his trust in Allfih, agrees very well.

If one peruses the narrative revelations, it is soon perceived that these are of two classes.
Some there are which name quite a number of prophets, to each of whom only a few verses
are dedicated, whilst others mention but one or two altho' with far more detail. Yet even
those of the latter class seldom give complete biographies, but are contented with one or
two episodes out of the life of the prophet under discussion, whilst they save other noteworthy
incidents concerning the same prophet for other occasions. Thus it happens that larger
episodes of the lives of men like Abraham, Moses and Jcans11 are scattered piecemeal through
the whole book. Muhammed exercised a. wise economy in not exhausting his material too

quickly in order to sustain the interest of his hearers with an ever fresh display of learning.

The narrative element is so essential, that it must be carefully investigated especially with
regard to its hearing on Islam in general, Since the bulk of it belongs to the Meccan portion
of the Qorlin, we may conclude that those who had the greatest influence on Muhammad's
theological views, were the persons who are oftenest discussed. Now the foremost of
these is Moses who is mentioned about twenty times ; then follows Abraham with fifteen, Noah,
Lot, Shoeib with ten to seven. The birth and mission of Jesus are mentioned in the Meccan aims
only twice, but both times without acknowledgment of his divinity (xix. 36 ; xliii. 58-9). This
proves that Muhammed was little influenced by the New Testament. In the face of this fact
Wellhausen's assertion, that Christianity had sown the seed of Islam, is untenable. Nor was it

Judaism, but Mosaisrn of which Islam is a weak imitation. Therefore Moses and Abraham are

frequently placed before Believers as the representatives of an uncompromizing monotheism.

Here again method and systematic dealing manifest themselves, and out of the apparent
chaos of incoherent stories emerge distinct forms which Muhammed has set up as his models.
It is not accidental that those who appear next in frequency to Moses and Abraham are Had
and 8a1ih, the two legendary prophets of ‘Ad and Thamnd, because they are taken from the
history of Mohammed's own country ; nor is it even by chance that the latter is mentioned not
only lalone, but earlier and more in detail than the former, probably because the ruins of their

dwellings in Al Hijr were known to all travellers.

Typical of older narrative sziras is liv. Beginning with a solemn reminiscence of the

declamatory period it announces that “the Hour is near and the moon rent ; although121 they might
now see a Sign, they would turn away and say: ‘deception without end

’ " l ——Subsequently
the speaker mentions the people of Noah, ‘14d and Thamud, without, however, stating the names
of the apostles belonging to the two last, a. proof that Hiid and Siilih have allegorical meanings,
viz, Penitent13 and Pious. Sin and punishment of Thamfid are more minutely described than of
the others, including Lot and Pharaoh. The narrator also bestowed a certain amount of care
on the forms. The stories are divided into paragraphs each ending with a refrain which runs :

16. Then how was my punishment and my warning.

1 7. We have made the Qorfin easy as reminder —~but is there anyone who will mind 19“

1° I believe the sermon ended v. 220, whilst v. 221 to 228 form an independent address.
1‘ The number of prophets mentioned in the Qordn, is five and twenty (Iiqd'n, 790), whilst there occur about

f orty names of persons.
1’ Riickert's Doch wmm "i6 when is wrong. ‘3 a” plur- of e515; of. Ch. II.
I‘ V. 21 to 22, 32, 40. Also here I can see no strophes, as the paragraphs are of very unequal length. Besides

the refrain in vv. 30 to 32 is interrupted by v. 31, which describes the punishment of the Thamild. The whole is a
rhetorical play, Palmer omits the refrain several times.
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"__""_—————__——'____—__—'__—\__
Slim xxxvii. begins with a completely declamatory introduction to support the procla

mation of the Unity of Allaih. Signs would be disregarded by the infidels who hold that death
is the end of everything.15 “When they are told, there is no God beside Alhih, they behave
haughtily and say : shall we forsake our gods on account of a mad poet" (v. 34"‘ to 35)? This
charge which had evidently not died out yet, provided Muhammed with another opportunity of
a very realistic description of the pleasures of Paradise and the tortures of hell.

After this homiletic overture follows the essential part of the lecture which is of narrative
character. Having briefly mentioned Noah, the sermon proceeds to relate the rabbinical

legend of Abraham's adventure with his father’s idols.17 On this occasion the‘speaker treats
on an episode in Abraham's life diflt'ering from that given in Slim xxvi. Whilst the tone in the
latter is solemn and pathetic, the former is anecdotal and in part even satirical. Abraham
taunts the idols as well as their worshippers, and the latter construct a furnace into which he is
thrown. Being rescued by divine interference, Abraham recites a prayer and receives tidings
that “a son” is to be born unto him.18 In a dream he is commanded to sacrifice his son

(v. 101 to 164), but finally he is absolved from performing this painful task and is rewarded
for his obedience.

In the course of the sermon Moses and Aaron are alluded to, and Muhammed hurries on
to introduce a new personality in the figure of the prophet Elijah.” The citation of this man
in the Qordn has another interest for us, as the worship of Ba‘al is mentioned in connection
with his name.20 There can be no doubt, that Muhammed’s acquaintance with the history of

Elijah could only have come from Jewish sources, as ba‘l in Arabic is only known in its original
meaning of husband.

It is rather confusing to find in this part a. few verses devoted to Lot and his wife,31 but
M uharnmed had another new person to introduce, 142., Jonah. We read about his adventures
on the ship, his being swallowed by a fish, his illness,22 his gourd, and his mission to hundred

thousand23 people who are saved from destruction by embracing the true faith. — A genera
feature to be noted in the latter part of the slim is the refrain which terminates the account
of each messenger in the words : Peace be upon N, N.,24 etC., which at the end of the slim is
repeated in a more comprehensive manner thus: Peace be upon the messengers, and praise to
Allaih, the Lord of the worlds.

15 Cf. v. 51 and xliv. 34 opposed to v. 56; see Ch. III.
16 The passage is one of the two expressing the Dikr, see Ch. II.
1' The anecdote is reported in full by Geiger, t. 1:.p. 122 sqq. — Moslim theologians of the Zahirite school (see

Goldziher. die Zahirilen, p. 116 sq'!.), whiehinterprets the Qorlin strictly according to its literal sense, are greatly
concerned about several apparently sinful sayings and doings of Biblical persons. Ibn Hazm, therefore, takes
the trouble to remove these difiioulties. Abraham, he points out, made several misstatements, 052., S, xxxviL
87 ; vi. 75 ; xxi. 64, to which Ibn Hazm adds Abraham’s statement that Sarah was his sister. The last statement
does not occur in the Qordn, but Ibn Hazm must have learnt it from a private source, which did not reveal him
Gen. xx. 12. As a consequence of his rigid method of exegesis Ibn Hazm's explanations are rather hair-splitting. In
a similar manner he treats Adam's disobedience, Noah‘s error (3. xi. 47), and Let's impious remark (8. xi. 80). The
nntruth Josepb's brothers told their father (8. xii. 8 to 18) is dismissed with the declaration that they were not
(ropliets. In the same way‘Ibn Hazm speaks of the transgressions ascribed to Moses, Jonas, David and Solomon
piol. 328'" to 333"’).
19This son‘ is not Isaac but Ismael, as the former is mentioned, v. 112 sq.
1' Mentioned only Once more (vi. 85).

n I n-J
a Bnglmwi Bali's‘) in}: ca 1;‘ JG 61.91;.) ‘NE-3M $1.“ £115.! 83:09:‘ bilf [.4] P3,, rwbg’

: a

will dbl 5:11.)9}“ . In the Qor'in itself dz.) occurs several times in its original meaning husband

(pp 51],“), 223; ‘xiv, 31, Saints xi. 75 UL‘; 1&0), however, seems tobe translation of (Gen. xviii. l2)
,7... ‘311m, The assertion of A1 Baghawi that dad) I means in the dialect of Yemen master is of no consequence, as

the original meaning of this word had then already undergone great transformation.
‘11V. 135 isexaotly like xxvi. 171. The wife is not mentioned any more. *2 Jonah iv. 8. r159‘.
98 Ibid, v. 11, “twelve myriads." 3‘ Vv. 109, 120, 180, 181.
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Of very similar cbnstruction is Mira xliv. The “Book" was sent down in “a blessed

night.”25 Then follows a rhapsody ending with the words: There is no Allah beside Him 9‘
He quickens and kills, (He is) your Lord and the Lord of your fathers.” -— The reproach that
Muhammed is only “a trained madman” (v. 13), is refuted by the reproduction of a story of

Pharaoh to whom “a noble messenger" came who was in fear of being stoned (v. 19). This is

evidently a reflex of Exod. viii. 26. Then follows the rescue of the Band Israel “whom we have

chosen28 on account of our knowledge of the worlds (v. 31), and gave them the signs.” ——The

objection raised by Meccaus that man dies only once, is met by reminding them of the fate of

the people of Tobba‘,29 whose history was sutficiently known in Arabia. ——The address is then

concluded by a description of hell, particularly of the tree Zaqqfim, which is in so far signiti'
cunt, as it is mentioned in two preceding addresses.”

I here add Slim, xxxviii., the revelation of which, according to some commentators, stands
in close connection with the conversion of Omar.31 V. 5 evidently refers to the final seclusion of
the Qoreish32 who remonstrated that so complete arepudiation of every polytheistic relic”
was unheard of in “the last religion?“ This paves the way for the argument that
also the people of Noah, ‘Ad, and Pharaoh (“the man of the stakes”) had refused to become

believers, as well as the Thainfid, the people of Lot, and of Al Aika.35 Quite a new personality
is introduced in “our servant David, the man of power." The mountains and birds which

praise (Allah) with him are reflexes of verses like Ps. xcvi. 11 to 12, cxviii. 8, etc. The fable
related in 2 Sam. xii. 1 to 6 is reproduced by Muhammed in the light of a real incident, but is
evidently confounded with l K. iii. 27. Another novelty is the introduction of Solomon, whose
love for horses (1 K. x, 28) is hinted at, as well as his predileetions for enjoyments as shown in
Eccles. Ch. ii, The building of the Temple remains unnoticed, although Muhammed, a little‘
later, alludes to his nightly journey to the same, but the rabbinical legends of Solomon’s rejec
tion, repentance, and his dominion over spirits are touched upon, being more entertaining.

New likewise is "my servant Job" Job xlii. 7 to 8) who is'told by God to stamp
with his foot, and a spring gushing forth from the ground should cure him of his disease.
There exists no Biblical or rabbinical equivalent for this, but I believe Muhammad had the story
of Na‘aman, whose leprosy was cured by bathing in the Jordan, in his mind (2 K. v, 10 to 14).
An allusion to this was in so far very appropriate, as the Syrian general had been under the

impression that the prophet Elisha (mentioned below) would apply a charm to free him from
his disease, and the confusion of the two cases is therefore probable. Subsequently we meet
"our servants" Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Ismael and Elisha. Who Qul-Kifl“ may be, cannot
be made out. The name owes its origin apparently to some misreading on the part of
Muhammed of which we have had several instances.

The lecture ends in a sermon on the paradise, "the day of reckoning-“9 and hell. The
verses which follow are of special interest; I therefore give the translation.

v. 65. Say: I am only a warner, and there is no God beside Alldh,“ the One, the
Victorious.

*5 01.5651, ) aiJl in)‘; 1' See on II. 11 Adaptation of Hebrew Elohim‘ wél/ihé abhfithénfl.
1' See Ch. II. and S. xnv. 29. 1' Only once more, viz" l. 13. 5° lvi. 52; xxxvii. 60,
3' Spreuger. II. 23, where the traditions are reproduced. I. Ish. p. 279 refers to the death of Abfl Ttlib.
32 "The aristocracy severed themselves from them and said : Go, confide in your gods, etc.”
3! This is meant by v. 6. Sprenger, H.94(rem.), refers the multiplicity in to angels. The word

51.0 is used here for the first time ; see above p.16.
3‘ Palmer: “in any other sect" has completely missed the sen-e of the phrase.
8-‘U I); i Sprenger, I. p. 471, rightly compares the word with Hebr. m;
" Cf. Geiger, l. c. p. 183. 3" S. xvii. 1. 5‘ Geiger, l-
.

c. p. 188.
‘9 See above and 8. mi. 85. Sprenger, II. p. 270, gives him a Yemaniun origin. It is, however, to be observed

that also Pharaoh is styled ‘35,155’ and Noah “1,111Us (xxi. 87). - l

1° Occurs three time: in the xdra, vs'L, v- 15, 25, 53. ‘1 AJJ IIU '0‘ in}'
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66. The Lord of the heavens and the earth, and what is between them, the
Mighty, the Forgiving.

67. Say : It is a grand story, (68) but ye turn from it.
69. I had no knowledge of the exalted chiefs when they cont-ended.“

Now the last verse contains abold statement. Muhammed pretends to have been till then un
mquainted with a discussion which took place between the heavenly hosts concerning the creation

of mu. What he really did know was a rabbinical legend on this subject, connected with Gen.
i. 26 (“let us make"), but he did not reveal it fully until a Medinian sermon (ii. 28)." In this
place he confines himself to reproduce, in Biblical terms,“ the divine intention of creating man,

to which he adds the rabbinical tradition that Adam being superior to the angels,the latter had

been ordered to pay homage to him. Satan, however, refused to do so, and was cursed and

banished. In conclusion Muhammed found it necessary to repeat that, like previous prophets,
he asked no reward for his ministry, nor was be prompted by mercenary motives. This
assertion, which no one will deny, was meant to place him in contrast to professional sooth
sayers, and could not but be useful to him.

We now come to a batch of citrus, which are distinguished by certain features which they
have in common. rl‘hey have no dcclamatory prologue, and the refrain, which marks the para

graphs, is also missing. Finally they all begin with reference the "Signs of the Book and
a. manifest Qoran.“ Of these revelations I mention first 802m xxvii. 4 to 59, in which the
refrain has not been omitted entirely, but is visibly disappearing.“ After a short introduction
of irrelevant character we hear quite a new story, ‘via, Moses’ vision of the burning bush. He
isinstrudied how to perform the two signs, which shall be among the "nine Signs" (to be

shown) to Pharaoh and his people” (v. 12). Subsequently David is mentioned, then Solomon,
who informed mankind that he had received the power of understanding the speech of the birds

(v. 16). In the same sermon the speaker inserted the history of Solomon’s meeting with the

Queen of Sheba in legendary form, which in the following generations has developed into a
beautiful fairy tale. It is interesting to observe that Muhammed puts the formula of Unifica
tion into the mouth of the hoopoe.“ A few verses later we come across the formula which
Mnhammed subsequently placed at the head of all documents, and which also stands at the

beginning of each slim, and since heads every book or document written by Moslims. —- To this

story are attached short accounts repeating the missions of Silih, the prophet of Thamiid, and
and of Lot.“

Sim xxviii. having no other beginning than the verse mentioned above. at once proceeds to
relate the history of Moses. Pharaoh (v. 2) is charged'with oppressing the inhabitants of the
earth by slaying their sons and outra'ging their daughters; he and his adviser Haman must

therefore be punished. Moses’ mother is advised by Alhih to nurse her child, and if she fears
‘for his safety, to throw him into the sea without any misgivings. Pharaoh's men find him in

the water, but his wife takes great liking to the boy, and persuades the king to adopt him

n V_ 26, jam all) ‘ The words ...:BJJI 6.11.1.1] .
;) evidently form an intentional contrast tov. 28'

‘1 Sprenger, II. 21.0,regards v. 68 to 70 as belonging to the time when the mentor had disappeared ;cf. p. 350.

"Bagh. as uqél bus his; U-Un ,5 am, “3| as nu do we; r: ‘..u wt: ,
3

use

:

i‘e; , See B'riislu'th
Rab-M t
o Gen. i. 26.

u v. 82, “A” w... as as“ w‘. (8. xv. 29 and) Gen. s. 7.

*5 Cf. above.
‘6 Only v. 14 (not afterflv. 45), 52 ; v. 53 i

s an echo of xxvi. 7
. V. 60-95 form an independent address, beginning.

and ending with Al) I 0.5] l .
‘1 Confused with the ten plagues which are called mmnv. Exod. vii. 8; x. 1

.

pt!" u‘u‘ LP‘;
" V. 60 sqq, I believe this piece forms a separate 011mbelonging tothe descriptive poriod,cj.10!
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Moses’ mother is well pleased, and appoints her daughter to look after the boy, Muhammed
evidently forgetting that the latter was already with the royal couple. The child refusing to
be fed by a native woman,“o his sister oflers to find a place where he could be reared, and

subsequently he is sent to his mother’s house. He grows up, and kills the Egyptian, but
repeats his transgression (6 to 16). The next verses (17 to 18) read almost like a translation
of Exod. ii. 13 to 14. An unknown man from "the remotest end of the city” warns Moses
against the danger which threatens his life. Afterwards there is a great confusion in the
narrative. Moses flees, and meets two women whom‘ he assists in watering their flocks. These
are not only confounded with Lot’s two daughters,m but also with those of Laban, since the
father of the two girls, whom he had assisted, offers him one in marriage on the condition, that
he serves him eight or ten years. Then follows the vision of the burning bush, and Moses
receives his call (v. 29 to 35). Pharaoh’s command to Hfimfin to build him a tower52 on which
he could ascend to Moses’ God is evidently a reflex of Gen. xi. 4, Isaiah xiv. 13, and perhaps
also Esther v. 14.

In none of the preceding accounts of Moses’ mission was allusion made to the revelation on
Sinai. This does not seem to be accidental, since Muhammed was well acquainted with its

history, but reserved it for use on another occasion. An opportunity soon arose for alluding to

the scene,“3 but he did not reproduce the Biblical tale, because, to judge from v. 48,54 several

Meccans knew it already, and wished him to arrange a similar ceremony. Being unable to

comply with the demand, he at least gave a clever answer, asking whether Moses himself had

not met with disbelief.

Now in contradiction to earlier theories concerning man's own responsibility, we read here

among observations attached to the story in question that "Allah does not guide the wicked.
” "5

This maxim subsequently gained preponderance over the other, and was adopted by the ortho

dox school, The long sermon of contemplative character, which then follows — and in which

the Creed is repeated twice56—is broken only by a remark on Qo'rahl's rebellion, and the
fabulous wealth attributed to him by the Talmudical tradition.57

It would be both irksome and unnecessary to analyse every szira which belongs to this
group, and we must therefore be content to draw the main features of each. Slim. xv. repeats
after a homiletic introduction the story of the disobedience of Iblis (Satan, 28 to 50), and then
proceeds to relate the visit of the angels to Abraham (51 to 77). After this the people of
Al Aika are briefly mentioned (78 to 79), and the “people of Al Hijr,” viz" the Thamiid, whose
sepulchral eaves5B (v. 82) Muhammed mistook for houses (.80 to 86). A short sermon closee
the slim.“

A visible effect must have been produced on the hearers by these tales, which not only
increased Mubammed's eagerness to recite them, but also induced him to arrange them more

carefully for this purpose. Nor did he fail to prepare his hearers for an extraordinary treat,

when the story they were going to be told, promised to be of unusual interest. Now an incident
had occurred which spurred Muhammad to show his histrionic talent in its best light. Tradi
tion relates that Al N adhr b. Harith, one of the Prophet’s bitterest enemies, endeavoured to
ontrival Muhammed’s stories by telling the Meccans the adventures of Persian heroes. Al—

Nadhr himself, accompanied by ()qba b. Abu Mo'eit, were sent to Medina in order to make

enquiries about Muhammed’s prophetic powers of the Jewish Rabbis of this town. The latter

5° C]. Geiger, l. c. p. 153.

‘l V- 23 ‘life; 5;; I), is evidently translation of Gen. xix. 31. Geiger overlooked the double confusion.s

5’ Of. :1. 38 to 39 more elaborate than v. xxviii. 38 and therefore probably later. 55V. 44 to 4G_

“v.4s. “V.50to53;6f.Ch.IH. 5‘V_70and88.
" V. 76 to 79 ;cj. Geiger, l. c. p. 168. “ (7f.Doughty. Nate: et Fab-ails, xxix. p.'4 n11.
" V. B7, “seven of the mathlini ;" of. Geiger, l. c. p. 58. V. 98. tg-J, invite! to joining the preacher in prayer,
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are said to have given the messengers certain queries to be put before Muhammed who replied
by narrating the stories of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, contained in Sdra xviii.°°

However sceptical our attitude may be towards this tradition, thus much is true, that
Muhammed was somewhat downhearted, when he began this sermon. “Haply, he says (v. 5),
thou grievest thyself to death61 after them, if they believe not in this (following) communica
tion.” It is very probable that the rivalry of Al Nadhr in entertaining his followers with the
attractive tales of daring deeds made his spirits sink. The story of the Seven Sleepers (v. 8
to 25) which he related, was by its miraculous character not only calculated to outdo tales
of the most perilous adventures, but was introduced by the words of Allah (v. 12) “We relate
unto thee their story in truth.” A homily attached to the tale takes the form of two parables.“
The following piece (v. 48 to 58), recapitulating the disobedience of Iblis, is perhaps directed

against Al Nadhr, especially the second part of v. 4.8.63 The fabulous journey of Moses and
his servant (v. 59 to 81) which then follows, is. I believe, based on that of Tobias, intervowen
with anecdotes heard elsewhere. The series of tales ends with an account of the journey of the
“Two Horned,” generally supposed to be Alexander the Great,"5 who is requested by a people
of strange speech to protect them against the encroachments of Jz'ijfij and ltlfijfijfi'3

The finest and best rounded tale in the whole book is the recitation styled “Y0.s\1f," which
fills out Slim xii“. Mnhammed begins with the reference‘, quoted above, to “the Sign of the
distinct Book," and proceeds again : We will relate to thee the finest of stories65 with which we
reveal to thee this Qorrin, The harmony of the composition isI however, impaired by the

daring assertion (v. 103).
“ This is one of the stories of the unseen which we inspire thee with, though thou wert not
with them when they agreed in their afiair, when they were so crafty—and yet most men,
though thon shouldst be urgent, will not believe."-—Another new tale, the birth of Jesus, is
related in Srira, xix. Muhammad tells of nothing but the nativity, because he regards the

Founder of Christianity in the light ofa monotheistic prophet alone, and quotes only such teachings
as relate to his mission as a servant of God. He is in possession of “the Book.’7 He is
a. blessed prophet, charged to teach the propriety of praying, giving alms, honoring parents,
and the hatred of oppression. On ecannot fail to bestrnck with the careful manner in
which Muhammed weighed each word when lecturing on this delicate subject, and we have here

the best opportunity of noticing, how conclusions may be drawn from things which he left unsaid

as well as from those which he said. Vv. 34.- to 36 show69 clearly the attitude he adopted towards
the New Testament. In v. 38 he speaks of the various sects and their differences.70

The story of Jesus being rather short, Muhammad reverts to the history of the Patriarchs
‘Moses, Aaron. Ismael (v. 55), Idrls71 (v. 57), Noah, and “his descendants Abraham and Israel.””

5° See J. Q. It. Vol. X. p. 100 sqq. ‘1 Cf. S. xxvi. 2. 61 See Ch. VIII. " “They are fees of yours," etc.
6‘ Geiger, l. c. p. 171. confesses that he is unable to discover the source of the story. It is to be remembered that

Moses bears in Talmudical tradition the name of Tobias (Sets, fol. 12”). According to Itqlln, p. 793, the Milan of
this story is not identical with the Biblical Moses, but is a son of Manasse, which is evidently confused with Exod. vi.
19. ——There is another explanation possible. According to u.Rabbinic legend, R. Joshua b. Levi, a.famous Talmudi
cal authority, meets the Prophet Elijah, who journeys with him through paradise and hell. In a parallel Moslirn tradi
tion by Al Bokhx'irl (ed. Krehl, III. p. 276) Moses and Joshua. b. Nfln meet A1 Khidr (the prophet Elijah), who
advises them on their journey. Now while the Rabbinic legend is focussed round the person of a Rabbi (who from a
collector of legendary traditions became their hero), the Moslim counterpart of the same tale clung to the better

known Biblical Joshua, whose master Moses became the chief person concerned in the legend.
6“ Niildeke, l. c. p. 10;, seems to have given the right explanation of the name.
0' Gen. x. 2; Ez. xxxviii, 2; xxxix. 6. W V. 2, "Arabic Qori'ln."
6' C)‘. S. vii. 99, iv. 8 sqq. Josef gives his fellow prisoners a lecture on Isllim.
6’ V. 34 refers to the resurrection of all flesh in Messianic times, or Muhammad would have slated otherwise.

Cf. I. Isl]. 200 sq., and S. xliii. 57 to 59.
7° Cf, xliii. 65; fuller definition of ,T,lhl is given in xxxviii. 12, x1. 5.
71 For the etymology of the name see Geiger, t. c. p. 103, Itqfin, 792.
11 V. 59; Gen. xxxii. 28 was evidently not known to Mnhammed.
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A conspicuous feature of this Slifll is the employment of the term AlBahman for Allah
no less than eighteen times. Sprengcr is of opinion that the term stands for Christ. This is
however, impossible, since Maryam herself places her hope in Al Ralgmzin before Jesus is born

(v. 18). Besides most of the passages in which that name occurs treat of other prophets.

If the Syrian Christians employed ralmuimi for Jesus, they did the same as the Jews did
in speaking of God. Al Ralimdn in the Qunin is therefore nothing but a synonym for AlIlIh or
Al Robb.73 As long as Muhammed lived in Mecca he treated the name ‘Isa (Jesus) as one
belonging to an ordinary mortal, and it was only when he came to Medina, and had nothing more
to fear, that he substituted A1 Masih-‘t for it. On the other hand Al Rahmain is scarcely used at
all after the narrative period, since it is rare in the descriptive group. In Medinian revelations
it is only mentioned twice (ii. 158, lix. 22); both times in the earlier revelations of this
epoch, and used as an attribute in the Creed, and not as name at all.75 Muhammed explains
this clearly in Sfira. xvii. 110, where he characterizes Al Ralmuin as another word for Alhih,
because the Meccans had charged him with adoring two gods.7G In another place AZ Balnmin
is identified with H'uwa (xiii. 29), and cannot therefore be due to Christian influence at all.

Muhammed could not conclude this sermon without referring to the doctrine of the
fatherhood of Al Rahmfin (v. 91 to 93).
The brief account of Jesus given in Slim xix. is supplemented in Slim Jrliii. 14 to 15,77 but in

a rather antagonistic spirit. Subsequently Abraham and Moses are quoted as examples of true
servants of Allah, after which the discussion on Jesus'78 is resumed.

Very similar to the preceding two silo-as is Sfira xxi. both as regards matter and composition.
The chief subject of discussion is the Unity of Allzlh which Muhammed, as intimated above,
endeavours to demonstrate by way of syllogism. V. 23, “He shall not be questioned c011
cerning what He does, but they shall be questioned,” is a reflex of Job ix. l2 (Ecol. viii. 4)
I. verse made popular through insertion into a Jewish prayer” for the Day of Atonement.
V. 25 we have mentioned as one of the early attempts to formulate the Creed ; v. 26 re-echoes
the verse xliii. 59,31 v. 27 (“they do not speak until He speaks, but at His bidding do they act)
is a distinct reflex of Fe. ciii. 20 to 21. The whole passage together with the words "they
shrink through fear’I (v. 29) may be borrowed from the Jewish morning prayers preceding the
reading of the Shma‘, since there can hardly be any doubt, that the Jcws in the ljlijfiz recited the
same every day. In spite of these purely theological observations, to which may be added the
denial of man’s immortality (35 to 36),192the narrative character of the srira is maintained in the
second half. Moses and Aaron are briefly stated to have received the Furqa’n (v. 49). This word
which occurs here for the first time, stands for Torah, as it does in all Medinian revelations,
excepting S. viii. 42 where it maintains its Aramaic meaning “victory."83 Muhammed evidently
confounded the latter signification with that of Perfiqim into which the Pentatench was divided
for liturgical purposes, and which also guided the interpretations given to the word by the
Moslim Commentators.“ The rest of the sil'ra is taken up with tales of Abraham and other
Biblical characters. In v. 105 Muhammed shows his acquaintance with the Psalms by
quoting Ps. xxx\ii. 29.35

1" C'f- 1v. 1: xovi. 1 to 2; see Ch. v1. and XVIL110. 1‘ Cf. iii. 40. we“ fe-J LI“ The tradition on Muhammad's prayer: 0 Alhih, O Rahmlin ; see Sprenger, II. p. 200.
I" See the Commentaries. 7'‘ See Ch. VIII.

0

78 On fl‘: ( v. 61 ) see the Commentaries and S. iii. 52, where Jesus is compared to Adam.
79 Cf. xxiii. 93 ; see Ch. II. p.23. 9° Nc‘ild.
'1 See above and 5‘. xix. 36, 91, 93. ‘2 See v. 8 and S. xxix. 57.
‘5 Geiger, p. 56, only records the Aramaic interpretation of the word.

'4 Cf. 8. xvii. 107, 3 LG GL5); the resemblance is more noticeable in the spelling than in the pronunciation.C
a‘ See Sprenger, II. p. 196 (misprint for Ps. xxxvii. 29) and S. xxi. 105. The Hebrew text has not “qaddflk” but

scddiqt'm.
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The foregoing sfu-a. is a fine example of Muhammed’s endeavours to relieve the monotony of

narrative sermons by introducing meditations on all sorts of subjects. The same policy is

observed in Slim xiv., which begins with the remark that no messenger is dispatched except he

speak the language of his own people (v. 4). This is a variation of the phrase “Arabic Qordn.
”

usually employed. Another and still more noteworthy feature of the szira is that it is rich
in parables,87 which are of Jewish, and indirectly of Biblical, origin; The merely narrative
element in the address offers nothing now, except that Abraham prayed to Allah to make “his
house (Meccaf’ safe (v. 40).

Sdra xx. is more drawn out. It begins with a very detailed account of the message of
Moses, which is in so far of interest, as the Israelites are reminded of the covenant received
4‘on the right side of the mountain" as well as of the Hannah and quails.“ The description of
Allah as “Living and Eternal (alhayyu ulquyyzimu)"99 is new. An account of Adam's sin and
forgiveness with the admonition belonging to it close the sire.

Sz'tra xi. commences with a sermon in which the speaker alludes to the creation of heaven
and earth in six days,90 and “His throne upon the water” (v. 9). Now it appears that one
circumstance mentioned above, viz“, that the stories relating to one and the same person were
rich in variations, had given rise to the suspicion that Muhammed took liberties with the facts.
This reproach he endeavours to refute in v. 15: “ Haply thou art leaving part of what is revealed
to thee and thy breast is straitencd thereby, lest they should say : why is not a treasure sent
down to him? or why did not an angel come with him P thou art only a warner, and Allah
is guardian over all.——- 16. Or they will say : he has devised it. Speak: Bring ten Su’rahs like
it devised, and call upon whom ye can beside Allah, if you do tell the truth, etc.91 ”

This challenge we have already discussed, as also the theological dogma derived from it."2
A rather stale parable (v. 26)93 closes the homiletic part of the swim, which then becomes
broadly narrative, and takes its name from the first prophet mentioned in it, viz., Hfid. His
story (5;). to 63) is followed by that of Sillili (64 to 71), Abraham and Lot (72 to 84), Shoeib
(85 to 98), and Moses (99 to 112). A feeble attempt at a refrain is made by repeating the
admonition placed at the beginning (v. 3): “Ask pardon of your Lord, then return to Him”
three times.“ This is a proof of the unity of the slim. At the conclusion Muhammed receives
the assurance that all these stories had been revealed to him in order to strengthen his heart

(v. 121).
.

In the following sziras the narrative element is visibly on the decline. To these belongs
S. xxxiv. in which only the first portion (v. 1 to 20) contains references’ to Biblical persons and
is otherwise partly descriptive, partly homiletic.

Several portions, of which Stir-a vii. is composed, belong to the latest revelations of this
period, and are only welded together by a common rhyme. The usual introduction calculated
to attract the attention of the hearers contains the phrase (v. 6) 2 “Now let us narrate to them
the Meccans) knowledge, for we (Allah) were not absent.” In a mixture of narrative and
descriptive style the creation of the earth and man is touched upon, followed by a repetition

as v_ 4 ; see the Commentaries and traditions. '7 5% Ch. VIII.
as Muhammed uses the Biblical terms, see I. Ish. 868- The explanations of I, given by the Commentators,

are wroug" This is, perhaps, a proof that the Arab Jews pronounced qayyfimt‘i‘.
90 The phrase rlil ii occurs in the following passages: vii. 52, x. 3, xi. 9, xxv. 60, Xxxii, 3, 1, 37'

lvii. 4. .
'* Cf- Begh- new (@3437 5*: c)‘ we" Mme-‘l w M; me! m ,is 9,7,5, -.=.: I,
9! Known in Muslim theology as [g9 I ; of. Oh. I. p. 17. 93 V. 26 ; see Ch. VIII.
9‘ V. 54, 64, 92 ; v. 114 is not exactly the same.
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of the fall and expulsion of Adam and his wife from paradise (1 to 24). This gives an oppor
tunity of apostrophising the "sons of Adam’“ into paragraphs of exhortative character with
reference to their past life. The middle portion of the slim contains a succession of tales
dealing with Hfid, Stilih, Lot and Shoeib (v. 57 to 100), and closes with the repeated assurance
that the knowledge of all this is of divine origin. After this, and evidently belonging to the
same piece,“ follows a long account of the mission of Moses. It is interesting to note that
Muhammed mentions five plagues or “Signs” (v. 130), viz., the flood (either confounded with
that of Noah, or the drowning the Egyptian army), locusts, lice, frogs, and blood. Muhammed's
information on this subject was, however, so deficient, that later on”7 he confused them with the
“nine and manifest Signs,” which Moses performed before Pharaoh. Otherwise the narrative
closely follows the lines of the Biblical original.” The piece comprehending v. 186 to 205 being
an independent homily on the “Hour,” and stated to have formed one of Muhammed’s answers
to Al Nadhr b. Al lflfirith," was probably placed here on account of v. 194. being similar to
v. 178. The sermon to which the latter belongs is

,

howere1-,Medinian.1°° It contains a.historical,
outline of the evolution of man from one pair and the child born to them. The words of
v. 189 “they called on Allah, their Lord"recall Gen. xxv. 21 to 92.1 V. 198: “Endeavour to pardon
command that which is merciful, and shun the ignorant” represent the first attempt to formu
late a sentence, and this became subsequently of great importance both in theology and juris
prudence.3 V. 204 has some slight resemblance to Dent. v. 5 to 7, whilst the last three words,
of the szira also recall a phrase of the Jewish prayer book.3

Apart from the first vision of Muhammed (spoken of in Ch. 11].) he now tells of a second,
namely, his nightly journey to the Temple in Jerusalem, which under the name almi‘rfij‘ has
become famous in Moslim tradition. This forms the beginning of Sfira xvii. which was, I believe,
very short originally, and only assumed its present bulk through the insertion of large pieces
belonging to the following Meccan periods. The mention of the Temple in Jerusalem (v. 1)

gives Muhammed an opportunity of surveying briefiy the two chief phases of the Israelitish

history (v. 2 to 8). The concluding part of the sfi'ra (v. 103 to 111) is narrative, although
entirely disconnected from the first piece, whilst several words in v. 106 running parallel to

v. 7 and v. 108 to v. 5 show the reason why these two pieces were put in one slim. Here is to

be placed Szira lxxiii. 15 to 19.5 According to the Commentators v. 110 (of S. xvii.) was miscon
structed by the infidels into a charge of dualism.‘ This suggested the revelation of the docrine
that "the most beautiful names” were those of Allah (ib1'd.), of which the legend counts not
ess than ninety-nine beside “Allah.”

811m X1. is of equally compound character, the portions 1 to 6
,

24 to 35, 38 to 59 being

narrative.7 Pharaoh is here not represented as ahistorical figure at all, but stands as the prototype
of a wicked and daring person, combining the characteristics of Nimrod and Nebuchadnezzar.

The verses 36 to 37 stand for themselves to represent Jcseph as a prophet, thus supplementing
Sara xii. in a very important omission. The propbetship of Joseph is evidently an afterthought,

as through the romantic character of his history Muhammed had neglected to stamp him as a
prophet.8 For the rest of the szira see below.9

95V. 25, 26 ; v. 29 and 38 are younger and only placed here on account of the same beginning.

a v. 101 P
t '1 xvii. 103 ; cf. xxvii, 12.

" V. 154= Exod. xviii. ‘.25(together with Numb. xi. 24) J [3.5; IJ _ '9 See above. 1“ See below.

1 See Palmer, I. p. 161, rem. 2 ('1'.Merfiqif. ' Bend the knee and prostrate and give thanks.

4 C1. Mishkdt and Sprenger, II. 527 sq. ° The verses treat also of Pharaoh; of. v. 18 1,,“ 5“: UK '

' Cf. Nfildeke, Q. p. 114. 7 The phrase "O my people, ” v. 30, 31, 34 and again vv. 41, 42, 44.

' Joseph's prophetship, which distinguishes him from his brothers, is made the objcct of discussion by Ibn
Hazm, fol. 8. J -

9 ‘7.68 aqq., an independent sermon beginning with ‘J5, but placed here on account of whJbJlv)’ v. 66
and 67.
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To the same period also belongs Séra xxix. 13 to 42.10 From the reappearance of Pharaoh

with Human we may conclude that the speech in question was revealed almost simultaneously
with the corresponding portion of Sara x1. A fine parable breaks the sameness of the topics.11
V. 47 contains the famous assertion that prior to his ministry Muhammed had been unable to
read and write.12

The second and smallest portion of Sdra x., recapitnlating the missions of Noah, Moses and

Jonah, shows an attempt at chronological order, which is repeated in S. xxiii. 23 to 52 with
Noah, Abraham, and Moses. The piece was inserted here on account of alfulk (“ships," v. 27;

cf
. v. 22).

I have to mention here several pieces of narrative character which the compilers have
inserted into Medinian sfiraa, but which undoubtedly are of Meccan origin. It is improbable
a. priori that Muhammed should have revealed new discourses in Medina on the old topics recited

during the service in the Meccan szirns, besides which the ministry of Muhammed was of more

practical nature, and it is unlikely that he would have returned to these tales. The style i
s

the same as in the other narrative sums. These pieces are x1. 20 to 35 on ‘Ad and Moses, and

ii. 200 to 210 without reference to any particular person.

An isolated narrative speech we find inserted in Slim v., which is of Meccan origin in spite

of the place allotted to it by the compilers (v. 23 to 38). It consists of two parts, the former

(v. 23 to 29) giving a condensed account of Numb. Ch. xiii. to xiv. 34:. The second (v. 30 to 35)

reproduces Gen. iv. 2 to 9 with the agadic already exposed by Geiger, who also discloses the

source of v. 35. The next three represent probably the moral drawn from the foregoing tales,

and are meant to impress Meccan foes. The punishments threatened were not executed in

‘Medina, but they had only to choose beween conversion and execution.

It was the narrative period of the Qoriz'n which, as I believe, gave birth to the short sz’ira
which heads the book and is known under the name alfdtilla. It consists almost entirely of
verses which occur frequently in revelations belonging to this period, and which Mnhammed

selected in order to form them into a short prayer. V. 1 is one of the two sentences which are

used to invite the audience attending sermons to start praying,13 and is found both at the

beginning and at the end of many discourses. It is at the commencement of Sfiras xviii., xxxim,
mum, and xxvii. 60 which evidently marks the beginning of a new speech. In the last named

aim the phrase also ends the sermon, as it does in S. xxxvii., xvii., and xl. 67 (end ofa sermon)
and xxxix. b'zira lii. 48 is a combination of both sentences used for the purpose, whilst, S, x,

10 to 11 informs us that

10. Their prayer therein (in paradise) shall be: celebrated be thy praises (sublzduaka)
oh Alh'ih, and their salutatiou shall be: Peace !

11. And the end of their prayer shall be : Praise to Allah, the Lord of the worlds l

This is quite in accordance with the instances given in other places.

The verses 5 to 6 (of Stira L)“ appear in S
. xliii. 42, xi. 59, vii. 15; xlii. 52 to 53, em Now

although it is very difficult to fix the date of the sum with accuracy, that given to

it by Niildeke is evidently too early.15

( To be continued.)W
1° v.1 to 121egis1ative;cf. Ch. v11. 11 Cf. Ch. VIII. 1' Cf- Ch- I- p-12.

1’ The other being G11!) Ass’. fgni, ‘1
4 Of. Ps. :xv ii. 11. 1' Naldeke, Q
.

p. 86 L; ItqAn, p. 54.
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NOTES ON AN ARCHEOLOGICAL TOUR IN SOUTH BIHAR AND HAZARIBAGH.

‘BY M. A. STEIN.

18 September. 1899, I applied to the Government of Bengal for permission to utilize the
approaching Pfija vacation for the purposes of a short arcbaaological tour through por
tions of the Patna, Gays, and Hazfiribigh Districts. The main object I had in view was to
acquaint myself personally with the most important of the ancient sites contained in this part
of old Magadha and to test by their examination the materials available for the study of its
ancient topography. In the course of my preliminary labours for a comprehensive account of the
ancient geography of Northern India my interest had naturally been attracted towards Magadha,
both on account of the historical importance of this territory and the detailed descriptions which
the Chinese pilgrims have left us of its Buddhist topographia sacra. I therefore wished to use the
first opportunity that offered to obtain that personal acquaintance with the actual localities and
their extant remains, which previous experience elsewhere had shown me to be of no small

advantage for researches of this kind. An additional reason for the proposed tour was that it
ofiered a convenient opportunity to visit certain ancient remains previously unsurveyed in the

Haziribfigh District, upon which I had been asked to report to Government.
The proposal regarding my tour received the ready approval of Sir John Woodburn,

K. C. S. 1., Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. The Local Government accordingly agreed to bear
the travelling expenses connected with it and to make the services of a Sub-Overseer of the
Public Works Department available for survey purposes. For the liberal assistance thus reu
dered to me I beg to record my grateful acknowledgment.
Introductory. —- Owing to its wealth of ancient remains and the fullness and accuracy of

the records left by the Buddhist pilgrims already alluded to, Magadha has since the days of

Kittoe received an exceptionally large share of attention on the part of those Indian Archaeolo
gists who have worked in the Gangetic Valley. As a result of their labours, and particularly

of the extensive researches of General Cunningham, we possess more or less detailed descrip
tions of all sites, the identity of which with sacred localities mentioned in the Chinese itineraries

has hitherto suggested itself, or which have otherwise attracted antiquarian notice. The fullest

and on the whole most reliable of these accounts are due to General Cunningham, and, having
been embodied in various volumes of his Archaeological Survey Reports, are conveniently acces

sible for reference. In dealing with the sites visited by me I shall, therefore, be able to restrict
my remarks to the points, which have a direct bearing on questions of ancient topography, and

to those objects of archaeological interest, which have either been left unnoticed or been iusufli

ciently described in the above accounts.

I commenced my tour in Magadha on the 9th October at Nawadah, which, as a station on
the newly-opened South-Bihar Railway and the headquarters of a sub-division of the Gay?!
District, formed a convenient starting point for a visit to the series of old localities ranged along
and between the Bijgir chain of hills. Thanks to the kind attention of Mr. E. W. Oldham,
C. 3., Collector of the Gayfi District, I found ample arrangements for transport awaiting
my arrival and was hence able to march without delay to Giryek, at the eastern extremity of
the Riijgir range.

Giryek : Indra'sailaguhi. — The archaeological interest of Giryek is due to the fact that
the rugged hill rising immediately to the west of the village, can be shown beyond all doubt to
be identical with the Indrasaflaguhii mountain of Hiuen Tsiang and Fa-hian. It was sacred
to Buddhist tradition as containing the cave in which Buddha had answered the forty~two questions
of Indra, Lord of the Dévas, This identification, first proposed by General Cunningham,1 sup

plies useful evidence of the accuracy with which the indications of the Chinese pilgrims can beM
1 See Archaeological Survey Reports, Vol. i. pp. 16 mg. ,- iii. pp. 146 51/1.
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traced in this part of Magadha, wherever prominent natural features of the ground assist us in

checking the distances and bearings recorded in their itineraries.

Hiuen Tsiang, whose account is, for these parts, throughout more detailed and exact than
that of Fa-hian, places the hill “of the rock- cave of Indra" at a distance corresponding to
about 10 miles south-east of Nfilanda. “The summit has two peaks which rise up sharply and by
themselves. On the south side of the western peak between the crags is a great stone house, wide
but not high.” On the top of the eastern peak was a monastery and before it a Stfipa, which,
from a pious legend connected with the site, was called the Balboa or Goose Stfipa! In
Fahian’s description, which, though far briefer, agrees in all essential points, the distance to the
hill is reckoned as nine yqianas in a south-easterly direction from Pitaliputra or Patnafi

The distances and bearings indicated by the two pilgrims correspond closely to the actual
position of Giryek relative to Badgaon, the undoubted site otNalanda, and to the modern city
of Patna. But more convincing proof for the correctness of General Cunningham's identifica
tion is obtained by an examination of the rocky spur in which the northern of the two parallel
ranges known as the Bijgir Hills terminates opposite the villageof Giryek. Ascending from
the bed of the Panchfina River, which washes the eastern foot of the spur, an ancient walled-up
road, still traceable in many places along the steep scarp, leads up to the ruined Strips. known as
“ Jarasandha’s seat (baithak).” This structure, accurately described by General Cunningham,
occupies a commanding position on the eastern end of the ridge, and is, notwithstanding its
ruined condition, still visible from a considerable distance (see Fig.1.). About a hundred yards
to the south-west of the Stfipa the ridge culminates in a small summit, which was undoubtedly
occupied by buildings. The thickness of the thorny jungle, which covers the summit, did not
permit a close inspection. But a broad flight of steps leading up to it from the Stupa and massive
terrace walls on the west can clearly be seen through the jungle. The position of these remains
corresponds so closely to that indicated by Hiuen Tsiang for the Stupa of the Goose and the
Vihara behind it. that their identity with the structures seen by the Chinese pilgrim can scarcely
be doubted.

The ridge continuing further to the west gradually rises again and forms at a distance of
about 400 yards a second summit covered with large rocks. many of which show fiat tops and
thus curiously resemble seats. It is possible that it was this natural feature, apparently not
noticed in previous accounts. which suggested to the eyes of the pious “the traces on the top of
the mountain ridge where the four former Buddhas sat and walked.“

Indrabailaguhfi. — Descending from this point on the southern face of the ridge towards
the valley which separates the two ranges of the Rijgir Hills, I reached the small cave known
as Gidhadviri, already fully described by General Cunningham. By position and appearance it
corresponds exactly to the cave, which we find mentioned in H'iuen Tsiang’s account as the scene
of Indra's interogation of Buddha. The cave itself shows no trace of human workmanship, but
at its entrance, which is reached by scrambling over some precipitous ledges of rock, there is a
small platform about ‘10 feet in length supported by a wall of old masonry. It is useful to note
the total absence of any marks that this natural fissure in the rook was once a place of
worship and pilgrimage. This observation may offer some assurance with regard to the
identifications we shall have to propose for some other caves to be mentioned thereafter.

Rfijgir: Bajagrha. —- From Giryek I marched on the 12th October along the northern- foot
of the hill-range to Rijgir, the ancient Bfijagrha, once the capital of Magadha and the site of
many notable events connected with Buddhaand his church. In view of the exceptional historical
interest attaching to the locality, it is indeed fortunate that the survival of ith ancient name in
Brahman and Jaina tradition and in the modern form Rijgir has from the first assured its cor
rect identification. But even if the old designation of the place had completely disappeared in

1 Si-yu-In', transl. Beal, ii. pp. 180 sqq. 3 Si-yu-In', trnnsl. Baal, i. p. lviii. l Saga-kt‘, ii. p. 181.
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the course of a history reaching back over 2,500 years,we should find no difficulty in locating it.

So detailed are the descriptions which the Chinese pilgrims have left us of the unalteruble

natural surroundings of the ancient capital, and so clearly marked their agreement with the

position of Rfijgir.

The modern village, to which the name Rijgir properly applies, is built on the site of the
city which King Ajfitasatru, Buddha's contemporary, had founded as his residence. This city
was distinguished in the days of Fa-hian and Hinen Tsiang as "the New BEjagrha" from the

far more ancient capital, originally known as Kusagarapura, which occupied the valley between

the two parallel ranges of hills already mentioned, immediately south of the present village.

Kuéfigfirapura was a desolate waste of ruins even when Fa-hian visited its sacred spots about

A, D, 400. But the five hills, which he describes as completely encircling the valley "like the

walls of a city,”5 and the lines of ramparts still traceable through the jungle, leave no possible

doubt as to the position and extent of the old capital. The new site, too, to which Ajataéatru

(ch-c. 5th Cent. B. C.) removed the royal
residence, was destined to become deserted. From Hiuen

Tsiang’s record we learn that already Kingr Asoka changed the capital of Magadha to Patalipntra,

and gave the city of Rz'ijagrha to the Brahmans. These were the sole inhabitants at the time of

his visit (circ. A. D. 637), and as their number is given as only a thousand families, we see to
what modest dimensions the “New City” had already then dwindled.a

'I‘irtha {of {BEjgiL-The mention of this Brahman population at Rajagrha, is a point
which deserves special attention with regard to the historical topography of the place. It is easily
explained by the fact that the site of Rfijgir has, evidently since early times, borne the charac.

ter of a Hindu Tirtha. Even now a very considerable portion of the population of Rfijgir

consists of Brahman PurBhitas living on the pilgrims attracted to the place. The celebrity

which Rajgir still enjoys, as a- place of popular pilgrimage for Hindus of all sects and classes, is

undoubtedly due to the numerous hot springs,which rise in and near the gorge leading from the

north to the site of the “Old City," and which, like similar springs throughout India, are worship

ped as special manifestations of the divine power. The full description, which Hiuen Tsiang give

of the numerous temples constructed around the springs and of their pilgrim visitors] corresponds

closely to the present appearance of the place. It shows plainly that apart, from all Buddhist
associations Rajagrha was then, as now, a popular Tirtha.

This fact, it appears to me, deserves more consideration than it has received hitherto. On

the one hand it may explain to us the true reason for the presence of the numerous Jaina

shrines which still crown the heights around the old Rfijagrha, for throughout India we

find the local worship of the Jaina community attracted to places which Hinduism at large

has invested with a sacred interest. On the other hand it must direct our attention to the

extant Mihfitmya of the Tirtha as a useful source of information on the ancient topography of

the place. My researches in Kashmir have shown me what valuable help can often be obtained

for the study of the ancient local nomenclature by a critical examination of the Mfilu'ltmyas of

particular Tirthas.8 The Rfijagrhamfiiuitmya now in use, which purports to be taken from the

Agnipurérga,” may not he in itself a very old production. But the fact that it has preserved a

series of local names. which can he proved from independent sources to be of genuine antiquity

(e. g., the names, of the
hills V'aibhara and Vipula, the name of Bajagrha itself, eta), indicates

sufficiently that its evidence deserves consideration in studying the old topography of this part

of Magadha.

The Walls of “Old B§jagrha.-The importance of Ra'ijagrha as the ancient capital of the

country is forcibly brought home to us by the wide extent of the ground over which its remains

spread. The lines of ruined walls still traceable through the thick jungle of the central plainW
5 Si-yu-ki, i. p. lix. 5 Si-yu-ki, ii. p. 167- 7 Si-yu-ki, ii, pp. 155 sq.
' See my Memoir of Maps illustrating the Ancient Geography of Kaéminld S. 13-,13991PP- 46 "1(1
' It has been printed by Sahib Prasid Singh Kha'igavilfiiu PI‘QBB,Bankipm', 1398
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between the two hill-ranges indicate the site of the inner city of “Old Rfijagrha” or Kuéagarapura,
with a circuit of about five miles, as described by Fa-hian and Hiuen Tsiang. But outside this inner
city we find the crests of the hills north and south crowned far away with walls of massive
masonry, which undoubtedly belonged to a system of circumvallation intended to protect the
capital. These lines of walls, rendered diflicult of access by the rugged character of the hills and
the thick jungle which covers their slope, have not yet been properly surveyed. But the relative
distances of the points, where their remains are easily distinguished and accordingly have been
noted by General Cunningham and other observers, strongly support the correctness of the
estimate of Hiuen Tsiang, who gives to the external defences of Kuéagfirapnra acircuit of about
150 11

'

or 30 miles.1°

Within the area enclosed by the hills which gave to old Rfijagrha the characteristic epithet
of Girivraja, “the mountain-girt city,” all was “desolate and without inhabitants" already in the
days of Fa-hian. This accounts largely for the scantiness of ancient structural remains
‘now visible above ground, and the difficulty we consequently experience in regard to the exact
identification of the numerous sacred spots connected with Buddha and his church, which the
pilgrims describe within the valley and near its entrance from the north. With the limited time
at my disposal no attempt could be made to scrutinize all the identifications which General Cun
ningham, and partly his Assistant Mr. Beglar, had proposed for these particular sites.

Position of the Sattapanna Cave. —- Among the latter none is historically more interesting
than the place where the First Council of the Buddhist Chur'ch was held, the famous Sattapanna
Cave. As the question of its exact position had been the subject of much speculation and contro

versy, I was anxious to utilize the opportunity ofiered by my short stay specially for its examination.
According to the uniform testimony of all the Buddhist canonical records the First Great Council,
which was convened b

y

Kfiéyapa soon after the demise of Buddha to fix the principal tenets of

the Church, took place near R‘ijagrha in a cave in the Vebhfira Hill, which bore the Pali name of
Sattapanna or Sattapanni. The Mahfivastu, ‘which gives the Sanskrit name of the cave as

Saptapama, furnishesthe additional detail that the cave was situated on the north of the hill,

which is called there Vaihfira.“

For more exact indications we must turn to our Chinese guides. Fa-hian, startingfrom the
north side of the Old City, takes us first to the Kalandavenuvana Vihara, which from a com
parison of Hiuen Tsiang’s record can safely be located within or close to the defile leading from new

Rijaggha to the Old City.12 He then continues: “ Striking the southern hill and proceeding
westwards 300 paces there is a stone cell called the Pippala Cave, where Buddha was accustomed
to sit in meditation after his midday meal. Still further west five or six h’ there is astone cave
situated in the northern shade of the mountain and called Che-ti. This is the place where five

hundred Arhats assembled after the Nirvana of Buddha to arrange the collection of sacred books,

etc.”

Hiuen Tsiang describes the place of the great convocation as “a large stone house" situated

in the middle of a great bamboo forest, which occupied "the north side of the southern moun
tain, about 5 or 6 Z-

i

to the south-west of the [Karapda1-Veguvana.” Before the "large stone

house” there was to be seen an old fou ndation-wall. This edifice was ascribed to King Ajz'itaéatru,
who made it for the accommodation of the assembled Arhats. Though Hiuen Tsiang’s words

are not as precise as we might wish, it seems highly probable that here, as elsewhere, he means

a natural cavern,13 and that only the edifice marked by the foundation wall in front was struc

tural.MW
1° Si-yu-ki, ii. p. 1550; Arch. Survey Reports, i. p. 23. ‘1 Kern, Manual ofBuddhism, p. 102,

‘I’ See Map of Ri‘ijugrha, plate xli., of Archmol. Survey Reports, III. .
19 Compare the use of the same expression for the small cells in the rocks of Mount Grdhmkiita (Sz-yu-ki, ii,

p, 154); for the cave in the Indraéailaguhii Hill (Giryek, i1). ii, p. 180), for the cave new knownas Rijpiud, near Jethian

(see below), etc.
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Previous views regarding the Sattapanna Cave. —- General Cunningham, who was the

first to take up the search for the traditional site of thatgreat event in Buddhist history, was much

influenced in his views by considerations connected with the artificial excavations known as

sonbhfindfir, “the Treasury of Gold.” These excavations are situated at the south foot of the

Baibhfir (Vaibhira) Hill. about one mile to the south-west of the gorge leading from New Raja

grha to the site of the “Old City,” and have often been described. They consist of two com

paratively small chambers cut out of the solid rock and highly polished inside. They show in

their architectural features so close an affinity with the Barfibar caves of Asoka and Dasaratha,

that the opinion of Mr. Fergusson and Dr. Burgess, which attributes their construction to the

period of the Maurya dynasty, has everything in its favour.“ In his first Archaeological Survey

Report, for the year 1861-62, General Cunningham wished to identify the SGnbhfinrlfir with the

Pi-po-lo Cave, referred to in the above extract from Fa-hian's account, and also mentioned

by Hiuen Tsiang. In accordance with the direction indicated by Fa-hian, he was then prepared

to look out for the Satta panni Cave on the Northern face of the mountain, at the distance of about

one mile from sdnbhfindar, as the supposed cave of Buddha's meditation.15

When publishing in 1871 his Ancient Geography of India, Gen. Cunninghamhad come

to_locate the Sattapauni Cave itself at S'dnbhindfir, and to this
belief he subsequently clung, not

withstanding the manifest impossibility of making the position of sfinbhandir agree with the

uniform testimony of the pilgrims, which distinctly points to the northern side of the Vaibhara

Hill as the site of the famous cave.“ This serious objection, to which Mr. Bcal, the English
translator of Hiuen Tsiang, and others had rightly called attention, was in no way weakened by

General Cunningham's discovery, recorded in his Report for 1871-72, of the Pi-po-lo stone cell

and the Asura’s cave behind it at the eastern end of the Baibhfir Hill.17 For although the

distance of the SGnbhfipda'ir from this second site would approximately correspond to the

5-6 li counted by Fa-hian between the Pipolo and Sattapanni Caves, yet aglance at General Cun

ningham’s own map will show that the bearing from the former cave to the siinbhfindfir is nearly
south, and not west as indicated by Fa-hian.

'

In the cold season 1872-73 Rfijgir, with a series of other localities in Magadha, was visited

by Mr. Beglar, General Cunningham's assistant, who in his account of this tour published

in Vol. viii. of the Archwological Surrey Reports has returned in detail to the question of tho

Sattapanui Cave.“ He describes there how, realizing the obstacles in the way of the proposed

identification with sonbhfind'ir, he searched for the cave in the direction indicated by Fa-hian,

i. e., by going to the west from the Pi-po-lo Cave at the entrance of the gorge which leads to

Kuéfigfirapura, and then skirting the north foot of the Baibhar Hill. There he came across

a series of fissures in the rock all facing to the west and forming a row of little chambers from

4 to 10 feet wide and equally shallow. Owing to'a peculiar configuration of the rocks, which a,

rough plan and section attempt to illustrate, these recesses are said to escape notice on going

from east to west, but to be distinctly visible for an observer moving in the opposite direction.

They are described as being "less than smile from the Pippal (Pipolo) Cave, and to the west of it ;”

and as situated "in the middle third of the bill.”

This collection of rock fissures, which clscwhcre is spoken of as “a large natural cavern”

“divided by natural Septa. of rock into compartments,” was taken by Mr. Beglar to be the true

Sattapanni Cave. In support of this belief we are referred to the etymology of the name
Saptaparna, the designation of a plant, the Alstonia scholaris, but literally meaning “Seven
leaved,” and to the statement that by the side of the six recesses seen by the explorer there was

room for a seventh on a part of the rock-face hidden by impenetrable jungle.

_______________——___________________________

1' See The Cane Temple: of India, 1880, p. 49. 1“ See Arch. Survey Rep. i, p, 21.

1° Ancient Geography, p. 463.
l‘! The argument in favour of tho identification of the Sonbhiudir and the Satta-panni Care is taken up at length

in Arch. Survey Rep., iii. pp. 140 :qq,
1' Arch. Surrey Rep., viii., pp. 90 sqq.
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A perusal of Mr. Beglar’s description of this remarkable spot conveys the impression that
his visit had been of the most hurried character. It is, therefore, to be regretted that when he
subsequently revisited Rfijgir in the company of General Cunningham, no steps were taken to
obtain exact facts as to the alleged site of the Sattapauna Cave. General Cunningham in
the Preface to the Volume declares the theory broached by his assistant regarding the Sattapanni
Cave to be quite untenable.19 But we are not informed whether he actually saw and examined
the rock recesses mentioned in the description above summarized. Mr. Beglar himself in
a note prefixed to the Report informs us that he has been constrained to abandon what he con

sidered as the main arguments against the identity of the sfinbhfindfir with the Sattapanna
Cave.2o His words leave us in some doubt as to the value which he would still have us attach
to his own discovery of the “Seven-leaved” Cave.

This brief retrospect on a much vexed question will explain why the interest of my short stay
at Rijgir specially turned on the examination of the Baibhir Hill. The words of our Chinese
guides make it quite clear that the cave, which was shown to them as marking the site of the
First Synod, was on the northern side of this very hill. Yet I knew from communications of my
friends Dr. Grierson and M. Sylvain Lévi that they had both failed to trace Mr. Beglar’s rock
cavern, the only cave so far described, which by its position would seem to correspond to the one

seen by the pilgrims.21 The only informationI had been able to obtain by my preliminary
enquiries among the local Purdhitas and others referred to two caves, briefly mentioned also in

the entry of the List of Ancient Monuments of Bengal concerning the Baibhz'ir Hill. They were
said to exist close together on the rocky scarp of the hill below one of the Jaina temples which
crown its south-eastern ridge.

Caves on the north face of Baibhar Hill. — Ascending the road which leads to these
temples, I first reached the remarkable square platform of unhewn, but carefully fitted, blocks
which General Cunningham has noticed under the name “JarEsandh-ki baithak” and
correctly identified with the Pi-po-lo stone-cell.” If the tradition is genuine, which made
Buddha dwell in one of the cells of this remarkable structure, we have in it indeed the oldest

Indian stone building of which the date is approximately known.2a Its position and distance
relative to the road leading from the north to Kuéfigfirapura, is exactly as indicated by
Fa-hian.M The road marked in numerous places by ancient masonry then rises steeply along
the north-eastern extremity of Baibhir and, leading generally in a westerly direction, reaches
the flatter portion of the ridge where the Jaina temples are situated. They are quite modern
in their superstructures; but the massive platforms on which they are built seem old, and in

any case we know from Hiuen Tsiang’s reference to the “naked heretics” (Nirgranthas), who

frequented the top of Mount Pi-pu-lo (Vaibhfira),25 that the sacred character of this hill for the
Jainas is not a feature of modern growth.

The caves, to which my PurGhita guides referred, are situated near the temple dedicated to
Kdinfitha, which is the fourth in order from below and according to a rough estimate at a distance
of about a mile from the commencement of the ascent. A path, which descends the rugged
northern scarp of the ridge to a level of about a hundred feetbelow the temple, leads to along ter
ruce, which,notwithstanding the luxurious vegetation covering it at the time of my visit, clearly
betrayed its artificial origin. The wall: which supports it towards the lower slope, is composed
of large unhewn slabs and can be traced for fully a hundred feet running in the direction from
N. E. to S. W. along the face of the slope. The average width of the terrace is twenty-five feet,
\Vhcre, at the south-west end, the supporting wall is lost in thick jungle,a narrow path strikes
05 towards a natural cave in the rock face overhanging the terrace. It runs in the direction
19 Bee Arch. .Survey Rep., Vol. VIIL, p. viii. 1° Arch. Survey Rep, Vol. VIIL, p. xiv.
21 See Rapport de M. Sytuain Levi am‘ an mission dam l,

’

Jude at Japon, Comptes-Rendus do 1' Académie
des Inscriptions et BellesLettres, 1899, p. 73.
'11Arch. Survey Rep. iii.. 1!. 141. 35 Compare Mr. Fergusson's remarks, Gave Temple‘, pp_ 33 .q_
2‘ Si-yu-ki, p. 1:. 1‘ See Si-gu-ki, ii., p. 168.
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W. N. W. to E. S. E. and is 40 feet deep in its open portion. The height is about 12 feet at
the entrance and 10 feet further in. The cave is widest at the middle, where it is about 16 feet
broad. The cave, though undoubtedly due to a natural fissure in the rocks, may have been some
what enlarged by rough excavations at the sides. At least, there is a suggestion of this in the
presence of flat low ledges of rock which line the sides.

Along the same wall of rocks, at a distance of about 50 feet further to the south-west, is a
second and somewhat larger natural cavity. It is 47 feet deep, 25 feet wide at its broadest and
ten to eleven feet high. Its end is lost in a narrow fissure which is said to extend much
further. Several large detached rocks lie in front of the caves.

The ancient wall, which supports the platform in front of the caves, is at present the only
proof that these natural fissures were inhabited or visited at an early date. Their position rela
tive to “the Pipolo stone cell" corresponds close enough to the indications which the Chinese
pilgrims give as to the traditional site of the First Great Council. But for a definite identifica
tion, we may well demand further evidence. It can scarcely be expected that this should
be forthcoming in the form of structural remains, seeing that Hiuen Tsiang found nothing but
an old foundation wall at the spot. It would, however, be undoubtedly a point of negative evi
dence, if it could be shown that the northern face of the Baibhar Hill does not contain any other
caves, natural or artificial, in the position indicated. My Purfihita guides, as well as the Rajwar
coolies accompanying me, who had often grazed cattle on the jungle of the hillside and were
thus well-acquainted with the locality, denied all knowledge of any other caves.

In order to see myself as much as possible of the northern face of the hill, I descended
towards the Rajgir plain by a circuitous path. The jungle which covers the hill is thorny and
thick, but not very high. Though it was thus possible to examine the slope closely from more
than one projecting point, yet I could not trace any indication of a cave. Nor did I succeed in
discovering the rocky recesses described by Mr. Beglar, although I moved subsequently along
the foot of the hill in the direction he indicates, from west to east, and took special care to
examine all rock-faces with a pair of field-glasses. I do not assume that my examination
of the Baibhfir slopes has supplied the negative evidence above alluded to in an absolutely
conclusive form. But I think its result helps to show that at present only the site below
the Kdinfith Temple has a claim for serious consideration in our search for the famous
Sattapanni Cave.

Ancient Sites South-west of’Bajagrha, -- The questions, which I was next anxious to
examine during my short stay at Rfijgir, are connected with a series of ancient localities situated
at some distance to the south-east of the old capital. Hiueu Tsiang had visited them as he

marched from the neighbourhood of Gayz'i. towards Kuéagfirapura, but they had so far not been

traced with any certainty. Hiuen Tsiang’s account of these sites may thus be briefly summarized.26

Proceeding from the Kukkutapadagirior “Cocks-foot Mountain,” with which we shall have to
occupy ourselves hereafter, for about 100 Ii to the north-east he reached a mountain called
Buddhavana, which contained a store chamber once inhabited by Buddha. Going about 30 Ii
to the east “amongst wild valleys," the pilgrim came to a wood of bamboos called Yashtivana

(“the forest of the staff”), the site of various Buddhist legends. In the midst of this wood was
a Stfipa built by Asoka. South-west of the Yashtivana “about 10 li or so and on the south side
of a great mountain” two warm springs are noticed, which were visited for their healing powers.

To the south-east of Yashtivaua, about 6 or 7 If and on the transverse pass of a mountain, there

was a Stfipa marking a spot where Tathfigata explained the law. To the north of this mountain

3 or 4 li the pilgrim mentions a solitary hill where the Rishi Vyasa had once lived in solitude,

and again about 4-5 H to the north of this hill another in which there was alarge cave. “In this

place Tathigata, when living in the world, repeated the law for three months.” Apart from a.

1' See Si-yu-ki, ii. pp. 145-149.
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,..

large and remarkable rock above the cave, reference is made by the Chinese pilgrim to a. lofly

cavern in the southwest angle of the cave, which a local legend supposed to lead to the "city

of Asuras.” Near the cave were seen the remains of broad passages which King Bimbisara
had constructed through the rocks and along precipices in order to reach the place where Buddha

was. “From this spot proceeding eastward through the mountain about 60 Ii we arrive at the city
kus'agirapura.”

'

General Cunningham, who alone seems to have concerned himself with the identification of the

localities above described, had, while examining in 1862 the remains of Rajgir, obtained information

which induced him to identify Yashtivana with a spot known according to him as “Jakhtiban,” and
the warm springs with those still existing at Tapoban, a short distance to the south. He thought to

recognize Buddhavana in a lofty hill called Budhain about 8 miles to the south-west of Rajgir.
General Cunningham's brief notices, contained both in his Ancient Geography and Vol. iii. of the

Archwological Survey Reports,27 show clearly that he had not visited the places himself. He also

acknowledged his inability to trace either the caves or the particular structures referred to by Hiuon

Tsiang. It is hence scarcely necessary to explain here in details the topographical errors contained
in these notices, and the impossibility of bringing the alleged positions of the modern localities

mentionedinto agreement with Hiuen Tsiang's well defined distances and bearings.

General Cunningham, himself, was evidently well aware of the insufficiency of the data collected

by him; for on a subsequent occasion he specially directed the attention of Mr. Beglar to the explora
tion of the valley which stretches to the west of the site of Kusigirapura, and in which he supposed
the localities he had heard of to be situated.

Mr. Beglar informs us that he "twice attempted to penetrate the psthless jungle which literally
chokes up the valley, but on both occasions without success.” Looking down subsequently from the

top of the Baibhar Hill Mr. Beglar thought he could make out in the distance, where the two
hill~rangcs enclosing the valley seem to meet, “a small tumulus having precisely the appearance of

_

:1 strips." This he assumed tobe the “tope near Jaktiban” mentioned b
y Hiuen Tsiang. But “from

the valley through the pathlcss jangal” he found it impracticable to get to it.28

March to Jethian. -— The indications furnished regarding this supposed stz‘ipa were too vague
to warrant a search on my part. I accordingly decided to make first for the village of Jethian, which
had been mentioned to General Cunningham as close to “Jakhtiban,” and the name of which seemed
a manifest derivative from the ancient Yashtivana. Two routes were available to Jethian, one skirts
ing from Rajgir the outer foot of the northern range of hills and then crossing the latter into the

valley b
y the pass called Cakra Ghit. The other, more direct but also decidedly more difiicult, leading

from the site of Kusagfirapura straight through the jungle-covered valley towards Jethian.

As I was anxious to look for any remains that might be hidden in the valley west of the old
city, I chose the latter route when setting out for Jethian on the morning of 14th October. The
dense jungle I encountered, soon after proceeding beyond the line of the inner ramparts of Kusagara
pura, sufiiciently explained the decided objections which my Rajgir guides had at first raised to my use
of this route. Once started, however, they did their best to find a track, though even from the back
of the elephant I used, a look-out could be obtained only at rate intervals.
Budhain Hill.—- After a march of close on three hours I reached a rocky ridge which traverses

the valley in the direction from N.-E.to S.-W. and culminates in the Haudia Hill, marked as a Trigo
nometrical station (elevation 1,472 feet) on the Survey Map. The pass b

y which I crossed this ridge
near its north-eastern end, where it joins the main northern range of the valley, was called Budhain

by the Ahirs who accompanied me. This name may possibly apply also to the high rocky eminence
of the main range, which rises to the north of the pass. But a glance at the map will show that its

I‘! See Ans, Geogn, p. 4-61 : halt. Survey 381)., pp. 138 sq. 1‘ SesArch. Survey Rep., viii., p. 86.
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identification with Buddhavana of Hiuen Tsiang is manifestly impossible. The pilgrim
tells us that he reached Yashtivana by going to the east, whereas Jethian and the neighbouring
Jeshtiban, which, as we shall see, corresponds undoubtedly to Yashtivana, lie to the.
south-west of Budhaiu.

After crossing the pass the jungle gradually disappeared, until \I reached, near the large village
of Kiri, some three miles from Budhain, the open plain of the valley. The latter is here in marked
contrast to the jungle-covered sombre waste near Rz'ijgir, fertile and well-cultivated. Proceeding

through rice fields and green pasture lands two miles further to the south-west I arrived at Jethian,
a populous and evidently thriving village. A short halt made here, for the purposes of local
enquiries, enabled me soon to trace the real position of the main localities, which Hiuen 'l‘siang's

account mentions.

In the first place I ascertained that J'eshtiban (not "Jakhtiban” as recorded by General
Cunningham) is the name generally given to the western slope and foot of the hill, in which the

transverse ridge already mentioned ends about % of a mile to the east of Jethian village. There could

be no doubt as to this name being but a slightly modified form of the ancient Yashtivana, of which

Jethian itself is an old Prakrit derivative. Tapoban with its hot springs mentioned by Hiuen Tsian g
was found to be situated about two miles to the soutlnwest of Jethian village, that is

,

exactly at the

distance which the pilgrim indicates b
y his measurement of about 11) Ii or so from Yashtivana.

I next obtained information regarding a large cave known as Rijpind and already previously
mentioned to me, which, by its position in a hill situated about 2 miles to the north-west of Jethian,

was clearly marked as identical with Hiuen Tsiang‘s cave containing the lofty cavern called “ the

Palace of the Asuras.”

The Springs of Tapoban. —- Time did not permit me that day to pay more than a flying visit
to the hot springs of Tapoban, but I was able to re-visit them on my subsequent march to Kurkiln'ir.
They issue at a spot, which lies outside the valley and is approached after crossing the southern range

of hills b
y a pass known as the Jethian Ghit. Their position at the south foot of this range

corresponds to Hiuen Tsiang’s words. There are four springs inv all issuing at the rocky foot of the
hillside at short distances from each other, but only two, towards the east, have a large flow. The

largest and the one first approached from the east is called sanatkumarikunda. It is, like the
rest, enclosed b

y a stone wall and steps evidently built of old materials. To the west of it stands

a small temple of modern date, said to have been built b
y Bibi Gopfil Singh, a local Zamindfir.

Between the temple and the spring already mentioned rises a mound, measuring 75 b
y 81 feet at

the base and 45 feet square on the top. Its height is about 10 feet. The top is covered with small

square mounds marking the Samidhs of Sannyisins and adorned in places with fragments of ancient

sculpture. It seems probably that this large mound represents the remains of the smpa, which
Hiuen Tsiang mentions as having been erected “by the side of the springs to mark the place where

Tathagata walked for exercise.”

The springs are visited b
y pilgrims in connection with the Tirthas of Rijagrha and also b
y

many

sick from the neighbourhood who seek here relief. A great Yfitrii takes place at the Mesasam
kranti date, when, as in the days of Chinese pilgrim, “men from far and near flock here to bathe, after
which those who have suffered from disease or chronic affections are often healed."

Jeshtiban: Yashtivana. - After returning through the Jeghian G115; (on the top of which

I noticed under a tree a collection of small'relievos, all of ancient work and some distinctly Jaina) I

proceeded, under the guidance of an intelligent village Gumishta, to the locality known as Jeshtiban.
It forms a small undulating plateau, partly grassy, partly covered with low jungle, at the west foot of
the hill, which is the last offshoot of the Handia ridge in this direction. No ancient remains could be

seen above ground, but at a particular spot, designated as Phal-J'ethian, I was shown low mounds
and furrows which, according to the statement of the villagers, mark the site, from where, some thirteen
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years ago, old bricks were dug out by people from Kiri. The excavated foundation walls eem to
have belonged to a building about 45 feet square, correctly orientated. At a distance of 35 feet east

wards there are traces of some circular structure with a diameter of 43 feet. The place is popularly

supposed to be the site of an old Rnjifs Palace. Hiuen Tsiang informs us of Yashtivana, that
" the

bamboos that grow here are large ; they cover the hill and extend throughthe valley.” Bamboos still

grow plcntifnlly in the tangled brush-wood of the hill above Jeshtiban, though they cannot be found

on the cleared grazing land properly designated as Jeshtiban. Of the stflpa which, according to

Hiuen Tsiang, Asoka had built here to commemorate the spot “where Tathagata had displayed for

seven days great spiritual wonders for the sake of the Devan,” I could find no distinct evidence.
Considering the open nature of the ground and the vicinity of several large villages, requiring stone

materials for the bands which protect their storage tanks, the complete disappearance of such a

structure could not cause surprise.

The almost perfect preservation of the ancient form of the name Yashtivana. in Jesthiban
appears to me to be a distinct argument for placing here the sacred site mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang.

It is particularly at places of a sacred interest that we find older forms of the local names often
preserved through the quasi-learned tradition of priests and their records. This observation is amply

supported by my enquiries into the ancient topography of Kashmir.” Whereas at the village which

derived its name from the sacred spot there was nothing to stop the regular phonetic transition of

Skr. Yashtivana into Jethian, its Prakrit derivative, the sacred site itself, was likely to retain
better the traditional form of the name J'eshtiban.

Cakra Ghfit. ——The day was too far advanced and the distance to Rijgir, where I had to
return, too great to allow me to extend my search for the other sites which the pilgrim’s itinerary

mentions in this neighbourhood. For my return march I chose the route, which leads from Kiri
across the northern range of the hills into the open plain beyond. The pass through the range

is known as the (Indus Ghfit, and has evidently since early days been a much frequented line of

communication.

Already, when ascending through the defile which leads up to the pass from the south, I had
thought I could notice foundations of ancient walls flanking the present bridle-path. The remains
became far more distinct on the north side. There, for a distance of several hundred yards, and close

to the east of the path, the foundations of two parallel walls are distinguishable, each about 7 feet in

thickness, and keeping at a distance of 14 feet from each other. In the space between the walls

there are the remains of an old paved road. The construction of these walls closely resembles that of

the fortifications around Kusagarapura, showing rough but well-set stone work.

There can be no doubt that the walls flanking the path across the Cakra Ghat were intended

for defensive purposes, to protect those using the route from attacks, for which the steep hills on either

side would else offer great advantages. I have traced protecting walls in exactly corresponding
positions along the ancient road which leads over the Shaluit Pass into the Swat Valley, and similar

old fortifications existed on the Malakand Pass before the construction of the modern works. In the

hills of the Swat Valley —- a borderland since ancient days, with conditions evidently resembling

those of the present Afghan frontier —the prevalence of such elaborate ancient defences is easily
accounted for. But it is curious to meet their counterpart in the centre of old Magadha, apparently

so peaceful and centralized.

In several of the villages of the fertile plain through which I passed on my return to Rajgir,
particularly at Simraur, fragments of ancient sculpture could be seen collected at rustic places of

worship. Most of them were distinctly Buddhist. But small Lingas of old appearance were also

among them.

(To be continued.)_F———-—__————————'———___-—_~h
9' Comp. my Memoir on the Ancient Geography of Kasmir, §§ 83, 84;
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EXTRACTS FROM THE LOG OF A VOYAGE ALONG THE COAST
OF INDIA IN 1746.
BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Coniiuwdfrom Vol. XXIX. P. 341.)

II.
Preliminary Remarks on the Log.

“71-; may now fairly turn our attention to the main part of the volume, 112., the log, or rather the
logs, contained in it. They are all in one hand-writing, and relate to the voyages of “the Ship Wake,
captain Robert Norton, Commander,” from Calpie on the Hughli below Calcutta, round the
Indian Coast as far as Tellicherry, en route to Bombay, between August 15th, 1746, and December
30th 1746 ; on which latter date the account comes to an abrupt end, the remainder of the story having
been apparently written into some other book,

There are really six separate 1035, thus :—

Log 1., 31 pp,, from Calpie towards Madras,

Log IL, 20 pp., from Pulicat to Vizagupatam, as the vessel never got to Madras, for reasons
to be explained later on.

Log 111., 24 lpp., from Vizagapatam towards‘ Bombay, but carrying us only as far as
Colombo on "the coast of Zeloan.” This time the vessel avoided the Coromandel
Coast and went out to sea, for reasons to be explained,

Log IV., 19 pp., from Colombo to Anjengo.

Log V., 7 pp., from Anjcngo to Cochin.

Log V1,, 9 pp., from Cochin to "Callicute” and “Tellechery.’

As above said the whole of the logs are in one handwriting, which is shown by the internal
evidence of the MS. to be that of the chief mate, Mr. Macmehone.- Thus, at the very beginning
of thc first voyage there is an entry, on Sept. 16 :—“Came on board the Captain,” which shows that
some other hand than his made it. There follow innumerable other such entries, proving that Cup
‘win Norton, Commander of the Wake, had no part in keeping the log.

He seems to have been a'martinet, and towards the end of the log there are three entries, which
show both this fact and the name and identity of the actual writer:

(1) Nov. 28:—“att 8 A. M, was order’d Down to his cabin as a prisoner Mr. Macmehone
Chief Mate for asking Civilly for his privelege which is usually allow’d by the owners
of this Ship.”

(2) Nov. 29 :—"I was Sent on board by 11Guard only Going ashore to asks of the Governor
libertie to Stay ashore for the recovery of my Health and att the same time Asking
Captain Norton about my Priveliege. Upon which he order’d me on board with a

Guard of soldiers and there to be made a. prisoner."

(3) Dec. 20 :-“This Day I was order’d Down to Close Confinement for Observing with a
passenger's Quadrant, and also threaten’d to put me in Irons by Captain Robert Norton.”

To follow the story of the logs. On “fryday, Aug. 15, 1746” the Wake started from Calpie
on the River Hughli on a. voyage to Madras, and proceeded peacefully as far as Vizagapatam. While

lying there news was received by “the Loovain, Captain Macmath Bound to Bengall
”
of the now well

known historical attack of La Bourdonnais on the British Settlement of Madras in 1746.
To quote the quaint wording of the log :—“a gives us an account the 18 Instantihe was obliged to

run of [1
‘,

e., off] out of Madrass road the placebeing attuck’d b
y

eight sail of french ship’s undr the

Command of Monsieur Lebourdenie.” Finding the coast to be nevertheless pretty clear and going
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cautiously, the ship is taken quietly down it as far as Pulicat, where the Vernon is met, “who gives us

the unfortunate relation of the taking of Madrass by the french [i. 9., in Sept. 1746] on
Thursday the 11th Instant after a seige of 4 Days only, and not but six men kill’d at the most,
and not above 8 Sail of french Ships, the 2 Biggest 60 Guns, the rest of 30 each and old Ships for

merly merchli Ships,” The Vernon .seems to have rescued “100 Soldiers and Gunners, who made

there Escape from Madrass after the takeing of the town,” at Pulicat.

The first log winds up with the ominous statement “by which unfortunate News we are Oblig'd
to bear away to some other port,” and accordingly we find the Wake retracing its steps as far as

Vizagapatam, which was reached on September 21st. From the 2nd October onwards we are treated

to a very interesting series of notes as to the steps taken to meet “Dreadfull and Dempestuous Weathf,”

which was clearly caused, from the description given, by what we should nowadays call a cyclone to

the southward.

Captain Norton after this evidently made up his mind to continue his voyage southwards by sailing

past the then politically dangerous Madras Coast well out to sea. He accordingly set sail, as his log

says, "towards Bombay," on Nov. 13th, making direct for the coast of Ceylon, and keeping a sharp look

out for “the Enemy.” The ship, naturally at such a time of year, met the full force of the North-East

Monsoon, and we find the log to be chiefly made up of notes of bad and equally weather, till the ship
hits upon the Little Basses, oil the S.-E. coast of Ceylon. Colombo was reached on “Wednesday,
Nov. ye 5, 1746,” and there was learnt what had been the efiect of the “Dreadfull and Dempest-uous
Weathr” of the 2nd October at Madras. The cyclone had evidently struck the coast at Madras
Town (just as the present writer saw one strike it on the 2nd May, 1872), and sent the French fleet
to destruction.

The story, as given in the log, is particularly interesting, as it is given at first hand, for, to use the

words of the writer :-—“This I Copy’d from a letter which the Governour of Colombo was so good as
to Interpret it to me in His own House 4 of Nov., 1746. All in french.”

The accuracy of the facts stated in the log of the IVake can be gauged by a comparison with

Orme’s account of the period.11

“Early in the mourning of the 25th June (1746), the English squadron, cruising to the Southward

of Fort St. David, near Negapatam, dcscried that of the French arriving on the coast of Coromandel”

(p. 62). There was then an indecisive action and both parties went ed to refit at Trincomalee12

and Pondicherry respectively. “On the 18th of August the French squadron appeared and can
noned the town, but without doing any damage, They attempted to take a ship belonging to
the English Company out Of the road, but she moved into shoal-water so near the batteries of the
fort, that the French did not venture to attack her with armed boats, and it was evident, from the

unskilfulness of their operations during this cruise, that Mr De La Bourdonnais did not command them

in person: he was at this time in Pondicherry confined to his bed by sickness.” . . . . “The

Protection of the English Settlements on the Coast of Coromandel was the principle object ‘for which the

[English] squadron had been sent into India, and their appearance before Madrass was at this time

thought so necessary to its defence, that the inhabitants were in hourly expectation of seeing them,

although they received no intelligence of them, since they were last seen six days before by M{‘ De La
Bourdonnais. The consternation of the town was therefore little less than despair, when it was reported

that they had appeared on the 23rd August 30 miles to the northward of Madrass, in sight of the

Dutch Settlement of Palliacatte, from whence they had again put out to sea and disappeared. They
proceeded to Bengal, for the 60 gun ship was so leaky, that it was feared that the shock of firing her

own cannon would sink her, if she should be brought into an Engagement” (p. 66).

11 History of the Military Operations in Indostrm, 1861, which is a.reprint of the Ed. of 1808, and so far as the
matters herein mentioned are concerned follows verbatim the first Ed. of 1763. The quotations are from the Ed. of
1861.
1' Trincanomala in Orme, p. 68,
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The result of this was that “on the 7th September the French began to bombard the town. . . . ,

The 10th Sept. the Deputies returned to the French camp, and after some altercations, consented to
the articles of capitulation, which had been dictated to them in the first conference. It was agreed
that the English should surrender themselves prisoners of war: that the town should be immediately deli
vered up: but that it should be afterwards ransomed. Mr. De La Bourdonnais gave his promise that
he would settle the ransom on easy and moderate terms. The capitulation was signed in the afternoon.
. , There was not a man killed in the French camp during the scigc : four or five Englishmen were

killed in the town by the explosion of the bombs, which likewise destroyed two or three houses”

(p. 67 a).

Fortunately Messrs. Duplcix (then the French Governor-General) and De la Bourdonnais fell out,
and not so much harm was done, as would otherwise have resulted to British interests. Finally
Madras was handed back to England in August, 1749, pursuant to the treaty of Aix la Chapelle.
(p. 130).

As to Dela Bourdonnais’ strength. It consisted of nine ships, of 70, 36, (3) 34, 30,
(2) 28, and 26 guns. The crews were 3,300 men, of which 700 were “either CafiTres or Lasears.” The
English squadron was of five fighting ships, of 60, 50, and 40 guns, with crews of about 1,600

men. “But the English had greatly the advantage in the weight oitheir cannon, by which the fortune
of engagements at sea is at present generally decided. And they likewise sailed better than the
French, and were worked with much greater skill” (p, 62).

As to the cyclone of the 2nd October, we read :-——“On the 2nd October the weather was
remarkably fine and moderate all day. About midnight a furious storm arose and continued with the

greatest violence, until the noon of the next day. Six of the French ships were in the road when the
storm began, and not one of them was to be seen at day-break. One put before the wind and was

driven so far to the southward, that she was not able to regain the coast again : the 70 gun ship lost

all her masts : three others of the squadron were likewise dismasted, and had so much water in the

hold, that the people on board expected every moment to perish, notwithstanding they had thrown

overboard all the cannon of the lower tier : the other ship, during the few moments of a whirlwind,
which happened in the most furious part of the storm, was covered by the waves, and foundered in an
instant, and only six of the crew escaped alive. Twenty other vessels, belonging to other nations,
were either driven on shore or perished at sea.

“All the mcrchandizes and a part of the military stores, belonging to the East India Company,
together with all the naval stores found in the town had been laden on board the French ships : these
articles, according to the computation made by the French, amounted to 130,000 pounds sterling : the

half of the artillery and military stores was estimated at 24,000 pounds sterling : all the other effects

and merchandizes were relinqushed to the proprietors of them. . . . . The storm ruined the French

marine force in India, and preserved the English establishments from imminent danger” (p. 70 it).

A minor point noticed by Orme is also confirmed by the Log :-— “The other two ships, laden with
part of the effects of Madrass, together with the three lately arrived from Europe, were at anchor in

the road of Pondicherry, where they felt no eifect of the storm, which was raging at Madrass" (p. 70).

From Colombo Captain Norton set sail for the now little known Settlement of Anjengo on the

Malabar Coast, cautiously and in much fear of the French, where he stayed trading from “Monday,
November y6 17, 1746” to “Wednesday, Dec : 3 : 1746.”. Thence he went uneventfully to Cochin in

about four days, and sailed thence for Tellicherry, all fear of the French having by that time seemingly

disappeared .

Though out of touch with Europeans, the English sailor of that time had evidently a
lively life. It seems to have been the custom either to bully or run away from any ship that was
casually met at sea. There are instances galore in the Log. Thus on Aug. 26, we find Captain

Norton “firing a Gun” by way of bringing to and stopping two passing “paddy Boats." meaning by
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that term native sea-going craft carrying rice, as may be seen from the next instance I give of firing
on a passing sail. — “Sunday, Sept. 14, 1746. Att 4 P. M. fir’d 2 Guns att a Vessell, which we
took for a paddy Boat, being Desirous to gett some Intelligence from Madrass and after haveing
brought her too, found her to be the Vernon.” So again, the Wake, on Oct. 29th, fires a gun after

dark, by way of inducing a Dutch sloop to give up what news she had. In both these last two cases
we see first a British and then a Dutch ship doing all they knew to avoid contact with a larger vessel
flying British colours.

On the other hand, on the very day the Wake brought up the Vernon she had herself to run
away, as is thus described :-— “Sunday, Sept. 14, 1746, 11 (P. M.). Saw a large Ship on the Beam
which [obliged us] to make what sail we Can and leave the Vernon to Shift for themselves.”

On the 24th and 25th of October the crew had a very lively time of'it in the open sea. "Fryday,
8X‘, 24, 1746. Att a 11 A. M. Saw a large Ship hear SbW. from us Dist. abt 4 leagues | upon the
sight of which we haul’d Close upon a ‘Vind [ when we first saw her she was standg about SSE. but
after hauling our Wind she haul’d up likewise upon her larboard Tack and stood for our Wake. She

appears to be full of Hands and Carry’s a tear of Guns.”— “Saturday, 81‘ the 25, 1746. The afore
mentioned Ship findg she Cou’d not gain any thing to \Vindward of us She were and stood to the
Eastward."

On the 27th and 28th November,- the times were still more exciting, while lying ofi Anjengo :—

“Thursday, 27. have Intelligence of the trench being upon the Coast. -— fryday, Nov. 28. att 2 P. M.
the Captain Came on | and upon the Sight of two large Vessels to the Southward weighed our Anchor

and \Varped into 4% fm l D013 Borrow’d from the Shore 4 two pounders Six Musketts 6 p1‘ of pistols
with a 100 Shot and 24 Catriges \ got every thing Clear to Defend our Selves against them if they .

shou'd Come ] D01a Kept a Very Good look out all night ] att 10 P. M. the (deest) Wrote a letter

to our Captain to lett us Know the Vessel we Saw a Dutchman from Colombo bound Cochin."

Everything being now safe, the mate proceeds to business at once, and records that he “Receiv’d on

board 13 Quoils of Quoi!‘ Cordage,” and so on, as he quaintly puts it.

In addition to all this the Captain of the Wake was naturally. nervous all the way from Madras
to "izagapatam, and with good reason ; for on “Saturday, Sept. 20. 8 [A. M.] Saw a Sail which we
took to be the Vernon bear! NEbN. The Ship we took to be the Vernon is a strange Ship ] upon
her tacks and Standing towards [us] we Haul’d up EéS. and upon her Hauling her Courses up and

Showing Dutch Colours and then making all the sail She Could Carry after us and likewise being Very

full of Hands judg‘d her to be an enemy by her Action I So made what sail we Coud to gett away: att

Noon she Bore Nb\V., hull too [?].”

And again we read :— “Wednesday 24. Sent the pinnace to speak to a boat which came from the

S° w‘l who Informs us of a Large Ship Lying att point Guardaware, which I take to be the Ship that
Chas‘d us some Days ago."

A curious point to note is the manner in which deaths on board are recorded. There
are several instances in the log, all of native seamen :— on the 13th Nov., 23rd Nov., 2nd Dec., and

28th Dec. In each case the report is accompanied with a rough figure of a death’s head and cross

bones, accompanied by a scythe and an hour-glass. The record is worded in the formal manner of the

time :—“depart’d this life so and so,” and “we commit-t’d his body to the Deep.” These formal

words arise no doubt out of a superstitious dread of mentioning death and burial in direct terms.

There are many other points of interest raised by a study of this valuable old log, but they
can best be dealt with as they arise, by way of notes to the text of each portion thereof. For this

purpose I will now divide the general log into six separate logs, and annotate each separately.

(To be continued.)

1' This means at the same hour as before, via, 2 P. M.
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(Continued from p. 39.)

Banksoll; ann. 1878: a. v. Bankshall (bf, 47,

ii, twice.

Bank Solis; ann. 1673 : s. v. Banksball (b), 47. ii.

Ban m5k6k; ann. 1850 : a. v. Bancock, 43, i.

Bannanes ; ann. 1610 : 8. 0. Banana, 42, ii.

Bannaras; ann. 1586: a. v. Patna, 520, i.

Bannes; ann. 1610 : s. v. Banana, 42, ii.

Bannian; ann. 1689: s. v. Cabaya, 106, i, twice ;

ann. 1783 : s. v. Banyan (1) b
, 49, i.

Bannian Days; ann. 1690: s. v. Banyan-Day,
50, i.

Bannian-Fight; ann. 1690: s. v. Banyan-Fight,

50, i.

Bannians tree; ann. 1650: a. v. Banyan-Tree,50, ii.

Bannyan ; ann. 1608: 0. 'v. Banyan (1), 48, ii ;

ann. 1680: s. v, Porcelain, 549, ii.

Banqnesnlle ; ann. 1610: s. v. Bankshall (a),/47,i.

Bins ; s. 11.Bamboo, 41, i.

Bansir ; a. v. Bankshall, 46, ii.

Banshaw ; ann. 1764 : a. v. Banjo, 46, i.

Bans-k566i‘; s. v. Camphor, 116, ii.

Ban; ; s. v. Sarong, 602, i.

Bantak ; s. 1). Numerical Ailixes, 831, i.

Bantam; s. v. 47, ii
, 761, i, twice, s. v. Batavia,

54, i, s. v. Coco-de-Mer, 177, ii
,

3. 1'. Factory,

264, ii, s. v. Presidency, 552, ii
, 4 times, s. v, Tea,

689, i, twice; ann. 1605: a. v. Bezoar, 68, ii
;

ann. 1606: s. v. Prow, 555, i; ann. 1613:
a. v. Pecul, 523, i; ann. 1633: s. v. Presi
dency, 552, ii; ann. 1670 : s. v. President,
845, ii, twice; ann. 1673: s. v. Lory, 398,

ii; ann. 1680: a. v. Salempoory, 852, ii ; ann.
1727: s. v. 47, ii.

Bantam Fowls; s. v. 48, i.

Bantamois; ann. 1648: a. v. A Muck, 14, ii.
Béntan ; s. r. Bantam, 47, ii

.

Bantam; ann. 1673 : a. v. Cockatoo, 175, i.

Bantin ; ann. 1612 : s. v. Gallevat (b), 276, ii.

Ban-titer; s. v. Chickore, 148, ii.

Banuas; ann. 1613 : s. z‘. Benua, 66, i.

Banuwa; s. v. Benua, 65, ii.

Banwn; s. v. Bamboo, 40, ii.

Banya; s. v. Marwareo, 822, ii
.

Banyan (1) ; a. v. 48, i
, 761, i, s. v. Banyan-Tree,

50, ii
,

footnote, s. v. Dnbash, 252, ii, s. v.
Goozerat, 297, i, s. v. Hindoo, 316, i; ann.
1553 : a. v. Surat, 665, i ; ann. 1580 : s. v.

Muslin, 459, ii
;

ann. 1672: a. v. Banyan

Tree, 50, ii ; ann. 1673: a. v. (1), 49, i,

s. v. Dewally, 238, ii
,

a. v. Gosbeck, 298,

i, 8.0. Tumaslia, 717, i; ann. 1691: s. v.
Banyan-Tree, 50, ii ; ann. 1727 : s. v. Congo
bunder, 783, i; ann. 1768-71 : s. v. Custom,
787, i; ann. 1775: s. v. (1)), 761, i ;ann.
1786 and 1788 (twice): a. v. (b), 49, i ; ann.
1817: s. v. (1) b

, 49, ii, s. v. Gomasia, 294-,

i ; ann. 1877 : s. v. (1) a, 49, i.

Banyan (2) ; s. v. 49, ii
,
3 times; ann. 1781 :

a. v. 49, ii.

Banyan (3) ; s. v. 49, i
i, a. 'u. Banyan-Tree,

50, i, twice, 8. v. Buckaul, 90, i, s. v. Jute,
362, i, a. v. Plantain, 541, i ; ann. 1806 : s. r.

Poopul, 524,1; ann. 1865 and 1878 : s. v.
Banyan-Tree, 51, ii.

Banyan (Language) ; ann. 1673: s. v.

tanee (b), 317, i.

Bz'inyfin; ann. 1555: a. v. Bhat, 69, i.

Banyan-Day; s. v. 49, ii.

Banyan-Fight; a. v. 50, i.

Banyan-grove; ann. 1834: s. v. Banyan-Tree,
51, ii.

Banyins; ann. 1555: s. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii
,

Banyan-Tree; s. v. 50, i; ann. 1672: s. v. 50, ii.
Banyan-tree; s. 1;. Cubeer Burr, 215, i; ann.
1771 and 1825 : s. v. Banyan-Tree, 51, i.

Banyan Tree; .9. v. Banyan (3), 49, ii; min,
1809 : s. z‘. Banyan-Tree, 51, i.
Banyan tree; ann. 1781 : a, v. Coorsy, 781, ii ;

ann. 1861 : s. v. Tortia, 550, i.

Bnnyhnnn tree; ann. 1848: s. v. Nankeen, 472, i.

Banyon; ann. 1731 : a. v. Banyan (2), 49, ii.
Banyumas; s. v. Upas, 729, i.

Banyuwangi ; a. v. Upas, 728, ii.

Banzelo; ann. 1506 ; a. v. Bengal, 64,

Banzia; ann. 1726: s. v, Tnmlook, 717, ii.
Bao; a. v. Kyoung, 816, i.

Baobab ; s. v. Bottle-Tree, 81, ii, a. v. Monkey
bread Tree, 441, i and ii.

Biola; s. v. Bowla, 82, i.

Bfioli; s v. Bowly, 82, i and ii (twice).
Bfiori; s. v. Bowly, 82, i.

Baouth; ann. 1779 : s. 1:. Buddha, 91, i, twice.

Bfip-rc ; s. v. Bobbery-bob, 76, i.

Bap-re-bap; ann. 1863-64: s. v. Bobbery-bob,
766, ii.

Bipqe Bap; :. r. Robbery-bob, 76, i.

Hindos
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Bfipre bipre ;ann. 1834 : s. v. Robbery-bob, 76, i. Barbaquane ; ann. 1309 :s.v. Barhican, 52, i, twice,

Bziptontai; B, C. 325 : a. v. Umbrella, 725, ii
,

Bérbir; a. v. Bailwar, 40, ii.
Baqaul; mm. 1826 : s. v. Buckaui, 90, i, Barbarecn; ann. 1810 : s. 1:. Modclliar, 435, ii.

Baquanoor ; mm. 1726 : s, v, Bacanore, 34, i, Barbari ; sun. 545 : s. v. China, 151, ii
,

Bar; mm 1782, s. v_ Jyghe, 36-), ii_ ' Barbarice; s. v.Gnardafui, Cape, 305, i;ann. 90:
Bar; 3. z‘, Banyan-Tree, 50, i, s. v. Bdellium, 57, i.

B51‘; s. v. Malabar, 411, ii
,
3 times. Barhariué; ann. 80-90 : s. v. Lac, 381, i.

Barn; ann. 1583: s, v. "arella, 733, ii. Bflrbal‘lcon; “"11. 80-90; 8- % Indigo, 334, i.

Hiya ; R. v, Imaumbarra, 329, i. Barbarien Island ; ann. 1780 : s. r, Berberyn, 66, i.

Bari; s. v. Burnt-Sahib, 101, ii. \ Barliarikai; ann, 114 : s. v. Scymitar, 855, i.

Bmacpore; mm. 1811 : s. v. Soorky, 648, i. Barbarikés; s. r. Gnardnini, Cape, 305, i.

Bag-5 din; a. v. Kissmiss, 370, ii. ~ Barbary: s. v. Dewaun, 239. ii
,

a. 0. Peer, 524,

Bnrégi; ann. 1020: a. v. Praag, 845, ii. ii; ann. 545: .1. z‘. Zanzibar, 746, i; am],
Barihima ; mm. 1298: s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii. 1340 I s- v. Tangu, 632, ii ; am]. 1584 : a. a".
Barihli; s. v. Varella, 733, ii. llashaw, 762?,i ; min. 1738 t s. r.Apricot, 758, ii.
Bambi; s_ ,._ Rice’ 578, L Barbeers; ann. 1690: a. v. Bnrbiors, 52, ii.
Birakini; s. z'. Bnrgany, 761, ii. Barber; 8. v. Blilwar, 40, ii, twice.
Bgmkini; s, v, Bargany, 761, i. , Barbcri; mm. 1659 : s. v. Beriberi, 67, i,

Baniké; I. v. Dwarka, 257, ii. I Barberyn; a. 2:. Berberyn, 66, i
,

Barimnda; 3. r. Veranda, 736, ii.

I

Barbet; a. v. Coppersmith, 195, ii
,

Barimadah ; s. v. Veranda, 737, i. Bnrbican ; a. v. 51, ii, twice ; ann. 1552 : s. v. 52, i

Larunmbal; mm. 1881 : 4s.v. Barrunmhnl, 762, i. Barbican; ann. 1614 : s. r. Gombroon, 294, ii,

Bfira-mahsll; s. v. Barramuhul, 762, i. Barbiers; 6. v. 52, i, twice, a, v, Beriheriv 66, ;.

Baramnhl; ann. 1881: s. v. Barramuhul, 762, i. (3 times) and ii
;

ann. 1673 : s. v. 52, i; nnn,
Baramputrey;ann.1767:s.v. Burrampooter, 101, ii

, 1755 and 1768 : a. z'. 52, ii.

Bzirfin; ann. 1514: a. v. Culgee, 786, ii
. Barbus; s. v. Mahseer, 410, i.

Bil-in; s. 0. Brandy Coortee, 85, ii
,

Bnrbus megalepis; a. v. Mahseer, 410, i.

Baranagir; srv. Negrais, 477, i, Bil-bus Mosul; s. v. Mahseer, 410, i.

Baranda; ann. 1631 and 1729 (twice) 1 s v. ‘i

38111115T01’; 8. v. Mnhsr-er, 410, i.
Veranda, 737, ii. Barcalon; mm. 1688 : s. v. Pm, 551, ii.
Barnnda : s. v. Veranda, 736, ii

. Barcalor; ann, 1548 : a. r. Bacanore, 33, ii.
Birz'indi; a. v, Veranda, 736, ii. . Barcas; ann. 1498 : a. v. Sambook, 595,
Bimini ; s. v. Brandy Coortee, 85, ii. Barceloar; nnn. 1727 : s. r. Bacanore, 34, i, twice.

Birini-kurti; s. v. Brandy 0001100135, ii, . Bnrcelore; s, v. 52, ii, 5. v. Bacanore, 33, ii
,

Baranni; ann. 1754 : a, 0. Brandy, 767, i. twice, a. 2'. Factory, 264, i; an, 1814 : s. v‘
Baraset; s. v. Cadet, 107, i. Bacanore, 34-, i.

Birasingi; s. 1'. Elk, 261., ii. Barcoor-pettah; s. 2-. Bacanorc, 33, ii.

Birasinghi; a. v. Elk, 797,.ii. Also Oorrigenda, Bard; ;. v. Buxec, 103,1’, s. v. Dhurna, To sit, 244,
p. xhii, ii, twice, a. v. Gantama, 279, i, s. v. Rajpoot,

Barasinha; s. 2-. Elk, 797, ii
. . 571, ii, twice; ann. 1810 and 1828: s. z-~

Birasinhi; s. z‘. 51, ii. Bhat, 69, ii ; mm. 1856 : c. v. Kuttaur, 379, ii.

Bariwa; s. v. Brava, 86, i. Bardamana; s, v. Bnrdwan, 100, i.

Barbaci; arm. 1552 : s, v. Barbican, 52, i, I

Bardees ; ann. 1546 : s. v. Salsette (b), 595, i.

Barbncana; an. 1270: s. v. Barbican, 52, i.

I
Bardes; mm. 1337 : a. v. Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Barbacane; ann. 1250 and 1870: 8. er. Barbican, Bardés; mm. 1602 : a. r. Salsette (b), 595, ii.

52, i, , Bardez; a. v. Salsette (b), 594, ii.

Barbadoes; ann. 1668: a. v. Ananas, 19, ii
;

arm.

I

Bardh; ann. 1638: a. 0. Penguin, 527, ii.

1682: s. v. Africo, 5, i. , Biirdnid; ann. 1020 : a. v. Lzir (a), 386, i.

Barbados ; s. v. Rum, 851, ii
,

twice; am. 1661: Bardwfin; s. z‘, Burdwan, 100, i.

5, v. zinanas, 19, i. Baree Doab ; a. v. Mnzbee. 828, ii.

Barbakh; s. v. Barbican, 51, ii. Bareen; an. 1727 : e. r. Congo-bunder, 783, ii,

Barbakpfir; an. 1590 : s, 1'. Gallant-1,111, ii. Bx'irem; mm. 1514 : s. v. Reshire, 848, i.
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Bares; mm. 1552 : a. v. Bahar, 36, i.

Bin-es; ann. 1613 : s. 1:. Bahar, 36, i.

Barée; arm. 1510 : s. v, Coir, 180, ii.

Bargi; a. v. Burglier, 768, ii. .

Bargani; ann. 1510: a. v. Pardao, 840, ii
;

ann.

1554 : s. v. Bargany, 761, ii.
Bargiini; mm 1554 : c. v. Bargany, 761, ii

.

Bargantys; ann.1518 : s. v. Gailevat (d), 277, i.

Bargany; s. v. 761, i; mm. 1510 : s. v. Pardao,
840, ii; mm. 1554 : s. v, 761, ii, twice.
Barganym; mm. 1510: s. v. Bargauy, 761, ii,

5. v. Pardao, 840, ii.

Bargeer; a. v. 52, ii; ann. 1844: s. v. 52, ii.

Bargel; a. v. Ortolan, 493, ii.
Birgir ; s. v. Bargccr, 52, ii.
Bargdsé; s. v. Broach, 88, ii; 13. C. 20: s. v.
Broach, 88, ii.

Barguaui ; ann. 1554 : s. v. Bargany, 761, ii
, twice.

Barguunim; aun. 1554 : 8. v. Bargany, 761, ii.
Ilarhal; 338, i, footnote.

Bt'll‘i ; ann. 1020 : s. v. Beuares, 764, ii.

Bari bibi; a. v. Bnrra-Beebee, 101, i.

Barid; s. v. Dawk, 231, ii, twice.
Barid Sbih ; s. 2'. Melique Verido, 823, i.

Barigache; s. 11.Brunch, 88, ii
.

Bari ‘1d; 3. v. Eed, 259, i.

Barlganda'zz; a. v. Burkundauze, 100, ii ; s. v.

Buxerry, 104, ii.

Barkandize ; s. 11. Numerical Afiixes, 832, ii
.

Burl-(i; s. v. Jack, 338, i; mm. 1335 : s. 0. Jack,
337, i and ii.

Barking-Deer; s. v. 52, ii.

Barking-deer; s. v. Baikrcc, 38, i.

Park of clove; a. v. Mar-c (a), 404, i
.

Barlgfik; a. v. Apricot, 24, i.

Barkupc; mm. 1781 : a. v. Jungle-Torry, 360, i.

Dirkfir; s. v. Bacnnorc, 33, ii.

Burma ; min. 1680 : s. v. Burma, 768, ii; anu.
1727 : s. v. Burma, 101, i.

Barmas; mm. 1220 : a. v. Dardga, 230, i.

Burma; 8. v. Benarcs, 764, ii.

Barnagur; ann. 1679 a. v. Tumlook, 864, ii;
mm. 1781 : s. v. Hanger, 312, ii.

Baroach; mm. 1679 : s. v. Larry-builder, 816, ii ;

.ann. 1727 : s. v. Baftn, 35, ii
;

mm. 1803 : a. v.

Brooch, 89, i.

Baroch; s. v. Bafta, 35, ii
, twice, a. v. Cubccr Burr,

215, i.

Barochc; ann. 1552 and 1617 : a. v. Bronch, 89,

i; mm. 1653 : s. v. Baftn, 35, ii; mm. 1666 i

s. v. ‘Bombay, 77, ii
.

Barochi 5 arm. 1623: s. v. Broach, 89, i
.

Barochic; arm. 1613 : s. v. Dungaree, 255, i.

Baroda; a. v. 52, ii, a. v, Bora, 80, i, twice, 3. v.

Factory, 264, i, s. v. Goozerat, 296, ii, s. 21'.

Khutput, 367, ii, 8. v. Resident, 576, ii; mm.
1808 : s. v. Dubber, 253, ii, ann'. 1857: a.v.53, i_

Barodar; mm. 1552 and 1606 : a. v. Baroda, 53, i.

Baros; s. v. 53, i; ann. 1584 : a. v. Benjamin,
65, ii; ann. 1726 : a. v. Camphor, 117, i; am.
1727 : s. v. 53, i.

Barouse ; aim. 1623: s. v. Camphor, 117, i.

Bziroussai; s. v. Nicobar Islands, 478, ii.
Barpatra; ann. 1857 : a. v. Baroda, 53, i.

Barr; s. v. Malabar, 411, ii.

Barra; ann. 1505: s. v. Andor, 758, i.

Barrackpore; a. v. 53, i, s. v. Achanock, 2
, ii, av.

Batta, 54, ii, a. 1:.Black, 74, i.
,

5.1).Bandy, 509, i;

mm. 1787 : s. v. Bungalow, 99, i; mm. 1810 :

s. znAchanock, 2
, ii; ann. 1824 : s. v. Bungalow,

99, i; mm. 1835: s. r. Doorga pooja : 250, ii;
mm. 1848: s. v. Aclninock, 2, ii, twice.

, Barramuhul; s. v. 762, i.

Barranuee; ann. 1788 :s. v. Brandy Coortec, 85, ii.

Barre ; av. Macareo, 403, i, ann. 1569 : s. v.
Bahar, 36, i.

Barrcmpooter; ann. 1726: s. v. Burrampooter,
101, ii.

Barren Island; a. v. Narcondam, 472, ii, 3 times,
473, i, 6 times, 829, i.

Barres; s. v. Chicane, 146, i.

Barriar; ann. 1726: a, v. Pariah, 514, ii.
Barrier; mm. 1717: s. z"
.

Pariah, 514, ii
,

Barrowsc, s, v. Bares, 53, i.
Barsalor; min. 1780: s. v. Bacanorc, 34, i.

Barsfit; s. v, Bnrsautcc, 102, i.

Barsfiti ; a. v. Bursautee, 102, i.

Barseloor; mm. 1726: s. v. Bacanorc, 34, i.
Barshfiwfir; min. 1220: s. v. Peshawar, 531, ii.
Barshlir; mm, 1059 2 s. v. Peshawar, 531, ii.
Barsilur Peak; 5. v. Bacanorc, 33, ii.

Baruays; mm. 1807: a. 2:. Game, 278, ii, twice
Bari'ich; mm. 1150: s. v. Sindibfir, 635, i.

Barrigaza; ann. 150 : s. 0. L5,:- (a), 386, i.

Bamgaza; s. v. Broach, 88, ii.

Baru'gazfin; arm. 80-90: a. v. Supéra, 663, i.

Barflh; mm. 1150 : s. v. Sindébfir, 635, i.

Ban'ij; mm. 1555 : s. v. Baroda. 53, i, s. v.
Breach, 89, i.

Barns ; s. v, Camphor, 116, ii
;

mm. 1875 : 5.2’.

Camphor, 117, i.

Barlis ; arm. 718 : s. 2:. Breach, 89, i.

Barwiilah; ann. 1255: a. v. Siwalik (a), 641, i.

'
Barygaza ; a. v..Honore, 321, i ; arm. 80 ; a, v,
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Broach, 89, i, twice, a. z'. Sissoo, 639, i, a. v.

Teak, 692, ii; ann. 80-89: 2. v. China, 151, i ;
ann. 80-90 : a. v. Calyan, 114-, ii twice, .6. v.
Deccan, 233, ii.

Bas; s. 21.Bus, 102, i,twice.

Basai ; ann. 1590: a. v. Surat, 665, i.

Basain; ann. 1565 : a. v. Bassein (1), 53, ii
.

Bison ; a. v. Bassan, 762, i.
Basanderi; s. v. Snnderbunds, 660,i and ii (twice).
Basandhfll'i ; s. v. Sunderbunds, 660, ii and foot

note.

Basanto ; s. v. Dhnwk, 241, ii
.

Basaraco; ann. 1760 : a. v. Budgrook, 93, i, twice.

Basare; ann. 1610: s. v. Bazaar, .57, i.

Basarucchi; ann. 1584: s. v. Pal-duo, 841, i, 3
times. .

Basaruccho; ann. 1598: a. 2:. Purdue, 841, ii.

Basarucco ; ann. 1598 : a. v. Pardao, 841, ii,

twice; ann. 1611 : s. v. Budgrook, 92, ii.

Basaruchi ; ann. 1584!: s. v. Purdao, 841, i.

Basaruchie; ann. 15841: a. v. Shroif, 630, i, twice,

, s. v. Bargany, 761, ii
,

3. v. Pardao, 841, i.

Basarucos; ann. 1609 and 1611 : a. v. Budgrook,
, 92, ii.

‘

Basarnkes ; ann. 1598 : a. v. Budgrook, 92, ii
.

Bisarfir; ann. 1330 : s. z'. Bacanore, 33, ii.

Bisava ; s. v. ,Lingait, 394, ii.
Basbisa; ann. 1224 : s. 0. Java, 348, i; ann.
1347 : s. 'v. Mace (a), 404, i.

Bascha ; ann. 1610 : a. v. Bashaw, 53, ii.

Baselum ; ann. 636 : a. v. Buggaiow, 94, ii
.

Baseruqnes; ann. 1608-1610 : s. 1;.Curry, 218, ii.

Bfish; ann. 1590: s. v. Baslmw, 762, i.

B53115; s. 1:. Bas‘haw, 53, i; ann. 1590 : s. '0.
, Bashaw, 762, i.

Bashaw; a. 'v. 53, i, 762, i; ann. 1702 and. 1727 g

a. v. 53, ii.

Bashi-Bozouk; ann. 1878 : s. v. Nabdb (b), 468,'ii.
Bashkird; s. v. Shulwaurs, 631, i.

Basidfi ; 8. v. Bassadore, 762, i.

Bisidi'i ; s. 1;. Bassadore, 53, ii.

Basil; a. v. Toolsy, 709, ii; ann. 1885: s. v.
Toolsy, 863, ii

.

Basilico gentile; ann. 1672 : I. v. Toolsy, 709, ii.

Basim; a. v. Bassein (3), 54, i.

Basin; 5. v. 53, ii.

Basxna; s. v. Pasei, 517, i, s. v. Sumatra, 657,r i;

ann. 1292: a. v. Pasei, 517, i; ann. 1298_;
a. v. Sumatra, 658, i. _

Basora; ann. 1563 : a. v. Carrack, 126, ii.

Basque; s. v. Calavance, 110, ii
,

8
. v. Dhow,

243, ii
,

.1. v. Macaxfeo, 403, i, twice.
I

Basra; a. u. Balsora, 40, ii, a. v. India, 330, ii
,

s. v. Bussora, 768, ii; ann. 930: s. 0. Orange,
491, i; ann. 94.0: s. b. Teak, 693, i; ann.
1200: a. v. Safiron, 589, ii.

Basrah; ann. 916 : s. 'v. Choul, 163, i.

Bnsrook; ann. 1673: a. 'u. Rees, 575, i; ann.
1675 : s. v. Xerafine, 743, ii

.

Basrfir; a, 'v. Bacanorc, 33, ii.

Basso; ann. 1554 : 8. 'u. Bashaw, 53, ii; ann. 1584
and 1590 (twice): a. 1:. Bashaw, 762, 1

; mm

1

164.8: a. v. Firmaun, 270, i,

Bnsaadore; s. v. 53, ii
, 762, i ; ann. 1677: s. v.

Congo-bunder, 783, i; ann. 1821 : s. v. Kishin,
370, ii.

Bassni; ann. 1507 : s. v. ‘Bombay, 7?, i ; ann.
1756 : s. v. Bassein (I), 53, ii.
Bussaim; ann. 1623: a. v. Pnulist, 521, ii.

Bassain; 839, ii
,

footnote; ann. 1623 : s.

S. John's, 591, i.

Bussan; a. 'v. 762, i.

Bassatu; ann. 1673: s. ‘v. Basso-(lore, 53, ii;
ann. 1677: a. 'u. Congo-bnnder, 783, i.

Bassoon; ann. 1793 : a. v. Teak, 693, ii.

Bassein; a. -v. 53, ii
,

a. 1:. Banyan (1), 48, i, a. v.

China-Bnckeer, 153, i, s. v. Chou], 162., ii
,

s. v.

Cosmin, 201, i, 5 times, a. v. Persailn, 530, ii
,

s. v. Supzira, 662, ii
,

a. v. Tango, 682, ii
,

s.v ‘1:.

Alglmdu, 755, ii; ann. 1507: 0. r1;.Bombay,
77, i; ann. 1590: 3. v, Surat, 665, i; ann.
1674: e. v. Chowt, 166, i; ann. 1799: s.
Caréns, 773, i.

Basseloor; ann. 1726: s. 'u. Bncanorc, 34, i,

twice.

Basses, Little; ann. 1781 : s. 1;. Ceylon, 776, ii,
Bassia latifolia; 8.1:. Mohwa, 439, ii and footnote,

Bnssia longifolia; 439, ii
, footnote.

Bassien; ann. 1795: a. 'u. Persnim, 530, ii
,

twice.

Bassora; ann. 1552: a. v. Gallevat (d), 277,i ;

ann. 1580: a. v. Bussora, 768, ii; ann. 1727:
l. v. Bashaw, 53, ii.

Basta; s. v. Bus, 102, i, twice.

Bastfih; ann. 930: a. v. Zend, 869, i.

Bastar; ann. 1590: a. v. Tclinga, 694, 11.!

Bastfir; s. 11.Cowry, 209, i, twice,

Bastard floriken; ann. 1807 : a. 1).Florican, 270, ii.

Bastard-galley ; ann. 1602 : a. v. Tanadar, 861, i.

' Bastard saffron; s. v. Country, 206, ii
,

3, v.

Snfiiower,.588, ii.

Basti ; s. v. Bustce, 102, i.

Basti; s. v. Bustee, 102, i.

Bastinado; s. v. Fnrésh, 266, ii.

1 Bastra;_ann.
1298 '. e. v. Bnssora, 768, ii.

’

U
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B81’; s.

Rnjpoot, 572, i.

Bit‘; s. v. Batta, 55, i, twice; ann. 1789 : a. v.

Batta (a), 55, i.

Bit; ann. 1554: a. v. Rajpoot, 572, i; an.

1555 : a. 'v. Bhat, 69, i, twice.

Batu; s. v. Batta, 762, ii
, twice; ann. 1539:

c. 'v. Lanchara, 384, i, a. v. Shabundor, 618, ii;

ann. 1548: a. v. Bat-ta (a), 55, i
.

Batncchi ; ann. 1586 : s. v. Battas, 763,

i.

Batachala; unn. 1618 : a. v. Batcul, 54, ii.

Batacoln; ann. 1727 : s. v. Bncanore, 34, i
, a. 1).

Batcul, 54, ii.

Batae; ann. 1538: s. v. Pedir, 523, ii; ann.

1539 : s. 2’.A Muck, 13, ii
.

Bntai ; s. v. Camphor, 116, i
i.

Bfigfika ; s. 'v. Pataca, 517, ii.

Bataks ; s. v. Bnttas, 55, i
i, 763, i.

Batfila ; ann. 1590: a. v. Telinga, 694, i
i.

Batan ; 566, i
, footnote.

Batang; s. :1. Numerical Ai‘fixcs. 831, i
.

Batao ; ann. 1554 : s. v. Batta (b), 55, ii.

Batérn ; s. v. 762, i.

Batas ; mm, 1539 : a. v. Calambac, 110,
ii; ann.

1555: s, 'v. Battas, 55, ii,

Batata ; s, 1:. Sweet Potato, 672, i
i, 673, i ; min.

1540 and 1550 : a. 1:. Sweet Potato,
673, i.

Batatns ; 8.1). Sweet Potato, 672, i
i, 3 times, 673, i,

Batatas ednlis ; s. 1;. Sweet Potato,
672, ii

,

Batatc; ann. 1516: s. 'v. Pariah. 514, i; an.
1519 :s. 1:. Sweet Potato, 673, i

.

Batavia ; s, v. 54, i, a. 12.Beer, Country, 60, i
, s. v.

Bombay Marina (1), 78, ii
,

a. v. Cajeput, 109,

ii, a. '0. Compound, 187, i
i, a. 1:. Factory, 264,

ii, a. 1:. Java, 346, ii
,

8. v. Presidency, 553, i,

see 660. i, footnote, 8, v. Upas, 727, i
i, 728, i,

$.12. Calash, 770, i
i, 771, i; ann. 1619 ~and

649 2 s. v. 54, i; ann. 1659 : s. v. A Muck,

14, ii
, twice ; ann, 1661 : s. v. Pommelo, 845. i ;

ann. 1665 : s. v. Aracan, 758, i
i ; ann. 1682 :

a, 11. Punch, 846, i; mm. 1697: s. v. Hinde

stanee, 807, i; nnn. 1702: s. 11. Presidency,
553, i; am. 1747: s. 11. Leaguer, 819, i;

ann. 1768: s. 'v. Shabunder, 855, ii; ann.
1768-71: s, v. Kobang, 815, i

, s. v. Impa'lo,

808, i, s. v. Norimon, 831, i ; ann. 1783 : s. v.

Upas, 731,i; ann. 1794-5: s. v. Calay, 111,

ii; ann. 1798: s. 11.A Muck, 15, i.

Batavi nimbu ; s. v. Pommelo, 545, i
i,

Batchian; mm. 1774: s, v. Mandarin, 422, i
.

Batcoal_; mm, 1727: s. v. Beitcui, 61, i
i.

Bgtcole; s. 1:. Baton], 54, i.

v. Tical, 699, ii
;

son. 1554: 8.11- Baku]; a. v. 54, i; arm. 1516: s. v. Pardno,
840, ii ; mm. 1785 : s. 'v. Dhow, 243, ii.

Bate; s. 'v. Batta, 762. ii; ann. 1548 : s. v.
Batta (a), 55, i, s. 'u. Tanadar, 681, ii; an.
1552 : s. 'u. Bombay, 77, ii

;

ann. 1618: s. 11.

Paddy, 496, i.

Bate’; ann. 1536 : a. v. Salsctte (a), 594, ii.

Batu-a; a. 'u. Pateca, 519, i.

Batecala; a. v. Batcul, 54, i; ann. 1618: l. 11.
Candy (s.), 119,

Batoualaa; ann. 1548 : a. v. Batcul, 54, i.

Batocalou ; ann. 1600 : .1. 11.Paddy, 496, i.

Batec; am. 1554 : s. v. Moorah, 42.7, i,twice,s. -v.

Batta, 763, i.

Bate] ; s. v. 54, ii ; ann 1540 : s. v, Alcatif, 7,i.

Batela; ann. 1872 : s. v. Grab, 300, ii
.

Batell ; .s. 'v. Batel, 54, ii.

Batelo ; s. v. Bate], 54, ii.
Bater ; ann. 1754: a. v. Bahaudnr, 759, ii.

Bathocala; mm. 1510 : 8. v. Batcul, 54, i.

Bathech; mm‘. 1430: s. v. Bnttas, 55, ii
,

Bnthcin ; s. v. Bassein (2), 53, ii
,

3. v. Cosmin,

201, i.

Baticala; ann. 1516: 8.1). Pnrdao, 840,6; ann.

1552 : s. v. Bacanore, 34, i,

Baticalé ; ann. 1552 : a. v. Bacanore, 34, i;

ann. 1553 : s. '0. Honore, 321, ii.

Baticalii; s. r. \Vootz, 742, i.

Baticalou ; mm. 1553 : s. 'v. Trincomalee, 715,11

Bnticoln; mm. 1599 2 s, 'u. Batoul, 54, i.

Batiec indi ; a. v. Patcca, 518, ii
.

Butignla; am. 1328 : s. v. Baton], 54, i.

Bfitik ; s. v. Chintz, 156, i.

Batikala ; s. 1:. Factory, 264, i.

Batinata ; ann. 1624: s. v. Jogee, 352, ii
.
Brit-money ; s. v. Bntta, 55, i.

Bato ; ann. 1245 : s, v. Kowtow, 377, i
.

Bétor ; s. v. Bahhndur, 37, i.

i

. ,
Bat River ; s. 2'. Seychello Islands, 617, i

,

Batta; a. 'v. 54, ii
,
5 times, (1)), 55, i, 3 times’

762, i (twice) and i
i (6 times), 763, i
, s. v

Camphor, 116, ii
,

s. v. Catty (b), 134, ii
,

s. v.

Paddy, 495, ii
,

8. 1:. Sicca, 632, ii ; ann. 1511 I

s. v. 763, i ; an. 1548: a. 'v. (a), 55, i ; ann.

1554 : s. 1'. Maistry, 410, ii ; ann1680 : 8. 17,

Taliar, 678, ii, a. '0. (b), 763, 1
, mic"; mm

1707 : s. v. (a), 55, i; mm. 1760 g a. ‘v. 763, i ;

ann. 1765, 1789 and 1799 : s. 'v.(a), 56, i
;

111.111.1810: s. '0. (b) 55, ii; mm, 1829 and

1857 : a. v, (a) 55, i
i.

Butt“ -, s. 2'. Batta (b), 55,

i.

Ba'lttfi : a. z’. Batta (b), 55,

i.
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Battila ; ann. 1345 : a. 'v. Putiam, 56.’), ii.
Battas ; s. 'u. 55, ii, 763, i ; ann. 1539and 1613 :

a. v. 55, ii
.

Battata ; ann. 16'10 : s. 1:. Sweet Potato, 673, ii

Batte; ann. 1598 : a. '0. Paddy, 496, i.

Batteca ; ann. 1739 : a. 1;. Boutique, 82, i.

Battecole ; ann.v 1711 : s, v. Beizcul, 61, ii.
Batte Cove ; ann. 1711 : a. v Beiteul, 61, ii.

Battee ; s. '0.Butte, 763, i ;ann. 1680 : s. v. Tuliar,

678, ii, a, 1:. Butte, 763, i.

Battfla : ann. 1857; a. v. Butei, 54, ii.
Battieaia ; ann. 1726 : s. v. Czn'mru, 118, ii.

Battikh ; 519, i, footnote.

Battikh ; 519, ii
,

footnote.

Battis; a 1;. Punch, 558, ii.

Bittisi ; s. '0. Punch, 558, ii.
.

Battologuizing ; ann. 1630: a. v. Talisman, 679, ii.

Batty ; a. 11. Cntty (b), 131, ii
,

8. 'u. Paddy, 495,

ii, a. 11. Batta, 762, ii
, 763, i, twice ; ann.

1673: s. v. Mazagong, 432, i, s. 1:. Paddy,
496, i; ann. 1113: s. 'v. Moorah, 447, i.

Batty-grounds ; s. v, Foras Lands, 2723, ii.

Batty grounds; ann.1852: a. v. Forus Lands,
273, i.

Batu ; s. v, Oordoo, 488, i.

Bfitfi Khin ; s. v. Buxee, 103, i.

Batum ; mm. 1615 : a. v. Paddy, 496, i.

Bitur ; s. 'u. Bahaudur, 37, i.

Baiuru ; s. Buhandur, 37, i ; unit. 1878 : s. v. ,

Bahauiiur, 37, ii
,

twice.

Bat'uru ; ann. 1879 : s. o. Bahaudur, 37, ii
.

Batushka; s, v. Bnba, 31, ii.

Batyr; s. v. Bahandur, 37, i ; ann.. 1876: s. r.
Bahaudur, 37, ii.

Bauboo ; ann. 1781 : 8.1;. Baboo, 759,

Bauda-s ; ann. 1253: s. v. Caleeia, 112, i, twice;

h
: mm. 1298: a. 11.Caleefa, 112, ii
,

s. 'v. Bussom,

768, ii.

Baug-doore; a. v. Moors, The, 447, ii
.

Baugheruttee ; a. 'v. Hoogiy River, 322,

Bauglipoor ; ann. 1796: a. v. Tussah, 721, i.

Bauhinia variegutn; a. 'v. Cutchnax, 224, i.

Bani; s. 'v. Bowla, 82, i.

Bauleah; :- v. Boliah, 76, ii,

Bifilia; s. 'v. Boliah, 76, ii,

Dante‘; ann. 1666 : a. 1;. Buddha, 91, i
,

Bivacii; s. 11.Bowly, 82, i.

Bfivi ; s. 'u. Bowly, 82, i.

Biviqi; a. v. Bowly, 82, i, twice.

Bawa-angin; ann. 1553: s. 'v. Zirbad, 750, i.

BawaGoriAkik; ann. 1849 : s. v. Babagooree, 32, i.

Bawaleea; ann. 1811 : a. 'v. Boliah, 76, ii.
Biwurchi ; 8. v. Bobachee, 75, ii, twice; ann.
1590: s. v. Bobachee, 75, ii.

Biwarchi connah; 5. 'v. Khanna, 366, i.

Bfiwarchi-kht'ma ; s. '0. Bobachee-Connah, 76, i.

Biiwerdjy, ann. 1333 :s. v, Bobuchee, 75, ii, twice.
Bawt; ann. 1810: s. 'u. Bhat, 69, ii

,

Bawustye; s. v. 55, ii.
Baxel ; a, v. Buggalow, 94, i, twice.

Baxella ; s. v, Buggalow, 94, i. ,

Bay, The ; s. '0. 55, ii
, twice,763, i, a. 11.Balu

sore, 39, i ; ann. 1670 : s. 11.President, 845, ii ;

ann. 1683: 8.1)- 55, ii:
;

ann. 1747 : s. v. 763, ii

Baya; a. o. 56, i, s v. Toddy-bird, 767, i, s. 11.

\Veaver-Bird, 740, i.

Bnyit ; ann. 1790 : a. v. Baya, 56, i.

Bayadere ; s. v. 56, i, 3 times, 763, ii
,

8. '0. Dane

ing-girl, 229, i, s. v. Nautch-girl, 475, i; mm.
1782 (twice) and 1825 : s. v. 56, ii

;

mm. 1836 :

a. 763, ii, twice.

Biiyut -, ann. 1930: s. '0. Candahar, 119, i.

Buy berries ;:mn. 1628: s. '12.Coffee, 179,

Baydour, ann. 17:27: s. v. Cafiara, 118, ii.

Bayezid ; ann. 1519: s. *0. Peshawar, 531, ii.‘
Bayiadeims, mm. 1526: s. 'v. Baqadéi'e, 56', i.

Bnyladores; ann. 1526: 8. v. Bayndore, 56, i.

Bay leaves , ann. 1521 : s. v. Areca, 25, ii.

Bnylen; ann. 1644: s. v. Dolley, 250,i, ‘

Buyparree ; s. v. 763, i
i,

Baypore; ann. 1727 1
'

a. 'u. Beypoor, 68, ii
.

Bazaar; s. 11. 56,6; ann. 1347 : a. 1:. Macheen-r

406, i, twice; ann. 1686 : s. v. Chetty, 145-,

i; ann. 1760-1810: 0. 'u. Linguist, 395, ii;
min. 1802: s. v. Sayer, 606, i; ann. 1803:
s. v, Pagoda (c), 502, i; ann. 1808 : a. v.
Dhurna. 791, i ; ann. 1839 : 8. v. Singara,

637, ii; ann. 1860: a. 'v. Jaggery, 341, i;

ann. 1873: a. o. 57, i, twice; mm. 1880: 8.7).

Ramasainmy, 573, i; ann. 1885: s. '1). Solo,
646, ii.

Bémhnr; ann. 1610 : s. v. Bezoar, 69, i.

Bizuhr; s. 1;. Bezoar, 68, ii
.

Bazumi; 111111.9330 i 8- ‘U- Zend, 869: i

Buzar; a, 'u. Animus, 20, i, s. v. Apricot, 24, i
.

s. 'u. Beetlefakee, 60, i
i, s. v. Bandy-Tree. 64,

i s. '0. Black Town, 75, i
, s. 'u. Brahminy Bull,

$
1
5
,

i, s. v. Budgrook, 92, i
, s. v. Camphor, 116,

ii, 8, 1;, Cateehu, 133, i, s. v. Cuwnpore, 136, i
,

see 156, i, footnote, 5. 1
) .Cutcha Pice, 222, i,

see 258, i, footnote, s. 'v. Ganza, 278,

i, s- v.

Goa Stone, 290, i
i, s- 0- M11100“, 4111 i: 8' v'
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Mamiran, 419, i, twice, a. v. Patchouli, 518, i, I

'a
.

'0. Sayer, 604, i (twice) and ii
,

605, i, a. v.

Scavenger, 607, i, a. v, Zedoary, 747, ii
,

twice;

a. 'v. Sayer, 854, ii; mm. 1150 : a. 1:. Sin
dfibfir, 635, i ; ann. 1340 : s. v. Puiankeen,

503, i; mm. 1343: .s, In. Gogo, 293, i, a. v.
Pandan'mi, 508, ii; ann. 1345 : a. v. Choolia,
159, ii; mm. 1404; s. v. Aljofar, 755, ii ; mm.
1474, 14:78, 1563 and 1564: ,8. '0. Bazaar,

56, ii; am). 1599 : s. v. Mace (b), 405, i;
ann. 1606: s. v, Bazaar, 57, i ; mm

1613: a. 2). Benny, 69, i, s. v. Cheling,

144, i, 3. 1;. Compound, 188, i, twice, a. v.

Sampan, 595, ii ; aim. 1619 : s, v. Caravnnseray,

124, ii; sun. 1660: s. v. Cunchunee, 217 , i ;

mm. 1665: s. 'v. T_aj, 860, i; ann. 1711: s. v,

011101(,(|)), 148, ii ; mm. 1752; s. v. Famim,

266, i; mm. 1783. : s. v. Cobily Mash, 172,

ii; am. 1784:: s. v. Buggy, 95, i; ann. 1787:
s, '0. Chit, 778, i; mm. 1793 : s. v. Chobdar,
157, ii; ann. 1804: a. v. Tomrtom, 708, ii;

mm. 1808 : s. v. Dubber, 253, ii
; mm, 1816 : a. 'v.

Pice, 534, i; mm. 1837: e. v. Bazaar, 57, i,

c. v. Malabathrum, 415, ii; ann. 1848 : s, v.
Achénock, 2

, ii ; mm. 1878 : s. v. Nerrick, 478, i.

13525.1‘; 8. 'u, Bazaar, 56, 1
1
’.

135151‘; s. v. Bazaar, 56, ii.

Bazara; ann, 1570, 1705 and 1723; a. v. Bud

gerow, 9], ii.

Bazard; anu. 1666: s. 'u. Bazaar, 57, i.

Bazares ; 8111.1.1564 : s. v. Bazaar, 56, ii.

Bazar Maiind, s. 'u. Seer, 611, i.

Dazarra; s. 'v. Bazaar, 56,

Bazarri; arm. 1566 : s. v. Bazaar, 57, i.

Bazarro; _ann. 1478 : s. -v. Bazaar, 56, ii.

Bfizir-ruka; s. v. Budgrook, 92. i.

Bazarucco ; s. v. Budgrook, 92, i, twice.

Dazaruchics; mm. 1584; s, v. Panlao, 841, i.

Bazaruco; ann. 1510: s, v. Pardao, 840, ii
,

3 times; mm. 1548 : s. v. ,Sind, 634, ii ; min.

1554 : a. v. Budgrook, 92, ii
,

twice, s. v.

Bargany, 761, ii.

Bazaruqo; ann. 1510: s. v. Pardao, 840, ii
.

Bazuohah ; anu. 15-90 2 s. v.13urrampooter,101,ii.

Bazzari; ann. 1474: s. 'u. Bazaar, 56, ii
.

Bdallyfin ; mm. 1230 : s. 'v. Bdellium, 57, i.

Bdella; ann. 90 : s. 'v. Bdollium, 57, i.

Bdellium; a. 'v. 57, i, 3 times, 764-, i, twice, 3. 1;.

Googul, 296, i, twice, 8. v. Rum, 584, ii ; ann.

80-90 : a. 'u. Indigo, 334, i ; ann. 1020: s. v.

Ls'ir (a), 386, i; ann. 1030 : s. z‘. Cutch, 222,

i; mm. 1612: a. v. 57, i.

BdGlah ; s. v. Bd'llium, 57, i.

Beadala; s. v. 57, i and ii
,

a. v. Chilaw, 149, ii ;

ann, 1543 : s. v. Chilao, 777, ii.

Beadz'ila; ann. 1572; s. v. Beadala, 57, ii.
Beadalzi; ann. 1552 and 1562; s. v. Beadala, 57, ii.

Be'adzilzi; ann. 1572: s. v. Beadala, 58, i.

Bearer; s. v. 58, i,times, 764, i, s. v. Dawk, To

lay a, 232, ii
,
3 times, a. v. Dressing-boy, 251?,

i, s. v. Kuhi'u', 378, i, 8. v. Lalla, 383, i, s. v.
Mate, 430, i, s. v. Palankeen, 502, ii

,

503, i,

s. v. Sinlai'. 638, ii
,

s. v. Sirdrérs, 638, ii
, twice,

.9. v. Tonjon, 709, i, twice, s. v. Chowdry, 779,

ii; mm. 1660: s. v. Palankeen, 836, ii ; mm.
1760: s. v. 58, i, (a), s. v. Chawbuck, 777, i ;

mm. 1764: a. v. Farash, 798, ii; ann. 1779 :

a. v. Syce, 860, i, 3 times; ann. 1784: s. v.

Kitmutgnr, 371, i, s. v. Manjee, 427, i; mm.
1789 : s. r. Dhooly, 242, i ; mm. 1796 : s. v.

Dawk, 232, i; mm. 1803'. s. v. 58, ii, (a);
mm. 1809 : s. v. Tappaul, 685, ii; mm. 1810:
a. v. Buckshvcsh, 89, ii; 51,111.1815 : s. v. 58,

ii, (5); mm. 1816: s. 0. Fly, 799, i: mm.
1853 I: s v. Bncksheesh, 89, ii; mm. 1872:
s. v. Dhooly, 242. ii ; ann. 1876: s. v. 58, ii

;

ann. 1880 : s. v. Muncheel, 457, i.

Bean-a; mm. 1679 : s. v. Behar, 764, ii.

Bear-tree; a. r 58, i, 764, i.

Beasar ; vnun. 1605: s. v. Bezoar, 68, ii.

Beasty ; ann. 1781: s. v. Bheesty, 70, 1
; mm.

1782 : s. z’. Bheesty, 765, i.
Beam; 8. v. Butteela, 68, i, twine.
Beatelle; s. v. Botteela, 68, 1
,

Beatilha; a. v Detteela, 68, i; amp. 1572 2 s. n.
Betta-la, 68, i.

Beatilln; s. z". Bettqela, 68, i.

Beatillias; mm 1598: s. z‘. Betteeln, 68, i.

Beaulcah ; mm 1767: s. v. Moorpunky, 825, i.

Beauliah; mm. 1834: s. z‘. Boliah, 76, ii.

Bagaiin; mm. 1563: s. v. Bael, 35, 1
.

Beware; mm. 70-80: s. v. Mmlum, 408 i.

Beccuto ; s v. Toucan, 714, i.

Bechanah; mm. 1689 : s. v. Bichaina, 70, ii.

Beche-de-mer; s. v. Tripang, 716, i.

Bechnig; s. v. Bish, 72, ii
.

Bed; s. v. Vedas, 734, ii
,

twice, mm. 1774: s, v.

Vedas, 735, ii.

Bedar ; s, v. Bidree, 70,ii,s.v. Byde Horse, 105, i,

769, ii
,

tvice ; ann.1869:s.v. Poligm', 544, i.

Bedas; mm. 1770: s. v. Vedas, 735, ii
,

8. v.

Veddas, 736, i.

Beddas ; mm. 1675 : a. v. Veddas, 736, i.

Boddou ; 9.1111.1681: s. v. Dmmlly (b), 238, ii
.
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Bede; s. v. Byde Horse, 105, i, 5 times, s. v.
Vedas, 734, ii ; ann. 1590'. s. v. Vedas, 734,

ii ; ann. 1758: s. v. Byde Horse, 105, i ; ann.
1789: s. v. Vedas, 736, i ; ann. 1802: a. v.

Byde Horse, 105, i.

Bede ; ann, 1650 : s. v. Mogul, 436, ii.

Bede Horse; 3. o. Byde Horse, 105,1, twice, 769, ii
.

Beder; ann. 1470: s. v. Coss, 203, i, 3 times;

ann. 1563: s. v. Meliqne Verido, 823, i.

Bedin~janas ; ann. 1738 : s. v. Brinjaul, 87, i.

Bedmure ; ann. 1673 : s. v. Carnatic, 126, i, s. 1;.

Renee, 574, i.

Bednor ; s. v. Byde Horse, 769, ii.

Bednorv ; ann. 1759 : s. 11.Caconli, 769, ii.

Bedni'n' ; ann. 1673: s. v. Rance, 574, i.

Bedouin ; s. 'v. Ferézec, 267, i, see 631, i,
fo'otnote.

Beebec ; s. v. 58, ii ; ann. 1834 : ‘s. e. Mnstees,

462, ii
,

twice.

Beech-de-Mer ; s. v. 59, i.

Beechnnin ; a. v. 59, i.

Beefstvnk bird ; s. v. Mannickjore, 427, i
.

Beega ; ann. 1763: 8. :
1 Beegah, 59, i.

Beegah: s. v. 59, i, twice, 3. v. Cotta, 205, i
i,

a, v. Gudge, 307, i; ann. 1784: s. u. Kliinij,
367, i ; ann. 1788 : s. '0. Black, 766, i ; ann.

1877: s. v. 59, ii
.

'Beegnm ; a. v. 59, ii
,

twice, 764, i ; mm, 1827 :

a. e. Buxee, 769, i.

Beejanngger ; s. v. Bisnagar, 73, i
, s. v, Cariara,

117, ii.‘

'Beejapore; ann. 1706-7: a. v. Pindarry, 539,

i,

Beejoo ; s. v. 5.9, i
i, 8. 'v. Grave-digger, 302, ii.

Beer ; s. z'. 59, i
i, 3 times, 764, i, s. 1'. Pale Ale,

504, ii
, twice ; ann. 16311 s. '0, Beer, Country,

60, i, twice; ann. 1638: s. 1v. 764, i
; ann.

1690 and 1810 ; s. v. 59, i
i ; ann. 1814; s. v.

60, i.

‘Beer, Country ; s. e. 60. i, 764, i
; ann. 1782 :

3. v, 764, i, twice ; ann. 1789 and 1810: s. r.
60, i.

‘Beerboom ; ann. 1760 : s. v. Tclinga, 695, i
.

Beer-Drinking ; s. v. 60, i.

Beer-shraub; s. v. Sherbet, 625, ii
.

Beestie; ann. 1781,: s. :1. Harry, 313, i.

Beeswax ; ann. 171i : a. v. Martaban, 429,i.

‘Beetle; ann. 1594: s, v. Sonba, 649, ii; ann.
1677: s. v. 38161, 765,i; ann. 1711: s. v.
Parinb-Arrack, 515, ii; ann. 1781: 8. v.
Cheroot, 144, ii

.

Beetleiaekie : s. v. Beetlefakee, 60, i
i.

Beetloiakee ', s. v. 60,

Beetle -fuokee ;ann. 1690 : s. v. Beetlefakee. 60,ii.

Beg ; s. v. Beegum, 59, ii. 3. v. Mogul, 436, i ;

ann. 1505: a. v. KlL-nnm, 366, ii, twice ;

ann. 1869: s. v. Syud, 674. ii.

Begah ; ann. 1823 : a, v. Becgali, 59, ii
,

twice.

Bfigala ; ann. 1516: s. v. Arakan, 24, ii
.

Begam ; a. v. Beegum, 59, ii
,

a. v. Tnj, 860. i.

Begin ; s. v. 60, ii.

Begfir ; ann. 1882 : s. v. Begal', 61, i.

Begfir ; a. v. Begar, 60, ii
, twice.

Begnree ; ann. 1815 : s. v. Begnr, 61, i.

Begfiri ; s. v. Begar, 60, ii.

Begin-i ; s. v. Begar, 60, ii.

Beggmryns ; ann. 1554 : a. v. Begar, 61, i.

Bi'glerbeg; ann. 1630: s. v. Padsliaw, 497, ii
;

ann. 1727: s. v. Bashaw, 53, ii.

Begti ; s. v. Cocknp, 175, i.

Begum ; ann. 1505 (twice) and 1619: s. r.
Khannm, 366, ii; ann. 1619 : a. v. Beegum, 764,

i ; ann. 1665: s. 2.‘.Tuj. 860, i; ann. 1787:
s. v. Beegum. 59, ii

; ann. 1803: s. z‘. Campoo,
117, i, s. v. Padre,4:-7, ii ; ann. 1827: s. 2'.

Sowarry, 650, ii ; mm. 1858 : s. v. Nabdb (b),
408, ii.

Begum Sumrou ; ann. 1831 : s. v. Nantch, 475, i.

Begun ; ann. 1653: s. u. Beegi-m, 59, ii
.

Beln'ulir ; ann. 1280-90 : s. v. Bahaudur, 37, i.

Behar ; s. v. 764, i and ii
,

8. v. Bungalow, 98, ii
,

s. v. Comotay, 184, ii
,

a. v. Dagoba, 225, ii,

s. v. Dewanny, 241, i, s. v. Hindostan, 316,

ii, 8. v
. Jain, 341, ii, a. v. Jungle-Terry, 359,

ii, a. v. Mugg, 455, i, s. v. Poornb, 547, ii, 8.1‘.

Sayer, 604, ii
,

3. v. Cazee, 775, i, s. 1;.Rholas5,

849, i; ann. (‘41 : s. 0. China, 151, ii; ann.
1250: s. v. Bengal, 64, i; ann. 1340: s. v,
Sind, 634-, ii
,

twice, ann. 1538: s.v. Xercansor,

868, i ; ann. 1590: s. v. Burrampooter, 101,

ii ; ann. 1726: s. v. Patna, 520, ii; ann,
1793: a. v. Cazee, 776,i ; ann. 1858-9 : s. v.
Sayer, 605,

Bchzir ; ann. 1250 ; s. r. Bengal, 64, i.

Bchsir ; s. v. Vilmra, 738, ii.

Behat ; s. v. Behut, 61, i, twice, 5. v. Jelum, 35-),

i, s. v. Pnnjanb, 561, ii.

Beliauder; s. v. Bahandnr, 37, ii; ann. 1781:
s. v. Bahaudnr, 37, ii

,

twice.

Behandry ; ann. 1800: s. z‘. Bahaudur, 37, ii
,

Behistuu ; s. v. Pahlavi, 835, i.

Behlsti'm ;v s. v. Zend, 868,

Behreh; ann. 1519: a. v. Goojur, 802, i,

Behri ; s. v. Bilabundy, 70, ii
,

Behri-bandi ; a. v. Bilabnndy, 70,
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Bcln'ug ; ann. 1623 : s. v. Broach, 89. i.

Bvhut ; s. v 61, i, s. v. Jelum, 350, i.
Bcid ; s z‘. Vedas, 734, ii, twice; ann. 1776:
s. z'. b‘haster, 624, i.

Beijoim ; s. v. Benjamin, 65, ii ; ann. 1498 and

1539: s. 2'. Benjamin, 65, i
i,

Beijnim ; s. z’. Benjamin, 65, ii.

Beiram ; s. v. Gogo, 293, i ; ann. 1343: s. v.

Gogo, 293, i.
Beirarnce; s. v. 61, i ; ann. 1648: s. v. Gingham,

801, i.

Beiramvs ; s. v. Gningam, 288, i; ann. 1554: s. z‘.

Bcirainee. 61, i.

Beit: v. Mcrgni, 434, i.
Beitcul ; s. v. 61, ii

.

Beitcnlgaum ; ann. 1804: a. v. Patel, 519, ii.

Bcitcul Cove ; s. v. Beitcui, 61, ii.
Bejfida ; s. v. Jade, 340, i.

Bejfidah ; a. v, Jade, 340, i, twice.

Bejutapants ; a. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii
.

Bckar ; s. v. Baikree, 38, i.

Bei<ln~nd ; ann. 1590: s. v. Musk-Rat, 458, ii.

Bclu-a. , r. v. Baikree 38, i.

Bekri ; s. v. Baikrce, 38, i.

Bel 7. s. v. Bael, 35, i, twice, s. v. Custard-Apple,

220, i, s. v. Wood-apple, 741, i ; ann. 1631 :

s. v. Bae1,‘35, i.

.Belfila ; s. v. Narsinga, 474, i.

Belamln'i ; s. v. Blimbee, 75, ii
.

Belches ; ann. 1873 : 1. v. Pia], 533. ii
.

Beldar; 754, ii
,

footnote; ann. 1847: s. v_

' Bildér, 71. i.

Beldfir ; a. v. Bildér, 71, i, see 754-, ii
, footnote.

Beledi; s.v. Country, 206, ii; ann. 1580: s. 1:.
Ginger, 287, i.

Beleilyn ginger; ann. 1516: s.v.Conntry, 206, ii.

llclercgi; s. v. Myrolialan (2), 465, ii.

Bel-fruit; ann. 1879: s. 8. Bee], 35, i.

Belgaum; s. v. 61, ii.

Beli: ann. 1563: s. v. 13:10], 35, i, twice.

Bclia-bnssendry; 660, ii
,

footnote.

Belilcgi; s. v. Myrobalan (2), 465, ii
.

Bclingene ; s. v. Brinjaui, 86,

Beli ocnlus; .s, v. Cat’e-eye, 134, i ; ann. 1837 :

s. r. Cat’s-eyc, 134, ii.
v

Bcllale ; ann. 1726: s. z‘. Clietty, 145, i, s, v,

Gingeli, 286, i.

Bellary ; s. v. Baisnagar. 73, i, s. v. Coded

Districts, 137. i, s. v. Chittledroog, 157, i.

Belledi ; ann. 1343 (Nice) and 1420 and 1580 :

s. v. Ginger, 28?, i.

Bcllerc ; s. v. 61, ii
,

s. v. Myrobalan, 466, i.

Bcilcrica. ; s. v. Myrobalan 465, ii.
Bcllcrick; s. z'. Myrobalun, 465, i.

Belleric Myrobalan ; s, v. Myrobalan (2), 465, ii.
Bciligamme ;ann. 1672 : s. v. Trincomalcc, 715, ii.
Bellnncnsis ; ann. 1726 : s. v. Carnphor, 117, i.

Belon ; ann. 1653: s. c. Khan (5), 813, i.

Bclooch; s, v. Bilooch, 71, i ; ann. 1844: s. z.
Bilooch, 71, ii.

Beloochee ; s. v. ann. 1845 : a. 1*.\Vug, 743, i.

Bél-trec ; ann. 1879 : s. 2*.Bael, 35, i.

Belfich ; s. v. \Vug, 743, i.

Belucliistan ; s. v. Sissoo, 639, i.

Bolus eye ; arm. 70 : s. v. Cat's-eye, 134, i.

Bolzuin ; ann. 1568: s. v. Mergui, 434, i.

Beizuino ; s. 12.Benjamin, 65, ii
,

Belzninum; ann. 1584 : s. v. Benjamin, 65, ii.

Bclzuinum mandolalo; ann. 158-1.: s. 0. Ben

jamin, 65, ii.

Bcmgala ; ann. 1498: s. z‘. Bengal, 64, ii; ann.
1554: s. v. Porto Piqueno, 550, i, twice, 8. v.
Seer, 611, ii

.

Bemguala ; ann. 1595: s. v.
550, ii.

Bemgualla ; ann. 1591: s. v. Chittagong, 157, i.

Ben ; ann. 1560 : a. v. Myrobalan, 466, ii.

Ben, Oil of; 465, i, footnote.

Benarnee ; a. v. 61, ii
,

twice ; ann. 1854 (twice),
1861 and 1862: s. v. 62, i.

Be-nfimi ; s. v. Benamee, 62, i.

Be-nz‘uni ; a. v. Benamee, 61, ii.
Ben Arabum; ann. 1672: a. v. Myrobaian, 46 6, ii.
Benares: a. v. 764, ii
,

8. v. Achz’inock, 2
, ii, 6. r.
Howdah, 325, ii, s. v. Lnngoor, 400, i. s. 1'.

Mofnssil| 435, ii
, 3 times, s. v. Mugg, 455, i,

, s. v. Poorub, 547, ii
,

8. v. Sayer, 604, ii
,

s. v

sliika'ir-gfih, 626, ii
,

s. v. Cbumirgurh. 780, i ;

ann. 1020: s. v. 764, ii; ann. 1774: s. z‘.
bling, 642, ii; ann. 1783: s. v. Dewann, 241,

i; ann. 1789 : s. v. Black, 74-, i; ann. 1796 :
s. v. Dawk, 232, i and ii; ann. 1803: a. 2:,
Baboo, 33, i; ann. 1809 : s. v. Urz, 733, i;

ann. 1860 : s, v. Pundit, 561, i, 4times ; ann.

1883 : s. v. Dewally, 238, ii.

Bénarés; ann. 1791 : a. v. Pundit, 56], i.

Bénares ; ann. 637 : s. v. Benares, 764, ii
.

Benares Rupee ; s. v. Rupee, 586, i,

Bencock ; mm, 1727: a. :1. Hancock, 43, i.

Bencoion ; ann. 1727 : s. v. Bencoolcn, 62, i1
.

Bencoln ; ann. 1501 : s. v. Bencoolen, 62, i.

Bencoolcn ; a. v. 62, i, twice, s. 2:. Compound,

187, ii
,

8. v. Factory, 264, ii ; ann. 1702 : a. v.

Pagar, 498, i ; ann. 1747 : s. v. West-Coast,

Porto Piqueno,‘
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1788: s. v. 62, ii,

Bencouli ; ann. 1690 : :. v.Bencoo1en, 62,_ii.
Bendameer; s. v. 62, ii

,

a. v. Band, 97, ii; ann.
1817: s. v. 63, i.

Bendara ; ann. 1539, 1552 and 1613 : a. v.

Bendaira, 63, i.

Bendzira ; s. v. 63, i; ann. 1634 : a. v. 63, ii.
Bcndani ; ann. 1511 : s. v. Kling, 373, ii

,
3

times ; ann. 1631 (3 times): s. v. Bcndiira, 63, ii.

Bend-5m ; ann. 1613 : I. v. Compound, 188, i.

Bendiris; a. v. Bendxira, 63, i.

Bend-emit‘ ; ann. 1809 : a. v. Bcndameer, 63, i.

Bend’ Emir ; ann. 1621 (3 times) and 1686

(twice) : s. v. Bendameer, 62, i
i.

Bender ; ann. 1753 : s. v. Bandel, 760, ii
,

Bender-Souret; ann. 1779: s. v- Surat, 859, i.

Bendhara; aun. 1509 : a. v. Bendzira, 63, i.

Bendi; a. v. Bandy, 44, ii.
'

Bendinaneh; ann. 1442: s. v. Mangalore, 422, ii
,

Bendor ; ann. 1552 : a. v, Bacanore, 34, i.

Bendy; s. v. 63, ii, s. v. Bandicoy, 44, ii ; ann.

1810 and 1880: s. v. 63, ii.

Bendy Bazar ; s. v. Heady-Tree, 64, i.

Bendy-Tree ; s..v. 64, i.

Bengaeaes ;ann. 1561 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Bengal n. p.; s. v. 64, i, twice, 8. v. Abcaree, 2
,
i,

s. v. Adati, 3
,

ii, a.‘v. Adjutant, 4
, ii, s. v.

Ananas, 17, ii
,

18, i, a. v. Andaman, 20, ii
,

s. v. Assam, 28, i, s. v. Baboo, 32, i
i, twice, s.v.

Bandel, 44, i, twice, 8. v. Bandy, 44, ii
,

8. v.

Bankshall, 46, i, 8. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii
,

s. v.

Birasinhi, 51, ii, 8. v. Batta, 54, ii
,

a. v. Bay,

55, ii. a. v. Bearer, 58, i, s, v. Benamee, 61, ii
.

5, v, Bengalee, 65, i, a. v. Bheel (s.), 69, ii
,

a. v.

Birds’ Nests, 72, ii
,

a. v. Bison, 73, ii
,

a. v.

Bocha, 76, ii
,

a. v. Boliah, 76, ii
,

a. v. Brab,

84, i, a. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii
, 8, v. Buffalo, 93, ii
,

s. v. Bulbul, 95, ii
,

s. v. Bullumteer, 96. ii
,

a. v.

Bungalow, 98, ii
,
4 times. a. v. Bungy, 99, ii,

see 100, i, footnote, .9. v. Buxce, 103, ii
,

a. v.

Camboja, 115, ii
,

a. v. Canongo, 121, i, a. v.

Cassay, 131, i, s. v. Cliickore, 148, i
i, twice,

8. v. Chillumchee, 149, ii
,

150, i, twice, see

151, ii, footnote, 3. v. Chiretta, 156, ii
,

a. v.

Chittagong, 156, ii
,

8. v. Cboky (b), 158, ii
,

.9. v. Chota-hazry, 162, i, s. v. Chudder, 167,

ii, s. v. Chuprassy, 169, i, s. v. Churr, 169, i,

s. 'v. Cliurruck Poojali, 169,ii, a. v. Codavascam,

178, ii
,

a. v. Collector, 181, ii
,

s. v. Commer

colly, 183, ii
,

s. v. Commissioner, 183, ii
,

s. v.

Comot-ay, 184, ii
, twice, a. v. Compradore, 188,

ii, s. v. Confirmed, 189, ii
,

a. v. Consumah,

190, ii
,

8. v. Cooch Bebar, 191, i, a. v. Cooch

740, i; ann. 1783; s, v. A Muck, 15, i; ann. Azo, 191, ii
,

a. v. Coonikec (b), 194, i, s. v.
Coomry, 194, i, s. v. Coorsy, 194, ii

,

s. v.

Coromandel, 200, i, s. v. Corral, 200, ii, s. v.
Cosmiu, 201, i, a. v. Coss, 203, i, a. v. Cossim
bazar, 204, i, s. v. Cossya, 204, i, s. v. Cotta,
205, ii, twice, s. v. Cotwal, 206, i, s. v. Country,
206, ii,s. v. Country-Captain, 207, i, 8. v. Covid,
207, ii, a. v. Cowry, 208, ii

, 209, i, see 210, ii,

footnote. 3. v. Cranny,2l 2, i, s. v. Cutcha-pucka,
223, i, s, v. Cutchérry, 223, i, a. v. Decca, 225,

i, s. v. Dacoit, 225, i, a. v. Daloyet, 227, i, s. v.

Dam, 227, ii
,

8. v. Dammer, 228, ii, a. v. Dana,

229, i, s. v. Daye, 232, ii, 8. v. Dewally, 238, ii,

5. v. Dewauu, 239, i, a. v. Dewauny, 241, i, s. v.

Dondera Head, 249, ii, 0. v. Dooputty, 250, ii
,

a, v. Doorga pooja, 250, ii
,

8. v. Drumstick,
252, ii, s. v. Ducks, 253, ii, s. v. Duftery, 254,

i, s. v. Dumdum, 254-, ii, s. v. Dustuck, 257, ii,

s. v. English-hazel’, 262, i, s. v. Factory, 264,

ii, 8. v. Feraizee, 266, ii
,

267, i, e. v. Foujdar,
273, i, s. v. Foujdarry, 273, ii

, twice, s. v.

Fulceta-pup, 274, i, s. v. Gardee, 278, ii
,

s. v.

Garry, 279, i, a. v. Girja, 289, ii
,

8. v. Goglct,
292, ii, a. v. Gorawallah, 297, ii, a. v.
Gordower, 297, ii

,
8, v. Gour (b), 298, i, (c),

298, ii, 3 times, 0. v. Gram-fed, 301, i, s. v.

Grass-cloth, 301, i, s. v. Guava, 306, i, s. v.

Gynee, 310, i, a. v. Hackery, 310. i, twice, 6. v.

Harry, 313, i, s. v. Hnvildar, 313, ii, s. v.
Hazree, 314, i, a. v. Hidgelce, 314, ii

,

a, v.

Hindostan, 316, ii, 8. v. Hoogly, 321, ii, twice,
8. v. Hooly, 323, ii, a. v. Jack, 337, i, a. v.
Jagger-y, 340, ii

,

8. v. Jail-khana, 342, i, s. v.
Jamboo, 342, i, twice, a. 0. Joel, 349, i, twice,
a. v. Jennye, 350, ii, twice, 8. v. Jhoom, 351, ii,
5*.v. Julibdar, 357, ii,s. v. Jungle-Mahala, 359,

ii, a. v. Jungle-Terry, 359, ii, twice, a. v. Keidah,
363, ii
,

a. v. Kitmutgar, 370, ii, a. v. Kling,
372, i, a. v. Kuhar, 378, i, a. v. K1113, 378, ii,

8. v. Lit, 389, ii, a. v. Latteeal, 390, ii, a. v.
Leechee, 391, i, s. v. Love-bird, 399, i, see 402,

ii, footnote, 8. v. Madras, 407, i, a. v. Malaba

thrum, 414, ii, a. v. Mamiran, 419, i, s. v.

Mandarin, 421, i, a. v. Mannickjore, 427, i,

s. v. Mate, 430, i, s. v. Maund, 431, i, 8.1’.

Mehtar, 432, ii
,

a. v. Mem-Sahib, 433, ii, a. v.
Mol'ussil, 435, ii

,

:1. v. Molly, 440, i, s. v.
Moor, 445, ii, 8. v. Moors, The, 447, ii and. I

footnote, s. v. Mort-de-chien, 451, ii
,

s, v.

Moturpha, 453, ii
,

a. v. Muckna, 454, i.

3 times, a. v. Mugg, 455, i, twice, .9.v. Mull,

456, i, s. v. Mongoose, 457, i, a. v. Muxadabad,

463, ii, twice, 0. r. Nabéb, 467, i, s. v. Negrais,

477, i, s, v. Nilgherry, 479, ii
,

a. v. Omlah,
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486. i, a. v. Orang-otang, 491, ii
,

a. v. Orissa,

492, ii
,

a. v. Paddy-bird, 496, i, s. v. Palankeen,

502, ii, a. v. Pandy, 509, i, s. v. Patcharée,

518, i, 8. v. Paunchway, 521, ii
, I. v. Pawnee,

522, i, s. v. Peenus, 523, ii, a. v. Pepper,

529, i and ii
,

1:. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii
,

8. v.

Pig-sticking, 536, ii
,
5 times, a. v. Pommelo,

545, ii, 5. v. Poolbundy, 546, ii
,

a. v. Poorub,

547, ii
,

1:. v. Porto Piqneno, 550, i, s. v.
Pulwah, 558, i, s. v. Punch, 558, ii

, I. v.
Puttywalla, 565, i, s. v. Pyke, 566, ii

,

a. v. Qui
hi, 568, i, s. 0. Regulation, 575, ii, a. v, Regur,

575, ii
,

3. v. Rogue, 579, ii
,

a. v. Rolong,

580, ii
,

s. v. Rupee, 586, i (and footnote)
and ii

,

3. v. Sambre, 596, i, a. v. Sanskrit,

598, ii
,

5. v. Sarnau, 601, ii
,

a. v. Sayer, 604,

i and ii, 605, i and ii
,

both twice, see 609,

iand ii, footnotes, both twice, 5. v. Seer, 611, i,

s. v. Seetulpntty, 612, ii
,

a. v. Sepoy, 613, i,

s. v. Settlement, 616, i, s. v. Shanbaff, 623, ii
,

a. v. Siccs, 632. ii
,

3 times, a. v. Sircar (b)
. 638, i, s. v. Sirdar, 638, ii

,

a. v, Sirris, 638,

ii, s. v. Siwalik, 640, i and ii, 5. v. Souba, 649

. i, s. v. Soursop (a), 650, i, s. v. Sudderand (b,

653, ii
,

(c), 654, i, twice, a. v. Sunderbunds),

660, i, s. v. Sunyasee, 661, ii, a. v. Surkunda,

666, i, a. v. Sweet Potato, 672, ii, 673, i, a. v.

Syce, 673, ii
,

s. v. Talook, 680, i, s. v. Tanga,
682, i, s. v. Te1inga(s.), 694, ii

,

twice, a. v.

Tonjon, 709, i, a. v. Tope (b), 712, ii
,

0. v.

Tribeny, 715, i, s. v. Tumlook, 717, i,twice,
s. v. Whistling Teal, 740, i, s. v. Zemindar,
747, ii

,

twice, s. v. Zenana, 748, ii, a. v.

Achi'inock (2), 752, i, s. v. Adawlut, 752, ii
,

twice, 753, ii
,
7 54, 1,0. v. Behar, 764,1 (twice)

and ii
, 3, v- Bungalow, 768, i, s. v. Buxerry,

769, i, s. v. Caryota, 773, ii, a. v. Casuarina,

774, i, twice, 6'. v. Cazee, 775, i (twice) and

ii, a. v. Chownee, 779, ii
,

a. v. Coolin, 783.

ii, a. v. Currumshaw Hills, 786, ii
,

a. v.

Dengue, 789, ii
,

a. v. Gaurian, 800, i, s. v.

Harry, 806, ii, 8. v. Jeel, 811, i, a. v. Karbaree,

812, ii
,

a. v. Khot, 813, i and ii (footnote),
s. v. Law-ofiicer, 817, i and ii

,

8.22. Mamlutdar,

822,1, 3. v. Mufty, 825, ii, a. v. Munneepore
826, ii, twice, s. v. Musk-Rat, 827, ii, see

828, i, footnote, 3. v. Muzbce, 828, ii
,

a. v.

Pandy, 836, ii
,

s. v. Patcharee, 842, i, s. v.

Putnee, 847, i, s. v. Rogue’s River, 849, ii
,

a, v. Thakoor, 862, ii; ann. 1240: a. v.
Cowry, 209, i; ann. 1340: s. v. Oudh, 494,

ii, s. v. Satigam, 854, i; ann. 1346 : s. v. Chitta
gong, 157, i; ann. 1350 : s. v. 64, ii, a. v. Cowry,
209, ii; ann. 1442: 8. v. Bisnagar, 73, ii,

a. v. Sarnau, 601, ii
,

a. v. Zirbad, 750, i;

ann. 1516 : s. v. Bulass, 39, i, a. v. Chndder,
167, ii, a. v. Country, 206, ii ; s. v. Quilon, 570,

ii ; ann. 1528 : s. v. Siwalik (c), 641, ii ; ann.
1535: s. v. Satigam, 854, i; ann. 1538 : s. v.
Xercansor, 868, i, twice; ann. 1540 : s. v. Char

poy, 141,ii; ann. 1545 :s. v. Arakan,25,i ; ann.
1552 : s. v. Chittagong, 157, i; ann. 1553 :

a. v. Jogee, 352, i, s. v. Mandarin, 421, ii, s. v.
Pulicat, 557, ii, a. v. Sandoway, 598, i ; ann.
1563: s. v. Chank, 141, i, s. v. Koot, 375, ii

,

s.v. Mango, 424,1 ; ann. 1566-6828. v. Carrack,

127, i ;ann. 1570: 5.21. Budgerow, 91, ii ; ann.
1586: a. v. Cowry, 209, ii; ann. 1590 : s. v.
Arakan, 25, i, s. v. Goont,296, ii, a.v. Pyke (b),
567, i, a. v. Tangnn, 683, i, s. v. Aracan, 758,

ii ,- ann. 1594: a. v. Souba, 649, ii; ann. 1596 :

a. v. Cooch Behar, 191, i; ann. 1598: a. v.
Chudder,'167,ii; ann. 1615: a. v. Ga1levat(b),
276, ii; ann. 1623 : s. v. Ghaut (c), 282, ii;

ann. 1632 : s. v. Hoogly, 322, i; ann. 1644:
a. v. Ohank, 141, i; ann. 1659 : s. v. Elephanta
(b), 261, ii; ann. 1660: s. v. Aracan, 758,

ii; ann. 1665 : s. v. Aracan, 758, ii, a. v.
Cossimbazar, 784, ii; ann. 1666 :

Rupee, 586, ii
;

ann. 1676: s. v. Balalore, 89,
i, s. v. Mangelin, 423, i; ann. 1679 : s. v.

Behar, 764, ii; ann. 1689: a. v. Firmann,
270, ii

, twice, a. v. Punch, 559, ii
;

ann. 1690 :

s. v. Crore, 214, i; ann. 1703-4 : Muxadabad,
463, ii; ann. 1708: I. 2:. Anna, 22, ii; ann.
1726: s. v. Achzinock,2,ii, 8. v. Sipahselar, 637,
ii,s. v. Sunderbunds, 660, ii,s. v. Swatch, 672,

i, a, v. Vedas, 735, i; ann. 1727: a. v. Anna,23.

i, s. v. Chandernsgdre, 140, ii
,

a. v.Chank, 141,

i, s.v.Cowry, 210, i, s. v. Opium, 489, ii
,

8. v.

Respondentia, 577, i ; ann. 1750: a. v. Grufi',

803, i; ann. 1754: s. v. Adjutant, 4, ii ; ann.
1757: s. v, Budge-Budge, 768, i; ann. 1758 :
s. v. ‘Writer, 742, ii ; ann. 1759 :s- v. Brab, 84,

ii, 8. v. Bulgar, 96, i; ann. 1760 : s. v. Covid,
207, ii, a. v. Maund, 432, i; ann. 1767 : s. v.
Afghan, 754, ii ; ann. 1770: s. v. Assam, 28,

ii, 3. v. Chank, 141, i, s. v. Moor, 446, ii;
ann. 1771: a. v. Dewaun, 240, i; ann. 1772:
s. v. Peon, 528, ii

, a. v. Muster, 828, ii ; ann.

1774: s. v. Cowtails, 210, ii
,

a. v. Sling, 642,

ii; ann. 1777: a. v. Sircar (b), 638, i; ann.
1778: s. v. Gentoo, 281, i, a. v. Sanskrit, 599,

i, s. v. Vedas, 735, ii ; ann. 1780 : a. v.

Banyan (1) b
,

49, i, s. v. Nabob (b), 468, i,

a. v. Tangun, 688, ii; ann. 1781 : s. v.
Overland, 495, ii; a. v. Mort-de-chien, 825,

ii ; ann. 1782: s. v. Baudel, 760, ii
;

ann.

8, v.
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1783: s. v. Budgerow, 92, i, s, v, Souba,

649, ii; ann, 1784: s. v. Moolvee, 443, ii;
ann. 1785: s. o. Crore, 214, i; sun. 1786: s. v.
Gardee, 278, ii, s. v, Telinga, 695, i, twice;

ann. 1788: s. v. Banyan (1) b
,

49, i, s. v.

Chowdry, 165, i, s. v. Moors, The, 448, i;

mm. 1790: s, v. Masulipatam, 429, ii
,

8. v.

Cazee, 776, i; ann. 1792: s. v. Sunder
bunds, 661, i; ann. 1793: s. v. Burkumhmze,
100, ii, a. v. Bnrrampooter, 102, i, av. Meeana,
432,ii. s. v. Sayer, 606, i, so. Cazee, 776, i, 8.2:.
Munneepore,827,i; sun. 1794-7: 8. 2'. Curry,
219, i :ann. 1796: s. v. Guingam, 288, i; ann.
1798: s. v. Pundit, 561, i; ann. 1799 : s. v.,
‘Voolock, 867,i ;ann. 1802 : av. Tussah, 721,
i;ann. 1803 : 8.0. Duck, 793, i ; ann. 1809 : am.
Zemindar, 748, ii; ann. 1810: s. v. Bun
galow, 99, i, twice, s. v. Kist, 370,ii, s. v. Sugar
656, i, s. 2:. Teen, 710, ii; ann. 1811: s. v,

Hackery, 311, i, e. v. Soorky, 648, i; ann.
1813: s. v. Adati, 4, i, s. v. Grass-cloth,

301, ii
,

a. v. Hackery, 311, i, s. v. Satfiower,

589,i;ann. 1816 : s. v.Macassar, 403, ii; ann.
1817: s. v. Bungalow, 99, i; ann. 1824: s. v.
Jungle-Terry, 360, i: ann. 1827: s. v. Ticca,
700, i ; ann. 1831 : s. v. Pergunnahs, 530, ii ;

mm. 1832: s. v. Punchayet, 846, ii; ann.
1836 : a. v. Circars, 171, i; ann. 1843: s. v.
Suttee. 671, i; ann. 1857 : s. v. Chillumchee,
778, i, twice, ann. 1858-59: 8. v. Sayer, 605, ii;
son. 1860 : s. v. Keddah, 364, i; ann. 1862:
s. v. Beuamee, 62, i; ann. 1863: s. 0. Swatch,
672,i; ann. 1871 : s. v Paddy, 496, i, twice a. v.

Zemimlar, 748, ii; ann. 1*72: 0.0. Bahaudur,
759, ii; ann. 1873: s. v. Baboo, 33, i; ann.
1874: s. v.Jillmill, 351, ii, a. v. Tucka, 716,
ii; sun. 1878: s. v. Competition-wallah, 185.

ii; sun. 1879 : s. v. Abcéree, 2
, i; ann. 1883:

s. v. Seven Sisters, 616, i; snn. 1884: a. v.
Lungoor, 400, ii.

Bengal (s.) ; s. v. 65, i ; ann. 1696: s. v.

65, i.

(To be continued.)

MISCELLANEA.
AUBANGZEB’S FAMILY — DATE OF HIS
DAUGHTER Z1NAT-UN-NISSA'S DEATH.
It is usually asserted that the Princess
zinat-un-nissa, daughter of ‘Alamglr Aurang~
86b (‘(1707) died in the year 1122 H. (1710-11).
We know from the Ma,d§,ir-i-‘Alamgiri, the best
authority for his reign, that the emperor had four
daughters, of whom one only, the second, survived

him.1 This lady, Zinat-un-nissa, was still living
at the date the Mmdsir was written; and from
the statement on p. 69 (printed text) we know

that it was completed in 1122 H. (1710-11).
Now, although Zinat-un-nissa is spoken of

as still living in a book completed in 1122 H.
(1710-11), it is quite possible that she may have

The book may have been

finished early in the year, she may have died
before the year ended, and the author, though
he lived for fourteen years longer, may have left
his work as it stood originally.

died in that very year.

The usual statement that Zinat-un-nissa died

in 1122 H . (1710-11) seems to have been arrived at
in the following manner. In the city of Dihli, in
the quarter known as Daryaganj, stands near
the Jamna a mosque called the zinat-ul-masajid,
which was used at one time as the government
store-house for commissariat bread.z In the court
of this mosque is a tomb with an inscription.
The words of this inscription are given both in
Sayyad Ahmad Khan's Agdr-us-ganddid, edition
of 1854, p. 78, and Supplement, p. 44, and in T. W
‘
I‘Haflgir, printed text, p. 589.

' See J. S. Manuel's Ralmumde Dihli, p. 222, a modern

I Beale’s M iftdh-ut-tawdrikh, Lucknow edition of
1867, p. 297. The words on it are (omitting four
lines of Arabic):-—

Mfinis-i-md dar lahdfagl-i-lghudd ta'nhd bas
ast,

Sdyah az abr-i-rahmat habrposh-i-md baa ast,

Umedwar-i-husn-i-Fdtimah-i-Ighdtifizah Zinat

. unmissd Begum

B-int-i-Bddshdh Muhi-ud-d‘n Muhammad
‘Alamg'ir Gluizl
Andr-ullah bm'hzina hu
Sanah 1122.
“ My suificient‘solacc in the solitary grave is

the grace of God,
“ The shade of the clouds of Mercy is grave

cover enough for me ;

“ One awaiting the favour of the perfect Fati
mah,

“ Zinat-un-nissa, daughter of the emperor,
" Supporter of the Faith, Muhammad
“ Alamgir, the Champion, (may God
“ Enlighten her understanding), year 1122."

Upon this inscription Beale founds his entry,
Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p. 288, that she
"died in 1710 A. D., 1122 H.” The statement
that the lady died in 1122 (1710) is also made by
Francklin, Shah Aulum, p. 207, and Major W.
Thorn, Memoirs of the War in India (4to, London
1818), both apparently on the same data. On
the other hand, Mr. S. Lane-Poole in the table
on p. 21 of his Aurangzib (Rulers of India. series),

guide-book to Dihli in Urdu, and Carr Stephen, Archie;

I

logy o
f Delhi, pp. 261-3.

1
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places her death in 1708 A. D., which corre
sponds with part of 1119 H. and part of 1120 H.
This latest authority thus agrees neither with
the inscription nor with the Maflgir-i-‘Alamglri,
nor with what I believe to be the true date of
death.

Zinat-un-nisssi was in the emperor’s camp at

Ahmadnagar when ‘Alamgir died there on the 28th

ZuJ Hijjah 1118 H., 2nd March I707 N. S. She
took an active interest in the cause of her full bro
ther, A‘_z_am Shah, the deceased emperor’s second

surviving son, and accompanied him in his march

from the Dakhin to Hindustan. She was left he
hind at Gwaliyar when A‘gam Shfih went on to
fight their eldest brother, Muhammad Mu‘aggam

Shfih, afterwards Bahadur Shah. The battle took

place on the 18th Rabi‘ 1. 1119 E. (18th June 1707
N. S.) near Jsjau, a place between Dholpfir and
Agrah. After the battle, the victor, Bahadur
Shah, sent for the baggage and those adherents
and relations of A‘_z_am Shah who had been left
at Gwaliyar. Zinat-un-nissfi, among the rest,

reached Agrah about the end of Rabi‘ 11. (July
1707), and on the excuse of her mourning for

A‘_z_am Shah, declined to send any congratulations

to Bahadur Shah. The latter, in spite of his vela

tion at this slight, doubled his sister’s allow
ances and created her Padshah Begam. In a short
time the Begam was despatched to Dihli under
the charge of Asad Khan, 'Alamgir's waz'ir, the
new minister, Mun‘im flan, escorting her for
some miles on her way.

As good proof as can he wished that a person
did not die in a particular year, is to show that he
or she was alive in a. subsequent year. This we
can easily do in the case of Zinat-un-nissfi. Ac
cordingly we finda that in Jahfindfir Shah's reign,
which lasted from 21st $afar to 18th Z01 Hijjah
1124 H. (29th March 1712 to 10th January 1713),
the emperor quarrelled with his aunt Pfidshfih
Begam (i

. e., Zinat-un-nissa) and refused to visit
her, because no invitation had been sent to his
concubine, m1 Kunwar. Again in the following
year, after Farruk_hsiyar had succeeded, we find
that he visited Padshah Begam. The date was the
21st Muharram 1125 H. (16th February 1713) and.
the authority is Kamwar Qain’s Tazkirah-i-sald
tin-i-chaflmtqiyah under that date. Her former
intendant Sa‘idullah flan, first of all styled Hi
ds'iyatullah mifin then Wazarat Khan, lost his life
as a consequence of this visit. The lady upbraided
the young monarch for having taken the life of
ZlLlfiqar Khan, Jahiindfir Shah’s wazir. Farrukh
siyar retorted that he had her letter advising him
to take that step. She protested that she had

5 Memoirs oflrfillat {Quin in Jonathan Scott's History

o
f Deli-1mm,Vol. II. p. 33.

written quite the contrary. It was then dis
covered that Sa‘idullah flan (a personal enemy of
Z0,lfiq5r l§_ht'in’s) had substituted another letter

for the one prepared by Zinat-un-nissi's orders.

Strangely enough, we find evidence of the

Begam‘s existence subsequent to 1122 H., in the
correspondence of the East India Company's
embassy to the Delhi Court under John Sui-man.‘
The Armenian Iflwajah Sarhad in July 1713
(equivalent to Jamadi II or Rajah 1125 H.)
procured the intercession of Nfigirlghiina eunuch
whose “ present oifice is to attend Padshz’ih
Begam, daughter of Aurangzib.”

Then in Shawwal 1133 H. (August 1721) in the
3rd year of Muhammad Shx’ih, we have a state
ment as to the disposal of Zinat-un-nissa's pro
perty, which Muhammad Shah had as usual taken
possession of upon her death. Shin Dias, Manat
var-i—Kaldm, British Museum, Oriental MS. No.
26, fol. 731),says :-—-“An elephant canopy (‘imda-i)
with gold spike (kalas) and a chandol (kind of
litter), belonging to the estate of the deceased
Begam, daughter of His Majesty resting in
Paradise (11. 0., ‘Alamgir), with apearl cover-let,
were granted as a. gift to Mihr—un-nissa, known
as Mihr Parwar" (she was one of the widows of
Shah ‘rllam, Bahfidur Shah). Of course, this entry
does not prove the exact date of Zinat-un-nissa’s
death, but it raises a presumption that she had
not died in 1122 H., that is, eleven years before
the disposal of her movable property. But to make
the matter certain we have the direct statement of
a very accurate man, Mirza Muhammad, in his T4

rifl-i-Muliammadi. Under the year 1138 H. he
has the entry, “Zinat-un-nisss Begam, daugh
tor of ‘Llamgir, died 22nd. Bajab in Dihli,
age 80 years.” This is equivalent to the
18th May 1721. As Zinat-un-nissii was born on
the lat Sha'bfln 1053 H. (‘Abd-ul-hamid, Boidshdh
mimah, Vol. II, p. 343), the age of 80 years given
in this entry corresponds exactly to her true age
in the year 1133 H. After this can there be any
doubt left that she did not die in 1122 H., but did
die eleven years afterwards, in 1133 H. P

With reference to the figures (1122) on the
bomb of Zinat-un-nissa I would suggest two
explanations, the first of which seems the most
probable. First, then, the figures 1122 may stand
for the date of making the tomb and not for that
of the princess’ death; or secondly, the second
stroke of the last twofigures may have been ob
literated by the wearing away of the stone, leav
ing them to be read as r instead of I’, thus
turning \lff' into \|rr_

WILLIAM Isvms.

To. time". s?1;.4m..1;;fii;s;wth 1';197ml,
‘'01. IL, Part L, p. 143, quoting the Bengal Consulta
tions under the date of October 19th, 1713, O. S.

'
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NOTES ON AN ARCHEEOLOGICAL TOUR IN SOUTH BIHAR AND HAZARIBAGH.

BY M. A. STEIN. PiLD.

(Continued from p. 63.)

ON
the 16th October I moved my camp to Jethian in order to continue my examination of
the sites described by Hiuen Tsiang in connection with Yashtivana. In detailing the result of

my search I shall for convenience of reference follow the topographical order indicated in the ilgrim’s
account.

Stfipa at Sahudrasthim- Hiuen Tsiang mentions to the east of Yashtivana, at a distance of
about 6 or 7 If

,

a great mountain and, before a transverse pass3° of it
,
a stipa marking the spot where

Buddha had explained the law. The position here indicated corresponds exactly to that of a modern

place of worship, called SahudrasthTan, first mentioned to me in the course of the enquiries I made
at Jethian village as to sites of local pilgrimage in the neighbourhood.

At a distance of about 1% miles east-south-east of Jethian and % of a mile south-east of Jeshtiban,
there is a gap in the main hill-range known as Safi‘i Ghfit. Through it leads a bridle path used by
people proceeding towards Haswa and the villages to the south-east. Almost due north of the pass
there ends the south-western off-shoot of the Handin Range, which we have noticed above in connection
with the position of Jeshtiban and Phal-Jethian. Just opposite to this point a small spur descends
from the main range of hills in the south, flanking the approach to the Sai’fi'Ghfit on the west and

leaving only a narrow gorge between itself and the off-shoot oi Handia.31

At the end of this small spur and ata height of about 150 feet above the Harhar stream, which
flows westwards through the gorge just mentioned, is the place of worship known as Sahudrasthin,

apparently Sanskritized by Purohitas as SahBdaristhina. It consists of a small brick enclosure con
taining three broken Vishnu images of an ancient appearance. The shrine rests on a square platform

of old bricks, which measures, as far as exposed. 15 feet from north to south and 20 feet from west to

east. The structure to which this platform originally belonged must have been far larger. For the

slopes below on all sides of the projecting end of the spur are covered with fragments of ancient

bricks, which undoubtedly have been removed from the structure just noticed.

Nowhere else in the vicinity of Jethian are similar remains now visible above the ground and in

view of the close agreement of position, bearing and distance, I think the identity of the Sahu
drasthan structure with the stipa which stood 6-7 Ii (2

'. e , about 1
}
-

miles) to the south-east of Yash

tivana cannot reasonably be doubted.

The position of Sahudrasthfin commands an extensive View on all sides, except the south. The

.stiipa, which once occupied it, must hence have been a very conspicuous object. A little below the
Sahudrasthin, on a small shoulder of the spur to the north-east, stands now a Liiiga of uncertain age

worshipped as Harharnith.

Further striking evidence [or this identification is supplied b
y an ancient paved road, carried

over a walled foundation, which begins immediately below the Sahudrasthin and can be traced very

clearly for a distance o
f

about 600 yards 'along the hill-side to the west. Owing to the earth carried

down from the hill-side and the thick undergrowth, the original width o
f

this road cannot be estimated

with any certainty. In some places it is still 4-5 yards broad, and along the whole distance the level

terrace formed b
y it is distinctly noticeable. The wall of old rough masonry which supports this road

is in places still 10-12 feet high and partly borders on a large tank situated
to the north and known

as Lilz‘iban.

___'_‘____________—__—_‘—__—__—_._—i-——-————
3° This translation given in Beal's footnote for the “cross-ridge" oi the text, i

s the one adopted by Julien,
Si-yu-kZ, ii. p. 18) and preferable in sense. I I

‘I The position indicated can be easily fixed on the Revenue Survey Map, Bihar Sheet, No. 18, one mile to one

inch.
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There are no traditions about the origin and object of this ancient road or terrace. But we cannot
fail to recognize that it is the same structure which Hiuen Tsiang intended to describe in his notice
of the stfrpu now identified. “Then King Bimbisara wished to come to hear the law. He cut away
the mountain, and piled up the stones to make steps in order to ascend. The width is about twenty
paces and the length 3-4 Ii,"

Rock-Dwelling of Vyfisa. — “ Three or four li to the north of the great mountain,” mentioned
in connection with the now identified stripe, Hiuen Tsiang notices “a solitary hill. Formerly Rishi
Vyasn lived here in solitude. By excavating the side of the mountain he formed a house.. Some

portions of the foundations are still visible.”

The direction here given points clearly to the hill which forms the south-western end of the

Handia Range. It just faces Saffi Ghz'it from the north and is separated by a deep gap from the spur
running up towards Handia. The name of this isolated hill is Bhaluihi. Its distance from Saffi
Ghiit is about half a mile, which corresponds accurately enough to Hiuen Tsiang's "3 or 4 11'.” 0116

old Khir, living below Sahndrasthin, knew of an excavation at the south foot of this hill. Reaching
the spot with some trouble through the thick jungle I found a natural recess formed by the rocks of
the hill-side over-hanging theirbase at a height of about 15 yards. This recess, known as Pansabda,

is probably just deep enough to afford sufficient shelter against rain and heat. I could hear of no
other excavation, natural or artificial, on this bill or further up the valley of the Harhar stream, and
I think that, in the absence of information regarding any other likely locality, the rock recess just
described has a good claim to being considered the rock-dwelling of Rishi Vyasa.

Riijpind Cave. — "To the north-east of the solitary hill 4 or 5 If,” Hiucn Tsiang tells us,
“there is a small hill also standing alone.” In the side of this bill he describes a stone chamber,
large enough to seat a thousand persons, where once 'l‘athagata for three months had explained the

law. At the south-west angle of the cave the pilgrim noticed a lofty cavern, which a popular legend
supposed to lead to the “city of the Asnras," By the side of the cave he mentions a remarkable road
made of wood. It was apparently ascribed to King Bimbisara who, in order to reach the spot where
Buddha was, had cut out a passage through the rocks, opened up the valleys, levelled the precipices,
and led a way across the river-courses, built up walls of stone, and bored through the opposing

crags.”

The large cave of Rijpind, to which my attention had been called already on my first visit to
Jethian, by its relative bearing and distance as well as its natural features, accurately answers this
description. It is situated on the north face of a rocky hill called Candu, which rises in the Handia
Range about 1%miles south-east of the village of Kiri. The distance of Candu, from the “solitary hill”
in which the range ends opposite to Saffi Glu'it, is about one mile, and the bearing is to the north-east,
which corresponds exactly to Hiuen Tsiang’s statement,

Coming from Kiri I ascended the rubble-covered natural slope of the hill for about ten minutes
before I reached the old road leading to the cave, of which 1 had already heard at the village. As
soon as we struck it

,

my guide pointed out this road which, supported b
y walls of massive masonry, runs

along the hill-side westwards in the direction of the cave. It is between 2 and 4 yards broad and rises
with a very gentle gradient, until after about 500 yards i

t reaches a platform, partly walled up, which

gives a very fine view over the valley. The supporting walls o
f the road near this platform measure

about 18 feet in height. The road, cut out in places from the rocky hill-side, then descends towards

the cave, the entrance of which is reached at about 150 yards from the plat-form. In front of the cave
the road widens out to a terrace, 16 feet broad, resting on a massive wall.

The cave of Rajpind is about 9] feet deep in its open part and 20 to 25 feet high. Its breadth,
about 20 feet near the entrance, increases to 37jeet at its inner end. The ground in the interior is

deeply covered with animal refuse. From the south-west corner of the cave a high fissure runs up
wards, which could only imperfectly be lit up with the materials I had at hand, but which evidently
extends much further.
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The people believe that this fissure reaches far into the mountain, just as in the days of Hiucn
Tsiang, who was told of adventurous youths having travelled in it for 30 or it) Ii before they reached
the silver and golden walls of the magic city of the Asuras. The cave is popularly supposed to have
been used by the king, whose palace was at Phal-Jethian, for holding his nautches. llr. Grierson,
who describes the cave in his very instructive account of the Gaya District, mentions a Mela which
is annually held at the cave and a legend related of it.

Above the entrance of the cave there is a large perpendicular mass of solid rock, which, in the
days of Hiuon Tsiang, received the notice of the pious, The gods 'Sakra and Brahman were supposed
to have pounded sandal-wood on "the great and remarkable rock above the stone-house” and to have
sprinkled the body of Tatlu'igata with it. The surface of the stone still emits the scent of the
perfume, — an observation as to the correctness of which at the present day, I regret, I am unable to
offer an opinion.

The above details will show how closely the Rijpinql cave corresponds to Hiuen Tsiang's descrip
tion. It is true we can no longer find “ the wooden way, about It) paces wide and about 4 or 5 11',”
which he saw "by the side of the stone house.” But on the other hand the actually extant road with
its walls and platforms on the precipitous hill-side fully bears out the more general points in Hiuen
Tsiang’s account of Bimbisara’s road-making already quoted. It is possible that the walls still extant
once bore a wooden superstructure widening the road to the dimensions which the pilgrim indicates,

but I was unable to find any proof of this. ()n the other hand the statements of the villagers seem
to show that there are traces of the old road extending beyond the easternmost point at which the
path now used strikes it. But a clearing of the thick jungle would be necessary in order to follow up
this part of the road, which may, perhaps, have led down into the valley with an easier gradient.

Buddhavana. -- Hiuen Tsiang distinctly tells us that he reached Yashtivana, i. 0., Jethian
Jeshtiban, by going 30 If to the east through the wild valleys of the Buddhavana mountains. This
makes it quite clear that General Cunningham’s proposed identification of Buddhavana with
Buddhain is untenable, as the pass (or bill) designated by the latter name lics fully 6 miles to the
north-east of Jethian, i. 0., in the direction almost opposite to the one which the pilgrim indicates. It
appears to me highly probable that the Bnddhavana mountain, “with its peaks and cliffs lofty and

precipitous," must be looked for in that portion of the southern range which lies to the south-east of

Jethian, near the point marked by the entry “Shahpoor,” in the Revenue Survey Map. Here the hills
rise once more to a fair height and project small transverse spurs all covered with jungle. The central

and apparently highest point of this portion of the range is at a direct distance of about 5 miles from

J ethian.
My enquiries in the neighbourhood did not bring to my notice any local name that could be

connected with Buddhavana. nor could Ihear anything of the cave which Hiuen Tsiang mentions on
this mountain. All the pilgrim tells us of it is that there was “among the steep mountain cliffs a
stone chamber where Buddha once descending stayed; by its side is a large stone where Saki-a and

Brahmaraja pounded some oxhead-sandalwood and anointed 'l‘athagata with the same.” In view
of the vagueness of topographical information here furnished a personal search for this cave offered

little hope of success within the limited time available. I accordingly decided to proceed from
Jethian direct to Kurkihar, where a far more important question concerning the position of Hiucn

Tsiang’s “Cock’s-foot Mountain” required close examination.

()n the 17th October I crossed once more the southern range of hills by the Ghat close to Jethian
and marching along their foot to the south-west, past Tapoban, reached the large village of Amaithi
at a distance of about 9 miles. A small modern shrine by the roadside at the latter place contains
three old images, covered with red-lead, one among them apparently representing Avalokiteévara.

I found a similar collection, consisting mostly of ancient liiigas, of small size from 3 feet downwards,
at a modern temple facing a large tank about one mile to the east of the village of 01-51. One of these

small Iiiigaa shows a much eliaced head on one side, and another emblem is adonled with four heads,
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evidently representing those of Brahman. My attention was attracted ‘t
o these features, as, though

apparently common in Ancient Lingas of Bihfir and elsewhere in the east, they had never been

noticed b
y me in the very large number o
f Liagas I have examined in the Panjab and in Kaémir.

Kurkihir. -— Kurkihfir, which occupies rising ground amidst a wide expanse of well-irrigated
rice fields, is a village of large size. It must evidently have been a place of considerable importance
also in old days, judging from the extent of its ruined mounds and the remarkable amount of old

sculpture, carved building stones and ancient bricks, which have been and are still being extracted

from them.

General Cunningham, who examined the site twice, during his tours 1861-62 and 1879-S0, has

given sufficiently detailed accounts of its topography and of the sculptures which were then visible, in

Vols. III. and KY. of the Archreologicul Surrey Reporls." Referring to these accounts for a

general description of the place, I may turn at once to the question which my visit to lx'urkihar was
mainly intended to elucidate.

Hiuen Tsiang, in his itinerary of the Buddhist places of worship situated between Gays‘: and

Rajaggha, mentions the Kukkutapidagiri or “Cook's-foot Mountain” immediately before Buddhav ana
and the sites around Yashtivana, and gives us a lengthy account of the religious‘interest attaching to
it. ()n the top of the three-peaked mountain Kaéyapa, the chief of Buddha’s disciples, was believed
to have removed himself from mortal eyes to await the coming of Maitreya, the future Buddha. The

sides of the mountain are described to us as “high and rugged, the valleys and gorges as impene

trable. Soaring up into the air are three sharp peaks ; their tops are surrounded b
y the vapours of

heaven and their shapes are lost in the cloudS.”33

Supposed Site of Kukkutapfidaglri. — This sacred mountain, from which Buddhavana lay
about 100 If to the north-east, was supposed b

y General Cunningham to be identical with the

site o
f Kurkihar, He based this identification mainly on the modern name Kurkihfir, which he

believed was to be derived from an assumed earlier form 'Kukkutavihfira representing a contraction
for "Kukktapidatgiriflvihira. There seemed, indeed, a very serious obstacle to this identification,

ra':., the fact which General Cunningham himself felt obliged to acknowledge, that no three-peaked

mountain is to be found in the neighbourhood of Kurkihar. He believed, however, that Hiuen

Tsiang‘s description could fairly apply to the “three large and rugged hills which rise boldly out of
the plain about half a mile to the north of the village, and touch each other at their bases.”

General Cunningham, though he reproduced this identification also in his Ancient Geography,3t

seems yet to have felt not altogether assured o
f it. In 1879-80 he, therefore, paid afresh visit to

Kurkihi'ir, chiefly with the object of exploring the hill to the north of the village. On this occasion he

specially looked for remains of the stapa, which, according to Hiuen Tsinn account, was built on the

top o
f

the mountain where the peaks had closed at Kfiéyapa. These remains he believed to have found

“in a square basement which still exists on the highest or middle peak of the Murali Hill surrounded
by quantities of broken bricks."35

The difficulty involved b
y the proposed identification of Kukkutapadagiri with Kurkihiir had

struck me already before, when searching in vain on the available maps for any indications of hills in
the immediate vicinity of Kurkihar, which could possibly be supposed to correspond to Hincn Tsiang’s

description of the three-peaked mountain. My doubts had increased after I had ascertained the exact
position o

f

Yashtivana and thereby indirectly also that of Buddhavana. For though the portion of
the hill-range south-west of Jcthian, where Buddhavana must be located, lies indeed to the north-east

5’ Sec Vol. 111., pp. 14-16, with plate XII. ; Vol. XV., pp. 4-6. 3* See Beal, Si-yu-ki, ii. p. 142. a‘ See p. 460.
'5 See Arch. Survey Rep., xv. p. 5. The name Murali here used must be due to some confusion. It is unknown

to the people of Kurkihir as a designation of the low ridge meant by Gen. Cunningham. Mar-aria is the name of a.
large village about three miles due north of Knrkihir and at the foot of tho high hills of the Southern “Ilfijgir
range" trending from the north-east. Is it possible that this name, spelt Murali, got mixed up somehow with Gen.
Cunningham's notes about the Kurkihir ridge F
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of Kurkihar, yet the distance, in a direct line only 5-6 miles, could not possibly be represented by
100 h’ in Hiuen Tsiang's itinerary, unless we assume a serious mistake in the pilgrim’s reckoning.

The visit, which I paid on the morning of the 18th October to the three hills mentioned by
General Cunningham north of Kurkihir, confirmed my misgivings. I found that those “hills” were
in reality only low rocky ridges, such as we find cropping out “Kopje”-like through a great part of the
Gays. District. They are situated a little over a mile to the N.-N.-E. of Kurkihfir and are so insignifi
rant in height and extent as to make their omission even from the large scale Revenue Survey Map
easily intelligible. The middle hillock, on which General Cunningham looked for the hiding place of
Kfiéyapa, rises about 150 feet above the level of the rice fields. Its top forms a small plateau 125
feet long from S.-E. to N.-W. and 55 feet broad. On it there is a small platform with a dozen old
sculptures of small size, among them a figure about 1% feet high representing perhaps Maya or a

Sakti, and another of a Bodhisattva, one foot high. The rest of the collection is made up of small
Lingas and broken Bhadrapithas. Near the centre of the little plateau stands a black Lir'rga, of old
appearance, about 1% feet in height, and worshipped by the people of the neighbouring hamlet of

Pathraura under the name of Rimnith. All these sculptured remains are said to have been found on
the spot and within the recollection of the people.

~The ridge which adjoins the middle one on the south-west is even maller, rising only to 80 feet;
the third to the north-east is only 20-30 feet higher than the middle one and equally insignificant in
its other dimensions. All are almost completely bare of vegetation, the hard rock of the slopes being
easily washed clear of detritus by the rainfall, and thus retaining no soil for the growth of jungle.
Actually in view of these rocky hillocks, it was indeed impossible to believe that they could be
meant in Hiuen Tsiang‘s description of the Kukkutapfidagiri, of which we are told: “Tumnltuous
torrents rush down it sides, thick forests envelope the valley, whilst tangled shrubs grow along its

cavernous height.”

My visit to the supposed site of Kfiéyapa’s mountain finally convinced me that the identification
of Karl: ihfir with the "Cock’s-foot Mountain" was impossible. But its result was not
purely negative. From the elevated position of the Pathraura ridge I could not fail to notice the
high hills rising above the plains further away to the south-west, and culminating in the peaks of
'I‘Enqlwa and Mahér. Their direction and distance seemed to agree singularly with Hiuen Tsiang’s
indications regarding the relative positions of Buddhavana and the “Cock’s-foot Mountain," and the

following pages will show that this observation had guided me rightly.

Sculptures at Kurkih§r.-Though Kurkihar must be denied all claim to the distinction of
marking the site of Kz'iéyapa’s legendary resting place, it still deserves a special notice on account of

the remarkable abundance of ancient remains which it contains. Carved slabs of large size and

architectural fragments of all kinds can be found in plenty, walled into the houses of the village.

Votive Stiipas of varying sizes, carved in granite, are seen in great number on the edge of the large

tank adjoining the village on the south, where they now serve as washerman’s stones, as well as

in other places. From the ruined mound marked A on General Gunnigham's plan great quantities
of large bricks of ancient-make are still being extracted, and an inspection of the houses of Kurkiln'ir

shows that probably most of them have been built with similarly obtained materials.

In the course of these excavations sculptures are frequently discovered. Some well-preserved

ones have been removed, through the care of Rai Lakshmi Narayan, the local Zamindar, to his

adjoining Bungalow, The most interesting of these is reproduced from a photograph in Fig. 11.

The relievo, which is as feet high with a greatest breadth of 3 feet, represents a teaching
Bodhi

sattva seated within a trefoil-shaped niche of rocks between two female attendants. The frieze above

the main image represents worshippers approaching a stflpa with offerings. The top of the relievo

shows five Bodhisattvas in different attitudes, each in a small niche. Below the three middle ones are

seen couples of grotesque figures. The composition of the whole relievo shows a curious resemblance
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to that of many later products of Grace-Buddhist art in Gandhfira, though in respect of the model

ling of figures and other details the difference is sufi‘iciently marked.

The flat moulding just below the lotus-seat of the principal figure shows the usual Buddhist for

mula Ye rlharmahetuprabhavfi, etc., in characters which appear to me to belong approximately to
the 9-10th century of our era. The lower band of the moulding is inscribed with characters
which have become much eifaccd, and which have not allowed me to take an impression sufiiciently

clear to be made out completely. It appears to contain a dedication. This sculpture is said to have
been discovered in 1898 during excavations on the mound close by.

Another relievo measuring 2 feet 9 inches in height represents a female divinity, apparently aSakti.
The characters of the formula Yedharma, etc., which is engraved round the head, and those of a short

dedicatory inscription below the proper left foot, show close resemblance to those of the Aphsad
inscription (circ. 675 A. D.) reproduced in Professor Biihler’s I-nllian PaImogr-apky.” The dedicatory
inscription Deyadharmo’ yan'i Sékyabhikgugui smnamatali (sic) marks the statue as the gift of a Buddhist
nun (blu'kgupi), but does not furnish further information. A third relievo, also excavated not very
long ago from the neighbouring mound, 2 feet 3 inches high, shows a six-armed male figure, holding
lotus, rosary, cakra, couch, and what looks like a bowl. It is supported on either side by a female
attendant.

Apart from these sculptures, which are well-preserved and ought without difi‘iculty to be secured
for the Imperial Museum at Calcutta, there is an older collection of similar spoils in the open court~
yard of the temple of Bhagavati at the north-eastern corner of the village. This has already been
described by General Cunningham-37 Fig. III. shows the principal relievo representing a Buddha in
meditation. Its height is nearly 4% feet. The characters of the formula engraved on the halo seem
to belong to about the 10th century of our era. The word Akgobhyavujra engraved to the proper
right of the head seems to indicate that the Buddha intended is Aksobhya, one of the five eternal
Buddhas of the Mahayana creed.

The conviction, which I arrived at after my examination of Kurkihar, was that Hiuen Tsiang’s
Kukkutapidagiri had to be looked for further to the south-west in the direction of the hills mention
el. On the 19th October I accordingly moved my camp to the large village of \Vazirganj, situated
about 3 miles to the south~west of Kurkihfir and conveniently near to the site of Hasra, which I had
already before singled out for closer inspection. Hasra. is the name given to a low ridge extending
at the northern extremity of a higher range of hills, which rise boldly from the plain at a distance of

about 4 miles S.-S.-\V. of ‘Vazirganj (marked “Hasra” on Atlas of India Sheet, No. 104). The
maximum elevation of the ridge to the north is about 200 feet above the plain. In the little defile, which
separates the ridge from the hill to the south, and which is known as K61, Mr. Beglar had already
noticed a considerable number oi mounds, from which ancient sculptures of superior workmanship had
been extracted at various times. He had given a brief description of these, accompanied by a plan,
but had not been able to trace any tradition or other evidence that might throw light on the original
character and name of the site.38

The Bears Site. — Proceeding to Hasra on the afternoon of the same day I found the conclusion
I had drawn from Mr. Beglar’s account as to the importance of the site fully confirmed. The whole of
the little valley, which measures about a quarter of a mile in length, is strewn with ancient building
materials extracted from numerous ruined mounds. Referring to Mr. Beglar’s plan for an indication of
the approximate position of these mounds, I may mention that the one near the western entrance of
the valley, marked D on his plan, measures fully 133 feet in length by 56 feet in breadth and thus
evidently marks the position of a building of some dimensions. Again, close to the south foot of
the lower ridge and near the centre of it

, I came upon a large circular brick-mound, corresponding
apparently to the structure marked H in Mr. Beglar's plan, but not described in his text. ThoughM_____—____
*6 Table IV., columns xvii. xviii. "7 See Arch. Surrey Rep,, i. p. 15.
"4 See Arch. Surrey Rcp., viii. p. 104 with plate II.
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evidently used as a quarry by the villagers even quite recently, it still rises to a height of about 25
feet above the level-ground of the valley. The appearance of the mound distinctly suggests its
having been a stflpa, and as it measures on the top 92 feet from north to the south and 75 feet from
east to west, the dimensions of the original structure must have been very considerable. The bricks
found on the surface are mostly broken, but appear originally to have measured about 10 inches in

length with a thickness of 2 inches.

Much ancient sculpture is said to have been found in the course of the excavation for bricks
which the poorer inhabitants of the neighbouring villages are in the habit of carying on here. But
those in fair preservation have apparently all been removed to the rustic ‘shrines of the vicinity.
Small broken pieces of relieves and ornamented bases of statues are found on rubbish heaps at several

places, particularly near the narrow eastern end of the valley. Among these there are several show

ing rows of small Bodhisattva figures, and thus indicating plainly the Buddhist character of the build

ings from which they had been extracted. On the mound marked K by Mr. Beglar I could no
longer trace the pedestal of a statue inscribed with the Buddhist formula. But close to the circular

mound A at the western entrance of the defile there lies a broken rclievo of very good workmanship,
about 2 feet high, showing a Buddha (now headless) seated in meditation and on its pannellcd base

(broken) four small images of Buddhas in varying attitudes. The formula engraved on the leaves of the

lotus-seat occupied by the principal figure is in characters of about the 10th century. The
sculpture deserves preservation.

Even a cursory inspection of the site proved that it must have been once occupied by an important
Buddhist religious establishment. But a point of special interest was revealed by a closer view of the

hill rising with rugged juuglecovered slopes immediately to the south of the Basra-K61. When
approaching Hasra from the north-east, I had already noticed that the hill behind it was connected at
its highest point on the east with two other spurs of about equal height, all three radiating from one

central eminence covered like the rest with dense jungle. The view, supported as it was by the con~

tours of the hill shown on the Survey map, and in conjunction with the extensive remains at the foot

of the hill, naturally suggested to me that I had really found in the latter the “Cook's-foot Moun
tain" of Hiuen Tsiang.

In order to arrive at a definite opinion regarding this identification it was necessary to proceed
to a closer examination of the hill itself, and this 1 was able to effect on the following morning. Be
‘.orc, however, detailing its results it will be useful here to review briefly the statement furnished

regarding the sacred hill by Hiuen Tsiang, as well as by the earlier pilgrim Fa-hian.

Chinese accounts of KukkutapidagirL-Hiuen Tsiang, whose account is far the most
detailed and accurate, starts in his description from the immediate vicinity of Bodhgayi :39 “To the

east of the Mahi river (the present Mohana Nadi) we enter a great wild forest and going 100 li or
so we come to the Kukkutapadagiri (_

‘ the Cook's-foot Mountain ’) or Gurupidagiri (‘the mountain
of the venerable teacher ’)

. The sides of this mountain are high and rugged, the valleys and gorges

impenetrable.” After referring, in the words already quoted, to the thick forests in the valleys and the

tangled. shrubs, which grow along the heights of the three sharp peaks of the mountain, Hiuen Tsiang

informs us that “behind these hills the venerable MahE-Kibyapa dwells wrapped in a condition of

Nirvana. People do not dare to utter his name, and therefore they speak of the ‘Gurupidih.’
”

Kisygpa, as Buddha’s chief disciple had, when the master was on the point of attaining Nirvana.
received from him the commission to preserve the law. For this purpose be summoned the great
convocation we have already referred to in connection with the Sattapanni Cave, “and then continued

for twenty years. Then in disgust at the impermanence of the world, and desiring to die, he went

towards the Cock’s-foot Mountain, Ascending the north side of the mountain he proceeded along the

winding path, and came to the south-west ridge. Here the crags and precipices prevented him from

going on. Forcing his way through the tangled brushwood he struck the rock with his staff and

" See Bea], Si-yu-ks', ii. pp. H2 rqq.
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thus opened a way. He then passed on, having divided the rock, and ascended till he was again stop
ped by the rocks interlacing one another. He again opened a passage through and came out on the
mountain peak on the north-east side. Then having emerged from the defiles, he proceeded to the

middle point of the three peaks. There he took the Kashiya garment of Buddha and expressed an
ardent vow. On this the three peaks covered him over; this is the reason why now these three
peaks rise up into the air.” The pilgrim next relates the legend how, in future times, on the coming
of Maitreya, the next Buddha, Kfisyapa will issue forth from the mountain and, delivering to him the
garment of Buddha, enter Nirvana. “Now, therefore, on the top of the mountain is a slflpa built.
()n quiet evenings those looking from a distance see sometimes a bright light as it were of a torch;
but if they ascend the mountain there is nothing to be observer .”

Two and a half centuries before Hiuen Tsiang’s visit Fa-hian had already described the “Cockgb

foot Mountain,” which was then a pilgrimage place for Buddhists from many countries. Kfiéyapa, he tells
us, “divided the mountain at its base so as to open a passage. This entrance is now closed up. At
a considerable distance from this spot there is a side chasm ; it is in_this the entire body of Kas'yapa
is now preserved.” Arhats were supposed to take their abode en the hill after the setting of the
sun and to favour pilgrims who were in spiritual difiiculties with their advice. “The thickets about
this hill are dense and tangled. There are moreover lions, tigers, and wolves prowling about, so that
it is not possible to travel without great care.”‘° Fa-hian places the mountains 3 It

’

to the south of

Bodhgaya, which implies a manifest error o
f

record, such as unfortunately is not uncommon in this
pilgrim’s itinerary.

Kukkutapidagiri identified with sabhnith Hill. —- On the morning of the 20th October

I approached the hill, in which I think we must thereafter recognize the legendary resting place of
Kfisyapa, once more from the side of Hasra. Crossing the debris-strewn K61 valley, I ascended the
north slope of the spur immediately overhanging the latter b

y a rugged track leading through thick
jungle. On the ridge, which was reached after a brisk climb of about 20 minutes, all traces of a

path disappeared, and further progess to the east, where the spur culminates, was much impeded b
y
a

tangled mass of jungle trees, brushwood and high grass. The northern spur, from its middle part
where I struck its ridge, rises towards the east in three distinct shoulders formed b

y massive

rocks and in places difficult to climb. \Vhen approaching the highest portion, it became quite clear
that it forms also the radiating point for two other spurs trending to the south-west and north-east.
After climbing up a steep slope of rugged rocks I found that the central summit of the three spurs is

surmounted b
y a square parapet, 9 to 10 feet high, built of rough walls, but sufficiently solid to pre

vent its being overgrown b
y the luxuriant jungle. The platform or terrace thus formed measures 75

feet on each side and is correctly orientated.

On its top I. found a mound about 10 feet high, apparently circular at one time, but much dilapi—
dated. Its present diameter is about 20 feet. It is composed of large bricks which, according to my
guide’s statement, were quarried b

y

villagers at the time of a famine within his recollection. From
the appearance of this mound it is clear that it represents the remains of the Map“ which Hiuen Tsiang
mentions on the summit of the Cock's-foot Mountain. ()ne of the bricks exposed measured 10 X 9 x 2
inches." The centre of the mound had been dug into a depth of 4-5 feet. In the cavity thus formed,
which is about 10 feet broad, lie five large granite pillars, 9 inches in square thickness, half buried

b
y

de'bris.

From the top of the mound the relative position of the three spurs radiating from this central
eminence could be seen most distinct-1y. Besides the spur, b

y which I had ascended and which runs
almost due west, there is a lower but equally rugged spur descendim.r to the south-west and also

showing a number of shoulders. This is continued in the same direction b
y
a series of detached rocky

hills, which connect it with the Mahér group o
f hills about five miles to the south-west. The third

spur, which is far shorter, trends in the direction of north-north-east and is soon lost in the plain.

‘0 Soc Fo-ku'o-ki in Baal. Si-yu-ki, i. p. ln-i.
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I had no means of ascertaining the exact height of the central peak, but judging from the time
occupied in climbing it and the comparison of the highest point of the Mahér Hill, marked 1,616 feet

above sea level in the Survey Map, I came to the conclusion that its relative elevation above the plain
maybe about athousand feet or a little more. The hill top is known to the people by the name

sabhnith, and the fact of its bearing an ancient mound is also generally known. But no definite
tradition attaches to it

,

and all I could ascertain was that the well in the centre of the mound had
been seen in this condition for the last twenty years.

The natural features of the hill strikingly illustrate the origin of the legend related b
y Hiuen

Tsiang as to Kas'yapa‘s ascent. The position of the spurs corresponds closely to his account, which
mentions, besides the northern side of the mountain, ranges to the south-west and north-east. In
(be confused masses of rocks heaped up all along the crest lines of the three spurs we can look for the

passages which Kaéyapa was supposed to have opened with his stalf. The tangled brushwood, which

surrounded the hill in the days of both pilgrims, still covers it in remarkable thickness and in the

narrow gorges which lead down between the spurs, the rainy season must indeed produce tumultuous
torrents. That the name “Cock’s-foot Mountain

" (Kukkutap'idagiri) likely to have been derived
from the three spurs resembling in relative position the foot of a cock has already been noticed by

Hienn Tsiang's translators. It is impossible to look down from the top of the central peak‘1 or even
to examine the shape of the hill on the-map without being struck with the appropriateness 0f.the
similc.

It only remains to point out that the distances and bearings given b
y Hiuen Tsiang with

reference to the “ lock’s-foot Mountain” are in full agreement with the position now ascertained for it.
From cast bank of the Mahi opposite Bodhgaya to the Kukkutapfidagiri the pilgrim reckoned 100”
or so, the direction being to the east “ through a great wild forest.” Measuring on the map the

direct distance from the SGbm'ath Hill to the bank of the Mohana- Nadi opposite Bodhgayfi we find it

to be close on 14 miles. This distance, with the addition of one-fourth required to compensate for
the excess measurement on ordinary roads from village to village‘-2 and taking the If at its ordinary
value of about } mile, brings us as near as we can expect to the 100 [

i of the Chinese pilgrim. ‘ The

true direct hearing, it is true, is to the northwest, not to the east. But then a glance at the map will
show that a traveller from Bodhgaya would have to proceed at first nearly due east to Mahér in order
to avoid crossing on his route the hills called after the latter place, which lie in the direct line between
SGbnz'uh and Bodhgayii.

Again after leaving the "Cock’s-foot Mountain” Hiuen Tsiang counts about 100 Ii in a north
eastcrly direction to Buddhavana. Accepting the position I have above approximately marked for the
latter locality and measuring the direct distance on the map, we find it a little over 11 miles and the

bearing north-east. The slight difiercnce here noticed in the two map-values of Hiuen Tsiang‘s "100 I1
‘

is easily accounted for b
y the fact that in proceeding to Buddhavana the pilgrim had to cross the

southern Rfijgir range at a point where it is comparatively high and rugged, as his own reference to

“peaks and cliffs lofty and precipitous" clearly indicates.

After I had completed my tour and returned to Calcutta, I learned from my friend Lt.
Colonel L. A. W'addell, I. M. S., that he, too, had on a visit paid several years ago to Hasra arrived
at the same conclusion as to the identity of the “ Cock’s-foot Mountain.” In view of Col. \Vaddell's
keen power of observation, testified b

y the important results of his researches into other points con

nected with Hiuen Tsiang’s itinerary, it is a source of special assurance to me to know that the above
identification had been arrived at b

y us both independently.

Sculptures at Bishanpfir. —I descended from the SGbnfith peak b
y the steep gorge which

leads down between the south-western and western spurs to the village of Bishanpfir in order to see
the sculptures mentioned b

y Mr. Beglar at this place.‘3 It lies about 1
% miles to the west of the

‘1 Its position may be fixed on the Atlas of India map just below the letter J of the name " Tundwa."
'1 Compare Cunningham, Ancient Geography 0

} India, p. 56-1. ‘3 Sou Arch, Surrey Rep , viii. p. 105.
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peak and contains, in a halt decayed modern shrine designated as the “Bhairavasthan,” a series of fine

sculptures said to have been excavated in the K61 valley some 25 or 30 years ago.

The largest and best preserved among them are a large-sized Buddha-statue with an attendant figure

on each side (see Fig. IV.), the whole having evidently formed one group. The height of the central
statue is 5 feet from the base and that of the attendants 3% feet. The characters of the Buddhist
formula inscribed on the pedestal point to the 9-10th century as the probable date of these fine sculp
turcs. The attendant figure on the proper right is clearly marked as Pfidmanabhi. The relievos
now lying behind the principal statue evidently formed a panel for it and show like the rest of these

sculptures highly-finished workmanship.

Fig. V, reproduces three detached relieves, which must have belonged to pedestals for smaller
statues. Their execution is equally good. There are two smaller statues of inferior value in niches of

the tumbled-down walls, representing Buddha and a four-armed god, probably Vishnu. I was, how
ever, unable to trace the small has-relief, which is mentioned by Mr. Beglar as hearing a short inscrip
tion with the name of Mahikibyapa. In the view of the identification of the Kol site now arrived
at, this name as possibly indicating reference to the local saint would have been of special interest.

I consider that the removal of the Bishanpi'rr sculptures to a place where their preservation could
be assured, probably to the Imperial Museum, is distinctly desirable. Judging from the impression I
gained by my enquiries, this removal, if accompanied by the offer of some gratuity to the local Purohitas,

could be effected without difficulty. Or, the grant of a small sum might assure the necessary repairs

to the shrine, which could then serve ass shelter for the sculptures now placed there. Still more
desirable it seems to me that early steps be taken to prevent unauthorized excavations and conse

quent destruction in the ruined mounds of the K61 valley, which, by the identification of their site,

have now acquired a special interest.

From Warzirgan j I proceeded on the 20th October to Gaya in order to arrange from there for my
visit to the Kuluha Hill, situated close to the southern border of the Gaya District, but within the
limits of Hazaribfigh. The ancient remains on this hill, previously unsurveyed, had formed the sub

ject of a detailed report submitted to Government in June 1899 by Bibi Nand Lfil Dey, Munsif
Magistrate of Chatra, Hazaribagh, and I had been asked to examine them in connection with my
tour. After a short stay at Gaya, required in order to allow my camp to move ahead, I marched on
the 22nd October viii Sherghati to Hunterganj village, situated about 32 miles by road south of

Gaye. on the left bank of the Lilajan River and not far from the northern border of the Hazaribfigh
District. On the following day I proceeded to the Kuluha Hill, which rises about 6 miles to the south
west of Huntcrgauj, and placed my camp at Hatwaria, the nearest inhabited place on the west side
of the hill.

Position of Kuluha HilL-The hill known locally as the Kuluha Pahir is formed by a
projecting spur of the great range which runs along the northern edge of the plateau of Hazaribigh.
It consists of a series of steep basaltic ridges, running in the general direction of north to south and
culminating in a pinnacle of bold crags, which reach to a height of 1,575 feet above sea level, as fixed

by the Trigonometrieal Survey. Owing to its height and bold form the hill is a very conspicuous
object in the landmape, as seen from the plains of the Shérghati Sub-Division.

The fact of the hill being the object of a local pilgrimage is mentioned is Sir \V. Hunter's
Gazetteer (Hazirihigh District) and is also recorded in the List of Ancient lilonumenta of Bengal.
But the merit of having first given a full account of it belongs to Babfi Nand Lil Day, the local otficer
already mentioned, whose Report, dated 7th June 1899, was forwarded to Government with a letter from

the Commissioner of the Choti Nogpi'ir Division and duly communicated to me in print. Bibi Nand
Lil Dey deserves cvcry commendation for the zeal and trouble with which he has endeavoured, during
his short stay on the hill, to note down all those objects which his state of health permitted

him to visit, and which he thought might be of antiquarian interest. As, however, his examination of

the remains of the place was necessarily rapid and does not profess to have been made with special
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archaeological knowledge, it would serve no useful purpose to reproduce it here or to discuss particular
statements contained in it. It may, however, be mentioned that Biibl'i Naud Lil Dey believed the
ancient remains on the hill to be exclusively Buddhistic, and that he was prepared to identify it

,

on the
basis of a supposed etymology of the name, with “ the Makula Parvata oi the Burmese Annals o

f

Buddhism" where Buddha is said to have passed his sixth rainy season.“

The top of the Kuluha Hill is approached b
y two paths only, one leading up from Hatwaria village

on the west, and the other from a valley which skirts the hill on the east. Following the former, which

I used on my ascents to the hill, traces of the pilgrims’ route are soon met in the auspicious sindfira
(read-lead) marks applied to all larger rocks and trees. About half a mile south of Hatwaria, where
the path leaves a wooded plateau at the foot of the hill, there is a small mound of stones, and on its
top an old relievo, measuring 1 foot 8 inches in height b

y eleven in breadth, which represents the J ina
Pirévanitha under the usual snake-hood. The Hindu pilgrims and their Purohitas know the sculpture

b
y the name of Dvirapila, “the Guardian of the Gate." For about half a mile further the path crosses

an outlying ridge, which is fairly wooded. Then the proper ascent begins over bare basaltic rocks of
remarkably large size, which face the whole west side of the hill. They are so steep and and so bare of
vegetation that for one not barefooted it is a matter of some difficulty to scramble up. After an ascent
of about four hundred feet a wall of even steeper, but smaller, clifls is met. Here a regular path is

formed b
y broad steps out into the rock. This path leads at a point about 200 feet higher up through

the gateway of an ancient wall to the plateau near the hill top.

Plateau of Kuluha Hill-top.—- This plateau or rock basin -— for this name would be equally
applicable for a part of the area-is formed b

y two massive ridges of rock, more or less parallel, which
ascend from the south. Before converging towards the bold pinnacle of rock which, as already men
tioned, forms the summit of the hill, these ridges are joined b

y a transverse ridge which runs in the
direction from south-east to north-west and at a distance of about half a mile to the south of the summit.
The bare rocks, forming the north face of the transverse ridge, slope gradually down towards anatural
basin, which contains a small lake about 300 yards long with a greatest width of about 70 yards. The

longitudinal direction of the lake follows the dip of the transverse ridge from N.-\V.to S.-l‘1. It is said
to be fel by springs and always retains its water, the overflow from the monsoon rains being carried
off b

y a small channel at the south-east corner. The presence of this unfailing supply of water in a

locality otherwise made so forbidding b
y Nature had probably much to do with turning the plateau

of the Kuluha Hill into a popular place of pilgrimage.

Immediately above the little lake, with its plentiful growth of lotuscs, waterlilics and other aquatic

planks, the bare rock rises with steep wall-like slopes up towards the summit. The main ridge on the
east ascends to this highest point in a series of bare cliffs, which form a kind of créte and fall off almost
precipitously towards the valley below. The ridge on the west is less steep and rocky and is covered in

the part nearer to the rock basin with thick jungle growth. Higher up it
,

too, assumes the form of a

precipitous wall of cliffs. The summit itself, which forms the final object o
f the pilgrimage, consists

of a series of enormous boulders heaped up one above the other and frowning down boldly into the

valleys.

I have attempted to illustrate the main topographical features of the hill by a site-plan prepared
from my rough survey (see Fig. VII.) This, Ihope, together with the photograph reproduced
“ "It will be remarked that, excepting the image of Knleswuri, I did not come across the image of a single

deity belonging to the Hindu Pantheon: the place is entirely Buddhistic. It is my strong conviction that Kolnha
Pahar is the makula Parvata of the Burmese annals of Buddhism. Buddha is said to have passed his sixth waaao
for rainy season retirement) on the Makula mountain (see Bigandet's Life or the Legend of Gandhama). Koluha
is vsimply a contraction and corruption of .llakulc (ma) of (makula) having dropped by lapse of time, and ‘the word
knlc changed into Kulaha according to tho guttural pronunciation of the people of the district. The word kula,
however, still exists in the name of the goddess Knleswari (Kula + Iswari) which means, as I have stated, the Lady
of the Mountain Kula."
It is scarcely necessary to point out that the derivation of the name Kiliiha here suggested is impossible on phonetic

:rounds, and that the connection of the site with tho Makula. Parvata cannot be maintained in

the absence of any direct

historical or topographical evidence.
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in Fig. VL. showing the summit as seen from Bhimbhar, will help in following the description of the
objects of antiquarian interest to which I now proceed.
Sacred Sites on Kuluha Hill. —- Reaching the plateau on the west by the path previously de

scribed, we notice first the ancient wall which lines the crest line of the ridge on this side. It is there
9 feet thick and shows rows of well-cut slabs of stone on the outer faces, while its interior is apparently
built of large undressed stones. The gateway, five feet broad, is much decayed, but beyond it to the
N.-E. I was able to follow the wall ascending the ridge for adistance of about 750 feet, notwithstanding
the thick jungle by which it is surrounded. Immediately to the north of the gate, where there is a natura
dip in the ground, the wall is fully 15 feet high. The wall extends to the N.-E. up to the point where
the ridge falls off in almost perpendicular cliffs and where thus Nature itself has provided a rampart.
The same observation applies to the wall south of the gate, which, adapting itself to the contours of the

plateau, extends in a fair state of preservation for about 700 feet, up to a point on the above-mentioned
transverse ridge, where the latter becomes quite unscaleable.

’

About 130 feet to the S.-E. of the gate by which we have entered, stands a temple sacred
to Durga-Bhagavati. The name under which the goddess is worshipped here,Kulesvari, is supposed
to be connected with the designation of the hill Kuluha. The temple, which consists of a cella about
12 feet square inside and an outer chamber 10 feet deep and 9 feet broad, isup to a height of five feet from
the ground built mainly with stone materials removed evidently from some old structure. Among these
large ornamented slabs are found in considerable number. The rest of the extant temple is built with

bricks which seem also of old make, and is covered outside with a thick layer of clmnam.

A broad platform in front of the temple, which faces south, as well as a large dilapidated shed to
'the west of it

,

are similarly constructed with ancient carved slabs, while more of the latter lies in front
of the building. The present temple is said to have been built by a Raja Candraketu of Dfintz‘rr, as to
‘whose date no information was forthcoming. Judging from its appearance, it can scarcely be older
than a couple of centuries. On the other hand the materials used in its construction show that it has

probably replaced an earlier structure of more imposing dimensions. One old slabin the wall measures

4
}
;

feet in length and one foot in height.

The PurGhitas or, as they are locally called, Pandas of the shrine reside at Dame: and ordinarily
take their turn of worship for half a week. The pilgrims, b

y whose rlul-siruis they mainly subsist, visit

the hill at particular days auspicious for the ‘ Yatri.’ Such are the 9th day of the bright half of Caitra,
when about 5,000 people are said to assemble, and the day of Mfigha known as Sripaicami. There is

no .lrlfihiztmya or legendary in use, but the priests are in the habit of relating to the pilgrims the stories
of the .‘llahibhfirata, which local belief connects with particular sites of the hill.

About 125 yards to the south of the temple and on the rocky crest of the transverse ridge a large
isolated boulder known as Bhimbhir is visited b

y the pilgrims. Bhima, the epic hero, is believed to
have put it there to take rest in its shade. vAbout 40 feet to the N.-E. of it is a platform 2] feet long
and 14 feet broad built of large dressed slabs. The place which is called the “wall of King Virat”
offers a splendid view over the Lila'ijan valley westwards.

'

About 18 yards to the north of ‘ Bhimbhar

’

is a small grotto about 4 feet high and 3 feet broad,

formed b
y a boulder overlying a fissure in the rock. Inside is a well-preserved image of the Jina

Pi'irévanatha, seated and surmounted b
y the usual snake-hood, The little sculpture, which is about

2 feet high, is carved in a black basaltic stone and seems distinctly old. The interstices between the
rocks serving as sidewalls and the boulders are filled with bricks 9 inches square and ‘2

% inches thick.

Close to the west of this is another small grotto containing a. seated Jina in the conventional posture.
As the Oihna engraved on the pedestals is ef‘faced the Jina intended cannot be ascertained. Judging
from the red-lead marks on these sculptures they seem to enjoy the orthodox attention of the

pilgrim s.

Descending from Bhimbhfir towards the temple a small rock-ground tank is passed, and near it

two small images placed below a tree. They measure lé-fcct in height, and though damaged b
y exposure
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are yet clearly recognized as reprcsentations of Jinas. The pedestal of one of them bears a short
inscription of which, however, only the date Sarhvat 1443 can be made out with any certainty.

A. path skirting the western side of the little lake above described leads to the East Gate of the
hill plateau. It opens a passage through a wall of similar construction to that on the west and is or‘
identical dimensions. The outside facing of the wall consists of well-carved slabs, several of which

measure above 5 feet in length. The eastern gate occupies a depression in the ridge, and as the latter

.soon rises both on the south and the north into cliffs presenting a precipitous face to the east, the wall

which was intended to guard it
,

does not extend very far.

Retracing our steps from the east gate to the eastern end of the lake we strike the path leading
to the sacred sites which the pilgrims visit on the higher portion of the east ridge. Here, close
to the lake, is a small well-like fissure in the smooth rock, where rain water accumulates. It is

worshipped under the name of Buraj Kund. By the side of it lies the fragment of an image broken
above the knees, which must have undoubtedly represented a Buddha or Bodhisattva. It measures
11 inches across the knees. The pedestal attached is 16 inches broad and represents a group of

worshippers, bringing offerings. The outside panels are occupied b
y

crouching lions. The interest of
this little sculpture lies in the fact that it is the only trace of Buddhist worship I could find on the
hill. That it is Buddhist is proved b

y the few words of the Buddhist formula still legible above
the base.

Firasnith 'I'emple.-- Ascending then over an absolutely bare shoulder of rock for about 180
yards a

t small modern temple is reached called “Pz‘u'asnEt-h." It consists of a square cella, enclosed by

chunam-covered walls which measure 14 feet outside, and is raised on a platform about 3 feet above

the ground. On the south wall of the interior, which faces the entrance, is a small raised platform,

which is covered with small bricks and stones, Above these can be seen fragments of a small Jina
status, which seems to have measured about 9 inches across the knees. According to the information

supplied. b
y the Purdbitas who accompanied me, common folk from the jungle villages of the neigh

bouring hills are in the habit of depositing stones at this shrine on their pilgrimage with a view to

removing them again, if the object of their pilgrimage is attained.“ Customs of a similar purport
prevail at other Indian pilgrimage places known to me.

The little temple is said to derive its name from an image of Parérauatha, which was once placed
in it. The high bulb-shaped dome which surmouuts the shrine, shows so modern a form and the
chunum with which it is covered is also in such good condition, that I do not think we can assign to
the whole structure, as it now exists, a greater age than about a century. Yet the Purohitas were
unanimous in asserting that the builder or date of the temple were quite unknown to them, and that
- in their recollection it has always been in its present dcscrted condition. The name and style of the
building afford clear proof that it was erected b

y Jainas, which agrees entirely with the facts to be
recorded thereafter.

About 80 yards to the N.-E. of this deserted Jaina shrine there is a large boulder, the top of
which forms a comparatively smooth and only slightly rounded platform. It is known b

y the name

Madava-Madai or Mandava-Mandai. Here is shown ahollow about 3feet square cut into the rock
to a depth of about 4 inches, which is supposed to have been used as a Vedi or altar at a sacrifice of the
epic king Virata. Around it can be seen 9 round holes, each 1

1
;

inches in diameter; they are explained

as having been made to serve as sockets for the staffs which supported the “Mandapn” required at

‘5 I mention this point, specially because Babn Nand Lal Dey, who here as elsewhere took the Jina image for
one of Buddha, has been led to give to the custom a signification which is quite foreign to it, and to base upon this
further communications.
“I was given to understand," he says, "that whoever visits this temple throws a stone at the image [of Buddha].

This is very significant. If it ever be proved that the temples and other buildings of the Buddhist period of this place
have been destroyed, . . . . it was certainly owing to Hindu hatred, and not to Moslem bigotry.” Assump
tions of this kind will not readily disappear as long as the historial text books ordinarily accessible to educated
Indians continue to find room for theories about the forcible extermination of Buddhism unsupported by historical
evidence.
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the Pratisthi ceremony. Close to this spot there is a line of very shallow and now almost completely
effaced Devanfigari characters engraved in the rock, of which only the letters d! (smircat) can be
made out with any certainty. \Ve have here evidently a. mere agrafiiuo of so e visitor. To the east
of this spot is an oblong platform, supported by walls on which King Virat is said to have celebrated
the marriage of his daughter ['ttarz'i.

The Dasfivatira Rock-sculptures. — A steep ascent over boulders for about 250 yards in the
direction of N.-N.-E. brings the pilgrim to a series of rock-sculptures known as the Dalsivatfirtt.
They are carved on the perpendicular west side of a large fissured rock, in two groups. The one first

approached shows in a deep continuous niche fire seated relievo figures of Jinas, each 10% inches high
and 11 inches broad at the knees. Their modelling and carving is comparatively rude and affords
no certain clue to their age. Below each figure is carved a relievo representation of a siiiihfiemm,

showing in the centre the cz'lma or characteristic emblem of the Jina intended. These lower relievos
are out very shallow and as they have in consequence much suffered by exposure only two eilmas,

horse and elephant, are now recognizable. Above the third, fourth and fifth figures, from the left,
there is seen a faintly incised agrajitto in Devanigari characters, of which only the syllables
(Ira . . . . pu can, however, be read.

A few yards to the north, and on a slightly lower level, the rock-face shows ten more relievo
representations of Jinas of similar style and execution. Five, on the left, are seated and of the same
dimensions as those described before ; those to the right are standing and measure 2} feet in height.
All the figures have on their breast the usual diamond-shaped mark and are accompanied by small
attendants holding chowrccs. The Cihnas below these figures have either not been engraved, though

there is room for them, or have completely worn away. ()nly crouching lions can be made out in the

shallow relievos intended to mark pedestals.

From the rock of the Das'ivatfira the path leads up very steeply towards the summit of the hill.
Before reaching the latter, and at a height of about 100 feet above rock-carvings just described, there
are noticed foundations of ancient walls which must have originally formed a square of about 18 feet
inside. The walls are exposed on the north, east and south, and consist of carefully placed ancient

bricks measuring 11 X 8 X 2 inches. In the inside of the square a hollow has been dug out,
apparently in a mound of loose stones. The west side is occupied by a flat mound of small stones,

which is evidently artificial and rises fully 5 feet above the present level of the wall on the east. I was
unable to arrive at any definite conclusion as to the object of this structure. It is certainly of ancient
date, and cannot have had any defensive character, as the east scarp of the ridge at this point is quite

inaccessible.

The Zkibalooana B0ck.—- About 80 feet higher up the summit is reached over a series of
'

large crags heaped up by Nature as if to form stairs. One large rock can be scaled only by means of

shallow footholds cut into the smooth rounded surface. On the top of the highest crag, which is

known as xkisalocana, there is seen a pair of footprints or pz'ulukfis cut into the rock to a depth of
about half an inch. The toes, which are but slightly marked, face to the north; the length of the

footprints is 8 inches. There is no inscription or trace of ornamentation near these marks, and this

fact, together with the simplicity of design, suggest that the carving dates from an early time. The

footprints are described by the Purohitas as those of Vishnu, but in view of what we shall have to note

thereafter, they are likely to have been originally worshipped as those of a Jaina 'I‘irtharhkara.

That the hill must have in earlier days been a prominent Tirtha for Jainas is made abundantly
clearhythc fact that apart, from an apparently modern image of Durgfi in the temple first mentioned,

which I could not see closely, and the Buddhist fragment already noticed, all sculptures on the hill,
whether detached or rock-carved, represent Tirthamkaras. Yet local information was unanimous as
to the absence of Jainas among the present visitors of the Tirtha.

Jaina tradition about Kuluha Tirtha. — I should have been obliged to leave this interest
ing question unsolved had not the enquiries I subsequently made among the small Jaina community of
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Patna helped me to a clue. The Jainas consulted, though otherwise well—informed of places of sacred
interest for their sect, had never heard of Kuluha. But on going through a handbook for Jaina pil~
grims which they showed to me, I came upon a notice, which showed that until recent times a tradition
regarding this Tirtha must have survived in some quaters. The little publication referred to bears
the title of Sr itirthamfili Amolakaratna, and was printed in 1893 by Rana LNarayan Pal, Tulapatti,
Calcutta, from which place I was, however, subsequently, notwithstanding repeated efforts, unable to
obtain a copy.

The handbook, which is written in Hindi and provided with a curiously primiti'e map, describes
correctly enough the route from Gayi to Kuluha and mentions that the name of this place is given
“in the Saslras” as “Bhaddalapuranagara.” “There the tenth Tirtharhkara, Sitalasvimin, was
conceived, born, received initiation, and obtained his enlightenment.” The author refers to a temple

which “was once adorned by an image,” but states that the Tirtha is now deserted.

I regret that other labours and my inability to consult- competent Jaina ecclesiustics in Calcutta
have prevented me from following up, in older Jaina texts, the indication here furnished. I have
little doubt that those specially acquainted with medievallJaiua literature bearing on the subject of
Tirthas may be able to trace earlier references to the sacred site above described.

But even without awaiting the result of such enquiries, the identification of Kuluha as a Jaina
place of worship is of considerable interest. We have here a distinct instance how, even with a sect
so remarkably tenacious in its traditions and customs, a once well-known sacred site has become completely

forgotten within comparatively recent times. In the course of my studies regarding the ancient
topography of Kaémir it has been more than once necessary for me- to rc-discovcr, once famous but

now entirely forgotten, places of pilgrimage solely’ by the means of antiquarian research. The instance

of Kuluha shows that, even in parts of India proper, where the religious conditions of the population

have'undergone no marked change, we must reckon with such alterations of the topographic sacra.

I may add, in conclusion, that though everything points to Kuluha han'ng been a place of special
interest and attraction to the Jaina community, yet the worship of the site was probably always shared
also by the mass of the Hindu population in the neighbourhood, just as we find indubitablc evidence

of the same peaceful condominium from early times at Rfijgir, Girnar and many other well-known

Tirthas.

I returned to Gayi on the 28th October and used a short halt for visits to the most prominent
of the shrines at this ancient Tirtha. Descriptions of them have been given by General Cunningham,
whose identifications of the sites mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims at and around Gayi'l seem in full

agreement with the topographical indications. At Bodhgayi I revisited the remains of the most
famous shrine of Buddhism still extant in India, amply described in the publications of General

Cunningham and others.

The Remains of Bakraur. — Crossing from Bodhgayi. the Lilajan River to the cast I inspected
at Bakraur the remains of a large smpa which Gen.Cunningham had already correctly identified with
the “stripe of the perfume elephant” described by Hiuen Tsiang “to the east of the Bodhi Tree, crossing
the Nairafijanfi.”‘° It forms the starting point for that portion of Hiuen Tsiang’s itinerary, which we
had followed above in the reverse direction from Giryek to the “ Cock’s-foot Mountain." The top of

the mound, which rises to a height of 25 feet above the level ground, measures fully 153 feet from north

to south, and thus shows the large dimensions of the original structure. The pool which the pilgrim

mentions to the north of the "Gandhahasti Btfipa” I was unable to trace, but ata distance of about
500 yards to the south-east of the smpa there are the remains of a large tank marked by ancient

embankments. On the north bank of this tank stands now the temple of Matafiga, one of the

numerous Tirthas visited by the Gayi pilgrims.

The remaining few days of my vacation were devoted to an examination of the famous caves of

Asoka and 'Daéaratha in the Baribar hills, north of Gayi, and the ancient remains in their neigh

“ sew-ks, ii. p. we.
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bourhood, as well as to a brief visit to Patna, the ancient Pataliputra. In regard to the former sites,
which have also been fully dealt with in the Arciueological Survey Reports, I can restrict myself to a
few observations concerning their ancient topography.

It has been duly noticed before that the Caves of Baribar, notwithstanding their connection with a
family famous in Buddhist annals, have not been mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims. This circum

stance is easily accounted for by the fact that the site possessed no special interest for Buddhists. An
illustration of this is afforded by the dedicatory inscriptions of Aéoka’s Caves, which, as we now know,

specially record the offer of these cave-dwellings to mendicants of a non-Buddhistic sect (Ajivikas).

Biddhebvara HilL- A further indication may be found in the fact that the highest of the
Barfibar hills is occupied by a shrine sacred to Siva Siddhekva'ra, which has a distinct claim to
considerable antiquity. This temple, to which General Cunningham only briefly refers,‘7 is still the

object of an extensive pilgrimage from the neighbouring tracts. The present structure, which seems to

have undergone numerous changes, rests on an ancient basement measuring 17 feet on the east side,

where it is still well preserved. It there reaches to a height of 5 feet 2 inches from the ground, and is
constructed of only three courses of large granite slabs, some of them over five feet in length and 1%
feet thick. This basement projects in the centre by 6 inches for one-third of its length and is decorated
with a remarkably bold moulding which indicates its antiquity. The upper portion of the temple

contains also numerous carved slabs, which must have been taken from some earlier structure, but the

greatest part is so thickly covered with clzunam that a close examination is impossible. It appears,
however, that the original building consisted of a square cells of the dimensions indicated by the well

preserved east basement.

It has been suggested by Mr. Beglar that the hill occupied by the Siddheévara temple is identical
with the great mountain of dark-coloured rocks, on which a small stirpu about ten feet high marked the

place where Buddha had entered into meditation.‘-8 No trace of the atiqm can now be found on the hill
of Siddheévara. Yet its relative position to another site mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang in the neigh
bourhood, which I believe Mr. Beglar to have quite correctly identified, favours the above suggestion.
Hiuen Tsiang describes a monastery “to the north-west of the mountain 30 la

‘

or so, on a declivity of

the mountain; it is flanked b
y
a high precipice, and the lofty walls and towers stand up in intervals of

the rocks.” The position here ascribed to the monastery, with which Budddhist tradition connected a

legend of the Buddhisattva Gunamati, agrees most accurately with that of the ruins near the village
of Dharivat, about 4 miles by road to the north-west of the Siddheévara Peak. The ruins which
occupy the steep slope of a rocky ridge facing a great tank to the north, had been described already b

y

General Cunningham, whom, however, their identity with Gunamati’s monastery had escaped.“ His and
Mr. Beglar’s accounts make it unnecessary to notice this interesting site in detail. It may, however,
be mentioned that the destruction of the remains b

y the villagers excavating for old bricks has since

proceeded considerably and is likely to efiace soon the last traces of the lofty terraces and buildings,
which once occupied the picturesque hill-side down to the edge of the water.

My two days’ visit to Patna was mainly devoted to a rapid inspection of the sites which Col.
\Vaddell’s highly successful researches have shown to be of special importance for the study of the

topography of ancient Pitaliputrg the capital of Asoka. In view of the fact that the results of Col_
\Yaddell’s prolonged explorations and of the excavations begun on his initiative is about to be publish
ed in a full report, it would be presumption to detail here the observations which my short visit

permitted me to make. They entirly confirmed the opinion first advanced b
y that scholar as to the

remains of the old city being preserved in all probability deep down in the alluvial ground south of the
old river-bed known as Gunsar. The excavations which have already yielded some very interesting
results, if carried on under the supervision of a competent archaeologist on the spot, are likely to bring

5 Arch. Surrey Rep, i. p. 42. ‘5 Arch. Survey Report, viii. p. 36: Baal, Sal-yu-lri, ii. p. 103,
‘9 Arch. Survey Rep. i. p. 53 a]. A brief marginal note from General Cunningham's hand in the copy of Beal's

Si-yn-l-i, which I obtained on the sale of his library. shows that the veteran scholar had accepted this identifica
tirm.
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to light conclusive evidence as to the exact position of the various structures and sites described by
the Chinese pilgrims. In the meantime, I hope, the impressions gathered by a personal inspection of
the great Gangetic site will assist me when dealing with the ancient topography of Magadha in the

publication which my Introductory remarks referred,_to. " " "

In concluding this account of my short tour in Magadha I feel it a pleasant duty to record my
sincere obligation for the manifold assistance I received from the local authorities. I owe the advant
ages thus accorded to me mainly to the kind ofiices of Mr. E. W. Oldham, I. C. 8., Collector and
Magistrate of Gays'i, who, himself deeply interested in the history and antiquities of South Bihfir, spared

no efiort to facilitate my movements and enquiries within the short time at my disposal.

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND_CUSTOM.
BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., 1.0.3.

(Continuedfrom Vol. XXIX, p, 387'.)

Hand. — A bright open brass hand tops the saddle of many Neapolitan'cab-horses and a.
small hand in gold, coral or silver open, or with horned and figgod fingers, guards many a

Neapolitan girdle and watch chain.

The hand wards the evil glance not because it is a symbol of the Almighty or an emblem

of justicellor a type of the Prophet Muhammad and his first four successors in the post of
calipha or viceroy. But because the hand is one of the greatest guardians, the hand is the

chief of weapons and of tools, the great bread-winner, a sign-centre among early tribes more

useful than the tongue. Open brass hands with a hanging eyelet were amulets against

the Evil Eye in use among Egyptians, Etruscans, Greeks and Romans.18 Perhaps the oldest
sign of luck is the open red hand on the wall of the Dordogne cave in Central France. Ameri

can Indian chiefs had the mark of an open red hand woven into their robes. In India, a red
right hand may be seen stamped on the festive shoulders of both Hindus and Musalmfinl. In
Europe, the red hand has been raised to honour as the sign of the British baronet, of the Pro
vince of Ulster, and of the Sultan of Constantinople. Among Hindus the carved hand is

worshipped as the sign of the sati or pure widowm Both Mnsalmans and Christians have been

able to continue hand worship, Musalmdns by, among Sunnis, treating the thumb as the Pro

phet and the four fingers as his four successors ; and among Shiahs as the Prophet, his daughter
the Lady Fatimah, her husband Ali, and her two sons Husein and Hasan. Christians have
continued the worship of the hand either by making the open hand the sign of power and

justice and so of the Almighty or by considering the hand with three stretched fingers a symbol

of the Trinity.“i The guarding power of the hand is increased by making it take certain shapes.

Of these shapes the Italians recognise and employ three. The fig-hand, menu fica (supposed
to be of phallic significance), that is, the thumb tip pointing down and grasped between the first

and middle fingers. Among the Romans and western Latin nations this gesture was known as

The Gipsies say :— " When the Golden Hand shines out of the clouds over two lovers it means good luck." See

" The Egyptian hand of Justice was the left hand- According to Apuleins (A. D. 150) in the procession of Isis
the fourth noble carried the emblem of Jnstice, the left hand, with the palm open, which on account of its natural
inactivity and its being endowed with neither skill nor cunning has been judged a more fitting emblem of Justico
than the right hand,

15 Examples are figured in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 241.
1‘ According to King (The Guostirs, p. 222 and note 1) the Brfihruans considered the open hand an emblem of the

argha or yom'.
1‘ Compare the sixth century mosaic from Ruvenna in north-east Italy figured as No. 107 in Mr. Elworthy's

Evil Eyr. p. 243, and the hand raised in ecclesiastical blessing with the thumb, first and second fingers-outstretched,

4*
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the fig-hand because the fig is phallic. The name fig-hand is in use in Italian, Spanish and
French, and, though the name is not used in Germany and England, the gesture is understood.“
Like other evil-scaring gestures to thrust forward the fig-hand against any one was a gesture
of abuse since it implied that the person against whom the sign was made was, or was haunted

by, an evil spirit.17 A second guardian hand in south Italy is the horn-hand, manu cornuta, witd
the first and fourth fingers straight, and the thumb, middle and third fingers bent to the palm
and clasped by the thumb.18 A. third guardian hand, the priest’s blessing hand, has the thumb

and the first and middle fingers straight and the third and little fingers doubled. This hand which
is worn at watch chains is a pro-Christian amulet." It is called manu panteu or combine hand.
because on it are collected many guards against the Evil Eye. The interest of this combine hand,
like the south Italian earthen-ware discs covered with close—packed guardian shapes, is that the

figure of each guardian, whether painted, carved or embossed, adds his share to the virtue of
the whole. The rude but clear focusing of virtues on these hands and discs shows how, under

more elaborate management, the greater deities have getheredto themselves local guardians and

inheriting the fame of the local guardians have continued them as symbols. Like the pantea
or all-focusing hand, rural guardian influences leaving their homes in stream, stone, tree and
beast centred in one human shape which gathering to itself every influence became Pan or
All.20 Another guardian use of the hand was to shoot out the middle finger, doubling’the others
hack into the palm. The middle finger so shot out was either aphallus or a horn. It came to
be called the inflnm's, that is, the ill-famed, or the impudicus, that is, immodest finger, because
shooting it against any one implied that the person shot against was a devil or was possessed.Bl

Honey. — As the early man’s food, as a source of liquor, and as a healer, honey has a
virtue which secured it an early place among the protectors against the Evil Eye.”

Theodore Watts‘ “ The Dukkeripen " in Mycr’s Poets of the Century, p. 270. The Moors carved an open hand over
the great gate of the Hall of Justice in the Alhambra in Spain. Figured in Elworthy, The II-uil Eye, p. 246. Accord
ing to Bassett (Legend: and Superstitions of the Sea, p. H, and Frontispicco) the Arabs did not always think of
the hand as a guardian influence. They said any ship venturing on the Atlantic was stopped by the huge hand of
Satan rising out of the water to seize them.

'

1' Compare Dean Ramsay's Reminiscenct‘, quoted below. The Talmud (Jewish) variety of the fig-hand is to
place the thumb of the right hand in the left hand and the thumb of the left hand in the right hand. Compare
(Schwub’s Talmud dc Jerusalem, p. 456) : —

“ If in enteringa city you fear the Evil Eye place the thumb of the right
hand in the left hand and the thumb of the left hand in the right hand and say, ‘ I am of the race of Joseph on which
the Evil Eye has no effect.’ ” Here the phallic thumb seams to be considered as a spirit-home rather than as a spirit
scare, and so the thumb was veiled to prevent evil spirits entering through it.
11 The practice and the meaning of

‘ showing the fig ' among the Italians of Greater Greece suggests an explana
tion of the Greek sukophantes literally fig-shower but meaning syoophant or tale-bearer. The ordinary explanation
that the hateful character got its name from informing on persons who evaded the duty on figs is admitted to be
a running-making of little more value than a pan (compire Liddell and Se >tt’s G reek Dictionary 8. 1).). The South
Italian practice of showing the fig -—that is, the fig-hand -—b0 keep off an evil influence, suggests that the sense of the
word mkophanlel or fig shower is the man who forces one to show the fig, that is, either a phullua of fig-wcod or the

li' -hand.3

1' In a Ravcnua sixth century mosaic the Almighty is shown as a hand piercing the clouds, the first and fourth

fingers pointed as in the manic cornuta. See Fig. 113. Elwcrthy, The Evil Eye, p. 265. Fig. 115 (op. cit. p. 267)
shows a Hindu goddess with the right hand in the menu cornula attitude.
1' Elworthy, The Eril Eye, p. 300.
1° These details illustrate two laws: (a) that the virtue of charms grows by massing them: (17)that the local

guardian, losing his individuality as a healer and saver, merges into the younger Widsr'ruling deity and thus, under

the title of symbol, secure; a dim and doubtful continuance of Worship. In connection with these two laws i
t may

be suggested that such merged local guardians are cillei symbols, that is, things thrown together, because by those
who have the spread of the religion at h art as many as possible of the earlier lOOll guardians are merged in the new
guardian, so that together they may supply the attributes and draw the worshippers required to secure steadiness to

the newly established throne.
=1Hnre's Cities of Southern Italy, p. 11, says: —

“ The most popular antidote to the Evil Eye in Italy is a

little coral hand with one finger st 'etchcd out, the hand of Saint Jennaro, with which the shops at Naples are full.
These charms are specially in request whenever Vesuvius is in a state of eruption."
T1 Compare Story's Castle ofSl. Anglco, p. 206,

it.
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Horn. ——The horn, the glory and the guardian of so many of the nobler animals, would
raise in men an early feeling of worship. To this respect experience added the healing

virtue of horn in cases of spirit-possession, burnt, soaked into hartshorn or drunk in fine

scrapings to drive out a witch-sent spirit.23 These two sources of worship have combined to

make horn a leading scarer of evil spirits all the world over. Among the Romans a horn was

the symbol of good luck, bonus eventus. Macrobius (A. D. 350) says:-—
“ Nothing is so powerful

to avert evil as horn.”24- The horn of plenty is a widespread amulet among the peoples both of

northern and of southern Europe.26 Perhaps from its value as a sudorific and therefore an

antidote to the feverishness caused by the breathless and parching Scirocco wind horn has

gained and kept in South Italy the highest place among guardians.26 A hand grasping a horn

forms one of the nine elements in the compound Neapolitan amulet the cima-ruta or ruespray.27
In South Italy, the Word horn of itself drives oil? or prisons the evil glance. The name horn is
given not only to the ox horns that guard crofts, fields, dwellings and vegetable shops”; to the

ram and goat horns that save the stock of the wine-seller; to the stag or if possible elk horns
that guard the stores of the grocer and druggist; and to the natural horns miniatured in coral,

gold, silver, mother-ofipearl and lava and worn at the girdle or watch chain. The name horn is
‘

extended to crab and lobster nippcrs, to cock spurs, to the claws of birds and to the teeth of

animals including tigers’ teeth and boars’ tushes. Even horse-shoes, half moons, and shapes

probably originally phallic are known as horns. Finally the favourite Neapolitan guardian
hand, the first and the little finger stiff and the middle and third bent to the palm and clasped

by the thumb is known as manu cornuta, the horn hand.29

As in the case of the Hand and the Horse-shoe the virtue of horn amulcts and charms
has been traced to their being symbols of the horns of the Moon and so connected with the worship of

Diana perhaps with- the worship of Isis. But as has been noticed above the virtue of horn passes
behind the symbol stage and has an unborrowcd guardian power as the protector of animals and as the

healer of sickness. Horn is honoured iu‘countrics where neither the name of Diana nor the name of

Isis has .ever been known. It may not be safe to say that the belief in the guardian virtue of animal
horns is older than the. belief in the guardian virtue of the moon’s horns. Still it seems safe to say
that the origin of the two beliefs is distinct and that the iron horns and crcscents found among the

Ashantees in ‘Vest ‘Africa arc‘iu origin unconnected with moon worship and represent the brow and

horns of an ox, a favourite and widespread crop-guard and score.30 That in the high religion of Egypt

23 Compare Murray’s " Hiudbook of Spain" in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 23, note 43.
2‘ Neville Rolfe, Naples in the Nineties, p. 53. In Ladakh, in Central Asia, rarn’s horns are fastened to fruit;

trees. Trees so guarded yield wonderful crops of fruit, In North India, pieces of jackal and antelope horn are worn
to keep oil‘ the Evil Eye. Crooko’s Popular Religion o

f Northern India, Vol. II. p. 36.
15Compare Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, Vol. II. p. 872. Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 263.
*5 The scrapings and raspings of the horns of the common male deer are used in doooctious : hartshorn jelly is

nutritivc and is given in diarrhuaas; the white earth made from calcined hartshorn is used in dysenterios : and to
lighten labour pains: the salt of hartshorn is a great sudorilio and is given in fevers with success. Encyclopmdia
Brilamu'ca, “ Hartshorn.” Horn is largely used as a medicine in India, New Guinea, Madagascar, and South
Africa.
1'! Neville Rolfe, Naples in the Nineties, p. 54. Mr. Rolfe compares (op. cit.) Zedokiah (2 Chronicles, xviii. 10)

presenting the king of Israel with horns of iron in token he would win if he wont to battle to Ramoth Gilead.
1' Is the horn of an 0: of tho homestead which Homer’s fisher casts into the sea.as he lets down with a long rod

his baits for a snare to the little fishes below, merely a bob or float or does the floating horn keep 05 the evil influences
which might hindor the fishes taking the baits? Butcher and Lang's Odyssey, Book XII.
=9The horn hand keep: off the risk that attends the mention, oven the thought, of an ill-omened person.

Compare Crawford’s Saracinescu, p. 210: — “ The old Marquis made tho sign of the horns with his forefinger and
little finger as though to protect himself against the sinister influcnco invoked by the mention of the hated Count
Spicca.” The sense of the widespread saying, that an injured husband should wear horns, seems to be the husband's

special need of protection against the Evil Eyo. Its glance would naturally efl’cot a lodging in one so faint-hearted
as the nature of his misfortune shows the husband to be.
5° The Ashantee field crescents are figured (No. 88) in Elworthy, The Eye, Evil, p. 215. The tribes of the West

Nile keep the Evil Eye from their crops by sticking the bleached skull of an ex on the cud of a pole. Berghofi,
Pall. Mall Gordie, May 1st, I899, p. 2

.

The same practice p'cvnils among the wilder tribes of Western India.
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early local crop-guarding animal horns may be assimilated as moon-horns and symbols of Isis illus

trates the special interest of the study of the Evil Eye, namely, that the charms and amulets are worn
from their personal and original virtue against evil influences and not from the dim and reflex honour

of being symbols of some elaborate far-reaching faith}u

Horse. -—- Three experiences combine to make the horse a leading guard against the Evil Eye.
To horse-owning peoples his willing strength, intelligence, spirit and devotion make the horse a

guardian of the higher or self-sacrificing type. Among tribes to whom the horse is strange his size,

power and fury make him a fiend requiring and rewarding the process of squaring. To all who have

dealings with the horse his nervousness, his delicacy, his liability to strange sweatings and other sudden

sicknesses shew that the horse is a favourite home for spirit-influences and that against such influences

he requires special protection. In most countries of Europe a horse-head is a favourite scarf pin or
other personal decoration.32 A brass rearing horse is a common guardian on a Neopolitan saddle
bow. The sense is

,
the horse is a favourite Evil-Eye house and this shining, capering collar-horse

draws the Evil Eye and saves from its influence the horse on whose collar it gleams. Again, the
horse is a scare because the horse is a guardian. Horse-heads and stuffed horses ornamented the

approaches to early German places of worship and to Tartar tombs.33 Besides his value as a servant

and instrument the horse, to the tribes who knew him well, was a healer. Among the Romans

:1
.

horse-tooth kept evil influences from a teething child, his foam cured itch, earache, galls and

women's diseases, the ashes of his dung staunched blood and healed sores, and horse urine mixed with

the water of a forge cured madness.“ In England, to pass a child under the belly of a piebald horse
cures whooping cough.35 In Ireland, a wound heals if the wounded part is put in a horse's month.36
In India, one sickness or form of possession the horse is believed to cure is barrenness.87 Of the class

of horse-worshippers who reverence the horse because he is strange to them the early tribes of India,

the American Indians, and the people of the Solomon Islands are examples.38 To those who are

familiar with the horse, its nervousness and liability to sudden sickness and sweating make the horse

seem a specially favourite spirit-home and therefore to require particular protection. It is perhaps
because climatic influences affect their horses with sudden sickness, like the stroke of the land wind so

harmful to horses in some parts of India, that the Neapolitans are specially careful to guard and
adorn their horses.

Horse-shoe. — The horse-shoe combining the guardian virtues of iron, of the horse, and of the
hoof of the horse whose parings burnt or soaked are not less sovran against spirit-possession than

hartshorn, is an universal guard against the Evil Eye.“ In England (1660), it was common to nail
31Similarly the corner brass-plated wooden horns of the Jewish altar (Exodus, xxvii. 2) and the stone corner

horns in classic altars seem to have their Origin in such animal horns as adorn and guard local shrines in India,
Afghanistan, Beluchistan and Persia. Compare Crooke's Popular Religion of Northern India, Vol. II. p. 255.
51 King, The Gnociicl, p. 158. (Among Greeks and Romans) the horse's head was a favourite device for signets.

King considers the horse-head as a memento mom‘, and compares the death head so much in fashion in Cinque-ceuto
jewellery. The value of both horse and death heads seems to be neither symbolic nor moral but as spirit-homes.
3-5Grimm, Ihutonic Mythology, Vol. II. p. 630, notices how ruling a belief was the worship of the horse among

Celts, Tcutons and Slavs. The respect continued in the practice of hanging horse-heads about stables to keep oii‘

night hags and cattle plagues. It remains in the carved horse-heads on the roofs of dwellings in Saxony,
‘4 Pliny, Natural History, Book xxviii. Chaps. 11, 16, 17. 19: Book xxx. Chap. 16.
9° Henderson’s Folklore, p. 143. ‘6 Scott's Border Minstrclsy, p. 480. .
“7 Compare (Jrooke’s Popular Religions of Northern India, Vol. II. p. 207. The horse's power to cure barrenuess

seems connected with the belief held by Indian Musalmans that the horse is the pure male, pokha marad, that is, that
the horse is the only male animal who has no bodily signs of the union in him of the two sexes.
3' Horse worship is notable among the hill tribes of Gujarfit and the early tribes of the Central Provinces who

own no horses. Compare Hislop's Tribes of the Central Provinces, pp. 8
,
7
,

and 21. The American Indians to whom

the horse was a stranger at once worshipped Cortes’ horse as the god of thunder (Bancroft, Vol. III. p. 483). In 1898
the first horse was brought to the Solomon Islands. The horse was towed ashore overacoral reef with immense
difiicnlty. The Natives shewed the greatest dread of the gigantic creature and could not be induced to go near it.
Soon the horse became unmanageable and wandered at willI a terror to the neighbourhood. Amonth or two after
arrival. to the intense relief of the Natives, the horse died. Solomon Island Report, 1898-99, in Scotsman, 9th

November 1899.
59 In Ireland the hoof s of a.dead horse were held sacred. Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. p. 305,
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horse-shoes on the thresholds of doors to prevent witches entering the houseiw In Somerset, horse
shoes are still fastened over house doors to prevent a witch overlooking a house.‘“ In Italy, a horse
shoe is worn on the watch chain along with a coral or metal horn to guard against the Evil Eye.‘2 In
the case of the horse-shoe as in the case of horn the value of the study of the Evil Eye is that the
articles which control the influence of the Evil Eye owe their worship to their antique and personal
virtue as guardians and not to any borrowed lustre which their crescent shape may seem to draw from

being asymbol of the Moon. The value of the horse-shoe passes behind the late stage of religion

when all crescent shaped guardians are grouped under the crescent spirit which again is made a symbol

of some later and more general deity. Such shapes as the horse-shoe, even when absorbed as symbols,

bring their guardian virtue with them : they do not draw their guardian virtue from the deity to which

they are attached as symbols or attributes. It follows that in his relation to earlier local guardians the
younger deity is a compound amulet which, under the name of symbols, emblems and attributes, draws

to itself the virtues as well as the worshippers of earlier and more local guardians.

Hunchback. ——The hunchback or gobo is a popular protector against the Evil Eye in South
Italy, either as a four-inch brass figure on cab or cart horse saddles or as a minute image in silver,

coral, mother-of-pearl or lava fastened to the watch chain or girdle. Hunchback figures were worn

as amulets in Egypt and Phoenicia and are now worn in Constantinople.“ The Indian belief,

probably an early belief, is that the cause of a child having a hunchback is that some spirit has taken

a fancy to the child before or after birth and making his abode in the child disfigures it so that no

human may be tempted to fall in love with the child and rob the spirit of the child's affections. In
return for the possession of his loved dwelling the spirit in the hnnchback sees that no ill-luck bei'alls

the child's home. Some rich families in Bombay believe they owe their success to the luck of having
a hunchback child. The hunchback Punch has a spirit-ledger who supplies his special stores of wit

and wisdom. The gambler before entering the gaming house loves to touch the hump of a hunchback

that any ill-luck in the gambler may pass into the hump. It is because the hunchback is a favourite
spirit-home that a small image at the watch chain or girdle turns the evil glance from the wearer to

itself. The image supplies the wearer with the protection which in former times the company of his

dwarf secured to the king.

Hyaena. —The skin from a hyzena's brow is worn in Italy to keep off the Evil Eye.“ His mad
laughter, his fondness for graveyards, his odd appearance, his dislike of the light combine to make the

hyaena seem possessed. The Buda blacksiniths of Abyssinia were supposed to turn into liya'nas.“ The

natives of the Egyptian Soudan fear to shoot a hysena lest they should commit a murder.“

Incense. —— In Italy, the fumes of incense are used to cure the Evil Eye.‘7

Iron. —- The importance of iron as a charm has been noted in a previous paper._ The unique
spirit-scaring power of iron is shewn by the dread and dislike of iron attributed to even the highest

guardians.‘a

Key. —- The key is an old amulet shewn in miniature in the Bologna Etruscan museum.“ In
Scotland, a key is still applied to the back of a child's neck to stop bleeding at the nose. The root of

the key’s virtue is probably its guardian power as a tool and as the protector of what is closed. Its

shape would add a phallic virtue. In the higher religions the key became a symbol of the greater

guardians to whom belong the openings of life and death. Isis, Diana, Ianus, and St. Peter hold

keys. One of the nine elements in the Neapolitan child's charm, the ruc~sprig or cima rum, is a kcy,5°

“ Aubrey's Mioceuaniel, p. 140. ‘1 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 218. '1 Op- cit. P. 220.

'5 0p. cit. p. 831. “ Op. cit. p. 21. ‘5 Op. cit. p. '28.

‘5 Berghoff in Pall Mall Gazelle, May 1st, 1899. ‘7 Story's Castle of St. Angel-o, p. 206.

" Useful notes on the spirit fear (including the guardian fear) of iron are given in Elworthy, The Eu'l Eye, p. 222.
‘9 Elworthy, The Evil Fye, p. 853. 5° Neville Rolfe, Naples in the Nimtiel, p. 54.
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Mask. —- The Romans hung little masks, UN‘NZG, of Bacchus on trees to keep off the
Evil Eye.51 Some Etruscan vases are studded with grinning masks.“2 The favourite mask of the
ancient Romans and Greeks was the Gorgon or Medusa face, at first terrible, dripping gore, with

snake tresses, a nightmare of hate and pain ; then through the glamour of the sixth and fifth

century smile, passing to a face of sadness and beauty, the tresses sometimes snaked, sometimes

plain, sometimes twisted in horns."3 That the meaning of the Mcdusa’s face on Athene's

buckler was neither ornament nor to turn enemies into stone, but to house or prison influences

that might annoy or damage the deity, is shown by the ever-recurring Medusa. head in Etruscan

(B. C. 1200-200) funeral monuments and over Etruscan house doors to keep away evil spirits.“
The beautiful Medusa faces carved on the bncklers and graves of many of the imperial statues

(A. D. 300) in Rome and Naples were likewise to guard the wearers against evil influences,
as were the Sunface and other badges that marked and guarded the Roman legions.55 \Vith
the history and interest of the Medusa face in Western Asia. and in East and South Europe the

history and interest of a guardian human face in India closely corresponds. These guardian
faces are found all over India and their use extends in time from the earliest rock-cave or part
Greek remain (B. C. 250) to the latest Briihmanic, Jain or other Hindu temple or public building.
The guardian face has many‘ names: Kirtimul'h, that is

,

Rumour or Fameface; Singhmukh,
Hornface; SinhmuL-h, Lionface ; Suryamukh, Sunface. These faces vary in character. The
Rumour a round fierce human face and the Sun a. round kindly human face may owe some of
their character to Greek or Roman influence. But the Lion and Horn faces with horns,
goggle-eyes and fierce open mouth and tushes that curving sideways mix with whiskers
and pass into flowing festoons of spray and leaf seems a. local fancy rising from the tree
through the animal to the human. These faces look out coarse and ugly from the roof-tree
and cave ends of modern Hindu temples. But they gain interest and refinement in the Jain
temples of the seventh to the eleventh century A.D., filling the ceiling corners, which unguard
ed are so apt to become a haunt of evil spirits, emhellishing the flat keystones of the cross-cor
nered domes, and grinning or frowning from belts round the richly carved temple shafts, from
the paved floor at the entrance doors, and from the slab in front of the shrine door. In all
these positions, though the usual answer is that the Horned Head is for show, an occasional
priest or worshipper more intelligent or more outspoken will furnish the true explanation,
namely, that the horned head is carved in those places to keep of evil spirits or to keep off the

n1Virgil Georgi“, Book II, v, 389 :—“To thee, Bacchus, soft (that is, waxcn) masks hang from the lofty pine."
The phallus was similarly hung to guard fruit-trees. I'llworthy (The Eril Eye, p. H8) suggests that mam may be
balsa or phallus with the general sense of amulet. According to Grimm (Teutonic Mythology. Vol. III. p. 1045) :—
“In the old German laws the notion of a sorceress and a mask meet, Sln'ga quad at masm, a witch which is a mask."
Grimm (op, cit. Vol. III. p. 1082) would refer the word mask to the Italian maschera, masticate, because the witch
devours children.

M Compare the Anubis Vase figured in Dennis, Citier of Etmria, Vol. II. p. 318.
68Valuable information and figures of the different Medusas are given in Elworthy’s The Evil Eye, Compare the

tuskcd lolling-tongued Etruscan Gorgoneion. Dennis, Cities of Etmn'a, Vol. II. p. 221 ; also Vol. II, pp_ 441.443,
5‘ Miss Margaret Symonds, The Story of Pemgia, pp, 2'1, 278, 275. Miss Symonds says (p. 273)=- "The Etruscan!

commonly used the Medusa to keep away evil spirits. Her face is usually calm and often lovely.” In one instance

it is calculated to strike terror as well as admiration. Dennis (Cities of Eirun'a, Vol. II. p. 348) notes in the inner
chamber of a tomb near Chiusi a wall painting of a hideous mask or Gorgon's face with tongue hanging out. In the
case of the Medusa as in other instances the scare was also the house. Both in the European Medusa and in the
Indian Fame Face the open mouths and staring squint eyes of certain of the masks are to house rather than to Scare.
Compare Figs. 39 and 40 in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 148.
‘5 According to Mr. Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 178, these badges were to defeat the glances of the enemy

In addition the brilliant badges of the legions would draw to themselves and so imprison not only the evil glam“
of the foe but the crowd of ancestral spirits that came to help the hostile army and also the spirits of the spell;
which the enemy’s sorcerers had woven against the legions. King (The Grwaiico, Plate X. cut 5, and p. ‘223)
figures a Gnrgon's Head with the legend “ I protect Rhoro mandates " (some Persian or Armenian). He adds :_
“This inscription is most important as it explains why the Gorgoneiou is so frequent a personal decoration, being
reputed the most efficacious of umulcts."
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Evil Eye.56 In addition to the Horn heads and other building protectors, the mask figures
in two important branches of Hindu worship in their temples and in their homes. In most
temples the leading image is of stone, and on certain great days over the stone face is drawn a
metal mask of brass, silver or gold according to the sanctity of the day or the wealth of the
shrine. Metal masks are also common among Hindu household gods, some kindly and smiling
to represent the leading guardians, others savage and fierce night-mares in brass to house some
dead and hostile member of the family who causes them terror and sickness.'57

Milk. — Story mentions milk first among articles used in Italy to overcome the Evil Eye.58
Mirror. — It has been said above that the shadows in mirrors caused fear to those to whom

mirrors were strange but that mirror-shadows ceased to cause fear when they were seen to be
mere surface reflections. This view is correct in drawing a contrast between the mirror and
the eye. Still, even after its newness ceases to cause dread, the mirror has an interest and a
virtue as a spirit-home. Spirits go into the mirror, the home of reflections and shadows, and
are housed and contented. Again, the mirror may be filled with the guardian sunlight and
flash like a search-light and scare evil influences. In Northern and Western India, fragments
of mirror are worked into women’s robes, and by flashing the blessed sun scare evil influences.
Thumb rings have a piece of mirror set in them to house and to scare. In Scotland, mirrors
are veiled after a death : in Bombay, among both Hindus and Musalmz'ins, mirrors are veiled at
night. In both practices the sense is to prevent evil spirits passing into the mirror. The
interest of these practices is their earliness, the feeling that even if housed the influence does
not become guardian but remains hostile and dangerous.

Monkey. -In China, monkeys are kept at the entrance to cattle sheds to keep cit the Evil
Eye-"9

Mouth. —- The mouth as the chief entrance is a leading home and prison for evil influences.
Among the Classic Greeks and Latins masks with open months, with or without lolling tongues,
were leading evil traps. The importance attached to the open mouth appears in the Italian

stones carved into front human faces and with an open mouth the whole known as have or mouth.

Holed stones which are hung near windows to keep ofli the Evil Eye in the villages near
Amalfi in South Italy are called pielro bocata or mouthed stones. It is the same belief that evil
influences are drawn to them and do not come out again that makes holed stones lucky in
India, in England, and over most of the world.“

Nail. — From its material which gives its control over spirits and from its imprisoning
the evil spirit which has been passed into it when it is driven into some sacred tree or building
an iron nail, even the word drfigere, drive (a nail) home, is a leading guardian against the Evil

i)
‘ e61

5‘ With the Indian follage-tushed and leafy-whiskered Horn Face compare in Taormina. a Greek (B. C. 600-200),
a, Roman (A, D. 100-400), and later (1000-1400) a Saracenic-Norman town, about thirty miles south of Messina in
Sicily some curious curved heads. One of these in a palace in the south-west corner of, the cathedral square pro
bahly of the early seventeenth century a putf-cheeked goggle-eyed face with open grinning month. And from each
corner of the mouth a task circling into horn-like points with other tnshes stretching sideways and passing into
frstoons of sprays and roses. Also bearing the balcony of a handsome perhaps fifteenth century dwelling on the
south side of the Corso Umberto caryated human heads with blown cheeks and goggle eyes and horns with open,
mouth and lolling tongues all notably like Indian heads. A remarkable flowing whisker and leaf head is carved
over the entrance to a mcdimval palace in Girgenti in South Sicily.
'1 With the mask as a home of the Hindu dead compare in Chinsi in Etruria (Tuscany) in Italia the ashjars 0r

canopi with a human head as a lid which according to Dennis (Cities of Etruria, Vol. II. p. 308) were rough likenesses
0f the dead.
‘5 Story‘s Castle of St. Angelo, p. 206. 5° Gray's China, Vol. II. p. 58.
‘3°Compare Aubrey, England (1650) (Mincella'nies. p. 140):— “A flint with a hole in it hung from the manger keeps

the night hag from riding horses.”
'51Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 329. Compare the scraping of a witch above the breath and the scraping of the

Ruin in toothache by a nail as a means to get into the nail the familiar of the witch and the gnawing tooth-worm.
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Numbers. — In South Italy, the lucky numbers 3, 7, 8 and 9, even if spoken, keep away
the Evil Eye.62 Besides the guardian powers of certain numbers, cards with combinations of
numbers are worn because like patterns they puzzle and hold the Evil Eye.

Onion. ——The onion is one of the charms worn in Italy to keep 01! the Evil Eye.“:3

Palm. -— In Southern Italy, palm leaves blessed at Easter are burnt to keep off the Evil
Eye.“

Phallus. — The phallus shares with the eye the first place among guardians against evil

glances. Like the little masks of Bacchus phalluses made of fig wood were hung from fruit
trees to keep oil? the Evil Eye. Among the Romans and Greeks one favourite form of amulet,
hung from the necks of children, was a phallus or the phallic hand, that is, the thumb tip

caught between the first and the middle finger.65 A phallus was hung from the triumphal car
to guard the conqueror. In Italy, Sicily, Greece and Egypt, the phallus was carved on
walls to keep 05 the Evil Eye.“ It was a favourite scare and symbol among the Egyptians,
the Phoenikians, and the Etruscans. In India, the phallus or lingam is perhaps the widest
worshipped and most important of guardians, whether as a temple, a shrine or a family god, or

worn round the neck or upper arm as an amulet. In the form of the Satirica Sigua it is shown
over blacksmiths' shops in Pompei.67 The high importance of the phallus as a guard against

the Evil Eye among the Greeks and Romans is shown by its name baskauos or fasoinum, that is
phallus, meaning evil-scorer, as if the phallus was the faseiuator that outfascinates the Evil
Eye. Among the Romans evil effects were prevented by merely saying the word fascin'zun or

praifiacine. In a play of Plautns a young man who praises a girl‘s beauty is reminded that to his
praise he should have added the word prayiscme.“ The sense seems to be that the word fas
cimnn or the phrase prwfiscine, beware of the fasoz'mun, is addressed to any evil influences that

may have been tempted to seek a lodging in the beautiful girl. In a somewhat similar way
Germans avert from themselves the ill effects of selfboasting by the phrase unberufen, you
(spirits) are not wanted. The difierence between the force of the words pmjiscine and unher

ufen is that the Roman prflifié‘t‘lfle is of itself enough to scare evil influences since it embodies

the word faacinum before which no spirit can stand, while to be efiective the German suggestion,

you are not wanted, must be backed by a table-rapping accompaniment, an early music from

The nail with the evil influence in it should then be driven into an oak. Aubrey's Miscellanies, p. 138. Compute
also the value of the nail into which as into the cross the spirit of the crucified was believed to have passed. In
Republican Home at the close of each year the spirit of the dead year was nailed into the wall of the temple of

Janus. In India, nails are driven into the threshold to prevent the return of the angry dead.
‘i2 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 404. ‘5 Elwortby, The Evil Eye, p. 21.

6‘ Hare‘s Cities of Southern Italy, p. 10. The use of palmstokeep ofl‘ danger is noted by Pliny, Natural History,

Book X111. 9, 2. It is because the palm is a guard against the Evil Eye that winners in games and warriors in
triumphs were given a palm, since the time of triumph is the time of special danger from the Evil Eye. Greek

ladies in the dangerous time of child-birth guarded themselves from evil influences by holding apalm branch.

Starke’s Travellers’ Guide, 183'},p. 78, note 1.

‘5 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 150. The shape of the babies‘ coral keeps the shape of the old classic fnscinum,

the Priapic symbol. Op. cit. p. 429.

on Elwm-lhy, The Eu'l Eye, p. 155. In Pompei, an occasional phallus indicates the superstition of the Evil Eye.

A tavern has a large phnllus towards the street to avert the Evil Eye, Hare’s Cities of Southern Italy, pp. 2(B, 212.
Dennis (Cities and Countries of Elrurin, Vol. II. p. 119, and footnotes) holds that the object of carving the phallus on
city walls was probably to guard against the Evil Eye. The old Etruscan city walls give numerous examples, also

tombs in Etruria, Naples and Sicily. The Pelasgians worshipped the phallic Hermes and introduced his worship

into Greece.
5'' Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 154,

" Andrew's Latin Dictionary. Prwfiscine ; Ainsworth, Op. cit. Ainswolth‘s reference is Plantns’ Bad. 2, 5, 4,
and Plautns' Asin. 2, 4, 84. He translates provjinine, “give me leave to say” or "I may say it in a good hour." He
quotes from a Latin author. Before praising our forefathers said yrwficri'ne. This word worded envy or fascination

It was an old opinion that one who praised himself over freely or being present was over-praised ran a certain risk of
fascination (faminum),
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whose sounds fiends flee.6g The origin of the power of the phallns to turn aside the Evil Eye
has been traced to the mirth-provoking element in the indecent. Plutarch7° (Greece, A. D. 150)
says the efficacy of objects that keeps ofl' witchcraft depends on their strangeness and ridiculous
ness which fixes the mischief-working eye on themselves.71 That the strange and the ridiculous
attract spirits may be admitted. At the same time many of the articles which to the philosophic
and modern-minded Plutarch seemed strange and ridiculous were early guardians and spirit
prisons, whose early worshipfulness was forgotten. Elworthy refers to the phallns as a comic
amulet and quotes Dodwell in support of the view that its oddness is what makes the indecent
useful.72 Still, like the eye, the horn and the horse the original connection of the phallus with
the Evil Eye belongs not to the time when the indecent was considered comic but to the early
stage of thought when the phallns was considered a great guardian home.73 That there is
nothing indecent or mirth-provoking in the early worship of the phullus is shewn by the solemn
and decent ritual connected with the accepted worship of the Indian liizgam.“

Prayers. — A chief safeguard in Naples against the Evil Eye is to invoke the aid of
Nemesis, that is, vengeance, whose earlier characteristic was envy.75 Other prayers which help
to turn the evil glance are the good prayers of those who do not gaze with admiration on or

bepraise others : and the blessing of those who wish to inspire courage.76

Rites. — Under the head of rites for turning aside the Evil Eye may conveniently be
brought the rule of doing something unpleasant so as to dissemble good fortune. In Greece and
Rome and in Modern Italy, to do something unpleasant saved from the Evil Eye.77 The doing
of something unpleasant is a form of the device of belittling, which is so useful a counteractive
to the poison of admiration. To avoid the risk caused by admiration the Hindu mother calls a

boy who is born after several children have died Stone or Dirt-heap or Girl, so that the hostile
spirit who has slain his brothers may think it not worth his while to attack the new child. In
England, in caressing children, scamp, rascal, witch and devil are used in the tenderest tones.
Mr. Story?"g suggests that this abuse has its origin in an old faery dread. He compares the
abuse with the Corsican practice of applying to children the word rascal and outcast. The
Corsicans explain the abuse by saying that children are open to fascination if they are blessed
or praised. Indian parents who mark their infants’ faces with lamp-black when they take them
out of doors and Egyptian Muslim parents who dress their children meanly or smear their
faces with dirt to lessen the risk of the Evil Eye confdrm to the same rule.79 Other cases of
belittling are at Roman funerals the practice of mixing satire and ridicule with the praises of
the dead,80 and at triumphs of seating a slave beside the conqueror reminding him of death.
Also among northern nations the fool making fun of the king.

(To be rontl'nuell.)

“9 Rapping on wood is a spirit-scaring music. In Italy, before A. D. 550, when bells were first set in Christian
Churches, the sacred or scaring noise was made by beating wood. In Thibet, the spirit-scaring instrument at
Buddhist monasteries is a wooden gong.
7° Symposium, V. 7, in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 143. "1 Elworthy, The Full Eye, p. 148.
72 0p. cit. note 247. King (The Gnostics, p. 116) adopts the view that the diverting is the best guard. He

adds: - "For such an end could anything serve better than the strange absence and unlikely to be exposed phallus‘r”
"5 Among Hindus one of the family dead lives in the house HM ; some warrior or murdered man or woman live

in the shrine liirg ; some ruler or high priest and his hosts of followers live in the temple lir'ig.
7‘ Elwortliy (The Evil Eye, p. 137) figures a man squatting and showing his bare back; this he notes as an

instance of the comic indecent being useful against the Evil Eye. The more correct explanation of such figures
seems to be that the hack parts, the 0s sacrum or holy bone, like other private parts, were held to have a guardian
virtue and so scared the Evil Eye. The Italian sailor shews his bare back to stop a contrary wind (Bassett, Legends

of the Sea, p. 142). The insult attaching to the exposure of the back or other private part, like the sense of other
abusive words and attributes, is that the person, before whom the parts are exposed, is considered as an evil spirit
0 r as haunted by an evil spirit.
" Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 21. 7' Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p- 21.
"1 Story’s Castle ofSt. Angelo. 7“ Op. cit. p. 160.
7*‘Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p. 193. " Gibbon's Decline and Fall, Vol. III. p- 55.
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NOTES ON INDIAN HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

BY J. F. FLEET, I.C.S. (RETDJ, PH.D., C.I.E.

Baktapura.

Tms town is mentioned in some inscriptions on stone at the Jain temple called Sankhabasti
at Lakshméshwar, —— the head-quarters of the outlying tiiluka of the same name of the Senior
Miraj State, within the limits of the Dhiirwiir district, ——which purport to register charters
issued by the Western Chalukya kings Vikramzlditya II. in A. D. 735, and Vijayfiditya in
A. D. 730, and Viuayfiditya in A. D. 687.1 And I have said that Baktapura appeared to be
another early name of Lakshméshwar itself.2

But the first two passages both assert that Vikramilditya II. and Vijayalditya, respec
tively, made certain grants of land (at Lakshméshwar) for the benefit of the Jain temple, —
called 'Sankhatirthavasati in one passage and 'Sahkhajinéndra in the other, — of the city of
Pulikaranagara, when their victorious camps were at the town of Raktapura. Here, we
have Lakshmeshwar mentioned by its usual ancient name Puligere or Purigere, in the San~
slqitised form of Pulikaranagara.3 It would be somewhat unusual that it should be mentioned
by a second name also in the same passages. It is not necessary that, for the kings to grant
lands situated at Lakshméshwnr, their camps should be either at that town or anywhere in that
neighbourhood.‘ And Monier-Williams’ Sanskrit Dictionary gives raktii as equivalent to lékskri,
with the same meaning as alaklakc. My opinion, therefore, now is that Baktapura is simply
another form of Alaktakapura. equivalent to Alaktakanagari; that is to say, that it was
another name for the modern Altém, about twelve miles east-north‘east from Kolhiipur.5

The Kogali country.

The earliest mention that we have of this territory is in the Nilgund inscription of

the time of the Western Chzllukya king Taila 11., dated in A. D. 982.‘ The record speaks of
a certain Kannapa or Kennapa, who, by the favour of Taila II., had been ruling parts of
the Banavasi province, namely, the Belvola three-hundred and the Purigere three-hnndred,7

and “the land (that had the name)_ commencing with Kogali." And, in editing it,
Prof. Kielhorn quoted a suggestion, made by me, that the word Kogali might perhaps be
a mistake for the Kel'lgali of other records, the chief town of a five-hundred district. At

1 Vol. VII. above, p. 110',the third part of the record, lines 61 to 82, and p. 112, the second part, lines 28 to 53,
and the fourth part, lines 69 to 87.
2 E, g., Dyn. Kan. Dish-s. p. 304, note 6.

5 The Sanskritised forms Purikarapurn and Purikaranagara- (with 1'in the second syllable) -— occur, the
former in the spurious Si‘ldi grant (Ep. Ind. Vol. III. p. 180, text line 67), and the latter in a Balagami record of
A. D. 1096 (see Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 243, note 3). It seems worth mentioning that, while the older form of the name
occurs, indifiercntly, as Pnligerc or Purigege, and while — (with the usual change from p to h) - Hnligeije occurs
freely in the later records, I cannot quote a single case in which we have Hurigege, with the r in the second syllable
combined with h in the first.
‘ For instance, the Vakkaléri plates of A. D. 757 record the grant by Klrtivarmnn II. of a village in the

Hilngal tllluka, Dhllrwfir district ; but, when he made the grant, his camp was at Bhandllragavittage on the river
Bhimarathi, which is the

‘
Bhundarkowteh

’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), on the Bhlmii, in the Shfilfipur
tiiluka of the sholzlpur district, in lat. 17° 27', long. 75° 44', about twenty miles south-west from Shblfipnr. And
again, when. in A. D. 915, the Rilshtrakilta king Indra III. granted the villages of Tenns. and Umbariv. in Gujarat,
he was at Kurundalra (Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. XVIII. p. 269); and Kurundaka is the modern Kurundmld
near Kolhhpur.
5 See Vol. XXIX. above, pp. 274, 277. 6 E1). Ind. Vol. IV. p. 204.
'‘ These two districts are spoken of in this record as

“
the two three-hundreds,” — in a. verse, in Sanskrit. The

more customary expression of this kind. in Kanarese prose at any rate, was
" the two'six-huudred," meaning "the

two three~hundreds which together made up a six-hundred ;” see, for instance, Vol. XII. above, p. 271, text
lines 7. 8.
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that time, however, I was not aware of the other references to the Kogali country which I
now give.

One of them is in an inscription of A. D. 1071 at Balagiimi in Mysore.B Here, we
have (line 33 if.) a verse in the somewhat unusual Akkara metre, which runs :

Eseva Koga1i-nad=o1agana Turhbigereya mfidaua simey=olage
Mosalemaduvina paduvana simeyo[l=N]figéévamm Svayambhfi-nile(la)yar'n l

jasada Balipuravaradol Yogéévaram Hariharadityam Vfissayanan=emba
pesara. dévaram devileyarhgalaliim=mfidisidar9=Ggunagallardevar ll

Translation:-—-“Gunagalladéva founded (a
.

temple of) Nagésvara and an abode of

Svayarhbhfi within the eastern boundary of Tumbigere in the beautiful Kogali country and
in the western boundary of Moselemadu, and temples of the gods named Yogéévara and

Harihaniditya and Vzissayana (i
. e. Vfihéayana, Vishnu) at the famous Balipura (Balaglimi) the

best of towns."
'

The other is in an inscription of A. D. 1108 at Daivangere in Mysore.1o Here, we have

(line 21 if.) a. verse in the Utpalamfilikii metre, which runs :

Kogali-nadokaggada Kadarhba-disayarad=iigaraihgalol
dégulakarh Jinfiyalayakav=iiravegam ke_1_'ebiivi satralcaril l

riigade tanna, pannayada sul'nkadolalh daéavannav=ittan=i

nt=5i garam=nllinaiiz negarlda(_l_cla) Bamm-arasalh gnna-ratnadqigarazii ll

Translation:—- "In the Kogali country, in (various) places or abodes of the pre-eminent
region, the best of regions,11 of the Kadambas, the famous Bammarasa. joyfully gave the
daéavannalz on the whole of his own customs-duty of the pannu_z/u,——to continue as long as that

tax13 should last, -- for a. temple and a shrine of Jina and a. garden, and for a tank, a well
and an alms-house.”

The fact that the Kbgali nad is thus mentioned in these two records at Balagfimi and

Davangere without any indication that it was a distant country, is a hint that it was some
where not far from those two places; and the second record perhaps locates it, at that time.

in the Nolambavadi province, since it describes Bammarasa or Barmarasa as a Maha'mdtya
and Achchupannriyalladlu'shflidyaka or superintendent of the customs-duty called achckupanndga,

9 My P615, Sanskrit, and OhLCandrere Inscriptions, No. 159; and see Mr. Rice's Mysore Inscriptions, p. 145. —

The name of the metre. Akkara, is specified in the original. For some schemes of the Akkara metres, see the Rev.

F. Kittol's edition of Ndgararman‘s Kauai-em Prosody, p. 102 ff. The present verse appears to be a Piriy-Akkara, or
-“ great Akkara," though it seems not to answer quite exactly to the scheme there disclosed.

9 Read d/vara dév/J‘laymhgalmh m/ldisidar.

1° P. S. O.-C. Inscrs. No. 137; and see Mysore losers. p. 18. The metre hero distinctly marks the vowel of the
first syllable of the name Kogali as long.
" Diséyara is plainly equivalent to dt'étivaro.
1‘ Das'avanm seems tobe the same as the modern damuamla or dm'avmuia, which has been explained by

Mr. Rice as meaning “land granted to a person for repairing or building a tank, on condition of paying in money
or kind one-tenth or some small share of the produce" (Mysore, revised edition, Vol. II. p. 547), or “land granted
at one-tenth of the usual rates to a person in consideration of his constructing or repairing a tank” (Ep. Cam.
Vol. IV. IntrOd. p. 12). But here it seems to have more the meaning of one-tenth of the proceeds of the pmmdya
customs. -—In the word panmyada, the vowel of the second syllable seems to be only shortened by metrical
license, Lines 15l 17, and 33 of the same record use, in prose, the usual form pcnmiya, with the long 0..

13The word (l-guro, or that combination of ckaharac, occurs three times in this passage. lo the first place,

it is the hulbhava-oorruption of 644m, ‘a house, a dwelling, a. place.’ In the third place, it is the iadbhovc
corruption of 61mm,

‘ a.mine.’ Here, in the second place, we must find a third meaning ; and we must evidently
divide, and take gura as used more or less justifiably (to suit the prfisa) for kura, ‘ tax,’ -- l1 gnrum, = d karma, "that
tax:" the grant could, of course, only last as long as Bammarnsa himself should continue to manage and receive a.
share of the pmmfi-ya. .
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who was “governing” or managing the panmiya-customs of the Nolambavfifili thirty-two
thousand by the command of the Jluluisdmantzidlu];ati, lllahdpradluina, Bha'aasavm'gagie, and

Daqlqlandyal-a Anantapalayya, a high ofiicial of Vikramaiditya VI. And, with that hint as to
the neighbourhood in which to look, coupled with the actual occurrence of the name Kogala
within a reasonable distance, it is easy to identify Mosalomadu with the modern Ragi
M0sa1awad,—the ‘Baggy Mosalwaud’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 59 (1828), in lat. 14° 36’,

long. 75° 57’, -— a town or large village in the Harpanhalli tzilnka of the Bellary district, about
ten miles almost due north from Davangere (the ‘Dfivankaira’ of the map), and Tumbigere
with the modern village of the same name, -— the ‘ Toombegerry ’ of the map, — two miles
on the west of Rfigi-Mosalawiid.

Kogala, a large town or village in the Hfivina—Hadagalli tiiluka of the same district, is
shewn in the same map in lat. 14° 56’, long. 76° 13’, twenty-eight miles to the north-by-east
from Rfigi-lilosalawfi¢_l. If it does not actually represent the ancient capital of the K6gali
m’igi, it at any rate preserves the name of the ancient district.“ And the Kbgali country may
now be identified with the Hfivina-Hadagalli and Harpanhalli tfilukas of the Bellary district,
with perhaps also the inclusion of some territory more to the east, as Kogala is on the east
bank of the river Hagari.15 It lay immediately on the south-east of the Belvola and Purigei-e
districts. And the boundary-line was, doubtless, the river Tuiigabhadrii, as at present.

The Kaniyakal three-hundred district}

The Kaniyakal three-hundred district is mentioned in the inscriptions of A. D. 1064
and 1072 at the Jatii'iga-Riiméévara hill in the Molakalmuru taluka of the Chitaldroog district,
Mysore." And the general purport of the first of these records places it in the Nolambavadi
thirty-two-thousand province.

The records register grants that were made for the god Rfiméévara of the Balgdti h‘rtba,
meaning, of course, the place where there stand the two shrines near which the records am.
By the first record, there was granted a village named Kiriya-lpakivaduvangi in the
pakivadulunke seventy in the Kaniyakal three-hundred. And by the other there was
granted the village of Bannekal in the Kaniyakal three-hundred.

The Jatii'iga-Riiméévara hill is shewn in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 59 (1828) as ‘Jetting
Ramishwar,’ in lat. 14° 50’, long. 76° 48'." Kaniyakal, the town from which the three
hundred district took its name,is evidently the ‘Cunnacull’ of the same map, the ‘ Kanakallu’
of the Madras Manual of the Administration, Vol. III. p. 766,. and the ‘Kanékauus of Mn
Sewell’s List of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. I. p. 112; it is in lat. 14° 48’, long. 77° 8’, on the

1' Mr. Sewell tells us (List: of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. I. pp. 107, 109), that there are remains and
inscriptions at both Kdgala and Ragi-Mosalawfid. -—He has written the first name with the ordinary l, Kégala;
but we are probably quite safe in substituting the I, from the ancient spelling. —As regards the other name,
he has written it Masalavfida, with the vowela in the first syllable; butI think Iam safe in substituting a,
from the Indian Atlas, endorsed as it is by the ancient record. As to the components of the name, -- rdgi, ‘ the
raggy-grain,

’ is of course a modern prefix. probably adopted to distinguish the place from another Mosalawfld,
twenty-one miles almost due north of this one ; marlu is doubtless the Kanarese word, which means ‘deep water, a
deep place in a river, a pool,

'
—(the map shows alarge tank at Rfigi-Mosalawdd, with others on the stream

that feeds it), —and why it should have passed into vdrla, ' a town or village,’ is not apparent ; mosale is
perhaps a variant of momle, mmale, ‘an alligator, a crocodile.’

1“ I have not at hand any map that shows the eastern boundary-line of the two tfllnkas in question, separating
them from the Ki'ldligi tzilnka. — The Hagar-i river, mentioned here, is not to be confused with the Chinna-Hagari or
‘ Janagahully ’ river which skirts the south-east corner of the Ktldligi tilluka. or with the large river Hflgari or
Védavati which flows through the Bellary tfiluka.
M Ep. Ind. Vol. IV. pp. 212, 214.
1" In the preliminary edition of the revised quarter-sheet of the same map, N. W. (1895), the name has been

omitted.
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west bank of the Hagari or Védavati river, in the Rziydurg tiiluka of the Bellary district,

Madras, — twenty-two miles east-half-south from the Jatihgadiaiméévara hill. And Banuekal
is, no doubt, the ‘Bennacul ’ of the map, six miles on the north of ‘ Cunnacull.’

Of the other two place-names no traces can be found in the map, whether with or without
the pan and Kiriya-Dfiki, which seem to be prefixes representing the names of the founders of
the villages.18

'l‘adigaipadi ; Dadigavadi.

The Chéla records mention among the conquests of Rzijakésarivarma-Riljariija 1., whose

reign commenced between the 25th June and the 25th July, A. D. 985,19 a country the name of

which is presented in them in the various forms of Taqliyavali, in a record of his fourteenth

year,2° — Tadivali, in a record of his sixteenth year,21-— Tadigaipadi, in a record of his

seventeenth year,22 -— and Tadigapadi, in a record of his twenty-ninth year.28 It is always
mentioned in connection with the well known Gaiigavz‘idi and Nolambavfidi countries. And

Dr. Hultzsch has told us that most of the inscriptions of Rajaraja I. give the name of it in the

form of Tadigaipadi.“

We can now identify this country with a territory named Dadiguvadj, which is mentioned

in an inscription at Koppa, on the 'Simshfi river, -— brought to notice by Mr. Rice, and referred

by him to " ? about 1060 A. D.,” —- in the Nellikere or Nelligere hobli of the Nzigamangala

tfiluka in the Mysore district.25

The record, which is a short one in praise of an ascetic named Goheyabhattiiraka, uses the

expression “Nolambaviidi and this Dadigavadi.” This plainly places Koppa itself, which is

sixteen miles towards the east-south-east from Niigamaiigala, in the Daq'ligavadi country.

And we have another trace of the name of the country, with another village to be located in it,

in the name of the modern vI)a<_iaga, in the same hcbli, —the
‘ Dudga’ of the Indian Atlas sheet

No. 60 (1825), —- a village, with a. fairly large tank, about ten miles towards the north-north

west from Nagamaiigala. There are records at this place. And one of them,“ referred

by Mr. Rice to “? 1400 A. D.,” gives its original name as Dadiganakere, and claims antiquity

for it by describing it as an amidzly-agraluira, “an agraluira that never had any beginning, an

agrahdra that had existed from time immemorial.”

It seems, at first sight, rather curious that the Chola records should mention the conquest
of Dacligavadi in addition to the conquest of Gaiigaviidi and Nolambavadi

; because, the

Gangavadi country being a ninety-six-thousand province, one
would expect that it would

1Include the whole of southern and eastern Mysore outside such portions
of it as were included

in the Nolambaviidi thirty-two-thousand. We
know, however, that the numerical components

of the ancient territorial names greatly exaggerated the numbers
of the cities, towns, and villages

in the provinces and districts.” \Ve must evidently accept the
Dadigavadi country as a well

established division of Mysore, which is at least not necessarily included
Whenever mention is

made of the Gaiigavadi country. And, looking to the two villages
which, as pointed out above,

were plainly in the Dadigavzidi country, and to the general topographical
features, we may pro

bably define it as a territory which was bounded on the east by the
Simshzi, —- on the south

1' We have Dilki in the form Dtkarasa in the illustration
to Kééirfija’s Sabdamaidarpana, sfltra 62 (Mr.

Kittel’s edition, p. 75).
1' Ep, 111d.Vol. V1. p. 21.

1° South-Ind. Inscrs. Vol. III. p. 6. ‘*1 Ibid. p. 105,

1' Ibid. p. 11.
'3 Ibid. p. 24.

2* Ibid. p. 5.

” Ep. Cam. Vol. 117.,Ng. 67 ; and see Introd. p. 13: for the proposed date, see the translation.
“ Ibid. Ng. 85 ; and see Introd. p. 13=for the proposed date, see the translation.
11 See Dyn. Kan. Dilin. p. 298, note 2 ;also, Yol. XXIX. above, p. 277, note 18.
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by the Kiivéri, from where the 'Simshzi joins it on the east to where the Hémfivati joins it on
the west, — and On the west by the Hémfivati, up to about the point between Hole-Narsipur
and Channarayapatna where that river, flowing from the west, turns to the south. Probably
the northern boundary left the Hémévati there, and, following more or less the course of
the northern boundaries of the present Kgishnarajapét and Nagamaiigala tailukas, ran to the

'Simshz‘r in the neighbourhood of Nellikere. And this would make the territory consist of a
well defined area, comprising the present Krishuarzijapét, Nzigamaiigala, Maudya, Seringapatam,
and Malavalli talukas of the Mysore district. Whether it may be extended any further to the
north, remains to be seen when the records of the Hassan and Tnmkfir- districts are available

for examination.

There is, no doubt, a connection of some kind or another between the Dadigavedi
territory and the name of the fictitious Daqliga, whom the legends, embodied in the eleventh
century A. D. in the full Purauic and pseudo-historical genealogy of the Western Ganges of
Talakarl, would place in or about the second century A. D.28 But we can hardly imagine that
this territorial name, the existence of which is taken back to at any rate about A. D. 1000, was
derived from the name of an imaginary person whose alleged existence is first put forward by a

record dated three quarters of a century later. However, for the present we need only point
out that, just as Gaiigavfidi means “ the country of the Gauges,” and Nolambavadi means “ the

country of the Nolambas,” and Rattaviidi means
“ the country of the Buttes,” so Dadigavedi

seems to clearly mean " the country ofthe Dadigas,” and that the word dagii'ga has the mean
ing of ‘ a man who bears a club, staff, or cndgel.’ We can carry the word back, as a personal
name, to just after A. D. 794, in the case of a certain Dadigarasa, who was governing a mid
or district, in which was Gudigere (within the limits of the Dhzirwii r district), under a Gaiiga
named Mz‘irassalba (and in Sanskrit Mzirfiéarva) who just at that time was claiming to exercise

paramount sovereignty in that part of the country.29 And it is possible that that Dadigarasa

may have been the original of the fictitious Dadiga. This, however, is all that can be said
at present on that point. For a later time, an inscription at Siidi, in the Ron tziluka of the
Dhfirwiir district, mentions, with the date of A. D. 1113 or 1114, a certain Mahfisaima'nta Dadi
garasa, son of Guudarasa, who was descended from Lokarasa, of the Belivalhsa, lord of the
Dagligamandala country.

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

BY M. N. VENKATASWAMI, M.F.L.S., M.R.A.S.

N0. 15. — The Too-punctz'lious Brahman,l

A MOST puuctilious Brahman once accidentally trod on a leaf that had been used as a plate,
“Alas, alas, what have I done '2” said the Brahman, and proceeded at once to journey to Kas'i
(Beuares) to expiate

the sin he had committed.

On the read he met a Sfidra, of whom he enquired his destination. “I am going to Kééi,” said,
the Sfidra. “So am I,” said the Brahman, and they began to journey together. At the first
halting-place the Sfidra went to the bu’zlir and purchased half a sér of rice and two pice worth of ghi.

He cooked his rice and tried some rangapodr‘l he had with him, and was soon in a deep and long sleep

1' See Mr. Rioe’s Mysore, revised edition, Vol. I. p. 809 8'.
1' See an in=eription at Gudigere, which will shortly be published in the Epigraphia Inds'ca, Vol. VI.
1 [Stories against the Brfihmans are as common in the South as in the North of India. Indeed, there would seem

to be evorywherea silent under-current of exasperation against the tyranny of caste, of which the Brfihznans are

the impersonation. -—ED.]
‘1To make rangapodi: take some dried prawns, chillies, garlic, and salt and reduce the whole to powder in a

mortar.
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after his customary bath and meal. The Brahman also went to the brizdr, where he purchased rice,

pulse, ghi, chillies, salt and turmeric and set to work to cook. But his ceremonies were so many that

when the Sudra had awakened from his sleep he was still at his meal. At last, after much cogitation,
the Brahman asked the Sudra how it was that he managed to get through his cooking and meals so

rapidly. “0 it’s all on account of the ranyapodi which my mother made for me,” said the Sudra.
“What is rangapodz',” said the Brahman. “\Vell, you had better try it,” said the 'Sfidra, and

thereafter the Sudra was careful to let the Brahman have a ladleful of ran-gapodi at every meal. The

Brahman was delighted with so savoury an addition to his food, and by and by the rangapodi gave

out. So the pair started off to the bdzu‘r to get some ingredients for more. The Sildra led the way to

the Bestiwadi,3 where dried fish of all sorts were kept for sale. “\Vhat a stink!” said the Brahman,

“why have you come here?” “For prawns for the rangapoa'i of course,” said the Sfidra. “Prawns for

the rangapodi," exclaimed the Brahman in great horror. “What have I been eating? For merely
treading on a used dining-leaf I started to journey to Kfisi, and here have I been eating prawns!
O fate, fate!” And he parted company with the Stairs, with a vow to eat no food for three days as

an expiation for his fresh sin.
'

On the third day he felt extremely thirsty, and begged a betel-nut from an old woman he saw

working at a spinning-wheel. She took one from her wallet and threw it to him. The Brahman
put it into his mouth and broke it between his teeth. "Well, you must have teeth ‘of iron,” said
the old woman, “I got that nut at my wedding. I and my husband, my six brothers-in-law and
all their wives have tried our teeth on that nut and have never been able to break it,” Here

then was yet another sin, for which the Brahman determined to go without food for a further day

and a half.

Continuing his journey the Brahman reached a city, and after buying some rice and pulse and his

other necessaries, asked where the Bapanamma‘ resided. A house was pointed out to him and he went
there and asked the woman to cook his purchases sharp, as he was very hungry. \Vhen the most
welcome meal was finished he saw a barber's case of instruments in the house and at the same time

quite unsuspectingly asked the Bapauamma where her husband was. “At the palace,” she replied.
Then it flashed upon him that he had been directed to the barber’s house and had taken his meal at

the hands of the barber’s wife I “0 what have I done now? Surely Sani6 is pursuing me. This
sin is greater than the others. I must make all the haste I can to reach Kfisi and wash them all
away.”

So the Brahman put his best foot foremost and soon reached the holy city one morning very early,

Now, he had no intention of paying the heavy fees demanded for purification in the usual form, and

so he took his way to the opposite side of the river and began his dippings and devotions at an

unfrequented spot. It happened that just at that hour and at that spot a large number of people were
consigning to the holy river the ashes of a cremated Madiga.‘ At the same time his wife was to be
formally made a widow. But out of the river arose the Brahman, "Your husband come to life
again,” said the astonished people. “How fortunate!” “Nonsense,” said the Brahman, "I am not
her husband.” But it was of no use. The people were not to be robbed of the miracle, and the widow
was not going to lose her chance of being restored to the comforts of life: and thus the poor Brahman
was carried off in triumph to the woman's house, where the marriage-booth was erected and before he

B Bcstiwfldi is the the street where the fishermen live.

‘ Bapanamma, a Brahmani: one who will look after stray Brflhmans. The point in the tale is that he was not
understood and the barber's house, because the owner's wife was named Bapannamma, was shown him.

5 Sani, the god of ill-luck.

' Madiga, a shoe-maker : being workers in leather the caste is a very low one.
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knew where he was the mangalasfiatra7 was tied round the woman’s neck and they were man and wife.

Thus the end of the Bréhman’s scruples was that he had to become a Madiga.

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE'S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS,

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE, MA.

(Continued from p. 79.}

Bengala (5.) ; s. v. 65, i.

Benga1a(n.p.); s. v. Bengal, 64, i, s. v. Ben

galee, 65, i, a. v. Chittagong, 157, i; ann.
1510: s. v.13eiramee, 61, i; ann. 1511: s. v.

Kling, 373, ii; ann. 1516: a. v. Bengal, 64,

ii, 3 times, a. v. Orissa, 492, ii
,

a. v. Sugar,

655, ii; ann. 1522: s. v. Sumatra, 658, ii
;

ann. 1541: a. v. Peking, 526, i; ann. 1552:
s. v. Bengalee, 65, i, a. v. Chiamay, 145, ii;
ann. 1553: s. v. Comotay, 185, i, a. v. Cos

petir,202, i, twice, a, v. Gour (c), 298, ii;

ann. 1561 : I. v. Cowry, 209, ii
;

ann. 1563:

s. v. Eaglewvood, 258, ii
,

a. v. Nard, 473,

ii, a. v. Pnttan, 565, ii; ann. 1567: s. v.

Typhoon, 723, ii
;

ann. 1568: s. v. Arakan, 25,

i, a. v. Delhi, 234, ii
,

6. v. Porto Piqueno,550,

i; ann. 1569: a. v. Porto Piqneno, 550, ii;
ann. 1585: s. v. Cooch Behiu', 191, i; ann.
1586: s. v. Patna, 520, i; ann. 1588: s. v.
Chinapatam, 778, i; ann. 1591 : s. r. Calico,
113, i; ann. 1596: s. v. Porto Piqneno, 550,
ii; ann. 1598: s. v. Abada, 1, ii, twice, a. r,
Chittagong, 157, i; ann. 1602 : s. v. Malabar
(A), 413, i; ann. 1610: s. v. Kling, 374, i ;

ann. 1616 : s. v. Hoogly, 322, i, s. v. Patna,

520, i, s, v. Poorub, 547, ii
;

ann. 1663 : av.

Neelgye, 476, i; ann. 1665: s. v. Hoogly, 322,

i, s. v. Moluccas, 441, i; ann. 1667: a. v.
Jnggurnaut, 356, ii; ann. 1673: s. v. Patna,
520, i, twice; ann. 1676: s. v. Cossimbazar,

204', i, s. v. Mugg, 455, ii
,

a. v. Rnttee, 587,

ii; ann. 1690 : a. v. Bengal, 64, ii, 4 times ;

ann. 1727: a. v. Palempore, 836, ii; ann.
1767: a. v. Gentoo, 281, i, a. v. Moors, The,

448, i, twice ; ann. 1860 : a. v. Non-regulation,

481, ii.
Bangiila; ann. 1350 : s. v. Bengal, 64, ii.

Bengal Artillery ; s. v. Dumdum, 254, ii,

Bengalas; ann. 1563: a. v. Eagle-wood, 258, ii.
Bengal babbler ; s. :2. Seven Sisters, 616, i.

Bengale; 112, i, footnote ; ann. 1345 : a. 1!.

Sugar, 655, ii; ann. 1516: s. 1:. Burma, 101,

i; ann. 1586: s. v. Hing, 318, ii ; ann. 1610:
s. v. India of the Portugese, 333, i ; ann. 1664:
s. v. Cowry, 785, ii; ann. 1665 : a. v. Mnstees,
462, ii, s. v. Aracan, 758, ii,

-

ann. 1705: s. v.
Sicca, 633, i; ann. 1745: s. v.Pand:iram, 508,

i; ann. 1753: s. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii, 1:. v.
Cooch Azo, 783, ii, 8. v. Muxadabad, 828, ii ;

ann. 1774,: s. v. Overland, 834, i, twice.

Bengalee (language) ; a. v. Ganrian, 800, i; ann.
1783: s. v. Moors, The 448, i; ann. 1824 :

s. 2.‘.Bungalow, 99, i.

Bengalee (native); a. v. 65, i, twice, a. v. Madras,
407, i, a. v. Opium, 489, i, s. v. Pig-sticking,
536, ii

,
twice, 5'. v. Bayparree, 763, ii; ann.

1855 : s. v. Kulzi, 378, ii.
Bengalen ; ann. 1598 : s, v. Porto Piqueno,
550, ii.

Bengalese; ann. 1807 : s. v. Jaggery, 341, i.

Bengal Florican ; s. v. Florican, 270, ii.

Bengal hemp ; s. v. Sunn, 661, ii.
Bengal gram ; s. 2). Grand, 300, ii.
Bengal Hurkaru; s. v. Hurcarra, 327, ii.
Bengali; 0.0. Anile, 22, i, s. v. Baboo, 32, ii, s. v.
Bearer, 58, i, s. z’. Bnckyne, 90, i, s. v.
Chnckerbntty, 166, ii

,

a. v. Godown, 291, ii
,

s. v. Jompon, 353, i, s. v. Mugg, 455, i, s. v.
Tiparry, 703, ii, 6. v. Tucka, 716, ii, 8. v.
Veranda, 736, ii, a. v. Coolin, 783, ii

,

a. v.

Moonga, 825, i; ann. 1340: s. v. Satigam,
854, i; ann. 1552: s. v. Bengalee, 65, i ;

ann. 1553: s. v. Cospetir, 202, i; ann. 1599:
a. v, Serang, 615, i; ann. 1633: a. v. Bun
galow, 98, ii; ann. 1830 : a. a‘. Qui-hi, 568,

i; ann. 1874: s. v. Tncka, 716, ii; ann.

" Mangalarfldra. A circular piece of gold (idli) is tied round the neck of the bride by the bridegroom, and this
action completes the marriage ceremony, the marriage being thereafter indissoluble.
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1880: s. v. Ramasammy, 573, i; ann. 1883:
s. v. Telinga, 695, i ; ann, 1885 : 8. z’. Mook

tear, 824, ii.

Dengzili ; 'ann. 1632 : e. v. Hoogly, 322, i.

Bengfili; .9. z‘. Patchouli, 518, i; ann. 1610:
s. v, Bankehall (a), 47, i.

Bengali; ann. 1633 : a. 2:. Bungalow, 98, ii
.

Bengali; s. v. Moors, The, 447, i, s. 1;. 801a,
646, i; s. v. Vaishuava, 733, i.

Bcgalies; an. 1780 : a. v. Banyan (l) b
, 49, i.

Bengal]; ann. 1666 : s. v. Hoogly, 322, i; ann_
1678: s. v. Hosbolhookhum, 807, ii; ann.
1679 : a. v. Behar, 764, ii; ann. 1683 : s. v.
Interloper, 808, ii; ann. 1694: a. v. Inter

loper, 809, i; ann. 1698 : a. v. Zemindar,
748, i; ann. 1704: s. 2*. Roomaul, 582, i;
ann. 1706 : s. v. Harry, 806, i; ann. 1767 :
a. r. Burrampooter, 10], ii.
Bengalla; mm. 1554 : a. v. Sunda, 659, ii ;

snn. 164-1: 8. v. Hoogly, 322, i, twice; ann
1711 : a. v. Bungalow, 768, ii.

Bengallee; a. 2'. Saligram, 593, ii ; ann. 1810 :

s. r. Granny, 212, ii
;

ann. 1861 : s. v. Ameen,

11, ii.

Bengallies ; ann. 1788 : 8. r.
448, i. _

Bcngally; ann. 1804 : a. v. Paiankeen, 504, i.

Bengal Madder; s. v. Mnnjeet, 457, ii.
Bengalore ; s. 1:. Samim, 597, i.

Bengalos; ann. 1553 : s. v. Cospetir, 202, i.

Bengal Quince; s. v. Bae], 35, i.

Bengals ; a. v. Moors, The, 447, i; ann. 1772 :

s. 2'. Hindostanee, 317, ii.

Bengi; ann. 1638: s. v. Bang, 45, i.

Bengioi; a. 2'. Benjamin, 65, i, twice.

Bengnala; an. 1516 : s. r. Gael, 108, i.

Bengnela; mm. 1590 : s. v. Gong, 295, ii.

Beni ; ann. 1487 : s. v. Fetish, 267, i.

Bcniaga; nnn. 1553 : 8. v. Lewehew, 392, ii.

Benianiin ; ann. 1612 : s, r. Benjamin, 65, ii.

Benighted ; 8. 2r. Carnatic Fashion, 126, ii
,

8. v.

Madras, 407, i, s. z’. Mull, 456, ii.

Benighted, The ; 8. v. 65, i.

Benin ; an. 1563: s. v. Gaffer, 108, ii.

Benjamin; .9. v. 65, i, s. r. Java, 346, ii ; ann
1346: 8. v. Java, 348, ii; nnn. 1567: s.v.
Nipa (b), 480, i; ann. 1568; s. v. Mergui,
434,i ; ann. 1585 : s. v. Cnyolaqne, 136, ii;
unn. 1759: 8. v. Tomback, 708, i.

Benjamon; ann. 1539 : a. v. Bntins, 55, ii, 8. v.
Caiambac, 110, ii

,

Moore, The,

Benjan ; an. 1633 : s. v. Mosque, 452, ii, a. v.
Parsce, 516, ii.

Benjanen ; ann. 1672 : s. v. Avatar, 31, i.

Benjui ; s. 0. Benjamin, 65, ii
.

Benjny; 65, ii,iootnote, twice ; nnn. 1516 (twice)
and 1563 : 8. 0. Benjamin, 65, ii

.

_

Benki ; 8. z'. Binky-Nabob, 71, ii.
Benki-nawib ; a. 1:. Binky-Nabob, 71, ii.

Benkora; ann. 1553: a. v. Hidgelee, 314, ii.

Benksal ; ann. 1623 : s, v. Bankshall (b), 47, ii.

Ben-nut; 465, i, footnote.
Bent; ann. 1673 : a. v. Chick (a), 148, i.

Bentalah; ann. 1570 : s. r. Bemla'a, 57, ii.

Bentnras; ann. 1612 : s. z‘. Orankay, 492, i.

Benua ; s. v. 65, ii
,

twice.

Benyan; ann. 1638: s. v. Khuttry, 367, ii;
ann. 1648: s. v. Pal-see, 516, ii; mm. 1672 :

s. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii; ann. 1726 : s. u.
Banyan-Tree, 50, ii

, twice.

Benyghted ; ann. 1860: s. 1:. Mull, 456, ii.

Benyhted ; ann. 1860 : s. v. Benighted, The,

65, i.

Benzoi ; ann. 1461 : a. v. Benjamin, 65, ii.

Benzoin ; a. r. Benjamin, 65, i, twice, 5. u.
Picota, 534, ii; ann. 1348: s. v. Artichoke,
27, i; ann. 1498: s. v. Pegu, 525, i, s. a.
Sarnau, 601, ii ; ann. 1505: s. r. Pegn, 525,

i ; nnn. 1510 and 1514: a. v. Sarnau, 601,

ii ; nnn. 1727 : a. v. Bares, 53, i.
Beoparry; a. v. Bayparree, 763, ii.
Bepiri ; s. v. Bayparree, 763, ii.

Bepole; mm. 1578; a. v. Neem, 476, ii.

Bepparree; mm. 1878: s_ v. Bayparree, 763, ii
,

twice.

Ber; .9. r. Bear-Tree, 58, i; ann. 1666: s. r.
Banyan-Tree, 50, ii

.

Bér; ann. 1563: s. v. Bear-Tree, 53, i.

Bera. ; ann. 1771 ; s. v. Bearer, 76%, i, twice.

Beram; nnn. 1727 : R. v. Beimmee, 61, ii.

Beramada ; 8. v. "eranda, 736, ii.

Berz‘inghfir; ann. 1507: s. r. Gole, 294, i,

Berar ; a. r. Bassein (3), 54, i, s. v. Bhonnsla, 70,

i, s. 2'. Madremalneo, 821, i ; mm. 1590: a r.

Coolcnrnee, 191, ii ; ann. 1594- : 8. v. Sonba,

649, ii ; nnn. 1798 : 8. 11.Resident (b), 577, i.

Berfir; ann. 1590: 8. r. Godavery, 291, ii
, twice.

Berbai ; ann. 1882 : s. v. Beriberi, 764, ii.

Berbelim; mm. 1618 : s. v, Berberyn, 66, i.

Berber ; ann. 1610 : s. v. Beriberi, 66, ii.

Berberbachi; s. v. Biilwar, 40, ii
.

Berberis ; s. v. Cntechu, 133,- i.
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Berberyn; s. v. 66, i; ann. 1836: 8. r, 66, i.
Ber-daxing; 8. v. Datchin, 788, ii.

Berebere ; ann. 1613; s. v. Beriberi, 66, ii; ann.
1720 : 8. v. Beriberi, 67, i.

Berebery; ann. 1682 : s. v. Beriberi, 764, ii.

Borengena ; 8. 2'. Brinjaul, 86, ii
, 87, i.

Berenjal; ann. 1783 : 8. v. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Berenjaw; ann. 1673 : 8. v. Brinjaul, 87, i.

Berhampore; 8. r. Batta, 54, ii, 8. :2. Factory,
264, ii, 8. v. Dengue, 789, i ; ann. 1810 : 8. v.

Corge, 197, ii
.

Berlmmputter; ann. 1590 : 8. 8. Burrampooter,
101, ii.

Beri ; 8. v. Beriberi, 66 i.
Beriberi; 8. 2:. 66, i, twice, 66, ii, 764, ii

,

a, v.

Barbie-rs, 52, i ; ann. 1631 : 8. v. 66, ii ; ann.

1835, 1837 and 1880 : 8. v. 67, i.
Beri-Bel'i : 8. v. Beriberi, 66, ii

.

Beri-beri ; s. v. Barbiers, 52, i, 8. v. Beriberi, 66,

i, 66, ii
, twice; ann. 1835; 8. v. Beriberi,

765, i.

Béri-béri ; ann. 1685 : 8. v. Beriberi, 67, i,

Béringédes : ann. 1782 : 8. v. Brinjaul, 81, ii.

Beringela ; 8. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Berinjalfi; 8. v. Brinjanl, 87, i.

Ber-Bampong; ann. 1812 : s. v. Compound,
187, i.

Berkendossea; ann. 1793; s. v. Burkuudauze,
100, ii. .

Benn; ann. 1791: a. v. Pettah, 533, i.

Berma; ann. 1516 : 8. 1;. Burma, 101, i.

Bermuda; ann. 1885; s. v. Dengue, 798, ii,

twice.

Beroni; ann. 1648 : a. 'v. Gingham, 801, i.

Berras ; ann. 1768-71 : a. v. Bearer, (a), 58, ii.

Berretta rossa ; mm. 1510 : a. v. KiZiib&s1l,815, i.

Berrette; ann. 1550 : s. v. hizilhasli, 815, i,

3 times.

Berrette rossé; mm. 1550: s. z‘. Kizilbash, 815, i,

Berri-bani; mm. 1809 : 8. v. Beriberi, 67, i.

Bérlillion ; 8, v. Beryl, 67, i.

Bérullos; 8. v. Beryl, 67, i; ann. 150: 8. v.
Beryl, 67, ii

.

Beri'ipz'itri ; ann. 1554 : 8. v. Beiramee, 61, i.

Beruwala; s. v. Berberyn, 66, i.

Beryl ; 8. v. 67, i and ii ; ann. 7O : 8. v. 67, ii.

Besan ; 8. v. Basin, 53, ii.

Bcsant; ann. 1343 : s. 1;. Sugar, 655, ii.

Besermani; mm. 1559: s. v. Mussuhnan, 462, i.

Besorg; 8. v. Budgl'ook, 92, ii ; ann. 1638: 8. v.

Budgrook, 92, ii.

Bessi; ann. 1781 : 8. v. Bassein (1), 53, ii.

Besurmani ; ann. 1580 : s. v.Mussu1man, 462, i.

Beswa ; ann. 1763: 8. v. Beegah, 59, i.

Beta Bcngalensis ; 8. v. Pollock-sang, 545, i.

Beta. vulgaris ; 8. v. Pollock-snug, 535, i.

Beteechoot ; 8. v. Banchoot, 42, ii.
Beteelaes ; ann. 1685 : s. v. Betteela, 68, i.

Beteellas ; s. 'v. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Betcl; 8. v. 67, ii, twice and footnote, 765, i,

8. v. Areca, 25, ii, 8. v. Camphor, 116, ii
,

8. v. Malabatbrum, 414, ii, twice, 8. v. Pawn,

522, i, 8. v. Pigdaun, 536, i ; ann. 1340: 8. v.
Saloop, 592, ii; ann. 1510: 8.1)..-\1‘8C&, 25,

ii, 8. v. 67, ii, 8. v. Chuns'nn, 168, i; ann.
1516: 8. v. 67, ii; ann. 1524 : 8. v. Bankahall
(a), 46 ii; ann. 1548 : 8. v. Areca, 25, ii, 3

times ; ann. 1563; s. v. Chuném, 168, i, s. c.
Malabathrum, 415, i, twice, 8. '0. Tembool, 695,

ii; ann. 1578 : s. v. Catechu, 133, ii; ann.
1585: 8. v. 68, i; ann. 1610 : 8. v. Chuném,
168, i; ann. 1623 and 1672: 8. 'v. 68, i;

ann. 1673: 8. v. Chum'un, 168, i; ann. 1759 :

8.0.03601111, 769, ii; ann. 1760 : 8. 1;. Ban
dejah, 44, i, s. 1v.Catechu, 133, ii; ann. 1869 :

8. v. Chuckler, 167, i.

Betele; ann. 1582: 8. '11.Betel, 67, ii.

Bctel-faqui ; ann. 1770 : 8. u. Beetlefakee, 60, ii.

Betell'aquy; ann. 1710: 8. v. Beetlefakee, 60, ii.,
Betel-holder ; ann. 1672 : s. v. Naik (c), 470, ii.
Betelle ; ann. 1552 : 8. 'u. Betel, 67, ii.

Betel-leaf ; 8. v. Betel, 67, ii
,

8. 'v. Malabathrum,

414, ii, twice, a. v. Pawn, 522, i, 8. v. Tembool,
695, ii ; ann. 1578: a. v. Deccan)’, 234, i.

Betei-nut ; 8. v. Areca, 25, ii
,

a. 21.Beta], 67, ii,

8. v. Gambier, 277, ii, 8. v. Peuang, 527, i;

ann. 943: 8. v. Cubeb, 21-1, ii; ann. 1342:
a. 'v. Pudipatan, 557, i.

Betel nut ; ann. 1759 : 8. v. Sliabunder, 618, ii.
Betel-server; ann. 1672 : s. v. Cuspadore, 787, i.

Beth ; ann. 1552: 8. 'u. A Muck, 13, ii; ann.
1666 : 8. v. Sanskrit, 599, i ; ann. 1667 and
1689 : 8. v. Vedas, 735, i; mm. 1791: 8. v

Vedas, 736, i.

Betle ; 8. v. Bete], 67, ii.
Betool; 8. v. Tank, 684, i.

Bette ; 8. 1:. Hotel, 67, ii ; ann. 1524 : 8. v.
Baukshall (a), 46, ii ; ann. 1563 : a. v. Betel,
67, ii, twice, 8. 'u. Chum’im, 168, i, s. 1;. Tem

b001, 695, ii ; ann. 1585: s. '8. Beta], 68, i.

Betteela; 8. v. 68, i; ann. 1727 : 8. v. 68, i.

Betfielar; ann. 1298 : 8. ‘U. I’utlam, 565, ii.
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Bettell ; ann. 1566 : 8. v. Areca, 25, ii.

Bettie; ann. 1727 : 8.8. Betcl, 68, i.

Bettie-nut; ann. 1727 : 8. v. Mangalore (a),
422, ii.

Bettre ; ann. 1521 : 8. v. Areca, 25,

Betula Bhojpattra ; 599, i, footnote.

Bety-chuit ; ann. 1638 and 1648 : 8. v.Banchoot-,

42, ii.
'

Be-waris ; 8. v. Bewauris, 68, i.

Bewauris; 8. t'. 68, i.

Beyla ; 8. v. Googul, 296, i.

Beypoor ; 8. v. 68, i, twice.

Beypur; s. v. Clialia, 139, ii
,

twice.

Beyramies; ann. 1498 : 8. 1). Shanbafi, 623, ii.

Beyt ; ann. 1552 : 8. v. A Mack, 13, ii.
Bezahsr; ann. 1580 : 8. e. Bezoar, 765, i.

Bezant; 8. v. Carat, 123, ii ; ann. 1343 : 8.

Outcry, 494, ii.

Bezar; ann. 1599 : 8. v. Mace (b), 405,i ; ann.

1610 : 8. v. Bezoar, 69, i.

Bezar stone; ann. 1608 : 8. v. Tael, 675, ii
.

Bezas stone ; ann. 1617 : 8. v. Bezoar, 69, i.

Bezeneger; ann. 1566 2 8. v. Suttee, 668, ii
;

ann. 1567: s. 8. China, 152, i, 8. v. \Vinter,

740, ii.

Bezoar; 8. v. 68, ii
,
4 times, 765, 8. v. Jade,

340, i, 8. v. Snake-stone, 643, ii
,

twice; ann.

I553 : 8. v. Coco-de-Mer, 177, ii ; ann. 1599 :

8. v. 68, ii
,

8. 'v. Mace (b), 405, i ; ann. 1673

and 1711 : 8. v. 69, i: ann. 1867 : 8. v. Goa
Stone, 290, ii.

Bghai; 8. o. Oaréns, 773. i.

Bhabur; 8. u. Babel‘, 32, i.

Bhade; ann. 1765 : 8. v. Vedas, 735, ii.

Bhadra Kali; 8. 'v. Pagoda, 499, ii.

Bhadrz'isvas; ann. 650 : 8. '0. Java, 347, i.

Bhae; ann. 1825 : 8. v. Qui-hi, 568, i.

Bhaga-dhara ; 8. 'u. Bahaudur, 37, i
.

Bhagalpur; 8. v. Champa, 140, i, 8. v. Tussah,

720, ii.

Bhz'igalpi'ir; 8. 1:. Jungle-Terry, 359, ii
,
3 times.

8. v. Terai, 696, i, 8. v. Behar, 764, i, 8. 'v.

Sonthals, 857, ii
, twice; ann. 1809 : 8. v.

Luckerbaug, 400, i.

Bhagavadi; ann. 1796 : 8. v. Pagoda (c), 502, i,

twice.

Bhagavan ; 500, i
, footnote, twice,

Bhagavant ; 8. o. Pagoda, 499, i
, twice, see 500,

i, footnote.

Bhagavat; 8. v. Pagoda, 498, ii
,

499, i, 4 times,

499, ii
, twice, see 500, i, footnote, 4 times.

Bhagavata; 499, ii
,

footnote.

Bhagavati ; 8. 1). Pagoda, 498, ii
,

499, ii
,

15 times,

500, i and footnote (5 times).
Bhagavati ; 500, i, footnote.

Bhagirathi ; 8. v. Hoogly River, 322, ii.

Bhiii Pheri'i; 8. v. Ferozeshuhur, 798, ii.

Bhakar ; ann. 1612 : 8. a. Rohilla, 580, ii.

Bhakkar; 8. v. Sucker-Backer, 652, ii ; ann.

1521 : 8. v. Sucker-Bucket, 652, ii.

Bhaktf. ; 8. v. Paddy, 495, ii.

Bha-maw; 8. 'v. Bamd, 42, i.

Bhamo ; 623, ii
,

footnote.

Bhandiri ; 8. v. Bandaree, 43, ii.
Bhfindarin; 8. v. Bendara, 63, i.

Bhindasils; 8. v. Bankshall (3), 46, ii.

Bhandasz'ile ; 8. 'u. Bankshall (3), 46, ii.

Bhang; 8. 1;. Bang, 45, i, 8. v. Bungy, 99, ii
,

8. v.

Ganja, 308, i ; ann. 1874: 8. v. Ganja, 308, i,

twice, 8. v. Majoon, 411, i.

Bhing; 8. 8. Bang, 45, i.

Bhangar ; 8. v. Bangor, 45, ii.

Bhanges; ann'. 1789: 8. v. Bangy (a), 46, i.

Bhangi ; 8. v. Cowry, 210, ii.

Bhangi; 8. v. Bungy, 99, ii
,

8. v. Mehtar, 433, i.

Bhangy dak; ann. 1844; 8. v. Bangy (b), 46, i.

Bhanta ; 8. 'u. Batta, 54, ii.

Bhantz'i ; 8. 11.Batta, 54, ii.

Bhanta ; 8. v. Brinjaul, 86, i
i.

Bhnntiki ; 8. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Bhar ; ann. 1598 : 8. v. Bahar, 36, i.
Bhara; 8. v. Bahar, 35, ii

.

Bhara’ij ; ann. 1255 : 8. v. Oudh, 494, ii.

Bharal ; 8. v. Burrel, 102, i.

Bhfiram ; 8. 'u. Bahar, 35, ii
.

Bharata; ann. 1045: 8. 'v. Dravidian, 251, ii.

Bharatavarsha; 8. v. India, 329, ii.

Bharhut; 8. 'u. Custard-Apple, 220, ii
, 221, ii.

Bharfich; 8. o. Broach, 88, ii.

Bharraky; a. 'v. Dwal'ka, 257, ii
.

Bharta ; 8. v. Batta (b), 55, i.

Bhartri ; 8. 'u. Bhat, 69, i.

Bharu-kachchha ; 8. v. Breach, 88, ii.

Bbz'isha ; 8. v. Sanskrit, 598, i.

Bhisha; 8. v. Juribasso, 362, i.

Bhat ; 8. v. 69, i, 8. v. Jaucada, 810, i; ann.

1554: s. 'v. Rajpoot, 572, i; ann. 1828: 8.1;.
69, ii.

Bhat; 8. v. Batta, 54, ii
,

8. v. Paddy, 495, ii
,

8. v. Betta, 762, ii.

Bliz'it ; 8. v. Bhat, 69, i.

Bhata; 8. 1:. Butte, 54, ii.
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Bhfitfi; s. v. Batta, 54, ii.

Bhatkul ; a. 'v. Batcul, 54-, i, s. v. \Vootz, 742, i.

Bhalta; e. 'v. Paddy, 495, ii, 8. 1:. Batta, 762, ii,

twice.

Bhaflga; 8. 'u. Batta, 54, ii
,

8. v. Bhat, 69, i.

Bhatti ; s. 'v. A Muck, 13, i, twice.
Bhmidan ; ann. 1764 : s. 'v.Sunderbunds, 858, ii.

Bhaugulpore ; ann. 1788 : 8. v. Jungle-Terry,
360, i.
Bhaut; mm. 1775: 8. v. Bhat, 69, i.

Bhavini ; 8. 'u. Dewally, 238, i.

Bhavati; ann. 1468-9 : s. v. Quilon, 570, i.

Bhawalpur; 685, i, footnote.

Bhayfichéri; s. v. Bhyacharra, 70, ii.

Bhecl (n. p.) ; s. v. 69, ii; mm. 1785 and 1825 :

s. v. 69, ii.
Bheel (s.); a. v. 69, ii ; ann. 1879: I. v. 69,ii.
Bheestee; mm. 1773: s. v. Bheesty, 70, i.

Bheesty; s. v. 69, ii
,

765, i, s. v. Jemadars, 350,

i, 8.7). Mussuck, 461, ii; ann. 1810,1829 (twice),
and 1878: s. 11.70, i; ann.1829: a. v. Goglet,
292, ii.

'

-

Bhend ; s. v. Sola, 646, i.

Bhendii; a. v. Bendy, 63, ii.

Bhendi ; a. v. Bandicoy, 44, ii.

Bheiidi ; s. v. Bendy, 63, ii.

Bhera; a. v. Behut, 61, i.

Bhifinah ; mm. 1260 : 8. v. Siwalik (a), 641, i.

Bhikshu ; a. 'u. Buxee, 103, i,s. 1;.Gyelong, 309, ii.

Bhikti ; s. m. Cocknp, 175, i.

Bhikt-y ; s. 'u. 70, i.

Bhil; s. v. Babool, 33, i.

Bhil; a. v. Bheel, 69, ii, 3 times.
Bhilla ; s. v. Bheel, 69, ii.

Bhim-nagar ; ann. 1008 : s.'v.Nuggurcote, 482, ii.

Bhim-nagar; s. v. Nuggurcoie, 482, ii.

Bhimsaini; ann. 1875: s. v. Camphor, 117, i.

Bhimsini; mm. 1590 : s. v. Camphor, 117, i.

Bhingli ; s. 1;. Bendy, 63, ii.
Bhislima; ann. 1045: s. v. Kling, 373, i.

Bhishti; s. v. Mussuck, 461, ii, 3. v. Chowdry,
779, ii. .

Bhitfir ; s. v. Peshwa, 532, ii.

Bhoi; 8.0. Boy (b), 83, i; ann. 1810: 8. '0. Boy
(b), 84, i.

Bbéi ; anu. 1590: 8. 'v.Mah0ut, 409, 1.

E1101 ; 8. v. Mate, 430, i.

Bholia; ann. 1830 : 8. v. Bndgerow, 92, i.

Bholiah ; mm. 1824 : s. v. Boliah, 76, ii.

Bhongalee ; ann. 1836 : s. v. Bandaree, 43, ii.

Bhonslé ; ann. 1881 : s. 'u. Guana, 304, ii.

Bhor'islah ; s. 11.Bhounsla, 70, i.

Bhootan ; mm. 1774: s. v. Mungoose, 457, ii.
Bhoslah ; s. v. Bhounsla, 70, i ; ann.1730 : s. v.
Bhounsla, 70, i.

Bhosselah ; ann. 1780: a. v. Bhounsla, 70, i.

Bhotan ; s. 1). Cooch Behar, 191, i, a. v. Doar,
248, ii.

Bhoulie ; ann. 1775 : s. v. Bowly, 82, ii.

Bhouliya ; ann. 1860 : a. v. Paunohway, 522, i.

Bhounsla; s. v. 70, i.

Bhouree ; ann. 1775: 8. 'v. Bowly, 82, ii.

Bhreeghoo-Kshetra ; s. 'u. Broach, 88, ii.

Bhyigu-kachchha; 8. 'v. Broach, 88, ii.
BhrGch; mm. 1756 : s. o. Breach, 89, i.

Bhudda ; s. 1). Buddha, 90, i.

Bhuddist ; ann. 1810 : s. '1).Buddha, 91, ii.

Bhni Kahi'u' ; mm. 1873: s. v. Kuhair, 378, i.

Bhfij ; 8. v. Culsey, 216, i.

Bhnndaree ; ann. 1808 : o. v. Bandaree, 760, ii ;

mm. 1836 : s. v. Bandaree, 43, ii.

Bhundarrie ; ann. 1883 : a. v. Bandaree, 43, ii.

Bhfipati ; mm. 1553 : a. 'v. Cospotir, 202, i.

Bhurfi ; a. 11.Pm, 551, i.

Bhnrja ; 599, i, footnote.

Bhfita ; s. :2. Devil Worship, 237, ii, twice.

Bhutiu ; s. 'v. Tangun, 683, i.

Bhfita-pfija; s. 2:.Devil Worship, 237, ii.

Bhl’itesar ; ann. 1020 : 8. 0. Tibet, 698, ii
.

Bihyacharm ; 8.1). 70, ii.

Bah ;- mm. 1020 : 0. 'v. Punjaub, 562, i.

Biis ; s. v. Jowaulla mookhee, 354, ii, a. r. Pun
jaub, 561, ii
,

8. '0. Saul-wood, 603, i.

Bibars ; s. v. Chicane, 146, ii.
Bibiisios; s. v. Punjaub, 561, ii.

Bibi ; ann. 1611 : 8. v. Beebee, 58, ii ; min.
1786: s. v. Beebee, 59, i.

Bibi ; s. v. Beebee, 58, ii
,

twice.

Bibi Achnt ; s. v. Bnnchoot, 42, ii.

Biby ; s. v. Beebee, 58, ii. -

Biga ; ann. 1554 : 8. v. Macao (b), 402, ii
, twice,

8. v. Viss, 739, i, 3 times.

Biché ; 8. v. Ganda, 800, i.

Bichéna; a. v. 70, ii.

Biche de Mer ; ann. 1783: a. v. Swallow, 671, i.

Bicheneger; ann. 1474 : s. v. Jungle, 359, i.

Bichenegher ; ann. 1470: s. v. Bisnagar, 73, ii.

Bichln'ma'i ; s. v. Bichéna, 70, ii.
Bicho-de-mar; s. v. Beech-de-Mer, 59, i.

Bichi’ui; ann. 1659 : s. 1;. Palankeen, 503, ii
.

Bickaneer; mm. 1883 : 8. 1;. Tank, 685. i.

Bicker Majit; mm. 1785: s. v. Oojyne, 487, ii
,
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Bico; ann. 1554: .9, v. Talapoin, 677, ii. -

Bidang ; s. v. Numerical Afiixes, 831, i.

Bidar; a. v. Caiiara, 117, ii
;

ann. 1601: s. v.

Melique VeridoI 823, i; ann. 1660: s. v.
Carnatic, 126, i.
Bidar; s. v. Bidree, 70, ii, a. v. Meliqnc Verido,
823, i; ann. 1590 : a. v. Telinga, 694, ii.

Bidiisopés ; s. v. Jelum, 350, i.

Bidaspes ; s. v. Behut, 61, i.
Bidiispés ; a. v. Punjaub, 561, ii.

Bidjanagar; ann. 1442: 8. v. Bisnagar, 73, ii
,

.I. v. Mangalore (a), 422, ii.

Bidree; s. v. 70, ii.

Bidri; a. v. Bidree, 70, ii.
Bidry ; s. v. Bidree, 70, ii.

Bieldar; ann. 1726 : 8. v. Burkundauze, 100, ii.

Bigah; 8. v. Gotta, 205, ii.

Bigam; s. v. Beegum, 59, ii.

Bigara ; s. r. Banchoot, 42, ii
,

a. v. Bowly,

82, ii.

Bigarrah ; ann. 1507: a. v. Bombay, 77, i.

Bigarry; a. v. Begar, 60, ii.

Biggah ; ann. 1788: s. 1:. Black, 766, i.

Biggereen; ann. 1673: a. v. Begar, 61, i.

(To be continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

DATE OF BUDDHA‘S NIRVANA.

Tns date of the Parinibbana or demise of

Buddha has been long since fixed, with very

considerable probability, by Prof. Max Miiller

His date for thisevent, on which much of the
chronology of Buddhism depends, is ~17?or 478

B. C. (Hist. Sunsk. Liter. pp. 262-300).

In the Mahavcnso we are told that Asoka
summoned the great Buddhist Council of Paiali
putra. in the 17th year of his reign. At the close
of that Council the Thero Majjhantiko deputed
two theras, Sona and Uttara, to the Sowanabhdmi
country. In the Kalyiini inscriptions of Pegu—
dating from 1476 A. D.— the arrival and success of
these missionaries is related. as in the Maluivm'wo,

adding —“Thus was religion established in this
country of Ramniiii'adesa. ‘by the two Theras in the
236th year that had elapsed since the attainment

of Parinibbana by the Sammasambuddhm"I

Now Aéoka‘s reign is generally assumed to date

frim 13.0. ‘360, and his 18th year-when the mis
sionaries might arrive in Burma, would coincide
with 24-2 B. C. If now we apply 236 years to this,
we have 478 ll. C. for the date of the Nirvana, as
derived by Prof. Max Miiller from the chronology
of the Hindu rulers previous to Chandragupta.
The Burmese date is probably derived from the
Singalese chronology inthe Mahd vanso, which
place 236 years between the landing of Vijaya
and the accession of Devanampiya Tishya, but it

i
1 antidates the latter event by about 65 years as

‘

compared with Asoka’s council determined from

‘

Chandragupta’s time. The interest of this is that

it supports what has been derived from other
date,— upsetting the Singalese date from Singa
lese sources.

The period between Buddha's Nirvana and
Asoka. with his contemporary Devanampiya Tis—
hya, has been filled up with Vijaya and his suc
cessors in six reigns and an interregnum: this
must be regarded as constructive chronology.
The period only has been derived from Indian
sources.

\Valagrambahu was restored to the throne, and
the doctrines of Buddhism first reduced to writing
in Ceylon, in the 217th year after the mission
from Asoka. This date must have been about 25
B. C. and not, as has been assumed, 88 B. G.
How much further the error in Singalese chroni
cle continues should be investigated.

JAS. Bonesss.

A SANSKRIT EPIC TEXT SOCIETY.

AT the XIIth International Congress of Orien
talists, held at Rome, in October 1899, the pro
posal printed below was laid before the members
of the Indian Section. At the instance of Col.
Temple a Committee was formed which decided

I Mr. B. F. St. Andrew St. John, in Ade du Congrés, 'Inter. Paris, 1897, Sect. 1. p. 226.
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(Ll that it was desirable to found a Sanskrit
Epic Text Society, (ii.) that its first work should
be an edition of the Mahabharata. in the South
Indian receneion, (iii;) that a sub-committee be
formed consisting of Col. Temple, Sir Raymond
West, Profs’ Bendall, Eggeling, Rhys Davids,
Dr. Fleet, and Dr. Hoernle, who are to act in con
cert with Syed Ali Bilgmmi, the representative
for India, and with Dr. Winternitz of Prague,
the author of the scheme. It is in the hope
that the scheme may find warm friends and
supporters in India, especially in the South
that we give below in extenso the ‘Proposal’
presented to the Congress in No. 3 of its
‘ Bulletins.’

A Proposal for the Formation of e. Sanskrit
Epic Text Society laid before the Indian
Section of the XIIth International
Congress of Orientalists, held at
Rome, in October 1899.

Atthe last Congress of Orientalists in Paris,
IIread before the Indian Section of the Congress a
paper on the South-Indian Mahabharata M88.
in the Collection of the Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and. Ireland, in which I tried to
show that these MSS. represented a distinct

recension of the Mabdblirirata, which students of
the Hindu Epics could not afford to neglect.

I have since published, in the Indian Anti
quary(Ma.1-ch, April, May 1898), an analysis of
some portions of the Adiparvan of the Mahdbhd
rata, contained in two of these South-Indian MSS.
An Analysis of the Sablzdparvan according to one
Malayalam MS. of the Royal Asiatic Society’s
Collection, and one Telugu )lb'. of the India Of
ficc will shortly be published in the same Journal.
In my paper on the Adiparvan I was able to
point out important omissions in the South
Indian 10188., which made it more than probable
that certain passages at the beginning of the Mahd
bhdmla, found in our editions, are later interpola
tions. In the Sabhaparvan, on the other hand, ,
the Malayalam MS. ofl‘ers a. much fuller text i
than our editions, containing a considerable num
ber of chapters of which there is no trace in our
tcxls. Many of these additions differ, as regards
their style and language, so little from other pdrts
of the text, that if they happened to be included
in our Bombay or Calcutta editions, they would
undoubtedly be considered to be as genuine and
as old as the bulk of the accepted text of the

Mahdbhdrata. The Telugu MS. does not share all
these additions; in fact, it represents a text which
on the whole has more in common with that of
the Northern editions than with that of the Mala
yalam MS.

But the materials, which have so far become
accessible, are by no means sufiicient to enable
us to form a clear idea of the exact relations
of the South-Indian recension to the Northern
text. This much, however, is clear even from
the few extracts from South-Indian MSS. hither
to published, that the text of theMa/uibhdrata, as
found in our Bombay and Calcutta. editions, is an
utterly insuflicicnt basis for critical researches
concerning the great Hindu Epic, and that the
text on which all Mahabharata. studies have
hitherto been founded, is not the text but
only one of the texts of the Mahabharata.

W'hen Protap Chandra {Roy published his po
pular edition of the Mahzibluirata, he was blamed
by a Pundit of Southern India for having pub
lished an edition which was "sadly defective in
the text,” and which was detrimental to the reli
gious interests of the people of Southern India
“as many portions supporting the Advaita and
Vasishthandvsita. doctrines, but unfavourable to
the Sakti worshippers of the North, had been omit
ted.” The Pundit complained that “many verses
quoted by the great philosophers of the South in
support of their respective doctrines, are not to
be found in Mr. Protap Chandra. Roy’s edition."
These charges, which are extremely characteristic
of the way in which native .Hindu scholars look

upon the text of such books as the Ma/rdbhdrata,
were answered by Mr. Protsp Chandra. Roy, who
pointed out “that there could be no edition of
the Maluibhdmta, howsoever carefully edited,
that would please scholars of every part of India,”
He declares that he is quite willing “to consult
any approved manuscript of Southern India,"
but concludes by saying: “ The fact is, the diver
gences of manuscripts are so great that it is per
fectly impossible to produce an edition that could.

at once satisfy both Aryavarta. and Dakshinfi
tyu..”l

'

Now, what we really need, and what seems
to me to be the sine guni non for historical andcri

tic-a1 researches regarding the text of the ~Malui
bhrirafa, is a critical edition which should neither
satisfy the people of Northern India nor those of

the Dckkhan, but which should satisfy the want;

1 See the covers of Part XXIX. (1887) of Protap Chan dra Roy's Translation of the lh'ahlibhdrata.
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If once such a centre were formed it would not
limit itself to the work of which I just have
spoken. The Society would also find ways and
means for the publication of texts connected in
any way with the history of the M ahdbhdrata.
The numerous abstracts of and extracts from
the Mahabharata. existing in Sanskrit M88.,
and the various translations into the verna
culars, even such works as the Persian and
the Javanic versions of the Maha'bha‘rata, if
they were made generally accessible by authentic

translations (into English or German or French),
are likelyto prove of considerable interest for the
history of the Mahdbhdrata.

Moreover, no student of the Hindu Epics can
be unaware of the numerous points of contact
existing between the Epic and the Purauic litera
tures_ But as regards the Punigzus-which apart
from their intrinsic value for the religious his
tory of ancient India, are of such great import
ance on account of their manifold relations to

the epic literature — textual criticism has hardly
yet begun to be applied to them, and of their chro~

nology we know next to nothing. Here, too,

many hands are wanted to accomplish all the
work that has still to be done. And if a centre
were formed for the systematic investigation of
the Hindu epic literature, the critical work re

quircd for the PlL'I‘d‘llflB might well fall within the
range of the same centre.

It is hardly necessary to add that the proposed
‘Society

’
would also promote the critical study of

the Ramayana, and I see no reason why the
final restoration of the original text of Valmiki’s

poem, which Professor Jacobi has proved to be

quite praticable,2 should not become a fact.

On all these grounds, I beg to propose that the
Indian Section of the XIIth International Con
gress of Orientalists sanction the formation of a

Sanskrit Epic Text Society whose aims
might be summed up as follows ;—

(1) To raise the funds necessary for the ac~

complishment of the Society’s work.

(2} To inaugurate a systematic collection of
MSS. of the Mahdbhdrata, and other
texts relating to the Hindu Epic poetry
from all parts of India.

(3) To gather together and assist competent
scholars who are willing to undertake
the copying or collating of M38. the
editing or translating of any opic texts,

or to contribute any critical or histori
cal researches relating to these texts.

_

of Sanskrit scholarship. I repeat what I said at
the last Congress in Paris, that “a critical edition
of the Mahdbhdrata, made by European scholars
accouling to the principles followed in editing
any other important text, is wanted as the only

sound basis for all Mahdbhzirata studies — nay,
for all studies connected with the epic literature
of India.”

Yet such an edition must, for a long time to
come, remain a pious wish. For there can be no
doubt that an actual critical edition of the Ma
hdbkdrata is at the present moment out of the

question, inasmuch as the preliminary work
necessary for such an edition has never yet been
begun. Nay, it may even be doubted whether a
critical edition, in the ordinary sense of the word,
will ever be possible of such a.work as the M ahd
bkdrata. But what is certainly possible, and
what cannot be delayed much longer if JlIa/uiblui
mla criticism is to lead to any satisfactory
results, is to collect all the materials necessary
for textual criticism — to collect and collate
any old and original M88. of the Mahabha
rata found in different parts of India.-—to
compare the text or texts offered by M88. and
editions with that used by the difl‘erent com
mentators. We should at least be able to say of
any important passage whether it is found in all
the diflerent versions of the Mahabharata, or only
in some of them. And where there are diiferent
versions of one and the same passage, if we can
not say which was the original one, we should at
least be able to compare all the existing versions
with one another. More especially, the text of
the old Bengali MSS. (of which Dr. Soerensen
has given us a. specimen), and that of the South

Indian MSS. ought to be made generally acces
siblc.

Such a thorough investigation of all authentic
MSS. of the Mahdbhdrata, is a task far beyond
the power of one single scholar, even if he devote
ed to it all his time and energy. What is wanted
in order to accomplish it, is a division of labour
on a large scale. And this division must be a
systematic one. The work to be done must be

clearly mapped out, and many workers must be

enlisted, each of whom will have to choose his
own portion of the work. It seems to me that
there is only one way to bring about such a

systematic division of labour, and that is the

formation of a. Sanskrit Epic Text Society which
should be the centre of all researches relating to
the ancient Hindu Epics.

‘ Soc Z. D. M. G- Vol. 51, pp. 60581111.
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(4-) To provide for and superintend the pub
lication of texts, translations, or any
treatises tendingto further the objects
of the Society.

I propose that the Indian Section of the Con
gress should (1.) appoint a Committee to take the

necessary steps for the formation of a. Sanskrit

Epic Text Society, and (II) express its view of the
desirability of such a Society meeting with every

possible financial support on the part of Govern

ments, Academies and Learned Societies both in

Europe, America, and especially in India.

A learned Hindu has recently told us’ that

"It is no exaggeration to state that the two
hundred millions of Hindus of the present day

cherish in their hearts the story of their ancient

Epics. The Hindu scarcely lives, man or woman,

high or low, educated or ignorant, whose earliest

recollections do not cling round the story and the

characters of the great Epics . . Mothers in

India know no better theme for imparting wisdom

and instruction to their daughters, and elderly

men know no richer storehouse for narrating tales

to children, than these stories preserved in the

Epics. No work in Europe, not Homer in Greece

or Virgil in Italy, not Shakespeare nor Milton in

English-speaking lands, is the national property
of the nations to the same extent as the Epics of
India are of the Hindus. No single work except
the Bible has such influence in afiording moral
instruction in Christian lands, as the llfahdt
bha‘rata and the Ramayana in India.” If that is
so. and if indeed (as the same author assures us)
these poems “have been the cherished heritage of
the Hindus for three thousand years," and “are to
the present day interwoven with the thoughts and

i beliefs and moral ideas of a nation numbering

two hundred millions”—then, surely, any studies
devoted to the Epics of ancient India deserve the
most serious attention and the most eager support

of the rulers of India. Nor should the assistance
of Learned Societies in Europe and America be
wanting in furthering the critical and historical
researches connected with a work which, apart
from containing some of the most interesting spe
cimens of ancient poetry, is an invaluable store

house of information about the history, religion,
philosophy, the laws and customs, and the civili

zation of ancient
India.

M. WINTERNITZ, Pal).
Prag (Austria), June 1899.
Deutsche Universitat.

NOTES AND QU ERIE S.

HINDU SUPEII-STITIONS IN THE CENTRAL
PROVINCES

1. Nail-parings are always thrown into some

frequented place that they may be destroyed by

the traflic. If they are thrown into a damp spot
they will grow into a plant which will ruin the

person from whose body they came.
About

twenty years ago there lived one Viraswami in

Nl'igpur, who is said to have been ruined by
the

accidental growth of a finger nail-paring
in a

flower-pot in his house.

2. When a new grindstone is bought, ahand

ful of wheat must be ground on it and the flour

sprinkled in circles on a road-way,
so that

passers-by may destroy them.
This makes the

stone to grind well in the future.
M. R. Pnnnow.

SEPOY.

HERE are some good early MS. references to

this word

1746. -— Their strength on shore I compute 2060
Europeans Seapiahs and 300 Cofl'rees.

——Letter

from Madras, 9th Oct, in Bengal Consultations.

1746.—They surprised the camp with about

‘200 Europeans and as many seapies.
— Letter

‘ Itomesh Dntt, Maha-Bharafa, The Epic of Ancient

from Vizagapatam, 29th December, in Bengal

Consultations.

1746. — Sespies 600. — Op. cit.

1746. —-With some seapies and cotfrees. —

Op. cit,
R. C. TEMPLE.

THE TRADE IN ANDAMANESE SLAVES.

THERE is an old story of a systematic slave

trade in Andamanese with the Malay Pe

ninsula all through the 18th and early 19th

Centuries. The following interesting extract

from the Bengal Dispatches, dated 25th April,

1792, is evidence of the trade: —

“Concerning the Oflioer of a French Mer

chant Vessel ofl‘ering several Inhabitants

of the Andamans for Slaves.
“ We have read Captain Light’s Letter of the

1st of April 1791, concerning an ofl’er of Monsr.

St. Croix, an Oificer of a French Merchant

Vessel, to some Natives, or others, from the

Andnmans, for sale. and approve of your having

caused Copies of it to be sent to Europe to

Colonel Monttgny.”
R. C. TEMPLE.

India, condensed info English Tens, p.
1E5, /
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.
BY HARTWIG HIRSCHFELD, PH.D., M.R.A.S.

(Continued from p. 53.)

Gunman VI.

The Descriptive Revelations.

ESCRIPTIVE elements in older addresses — Object and scope of description —Models imitatedD -— Lectures on the “Signs” — Analysis of Sfira xvi.

In the first proclamation, as we have seen, only one item out of the Biblical narrative for
the Creation of the World was made use of — the one item essential for Muhammed's
immediate requirements, vz'z., the Creation of Man. It was not Muhammed's intention, however,
to omit the rest of the narrative ; he only reserved it for reproduction on later occasions, as the
opportunity or need should arise. He would have neglected an ethical factor of great import~
ance, had be omitted to remind his hearers how mmh gratitude they owed their Maker for
having given them the means of living a comfortable life. So far from making such a mistake,
he took the earliest opportunity of touching on this subject, immediately after the first proclama
tion had been made, although at first only in slight reference.

The descriptive element in the Qardn, therefore, is nearly as old as the book itself, although
it is not particularly noticeable till the latter part of the declamatory period. It becomes
more prominent in the narrative period, when Muhammed’s style had lost the charm of novelty.
It'is impossible to draw a line clearly separating the descriptive from the preceding classes of
revelations, since many verses of a descriptive character are interspersed among the narrative

lectures. Yet those sermons, in which descriptions of Nature and its bounties form the
foremost topic, are distinctly of later date.

Although divergent in character the descriptive revelations agree with the narrative

revelations in one important point, that is
, in the endeavour to demonstrate the "Signs of Allah,”

and to form another substitute for miracles which the Prophet was unable to perform. It seems
that Muhammad wished to convey to his hearers, that as so many “Signs” of the divine omni

potence already existed, new ones could be dispensed with. The scope of descriptions being
rather limited, the number of revelations of this class is smaller than of any previous one, but

they also follow Biblical models and abound in repetitions.

Apart from the brief allusion to the Creation contained in the first proclamation, the oldest

pieces of descriptive character are found in a few verses in the declamatory Szi'ra lxxx.l6

24. But let man look unto his foods,

25. Verily we have poured the water out in torrents,
26. Then we have cleft the earth asunder,

27. And made to grow therefrom the grain
28. And the grape and the hay,
29. And the olive and the palm,
30. And gardens closely planted,
31. And fruits and grass—
32. A provision for you and your cattle.

lxxvii. 25. Have we not made the earth to hold

26. The living and the dead

27. And set thereon firm mountains reared aloft, and given you to drink water
in streams ?

1° See also 8
. luvii. 25 to 27.
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I regard the last portion of S. 1811!." which looks like a hasty recapitulation of
Gen. Ch. I. as the first independent piece of this class. It speaks of heaven, night and dawn,
the earth, water and pastures, man and beast.

Sfira lxxi. contains a rather original description of Nature ascribed by Muhammed to
Noah. In spite of the narrative beginning, this chapter cannot be placed among the narrative
revelations, because with the exception of the first few verses the rest of the sii-m (the bulk of
which is of descriptive character) reproduces a prayer18 in which Noah tells of his unsuccessful
endeavours to make his people believe in God.

The inner connection which exists between the first proclamation and the descriptive reve
lations of a much later period is unmistakeably illustrated by S. lv., which cannot be as old
as Niildeke believes it to be.19 Now, for this new species of lectures Muhammad required new
models, Having chosen for the preceding the form of prayer, he composed this slim after the
fashion of Ps. cxxxvi. with a refrain introduced gradually and repeated afterwards at the end
of each verse. For a descriptive sermon Muhammed could only use few verses of the body of
the Psalm, which I place in parallel

columns
with the corresponding verses of the slim ,

The Sdra. The Fsalm.

4. The sun and the moon have their ap~ 8. The sun to rule by day : for, etc.

pointed time. 5. And the stars and 9- The moon and stars to rule by night.
the trees adore.

6.‘ And the heavens, He raised them and 5. To Him that by wisdom made the
set the balance, _ heavens.

9. And the earth He has set it for living 6. To Him that stretches out the earth, etc.
creatures.

The aim gives a more comprehensive synopsis of the Biblical account of the Creation, and

that is the reason, why the first proclamation is repeated, and, as a matter of course, placed at

the beginning in the words; AlBahman taught the Qorlin He created man, taught

him plain speech. .——Another proof of the imitative character of the slim is that the refrain

does not speak of “Signs” but of “Bonnties.”"-" Part of the contents of the slim are taken from
another Psalm which will occupy our attention anon. When the material was quite exhausted,2n

Muhammed resorted again to pictures of hell and paradise.

The style adopted in 8. l. is one of great contemplativeness on the Creation, interspersed

with a narrative reminiscences,22 which also aflord an opportunity for the introduction of a fine

metaphor,” Descriptions of Nature are adorned with pictures of the Last Day which, in this
short Him, is mentioned by not less than five different appellations.”

Another lecture on the "Signs” is S, xlv., vdiscoursing on the earth and the animated

beings that move on it, on the change of night and day, the food sent down from heaven

(through rain), and the wind. Dry land as well as sea, the hosts of heaven and earth which

serve men, are all subjects which lend themselves to treatment in the usual style.

Nearly contemporaneous with this one is S. xlii.,25 in the rather long introduction of

which the “Arabic Qm-dn” (v. 5) is alluded to, and Divine Providence appears several times

1" Also Ndldeke, Q. p. 87, regards this piece as the later portion of the :fira,
13Nfiildeko, p, 95, sees in this slim a fragment of a larger sermon.

10 Ibid. p. 88; cf. Sprengsr, II. p. 219, with the tradition connected with it. Verse 1= 107i. 2, but Rabbilm
roplmed by AlRaZlmfin. _ _
an The refrain is evidently nothing but the attempt of a rendition of Hon 87w‘)'3. The dual UL-‘M’ has no

particular significance, and was only chosen on account of its yielding a rhyme to Ralwnd'n. Verse 7 recallslsaiah xi. 6.

‘n Verse 68 contains a fine metaphor ; see Ch. VIII. 9': Verses 1 to 11, 14 to 15, 3?.
as V, 15, see Ch- VIII. 2‘ Soe Ch IV.

in Verse 9. ‘1M’ at), Cf. Exod. viii. 6, n. 14, do. --Verses 11 to 12, legislative. ‘Verses 28 (cf. xlv. a) and
31 begin with

a‘; "i
f

u”). — Verses 52 to 53, see Ch. V.
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(vv. 13, ‘2O, 23) as Kalima.36 Both the Kalima (v. 45)) and “Arabic Qordn" (v. 2) also
appear in S. xli., of which several portions (vv. 8 to 11, 37 to 40) are descriptive, and con
tain, besides, a sketch of hell and paradise. The introduction treating of the “Arabic Qortin"
is. in the course of the lecture, supplemented by a verse (44:),27 which is intended to explain
more clearly an idea expressed some time before ,3

9

but it only makes it more obscure. It runs
thus :

“And had we made it a ‘ foreign Qonin,’ they would have said: ‘unless its signs be de
tailed [we will not believe]; is it foreign and Arabic?’ Say: ‘it is, for those who believe, a
.guidance anda healing; but those who do not believe, in their ears is dullness, and it is

blindness to them. Those are called to from a far 0E place.’
”

The revelation seems to be an excuse for employing a certain number of foreign words in
the “Arabic Qorzin.” Perplexity shufiles.

Silra xxxv., being of a distinctly descriptive character, begins with the statement afterwards

repeated, that Allah makes the angels His messengers~ This is nearly a. literal translation of

Ps. civ. 4:. The same psalm is also re-echoed in other verses.29 Similar topics, but in shorter
form, are dicussed in Ss. xxxiin30 lxvii., and xxv.31 I mention the last two together, because
their common superscription marks them both as hymns to the Creator.32 In S. xxsn,
Muhammed replies to a. charge that he was but an ordinary mortal eating food and visiting the
fairs.33 This charge was not imaginary, but seems to have been made repeatedly, since. it is

refuted twice (vv. 8 and 22) in this sermon. A final answer is not given until S. xxiii. 53,34 in
which messengers in general are hidden to “eat good cheer.” Of this Mira the first and last
parts (vv. 1 to 2'2, 53 to 118) form one address,ibut vv. 27 and 34 show why the piece was
inserted after v. 22.35 From the more elaborate arguments employed we gather that this slim

is later than xxv. The homily embodied in the last part (v. 93) consists only of repetitions,
the most important of which is the attempt to demonstrate the Unity of Allah by argument.“

Two verses of this part (99 and 100) contain expressions for exercising (“I take refuge“)
Satanic influences, and give perhaps a clue to the placing of'the Ss- cxiii. and cxiv.,37 which are

formulas of the same character and with the same commencement.

Slim xvi. marks the apogee of the descriptive revelations. It not only unites all descrip~
tive recitations scattered ihrough other sermons, but places them before the reader in a

.
really

26 See Ch. 1., note 11.
.. 1o

1'! From Beidhfiwi’s remarks we infer that the reading Mg" is uncertain, so other authorities have
_ l , .. o a

up?‘ l and 5*?‘ , .

'1‘ See S. xxvi. 198 and Ch. I. — The sense of the passage seems to be the following: Had we revealed the Qo'rdn
in a foreign tongue, their disbelief could not be greater than it is 1 cf. xvi. 105.
'-" E. g-, r. 10, 13, It. The two, three and four pairs of wings ascribed to angels are evidently modelled after

Is_ vi 2 together with Euch. i, 6
. As to the paraphrastic imitation of Ps. civ. see below.

8° The creation of the world in six days is also mentioned in xi. 9
, l. 87, xxv. 60. As to v. 4 see lxx. 4 and

Ch. IV.
:1 The expressions .3) L

3
3

and 0515 (v. 1
,

rf. Geiger, l. c, p. 50) seem to be taken from the Jewish prayer

called Qaddieh- .

32 Verse 1 : “Blessed be." do, see lxvii. l ; ibid. v. 5: With “lamps" cf. Gen. i. 16.
I! The verses 8

,
9 and 22 (cf. xxiii. 34) seem to be a justification directed against Exod. xniii. 28. Whether

Muhammed was really expected to live for some time without food, is hard to say, but this seems to have been the

we, and it is Supported by a tradition of Bagh. (on v. 22) on the authority of AlDhahhiik and Ibn Abbie, that
the Qoreish reviled the prophetship of a. man who consumed food. The matter i

s probably to be understood as

follows 2 Some Mecoan critic had a superficial knowledge of the statement that Moses had passed a certain time

without trod, and inferred from it that a prophet who could perform miracles, must also be able to dispense with

eating and drinking.
1“ There are also other points of connection between the two

aims,- o
f xxiii. 1 to 11, and xxv. 64 to 77.

3‘ Verse ‘31, uulfli, cf. vv. 34, 35: v. 22, I, rf.
vv. 26 to 29.

8i C]. verse 117, and Ch. 11.
'1 Cf. S. xxiii. 90 to 100. xvi..100, vii. 199.
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artistic form. Muhammed must have bestowed much care on its composition, as it is beautiful,

although not quite original; it is in fact an imitation of Ps. civ. with the verses difi’erently

arranged. We must naturally expect to see Muhammed adapt his rendering of the Psalm to

the conditions of life in Arabia, as also to his particular theological purposes.38 The latter are

represented by a strong Moslim tendency, and teachings are inserted which are not to be found

in the original. Those verses of the Psalm are therefore omitted which describe animals and

plants unknown to Meccans. I place the verses side by side :

The Slira.
‘Z
.

He sends down the angels with the spirit”

{which i
s part] of his Amr upon whom He will

of His servants (to say): Give warning that

there is no God but Me; Me therefore do ye
fear !

3. He has created the heavens and the earth

in tru thl Exalted be He above that which they

join with Him.

10. He it is Who sends down water from

the sky, whence ye have drink, and whence

the trees grow whereby you feed your flocks.

a

11. He maketh the corn to grow for you,

and the olives, and the palms, and the grapes,

and some of every fruit-verily in that is a
Sign unto a people who reflect. 13. And what

He has produced for you in the earth varying

in hue, verily in that is a Sign for a people who

are mindful. (See also vv. 69 to 71.)

12. And He subjected to you the night and

the day, and the sun, and the moon, and the

stars are subjected to His bidding. Verz'ly
in that are Signs to a people who have sense.

16. . . . . and by the stars too are they

guided.

14. He it is Who has subjected the see,

that ye may eat fresh flesh therefrom, and ye
bring forth from it ornaments which ye wear;
and thou mayest see the ships cleaving through
it; and that ye may search after His grace, and
haply ye may give thanks.

The Psalm.

4
,.

He maketh His angels winds (spirits) ;

His ministers a flaming fire.

2
. Who covereth [Thyself] with. light as

with a garinent,Who stretcheth out the heavens
like a curtain.

5. Who laid the foundations of the earth,

etc.

3. Who layeth the beams of His chambers
in the waters; Who maketh the clouds His
chariot; Who walketh upon the wings of the
wind.

14. He causes the grass to grow for the
cattle, and herb for the service of man, that
he may bring forth food out of the earth. 15.
And wine that maketh glad the heart of man,
and oil to make [his] face to shine, and bread
which strengthens man’s heart.

19. He appointed the moon for seasons,
the sun knoweth his going down. 20. Thou
maketh darkness and it is night, wherein all
the beasts of the Lord do creep forth.

25. This great and wide sea wherein are
things creeping innumerable, both small and

great beasts. 26. There go the ships, [there
is] that Leviathan whom Thou hast made to
play therein.

=9Cf. S. xxxv. 1
. -—Verse 43 may serve to fix the date of the 017m, and probably refers to the isolation

Mnhammed’s followers had to sufier for some time in Mecca, or to the emigration of a number of them to Abyssinian
As to the details see Sprenger, II. 128an. -—Verse 1l0 :qq. I regard (against Sprenger) as Medinian. l’); [a crux“
refers to those who had shared the Hijra to Medina, but the piece was placed here on account of these two words.
The verses 116and 119 are nothing if not Medinian, since they were of no interest for a.Meocan audience.
so Muhammad renders rtllu’nh by c) ,
J I, being unaware of the circumstance that rm also means wini
Verse 1 being introduction, is Muhammad's own; the some is the use with "_ 6 to 3, bearing on the habits of
travelling merchants.
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15. And He has cast firm mountains on the

earth lest it should move with you, and rivers
and roads, haply ye may be guided. (See also

v. 83.)

40. They swear by their most strenuous

eath: Alliih will not raise up him who dies,
eh‘. .' . . . 50. Do they not regard whatever

thing Alliih has created, its shadow falls on the

right or the left adoring God and shrinking
up P 67. And Allfih sends down water from

the sky and quickens therewith the earth after
its death; verily in that is a Sign to a people
who can hear. 72. God has created you. then

He lets you die, etc.

44. Those who are patient and upon their
Lord rely.‘o

51. Whatever is in the heavens and in the
earth, beast or angel, adores Allah, nor are
they big with pride.

52. They fear their Lord above them, and
do what they are hidden.

63. If Allah were to punish men for their
wrong-doing, He would not leave upon the
earth a single beast, etc.

87. Do they not see the birds subjected in
the vaults of the sky? none holds them in but
Allah, verily in that is a Sign unto a people who
believe.

8. They go up by the mountains, they go
up by the valleys unto the place which Thou
hast founded for them. 18. The high hills a

refuge for the wild goats, and the rock for

the conies.

29. Thou hidest Thy face they are troubled,

Thou takest away their breath, they die and
return to their dust. 30. Thou sendest forth

Thy spirit, they are created, and Thou renewest
the face of the earth.

27. These wait all upon Thee, that Thou

mayest give them their meat in due time.

33. I will sing unto the Lord as long as I
live: I will sing praise to my God while I
have my being.

34. My meditation of Him shall be sweet,

I will be glad in the Lord.
35. Let the sinners be consumed out of the

earth and let the wicked be no more. Bless

thou the Lord, 0 my soul; praise ye the Lord.

12. By them the fowls of the heaven

have their habitation, which sing among the

branches.

1?. Where the birds make their nest, [as

for] the stork, the fir trees are her house.

Muhammed almost betrays the imitation in his own words; for he not only mentions the
Zulmr (Psalms) “that had been sent down before” (v. 46),‘1 but at the end of the sermon

(v. 105) he, apparently without necessity, defends himself against the charge of plagiarism. The
traditionists give a number of names as possible sources of this accusation, but it is useless to
repeat their extravagant and unreliable tales on the point.‘2 To conclude from Muhammed's
words (“We know that they say : only a mortal man teaches him”), the rumours were only circu
lated secretly, but he was a match for his fees, and turned his knowledge of their suspicions
into a prophetic faculty which made him acquainted with their slanderous whispers.‘3

It is quite in accordance with Muhammcd’s methods of preaching, that so fine a. rhetorical
performance should be repeated. Thus some descriptive portions of S. xiii.“ not only recall

‘°
|,)+4=m3i1;. in the original which allows a conclusion as to how the Arab Jews pronounced q; nd 5 ;

another instance of the same kind is part, vii. 156= “DR (cf, Ch. V.).
I

41 Verse 46 is to be joined to pqeliwari (v. 4-3), whilst the words bits-Li as far as cu‘bj form a’ ..
parenthesis.
“ The trstidions are oilleeted by Sprenger, II. 379 sqq. Cf. xxxvi. T6. ‘3 369 01- n
“ The :flra is one of those beginning with the “Signs." According to Fihrist, p. 251, it is Medinian.
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several imitations of verses of Fe. civ. quoted before, but supplement others which he had omit

ted. To the former belong the verses 2, 3, 4, 18.‘5 Of the latter group are:

The Slll‘ll. The Psalm.

13. He it is who shows you the lightning 7. At Thy rebuke they flee, at the voice
for fear and hope, and He brings up the heavy of Thy thunder they haste away.

clouds.

14. And the thunder celebrates His praise, 32. He looketh on the earth and it trem

and the angels too for fear of Him, and He bles, He toucheth the hills and they smoke.

sends the thunder-clap and overtakes there

with whom He will.

The first part of S. x. (vv. 1 to 57) belongs to those addresses which begin with a. refer

ence to the “Signs." A parable inserted here is also of descriptive character.“ The piece next

to it owes its place also to some descriptive verses, but seems to be of Medinian origin."

The best sermon with text on the “Signs” is S. xxxi. (1 to 10. 19 to 34). The

descriptions are of the usual style, but there is a piece inserted (vv. 11 to 18),‘'3 which interrupts

the description and is altogether out of place. In v. 22 the speaker is advised not to take the

unbelief of the infidels to heart, an advice repeated in the following sermon, S. xxxvi. (v. 76),

which is thoroughly descriptive. The homiletic introduction includes a parablet9 of narrative

character. After this follows a discourse on the “Signs
”
(vv. 33, 37, 41). New is the remark

on the change of night and day as well as on the stations of the moon, and an observation on

the eclipse of the sun.“

Now these three paragraphs (v. 33-36, 37-40, 41-44) greatly resemble strophes of four

verses each though without metre. This lapse into old habits either revived the reproach that

he was a poet, or Muhammed saw the danger in good time, and wished to prevent any miscon

ception. He therefore declared (v. 69) that he had never learnt poetry, nor was it suitable for

him. The verse mentioned above, advising him not to be grieved about disbelief, seems to

stand in connection with this. Verse 78 has a historical background. Ubeyy b. Khalaf came

to Muhammed with a decaying bone and asked who could quicken it. The affair seems to have

caused some sensation, as several years later it was made the subject of an attack against the

Qoreish by the Medinian poet Hassz'm b. Thabitfil

The descriptive period further includes S. xxvii. 60 to 95-—-an independent sermon;52

further 8. xxxix., the second part of which is a discourse on death. Some of these verses

M Verses 22 and 24, 524,‘, and '3” respectively ; see above. .
‘8 Verse 25, 0]. Ch, VIII,

'7 Verse 58 [0 ye men, now has come to you counsel from your Lord, etc] is spoken in the style
of an introduc

tion to a sermon; of. S. ii. 1. -—-Verse 61, 0113515. cf. v. 70.
“i This is of legislative character and in the form of admonitions addressed by Loqman to his son (see Ch. VII).

The slim derived its name from this piece which seems to have been placed here on account of the rhyme. Cf.

Noldelre, p. I17, who only entertains doubt as to v. 13.

" V. 12 sqq., see Ch. VIII.
5° Verse 39, cf. Ch. I. Palmer's translation of the verse is hardly correct. I believe Muhammed wished to express

the idea. that the movements of the sun and the moon were so well regulated, that it is the latter which “reaches”

the former, and not cite rend. The commentators refer to the variety of the sphere. Bagh.
[*1 gm"-. . J03") ‘ )

)lg line we )1 the ‘in 0,459. this: 6n... on“ a, em, 6115 am CJ: 1 Jim dbci ‘,1
J» Li.
5‘ Hasslin b. Shfibit. Diwan, ed Tunis, p. 81 :-—

Ubeyy has acquired heresy from his father on the day when the Messenger detached himself from him.

Hast thou come to Muhammed with a rotten bone in order to give him the lie, being ignorant
of his con

dition, etc. l’
‘9 Verse (H : Pa. civ. 2; v. 72 -= S. x. 55, “Xi- 22
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are regarded by Weil as interpolated.6a The chronology of this su'ra as well as 8. xxx. is

pretty distinctly fixed by two respective remarks on parables “struck” before (xxxix. 28,

xxx. 58). The latter Mira, though commencing with an allusion to a defeat which the

Byzantine army had snfiered at the hand of Persians, is an elaborate homily on the “Sign,” as
seven verses commence with the words : To his Signs belong, etc.M

Slim xxii. 1 to 13 and 62 to 71 are two fragments belonging to the descriptive group,
whilst all the rest is Medinian. A certain connection between the two pieces is visible in
vv. 3, 8, 67 respectively, where those who "wrangle about Allzih” are mentioned. Finally the

verses ii. 1.58 to 162, although placed in a slim commonly regarded as Mediniau, has all the

marks of the revelations of the descriptive Mcccan period.55

CHAPTER VII.

The Legislative Revelations.

MEAsisG of the term — Relation of the legislative to previous periods -- Loqmzin ——Laws
given to mankind - Character of special laws promulgated in l\lecca-— Abrogation of Jewish
ritual law.

The term “legislative” in this chapter applies to those passages in the Meccan portions
of the Qordn, which are in any way admonitory, and are discussed chiefly with regard to the

place they occupy in the book. In the same way as the Old Testament provided laws to meet
all the requirements of the Israelites, so the Qoran forms the principal source of the moral,
ritual and juridical codes“ of the Faithful. The regulations dictated in Mecca are limited
to such as could be given toa religious community which owed allegiance to temporal powers of

a different kind. As it was impossible to foretell whether the Prophet would ever be in a
position to wield a. temporal sceptre, administrative oidinations are entirely excluded from

Meccan revelations.57 As regards ritual laws the Meccan period produced hardly any besides

those relating to prayers and other forms of divine worship.

We have seen above that Moslim tradition itself places the descriptive revelations before
those of legislative character, but this is not always rigidly adhered to. Some of the former,

being more recommendations, do not aspire to the authority of laws. The belief in Ann. and
His Prophet is, of course, an injunction of the earliest date, but it appears in the nature of an
axiom meant to carry conviction. Religions observance being of more practical character
could not be expected until the former was firmly established in the minds of the believers.

The precepts which Muhammed thought fit to reveal in Mecca had long been under

preparation, but it was impossible to promulgate them in anything like a systematic fashion as
long as the struggle for the acceptance of the first maxims lasted. After all, the foregoing
periods are nothing but a variety of endeavours to end this struggle. During this time the

want of a religious code had to be supplied by the example set by the Prophet himself, or by
his predecessors with whose stories believers were made acquainted. Nay, Allah Himself Serves
is example by imposing mercy upon himself in the style of a commandment as it were
(S. vi. 1?).55 In the same speech the Prophet is hidden to declare that he was commanded to be
the first Moslim (v. 17). A second speech (v. 46 to 73) follows the same train of ideas. We

5' Verses 31 to 82, 43, see Ch. XIII. Verse 31 is quite out of connection both with the preceding and following
"arses. The homily coming after it has no marked character, and is therefore difiicult to fix. Perhaps vs. 74 to 75,
the concluding words in particular. may help to place the portion somewhat nearer to the narrative period.
5‘ Verses 19to 24, 45.
5‘ Noldeke, p. 31. also regards the verses as Mecoan.
5'5See Sachau, Aeltevte Quelten de' muhnmm_, Rechti. The original meaning offifli is "tenets of belief."
‘7 The passage, vi. ll8to 121. is Medinian.
5' The speech ends, v. ~15,Ut‘jujl v’) 5“ ‘ksjl.
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hear again “that Allah has imposed mercy upon Himself/“9 The Prophet is ordered to state

that he is forbidden to worship the idols of the Meccaus,”O but that he and his friends are

commanded to be Moslims, to recite prayers, and fear Alléh (vv, 70 to 71).

An instance of how legislation was at first given in very small doses, is tobe found in three
verses attached to S. xciiifl1

v. 9. But as for the orphan, oppress him not,

10. And as for the beggar, drive him not away,

11. And as for the favour of thy Lord, discourse thereof.

The last verse is a reminiscence of the descriptive revelations.

It is indeed most interesting to observe how cautiously Muhammad proceeded to
accustom his hearers to regular religious observance. He knew the characters of his
friends sul'liciently to perceive how dangerous it would be to overwhelm them with religious
duties, and the following are instances of his attempts to achieve his object in a somewhat
circuitous manner. ln one sermon he describes the life of “the servants of Allah,” naturally
in order to teach : -—

S. xxv. 64. And the servants of the Merciful are those who walk upon the earth lowly
and when the ignorant address them, say: Peace !

65. And those who pass the night [adoring] their Lord in prostration and.
standing.

66. And those who say : 0 our Lord, turn from us the torment of hell, etc.

67. And those who when they spend are neither extravagant nor miserly, but
who ever take their stand between the two.

68. And those who call not upon another god with Allah, and kill not the
soul which Allah has forbidden, save deservedly, and do not commit
fornication ; for he who does that shall meet with a penalty.

72. And those who do not testify falsely, and when they pass by frivolous
discourse, pass by it honourably, etc., elc.

'

The admonition addressed by Loqman62 to his son is nothing but a variation of the same
endeavour. Being first himself reminded of the gratitude he owed to Allah, this legendary
sage instructs his son ,——in the fashion of the author of Proverbs, eh. I. to VII. — to believe
in the Unity of God, to honour his parents, to lead a virtuous life, and to recite prayers
commandments which are all within the scope of religious prescriptions taught in Mecca. The

piece which justifies reproduction runs thus :-
xxxi. 11. And we did give unto Loqmfin wisdom saying : Be grateful to Alhih; for he

who is grateful to Allah, is duly grateful for his own soul, and he who
disbelieves, verily Allah is independent, worthy of praise.

"9 8. vi, 54. Of. the passage in the Talmud (Berakh. lol- 7“) 1 God prays. What prays He? R. Zuti-fi. b.
Tobiyyilh says on behalf of Rfib : (He prays :) Be it my will that my mercy overcome mine anger; let my mercy
prevail over my (other) attributes, that my conduct with my children be merciful and that I deal with them
leniently.
6° Ibid. 5')‘,67, 69 ; xvii. E0 to 87.
61These three verses do not belong to the preceding part of the slim — from which they differ as to the rhyme —

but are placed here on account of v. tito 8.
“"1Concerning the personality of Loquifin see Sprcnger, I. 23 sqq. Besides Balsam, with whom he is identified

on account of the synonymity of the names, also Job and a negro slave "with thick lips" serve to personnte him
in the opinion of various commentators. The name seems to me to be a corruption of Suleiman, the letter I being
omitted. The introductory phrase, “we have given to Loqmfin wisdom,” is in favour of this suggestion as well as the
resemblance of the whole speech to the first chapters of the Book of Proverbs. As to the fables ascribed to Loqmiln
see Derenbourg, Fables arabe et franmia. Berlin, 1350.
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12. And when Loqrm’in said to his son while admonishing him : O my son,
associate none with Allah, for, verily, such association is a grave iniquity.

13. And we have commanded63 man [to honour] his parents; his mother bore
him with weakness upon weakness, and his weaning is in two years; be

thankful to me and thy parents, for unto me [shall your] journey [be].
'

14. But if they strive with thee that thou shouldst associate with me that which
thou hast no knowledge of, then obey them not, etc.“

15. O my son, verily if there were the weight of a grain or mustard seed and it
were [hidden] in a rock, or in the heaven, or in the earth, Allah would

bring it [forth], etc."5

16. O my son, he steadfast in ‘prayer, and bid what is proper, prevent what is

objectionable,86 be patient of what befals thee, for this is due of the determined

afiairs.

17. And twist not thy cheeks proudly, nor walk in the land haughtily: verily,
Allah does not love every arrogant boaster.

18. And be moderate in thy walk and lower thy voice: verily the most disagreeable
of voices is the voice of asses.67

Another variation is to be found in a series of admonitions given to mankind in general,

although there can be no doubt, that Muhammad only had his small Moslim community in view. The

sermon in question forms a part of S. vii., v. 28 to 56, and contains rules to be observed in connec

tion with the places of public worship (v. 28 to 3068). But fearful, as it were, lest Believers

should be discouraged by laws which might only be the forerunners of more arduous ones, Muham

med deemed it expedient to assure his friends that no soul should be burdened with more than it

could bear (v. 40).“9 Yet he does not conclude the sermon without a warning to “call on your Lord

humbly and secretly, not to do evil on earth, and to invoke Allah with fear and earnestness
"

(v. 53 to 54).

There is hardly any group of legislative revelations in which the respect due to parents does

not find a place. This forms the nucleus of a short lecture which was placed at the beginning of

xxix. 1 to 12, and xlvi. 1 to 19.

It is not in the least surprising that Muhammed endeavoured to imitate the Decalague, or, rather
to adapt it to the requirements of Islam. This has not only been recognized by European

scholars,70 but also by Muhammedan commentators. Discussing the Decalogue in his Kz'tdb AlArciis

Al'lfha‘i‘ilibi71 concludes with the remark that Allah had also given it to Muhammed, and quotes the

two places in which it is reproduced in the Qordn.
'

Of these two recensions the earlier seems to be that inserted in S. xvii.. of which it forms the

whole middle portion. The following reproduction of the chief part shows that several verses are

nearly literally translated from the Pentateuch :
-—73

v. 23. Put not with Allah another god, or thou wilt sit despised and forsaken.

Muhammed was so well versed in the subject, that be altered it freely, substituting for commands

which were out of place in Arabia others of more practical value. The prohibition of murder gave_________________-_-_—____.—__—_
“5 This is the only recommendation introduced here by 4,} It is repeated in S. xlviv 14 to 16.
“ Cf. Talmud Yebfim, fol. 5V0(with reference to Lev. xix. 3) : It is the duty of each of you to honour me, etc.
‘5 Of. 8. x. 62, xxxiv. 8.
66This phrase occurs here for the first time, but is very frequent later on, especially in Medinian Qfiral.

Cf, Mewfiqif, p. 331, and A1 Ghaaflli, lllyii, II. 207 qq.
u see Cm VIII, 6' See Noldeke, Q. p. 118. 5' Cf. S. vi. 153, xxiii. 64.
7° Sprenger, II. p. 484. "1 Cod. Brit. Mus. Add. 18,508 fol. 139. 12 See Beitraegv, p. 19 sqq.
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him an opportunity of denouncing the burying of female infants alive (v. 33),73 and it is due to him

that that barbarous custom was abolished. He forbade the spoliation of orphans, and ordained that

agreements must be kept, true weights and measures must be given (v. 36 to 37), etc.

The second and more elaborate re reduction" is iven S. vi. : -g l

152. Say, Come ! 1 will recite what your Lord has made inviolable for you (1) that
you may not associate with him anything; kindness to your parents;

(3) and do not kill your children through poverty ; . . . . (4) and

draw not nigh to hideous sins, either apparent or concealed ;‘ (5) and kill not

the soul, which Allah has made inviolable, save by right ; that is what He has

ordained you, haply you may understand.

153. (6) And draw not nigh unto the wealth of the orphan, save so as to better

it
, until he reaches full age! (7) and give weight and measure with

justice . . . . ; (8) and when ye pronounce, then be just, though it be

the ease of a relative; (9) and Allah's compact fufil ye ; that is what he has

ordained you, haply you may be mindful.

154. (10) That this is my right way, follow it thou and follow not various paths to

separate ourselves from his way; that is what he has ordained you, haply you

may fear.

The sentences are instructive not only for what they contain, but for what they omit. The omission

of Exod. xx. 2 is not surprising, as it implies no commandment, and allusion to the exodus of Egypt

is of still less use for Islfim. The contents o
f

verse 7 are rather against the spirit of Islam. Frequent

euunciations o
f the name of Allah formed and still form a powerful means of implanting belief in the

hearts of the Faithful. Numerous traditions exist of the benefits derived from frequent repetition of
the formula: There is no God beside Allah. Finally, the law of Sabbath was not required’;5 It is

not diiiicult to discover why Muhammed looked upon the Jewish Sabbath as a punishment for

disobedience, and characterized it as being “laid upon those who disputed” (xvi. 125). The reason

why a day of rest- did not gain ground in Islam seems to be a social rather than a religious one

Although the creation of the world in six days is frequently mentioned in the Qorrin, the interruption
of work on the seventh day is as regularly omitted. In a country where agriculture is of small

account, and hard work altogether unknown, a day of rest has no raieon d’é'tre. It is possible that
some vague notion had reached Muhammed that among Assyrians the seventh day was called an “evil

day" on which no work should be done.76 In a Medinian revelation77 Muhammed calls those, who

7' Seems to be “11indep'mdent Piece, and placed here on account of its beginning with L15, like many other
paragraphs of the sfira.

"5 Ci. 8. vi. 138 (I. I. p. 58), vv- 118 and 119 containing regulations with respect to killing animals for food are
Medinian.

‘*5Al Beidh. on S. xvi. 125: The celebration of the Sabbath and giving oneself up entirely to worship was
inoumbent upon “1059 who (“Intended with him. viz" their prophet. These are the Jews whom Moses had com
manded w confine themselves (on this day) to Worship. etc. Thus A1 Beidh. refers an not to the Sabbath. but a»
M0595 (806 S~115-45 when‘ 6&5 refers '50@li" I ). and evidently had Exod. xv. 24 in his mind. Rabbinic inter
Pretatiou, ‘*5 i5 W911knownv refer‘, ib'id- V- 25, to the command of the Sabbath, and the words 1r’sh'im nissdhii reflect
Perfmfly tho idea which Muhammed had conceived on the celebration of that day. Of. Bokh I. 224, a tradition

according to Abu Hureira: '9'" M‘! Jul-GUI) You; sJfiH ($3 1255LU U. U) is
‘

d] dill U in‘) dis; bill's U

‘06%!’ ‘5131' ffi'”)! ‘M. The puerile character of the tradition speaks for its value. The Muslims,

while adopting Friday as a day of public worship, lead both Jews and Christians. On the name 5;..;1 l r)! so”
Beidh. on Qor. lxii. 9 (Merlin). It appears that the day of aldrdba, which is the ancient name for Friday, was
kept as prayer-day before Islfim. According '90Beidhq Ka‘b b
. Lu'eiyy gave the day that name, because people

used to congregate on it, probably for mercantile purposes. Muhammed then retained both the ancient custom

and the name. I regard S. xvi. 152 as Medinian, cf. ii. 61 and iv. 50.
7° C]. Schrader K. A. T. 2nd ed. p. 20.

71 See S
. iv. 50 and below.
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celebrate the Sabbath, “cursed.” He evidently formed his opinion from seeing that the Jews observed
the Sabbath by abstaining from work on that day. \Vhile the spiritual side of the celebration remained
hidden to him, he saw that it involved great inconvenience in domestic and public life, and impressed
him as something very undesirable.7a By singling out one day in the week, employed lrom time

immemorial for gathering, as the day of public worship, he followed the Jewish and Christian customs
to some extent. It is, however, very improbable that he chose Friday in order to eschew either the
Saturday or the Sunday. Following the reproduction of the Decalogue, v. 155 seems to be a free
rendering of Exod. xxxi. 18. The bounty attached to it formed evidently part of the same speech.
V. 160 looks like a rebuke on the multitude of Christian sects, whilst v. 161 again returns to the
Decalogue, being a kind of reflex of Exod. xx. 5 to 6.

(To be continued.)

THE LADAKHI FEE-BUDDHIST MARRIAGE RITUAL.

(Translation and Notes.)

BY A. H. FRANCKE, LADAKH.

Sons time ago I published in Me'moires de la Socie'te' Finno-ougr'ienne, Helsingfors, some
translations in German of folktales and of extracts from a Tibetan MS. relating to the Késar
Myths of Western Tibet. The publication of the Marriage Songs of the Ladakhis
now undertaken is another step in the same direction. My object in these publications is to
present means to the scientific world for unveiling the hitherto hidden treasures of the Pre
Buddhist Religion of Tibet. I was fortunate indeed to get hold of these wedding songs, just
before they had vanished altogether. In Central and Upper Ladakh only mere reminiscences.
are left of them, although the gorgeous dress of the Nyopas and the scene before the house are
still in vogue. In Lower Ladakh the songs have been preserved much better, but a large
portion of them have ceased to be intelligible to the people. Thus whilst the first nine of the

songs I collected were, certain passages excepted, generally understood by the ordinary man.
the latter half of the collection consists more or less ofa succession of unintelligible sounds.
The reason may be, that the wedding ritual proved too hard a trial on the patience of the party
and was cut short in many cases.

The method of reading has been as follows. All the songs were dictated slowly by the
leader of the Nyopas to the village Mnnshi of Khalatse, Yeshes Big ’adz'm, who wrote them
down according to the actual sound. This copy proved to be very useful as far as Yeshes Rig
'adzin himself had understood the words. For disentangling the more obscure passages,
however, the assistance of the mission schoolmaster of Lab, Shamuel aByorldan, and of other
Ladiikhis, possessed of common sense, had to be requisitioned. In this way, the first half of the
collection has become ‘fairly intelligible, whilst the latter half is still full of obscure passages.

It is necessary for the proper comprehension of these songs to direct the attention of the
readers to the fact that the four points of the compass play a rather important 'réle in the

wedding songs, as well as in other Pre-Buddhist literature (ride Larlal‘hi Songs No. XVQ. This

‘a See Sprenger, II. 482. The Jewish dietary law appeared to Muhammad likewise in the light of a chastise
ment for frowardness. Abstemiousness from so many articles of {0d as are tabooed by the Jewish law naturally

appeared strange to a people whose supply was rather scanty, and did not despise fallen cam els. This latter

custom was abrogated by Mnhammed in Qor. vi.1l-6, who also did away with several old usages connected with

the eating of certain animals (see vi. 143 to 147). He further forbade the eating of animals over whieh,when

being slaughtered, the name of Allfih had not been mentioned (vi. 118 to 121). Noldeke, p. 119, regards this

verse as misplaced. "As to the Jews," Muhammad adds (v. 147), “we have forbidden them to eat everything that

has a solid boot, and of oxen and sheep did we prohibit them to eat the fat, save what the backs of both do bear.

or the inwards of what is mixed with bone" (cf. 8. xvi. 119). Muhammed reveals here a close intimacy with

details of the Code, which he could not have gained from his own knowledge of the Pentatmh alone. I therefore
regard all those passages as Medinian.
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is very natural, for as has been pointed out in the paper on the Késar-Myths, the Pre-Bud
dhist Religion must have been a system of sun and nature worship. Now it is the sun,
who creates the four points of the compass. All of them are difierent manifestations of the
sun and hence the importance attached to them in a physiological religion. This fact suggests
a solution to the diifienlt problem of explaining the ancient mystic emblem of the Bon Religion,

yungdrung ‘:
Fl . This emblem was in my view invented to represent the sun as the creator

of East, South, West and North, the little mark at the end of each line indicating the incli
nation of the sun to proceed from one point to the other.

It is not an easy matter to give a satisfactory explanation of the word yyungdrung, but

I dare to offer one, in favor of which there is at least some probability. In the Késar-Myths
an old name of the sun, bya Khyung dkrung nyima, occurs. This means literally ‘ the bird
Khyzmg, the disc, the sun.’ In course of time the name Khyung dkrung may have degenerat
ed to become 'yyzm-gdrung, especially at a time when the idea of the emblem had ceased to be

generally understood. Laws of sound cannot be of much avail here, because we are dealing
with a proper noun. A few suggestions, however, might be made in favor of this derivation :—

(1) a word 'yyung is absolutely non-existing and cannot be found in any dictionary; (2) there

exist a few cases of I: being dropped when preceding y, thus kyang = yang, kyi = yi, kyin :
yin ,- (3) there is only a very slight, hardly perceptible, difference in the pronunciation of

dkrung and drung. Of course, this explanation of the emblem rests on the theory, that it is

always the same sun, which appears in the East every morning, and is in opposition to the

theory shown in Song No. I. B. 7, post, p. 135. However, the study of other physiological
religions has proved plainly that the most contradictory theories may dwell in them side by side.

While on the point of derivation; in regard to the change from klzyung to 'yyung, it may be
compared also to the following corresponding words in Jiischke’s Tibetan Dictionary : klzyabpa

yabpa, both

‘ cover’ in Ladakhi; ’akhyarba—yarba, both ‘go astray,’ ’akhyampa-yamyom, both

‘ be unsteady ;’ akhyigspa,

‘ to fetter ;’ yyigspa, ‘ to be hindered ;’ ’akhyurba, ‘to be separated ;’

ym-ba or yurma, ‘pull out

’

(weeds, 8a.); ’akhy0mpa, ‘to wave ;’ yompa, ‘ be swinging,’ swing
The y of yyung and yyigspa is a silent prefixed letter and is often omitted in writing.

In the figures a and b below is shown the yyungdrung in both positions: the natural and
the reversed. The Rev. A. W. Heyde of Ghfim tells me that the yyungdrung as a monogram

is said to be composed of the two syllables E s1‘:and [+
1 ti
,

suti = svasti.

0’

2
:

According to Waddell, Lamaism in Tibet, both the established Buddhist church and the
adherents to the Bon Religion havea yyungclrung of their own, the one under a being the
emblem of Lamaism, that under I) of the Bon Religion. It is most natural that a alone should
correspond to the actual course of the sun, for it is probably the older one. Indian Buddhist
missionaries may have fought in vain against the use of the symbol, and finally agreed to
introduce it into their own system by regarding it as a monogram. containing the three syllables
su ash.’ in Indian characters. Afterwards in opposition to Buddhism and at a time when the
leading ideas of the once physiological religion had vanished, Bon priests made the emblem
turn the other way; just as the custom of circumambulatiou was altered by the Bonpas from
right to left.
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In the drawings helow'showing the yyundrung as an ornament in Native houses in
Khalatse, Lower Ladakh, it will be seen turned both ways.mm
However all this may really be, on the whole I feel obliged to say, that my explanation ol

the yyungdrung must not be taken for more than a mere guess at its interpretation from a.
Tibetan point of view. I have no means in this remote land of collating these speculations
with the mass of literature on the swastika.

The yyungdrung is thought to be of great importance at the wedding ceremony, and
both bride and bridegroom have to sit on carpets showing the emblem. It is indeed in uni
versal use in this connection, for in a copy of the wedding songs, which I received a few days
ago from Phyang the yyimgdrung is used for punctuation instead of the full stop.

Song No. I.1

bagma. btungtsana nyopas sgola btungcessi This is the book of the songs, which are sung
glu’i2 dpecha yin. at the door by the Nyopas, when the bride is

given.

1 The orthography of the songs has been brought into accordance with that of Lndukhi letter writing. In all
doubtful cases, however, the spelling of the first MS. will be given.
2 A rhu'ngba is indicated by an apostrophe.
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Om, may you be blessed ! May the blessing

come unto you speedily !
orn bkrashispar gyurcig, bkrashis bdeblags

dang ldanpar gyurcig.

nangmas btang 'adug. The people of the house say :

I. A. 1. duba sngonmo de 1. A. 1. That blue smoke,

stengdu rgyugpa ci’i don. Rising upwards, what does it

mean ?

2. duba sngonmo de 2. The blue smoke,

bard“ rgyugpa ci’i do“ Hanging over the ground, what

does it mean ?

3. duba sngonmo de 3. The blue smoke,

'ogtu rgyugpa ci’i don. Falling to the ground,what does

it mean P

4, duba sngonmo de '4. The blue smoke. .

sharia rgyugpa ci'i don. Spreading towards East, what

does it mean ?

5. duba sngonmo de 5. The blue smoke,

lhoru rgyugpa ci’i don. Spreading towards South, what

does it mean P

6, duba sngonmo de 6. The blue smoke,

byangdu rgyugpa ci’i don. Spreading towards North, what

does it mean '1
’

7. duba sngonmo de 7. The blue smoke,

nubtu rgyugpa ci’i don. Spreading towards West, what
does it mean ?

8. duba sngonmo de 8. The blue smoke,

mkhardu rgyugpa ci’i don. Rising to the castle, what does
it mean 1*
’

9. duba sngonmo de ‘.4. The blue smoke,

yulla rgyugpa ci’i don. Spreading over the country, what

‘ does it mean i’
10, duba sngonmo de 10. The blue smoke,

grongdu rgyugpa ci’i don. Spreading over the village, what
does it mean

I. B. phyirnas landu. I. B. People outside [the Nyopas] answer:

1. duba sngonmo de 1
. The blue smoke

stengdu rgyugpa de Rises upwards,

lhai dbangpo rgya bzhinla rgolba I think, thatthe Lord of Heaven.
ma zhns sam dBangpo rgyabzhin’s anger

may not be provoked,

bsangshug phulba’i don. It is an offering to him.

2
. duba sngonmo de 2. The blue smoke,

bardu rgyugpa de

htsan ama skyabs bdunla rgolha

rna zhus sam

bsang shug phulba'i don.

1s hanging over the earth,

I think, that the Earth-Mother,
skyabsbdun’s anger may not
be provoked,

It is an ofiering to her.
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3. duba sugonma de

’ogtu rgyugpa de

klurgyal lcogpola rgolba mu.

zhus sam

bsang shug phulba’i don.

4. duba sngonmo de

shardu rgyugpa de

shar rdorje sems dp’ala rgolba

ma zhus sum

bsang shug phulba’i don.

5. duba. sugonmo de

lhoru rgyugpa de

lho rinchen byung ldanla rgolba
ma zhus sam

bsnng shug phulba'i don.

6L duba sugonmo de

byangdu rgyugpa de

byang donyod grnbpala rgolb

ma zhus sam

bsang shug phulba’i don.

7. cluba sngonmo de

nubtu rgyugpa de

nub snangba mth’ayasla rgolba

ma zhus sam

bsaug shug phulba’i don.

8. duba sngoumo de

mkhardu rgyugpa, de
rtselha snyanpola rgolha ma

zhus sam

bsang shug phnlba’i don.

9. duba sngonmo de

yulla rgyugpa de

yulthsa snyaupola rgolbu mu

zhus sam

bsaug shug phulba’i don.

10. duba sngonmo de

grongla rgyugpa de

phalha snyanpola rgolba ma zhus

sam

bsang shug phulba’i don.

3. The blue smoke
Is falling to the ground,
I think, that the Water-King,
lCogpo’s auger may not be

provoked,

It is an ofiering to him.

4. The blue smoke
Is spreading towards East,

I think, that the eastern rZDorje
sems dp’a’s anger may not be
provoked,
It is an ofiering to him.

5. The blue smoke
Is spreading towards South,
I think, that the southern Bin
chen byungldan's anger may
not be provoked,
It is an ofiering to him.

6. The blue smoke
Is spreading towards North,
I think, that the northern Don
yodgrubpe’s anger may not
be provoked,
It is an ofiering to him.

I. The blue smoke
Is spreading towards West,
I think, that the western
sNangba mthayes' anger may
not be provoked,
It is an offering to him.

8. The blue smoke

Is rising to the castle,
I think, that r'l'selha snyanpo’s
anger may not be provoked.
It is an ofl'ering to him.

9. The blue smoke

Is spreading over the country,
I think, that Yulthsa snyanpo’s
anger may not be provoked,
It is an ofiering to him.

10. The blue smoke

Is spreading over the peasants’
[houses],

I think, that Phalha suyanpo’s
anger may not be provoked,
It is an ofiering to him.
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Notes on the Tibetan Text.

Nyopa, buyer, because the bride was bought
in ancient times. The salutation in classical

language Om bkrash'ispar, etc., is exchanged

after each strophe, but will not be repeated
in these pages.

I. A. In all verses ci’i don means literally :

it is the meaning of what ? II. B. As regards
the meaning of names and general position of

the heads of the Pro-Buddhist cosmology,

see my paper on the Késar-Myth in Mémnires

de la Société Fimto-ougrienne, 1900, No. XV,
The syllable sam I was first inclined to translate
by ‘or,’ but people told me, that they understood

it to mean ‘ think,’ in favour of which might

be pointed to the people’s response: Well

thought, you mighty friends. In v. 4, 5, 6,

and 7 the gods, who govern the four direc

tions, are mentioned.

They are the properly Tibetan liikapa'las.

In Lamaism three of them have become
Dhydnibuddhas, whilst 'rDo'rje sems dp’a has

become their president. That their relation

ship to the four points of the globe has not yet

quite been lost in Lamaism, is shown by the

Pad-mathan-y'ig, see Gr'linwedel, Mythologie des

Buddhismu-s, pp. 98, 99.

The names in literal translation mean :

‘The thunderbolt with the courageous soul.’

5. ‘The producer of great price.‘ 6. ‘ Fulfiller

of the aim, he has.’ 7. ‘Eternal light.’ With
the exception of 6, all the names point plainly

to the different manifestations of the sun. 7 in

particular goes back to the idea, that the West

is the receptacle of all the suns, which have been

born up to the present day. This idea is too

natural :1
-

one to have been imported from

Persia. Instead of ma zhus the original render

ing was probably ma 21111.,the imperative being

used for the optative. 8. rTaelha, god of the

summit. 9
. Yulthsa, village idol. 10. Phalha,

god of the fathers, i. e., family.

4.

Notes on the English Translation.
It might be well to say a few words about
the scene, which forms the background of the
songs. The Nyopas (i

.

6., friends of the bride
groom, who were sent to buy the bride) come
on horseback and clad in gorgeous dress (vide
Plate) before the house of the bride and ask
for entrance. This is refused to them unless
they are able to answer certain questions.
All the people of the house are armed with
sticks and the Nyopas are beaten unmcrcifully
as soon as they fail to prove their respectable
origin by answering the questions satisfactori
ly. The people of the house light a fire of the
wood of the pencil cedar and concerning the
smoke of this the first questions are asked.

After the questions regarding the princi~
pal deities have been settled, in 8, 9, and 10
the local deities come in. Though in ancient
times idols do not seem to have had a place in
the Bon Religion, we can see how the idea

gradually crept in. As we know from the

Késar-Myths, the lha’s or gods used to visit the
earth frequently. High hills became known
as places of the gods’ decent, and to honour
them properly, white altars were erected. By
and by these altars orlhatho’s were considered
as being the dwelling places of certain lha’s
and at last the idea was developed, that wher

ever a lhatho was erected, a the would soon take
his seat. So we have a lha on the hill (near
the castle) in 8
,

and the family (father) lha

in 10. In 9 the word thsa might point to a
rough idol, compare Jiischke’s Diet. theathsa.

All of them have the epithet snyanpo = well
sounding.

Song No. II.
A.

II. A. legs bsams dbangi nyebo.
nangmas.

1. phuru yar yzigs ’ang

gangs chu dkarpo de

su dang ganggi chang.

II. A. Well thought, you mighty friends.
People of the house say :

1
. Look over there to the upper valley l

That white glacier water,

What and whose beer is it P
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2. 'yyasla yar yzigs ’ang 2. Look over there to the right!

-yy’a chu khral khrol do That foaming water among the

stones.

su dang gauggi chang. What and whose beer is it!

3. mdoru yar yzigs ’ang 3, Look over there below !

ytsang chab sngonmo de That blue river water,

so. dang ganggi chang. What and whose beer is it?

4. 'yyonla yar 'yzigs ’ang I 4. Look over there to the left !

chumig kyal kyil de Those wells here and there,

an dang ganggi chang. What and whose beer are they?

5. sbrulmgo ma ohabrkyan nangdu 5. And in this large jar with the

snake’s head

yang (lkar naskyi chang The beer [made] of white barley,

sn dang ganggi chang. What and whose beer is this ?Y

B.

Nyopas landu. The Nyopas answer:

11. B. 1. phuru yar 'yzigs ’ang ll. B. 1. Look over there to the upper
valley !

gangs chu dkarpo do That white glacier water

dar sing ysoba’i chang. Is the beer, nourishing the
ice-lion .

2. 'yyasla yar 'yzigs ’ang
- 2. Look over there to the right !

yy’a, ch11 khml khrol de That foaming water among the

stones

sh aphran ysoba’i chang. Is the beer, nourishing the young
deer.

3. mdoru yar 'yzigs ’ang 3. Look over there below !

ytsang chub sugonmo de That blue river water

nyaphran ysoba’i chang. Is the beer, nourishing the little
fishes.

4. yyonla yar 'yzigs ’ang 4. Look over there to the left !

chumig kyal kyil de Those wells here and there

ma zhing ysoba’i chang. Are the beer, nourishing the

mother-fields.

5. sbrulmgo ma chab rkyanla 5. And in this large jar with the
snake’s head,

yang dkar naskyi khuba de The fluid [made] of white barTey

nyo ’am spun bdungyi chang. Is the beer of "the Nyopas or the
seven brethren.

Notes. Notes.

A. 2. yyachu, this word is used here, so A. 5. The mouth of the jar is formed like

people tell me, for water with stones, not for a snake’s head. B. 1. The ice-lion with the

stagnant water, lchralhhrol, noisy. 4. kyal- blue looks [or mane] was originally the glacier

kyil scattered about. 5. ma, mother, used for itself, later on it developed into a fabulous be

everything large, here the large jar. ing. which was thought to live there. 5. The

B, 4. ma, zh'ing, motherfield, a very fertile number of the Nyopas ought to be
seven.

field. Instead of kyaZkyil-parpur is also used

in the same sense.
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Song No. III.
A.

III. A. snyan ysanpar mdzodcig. III. A. Now listen with your ears!
1. dgung dang dbyibskyi mjalthsul 1. The existence of the high heaven

do and of the forms [plants,
animals],

su dang ganggis byes. By whom and how was it
created ?

'2. shar dang nnbkyi mjalthsul de 2. The existence of East and West,

su dang ganggis byas. By whom and how was it
created ?

3. lho dang byanggi mjalthsul de 3. The existence of South and
North,

su dang ganggis byas. By whom and how was it

created ?

4. steng dang ’oggi mjalthsul de 4. The existence of height and

depth,

sn dang ganggis byas. By whom and how was it
created ?

5. phu dang mdoyi mjalthsul d9 5. The existence of an upper and a
lower valley,

su dang ganggis byas. By whom and how was it
created P

6. mkhar damg yulgyi mjalthsul de 6. The existence of castle and

village,
as dang ganggis byes. By whom and how was it

created P

7. 'yzhis dang ynaskyi mjalthsul de 7. The existence of hearth and
home,

an dang ganggis byas. By whom and how was it
created ?

8. phyi dang nanggi mjalthsnl do 8. The fact, that some people are

an dang ganggis byas.

phyimas landu.

III. B. 1.

9

3.

dgung dang dbyibskyi mjalthsul
de

nyi zla ynyiskyis byas.

shar dang nubkyi mjalthsul do

khri ydugs nyimas byas.

lho dang byanggi mjalthsul de

zla mthsan dkarpos byas.

outside and some inside,

The Nyopas answer :

III. Ii. 1.

2.

3. The existence of South

By whom and how was it
created?

The existence of the high
heaven and of the forms

Was created by sun and moon.

The existence of East and West
\Vas created by the sun, the

umbrella of the throne.

and

North
Was created by the Moon, the

whitener of the night.
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4. steng dang ’oggi mjalthsul de 4. The existence of height and depth
sbang char zilbus byes. \Vas created by the dewy soaking

rain.

5. phn dang mdoyi mjalthsul de 5. The existence of an upper and a

lower valley
skyeser3 rlungpos byas. Was created by skyeser, the wind.

6. mkhar dang yulgyi mjfl-lthsul d8 6. The existence of castle and village
rgyal dang blongyis bias- Was created by the king and the

'
ministers.

7. yzhis dang 'ynaskyi mjalthsul de 7. The existence of hearth and home
ynyendrung rnamskyis byas. Was created by you, our friends.

8.
'
phyi dang nanggi mjalthsul de 8. The fact, that some people are out

side and some inside,

nyo'am spun bdungyis byas. Was created by the Nyopus, the
seven brethren.

Notes. Notes.

In the original mjalthsu is given instead of A. 8. This question refers to the scene
mjalthsul, which is unintelligible. See more created by the arrival of the Nyopas. B. 2.

examples for elision of lat the end of a. syllable The sun is often called an umbrella on account

in my Lada'khi Grammar, laws of sound 4. of his circular shape. 3. Though the moon

ilbyibs is a word, not so easily understood, two as representative of the night can be made to
kinds of dbyibs are mentioned in XIIL, they account for the North, it is ditlicnlt to see
are nammkha, sky, heaven, and shoe, religion. her relation to the South.

B. 5. skyeser, name of the wind god. May be 13.4. Perhaps on account (‘,f the fact, that
either ski/998a", the reborn one’ see Késm" clouds show great varieties of altitude. 5. A
Myth, 01‘ sll'yebsfl‘i produce!‘ of 000111655- strong‘ draught is felt in every valley.

‘
Song No. IV.
A.

byonrabs yin, This is about the origin [of the Nyopae].

IV. A. 1. ’adir byon rnams shnrgyi gling- IV. A. 1. When you came here from the
use yongstsana eastern country,
shar phyogs rgyalpo snzhig Who was king there in the East ?

bzhngs

bran dang ’akhor yyoé cila dkar Why may we call his subjects and
servants white?

dbyibs dang chalugs cinda.’adra. What is their shape and custom

like ?
2. lhoyi phyogsnas yongstsana 2. when you came here from the

southern country,
lho phyogs rgyalpo su zhig Who was king there in the

bzhngs South .9

bran dang ’akhor yyog cila dkar ‘Vhy may we call his subjects and
servants white F

dbyibs dang ehalugs cinda ’adra. What is their shape and custom
like P

3Having been questioned meanwhile by Regierungsrat Dr. E. Sohlagintweit about the equation Kamr = akyeglcw,
I wish to state the following facts: This equation was not worked out by myself, but received ready made from
the natives, who explain the name in this way. According to a letter from Rev. Fr. Peter, Kyelang, the popular
pronunciation of the same name is K yemr in Lahoul. In a collection of popular songs which I received from Phyaug
three days ago, the king’s name is invariably spelled Kyesar. In Leh ordinary people pronounce the name Kemr,

but educated people, who know the myths from the open, pronounce it Gmr. All the changes from Kyesar to liesar
can be accounted for, see my Lmldkhi Grammflr, Introduction. Kyirmo = girmo.
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3. kyed rnams nubkyi glingnas yong

stsana

nubphyogs rgyalpo su zhig bzhugs

bran dang ’akhor yyog cila dkar

dbyibs dang chalugs cinda ’adra.

kyed rnams byanggi glingnas yong

stsana

byangphyogs rgyalpo su zhig bzhugs

bran dung 'akhor 'yyog cila dkar

dbyibs dang chalugs cinda ’adra.

phimas landu.

1V, B. I. ngaoag nyebo rnams shargyi glingnas

‘I
9

yongstsana

sharphyogs rgyalpo yul 'akhor srung

bran dang ’akhor yyog chosla dkar

dbyibs dang chalugs bdelegs 'adug

sharna- khri ydu gs nyima mchis

skad cig 'adrina dela dris.

nga nyebo lhoyi glingnas yongstsanu

lho phyogs rgyalpo ‘aphags skyed

bzhugs

bran dang 'akhor yyog ohosla dkar

dbyibs dang chalugs bdelegs ’adug
lhona ‘abru sun 'adZcmmo dg’a

skad cig ‘adrina dela dris.

nga nyebo nubkhyi gliugnas yong
stsana.

nub phyogs rgyalpo spyan mig bzang

bzhugs
’

bran dang ‘akhor yyog chosla dkar

dyibs dang ohalugs bdelegs "adug
nubna. sman sna ’adzommo "adug

skad cig ’adrina dela dris.

3
.

B.

When you came here from the
Western country,
Who was king there in the West ?

Why may we call his subjects and
servants white ?

What is their shape and custom like ?

When you came here
northern country,
Who was king there in the North ?

Why may we call his subjects and
servants white ?

‘V hat is their shape and custom like ?

from the

The Nyopas answer:
IV. B. 1. When we came here from the eastern

country,
Yul 'akhor srung was king there in
the East.

For the sake of their religion we may
call his subjects and servants
white.
Their shape and custom are good,
In the East there dwells the sun, the
umbrella of the throne,
If you want to hear some news, ask
him !
When we came here from the southern
country,
’aPhagsskyed was king there in the
South.
For the sake of their religion we may
call his subjects and servants
white.

Their shape and custom are good.
In the South they enjoy all kinds of
grain,
If you wish to hear some news, ask
that l

When we came here from the western

country,
sPyanmig bzeng was king there in
the West.

For the sake of their religion we may
call his subjects and servants
white.
Their shape and custom are good.
In the West there are all kinds of
medicines.

If you wish to hear some news, ask
them !
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glingnas byongstsana
byang phyogs rgyalpo 'aphags
skyed bzhugs

bran dang 'akhor 'yyog chosla
dkar

dbyibs dang chalugs bdelegs

’adug

byangna thsos sna ’adzomm0

'adug

skad cig 'adrina dela dris.

Notes.

A. 1, etc. 61'".da, ought to be spelt according
to the views of Ladakhis oi mda, mic (or
perhaps 'ada) meaning

‘ about.’ The names of
the kings mean B. l. protector of the country.
2 and 4. the high-born one. 3. good eye.
Very likely the original name of 4 had been lost
and that of 2 was inserted instead. Each verse
may also have a seventh concluding line :
ngacag nyebo 'rnamsla skadoha bshadrgyu med,
we friends do not know any news; 'adzommo: 'adzompo, plentiful. Instead of bdelegs the
original has bdelags.

N
4. ngacag nyebo rnams byanggi 4. When we came here from the

northern country,

I 'aPhagsskyed was king there in
the North.
For the sake of their religion we
may call his subjects and ser
vants white.
Their shape and custom are good.

In the North there are all kinds
of dyes,
If you wish to hear some news,
ask them.

Notes.

A. 1, etc. White is the colour of the lha’s
and of all good things. B. As regards the
products of the different countries, they are
mentioned in about the same manner in
Ladaklu' Songs No. XV. Harvest festival at
Skyurbuchan. They are perhaps more of a
practical than of a mythological interest.

The three names, given in this song, do not
seem to be of Tibetan origin. They are proba
bly the Tibetan names of the Indian lékapdlas.
Though there can be no doubt as to the pre
buddhist origin of this song as a whole, the

names of the kings may be later Lamaist in

terpolations. I am rather inclined to believe,
that an ancient version of this song had the

names of those kings, who actually reigned
in the respective regions many years ago. In
this connection it may be added, that in Song

No. X., where the four points of the
compass come in again, actual geographical

kingdoms, for instance China and India, are

mentioned. Regarding the names, given in

IV., compare Griinwedel, Mythologz'e des Bud
dhismus, p. 181; spyanmig bzang, instead of

'mi'g mi bumg, is probably a corruption, as it
does not correspond to the Indian vin’ipdksha.

Song No. V’.

berrabs yin.

phyimas.

V. A.l. shiug stagpa skyerpa shugpa
ysum

2. de ysum shiug dang ma rduug~
Bhig

This is about the sticks.

The Nyopas say: —

V. A. 1, The birch, the alp-willow and

the cedar,

2. With sticks of thee three kinds

of wood do not beat us!
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3. de ysum shing dang rdung-zerna.

4. mgoyi ldem 'achugna. ldexu'achag

stong dang len

5. luskyi phe ralna. pheral stong
dauglen

6. snyangyi yyu ’achngna yyu ’uchag

stong dang len

7. 'oggi sga. 'achagne. sga. ‘achag

stong dung len.

legs bsams dbenggi nyebo.

nangmas laudu

V. B. 1. bdaggi lagtu yodpai shing ‘lyu
lcung ldenipa. ’adi

2. ’akhrungsa rgyagar yuldu 'akh

rungs

3. thsarsa bodynl dbussu thsar

4. lcugstod serpo 'yserla. yod

5. rtsemo sngonmo 'yyulu. byas

6. lhayi dbangpo rgya bzhinnas

7. lcags rgyubpai bk’u. khrol cig

8. ‘udila. bk’alung yang dagpa. zhig

'yuang zerna

9. nyi zlai buzhig ’a.brangs

10. zla skar mdundu mchis

11. don ngun phugssu 'akhrugs

12. phu ngan duba. che

13. mgron ngan ringdu mchis

14. rinchen dbyugpas char eig phob

15. nam bz'a rincangyi ldurcig

phob.

3. If you beat us with these three
kinds of wood,

4. Breaking our helmets, you must
return them a thousaudfold,

5. Hurting our body, we shall
return it a thousandfold,

6. Breaking our earrings, you must
return them a thousandfold,

7. Breaking our saddles, you must
return them a thousandfold !

WVell thought, you
friends !

mighty

People of the, house say: —

v.13. 1. This elastic stick of the tur

quoise willow, which is in my
hand,

2. Arose in India, its birth-place.

3. It grew in dBus in Tibet, its
growing place.

4. Its flexible yellow upper half
looks like gold.

5. Its blue tip was made of tur
quoise.

6. By the king of the gods, rGya.
bzhin,

7. [There was issued] an order to
beat [with it].

8. If you ask, what holy prophecy
he gave regarding it

,

9
. ‘ A son of sun and moon may

follow [you] !

10. The moon and the stars may be
before [you] !

11. Bad speech ought to be blamed.

12. If [the fire] is badly blown,
there is much smoke.

13. A bad guest be far away!’

14. Now let go down a rain [of

blows] with the costly sticks.

15. Beat them on their costly dress!
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Notes.

A. 4. ldem, said to be the golden hat of
the Nyopas, is called ldem either on account of

its stifi shape or because of its being an em

blem (allegory) of the sun. As will have been
noticed in the preceding songs, the Nyopaa

have to play the part of the sun god. 5. phe
=

phye, perf. tense, of 'abyedpa, to open, thus ‘ if
you beat an opening of the body, “ a wound,’
the verb being used as a. noun.

B. 3. thmrsa, finishing place, when applied
to men, it is the country, where maturity is
attained. 4

1
.

yserla yod, it belongs to gold.
5. yyula. byes, it was made [turned] into

turquoise. 9
.

‘abrangc = 'abrengs, imperative
tense. 10. instead of mdundu the original has

dondu, instead of mchis it hasches and size ; the

same must be said of mchis in B. 13. nambz'a’
Ladakhi for nabz'a. ldur perhaps the same as
ldur ldur in Jiischke’s Dictionary.

Notes.

Because at the end of each verse in IV. the
Nyopas failed to give a satisfactory account of
the four countries, this is taken as a, suflicient

cause to beat them. For their defence they
recite V. A., VI. A., and VII. 11., and find fault
with the sticks. On the other hand the bride’s
party praise their sticks as having been ap
proved of by the king of heaven V. B., a king
of the earth VI. B., and the king of the
underworld [waters] in VII. B.
B. 9 and 10 is said to refer to the procession
of the wedding party.

Song No. VI.
A.

phyimas. The Nyopas say :
VI. A. 1. shing grama glaugma lcangma VI. A. 1. The furze, the hill willowand the

ysum

2
.

de ysum shing dang ma rdung
shig

3
.

de 'ysum shing dang rdung zerna

4. mgoyi ldem’aehagna ldem ’achag

stong dang ion

5
. luskyi phe ralna pheral stong

dang len

6. snyangyi yyu ’achagna

’achag stong dang len

vyu

7
. 'oggi sga. 'achagua sga ’achag

stong dang len.

legs bsams dbanggi nyebo.

B.
nangmas landu

VI. B. 1. bdaggi lagtu yodpai shing 'yyu
lcang sngonpoi

2
.

skyedpa sngonpo yyula byas

3
. lo ’adab 'adzamgling mi yul

khyab

house willow,

2. With sticks of these three kinds
of wood do not beat us!

3
, If you beat us with these three

kinds of wood.

4. Breaking our helmets, you must

return them a thousandfold,

5
. Hurting our body, we shall re

turn it a thousandfold,

6
. Breaking our earrings, you must

return them a. thousandfold!

7
. Breaking our saddles, you must

return them a thousandfold !

Well thought, you mighty
friends!

People of the house answer :—

VI. B. 1. Of this green stick of the tur
quoise willow, which is in my

hand,

2
. The blue middle was made of

turquoise.

3
. The leaves of the tree cover all

’aDzamgling the country of

men.
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10.

11.

12.

13. nam b7.’a rinoangyi ldur eig phob.

In B. two lines seem to have been lost,

because for all the rest this song is in con

iormity with V. B. or perhaps V. B. 2, 3 are
later additions. In 4 the king is mentioned as
representative of the earth. an older version

rje Sabdag rgyalpo bzhinnas 4. By the king, the owner and lord
. of the earth

lcags rgyabpai bk’agkhrol cig. . 5. [There was issued] an order to
beat [with it].

6. If you ask, what holy prophecy
he gave regarding it

,

'adila bk’alung yang dag'pa zhig

'ynang zerna

rgyalpoi bu zhig 'abrangs 7. ‘A son of the king may follow

[you]!

8. The moon and the stars may be
before [you] !

9
.

Bad speech ought to be blamed,

10. If [the fire] is badly blown

there is much smoke.

zlaskar mdundu mchis

don ngan phugssu ’akhrngs

phu ngan duba che

mgl‘on Hgan Tingd“ mchis 11. A bad guest be far away ! ’

rinchen dbyugpas char cig phob 12, Now let go down a rain [of
blows] with the costly sticks,

13. Beat them on their costly dress.

Notes.

B. 3. ’aDaamgling or 'aDzambugling.

comprised originally Tibet and India, later on

all Asia or the whole earth, in the latter

sense it is to be taken here. It is the Indian
Jambudvipa.

Notes.

may have had Mother skyabs bdun, compare
Song No. I. B. 2, ante, p. 134.

phyimas

VlI. A. 1.
2
.

3.

4.

5
.

6.

7
.

nangmas

71!. B. 1
.

Song No. VII.
A.
The Nyopas say :—

VII. A. 1. The walnut-tree, the tamarisk
and the thorn,

2
. With sticks of these three kinds

of wood do not beat us !

shing starbu ‘umbu thserbn ysum

de -ysum shing dang ma rdung

Shig

If you beat us with these three
kinds of wood,

de 'ysum shing dang rdung zerna 3
.

4. Breaking our helmets, you must

return them a thousandfold,
mgoyi ldem ’achagna Idem ’achag

stong dang len

luskyi phe ralna. pheral stong .5. ‘Hurting our body, we shall re

dang len turn it a thonsandfold,

snyangyi 'yyu 'achagna yyu 6. Breaking our earrings, you must

‘achag stong dang len return them a thousaudfold,

"oggi sga ’achagna sga ’aohag

stong dang len.

7
. Breaking our saddles, you must

return them a thousandfold l

B.

People of the house say =—

VII. 13, 1. Of this green stick .of the tur»
quoise willow, which is in my
hand,

bdaggi lagtu yodpai Bhing yyu
lcang sngonpoi
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2. rtsaba dkarpo dungla hyas.

3. sbathag 'og phyogs kluyul khyab

4. klurgyal lcogpo rn’a gros zilehcn

nos

5. lcags rgyabpai bk’a khrol cig

6. ’adila bk'alung yang dagpa zhig

ynang zerna

7. klu phranbu zhig ‘abrangs

8. yul thsa mdundu mchis

9. don ngan phugssu ‘alchrugs

10. phu ngan duba che

I1. mgron ngan ringdu mchis

1'2. rinchen dbyugpas char cig pliob.

13. nambz’a rincangyi ldur cig phob.

Notes.

‘III. A. 1. ’umbu=’mnbu, tamarisk. B. 7
phmn is generally used only of young animals.

In 11 the original has sung, go, instead of
molds, be. This fact is perhaps the best justi»

ticntion for my putting wehis in the place of

clze and shes of the original.

2. The white root was made ofa
Shell.

3. The roots [of the tree] cover all
the lower underworld.

4. By the wise and glorious lcogpo,

King of the Underworld,

5. [There was issued] an order to
beat [with it].

6. If you ask, what holy prophecy
he gave regarding it,

7.
‘ A young kLu may follow [you]!

8. The village idol may be before

[you] I

9. Bad speech ought to be blamed.

10. If [the fire] is badly blown.
there is much smoke.

I]. A bad guest be far away!’
12. Now let go down a rain ofL

blows] with the costly sticks.

13. Beat them on their costly dress!

Notes.

If we look at V. B. 4, VI. B. 2, and VII.
13.2. we see, that the stick of the turquoise
willow is identified with the tree of the world,

which we find in so many inythologies. The
roots of this tree cover the underworld, VII.
B. 3, the leaves cover the earth VI. B. 3, and
the top reaches slanglha.

Song No. VIII.

phyimas

‘.7111. A. l. skyaha zantllsan dang’uln thsigs
bead dang yogpa snanag dang

2. de ysum shing dung ma rdung

shig

3. dc 7sum shing dang rdung zerna

4. mgoyildem’achagna lde'm ’achag
stong dang len

5. luskyi phe ralna pheral stong
dang len

6
.4 synangyi yyu ’achagna yyu'aehag

stong dang len

7
. 'oggi sga 'achagna sga "aohag
stong dang len.

The Nyopas say : -
VIII. A. 1. The soup-spoon, the gravy-spoon

and the black-nosed poker.

2
, With these three sticks do not

beat us!

8
. If you beat us with these three

sticks,

4
. Breaking our helmets, you must

return them a
. thousandfold,

5
. Hurting our body, we shall re

turn it a. thousandfold,

6. Breaking our earrings, you must
return them a thousandi'old.

7
.

Breaking our saddles. you must
return them a. thousandfold !
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B.

Because the people of the house do not knownangmas hm ma. shespas yang phyimas _
what to answer, the Nyopas say :

VllI. B. 1. nged nyebo rnamsla. rdnngbai VIII. B. 1. A wood to beat us, friends, does
shing zhig yod exist.

shing hale. ldempai shing zhig It is a wonderfully elastic wood,
yod

shing hula ldempni shing zhig It is a marvellonsly elastic wood.
yod

shing rtsaba yeigla rtsemo 'ysum There is a. tree, the root of which
has three stems.

rtsemo ysumla yaiga drug. These three stems have [to
gether] six boughs.

2. yalga dangporn 2. On the first bongh

bya ehen khynnggi thsangs There is the nest of the huge bird
khiung.

yser sgong ma bcagpa Not breaking the golden egg,
bya thsangs ma bshigpa Not destroying the bird‘s nest,

bya de ma ’agrogspa Not frightening the bird,
'

shing do snamnas byon Take a stick and come !
de dang rdnng mdzod cig With this stick do beat us!
de dang rgyob mdzod eig “With this stick do whip us !
de dang rdung mdzodna If you beat us with this stick,
mgoyi Idem ’aehagnayang Breaking our helmet-S,
ldem ‘achag stong ineddo You need not return them a.

thousandl'old.

luskyi phe ralna Hurting our body,
pheral stong meddo ‘We shall not return it a thou

_ L sandfold.

snyangyi yyu ’aehagnayang Breaking our earrings,

yyn ’achag stong meddo You need not return them a

thonsandfold.

’0ggi sga. 'achagnayang Breaking our saddles,
sga’achag stong yang med. You need not return them a

thonsandfoid !

3. yalga ynyisparu 3. On the second bough
byargyal rgodpoi thsangs

yyu sgong ma bcagpa

bya. do ma ’agrogspa

bye. thsangs ma bshigpa

shing de snamnas byon
de dang rdnng mdzod cig, do.

(see v. 2).

There is the nest of the wild
eagle.

Not breaking the ting noise egg,
Not frightening the bird,
Not destroying the bird's nest,
Take a. stick and come !
With this stick do beat us! etc

(see 2).
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4. yalga 'ysumparu

mgobo ldad dkar thsangs

dung sgong mu. bcagpa

bya. thsangs ma. bshigpa.

bye. de ma ’agrogspa

shing de snamnas shog

de dang rdung mdrodcig, etc.

5. yalga. bzhiparu

glagmo mkhal dkar thsangs

dngul sgong ma. bcagpa

bya thsangs ma bshigpa

bya de ma ’agrogspa

shing de snamnus byon

dc dang rdung mdzod cig, etc.

6. ynlga lngaparu

ribya gongmoi t-hsangs

byur sgong ma bcngpa.

bya thsangs ma bshigpa

bya de ma 'agrogspa

shing de snarnnas byon

dc dang rdung mdzod cig, etc.

7. yalga drugparu

khraskyn dkarnioi thsangs

lcags sgong mu bcagpa

bya thsangs ma. bshigps.

bya de ma. 'agropspa

shing de snamnas byon

de dang rdung mdzodcig, etc.

Notes.

A. l.

qnial Lower Ladakhi for soup-spoon, table

spoon and poker. B. 1. halo = haI-as, hula the
same as hula, rtsemo means originally ‘top.’
2. sgong : sgonga, egg. The termination pa
in bcagpa, bshigpa and ‘agrogspa is Ladakhi for

par. the supine being used‘ here in a ge
rundial sense. 5, mkhal dkar, white kidney,
i. e., the feathers over the kidney are white,
6, ribya, another name of the same bird is

lhabya.

The expressions given here are collo

4. On the third bough

There is the nest of the bird
‘ white head.’

Not breaking the pearl-white egg,

Not destroying the bird’s nest,

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come !

With this stick do beat us 1 etc.

5. On the fourth bough

There is the nest of the eagle
‘ white kidney.’

Not breaking the silver egg.
Not destroying the bird's nest,

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come !

With this stick do beat us! etc.

6. 0n the fifth bough
There is the nest of the snow

partridge.

Not breaking the coral egg,

Not destroying the bird’s nest,

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come!

W'ith this stick do beat us! etc.

7. On the sixth bough

There is the nest of the white
falcon.

Not breaking the iron egg,

Not destroying the bird’s nest,

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come!

With this stick do beat us! eta.

Notes.

This song seems to contain a further descrip
tion of the tree of the world. It is remarkable
that the tree of the world is said to have six
boughs, for I have not yet met with the
number six in other books relating to
Bonps. mythology. In this connection I
should like to mention that according to the

Edda there are six animals (a goat and five

stags) feeding on the leaves of the tree of the
world, and that the Edda (not Simrock) speaks
of six worlds.
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Song No. IX.
A.

]X. A. 1. khyed nyebo me ma khrul IX. A. 1. Now, friends, do not let the fire
fall down !

2_ da Bang yongba gnngnas yongs 2. Now, you, who enter, from where
do you come?

3. ‘agroba nyidcag gangdu ’agro 3. Then, where will you go to ?
4, sdodpai bde lcc ganglia yod 4. \Vherc will you be pleased to

sit down P

5. dgospai skndon sula yod 5. For whose sake do you come ?

6. yzhungyul ’adirn cila byou. (i. \Vhy did you come here into the
middle of the village ?

B.

phyimas. The Nyopas say :—

1X. B. 1. yong da ngazha sharphyogs bde

chen glingnas yongs.

2. 'agro da ngazha nubphyogs

urgyan glingdu 'agro

3. sdodpui bdelce do so 'ynas ‘adina

yod

4. dgospai skndon ni yzhungynl

‘adina yod.

legs hsalns dbanggi nyebo.

Notes.

A. 1. me ma khrul, do not let the fire {all

down, proverbial expression, for
‘ do not break

down now, show your ingenuity !' 4. The

original has snla instead of gangna, the lines 4

and 5 having been confounded. B. 2. urgyan,

here in Lower liadakh is understood to mean

either Padmasambhava or the ‘Western

Paradise.’ 1 and 2 again show, plainly, that

the Nyopas have to play the part of the sun.

IX. B. 1. We come from a happy country
in the East,

‘2. We go to the country of the

paradise in the_Wcst.

3. \V0 shall be pleased to sit down
here.

4. Our aim is here in the middle of
village.

\Vell thought,
friends !
Notes,

This song 1X. is generally the conclusion of
the scene before the house, the Nyopas are
invited to enter and tell the name of the girl.
Then the bridal party, the Nyopas and the

whole village sit down for a great feast, when

the Chang g1u(the continuation of the wedding

song, given above) is sung. On the following

morning a Buddhist Lama appears and reads

a scripture portion from an orthodox Buddhist
book. People tell me that he may read any

thing, he likes, because neither the Lama nor
the bride are able to grasp the meaning, and

the chief thing is the correct pronunciation,

Then the bride and the Nyopas mount their
horses and ride to the house of the bridegroom,
where another feast is given.

you mighty

Conclusion.
Having thus arrived at the end of the first intelligible half of the wedding ritual, it will

be as well to add a few words about the other less intelligible half. though the latter is not

yet ready for publication. After a study of the verses contained in it, which can be
understood fairly well, I have come to the conclusion that the so-called second half of the
ritual is not the continuation of the first; but a composition apart. it is in reality a new
ritual dating from the time of the introduction of Buddhism into Ladakh, and is an
attempt to replace the ancient Bonpa ritual by another, which, though not entirely Lamaist,

tries to introduce Buddhist ideas by placing them side by side with Bonpa idea-s. That this
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compromise has proved a failure, is hown by the fact that people have never been able to

grasp it in full and are now on the point of abandoning it altogether.

As might have been expected, my interpretation of the KésanMyths has been criticised‘ as
being unscientific. There can be no doubt that there are no scientific means available to prove

the solar origin of many ahero. It is so much easier to prove the descent of all of them from great
ancestors. However, a certain amount of commonsense, now and then speaks in favour of a

solar descent. In my notes to Wedding Song No. 1.
, I said, that the name of the northern Lbka,

' pala-Donyodgrubpa could not well be explained as a. manifestation of the sun, but my critics
have helped me to bring him into the system. From the Késar-Myths we learn, that Késar, the

supposed spring-hero, had a. difierent name before his birth on earth, that is, during winter.

Then, whilst in heaven, he was called Dongrub, ‘ the fulfiller of the aim.’ This name is, so to

Say, a
,

prophecy, it indicates the future doings of the hero. There can be no doubt that the vear
and the day have certain parallels, and the winter of the year corresponds to the night of theday.
Is it wonderful then, that the Lbkapala of the north (i. 0., the place where the sun is during
night) should have the same name as the spring-god during winter P Donyodgrubpa means
' the fulfiller of the aim, he has.’ The original name Dongrub was changed into a four-syllabled
one simply to bring it into accordance with the four-syllabled names of the other Lbkapalas.

Thus we see, that the name of the supposed spring-hero Kesar, before his entering into action.’

is in accordance with the name of the sun before his starting his day's work. 'Does this fact
not suggest a possible solar origin of Késar ?

Hitherto certain schools especially have considered it scientific to compare the mythologics
of certain nations only with those of such nations as are related to them by language,
However, religion overleaps the barriers of linguistic relationship, and there is no necessity
to believe that a solar mythology had been worked out by a. single nation and was carried
to others by her missionaries. On the contrary, solar mythologies may have arisen in many
countries and later on the difierent nations have borrowed one from the other.5 The existence

‘of the Nibetungensage not only among the Uigurs, but also among the Tibetans is an established
fact. Compare G. N. Potanin: Vostocnyje mativy v srednevéko'vym jevropejskim eposé, Mos
kau. 1899.

'

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS'INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OB. GLOSSARY OF ANGLOJNDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE, M. A.

((‘onti'nzud from p. 117.)

Bigha; 8.1:. Grudge, 30m; ann. 1763: 8.». Bijarur; m1111-1510: a- v- Deccan. 233. ii
.

Beegah, 59, i. Bijapfir; a. v. Ssbaio, 851, ii.

_ 33gb?“ s_ o_ Beegah, 59, i, twicm Bijapur; ann. 1778: .s. 1:.Mort-de-chien, 450,11,

Bihar; ann. 1872 : a. v. Dagoba, 226, i. Bil-8P5!‘ ; 8. 'v. ldalcan, 807, ii.

Bihir; s. v. Comotay, 184, ii, s.c.Behar, 764,ii. Bijépér; nun. 1590: s. v. Cospetir, 202, i;

Bihisht ; s. v. Bhecsty, 69, ii
. ann. 160-1 or 1605 : s. 1;. Tobacco, 704, ii.

Bihishti; s. v. Bheesty, 69, ii
, 70, i, 8. t. Biifipfiru- v. Deccan, 238, i.

Jemadars, 350, i; sun,‘ 1782: .s_v_Bhee3ty, Bijanagar; ann. 14,41: a. v. Satin, 602, ii;
765, i. mm. 1563 : a. v. Madremaluco, 821, i ;

Bihighti; s, v, Thnkoor, 862, ii, aun. 1620 : 8. v. Pardao, 842, i.

Bijah Gnrh; unu. 1781 : s. 1:. Bheesty, 70, i. Bijanagar;s. e. Gentoo, 280, i.

Bijai Singh ; s. v. A Muck, 13, i. Bijanagher ; nun. 1516: s. 21.Bisnagar, 73, ii.

Bijalzir; mm. 1300 : s. v. Bengal, 64, ii
.

Bijanaguer; sun. 1516 : s. 'v. Narsinga, 474, i.

Bijapore; s. v. Gardee, 278, ii. lliiansgnr ; s. v. Chinapatam, 153, ii.

4 This remark refers only to private letters from certfiin professors ; if I had had the pleasure of seeing Prof.
‘Dr. Gri'mwedel's most interesting review of the Kesar Myth [publishodin the Gldbus, August, 1900], I should certainly
have modified my expressions.

‘ Just like the Wamdermirchen.
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Bijar Khz'in ; s. 'v. A Muck, 13, i, twice.
Bijermfijit; ann. 1526: 8. v. Kohinor, 375, i.
Biji; s. '0. Numerical Afiixes, 831, i.
Bijl'i; 8. v. Beejoo, 59, ii.
Bikaner f. s. 11.Tank. 683, ii

,

685, i, footnote.

Bikcrmsjit; ann. 1526 : a. v. Kohinor, 375, i.

Bikh; 8. v. Bish. 72, ii.
Bikkfira; s. v. Albacore, 6

, i.

Bikshuni Uthala; ann. 400: 8. 'u. Chuckerbutty,
166, ii.
Bilnbandi ; s. v. Bilabundy, 70, ii.
Bila-bandi; s. v. Bilabundy, 70, ii.

Bilahundy ; s. v. 70, ii.
'

Bih'itee panee ; 8. v. Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i.

Bilaur ; s. v. Beryl, 67, ii.

Bih‘iyat; ann. 1843 : s. v. Bundobust, 98, i.

Biliyati ; 8. v. Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i.
Biliiyati baingan ; 8. v. Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i.

Bilz'lyati paui ; 's, v. Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i, a. v.
Pawnee, 522, i.

Bilayut ; 8. v. 70, ii; ann. 1810: s. v. Kitmut
gar, 371, i.

Bilayutee pawuee ; 8. 'u. 71, i, 765, i.

Bildér; 8. v. 71, i.

Bilgan ; s. v. Belgaum, 61, ii.

Bilhim ; ann. 1673: s. v. Bora, 80, ii.

Bili ; ann. 1672 : 8. v. Bael, 35, i.

Billait ; 8. v. Bilayut, 70, ii.

Billaur; s. v. Beryl, 67, i and ii.

Billi ke ankh; ann. 1837: s. v. Cat's-eye, 134, ii.
Billiton ; son. 1584 : s. v. Dammer, 228, ii.
Iiilooch; 8. v. 71, i, 765, i.

Bilpar; ann. 1665 : s. 'v. Grassia, 302, ii.

Bilfich ; s. v. Bilooch, 71, i, 8. v. Khehit, 367, i,

twice, 8. 1;. Jam, 809, i.

Bllfichi ; 8. 1).Diugy, 246, i.

Biluchistan ; s. 'u. Cutch Gundava, 222, ii
.

Bilfichistfin ; s. 'v. Bilooch, 71, i.

Bima ; ann. 1538 : 8. 'u. Godavcry, 291, i.

Bimbaszlru; ann. 1879 : a. 'u. Crore, 21-1, ii.

Bimlipatam; s. '0. Factory, 264, i.

Bindamire ; s. v. Bendameer, 62, ii.

Bindarra ; ann. 1784 : 8. v. Pindarry, 539, i.

Bindy; s. v. Bendy, 63, ii.

Binh-Thuin ; s. v. Champs, 140, i.

Binky Nabob ; s. v. Binky-Nabob, 71, ii
.

Binky-Naboh ; 8. v. 71,

Binjarrcc; 8. 'v. Brinjarry, 87, ii.

Binjarries ; ann. 1800: s. v. Vanjzin'ls, 88, ii.

Bintam ; ann. 1523: n. v. Prow, 555, i.

Bintang ; 8. '0. Old Strait, 484, ii
,

8. 'v. Toomon

gong, 710, i.

Bintara; ann. 1810: 8. v. Beudéra, 63, ii. 3

times.

Bipur; aun. 1572 : s. v. Beypoor, 68, ii.
Birah ; ann. 1118: s. v. Siwalik, 640, ii.
Birbhoom ; a. v. Jungle-Terry, 359, ii.
Bircandes ; ann. 1726 : 8. v. Burkundauze, 100, ii.
Birdhlil ; ann. 1311 : 8. 'v. Madura, 408, i.

Bird of Paradice ; ann. 1705 : s. '1). Bird of
Paradise, 72, ii.
Bird of Paradise ; 8. v. 71, ii, s. 'u. Manucodiata.
427, i ; ann. 1674 and 1691 a a. 'v. 72, i;

ann, 1868 : 8. v. 72, ii.
Birdsnest ; s. v. Agar-agar, 5, ii.
Birds’ Nests ; a. v. 72, ii.

Birds’ nests ; ann. 1858-9 : 8. v. Sayer, 605, ii.
Birdwood ; s. 'v. Adam’s Apple, 3

,

ii.

Biringal; ann. 1783 '. 8. 'v. Brinjaul. 87, ii.

Birinj ; a. v. Brinjarry. 87, ii
,

a. 11.Rice, 578, i.

Bl1‘l_(6l_{; s. 'u. Apricot, 24, i.

Birman; ann. 1795 : 8. v. Persaim, 530, ii, 8. v.
Promo, 555, i, 8. a. Shun, 623, i, s. v. Talaing,
677, i, twice, 8. o. Chobwa, 778, ii

,

twice ;anu.
1799 : s. v. Care'ns, 773, i, s. v. Munneepore,
827, ii.

Birplir ; ann. 1584; s. v. Sfirath, 666, i.

Bis; ann. 1815 : 8. v. Bish, 73, i.

Biscay ; s. v. Dhow, 243, ii
.

Biscb ; ann. 1554 1 8. v. Bish, 72, ii.
Biscobri; s. v. 765, i ; ann. 1727 : 8. v. Gecko,

280, i ; ann. 1883: s. v. 765, ii.

Biserminorum; ann. 1246 : s. v. Mussulman,

462, i.

Bish; 8. v. 72, ii
,

8. v. Biscobra, 765 ii .
Biskhapra ; s. v. Biscobra, 765, i.
Biskhopri. ; s. v. Biscohra, 765, i.

Bis ki linwa ; ann. 1819: s. 'v. Bish, 73, i.
Bisnaga; 8. u. Badega, 34, i, s. 'v. Bisnagar, '73,

i ; ann. 1516: s. v. Canal-a, 117, ii ; ann.'
1533: s. v. Pulicat, 57, ii; mm, 1552 : s. v.
Cariara, 118, i ; ann. 1553 : s. v. Cospetir, 202,

i, 8. v. Honore, 321, ii.twice ; aun. 1572 :s. r.
Badega, 34, ii; ann. 1580: 8. v. Chuckler,
167, i ; ann. 1611 :‘8. v. Maugelin, 423, i; ann.
1681 : s, v. Narsinga, 474, ii.

Bisnagar; 8. v. 73, i, 8. v. Gentoo, 280, i. 8.1‘.
Mysore, 467, i, s. v. Narsinga, 474, i; ann.
1430 : s. v. Juggurnaut, 356, i ; ann. 1513 :

a. n. Salaam, 592, i; ann. 1516; s. 'v. Pardao,
840, ii; ann. 1540: 8. v. Xerafine, 867, ii ;

ann. 1541 : 8. "v. Peking, 526, i ; ann. 1563:

a. v. Hing. 318, i; ann. 1611: 8. v. 73, ii;
ann. 1672: a. v. Canal-a, 118, ii.
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Bisuega; ann. 1510 : s. v. Narsinga, 474, i,

twice; ann. 1562 : s. v. Balaghaut, 38, ii
.

Bison ; s. v. 73, ii
,

8. v. Gour (a), 298, i; ann. ,

90: 8.1). Buffalo, 93, ii; ann. 1881: 8. v.
73, ii.

Bisontes; ann. 70 : s. v. Buiialo, 93, ii.

Bistee; ann. 1630 : s. v. Gosbeck, 298, i.

Bist-o-chalnir-gani; ann. 1350: s. v- Bargany,
761, ii.

Bist-o-panjgfini; ann. 1350: s.r.Bargany, 761, ii.

Bitckchi ; ann. 1280-90 : s. v. Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bitekchi; ann. 1280-90: 8. v. Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bitikh; 519, i, footnote.
Bitter-Almonds ; ann. 1689 : s. v. Pice, 534, i.

Bttikhi 519, i, footnote.

Bittikh-i hiudi ; s. v. Pateca, 519, i
.

Bittle ; ann. 1615: s. v. Betcl, 68, i.

Bitumen; 3.1:. Kil, 368, i; ann. 1560: s. 'v.
Kil, 368, i; ann. 1673 : s. v. Dammer, 228, ii,
nun, 1813: s. v. Googul, 296, i.

Bivra ; ann. 1538 : s. v. Godavery, 291, i.

Biyah ; ann. 1310 : a. v. Sutledge, 859, i.

Biyah -, ann. 1300 : s. v. Punjaub, 562, i.

Biyah ; ann. 1020 : s. v. Sutledge, 859, i; ann.
1400 : s. v. Punjaub, 562, i

,

Biyyardi'iwal; ann. 1330 : s. v. Mabar, 401, ii.

Bize ; ann. 1585 : s. v. Tical, 699, ii
,

twice.

Bizenegalia; ann. 1420: s. v. Bisnagar, 73, ii ;

ann. 1430: s. v. Juggurnaut, 356, i.

Blacan-matee ; s. v. 73, ii
.

Blacan-mati; s. v. Blacan-matec, 73, ii.

Bluchang;ann. 1784: s. v. Bahichong, 38, i;

ann. 1883: 8. v. Bahichong, 38, ii
.

Blacbong ; s. v. Bahichong, 38, i.

Black; a. v. 73, ii
,

765, ii
,

8. v. Nigger, 479, i ;

ann. 1548: s. v. Nigger, 479, i; ann. 1676, i

1747, 1750, 1753 and 1761: s. v. 765, ii;
ann. 1762 : a. v. 766, i ;ann. 1782: a. v. 74, i,

s. v. Bobbery-bob, 766, i; ann. 1787: 8. v.
74, i; ann. 1788: 8. v. 766, i; ann. 1789
and 1832-3 : s. v. 74, i.

Black Act ; s. v. 74, ii
;

ann. 1876 : s. v. 74, ii.

Blackamoor; ann. 1345 : s. v. Ameer, 12, i.

Blackamoor’s Teeth; ann. 1749: a. v. Cowry,
785, ii.
Black-breast; a. v. Chickore, 149, i.

Black-Buck; s. v. 74, ii.

Black Cotton Soil ; s. v. 74, ii
.

Black (laminar; a. v. Dammcr, 228, ii
.

Black Doctors ; s. 2). Black, 74, ii ; ann. 1787;

s. 0. Black, 74, ii.

Black Hole; ann. 1809 : 8. v. Godown, 292, i.

Black Language ; s. v. 74, ii.

Black man ; s. 2:. Black, 74, i, twice.

Black Partridge ; s. v. 75, i.

Black Town; 8. v. 75, i, twice, 766, i ; ann. 1679 :

s. v. Gentoo (a), 800, ii; ann. 1693: 8. z‘.
Taliar, 678, ii

,

5.1:. Tom-tom, 708, ii; mm.
1696: s. v. Godown, 292, i; ann. 1727 and
1780 (twice): 8. v. 75. i; ann. 1782 : s. v.
Gardens, 279, i, 8.1). 766, i; ann. 1792: 8. v.
Tonicutchy, 709, i ; ann. 1827 : a. v. 766. i.

Bluckwood ; ann. 1879: s. 0. Black Wood, 75, ii
.

Black Wood; a. v. 75, i.

Black wood; a. v. Sissoo, 639, i, twice.

Blaeu ; ann. 1753: s. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii.

Blainbangan; mm. 1586: a. v. Suttee, 669, i.

Blanks ; s. v. 75, ii
;

ann. 1718: 8. v. 75, ii
.

Blatta; ann. 1775 : s. v. Gockroach, 175, i.

Blatta orientalis; 8. v. Cockroach, 175, i.

Blimbee; s. v. 75, ii
,

see 123, i, footnote.

Blinton; ann. 1584 : a. v. Dammer, 228, ii.
Bloaches ; ann. 1813: s. v. Bilooch, 71, ii.

Bloodsucker ; s. v. 75, ii.

Blood-sucker ; ann. 1810 : a.

75, ii.

Bloqui; ann. 1328: s. v. Jack, 337, i.

Blotia; ann. 1648: a. v. Bilooch, 765, i.

Blabber; ann. 1673: 8. v. Fool’s Rack, 272, i,

twice.

Blue cloth ; s. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Blue-throat; a. 0. Jay, 349, i.

Blumca balsamifera ; a. v. Camphor, 116, i.

Blunderbusses ; ann. 1683 : a. v. Ameer, 12, i.

Boa ; s. v. Anaconda, 756, ii; ann. ‘Z : a. v.
Anaconda, 757, i.

Boa aquatica ; s. v. Anaconda, 16, i.

Boa Bahia; s. v. Guardafui, Cape, 304, ii.

Boar avatar ; s. v. Pagoda, 498. i.

Boa scytale et murina; e. v. Anaconda, 16, i.

Boa-Vida; ann. 1538 : s. v. Bombay, 766, ii.

Boa Vida; ann. 1538 : s. v. Salsette (a); 594,ii.
Bony ; ann. 1608-10: 8. 2;. Boy (b), 84, i.

Bobachee ; s. v. 75, ii ; ann. 1866 : a, v. 76, i;

ann. 1883: s, v. Maist-ry, 410, ii.

Bobachee Bahauder; 8. v. Bahaudur, 36, ii.

Bobachee-Connah ; 8. v. 76, i.

Bobaohee connah ; s. v. Khanna, 366, i.

Bobbera pack; ann. 1878: s. v. Bobbery-pack,
76, i.

Bobberjee ; ann. 1883 : a. v. Maistry, 410, ii
.

Bobbery ; 8. v. 76, i, twice; ann. 1830 and 1866 :

s. v. 76, i.

Bobbery-bob ; 8. v. 76, i, 766, i.

v. Bloodsucker,
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Robbery-pack ; s. v. 76, i, twice.

Bobb’ry Hall; ann. 1816: s. v. Tifi, To, 701, i.
Bobby; 32, i, footnote.

Bober Mirza; 0. v. Gouda, 799, ii.

Bobil ; ann. 1877 : s. v. Bummelo, 97, i.

Bobo ; a. v. Beebeo, 58, ii
.

Bobstay ; 8. v. Bawustye, 55, ii.

Boca ; a. v. Bogue, 76, ii.

Bocaa; ann. 1554 : s. v. Sunda, 659, ii
.

Boca do Tigre ; s. v. Bocca Tigris, 76, i.

Bocca Tigris; s. v. 76, i, a. v. Bogue, 76, ii; son.
1540: s. v. Liampo, 393, i.

Boccoii ; ann. 1814: s. 0. Red Cliffs, 575, i.

Bocha; s. v. 76, ii
.

Boclu'i ; a. 'v. Bocha, 76, ii
.

Bochah ; ann. 1810: a. v. Bocha, 76, ii.

Boqhnh; mm. 1810 : a. v. Bocha, 76, ii
.

Bochmfin; s. v. Bosmén, 81, ii.

Bodda; mm. 1753 : a. v. Buddha, 767, ii.
Boddfattan; ann. 13-13 : a. v. Pandarini, 508, ii

.
Bodhu ; ann. 590 : a. v. India, 332, i.

Bodhimor ; a. v. Tibet, 698, i.

Bodhisattva ; a. v. Buddha, 90, ii
.

Bodisatva; s. a. Pro, 551, i.

Bodoah-p’hri ; a. v. Pro, 551, i.

Bodu; ann. 1685: a. 2:. Buddha, 91, i.

Boehmeria nivea : s. v. Grnss~cloth, 301, i.

Boer; ann. 1727: a. v. Macareo, 403, ii.

Bwuf; ann. 1610: s. v. Boy (1)), 84, i.

Boey Tea; ann. 1726: a. v. Bohen, 691, i,

Bofietas; ann. 1598 : a. v. Baits, 35, ii.

Bogahah ; mm. 1681 : a. v. B0 Tree, 81, ii
.

Bogus; a. v. Mordoxim, 452, i ; ann, 1675 : s. v.

Bo Tree, 81, ii.

Bo-gis; s. a. B0 Tree. 81, ii.

Bogatchera; ann. 1683: s. v. Zemindar, 747, ii
,

Bogatir; s. v. Bahaudur, 36, ii.

Boggieywala ; ann. 1848 : s. v. Jungle, 359, i.

Boggloywallah ; mm. 1848 : a. v. Collector, 182, i.

Béghe ; mm. 1829 : s. v. Shaman, 621, i.

Boghei; 8. v. Buggy, 94, ii.

Boglipoor; ann. 1784 : a. v. Jungle-terry, 812, i.

Boglipour ; s. v. Jungle-Terry, 359, ii.

Bog of Tygorfl; nun. 1747: s.v. Boccn Tigris,
76, ii.

Bogra; a. v. Law-ofiicer, 818, i, twice.

Rogue; s. v. 76, ii.
B61: ; anu. 1829: 8. v. Shaman, 621, i.

Bohéra; ann. 1552 : s. v. Canduhur, 119, i.

Bohatyr ; a. v. Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bohay ; s. v. Bohoa, 691, i.

Bohea; e. v. 690, ii
,
3 times, 691, i ; mm. 1711,

1721 and 1727: 8. r. 691, i ; mm. 1814: 6.1;.

Bonze, 79, ii.

Bohea Tea; 3. v. Tea, 692, i.

Bohee Tea; min. 1711 : 8. v. Bohea, 690, ii.

Bohon-Upas ; 8. v. Upas, 727, ii.

Bohon Upas ; ann. 1783 : a. v. Upas, 731, twice.

Bohoré; mm. 1853 : a. v. Bora, 80, ii, 3 times.

Bohori ; a. v. Born, 79, ii, twice.
Bohra; s. v. Sheeah, 625, i; ann. 1780: a. v.
Bora, 766, ii

.

Bohri ; a. 0. Born, 79, ii, 3 times, 80, i, 9 times.
Bohrah; min. 1343 and 1620: a. v. Bora, 80,

u.

Bohr Ghét; ann. 1826: a. v. Ghaut (b), 282, i.

Boi; nun. 1591: a. 1:. Boy (b), 83, ii; ann.
_ 1720: s. 2:. Boy (b), 84, i.

Bo~i~jahfid§n ; a. v. Bdellium, 57, i.

Bois d’ aigle; a. v. Eagle-wood. 258, i.

Bois d’ Eschine ; arm. 1610: a. v. China-Root,

153, ii.

Boishnab; a. v. Vaishnava, 733, i.

Bois puant; a. v. Stink-wood, 652, i.

Bokerdun ; ann. 1803 : a. v. Hurcarn, 327, ii.

Bokharu ; a. v. Choga, 158, i, I. v. Cotwal, 205,
n,

Bokhiri s. v. Ameer, 11, ii, a. ‘v. Vihara, 738, ii.

Bole-ponjis; a. 1). Punch, 558, ii.

Bolgar; s. v. Bulgar, 96, i.

Bolghfir; s. v. Buigar, 96, i.

Bolin. ; mm. 1757: a. u. Boliah, 76, ii
,

a. v.

Gordower, 297, ii.

Boiinh ; s. v. 76, ii
,

see 522, i, footnote.

Bolio ; ann. 1810: s. v. Boliah, 76, ii.

Boiloponge ; nun. 1653 : a. 0. Punch, 846, i.

Boloches; mm. 1613: a. v. Bilooch, 71, i.
B01011 dinata ; ann. 1524 : R. 1:.Bird of Paradise,

72, i.

Bolta; I. v. 76, ii.

Bolumba ; ann. 1598: a. v. Carambola, 128, i.

Boly; ann. 1610: s. 'v. Com-y, 209, ii.

Bomba; s. v. Bumba. 96, ii
, twice ; ann. 1572:

s. v. Bumba, 96, ii
,

twice.

Bomhahia ; s. v. Bombay, 77, i.

Bombai ; ann. 1538 : a. 'v. Salsette (a), 594, ii.

Bombaiim; ann. 1666 : a. v. Bombay, 77, ii
.

Bombnim; a. v. Bombay, 77, i, twice, a. 11.Rupee,

586,i ; an. 1508 and 1531: s. v. Bombay,
766, ii; sun. 1563: a. o. Bombay, 77, ii; ann.
1620 : s.v.Carrack, 127, ii ;ann. 1673 : a. v.

Bombay, 77, ii, 78, i, twice, a. o. Dungaree,

255, i, 8. v. Hendry Kendry, 314, i, s. v.

Horse-keeper, 324, ii
,

a. v. Pateca, 519, ii ;
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ann. 1675: a. v. Xcrafine, 743, ii , ann. 1677
and 1760 : s. v. Bombay, 78, i.
Bombain ; ann. 1552 : a. '0. Bombay, 77, ii ; ann.
1580: a. v. Elephants, 259, ii; ann. 1616:
s. o. Elephanta, 260, i; ann. 1620: s. v.
Calputtee, 114, i.

Bombardier; a. v. Matross, 430, ii, twice.

Bombarimasa; a. v. Pommelo, 546, i.

Bomba‘sa; s. v. 77, i.

Bombasi ; a. 1:. Bombasa, 77, i.
Bombassi; ann. 1883: s. v. Bomhasa, 77, i.

Bombast; ann. 1566: s. v. Choya, 166, i.

Bombax Malabaricum ; a. 'v. Seemul, 610, ii.

Bombay; 8. v. 77, i, twice, 766, ii, a. v. Adawlut.

4
,
i, a. v. Agun-boat, 5
, ii, a. v. Amah, 11, i,

s. 0. Apollo Bnnder, 23, ii, 5 times, a. v.
Baikree, 38, i, a. 1;.Bandaree, 43, ii, 8. v. Bark

ing-Deer, 52, ii
,

8. v. Bassein (l), 53, ii, 8. v.
Belgaum, 61, ii

,

6. v. Bendy-Tree, 64, i, a. v.

Bilayut, 71, i, s. 1;. Black Town, 75, i, twice,

a. 2:. Black \Vood. 75, i, s. v. Bombay Box
work, 78, i, s. v. Bora, 79, ii

,

80, i, s. v. Box
wallah, 83, i, s. v. Vanjfirfis, 88, i,s.v. Bunder
hoat, 97, ii, s. r. Bungy, 99, ii, a. 1:. Butler,
102, ii, a. v. Calyan, 114, ii

,

a. v.Cheroot, 144,

ii, 0.1:. Chillumehee, 150, i, 4 times, s. v. Chim

nay-glass, 150, ii
,

see 156, i, footnote, 0. v.

Choul, 162, ii, twice, 8. iv
. Chow-chow, 164, ii,

8. v. Chuprassy, 169. i, 8. v. Civilian, 17l,i,
s. v. Commissioner, 183, ii

,

8. v. Cooja, 191, ii
,

a. v. Coomry, 194, ii
,

a. m. Country, 206, ii
,

a. v. Daman, 228, i, s. 2:. Datum, Yellow, 231,

ii, a. v. De'wal, 238, i, s. v. Ducks, 253, ii, a. v.

Elephants, 259, ii
, twice, a. 0. Factory, 264, i,

s. v. Fedea, 266, ii
,

a. v. Firefly, 267, ii, a. v.
Foras Lands, 272. ii

,

a. v. Foujdarry, 273, ii,

a. 'v. Gallevat, 275, ii
,

a. v. Gindy, 285, ii
,

8. v.

Goa Powder, 290, ii, 8. v. Goa Stone, 290, ii,

a. v. Gorawallah, 297, ii
,

8. v. Guardafui, Cape,

304, ii, a, v. Gym~Khana, 309, ii
,

a. r. Hendry
Kendry, 314, i, twice, a. v. Hing, 318, i, s. v.
Honore, 321, ii

,

a. v. Horse-keeper, 324, ii
,

a. v.

Hulwa, 327, i, s. -v. Jadoogur, 340, ii, a. v.
Jain, 341, ii, 8. n. Jamoon, 342, ii. 8. v. Jarool,
345, ii

,

8. 0. Java, 346, ‘ii
, a. v. Jungeera, 358,

ii, 8. v. Kmnita, 363, ii, a. v. Kennery, 365,

i, a. v. Khoti, 367, i, s. v. Kooza, 375, ii, 8. v.
Lfir (b), 386, i, s. v. Lemon-grass, 392, i, s. v.
Mahseer, 410, i, s. v. Mango, 423, ii

,

twice,

424, ii, s. v. Mound, 431, ii
,

a. v. Mazagong,
432, i, a. v. Mem-Sahib, 433, ii

,

a. 0. Monkey
bread Tree, 441, ii, twice, a. v. Moorah, 447, i,

s. v. Moturpha, 453, ii
,

8. v. Mnchwa, 454, i,

s. v. Mull, 456, ii, a. v. Nassick, 474, ii, 8. v.
Nuncaties, 484, i, s. v. Pagar (b), 498, i,

s. v. Palankeen, 502, ii, s.v. Panwell, 511,

i, 8.0. Parell, 513, i, a v. Parvoe, 517, i,

a. v. Peon, 528, i, a. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii,

twice, a. o. Pig-sticking, 536, ii
,
5 times, a. v.

Popper-cake, 548, i, a. v. Putchoek, 564,

ii, a, v. Puttywalla, 565, i, s. v. Qni-hi,
568, i, a. 2:. Bass, 575, i,twice, a. r. Regulatim,
575, ii, a. v. Rupee, 586, i, 3 times, a. v.
S. John's, 591, i, s. v, Salsette, 594, i, 3 times,
a. v. Sayer, 605, ii, I. v. Seedy, 610, i, s. v.
Seer, 611, i, I. v. Severndroog, 616, i, s. v.
Shigram, 626, i, a. 0. Singapore, 636, ii

,

a. v.

Soursop (a), 650, i, a. v. Sudder (c), 654, i,

twice, a. v. Surat, 664, i, a. v. Sycc, 673, ii, a. v.
Tana, 681, i, a. v. Toolsy, 709,-ii, s. v. Vacci
nation, 733, i, .9. v. Vellard, 736, i, a. v.
Vihara, 738, ii

,

a. v. Wootz, 741, ii, a. v.
Ala-blaze Pan, 755, i, s. v. Alpeen, 756, i,

s. v. Ap, 758, ii, a. v. Guinea-worm, 804, i,

a. v. Gwalior, 804, ii, 8. v. Havildar's Guard,
806, ii, a. v. Jaggery, 809, i, a. v. Kbot, 813,

i, a. u. Mamlutdar, 822, i, s. v. Parcll, 842, i,

s, v. Patcharee, 842, i, s v. Purdesee, 846, ii,

8. a. Summerhead, 857, i, s. 0, Supreme Court,

859. i, twice ; ann. 1321 : a. v. Delhi, 234,i ;

81111.1516: a. v. 77, ii, a. v. Tana, 681, ii;
ann. 1536: s. v. Salsette (a), 594, ii; ann.
1538: s. v. 766, ii ; ann. 1563 : a. v. Mango,
423, ii; ann. 1644: s. v. Cusbah, 219, ii,

3. v. India of the Portugese, 333, i, a. v.
Mazagong, 432, i,; ann. 1663: s. v. Chouse,
164, i; ann. 1670: s. v. President, 845, ii;
ann. 1673 : a. v. Kuhzir, 378, i; ann. 1679 :

I. v. Seedy, 610, ii ; ann. 1690 : a, v. Elephanta.
260, ii, a. v. Seedy, 855, i; ann. 1702: s. v.
Presidency, 553, i; ann. 1711: 8. v. 78, i;

ann. 1727: a. v. Hendry Kendry, 314, i,

8.7}. Presidency, 553, ii
,

8. v. Reas, 575,

‘i
;

ann. 1747: a. v. Bussora, 769, i, e. v.
Sepoy, 855, i and ii (twice); ann. 1754: s. 0.
Grab, 300, ii ; ann. 1759: s. v. Brab, 84, ii;
ann. 1760: a. v. 78, i, s. v. Candy (0.), 120, i,

a. v, Carnatic, 126, i, a. v. Freguezia, 274, i, s. v,
Maund, 432, i, 8. v. Pattamar (a), 521, i, 8. v.
Salsette (a), 595, i ; ann. 1764 : a. v. Elephanta;
261, i; ann. 1765: s. v. \Vriter, 742, ii ann..
1770: :8

.

v. 78, i; ann. 1772: s. uMnster,
828, ii

,

twice; ann. 1774: a. v. Eagle-wood,
258, ii; ann. 1778: s. v. Punchayet, 846, ii,
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twice; ann. 1780: s. v. Elephanta, 261, i;
ann. 1782 : Beer, Country, 764, i :ann. 1783 :

a. v. Veranda, 738, i ;ann, 1785 :1. v. Bummelo,

97, i; ann. 1791: s. v. Cntcbérry, 223, ii ;
ann. 1793: s. v. Teak, 693, ii: ann. 1794:
s. v. Slave, 857, i; ann. 1795: a. 1:. “'ootz,
742, i; ann. 1800 : s. 1:. Coast, The, 172, i ;
ann. 1804 : s. v. Panwell, 511, ii; ann. 1808 :
8. v. Kaul, 363, ii; ann. 1809: a. v. 78, i, s. v.
Cadjan (a), 107, ii

,

a. v. Destoor, 137, ii
,

a. v.

Vellard, 736, i ; ann. 1810 : a. v.1)irzee, 246,

i, s. v. Puncliayet, 560, i; ann. 1813 : 8. v.
Avadavat, 31, i, s. 'v. Googul, 296, i, a. v.

Parvoe, 517, i; ann. 1826 : a. v. Sowcar, 651,

i; ann. 1533: 8. v. Parvoe, 517, i, twice; ann.
1846 : a. v. Supiira, 663, ii ; ann. 1857 :

s. v. Batel, 54, ii ; ann. 1860: 8. v. Ducks,

Bombay, 253, ii; ann. 1867: a. v. Gooroo,
296, ii; ann. 1872: e. 0. Grab, 300, ii; ann.
1874: a. 1:. Pomiret, 545, ii ; ann.]876 : 8.1.7.

Boy (a), 83, ii ; ann. 1878: a. v. Buggy, 95,

i; ann. 1879: a. v. Clieeta, 143, ii; ann.
1880: a. v. Bondy, 64, i; ann. 1883: s. r.
Bandaree, 43, ii,twice, a. v. Gym-Khana. 310,

i, s. 2'. Mosquito, 453, i, s, v. Pyse, 847, ii
,

R. 1). Seven sisters, 616, i.

Bombay Box-work ; a. v. 78, i.

Bombay Buccaneers ; s. v. Bombay Marine, 78, ii.

Bombay Duck; :9. 'v. 78, i; ann. 1877: a. v.
Bummelo, 97, i.

Bombay duck; s. v. Bummelo, 96, ii, twice.

Bombaye; ann. 1760: a. v. Elephanta, 260, ii.

Bombay Island; a. v. Breech-Candy, 767, i, a. v.
Malabar Hill, 822, i.

Bombay ki iliaiga; a. v. Pagar, 498, i.

Bombaym; ann. 1552: a. v. Bombay, 77, ii.

Bombay Marine, a. v. 78, i; ann. 1780: a. v.
78, ii.

Bombay Stuffs; a. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Bombaza j. ann. 1516: s. v. Bombasa, 77, i.

Bombeye; ann. 1676: a. v. Bombay, 78, i.

Bombicis excrementum ; s. v. Guingam, 288, i.

Bombil; s. v. Bummelo, 96, ii.

Bombila; a. v. Bummelo, 96, ii.
Bon; ann. 1580: a. v. Coffee, 179, i;

1598: a. v. Cofi'ee, 179, ii.

Bonano; ann. 1673 and 1686: s. :1. Banana, 42,
ii; ann. 1689 : s. v. Plantain, 542, ii; ann.
1690: s, 0. Lime, 394, ii.

Bonn Speranza, Cao de ; ann. 1506: a. v. Quiloa,

568. ii
.

Bondocdaire; ann. 1298: s. v. Sultan, 656, ii
.

81111.

Boneta; ann. 1764: 8. 1:. Bonito. 79, i.

Bone-tiger ; s. z’. Luckerbaug, 400, i.

Bonetita ; ann. 1727 : s. v. Cobily Mash,‘ 172, ii.
Bonettoes ; ann. 1696 : s. v. Albacore, 6, i.

Bongclm ; ann. 1809: 8. v. Gavial, 800, ii.

Bongcw; ann. 1615: s. 'u. Juribasso, 362, i.

twice.

Bongkooses; ann. 1726: 8. v. Buncus, 97, i.

Bongkos ; ann. 1726: a. v. Buncus, 97, i.

Boni; ann. 1816 : a. v. Macassar, 404, i.

Boniana; a. v. Ananas, 17, ii.
Boninas ; 65, ii

,

footnote; ann. 1539: a. r.
Benjamin, 65, ii.
Bonitas; ann. 1631 : s. v. Dorado, 251, i.

Bonites; ann. 1610: s. v. Bonito, 79, i.

Bonito: s. 'u. 78, ii, twice, 8. v. Cobily Mash,

172, i, twice, a. 11.Dorado, 251, i ; ann. 1578 :

8.11. Dorado, 251, i; ann. 1592 : a. v. Albacore,

6
, i; ann. 1593 and 1604 : a. v. Albatross, 6,

ii; ann. 1615 and 1620: a. v. 79, i; ann.
1760 : s. v. Albacore, 6

,

i, a. v. 79, i ;

ann. 1841 : a. v. Cobily Mash, 172, ii
,
3 times.

Bonnetta; ann. 1773 : a. v. Bonito, 79, i, 3 times ;

ann. 1783: 8. v. Cobily Mash, 172, ii.

Bonnia ; ann. 1584 : a. v. Benjamin, 65, ii
.

Bonsos; ann. 1585: s. 'v. Bonze, 79, ii.

Bonzc; a. v. 79, i, twice; ann. 1545 : 8. 5.
Japan, 344, i; ann. 1794-7 and 1814: a. r_
79, ii.
Bonzee; ann. 1606 and 1727 : s. v. Bonze, 79, ii.
Bonzi ; a. v. Bonze, 79,i ; ann. 1590: s. v. Bonze,
79, ii.

Bonzii ; ann. 1552 and 1572 : a. v. Bonze, 79, ii.

Bonzb ; a. v. Bonze, 79, i, twice.

Bonzolo; ann. 1782 : s. v. Bhounsla, 70, ii.

Bonzos; ann. 1549: 8. v. Bonze, 79, i.
Boodh; ann. 1795': a. z'. Pali, 506, i; ann.
1800: a. v. Gautama, 279, ii

,

twice.

Boolee; ann. 1825: s. v. Bowly, 82, ii.

Boomerang; a. v. Collery-Stick, 182, ii, twice.
Boon Bay ; ann. 1690: s. v. Bombay, 78, i.

Boorhanpoor; ann. 1790 : 8. v. Masulipatam,

429, ii.

Bootan; s. v. Moonaul, 444, i : ann. 1793 : 8.1’.
Munneepore, 827, i.

Bor ; s. v. Bear-tree, 764, i ; ann. 1563: a. r.
Bear-tree, 58, i.

Bora; s. v. 79, ii. 766. ii
,

a. v. Moor, 445, ii ;

ann. 1825 : s. v. 80, ii.
Bori; s. r. Boxwallab, 83, i, twice.
Borah ; ann. 1810 (twice) and 1863: s. v. Born,

80, ii.
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Borassus fiubelliformis; s. v. Brnb, 84, i, s. v.

Fan-palm, 266, i, 8. v. Ollah, 485, i, 8. v.

Palmyra, 506, ii
,

a. v. Punkuh, 562, ii
,

a. v.

Talipot, 679, i.

Borassus Gomutus; a. v. Gomuti, 295, i, a. o.

Sagwire, 590,i.

Borax ; a. v. Tincall, 703,i ;ann. 1563 and 1590:
s. v. Tincail, 703, i,
Bore ; a. v. Mucareo, 402, ii,3t-imcs and footnote,

403, i,3 times; ann. 1811: s. v. Macareo, 403,

ii; ann. 1885: a. v. Macareo 820, ii.

Borgal ; ann. 1298: a. v. Bulgar, 96, i.

Borghiii; ann. 1333: a. v. Bulgar, 96, i.
Bori ; s. v. Cowry, 209, i, twice.
Bornean; 8. v. (,‘amphor, 116, i.

Borneo; 8. v. 80, ii, 766, ii
,

8. v, Camphor, 116,

ii, twice, a. v. Factory, 264, ii
,

a. v. Orang

otang, 491, ii
,

twice, see 728, ii
, footnote; ann.

1521: a. v. 767, i, twice; ann. 1552: a. v.
Celébes, 137, ii; ann.1584: a. v. Benjamin,
65, ii; ann. 1690: a. v. Tomback, 708, i;

ann. 1726: a. v. Camphor, 117, i; an. 1727:
s. v. 81, i..

Borneo camphor; s. v. Wood-oil, 741, i.

Bornew; ann. 1727 : a. v. Borneo, 81, i.

Borney; ann. 1516: a. v. Borneo, 80, ii
,

8. v.

Champs, 140, i.

Bdro Bodo ; a. v. Boro-Bodor, 81, ii.

Boro-Bodor; s. v. 81, i.

Boro-Budur; a. v. Boro-Bodor, 81, i.

Borrah ; ann. 1673: a. v. Born, 80, ii.

Bosch Snndery; a. v. Sunderbunds, 660, ii.

Bos grunniens; a. v. Yak, 744, i, twice.
Bosh ; a. v. 81, ii

,

twice. '

1305 Luca ;a. v. Elephant, 797, iand footnote (4

times).
Bosmfin ; a. v. 81, ii.

Bosmoron ; 578, ii, footnote.

Bosmérou ; 578, ii
,

footnote.

Bosses; ann. 1618 : a, v. Bonze, 79, ii.

Bost; ann. 940: a. v. Gliilzai, 283, ii.

Bostangie; ann. 1687: a. v. Pyke (a), 567, i.

Botcca ; a. v. Boutique, 82, i ; ann. 1561 : a. v.

Boutique, 82, i.

Botella ; s. v. Bate], 54-, ii; ann. 1838 : e, v.
Hotel, 54, ii.

Botickeer; s. v. 81, ii ; ann. 1727 : a. v. 81, ii.

Botique; ann. 1782 : s. v. Boutique, 82, i.

Botiqneirc ; a. v. Botickeer, 81, ii; ann. 1567 :

a. v. Botickecr, 81, ii.

Bo-tree; s. v. B0 Tree, 81, ii ; ann. 1877: s. v.
Vihara, 739, i.

B0 Tree ; a. v. 81, ii.

Bottle-connah ; ann. 1784 : a. v. Bungalow, 99, i.

a. v. Khunna, 366, i, a. v, Pucks, 555, ii.

Bottle-khanna ; a. v. Khanna, 366, i.

Bottle-Tree; s. v. 81, ii; nun. 1880: a. v. 81.
n.

Boubalis; a. v. Buffalo, 93, i.

Bouche du Tigre; ann. 1782 : a. v. Bocca Tigris,
76, ii.
Boudah ; ann. 1806 : a. o. Buddhu, 91, i.

Bot'lddas ; ann. 440 : a. v. Buddha, 90, i.

Bouddha ; ann. ? : 6. v. Dinir, 245, ii.
Bouddhou ; ann. 1801 : s. 0. Buddha, 91, i.

Boué ; ann. 1782: a. 0. Boy (b), 84, i.

Bougee Bougee; ann. 1756: a. v. Budge-Budge,

768, i,

Bouguis ; a. v. Compound, 187, i.

Bouleponge: ann. 1666: s. v. Punch, 559, i,

twice.

Bounceloe; ann. 1673: s. v. Bhonnsla, 70, i.

Bouquises ; ann. 1656 : a. v. Bugis, 95, ii.
Bourbon, Isle of; a. v. Seychelle, 616, ii, 617, i;

ann. 1716 : a. v. Mort-de-chien, 450, ii.
Bourgades ; ann. 1750: a. v. Durbar, 255, i

Bourhau-Bota; ann. 1845: s. v. Bish, 73, i.

Bouro; a. v. Cajeput, 109, ii.

Bourou; s. v. Bnbi-roussn, 32, ii.
'Boussa ; a. v. Buckshaw, 89, ii.
Bousserouque ; ann. 1653: a. v. Xerafine, 867, ii.

Bousuruques ; s. v. Budgrook, 92, ii ; ann. 1610 :

s. v. Budgrook, 92, ii
,

twice.

Bontan ; ann. 1766 : s. v. Snnyésee,662, i.
Boutique ; a. v. 81, ii

, 767, i, a. v. Botickeer, 81.

ii; ann. 1767: a. c. 767, i; nun. 1772, 1780
and 1834: a. v. 82, i.

Bolitta ; ann. 200: a. v. Buddha, 90, i.

Boutlirou; 578, ii, footnote.

Bony ; ann. 1781 : a. v. Souchong, 691, ii
.

B5vi ; s. v. Boy (b), 83, i.

Bowchier; ann. 1727 : a. v. Bushire, 102, i, s. v.

Carrack, 126, ii.

’

Bowergurh ; a. v. Tank, 684, i.

Bowla ; s. v. 82, i.

Bowiee ; ann. 1876 : s. v. Bowly, 82, ii
.

Bowly; s. v. 82, i, 767, i.

Bowl-y ; s. v. Bowiy, 82, i.

Boxitas ; ann. 1300: s. v. Buxee, 103, ii
.

Boxwfilfi; s. v. Bore, 80, i, s. v. Boxwallah, 83, i,

3 times.

Boxwallah ; s. v. 83, i.

Boy; s. v. 83, i, 5 times, see 568, i, footnote.

an. 1551: s. v. (b), 83, ii; Inn- 1563: 8- v;
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Mango, 423, ii, 424, i; ann. 1609 : a. v. (a),
83, ii, twice; ann. 1673: a. :1. (b), 84, i; ann.
1681 and 1696 : a. v. (a), 83, ii ; ann. 1716:

a. v. Roundel, 583, i ; ann. 1755-60 : s, v. (b),
84, i; ann. 1771 : a. v. Bearer, 764, i; ann.
1778 : s. v. (b), 84,i; ann. 1784 : s. v. (a),
83, ii ; ann. 1785, 1804 and 1809 : s. v. (b),
84, i, ann. 1825: s. v. Qui-hi, 568, i, ann.
1836 : I. v. (a), 83, ii ; ann. 1866: a. v. (a),
83, ii

,
a. v. Pooja, 546, ii; ann. 1872 and

1875: a. a‘. (a), 83, ii
;

ann. 1876: 8. v. (a),
- 83, ii, s. v. Compradore, 189, i.

Béy ; ann. 1554: s. :2.Boy (b), 83, ii, twice,

Boya; s. v. 84, i.

Boyador; s. v. Quiloa, 568, ii.
Béy de sombreiro; ann. 1554: 8. v. Mocnddnm,

435, i.

Boye; ann. 1610 : a. 1:. Boy (b), 84, i.
Boyhog; ann. 1604 : s. 'v. Crease, 213, ii.

BGyi ; s. v. Boy (b), 83, i.

Boze; :. v. Bonze, 79, i; ann. 1618: s. v. Bonze,
79, ii.

Bo-zi ; s. v. Bonze, 79, i,

Bra ; a. v. Pra, 845, i and ii.

Brab; a. v. 84, i, s, v. Fan-palm, 266, i, s. v,

Lontar, 396, i ; ann. 1750-60: s. 0, Teddy
bird, 707, i; ann. 1760: s. v. 84, ii

,

twice;

ann. 1808 : a. v. Bandaree, 760, ii; ann.
1809 : a. v. 84, ii; ann. 1860: 8. v. Palmyra,
507, i.

Brabb; ann. 1673 and 1759: s. v. Brab, 84, ii.

Brabo; ann. 1760 : a. v. Brab, 84, ii.

Bracalor; ann. 1516: 8. v. Bacanore, 33, ii.

Bracelor ; ann. 1552 : s. v. Bacanore, 34, i.

Brachman ; s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii
;

ann. 545 : a. v.

China, 151, ii ; ann. 1060: a. v. Buddha, 90,
ii; ann. 1663: a. v. Pundit, 561, i; ann.
1676, 1688 and 1714 : 8. v, Brahmin, 85, i.

Brachmanae; ann. 1616 : a. v. Pundit, 561, i.

Brachmfinas ; B. C. 330 and 300 : e. v. Brahmin,
84, ii.

Brachmanes ; ann. 1555 : s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii ;

ann. 1615: s. v. Swamy (b), 671,ii; ann.
1616 : s. v. Sunyasee, 662, i.

Brachmfmes; ann. 500: s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii.
Brachmani ; ann. 1694 : a. v. Sanskrit, 599, i,

Bnichmas; ann. 500: s. 'u. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brachmin ; ann. 1673: s. v. Brahminy Kite, 85,
11.

Braganine; ann. 1584: a. v. Bargany, 761,ii,
twice.

Bragany; a. 'v. Bargany, 76], i.

Bragmanae; ann. 60-70: 8. v. Kling, 373, i.

Bragmanorum ; ann. 840: a. v. Buddha, 90, i.

Brégmen; ann. 1578 : a. v. Brahmin, 85, i.

Bra-11116; s. v. Varella, 733, ii.

Bn'ihm; ann. 1781 : I. v. Sikh, 633. ii.

Brahma ; a. v. Brahmo-Somzij, 851, ii
,

twice ;

ann. 1666 : s. v. Sanskrit, 599, i ; ann. 1672:
s. v. Cliank, 141, i ; mm. 1753 : s. v. Burram

pooter, 768, ii ; ann. 1810: a. v. Chowry,
165, ii.
Brahmfi ; a. v. Burrampooter, 101, ii.

Brahma-desa; 8. 1:. Burma, 100,

Brahman; a. v. Brahmin, 84, ii, 8. v. Chandaul,

140, ii, s.v.Cranganore,2l1, i,see 218, ii, foot.

note, a. v. Gooroo, 296, ii
,

a. v. Kling, 372, ii
,

a. v. Malabar Rites, 414, i, s. v. Mugg, 455, ii
,

8. v. Nambooree, 471, ii,8. v. Panchfifigam, 507,

i, s. v. Pooréna, 547, ii
,

a. v. Rajpoot, 571, ii
,

8. v. Saiigram, 593, i and ii, 8. v. Sanskrit, 598,

i, twice, 8. v. Soodra, 647, ii
,

a, v. Suttee, 667, i,

twice, s.v. Vedas, 734, i, 4 times,a. v. Caste, 774,

i, s. v. Nizamaluco, 830,i, s. v. Thakoor,862, ii ;

ann. 400: s. v. Mandarin, 421, i; ann. 414- : ,

5.1:. Java, 347, i ; mm. 1045: s. v. Kling,
373,i ;ann. 1318: a. v. Sanskrit, 598, ii; ann.
1578: a. v. Mort-de-chien, 450, i ; ann. 1612:
a. v. Cassanar, 131, i ;ann. 1664: s. v. Lama,
383, i ; ann. 1771 2 s. v. Banyan-Tree, 51, i;

ann. 1778 : a. v. Vedas, 735, ii ; ann. 1797:
a. r. Moor, 825, i ; ann. 1833 : a. v. Parvoe,
517, i ; ann. 1850: e. v. Aryan, 28, i ; ann.

1867: s. v. Soodra, 647, ii ; ann. 1885: a. v.

Dhurna, 791, ii
,

a. v. Saligram, 853, i.

Brahman ; 8. v. Salootree, 594, i; ann. 1692:
a. v, Padre, 497, ii; ann. 1837: s. v. Pali,
506, i.

Brfihman ; ann. 1874 : 8. v. Hullia, 327, i.
Brahman ; s. v. Coolin, 783, ii

, twice.

Brihmana ; a. v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brahmanes ; ann. ? : 8. v. Dinar, 245, ii.

Brahmani ; ann. 1712: a. v. Snake-stone, 644, i.

Brfihmani ; s. v. Palmyras, Point, 507, i.

Brahmanical ; c. v. Suttee, 667, i, twice.

Brahmanique ; ann. '1 : s. v. Dinar, 24-5, ii ; ann.
1872 : a. v. Suttee, 671, i.

Brahmanism; a. v. Devil Worship, 238, i, 3-. v.

Caste, 774, i.

Brahmapoutra; ann. 1753: 8.
783, ii.

Brahmaputra ; a. v. Assam, 28, i, a. v. Bur-ram

pooter, 101, ii, a. v. Chiamay, 145, ii
,

a. v.

Cooch A20, 191, ii, a. v, Jennye, 350, ii
,

a. v

v. Cooch Azo,
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Jumna, 358, ii, a. a. Naga, 469, ii. 8. v. Saul

wood, 603, i, s. v. Sunderbunds, 660, i, s. 2*.

Munneepore,
' 826, ii

, 827, i, footnote ; ann.

1552 : s. v. Burrampooter, 101, ii.

iBrahmaputrenI; son. 1753: a. v. Burrampooter,

768, ii.

{Brahman ; ann. 1717 :8. v. Sondra, 647, ii.

Brahmene; ann. 1572 : s. 'v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brahmene; ann. 1753: 8. 0. Buddha, 767, ii.

Brahmes; ann. 1760 : 8. v. Ell'ora, 262, i.

Brahmin; 8. v. 84, ii
,

8. v. Chuckerbutty. 166,

ii, 8. 2:. Jack, 336, i, s. v. Narcondam, 472, ii
,

8. r. Pandy, 509, i ; ann. 150 : 8. v. 84, i
i ;

ann. 1510: 8. Nair, 471, i, s, v. Polea,

542, ii ; ann. 1557 : 8. v. Nambeadarim, 471,

ii; ann. 1590: 8. v. Dwarka, 257, ii, s.
Juggurnaut, 356, ii

,

8. v. Vedas, 734, ii;
ann. 1780: 8. v. Law-officer, 818, ii; ann.
1799 : 8. 'u. Toshaoonna, 713, ii ; ann.

1800: 8. 22.Pariah, 515, i ; ann. 1803: 8. v.

Puhur, 557, ii
,

8. v. Jasoos, 810, ii; ann.
1805-6: 8. v. Pariah, 515, i; ann. 1808: s. r.
Jungle, 300, i, ‘8. v. Suttee, 670, ii; ann.
1814: s. v. Zamorin, 746, i : ann. 1818 :

8. v. Pnli, 506, i ; ann. 1821 : 8. v. Banyan

Tree, 51, i ; ann. 1823 : 8. v. Thug, 697, ii;
ann. 1830 : s. v. Padre, 497, ii ; ann. 1858 :

'8. 8. Nirvana, 480, ii ; ann. 1875: s. r.
Dhurne, To sit, 244, ii

,

twice.

Brahmin ; ann. 1826 : s. 'v. Jagheerdar, 341, ii.

Brahmiui bull; ann. 1872: 8. 1;. Brahminy Bull,

85, i.

Brahminical ; s. v. Ell’ora, 261, ii
,

8. v. Jain, 341,

ii, 8.1). Juggurnaut, 355, ii
,

8,1). Pagoda, 499, ii
.

Brahminism ; 8. v. Lunka, 401, i.

Brahminy; ann. 1680: 8. v. Roocks, 850, ii ;

ann. 1834 : 8. 1:. Rozye, 584, ii.

Brabminy Bull ; s. v. 85, i, twice.

Brahminy bull; 579, ii
,

footnote, 8. v. Zebu,

746, ii.

Brahminy Butter ; s. v. 767, i, ‘mice.

Brahminy Duck; 8. v. 85, i, twice.

Brabminy Kite ; s. v. 85, ii
,

8. v. Pariah-Kite,

516, i.

Brahmist ; s. v. Brahmo-Somsij, 85, ii.

Brahmputr ; 8. v. Burrampooter, 101, ii.

Brahma-Somtij ; s. v. 85, ii.

Brahmo Somaj ; ann. 1876 : 8. u.

Somaij, 85, ii
.

Brahman ;ann. 1809 t 8. v. Tazeea. 688, i ; ann.

ann. 1814: 8. v. Lingam, 395, i.

Brakhta; ann. 1554 : s. v. Kishm, 370, i.

Brahmo

Brakia ; ann. 1000: s. v. Sliuiwaurs, 631, i.

Brama ; ann. 1543: s. 0. Burma, 768, ii ;

ann. 1606 : s. v. Burma, 101,1 ;aun. 1623:
8. z'. Brab, 84, i; ann. 1652: 8. v. Cochin
China, 174, ii.

_ Bramii ; ann. 1545 : s. v. Burma, 101, i
.

Bramaa; ann. 1545: 8. v. Prome, 554, ii.

Bramah; ann. 1774 and 1778: s. v. Vedas,

735, ii.

Bruman ; ann. 1567 : s. 0. Oasis, 130, ii ; ann.

1717 : 8. v. Pandi'n'am, 507, ii.

Bramaue; ann. 1582: 8. v. Brahrniu, 85, i;

ann. 1630 : s. v. Brahmin, 85, i, 8. v. Caste,

132, i, 8. v. Pagoda (b), 501, ii ; ann. 1718:

8. v. Pandaram, 508, i. '

Bramanpoutre ; ann. 1753 : 8. a, Burrampooter,

768, ii.
Brambéuan ; 8. v. Boro-Bodor, 81, ii.

Brame; ann. 1652: 8. v. Chiamay, 145, ii; ann
1760: s. v. Vedas, 735, ii ; ann. 1779: 8. 1:.

Buddha, 91, i ; ann. 1782: 8.1). Poongee, 547,

i ; ann. 1791: 8. v. Pundit, 561, i, twice.

Bramen; ann. 1554: s. v. Linguist, 395, i ;

ann. 1600: 8. v. Gruuthum, 304, i.

Bramene ; ann. 1623 : s. ‘v. Sanskrit, 599, i.

Bramiu ; s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii ; ann. 1442 :

s. v. Jogee, 352, i ; ann. 1516: s. v. Mainato,

410, ii ; ann. 1520: s. v. Suttee, 668, ii ; ann.

1648: 8. v. Suttee, 670, i ; ann. 1651: 8. v.

Panchfifigam, 507, ii
,

8. v. Saiva, 591, ii ;

ann. 1689: 8. v. Salaam, 592, i; ann. 1690:
8. 'v. Mango-trick, 425, ii ; ann. 1726 : 8. 1:.

Chetty, 145, i, s. 1;. Parish, 514, ii
,

8. v. Talee,

678, ii ; ann. 1727 : 8. o. Grunthum, 304, i,

twice - ann. 1759 : 8. 1;.Sunnud, 661, ii ' ann.7 7

1760: s. v. Pandiiram, 508, i, s. v. Chawbuck,

777, i ; ann. 1770: 8. v. Assam, 28, ii
,

8. '0.

Fakeer, 265, i, s. 'v. Vedas, 735, ii; ann.
1776: 8. 'u. Shaster, 624, i, 8. 1:. Tyre, 724,

ii; ann. 1780: 8. v. Cowle, 208, i; ann.
1789: 8. v. Sepoy, 613, ii ; ann. 1795: s. v.

Pall, 506, i; ann. 1796: 8. v. Snake-stone,
644, i ; ann. 1798: 8. r. Pundit, 561, i; ann.
1802: 8. v. Tussah, 721, i; ann. 1809:
s. v. Parvoe, 517, i; ann. 1810 : a. n. Dubash,
253,i ;ann. 1838: 8. v. Swamy (a), 671, ii.

Bramine ; ann. 1651 : s. 1v.Sanskrit, 599, i, 8.11.

Vedas, 735, i; son. 1726: s. v. Ram-Ram,
573, ii; ann. 1760: 8. 2:. Pooriina, 547, ii,

8. v. Vedas, 735, ii
.

Braminy ; ann. 1680: 8, v. Congeveram, 782, ii
,

Brammé ; ann. 1553: 8. v. Tavoy, 687, ii.
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Brfim-mfi; s. 0. Burma, 100, ii.

Brammanes ; ann. 1553: s. 'u. Nair, 471, i.

Brammhanicum ; ann. 1777: s. v. Hindostanee,

317,

Brammines ; ann.1632: a. 'u. Juggnrnaut, 356, .

11.

Brammones ; ann. 1444: s. z’. Brahmin, 84-, ii.

Brampr-ore ; ann. '1616 : a. v. 0055, 203, i.

Bramport; ann. 1616 : s. 'u. Cummerbund, 216, ii
.

Branco ; s, v. Blanks, 75, ii
,

Brandal ; s. 'v. Braudul, 85, ii.

Brand-geese; ann. 1672: s v. Cyrus, 224,6;
ann. 1698; s, v. Cooluug, 194, i.

Bmudul; s. v. 85, ii.

Brandy; 9. v. Brandy Com-tee, 85, ii
.

Brandy (Coortee) ; s. v. 767, i.

Brandy-coatee ; s. 0. Brandy Coortee, 85, ii
.

Brandy Ooortee ; s, v. 85, ii.

Brandypawnee ; s. v. 85, ii
,

a. v. Pawnee, 522, i ;
ann. 1866: a. v. 85, ii

.

Brandy-shrub; s. v. Sherbet, 625, ii.

Brandy-shraubpauny ; s. v. Brandypawnee, 85,ii.
Brantwein; 8. v. Samshoo, 597, i.

Brasill; ann. 1598: a. o. Safipan-wood, 600, i ;

ann. 1625; s. v. Sappan-wood, 600, ii.
Brass ; s. u. 86, i.

Braasica olerncea ; a. v. Nol-kole, 830, ii.
Brnsyll ; ann. 1498 : s. v, Tenasserim, 696, i.

Bratity ; s. v. 86, i, s. v. Oopiah, 488, i.

Brfiutigams; ann. 1733 : s. v. Kincob, 369, ii.
Brava ; s. v. 86, i, s. v. Brab, 84, i, s. v. Quiloa,
568, ii ; ann. 1514: s. v. Magadoxo, 408, ii ;

ann. 1516: 8. v. 86, i; ann. 1666:
Brab, 84, i.

Brava Chilve ; ann. 1514 : a.
408, ii.

Bra-Wijaya ; s. '0. Pra, 845, i.

Brawls; a. 2'. Piece-goods, 535, ii.
Brazil ;s. -v.Brazil-wood, 86, i, twice, a. v. Sappan
wood, 600, i ; ann. 1275: a. v. Ceylon, 138,
ii; ann. 1519: s. 1;. Sweet Potato, 673, i;

an. 1552 and 1554: s. v. Brazil-wood, 86,

ii, ann. 1875 : s. v. Gavally, 775, i.

Brazil; ann. 1506: s. v. Tenasserim, 696, i.

Brazil cherry; s. v. Tiparry, 703, ii.
Brazill; ann. 1641: s. v. Brazil-wood, 86, ii

.

Brazil] wood; ann. 1685: s. v. Sappan-wood,
600, ii.
Brazil-wood; a. v. 86, i, s. v. Quilon, 569, i, s. v.
Sappan-wood, 600, i, s. 0. Sweet Potato,
673, i; ann. 1330: s. v. 86, i : ann. 1420-30 :

u. o. Malabar, 412, ii ; nun. 1430: s. v.

8. 'U.

11. Magadoxo,

Tenasserim, 695, ii; ann. 1567: 8. 'v. Siam,
632, i ; ann. 15:38 : s. v. Mergui, 434, i.

Breach ;. ann. 1673 : s. v. Mazagong, 432, i"
,

s. v. Paddy. 496, i.

Brcachcandy ;. s. v. Foras Lands, 272, ii.
Bread-fruit ; ann. 1440: s. 21. Jack, 337, ii.
Bream ,' ann. 1626: s. v, Oavally, 135,

Breech-Candy ; s, v. 767, i.

Bwhon Laws ; ann. 1885 : s. v. Dhurna,791, ii.

Bremi ; ann. 1553: s. v. Jangonmy, 343, ii.
Bremem ; ann. 1570 : s. v. Sappan-wood, 600, i.

Brhat Sanhih'z ; s. v. Gurjout, 309, i.

Bridge; a. v. India, 329, ii, 3 times.
Bridgemiin ; s. v. 86, ii.
Brigantines; ann. 1554: s. v.Ca1puttee, 114, i,.

Brib ; s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brihaddevatzi ; ann. 1872: s. v. Suttee, 671, i.

Brihnbsaiihitfi ; mm. 550 : a. v. Carnaiic, 126, i.

Bri-mdzo ;' s. v. Zobo, 750, ‘ii.

BrinJGes; s. v. Corcopali, 196, ii.

Bringal ; mm. 1813 : s. v. Brinjanl, 87, ii.
Bringe; ann. 1580: s. 1:. Curry, 218, ii.

Bringeia ; ann. 1740: s. v. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Bringella; a. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii.
Bringieia; s. 'v. Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Brinj ; s. v. Brinjm'ry, 7,1'i.

_ Brinjaai ; ann. 1810: s. v. Brinjaul, 87, ii.
Briujal; s. v. Conbalingua, 180, i ; aim. 1860 r

s. 'v. Brinjaul, 87,ii; ann.1875: s.v.Chitchky,
156, ii.

Brinjall ; s, v. Biiayutee pawnee, 71, i.

Brinjalies; ann. 1783: a. v. Brinjaul, 87, ii.
Brinjarn ; s. 1:. Zingari, 749, ii.

Brinjfirfi. ; s. v. Briujarry, 87, ii.

Brinjnreo ; s. 'u. Brinjarry, 88, i ; ann. 1810 :

.s. v. Vnnjz'rrfis, 88, ii ; ann. 1829: s. v.

Pindarry, 539, ii.

Brinjarree ; ann. 1825 : s. v. Vanjirfis, 88, i1
.

Brinjarry ; s. z'. 87, ii, twice, s. v. Naik, 471, i;

ann. 1793 : s. v, Vanjirfis, 88, ii; ann.1800 :

a. v. Vanjfirfis, 88, ii
,

a. v. Cowle, 208, i ;ann.
1877 : s. v. Vanjfirfis, 88, ii.
Brinjfirry ; s. 'v. Lamballie, 383,
Brinjary ; ann. 1820 : s. v. Tout, 687, ii.
Brinjaul ; 8. v. 86, ii

,

twice, 8. v. Bangun, 45, ii.
Brinjela; ann. 1554: 8.1). Brinjaul, 87, i.

Brinz ; 8. 0. Rice, 578, i,

Brioche ; s. v. Sheermaul, 625, ii
,

Brisi ; a. v. Rice, 578, i, twice,

Britain, N.; s. v. Cassowary, 131, i.

Briton, Capo de; ann. 1612: a. 11. Penguin, 527,

u.
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Briiin ; s. 0. Rice, 578, i.

'Broach ; s. v. 88, ii, 767, i, a. v. Candahar, 119,

i, s, v. Factory, 264, i, a, r. Goozorat, 296, ii,

8, 11.Regal‘, 576,i ; ann. 80 :s. v. 89, i, 3times;

ann. 1150: s. v. Sindflbfir, 635,i ; ann. 1321 :

s. v. Supara, 663, i ; ann. 1808: s. v. Dubber,

253, ii, a. v. Jubtee, 355, i; ann. 1825: t. v.
Bora, 80, ii.

Broach Baftas ; ann. 1672: s. v. Bafta, 35, ii.

Broach Gate ; ann. 1673.: s. v. Choky, 158, ii.

Brobdignag; ann. 1830: a. v. Alligator-pear,
10, i.

Brodera ; s. v. Baroda, 52, ii
,

a. v. Factory, 264,

i ; ann. 1813: s. v. Baroda, 53, i.

Brodra; ann. 1638: s. v. Baroda, 53, i.

Brohmoputro ; ann. 1809 : a. v. Gavial, 800, ii.
Broichia ; ann. 1648 : s. v. Broach, 767, i.

Broitschea; ann. 1638: a. v. Baroda, 53, i.

Brokht ; a. v. Kishm, 370, i.

Brokt ; ann. 1682 : s. v. Kishm, 814, ii.
Bromelia Ananas ; s. v. Ananas, 17, i.

Bron; s. v. Rice, 578, i.

Brun ; s. v. Prome, 554, ii.
Brnnai ; s. v. Borneo, 80, ii.
Bruné; s. v. Borneo, 80, ii.

Brunei ; s. v. Borneo, 80, ii
,

8. v. Factory,

264-, ii.

Bruneo ; ann. 1584 : s. v. Borneo, 81, i.

Buah-nona ; 8. v. Custard-Apple, 220, ii.
Bu-Ali Kotwal ; ann. 1040: a. v. Cotwal, 206, i.

Buapanganghi; ann. 1522: s. v. Coco-de-Mer,

17 7
, ii.

Buapaty; ann. 1553 : 8. v. Cospetir, 202, i.

Buasduco; ann. 1613: s. c. Rambotang, 573, i.

Bubac; ann. 1553: a. v. Sheeah, 625, i.

Bubalua ; a. v, Buffalo, 93, i, twice ; ann. 70, 90

and 1580 : a. s. Buifalo, 93, ii._
Bubalue arni ; s 1:. Buffalo, 93, ii.

Bubannia ; ann. 1612 : e. v. Sarnau, 601, ii.

Bnbdam; ann. 840 : a. 1:. Buddha, 90, ii.

Bubsho : ann. 1673 : s. v. Buckshaw, 89, ii.

Buccal ; ann. 1800 : s. v. Buekaul, 90, i.

Buccaly ; ann. 1780 : a. v. Puckauly, 556, ii.
Buccaneers ; 25, i, footnote.

Buoephala ; ann. 250: a. 'u. Shamn, 620, ii.
Buceros ; s. v. Toucan, 714, i.

Bnchse; s. v. Buxerry, 104, ii.
Back; 8. v. 89, i ; ann. 1880 : s. v. 89, i.

Buekaul ; s. a. 90, i.

Buckeer ; s. v. China-Buckeer, 153, i.

Buckor; ann. 1616: a. v. Sucker-Backer,
652, ii.

Buckor succor ; ann. 1616 : s. v. Sucker-Bucket,

652, ii.

Buckram; ann. 1781: a. v. Cochin Leg, 174, ii.

Buckserria; ann. 1772 : s. 'u. Buxerry, 769, ii.
Buckshaw ; s. v. 89, ii

,

twice ; ann. 1760: a. v.
89, ii.

Buckshce ; ann. 1804: s. v. Buxee, 104, i.

Bucksheesh ; a. a. 89, ii
, 767, i, s. v. Cumshaw,

216, ii.
Bnckshish ; 839, i, footnote ; ann. 1823: s. o.
Bucksheesh, 89, ii.

Buckahoe; ann. 1727 : s. v. Buckshaw, 89, ii.

Buckyne ; s. v. 90, i, s. v. Lilac, 394, i, a. v. Neem,
476, ii.

Budao ; ann. 1610 : s. v. Buddha, 91, i.

Budas ; ann. 1060 : s. v‘
.

Buddha, 90, ii
,

twice.

Budfisai ; ann. 904 : s. v. Buddha, 90,ii, 3 times.
Budd; ann. 870: a. :2. Buddha, 90, ii, twice ;

ann. 880 : 8. v. Diul-Sind, 247, i.

Budda ; ann. 1030: a. 1). Buddha, 90, ii ; ann.

1753 : s. v. Buddha, 767, ii
,

twice.

Buddam ; ann. 400: s. :1. Buddha, 90, i.

Buddfattau; ann. 1342 : s. v. Pudipatan, 557, i.

Buddh ; ann. 1825 : s. v. Kennery, 365, i; ann.

1879: s. v. Milk-bush, 823, ii.
Buddha; a. v. 90, i and ii

,
both twice, 767, i and

ii (twice), a. v. Boro-Bodor, 81, i, twice, a. v.

Candahar, 119, i, s. v. Candy, 119, ii
,

a. v.

Dagon, 226,i, 226, ii
,

footnote, 8. v. Gau

tama, 279,

Nerbudda, 478. i, a. v. Pagoda, 499, ii
,

8. v_

Pra, 551, i, 4 times, 8. v. Saul-wood, 603, i ;
ann. 24-0: 1:.v. 90, i; ann. 400 : s. v. Chucker
batty, 166, ii
,

twice, a. v. Peshawar, 531, ii ;

ann. 414: a. a. Java, 347, i; ann. 460: s. e.
Chuckerbutty, 166, ii; ann. 1060: a. v. 91,

i; ann. 1161: a. v. Camboja, 115, ii; ann.
1681 : a. v. Dewally (b), 238, ii; ann. 1828:
s, v. Gautama, 279, ii; ann. 1834: a. v.
Dagoba, 226, i, twice; ann. 1858 : s. v.

Nirvana, 480, ii ; ann. 1861 : a. v. Mandalay,
420, ii ; ann. 1869 : s. v. Nirvana, 481, i; ann.
1878: a. v. Shintoo, 628, i ; am. 1879: a. v.

Nirvana, 481, i.

Buddhism; 8. :1. Buddha, 90, i, s. v. Burma, 100,

ii, 8. v. Jain, 341, ii, 8. Jogoe, 351, ii
,

8. v.

Lunka, 401, i, a. 1:. Nirvana, 480, ii, a. v.

Nowbehar, 482, i, a. v. Pra, 551, ii, a. 1'.

Buddha, 767, ii
,

s. r. Caste, 774, i, a. v.

Pailoo, 836, i ; ann. 1060 : a. v. Buddha, 91,

i; ann. 1829: 0.11. Shaman, 621, i; ann.
1878: s. v. Shintoo, 628, i.

i and ii, a. v. Jain, 342, i, s. v.
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Buddhist ; s. v. Arakan,24, ii
,

a. v. Bonze, 79, i,

twice, s. v. Boro-Bodor, 81, ii
,

suv. Bo Tree, 81,

ii, s. 0. Buddha, 90, i, s. 2:. Burma, 100, ii
,

a. v.

Buxee, 103, i, 3times, a, v. Cooch Behar, 191,

i, s, v. Cospetir, 201, ii
,

a. o. Dagoba, 225, ii
,

3 times, a. v. Diul-Sind, 247, i, s. v. Dondera

Head, 249, ii, 8. 'v. Ell'ora, 261, ii
,

8, v.

Gautama, 279, i, s. v. Gyelong, 309, ii
,

a. 'v.

India, 329, ii
,

a. v. Juggurnaut, 355, ii
,

8. v.

Kling, 372, i, s. v. Kula, 378, ii
, a, v. Lama,

383, i, s. v. Mugg, 455, ii
,

a. v. Nags, 469, ii
,

a. v. Nirvéna, 480, ii
, a. v. Pagoda, 499, ii
,

a. v. Pali, 505, ii, twice, a. v. Panthay (A),
511, i, s. v. Poongee, 547, i, s. 1;. Pracrit, 552,

i, s. 11.Shaman, 621, i, twice,s. v.Shan, 622, ii
,

a. v. Supéra, 663, i, s. u. Talapoin, 677, i
, a. v.

Tope (c), 712, ii
,

a. v. Tumlook, 717, i, a. v.

Vihara, 738, ii, 3 times, .9. v. Behar, 764, ii
,

a. v. Benares, 764, ii
,

a‘. :1. Buddha, 767,i and

ii (twice), a. v. Kyoung, 816, i, s. 5. L519, 817,

i; ann. 1190: s. v. Buddha, 767, ii; ann.
1300: s. 'v. Sindibfir, 635, i ; ann. 1608: s. 'v.

Champa, 140, ii; ann. 1837 : s. v. Pali, 506,i,

3 times ; aun.1856: s. v. Chuckerbutty, 167,

i; ann. 1858 and 1869: s. 'u. Nirvfina, 480, ii.

Buddhistic ; s. v. Boro-Bodor, 81, i, twice.

Buddhisto; s. v. Shun, 622, ii.

Buddhos; ann. 1837: s. v. Pali, 506, i. -'

Buddou ; ann. 1681 : s. v. Vihara, 738, ii ;

ann. 1770: s. 0. Buddha, 91, i.

Budfattan ; ann. 1516 : s. z'.

557, i.

Budge Boodjee ; ann. 1763: s. r. Budge-Budge,

768, i.

Pudipatan,

Budge-Budge; s, v. 767, ii
.

Budgero ; ann. 1683 : 8.1". Saugor, 603, i ; ann.

1684: s. v. Devil's Beach, 790, ii ; ann.

1783: 8. 0. Budge-row, 92, i.

Budgeroe; ann. 1679: s. v. Woolock, 741,1i;

ann. 1727 : s. e. Budgerow, 91, ii.

Budgerook; ann. 1510: s. v. Pardao, 840, i
i ;

ann. 1711: s. v. Budgrook, 93, i.

Budgerow; a, e. 91, ii
,
3 times, see 522, i, fo0t~

note, 8. 'u. Peenus, 523, ii; ann. 1683 : a. v.
Gardens, 278, ii ; ann.1764 : s. v. Sunderbunds,

858, ii ; ann. 1780: 8,1). Paunchway, 521,ii;

ann. 1781: s. v. 92, i, s, 'u. Maujec, 427, i
, s. r.

Woolock, 741, ii; ann. 1784: s. o. 92, i, s. v.
Manjee, 427, i, s. v. Peeuus, 523, ii; ann.

1785 and 1794 (twice) : s. v. 92, i ;unn. 1824:

s. 12.Pulwah, 558, i.

Budgrook ; a. v. 92, i
, 93, i, 768, i; ann. 1548 :

s, v. Sind, 634, ii ; ann. 1584 : s, v. Shrot‘t, 630,

i ; ann. 1608-10: a. 0. Curry, 218, ii; ann.
1673 : s. v. Rose, 575, i; ann. 1677: a. v. 92,

ii, 8. 11.Rupee, 587, i.

Bndgrows ; ann. 1737 : s. 'v. Budgerow, 91, ii.

Budhz‘isaf; ann. 1000 : s. v. Buddha, 90, ii
.

Budhul; ann.-1590 : s. 1:. Jack, 338, i.

Budhum ; ann. 1728: s. 0, Buddha, 91, i, twice.

Budiecas; s. v. Patcca, 519, i and ii (footnote).
Budkhana ; ann. 1343 : s. v. Jogee, 352, i.

Budkhanah ; ann. 1345: a. v. Anchediva, 20, i.

Budlee; s. v. 768, i, s. v. Muddle, 455, i.

Budmash ; ann. 1844 : s. u. Budmésh, 93, i ;ann.

1866 : s, v. Budmiish,93, i, s, v. Poggle, 542, ii.

Budmésh ; s. v. 93, i.

Buduftun :ann. 1516 : s. 1:. Pudipatan, 557, i
.

(To be continued.)

M1 SCELLANEA.

SOME OLD INDO-EUROPEAN TERMS FOR
BOATS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

THESE remarks have arisen out of a statement
and an illustration occurring in a MS. of 1689-79
by T. B[ateman],usua.lly quoted as “T. B., Asia.
etc,” foL, 100. "A purgoo: These Vse for the
most part between Hugly and Pyplo and Ballasore:
with these boats they carry goods into y‘

;

Roads

On boardEnglish and Dutch, etc., Ships, they will

line a longe time in y? Sea; beinge brought to

anchor by y
f Sterne, as thcire Vsual way is."

This passage is quoted in Anderson’s English

Intercourse with S'am, p. 266, who was given it

by Yule with this remark : -— “J. [1
1
.

e.. T] B., the
author, gives a rough drawing. It represents the
Purgoe as a somewhat high-sterncd lighter, not

very large, with five oar-pins a side. I cannot
identify it exactly with any kind of modern boat.
of which 1 have found avrepresentation. It is

perhaps most like the palwar. I think it must be
an Orissa word, but I have not been able to trace
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it in any dictionary, Uriya or Bengali.” The
modern Indian palwar (Malay, palwa.) is a skiff,
and would not answer the description. Anderson,

Zoc. cit, mentions that in 1685 several “well
laden Purgoes” and boats had put in for
shelter at Raméswaram to the northward of

Madapollam,” i. e., on the Coromandel Coast.
There seems to be no such word known there

now.

I think, however, that the term purgoo is pro
bably an obsolete Anglo-Indian corruption of an
Indian corruption of the Portuguese term barco,

barca. Thus, 1510. “Into the Island (Juaquem

[Sudkin] they imported many spices from India.
and there they embarked in sliallops [gelua-jalia]

which are a kind of barques [barcos], like cars.
velas which ply in the Straits) . . . and

there they took passage in barges [barcas] and in
a few days’ time reached Cairo.” Dalboquerque,
Hak. Soc. Ed., 11.. 230. In 1498, Vasco da Gama,
Hak. Soc. Ed., p. 107, in his Malaydlam Vocabu
lary translates bares. by cambuco [sanbuq, Ar.,

sailing boat for going ashore], and he habitually
used the word for any kind of sailing boat (op.
cit. 240). At p. 77 occurs “about a. league below
Calecut about seventy boats [barcas] approach
ed," which barcas Castanheda called tones.
These the Hak. Soc. Editor calls by a mistake
"rowing-boats.” The dhony, dhoney, Tam. mm,
is a large shallow sailing boat, 70 ft. by 20 ft.
beam.

The above quotations seem to establish the fact

that bar-ca was used for any kind of sailing boat
by the early Portguese visitors to the East.

called them Paroes and they goo with Oars like

Galeots or Foists). Della Valle, Hak. Soc. Ed, 11.,
201. The foist, Port. fusta, was a small sailing
vessel. But the identification of parao with the
Malayalam paru is shown by Pyrard de Laval

(1611). “The Portuguese call their own galiots
Navires (navios) and those of the Malabar-s
Pairaus. Most of these vessels were Chetils,1
that is to say merchantmen. Immediately on ar

rival the Malabars draw up their Pados or galiots
on the beach. I was witness to the most gallant
behaviour on the part of one of these Pados
which i'wa's‘ returning from war.” Hall‘. Soc.
Ed., IL, 345.

Then again there was the Anglo-Indian parr or
parrs. suggesting the Dakhani word parwa (cf.
palwa and palwar above), used for a. large boat.
1884-: ——Jan. 12. Reed. a. Generall from Vizaga
patam pr a. Parr dated 4th instant . . . . Nov.
3. Also Sever-all Parras and other larg boat in
our River break and blown beyond Recovery.
Mad. Co-na. Pringlc's Ed. pp. 6, 132, and note,
p. 165 f.

There were, therefore, several words of varying
origin, closely allied in sound, in use for small

sailing-vessels and large boats, which were used

also for boats generically. Indeed the variants
seem endless: vide Linschoten,e. 1584. "In small
boates called Tones and Pallenges [or Palogas]
bring them abord.” Huk. Soc. Ed, 11., 191.

But the prow from its Malay derivation of
prahu was mixed up with the pirogue (French for
a canoe) and possibly the Portuguese peragua,
a fast sailing-vessel. 1708 :— They saw also near
the Cit y of Bantam above sixty little Barks
which the Inhabitants call Praos, Prauwen or
Piroguos. The Sails and Tackling are the same
with those of the Jonques. Those were Fisher
men Boats." Coll. of Dutch Voyages, 145. Else
where, loc. cit, pp. 138, 144 (misprinted piroque)
and 137 (“the Crew of the Lion met with a little
Pirogue or Indian Boat”), the compiler nearly
always uses pirogue for prahu, though some
times for a canoe or small boat (p- 282 .

The old French writers do not, however, seem
to have themselves used pirogue in the East for a
canoe. In the Premier Livre dc LHiatoire de la
Navigation aux Index Orientales par les Hollan
dois, 1609, we find, fol. 8 : —-“ Ils en font de
Canaoa [elsewhere in the book always Canoas]

The prow, with all its variants, paro, parao,
pharao, proe, provoe, praw, pairau, and its
double derivation from the Malayalam paru and
the Malay prau, prahu, has all along been used
as a generic term for any kind of sailing vessel,
especially for those taking cargoes and passengers
to and from the early travellers’ ships.

To the many quotations given by Yule, Hobson
Jobson, s. v. prow, I would add the following
referring to the paru of the Indian West Coast.
1508: — A parao filled with the corpses of the
principal Moors, who had been killed in action was
sent drifting to shore towards the city.” Dal-bo
querque, Hak. Soc. Ed., 11., liii. 1623 :— October
the sixteenth. In the Morning we discern’d four
Ships of Malabar Rovers near the shore (they

1 I. 0., cheat“. For the interesting i in this word see ante, Vol. XXVI. p. 245, n 40.
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on Barques, de moyenne grandeur, d’une seule

piece.” Fol. l3: —- “Ainsinavigans en compagnie

de Paraos nous vinsmes Is. on nous trouvfimes trois

on quatre Canoas.” Fol. 20 : — “En un Golphe ou

pays de lava. veismes un Ionco, qui est un batcau de

lava." On fol. 23 there is a “Delineation sur le vif”

of a fight between the Dutch fleet and 24 purses

and loncos do Iava. where the paraos are armed

boats and the ioneos sailing vessel. Chap.
33 (fol.

v1:15E.) is entitled “Des
Fustes, Galeottes, navires

ou Ioncos, Pharaos, Barques do guerre & es

quifs en Iava & lieux circonvoisins 8t les lieux ou

pour le plus busty,” with an illustration which

shows the ioncos to be ships, the paraos to be

sailing-vessels or barques, and the fishing boats

(canoas) tobe outrigged canoes. In 1686 the

Voyage de Siam des Peres Jesuit-'8, p. 133, says :
—

“
lependamt i1 vcnoit a toute heure a herd une

infinite’ du Canots de Javans qu’ils appellent

Praux” with an illustration of the "Rade dc Ban
tam” showing asailing Prau and a.Canot or fish
ing Prau (outrigged Canoe). In the Journal en
suite du Voyage de Siam (Amsterdam reprint,

1687), under 16 Aonst (1685) we read: -—“Le

Chevalier de Fourbin est parti ce matin a une
heure aprés minuit dans le canot” (p. 117). And
under Septembre 26, “A huit heures du soir est
arrive un petit canot Siamois'I The English
translation of the Voyage de Siam, London, 1688,

p. 95, has: "In the mean time vast numbers of
the Javaners Canoes, which they call Praux,
came on Board of us every minute." And it
gives the plan of the “Bade de Bantam” in

facsimile.

All this information is exactly on apar with
that from Loekyer. 1711: ——“The large Proes
will carry fourteen or fifteen Tun and are chiefly
imploy’d in profitable Voyages to the Coasts of

Pegu, Malacca, etc. But their flying Proes are

only for fishing, coasting and visiting the Islands
thereabouts.” -— Trade ‘in India, 45. But at p. 92
he has :.——“4 Cochin-Chinese Galleys with Prows,
which mounted to in all 65 and in them about 300

Soldiers.”

That the Malay prahu was used for any kind of

sailing vessel is neatly evidenced by a queer con

tribution to Asiatic Researches, 1818, Vol. X11.

p. 129 fi., on the “Maritime Institutions of the Ma

lays." At p. 130, we read, "these are the Laws to
be enforced in Ships, Junke and Prahus ;” but
throughout the Rules that follow prahu is used

for every kind of ship indiscriminately. This
is of course evidence independent of the direct

statement of all Malay scholars, Rattles, Marsdfi'n.
Crawfurd, Maxwell, Swettenham, etc., that prau,

prahu is a generic term for a vessel of any kind

on the water.

As regards purgoo, purgoe, purga, porgo,

byrgoe, the evidence is as follows; —

1669—79.——T. B. shows in thetext above quoted

that the purgoo was a lighter for goods at

"Hugly, Pyplo and Ballasore.” It probably could
also sail.

1680. —“A porgo drove ashore in the Bay
about Peply, laden with the Company's Petr-e.” ——

Mad. Consult. See also Yule, Supplt. s v. porgo.

No doubt these boats were identical with these

T. B. alluded to.

1688. — “The Thomas arrived with ya : 28 Bales

of Silk taken out of the Purgs.." — Hedges, Hak.

Soc. Ed., 1., 65. At p.63 we read: “forcing away

y
‘; Master and all y‘
; men of y0 boat whercon yj

remainder of our Decca fine cloth and 28 Bales of

Silk were laden.” So the purga was a "boat” of

the lighter class. At p. 64 it was “y? boat we
brought from Hugly.”

'

1685. — Anderson’s statement above quoted
from the Madapollam Records presumes the

purgoe to have been a freight-boat.

1685. -— Prlngle notes in Mad. Cons. for 1684-,

p. 165 :-—"(porgo occurs) in Hoogly letter to

Fort St. George, dated 6th February 1684-5

coupled with bore. (Hind. bhar. a lighter), but in

his 1685 vol. he does not quote the letter.

The purgoo then was a barge (bares) confused

with the bark (bareo), just as the sail-less barge

and the sailing bark have been confused in the

West. Vida Legnat, 1692, Hak. 800. Ed., 1.,107 :—
“We were to build a. pretty big Boat . . . .

Our Bark was twenty Foot long at the Keel six
broad and four deep, we rounded it at both ends."

I close these notes with two useful quotations
towards the history of the word Prow.

1686. -- The natives are very ingenious beyond
any people in making Boats or proes, us they are

called in the East Indies, and therein they take

great delight. [Describing a canoe with an “out~

lager,” i. e., outrigger].—Dampier, New Voyage,

2nd Ed, 1697, p. 298 f.

1818. —- The Malay and Buggess [Bugis] press

. used to come here [Junkceylon] to

exchange their produce."— M iZbu-rn, Commerce,

11, p. ‘292.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Screetore -— Secretary.

Ante, Vol. XXIX. p. 116, I explained that the
word screetore was, in its various Anglo-Indian
forms, a corruption of the auctioneers’ and furni
tum-dealers’ word escritoire for a fancy writing.
table (bureau). I give here a still further corrup
tion of it from a. furniture-dealefs book. A would
be antique book called

“ The Compiler I Furniture
and Decorations 1Choice and select Designs I
from the best Authors I Compiled and Publish
ed | by E. Charles designer | 14 Fulham Road
South Kensington | London, 1879

" has come
into my hands. At p. 109 are two designs copied
from Ince of fancy writing tables. Putting Ince’s
date at about 1750 we get at a date for the quaint
heading of the designs.

v
a. Drought is said to be caused by throwing
pieces of iron out of the house during a shower
of rain. There is, however, a doubt about
this, and some say that it is a good thing
to do as the pieces of iron will act as lightning
conductors.

0. 1750.- “Lady's Secretary’s. W. Ince
invt. et del M. Darly sculp. (Designed by W.
Ince, contemporary to Chippendale.)

”

R. C. TEMPLE.

SOME HINDU SUPERSTITIONS IN THE

CENTRL PROVINCES.

1. When a sick person is at the point of death.
the howling of dogs, or the hover or scream of

kites, denotes that celestial beings are about to

take the departing soul up into the heavens.

2. If a mother complains of failure of milk,
the old women of the household go at once to the

nearest well, circumambulate it, burn incense
and make ofierings of cocoanut and lihat-ions of

milk and water. At each libation the following
prayer is offered :—- “O merciful Gangs, fill my
breasts with as heavy a. volume as thine own

bosom bears."

3. Weapons of all sorts are supposed to bear
animosity, as such, towards human beings. The

way to secure yourself against the enmity of any

particular weapon is to knock it several times
against Mother Earth.

4. The slaying of a. cat is a great sin, and to
expiate it, you must eat its tail, or, if you can
afford it

,

you should make a golden cat and give
it in charity to a. temple.

6
. The surest way of bringing about a. drought

is to bury a. female corpse with a, foetus in its
womb. The only cure for this is to exhuuic the
body and take the foetus out and then bury it

again. If a woman is buried when pregnant at

a time of year which is not the autumn there will
be no rain in consequence during the next rainy
season.

7
. If a child is aiflicted with a ‘bad cold it is

sufficient for the mother to seat it in the lap of a

brother or sister, or of any old woman failing' the
first two, and pour into the child’s nostrils a

mixture of sesamum oil boiled with flies and
garlic.

8
.

When a child is learningto walk and falls
on the ground. the mother should spit on the
spot and kick it and at the same time abuse the
ground. This she should do to drive away the
hungry imps and devils that are always
prowling about to do mischief and have brought
about the full of the child.

M. R. PEDLOW.

SOME CORRUPTIONS OF ENGLISH FROM PORT
BLAIR.

1
. “Portland Cement” becomes
aimint and sirmit.

simi'n ,

'2
.

‘‘ Mess, mess-house” becomes messcott
in petitions, being a mixture of Eng. "mess" and
Hind. kdt, house.

3. Kwangtung, the name of a. local ship,
becomes Kultin.

4
. Bablance quie is the form on a menu.

that bubble and squeak, the favorite dish of

the native cook, sometimes assumes.

R. C. TEMPLE.
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BOOK-NOTICE.

A HISTORY or Sansxsrr LITERATURE, by As'rnua
A. Mscnonnnn, M.A., Pn.D., of Corpus Christi
College, Oxford; Boden Professor of Sanskrit and
Fellow of Balliol. (Short Histories of the Liter-stares
of the World, 1X. London: William Heinemann,

1900.)

Pnornssoa Mscnonnu. has given us a the
roughly interesting and readable account of a.
great subject. His book is a. popular book in
the best sense of the word: but it is much more
than this. The judiciously select-ad bibliographies,
which he has added to his chapters, will be of the
greatest utility to the student, who wishes to
make a more minute investigation of any particular
branch of Sanskrit literature.

Such a book, giving a comprehensive view of
the whole, and, at the same time, afiording a clue
to the study of the difierent parts, was very
greatly needed in English. European students,
indeed, usually know enough German to be able to
use German works, and they have had for the last
thirteen years Prof. L. von Schroeder’s Indiem
Literatur mid Cultur, the scope of which is much
the same as that of the present work. But Native
Indian students are not, as a rule, similarly
equipped; and everyone who has had to teach

Native students must have experienced a.

difficulty which will now be removed by this
handbook.

Summarizing, as it does, the results of a host
of special monographs, Prof. Nacdonell’s book
contains in many respects, and especially in
regard to the Veda, a much fuller account of the
gains of modern scholarship than is to be found
elsewhere in any one volume. For example, his
accounts of the composition of the Rig-Veda, of
the criteria by the application of which the
relative ages of its difl'erent parts may be dis
covered, of the Vedic metres and their develop
ment within the Veda itself, eta, together consti
tute a most useful re'sume' of the results of highly
specialised research.

over” ideas which he had conveyed from others,

but his power of initiating such ideas was denied.
It was almost assumed that the invasion of
Alexander the Great and the settlement of the

Baetrian Greeks in Northern India had completely
dominated all subsequent Indian culture. Now,
on the other hand, it is diflicult to mention any
science or art in which some original efl’orts and
some degree of progress are not, by general
consent, conceded to India. Astronomy, mathe
matics, law, grammar, coinage — all these had
beginnings and a more or less perfect development
in Indiaitsclf. Especially true is this of every
branch of literature. As Prof. Macdonell points
out, "The importance of ancient Indian literature
as a whole largely consists in its originality.
Naturally isolated by its gigantic mountain barrier
in the north, the Indian peninsula has ever since
the Aryan invasion forined a world apart, over
which a unique form of Aryan civilisation rapidly
spread, and has ever since prevailed.” In this
remark on the literature generally, Prof. Mac
donell includes the drama, thus agreeing with the

greater number of scholars now-a-days that the

Indian drama had an independent origin. The
attempt to derive it from a Greek source, like the
attempt to trace the influence of Greek novelists

in the Sanskrit romances, was really only one
manifestation of what was, at one time, an almost

universal bias, singularly ill-supported by any
kind of tangible evidence.‘

The statement on p. M3, that Kanishka was a.

Caka king and the founder of the Caka era should

be modified. On his coins he is called a Kushana,

not a Qaka. The whole question of the origin
of the Caka Era is at present in a great state of
uncertainty, and it cannot be said that recent
contributions to the discussion have done much

to enlighten us on the subject.

The great change which has of recent years
come over the investigation of the history of Indian
culture lies in the recognition of the fact that the
Aryan in India possessed greater originality than
he was previously credited with. Formerly he was
allowed to have an infinite capacity for “brooding

Professor Macdonell is to be congratulated on

his courage in omitting what has hitherto been a
constant feature of all works on Sanskrit litera
ture — Goethe's little poem on Cskuntalii. Like
Schopenhauer’s equally'exaggerated estimate of
the Upa-nishads, it has lured many an honest soul
on to bitter disappointment.

E. J. Rsssox.

1 One will really not be sorry when the last is heard
of the argument derived from yavnviikd, “the Greek

cloth." When Mucaulay’s New Zcalauder undertakes
to investigate the English drama, and discovers that,
in our theatres, portions of the flocuind stage were often
covered with Turkey carpet, that the walls were dusted
with a brush called a Turk’s head, that, during the

intervals, the denizens of the humbler parts of the house

regaled themselves with Turkish delight, while their
more fortunate brethren in the foyer partock of Turkish
oofi‘ee (actually served, in one instance, at least, 0, 1900
A, D., by a real live Turk)und smoked Turkish eigar_
ettes, he will have just as good an argument for its

Oriental origin.
‘
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.
BY HABTWIG HIRSCHFELD, PH.D., M.R.A,S.

(Continued frorn p. 131.)

CHAPTER VIII.
The Parable in the Qoran.

EAL poetical element in the Qoré'n- Critical value of the matkal in the Qorfim- Its develop
ment and distribution through the various period — Views of Arab authors on the mathal —

The shorter aphorisms collected — Parable and dogma — Parables chronologically arranged -
Application of mathala - Biblical mathals in the Qordn — Anthropomorphism -— Moslim views on
the subject — Repetitions of mathals in altered forms — Mathals in Medinian revelations.

Appendix : The Mathal in Tradition.

Apart from those few cases already notified, in which Muhammed betrayed his inability to
alienate himself completely from certain traditions of the national poetry,79 we find his sermons

embellished to a suprising extent with poetic gems. The (20min is studded with them —to use
his own phrase -— like “with hidden pearls.” The pathos of the declamatory period would

hardly bear artistic criticism, but the case is quite diiierent as regards the parables, poetic
comparisons, and figures of speech which leapt unsought upon his tongue, and by their simplicity
and appositeuess give an undeniable charm to many passages otherwise forced and tedious.

When speaking in aphorisms Muhammed introduced no new element into the literature of

the Arabs, since proverbs and epigrams are prominent in their oldest productions. His own
share is unusually large, and Moslim theologians and literature eagerly compiled an enormous

number of sayings and parables which they attributed to Muhammed,but with the exception of

those occurring in the Qordn itself, it is difiicult to establish the authenticity of any of them.‘0

The Arabic term for aphorism is mathal. The various definitions of this word, given by

Moslim authors, commence with the idea of similitude,81 like the Hebrew mtisluil, but the mathal

also includes fables and short tales, which on account of some peculiar feature have become

proverbial.82 The mathal therefore comprehends every allegory, tale, and sentence
containing anything worth remembering. To these the Qoranio maths-1 adds, under
certain conditions, the interpretations of description‘)3 and example." It afiorded the Prophet
numerous opportunities of alluding to persons and incidents in the guise of a parable or fable

of his own invention.

Muhammerl’s employment of the mathal as an element of rhetoric was undoubtedlyaconoes

sion to the familiarity of his people with this feature of national poetry, although its fictitious

character should have placed it in contrast to the reality of the revelations. Indeed, Muhammed

limited the fictitious appearance of the mathul as much as possible. The aim of his speeches

was practical, and the eiiect of the mathals intended to be drastic rather than artistic. Eloquence

for its own sake was not the Prophet’s chief object, and in using figures of speech he never sought

to be poetic.
, . _

19 See above Ch. I. To the plays upon words mentioned by Niildeke, l. c. p. 82, should be added Q01. vi. 26,
0 I . . '7' .

‘59 cut-‘i J 6*‘ wfl-‘e 7'“).
5° See Appendix to this chapter.
" See Al Maidani, Arabum Proverbia, ed, Freytag, III. p. 829. Al Beidh. on Qor. ii. 16, and Sprengor, Dictionary

of Technical Terms, p. 1340. Kashshaf on Qor. xvi. 62. A1 Ghaziili, in Kit. almadnfin, p. 102, sq., establishes the

difierenoe between ‘Jug and
5'1E. g., the sheep and the knife, Hariri, May/1mm, ntroduction, Z. D. M. G. xlvi. p- 737, and Talmud, Pesah,

fol. 65M
'3 Kashsh. ii. 16 1Al Bagh. often.
“ Qor. vii. 176, xvi. 62 ; for further classification cf. Itqdn, p. 56L sqq.
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Besides this the mathala of the Qordn have a literary importance also, as they assist in the

critical treatment of the book. In some cases they serve to fix the periods of the addresses of which
they form a part, and their dispersion through the book reveals the following interesting facts. In
older portions they are extremely rare. None, or hardly any, occur as early as the confirmatory

period. It is plain that, when the Prophet was engaged in building up the framework of the new faith,
he could not at the same time adorn it

,

and he may also have feared that matkala of any kind would

he suggestive of poetry. They, however, gradually crept into the declamatory period in the form of

very brief comparison, whilst real parables could only find a place amidst longer discourses of

doctrinal character, The oaths taking as witnesses the sun, moon, stars, dawn, day, night and similar

subjects, cannot be regarded as aphoristic expressions, because they are merely high-flown invocations

of natural phenomena. Even the appeals, to the
“ Elevated Qordn,” the “ Book,” the “ Day of Judgment ”

in its various descriptions, and other transcendental objects are based on matters which the Prophet

taught were real. His pictures of the transformations of Nature, of the Last Day, of the pleasures
of paradise and the tortures of hell have also substantial backgrounds. Hence there are considerably
more parabolic utterances in the shorter and loss pompous period of narrative revelations, whilst the
bulk of the Meccan mathals belongs to the periods of the descriptive and legislative
addresses. They are still more frequent after the Hijra until the battle of Badr, after which they are
not so often met with. We thus see that the mathal in the Qorlf'n developed gradually. It reached
its apogee, when Muhammad's hitherto purely doctrinal mission assumed a political character. Of those
which‘ appear later, some are almost repetitions of former ones, some are evolved from personal

experiences, others are manifestly borrowed, one is of questionable authenticity,85 and all of them have

ittle or no fictitious element.

The mathal as one of the characteristic features o
f the Qonin has hitherto received no attention

from European students; yet its importance did not escape several Moslim writers of repute. Four

teen shorter aphorisms were collected b
y Abu Mansilr Al Tha‘alibi.e8 Al Suyl'iti in his Itqdnsl entered

more deeply into the subject proper. According to his statement, based on earlier authorities,"

Muhammed is said to have given the mathal a place among the five ways in which revelations came‘
down, and to have advised believers to reflect on their meaning. He further states that Al Mdverdi,
commenting on this, teaches that study on the mathal holds the foremost rank among the studies of

_ the Qordn, however neglected i
t may be, and that “ a mathul without its application is like a horse without

bridle and a camel without strapf’“ Of the views of other authors, quoted b
y Al Suyiiti, on the

importance of the mathal, I will only mention one, oil, that the mathals represent abstract reflections

in concrete form, because the human mind grasps b
y

means of the tangible. The purpose of a mathal is

therefore the comparison of what is hidden to something that is manifest, "and comprises the various

degrees of approval and disapproval with their consequences.
“ Therefore,” concludes Al Suyfitf, in

his introductory remarks on the topic,
“
has Alh‘ih inserted in the Qordn as well as in His other books

many mathaln, and one of the chapters of the Gospel bears the name : Chapter of the Parables."9o

The difference between shorter comparisons and figures of speech, and the parable proper has

already been pointed out b
y Al Suyfiti,91 who treats on both in different chapters of his work, divid

ing the former into various classes which there is no need to be detailed here.

It is of greater importance to note that the malbal had to be submitted to a kind of dogmatic
treatment. Some objected to the employment of the mathals of the Qordn for profane purposes.

The poet Hariri was blamed for having interwoven one o
f the Qorlim'c comparisons in one of his

liluqdrnasf”3 because, according to Al Zarkashi, it is not lawful to transfer Qordm'c mathals to other
works. We conclude from this that Moslim critics had some notion of the poetic element which was
hidden in aphorisms and parables. but being accustomed to judge according to the exterior of things,

they considered nothing poetic which was not written in verse and rhyme.

86 Q
. xlviii. 29, see below. 1“ Kitdb lllfjdl wali‘jdz (Cairo, 1301), p. 4. '7 Page 776.

anAbd Hureira. 3° Ilq., ihd, '° Cf. S. Matth. Ch. xiii.
91 HQ‘ 564, Comparisons and Aphorisms. " Qor. xxix. 10. cf. ltq. 265. Cf. Hariri Mag. xiii, Sohol.
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We will now proceed to give a list of the most striking comparisons and aphorisms. Although
it does not claim to be exhaustive, it is yet sul‘ficient to show Muhammed’s purpose in introducing
them. The parable proper will be discussed afterwards. The first group is arranged according to the
sequence of 5am in our editions, the Medinian passages being marked by an asterisk.

‘ ii. 9. In their hearts is a sickness.
" 69. They (your hearts) are as stone, or harder still; there are some stones from

which streams burst forth, and there are others, when they burst asunder, the
water issues out.

"
v. 35. ‘We have prescribed to the children of Israel that whoso kills a soul, unless it be

for another soul, or for violence [committed] in the land, it is as though he

had killed men altogther.9a

vi. 32. The life of this world is nothing but a game and a sport.“

66. To every prophecy is a set time.

125. Whomsoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands his breast to Isli‘nn ; but
wholnsoever He wishes to lead astray, He makes his breast tight and straight,
as though he would mount up into heaven.

164. No soul shall earn aught against itself; nor shall one bearing a burden bear
the burden of another.”

vii. 38. Until the camel enters the eye of a needle.”6

“ viii. 22 (57). The worst of beasts are in Allah's sight the deaf, the dumb, those who do
not understand.

I

24. Allah steps in between man and his heart.

x. 24. Your wilfulness against yourseh es is but a provision of this world’s life.

28. As though their faces were veiled with the deep darkness of the night.

xiii. 17. Shall the blind and the seeing be held. equal’! or shall the darkness and the
'

light be held equal 1'97

xvi. 7.9. Nor is the matter of the Hour aught but as the twinkling of an eye or

nigher still.”

94. Be not like her who unravels her yarn, fraying out after she has spun it close.

xvii. 86. Everyone acts after his own manner.

xxi. 36. Every soul shall taste of death.”

104. As the rolling of the Siji'll for the books)”

' xxii. 32. He who associates ought with Allah, it is as though he had fallen from heaven,
and the birds snatch him up, or the wind blows him away into a for

distant place.

xxiii. 55. Each party rejoices in what they have themselves.

’= C11Miahimh. Seah- iv. 5- M Cf. xxix. 6~t,xlvii. as, lvii. 19; Hariri, Moq. xiii.
'5 This isavery old aphorism and occurs already in liii. 39, xxxv. 19, xxxix. 9, etc. See also Torrey, The

Commercial Theological Terms in the Qomn, Leyden, 1892.
9° Cf. Geiger, l. c. p. 71, and Al Meidilni, II. 498; Hish. 922, l. 16.
9'- Cf. ibid. v.19, xxxv. 20, 21, xx. 124, 125, vi. 50, xi. 6‘), xxvii- B3, xxx. 52, ii., 166. Cf. Isaiah. vi- 10!; PB. cxv. 4'7

01.x". 15-18. >

‘3' 0]‘. 1 Cor. xv. 52. The phrase is also common in the Talmud and in Syriac.
9’ Cf. nix. 57;iii. 182. m 0/. Ch. 1'.
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xxix. 40. The weakest of houses is the house of the spider.1

xxxi. 18. The most disagreeable of voices is the voice of the asses.

34. No soul knows what it shall earn to-morrow, and no soul knows in what land
it shall die.2

' xxxiii. 19. Like one fainting with death.
xxxv. 41. The plotting of evil only entangles those who practice it:

xxxvi. 39. l'ntil it (the moon) becomes again like an old dry palm-branch.

xxxvii. 4.7. As though they (the maidens) were a hidden egg.

63. Its spathe is as it were the heads of devils.

xxxix. l2. Shall those who know be held equal to those who know not?

xli. 34-. Good and evil shall not be deemed alike.

xlii. 19. He who wishes for the tilth of the last world — the tilth of this world.

31. The ships that sail like mountains in the sea.
“ xlix. 12. Some suspicion is a sin3 . . . . would one of you like to eat his dead

'

brother's flesh '3
‘

l. 15. We are nigher to him than his jugular vein.

iii. 24. . . . . boys of their’s as though they were hidden pearls.

liv. As though they were locusts scattered about.

lv. 58. As though they were rubies and pearls.

lvi. 22, Bright and large-eyed maids like hidden pearls.5
" lxi. 4. As though they were a

.

compact building.

8
.

They desire to put out the light of God with their months.

'‘ lxiii. ~l-. Like timber propped up.

lxix. As though they were palm stumps thrown down.‘7
.

lxx. 8
.

'I'he heaven shall be like molten brass (9) and the mountains shall be like

flocks of wool.

43. As though they flock to standards.

lxxiv. 51. As though they were timid asses which flee from a lion.

lxxvi. l9. Thou wilt think them scattered pearls.

lxxvii. 32. It throws ofi' sparks like towers. (33) as though they were yellow camels.
lxxix. 46. As though they had only tarried an evening or the noon thereof,

ci. 3. Men shall be like scattered moths, (4) and the mountains shall be like
flocks of carded wool.7

The list is long enough to reveal a poetic element of considerable strength.

We now come to those parables which Muhammed introduced by the term mailial. These
are more elaborate and contain amoral. I have thought it advisable to discuss them in an
approximately chronological order, which will allow us to observe the development of the

1 Cf. AlMeidani, II.B42,and Job, viii. 14. See Al Tha‘filibi, 9W1 glam“; E015.“ Jo; (Cod. Brit
Mus. Or. 9558) fol. 82m.

'

9 Of. Talmud B. Sucoah, fol. 53W. R. Johanan says: The feet of man bring him to the place where he is
doomed to die.

8 cf. Hariri (p. 28, l- 8), Maq. I. 89. ‘ See Dan, iii. 8. I’ C]. Hsssfin b. Thabit, p. 89, l. 6 ; Itq. p. 943.

‘ C]. liv. 20, the same phrase. '-
'

Cf. lvii. 19, iii. 118 5 ii. 263, 267, and above 011.IV.
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Qorziuic mathal. The first does not appear until in the narrative S. xviii., in which two occur

at once. In the former, the wealthy unbeliever is contrasted with his poor but pious neighbour
in the following manner : -—

v. 31. Strike out for them a maflaal: two men8 for one of whom we made two‘

gardens of grapes, and surrounded them with palms and put corn
between the two. Each of the two gardens brought forth its food, and

did not fail in aught. (32) And we caused a river to flow between them,

and he (the owner) had fruit. He said to his friend, who competed9
with him: I am wealthier than thou, and mightier of household. (33)
And he went in unto his garden having sinned against himself. Said

he: I do not think that this will ever come to an end. (34) And I do
not think that the Hour is imminent, and surely, if I be sent back unto
my Lord, I shall find a better one than it in exchange. (35) His friend
-- who competed with him — said to him : Thou hast disbelieved in Him
who has created thee from dust, and then from a clot, and then made thee a

man. (36) But He is Allah, my Lord, and I will not associate anyone
with my Lord. (37) Conldst thou not have said, when thou didst go
into thy garden: What Allah pleases! There is no power save in

Alliih. If thou lookst at me, I am less than thee in wealth and children.
(38) But haply my Lord will give me [something] better than thy
garden, and will send upon it a thunderbolt from the sky, so that it shall
become bare slippery soil. (39) Or on the morrow its water will be
deeply sunk, so that thou canst not reach it. (40) His fruits were
encompassed so that on the morrow he wrung his hands for which he

had spent thereon, for they (the fruits) had perished on their trellises ;

and he said: Would that I had never associated anyone with my
Lord! (41) Yet he had not any party to help him beside Allah, nor
was he helped.

The second math-al consistently teaches the vanity and short duration of earthly pleasures.
It is as follows :—

v. 43. Forge for them a mathal of the life of this world; [it is] like water which
we have sent down from the sky,10 so that the vegetation of the earth is

mingled with it. On the morrow it is dried up, and the winds scatter
it. Alliih is powerful over all. (44) Wealth and children are the adorn~
ment of the life of this world, but the lasting pious deeds are better
with thy Lord as a recompense and better as a. hope.

The application of both malhals is easily found. Ther opulent but wicked man represents

the stubborn opponent of Isliim, whilst the less wealthy neighbour is the Prophet himself. It
is to be noted that, in his censure of his rich rival, the other repeats the chief words of the first

proclamation (v. 35 = S. xcvi. 1 to 2).11 Further, the double allusion to the loss of Mohammed's

3 The fictitious character of parables being objectionable to the Moslim Commentators, they endeavour to

explain them as hearing on real persons or accidents. Thus Al Bagh. reproduces a tradition (without Isuad) accord
ing to which this parable refers to two brothers in Mecca of whom the believing one was Abu Salama b. Abd
Asad, foster brother to Muhammed, who died A. H. 4, and whose widow Umm Salfima became the wife of the Pro

phet (see Sprenger, 433). Other! (Ibn Abbas) are of opinion, that the mathal in question was revealed on
account of the Fnzfira chief Uyeina b. Hisn (Sprenger. III. 363 sq.) who was converted to Islam shortly before the
conquest of Mecca, and of the Persian Salmfin and the friends of both. The subjects of the mathal are said to have
been two Jewish brothers (see also Kash.). Since all these traditions deserve but little credence, I refrain fro
entering more fully into them. Biblical parallels to the maths! are to be found : Isaiah, 1:1.7 ; Ps. ciii. 15-16.
9 Palmer : “ his next door neighbour,” which is hardly correct ; he seems to have read 3))
1° See ltqdn, p. 566 ; Al Ghazali, Kit. Almeria. p. 101. ‘1 Cf. lxxx. 17-19.
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\

two sons (v. 37 and 44) in their infancy, as well as that of his former wealth, is too plain to be

misunderstood. This melancholy narrative is particularly applicable to his own position a short time

after the death of his wife Khadija, when he also lost his uncle Abfi Tiilib, his only protector. The

date of the revelation in question could thus be fixed at (the summer 619) about three years before

the Hijra.

The comparison of the vicissitudes of human life to the growth and decay in Nature appeared so

appropriate to Muhammed, that he not only repeated the last quoted mathal in a more elaborate form,

but also gave it a didactic tendency. The following instance is particularly interesting : -—

x. 25. Verily the likeness (mathal) of this world is like water which we send down
from the sky, and with it are mingled the plants of the earth from which
men and cattle eat, until when the earth puts on its ornature and becomes

garnished, its inhabitants think that they have power over it. Our order!‘
comes by night or by day; we make it mean down, as if it had not been
rich yesterday — thus do we detail the signs unto people who reflect.

One of the most natural and therefore very common topics in Muhammcd’s sermons is the

contrast between unbelievers and the faithful. This is sometimes expressed in allegorical form, as in

the following mathal. The infidels are likened to the blind and deaf, while the believers are those who

see and hear ; shall the two classes he held equal (xi. 26) ‘Z The comparison of unbelief with blindness,

deafness and dumbness being quite Biblical, is one of the commonest in the Qorlin.la Mentioning

dumbness alone .it occurs again, and in a more developed form, in a mathal to be touched upon later.

Unquestionably modelled on Biblical mfisMIs are the following two contained in the (narrative)
xivth 812m. The one (v. 21) represents the works of the infidels as ashes which are blown about on

a stormy day.“l This is clearly a reflex on Ps. I. 4 (Is. xl. 7). The other mathal, occurring in the
same address (v. 29 to 31) compares a good word to a good treel5 whose root is firm and whose

branches are in the sky. It gives its fruit at every season by the permission of its Lord -— Allah
draws parallels for men, haply they may be mindful. The likeness (mathal) of a bad word is as a bad

tree which is felled down above the earth and has no staying place. ——This parable is a free rendering
of the verse in Ps. i. preceding the one upon which the foregoing mathal is based (see also Aboth,
III. 17; Jer. xvii. 6 to 8). The phrase, it gives its fruit at every season, marks the origin
without doubt.

Besides the two comparisons mentioned above,“3 S. xvi. counts not less than three mathals.
The first stands in connection with two others placed together in S. xliii., of which the second
is somewhat earlier, but the first nearly contemporaneous with the one under consideration. It is
introduced by a rebuke, directed against the pagan Arabs for their manifest aversion to female
children, many of whom they destroyed in infancy. “When any of them,” he says (xvi, 60),
"is informed [of the birth] of a girl, his face turns black, and he is choked with wrath.” In
the parallel passage, which also contains a warning against the offence of ascribing daughters to
Alliih (S. xliii. 15) stands instead of “girl

"
the phrase: — "that which he (the pagan Arab

employs as a mathal for the Ralzmdn
”
(v. 16).17 Subsequently Muhammad declares (S. xvi. 62)

those who do not believe in the " last world’I are the mathal (prototype) of evil,18 whilst Allah is

1’ Ammnd, rf. xvi. 1-2.
1! Cf. above, p. 163, where the blind and seeing are compared with one another, but this maihal is realistic.
1‘ Itq. 565.
15Al Qastalfllni, vii. p. 188, I) )Uljlay l) dob’ LU)! oggfll Ll! ; cf. Kash.
‘6 See p. 163.
1" Al Jfihiz (Abstracts from) Kit. Albayfin waMibyd-n, Constantinople, 1301, p. 175, says with regard to this

verse : Alldh strikes a mathal on account of the inadequacy of the language and in order to promote understanding,
even going so far as to compare His people to women and children.

I A I , P -
1'
9)...’ [due (of. vi. 176, diam.‘ l“) which I translate:

“ a bad example ;’ Kash, 3)..) l “to; cf. A1 Bagh.
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the highest mathal. It would be difiicult to understand what Muhammed meant by this vague
expression, did he not explain it a few verses later in the distinct prohibition (v. 76) : ——You
shall not forge a mathal for Allah, behold Allah knows but you do not know." In contrast to
this prohibition stands the assertion (S. xliii. 57 to 59), that the Son of Maryam was set up as

a mathal, “ he is but a servant upon whom we have bestowed our mercy, and whom we have

made a mathal for the children of Israel.”

New here is a distinct restriction laid down, which serves not only to emphasize the

monotheistic idea, but also to cavil at the anthropomorphistic metaphors used in the Bible. As
a sincere convert to monotheism Muhammed disapproved of any attempt to explain divine

attributes in the light of human faculties; in other words, he wished to be more monotheistic

than the Bible whose anthropomorphistic terms he took literally. In a tradition handed down by
Al Shahrastiini20 Muhammed is said to have declared :—-“ The Mushabbiha (those who personify
Allah) are the Jews of this nation," which means that Moslims who represent Allah after the

fashion of human qualities follow the sinful custom of the Jews. The Prophet, however,

had only one side of the question in view, and Kremer21 blames him unjustly for contradicting
himself. Though it must be admitted that Muhammed did not investigate the question of
anthropomorphism thoroughly, yet all passages in the Qoru’n dealing with the subject are not

of one stamp. Muhammcd rejected that form of tashbih (personification), which in the Bible

refers to God individually. Allah is never spoken of as a “ Man of war” (Exod. xv. 3),23 “ the
Rock who has borne thee” (Dent. xxxii. 4), or

“ the Fountain of living waters ” (Jer. ii. 13), or
as “ Father." The last named appellation, so common in both Testaments, appeared to Muhammed
as sheer blasphemy. He therefore took an early opportunity of declaring23 that Alliih had
neither a child nor any equal.“ The title of “ Father" is accordingly scrupulously avoided in

all the lists of the “ Most Comely Names”?5 It seems to me more than accidental that, when
M uhammed related his alleged vision, that he did not mention any name of God, but circumscribed
it by the epithet of "Mighty of Power.”2" The Commentators refer this expression to the
Archangel Gabriel, although at that period Muhammad had not shown any knowledge of him,37

and in the verse in question evidently alluded to Allah himself. To prevent misunderstanding
that similitudes of Allah should not be made, Muhammed cautiously stated that any other title

of Allah used by him was but one of the “ Most Comely Names” which belonged to Him,

In this way he kept his hand free to employ that other, and rather subordinate, form of
anthropomorphism with which he was quite unable to dispense. He certainly tried to do
without it

,

but only succeeded during the first period. Alhih thus speaks and writes, possesses
hands, sits on his throne, which is borne by angels, loves, hates, and is even cunning towards the

1’ The Commlantators see in this verse only the prohibition to compare Allfih with another being, which in

that case would be placed side by side with him. Kash., dlinyl v9.5.3 04 w
’y

dill.) db; 1U dag‘;
A‘Iaig 5.23)

y [A dig-‘Lie. Cf. also Jalalsin and Al Beidh. The verse stands in connection with xxxvi. 78.
N Ed. Curoton, p. 13 ;Al Nawawi, v. p. BSQM‘UI 0,“) I 0.7man WU. Cf. Goldziher in Monalschrifif,

Gen-h. :4. W. :1. Jdth. xxviii. p. 309.
"1 Geschichte der herrschenden Ideen, elc. p. 17.
2’ In the first part of his Kitdb al Milal walm'llnl (fol. 30W) Ibn Hazm, in his criticism of the O. T., gives a trans.

lation of Exod. Ch. xv., and remarks that to describe Alh'ih as a
" strong man ” is heresy. He proft Ies to have

urged this point to a Jew of his acquaintance, who replied that in Qor. xxiv. 35. Allah is styled
" the Light of heaven

and earth.” While admitting this, Ibn Hum referred the Rabbi to a tradition, according to which Abn _Dsn- asked
Muhammad if he had ever seen Allllh? The answer was “ yes," but this "light " did not mean a visible light,
but an invisible one. Ibn Hazm therefore explains the

“ light" in question as guidance for the inhabitants of the
earth, but “light” is to be wanted among the names of Allth. It is, however, not difiiuult to see that in the
expression

" light " there is an inconsistency which even embarrassed Mu‘tazilite interpretation. Al Beidh.
endeavours to show that, in this passage,

" light ” virtually applies to Allah only and stands for “ he gives light. "

(If. also Mawflqif, p. 169. In several Meocan (xx. 113, xxiii. 117) and Medinian (lix. 23) revelations Allah is styled
“ King, " but this ofiers less diifieulty for abstract interpretation ; 1']. Al Beidh. on lix. 23, Mewaq. p. 161, and A1

Qastaltlni (ed- Bmfiq, x- P- 816) W110explains I

“ Possessor of government." See also on this subject my article ;

" Mohammed and Criticism of the Bible," J. Q
. It. XIII. p. 222 sqq.

'5 Cf. Qor. exii. 3 ; cf. xxiii. 93, vi. 101, etc. 2‘ Cf- Dent. iv. 35, 39. 15 See Redhouse, J. R, A, s_ 1330,
7‘ See Ch. 1V. 1" The name occurs only in Medinian viral.
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wicked?“ All this is quite in harmony with the Biblical style. Traditions of a more sensual
character are to be received with scepticism as to their authenticity.” The famous tradition

according to which Muhammed said: — The heart of a believer is between the two fingers of
the Merciful3° is by no means more realistic than the verse (S. xxxviii. 75): “I have created
with my hand," or any of the numerous passages in which Allilh sees, bears and speaks?1

The Qoranie anthropomorphism is but a variety of that in the Bible, which Muhammed

considered he had improved on, but which otherwise he accepted without much reflection during

the time of his training. Later Moslirn theologians, who had gone through a similar course

of studies, naturally looked upon anthropomorphistio revelations with a different eye, and

endeavoured to explain, that they were inbred doctrines. Inconsistency was the result. The

punctilious Zahirite school did not allow the “ Ninety-nine most comely names” to be surpassed,”
and put up a long list of names not suitable for Allah.“ Schools of more liberal ideas took
no heed of this restriction. but observed a certain restraint in names which Alléh did not

attribute to himself either in the Qom'n or in tradition.“ On the other hand the Zahirites

follow the more free thinking theologians to some extent in the allegorical explanation of

human faculties with which Allah is endowed,35 and only one class goes so far as to take even

those literally.36

The warning that Allah must not be made the object of mathals is at once illustrated by
a parable set up by Himself in the following manner:—

v. 77. A bond slave who is quite unable to do any work, and another whom
Allah has provided with every good provision, and who gives alms from
it secretly and openly; are these two equal?

78. And Allah has forged a mathal: two men, of whom one is dumb and able

to do nothing, a burden to his master, wherever he turns, he does no

good; is he to be held equal with him who bids what is just and who is
on the right way?

The parable of the servant was very popular both among Jews and Christians. I only
mention those of Aboth, I. 3,97 and St. Matth. xxiv. 45 and xxv. 141sqq. Both mathals in ques
tion have the same object in view, via, to show that man, whilst dependent“ on Allah, should

be charitable and righteous. In both parables also allusions to practical religion are not want
ing, 01's., in yurifiqu (give alms), ya’muru bil‘adli (bids what is just) and sirlitz'n mustdqimin
(right way), through which the general character of the mathals is considerably limited.

The last mat/ml in S. xvi. (v. 113) furnishes an instance of the manner in which it deve
lopcd in a later repetition. It speaks of a city which was safe and happy, whilst its provisions
were flowing in from all sides; but it would not acknowledge, that all these had been sent by

‘1!Ps. xviii. ‘27; Q01. viii. 80 ; rf. Al Beidhfiwi : It is not lawful to use this term without restriction.
2’ Kramer, Geoch, p. .18$7., places reliance in some traditions on that matter, which are fictitious, but even it

’
they had been authentic, Muhammcd would not have referred them to Alhih.
3‘ 0!. Al Shahrastani, p. 77

a
:1 AlQastal. 8.51:‘. w

,‘ l.) asiin, ‘.1’, at? 1d,; fie U40 was an; “I 6)»)! yin‘:’ I
8,051] my“; gldvolldég ) Ml 53ml) S)A§JI Azure v.0

3’ I. H. fol. 1'33"’. See also Al Beidb. on xxxix. 67. I. H. fol. 164").
33Reproduced by Goldsiher, die Zahirilen, etc. p. 149.
3‘ Ibt'd.
‘5 Ibid. p. 164. The original passage of I. H31! work is given here after the Lcydcn MS, to which the London

Codex ofl‘era important variations.
:6 The school of Ahmad b. Hanbal.
5" The Mithn/ih in question is re-echoed in the numerous assertions of Muhammad that he expected no recom

pense for his ministry. See Ch. V.
3* Cf. Ihyfi, I. p. 249, l. 8

. Al Suyi'iti in Mufbimdt alaqrdn refers the two men (v. 78) to Useid b. Abil ‘is and
‘Othmén b

. ‘Afian. Al Beidh. sees no allusion to any individual in either mathal.
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Allah. He therefore afiected the inhabitants with hunger and fear for their wickedness. Then
one of their town-fellows approached them in the character of a divine messenger, but was not
believed. Thereupou the city was overtaken by heavy punishment.

The parable is, of course, perfectly clear. The happy and wealthy city is no other than
“coca,” whose merchants traded in all directions. The messenger out of their midst is
Mnhammed whom they called an impostor, but dire punishment is in store for them. The

threatened famine will also become clear presently.

Now this parable is repeated in a later and considerably altered form. The alteration was

necessary, probably because the threatened punishment had not taken place, whilst the situa
tion of the Prophet had meanwhile become much more dilficult and dangerous. I give the
translation of the malhal in full :

Sfira xxxvi. l2. Forge for them a mathal: the inhabitants of the city,when the messengers
came to them, (13) when we sent to them those two, but they called
them both liars; so we strengthened them with a third, then they said:

verily, we are sent to you. (14) They replied: You are only mortals
like ourselves, and the Merciful has revealed nothing [to you], you are
naught but liars. (15) They said : Our Lord knows that we are sent to
you; (16) we are only charged to clearly convince you. (17) They
answered: We have angured concerning you; if you do not desist, we
will surely stone you, and painful punishment shall be inflicted on you
by us. (18) Said they: your augury is with you, what if you have been
warned ? but you are a sinful people ! (19) And there came hastily from
the remotest parts of the town a man who said: O my people! follow
the messengers. (20) Follow those who do not ask for reward from

you, whilst being guided. (21) What ails me that I should not worship
Him who created me, and to whom you will be made to return? (22)
Shall I take other gods beside Him? If the Merciful desires harm for
me, their intercession will not avail me at all, neither can they ‘save me.

(23) [should then be in manifest error. (24) I believe in your Lord,
therefore hearkeu unto me‘! (25) [When they had killed him] it was
said [to him]: Enter thou into paradise; said he: 0, would that my
people did but know, (26) that Allah has forgiven me and made me one
of the honoured ones . . . . (27) it was but a single noise, and 10!
they were extinct.

Although this parable is told in the usual legendary style of prophetic messengers, it is
a variation. of the preceding one with a historical background. It speaks about lhe city and the
messengers who at first number only two, and are later on supported by a third. The mathal

seems to be of Christian origin, but Muhammed made the mistake of putting the attribute
of AlRahmzin into the mouth of the heathenish townspeople.‘o He had evidently the tale

(Acts xi. 22 to 30) in his mind, and some Commentators rightly declare the city to be Antioch ,‘
1

whose pagan population forms the exact parallel to Mecca. The application of the mathal is

given in v_. 29: Alas for the men, there comes to them no messenger, but they mock at him!

3’ Ibn ‘AbbAs in Mufil. alaqr ; Al Beidh. and Jal. Atraditiou by Ibn Sihab on behalf of Hafsa refers it to Medina.

“ The heathenish character of the populace may be gathered from the expression U165 (v. 17) which means -
.

we have augured from the flight of birds.
" Kash. and .1’a1. Al Beidh. gives a diiferent story which, however, does not suit the case. " The man " men

tioued (v. 19) is called Habib, the carpenter (Kash.z Heb. b. Israill. This name is evidently a translation of Agabos.
His prophecy of a coming-famine links this malhal to Q. xvi. 113-114 ("a messenger out of their midst"). A to th
famine see Josephus, Ant. xx. 2.
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A couple of rather forcible matlmls taken from the social life of the infidel Meccan citizens
are the following (5. xxx. 27): The Prophet asks the people, if they would feel inclined to
regard their slaves as their equals, and allow them to share their property. The meaning is

that Allah cannot be expected to look upon the idols, which are made by man’s hand, as His
equals! In one more complicated, or rather confused, form the mathal re-appears in a later
revelation as follows (S. xxxix. 30): One man has partners who disagree with each other,

whilst another is entirely subservient to one who is his master; are these two men (the one
who has partners and the slave) to be considered equal? By no means‘? — The first man
represents Allah to whom the heathen Meccans attribute associates. The last figure in the

parable is evidently also meant for Allzih. The hostility prevailing between the various
idols very appropriately expresses the narrowness and diversity of the powers with which

they are endowed.

A fine parable, connected with a descriptive passage, is the following (8. xiii. 18): Allah
sends down rain from the sky,the water-courses flow according to their bnlk,the torrent carries

along with it foam that swells up. A similar foam arises from the tire kindled by men [when
melting metals and] craving ornaments and utensils. Thus does Allah hit the truth and the

falsehood, via, the foam disappears in nought, whilst that [solid part], which profits man
remains on earth. This is Allah’s way of forging parables.‘a

It appears that Muhammed’s opponents responded to his parables with similar ones, parti~
cularl y with reference to resurrection.“ To such remarks he had a kind of constant reply which

appears twice in the same form, viz. (Ss. xvii. 51 and xxv. 10) : Look how they forge for thee

parables,‘5 but they err, neither can they find a way [to refute thee]. —- On the other hand
Muhammad boasts (S. xxv. 35) : They bring thee no mathal, unless we (Allah) brought thee the
truth and the best explanation.-As a demonstration he reminds his audience of the cities and
peoples which had been annihilated, and adds (v. 41) : For each have we forged the mathals,“
and each we have crumbled to pieoes.-Such general references to mathals mentioned previously
in detail confirm the comparative lateness of the passages just quoted, and one of the latest
must therefore be the following summing up (8. xxxix. 28): Now we have forged for men in
this Qorfin all kinds of mathals, haply they are mindful."

With this the series of mathals in the Meccan part of the Qordn concludes. The compara~
tively large number found in the last two periods is still surpassed in the first year after
the Hijra, when they suddenly became extremely numerous. This is certainly not a mere
coincidence, and shows the critical value of the mathal in general for researches on the

composition of the Qorr'in. The Medinian muflzal, moreover, stands in close connection with

Muhammed's altered position and the new tone of his speeches. He soon \became aware how

much more critical and analyzing this new audience was. His addresses now being calculated to
win the Jews of Medina as well as its pagan inhabitants, he dared not ofier them hollow decla
mation, which, even for the Meecan world, had only served for a certain time. He himself had
also become riper, and his aim lay clearer before his eyes. The moral success won by the invi

tation of the Medinians, his own personal safety and daily increasing authority gave his word a

power hitherto unknown. Above all. he had had more than ten years’ practice in preaching,

‘3 See above. .
‘3 V. 19 contrasts him who knows the truth with the blind man ; v. 35 of the same si’lra contains a I‘mafhal of

the garden promised to the pious,” which is but a description ; cf. Kash. 5i.._
“ See Q. xvii. 52, xxxvi. T8.
'5 Al Beidh. refers it to the various titles of poet. soothsayer, sorcerer and madman given to Muhammad by

the Meccans.

‘e AlBeidh. 51:»! J has: vigil! U645 Us ling": 04.05"” 1
1
;,

" Ibt'd, v. 80, a mathal discussed above. but evidently misplaced on account of v. 28; v. 29 does not suit
the context either and the same is the ease with v. 31. The arrangement of the verses is here visibly in confusion.

See also xxx. 58 in somewhat modified form.
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whilst his own knowledge augmented continually. It is of no small moment that the space of
time between the Hijra and the battle of Badr, that is to say, the time before Muhammed
became an important political factor, should be richest in maths-ls. SKI-a ii., which
consists of the oldest Medinian sermons, counts no less than eight parables, six of which are

of indisputable originality. The language also, if not poetic, is yet fluent, and abounds in
allegories. The first Mcdinian mat/ml is taken from the daily occupation, and is as follows

(v. 15) : Those who buy error for guidance — their commerce brings no profit, neither are they
guided — (16) their mathal is like him who kindles a fire, but when it lights up his surround
ings, Allah carries his light away, and leaves them in darkness, so that they cannot see. (17)
They are deaf, dumb and blind,“ so that they cannot turn round. — To this mufhal is imme

diately joined the following (v. 18): Or“ they are like a stormclond from the sky in which is
darkness and thunder and lightning; they put their fingers in their ears50 because of the noise
of the thunder for fear of death ; Allah encompasses the unbelievers. (v. 19) The lightning all
but takes away their sight; as often as it shines for them, they walk therein, but when it
becomes dark around them, they stand still ; and if Alhih so pleased, He would surely deprive
them of their hearing and their sight ; Allah is almighty.

vIt seems that some Medinian critics had taken exception to Alhih’s employment of animals,
particularly insignificant ones like spiders and dies as the subjects of mat‘lmls.Bl Muhammed
shows how undeserved is their censure in the dignified manner (ii. 24,) : Behold Allah is not
ashamed to forge a mathal on a goat or what is above it [in size] ;5

2

those who believe know
that it is the truth from their Lord; but the unbelievers say: what means Alhih with such
a parable? He leads many astray with it, and guides others, but he only leads astray the
wicked.

Muhammed was so little prepared to cease composing parables about animals, that he

invented several more of the same kind. In S. ii. 161 the infidels are compared to a man who
shouts to that which bears naught but a noise and a cry, they are deaf, dumb and blind53 and

without sense. The Commentators“ have already seen that the metaphor stands for the word
“ cattle."

The fly re-appears in a revelation of somewhat later date. “0 men,” he says (S. xxii. 72)
" a parable is forged for you, so listen to it. Verily, those whom they adore beside Allah could
never create a fly, if they all united together to do it, and if the fly should despoil them aught
they could not recover it from it ——weak are both the seekers and the sought.”

Several of Muhammed’s Mediniau opponents, Jews in particular, when hearing one of the
above mentioned mathals (S. ii. 24) enquired what its meaning was. They also questioned him
about one of the earlier revelations (S. lxxiv. 33) in which i

t is stated that nineteen angels were

appointed to watch over the hell fire. “ Those in whose hearts there is sickness

' 55 and the infi
dels ask: \Vhat does Allfih mean by this as a mathal56 (v. 33) ? Muhammed’s answer is rather
unsatisfactory, as the number nineteen seems to have been chosen at random, a fact which he
dared not admit. But thus much is clear that both questions as well as the answers to them
date from about the same time, 'viz., the first year after the Hijra, although the one was placed
by the compilers next to the revelation which it was meant to explain.

“ See p. 163. " Second mathal, although the term is omitted. 5° 1 Sam. iii. 11 ; 2 K. xxi. 12.
"1 The animals mentioned in mathals are birds, camel (twice). spider, ass (twice), locusts, moth, dog, fly.
‘1 [45), La,

‘ much more so.’ Al Beidh. mind"?! Dal,» 11,55 ; rf- Itq. 266.
"'5Cf. verse 17 and above.

5‘ Al Bcid‘lq; Noldeke, Q
.

p. 132, regards vv. 163-6 as Mecoan, but this cannot be concluded from
U, Ly I ‘tel; LL52)! ‘A

,

since this is also a common Jewish phrase.
“5 Via, the Jews; cf. Ch. IX.
5° Lit" what means Alhih with this as a 'matlial F‘ The Commentators are at a loss to explain the construction of

the phrase. Kash. takes 311» a tamyiz to Mild or as a HM. Vv. 31-84 are undoubtedly Mediniau, and were only
placed here on account of their reference to v. 30.
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Many of those who rallied round the Prophet in Medina, particularly emigrants from

Mecca, were extremely poor. Although liberally supported by the more wealthy inhabitants of

the town who had joined Islam, they looked forward to raids on Moccan caravans as a means
of gaining some property of their own. Robbery was so little regarded as anything illegal or
immoral, that Muhammed not only sanctioned raids by participating in them himself,

but did not hesitate to violate the sacred month in order to makeh elievers “walk in the path
of Allah.” There were plenty of people anxious to enrich themselves by plunder in honour of
Allah, but they lacked the means to carry out their plans. Muhammed, therefore, continually

urged the wealthy to raise funds for this purpose, with promises of ample reward hereafter.

The admonition sometimes took the form of a parable as follows : ——

(S. ii. 263) The likeness of those who spend their fortune in Me pulh of Allfih is like a

grain which produces seven ears, in every ear a. hundred grains, Allah

gives twofold to whom He pleases; Allah is bounteous and omniscient.
But those, he continues, who give alms while taunting and annoying the
receiver — as a man would do who only gives for appearance's sake ——

are compared (v. 266) to a rock covered with dust which a shower

washes away, leaving the stone bare.

This fine parable which seems in part to be built on St. Mark iv. 5 sqq, is followed by a

third not less striking, on the same topic in the following manner:—

(v. 267) Those who lay out their wealth merely to obtain the grace of Allllh, and

as an insurance for their souls, are like a garden on elevated ground.
Rain waters it richly, and its crops grow twofold. Should rain fail. dew
irrigates them.

These mathals, intended to encourage believers to spend their fortune to increase the

Prophet's worldly power, contrast strangely with two others which gave little comfort after the

defeat at Uhud. As for unbelievers, he says (S. iii. 112), their wealth shall not profit them,

neither their children, against Allah, they shall be the companions of hell fire, and they shall

dwell therein for ever. (113) The likeness of what they lay out in this present life is as a

wind wherein there is a cold blast; it affects the corn-fields belonging to people who have

injured their own souls and destroyed them.“

Still more pessimistic is the following“8 (S. lvii. 19) : Know ye that this present life is but

a toy and vain amusement and pomp and afiectation of glory among ye,” and multiplying of

wealth and children — like rain which astonishes the husbandman"0 by its fertility, but then

the vegetation withers until thou seest it turn yellow, and become dry stubble
— but in the

last world there is heavy punishment.

Here we have to notice several matlials, which show how bitter Muhamuied felt against

Jews and Christians. “ The mathal of Jesus is in the eye of Alhih like the mathal of

Adam, whom he has created from dust” (8. iii. 52). Still more spiteful is an epigram hurled

against the Jews, whose power was considerably weakened after the expulsion of the tribe of

the B. Qainoqfl. “They are burdened, he says, with the Torah, which they do not observe, they

are likened to the ass which carries books
”
(S. lxii. 5).‘n

To this period belongs a mathal which contains an attack against a certain individual not

mentioned by name, and is so densely veiled that even the Moslim Commentators are at a loss

to establish the identity of the person in question. It is evident that Mnhammed pointed__________________________——-_-————
:1 Cf_ "(16,", p, 565.

"5 See v. 22, lxiv. 11, and Noldeko, Q. p. 145.

in See above. in Qastal. ix- p. 287. ,auis, 05.41155: $1.;I;, nut): #16”), ulkuall wk
- P - " I '

wlegJJlJgKafjlKJ} Uljy lJAl-UJ
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' cr,ibid. .92.a Jug’, see Al Beidh. ec cig p
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at a man of high station and education, otherwise he would hardly have described him as one
“ whom we have given our signs, but he stepped away from them ; had we wished we would

have exalted him thereby, but he crouched" upon the earth and followed his lust. He is

likened unto a dog, whom if thou shouldst attack, he hangs out his tongue, and if thou shouldst

leave him, hangs out his tongue too
"
(S. vii. 174 to 175).

From the text of the mathal it is clear that the person to whom it refers, had been given

opportunities of embracing Islam, but had not made use of them, and thereby set
“ a bad

example to the people who declare our signs to be lies
”
(v. 176),

Following Arab Commentators, Sprenger suggests that the mat/ml refers to the poet

Omayya b. Abi ip'alt of Tfi’if,“ who was a gifted and well educated man. According to Arabic

tradition he was an apostate from paganism, but refused to follow Mnhammed from jealousy.

It is, however, clear that Mnhammed did not refer to him. He admired his poems,“ and would
not have used such ofiensive language about him. The words “whom we have given our

Signs,” and “ they declare our Signs to he lies," can only refer either to a Jew or a Christian,

but since the passage belongs undoubtedly to a Medinian revelation, very probably a Jew is
meant, which would agree with the remarks of Al Beidhiwi', that he was one of “ the learned of
the Jews.”

It seems to me that this man was no other than the poet Ka‘b b. Al Ashraf, the chief of
the B. Al Nadhir, who was very active in stirring up Muhammed’s enemies. After the battle
of Badr he went to Mecca to incite the Qoreish to take revenge on those who had slain their

kinsmen, and composed songs in which he denounced Mnhammed and Islam."5 I see an
allusion to Ka‘b's poems in the simile of the dog that hangs out his tongue. Moreover the

alliteration of the name Ka‘b with kalb (dog) appears to be intentional rather than accidental.

Finally we must bear in mind that Ka‘b was assassinatad shortly afterwards by order of the

Prophet.

The expulsion of Ka'h's tribe“ which was to follow, had to be abandoned for the moment owing

to the defeat of the Muslims at Uhud. It was carried out shortly afterwards as being conducive to
the prestige of Muhammed who celebrated it in the following two mathals. In the first (S. lix. 15)
the expelled are compared to people “who had shortly before tasted the evil consequences of their

conduct,” which means that the B. Al Nadhir had to share the fate of their brethren of the Band
Qainoqi‘i. In the second mathal (ibid. v. 16) they are likened to Satan, who first entices mem from
the faith, but then withdraws and pretends to fear Allfih.

This mathal misrepresents the facts. The expulsion of the two Jewish tribes, and the subse

quent slaughter of the B. Koreiza were acts of treachery, for which Muhammad wanted an excuse.

Although the Jews refused to acknowledge his mission, still they were monotheists; but we shall see

later on, how Muhammed tried to impute pagan doctrines to them. The weakness of his arguments

is perceptible in his comment on the foregoing malhnls.
" Had we, he says (v. 21), revealed the

Qordn on a mountain, one would have seen this mountain humble itself and split for fear of

Allah," such are the mathala which we forge for men, hsply they may consider.” -— This verse reads

like the fable of the fox and the grapes. Muhnmmed was ill satisfied that revelation did not come to

him like that on Mount Sinai ; but we must remember, that according to a tradition originating from

his own statement, the received the first revelation on mount Hint,

I In
m and
“'5I. I. 279 has other persons in view ; other interpreters infer Balcam; rf

. Al Beidh. A1 Ghazali in Juwdhir

at Qorcm also refers the malhul to Baleam (f. 42"’).
6* Kit. AL AgMni, Ill. p. I87 rm. (rf. Sprengor, I. p, 110, 117.). According to Al Zoboir he had read the Bible,

did not believe in idols and forbade the drinking of Wine. The last item is evidently added from religious tendency
M Cf. R. J. x. p. 19. The hanging tongue is also made a symbol of poetic satire (Hijd) in the traditions on

Hit/Han b. Thabit, Aghfini, iv. 3-4.
55 Q

. lit. 11 Iv”.
‘1 Confusion of Mount Sinai with Zach. xiv. 4 ml'. Ps- uxiv. 4
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Muhammad liked to compare unbelievers, and Jews in particular, to people who walk in darkness.
When inculcating the precept, which makes it unlawful to eat flesh from an animal " over which the
name of Allah has not been pronounced,” he asks (S. vi. 122): Is he who was dead, and we have
quickened and made for him a light that he may walk therein amongst men, like him who finds
himself in darkness which he cannot emerge from?—- It seems that the material of this mathal is
derived from Isaiah ix. 1.

The more the Prophet of Allah became merged into a worldly potentate, the more his speeches
assumed the tone of manifestor. It seems all the more strange to find a group of three rather fine
mathals attached to Muhammed’s endeavour to vindicate the honour of his wife ‘Aisha, whom public

opinion had accused of infidelity. The verses in question (8. xxiv. 34 to 40) may not, indeed, have been
revealed on this occasion at all, but it appears, as if Muhammed, after having gone through that dis~

agreeable affair, was anxious to change the subject.us The first of these ,mathals (which are all
taken from scenes met with in travelling, and with the exception of third probably recollections
of his own journeys) has already been discussed above," and gives an impressive, but not very
detailed account of incidents of bygone days. This is followed (v. 39) by a neat comparison
of the unbelievers to “ a mirage in a plain (desert) which looks like water to the thirsty traveller,

until he approaches it, when he finds nothing."7° The infidels are further (v. 40) compared to

darkness in a deep sea,7| in which one wave covers another; dark clouds rise above it
increasing the darkness to such an extent, that we cannot see one’s outstretched hand. They

are again likened (S. lxvi. 10) to the disobedient wives of Noah," and Lot to whom (v. 11 to 12)
are opposed the wife of Pharaoh and Maryam as models of piety and chastity, Here Muham

med's Biblical recollections became rather confused. Instead of Noah's he seems to have

had Job's wife in his mind. For Pharaoh's wife Geiger has already rightly substituted his
daughter.

There only remains one more mathal occuring in a verse the authenticity of which as

an original Qoranic revelation is doubtful to me. It has, however, been embodied in the
oificial text of the Qo'rdn; we must, therefore, discuss it here, whilst reserving the investigation
of its authenticity for later on.73 The verse in question (8. xlviii. 29) forms an appendix to a

817m which was revealed concerning various events of the seventh year of the Hijra, and is
entirely out of connection with the context. It is easy to see why the compilers of the Qordn
placed the verse here, from the preceding one, which states that "Allah has dispatched His
messengers with the right guidance and the true faith, in order to exalt the same above every
other creed, and Allahis suflicient as witness." This verse evidently formed the conclusion of
an address, and quite unexpectedly we read the following announcement (v. 29) : Muhammad is

the messenger of Allah, and those who are with him, are fierce against the unbelievers, but

merciful towards one another. Thou seest their bowing down and adoring, seeking favour and

good will from Allah. The Sign [they wear] upon their faces is an emblem of the worship ;

such is their mathal in the Torah. Their mathal in the Gospel is as a seed which puts forth

its stalk, makes it grow and strong, so that it rises upon its stem, and astounds the sewer, etc.

Now only the second part of the verse, bearing on the New Testament, is a real parable,

and is taken from S. Mark iv. 8, whilst the first part belongs to those cases in which mathal is

to be taken in a. wider sense, as is also done by the Commentators. The words evidently

describe some external adjustment of the Jews during worship, which would not have remained

unknown either to Muhammad, or to any one who visited a Jewish house of prayer. I can
refer the words in question to nothing else but to the phylacteries derived from Deut. vi. 8,

5' Nbldeke, Q. p. 157,}leaves the question undecided.

sl Cf. Ch. II. The parable is explained in a scholnstie manner in Ibn Sines Risdla, U95, 5,‘, ,'| | a‘ (+3‘
‘1cm! ’ Pal-U»), ed. Constant. 1298 II. pp. 85-86. See also Al Ghaz. Kit. Almadnfin; liq, 566_r
1' Not expressly styled mathal, but introduced by in ,' cf. Itq. 565.
11 Itq. p. 567. 1' Geiger, p. 111. 1: ch_ xIlr.
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xi. 18,7‘ and styled “Sign.” Although our verse only mentioned the one worn on the forehead
—- the other placed on the arm probably being covered by the garment — the term " sign ” was
applied75 to both by the person whom Mumhammed might have been asked about their

character. The Commentators explain this mathat as a description, which it undoubtedly is,
and it seems to me that its proper place should be among the traditions appended to this
chapter.

Appendix to Chapter VIII.
The mathnl in Tradition.

Apart from the malhals in the Qordn alarge mass of sayings and parables supposed to have

originated with Muhammed lived in the recollections of the first generations of Believers. This
increased marvellously as the sacred and polite literatures of the Arabs developed. To endeavour
to establish or refute the authenticity of these would be a hopeless task, the means of testing
them being much smaller than those we have for traditions on religious and historical matters.
Muhammad was obviously fond of speaking in parables and metaphors when pronouncing reve
lations, and from this we may conclude that he employed the same method of instruction when

discoursing with his friends, or addressing Believers from the pulpit. Although many of the

sayings attributed to him may be authentic, only a few can be substantiated with any certainty.

The apocryphal sayings of Muhammad may be divided into two classes, via, those
embodied in the Hadith or religious tradition, and those registered by secular writers. This
division is, however, superficial only, and does not touch the greater or lesser veracity of either
class. In the following pages I have collected as many as I could find, but have only men
tioned such works as I have been able to examine. I do not therefore claim to have exhausted
the subject.

A series of “ Speeches and Table Talk ” of Muhammed, containing proverbs and general
remarks, has been compiled by Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, London, 1882.

At the head of my collection I place two comparisons which are chronicled in all standard
works on Moslim tradition. Both of these are connected with the manner, in which revela
tions came down to Muhammed. In the one he stated that he heard the voice of revelation
“ as the chiming of bells," in the other the first revelation came down to him as “ the dawn of
the morning" (Bokhfiri beginning, Mu’atta, p. 86, etc). Although a large number of these say
ings are dispersed in the {Judith works of Al Bokha‘iri (died 256 H.) and Muslim (died 260 H.),
these authors did not devote much attention to them. Al Tirmidi (died 279) however in his
collection of traditions has a special chapter on fourteen mathals which I reproduce here (after
'
the edition of Bnh‘iq, 1875, Vol. II. p. 143 599.).
1. [From Jubeir b. Nufeir from Al Nuwfis b. Sinfin Al Kilabifl Fantastic description

of the “Right Path” (Qor. I. 5).
2. [Jabir b. Abd Allah Al Ansariz] The Prophet once heard in a dream adiscnssion

between the Archangels Michael and Gabriel on the following parable : Thou [O Mnhammed]
and thy people are compared to a king who chose a city of residence, where he built a. palace.

In this he placed a table and then he sent messengers to invite the people to partake of the
repast he had spread thereon. Some of them accepted the invitation, but others refused.

The King is Allah, the residence Islam, the palace is Paradise, and thou, O Muhammed, art
the messenger. Whosoever accepts thee, enters Islam, and is received into Paradise where he

enjoys all that afiords him pleasure.

It is possible that this parable is modelled on a Talmudical one (Sanhedrin, fol. 38"‘) of
great popularity, in which an explanation is given why in the creation of the component parts

7‘ Cf. Exod. xiii, 13. u
" m is in this instance rendered by ‘if: because the latter has its fixed Moslim t0rlninology.
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of the world, the earth, stars, and animals preceded man, who, being the noblest creature, found
a garden prepared for abode, and food ready, when he appeared on the earth. The moral of

both parables is nearly the same.

3. [Muh. b. Bishiir from Muh. b. Abi Adiy from Ja‘far b. Maimiin from Abd Tamlm
Al Hujaimi from Abfi Othnn‘ln from lbn Mas‘ild :] Muhammad said: My eyes are asleep, but
my heart is awake (see I. Hish. p. 375, Kd/nil of Al Mubarrad, ed. W'right, p. 77 and 741).
This saying is evidently a mistranslation of Cantic. v. 2 caused by mis-heariug ‘ém' “ my eye"
instead of ani “I” (see my article: Historical and legendary controversies, etc. J. Q. R. x.
p. 105), A mathal following this sentence deals with the same subject.

4. Another and shorter repetition in a somewhat modified form, also on the authority of
Jibir b. Abd Allah.
5. [Muh. b. Ism‘iiil from Mfisi‘i b. Ism‘iiil from Ablin b. Yazid b. Abi Kathir from Zeid

b. Abi Salx'nn from Al Hzirith Al Ashziri :] The infidel is compared to a man who buys a slave.
He brings him to his house, and instructs him in the work he has to do, but the slave (inste Ld
of following his instructions) works for somebody else. Which of you wishes to be Allah's
servant ? Allah has commanded you to pray, so do not turn away from him, since he turns his
face towards that of his servant, while the latter is engaged in praying. Allah has further
commanded you tofast. He who fasts is compared to a man in a turban, who has in his pos
session a bag with musk, the odour of which makes everybody wonder. The odour of the
breath of a fasting man is pleasauter to Allah than the smell of musk Giving aims is further

illustrated by the parable of a man who was taken prisoner. He is loaded with chains and ill
treated, but afterwards ransomed for a small sum. The saying of the Qikr is finally compared
to a strong castle, which gives refuge to a fugitive, who is surrounded by his foes. M an can

guard himself against Satan only through the _]__)|‘k1'.—-This group of mathals seems to betray
Christian influence. For the author of Sildli Al Mtlmin (Brit. Mus. Or. 3855, fol. 12) has the
following version : Muhammed said : Alhih commanded John to teach the Israelites five
sentences; among them is the Qikr. This is compared to a man who is persecuted by his
enemies, but finds refuge in a fortress.

6. [Anne from Abu Mfisfi from Muhammed :] A Moslim who reads the Qordn, is likened
to a citron, whose fragrance and taste are both good, but a Moslim, who does not read the

Qorzin is likened to a fruit which has no fragrance, though its taste is pleasant. The hypocrite
who reads the Qordn, is likened to a fragrant plant of bitter taste, but the hypocrite who does
not read the Qordn. is likened to the coloquinth which smells as badly as it tastes bitter. —-This

parable is to be found in nearly all works of [lad-fill. ; q
/Z Bokh (ed. Krehl, III. 401 ; Moslim,

(Butag 1304,) IV. p. 81 ; Mishkat, 276). The sundry recensions show slight variations. See
also Lane Poole, l. c. p. 154..

7
.

[Al Hasau b. Aliy Al Khihil and several others from Abd Allllh b
.

Razzi'iq from Muham
med from Al Zohri from Sa'id b. Al Musayyab from Abu Hureiraz] Muhammed said: The
believer is likened to the sapling, which the winds incessantly try to upset. The believer is
also continually exposed to trials, but the hypocrite is as the cedar which is not shaken untill
the time of the harvest comes. In Muslim (x. p. 267)this tradition is reproduced with the same
(very unreliable) Isnfid, but is twice repeated on the authority of Ka’b b

. Milik, the “trec"
being replaced by an

“ ear of corn." Since this mathal seems to be, at least in part, modelled
on that in Abéth, III. 17, the version with the tree seems to be the more authentic one.

8
.

[Isl'u'iq b. Mansfir from Ma'n from Mi'ilik from Abd Alliih b. Dinar from Ibn Omarz]
Muhammed said: The Believer is likened to a tree whose foliage does not fall off.— This tradi
tion, which is badly authenticated, is followed by a discussion of the species of that tree.

9
.

[Quteiba from Al Laith from Ilm Al Hiidi from Muhammed b
. Ibrahim from Abu
Salama from Abdal Rahniiin from Abu Hureiru :] Muhammad said: If anyone had a river
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passing by his gate. he would bathe live times a day : could, then, any uneleanness remain on
his body? No! This is the likeness of the five daily prayers, with which Allih washes away
the sins.

l0. [Quteiha from tizimid ~b. Yahyfi from Thfibit al Bam’ini from Anasz] Muhammed
said : My people is likened to the rain, no one knows whether its beginning is more pleasant

or its ending.

11. [Muhammed b. Ismi'i‘il from Khilfid h. Yahyi from Bashir b. A] Muhaijir from Ahd
Alliih b. Boreida. from his father :] Muhammad threw down two dates and asked:

“ What does

this mean ?" No one knew. “ The one," he said, "is hope. the other fulfilment.”

12. [Al Hasan from Al Khilél from Abdal Ilazzfiq from Mu‘ammar from Al Zuhr from
Salim from Ibn Omar :] Muhammed said: Men are likened to camels ; among a. hundred thou
findest but one fit to ride on (see Muslim II. p. 275-, Al Tha‘filibi, Syntagma ed. Valeton, p. 7).
13. [Quteiba b. Sa'id from Al Mughira b. Abdul Rahmzin from Abu Ziniid from Ala‘raj

from Abu Hureiraz] Muhammed said : l and my people are likened to a man who kindles a fire
in which flies and butterflies are caught. Thus I seize your race, and you are thrown into the
fire (see Muslim, II. p. 206).
14. [Musaddad from Yahyii from Sufyi'in from Abd Alli-h b. Dim‘ir from Ibn Omar from

Muhammed, who said :] You, O Moslims, the Jews and Christians are symbolised in the

following parable: A man hired labourers to whom hesaid : “ Who will work for me until
noon for one carat '!

” The Jews did it. Then he asked : “ Who will work for me until the
afternoon (prayer time) 1"’ The Christians did it.

“ Then you, O Moslims, shall work for me

from the afternoon till evening for two carats.” They answered : “ We give the most work
for smallest pay.” “ Have I,” asked he, “ wronged you?" “ No.” " Thus,” he replied, “ do
I bestow my favour upon whom'I choose." — The reader will have no ditiieulty in recognizing
in this parable an adaptation of the Parable of the Householder (St. Matthew xx. ‘2

) as far as

it suited the situation. (See also M'ishkfit, Engl. transl. H. p
.

814.)

To these matlials I attach a few more which are dispersed in the collections of traditions.
One -of the best known of these, which is also mentioned in most modern works, is the

comparison of a reader of the Qm'fin to a. man who owns a camel. If he keeps it fastened, it

remains with him, but if he loosens it, it runs away (Mu‘aflvi, 88, Al Nawawi, Kit. Al Tibyiin.
p. 81 ; cf

.

Sprenger, III. p. xxxv.)
Ibn Abbiis handed down the tradition that Muhsmmed said: He who has in his inside

nothing of the Qordn is compared to a desolate house (Tibya'n, p. 14).

[Milsai from Wahib from Ibn Tai'hs from his father from Ahn Hureiraz] The Prophet
said: The niggard and the almsgiver are compared to two men clad in coats of mail from
their breast to their collar-bone. On the almsgiverit grows until it covers the tips of his fingers
and obliterates his guilt. On the nigga-rd, however, every buckle keeps firm in its place, so

that he cannot loosen it (Bokh. ii. 158, iii. 21).——For i)" which gives no sense, I read 3.;
“guilt.” The text of this parable shows several corruptions, which may be taken as a. sign of
its old age, and probable genuineness. Al Nawawi’s corrections (i'bid) are of little assistance
——The same tradition with a. different Isnfid, likewise going back to Abu Hureira, Bokh. ibid.
The mathal is an imitation of Qor. ii. 263, 267: see above, p. 172.

The worshipper of idols is likened to a thirsty traveller, who sees a mirage in the deserts,

but cannot reach it (of. Qastah'ini, viii. p. 183). This mathal is fashioned after Qor. xxiv. 39

(see above, p. 174).

[Ahu Bakr b. Abi Shaiba and Abu Amir Ash‘ari and Muhammed b. Al Ati'i (the wording
being that of Abu Amir) from Abu Usfima. from Boreid from Abu Burda. from Abu Mfisi'i
from Muhamrncd :] My mission to'guide knowledge is likened to the rain which reaches the
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earth. Part of the latter, which is good, absorbs the water, and produces herbs and other

vegetation in abundance. some parts of the earth are hard, and therefore retain the water,

which serves for man to drink therefrom, and to water their flocks and herbs. Another part
is [barren] level ground, which neither holds the water nor allows anything to grow. This
is typical of those who accept the Law of Allfih. Ho allows them to benefit by my mission,
to learn and to teach. But the likeness of him, who does not raise his head and does not

accept the guidance of Allfih, which was entrusted to me (Muslim, II. 206).
In connection with Qor. lvii. 1'.) Al Qastalz'ini (ix. 237) quotes a comparison, handed down

by Muslim as follows: Muhammed said: If one of you dips his hand in the sea, let him see
what remains on it, when he takes it out again. ——[Abu Hureirzn] Muhammed said: I and the
prophets before me are likened to a. building which a man has erected and beautified. People
surround it, and say : \Ve have never seen a finer building, except one brick [which is Muham

med], Moslim, ibid.

[Abu Borda from Abu Ml'lsa :] Muhammed said: I and my people are likened to a man
who said to his people: “I beheld an army, and I warn you to escape;and now you may
depart in ease." One portion obeyed and was saved, but the other which refused to believe
him, was surprised by the enemy and destroyed. — Follows application [Muslim, ibnL].

Of other authors who have embodied larger and smaller collections of alleged sayings of
Muhammed I have quoted the following:

The famous Amr b. Bahr Al Jilhiz of Basra (died 255 H.) in his Killib Al Malu'lsin
wal’a rjhdriri (ed. van Vloten, Leyden, 1898) quotes many dicta. ascribed to Muhammed on

liberality, niggardliness, and other subjects. More sayings are to be found in Abstracts of the

same author's work, Kit. Al Haydn wul T'ibyli'n (Constantinople, 1883).

A small collection of dicta is contained in A1 Bela'ulori's Kit. futul; albuldzin (ed, de Goeje)
p. 537, but much more are dispersed thoughout the A'a'mil of Al Mubarrad (ed. W. Wright).

In the Kit. Al Mujtam' of Ibn Doreid (died 321) sayings attributed to a number of
persons, beginning with Muhammed (pp. 2 to 4) are collected. The sayings are accompanied

by annotations.

The works of Abd Al Malik Al Tha‘ailibi (died 429) are veryirich in alleged sayings attri
buted to Muhammed, m'z. : -—

'

1. Kit. al’ijziz wal i’jdz (ed. Valeton, 1894-, and Cairo, 1301). The same work is recorded
under the title, Kitdb nau-ddir at Ii-ukm (Brit. Mus. Add. 9569).

2. Al Laldzfwal ‘aré'ifrfi-l agidfld and Al yawliq'it fi baidd-e-mawliqit prepared by Abu
Nasr Al Muqaddasi (Cairo, 1883). Sayings in praise or blame of all sorts of things.

3. Thimdr algulilb (Add. 9558), a volume which contains a large amount of interesting

information on every imaginable subject, concerning anecdotes, folk-lore, proverbs, etc. The

author draws largely on the writings of Al Jahiz, and is therefore of great importance for the
literary study of the latter.

4. Muntukhabdt al tamthil, Constantinople, 1884.

5. Bard al Akbdd, Cairo, 1883, arranged according to the number of subjects mentioned

in each saying.

Abu Abd Allz‘ih Muhammed b. Salama Al'Qudfii Al Shai'a‘i (died 454) wrote a work titled
Kit. Al Shihilb, which contains a thousand dicta supposed to belong to Muhammed (Add. 9692),

Abul Qiisim Husein b. Ahmad Al Brighib Al Isfahfini (died 500) wrote Kit. Muluiglarat
alzulbii' we muluiwarat ul sham-l1 wulbulaghl'i (Add. 7305 ; cf. ll.v Kh. v. p. 414).
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Al Ghazzili reproduces in his Iliya' ‘ulzim aldin a very elaborate parable attributed to
Muhammed on the life of this world. This parable has been translated into German in
Kremer’s, Geschichte der herrschenden Ideen, etc. p. 158. Shorter sayings to be found in the

same work are the following (I. p. 279):

1. Anyone who speaks the _D_i/cramongst those who neglect it
,
is like a green tree in the

midst of barren ground.

2
. Anyone who speaks the Dikr amongst those who neglect is, is like one who fights in

the midst of those who run away.

3
. The Qikr of Alliih in the morning and evening is better than the clashing of swords in

the war path of Alliih, or spending one’s fortune in lavish expenditure.

The same authors work Jawzihir Al Qora'n. (Add. 9483; cf. Ilqdn, p. 843) contains many
malhals on behalf of Muhammed. The work was composed after the Iliyli which is quoted
fol. 11", l. 11, and forms a. very important supplement to the author’s theological treatises.

The best known of all collections of sentences attributed to Muhammed is undoubtedly to

be found in Al Maida‘ini's famous work Amtluil Al Arab (ed. Freytag. Ill. pp. 607 to 617. The
same chapter has been reproduced b

y

Ahmad Al Damanhliri in his Kit. saln'l alrisluid (Alexan—
dria, 1871), pp. 62-66.

The Kit. Al muwashshi by Al Washslu‘i (ed. Briinnow) is likewise to be mentioned among
the works concerned in this subject. The same is the case with the Taslliffit al mulmddilhin by
Al Askari Al Lughawi (Br. M. Or. 3062), who endeavours to be critical with regard to the
authenticity of the sayings handed down.

Some mathala attributed to Muhammed are to be found in Eariri's Mdqdmas, ed.

1
.

Derenbourg, p. 48, l. 16.

There are still to be recorded an abridgment‘of Al Farzibis’ Khullisat AZ Khlilisa b
y Al

Badakhshaui (Kazan, 1851). Forty sayings attributed to Mnhammed are also collected with a

Persian commentary in a richly illuminated MS. of the Brit. Mus. Or. 5081. The work is

printed under the title Jzimi, Firozpfir, 1887. (To this my attention was called by Mr. A. G.

Ellis of the British Museum.)

(To be continued.)

IXTRAUTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIrn
CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY It. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 31.)

1792. ——No. XI.

Fort William, 12th November 1792. Agreed that the following Instructions be given
to Lieut. Blair Proceeding to the Andamans.

Lieutenant Archibald Blair. 12 Novr.

Sir, ——You are already informed that, in compliance with the Recommendation of Com

modore Cornwallis the Governor General in Council has determined to establish a Naval
Arsenal at the North East Harbour of the Great Andaman Island, and you have been
acquainted that three of the Company's Sloops have been Sent from the Pilot Service to Assist,

with the Union Snow, taken up on Freight for 4 Months in transporting the Artificers, Stores
and Provisions from Bengal to the Andamans and from the Place hitherto called Port. Corn
Wallis [Port Blair] to the Harbour above mentioned.
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The Sloops which are called the Seahorse Cornwallis and Juno are Commanded by
Messrs. John Petman C. Crawley and T. Dorrington who will remain in Charge of them
during the Trip and are informed by the Master Attendant that they are to obey such Orders as

you may give them. The Union Snow is also under your directions.

The four Vessells being reported to be in Readiness to take their Departure, and the \Veather

having now a Settled Appearance it is His Lordship’s pleasure that no Time should be lost in their

dispatch, and that they proceed forthwith under your General Command keeping Company with
each other on the Way direct to the North East Harbour now called Port Cornwallis where as
soon as may be convenient after your Arrival, you will begin the work of establishing a Settlement for
the East India Company clearing the Country progressively from the North East of Chatham Island
towards it’s Southern Extremity unless any obstacles, at present unforeseen should make it appear to

you advisable to deviate in any manner from this Directions You are Authorized to erect a small

temporary Redoubt for Defence should you find it necessary, and such temporary Buildings as can
be most quickly finished for the Reception of the Provisions Ammunition, and other Stores.

When these Articles which indispensably require to be well Attended to shall have been Secured

against Injury from Weather, and as much as possible from vermine you will choose a proper Spot
of Ground for a Garden, and have it prepared for the Reception of the Fruit Trees Plants, etca., that
you take from Bengal or can be sent from the Old Harbour where you will order a few People to
remain to take Care of the Garden until all the most u seiul Trees and plants, etca., have been removed
from it to be placed at the new Settlement ; and during that Time one of the Vessells is to remain at
the Old Harbour for the Protection of the People I have mentioned. It is wished that while they
are there they may be able to prevail on the Natives to cultivate upon the Stock that will still be left
of Fruit Trees and Vegetables, so as to introduce them gradually into General Demand.

You will of course send to the Old Harbour when you arrive at the New, the two Natives whom
you brought with you to Bengal and who are now returning in the Union and you will cause any
small Articles that you think will be Acceptable to the People to be Distributed amongst them when
you evacuate the Settlement, which must be done as soon as the Stores, etca., that are to be moved

from it have been interely fsic) taken away.

It is hardly necessary to acquaint you that your former orders for observing the most humane and
conciliatory conduct towards the Natives of the Country and adopting the best means of securing
afriendly intercourse with them, are still in force. Your endeavours to this End were in a great deal
successful at the place you are now to leave, and afforded the Board much Satisfaction.

The Circumstances of your Situation on the Bombay Establishment rendering it of Consequence
to you to be on the Malabar Coast, and the Services of a Surveyor being now less Wanted at the
Andamans than those of an Engineer I have orders to acquaint you that Captain Kyd has been
appointed to'be Superintendent of the Andamans, and is to receive Charge of the Settlement
on his Arrival which will probably be in live or Six \Vceks. With his concurrence and if your time
should admit, you are authorized to finish the Survey of the Andamans and to ascertain the
relative position of the Southern Neeobar with the Acheen Island which has not been
hetherto well determined.

You are then at liberty to proceed to Bombay to resume your Station in that part of India com
ing first to Calcutta to Settle your Accounts it you think your Presence here necessary for that
Purpose. The Board have instructed me to acquaint you that it is at present their wish to have the
Marine at the Audamans under your Care, when the Service which takes you to the Malabar Coast
is ended, and that they mean to write upon the Subject to the Governor in Council.

I am particularly instructed to mention to you that Notwithstanding the Directions in this Letter,
you are to Attend carefully to all orders that you may receive from Commodore Cornwallis who has
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expressed his readiness to Assist, with his Majesty’s Ships in Establishing the Settlement on the great
Andamans at the North East Harbour.

The Board have desired me to signify to You that as your Attention and Abilities in the Manage
ment of the Company’s first Establishment at the Andamans claim their fullest approbation and as

you formerly stated that you were Subject to Considerable Expence by the distance of those Islands

from Bengal and other Countries from whence you could procure Supplies, they have been pleased

to grant you an Allowance of One hundred and fifty Sicca Rupees per Month in Addition to that Which

you receive 05 Surveyor, from the Time of Your first taking Possession of Port Cornwallis, VizL. the
5th of October 1789 Until] you Shall be relieved from the Command, and further, they have deter
mined tbat Your Surveyor‘s Allowance Shall be continued till your Arrival at Bombay.

It is the desire of Government that the Pilot Schooners may be returned to Bengal (where they
will be much wanted) either together or Separately, as soon as they can be Spared from the Service,

upon which they are Sent excepting the Sea-horse, which is to be Sunk in the Salt \Vater, to remove,
if possible, a Quantity of Vermin and white ants that are in the Vessell and could not be expelled by
any Means that have been taken here, and you are Requested to Assist by issuing such Orders as

you think in ['
2 it] necessary to give Effect to the Experiment One of a Similar third ['
1 kind] is

understood to have Succeeded in the Instance of the Viper.

I wish you a Safe and Speedy Passage, and am, Sir, Your, etca.,
Fort \Villiam, (Signed) Edward Hay, Secry. to Govermt.

12th November 1792.

1792. -— NO. XII.
Agreed that the following Letter be written to Commodore Cornwallis and, Ordered that it be

dispatched under Charge of Lieutenant Blair.

To COmmr. Cornwallis. 12th Novr.

The Hon’ble William Cornwalis, Commander in Chief of his Majesty's Ship in the East Indies.

Sir, —We think it proper to inform you that the opinion expressed b
y your Excellency in favor of

an Establishment at the North East Harbour of the Great Andaman in Preference to the
Place which was first chosen for [the] Companys Settlement upon that Island has induced us to
determine on removing it

,

and we accept with due Acknowledgments, the ofier made b
y

your Excellency
to Assist with such Part of his Majesty’s Squadron as can be spared to Efiect that Purpose.

Your Excellency will receive with this Letter, a Copy of the Instructions given to Lieutenant
Blair, in which he is directed to Attend carefully to all orders you may be pleased to give him.

Fort William, We have the honor to be, etca.

12th Novr. 1792.

1792.- NO. XIII.
Fort William, the 19th of November 1792. Read a Letter and its enclosure from Lieute

nsnt Archibald Blair.

To Edward Hay, Esqre., Secry, to Govt.

Sir,-— I have the satisfaction to inform you, that six Months Provision with the necessary Stores
are embarked, and that the Settlers agreeable to the enclosed Return, are well accommodated, and in

perlect health and Spirits.

Union James and Mary, 1 have the Honor to be, ctca.,

Novr. 17th, 1792. . (Signed) Archibald Blair.
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:—
Enclosure in Lt. Blair’s letter, dated 17th Novr.

Return of the People engaged for the new Settlement at the Andamans Embarked
on board the Union, Viper, Cornwallis, Juno, and Seahorse :

Assistant Storekeeper ... ... ... 1

European Overseers m 4

Serjeant Major ... 1

I

Havildars 2

Naicks ... ... 2

Private Sepoys 20

European 'l'ent and Sail Maker ... 1

Native Carpenters 10

D0. Smiths ... ... 6

Do. Sawyers ... ... ... ... 6

Do. Bakers 2

Do. Taylors ... 4

1)‘). \Vashermen 6

Do. Potters 2

D0. Bricklayers .. 2

D0. Gardiners 2

D0. FiShBTmNI ... 0.. 000 00. ... "- no.

D0. Tindals 3

LaSc-arB 32

Barbers ... ... ... ... 2

Stone Cutters ... 2

Servants ... ... 20

Brick makers ... ... n - »- m 2

Copper Smiths .. 2

Turner ... ... 1

Gramies . ... 2

\Vomen ... ... ... .. ... 30

Children ... ... .. 7

Surdars ... ... . 8

Labourers ... ... 170

Novr. 17th, 1792.

(To be continued.)

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

‘3 [Should be 362. — E!) ]

——__

3G013
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NOTES ON SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR .I. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E-, 1.0.3.

(Cunlinuedfrom p. 105.)

Salt. -— Salt sprinkled, thrown into the fire, or melted in water is deadly to the Evil Eye.’91
In Scotland, to correct an evil glance, holy water, exorcism and the smoke of incense were
used.ma Tweed fishermen salt their nets to keep off evil influences.‘l3 N0 Isle of Man seaman

(1700) will sail without a piece of salt in his pocket.“ In South Italy, children wear bits of
rock-salt round their necks to keep off the Evil Eye.85 It is the wholesome and healing
influence of salt, especially its power to put to flight the demon of corruption, that makes it so
valuable and so widespread a guardian against evil glances.

The Scape. -— The goat and other scapes come close to Evil Eye charms since the object
of both is to house evil glances. In England and Scotland, at he-goat is kept in horse stables
near the entrance as he is a favourite Evil Eye home.“

Sea-horse. —- The sea-horse, (‘aballo marine, both dried and figured in metal, is worn as an

amulet and fastened to harness in Naples.87

Serpent. —- Besides being one of the most powerful guardians the fascination of the

snake’s eye over birds and other prey makes the snake a specially valued protection against the

Evil Eye.85

Shell. — As a spirit-home the shell Concha veneris is a favourite guardian against the Evil

Eye.99

Siren. ——A special Neapolitan amulet is the Sireue or Siren seated on a single or double
sea-horse. This is worn by children and women and is also hung in the window or other part

of a house."0

Skeleton. — A miniature skeleton is a favourite wearing charm in South Italy. Among
the Greeks and Romans the skeleton was a favourite charm.91 The moral explanation of the

Roman practice of carrying a. skeleton round the feast room when the drinking of wine began,

namely that the guests might remember death, is probably a later meaning-making of a

91 Compare Mrs. Romanofi’s RH“ and Custom: of the Grace-Russian. Church, p. 395. /

'1 Dalyell's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 15. These rites may be a survival of the Catholic ritual. At
the same time exorcism, holy water (that is, water with salt in it) and incense smoke are cures for spirit-possession
earlier not only than the Christian but than the classic religions. The detail of the non-ecclesiastical and apparently
non-Christian use of salt and water in Evil Eye ailments in Scotland in the beginning of the present century are
interesting. In Scotland (1800, Brand's Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. p. 47), if any member of a family was suffering
from an evil glance a sixpence was borrowed. On the borrowed sixpence salt was heaped and the salt spilt into a

tablespoon full of water. The sixpence was dropped into the spoon and the patient’s soles and palms were
moistened with the salt water. The operator thrice sipped the salt water, drew his forefinger across the patient's
brow and threw the contents Of the spoon over his shoulder into the back of the fire with the words “Lord keep us
from scaith."

‘3 Bassett's Legend: and Superstitions ofthe Sea, pp. 150, 411. 3‘ Op. cit. p. 438.

3‘ Here's Cities of Southern Italy, p. 10.
‘0 Compare the monkey kept in China as a safeguard to cattle. Gray’s China, Vol. II. p. 58. Compare also the

regimental animals to which attaches a feeling of luck.

‘7 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 211, 255, 266.
9" Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 312, 350. '9 Op. cit. p. 28. I
9° Op. cit. pp. 356-357. Compare Neville-Rolfe, Naplm in the Nineties, pp. 41-44. The Sirens originally were

goddesses. One of them, Partheuope, gave its old name to Naples. Compare Bassctt, Legends and Superstition:
q'lhe See, p. 16.
'1 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 122; King, The Guoali-rs, p. 157.
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practice whose sense, like the sense of the Roman shower of rose leaves, was to free the banquet_
room from the spirits which had thronged to the wine. The skeleton cleared the air of spirits

because more than even wine the dead are a tempting spirit-home.” “ 'Tis certain,” says

Aubrey (1660),” “the touch of a dead hand has wrought wonderful effects.” At Stowe] in
Somersetshire, a painter cured a wen on his neck by asking a blessing, saying the Lord’s prayer,
and stroking the wen with the hand of a dead woman. The sense is, the spirit was tempted
from the wen into the more attractive dead hand.

Skull. -— As a tempting spirit-home the human skull is a favourite early ornament. Neck
laces of skulls decorate Hindu deities, and skulls adorn and protect coffins and tomb-stones. A
miniature human skull is a common charm and scarf ornament in Naples. The tribes of the
\Vhite Nile keep the Evil Eye from their grain fields by setting on the end of a pole the
bleached skull of an ox. The same practice prevails among the wilder tribes in Western India.

Spitting ——has been and is an almost universal practice to counteract evil influences.“
Pliny (Rome, A. D. 70) says : —-

“ Spitting into the urine or into the right shoe before putting
it on keeps oil' the Evil Eye.” 95 In Italy, if a child has been blighted by an evil glance and the
person who did the mischief is known, the child is brought before the person and spits thrice

into his mouth.96 According to a Somerset saying, “ You should spit thrice if you meet anyone
with a. north or Evil Eye."97 Compare the Roman and English plan of spitting into the hand
before fighting or beginning to

work: also spitting on the first coin earned during the day.
The Afghans spit on the ground to wash away the evil glance."

Sulphur —- one of the greatest cleansers and scares, is a chief ltalian remedy for an attack
of the Evil Eye."9

‘'1 It seems odd that a skeleton or dead body should be a favourite spirit-home. Two attractions combine,
First, the dead body is a spirit-home without a tenant. Lodgings to let is stamped on the lifeless body. The second
attraction is corruption which so tempts the coarser order of spirits that their love for the nasty drives them to
haunt grave-yards and other unclean pluces. Evil spirits were believed to haunt unclean places when with the
exaltatiou of the guardian spirit the character of the non-guardian spirit was degraded. That non-guardian spirits
were unclean and loved corruption was supported by the experience that the unclean caused sickness, evil smells and

flies, three leading proofs of the presence of evil spirits. The belief rules Russia in the form of the dreaded vampire,
a spirit who finds its way into a dead body and revives it, so that the dead haunts its own home and lives on the

lifeblood of its inmates. The vampire belief in turn finds support in the experience of consumption and other
diseases which seem to suck the patieut's blood, and the other experience of bodies long after burial found fresh and
bleeding. Of the fondness of evil spirits for the unclean and the ill-smelling, Aubrey (1660, M i'scellanies, p. 162)
says ; -—

" Evil spirits are pleased and allured and called up by suli'nmigations of henbane and other stinking smells
which witches use in their coujurations."

9’ Miscellnnies, p. 125.

9‘ Examples have been given in a former article on spitting as a spirit-scarer. Other instances will be found in
Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 412414. Compare Theocritus (Sicily, B. C. 280), Idyll VIL, Banks'translation, p. 40:—
“ May the old woman he at hand by spitting to keep afar what is not good." Also Idyll XX., op. cit. p. 103,
Euuica said :—

“ Away lest you contaminate me," and spat thrice in her breast. Also Idyll XXIlL, op, cit. p. 274 z——
" The heartless girl who spat on the body of her dead lover :" and Polyphemus, Idyll VI. (op. cit. p, 36) ;- " who
lifter excessive admiration of his own beard and eye and teeth spat thrice into his breast in case he should bewitch
himself."
9°Quoted in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 419. The spitting into it prevents any evil influence passing into the

urine and so affecting the person whose issue it is. The spittle in the shoe drives out of the shoe any lurking
influence which might cause woariness.

9“Story's Castle of St. Angelo, p. 208. The sense of this practice is that the spirit sent into the child by the
owner of the evil glance is in the child's spittle. When the child’s spittle passes into the mouth of the owner of the
evil glance a communion is established between the child and the owner in virtue of which any damage done to the
child must equally effect the owner of the Evil Eye.
9'' Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 417. 9‘ Bellew’s Afghanistm, p. 387.

9' Story's Castle of St. Angelo, p. 206. Among Greeks and Romans sulphur was a favourite purifier. After
the babe Hercules strangled Juno's dragons, Tiresias, among other rites, advised that the house should be purified
with clear sulphur. Banks’ Theocritus LB. C. 260), Idyll XXIV., Bohn's Library, p. 130.
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Sunface. -- The Sunface or Surya-mukh is one of the chief guardians against evil in India,
being carved in temples and carried in procession worked on banners. A suntace was worked
into many of the badges worn by the Roman legions whose guardian glances would overcome

the spells of the enemy.

- Tongue. ——The tongue is as great a fascinator as the eye. In one view the tongue is an

even greater fascinator than the eye, since it not only blasts with slander that is spoken envy but

is also the source of the admiration and flattery which with envy form the two main channels of

evil influence. The Accadians or early Chaldeans prayed their gnardiansto save them from the

Evil Eye and the spiteful tongne.1°° Virgil (Eclogue VII.) advises the young poet to bind
clown’s spikenard (bachar) round his brow lost any evil tongue should harm him ; and Horace

(First Epistle) talks of harm done by the skew glance and by the bite of the evil tongue.
At Roman sacrifices the Priest called Favetc lingw's, favour with your tongues, that is

,

keep

silence. Etruscan and Indian masks and images and the masks and images of many early tribes

and peoples have lolling and split tongues.l To thrust out the tongue against any one is a. wide

spread sign of derision with the usual meaning that the person thrust or lolled at is a devil or is

devil-haunted. Another instinctive thrusting out of the tongue tip when something has been

indisereetly said seems a form of unbarufen as if to scatter the rumour spirits who might spread
the wrongly published news.

Thread. —- A red thread was tied round the necks of Roman infants as a charm against
fascination.a In Afghanistan, the Evil Eye is kept from horses by tying white and blue threads
to their tails.3 Among Indian Moslims a blue thread and in Scotland as in Rome a red thread

keeps off the Evil Eye.4

ll‘ooth. ——A boar’s tusk is a favourite charm against the Evil Eye in Naples.5

Water, the universal cleanser and healer, is a favourite Italian cure for an attack from an
evil glance.‘ Evil glances like other evil influences fear nothing so much as holy water. But
both among Classic Greeks and Christians the main virtue of holy water rests in salt.7

Though water cures Evil Eye attacks (so far as has been ascertained) neither water nor picture
nor sign of water is used in Naples to keep 05 an evil glance. In Florence, new houses, which
are tempting Evil~Eye lodgings, bear the early waving Etruscan sign of water apparently for

luck.8 The Jews hold that the Evil Eye cannot pass through water. According to the Tal
mud fish are free from the Evil Eye because they live under water.’

Wolfskin. — A strip of wolfskin fringes many parts of the harness of a Neapolitan horse.
The belief in the guarding virtue of a wolfskin is old. Pliny (A. D. 70) says: -— “A wolfskin
fastened to a horse's neck makes him proof against weariness :10 a wolfstail is also a protec

tion."11 In Scotland, a girdle of wolfskiu is a cure for epilepsy." Here, as in other cases, the

M Lenormant, Clmhlean Magic, pp- 16-17. 1 Compare Elwerthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 162-163, Figure 50.

1 Pcrsius, Seth-ea, II. v. 31. ' Bellcw’s Afghanistan, p. 887. ‘ MS. Notes.

5 Neville-Rolfe, Naples in the Nineties, p. 53. 5 Stcry’s Castle of St. Angelo, p. 208.

7 Compare in Theooritus (B.C. 280, Idyll XXIV., Dale's Translation, p. 180) the order given by Tiresias after
the babe Hercules had throttlcd Juno's dragon :——"Sprinkle the house from a green branch dipped in plenty of pure
water mixed as usual with salt."

9 MS. note from 001. Selby, R. E. Neither the Moslim name of eye ('ain) for a free flowing spring nor the Ger
man saying (Grimm, Vol. I. p. 145, n. 1), “You must not look into running water, it is God's eye,” seem to be
used to give water as an eye a special glamour or housing power over an evil glance.

9 Swab’s Talmud lie Jerusalem, Vol. I. p. 456.
1' Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 330. The sense is. weariness is the result of evil influences through a human

glance or by other channels passing into the horse. The guardian wolfskin scares or draws to itself (that is, pri
sons) the devil of weariuess and the horse keeps fresh.

'1 Op. cit. p- 21. 1* Lady Camilla Gordon, Memories and Fanciw, p. 110,
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trust in the wolf'is not the result of the belief that a wolf suckled Romulus : it goes back to the

stage when, as squared‘fiond, the wolf became the herdsman’s protector and therefore gained the
credit of saving the guardian of Rome.

-

words. ——Besides by articles evil glances can be scared or prisoned by uttering certain
words. These words are either the names of certain evil scaring articles or the names of some
of the greater guardians. The uttering of the names of spirit-scaring articles scares spirits
because in the name part of the spirit, or, in earlier phrase, one of the spirits of the article named

lives. To name the name of the greater guardians ——Classic Hebrew, Christian, Moslim,

[Iindn ——is admitted to scare evil and has no special reference to the Evil Eye.“3 What is of
interest in connection with the Evil Eye is that, though they belong to a much earlier stage of
faith, certain of the local and lower guardians have such sovran power over evil that even the

portion of their spirits that serves to keep their names alive suffices to guard against evil. Of

the early guardians whose name can turn the evil glance the chief are the phallus, the horn,

the nail and certain numbers. Fuscinus or more usually prugfiscine is a word which saves

from an evil glance.“ The guardian virtue of the word przrfisoine equalling forafizscino, that

is, glamour avaunt, might seem to be the tone of command. But no evil influence would heed

this tone or form of command unless the word fast-[nus was the name of the Phallus, the chief of

spii'itdiomes, so tempting that the name by itself is enough to draw spirits into it. It is for
this reason, namely, to house and so dispose of evil influences, that among Hindus at the spring

or Holi festival and among the early Romans in the Fescennine and other guardian songs the
singers were enjoined to shout phallic words. the use of which at other times would have been

deemed unseemly. So great is the scaring power of horn in south Italy that to utter the word

horn takes the harm out of an evil glance.15 So powerful it home or jail of evil glances is an

iron nail that to utter the word de/iyere, that is, ‘drive it home,’ scares evil.l6 Among numbers

3, 7, 8, and 9 are so lucky that to name one of them turns aside an evil glance." In the east
of Scotland, for a fisherman to name ‘canld iron’ is enough to scare any influences who may
have gathered in consequence of the use of some unlucky word.18 In this and in other cases
the word is the name and so is part of the thing named.

Writing. — Words written have power as well as words spoken. Arabs, Jews and other
Asiatics wear holy words in a hollow amulet. A little canvas bag containing a prayer t) the
Madonna or a verse of Scripture is frequently tied to the hcadstall or saddle of a Neapolitan
horse.” To keep oil the Evil Eye, Muslims in Egypt wear amulcts engraved with mystic
characters 2°“ In Egypt, between B. C. 3 )0 and A. D. 300. the name of the guardian Serapis
carved in gems battled the Evil Eye.21 In Abyssinia, passages from the Sacred Writings are
worn in a leather case.22

13In Europe, the evil influence o'i' compliment is turn-2d aside by saying “God be praised." Tho Turk says:—
"illa-shii-Alliih, whatGod wills (happens).” The Persian and Indian Musslml'ln says : -- “God be thanked." If any one
praises her child, an Italian nurse says : -—-“Thank God." Compare Story, Castle of St. A ngelo, p. 159. In Spain, Greece,

Turkey. Palestine, Egypt and Algiers, if you praise a child, you must add “God preserve it.” Dalyoll‘s Darker
Superstitions of Scotland, pp. 12-13. Prayer to guardians is also an universal safeguard against the Evil Eye. As
only as B. C. 2000 the Accariians (or primitive Chaldeans) called on their guardians to turn aside the Evil Eye.
Lenormant‘s Cbalilean Magic, p. 5. The Greeks and Romans prayed to Nemesis to ward off the Evil Eye. Pliny in
Story's Casllc of Si. Angelo, p. 1.30. The early Nemesis was envy, not retribution. Nemesis becoming a.guardian is

a case of the guardian being the squared fiend,

1‘ Story's Castle of St. Anjelo, p. 159. " Jorio in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 2S0.
'5 Op. cit. p. 329. . 1" Op. cit. p. 401.

1‘ Guthrie's Old Scottish Customs, p. 1 l9 ; Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 222.

‘9 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 339. 2° Arabian Life in the Middle Ages, p. 84.

'~‘1King's The Gnoslies and their Remains. p. 70. "Bafllc envy, oh scrapie," is one mottoe.

’~"-’Bcrghofl' in Poll .llall (l-izelle, May 1st, 1899, p. 2.
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Section IV. -—Looal Details.
This summary of local beliefs connected with the Evil Eye begins with India, because

in India, the early dread of the Evil Eye is nnweakened: and because the Indian details are
fuller than those available for other countries. In \Vestern India, the blast of the Evil Eye is
believed to be a form of spirit-possession. In Western India, most witches and wizards are
said to be evil-eyed. Among ordinary persons those only who are born under the following
conditions are evil-eyed. Hindus believe that a pregnant woman has peculiar longings either
from the day of conception or from the fit'th month after conception. These longings are due
to the development of the foetus. They consist of a wish to eat certain fruits and sweetmeats :
to walk in deep shade or in gardens with running water; or to wear rich clothes and ornaments.
If these desires are not gratified the child is born weak and greedy, and is believed to have an
Evil Eye. If a person who has an Evil Eye sees a man or woman eat anything for which he
has a longing the eater vomits or falls sick. In the Konkan, near Bombay, the belief is
general that, at the time of dinner, if any one enters the house without washing his feet
and sees the inmates at their meal, the eaters become sick or vomit their food or lose all

appetite till the Blast of the Evil Eye is warded 03. An unwashed outsider brings with
him evil influences because he comes from wastes or roads or places where three or four
roads meet. As he passes any of those spirit-haunts the haunting spirits buzz about his heels
like gnats, and, unless he washes his feet before entering a house, the spirits enter with him
into the house and make for the food and the eaters. A man who comes into a house with
unwashed feet is said to enter bharalya priydne, that is, with full feet.

In Western India, the chief devices and rites for bafliing the blast of the Evil Eye are :
(1) Salt and water are mixed, waved three or seven times round the face of the person affect
ed, and thrown on the road or at a spot where three roads meet. (2) Cowdung ashes are
taken to a Brahman or to an exorcist, who sprinkles the ashes on his left palm and turning
the thumb of his right hand several times over them charms them by saying incantations
and then rubs them on the forehead of the person afiected. (3) Chillies are powdered and
the powder is thrown on burning charcoal laid in a tile and the whole is waved three times
round the face of the patient. (4) When a child of one month old sickens its mother takes
in her hand some salt and mustard seed, waves them thrice round the child’s face, and
throws them on the fire. If theismell is very strong the mother knows that the blast of the
Evil Eye was very severe. (5) That a child may not be witched Hindu women mark its
brow with lamp-black, and some mothers tie round the child’s neck a. string of bajarbattu.
seeds,23 or a garland of garlic, cloves, marking-nuts or shells. (6) If a man while taking food
believes that the glance of some one present has struck him, the eater ofl’ers some of the food to
the suspected person. If the suspected person eats, the ill-effect of the glance ceases. The
sense of this belief is that the eating of a portion of the food by the suspected person rehouscs
in him the evil spirit that passed along his glance into the food. By this means the spirit
cannot continue to harm the original eater without equally harming the second or suspected
eater, that is, the spirit’s own houser, and that is itself. ‘When it is not known whose eye affected
the sick man he is taken to a charmer who utters mystic verses over part of the food which
the eater believes to be the cause of his sickness. The charmed food is kept slung from the

ceiling for a night and next morning is given to the sick man to eat. Sometimes the food
which has disagreed with the patient is divided into three parts and one of the parts is divided
into three morsels. Each morsel is lifted to the sick man's mouth as if to feed him but instead
is set on the ground on the right of the sick man. (7) A handful of dust is gathered at the
meeting of three roads and mixed with salt and chillies. The mixture is passed thrice from
the head to the foot of the sick man outside the house near the threshold and is there burnt
on a plate. It the smoke has no smell of chillies the man is believed to be witchcd. If the

2’- The seeds of the talipot palm, ('oryplm umbramili'j'vm.
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smoke smells of chillies the sickness is believed to be due to natural causes and not to
possession. (8) Seven pebbles picked from a place where three roads meet, seven leaves of
the khajuri or date-palm, and seven leafy branches of the bar (Zizyphus jujuba) tree are
brought. The date-palm leaves are waved round the 'patient's face and then knotted by a
member of the family or by some one else who knows the charm which should be repeated
during the tying of the knot. The knotted palm leaves, the bunches of jujube leaves, the
seven pebbles, and a morsel of food are then waved round the face of the patient and put in a.
vessel filled with water. The sick man is told to spit into the vessel and to drop into the water
a lock of his hair or the paring of one of his nails. The neck of the vessel is stopped with
crand or castor leaves and a cloth is tied over the mouth. The vessel is waved three times
round the sick man’s head and is set on the fire to boil. As soon as it boils it is placed under
the patient’s cot. A broom and a shoe are also brought, struck thrice en the ground, and
placed under the cot close to the pot. Next morning the cloth over the mouth of the vessel
is untied, the vessel is taken outside the house and its contents are spilt. If the water has
turned red the man is believed to have been witched: if the water has not turned red the
patient is sufiering from some bodily disease. (9) Boiled rice is laid on a plantain leaf, red
powder is scattered over the rice, and a small lighted torch or wick is stuck on the rice. The
whole is thrice waved round the patient’s face and is carried to a well or pond, the bearer
being careful not to look back or to speak to any one on the way. He sets his charge near the
water, washes his hands and feet, and goes home. In this and in the other instances quoted
the object of waving fire or lights round the patient is to draw the spirit into the light and so to
house or prison it. Housed in the light the spirit is taken to the edge of a stream or pond,
or to where three roads meet, and the spirit in his lamp-house is left at this spirit-resort which
is a prison as much as a home. It is worthy of note that in these rites fire is treated not as a
spirit-scare but as a spirit-prison. (10) A child who cries too much is witched. The mother
takes burning charcoal in a tile or pot-sherd and laying chillies on the charcoal in the evening
sets the sherd at the meeting of three roads. When a grown person is afiected by the
Evil Eye a small earthcrn lamp is lighted, set on a piece of cowduug, waved round the
patient’s face, and left at a place where three roads meet, Among the Kunbis of the
Bombay Dakhan, black threads, shells, marking-nuts or an old shoe is tied round the
neck or leg of a pet bullock to keep ofi the Evil Eye?‘ Among Gujarat (Bombay) Shriiwaks
or Jains the bridegroom wears a black silk thread tied round his right ankle to keep off
the Evil Eye. A Gujarat mother calls a boy who is born after several children have died
Stone or Rubbish or Girl. The mothcr’s object is that no spirit may be tempted to come and
live in the boy, or rather that the envious spirit of some former wife or other family ghost
whose ill-will killed the elder children, may be cheated into leaving this boy alone. A high
class Gujarat Hindu child is believed to suffer either from its own gaze or from the gaze
of some fond relation.25 In Gujarat, the Hindus who have the most hurtful form of Evil Eye
are those possessed by Vir, the spirit of a dead warrior.” The strict sub-sect of Varjadi
Vaishuavas in Gujarat keep their drinking water where no one can see it.” Both among
Musalmins and Hindus the belief prevails that during the dark spirit-haunted hours of the
night the eye of the sleeper becomes charged with evil influences. The Gujarat Muslim on
awakening should cast his first glance on gold, silver or iron 1 if his Waking glance falls on
a man the man will sicl-zcn.28 Another saying is : the first glance should fall on an ornament,
the second on the wearer.29 Gujarat Muslims are careful not to take their meals in presence
of strangers, otherwise the food is sure to disagree with the cater or to be thrown up.” In
Gujarat, a glance of admiration is known as mithi nazar or sweet glance. If a stranger casts
a sweet glance on a child, the nurse or parent wards the evil glance by saying :— “ Seo there
is dirt on the heel of your shoe.

" The spirit which might have passed from the admirer’smm
'1" Op. oil. ‘*9Khan Saibeb Abfls Ali, Inspector of Police, Gedhra, 37th January 1587.
29 Op. 033- 5° Kluin Bahadur Fazl Lutfullah Faridi.
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—eye into the child is turned to the supposed dirt on the heel. The belief is general that the
admiring glance of a parent may damage a child as much as a stranger’s sweet look. Another

glance that harms is the strong man's glance. Like the glance of love the strong man’s glance
has a koski'sh or drawing power. According to the Gujarat Musalmiins as the tiger draws the

deer and as the snake draws the bird so the glance of a strong eye drains the strength of a weak

eye." When an Indian Musalmi‘in is complimented on his health he says :-—“ God be thanked.”

Indian Muslims bind a blue thread round a child's neck or wrist to keep ofi the Evil Eye.32 In
North Gujarat, the belief is common that the fine bulloeks for which that part of the Province

is famous, are specially liable to suffer from admiration. In 1888,21. pair of Radhanpurbullocks
gained a prize at a cattle show at Ahmedabad, the capital of the Province. So many people
looked at and praised the bullocks that one of them sickened. The keeper tied a green and black

cotton thread round the fore-leg of the sick animal and it recovered.a3 In Dhiirwar, in the
South of the Bombay Presidency, if a person praises a child the mother (to avert the Evil Eye)
says:—- “Look at your foot, it is covered with filth.”3* The Karnatak Lil'igaiats, like the
Gujarat Shriivaks, do not allow any stranger to look at them while they are eating, lest any evil

glance may pass into the food. Most Hindus, when they offer naivedya or food to their house

gods, close their eyes, draw the left hand over the closed eyes,and wave the right hand in front
of the gods. In European practice, the evil, that is the evil spirits, in the worshipper
is prevented from passing into the object of worship by signing the Cross in front of the eyes
or simply by bowing the head. Among Hindus, the issue of an evil influence from the

worshipper’s eyes is prevented by the double precaution of closing the eyes, and of drawing
the left hand in front of the closed eyes. The waving of the guardian right hand clears

any evil influences that, without its protection, might pass from the worshipper to the

worshipped. In Bengal, at the first pregnancy ceremony, a cloth is hung between the husband
and wife?‘5 The place where sacrifices are performed must be sheltered by a shed.36 In
worshipping the bones of Krishna at Jaganiith the priest covers his eyes.” Among the
Hindus, an elder brotherv never looks at a younger brother’s wife.“m Among most Hindu
women, it is a mark of respect to turn the back on a man or to turn away or veil the face,”

the object being to prevent evil influences passing from the eyes of the woman into the

person to be honoured. In Cashmir (1831), the traveller Vigné was told that spots of quartz
in a trap rock were a disease caused by the Evil Eye.‘0

The Evil Eye is dreaded by the Malays.‘1 In China, when a pregnant woman sees a child
the mother rubs the child with betel~palm paste to prevent her child’s soul passing into the un

born infant.‘a To avoid the Evil Eye and admiration the Japanese dress their children shabbily.“
The Mnsalmi'in women of Turkistfin wear dark thick veils of horse-hair.“ The Evil Eye is much
feared in Afghanistan. It causes all manner of mishaps to animals as well as to men. The Evil
Eye of animals and of men, especially of Englishmen, is bad: but the Evil Eye of the invisible
genii and fairies is worse.“ The evil glance may be avoided by spitting, by wearing charms,

and by tying white and blue threads to horses’ heads and tails.‘6 The ancient Persians consi

dered the Evil Eye an az'ghdah or demon.‘7 Zoroaster (B. C. 600) ordered that if any one saw
a pleasing object he should say over it the name of God.“3 When his health is praised a Per
sian Mnsalman says: —- “ Thanks to God.”" In Chaldea, as far back as the time of the Aeca~
dians (B. C. 2000), guardians were besought to keep away the Evil Eye.“ Another Accadian

3‘ Khan Sr'iheb Abils Ali, Inspector of Police, Godhra, 27th Jannary 1887.
3’ Khfln Bahadnr Fazl Lutfullah Fnridi. 5“ MS. Note.
1‘ Information from the late Mr. Tirmalrao. 5‘ Ward's View of the Hindus, Vol. III. p. 72,
$6 Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, 701. I. p- 149. “7 Ward’! View ofthe Hindus, Vol. II. p. 133,
1' Op. cit. Vol. III. p. 183. 39 Dnbois, Vol. I. p, 436. “ Vigné's Travels in (,‘asltmir.
‘1 Straits Journal Branch Royal Asiatic Society, ‘2 Gray's China, Vol, I]_ p, 31_
'5 Manners and Customs ofthe Japanese, p. 177. “ Sohuyler’s Twrkertain, Vol. I. p, 12;,
‘5 Bellew's Afghanistan, p. 387.

' ‘6 Op. cit, toc. cit.
01West's Pnhlmri Texts, p. 111. ‘' Dabintdn, VOL I. p_ 311
so Khfin Bahfidur Fazl Lutl'ulluh Faridi, MS. note, 1898. 5° Lenormant’i (.‘haldean lags'c, p, 5,
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prayer beseeches the gods to keep at a distance evil spirits, ill-wishing men, plague, fever, the
spiteful tongue, and the Evil Eye.51 Among the Arabs, the early Ishmuclites (B. C. 1200)
decked their camels with creseents to keep elf the Evil Eye."3 The Prophet Muhammad (A. D.
600) accepted the general belief that the Evil Eye caused diseases and death.“ The modern
Arab believes that the horse and still .more that the camel is apt to sufier from the Evil Eye.
They guard their animals with eye-shaped amulets and with talismaus containing passages from
the Kuran.“ In the Levant, the poorest ask pnssers to share in their meal.55

Among the Jews King Solomon (B. C. 1000) (Proverbs, Chap. XXI'ILV. (i-S) describes the
man with the Evil Eye: — “Eat thou not the bread of him that hath an Evil Eye, neither desire
thou his dainty meats. For as he tbinketh in his heart so is he. ‘ Eat and drink,’ saith he to
thee; but his heart is not with thee. The morsel thou hast eaten thou shalt vomit up and lose

thy sweet words." So in the New Testament, Christ says:—— "The light of the body is the
eye. If thine eye be evil the whole body shall be full of darkness ;" and, again,v “Is Mine eye
evil btcause I am good 1”“ Christ's view that an Evil Eye is the outcome of evil spirits in a man
is shewn by the passage : “For from within out of the heart of men proceed evil thoughts, adulteries.
iornications, murders, thefts, covctousness, wickedness, deceit, an Evil Eye, blasphemy, pride, foolisln
ness. All these evil things come from within and defile the man.”57 This-description that, like

other desires and impulses, the Evil Eye comes from within may seem in agreement with the later

scientific view that such impulses and appetites are material, a necessary result of the body, and are

not caused by any outside spirit that has made its abode in the man. Still the statement that the

greedy longings of the Evil Eye come from within is in no way opposed to the view that the greedy

thoughts or other evil impulses are the temptings of the devil, or, in still earlier phrase, that they are

spirits that have come into the man from outside. This view is illustrated by the passage that follows

the verses quoted where an evil spirit who lived in a man left his lodging. came back, and finding his

old lodging comfortable called other spirits and they lived together in the man. Out of this man,

from his lodgers, that is from within, would come the Evil Eye, the uncleanness and the other

nuwilled and hurtful influences that made the second state of the man with his tablc-d-héle of

spirit-lodgers worse than his first state with only one tenant. The Jews professed that the race

of Joseph were above the power of the Evil Eye.56 Still to keep ofi the Evil Eye, the Talmud

advises that, in entering a. city, the thumb'of'the right hnnd should be placed in the left hand

and. the thumb of the left hand in the right hand.” Further, to keep off the Evil Eye, the Jews,

after their re-estahlishment (B. C. 440) in Jerusalem, adopted the practice of wearing guards or

phylacteries, that is, little boxes containing passages of Scripture.“0 The Jews of Tunis take the

strictest precautions that no Evil Eye shall gain access to a new-born son. They hide the hubs

behind curtainsr keep the room full of smoke, and hang about flaming hands and outspread

lingers, pieces of bone and cowl-y shells.‘l The Phaanikiaus (B. C. 1000) used an eye as'an amus

5'‘ Judges, Chap. VI'I'I. v. 21.
5‘ Elworthy, The Evil Ege,.pp. 124, 233, 841.
5‘ St. Mathew, Chap. VI. v. 22-23: Chap. XX. v. 15.

5“ Lenormnnt's Chat-dean Magic, pp. 16, 17.
‘5 Arab Society in the Middle Ages,- p. 84.
5‘ Ualycll's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 14.
57 St. Mark, Chap. VII. v. 21, 22.. _
5' Schwab’e Talmud de Jerusalem, Vol. I. p. 456. Though in theory the Jew was exempt from the Evil‘ Eye the

glance of n Jew might be an evil glance.
“ If," say! the Talmud, "any one is afraid of casting an evil glance let

him look at the left side of his nose." (Opr cit. , loc- sit.) The sense seems to be that the spirit in the left or unlucky

eye will pass into the first object seen, that is, the looker's nose, and so do no harm. I
‘9 Op. ciL, loc, cit. The sense seems to be that, by veiling. the phallic thumb by the hands. the entry of evil

spirits is prevented. At the some time the 'yom' meaning of the open hand in India (see King, The Gnoailcr, p. 222)

suggests that the protection is purely phallic. '
6° The late date of the adoption of thepractice explains the use of a Greek word for the guard. King (The

(medics, p. 116, n. 2) suggests that the use of texts took the place of earlier. Ephesian spells. . i
5' Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 426. Of the dread of praise, as opening an attack from the Evil Eye, Langwill

(Children of the Ghetto, p. 39) gives the f_ollowing example in his account of the poor Jews of London : —
.— "It is a
line child. unbeshraer, only it won't be its mother's fault if the Almighty takes it not back again. She picks up so
nmny ignorant love women who come in and blight the child by admiring it aloud, not ‘even ssyiug unbeshwer"

itnbeshrir apparently is a Dutch form of the German unbemcfemnnsuminoued).

\
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let to guard against the Evil Eye. The Carthaginians (B, C. 500), mainly a Phmnikian colony.
were fond of pottery in the shape of animal heads with an eye on the neck. The Oarthaginians also

used an ornament closely like the Etruscan and Neapolitan rue-sprig, or cimamta.B2 Dread of the Evil
Eye was ever present among the ancient Egyptians (B. C. 2000-500). Both the living and the dead

Ware, and on the walls were painted, the eye of Osiris, the hieroglyphic ut‘a.63 In Middle-Age Egypt
(B. C. GOO-A. l). 600), during the centuries before and after Christ (B. C. 300-A. I). 300), Serapis
was considered a special guardian against the Evil Eye. The-name of Serapis carved in gems baftied
the Evil Eye.“ In modern Egypt (A. l). 600-1900), the women blacken with kohl or antimony the
edge of the eyelid above and below the eye.“5 The blackness is said to cool the eye. The practice sug

gests the belief that the black fringe scared spirits from attempting to enter the eye. \Vhen a Muslim

Egyptian salutes a saint he holds his hands before his face like an open book.“ To keep off the Evil

Eye, in which he fears enchantment, the Egyptian Muslim wears amulets called telism or talismans

with mystic characters engraven on them .57 The Egyptian Muslims have a saying : -— “ The food that

is coveted or on which the Evil Eye has fallen, carries no blessing.W8 To guard their children from
theEvil Eye, Egyptian Muslims either have them slovenly clad, rubbing dirt on their clothes ; or
they sew on their head-dress coins, feathers, gay lappets or charms, so that the evil glance may be

drawn to the ornament.” The Abyssinian Budas, potter-s and iron workers, who turn into

hyaanas, are supposed to have the Evil Eye. Charms and amulets against the Evil Eye are writ
ten and worn in leather cases in Abyssinia.70 The Nubians, the Abyssinians, and the Negroe tribes

of the White Nile have a firm belief in the power of the Evil Eye. The Evil Eye is supposed to

harm cattle and horses and so to witch guns that they constantly miss their aim.71 Pliny (A. D.

50) says that the glance of African sorcerers causes trees to wither, cattle to perish, and infants

to die.13 During Denham’s journey across the Sahara. from Tunis towards Lake Chad in 1812

a she-camel suddenly fell dead. “The Evil Eye,” said the Tunis Arabs, “God be praised, God is
great, powerful and wise, those looks of the desert people are always fatal.”73 in parts of Africa.
no one eats in public in case he may be envied by some hungry man.“ At Dahomey, in Central
Africa, during a ceremonial when the king drinks, two of his wives stretch a calico screen in front of
him. Another pair of wives open small parasols to hide the king's figure. Guns are fired, the Ama

zons tiukle bells, rattles arc sprung, ministers clap their hands, commoners turn their backs, dance like

bears or swarm like dogs,75 When the wife of n Dahornan serves her husband with food or drink, she

touches the ground with her forehead and bends before him with averted face.“5 Among the neighbour

ing tribe of Loangos, when the chief drinks, the people bury their faces in sand.77 No one may see the

contents of any dish served to the chief of the Moubattfis in Central Africa.“ In East Africa, the

Mpwapwas wear an apron with a fringe of thongs to keep ofl the Evil E ye and other witchcraft.79 The

.Moursaks of Central Africa set the head of an ass in their gardens to keep off the Evil Eye.80 In
Madagascar, no food is carried across a road without being covered.Bl If you say to a Madagascar
woman that her child is pretty, the mother, to turn aside the Evil Eye, says:-- “No the child is ugly
01- nasty."52 The Ashantecs of \Vest Africa set in their ficlds iron standards with horns and. a brow

o Elworthy, rm Evil. Eye, pp. 127,m. 6* Op. cit. pp. 6, 126.‘136.
5‘ King, The Gnostic: and. their Remains. p. 70. "5'Enryclopwdiu. Britannica (lXth Ed“), "Egypt," p_ 728_
‘*6Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p. 71.

6" 0p. cit. p. 84. Tali-am is the Arabic form of the Greek upolelesma, planet influence. A talisman both gained
love and guarded mischief : an amulet (amolior, battle) only guarded mischief. Sea King, The Gnwfics, p. 115,
6’ Lane's Modem Egyptians, p. 145. “9 Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p. 193.
N mworthyy The Ev“, Eye, pp 23, 391-394, 71 Berghoif in Pall Mall Gazette, May 1st, 1899. p. ‘2

.

1'1Elwm-thy, The Evil Eye, p. 11.
' ‘'3 Dcnham and Clappcrton's Africa, ,Vol. I. p. 133.

1‘ Dulyell’s Darker Superstitions o
f Scotland, p. 14.

7"‘Burton's Visit to Dulwm'y, Vol. I. p. 245. The action of the commoners is interesting. They turntheir backs

to prevent their; eyes sending evil-glances: they dance like bears and swarm like dogs to entice evil spirits in
themselves.
7“ Op. cit. Vol. I

. p. 45. "7 0p. cit. Vol. I. p. 245. T"*Schweinfurth’s Heart o
f Africa, VOL II_ p_ 9g

Notes and Queries in Elworthy, The ‘Evil Eye, p. 121.
7’ Cameron's Across Africl. p. 98. 5° New and Quzriw in Elworthy, The’Evil Eye, p; 121,
a‘. Sohweint'urth‘l Heart of Africa, Vol. ii. p. 326. :2 Op_ 6“. VOL IL p_ 168‘
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like an ox-skull to protect the sown crops from evil spirits.“ In the Congo Country, in South-West
Africa, if any one looks at the chief while the chief is eating, the locker is killed.“ The people of
Guinea in West Africa are described in 1553 as reverencing their king wonderfully and never daringr

to look him in the face.85 \Vhen Monte-Lame of Mexico (A. D. 1550) dined a gilt wooden screen was

drawn in front of him that no one might see him eat.86 Mexican women turned their backs on the

men when they gave them drink.” In Nicaragua (1530). the belief was common that some persons’
looks were mortal and that the glance of certain eyes was fatal to children." In Peru (1530).
worshippers covered their eyes while adoring sacred objects. The priests kept their eyes on the

ground and their backs turned to the god when they sacrificed.”

In Europe, among the ancient Greeks (B. C. 1500-150), the Evil Eye was greatly dreaded. Th6‘
Greeks and Romans held that the eye carried disease and death as well as love and delight to men,

animals and trees.‘,0 The Evil Eye was called bus/canoe, a word of doubtful origin, connected by some

with an early Greek word baeko, go : according to others, baskanos is a Chaldean word meaning phal

lus. The Chaldean origin is supported by the fact that the phallus was called bael'anos, perhaps with

the sense that it fascinated fascination, prisoning or turning aside the evil glance.91 The Greeks wor

shipped Nemesis or Fortune in her early character of envy as a guard against the Evil Eye.92 The
ancient Greeks were impressed with the danger of self-fascination. Besides the case of Narcissus,

'l‘heocritus (B. C. 260) makes Darmetas and Plutarch (A. D. 150) makes Eutelidas fascinate them»

selves by looking at their own faces.”a According to Pliny (A. .D. 50) the glance of an Illyrian who

had double eyebrows was mortal.“ According to Plntarch (A. D. 150) the glance of certain eyes
harmed infants and young animals. The Cretans and people of Cyprus had special power to cause harm.

and the glance of the Theban Evil Eye might slay a grown man."5 In its milder form Plutarch seems
to have found the casting of envious glances general. “ The common people,” he says, “ are envious or

evil-eyed. They are vexed in their minds as often as they see the cattle, of those for whom they have

no kindness, their dogs, or their horses in a thriving state. They sigh, they grin, they set their teeth

and shew all the tokens of a malicious temper when they behold the fields, of those for whom they have.

no kindness, well tilled or their gardens adorned or beset with flowers."°° In A. D. 380, Heliodorus,

Bishop of Thrace, noticed the danger of being struck by the Evil Eyeif you went among crowds. The

Bishop held that when any one with an Evil Eye looked at what was excellent he filled the surrounding
atmosphere with a pernicious quality and transmutcd his own envenomed exhalations into what was near

est to him." In modern Greece, the Evil Eye is called kakmrmti.‘a Mud is rubbed on the brow of a
new-born babe to keep off the Evil Eye. If a stranger looks at a Greek child the mother spits into
the child’s face or into her own bosom. Like the ancient Greeks the ancient Romans prayed to

Nemesis or Anoy to guard them from the Evil Eye.” Canon Iorio, an eighteenth century Italian
authority on the Evil Eye, says : -— " In the vast field of amulets against the Evil Eye every one was
known to the Ancients : the modems have not added a single horn."l°° The word baa/canoe, which the

Ancient Greeks used both for the Evil Eye and for the pkallus, appears in Latin as fascinue or fizsci
1mm, and is the origin of the English fascinate. Virgil (B. C. 40) says:—

" I know not what eye
witches (fascinat) my young lambs.“ Like baskanns, fusfl'nus was used with the sense of Phallus,

*5 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 215. 5‘ Op. cit. pp. 426-427. '5 Kerr's Voyager. Vol. VII. p. 226.
‘6 Spenoer’s Descriptive Sociology, p. 232. '7 Op. cit. p. 234. R‘ Op. cit. p. 248. 1" Op. cit. p. 225.
" Story’s Castle ofSf. Angelo, p. 183.
*1 Compare Smith's Greek and Roman Antiquities, "Faseinum,” and Blworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 7.
9’ Op. (if. p. 4. As envy seems to be Nemesis before Neurosis was raised to Divine Vengeance, this worship of

Envy. like the widespread use of an eye to guard against the Evil Eye, is a case of the religious law that the gnar
dian is the squared fiend. Envy propitiated can imprison in itself all envious thoughts and glances.
9‘ Damtetns (Idyll VI. Bohn’s Libraries, 'l‘heocritus, p. 36) speaks in the character of Polyphemus:—-"l.atel_v I

was looking into the sea and beautiful was my beard and beautiful my solitary eyebrow and beautiful my teeth
whiter than Parian marble. That I might not be witohed I spat thrice ‘upon my breast." The case of Eutelidas is
quoted in Plutarch's Symposium V. : Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 14.
“ NaturaL History, Book vii., Chap. 2. 9“ Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 10.
9° Plutarch's Morals, Vol. I. p. 272. 97 Elworthy, The Evil Eye. pp. 6 and 88. 9' op. cit. p. 7. n. 9.
” Pliny, A. D. 50, in Story’s Castle of SI. Angelo, p. I50,
I" In Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 264. 1 Ecloyues, III. 103.
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apparently because the phallic; out-fascinated or imprisoned the evil glance.2 Like the phallus the
Romans (A. D. 40) used mcilla or little masks of Bacchus to guard trees against the Evil Eye.3 Pliny
-notes that if any one sickened without cause people said :— “Mantis te vz'rlz't,A grasshopper has seen
you." Pliny also records that a piece of wolfskin fastened to a. horse’s neck makes him proof against
weariness.5 And that to spit into his urine or into his right shoe before putting it on guards the spit
ter from the Evil Eye.8 This spitting cure is a case of the use of the term Evil Eye in the general
sense of evil influence. The sense of spitting into urine is to prevent Evil Eye or otherv influences
'coming into the urine and so through the urine into the body of the spitter (according to the early belief

that in any issue lives one of the souls or part of the soul of the person from whom the issue has come,
so that any harm done to the issue injures the issuer). The sense of spitting into the right shoe

before putting it on is to drive out any evil influence that may have lodged inthc shoe, since such

spirit would pass from the shoe into the foot and cause wcariness or other harm.

No nation of modern Europe takes more pains to guard both people and horses from the Evil
lye by wearing charms and using evil-scaring and housing gestures and words than the Italians.

in Italy, if any one is complimented on his good health, he will say - or if a child's healthy look are
praised, the nurse will say :-— "Thanks be‘ to God.”7 The names of the leading articles, gestures
and words in general use against the Evil Eye have been noted above. One of the most striking

sights in Naples and in the country towns near Naples is the brightness and the variety of the

articles fastened to harness to protect horses from the Evil Eye. The beliefs and practices connected

with the Evil Eye are specially common in South Italy, Sicily. and Corsica. According to the

Neapolitan belief the jcttatore or caster of the evil glance is born with the power: he cannot get rid

of the power: as a rule he does not know that his glance is evil.s According to Mr. Story, in
Italy, the belief in the power of the Evil Eye is universal. 'Every coral shop is filled with amulets
and every body wears a charm, ladies on their arms or at their belts, men on their watch-chains,

beggars on their necks.9 Dumas in his Impressions de Voyage describes the Evil Eye as a funda
mental nrticle of social faith in Naples.10 One theory is that the eye cannot of itself have an active

fascinating power. But that, through the eye, the spirits of evil persons may fascinate and send

l'orth contagion by means of a poisonous exhalation." Another theory is that the jettatare or thrower

cannot command the evil glance. The glance hlights the first object it lights on. In Naples.
women used to be supposed to throw the most poisonous glances: now the glance most dreaded is that

of a mean-looking and morose man.12 In the seventeenth century (1660), Aubrey wrote :
“In Spain, France and other southern countries, nurses and parents are very sly to let people look
upon their young children for fear of fascination.” In Spain, they take it ill if one looks on achild and
say-“God bless it.” They‘talk of ma! dé ojoc.13 In Spain, the glances of a woman are most
vdreaded. The cure is to drink horn-havings.“ If a stranger looks at her child a Turkish or a
Greek woman will either spit into the child’s face or into her own bosom.us In Russia, a child who
sufiers from low spirits, loss of appetite, and restlessness is believed to be witched. The wise-woman

ul‘ mid-wife is called. She takes a vessel of water, drops into it a cinder or two, and ‘a pinch of salt,
makes the sign of the cross over the water, says a long prayer over it and begins to yawn. She
crosses the water again, takes a sip, squirt-s it thrice over the patient’s face, makes him drink, and
washes his face and head.16 Russian children are blasted by admiration. If any one says ;—“What a
fine, healthy babe,” the nurse says :—“Do you wish to witch the child ?”17 A kind-hearted_________—____—_M_
3 Compare Andrews, Latin Dictionary, s. v. Fuaciuus.
5 Compare Virgil, Georgian, Book H. v. 389 :— “ For thee, Bacchus, soft little masks hang from the tall pine."
' In Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 15.
5 In Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 330. Here the Evil Eye, whose glance causes weariness is drawn into the

squared fiend or guardian wolf. 6 0p. cit. p. 419.
7 Story's Castle of St. Angelo, p. 159. l Dumas LaCorricolo in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 27_
' Story‘! Castle of St. Angelo, p. 193, 1" Saturday Pmiiew of 8th August 1891, p. 167.
11 Story’s Castle of St. Angelo. pp. 183, 184. 19 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 28.
13 Aubrey's Miscellanics, p. 178. 1' Murray's Handbook of Spain in Elworthy, Evil Eye, p. 23, note 43_
1" Reference mislaid. 1° Mrs. Romanofl", Rita: and Customs ofthe Greece-Russian Church, p. 59." St. James‘ Budget, June 22nd. 1883 ; Mrs. Romanofi, Bites and Customs of the Gram-Russian Church, p. 59.
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evil-eyed Slav father blinded himself that his glance might not harm his children.18 In South
Russia, many amulets have been found with markings representing eyes." In Germany, the
witch is, in theory, almost the only medium of evil influences. The Evil Eye is perhaps more
characteristic of the German witch than of any other witch. According to Grimm, you can tell

a German witch by seeing your image upside down in her pupil.2° Though in theory the Germans

have foeussed evil influences in the glances of witches the common boast‘saving phrase (accom

panied by table rapping), “Ei-n zwez' drei unberufen, Once, twice, thrice, you are not wanted,"

implies the belief that unhoused spirits swarm in the air and are ever on the lookout for likely

lodgings.21 The words sclielange squint-eye, zauber-blick glamour-blink, and boschuft evil glance,

further show that in common German belief the power of the Evil Eye is not limited to
witches. In South France, the presence of any one with the Evil Eye is supposed to put silk
worms off their feed}?

In England, in the seventeenth century, according to Lord Bacon, the Evil Eye most hurts
when the person envied is beheld in glory or triumph: because,in the time of glory or triumph,

the spirits of the person envied most come out and meet the blow.23 Near Salisbury, in South

England, in 1685, in charging a jury in a witch case, a Justice said :—“ The natures of some
people are corrupted by atrabz'lia, or something unknown, so that their look when fixed many
times on a living object destroys the object by a certain poison." This result may be contrary
to the purpose of the miserable persons who sometimes affect their beloved‘ children and ofteuer
their own cattle. The Judge knew one Christian Malprid, who had an Evil Eye. He and his
children and all his cattle were lean. The only fat animal about the place was a dog who kept
himself out of sight in the barn among the beans.“ In Yorkshire, in 1810, boys put the thumb
between the first and middle fingers pointing downwards to guard against the Evil Eye of a
witch.25 In 1899, in Somerset and Devon, the phrase ‘ wished ’ is used of any illness or other
misfortune which, appearing unnatural, is taken to be due to some artificial overlooking.” In
Somerset and Dorset, the mass of the people are as firm believers in witchcraft and the Evil
Eye as were the swains of Theocritus and Virgil.” In Somerset, they say :— "Spit three times
if you meet any one with a north or Evil Eye.”8 That horse-shoes are fastened over llOIlSl'
doors to prevent a witch overlooking the house and that th e use of coral and bells is to guard
the child is known and admitted.” A Somerset woman who thought herelf overlooked would
pull her shift over her head, turn the shift against the sun three times, and three times drop
alive coal through the shift.30 [Here the evil influence is drawn from the woman into the
shift by turning the shift three times against the sun.31 Then the live coal passing. through
the shift scares the evil spirit from his lodging in the shift.) The practice in English cavalry
regiments of the oificers arching their swords over the bride as she passes from the altar
is probably to guard the newly married couple from the Evil Eye and other influences. Two
scaring powers unite in the sword, the power of the iron and the divinity or worshipfnlness

..____—_-—__.___-.
1' Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 9. 1' Op. Cit. p. 133.
2° Chamber's Emyclopmdia, Article “Evil-Eye."
21 The rap under the table is apparently music to scare evil influences.
*1 A Little Btopdaughter, p.127. The scene is the south of France. The belief that evil influences enter by other

lnssagcs than the eye is shown by the silkmaster's order (op. cit.) against allowing any maimed or deformed(and
therefore possessed) person to enter a silkworm shod, magnum'ére. Another silkmaster’s rule (op. cit.) is never to
give light or drink to any one asking at the door of a silkworm shed. The sense of this rule is that in the fire or in
the drink a portion of the soul or some one of the souls of the silkworms passes to the receiver and enables him by
saying charms over the gift of fire or of water to pass some evil influence into the fire or water and so into the
silkworms.
“5 Essay on Envy. M Gentleman's Magazine Library, “ Popular Superstitions,” p. 289.
'1"Dean Ramsuyin Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 256. 26 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 417.
‘1''Rose in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 16. *9 Elworthy, The ErilF/ye, p. 417.
2' Op. cit. pp. 218, 429.

‘ " Elworthy, The Evil Eye. p. 429.
"'1The shift as a protector from cold is a great guardian and spirit-home. Compare among the Germans the

lucky and the baneful shirts : the golden shirt that saves from drowning and the spell-proof shirt spun by a maiden.
Grimm's Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. pp, 1095-99 and notes 1 and 2.
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of the weapon.m According to Mr. Baring Gould, Mr. Hawker, Vicar of Morwenstow in Corn

wall, in the early part of the present century, believed in the Evil Eye. Whenever he came

across any one with a filmy eye or with a double pupil or with eyes of an unequal size he would

hold the thumb and the fore and middle fingers in a peculiar manner to ward ofl the Evil Eye.
“I do not pretend," he said, “to be wiser than the word of God. I find that the Evil Eye
is reckoned with blasphemy, pride and foolishness as things that defile a man/“3

Towards the close of the seventeenth century in the western islands of Scotland, all the

islanders and thousands of the neighbouring mainlanders were of opinion that some parti
cular persons had an Evil Eye which afiect-ed children and cattle, causing frequent mischances
and even death.“ The people tied Molucca beans (which the Gulf Stream leaves on their

shores) round their children's necks. If an evil’ glance was aimed at it the bean turned
black.35 Another device for turning the Evil Eye was to carry a piece of coal.36 About.
the same time (1690) the people of the mainland of Scotland believed that a man might destroy
his own cow by looking at it the first thing in the morning and praising the cow’s fatness-"7
The experience that persons with an Evil Eye as often damage themselves as their neigh
bours seems to have led to the rule that in witch-trials no evidence might be taken that the
accused had an Evil Eye.38 The sensible line was drawn between the overlooker whose evil
influence was unwished perhaps unconscious and the witch who by careful and disreputable

scheming, had secured as a lodger an evil influence ready to be sent to ruin any one the witch

disliked or envied. In eighteenth-century Scotland, the belief that the Evil Eye is a form
of spirit-possession was general, When a person was struck by the Evil Eye, exorcism, holy—
water and the fumes of incense were used to drive out the evil influences‘m About the same
time (l8th century) certain unecclesiastical scaring rites were also in use. An old sixpence was
borrowed and heaped with salt. The salt was spilt into a tablespoonful of water into which
the sixpence was dropped. The patient's soles and palms were thrice moistened with the salt
water. The operator three times tasted the salt water, dipped his finger into the spoon. and
drawing his wet finger-tip across the patient’s brow threw the contents of the spoon into the
back of the tire saying :—- “Lord, save us from scaith.”‘° In North Scotland (1800), it was
believed that great praise of a child or of people, animals or crops fore-spoke them, that is

,

laid
them open to Evil-Eye attacks. “ Hold your tongue or you will fore-speak the child," was the
local saying to avert the risk.‘1 Early in the present century, in the Scottish Highlands, if a
stranger admired a cow, some of the cow's milk was given him to drink to break the spell.‘2
At that time the belief was general that during the spirit-haunted night evil influences passed
into the sleeper. To free their eyes from these evil tenants it was usual on waking to say in
Gaelic :—“ Let God bless my eye and my eye will bless all it sees. I shall bless my neighbour
and my neighbour will bless me?“ In Scotland (1825), to keep ofi the Evil Eye or ill-ee,
people rolled a red thread round their finger or neck and stuck a rowan twig in their hat.“
n The extreme scaring power of iron has been noted in the article on Iron. Some additional examples are given

by Mr. Elworthy (The Evil Eye, pp. 220-225). All the examples seem to find their explanation in the spirit horror of
iron. Young children should not have their hair or nails cut by anything made of iron since the iron might scare
their frail spirits out of them. Such is the strength of the iron influence that the Jews and apparently the early
Christians doubted their guardian's power to withstand it. No stone in the altar at Jerusalem had been touched by
iron, and Christian Martyrs after being saved form fire and wild beasts fell victims to the sword of the executioner.
3’ The Vicar qfMorzcemtow, p. 152.
3‘ Martin in Brand's Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. pp. 45, 46. 35 Op. all. Vol. III. p. 46.
5"-Op. cit. Vol III. p. 45. 5" Dalyell's Darker Superstitions of Scotland.
3' Compare op. cit. p. 7

,

where Dalyell writes :—-" I know of no example of the charge of an Evil Eye forming
one of the charges against the accused in a Scottish witchcraft case."
‘9 0p. cit. p. 15. 4° Brand's Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. p. 47. ‘1 Walter Gregor, p. 91.
‘a In Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 9. The sense is : In the milk, the issue of the cow, some of the cow's spirit

lodges. By drinking the milk the cow-spirit passes into the stranger. If the cow-spirit has suflered from the
stranger's glance, after drinking the milk, the stranger sulfers as much as the cow. He is therefore anxious I.)
withdraw the spirit from which the cow is sufiering.
“ Guthrie's 0m mun-h Customs, p. 196.

'

“ Home's Every Day Book, Vol. II. p. 687. In Falkirk (1826), a woman earned her living by selling Skalth Saw.
a thick gruel that kept oi? the Evil Eye. Op. cit, loc, (ll.
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Still (1890), in West Scotland, the edge of the evil glance is turned by carrying a rowan twig
or five-leaved clover or by wearing a garment outside in.‘L5

In Ireland, the legendary king Miada, though possessed of a magic sword, was beaten by
Baler of the Evil Eyefi6 In the sixteenth century, according to Camden, Irish eye-biting
witches were executed for making children and horses and cattle suddenly sick.“7 In the
seventeenth century, the Evil Eye was common in Ireland. Its efiect wa known as over
looking, eye-biting and fascination. In 1661, Mary Langdon charged with eye-biting pleaded
that unless she touched the victim her simple overlooking could do little harm.“ In the
eighteenth century, the Irish had the custom in all weathers of throwing the doors open when
at dinner as it were inviting all strangers.‘-8 In South Ireland, in 1825, it was believed that
on May eve the {series or good people had power and inclination to do all sorts of mischief
without restraint. The Evil Eye is then also deemed to have more than its usual vigilance
» and malignity. The nurse who on May eve would walk in the open air with a child in her
arms would be reprobated as a monster. All, old and young, were liable to the ‘ Blast,’ 9.
large round tumour which was thought to rise suddenly upon the part afiected from the baueful

breath cast on it by one of the good people in a moment of vindictive or capricious malice.50
The belief that children and cattle are eye-bitten still prevails.51

(To be contin uerl.)

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.
BY N. M. VENKATASWAMI, M.F.L.S., M.R.A.S.

No. 16, — lVhg/ the Mala is the lowest caste.1

IN the beginning the Male. was the milker of the cows of Indra and the supplier of milk to the
celestial nymphs, his daughters. This was their sole food, and what was over the Mala was allowed
to take himself. One day he came across some cream in his share, and finding it most delicious,

assumed that the creature that could produce so sweet a thing must be sweeter than the product. So

he went at once and killed the cow that had produced the milk, and proceeded to eat it. Indra found
this out, drove the Mala out of heaven and made him the progenitor of the lowest caste.

No. 17. -— The Legend of the Colair Lake.2

Osos upon a time Parmééwar was wandering about the earth in the form of a poor man and came

to the country over which flows the Colair Lake. It was then ahighly prosperous land wholly given
up to pleasure. The god asked for a drink, but no one would give him any water. and he was repulsed

from door to door by the pleasure-seekers. He was about to go away when d poor woman not only

gave him some water to drink but also to wash his hands and feet. Then she brought him some

food. Pleased at her hospitality the god asked her to follow him, and she followed. And lo! the

country they had left was a flaming fire. The firc burnt on till there was a great hollow in the
ground and into the hollow the waters flowed and formed a great lake.

‘5 MS. Note, 1st January 1884. The luck in turning a garment inside out is somewhat dim. The sense may
be to little oue’s prosperity by showing the seamy side of one’s coat. A saying given by Grimm (Teutonic My
thology, Vol. III. p. 1099) ‘supports this explanation. The coat is so handsome, the apple so red, no Evil Eye
must look upon it.
" Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 9, note 17. ‘1 Op. cit. pp. I0, 11 ; Reginald Scott, Discover-y of Witchcraft. p. 50.
'9 Dalyoll's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 10,
‘9 Gentleman's Magazine Library,

"
Manners and Customs," p. 60.

5° Hone's Every Day Book (Ward, Look & Coy., 1888), Vol. I. p. 297.
51 Brand's Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. p. 24.
| [The most persistent form of folklore in India is the attempt of the lower castes to show by idle tales that they

were once of higher estate. Such attempts are usually based upon a foolish folk etymology. — ED.]
3 [The Colair Lake [Kolléru] is a large shallow depression between the deltas of the Kistna and the Gcdavery,

formed by the land-making activity of those great rivers in combination with the action of the monsoon on the sandy
foreshore-1. The lake is half swamp, half lake, and is fed by four rivers. The remarkable legend given above no
doubt alludes to the formation of the lake within historical times. — Elm]
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SPURIOUS INDIAN RECORDS.

BY J. F. FLEET, 1.0.3. (RETD.), PH.D., C.I.E.
The substance of this article was read, under the title Curiosities of Indian

Epigraphy, before the Indian Section of the Twelfth International

Congress of Orz'entalials at Rome, on the 10th October, 1899.

Publication was reserved for the Imlz'an Antiquary,

IN
a previous paper on the Present Position oilndian Historical Research,1 we have explained
the nature and given some idea. of the extent and possibilities of the materials, namely the

opigraphio records, from which, chiefly, we
are working out a. knowledge of the ancient

history of India.

But we have to exercise discrimination in using those materials. For, just as there are
numismatic and even literary forgeries,z so also there are spurious, counterfeit, or forged
records, as Well as genuine 01108. Some of these spurious records have imposed on us in the
past. From accepting them, as well as from giving too ready 8. credence to the pseudo-histo
rical legends which exist in abundance in so many parts of the country, to the fantastic Van'w'i
colic and archivesof Orissa and similar documents obtained elsewhere, and to imaginative chro
nicles such as the Kohgwlééanijdkha! and the Rtijfivalikl/Ithe,a a. good deal of false matter has been
1 Page 1 8., above.‘
2 We have, for instance, in the ‘way of literary forgeries, the Jyfifiwiddbharaqm, which has already been mentioned

(page 3 above, note 10); and.Dr. Peterson has spoken of forgeries, against which he had been warned by Dr. Blihler, of
the Stbkh fiyanu reduction of the Rigw‘da (Second Report on Szmskgit Manuscripts, p. 4). — It does not appear necessary
to treat as forgories such works as the b'amgaméicammrihdtmyu (see note 22 on page 2( 7 below) ; at uny rate, when,
as in that case, they do not seem to make any pretension to having been actually composed ut the fanciful dntcs
put forward in them. They are simply more or less modern compositions, which may be found of use in respect of
geography (see page 27 above), but which present only imaginstive history and dates when they attempt to deal
with history and dates at all. _
5 See page 6 above, and notes 16, 17. — As regards the Ko'isgudééardjfikkal, I have, I think, omitted to mention,

on any previous occasion, that Dr. Burncll had, before me, arrived at a similar opinion of it. He said that it is
very little use to accept it as an authority, because " it bears evident signs of being a very recent compilation from
" grants and local traditions most clumsily put together " (South-Ind. Pal/1c, 1874,p. 26, note I. and second edition,
1878, p. 33, note 1). The Rev. ‘V. Taylor's translation of the Kohgudééarfijdkkal is to be found in the Madras Jour,

Lit. Science, Vol. XIV., 1847, p. 1 if. — With the Koiugudfiéardjlikkal and the Rdjdcalikalhe we may compare, on a
smaller scale, a document, produced by the astrologers of Belgaum and Mnnoll, of which I have given s translation,
under the title “ a.Chronicle of Torugul," in Vol. V. above, p. 33 E. It opens by mentioning, as contemporaries,
Viru-Bukku, by whom it means of course Bnkkurfiyu I. of Vijayanagarn (A. D. 13-13to 1379), and an alleged king
Jayaéékhars, for whom it puts forward a.date in the Kshaya lmiwataara, SfilivdhunmSuka-Samvat 1008 (expired),

in A. D. 1086. It then runs through an incomplete list of the kings of Vijsyanngare. Then, after reciting two occur
rences placed in A. D. 1565 and 1516, it mentions the last five members of the Adi] Shfihi dynasty of Bijdpur
(which came to an end in A. D. 1686 or thercuhouts). It then enumerates some of the Huvfildsrs and Killcdlirs of
Toragal. And then, reverting to earlier times, it gives u.long passage reciting how, in A. D. 1086, the alleged king
Jayaéékhara, who was enthroned on the mountain Pfirfisorupnrvata. ——(this evidently means Paralgmd, in the Bel
guum district), — granted to the astrologers a village named Pilvalli, by which, making a. very curious mistake, it
means Hflli (close to Pnrasgud and Suundntti), instead of any place now known as Hubli. It was afterwards nscer
tained by me (see Vol. VII. above, p. 290) that this part of the document had become known, many years before,
to Mr. Munroe, who communicated it to Mr. Wathen, who published Mr. Munroe's abstract translation of it (see
Jour. R. A3. 800., F. 8., Vol. II. p. 386, No. 5, and Vol. V. p. 173). Mr. Wathen understood that it hnd been obtained
from some ancient building in the KIDBI‘BSQ country. And I (then a beginner in epigraphy) expressed the opinion
that it had evidently been taken from some copper-plate grant or stone inscription, but made the suggestion that
probably the whole document was not to be accepted as entirely true and accurate, but belonged to a. class of papers

which might at least be of interest in showing how for history could be correctly dealt with by the Natives of India.
The original of any such record, however, has not come to light. And I should say, now, that this part of the docu
ment is not based on any record, genuine or spurious, which does or did exist, but is a. purely imaginative compo

sition, put together on the lines of some of the later records. -— If we look about for them, we shall probably find
imaginative compilations like the Koiigwdésardjfkkal, the Rd'ilivolikxlthe, and this Chronicle of Torugol, and composi
tions like the Rmhgaméévnramdhdhnga (see note 22 on page 2W below), all over Southern India; and in fact we
know of several others, from the Mackenzie Collection of Manuscripts. And, no doubt, some beginners in the study
of Indian antiquities will, from time to time, still be deluded by them, as also by spurious records ; and some of
those beginners will never acquire the knowledge to recognise, or possess the courage to admit and rectify, their
early mistakes.

0
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introduced into the history of India. And, with a view to working out that history on sound

lines, we have, in trying to prevent the introduction of any more such matter into it hereafter,
as well as in eliminating the fables that have already been imported into it

,

to be specially on

our guard against such materials as falsely purport to be ancient ofiicial records or vouchers

issued by oflicial authority,

The recognition of the existence of spurious records is not a matter of simply
modern date. There is a mention of one such record in the Madbuban grant of A. D. 631-32,
issued by king Harshavardhana of Thi‘inésar and Kanauj, which tells us,‘ that it was ascer

tained, on inquiry, that a certain Brzihman was in the enjoyment of a village named Stimu

kundikii on the strength of a kzi_taa'd8ana or forged charter, and that, consequently, that charter

was broken up, and the village was taken away from him and was givhn to others. Here, we

have a distinct reference to a forged grant. And it may be added that the practice of manu

facturing klimidsana-s or forged charters is recognised in the laws of Mann, which prescribe
death as the penalty for the fabrication of them.“ There is

,

further, an emphatic denuncia

tion of some fraud of the same kind in the Tin-achandi rock inscription of A. D. 1169 or 1173,‘
in which the )[aluindyaka Pratiipadhavala of Jiipila instructs his descendants7 that some
Brahmans had obtained, by bribery and corruption, from a certain Des, a servant of king
Vijayachandra of Kanauj, a kutdmra or bad or ‘fraudulent charter for two villages named

Kalahandi and Badapih’i,—that the said charter was not entitled to any credit, ——that the
said Brahmans were in every respect dissolute persons, and had not the right to even so much
land as the point of a needle could pierce, ——and that, therefore, the said villages were to be
resumed, and his own descendants were to levy and enjoy the proprietor’s share of the produce
and the like. Here, however, the reference seems to be to a charter issued dishonestly by a
corrupt ofiicial, rather than to a forgery.

In the present day, the real nature of some of the spurious records was not recognised
until quite recently. Fortunately, however, as the result of extended experience, it is now not
diflicult to detect them. They betray themselves in a variety of ways. Very often, the first
feature that attracts attention and excites suspicion, is bad formation of the characters. It is not
unreasonable to suppose that skill and neatness in writing and other details were qualifications
required from clerks and engravers in ancient times, just as now. In fact, in the large
majority of the genuine records, whether on copper or on stone, we have beautiful samples of
extreme regularity of work and careful finish. And we find that some of the persons who
prepared those records prided themselves on their work, and expressed their pride or were
commended for the execution of what they turned out: for instance, Karnabhadru, the engraver
of the copper-plate grant of Vaidyadéva king of Kfimarfipa, is described in the record as an
accurate workman,B and an inspection of the published lithographic reproduction of his work
will shew that be fully deserved the commendation ; and Kondfichzirya, the writer of one of the
grants of the Eastern Chalukya king Amma IL, likens himself, in respect of the fine sample of
his handwriting that he has given us, to Viévakarman,9 the mythological artist and artificer of
the gods, and the special deity of all craftsmen-1° Even when the characters present the

required types, an indiiferent formation of them is enough to raise doubts as to the nature of a
record. But there are other features also, not so conspicuous at first sight, by which the
spurious records betray themselves. They do so by palaeographic slips, in attempts to imitate
the ancient characters ; by using characters which are known to have been developed after the

‘ ‘See Ep. Ind, Vol. I. p. 74. 5 Mdnavadhurmas'dstra, ix. 232.

G No. 153 in Prof. Kielhorn’s List of the Inscriptions oi’ Northem India (Ep, Ind, Vol. V. Appendix, p, 22).

7 See Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. II, p. 261, and Jour. Amer. Or. Soc. Vol. VI. p. 548.

! Ep. I'nd. Vol. II. p. 358. ” Vol. XIII. above, p. 250, text line 37.
1° In the spurious records of the Western Gangs series from Mysore, the writers of the Tanjore, Mel-hare, Hosilr,

Devarhalli, and Hsllegere grants, went a step further, and, to enhance the value of their work, called themselves by the
actual name of Viévakarman. They have given us decidedly good work in the Dévsrhslli and Ba ‘legal-eplates, and
probably also in the Hosflr grunt; but not in the Tanjore and Mei-kiln: instances.
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periods to which the records would assign them, or, sometimes, to have become obsolete before

those periods ; by orthographic blunders ; by corrupt language; by peculiar words and forms ;

by faulty terminology in respect of titles; by abrupt and nngrammatical transitions between

Sanskrit and the vernaculars ; by the use of eras which were foreign to the series to which they

purport to belong; by the false dates which they put forward for kings whose real dates are
known ; by presenting pedigrees which are known to be fictitious ; and in diverse other
details.

We shall not, on this occasion, go into an exposition of the details by which the spurious
records betray themselves. We have only to start with the fact that the spurious records

exist. But the question naturally presents itself, as to what was the reason for their exist
ence. The answer is readily found, in the point at which we have already arrived on page 21
above; namely, that in the vast majority of the epigraphic records we have, not historical

narratives intentionally written simply as such, but a mass of title-deeds of real property, and
of certificates of the right to duties, taxes, fees, perquisites, and other privileges. Nearly
every one of the spurious records is a counterfeit title-deed or certificate. And they were
fabricated, not to produce history, which is only an incidental feature in them as in the

genuine records, nor to falsify history, but to establish claims to property; sometimes, no
doubt, to support bom‘i-fide rights in cases in which the original title-deeds and certificates had
been lost, and sometimes as a means of putting forward fraudulent claims.

And they can be fabricated, whether with that same object or with others, and with
a pretence to antiquity, even in the present day. Among the spurious records of Mysore,
there is one, known as the Buradhénnpura grant, which was at one time supposed to be an
ancient record and to establish the date of A. D. 807 for the Western Gangs. prince Sivamfira
II.ll But we now know that it is not of any antiquity at all, and that it was fabricated within
the last thirty years, on knowledge derived from some of the other forgeries of the same series,

for the
'
purpose of production before the Iniim Commission or court of inquiry into alienated

holdings, in order to establish an actual right or an asserted claim to certain property:12 it
claims that, in the time of Sivamrira II. and in a year which it specifies, the village of Sura
dhénupura, which it appears to call Suradévapura, was constituted an agrahiz'ra consisting of

twenty-four shares which were apportioned among thirteen Briihmans, who are fully specified
in it by names and other details; and the person who fabricated it

,

or who procured the

fabrication of it
,

was, no doubt, prepared to supplement it by producing either the required

pedigree establishing his standing as a descendant of one of the alleged original grantees, or

else a deed of gift or sale or some such document purporting to have been executed b
y some

descendant of an alleged original grantee. This Suradhénupura forgery was concocted with

the object with which almost all the ancient spurious records were fabricated; namely, to serve

as a title~deed. But, ——a still more extraordinary thing, — we find that spurious records can
be fabricated in the present day to invent imaginary history, in order to gain the favour of

those who are inquiring into the past of India. There is a plate in the Library of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal which does not contain anything of the nature of a title-deed,
but aims at being only a record of a purely historical character, and simply purports to record

a war between the Bharrs of Bundélkhaud and the Ltdhis, terminating in A. D. 1347 with the
overthrow of the Bharrs.la This document, while only pretending to be of the fourteenth

century A. 1)., is written and engraved in characters which aim at' being those of one of the
varieties of the Asoka alphabet of the third century B. C. ; it makes the mistake of coupling,
with the use of those characters, the Sanskrit language, which was not the epigraphic language
of that period ; and it betrays itself as an absolutely modern production by the use of modern

1‘ See Ep. Carn. Vol. III. Introd. p. 3

1" See, more fully, Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. 9. 58. Iquote the details of this document from a copy of the text of it
,

which Mr. Rice kindly sent me.
15 Sec 10w. Bang, AI, Soc. Vol. XLVI. Part I. p. 236, and Proceedings, p. 266.
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numerals, by specifying the characters by a name, Pali, that was only applied to them in the

present century, and by following in its spelling of the name of the Bharrs a quite recent

refinement of English transliteration. And, in connection with this curious production, we may
note that, at the end of his observations on it, Dr. Rajendra Lal Mitra made a remark which is
worth quoting and bearing in mind, not only in respect of this particular case, and not

even only in respect of spurious records in general ; he said“ ——~“ It might be asked what would
“ be the object of such a piece of imposition ? But from the days of Wilford there have been so
“ many attempts of the kind made by Pandits, that it is scarcely necessary to dwell upon it at
“length. The smile of a Sahib of high rank and the reward expected are quite sufiicient to
‘ ‘ account for such wicked acts.”

The reason for which the ancient spurious records were fabricated, was, in almost every case,

that they should serve as title-deeds and certificates. And it is easy to trace the principal
occasions for the fabrication of them. Incidental occasions, of various kinds, may have
occurred at any time. The accidental loss of an original title-deed, and the feeling of insecurity

resulting therefrom, might lead at once to the fabrication of another, perhaps from memory or

perhaps from amanuscript copy of the original, to be substituted for it and to be produced
when necessary. A public disaster might easily lead to a more extensive manufacture of such
instruments; for instance, to take a modern illustration, some twenty years ago a building at
Poona, containing many records and other papers, was destroyed by fire, and the courts of at

least one neighbouring district were immediately afterwards inundated with forgeries, of which
some were fabricated to replace genuine documents which unquestionably had been destroyed
in the fire but which, it was then represented, had not been deposited in the building at all,

while others were fabricated simply because the occasion gave the opportunity of putting
forward claims which would have been disproved at once by genuine documents which had
been destroyed. But, in ancient times, the principal occasions must have occurred whenever
there was a change of dynasty, or a temporary but appreciable loss of power by local feuda
tories. The donative records usually contain mandates to future kings and governors to
uphold grants that have been made, and benedictive and imprecatory verses asserting the
merit of continuing grants and the sin of confiscating them. And these were, evidently,
no mere formulae. They were protests against the too early occurrence of what the donors

plainly foresaw would happen sooner or later. \Ve have one explicit reference to what did happen
in this way from time to time, in the Nausari grants of A D. 915, which recite the fact
that, on the occasion of his coronation, the Rfishtrakfita king Indra III. had himself weighed
against gold, and, while still in the scales, gave away, not only Kurundaka. and other villages
together with twenty lakhs and a half of dmmmas, but also “four hundred other villages
which had been confiscated by previous kings.”15 We also have an express statement in the
records, that the Western Chalukya king Vikramfiditya I. had occasion to restore grants to
gods and Brzlhmans, which had been confiscated by the confederate kings from the east and
south who had invaded and conquered his territory and had retained possession of it for a time
after the death of his father Pulakééin II.l8 And we may refer the spurious Kilndalgaon grant
(No. 27 in the list given at the end of this article), which purports to have been issued in the
fifth year of Pulakééin 11., either to the period of the foreign occupation, as an attempt to pre
vent confiscation of a property the title to which could not be otherwise proved, or to the
period after the restoration of the Western Chalukya power at Bildilmi, as an attempt to regain,
or to fraudulently acquire possession of, the village which it claims. Again, towards the
end of the eighth century A. D., the Rashtrakfita king Dhruva had occasion to imprison the
Gangs prince of Mysore, and the province was apparently administered for some fifteen years
by foreign viceroys appointed by the Rashtrakilta king. This occurrence, also, offered two

opportunities for the fabrication and production of spurious title-deeds, —one for the deception

1‘ Loc. cit. Proceedings, p. 268. 1‘ Jour. B0. Br. B. As. Soc. ‘'01. XIX. p. 268.
1‘ Jour. Bo. Br. R. 4:. Soc. Vol. XVI. p. 226.
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of the Rashtrakfita governors during that period, and the other for the deception of the Gailga

princes when their authority had been restored to them by Govinda III. On the downfall of
tho Rfishtrakfita dynasty at the end of the tenth century A. D., there was another success
ful invasion of Western India, when the Ch'olas occupied Mysore, which, otherwise, would have
passed into the possession of the Western Chalukyas of Kalyiini, and overran the southern parts
of the Bombay Presidency. The records tell us that the Cholas then destroyed temples, and

slew Brahmans and old men and children, and spoilt the caste of women, and did other wrongs.

Of course, they also confiscated endowments, both religious and private. And some of the
spurious records from Mysore and the south of Bombay may have been fabricated during the period
of that occupation, in an attempt to prevent confiscation. But a more general occasion for the

fabrication of them there probably occurred later on, in the second half of the eleventh century,
when, as_again we know from the records, the Chola invaders were driven out, and the temples
were rebuilt under the Western Chalukya kings, and there occurred a specially great opportunity
to regain confiscated endowments and to acquire fresh ones.

Such were the reasons and the principal occasions for the fabrication of the large majority
of the spurious records. The introduction of false historical statements into them. whe
ther they were fabricated onisuch occasions or during the continuance of a dynasty, is also

easily to be accounted for. The persons who fabricated the spurious title-deeds and certificates
could not forge with any safety in the name of a reigning king or of one of his feudatories or
ofiicials, or even, under ordinary conditions, in the name of a very recent king of the same

dynasty, or, again, of one of the feudatories or oficials of such a king, unless the dynasty had
sufiered some reverse meanwhile. The frauds would have been detected at once, by the know

ledge of local governors, or by an examination of the official records, The forgers were obliged
to put forward a certain amount of antiquity. But they usually had not access to any of the
oificlal archives and chronicles. And so they had to draw upon whatever they might happen
to know about past events, eked out by the power of their imagination and their ability to

decipher any genuine grants that might be available to them as a guide. And this is why we
meet, in these spurious records, sometimes with real kings with wrong dates attached to them,

and sometimes with purely imaginary kings and fictitious pedigrees, and with alleged historical
occurrences, to imitate the general style of the genuine records, which may occasionally have a
basis of truth, but are nevertheless very likely even then to misrepresent occurrences of which

only an imperfect memory can usually have been preserved by the people at large,

And that is the point of view from which we must regard the spurious records.
We are considering them, of course, only in respect of their possible bearing upon history and

all its surroundings, — putting them aside altogether, except in the general discussion of their

nature and merits, in respect of the value that was intended to attach to them as title-deeds.

The latter point of view is one which concerns, not the antiquarian, but only any Courts before

which the ancient records may be produced as documentary evidence ‘,
1
7

and, in that connection.

it is only necessary to say, in respect of the spurious records, much the same as what has

" The generally prevailing belief in connection with the ancient records, whether on copper or on stone and
whether genuine or spurious, is that they contain clues to hidden treasure. But they are sometimes produced
before the authorities, or appealed to, in the expectation that they will still establish rights and privileges, and
occasionally in the most absurd connection. The Pimpalner plates (No. 25 in the list) were produced with the idea
that they would substantiate a claim to a Pstil’s waton (see Vol. IX. above, p. 293). And the Harihar plates (No. 48)
were produced before the Superintendent of the Iniim Settlement in support of an alleged endowment by king
Buklrarilya of Vijayanagara (see Vol. VII. above, p. 168). The two sets of plates in the Bangalore Museum were
found, one (No. 49) among the records of the Chief Commissioner's office, and the other (No. 51) among the records
of the Assistant Commissioner's court; the two sets of plates from Mallohalli (Nos. 50, 52) were produced in one of
the Bangalore courts ; one set of plates from the Gafijfim district (No. 4) was received from the Collector ; and the
set of plates from the Kai-mil district (No. B

l

was obtained from the Collector‘ oflioe : no doubt, these six sets, also,
had been produced and filed in support of some claims. In the Madras Presidency, in particular, most of the known
copper-plate records seem to have come to notice in this way; see numerous entries, describing plates as being in
various courts and offices, in the Lists of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. II. pp. 1 to 83
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already beensaid in respect of the genuine records, namely, that, whatever may have been~

accomplished by means of the spurious records originally, there can be but few cases, if any,
in which they have not long ago lost all effective value as titledeeds, through the dying out

of the families of original holders, through confiscation,through conquest, or through any others

of the changes that attend the lapse of time. We deal with the facts recited in the ancient

records, whether spurious or genuine, only from the historical point of view. Some of the

spurious records certainly contain a good deal of purely imaginative genealogical and historical

matter. But, except in the introduction of untrue date, there are, -—- as has already been
intimated, -- no general grounds for assuming any deliberate falsification of such items of real
history as may be referred to in others of them ; for the simple reason that neither the recording

of history, nor the wilful misrepresentation of it
,

was in any way a leading object in the

fabrication of them. And there are undoubtedly some historical truths in some of the spurious

records. For instance, the corrupt verse in the spurious Kurtakoti and Haidarabad grants

(Nos. 30 and 39 in the list), which mentions the Pallava kings Narasir'nhavarman I.
,

Mahén

dravarman IL, and Paraméévaravarman 1
., in connection with the \Vestern Chalukya king

Vikramiiditya 1.,18 is in perfect accordance with what we know, from other sources, regarding
the actual history of the period, and in all probability representp an u'nskilful reading of the

verse in some genuine record following a draft which has not yet come to our notice. But the

Kurtakdti grant goes on to cite for Vikramiiditya I. a date in A. D. 608 (or 610), nearly
three-quarters of a century before his real time, which is not based in the same way on any

genuine record and can hardly be attributed to even an unintelligent reading of a genuine
date. So, also, the spurious Altéiil grant (No. 35) puts forward for Pulakééin I. a date, in
A. D. 488, about the same distance before his real time; and the spurious Pimpalnér grant
(No. 25) puts forward a still more erroneous date, in A. D. 388.89, for a king Satyfiéraya, by
whom it certainly intends either Pulakésin I. or his grandon Pulakééin II." We have to
explain hereafter, why these particular exact years were selected in these three cases, and
other similar specific years in some others of the spurious records.20 For the present, we have
only to say that, in some cases, the persons who drafted the spurious records very likely had

a rough knowledge of the approximate periods that they ought to cite, and were helped thereby
in the process in which they selected the exact years. But in other cases they were plainly.
actuated by only a general desire to establish as great an antiquity as possible for the charters
under which they sought to claim. That is why we find the spurious Sriraingpur inscription

(No. 28), the framer of which had evidently not even a rough idea as to the period that he
ought to select, putting forward so altogether absurd a date as that of A. D. 109 for a king
Satyaéraya, by whom it, again, certainly means either Pulakééin I. or Pulakésin II. That is

why we find the Bhimankatti or Tirthahalli, the Bégtir, the Kuppagadde or Sarah, and the,
Ananatpur or Gauj grants (Nos. 41, 42, 43, 44) preposterously claiming to have been issued by
the epic king Janaméjaya, — one of them in, specifically, B. C. 3014. We find that, for the
same reason, the forged grants of the Vijayanagara series usually purport to have been issued
by Bukkaraya, the popularly accepted first king of the dynasty; and they further generally
antedate even his real time by periods varying from one hundred to two hundred years.”1 And
we find the same desire displayed even in modern times. At the temple of Mahiilakshmi or
Ambabiii at Kolhiipur there apparently is, or formerly was, an undated inscription which mentions
three Challukya princes named Karna, Vétugidéva, and Sdmadéva, whom it connects with

ll See my Dynasties o
f the Klmarsse Districts (in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I. Part 11.),

pp, 327, 362. This verse and the four verses that follow it have now been critically examined and restored by Prof.
Kielhorn; see Geittinger Nachriehten, 1900, p. 341.
1' Satyiléraya was a birudo of all or nearly all of the Western Chalukyas of Bildiimi. But it was certainly remem~

bcred best, in later times, as an appellation of the two Pulakééins. — Regarding the date asserted by this record, see
note 59 on page 216 below.
1° For some general views on this point, see Ep. Ind. Vol. "I. p. 73. For an exact possibility in connection with

the Kurtakoti date, see id. Vol. V. p. 176, note 1
.

'11See Vol. XXVII. above, pv 27 .
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Sahgaméshwar in the Ratm'igiri district.22 It was brought to notice, many years ago, by Bal
Gengadhar Shastree, who obtained his first knowledge of it'from the priests of the temple.
And he has told us that, in the transcription which he received from one of those priests, there

was interpolated an imaginary date, ‘Salivfihana-SakapSauivat 60 (expired) : A. D. 138-39, for
which, on inspection of the original, he found no authority whatever, and which, be recognised,
had been inserted simply with a view to "assigning to the temple as high a degree of antiquity
as possible.”3 It is, perhaps, in the dates, more than in any other details, that many of the
spurious records are so untrustworthy as sources of history. But, though it was no object of the

‘11See Dyn. Kan. Dislrs. p, 457,:nd note 1. As stated there, neither my own man, nor Mr. Cousens’ man
succeeded in obtaining an impression of this inscription; they could not find it. And it is to be remarked that
Major Graham, who published in 1854, nine years after Bel Gangadhar Shastree, while giving a translation of this
record or alleged record (Statistical Account of the .fi'ineipality of Kolhapoor, p. 479) which was certainly not
borrowed from the Shastree's translation, did not present any text of it, though he did present texts of the other
inscriptions dealt with by him, -- giving a kind of reproduction of the original characters, from, apparently (see
page 324), hand-copies made by a Native friend. Bal Gaugadhar Shastree, however, said that the second transcrip
tion of it, obtained by him, was "carefully compared by myself with the original in the temple of Mahalakshmi,
“
commonly called Ambébdi, the mother;" and. he added, " the analogy of the character would not justify me in
"pronouncing this inscription older than the tenth or eleventh century of Shalivahaua " (Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc.
Vol. II. p. 263): also, his translation is headed "Translation of an inscription on a stone in the temple of the
" goddess Mabfilakshmi " (ibid. p.270), without, however, anything to shew whether it was on a structural part of the
temple,or whether it was on a separate tablet. It is evident, therefore, that an original or alleged original, did exist
in the Shastree’e time, and was seen and believed in by him. As regards the merits of the record, we can only say
that the versions given by the Shastree and by Major Graham do not put forward a fanciful date, and that there is
no particular reason why there should not have been a prince somadfi-ra, claiming Chillukya descent, in the
K0i1kB'_1,ll1|say the thirteenth or fourteenth century A. D. ; for, a set of copper-plates from Terwan. in the Rutnfi
giri district, gives us a prince Kiimvadfivari'lya, also represented as a Chfilukya, with a date in the Raudrn smhvat
aura, Saka-Sar'nvat 1182 (expired), in A. D. 1260 (see Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 466), and there does not seem to be any
particular primfi-facie reason for questioning it, unless one is perhaps to be found in the fact that it further describes
Krlmvadévariiya as " born in the lineage of the Karna of the Kali age," which, however, may be the origin of, and‘
not drawn from, the other local allusions to an alleged Chillukya king Karna. But, without a sight of the original
or of an impression of it, it is not possible to arrive at any final conclusion as to whether any such record, as is alleged,
really exists or has existed at the temple of Mahfilakshmi or Ambilbfii, and much less as to whether it is genuine or
spurious. -- Rae Saheb V. N. Mandlik obtained from a friend at Kolhllpur some verses, "which form part of an
‘~‘inscription on the temple of Mahfilakshmi," and of which he published the text, with a translation, in the Jour.
Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. XI. p. 103. These verses say that from king Chelukya there sprang Kai-pa, whose younger
brothers were Niiga and Singhapa; they put forward for Karna the date of Siilivilhana-Qaka-Smhvat 30 (expired), -
A. D. 108409; they say that he built " this abode of Sri ” (the temple of Mahlllakshmi), and that he built also a similar
temple, of Mahillinga (alive), at Sangaméshwar in the Koiikan; they add that, after spending some years at Karavira
(Kélhflpur) “ in this pleasure-house of Kamalil (Lakshmi),” he went again to control the Konkan ; and after them
there is a sentence which says that “ these three verses have been written and set up at the temple of Karni-évam
in the holy Samgaméévarakshétra." The Rae Saheb has told us that “these verses have not been found on the
"walls of the present Karueévara temple” (loc. cit. p. 104). And no such record at Kolhdpur has been mentioned
‘either by Hal Gangadhar Shsstree or by Major Graham, or has, to my knowledge, been found there. Further, the
Bee Saheb brought these verses to notice in connection with his account of the Baritgaméévaramdhdtmga, of which
he has given us the text, with a translation (Lon.cit. p. 1075.). This work asserts that in listlivllhana-blaha-Saihvat
l0 expired, = A. D. 88.89, there was a king Séshaputra. From him was born Saktikumfiraka, who reigned for twenty
five years. From him, Simhakamudrikn, who reigned for twelve years. From him, Indukiritin, who reigned for
eighteen years. Then there came some kings, beginning with Brahman and ending with Chilluki, who covered
thirty-four years. And Chflluki had three sons, Karna, Niign, and Siiighana. Towards the end, the Mdhdtmya. says
that Karna established his rule at Rdmakshétra in Sillivfihana-saka-Samvat 10o expired, - A. 1). 178-79 (verse 76)
and that he, who had built the temple of Mahhlakshmf at Karavirn (Kdlhiipur), built here (in Remakshétra) the’
temple of Karpf'sa (verse 80). And it asserts that he granted nine villages, specified, to the temple of Karnésa‘
(verses 72 to 74), and one to a temple of Sdmééa, and one to temples of sdmfiéa and Kédilra jointly (verse 75). This
Mdhdtmya was evidently composed partly in order to magnify the reputation of the locality and to establish
antiquity for it, and, no doubt, partly to account for the possession of, or to support a claim to, the villages named
in it. The verses given to Rae Saheb V. N. Mandlik as forming part of an inscription on the temple of Mahdlakshmi
or Ambtbdl at Kolhiipur, may be dismissed as simply a fanciful epitome of part of the Mdhdtmya, with the
introduction of a date which does not even agree with that put forward in the Mdhdtmya.
'3 Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. II. p. 263. Through the same proclivityI perhaps, we must account for the date

of Saka-Sarhvat 732 (expired), =--A. D. 810-11,— disbelieved by Mr. Sewell, — which has been put forward, in a tran
script, se the date recorded in an inscription at Bdpatla in the Kistua district (List: ofAntiqumel, Madras, Vol. I. p. 82,
No. 16').
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persons who fabricated them to falsify real history except perhaps in respect of dates, the spurious
records cannot possibly possess, with reference to any of the details asserted by them, the

authoritative value that attaches to the genuine records. It is obvious that, if we accept at all
any of the historical statements put forward by the spurious records, we can only admit them

with great doubt, and not as in any way conclusive without very considerable corroboration

from the genuine records. And it is more likely that it would be safer, as regards the historical
point of view, to set the spurious records aside as curiosities, with which we can do little more
than determine, if it is ever found worth while, how far the true history was known to the
persons who fabricated them. In the geographical and other lines of inquiry, they may perhaps
be of some more use, not for the periods to which they refer themselves, but for the periods in

which they were fabricated. For instance, from the spurious Altérii grant (No. 35) we certainly
gather some authentic information, for (speaking roughly at present) some time about A. D.
1000, regarding the local territorial divisions and the existence of certain towns and villages in

the neighbourhood of Kolhi'ipur.“ But, even in such respects as these, the details given in the

spurious records are not always trustworthy. For example, from one of the genuine records we

know that about A. D. 900 the Koiigslniid province was an eight-thousand province,” — that is to
say, a province including, according to fact or tradition or conventional description, eight thousand

cities, towns, and villages ; whereas, the spurious grant in the British Museum (No. 55) describes
it as a two-thousand province,” though it is not at all likely that the extent of it was altered
between A. D. 900 and the time at which that spurious record was fabricated. We must, therefore,
by no means place implicit reliance on the spurious records, even in connection with the miscellaneous
items of information in respect of which they are more likely to be correct than in respect of

historical details.

On page 214 if. below, I give a list of the spurious records, as far as it can conveniently be
completed up to date ; without including the alleged Bodh-Gsya inscription, purporting to be dated in

the Vikrama year 1005 in A. D. 948, which is probably only a modern fraud,’7 and the two specified
above, — the Suradhénupura plates, and the plate in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, —

which are certainly of absolutely recent fabrication, and the modern forgeries at Raméshwarsm seen,

recognised. and mentioned by Dr. Burgess," and any other records, obviously spurious if they ever

did exist, n respect of which we really do not know whether they have actually existed or not.”

I arrange the list according to the localities from which these records were obtained and at which most
of them are still to be found. I include in the list some records as to the spurious nature of which
there is really no doubt, though they may not yet have been actually proclaimed to be spurious, Of

unpublished records, I include a few which are at my own disposal for publication. There are some
others, unpublished, known to me, which I do not include, because they are not in my hands for
publication, and I do not wish to anticipate whatever anyone, editing them, may wish to say about‘
them. And I omit also a few records, as to the nature of which there may still be any possibility

1* See Vol. XXIX. above, p. 273 it‘. 1° Ep. Cam. Vol. I'V., £19.92. I Vol. XIV. above, p. 230.
*1 See page 3 above, note 10. 9 Soc Vol. XII. above, p. 815, note 2.
'1' From Kaliyilr in the Tirumakfidlu-Naraslpur tilluka, Mysore district. we have (Ep. Corn, Vol. III., TN,

47) what purports to be a copy of a stone inscription which claims the grant of a village named Koppll by a

minister of an alleged king VijayaPVidyB-Dévai-Aya of Anegundi (Vijuyanagara) in the Pingala smiwatsara,

Silivdhana-‘Saku-Smhvat 819 (expired). in A. D. .898. This document employs the expression SillivAhana-‘Saka for

u.time nearly four centuries before the time for which the introduction of it into epigraphic records can be estab

lishod (see Vol. XXVI. above, p. 150 ; I may remark, here, that the supposed instances of A. D. 1173 and 1181, from
the Kai-god inscription, set aside by Prof. Kielhorn as suspicions, do really not exist ; the dates in the Kurgod

inscription present the usual expression Soka-varsho, not Sdlivfihana-Soh-vonha). And it use: deelensional and con

jugational forms, and expressions, which show that it cannot have been composed before about A. D. 1450. It may.
be based on something fabricated about that time. Or it may be of much more recent invention. But we are told

that the stone, on which the inscription is said to have been engraved, is not now to be found, and that the copy,

being supplied by the people, cannot be relied on (lot. cit. Introd. p. 22). And so we can hardly treat it seriously

and place it in the list of spurious records, the present or past existcnce of which is established.
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of doubt. I am obliged to omit the numerous t'orgeries of the Vijayanagara series,30 because I have
as yet no knowledge of the details of them; apparently, they have not yet been published. And

I am not able to include some spurious records, purporting to be of the time of the Rashtrakfita king
Krishna III,, which are found in the neighbourhood of Saundatti in the Belgaum district ;31 they are
so palpably spurious, and so seemingly uninteresting (or, at least, I thought so), that I did not take the
trouble either to transcribe them or to make impressions of them.

II'he principle followed in framing the list has been to include in it, with the reservation
stated above in the case o

f

some unpublished specimens, all those records more or less ancient, as

far as we can trace them and as far as a final decision can now be passed upon them, (1) which present
as an essential part of themselves, not simply b

y quotation or b
y
a mistake which is plainly attribut

able to mere careless blundering, some detail or another which involves something that is palpably not

true, such, for instance, as a reference to a fictitious king as the authority from whom a record has

emanated, or such as the attribution of a fictitious pedigree to a real king in similar circumstances, or

such as a date, not necessarily wrongly recorded in respect of its details (a point that may or may not

be of importance), which is known to be false, or can be recognised as false through its being

incompatible with the evident true period and general nature of the particular record ; (2) which, b
y the

characters in which they have been written, or in any other way, shew that they are not original

synchronous vouchers for the matters recited in them, and which also disclose some feature or another

which makes us recognise that they are not reproductions, that have received the official imprimatur,

of such vouchers ; (3) which, in any way whatsoever, are to be recognised as having been put together
in such circumstances that, whether they were drawn up from actually fraudulent motives or not,

they can only be characterised as counterfeit documents which are essentially forgeries. There are

plenty o
f records, -— like the Managoli inscription of A. D. 1161 with a passage in it dated in A. D.

1142,31 and like the Abltlr inscription of A. D. 1104 with a passage in it dated in A. D. 1101.33
and like the Siyadbni inscription, in Central India, with passages in it which present no less than ten

dates ranging from A. D. 903-904 to 968-69,“ —c0ntaining passages of various dates, which, we can

recognise, were not engraved on the stones consecutively from time to time according to the recorded

dates, but were brought together and put on the stones, for the unification of titles, at the time of the
latest date given in each case. Such records may be appropriately described in the terms applied by
Prof. Kielhorn to the siyadon’i inscription, which he has defined as "a collective public copy of a
series of deeds.” The passages of them which contain the earlier dates, are not original synchronous

vouchers for the matters recited in them. And they are not unquestionable and conclusive authorities
for those matters ; for the reason that mistakes may always be made in compiling such records. But

when, as in the Managoli, Ablilr, and Siyadéni instances, we can see that the introduction of the

passages containing the earlier dates has been more or less ofiicially authorised, and there is nothing

of an obviously suspicious nature in those passages, then we cannot well class the entire records as

spurious records, and thereby stamp them as possibly of a dishonest nature. And, among records of

this sort, there are some which include passages that do present false or fictitious matter, but which,

nevertheless, are not to be classed as spurious on that account. For instance, at Aminbhavi, in
the Dhiirwar district, there was, some fifty years ago,35 a stone inscription of A. D. 1113, including
a passage which asserts that grants were made to a temple there in A. D, 566 or 567 in the
time of the Western Chalukya king Pulakééin II. This false date, forty years before even the
commencement of the reign of Pulakésin 11.. was of course taken, together with the assertions

connected with it
,

from some spurious record or incorrect archive. But there is nothing of a suspicious
nature about that part of the record which belongs to the year A. D. 1113. We can see that the
ofiicial who authorised the drawing up of the whole record in that year, accepted as genuine and

correct the spurious record or incorrect archive relating to A. D. 566 or 567, and allowed it in
good faith to be incorporated in the entire record. And there is no reason for stamping the entire
record itself, put together in A. D. 1113, as a spurious record. So, also, at Kfidliipura, in the
3° See page 212 below, 5‘ See page 217 below, note 65. 5'1Ep, Ind. ‘'01. V. p. 9.

3! Ibid. p. 213. 3‘ E11. Ind. Vol. I. p. 162. 35See Dyn. Kan. Dislrs. p. 358, note 1.
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M ysoro district, there is an inscription,36 which purports to have been written and engraved in

A. D. 1148, and which includes a passage that asserts a previous grant of the village in A. I). 104 by
“Konganivarman, the first Gai'iga." Here, it is extremely doubtful whether the entire record is a

genuine record, really drawn up in A. D. 1148. But we waive that point at present. And, assuming
that the entire record was really drawn up in. A. D. 1148, we have only to say that, in respect of the
assertions about the year A. D. 104, it simply puts forward, in good faith, a false statement success
fully palmed otf on the officials of A.D. 1148 by someone who was interested in setting up a previous
assignment of the village, and that the entire record is not to be stamped as a spurious record simply

because it quotes that false matter; to which we have to add that historically, as regards the Gaiigas,
the entire record, whether genuine or not so, is worthless, except in perhaps showing that, by A. I),
1148, the specific date of A. D. 104 had come to be connected with the imaginary Koi'iganivarman.
Again, to take a somewhat different case, at Konnfir, in the Dharwfir district, there is an inscription ,37
written about the middle of the twelfth century A. D., which purports to record that the Rashtrakuga
king Amoghavarsha I. made certain grants to a temple at that village in A. D. 860. This record gives
a true and correct date for Amoghavarsha I. But it misstatcs the relationships of some of the Bash
trakfita kings whom it does mention, and omits others whom it ought to have included ; and also, -—

probably from misinterpretation of some verse which we have not as yet found in a genuine record, -- it
places at the head of the Raishtraki'ita genealogy a purely fictitious person, whom it calls Prichchhaka

rfija. And, in view of these mistakes in connection with the Rashtraki‘itas, we do not know how far it

may be trusted in respect of what it says regarding the feudatory family of the Mukula princes. It
does not, however, make any pretence of having been written and engraved on the stone in A. D. 860.
It distinctly asserts that it is only a reproduction of a copper-plate charter, which, presumably, did claim
to have been written andissuedin A.D. 860, and quite possibly was so written and issued. We accept
that assertion, and account for the mistakes in the record by assuming either inability to decipher the

characters of the original charter correctly, or indifference about taking the trouble to read it carefully.
And, therefore, while setting the record aside as unreliable for historical purposes, we do not stamp it as
a spurious record in the sense in which the records included in the list are spurious. Again, at

Narcgal in the Ron tfiluka, Dharwar district, there are two inscriptions” which might easily be

taken as seeming to connect dates in A. D. 949 and 950 with the Western Chalukya kings Vikrami'i

ditya VI. (A. D. 1076 to 1126) and Perma-Jagadékamalla II. (A. D. 1138 to 1149) and with a
feudatory of those kings. But that is not their real purport. The first of them recites that, in the

reign of Tribhuvanamalla-(Vikramaditya VI.), and while the Sinda prince Pcrmadi I. of Yelbarga
was governing his hereditary territory, a religious discourse was held, in the course of which Permadi I_
decided that every religious grant ought to have its charter.39 And it then proceeds to state

that, in Saka-Saiiivat 872 (current), in A.‘ D. 949, a temple of the Mulasthana god was founded at

Narayarhgal, and a village-headman named Mundeyara-Srivantagfivunda gave some land to a Brah

man for the purposes of that god, as a grant to the god Parames'vara. This record does not really

purport to connect the given date with Vikrann'iditya VI. and Permadi I. It only puts it forward
as the alleged date of the founding of the temple, and of the granting of the first property that is

claimed by the record. The second of these two records recites, according to strict interpretation,

that, in the reign of Jagadékamalla II., and while the Sinda prince Permiidi I. was governing his
hereditary territory, in 'Saka-Samvat 872 (expired), in A. D. 950, a resident of Nareyar'ngal, named

:lliriyaliannasina-Tippanayya, gave some land to a Brahman for the god Tippanéévara. By literal

‘translation,
this record does put forward the given date as a date of Perma-Jagadékamalla II. and

=r-Ep. Cara. ‘Vol. 111.,Nj. 110. :1 m Inc. Vol. v1. p. 25,
3‘ Publislled,"Jour. B0. 3111?.As. Soc. Vol. XI. p. 224,No.1, and p. 239, No. 2; and sec Dyn. Kan. Disirs. p. 575,and,

regaramgthéfaefiihofms dates, v01. XXIV. above, p. 12, No. 173, and p. a. No. 144.
59 The Wordl, ill text 33 ft. - Permmfididév'flmml‘ - .v . . . purtitanammppa dharmmariigalarii prati

pslisntta dharmma-prasaiiigam-tld-alli dharmmuiiigalgmlla sM 6:1) sanain=figal-vérkkum=erhdu karunyani-gcyyal, —

should be rendered by “ Pcrmadidevarasa . . . . . . while preserving the ancient ordinances, was kind enough,

on the occasion of a discourse about religion, to say that there ought to be a charter for all religious gifts; and there
upon.” And then, to introduce what follows, there should be understood any such wordsas

“ it wasjplaced on record that.”
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Permiidi I., because it does not include the passage about the propriety of providing all religious
grants with their charters. But it was obviously intended to be read in connection with the other
record, and to be understood as implying that it was put on the stone under those same circumstances.
And it

,

evidently, simply puts forward the alleged date of a grant made before the time of the

above-mentioned king and prince. Accordingly, whatever may be the truth here, as in the Konniir
inscription, as to the alleged facts, these two records, also, are not to be classed as spurious records.

On the other hand, there are two inscriptions at Lakshméshwar (Nos. 37 and 38 in the list),

written during the eleventh century A. D., which recite grants alleged to have been made to local
temples in A. D. 687, 723, 730, 735, and 968-69, and which do not put forward any such expla
nation as that given in the Narcgal inscription, and do not suggest in any way that they are merely
copies or substantial reproductions o

f

original records, but read distinctly as if the various passages
were written and engraved in those years. It is quite possible that these two records recite real
grants, brought together for the unification of titles. And, to what has been already said elsewhere
about them,“0 -in the way of pointing out that, though they are spurious records, they are question
able as dishonest ones only in so far as they may put forward fraudulent claims to property, and in

so far as the writers of them may have substituted names of properties and grantees and other details,

to suit their own purposes, for other names and details standing in original genuine charters, -— it

may be added that the omission to introduce the names of saiiwatsaras in the dates of the Western

Chalukya passages o
f A. D. 687, 723, 730, and 735, is decidedly suggestive that genuine original

charters may have been reproduced in those passages, and may have been transcribed correctly as well as

intelligently. But we know, from the characters, that the various passages were not written and
engraved on these stones at the times at which, from the absence of any hint to the contrary, they
distinctly purport to have been written and engraved, and that, therefore, they are not original

synchronous vouchers for the matters recited in them. Also, the irregular order in which the pas—
sages were arranged, indicates pretty plainly that these records were not drawn up under any official

supervision : on one of the stones, there stands first a passage of A. D. 968-69, then there comes an
undated passage, apparently intended to belong to the period A. D. 609 to about 642, and then
follows the passage of A. D. 735 ; on the other, the passages stand in the order of A. D. 723, 730,
968-69, and 687. And further, that one of them which commences with the passage o

f A. D.
968 -69, presents in that passage a part of the fictitious Western Gangs pedigree as an essential part
of the record, and thus introduces matter which we know to be false and which shows that that

passage was at any rate not simply reproduced from a genuine record of A. D. 968-69. And these
facts stamp that record as a spurious one, and bring its companion into the same category. Again
the Dévagéri inscription (No. 29 in the list), which is referable to the tenth century A. D., probably
records a perfectly genuine bit of local history of that period. But it is preposterously and falsely
dated in A. D. 600; and it reads as if it was drawn up and engraved in that year. And these facts
turn it into aspurious record. So, also, the Gagtavadi inscription (No. 45) may recite items of
local interest which are true and correct for the period to which it really belongs. But, whereas it

was really drawn up and engraved at some time about A. D. 1000, it is falsely and still more

preposterously dated in A. D. 192-93 ; and it reads as if it was drawn up and engraved then.
And these facts make it, also, a spurious record.

In examining the list, we detect one noteworthy point in the fact that, out of a total number of
fifty-nine spurious records, only five are on stone (Nos. 28, 29, 37, 38, and 45); all the rest
are on copper-plates. The reason for this is not far to find. The stone records of India mostly
stand in very conspicuous places. Even spurious records on stone would have to be exhibited in the same

way. And, ——except occasionally inside the precincts of temples, the establishments of which might
include individuals qualified for each step in the manufacture o

f such records, —both the preparation
and the erection of them would entail a great amount of publicity, and the connivance of many more

persons, including at least village-officials, than those actually interested in the successful accomplish

ment of the fraud, On the other hand, the fabrication o
f
a copper-plate charter, which remains in

“ S09 Ep- Ind. Vol. VI. p. 81.
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obscurity in private hands until the time when it is actually wanted for production, is a hole-and

corner business, easily confined to one or two accomplices, —ono of whom, the artisan who does the

engraving of what is traced on the plate by the writer, need not know anything about the purport of

what he is doing. And, for these reasons, the spurious records of India, or at any rate such of them

as were fabricated from fraudulent motives, will, no doubt, always be found far more frequently on

copper than on stone.

Another point which attracts attention, is
,

that, though the spurious records are found in many

difi'erent provinces and districts, we have obtained a comparatively large number of them

from Mysore. Out of the total number o
f

fifty-nine, no fewer than nineteen (Nos. 41 to 59) come

from that province and belong to it; while two more certainly (Nos. 10 and 40), — and perhaps also

a third (No. 11), -- belong properly to that same province, as they claim to convey villages in the
territories from which the province has been formed, and they must have originated there and travelled

from those villages to the places where they have been found.‘1 Thus, twenty-one,at least, o
f

the fifty

nine spurious records originated in Mysore.“ And the spurious records of Mysore include some o
f the

most barefaced specimens (Nos. 41 to 44 ), purporting to be nearly five thousand years old. It does
not necessarily follow that the practice of fabricating spurious records was always more rife in Mysore

than in other parts o
f the country: we can only compare the numbers of known specimens; and we do

not know how many spurious records still remain to be discovered and allocated elsewhere as well as there.

But the fact stands, that Mysore, or some particular part of it
,

has on various occasions been mark

edly prolific in the production of epigraphic forgeries,
— roughly about nine centuries ago, and in con

nection with certain historical occurrences which have been glanced at above. And, apparently, some

neighbouring part of the country has, somewhat later, been still more productive of the same class of

documents; since Mr. G. R. Subramiah Pantulu tells us that the forgeries of the Vijayanagara

series are probably nearly as plentiful as the genuine grants, which, he says, are themselves extremely

numerousfi‘3

And finally, fifty-six, at leastjout of the fifty-nine spurious records shown in the list, ~

distinctly claim to be title-deeds of lauded property. As has already been intimated, they are

not necessarily all fraudulent title-deeds, fabricated in order to substantiate false claims. But, at the

best, they are all spurious title-deeds, not issued by the authorities b
y whom they purport to have been

issued. Thirty-seven of these spurious title-deeds (Nos. 1 to 11, 22 to 27, 30, 32 to 36, 39, 40, 42__—_________—_-—_————_-.—-—_——_-'—__—_—_—_—__
n We have a pointed instance of the way in which copper-plate records are liable to travel, in the Vakkaleri plates,

which contain a charter issued by the Western Chalulrya king Kirtivarmun II. in A. D. 757 (Ep_ [my VOL v_ p‘ 200)
The grant was made, and probably the plates themselves were prepared and issued, at a camp at a certain town in the

Shélfipur district; namely, at Bhandfiraguvittage on the northern bank of the Bhimarathi, which i
s the modern c Bhum

darkowteh’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. ~10,(1852), and the ‘Bhandar Kavtha’ of the same sheet, N.E. (1886), -
(representing, no doubt, Bhapdhm-Kauthexh) —on the north bank of the Bhima, in lat, 17° 7 ’

, long. 75° 44',nboul;

twenty miles south-west from Shélfipur, The charter conveyed nvillage in the immediate vicinity of Hfingal in the

Dharwfir district. The grantee must have resided somewhere close
to the property that was given to him, and must

have had the plates in his possession at his residence. And the plates have eventually come to light from a village in a

distant part of Mysore. ——The fact is, the find-places oi the copper-plate records frequently have no connection with the

records themselves, and do not help us except in indicating the localities in which we may look first in endeavouring to

identify places named in those records. The fact that a.record on copper i
s found at a certain place’ does not establish

the sovereignty, in that part of the country, of the king who made or authorised the grant, unless the property itself,

granted by him or by his authority, i
s identified there. And we shall have, some day, to rename all the copper records

according to the properties that they conveyed. The so-called Vakkaléri plates would be more correctly described as the

Sulliyfir grunt.
‘1 The records make this quite clear, even when the villages claimed by them cannot be actually identified,

as VOL XXVII, above, p. 27 7. —We must, of course, await further information, before we can allocate the forgeriea
of the Vijayanagara series; we have to learn where they

come from, and to determine the places in which they

originated. — As regards any question of general comparison, according
to the numbers actually before us, Madmg

presents, up to date, nominally twenty specimens (Nos.

2 to 21), without including any of the Vijayanagnrn. series,

The Madras Presidency, however, i
s a very large territory. Out of the twenty specimens obtained in it
,

one certainly

(No. 10), and perhaps also another (No.
11), originated in Mysore. And ten others (Nos. 12 to 21) really reduce them

selves to only two separate and distinct acts of forgery,
-— one represented by the two plates dated in A_ I), 1086, and the

other by the eight plates dated in A, D. 1089.—-The Bombay Presidency presents seventeen specimens (Nos. 22 to 38 )
,

spread over the Presidency itself and the Native States which are more or less inherent parts
of it.
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to 44, 46 to 48, 53 to 55, and 57 to 59) claim grants of entire villages. And nineteen of them

(Nos. 12 to 21, ‘28, 31,37, 38, 41, 451, 50, 52, and 56) claim allotments of land not amounting
to entire villages. One other (No. 45) seems tn'be a record of the same kind, as it apparently
claims to define and mark out lands set apart as the remuneration attached to the office
of village-headman. And to this list of fifty-six or fifty-seven spurious title-deeds,we ought in all
probability to add one more (No. 51); but we may set that aside as undetermined, on the grounds that

the essential part of it is illegible. Only one of the total number of fifty-nine spurious records, namely
the Dévagcri ‘inscription (No.' 29), does not claim any landed property, but purports to be the

certificate of the right to perform a certain sacrifice. Fifty-six, at any rate, of the fifty-nine
shown in the list, are spurious title-deeds. Fourteen of them claim religious grants. Of these
one (No. 3) names a Saiva priest as the donee, on behalf of a village-god; one (No. 26) does not

name any individual donee, but claims a village for the purposes of the worship of a form of Siva and
for usufruct by ascetics residing in the temple of the god ; another (No. 41) similarly does not name

any individual donee, but claims the grant of a property to ascetics for the purposes of the worship

of the god Sitarima ; five (Nos. 23, 24, 27 , 32, and 34) claim grants of villages to Brahmans for the

purpose of the celebration of certain specified sacrifices; five (Nos. 3], 35, 37, 38, and 40) claim

grants of villages and lands to Jain priests on behalf of Jain temples; and one (No. 57) claims the
grant of a village on behalf of a Jain temple, perhaps with, perhaps without, the indication of a Jain
priest as the actual donee. Forty-two of the records have no connection with religion, but
claim properties on behalf of private individuals. One of them (No. 7) specifies a minister as
the dense ; one (No. 28) claims a grant of lands to village-headmen; two (Nos. 46 and 49) claim

grants, to the son of a village-headman and to a banker or merchant, in recognition of prowess in

battle; another (No. 48) claims _a grant to the son of a village-headman in recognition of some

personal service apparently rendered in battle ; twenty-seven (Nos. 1, 2, 4 to 6, 8 to 11, 22, 25, 30,

33, 36, 39, 42, 43, 44, 47, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, and 59) claim grants to Bnihmans for them

selves; and the remaining ten (Nos. 12 to 21) claim other individual properties. And one more

(No. 45), which, again, has no connection with religion, seems to claim property partly as a
private and partly as an oflicial holding, as it apparently purports to mark out and define land
attached to the hereditary ofiice of village-headman.

These remarks complete all that need he said for the present about the spurious records. There

are certain other records, which are of doubtful authenticity or value. Some of them will

probably, on fuller examination, have to be included in the list of spurious records. “Some of them

are, by their own admission, reproductions of original records; and we have only to decide how far the

historical and other matters put forward in them may be accepted as authentic. And others of them,

while not admitting that they are reproductions, plainly are such, with, in some cases, the evident

introduction of matter that cannot have been in the originals. And there are also genuine

records which have been tampered with, in order to make them serve purposes other than

those originally intended by them. A pointed and easily recognisable instance of this last class of
records, is the Si‘mn‘mgad grant of A. D, 754:“ It originally granted a certain specified village in
the Koppara five-hundred district. The historical matter in the record has not been tampered with ;

nor the date of it ; nor the name and other particulars of the original grantee ; nor even the name of

the district. But the name of the village that was granted, and the names of the villages mentioned

in defining the boundaries of it
,

have been altered. And so, though we can identify the substituted

villages, we are not able to say that the identifications are of any use, from the geographical point of

view, in locating the district. The records of doubtful value will be dealt with on some subsequent

occasion.

“ "01. XI. above, p. 108; and 8% Dyn. Kan. Dist". p. 390. So, also, the Paithan grant of A. D. 794 was
tampered with in respect of the names, 01s.,of the grantees (see Ep. Iml, Vol. III. p. 108, note 7); and the Dean
grant of A- D. 940 W68 tampered with in respect of the village granted and its boundaries and district, as well as
in respect of the name, etc, of the grantee (see id. Vol. V. p. 189, note 2). For a spurious record apparently treated
in the same way, see note 17 on page 214 below.
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A LIST OF SPUBIOUS INDIAN RECORDS.
BENGAL PBESIDENCY.

Gaye, District.

1. —- The Gay& plate, which claims that Samudragupta (Early Gupta) granted to a Brzihman,
duly specified by his name and gétra and aidkhfi,“ a village named B-évatika in the Gaye
vz'shag/a, in the (Gupta) year 9, in A. D. 328. — Published, Gupta Inscriptions, p. 254.

MADRAS PBESIDENCY.
Gdfijam District.

2. —The Chicacole plates, which claim that Dévendravarman, son of Anantavannan (alleged
Eastern Gar'iga 0f Kaliiiganagara), granted to three hundred Bnihmans,“ a. village named
Tamarachheru in the Varfihavartani vishaya, in the year 51 of the Gahgéya race, in A. D. 641-42.
— Published, Vol. XIII. above, p. 273; and see Dynasties of the Kanarese. Districts (in the Gazetteer
of the Bombay Presz'rlmzcy, Vol. I. Part 11.), p. 297, note 6.

3. — The Chicacole plates, which claim that Satyavarnian, son of Dévéndravarmnn (alleged
Eastern Gangs of Kaliiiganagara), granted to a Gurara or Saiva priest, as an agraluira of the
grdmadéca or tutelary village-god and as a Saz'casthénaka or Saiva property, a. village named
Tarugrama in the Galela visliaya, in the year 351 of the Gfingéya race, in A. D. 941-42. —

Published, Vol. XIV. above, p. 10 ; and sec Dyn. Kan. Dish-8. p. 297, notes 6, 8.

4.-—A set of plates which claims that Prithivivarman, son of Mahindravarman (alleged
Eastern Gangs. of Kalir'ignnagara), granted to a ..Brfihman a village, the name of which is
doubtful, in the (7) Jandi'a cislmya." —- Published, 1511.Ind. ‘'01. IV. p. 198.

Vizagapatam District.

5. —The Alamanda plates, which claim that Anantnvannan, son of Rzijéndravarmnn (alleged
Eastern Gainga of Kalinganagara), granted to a Brfihman a village named (‘i’) Medelaka in the

'l'iriliatu cishaya, in the year 304 of the Giir‘igéya race, in A. D. 894-95. — Published, Elf-1.11:4.
"0]. III, p. 17', and see Dyn. Kan. Dz'etrs. p. 297, note 6.

'Kistna District.

6. — The Pedda-Cherukflru plates, which claim that a king Vishnnvarrlhana (Eastern
(,‘hnlnkya of Vehgi ; apparently Vishnuvardhana II. is intended) granted to a Brrilnnan an agrahara
named Ikshu or Ikshupura, of whichhe was a resident.“

7. - A set of plates which claims .that Vishrguvardhana-Taila (alleged Eastern Chalukya of
Vcngi) granted to a minister of his named Kuppanayya. oi the Pallava lineage or of the lineage of
l’nllnvnmnlln, a village named Sripundi (with perhaps some other properties)-in the Velanfindu
m'ahayu.“

Karnfll District.

8. — The set of plates which claims that Vikramfiditya I. (Western Chaluliya of Bidémi)
granted to a Brahman two villages named Agunte and Tebumlaiira. — Published, Ju'ul'. Be
Br. K. As. Soc. Vol. XVI. pp. ‘229, 240 ; and see Dyn. Kan. Diatrs. p. 365, note I.
45 Except when the contrary is noted, it may be understood that the records always give names and other details,

sufiicient to fix the identity of .the alleged grantees more Or less fully, and so to enable the holders of the records to
establish their claims by producing pedigrees or other evidence.
"I Here the alleged grantees are simply mentioned as “three hundred Brlhmans of the vfijasantyn cha‘rmgaand

many gfllraa.” _ . . ..
‘7 There are some indications, inlines Sand 12 to 140i the text, that, in addition to the record being originally

a fabrication, it was subsequently tampered with, so as to claim a property other'than that which was at first
claimed by it.

'

is This record is mentioned in Sewell’s Lists of Antiquities, Madrar, Vol. I. p. 84. I quote it
,

however, from ink
impressions, for which I am indebted to Dr. Hultzsch.
'9 I quote this record, also, from ink-impressions received from Dr. Hultzsch.
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North Arcot District.

9. — The Udayéndiram plates, which claim that Nandivarman, son of Skandavarnmn
(alleged Pallava of Conjeeveram), granted to a Brzihmnn a village named Kaflchivayil in the

Adeyzira rrishlra. -- Last published, Ep. Incl. Vol. III. p. 142; and see Dg/n'. Kan. Distrs. p. 320,
note 6.

_ Tanjore District.

10. — The 'I'snjore plates, which claim that Arivarman, i. e. Harivarman (alleged Western
Gangs of Talakfid), granted to a Brahman the village of Orekt‘idu5o in the group of villages
known as the Maisunédu seventy, in the Prabhava .smiwatsara, Saka-Saihvat 169 expired, in A. l).
248. — Published, Vol. VIII. above, p. 212; and see ‘'01. XXIV. above, p. 10, No. 166, and E1).
[2111.Vol. IIIfpp. 159 (N0. 1), 161, 169, and Vol. V. p. 174.

v ' '

Coimbatore District.

11. — The Komaralingam plates, which claim that Ravidatta (an alleged descendant of
Punnatariija or of the kings of Punnfita) granted to some Brzihmans a village named Pur'ig'isoge
in the east~centrul district in the Kudugfir nllgl in the Punniidu ez'shaya, and other villages, or shares

in other villages, named Kolfir, Kodamfiku, Dvatogeyandr, Tfinagundiir, and Pattals"1 -— Published,

Vol. XVIII. above, p. 362; and see Ep. lnrl. Vol. III. p. 163, note 2.
Miscellaneous.52

12 to 21. —- Ten plates in the Central Museum at Madras, of which the general purport
is as follows. They recite t-hntn certain Vira-Snfigudaiyfin (alleged Chola) had constructed an agrahilra

for A‘l‘akaiy'yar, A_l_aknyyar,or Alakappayyar, and nnugrahr'ira for Dirunnipumm-Kidanamdchchnria) nn ;

but another king came and destroyed the ugmhiims, and, on the sites of them, dug a tank, and con
stitnted a district named Pafichapennénfidu, Pahchapaniuiddu (or something like that), consisting of
tour divisions.one of which was a village named Mantavettu, Mantavedn (or something like that).
5' This is the modern Vsraklldn, in the Mysore district and tiilukn.
l" Komaraliiigam, ur Kumdraliiigam, is the ‘Gomarlgum’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 62 (1840), inlnt. 10° 29',

lung. 77° 25', in the south of the Coimbatore district. The record, however, has not necessarily any connection with that

part of the country, except in respect of having been found there. And the details given in it distinctly allocate it else
where. -" Punnildu or Pdndd is well known as the name of a six-thousand province, — (on the point that it was a six.
thousand, not a ten-thousand, see Ep. Ind. Vol: VII. p. 66, note 7), -which was a. division of the territories of the
_Westcrn Gsiigas of Talskdd. The Punnfidu or Piini'id six-thousand included some of the extreme southern parts of

Mysore’ below the Lakshmaniirtha and the Kiivéri, inclusive ‘of the Gundlupét tz'iluka. The Kudugilr mid of this
spurious record seems likely to be identical with the Kuqlngu mid of certain other records. An inscription of A. D. 131-’:
(Ep. Corn. Vol. IV., Gu. 58) places in the Kudugu mid the village of Knpnflghlu, in the Gundlupét hbbli, which appears
to be the ‘ Cunnganla' of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 61 (1833), and the ‘ Ksnnagal’ of the same sheet, N.W. (1894),
about six miles towards the south-west from Gnndlupét. An inscription of A. D. 1497 (ibid. Gu. 11) speaks of “tin

Terukanfimbe 'ndd which is the Kudugu rid-d.” Terukanilmbe still exists, as a town about six miles east of Gundlupét.
And it thus becomes possible that the Kodamiiku or Kodamiiku o! the spurious record may be the modern

' Kodnsogc,‘

about. seven miles towards the south-east from Gundlupct. This identification, of course, cannot be looked upon as at
all final; especially, as we cannot find, in that neighbourhood, any others of the villages mentioned in the record. And
we have still to decide whether the Puuniidu or Pdnfld six-thousand was the whole of the Punnzidu country, or was only
a part of it. However, the record specifies “the people of the niuety-six-thousand vishayn," that is to say the Gangm

viidi ninety-six-thousand of the Western Gniigns, as the witnesses to the grants asserted by it. And this closely connects
the record with Mysore, —'-The grant purports to have been mode when Ravirhrttc was encamped at a town named
Kitihipura, probably by mistake for Kirtipura. This town is not necessarily to be placed either in the Kudugdr add. or
in the Punnfidu vishaya. Mr, Rice has proposed (Mysore, revised edition, Vol. I. p. 312. note 6, and Vol. II. pp. 223,
260) to identify it with the modern Kittfir, a large village on the right bank of the Kahhani, about seven miles south of
Heggadadévankote in the Mysore district, and twenty-seven miles towards the west-north-west from Gundlupét. And,
as there is an inscription at Kitti‘ir, dated in A. D. 1079 (Ep. Cam. Vol. IV_, Hg, 56), which speaks of the place as " the
eternal town Klrtimuhdnagarapura which is Kittilr," the proposal seems likely to be correct.

'

'1 A remark in Archwol. Sum. South. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 137 indicntesthat there are three more spurious copper-‘plate
records in the, Museum at Madras, the contents of which are still to he made known. And the same volume seems
to include three other spurious records on copper; namely, page 107, No. 20, a plate in the District Court of
Madura, which purports to be dated in A. D. 1533; page 152, No. 12 of the plates in the Madras Museum,
which purports to be dated in A. D. 1456 ; and page 181,No. 25, not dated ; they do not appear to contain any matter
of any particular interest from the historical point of view.

‘
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And they then either clainrthe subsequent re-nllotment of portions of the said village, or else specify
portions of it as belonging to alleged descendants of alleged original grantees.53 Two of these plates
connect with Vira-Sangudaiyz‘m the date of haliyuga-Sarhvat 4187 (expired) and ‘Saka-Saihvat 1008
(expired), in A. D. 1086 ; and the other eight give a date three years later, in A. D. 1089. —
Published, Archwol. Sure. South. Ind. ‘'01. IV. p. 137 if.

BOMBAY ransrnmwv.

Kathiawar.

22. — The Dhiniki plates, which claim that Jfiikadéva (oi the Sanrfishtra country) granted
to a Brahman the village of Dhénika“ in the Bhi'imilikfi mandala, in Vikrama-Samvat 794
(expired), in A. 1). 738. —- Published, Vol. XII. above, p. 151 ; and see Vol. XVI. p. 197, and Vol.
XIX. p. 369, No. 190, and the concluding remarks about it on p. 371.

Ksira District.

23. — The
Urnetét

plates, which claim that Dadda II. (Gui-jars oi Broach) granted to a
Brahman ior sacrificial purposes the village of ‘.Niguda55 in the Kamaniya sixteen-hundred bkukti,
in 'Sakc-Sar'nvat 400 (expired), in A. D. 478. -— Published, Vol. VII. above, p. 61 ; and see Vol. X,
p. 279, Vol. XVII. p. 184, Vol. XVIII. p. 91, and Dyn. Kan. Distra. p. 312, note 7.

Breach District.

24. -—- The 11M plates, which claim that Dadda II. (Gurjara of Breach) granted to a
Brfihman for sacrificial purposes the village of Beiva.56 in the Akuléévara vishaya, in Saka-Sarhvat
417 (expired), in A. D. 495. — Last published, Vol. XIII. above, p. 115; and see Vol. X. p. 279,
Vol. XVII. p. 193, note 37, Vol. XVIII. p. 91, Vol. XXIV. p. 10, No. 165, and Dy-n. Kan.
Dz'strs. p. 312, note 7.

Khandesh District.57

25. —-The Pimpalnér plates, which claim that Satyziéraya (z
'. c. Pulakés'in I. or II.; \Vcstcrn

Chalukya of Bildami) granted to some Briihmaiis the town of Pippalistnagara,5s in Saka_Sarhvnt
310 (expired), in A. D. $88-$59.59 -——Published, Vol. IX. above, p. 293; and see Dy-n. Kan. Dish-s.

p
. 344, note 6
.

Nasik District.

26. — The Nirpan plates, which claim that Tribhuvanfiéraya-Nfigavardhana, son of Dharii

éraya-Jayasimhavarman (alleged younger brother of Pulakés'in II.; \Vestern Chalukyn of Bfidz‘uni),
granted the village of Balegrama6o in the Gopara‘rshtra viahaya for the worship of the god Kapfiléé
vara and for us'ufruct b

y the ascetics"l residing in the temple of that god. - Last published, Vol. 1X.
above, p

. 123; and see Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 357, and note 1 on p. 358.62

‘3 Some of them name the alleged holders; the others apparently leave it to be assumed that the person who
could produce one of the plates should be taken as the possessor or the property named in it.
“ This is'the ruined village, known as " old Dhiniki," in the ()khfimandal division ; and Bhilmilikii is Bhilmli,

Bhilmbhli, or Ghiimli, a deserted capital in the Barrie hills (see Vol. XII. above, pp. 162, 153, 154).
‘5 This is the modern Nagfid, near Kamréj or Kfimréj (Kamaniyn) which is somewhere near Surat (see Vol
XVII. above, p. 184, and note 5).
5‘ This is the modern Rfiyfim :il, in the Ankléshwar thluka (sec Vol. XVII. above, p- 193, note 37) .

5" See also note 69 to No. 33 on page 217below.
5' This is the modern Pimpalnér itself, the head-quarters of the Pimpalner ttlluka.
5' The explanation of this date may possibly be found in the Knlachuri or Chédi era, with the epoch of

A, D, 248-49, which, we know, was still current in the northern territories of the Western Chalukyas of Biidfimi up

to A. D. 739 ;for, A. D. 248-49 + 310= A. D. 558-59, in the true period of Satyfiéraya-Puhxkééin 1
.

6°This is the modern Belgann-Taralhfi, in the Igatpurl tiiluka.
5' No names or any other details are given. .
6" The characters of this record are good ; and the language and orthography aro mostly correct. But the record

allots to Pulakééin II. the well known charger of his son Vikramfiditya I., Chitrnkuntha, which, moreover, it mifl'
names Kantlmohitm. And, if only for that reason, the record must now be finally relegated to the list of spnrioufl
records. The Dharfiémya-Jaynsiihhavarman whom it puts forward, seems to have been evolved out of the real person
of that name, a son of Pulakcs'in II.
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Batnagiri District.

27.— The Kandalgaon plates, which claim that Pulakééin II. (Western Chalukya of Bi'idami)
granted to a Brahman for sacrificial purposes a village named Pirigipa in the territory of Revati

dv'ipa,“ in the fifth year of his reign, in A. D. 614. -— Published, Vol. XIV. above, p. 330 ; and see
Dyn. Kan. Dish-s. p. 358, note 1. ~

\
Belgaum District.o5

28.-—A stone inscription at Sriraiigpnr near Saundatti, which claims that Satyaéraya
of the Chalukya race (meaning, no doubt, Pulakééin I. or 11.; Western Chalukya of Badami)
granted some land to the village-headmen oi Modahlr‘m as remuneration for the discharge of their
duties, in the Vilambin smiwatsara, Saka-Sarhvat 31 (expired), in AD. 109. —-Not yet published.

Dharwar District.

29. — A stone inscription at Dévageri, which records that the .llaluiaénumnirlhzpati
[Sz‘flntivarmam of the Maitfira race, came to the village of Palarfir in the Kiilayukti smiwatsara, Saka
Sazhvat 522 (expired), in A1). 600, and granted to the villagers the right to perform a certain
sacrifice, in return for their supplying forage for his horses and elephants. — Not yet published;
noticed in Ep. Ind. ‘'01. V. p. 172, and note 2.

30.— The Kurtakbti plates, which claim that Vikramiiditya I. (Western Chalukya of
Badi‘qmi) granted to a Brahman the village of Kurutakante" in the Belvola vishaya, in Saka
Sainvat 530 (or 532‘) expired,

in A. I). 608 (or 610). -—-Published, Vol. VII. above, p. 217; and
see Vol. XVIII. above, p. 285, Dyn. Kan. Dz'strs. p. 365, note 1, and Ep. 1nd. Vol. V. p. 176, note 1.
31.—'1‘he Sfldi plates, which claim that Bfitnga II. (Western Gangs of 'I‘alakéd), at the

request of his mistress Divalzlmba, granted to a Jain some land at Sandi“ in the Sulvatavi seventy

(i
. e. the Kisukad seventy) for the purposes o
f a Jain temple at that village, in the Vikfirin smiwatsara,

Saka-Sarhvat 860 expired, in A. D. 938. -— Published, Ep. Ind. Vol. III. p. 158; and see Vol.
XXIV. above, p. 187, No. 75, note 13, and Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 167, note 2.

Miscellaneous.

32.— The set of plates, in the Library of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic
Society, which claims that Dharaséna II. (Maitraka of Valabhi) granted to a Brzihman for sacrificial
purposes a village named Nandiaraka or Nandisaraka in the Kantaragrfima sixteen-hundred
z-z'shaya, in Saka-Sarhvat 400 (expired), in A. D. 478. — Published, Vol. X. above, p. 277.

33.-A set of plates,“9 which claims that a king Krishna (evidently intended, as mention is
made, before him, of Dantidurga, Amoghavarsha, Govinda, and Padigadéva, i. 0. Baddigadéva,
Vaddigadéva, to be Krishna IIL, Rashtrakfita of Malkhéd) granted ‘to eighty~four Brahmansfi0
a village or other place named Khairodhisthana, in Saka-Saihvat 633 (current), in A. D.
7lO.-— Not yet published.‘

5‘ Révatidvipa was a territory which took its name from the ancient form of the name of the modern

Rcdl in the Vengurla tilukn (see Dy". Kan. Distns. p. 3117,and note 2).
6“ At Hiré-Kummi and Sattigeri in the Parasgad tdlnka of this district, and at Snrkcd or Surkdr in the

neighbouring Rflmdnnz State, there are spurious copper-plate charters, without dates, which purport to have been
issued by a king Krishna-Kanhara who is intended for the Ri’ishtrakfita king Krishna III. They have been noticed
in Dyn. Kan. Dist". p. 550, note 6. But I have not any further details about the contents of them.
‘a This is the modern Mndlilr, close to S'rlrangpnr. — The record does not put forward the names of the village

headmen.
6' This is the modern Kurtakbti itself, in the Gadag thinks.
6" This is the modern Sfidi itself, in the R61; tflluka.
“9 Apparently from Khfindéah or somewhere in that direction. They were sent to me, for examination, by the

Rev. J. E. Abbott, in 1887. As regards the date put forward in them, with Saka-Samvat 633 (expressed in words)
there is coupled the Savvedhfiri (i. e. Sarvndhfirin) smin'atsara. But Sarvadhflrin would be S.-s. 618 current by the
northern lnni-sclar system, or S.-S. 611 current according to the southern lnni-sclar system. The name appears to
be a mistake for SAdhdi-anu, which would be 8:8. 633 current according to the southern iuni-solar system.
W No names or other details seem to be given.

\
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Baroda State.

34. —|The ‘Bagumra plates, which claim that Dadda II. (Gurjara o
l'

Breach) granted to a

Brahman for sacrificial purposes the village of 'l‘athsi-Umbara71 in the Tatha-U unborn (ihdra, in

Saka-Sariivat 415 (expired), in A. D. 493.—- Published, Vol. XVII. above, p. 183; and see
Vol. XVIII. p. 91, Vol. XXIV. p. 11, No. 170, and Dy'n. Kan. Distrs. p.312, note 7.

xolhap'ur State.

35. --'1'he .utem plates, which claim that Pulakééin I. (Western Chalukya of Bi‘idfimi)
granted to a Jain priest [or the purposes of a Jain temple at Alaktakanagarl (Altérh), the chief
town of a seven-hundred district in the .Knhundi cishaya, allotments of land at Narindaka
and other villages, and also Buvika and three other entire villages,72 in the Vibhara
smiwatsara, coupled with Saka-Samvat 411 expired, b

y mistake for 411 current or 410 expired,

in A. D. 488. —- Published, Vol. VII. above, p. 20?, with a lithograph in Vol. VIII. p. 340; and
see Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 344, note 6

, and Vol. XXIX. above, page 273.
1

86. —- A set of plates from Wadgaon, which claims that a king Amoghavarsha, by whom it

means Indra 111.73 (Rilslitmkilta ol' Mdlkhéd), granted to a thousand and one Bnihmsns“ the village
of Yeleyavilpi75 in the Mallaka. thirty in the Knrahéita four-thousand vishaya, in Saka-Sar'nvat
720 expired, in A. D. 798. — Not yet published; noticed in Dyn. Kan. Dish-s. p. 416, note 6.

Miraj State.

3'7. -~ The stone inscription at Lakshmeshwar, within the limits of the Dhfirwiir district,
which claims that Nolainbaiituku-Mfirasiriiha I]. (Western Gaiiga of Talakiid) in Saka-Sarhvat 890
(expired), in A. D. 968-69, and Vikramiditya II. (Western Chalukya of Biidémi) in Saka-Sarhvat
656 expired, in A. D. 735, granted allotments of land at Puligere or Pulikaranagara, i. e.

a
t Lakshméshwar itself, to Jain priests for the purposes of Jain temples at that place, and that

Durgaéakti (alleged Séndra),_ in the time of Satyaéraya, meaning, apparently, Pulakés'in II. (\Vestcm
Chalukya of Badfimi, A. D. 609 to about 642), granted some land for the purposes of one of the
same temples.7‘-Published, Vol. VII. above, p. 101; and see Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 80 f., and
page 211 above.

'

38. - Another stone inscription at Lakshméshwsr, n'hich claims that Vijayi'iditya
(Western 'Chalukya of Biidami ) in Saka-Snmvat 64.3 expired, in A. D. 723, and again in S.~S. 651
expired, in A. D. 730, and Nolambintaka-Mi'irasirhha II. (Western Gm'iga of Talakiid) in S.-S. 890
expired, in A. 1). 968-69, and Vinayfiditya (\Vestern Ohalukya of Bfidanii), in SS. 608 expired,
'" This is the modern Bagunm'i itself, in the Palsilnn. tzlluka. of the Nansdri district; see where published,

page 184. I

"7 For the identification of'almost all the i'illagos, inthe neighbourhood of Altélir, see Vol. ‘XXIX. above,

p. 273 if.
"3 I have previously treated this record as claiming to have been issued by Amoghavarsha IL, son of Indra III.

(Dyn. Krm. Dish-s. pp. 416, note 6). The case, however, is as follows. The record takes the genealogy from Danti
durga to Indra III. Then, after two verses Bbout him which contain nothing of any importance, there comes the
passage :—Yaé=oha. . . . . . . éri-Kirttinilrfiyanah . . . . sri-Manujatrinétrah . . _ _ , .
sri-Rfijumérttarinlah . . . . . . sri-llattakamdflr'jppah samabhavatSacha paramabhattfiralrah érimad’Amfighavar

shadi-vah . . . . . . Yeleyaviipi-nxlma-griimslrh’] mahiiriljadhirfijah . . . . . . dattavz'in. And, comp“.
ing the corresponding passages in the Siingll grant of A. D. 933 (Vol. XII. flbovc, p. 250, text line 23, and p. 231, line
35 fl.) and the Kharda grant of A. D. 972 (ibid. p. 265, line 26,‘and p. 266, line 37 ill), we now see that the record puts
forward Amoghavarslui, wrongly, -—with Kirtiniirilyana and Rljamdrtundfl and Battalrandarpa, correctly (see
Ep. Ind. Vol. V1. p. 176), -a.s a.biruda of Indra III., and that it thus claims to have been issued by Indra III, — It
may be added that the record asserts that, when he made the grant, Amoghavarsha, i. e. Indra 111., had come to
Kurunda for the festival of his coronation. This place is mentioned, in the same connection, as Kurundalm, in the
Nnusfiri grants of Indra 111., issued in A. D. 915. It is evidently the modern Kurundwiid, about twenty-three
miles on the east of Kulhi'lpur.
7‘ The alleged grantees are mentioned as "Mlldhavachunvveradikshita of the Kannada lineage and the Kilfiyapa

qéim, together with a thousand Brfihmnns ;“ no other details are given.
"5 This is the modern Yolévi, in the '1

‘

llSgdO‘l!t:lluka. of the 85th:"! district.
7' In this case, no individual grantee is named.
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in A. D. 687, granted allotments of land at Puligepe or Pulikaranagara to Jain priests for
the purposes of a Jain temple at that place. — Noticed, Vol. VII. above, p. 111 ; and see Ep. Ind.
Vol. V1. p. 80 f.

,

and page 211 above.

NIZAM’S DOHINIONS.

39.--'1‘he Haidarabad plates, which claim that Vikramfiditya I. (Western Chalukya of

Br'idiimi) granted to a Brahman a village named Chintakuntha in the Kappa vz'shaya.— Published,
Vol. VI. above, p. 75; and see Dyn. Kan. Dictra. p. 364 (No. 4) and note 8

, and Gottinger

Nachn'chtm, 1900, p
.

341.77
'

PROVINCE OF CDORG.

40. —- The Her-karts plates, which claim that Avinita-Kohganimahiidhiraja (alleged Western
Gaiiga of Talakx'id) granted to a Jain priest for the purposes of a Jain temple at Talavananagara, i. e.
Talakfid, the village of litadaneguppe78 in the Edem‘id seventy in the Piinfidu six-thousand, in

the (Saks) year 388 (expired), in A. D. 466. -- Published, Vol. 1. above, p. 363, and, Coorg Inscra.
p. 1 ; and see Mysore Inscra. p. 282, Vol. XXIV. above, p. 11, N0. 169, and Ep. Ind. Vol. 111.
pp. 160(No. 4), 162, 168, 170, and Vol. V. p

. 174, and Vol. VI. p. 66, note 7.

inrsonn s'ra'rn.
41. -— The Bhlmankatti or 'I'lrthahalli plates, which claim that the epic king Janaméjaya

granted to the ascetics (presumably Brsihmans) of the locality," for the purposes of the worship of
the god Sitfirfima, some land constituting a property named Munivrindakshetraso in the
place called Sitépura-Vrikt'idarakshétra on the west of the Tungabhadn'i, in the Plavamga aan'wateara,

the year 89 (current) of the Yudhishthira-Saka or era of Yudhishthira,‘i1 in B. C. 3014. -— Published,

\

" This village still exists, under the same name, in the Chamriijnagar triluka of the Mysore district.
"9 Their names, etc., are not put forward.

’

1" When I edited this record, in 1377, I considered that, at any rate as far as line 34, the characters appeared to
be genuinely antique (Vol. VI. above, p. 75). More recently, in 1895 or 1896, I have said that, in consequence of
the type of the characters and the partial corruptness of the language, the authenticity of this grant is not alto
gether free from suspicion (Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 327, note 4, and p

. 364, note 8). Prof. Kielhcrn has expressed the
opinion that the mistakes in the verses do not justify the suspicion that the plates may be a forgery, and that the
ease with which the true readings can be restored tends to prove that the verses were taken from a correct copy of
the grant tGoitingsr Nachrt'chten, 1900, p. 345). We may waive that point. But, while the record is, no doubt, an
early fabrication and may quite possibly refer to a real grant, the bad shapes of the characters, and the irregulnri,
ties in the writing, — which are not affected in their general features by the fact that the lithograph is a manipu
lated reproduction, and not an actual facsimile, —- sufllce to shew that the record is not the original, syn ohronous,
and official voucher for the matters set forth in it. And it must, therefore, be finally stamped as spurious

3° 'l‘lrthahalli is the head-quarters of the Tirthahalli tdluka in the Shimoga district, on the north bank of the
river Tungfi, about thirty~five miles above its confluence with the Bhadra. The Bhimankatti math is four miles
higher up the river, above Tirthahalli (see Mysore, revised edition, Vol. II. p. 486). And the passage defining the
boundaries enables us, with the help of the details shown in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 42 (1827), to locate just

there the Munivrindakshctra, which is defined as being, amongst other things, on the west of the Tungahhadrfi,

meaning here the Tuiigfl) as it flows to the north.
5‘ According to the popular view, as exhibited in the Native almanacs of the present day, the era of

Yudhishthira is the first three thousand and forty~four years of the Kaliyuga, that is to say, the period from, the
beginning of the present age in B. C. 3102 to the commencement of the so-oalled Vikrama era in RC. 58 ; see, for
instance, the passages about eras in the introduction to Ganpat Krishnaji's Pafiehdv‘rgfor saka-Samvat 1799(expired),
= A. D. 1877-78. On the other hand, according to the astronomer Vriddha-Garga, as reported by Var-dhamihira
(died A. D . 587) in his Bfihatsmhhitd, xiii. 2

,

the duration of the era of Yudhishihira was two thousand fivc

hundred and twenty-six years ;and Kalhapa, quoting Varfthamihira’s verse in his Rfijatararilgs'vpt, i. 56, shews, by a

previous verse, 52, that by him at least, in A. D. 1148-49, it was understood that the era began (and the

commencement of the reign of Yudhishihira took place) two thousand five hundred and twenty-six years before

the commencement of the Salsa era in A. D. 77 ; that is to say, that the era began in B. C. 2449or 2448 (see Vol.

XVIII. above, p. 66). The mention of the Plavamga smiwatsara in the date put forward in this record, shows that
the date was put together according to the popular view, with B. C. 3102 as the commencement of the era. -
Buchanan has mentioned two inscriptions at the temple of Madhukéévsra at Banuwas'i in North Kanara, of which,

according to the accounts of thorn given to him, one is dated in the year 168 of the era of Yudhishthira and claims that
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Vol. IV. above, p. 333; and see Vol. I. p. 378, Plilz', Sanskrit, and Old-Canareae Inscrs. No. 30,
Mysore Inacrs. p. 251 and Introd. p. 70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427.
42. — 'I'he Bégur plates, which claim that, at the beginning of the sarpaydga or snake-sacri

fice, Janaméjaya granted ten villages82 to a thousand and three-hundred Brfihmans” of Bégi'lru in
the northern Edenadu seventy in the Banaviisi twelve-thousand province-Sec Vol. VIII. above,
p. 91, Mysore Inscrs. Introd.p. 70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427.

48.—The Kuppagadde or Sorab plates, which claim that, at the point of the snake-sacri
fice called pairadhutieamaya, Janaméjaya granted the ten villages which constituted the village
of Pushpagadde’“ to two thousand Bi'iihmans“ of Pushpagadde in the Edemidu seventy in the
Banaviisi twelve-thousand province.5°— See Vol. I. above, p. 375, Vol. VIII. p. 91, P. S. O.-C.
Inrcrs. No. 32, Mysore lnscre.p. 238 and Introd. p. 70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427.

44. — The Gauj or Anantapur plates, which claim that, at the point of the snake-sacrifice
called pfirntihutitadairgasamaya, J anaméjaya granted the twelve villages which constituted the
village of Gautamagrdmaai' to thirty-two thousand Brilllniansa8 of Gautamagrama in the Szintaligc

a grant of land to the god Madhnkanfltha was made by ‘Simhunna Bupa
' of the family of Yudhishthira, and the

other is dated in Vikrama-Samvat 96 (Journey through Mysore, Comm, and Malabar, Vol. III. p. 231). He has‘
also mentioned (t'biiL) three inscriptions at Balagilmi in Mysore, of which two were represented to him as being dated
in the reign of Yudhishthira himself, and the third was represented as being dated in Qillivahana-saka-Samvat 90 in
the reign of ‘Trenetra Cadumba.’ And he has said (t'bc'd.p_ 411) that the Joins of gravana-Belgola gave hima
copy, on palm-leaves, of what they said was a copy of a record on copper dated Kaliyuga-Samvat 600 in the reign of
‘ Rfijfi Mulla, king of the South.‘ It is diflionlt, however, to say whether these statements really indicate the
existence of any such spurious records, or whether they are simply based on ignorant or fraudulent readings of

genuine records of probably about the eleventh century A. D., or on gratuitous insertions or additions as in the case
of the imaginary date inserted in a reading of one of the Kolhlpur inscriptions (see page 206 1

'.

above). — Mr. Sewell
has mentioned an inscription on stone at

‘ Vupputarn,’ in the Kistna district,
“ professing to daty from the 2,000th

year of the Kaliyuga, and to be a grant of a village by “Tripetra Pallava" (Lists of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. 1

p. 85). We have, however, no further details of it.
'2 The full text of this record has not been published; and so the names of the ten villages are not yet

available for identification. There is, however, no reason for expecting to find them anywhere except in the
immediate neighbourhood of Roger itself, which is in the Shikiirpur taluka of the Shimoga district.
‘3 Names, etc., are put forward only in respect of four of them.
‘i As can be recognised from an identification of some of the ten villages themselves, and of some of the

surrounding villages named in the passage defining the boundaries of them, Pushpagaqldc was the former name of

Kuppagaqlde itself, which is in thc Sorab tfiluka of the Shimoga district.
‘5 Names, etc., are put forward only in respect of four of them.
‘6 In Vol. 1. above, p. 875, this record is represented as claiming to have been issued in “ the year 111." That,

however, is only based on a supposition that, in the expression katakamutkalila, the syllables Im, ta, Ira mean 1
,
1
,
1
,

according to the Katapuyédi system (for which, see Vol. IV. above, p. 207). In the same Way, a suggestion has been
made that the ha, in, ka, m imply l, l, l, 5, giving a clue to Saka-Saihvat 1115(expired), = A. D. 1193-94, as the real
date of the concoction of this record and some others in which the same expression occurs (see Mysore Imacrs. Introd.
p. 71, and Mysore, revised edition, Vol. II. p. 427). But we have no reason to suspect anything of the kind. -— It
seems, by the way, doubtful now, whether the above-mentioned expression should be divided, as hitherto, into katalmm
and utkal-ita, ' unbound, loosened, opened, blossoming, appearing,’ etc., or whether we should divide it into kaluka. and
mutkaliia, ——a word with the sense of ‘ sent, impelled,’ which Prof. Tawney has brought to notice in his translation
of the Kathdkos‘a, Pref. p. 22. In either case, however, the meaning is simply “ a camp was pitched," as remarked
on a previous occasion (Vol. XIV. above, p. 141).
'7 As can be recognised from an identification of nearly all the surrounding villages named in defining the

boundaries of the property that is claimed, Gautamagrdma is the modern Gauj itself, which is in the Shikflrpur
talluku. of the Shimogu district.
1“ Names, etc., are put forward only in respect of four of them. ——These thirty-two thousand Brfihmans of Gun

temagraima are a reproduction or imitation of the thirty-two-thousand Brzlhmaus or Malidjmm of Tfilgund, in tho
Shikérpnr taluka, who are mentioned in records of the eleventh and twelfth centuries A. D. at Tfilgund : the records
speak of them as dulltrtiiiéat-mhaua-dvija-samfija,

“ the congregation of thirty-two-thousand Brahmans
" (P- 8

O.-C. l'nscl'l. No. 219,1ine 46-47, and sec Mysore Inscrs. p. 192), and mlivedIirchchhriliwar-mchdjonmiigal, “ the thirty
two-thousand Mahlijaudi ” (ibid. lino 53), of Sthrinugildhagréma-(Tfilgund) ; and one of them (P. S. O.-C. 11m".
No. 221, and sec Mysore Inscrr. p. 196) attributes the origin of them to

" thirty-two households of Brfihmarl
("5P"). purified by twelve-thousand agniluitra-sacrificcs," whom Mukkannn-Kadamba brought to the south from

the ayrahdm of Ahichchhattra and established at the great ogre/vim of st-hlinsgd-lhnpuru, which he made.
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thousand in the Banavfisi twelve-thousand provinee.99_ See Vol. I. above, p. 377, and the text and

lithograph in Vol. III. p. 268, Vol. VIII. p. 91, P. S. O.-C. Inscrs. N0. 31, Mysore I1l8Cr8. p. 232
and Introd. p. 70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427.

45.—The Gattavadi stone inscription, which claims that, during the reign'or rule of a

certain Erehaveminadi, the village-headman and others” of Gottevfidi united for, apparently. the

purpose of defining and marking out lands that were set apart as remuneration for the
duties of the ofioe o1’ village-headman, in the Aiigiras aaiiwatsara, coupled with Saka-Sar'nvat
111, by mistake for 114 (expired), in A. D. 192-93. — Published, Ep. Cam. Vol. III., Nj. 199; and
see Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 301, note 1 (No. 1).

46. —The Tagadflru plates, which claim that Harivarman (alleged Western Gangs of
Talakiid), granted to the son of a village-hesdman, as a reward for prowess displayed in the battle of

Hcfijeru, a village named AbbagaPl in the Torebadagarenildu m'ahaya, in the Vibhava amimatsara,

coupled with 'Saka-Sarhvat 188 expired, by mistake for 170 expired, in A. D. 249.”-—— Published, Ep.
Cam, Vol. III., Nj. I22; and see Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 301, note I (No. 2).
47. -—'1‘he Mudiyanur plates, which claim that Malladéva-Nandivarman (alleged Bans)

granted to twenty-five Briihnmns“3 the village of Hudiyanilr“ in the Hodali m'ahaya, in the
Vilambin san'watsara, 'Saka-Sarnvat 261 (current), in A. I). 338.—— Published, Vol. XV. above,
p. 172; and sec Vol. XVII. p. 339, and Vol. XXIV. p. 10, N0. 167. — This record is, in part at
any rate, a palimpsest.

48.— The Harihar plates, which claim that an unnamed son of Vishnugopa (alleged \Vestern
Gangs of Talakfid) granted to the son of a village-headman, in recognition of some service rendered

by him in apparently the battle of Heiijeyu,95 the village of Dévanflr” in the Kiireni‘id district, in
the Sadhi‘u'sna aan'watsara, coupled with, apparently, Saka-Samvat 272 (expired), in A. D. 351.—
Published, Vol. VII. above, p. 173; and see Mysore Inscrs. p. 293, Vol. XXIV. above, p. 181, No. 4,
note 3, and E11. Ind. Vol. III. pp. 159 (N0. 2), 162, I70, and Vol. VI. p. 74.

49. — The plates, in the Museum at Bangalore, which claim that Vira-Nonamba (alleged
Cluilukya of Kalyiinapura) granted to a leading banker or merchant of a village named Haluhaqli"7

in the Kundunadu seventy in the Gailgavadi ninety-six-thousand province, in recognition of prowess

displayed in the battle of Henjegu, some lands (at that village), in the Tarana aan'watsara, Saka- _
Sar'nvat 366 (expired), in A. D. 445.—- Published, Vol. VIII. above, p. 94 ; and see Mysore Inscrr.
p. 296 and Introd. p. 70, Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427, Vol. XXIV. above, p. 9.No. 163,
and Dyn. Kan. Dz'strs. p. 467,

50.—‘1'h6 Mallohalli plates, which claim that Koiiganiraja or Koiignnimaln‘iraja, son of

Mildhava II. (alleged Western Gangs of Talakad) granted to a Brahman some land which is perhaps

99 In Vol. I. above, p. 377, this record, also, is represented as having been issued in
“ the year 111." Note

86 above, however, applies here again.

9° No names are put forward.

'1 The name Torebadagarenadu moans
“ the district on the north bank of the river," The village claimed,

Abbslglll, is either Ghilr-Abbllgalu or Doil-Abbfigtlu, near the northbanlr of the Kflverl, and about four miles on the

east of Sosile which is in the Tirumakudlu-Narasipur tflluka of the Mysore district.

W Or, we might say,
“ in Saka-Sar'nvat 188 expired, in A. D. 267, coupled with the Vihhava larlwatnra by

mistake for tho Vyaya mn'watmra."

*3 Names, aic., are put forward only in respect of four of them.
9* Some of the plane-names mentioned in this record are not unique. But, as was pointed out by Mr. Rioc (Vol.

XV. above, pp. 172, 174), the village claimed is Mudiyandr itself, in the Mulbfigal thlulra of the Kolar district.
'5 The text has Hahidjemn’in'dhrddu), “ having pierced Hefijegu.”
9'5As I.“ pointed out by Mr. Rios (Vol. VII. above. p. 171), this is Dévanflr in the Nafijangdd teiluka of the

Mysore district.
91 This is, most probably, the

' Halvadi ' of the Indian Atlas sheet No, 60, S. W. (1392), in the Man'lya tzlluka

o! the Mysore district.
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specified as lying below the tank of a village named Milur, in the Jaya saiiwatsara, the twenty-ninth
year of his reign. -— Published, Vol. V. above, p. 136; and see Mysore Inacrs. p. ‘289, and Ep. Ind.
Vol. III. pp. 160 (No. 3), 162.
51. —"1‘he plates, in the Museum at Bangalore, which claim to record a charter issued, in

the third year of his reign, by Konganimaharzlja, son of Konganimahiidhiriija son of Mfidhava II.
(alleged \Vestern Gaiiga of Talakiid) : the concluding portion of this record is said to be quite

illegible; but the last words of the legible portion make it practically certain that it claimed to record

a grant of some kind Or another to a Brahman who was a resident of a town named Mahiiséna'
pura."s -— Published, Vol. VII. above, p. 174; and sec Mysore Inacra. p. 294, and Ep. Ind. Vol. III.
p. 160 (N0. 5).

52,- The Mallohalli plates, which claim that Durvinit-a (alleged Western Gaiiga of
Talakad) granted to a Brahman a property called lsvarasthana at a village named Bempur”
in the Kelale mix}, in the Vijaya smiwatsura, the thirty-fifth year of his reign. -— Published, Vol. V.
above, p. 138 ; and see Mysore Inscru. p. 291, and Ep. Ind. Vol. III. pp. 160 (No. 6), 163.
53.—'.l‘h6 H080!‘ plates, which claim that Satyfiéraya, i. e. Pulakééin II. (Western Chalukya

of Bi‘idirmi), at the request of an alleged daughter or son named Ambérii or Ambéra, granted to

thirty-one Brahmansloo a village named reriyala in the Konikal m‘shaya. —-Published, Vol. VIII.
above, p.96, with a lithograph in Vol. IX. p. 304; and sec Mysore vInacra. p. 298, and Dy-n. Kan.
Diatrs. p. 358, note 1.

54_._Th9 flauegere plates, which claim that Sivamiira I. (Western Gaiiga of Talakad)
built a bridge or (lam across the Kiline river on the north of Keregodu in the Keregfidu vishayaflol
and took two villages named Kodugola and Belkare on the south of that river and two villages
named Bcmbampfil or Bcmbappfil and Punusepatti on the north of the river, and made of them a
village named Pallavstataka, and divided that new village into sixty-six shares, which he then
granted to thirty-one Bri‘ihmans, in Saka-Satiivat 635 expired, in A. D. 713, in the thirty-fourth
year of his reign. ——Published, Ep. Cam. Vol. 111., Md. 113; and sec Dyn'. Kan. Dz'atrs. p. 301,
note 1 (N0. 3).

.

55. —-The plates, in the British Museum, which claim that a certain Eregar'iga, who may
he represented as a governor under Sivami‘ira I. (Western Gaiiga of Talakad) or may perhaps be
intended for Sivamfira I. himself, divided into three shares and granted to Brfihmans102 a village
named Panekodupadiflm which — (we must understand from the record) - was in either the
Torenadu five-hundred, or the Kongalnfid two-thousand,1m or the Male thousand. -—- Published,
Vol. XIV. abovc, p. 229 ; and sec El). Ind. Vol. III. pp. 160 (No. 9), I63, 169.
56.—The Hosfir plates, which claim that 'Sripurusha-llluttarasa (Western Ganga of

'l‘nlakiid) granted to a Brahman some lands at four villages named Elam-Gudalur,
Mariyachi-Gndalur, Paruvi, and Sripura, in 'Saka-Sar'nvat (384 expired, in A. D. 762. —

'5 This town is mentioned again, as the residence of one of the alleged grantees, in tho Hallegera plates,
No. 54 below. The name may be another form of the name Kfirttikéyapuram, which occurs in the case of a village
in the Kilrvetinagar zamlndilri in the North Aroot district, Madras, or it may be the Sanskritiaed form of some
vernacular name now beginning with dodda or hire.
9° This may be ‘ Bevur

’ in the Closepet tillulra of the Bangalore district ; or it may be ‘ Begur,’ in the Nela
maiigala triluka of the same district.
10° No names are given; we are only told that thirteen of them belonged to the Atreya gfilra, five to the

Kausika golra, three to the Kaéyapa gritra, three to the Kaundiuya 9611a,three more to the Kaéyapa 96"“, two to
the Savannika (Savarnika) 961m, one to the Bhfimdvfija gdlra, and one to the Saunaka gfilra.
1°‘ It seems likely that the Keregodu of this record is Keregodu in the Mandya talnka of the Mysore district.
1" The original actually says

“ to the Kt'isapa (Kasyspa) gdira,” — meaning. no doubt, to some Brahman:
belonging to that gfitra ; no other details are given.
1°“ This is probably the modern

‘ Hanagod,’ on the Lakshmantirtha river, in the Hunsfir tfiluka of the Mysore
district.
1°‘ This was really an eight-thousand province ; see page 208 above.
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Published, Madras Jour. Lit, Sc., 1878, p. 138; and see Mysore Inscrs. p. 284, Vol. XXIV.
above, p. 11, No. 171, Ep. 1111!.Vol. III. pp. 160 (No. 7). I70, and Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 302, note 2.

67. — The Dévarhalli plates, — formerly known as the Niiganiaiigala plates, — which claim

that 'Sripurusha-Muttarasa (Western Gangs of Talakiid), at the request of Paramagfila-Prithuvi

Nirgundaraja, granted for the purposes of a Jain temple called Ldkatilaka105 founded by Kundachchi,

wife of Paramagilla-Prithuvi-Nirgundarfija, at a town or village named Sripura, a village named

Ponnalli in the Nirgunda vishaya, in Saka-Bai'nvat 698 expired, in A. D. 776-77, in the fiftieth

year of his reign. — Published, Vol. II. above, p. 155, and Ep. Cru'n. Vol. IV., Ng. 85 : and see
Mysore Inscra. p. 287, and Ep. Ind. Vol. III. pp. 160 (No. 8). 163, 164.

58.—The Gafljam plates, which claim that, with the consent of the Tuvarrija Mzirasiihha
E rcyappa, alleged son of ‘Siva-mare II. (\Vcstcrn Gangs of Talakfid), two alleged Pallava princes
Nijarzima and Nayadhira, sons of Kali-Nolambfldhiraja-Kolliyarasa. granted to a Brahman a

village named Tipperur. — Published, Ep. Carri. Vol. IV., Sr. 160.

59.-—The Galigékere plates, which claim that Ranavikramayya, alleged son of Rajamalla
Western Gaiiga of Talakz‘id), granted to a Brahman a village named Kola-Nellur. — Published.

Ep. Cam. Vol. IV., Yd. 60.

NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QOltAN.

BY HARTWIG HIRSCHFELI), PH.D.. M.R.A.S.

(Continued from p. 185.)

CnAr'rEn IX.

Medinian Revelations up till the Battle of Badr.

Fn'runes common to Meccan and Medinian revelations — Differences of both classes -

Huhnmmed's attitude towards the Jews ——Revelations of the period.

The features common to Meccan and Medinian revelations are few but important. They
comprise -— similarity of diction and form, the same aggressiveness of tone, the tenets of the religion

and the doctrines of its ethical code. If we had no other critical aid,it would frequently be quite impos
sible to distinguish between Medinian and later Meccan revelations. Muslim authors on the subject are

unreliable, if not directly misleading, and the anecdotes which they relate in connection with niany reve

lations must be received with caution. Medinian addresses, like the Meccan ones, abound in declama

tory, narrative, and parabolical passages. Many of these have been handed down as Medinian. though

it is doubtful if they should so be classified, and there is not sufficient evidence to justify their removal

from their present position in the otlicial text. The legislative revelations are less ditlicult to place,

as those bearing on ritual (except some on prayer and almsgiving), or legal matters are of distinctly

Medinian origin.

The Medinian portions of the Qordn must- not be criticised from the same standpoint as the
Meccan ones, on account of the altered circumstances under which they appeared. It is impossible to
gcta clear insight into the events connected with the Meccan sermons; therefore so far as they are
concerned, we have no satisfactory background to work upon. The case is different as regards the

Medinian revelations, which are illustrated by facts recorded in exegetical and historical works.

Unfortunately the authors of these works were remarkable for religious zeal, rather than for their capa

city for distinguishing between truth and fiction, whilst many of the authorities on whom they relied were

not always veracious. Thus, a large number of Medinian revelations have been linked with persons and

I“ No individual grantee is named. unless we are to understand that the village was actually conveyed to the Jain
priest Vimalaohandracmlrya. at Whose suggestion the grant purports to have been made or the temple was built.
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affairs with which, in reality, they had no connection, whilst the resemblance between various military

expeditions is responsible for a certain confusion which defies all attempts at disentanglemeut. We

may hope to be more successful in matters exegetical, and it must be conceded that the better a

passage is understood the greater is the chance of ascertaining to what it refers, and the place to which
it belongs in the order of revelations.

Another difference between the two chief portions of the Qorein is due to the change which had
taken place in the author himself. His aims were not precisely the same as they had been. Whilst
the teachings promulgated in Mecca affected the church exclusively, many of the Mcdinian ones were

devoted to the organisation of the State. Without the Hijra Islam would probably never have out

stepped the limits of a religious sect, and might at best have lingered on within an insignificant and

powerless minority. Muhammad's merit as founder of the State is not less than as the
creator of the fhith. The most powerful ethical idea cannot be effective for any length of time,
unless it is established on a material basis, because those who are called upon to uphold and propagate
it, are in most cases actuated by personal interests and inclinations, The people who will accept the
true and the ideal for its own intrinsic value alone are rare, but many will receive it when tendered
in a gilded casing, or when they are compelled to do so. In Medina, Islam was fortunate enough to
be able to employ both methods in the furtherance of its objects, and this is the secret of its rapid

progress all along the line.

Finally, in contradistinction to the Meccan revelations, the Medinian ones unfold the network of
the hierarchlo constitution, comprising religious as well as administrative measures, Under the
care of Moslim theologians it developed into a minutely worked out code of laws which, similarly to the

Jewish one, holds the whole life of the believer under its sway, drawing purely legal matters within
the province of religious decision. The first impulse towards this course of action in Ish'im was, however,

given by Muhammed himself. For, without it he would not have been able to achieve the most urgent
reforms. By intermixing juridical expositions with pastoral admonitions" he placed the former above

the ancient customs of his country,

There are, however, other circumstances, which could not fail to affect the general tone of Muham

med's utterances as soon as he entered the precincts of his new abode, Having been invited to come

by many of the leading citizens, his life was not only safe, but he became possessed of a worldly power

which was absolute within the circle of his admirers. His wish was a command, his censure condemn

ation. Speaking with the authority of a man who was blindly obeyed, his eloquence lost its excited

character, and assumed the calm tone of a legislator.
“ Obedience to Allah and His Messenger " is

the Lez'tmotiv of nearly all Medinian speeches.

As for the new adversaries of Islam, they were divided into two large groups of very different

nature. Those Arabs who adhered to the old pagan belief were not such fanatic opponents as the

Meccaus, because Islam endangered no institution which was a source of wealth or influence to

them. Only sundry chiefs, who feared that the spread of Islam might deprive them of their power,

offered individually an obstinate resistance. Many antagonists belonging to this class, not having the

courage to resist the growth of Islam openly, agitated against it secretly, whilst showing outward

submission, but even they saw the power slip gradually out of their hands. It did not take the
Prophet long to recognise the real attitude of the “ Hypocrites," as he styled them, and the trouble

they gave him during the whole remainder of his life is faithfully reflected in the virulent rebuffs be

administered to them from time to time.

The foes Muhammed feared most were the three Jewish clans. which had settled in and around
Medina, Circumstances had not only favoured the spread of their faith among the Arabs, but had

also drawn the ties of kinship closer through intermarriage with their pagan compatriots. By keeping

in touch with their religious literature they had gradually acquired the leadership in spiritual

matters, and they still maintained it
,

although their temporal influence had received a severe

check shortly before Muhammed crossed their path,77

‘' CJIQlr. ii. ‘282mm.and often. 7’ Bfiiimvrl'l, 1!:47 #11.
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Wherever the Jews wandered, in the Diaspora, they took with them at least those portions of
the Old Testament, which form part of the liturgy. These not only comprise the Pentatcuch, but also
such sections of the Prophets, as were selected for Haftirrfith, the Psalms78 and the Five Scrolls."
One of the consequences of this practice was the preservation of the Hebrew language both for prayer
and study, and however much most Jews of the Hijaz may have adopted manners and customs of
the Arabs, and although many lived in great ignorance,‘0 Hebrew was never forgotten among them,

Of this unmistakeable evidence exists. From a tradition repeated on various occasions by AlBoklniris1
we gather, that the Jews in Arabia read the Torah in Hebrew, but interpreted the same to the
Moslims in Arabic. -— From this, first of all, we may conclude, that the Pentatcuch-probably the
whole of the Old Testament — was studied and publicly interpreted in the [Beth] “ lldidrits.’a2
‘Vhen Muhammed heard of this, he was so perplexed, that he did not know, at first, what policy to
pursue. He therefore simply forbade his followers either to confirm or to refute the Jewish inter
pretation, giving as his reason that the Jews had altered the law, written the Torah with their own
hands, and stamped the same as God's original work.93 The less discreet Abu Bakr, however, could
not abstain from entering the shoool-housc by force and assaulting the Rabbi engaged in teaching.in
From these traditions which receive confirmation from yet another one,85 we gather, that the Jews in
Medina not only practiced writing, but made copies of the Torah, and endeavoured to work upon
the Moslims in private and public discussions. From the concluding words of the tradition mentioned
above, as well as from many verses of the Qordn, it is certain that they also had at their disposal the
Mishnah, which is traced back by Rabbinical teaching to oral communication given to Moses on Sinai
as a supplement to the written Law.”8B

From several almost literal quotations from the O. T. in the Qordn ,the question arose, whether an
Arabic translation of the former existed in Arabia. Whilst Sprenger87 is convinced that this was the
case, or that at any rate certains portions of it had been translated, Prof. De Gocje, in a recent
article,88 arrives at a negative result. The latter theory is undoubtedly correct. Had such a version
existed, Muhammed would have certainly succeeded in procuring one, and his renditions of Biblical

passages would consequently have been more verbal, and less intermixed with agddic ornamentation,

Since this was not the case, we must assume that he gained the bulk of his Biblical knowledge

from intercourse with the people. In his earlier years he may have had opportunities of seeing Hebrew
books, but, not being a skilled reader, misread several words.so These he subsequently rendered in a

corrupt fashion. He had scarcely set foot in Medina, when he took pains to display before the Jews a

grand knowledge of the Bible and later Jewish writings, which he had picked up secretly.

It is almost certain that the Jews in Arabia were acquainted with an Aramaic version — either
Targfim or P’shittrl-oi the Pentateuch. Through Talmudical channels Aramaic elements penetrated
their religious terminology, and even their name Yahud is an Aramaic form.9° We may gather from

79 The Torah and Psalms are further mentioned in the verses of the Jewish poet AlSammfik in his dirge on
Ka'b b. a1Ashraf who had been assassinated by order of Muhammed. Cf. R. E. J. VIII. p. 22.
79 As to Canticles cf. Ch. II. 9°Qiircm, ii. 73. ‘1 IV. pp. 221, 250.
5' Hish. p. 362. Through misunderstanding on the part of some traditionists the term midri’w is applied to the

lecturing Rabbi, Hish. pp. 354 and 378; of. Beth. p. 52.
5‘ Bokh. ibid.,- according to Q61‘. ii. 73. 5* Hish. iln'd. ,' B. E. J. ibid. p. 13.
‘*5Hish. p. 393. The Jews made Muhammed umpire in an adultery case, but opinions disagreeing, Abd Allah b.

Salfim (see below) had a copy of the Torah brought, and pointed the verse out which commanded the culprit to he
stoned; Beitr. p. 54. Although this tradition must betaken with caution, because of its tendency to make Abd
Allah prominent, the kernel seems to be genuine. 56Aboth, I. 1. '7 L. c. I. p. 132.
a‘ Semitic Studies in memory of Dr. A. Kohut, p. 180 sq. The quotations given in this article as well as in that of

M. Sohreiner, ibid. p. 1195sqq., only give a small fraction of the material existing on this question. —- Ps. cxi. 10 ; cf,
. - _ o/ _AlMaidfini, Ar. Prov. iii. p. 29 rung)‘; 46:31:»; Prov. i. 7; Cantio. v. 2; cf. Hish. p. 375, Kdaml ed.
Wright, pp. 77, 741 ; AlShahr. p. 165 l. 2 fr. b. = Dcutr. xxxiii. 2. The same verse, differently translated, see
Schreiner, ibid. p. 503, ucccording to Alma verdi. Cf. Ibn Hazm, Pt. I., who gives numerous translations from the
Pentateucb. and J. Q. R. xiii. p. 222 sqq.
” See Ch. I. 9° See Ch. II. ; also sabt (Sabbath) represents the Aramaic form.
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this that the Arab Jews possibly exercised a certain indirect influence on the construction of the
Talmud. Some paragraphs in the Mishniih refer exclusively to the Jews of the Peninsula. It was
considered lawful for them to live in Bedouin tents,91 and their women were permitted to go out on
Sabbath wearing a veil." The Talmud also alludes to the custom of circumcision among Arabs,93 and
twice mentions Arab foot gear.“

The maintenance of the spiritual -- and probably also commercial -— intercourse with the centres
of Jewish culture in Palestine and Babylon prevented the process of assimilation beyond the external
conditions of life, although as far as these were concerned it was complete. At this period the
Jewish standard prayers had long been settled, and it is certain that they also constituted‘the prayers
of the Arab Jews, probably in the original Hebrew. These Jews, however, did not produce any
liturgical compositions of their own, at least none survive either in Hebrew or in Arabic. But they
have left a large number of poems in pure Arabic, containinga few allusions to Biblical books.95 Other
wise these poems do not difi’er in style and tone from those of the pagan Arabs, and are of about the
same stamp. Finally it is to be remarked that they preferred Arab names to Hebrew ones, and inalist
handed down by Ibn Ishfiq only few specifically Jewish names are to be found.” This corresponds toa
custom found among Jews every-where in the diaspora, but in Arabia it was more prevalent, because
they numbered among themselves many proselytes who did not change their names or those of their
children when converted.

There is a good deal of evidence that the art of writing was practised to some extent among the
Jews of North Arabia, and that not only they themselves wrote Arabic in Hebrew square characters
but also several Christian Arab tribes who lived near Syria.” Other Arab reports trace the invention
of the Arab alphabet back to the same origin.98 A tradition handed down in the name of Zeid b.
Thfibit, Muhammed’s secretary, informs us that the latter ordered him to learn the kitdb” of the Jews,
which he did in two weeks so satisfactorily, that he wrote to the Jews [letters dictated to him by
Muhammed] and read the letters they wrote to him. From this we can safely conclude that in North
Arabia Arabic was written in square characters long before any other form was used, and it is only in
continuance of this custom that Jewish authors of Arabic works during the Middle Ages used the same.
The majority of Jews living at present in Arabic-speaking countries have little or no notion of the
Arabic alphabet.

In spite of the wealth and influence ascribed to the Arab Jews, they could never forget that they
were living in exile; for before the rise of Islam they were frequently reminded of this fact by buffets
and petty tyrannies.1°° This position must have been anything butpleasant,because they were always
longing’ for Messianic deliverance. The two Arab tribes of AlAus and AlKhazraj, their fellow
citizens in Medina, were perpetually at loggerheads, and the various Jewish inhabitants were distributed
on both sides. Being rather inclined to peaceful handicraft, palm-culture, and trade, these everlasting
feuds and occasional raids on their property were not to their taste, and they used to say; “The time
is near, when a prophet is to come, whom we will follow, and with his help we will defeat you,”1
Moslim tradition connects this word of hope somewhat remotely with Muhammed, and it is possible,
that the rumours of the new prophet, which had reached the ears of the inhabitants of Medina, were
looked upon by some Jews as the culmination of their hopes. But the essence of the tradition is
probably only an echo of some paragraphs in the Jewish prayer-book which refer to a Messianic
future. However, as soon as the Medinian Jews heard of the Meccan prophet, they considered it

a 01101.“in. 10. *1 Sabb. vi. 4.
'

9* Abod. Zar. 27W; Yeb. 11w. Arabs called "Tayyittes" because the tribe of Tayy was the one nearest to Babylon
(cf. Beitr. p. 49).
9-5Yeb am. 102"; Sabb. 112"’. 95 Cf. Be'iir. p. 61. 9“ Cf. R. E. J. VIII. p. 11.'1 Cf. Renan, Hist. des lung. Sém. I. p. 348 ; Sprenger, l. c. I. p. 131.
9' I't'hn'at, p. 4, where groups of Hebrew (or Syriac) letters are mistaken for names of persons.
5° Evidently not “book,” but "writing." ' The tradition is given Khamis, I. p. 464.
1°“ E‘. g., by the Ghassanide prince Abu Jubeila (about 500) and by AlHdrith b. Abr' Shamir who pillaged Khcibar

(about 530); c
f. R. E. J. VII. pp. 172-5. 1 Hish. 286and 374.
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worth while to make enquiries concerning his person and mission, but the accounts of these enquiries

and their results as given by tradition are so eccentric that they deserve little credence,a at least as re

gards many of the details. Now if the Medinian Jews were interested in Muhammed, he was at least

equally concerned about them, and sought to win them over either by persuasion or force. Shortly before

the Hijra six Medinian Arabs made a pilgrimage to Mecca. Muhammed at once questioned them
whether they were friends of the Jews.3 When invited in the following year to emigrate to Medina,

it appears that one of the conditions made by Muhammed was that the alliances with the Jews should
be dissolved.‘ From the resistance which Muhammad experienced from the Meccans who were ignorant
in religious matters, he could easily gauge what a struggle was in store for him with the “ People of
the Book.” The friendly sentiment he expressed towards the Jews in some of the earliest Medinian
revelations5 seems to have been an attempt to soothe a dangerous rival, rat-her than a desire to show

sympathy for a cognate faith. Also the Jews on their part are said to have made enquiries about the
new Messias, but what they had learnt on this occasion, as well as what they found out later on per

sonal observation, showed that a struggle was imminent. Muhammed’s having come to Medina by

invitation must have led him to believe that the pagan population of that city would be won over with

comparative ease. He was aware that the Jews lived in exile, and languished under the wrath of

.Allah. This conviction furnished him the cue for remonstrances, and he was not loth to remind them

as often as possible that they were
“ cursed.” The alleged friendly attitude Muhammed assumed

towards the Jews is peculiarly illustrated in the following list of abusive titles which he hurled at them

during the Medinian period : -—

Slim ii. 6.6 Alléh has sealed their hearts.

8. They try to deceive Allah.

9.7 In their hearts is sickness.
11.a Doers of evil.

13.9 Satans.

15.10 Those who buy error for guidance.

17." Deaf, dumb and blind.

82.l2 Allah has cursed them.

259. Their patrons are Tight.“
iii. 177. They have murdered the prophets undeservedly.“
iv. 53. They devise lies against Allah.15

v. 85. The bitterest foes of the Believers.

xlvii. 27. Those who turn their backs, after guidance has been manifested to them.

lvii. 15. Allah is wrath with them.

In addition to these unflattering epithets we have to ‘mention others of a more general character

such as : “Those who disbelieve," which refers to Jews and Christians indiscriminately, or "the Pos

SUSSOI‘S of the Book,” those to whom the Book (or the
“ Knowledge”) was given, and finally : “ The

worst of beasts in the eyes of Allah are the unbelievers
”
(viii. 57).”"

One of the most frequent of the derogatory descriptions of the Jews is that “Alhih has cursed

them.” With this Muhammed evidently wished to show off his acquaintance whith those passages of

1 Cf. B. E. J. ib. p. 191 sq. ' Hish. 286-8; 293. ‘ 1bid.296. 5 Q. ii. 49; cf. v. 73.
6 Already in Meccan revelations, e. g., vi. 46; cf. xlii. 23 with the variation: "sealed his hearing," :11. 22.
" Only in Medinian passages. This confirms the verses lxxiv. 31-34 to be Medim'an. Cf. Isaiah i. 5,
' Cf. V. 201; v. 69 and xvii. 4, altogether about 30 times in the Qordm.
’ See Goldsiher, Abhandluagen, p. 106sq.
1°With the variation: "they barter my signs away for a little price,” 38, 73. 169; v. 48.105;ix. 97, cf.

Romans i. 25.
Q '7)

1] Cf. V. 166, xlvii. 2d
.

Hassdn b. Thdbit, Dt'iv. p. 45,]. 8
,

dbrillwn a“: p63
12With the variation : "the curse of Allah is upon the infidels," ii. 88 and often, of. iv. 55, xlvii. 25.
‘3 C]. V. 65. 1* Cf. 85, iii., 77; Lam. ii. 20; Matth. xxiii. 34.
1‘ Cf. iii. 88 ; also vi. 2], 93, 146 (Meecan), etc. 1' Refers also to the Jews; cj. iv. 54-5 and below.
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the Pentatench which deal with the subject,17 in order to impress upon them the feeling that they were
forsaken by God, but had now an opportunity of being redeemed if they acknowledged his mission.

After these preliminary remarks we now enter upon the discussion of the Medinian revelations,
and begin with those which, form Sfim ii., and which,aceording to both ancieant and modern authors, repre
sent the oldest speeches held in Medina. As to the first section (vv. 1-19fl) the Moslim Commentators
leave undecided whether it refers to the Jews or “ Hypocrites,”1B but since the latter are not mentioned
in the whole of the aim at all, it is probable that in the section in question the former are alluded to.“
It is hardly likely that these “ Hypocrites” were prominent at that time. Cant is always slow

to detect. Those Medinians who, from political motives. had embraced Islam whilst waiting an

opportunity to shake it off again, were careful to appear as good Moslims in Muhammad's eyes, and
we cannot wonder if he was somewhat credulous. A positive evidence, however, also exists that the verses
in question refer to the Jews.2° Verse 6 is a reproduction of Isaiah vi. 6, and W. 10-11 repeat the old

reproach launched against the “ Sons of Israel" in a Meccan revelation (xvii. 4). _Finally the phrase

(v. 12),
“ shall we believe as fools believe 7,” evidently reproduces words actually spoken by some Jews

who ridiculed Muhammad, whilst the “Satans” (v. 13) represent the Rabbis who abetted such behaviour.

The two parables, with which the address concludes, are similar in tendency to that which precedes.

The portion following (vv. 1912-37) is in no way connected with the address just discussed, since

v. 24 in which the use of the minutest animals in illustration of parables21 is justified, cannot refer to

mathals mentioned in the verses Iii-19a which deal with fire and lightning. Niildeke is inclined to reckon
this address as belonging to the Meccan period, but the renewed challenge (v. 21), to produce anything

like the Qorfin, is evidently directed against the Jews. In v. 25 Muhammed denounced certain practices
of the Jews, it having appeared to him that they had broken laws laid down in the Torah?! This was
the old reproach of having altered the Law, and it gave Muhammed an opportunity of saying that they
“ did evil on earth.“3 After this the story of Adam" is repeated with such details as could only be
appreciated by a Jewish audience. The words : “ \Ve celebrate Thy praise and hallow Thee" (v. 28),
recall the words of the “santification” in the Jewish prayer-book.25 To this speech another is joined in
WlllCll the Bani). IsraiI are addressed (vv. 38-58), but where the Jews are meant. They are told
that they “ recite the Book.” This probably refers to the custom of reading portions of the Bible during
public worship. They are also reminded of the miraculous delivery of their ancestors from Pharaoh's

bondage (W. 46-47), of Moses’ forty days’ stay on the mountain, of the making of the golden calf

(v. 48),28 and the grant of the protecting clouds, the Mannah and the quails. Then follows a Verse

(55) which has puzzled all interpreters, and has not even yet been satisfactorily explained.27 I now
believe that the Commentators are right in considering that the ‘city’ mentioned in the verse refers to
Jerusalem, whilst the words, “enter ye the gate worshipping, and say lliflaiwe might forgive you your
sins," describe the moment when the High Priest on the Day of Atonement entered the “ Holy of
Holies" in the Temple_29 The word lu'tta is probably taken from the formula of confession of sins
recorded in the Mishnfih (Yomfi iii. 8; iv. 2; vi. 2)- The

“ altemtion”29 for which Jews are
again blamed in connection with this matter is probably of liturgical character, since the formula just

alluded to has a diEerent text in the ordinary prayer-book, but Muhammad lost no opportunity of

repeating the hackneyed reproach as often as possible.

'7 Levit. xxvi. 14-43; Dent. xxvii. 15,-M : xxviii. 15-66.
is V. 13 permits a reference to the "Hypocrite-s,” but see v. 71.

19 Noldeko, Q., p. 128, refers v. 14941 (JP-‘A; ) to the “Hypocrites” and therefore place the address in the earlier

part of the year 2 H. —V. 8-9 and 13 need not be referred to the mwnfifiq'fin, because they can just as well aim at the
Jews. 1° Cf, V, 17 and vi, 46_ *1 Cf. Ch. VIII. 2? Cf. Ch. "III.
=3This expression probably caused the address to receive its place in the Mira.
" Cf. vii. 10-18, xv. 28-44, xvii. 63-68, xx. 115, xxxviii. 71, 86. 25 So called Qedfiehd.
2“ See Geiger, l. c. pp. 154-5 ; of. vii. 147-155. V. 52 was misunderstood by Geiger. In the Qord'n it is the people

who desire to see God, whilst Muhammed confounded Exod. xx. 19 with xxxiii. l8 and Numb. xvi. 33-85.
Y‘ My own previous endeavour (Baiiraege, p. 54) included. ‘ . . I
‘9 Levit- x\Ti- 12 ; Mishnfl, Yomd, v. 1. Qor. iv. 153: the same command is given in connection with the

Word‘.
“ we held over them the mountain at their compact."
” The Commentaries endeavour to explain the “alteration

'
m it dlflelient Way -
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The compilers of the Qonin have placed between this address and the following one a verse (59)
which stands detached, and represents an attempt to bring Jews?o Christians and “ Sabaeans" on a line
with Believers. The same verse, though shorter by a few words, occurs again in a longer speech

(S. v. 73), where it has equally little connection with the text. The verse can only be explained as a
casual remark made at a moment when Muhammed relaxed his hostile attitude, and hoped to win dis

senting monotheists by kindness. It is very improbable that Muhammad spoke in this way more than
once, or later than the second years The verse is

,

therefore, instructive to show the way in which the

Qordn was compiled. It was kept in memory, and communicated to the compilers in two slightly
varying versiomwhich both had places allotted to them in Medinian speeches. There can be no
doubt that the verses v. 71~8831 also belong here, containing, as they do, a call to the prophet to preach,
which resembles that in the earlier Mcccan period. There was ample reason for the repetition of that

call. In Mecca Muhammad had preached only to his own people. The Medinian audience, however, was

less homogeneous, and included numerous Jews and Judaeo-Arabs. Lest these should imagine that his
ministry was addressed exclusively to the pagan inhabitants o

f

Medina, the "Messengcr” is commanded

to preach (v. 17) ; for i
f he did not do so, Allah would not hold him free from men, The next verse shows

that these words were also meant for the “ Posscssors o
f

the Writ," who were sadly in want of a new
message, since they neglected to “stand fast b

y the Torah and the Gospel and what had been revealed to

them b
y their Lord.” The preacher is quite aware that his appeal will only increase their rebellion and

unbclicf, but must not feel annoyed at it (ibid). As to the Jews, they had, in spite of the covenant
made with them, either disbelieved, or murdered their prophetsa2 (v. 74), being struck with blindness

and deafness (75). In a similar manner the Christians fell into disbelief b
y

identifying Allah with the
Masih, whilst the latter had only taught them to worship Allah, his and their Lord (v. 76). Allah

cannot be One of Three, but only One (v. 77), and the Son of Mary is but a Messenger like those before

him (v. 79). One sees clearly that v. 73 forms a complete contrast to all verses just discussed, and

owes its place among them only to some accident. The rest of the speech is in the same tone, except
that in the last verse (85) the Jwe ‘are styled the bitterest foes of the Believers, whilst the Christians
stand as “nearest in love to the Believers." This spark of kind feeling towards thoGhristiaus is undoubt»

edly due to the gratitude Muhammad felt for the King of Abyssinia for having protected a number of

early Meccan Believers in Isliim. Muhammed perhaps flattered himself that this hospitality was only

the beginning o
f still closer relations, and possibly an ultimate acceptance o
f

Islam. It is further pro
bable that the words in question were also meant for the Christian Arabs, some o

f whom had been

moved to tears when hearing recitations from the Qorlin (v. 86). This assertion was probably based

on a real incident out of which Muhammad made as much capital as possible (v. 87-88).

The address (S. ii
.

60-77) which seems to come next consists of various sections, each of which

begins with the phrase : We "took” a covenant with you (vv. 60, 77, 78, 87)." The whole sermon

records laws given to the Israelites, but the speaker first recalls their transgression which brought about

the transformation of the desocrators of the Sabbath into apes (v. 61). The interpretation
of this verse has caused considerable embarrassment both to the traditionists and modern authors. Geiger

has remarked that in Jewish writings no trace is to be found of such transformation.“ The Talmud

speaks o
f the transformation of a class of sinners into apes and evil spirits," but I doubt whether

Muhammed knew of this legend. The matter seems to me to rest on a misunderstanding on the

part o
f the compilers, or those who copied the revelations from the original notes. The word in

-. I I. . . . . . . . '

question, qimdatan [3 c,1], is recorded in the dictionaries as plural of qzrd, meaning an ape, If we

0

read qirddn [wl 3,3],
" vermin " (and in the architype o
f that passage the difference between these two

readings was probably difficult to distinguish), the verse would be a mistaken rendition of Exod.

9° Al to the term ‘J 6L“ 015“ see Ch. IL; Beitraega, p. 16.
“ V. 73 on account of v. 72, “Poaseasora of the Writ.” 4 a? (If. ii. 85, iii. 17_7,and above.
53 V. 77 has "the children of Israel ;" v. 87 repeats: “ and we held the mountain over you" (cf. iv. 153), which is

taken from the Midrdsh that God when giving the law on Sinai took the children as a pledge (Shir Hashirim R.)
3‘ 14.0. p. l84. 1 ‘i’ Sanhedrin, fol. 109W.
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xvi. 20, 24. The mistake was probably caused by the circumstance that the transformation of
living human beings into apes seemed much more fitting than into worms. Now the reason of the
transformation is

,
in the Qorin, disobedience in connection with Sabbath, which is the same cause as

mentioned in the Pentateuch. Instead of the food left over night, Muhammed has the disobedient

persons transformed. The words, "those who go too far,” are perhaps a_rendering o
f Exod. xvi. 29,

and refer to a given space o
f

ground in the sense o
f the Rabbinical interpretation (Mish'ndh, Enibhin,

ii. 3). The tales invented b
y the Moslim traditionists for the purpose o
f

explaining the verse do not

concern us now any further.

It is rather surprising to observe the knowledge which Muhammed suddenly betrayed regarding
the ordinance of the “ red heifer " (v. 63-68), as this practice had fallen into desuetude long before his
time. Whoever taught him about it probably also explained the purpose of that ritual. Mnhammcd,
however, seems to have forgotten this, and confounded the cow o

f

Numb. ch. xix. with the calf
of Dent. xxi. 1-9. The reason for reproducing this law in a very broad dialogue seems to be that it

left an impression, that even Moses himself had occasionally to ask information from God (Numb.
ix. 8 and ch. xxvii.). - Attached to this passage is the reproach (v. 69) that the people had "hardened
their heart so that it was like a stone or even harder for verily of stones are some from which streams
burst forth, etc.,” which comparison is but a reflex o

f Exod. xvii. 6 ; Numb. xx. 10.”

" Some of you,” Muhammed continued (v. 70), “hear the speech o
f Allfih, then they alter the

same.” This verse stands in connection with another (v. 87) which probably belongs to the same
semen, and contain the following words: “They say ‘we have heard,’ but disobey (sami‘nd wa

‘ci_sainli).” On a somewhat later occasion (S. iv. 48) we read the same reproach, via, some Jews

(min alladina hddfi) alter the words from their places" and say: we have heard but disobey, and
hear! that which cannot be heard,38 etc. (49). But had they said : We have heard and obey,” and
hear ! and look upon us! it would have been better for them and more upright, etc.

The verses just quoted throw a flood of light upon the way which Muhammcd had pursued to

gain his knowledge of the Pentatcuch. The reproach that the Jews had altered the Law becomes a

standing phrase, but the strange rebuke that they should have bluntly admitted shriving disobedience

to the divine command is much more than a reminiscence of the frequent murmurings of the people of

Israel in the desert, and the censures passed upon them in consequence. We have here a most inter

esting misinterpretation of the words of the Pentateuch (Dent. v. 27) weshdma‘nai we‘ziai'nufio “ and
we will hear and do [it].” Muhammad had, on some previous occasion, heard, or possibly read, these
words, and from their resemblance to Arabic words thought that he understood them. He therefore
identified ‘daimi with Arabic asaz'ndu which gives the opposite sense. Now it appears that some

years later Muhammed became aware of his mistake. To correct it was, however, impossible, since

the true version did not suit his purposes at all. He therefore replaced the faulty word b
y “ we obey,”

placing this avowal into the mouth of the Believers “ who believe in Allah, His angels, His Books,
and His Messengers (we make no difference between any o

f His Messengers) and they say : We hear

and obey” (S. ii. 285), etc. The Commentators see in this verse an allusion to those Medinian
pilgrims who had an interview with Muhammed shortly before the Hijra,“ and invited him to
exchange his place of abode with theirs. It is

,

however, clear that Muhammed owed the correction of

his mistake to some converted Jew. The verse in question can not therefore have been revealed till
the year 8 or 9 of the Hijra, or shortly before Muhammed’s death.

5‘ Cf. v. 16. I I

:1 dual)‘ 0.‘. The word "K! I i
s according to AlDfini one of those in which the lle'fprolongationis is

0
omitted. AlBeidhiwi also records the reading Pk! I

; see v. 16.

a
a...‘ Palmer: " Do thou listen without hearing " does not render the original accurately.

3' Cf. ii. 285, see below ; of. v. 10; xxiv. 50.
‘° Likewise instructive for the pronunciation of sibilants ; ace Ch. VI.
‘1 (If. V. 247 where Moses says to the Israelites flea-ado.

and xlvii. 24.

‘7 Soc I. Hiah. pp. 286-288. S. v. 11 seems to refer to the same persons.
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The next address (vv. 98-115) contains the verse on which the principle of Abrogrttion‘a is
based, and touches also upon a subject which formed an important factor in Muhammed’! subsequent

conduct towards the Jews, vi':., his discussions with the Rabbis. These controversies have been

preserved in a large number of traditions, but many of them were made in order to serve as expla—

nations for verses in the Qordn not accounted for otherwise. By comparing himself to Moses

(v. 102) who also had to listen to questions asked in a rebellious spirit,“ Muhammed removed the

chance of any disrespect which might have resulted from such questions, and turned the alfair into

another proof of his prcphetship. “ Do you,” he asked, "wish to question your Messenger, as Moses
was questioned in former times T" The Jewish custom of restricting the use of the name of God,‘6
alluded to above, led the Prophet to make a grave charge of irreverence (v. 108). He represented
this self-imposed restriction as a law forbidding the name of God in places 'of worship, and took the

same opportunity of intimating the necessity of changing the Qibla from Jerusalem to Mecca

(v. 109).“ In another address delivered for a similar purpose, corrupted Christianity and Judaism
are contrasted with Abraham's pure monotheismJ'7 On the 'ground of this supposition, and in

spite of the anticipated objection of “the fools among men” (v. 130), the alteration of the Qibla was

made law (vv. 138-147).‘B

With v. 163 commences a series of ritual prescriptions“ which comprise things lawful or
unlawful for food, the law of retaliation or the acceptance of a fine instead, the rules concerning the

will of a dying person, and the regulations for the fast of Bamadhan. The prohibition of "eating"
solid food during this month concludes with a metaphorical admonition not to “eat your wealth

among you vainly” (v. 187).“

There can be no doubt about the date of the group of regulations (introduced by the phrase:
" They will ask thee”),51 which now follows, because one of them refers to the raid which Abd Allah
b. J ahsh undertook at the behest of Muhammed two months before the battle of Badr, towards the
end of the month of Rajah. Muhammed saw himself obliged to condone the violation of the sacred

month as best he could. It is more difficult to fix the right date of the regulations contained in the
vv. 224-24r3,52 as it seems that they were placed here solely on account of their legislative character.

The next address (vv. 274-268) was, like the preceding one, delivered with a view to teach

contempt of death in the struggle with the Meccans whom Muhammed had now resolved to attack.
Believers must devote their lives as well as their fortunes to the holy cause. The various paragraphs
of the sermon are illustrated with instances from the records of the past. Verse 244 evidently stands

in connection with 261, both containing recollections of the vision of Eezek, ch. xxxvih,53 and

teaching the revival of the dead by the will of Allah. The sketch of the election of Saul which is

confounded with the story of Gideon, and of David's combat with Goliath, have a similar tendency.
A set off against the rather feeble tone of the exhortation is the fervent style of verse 256 which, under
the name “ Verse of the Throne,” is held as one of the holiest revelations of the Qordn,“ The

speaker reminds his hearers of Abraham who informed his aggressor without fear, that it was Allah

who revived the dead, and was therefore favoured with the vision related in Gen. ch. xv. This

“ See Ch. I. “ Probably alluding to Exod. v. 12-21 ; Numb. xiv. 3 ; Ch. XVL, sic.
‘5 It is hardly justifiable to refer the verse to the Ka'ba and the endeavours 0f the Qoreiah to prevent Muhammed

from holding a service there in the sixth year after the Hijra. The text speaks of "places of worship." The phraseI
n

3..“ ul, recalls Exod. xx. 24. '5 See Noldelre, p. 131. ‘7 V. 128-185; V. 129, cf. 134.

‘3 Vv. 148-157are justly placed by Niildeke after the battle of Uhud, but v. 153 belongs to a much later revelation

on pilgrimage (see also vv. 185-199). Muhammed not only performed the ceremonies himself when he made the

pilgrimage in the year 7, but encouraged others to follow his example. See Muslim quoted by Sprenger, III . 522, rem.
As to V. 154 see I. Hish. p. 382.
‘9 Niildeke only mentions three, but there are four.
5° Noldelre regards V. 184 as a fragment of a long revelation. but this is not necessary.
5‘ See AlBeidh., etc. Sprenger, III. 107sq. Noldeke detaches vv. 212-3 but without valid reason, as they form an

introduction to v. 214. The subtlety of the discussion is characteristic of the situation.
'1 V. 241, see Noldeke, p. 134. 55 See Palmer, and Beitraege, p. 80.

5‘ V. 2574 should be compared with Ahbth, II. 23 1 Make not thy prayer compulsion.
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talc, however, is in so far modified, as “the two birds,” although divided in many pieces, are brought

to life again. The importance of spending one’s fortune for the purposes of the holy war is finally

illustrated by two parables.“

'
The section vv. 269-281 hardly offers any clue as to its date. The repeated admonition to

give alms only explains the reason of its place after a speech of similar tendency. V. 271 seems
to be an answer to some Jewish scoii'er who had told the fugitives that Islam would keep them' in

‘poverty for ever. " The devil " is one of those mentioned in v. 13. The allusion that the evil-doors

have no helpers (ant-fir, v. 273) is evidently an attempt to draw the Medinian Moslims, who had
‘received-the honouring title of Anger, away from their Jewish allies. The latter Muhammed was not
bound to guide (v. 274). These words perhaps belong to the period following the battle of Badr',

when afiairs already began to assume a more settled aspect. The regulations with regard to money

transactions mentioned in the same speech seem to belong to a time, when the spoils of victory had

increased the wealth of the Believers,

(To ,be continued.)\.1'

AN UNPUBLISHED XVIIITH CENTURY DOCUMENT ABOUT THE AI‘TDAMANS.
BY R. C. TEMPLE.

Smca communicating Capt. John Ritchie's remarks on the ‘Nieobars to this Journal
under the title of “An Unpublished Document about the Nicobnrs, ante, Vol. XXIX. p. 34], I have
discovered that it formed part of a MS. in the India Office entitled “Remarks | upon the Coast
and Bay of l Bengal, [ The'ontlets of the Gauges and interjacent rivers, | according to
Surveys by | John Ritchie | Hydrographical Surveyor to the Honourable the | United
India Company.” This MS. now numbered C. 10, is endorsed on the coveras follows :- Captain
Ritchie’s Nautical Remarks for which I have given a Receipt to the Secretary the 25th March 1820,
Jas. Horsburgh." It relates to the work done by Ritchie in 1771.
The contents of the MS. are as follows :-—- . 1'

i - Contents.
\

No. 1. Point Palmiras, and the Road of Ballasore, with the tract of Ships into it... l-l'i
recs

The Braces, and Entrance of Hugly River, with remarks on the Pilotage... 1129‘
Rivers, from Hugly to Rymongull, and their outlets, eta. ... ... 30,46

' Ho. 2. Rivers from Rymongull to the Megna, with the nature of the Coast and ~

Islands, at the east/corner of the Bay ... ... 47-67

Coast of Chittigong with the Islands shoals, etc., of Kirttupdea 67,72

Tempests, to which the head of the Bay is subject, with two examples of

their force and effects ... ... 7380

Present state of the navigation of the Bay, with remarks upon Chittigong,
"

considered as a place of shelter for ships ... ... ... 80~84

Coast of Aracan ... ... ... 85-94

Coast of Ava, Cape Negrais, etc., etc.
I

... ... _... . 94-104

N0. 3. Preparis and 00000 Islands ...105-110

, Great Andaman Islands, together with the situation of Nareaudam
. ‘with respect to Negrais, etc. ... ... ... 111-126

Little Andaman Island ... ...127-129

Carnioobar, and N icobar' Islands, with the fine Harbour Noncovery ...130-143
I " .

Some remarks on Particular Places, at the West side of the Bay of

~Bengal .. ...145452

“_Vv.'268, 265, 267, see Ch. VIII.
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For the present purpose I shall content myself with communicating the contents of pp. 111-129
relating to the Andamans and Narcondani, nowadays included in the Administration of the

Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

To his general volume Capt. Ritchie prefixes some quaint introductory remarks in the self

depreciatnry fashion of his day, which are here reproduced :— “Prelaratory to the remarks, it is

necessary to observe, that the first part relative to the head of the Bay of Bengal ; from point Pnlmi

ras to the southern extremity of the Coast of Chittigong, are observations, made in the Course of a

regular Survey: it is hoped therefore, that these will be‘l'ound tollerably complete, the latter part,

which begins with the coast of Aracan, contains broken remarks upon a running survey : these are

very lame, but if the writer should ever be enabled to make any addition to them, the most trivial parts

shall be expunged, to give place to others of greater importance. As to the language, the Will must
be taken jbr the deed, the writer being very sensible of his inability that way. Writing is neither his

talent, nor profession. and the remarks, in their present form, are only the work of a few days.”

Great Andaman Island together with the Situation of Nareandam with
respect to Negrais, etc.

Great Andaman Island,1 is situated from 11° 20', to 13° 35' north Latitude, being 135
miles long, and how broad I cannot tell; at the South end where I had opportunity to examine
it, the width at a mean is about 20 miles, but towards the middle it must be a great deal
broader. The Island is generally mountainous, and in some places very high, particularly a.
double peek’d hill at the east side [Saddle Peak], which I have seen at 70 miles distance
the whole Island is covered, or rather loaded, with Timber, except where the hills are nearly
perpendicular, and there the rains washing the earth down, shows it to be of a reddish colour.

There is, no doubt, continued soundings between the Cocoos, and Andaman; altho
we had one cast with no ground, at 80 fathams. The eastern part, of the north end of the
Island, bears from the middle of little 00000 S. 25 Wt, and the distance is 30 miles. I do not
here mean, the little Island [Landfall Island], at the north end of Andaman, which lies in the
same direction from Coceo, but the distance to it is only 23 miles: it is said that there is a very
good passage [Oleugh Passage] between Andaman and this Island, but I can say nothing of it
from my own knowledge. The bank which joins Coeeo’s and Andaman, extends about 25 miles
to the eastward of the Islands, in the parallel of the passage, but along the east side, of the
Andaman, there is no soundings at the northern part ; except perhaps, very near the land, where
it has not yet been sounded. The course of the shore for about 20 miles from the north end of
Andaman along the East side, is S. ‘,- Et nearly: this part seems tobe broken into divisions, if we
might judge from the two months, or inlets, which appear upon the eastern shore [Cadell Bay
and Port Cornwallis]. The land hereabout is high, and very scraggy, rising almost perpendi
cular from the water. In the Latitude 13° north, there is a very fine inlet [Stewart Sound], with
two Islands at its mouth; the northermost of which is pretty large and rises gradually on all
sides, to a moderate hill ; it is every where covered with trees, very thick; and at a distance,
appears as if only covered with grass. The Southern Island is very small, with open scraggy
trees upon it. The inlet bends round to the southward, behind a.point upon the left hand side of
entrance, and seems to promise a good Harbour [Bacon Bay]. It was :my intention, to examine
this place closely, altho' I had much to do, and little time to do it in; but happening to
come to it in the evening, and there being no soundings in the otiing, nor any probability, that we

could get into anchoring depth before night, or rather before dark ; we were obliged to ply in the

oiling, untill morning, and daylight shew’d us, that we were drove 10 miles to the southward by

a Current: this untoward circumstance, was unlucky enough at this juncture, and we endea

voured to repair it by Flying to windward, for two days, and nights, under every sail the
Vessel could bear ; it was all in vain, the wind and current was too much to struggle with ; and

I [The five main islands forming to this day
"
the Great Andaman" were to Ritchie all one island. — Eu]
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the Weather became so threatning, that we were obliged to provide for the safety of the vessel
and ourselves, in case of an easterly gale. -— Just to the southward of the inlet, the land juts out,
into a. round point to the eastward, and rises into a. high steep hill [ME DiaVOIO] ;'if the
depth be moderate there will be found, a. good Anchorage by the shore, between this point
and the inlet, for the S. W. monsoon; and indeed, this inlet might be as easily examined, in

that monsoon, as in the northern one.

Before I proceed, it may be usefull settle a.point, which hitherto has been only guess’d.
at; I‘ mean the Situation of the Island Narcandam: this is a high mountain, rising almost
perpendicular out of the sea, and is used as a mark, to direct ‘ships from the southward, for

Negrais, or Syriam River. The north Peek of the Saddle hill, upon Andaman, we
observed to be in the Latitude 13° 10' N., it bears S. 13" wt» distance 50 miles, from little

Cocco Island, and by collecting the Meridian. distances, from Island to Island, between this

peek and Cape Negrais, as I have stated the Situations, it will appear, that the whole meridian
distance between these places, is 72 miles; and that they lie SSW.. and NNE. from one
another, very nearly. The observed Latitude of the Peek of Narcondam is 13° 23 North,

consequently the difference of Latitude, between the Peek of the Saddle, and it, is only 13
miles. The journal of Wednesday 9th of January 1771,, Says, that at noon the Latitude ob
served was 13° 32’ N., The Peek of Narcandam bearing S. 79° E., and the Peek of the Saddle

upon Andaman S. 59° Wt By this Position, the meridian distance, between the Vessel and
Narcandam, was 46 miles: and between the vessel, and Saddle 37 miles; making in all 83
miles, for the meridian distance of the Peeks; and by the difierence of the Latitudes,

they must lie,2 N. 81° east, and opposite, distance 84 Geo. miles. It may be worth observing.
that by a. run from the north end of Andaman, to Narcandam, and estimating the dis—
tance of the vessel, from the shore at'each Island, our log gave 82 miles, for the distance
between the Islands, which was exceedingly neer the truth. As a proof that the saddle upon
Andaman is very high ;~

"’ I shall just observe, that the journal of the just mentioned day
says, that at Sunset the peek of the Saddle bore S. 69° 30’ wt, and that of Narcandam, Ebb‘.
l4

'

or 15 miles distant, at this rate we must have been 70 miles from the Saddle at the time.
Since the difference of Meridians of the Cape Negrais, and the Saddle hill of Andaman, is

72 miles ; and that of Narcandam, and Saddle hill 83 miles; it follows, that the meridian distance
between Cape Negrais, and Narcandam, is only 11 miles: and so much, the latter is to the
eastward of the former; the bearing, therefore, is N. 4° West and opposite, and the distance
152 miles. I might here give the Situation of Syriam bar, from Narcandam ; but as I have
already said, that the information I'hnve, about the extent of the Coast of Pegu, is only that
French manuscript plan ; it is, I thihk, the best way to let every Navigator, settle this point
for himself, ’till better authorities can be obtained.

From the elbow before mentioned, in Latitude 12° 50' north, to what we have called
Diligent Strait, the course of the Shore, is South a. little Westerly; and in the Lltitude 12° 38’,
there is a. fair bay not very deep [Cuthbert Bay], but the land is high all about it, and
would be a tollerablo good anchorage in_the SlrV. monsoon: from the South point of this Bay,
begins a fine bank of Sand, and mud ; which runs oti SE. upon this bank, we had the first sound
ings about the .east side of the Island; (except at the north end which I have mentioned) and
the deepth, at about 2 miles from. the land, is between 20, and 25 fathams ; it is consequently,
line anchoring ground, in the SW. monsoon.

Ifetween the Latitudes 11° 55’, and 12° 15’, north, lies a great Cluster of Islands,‘ detached

from Andaman, b
y a Passage, which in the- plan, is mark’d, Diligent Strait.6

'~
'

Author’s f. note. — Major Renncll, Surveyor Gen‘), informed me that he had made a mistake, in the copies of
my plans which were sent to Europe; and had placed Narcaudam, a whole degree from its proper situation.' 3 ~[Saddle Peak is 2,400 ft. and Naroondam 2,330 ft. — ED.]

‘ [Originally named Ritchie's Archipelago but now unhappily Andaman Archipelago. -—~ED.]

° Author's f. note. -- It was the Diligent Snow we had‘; She was once a pacquet boat to England
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This place is an excellent harbour for ships of all (lemensions, at any time of the year; the nar

row of the Strait, is in the Latitude 12" 10' north, andis less than aleague over; the southem part is a

Spacious Bay, fit for the whole Navy oi England to Ride in, the northern part has three small Islands,

withu spit of hard ground in it, but nevertheless is a very good harbour, which we experienced for fire

days in very bad weather. As this circumstance gave us the only opportunity we ever had, of seeing

any of the natives of Andaman, I shall relate it nearly as it stands [in] my Journal, On the mm
of January 1771, at 3 in the afternoon, we anchored in the northern part of Diligent Strait,
in 19 fathom water, and soft ground. At 1 o clock of the morning, of the 17%, Game on,

a very heavy squall of wind, and rain, attended with 7much Thunder, and lightning, from the

S. E. quarter ; the strength of the squal],continued about half an hour, at which time the wind abated,

but the rain continued; and in short it seems that for all that (lay, and the two succeeding ones, it

rained without intermission,‘ and, at times, the wind was boisterous and equally. During all

this time we saw no boats, nor was there the least appearance of houses, or cultivation, any

where upon the land about the place; in the nights indeed, the shore was lighted up with

hundreds of Torches, which made an appearance, as if we were in the middle of a great Lake,

surrounded by houses lighted up. The morning of Sunday the 20*»,11was fine weather, and at

8 o clock a Canoe paddled off, from one of the eastern Islands, and came very near us; we made what

signs we could to them, to come on board; this they took little notice of : and fearing lest they should

give us the slip, I order’d our boat to be hauled up, at the side opposite to that where the Canoe was
and manned with European Seamen, the moment the people in the Canoe saw our boat put off, they

took to their paddles, and with all their might, pulled towards the nearest land: they were soon over

taken, and two of them jumped into the sea, and swam to the shore with amazing swiftness, the other

two (for there were only four men) staid in the Canoe, and struck at our people with their paddles.

An old lascar, who had been a prisoner in Aracan, and who pretended to understand the Birmah

language, at his own request, was sent in the boat as a linguist; this man went into the Canoe,

and stood between the two people; but while he spoke to the man before him, the other

behind, took ‘up a torch made up of Rushes and Bummer-,7 and after blowing it up as much as

he could, held it to the Lascar’s bare breech; the poor old fellow roared out in a. horrible
manner, and leaped into the sea, to cool his posteriors: the boats crew could easily have pre

vented the firey attack, made upon the lnscar’s hinder parts ; but a little mischief and a.

great deal of mirth ‘suited them best. When the two Strangers were brought on board,

surely never were people more terrified; they were two lads about 14 years of age; and no

doubt, thought that they would be immediately sacrificed : despair was strongly painted in

their faces, and neither of them could support their weight, but fell upon the deck, as if they
had lost the use of their limbs; a very little time however, brought them too; fear, and terror,

gave place to wonder, and amazement! their countenanees cleared up, and we could soon

perceive, that the observations they made, were mixed with a. degree of pleasure. Boiled rice

was offered them to eat, but this they only turned over with their hands, and certainly, did

not know what it was : I then thought of coconuts, and had some open’d for them; this they
eat greedily of; but I observed that of one nut, which was not opened in their Presence, they
would not eat; this convinced me, that they dreaded poison. They soon found the use

of their legs, and being convinced that we intended to do them no injury, began to walk

about, and stare at every thing in the vessel ; the difference of colour between the Europeans,

and lascars, was a matter that took up much of their attention. Between 10, and 11 o clock, another

Canoe paddled 01? towards us, and when they came near, we made the two lads call to the men in it,

and they soon came alongside, and were only two, an elderly man, and a lad; the latter came in

immediately,but the old fellow made some difliculty ; two lascsrs went over tohelp him up,and got him

upon the Bends of the vessel ; but he turned short about, and caught each of the lascars by the neck,

under his arms-,und plunged into the Sea.’ they went down altogethcnl'or about a minute of time,

'‘ Author’s f. note. ——This will appear to be strange weather, for the Bay of Bengal, at this time of the year.
1 Author's I. note. -- There must be a great deal of this resinous substance produced upon the island.
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and then the lascarrs came up on each side of the old man at some distance; they said he was the

devil and much stronger than 10 men. The old man swam about for a little time, and then went

forward to the Cable, and came up of his own accord. He stared at every thing, as much as the young

ones had done, and several times tried to pull the ring bolts out of the decks ; and roar’d, and whoop’d

like the American wariours. Sometimes he laid his hands upon the great guns, crying Coo, -- Coo, —
Coo. At 11 0 clock we spyed two large Canoes, paddling 05, from where the two men swam on
shore, these had 8 men in each ; and we soon perceived, that they were war boats; for the upper end

of their paddles, were bows; they being in this form‘I N. They came pretty near, but not alongside,
and were careful] to expose their paddles to our sight, as little as possible; we had no doubt, but they

came with an intent to rescue the two lads that we took in the morning ; however they showed no

menacing Signs ; but lay by at small distance, and talked to the two lads; and sometimes with the old

man, who now became perfectly satisfied with his treatment. I had given those we took, peices of_
coarse cloth to wrap round them; for these people were all stark naked: and when they seemed

desirous of going into the Canoes, to their friends, they were permitted to do so; but they no sooner

got into the Canoes, then they threw the peeces of cloth into the old canoe that they were taken in ;

and leaving it behind, they pulled toward the shore, with great swiftness. The old man and his

comerade were still on board, nor did they seem under the least apprehension of being detained; but

they laughed very heartily to see the others in such a fright. I gave them some nails, and bits of old
Iron, which pleased them much; and about 3 in the afternoon, they went into the Canoe, and tried
hard to pull the Chain plates from the vessels side, they went astern when this would not do, and

dragged strongly, and long, at the rudder chains ; but these were too well fixed; and at last, they

went towards the shore at an easy rate, looking‘at their nails, and singing all the way.

There were only 20 in all of these Andamaners, which we saw; and all of them were Cafl‘eries ;9
if wooly heads be the characteristic of eafi‘eries : their noses were not flat, like the Africans; but they
had thick lips, as these have; and if all the inhabitants of this great Island. be of the same cast;
it is not to be doubted but they are a race of people, very distinct from those of the adjacent countrys.

Trifiiing as this account is
,
it is all I am able to give eoncernin[g] the natives of Andaman;

for no other of them came near us, while we were about the Island, and our time was so very limited
that we could not enter into any close enquirys; besides, at that time I did suppose, that the Island
would have afterwards been further enquired into, respecting its harbours, produce, inhabitants, and
every thing else, necessary to be known,

The coast of Andaman Island, from Diligent Strait, to the South end, is S. 15° degrees, West ;

the land is regularly high, untill near the south end, and there are several inlets upon this side, the
most remarkable of which, is not far fromthe south end, in Latitude 11° 30' north ; and as we after
wards found, that there is another inlet upon the west side, nearly opposite to this, it should seem that

the: Island is cut thro’ here ;1
°

at any rate, I think, it promises a good harbour, and I hope some one
will in time Enquire into this matter.

At the South east corner of Andaman, lie three small Islands [Ginque Islands], but very high,
and like the rest, covered with trees; they are nearly in a line SbW., and NbE., the near[es]t
being about 2 miles from Andaman; we ‘went through this pass [Mariner's Strait], (as our tract

shows) and had no ground at 40 fathams; there was a strong current in it
,

which look’d like brnkers ;

I mention this, that any ship taken short by bad weather, or otherwise, may run thro without fear, if

there be occasion. The south end of Andaman, is beset with great rocks; which however, do not

extend to any great distance from the land, for the soundings here, as in other places, I must refer to
the tract prick’d in my plan; and hope the Navigators who may have occasion to come this way, will
not hold me accountable for any changes of depth, they may happen to meet with at a distance from
that tract : they will remember, that soundings are very variable, at small distances in rocky ground,

' [This is roughly the form of the Andaman how when unstrung. — EIL]

9 [Old Anglo-Indian for Kiitir, Cafi‘rc, meaning any black man, negro or nogroid. -- 150.]
1° lilo means here Macphorson's Strait. dividing ltutland Island from S. Andaman. — ED.l
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and that our knowledge of this Island is very superficial. The land of Andaman, at the South end
rises gently on all sides, to a moderate high Peek [The Whale Back], with some hummocks about
it; the whole is evenly covered with trees, and has a very pleasant appearance. At the S. “7. corner
of the Island, and detached from it

,

by a Channell 4 miles broad, lies a patch of great black rocks under

water; on which, we had no less than 7 fathams water, with sudden overfalls of two or three fathams.

I have marked our tract over it, and it does not appear to be dangerous; however, I wish that
ships may avoid it

,
at all times, because, among such great pointed 'rocks, there may be some

much nearer the surface of the water, than any that we met with. The channel between this bank

and the Island, is fair soft ground, having 13 or 14 fathams water in it. NWbIV. from the south
west corner of Andaman, lies a fine low Island covered with trees; it is a league long, and two miles
broad ; and if we may judge from the multitude of lights seen upon the shore at night, it is well inha

bited; this Island is marked N. Sentinel in the plan; and is between the Latitudes 11° 32', and
35’ N , a ship may anchor in very good ground, at the east side of it

,

in the S. \V. monsoon, should there
be occasion. Between the Latitudes 11° 24’, and 11° 41’ N., at the west side of Andaman, there are

eight Islands of different magnitudes [The Labyrinth Islands], for the Situation of all which I refer
to the plan, only observing that the land is much indented here, and there appears to be good har

bours for the N. E. monsoon ; particularly where is
} is marked [Port Mouat] ; and a little farther

to the southward, within side the Islands where the Inlet, or what I suppose to be a passage thro’ the
Andaman is [Macpherson’s Strait]. I have traversed the whole ground over, westward of these
Islands, as far to the northward, as the Latitude 12 N., and have marked the soundings regularly,

upon the Plan, to which I must refer for the depths, and only observe that the bank is fine soft ouzy
ground. The land about this place is not so muntainous as at the east side ; it appears hummoeky,
and Scraggy, with fine redish cliffs near the shore [Port Campbell] ; but the whole is‘covered with
trees, except where the hills are too steep for any thing to grow upon them. We saw hero multitudes

of lights every night, and I have no doubt but the whole of this great Island is well inhabited ; but
what is somewhat singular, we saw not any thing like a house or habitation upon the Island, nor so

much of a landing place clear of wood, as the men could stand upon : I do not mean to insinuate
that there is no such thing; on the contrary, there must, I think, be plenty of both ; but the nature

o
f our trip would not allow time for minute enquirys, as I have already mentioned. W'e were obliged

to leave Great Andaman, without making farther discoverys about it
,

the gale set in strong at N, N. E.,

and obliged us to beat, under close reef’d Topsails against a current, with the Vessel laid gunwall too ;

so that in twenty four hours we could not gain a league; and it being then the 29th of January, it
became necessary to proceed to the southward, in pursuance of our orders, but before I quit the sub
ject of this Island, I shall, I hope, he exused, it‘ I offer the following observations.
And first the great Andaman is

,

evidently, an Island- of a very different nature, from what it

has hitherto been represented ; for all had agreed, to make it a place where no soundings could be

obtained, and consequently no anchorage had about it. The natives it was said, were a terrible east

of people, who came out in their Canoes and attempted to board every ship that came near the Island ;

that they shot their arrows to a great distance, and seldom missed their mark. Now very little, if

any thing at all of this is true ; for except at the east side, between the Latitude 12° 30’, and 13° 30’

North, we have had soundings every where near the land ; Anchorage, we had almost every night,

when we chose to bring too, and that was very often. The people may be dexterous perhaps, but

they are not fierce; and we could observe, b
y their observations upon our guns, that they knew the

use o
f them; and had, no doubt, been taught it in a manner, that dos no great honour to those,

who were their preceptors." Untill a farther examination of this Island takes place, the only use my
remarks can be of, is confined to ships in distress, or those who would skreen themselves for a few

days, from tempestuous weather: in such cases, they may be very usefull ; and to such, I recommend
them, but there are other matters, not less worthy of attention, altho we can only guess at them ; I

mean, the probability of getting excellent timber for building, upon this Island. Timber is an

1‘ [Probably Malays. The italics are the Author’s. —ED.]
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article, which all the Company's Settlements ‘about the Bay, are destitute of, especially the kinds which

serve the purposes-of ship-buildingand Fortification. Andaman oilers fair, to supply this article
‘plcntifully, if ‘we may judge by the quantity it is loaded with; there is variety of grounds upon
the Island, high, and low; and who would doubt of there being variety of Timber, surely it is an

object worth enquiring into ; considering the vast sums, sent annually to Pegu, for this very article;

and the disadvantageous, not to say dishonourable manner, in which the Peg-11ers treat us. If ever
the French take possession -of Andaman, we shall then see the vallue of it; the Island in general, is
naturally disposed to be fortified and a little art, properly bestowed, may produce Moord‘s, and

[luvannah's enough,- it is ditficult to fix an Idea of the importance of this Island, in the minds of
those who have not seen it; and yet-its situation and extent bespeaks attention, when considered in a

political light; for who dos not know that our restless Neighbours want only ground to build their

Indea projects upon: there is here ground enough, to occasion subsequent differences ; and a Mauri

tius in the Bayiof Bengal might become troublesome.

Little Andaman Island. is seperatcd from the Great one, by a passage 9 leagues broad ; l
have mark’d it Duncan's passage, because a Captain Duncan is said to have sailed thro’, between
these Islands many years ago. The small Islands and soundings in this passage, are marked upon my
Plan, to which I must refer, as I must also, for the situation of the southern Sentinel. The
Island itself, is situated between the Latitudes 10° .30’, and 10° 52’ north, being full 7 leagues long,
and barely three leagues broad, hearing from the south‘end of great Andaman, S. 8° Wt. This Island

is low, and flat, at the north end, and rises gradually to the southward, where it is a kind of flat bill.

In a little Bay at the west side of the Island, there is a very good Anchorage for the N. E. mon
soon ; here ships may Anchor in 12 iathams water [.‘Ekiti Bay], within half a mile of the shore, there
is a sandy beach here upon which we saw five or six people, walking about. The land here is totally

covered with trees, but I think the soil must be very diflerent from that ol the great Island. At the
S. W. corner of little Andaman, 2% leagues distant, lies a patch of great rocks [Dalrymple Bank]
with about 9 iatham water upon them; they are not dangerous, as far as we saw, but a look out

should be kept here about, because there is no sounding at a small distance to the south and west

ward of them, there is between 15 and 20 iathams water, with very coarse ground, between this patch

and the Island.

At the south end of Little Andaman, there is no soundings within less than a mile of the land.
to the westward; but the bank projects further oil at the S. E. corner; there is also, reefs of rocks
above water, at this end, but these run no great way 05, and in the Plans I have marked their utmost
extent. In all the old Plans, this Island is drawn as two Islands, lying near one another: I will
venture to say, that the Person whoever he was, that gave the skectch of little Andaman in that

manner, had never seen the Island, except perhaps, at a great distance : and the same may be said oi

Great Andaman, for with respect to both, the only thing that the old Charts are right in, is that

there are Islands somewhere about the places assign'd in them.

Little Andaman agrees exactly with the descriptions given of Barbadocs when it
. was first dis

covered ; the demensions, the face of the Island, and the Climate, agree; and I have not the least
doubt, but the former would be equally fertile with the latter, if equal pains were taken to make it so:

in its present state there are many inhabitants upon it
, I should suppose, from the many lights seen

on it in the night : what the ground produces, for their subsistence, I cannot say ; doubtless, they
have food in great plenty, of whatever kind it be; and foreign invaders have not yet destnrbed their

peacefull habitations.

I now proceed to the Island Carnicobar. N. B. Barren Island is not mentioned here
because it was too far out of our way to make any enquiry about its situation in so very little time
as was allowed us.
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THE 'SATRUNJAYA MAHATMYAM.

(A oontribulio'n to the history of the Jainas by Profenor Albert Weber.)

EDITED BY JAMES BURGESS, LL.D.

IT was intended to include among the "Papers on Satrunjaya and the Jainas” (ante, Vol. II.
pp. 14 f.

,

134 f.
,

193 f., 258 f.
,

354 f.
,

and Vol. XIII. pp. 191 f., 276 f.) the analysis oil the
Satrur‘ijaya Mu‘hdtmyam prepared and published by Prof. Weber, now many years ago. The

following translation was made, and also an analysis of other portions of the work was made

f‘rom the Sanskrit, by Mr. Krishna Sastri Godbole, in extension of the contents of the “Beitrag.”

Dr. W'eber’s introductory remarks on the origin of the Jainas and the date of the Kalpasut-ra,
etc., are now no longer of special interest, and are therefore omitted. For the rest the German

work is followed (from p. 14), with the additions just referred to in square brackets. —— J. B.
The Satrufijaya Miikdtmyam professes to have been written by a Jaina teacher — Dhan

esvara, at Valabhi, under the protection of Siladitya who is said to have reigned 477 years
after Vikramarka, who again is placed 470 years after the Nirvana of Vira. [These data
would place it in A. D. 421 ; but as Silziditya I. ruled so late as A. D. 605, this date cannot
be accepted ; and the Work bears internal evidence that is against any very early date for it.

Still its contents are valuable for its mythological lore and its philological features]

The work is placed in the mouth of the last Jina, called Vardhamana or Vira, who,
on the occasion of a solemn assembly upon the Satrunjaya itself, at the request of Indra,
relates the legends connected with the mountain sacred to Bishabha, the first Jina. In
this, however, he takes a very wide sweep so as to include not only the strictly Jaina myths,
relative to the history of their principal patriarchs, such as Bishabha and his family, together

with Ajitasvémin, Santa, Nemi, Paréva, but he also brings in the whole Brahmanical series of

myths of the history of Rama, as well as of the contest of the Kurus and Pandus and the

story of Krishna, and parts of these are metamorphosed in a highly arbitrary style ; buto ther
details belonging specially to the Purdna cycle are wanting.

On the whole the language of the poet is noble and powerful and compares worthily with

that of the Bhatyiklivya, which also claims to have been composed at Valabhi during the reign
of one of the four Sr! Dbarasena's, ——which of them is uncertain (Bham'k. xxii. 35). As

may readily be imagined, many words are met with in Dhanesvara, not only applied in peculiar
senses belonging to Jaina terminology —- like smilgha, saoiighapa, smiighapati, saihghes'a, rhaitya,
ts‘rtha, ucldhdra, samavasaralnam, i. 201, 204, xiv. 65,1 dea’and, xiv. 65, 74, 339, simya, xiv. 71, 72.

samyaklva, xiv. 67, 75, 80, mithyzitva, xiv. 79, 80, 340-41, mithytitvin, xiv. 175, 224, 232,

~Isfltray, xiv. 21, 55, 70, etc., ——but also many other peculiarities of language. Such are the

application of ital; itaé aim at the beginning of a new section, e. g., i. 64, 222, 511, ii. 454,

iii. 4, v. 3, vii. 1, ix. 4, 99, eta, »— ekavela for kevala, e. g., i. 17, 368, 388, 401, etc., whilst
L'evala is used along with it partly in quite a special sense, conf. xiv. 64, kevalin, x. 140, and
partly also in the usual signification, as in x. 14-1, 147; —- the V16 (which Westergaard had

vouched for only in the Blm_l_tikdvya), xiv. 149, 166, 298 (P); -— apdchi, ‘south,’ i. 56, 283 ; -—

agagin = dehin, xiv. 82, 336 ;—- the simple denominative forms, like kimkaranti, xiv. 40. 81, jalati
pfyiishah', abjatc', mitranti, xiv. 81, 82. Grammatically the periphrastically formed perfects
.kshatuli, x. 137, and jujdydratus, x. 168, are remarkable; also the Parasmaipadam in Vs'ksll is

irregular, — it is, however, to be met with still oftener, e. g., x. 171, xiv. 142 (ikshilhyati) ,' 181
(ikshyasi). So also udvefilhyati, xiv. 234; ushishyati, xiv. 140 ; tapt'shyati, xiv. 179: 0851110‘, liv
91; vimushayan, xiv. 343; snzipya for snfipayitvd, x. 156. But the passage x. 168 -- Mm era na
miara‘my a8m'i, is specially interesting : compare with it the similar examples in Bfihtlingk-Roth,
p. 536. As is known the four composite aorist forms of the Sanskrit, along with several verbsl
forms of the Prakrit and Pili have originated from a like juxtaposition and terminative

1 Wilson, Hackemie Coll. Vol. I. p. 150.
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combination of the auxiliary verb . _ . . . Generally the work yields rich material to the
Lexicon also by its the rarely used words which it employs, ——e. g., asiiryampaéyzi, mattamiragia,
pushpaclantau, etc. The frequent confirmation of a statement by the concluding assertion that
the contrary is not the case, — is a peculiarity of the style, -— x. 96, xiv. 95, 262, 289. The

juxtaposition of homophonons words is extremely frequent, e. g., i. 30, 50, 165, 294, 380-82,
ii. 6, 8, 13, 17, etc., real {plays upon words are also not rare, asv in i. 3, 6, 26, 44, 56, 160, etc,

but nowhere are these so strained and forced as in late poetry.

SARGA or CHAPTER I. (526 vv.).
'

zlchc'iryaéridhaneévarasflrivia-aclzite ‘mahdtirthaiatruigayamdhdtmye giri-Kaiiidumuni-bhaga
ralsama (va) saraparZeéan0-’dydnavarllano m'ima prathamali targali, — describing the mountain.
the history of Iglar'ndumuni, the solemn session of Vii-a, his sermon, and his description of
the groves.

The poet begins with a laudatory invocation of the five principal Jinas;2 of Yugadisa

(the first), Santi (the 16th), Nemi, Parsva, and Vira (the three last); in v. C- venerates
his predecessor Pundarika; and in v. 7, addresses his devotion to all Jinas — Adibvara at their
head, to all Munis, IE‘undarfika,3 etc., and to the beings called Sasanadevi (Hemach. 46).
In 8, 9, he relates that, at the desire of Yugadijina, (his) gaiga-leader Pnndarika had
formerly composed a Mli/zdtmyam of the Satrnnjaya in 100,000 pdda, and that at the direction of
Vnrdhamzina (his) gaqla-leader Sudharman had made an abstract from it, and (v. 10) from
this abridgment consisting of 24,000 verses, Dhanehvara- humiliating the Buddhists by
means of the system of yielding‘ ——had composed his work (vv. 11-15) by command of Sila

dityafi the king of Saurfishtra and ruler over eighteen princes. Then follows (vv. 16-25)
a short panegyrie of the mountain and its propitiatory power, after which the narrative begins :

Formerly Vardhamana (Vira) surrounded by the Vr'indaraka (gods, Hemach. 88),
visited Satruniaya. Then the seats of the Vidaujas (Indra, Hemach. 171) quaked, impelling
them as it were to bow before the Jinn6 (v. 27). Sixty-four of them, namely, 20 .‘Bha-va
nasyendra (Hem. 90), 32 Vyantaradhipa (Hem. 91), 2 Jyotirindra (H. 92), and 10 Urdh
valokanivasin approached in haste with their attendants and vented their admiration of
the mountain, describing it (26-48) and its environs (49-63). According to this it has 108
summits: Svarnagiri, Brahmagiri, Udarya, Arbuda, etc. Fourteen rivers belong to it -— the
Satrunjaya (v. 738, 749) [flowing from the hill to the eastern sea, that is, the gulf of Khambziyat
and a stream from Talzijii hill falls into it], -—the Aindri, Nagendri, Kapila, Yamala,
Taladvaji (54), Yakshangi (or Kapardikii — on the north), Brahmi, Mahesvari, Sabhramati.
Sadvala, Varatoya, Ujjayantika, Bhadra. Also various groves are upon it

,

—— on the east

is the Suryodyanam (see 511 ; ii. 3
,

599, 602); on the south the Svargodyanam; on the
west the Chandrodydnam; on the north the forest Lakshmililavilasam. Likewise certain
lakes (saw-as), the Aindram —- (formerly made by Dhnnado. at the request of Saudarmendm)_

1
. Probably the five Parameshthin mentioned in x. 82, xiv. 203, 237.

B Not in Hemnohandm, but see v. 6, 8, 499, xiv. 186, and compare Purushapundariks in Hemach. 593, as the

name of the 6th black Vlisudeva.

‘ “Sr/fideddaufidavaéatuh ——on the strength of the system of admitting as possible,"-— seeHomnoh. 25, 681. ‘ Seep‘
ticism

’

which is distinctly negative and doubting, can hardly he meant by this word, as Boehtlingk-Rieu translate

it in v. 681, but on the contrary the admission that the opponents may possibly also be right ; consequently it implies
only an abneg-ation of the unconditional orthodoxy of one’s own opinion; see Wilson, Vishnu Purdna. (Hall's ed.)
Vol. III. p. 209. A similar resignation, it is true, belongs to the Buddhists in general, but it appears to be character
1ratio of the Jains, who, by means of it, placed themselves as to dogma midway between the dstika, Brfihmans, and the
1148mmor s'dnyavddincu, Buddhists ; it also explains the circumstance of their being able to live peaceably among the
former, to whom they accommodated themselves also in matters of caste, whilst the latter were obliged to yield.

5 The MS. has in all cases the short 1'
,

probably by mistake, since éild, ' stone

' is not meant, but S‘ild, ‘ virtue.’

‘ Or, is jin'in mmtum to be explained from jind'n (ace. plur), rather than from jindt, so that the rrinddraka
would also be included? a. v. 165.
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the Bharatam — by Bharats, the first Chakravartin ; the 8am]; Kapardiyakahagya

(conf. xiv. 210 f.
) ; the sarvatlrthavataramfl etc. .

“That wise Mani there performs his penance; listen attentively to the history of his

wonderful life !” continues the poet (v. (54), without intimating who speaks (also v. 163) or who

is addressed: this immediately follows the praise of the mountain sung by the gods, as an

‘argument for its holiness, without, however, belonging to that praise. The poet, as i
t were,

interrupts the gods, and now the legend follows in all its circumstantiality as far as v. 164.

Formerly there was a wicked king in Chandrapura named Kanqlu.8 [On account of his

virtues in a. former birth,he had obtained great wealth ; but he became consumptive (l'slmya) and

emaciated in body. As he sat in his court surrounded by wicked persons and considering how

he might annoy others, a leaf of the Kalpavriksha fell before him, on which was written the

.VOPBU "

aw‘rsfimilnii with! firé'fa a: I

an‘: ymfimi'r‘q emfaiflrqmst‘r u as I:

From religion obtained -- wealth; religion, too, who destroys,
How can it be well with him? this benefactor-destroying sinner!

The king understood that his disease was the fruit of his sins and reflected that he had
been mught in the net of this world by the bait of wealth. Leaving his royal state in the night

Rzija Kanqlu went out wishing death. While he was considering whether he should throw
himself into the sea or take the .‘Bhairava leap,9 a cow (named Surabhi) attacked him

furiously. Kandu in anger out the cow in two with his sword; but from it arose a female
figure oi terrible aspect with red eyes' who challenged Kandu to fight. At first he scornfnlly
refused, but at length fought and was defeated. Then he sorrowfully asked himself, ——"Why
did I fear ‘the cow when I had come out to die P I have only added another sin.” The Dev,
then addressed him, — “Ah sinner you remember religion now; but your heart is not free from
evil. I am your Kula-devi Ambika, come to test you, and I find that rage still burns in
you. Go to places of pilgrimage in many countries, when the time for religious service comes,

I will tell you." She disappeared, and Kandu, conceiving some hope from her appearing to
him‘ set out on pilgrimage, and at length reached Mount Kollflka. In the last watch of
the night, a Yaksha, his enemy in a former birth, appeared. His aspect was terrible and
he carried a mace in his hand. Addressing the Riija in anger, he said, ——“Lust-blinded man,
you killed me and took away my wife; do you remember? Think upon your Ishta~deva,

you must die." The Raja's passions had become subdued and he made no answer; and the
Yaksha seized him and bearing him through the air took him to a mountain cave where be con
fined him and beat him cruelly. Kandn considered that he was thus cxpiating his former sins.
Sometimes the Yaksha exposed him on a pinnacle, sometimes cast him into the sea, sometimes
on a thorn bush ; and at last left him in the cave. The Raja, as the fruit of his good deeds in
a former life, recovered, and he considered that his sufferings were but the leaves of the tree of
evil which he had planted, and that the flowers and fruit of it had yet to appear in a

,

brute birth

or in hell. Thus ropenting, he went in search of a place of pilgrimage]. And as ho wandered,
the protecting goddess of his race (gotraderf) Ambika (v. 108) or (as in 129) “sasanaslmdari

(conf. .izisanadevi, v. 7
, and Homach. 4Q) lasyé’mbzi" appeared and advised him to go on

pilgrimage to Satrunjaya, — [“ There your sin will be destroyed. Because of the devotion

" Th0 Yatis at Satrnnjaya point out the Aindra, and Bhfirsta Kundas ; the Kavad or Kapardiyaksha-sarovar; and
the Sflrya and Chandra Kundus.

-— J. B. '

5 Does he stand in any relation to his Brahmanic namesakes P Or have the Jainas adopted him only for their
wn glorification ?

’ A rock over a precipice on Mt. Glruiir, called also Rdja-melavdna-pathar; see Notes of a Visit to Somandth,
Gimar, etc. (1869), p. 47; Bond». Guiettecr, Vol. VIII. p. 441. -— J. B.
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of your ancestors, I sent you the verse; now I show you a place of pilgrimage. Except at
Satrunjaya, your sins, which are deserving of hell, cannot find remission. By the conquest
of your anger you are now worthy to go thither. It is the cha'uri of those who would marry
'mukh': you will there obtain liberation.” He then set out under a vow of fasting till he reached
the mountain]

On his way he met a Mahamuni who fully instructed him. By the ascent of the moun-
_

tain he overcame his enemy sin“) (160), and now after long and severe penances he is about to
,obtain true knowledge and with it, at the same time, liberation. "Thus have I (who P)
heard, 0 ye gods! from the mouth oi';.,Srimat Simandharasvamin, when once I went to
Kshetram Mahavideham (163, a. o. 295). Any and ever so great a sinner is pardoned by
adoring Sr! Satrunjaya and, like this Kandu, becomes a partaker of perfection” (v. 164).

Still more gods advanced (165) to do obeisance to the Jina ; then an extended description
of the solemn assembly, also Bipumalla son of the Gohil rzija, of the Yadava race, lord
Giri-Durga (ii. 8) appeared to worship. We again find him in ii. 660, when Vira points
to him and says to Surapati (Indra) “to his (Si‘lrymalla’s) race this king Bipumalla
belongs, who, living there by the side of the Raivata mountain will through (i

. e., after) three
existences arrive at liberation." Did the poet perhaps intend a compliment to a contemporary
prince or to one of the 18 vassals of 'Silfiditya ('11 . . . . (See beginning of Ch. II.)
Now when all were seated according to rank (223) greedy to suck in with their ears the

nectar of the words which they were about to hear from Vira; Saudharmendra first begins to
praise him (224-43) ; whereupon follows a sermonising exortation by the Jina (24-1-65) on the
pious ecstacies of the assembly; then Saudharmendra — always indefatigable for what is good‘
-—- by the appearance of the 'Satrunjaya-tirtha, by the arrival of the lord, by the statue (archd)
of Sri-Yugadijina (Bishabha), by the milk-dropping Rdjn'dani tree,12 by the two shoes (pdduka)
placed under it, etc., is incited to propose to Vii-a the astounding questions (269-73) :— “What
‘salvation, and how may it be obtained on the mount ? When did the mountain originate ? By
what pious person was this new temple built here ? By whom was this image (pratimai -— statue)
lovely as moonshine made ? \Vho are the two gods standing sword in hand at the door before
the lord (Bishabha) '5

'

Who are the two figures on his right and left? And who are the other
gods ? Also that solitary Rajadanl tree ? “'hose are the two footmarks (pfiduka) under it?
What kind of peafowlm image is this? And who is the Yaksha standing here ? Who is

the goddess that enjoys herself here ? ‘And who are the Munis assembled here ? What
rivers and mountains are these ? And the trees P To what Muni does that tank there belong
And the other wells? And whence came this sap-well (P rastiknipi- mineral spring), gem-cave ?

“hence these grottoes? And who 'are "these five men with their wives made of plaster ?“
Who are the people chaunting the superlative virtues of Nabheya (1st J ina, ljislzabha) ?
“'hat- mountain is that to the south and how did it originate ? What summits and towns
around it are these?

'
How does the sea come here —- from thence? What Purushottama

(Jina) has been here? How long would they yet stay ? How long will this mountain yet
maintain (.9) itself P How many exaltations,15 most wise one, will yet occur here (274-86) F’

1' A play upon words with the name of the mountain, containing at the same time its true explanation.
11 Silhditya is styled érlmrdshpreia (v. 14), but Ripumalla merely Surdahtradeéddhindtha, and otherwise

Girillurgcéa. '
1' Gujarati Rdyana ,- Hcmachandra makes the Biijddani synonymous with the Priylila, and Bohtlingk and Rieu

thought it to be the Buchanan-in laiifolia. Dr. Bhfiu Dliji identified the Rdymjm or Rdjana. as the Himasops
hezmndrio (Boxb.). — Sec Temples of Sritru'njaya, p. 21, n. -— J. B.
15 On the saoredness of the peafowl among the Jainas, seeWilson, Fish. Pur. (Hall's ed.) Vol. III. p. 208, and

below. ii. 20.
“ Or is lepam'r'mita simply -—" printed.’
15The word uzdhdra is a real Proteus, sometimes it means some oue's spiritual elevation, sometimes the

founding, raising glorifying Jaina sanctuaries by someone, and often‘both are melted into each other ; likewise the
verb u-ldhar itself. The MS-, however, reads almost throughout udva'r, adv 6.1a,as rrirdrib for edrddhili.
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These questions, to some extent, embrace the contents of the entire Satrunjaya Mri/uitmyam, as
it were, in a nut shell, and at the same time give a fairly comprehensive view of the theatre of
the work, namely the mountain itself. The two plidulra under the Raijildani-tree are the

symbol of the dominion of Yugadiéa (conf. x. 159) just as in the Ramayana,‘ ii. 123, Bharata,

places the two shoes of Rama upon the throne vacant in his absence.

Fortunately, in his answer Vim takes a wide sweep, by which we learn much that is
interesting.

"This part of the world (dripa) which is 100,000 yojanas broad is called Jambndvipa,
because the eternal Jambfi tree stands on it,16 which, with the abundance of its creepers, dances,

as it were, for joy because Jaina-chaityas are in its twigs.” According to the Jainas the
inhabited world consists of “two and a half continents and two seas” (Kalpasritra, Stevenson’s

tr. p. 94), “namely, Jambndvipa, Dhatuki-khanda, and Urdha-Pushkar, and the salt
and fresh water sea, ——all our earth.” So also Hemachandra in his explanation to 1074,

places Dhatakikhande and Pushkaravaamradvipfirdhe17 beside Jambiidv'ipe (in which the same

regions and mountains are said to exist as in Jambfidv'ipa, only in double numbers). The same

division seems to be the origin of jambaidruchaityesku, dhtitukivfikshe, pushkaradvipachaityeslm,
$42-43. Probably these two and a half continents are meant by the expression triklzagldu,
x. 318, xiv. 309. Colebrooke also mentions these three names only, though he speaks of

“numerous distinct continents” of which the world consists. The Brahmans, as we know,

have seven dvipaa, among which are Jambndvipa and Pushkaradvipa ; with them Dhiitaki
appears as the name of a prince (Vishnu Pur. Hall’s ed. Vol- II. p. 201) from whom one of
the two regions (rarsha) of Pushkaradvipa took. its name,

— the other from his brother
Mahavira. Among the Jainas, however (see v. 343), the deipa appears to be so called from
:i dhlituki-tree,18 as Jambfidvipa from the jambzi" upon it.
“There are six mountain ranges Marsha-holders) which are measured (1

'.

e., their inner
limits are defined) by seven regions (varsha) . These are called, — Bharatam,‘3° Haimavatam,
Harivarsham, Videhakam, Bamyakam, Airanyavatam and Aira'vatam. The six mountains
are Himavant, Mahahimavant, Nishadha, Nilavant, Bnpya and Sikharin, which touch the
eastern and the western seas, and are adorned with chaityas (292-94). The same data are found
in Hemachandra’s scholium, 946-47, in Bdhtlingk-Rieu, p. 377,— only there we read Iranyavata
and (Colebrooke, ‘'01. II. p. ‘223) Airzivata, Nile, and Rnkmin (for Rdpya). In the text itself be
enumerates only Bharatani, Airavatani and Videhah, assuming all else as known, -— which is
at least surprising: did the names seem too obsolete or partly abnormal P In v. 1074 he similarly
gives only the laukika names of the dvfplintara seas. The seven varsbas of Jambfidvipa recur
also in the Puwinas; but there they stand in a difierent order and partly have other names
(Wilson, Vish. Pm‘. Hall's ed. Vol. II. p. 111) such as Bhiiratam, Kimpurusham, Harivarsham,
Ilavritam, Ramyakam, Hiranyamayam, Uttarakuru. Hence the first, third, and fifth names agree
with those above; the second is different ; in Hiranyamayam and llavritam the radical forms
of Airanyavatam and Airivatam are probably presented. Videhakam corresponds to Utta
rukuru, which, according to Hemachandra 946, includes the Kurus, since it gives Kurd-n zu'mi
as lfarmabhzimi, and since the Kurus with the other four varshas not enumerated have to pass as
phalabhdmis. Besides, Videhakam is regarded as the centre of the whole of Jambiidvipa,
being according to the Brahmans formed by Ilzivritam. The reason for this preference for
Videha21 with the Jainas (as with the Buddhists, who also call one of their four dm'pas by it)

is probably a historical one, the remembrance that Buddhism originated among the Videhas

16 \Vilson, Vish. Pur. (Hall’s ed.) V01. II. pp. 110-11.
17 Only half of Pushkaradvlpa is accessible to mankind, the rsmoter half being separated by an impassable

range of mountains called Mfinushottu'a parvata (Oolebr. En. Vol. II. p. 222), Similarly with the Brfihmans. See
Wilson, Visit. Fur. (Hall) Vol. II. pp. 201 f., 239, Where the mountain is called Mfinasottara (see below, v. 349).
1‘ Grislea tomentoea. 1’ Eugenia jcvmbolana. 2° Usually written here with short a.
11 Conversely the Vaidehas appear as an unclean caste in Hana; see Hist. Samk. Liter. p. 276.
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(also Jainism). Mithila the town of the pious Janaka is considered the principal residence
of Vira (Kalpasutru, p. 91 ; Berlin Cat. Smash. MSb'. p. In the Pura'lias the six mountains
are called, -— Himavant, Hemakuta, Nishadha, Nila, Sveta, Sringin, where the 2nd and 5th
names are quite difierent. Nllavant for N ila (so also Hemach. in schol. 947) and Sikharin for

Sringin, are only variants. The serial order remains the same. The addition —- “which touch

the eastern and the western sea,” corresponds to the salt (lavaaa) sea of the Families, which

surrounds Jambi'idvipa on all sides. In material points, therefore,this entire description agrees
with the Puru'qas, whilst that of the Buddhists is quite different. They have four (Ir/Elms; in

their midst is Mom and round it seven circular mountain ranges, which. however, have quite
difiercnt names. (Sp. Hardy, Man. of Badh. pp. 4, 12; Ind. Stud. Bd. III. S. 123.)
“In the middle of Mahavidehakhanda rises a golden mountain adorned with 100,000

summits, called Meru, 100,000 yojanas in height, and is on the nave] of the earth. It is orna
mented with a crown of eternal Arhat-chaityas shining with the splendour of jewels” (295-96)_

This is quite as in the Purdnas, only Ilavritam is mentioned as the respective rarsham.

"The Bhiiratam varaham we regard as the producer of purity,22 because its inhabitants

strove after purity even in the time of the Duhshamas.” There, among all countries the

land of Surashtra is markedly pre-eminent; in it sin is scared to shame, all plagues are

absent, and men are united together in love" (297-98). The name surashtra appears almost
throughout as feminine; compare also Ptolemy’s Zvpmrrpnvq, The land seems to have been

early distinguished by its Brahman civilization: comp. Ind, Stud. Bd. III. S. 220. Here
naturally it is characterized as the chief seat of Jainism and designates, as in Ptolemy, the

peninsula of Gujarat in which Satrunjaya, as well as Valabhi, is situated. From its

position, this district has always been extremely accessible to Western influences. Thus, for

example, according to native legends the princes of Udayapura, the capital of Mewar, are

said to be descended from a Byzantine princess Maria, daughter of the emperor Maurice

(A. D. 583-602 -— consequently a contemporary of 'Sihiditya I.) the spouse of a son (or rather
grandson) of Nflshirvan the Great (A. I). 531-79) converted to Christianity, who had fled
to India and there founded a kingdom (Tod, Ann. of Bdjasthan, Vol. I. p. 236 f.). Accordingly
it would not be in itself impossible that Christian elements may have early mixed with Jainism
in the same way as with Krishna worship, which originated exactly here. Wilson has already

(Mack-en. Coll. Vol. I. p. 347) ascribed to the same source some legends of salivahana who
ruled at Pratishthana on the Godiivari.

Next follows (298-327) an elaborate panegyric of this province and to it is joined a similar

one about Mount Satrunjaya itself, which forms, as it were, the crown of it, and expiates

many sins even by only thinking upon it (328). Of its 108 names twenty-three are given

(331-35), viz., Satrunjaya itself, Pundarika, Siddhikshetram, Mahabala, Burahaila, Vima
ladri, Punyarasi, Sriyahpadam, Parvatendra, Subhadra, Dridhasakti, Akarmaka, Mukti
geham, Mahatirtham, Sasvata, SarvakAmada, Pushpadanta, Mahapadma, Pri'thvipitham,
Prabhohpadam, Patalamula, Kailasa, Kshitimandanamandanam. Of all these, Hema

chandra (1030) mentions only two, Satrunjaya and Vimahidri. Among these Pundarlka,

Siddhikshetram (Siddhfidri, Siddhabhfibrit) are specially often usedin the work, and the others

but seldom.

"Whatever purity may be obtained in any other artificial places of pilgrimage (tirz‘ha),

towns, groves, mountains, etc., by prayers, penanees, vows, gifts, and study, tenfold as much is

H A play upon words. Bhrlmfdm; bharitam is probably formed from them, ‘ load,’ like lardkitn from tdrabd.
13 This is the penultimate spoke of the ovum-pint period, see Hemach. 13], Bi'zhtlingk-Bieu, S. 808. The code:

reads hero duhkamd, as in xiv. 165, 318, 3281)(also Celebrooke, Vol. II. p. 215), duahkamd, xiv. 314, and only in 82211,
duluhamd, The context with dullklia (sukha) appears also in “ckdntam mahddulllrinurh yarat,” xiv. 98, by which
the okdnta dullshamd is designated, and it is perhaps really questionable whether this derivation is not to be
preferred to Hemachandra's from duh (that is su) + namd. A laddhila atfix m6.is certainly extremely uncommon.
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obtained in Jina places of pilgrimage; a hundredfold as much at the chailyas of the Jamhil

tree (comp. 291); a thonsandfold as much at the eternal Dlu’iluk-I-tree, at the lovely chuifg/as

of Pushkaradvips. at Mount Anjsna.“ Yet tenfold more is acquired at the Nandisvara,

Kundamdri, Manushottaraparvata;25 proportionately ten thousandfold more at the vaibharaw

(358; v. 953; xiv. 100) Sam(m)et8.d.ri,27 Vaitadhya (ii. 349), Meru, Raivata28 and Ashtapada

(see vi. 358; Colebrooke, Vol. II. p. 208; according to Hemach. 1028, = Kaihisa). Infinitely
more, however, is obtained at once by the mere sight of Satrunjaya. Lastly all that is secured

by devoting one’s self to the worship of it is unspeakable” (341-46). Besides this and other

sacred mountains mentioned here and in what follows, there are yet Girinaragiri (ii. 8, xiv. 89),

Sris'aila (xiv. 89), Chandraprabhiisa (xiv. 89, 254).
l ‘

To this is annexed a list of the 21 mountains belonging to the same range with Sgtrnnjaya"
m'z., Satrunjaya itself, Baivata, Siddhikshetrsm (322, a name of Satrunjaya), Sutirtharaj,
Dhanka, Kapardin (52, 61), Lauhitya, Taladhvaja (50), Kadambaka (v. 714), Bahubali,
Marudeva (sg-inge Sr? Mdrudevdydlz, 500, and viii. 699), Sahasrflkhya, Bhagiratha, Ashtot.
tarasatakuta, Nagesa, Satapatraka, Siddharflj, Sahasrapatra, Punyarasi Surapriya, Ka
madayin (352-54). 'Satrunjaya is the name of the principal summit upon which all tirt/ias —

Meru, Sammeta, Vaibhara, Ruchaka (Wilson,_ 'ishnup. Vol. II. p. 117), Ashtapada, (4a., are
united (357).

Next follows a long eulogium of the mountain under the name of Pundarika. Only
towards the end of the chapter (from 496 and if.) does Vira turn to a cursory reply to some of
the questions put before him in detail, many of them he ignores ; they are answered, however,

in the later portions of the work. According to v. 499 the two figures on the right and left of
the lord Bishabha are the first gana leaders -— Sr! Pundarika (xiv. 86, and above v. 6-8).

SARGA or CHAPTER II. (662 vv.).

.Uaiu‘plila Mahipdlucharitcwaruano ndma, ——describes the history of the prince Mahipala.

surendrfl, having now heard the speech of the Bhagavant, is filled with great joy and
respectfully requests him to recount the other separate histories also; and firstly that of the
lake at the Surya grove mentioned at the end of the first chapter (v. 511).

Vira now begins a long story. which has nothing whatever to do with the subject in hand,
and he returns to [ndra’s question only as far on as v. 598. Such is generally the method of
the whole work. Satrunjaya with its sanctuaries always forms the mere background, which

occasionally becomes more prominent and here and there it‘ is quite largely dealt with. But

the mythic and fabulous tales claim the principal interest. But why the history of llilttliipala29

should here take precedence of all the other stories, even of that of Rishabha himself, the patron
divinity of the mount, is diflicult to explain, unless we suppose the poet to have had some

special personal motive. Hence I suspect he intends to pay a compliment to the king Ripumalla
(ante) by the glorification of his ancestor.

1‘ See Biihtlingk-Roth, s. v.
' *5 See above.

2“ The Vaibhdra is mentioned by the Buddhists of the Southern school also; see 801101.to Dhammapadam, v. 168.
17 Colebrooke. Vol. II. pp. 212-13 : Samineya or Samet-Sikhara, called Pflrasnath is among the Bengal hills, in

Hazfiribligh, Lat. 23° 58' N. long. 86° 11' E. Its holiness is great in the estimation of the Jainas, and it is visited by
pilgrims from the remotest parts of India. The last Jina but one obtained Nirvflpa on it.
1' Raivata (Girnfir) is mentioned (852) as the second of the summits belonging to Sntrunjaya, in v. 868,18.

as the fifth of them. The Sargas x.-xii. of the Satr. Mdh. are devoted entirely to it glorification, and therefore bear
the special title of Rat'vatdchala-Mlihdtmya. It is the same as Ujjayantn (x. 110, Hemaoh. 1031); Wilson, Vt'rh.
Pm‘. Hall's ed. Vol. II. p. 141, note ; Colebrooke, Vol. II. p. 212 ; Lassen, Bd. 111. S. 549. Nemi is specially
worshipped on it.
1'9Mahipfila was the name of more than one of the kings of Jum'igadh or Girnar :one Mahipfila,known as Rio

Kaviit, ruled A.D. 1215-79 ;anothor about 1430mud there may have been earlier princes of the name. — J. B.
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In St! Burflshtra, beneath mount Girinara (Girnar, xiv. 89) is the town of Giridurga
adorned with Jaina temples. There once lived Stlryamalla a descendant of Samudravijaya
of the Yadava race, a pious and valorous lord. His spouse Sasflekha, a devout worshipper of
Sri Nemi, once, when her husband had gone on a Jaina pilgrimage to the mountain, saw a

peafowl playing with her young. By this the desire of children was stirred in the lady; her
husband advised her to address her prayers to this intent to the J ina. In consequence, through
the grace of “Ambit, jagadamba, Mother, of the mother of the world,” they soon had two sons.
DevapAla and Kampala.

According to the Jaina ideas (i
. '1; Hemach. 44-46) each J ina has his own “Sasanadevi

or goddess, who does his bidding.” Among the 24 names of these30 given by Hemachandra, is

Ambikfi belonging to the 22nd Jina, Nemi, the same as is here spoken of ; hence this Ambika
must he meant by “Amba jagadamba."81 We shall meet with her frequently in the work

(v. 200, x. 150, 152, 157, 158, xiii. 320; comp. also above i. 108, 129). Though this whole

Jaina idea may quite naturally be referred to the Brahman worship of the mdtaras, -— especially
Ambika, the spouse of Siva, and all the more so since other names of this last are also met
with among the 24 éfisanadev'is (e. g., Kalikfi, Mahakali, Chanda) ;at the same time one is

strongly tempted also to think of Christian elements contributing here, the influence of which

abstractly has already been remarked on, and in Surashtra as the most advanced post of

Jainism geographically, must be considered possible. The Buddhists know nothing of similar

Buddha halves.32 As the Jaina teaching was particularly favoured by the female sex (conf.
remarks on xiv. 94, 95), in conformity with its general character for mildness, it seems to have
assigned a higher position to the sex, in favour of which the view regarding the édsanadeeis,

may be a testimony. But as the Brahman example shows, a sexual connection is not necessary

here. While female goddesses, however, which generally obtain a prominent position in the

post-vedic pantheon of the Hindus, are constantly advancing in an ascending development

(comp. the Sllkta), the position of the wife, on the other hand has, strangely enough, sunk more

and more deeply.

Kampala distinguished himself in every respect above his brother Devapala. Among the
numerous adventures which he met with when roaming about in the forest, his conquest of the

Rakshas Mahakala,33 whom he subsequently instructed in the true law (160 f.) is told in much

detail (141 5.).

“Avoid injuring, exercise pity, observe the eternal ordinance even with [thy] own body
bring aid to creatures" (186).

“Against an enemy even exercise not enmity, neither for [one’s] own advantage” (188).

Here we have quite Buddhist ethics . . . . Of course it is easily conceivable that in
spite of the dogmatic ahz'nsd among Buddhists and Jains, there was no want of enmity towards
those of another religion, but it never became a dogma.

The Yaksha (or Rakshas), greatly pleased, promised to Mahipzila that henceforth "the
god J ina, the pious teacher, and the pity-enforcing law, should continue his constant Triad"
(191). Here is the Buddhist triad, -— Buddha, the Sar'ngha and Dharma.

3° These sasanadevis are also known as Yakshanis ; see the list in 1nd,.Ant. V01. XIII. p. 2T6. — J. B.
"1 ‘ Mother of the world ’ or jugatdm ambd, ‘of the worlds,’ as the J inns themselves are called — trijagadgaru,

jagatprabhu. In these extracts from the flair. lllfih. I find only Chakrcsvari, the s'dsanadevi of the first Jina
mentioned : but in i. 7
,

they are spoken of collectively.

3’ Suddhtvtsadeva, the guardian angel of Saikyamuui who brought about his conversion, —is perhaps the
nearest analogue to these devis. —J. B.
3’ This name has probably been selected in allusion to Siva worship.
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Now the prince resolves to look round him in the world. After a few days he arrives at
the town of Sundara. (199), where he lies down to rest under trees at a Chaitya dedicated to

Ambika. startled, he delivers Guns-Sunder! (240) daughter of Kalyanasundara (2 38),
king of Kalyana-kataka in the Kanyakubja country (237), and of Kalyanasundari (239), from
the hands of a Vidyadhara who had carried her off through the air intending to kill her; he

conquers the Vidyfidhara in combat, converts him, and causes him to take the maiden back to

her father’s house. The Vidyadhara then relates his own history (349 f.). On mount Vaitfidhya,

in the town of Batnapura, lived king Manichuda, the father of Ratnaprabha and Ratnakimt-i,

etc. Hereupon the prince proceeds to Kalyanakatakam in order to assist at the self-choice of

Gunasundari (367). He gains her in the subsequent competition (when the author puts into
his mouth a remark inimical to the adherents of the Sénkhya doctrine, — 383), and starts with
her on his homeward journey (453). On the road, however, in the country of Mfilava (454), his

rivals attack him with Naravarman at their head (389, 411, 416, 476). He overcomes them

all, subjects them to himself, and sends all to their homes (476), himself also returning to

his country.

Other stories are also inserted, such as that of king Trivikrama, son of Trisailku of
sravastl (275), and of king Srinivasa of Sripura (547) who killed a Bishi in the forest
and there built (578), as an expiation of the deed, a four-faced [chaumukha] temple of srisanti
the (16th) Jinanayaka (‘254), but nevertheless he descended to the seventh hell (sapzamfm
'na'raka'van fm) .

As already mentioned, Vira. reaches only at v. 598, his short reply to Indra's question
concerning the Surya grove below 'Satrunjaya. The sun-god had once devoted himself there

to the service of the Jina during 60,000 years: hence the name. The water of the well
in it, called Suryivarta, is consecrated by the nectar of the aspect of the statue of Nabhcya

statue placed there. Vidyfidhara Manichuda with his friend (Mahipfila ?) proceeded also

at the spring festival to the Vimahichala (Satrunjaya) and worshipped the Jina, visited the

Suryavaua, honoured the Nabheya statue in it, and took away some of the water from the holy

well (603).

After king Kampala had lived 104 years, he abdicated his government and surrendered
his kingdom to his son sripala (conf. Mac. Coll. I. 152, II. 113 ; Verz. d. Berlin Hdschr. 1362)
and the Sindhu country with Jaladurga to his nephew vanapala. [Devapaila had married
Vanamala, the daughter of Naravarma Rzija, and died at Satrunjaya, leaving a son Vanapa1a.]
Mahipala then withdrew with his spouse to the ‘Satrunjaya, where, being instructed by
the Muni'Srikirti, he became at the end of his life a partaker of liberation (from separate
existence).

“ To this race [of Vanapflla], O Indra, belongs this king Ripumalla whose spirit is conse
crated by great glory and virtue. This highly favoured one, dwelling by the side of Baivatav
will assuredly attain liberation (660) through (i. e., after) three (further) existences.”

SA'RGA or CHAPTER III. (822 w.).
S'ri Ifishabhasmimi janmarcfiyri'bhisheka-di/cshzZ-kevalotpatu'34'-Bharatadigvzjaya-bkrdty'idikshd

tatputra-rdjyaddnavargzano mima : describes the birth and coronation of B'ishabhasvamin the
first Jina), his consecration and attainment of true perception, the conquest of the various
parts of the world by Bharata, the consecration of his brother and the surrender of the
kingdom to the sons.

3‘ »Shedhadikahdmkerai cod,
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[Bharatm the son of Rishabhadcva, ruled in Ayodhya. He led an army north from

Satruujaya, and engaged in battle with a Mlechha raja of great power. In the first battle
Dharata was defeated, in the second the Mlechha riija was beaten and fled to the river Indus
“as a child in distress flies to his mother.” Bharata was preparing to pursue him, but the
)llechha sought the aid of Megha Kumara, who attacked Bharata's army for seven days.
At last Bharata sent a yaksha against Megha-kumitra. who satisfied the latter that he could not
prevail. and brought him to pay obeisauce to Bharata. Upon this Bharata returned home.

His minister Bukhena afterwards took a fort north of the Indus between the sea and the

mountains.]

Vira now continues uninterrupted to relate to Indra the origin of the wonderful
excellence of the Satrunjaya tirtha during the Avasarpini period (2, 3). Here in Jambfidvipa,
in the right half of the Bhzirata (varsha), in the middle region between Gang?‘ and Sindhn,
was vimalavahana, the first of the ancestral fathers. His son was Chakshushmant, father
of Abhichandra, whose son Prasenajit was the father of Marudeva also called Nabhi, and
from the womb of his spouse Marudevi the lord of the world took birth by means of his
omnipotence, at the end of the third spoke of the Avasarpini period (4-8) under the name of
B'ishabha or Vr'ishabhasena (225).

The Purdnas also mention Nfibhi and Marudevi as the parents of a Bishabha, but attribute
to Nfibhi himself another descent (namely with Agnidhra the son of Priyavrata for his father,-—
\Vilson, Vl'sh. Pur. "cl. II. pp.100-103). We find Vimalavflhana again as the name of the last
prince of the fifth spoke (xiv. 318-19), so that the first and the last prince bear the same name
and perhaps purposely so! Prasenajit appears in the Rdmfiyana, I. 70, as the eleventh descendant
of Ikshvaku (otherwise in Vislm. P'ur. Vol. III. p. 265 f.) and uncle of a Bharata. According
to Wilson (Vish. Pur. Vol. IV. pp. 171 11.), this was the name of the father of Srenika, who was
a contemporary of Vira. The Buddhists also recognise a contemporary of Buddha of this
name, but with him also a much younger prince, the father of Nanda (Burnouf, Int'rod. 2nd (19,
p. 320). The Purduas thus name even Suddhodana’s (Buddha’s) grandsons ( Visit. Pur. Vol. IV.
p. 170 f.). Hence it appears not improbable that the Jainas made use of this name, highly
respected among the Buddhists, so as to secure for the pedigree of their Bishabha a well
sounding point of attachment. — The same is probably the case with Marudeva, who is
mentioned in the Purliglas (V-ish. Pur. Vol. IV. p. 168) as the twelfth ancestor of Suddhodana
(Buddha). The Rdmriyana mentions one Maru (i

.

70) as the eighth ancestor of Rama; so i. 71

(Viah. Pur. Vol. III. p. 331) as the eleventh ancestor of Sita. The Vishnu Purdue quotes a Maru
as the 24th descendant of both of them, “who, through the power of devotion is still living in
the village called Kalapa, and in a future age will be the restorer of the Kshatriya race in the
solar dynasty. (Vish. Par. Vol. III. p. 325.)

'

Besides other children“ by other wives Bishahha had, by his spouses Samangah'i and
Sunandfi, a twin pair by each; by the former (65) Bharata and Brahml (siidvz', 264, 269), by
the latter (67) Bahubali and Sundari (éravakd, 265, 269); comp. \Vilson, Mack. Coll. Vol. I.
pp. 145-6. It is his image erected by Biihubali (xiv. 177, 266) which imparts peculiar sanctity to
Satrunjaya, and accordingly we find the two summits of the mountain in question called after his
mother Marndevi (or odeva) and after his son Bzihubali (i

.

353) ; compare also Bharatam same

(i
. 60).—The Brahmanic legend of Bishabha’s final anchorite life (Vish. Par. Vol. II. p. 1301*.)

has, as the Bluigavata Purina asserts (see Wilson’s note, p. 104), most probably given rise to
the entire view of him by the Jainas as their first J ina. Stevenson (Kalpa Sfitra, pref. xv., xvi.
and 99) not only took him for a really historical personage, but to be also the ideal founder of

Jainism: Parévam'ltha to be the real founder. inasmuch as he "practised austerities in very
ancient times, which the Jainas in after ages imitated.”

15E. g. Dravida, vii. 1: Kurn, x‘
. 399.
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SARGA or CHAPTER IV. (671 vv.).
Bllarata Bdhubalz'saiiigrfimavarqmno nlima,—— describes the combat of the two brothers

Bharata and Bahubali.

Vira continues his narrative to Sakra, and speaks next of a pilgrimage of Bharatadhisa to
the holy mountain.

[Sri Somayasa son of Balhubali built the temple of Bishabha Deva]

SARGA or CHAPTER V. (982 vv.).

Sri Bharatali'rihaylih'iifi‘rlhoddhli'ra(°dvcira Cod.)uar1_um0 na'ma : represents the Pilgrimages
and pious foundations of Bharata.

“As thou hast just heard of his victory over the external enemy, listen now to the victory
of Chakrinm over the internal enemy, to his tirtha-perfection and to his presence at all (I'

.

e., to
his pilgrimages to all tirthas P).”

This chapter treats very particularly of Satrunjaya and the Jaina shrines (comp. i. 60) erected
on it by Bharata, as well as of Baivata (759, 868) that is Ujjayanta (732, 930), Kadambakagiri
(714), Vaibharakagiri (953), etc.

[On the 15th of Chaitra the great Muni Punqlarika become a siddlia ,- from that day the
15th of Chaitra became a holiday and the mountain received the name of Pundarlka (53).

(Persons going to the ti‘rtlza : -— When the hill comes in sight the Saughvi should perform
the panchaiiga namaskdm, the other members of the Sangha following him. If a person returns
from the van with the information that the hill is in sight, he should be presented with gifts for
the good news. Then gifts of gold, silver. etc., should be thrown towards the hill. Then descend
ing from their conveyances, the pilgrims should perform paficlu‘z'iiga and worship the hill as the
feet of Jina. When the saizgha halts there, the pilgrims must fast; next day they should dress
themselves handsomely after bathing, and, accompanied by their wives, and taking with them
their household goods, they should prepare to visit the temples on the mountain. They should
carry with them incense; the women should sing gitas; and gifts should be made to beggars,
The Jati should precede and the Safighvi should follow him. They should take naivedya and
garlands of flowers. First, they should worship the mountain, then the Bangha. They should
cause natakas to be performed at the temples; the Sanghvi and his wife should be worshipped;
and the Sangha should feast and listen to the Guru's Dharmakalhfi. The Saiigha should ascend
the mountain next day carrying with them instruments of music; they should rest at the
Chelam sarovara'.)

'

[When Bharata came to the 'Satrunjaya tirtha he founded Anandapura on the borders
of Saurzishtra and built there a temple of Bishabhadeva. He presented it to his relative
Saktisirhha, who then ruled in Sauriishtra. Bharata repaired an old tank he found there
which was afterwards called 1311mm kunda.

IE“ Bharatiidhipa gave Sauraishtra for the worship of the Tirtha; and from that day this
country was called Devadesa in the earth region” (42). “\Vhat hill is this which shines
before, in the Vayu direction’! asked Bhnrata. In reply Saktisirhha said (8]) ‘lord, of old
Vidhyabhri't Bareta, of wicked mind and with 'rrikshasi skill, made his residence here (82).
That wicked Bakshasa Barata, 0 lord, seized this great and famous mountain, giving it his
own name. This wicked one — terrible, surrounded by the terrible — he heeds not my orders
By his sky-going power he travels in the air, he injures the country.” Hearing this, the angry
Chakrin spoke to Sukhena, —- “ To conquer him, lay the Chakrin’s order on the head of the
charioteer—the general." Coming forth in a chariot, as if he would seize the car of the sun, the--—-—_-_____._________—__

3° Bharata is the first chakmvartin. Hemach, 692.
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general arrived (83-85). Perceiving Bartaka asura with many Riikshasus, he prepared for
battle. In a moment encountering and binding the Rakshasas, be cast down their leader in his
own chariot. The rest fled, and Sukhena having obtained the victory speedily before the
Chakrin’s feet at Raivata threw down the Rakshasa, — humbled, and sorely downcast, tightly
bound and with bursting veins. Having seen him, the merciful Saktisir'nha then spoke,— "You
planted the asura root of life-destruction ; and that tree of sin has borne these flowers ; its fruit
will be Naraka. ‘It even now you will abandon the destruction of life, —- if you will obey my
order, I will permit you an escape from fear: in truth I will obtain your release” (86-91).
“0 lord!" spake the Rzikshasa, "I will make your Order my head-ornament.” The Rfiju
caused him to be released by the Chakrin. The Rikshasa. also in his mountain began with joy
to build temples, lofty as More, to Adinatha and Arishtanemi 68-94).]

SARGA or CHAPTER VI. (296 vv.).

b'ri Vflshabhusulimis'ri Bharaleéanirvdndah!lipododdluimP110611) Cod.)5ri Sfiryayus'aétharila

varuano mime,
—- describes the m'rvfinam of Vr‘ishabhasvamin, of Bharata, the consecration of

the (mountain) Ashlépada (comp. i. 342 and Colebrooke, Vol. II. p. 208), the walk [in life] of
Suryayasas (the son of Bharata).

After Bharata had rejoiced Somayalsas, the son of Bahubali (x. 303) and others, by a
donation of land and dismissed them (3), he again turned towards the government.

The death of vr‘i'shabhasvamin, etc. (17 i1).

As from Vrishabhasvamin the Ikshvaku race descended, so that of the Sflryavansas
is from suryayasas (285). On the Somavahéa, see x. 303.

From Bharata arose Adityayaéas (Silryayaéas) and further Mahiiyaéas, Atibala, Balabha
dra, Balav'irya, Klrtiv'irya, Jalavirya, and Dandavirya as the eighth.37 Throughout [the life

of ?] these men the Sriiddha-celebration lasted (288-9).

‘ From Bharata downwards all his descendants were pious princes as far as Ajitasvz'lmin,

the second Jina (viii.), and erected Tirthas and built Jaina Chaityas.

SARGA or CHAPTER VII. (400 vv.).
Drllcigla-Vdlikhilla-chdritratirthoddhdravarnano m’z'ma, — represents the walk [or life] of

Dravida, and valikhilla, and also the Tirthas erected by them.

A son of Vrishabhasvfimin was also called Dravida. from wh cm the Dravida country, fertile

in grain, takes its name. His two sons Dravida and valjkhilla fell out with each other and
made war, but afterwards they were reconciled (171) and undertook pilgrimages to Satrunjaya.

This chapter treats also of Dandavirya. (see above).

[Hastinl-devi destroyed all the temples on the Satrunjaya and retired to Hastisenanagara.

She was a flesh eater and was accompanied by many false religionistsim]

SARGA or CHAPTER VIII. (7'24- vv.).
BI'iAjilM vdmW-Mi Sagaraéri-Sdnhjina- Chakradha'ridimahdyurushafi rthoddhdra'varn ano ndma ,- describes the Tirtha establishments of Aiitasvamin (the 2nd J ina), Sagan,” Santi (16th
J ina and at the same time the fifth Chakravartin), Clzxakradhara,‘o and of other great men.‘1__________—__________—______.___—__._
5‘!The Purdnas have quite difi‘erent names for these. See Wilson, Vishnu Purdue.
$9 [This seems to point to a foreign raid from Dehll. — J. 3.]
39 Second Chakmvartin of Hemnch. 692 B’. : the first is Bharata.
W Chakradharu is not a title here (as in x. 401) but a.name ; comp. 722, 'nirvdigmh Sdnlindthawa tmtvd shah-a

dharo nylpab,
‘l Mahllpurusha corresponds here to the salfikfipuruaha of Hemach. 700.
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The birth of Ajitasvamin in Ayodhya from Jitasatru. and Yasomiltifi2 is described in
detail, like that of B'ishabha (in iii.) and of Parsva (in xiv.). The usual dreams indicate to
the mother the high honour which is conferred on her (25). Fifty-six Dikkumaryas arrive
in haste to venerate her (30), and Saudharmendra himself took him in his lap (35) ; the father

gave to him the name Ajita and to the other son the name of Bagara.

SLRGA or CHAPTER IX. (539 vv.).

(In this the Sriéatmnjaya mrihdtmyeprathamab khaglgia}; ends.) Srikdmaprabhritimahd

purushavarpano ndma, - describes Kim and other great men.
Whilst hithertmas relates to Bishabha and Bharata,'we had only to deal with personalities

of the Jaina. legend itself, we now reach the appropriations from Brahman legends by the
Jainas, which have been made, partly at least, in a very arbitrary way. In this the principal
object seems to be to refer all these ancient heroes back to Bishabha as their ancestor, from
whose two grandsons suryayasas and Somayasas the solar and lunar races are derived.

The Hari-race (see Colebrooke, Vol. II. p. 207; Wilson, Mack. Coll. I. 153) is a branch
of the latter.

Vlra continues: "listen further, 0 Sakra, to the history of this lkshvakuvansa, as also
to that of the mountain. I tell the histories of Sri suvratajinendra (the 20th J ina, comp.
x. 320), of Narayana,“ Rama and Bavana.

After many kings in the family of the Adityasas had passed, the Ayodhya prince Vijaya“
ruled; by his wife Himachma, ho had a son named Vajrabahu, who begat Purondara; and
he begat Klrtidhara. His son Snkoéala abdicated the government in favour of his pregnant
wife, and became an ascetic (7). After Naghusha, 8odAsa,Sii1haratha, Brahmaratha,Hemaratha

Sataratha, Variratha, Induratha, Adityaratha, Mandhatar, Virasena, (Virfisana, MS), Prati
manyu, Padmabandhu, Vimanyu, Kuveradatta, . - . . Kaku(t)stha, Raghu, Anaranya,

Aja, Anantaratha, we come (92) to Dasaratha. Of these names but few are known to the
Brahmanic pedigrees of the Rdmdyapa and Purina: (Lassen, Ind. I. p. iv. 5.; Wilson, Vish.
Pur. Vol. Ill. p. 314), which Brahmanic genealogies, however, do not agree with one another,
and the order of succession difiers in them. Here, probably, we have to deal in all three

instances only with invented names, which except in a few merely general traits cannot be

expected to agree.

To Dasaratha, in addition to his three wives Kausalya, Kekayatmajs, and Sumitrfl, a

fourth is here ascribed, namely Suprabhfl, who becomes the mother of Satrughna, whilst

Sumitra bears only Lakshmana. Rfima is called Padma, and Lakshmana -— Nariiynua (94-98, —

we should rather expect the reverse): the former is the name of the ninth Chakravartin in

Hemachandra (v- 693), as also of the eighth white Bela‘5 (demigod), i6. 698 (the ninth is called

[Bala]Riima) ; the latter that of the eighth black Vasudeva (Ardhachakravartin,
Sehol. to

v. 695), ibid. 697, whose enemy is Laukesa, i. 0., Ravana, i6. 699. The Satr. Mdh, does not

seem to know anything of a similar classification (after Vfisudeva, Bala) ; on the other hand

chakrudhara, c/ulkrabhfil, occur in the sense of chakravartin, see x. 401, 403, also chakn'n, i. 2,

v. 2, vi. 3. x. 143, 728. The Kalpasz’itra has the names of Vfisudeva, Baladeva (Stevenson,

pp. 36, 65).

Prince Janaka of Mithila is here called Vasavaketu son of Vipula and of the Harivahéa

(v. 99).

Riima’s sons are called Lavanélhkusau (543). . .

(To be continued.)M
'1 Elsewhere the Jainas give Vijayfl as her name.
'5 I.e., Lakshmana, see below. “ Name of the second White Bale, Hemaoh. 698
‘4 The Bale in v. 698 of Hemaeh. is the elder brother (agraja) of Vllsndeva.
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A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE. M. A.

(Continued from p. 160.)

Budulscheri ;

54-6, i.
Budzart ; ann. 1866 :

Budzat ; s. z'. 93, i.
BlltlZO ; ann. 1770: a. v. Buddha, 91, i.

Budzoism ; ann. 1770:v a. v. Buddha, 91, i.

Budzoists ; ann. 1770 : s. v. Buddha, 91, i.

Buf : ann. 1585 : s. 1;. Buffalo, 93, ii.

Bufalo; a. v. Buffalo, 93, i; ann. 1589 : s. v.
Buffalo, 94, i.

Buff; s. 1:. Buffalo, 93, i: ann. 1598: s. v.
Bufialo, 94, i.

Buil’ala ; ann. 1808 : a. v. Buffalo, 94, 1.

Buifali ; ann. 1631: s. 1:. Tumasha, 717, i.

Buffalo : s. v. 93, i (twice) and ii (7 times), a. v.

Anaconda, 16, ii
, 17, i,a. v. Dewally, 238, ii
,

a. v. Hump, 327, ii
,

a. v. Elephant, 796, ii
,

797, i, s. v. Numerical Aflixes, 832, ii ; ann 'I
:

s. v, Anaconda,757, i ; ann. 1350 : 8.11. Mar

taban, 428, i ; ann. 1522 a s. v. Coco-deMer,

177 , ii ; ann. 1590 : s. 1:. Aracan, 758, ii ;

ann. 1630 and 1644 : s. v. 94, i -, ann. 1663:

s. z‘. Neelgye, 476, i ; ann. 1666 and 1689:

s. v. 94, i ; ann. 1711: a. v. Pariah, 514, ii ,

ann. 772 : s. v. Zebu, 747, i ;ann.1806 :s. v.

Gour (a), 298, i, 3 times :ann, 1810: 8.1). 94,

i ; ann. 1824: s. z‘. Gyaul, 309, ii ; ann. 1878:

s. v. 94-, i, twice.
Bufl'alo-bandy ; ann. 1800 : s. v. Bandy, 44, ii.

Buffalo-demon ; a. v. Mysore, 467, i.

Bufialo-hide ; s. 0.. Dubber, 253, i.

Bufialo Point; s. v. Rogue’s River, 849, ii
, twice.

Buffalo's Hump ; s. v. Balasore, 760, i.

Bufialo tongues ; s. v. Buffalo, 93, ii.

Bufialow Point ; ann. 1711: a. v. Rogue’s River,

850, i.

Bufie; ann. 1560: s.v. Laos, 385, ii ; ann. 1585:

s. 1;.Buffalo, 93,ii ; ann. 1586 : s. 2:.Tiger, 703, i.

Buffle; s. v. Buffalo, 93,i ; ann. 70: s. 1:. Buffalo,

93, ii, twice ; mm. 1585: s. v. Buffalo, 94, i.

Buffol ; ann. 1626 : s. v. Cavally, 135, ii; ann.
1630 : s. v. Calavance, 110, ii.

Buffoll : ann. 1630 : s. v. Lime, 394, i.

Bufta ; ann. 1883 : s. v. Bait-a, 35, ii
,

twice.

Bug ; a. v. Chints, 155, i, twice.

Bug-bear Liquors ; ann. 1690 : s. v. Coffee, 180, i.

ann. 1718: s. v. Pondicherry,

a. v. Budzat, 93, i.

Bugerow ; ann. 1780: s. v. Budgerow, 92, i.

Buggalas; ann. 1842 : a. v. Buggalow, 94, ii.
Buggalow ; s. v. 94, i, o. v. Bndgerow, 91, ii, s. v_
Dhow, ‘.243, ii

,

8. v. Sambook, 595, ii ; ann.

1883: s. v. Dhow, 791, i.

Buggassos ; ann. 1688: s. v. Bngis, 95, ii.

Buggese ; ann. 1811 : s. v. Bugis, 95, ii
.

Buggess ; ann. 1783 : s. v. Bugis, 95, ii
,

Buggesses ; ann. 1783 : s. v. A Muck, 15, i, s. v.
Bugis, 95, ii

,

8. v. Swallow, 671, i.

Buggoses ; ann. 1758: s. v.13ugis, 95, ii.

Buggy ; s. v. 94, ii
,
3 times, 768, i, twice, s. v.

Bandy, 44, ii
,

a. v. Kbanna, 366, i, s. v.

Clalash. 170, ii; ann.1773: 8.1). 95,i; ann.
1780: s. v. Banyan (1) b

, 49, i, s. v. 95, i,

twice ; ann. 1781: s. v. Hanger, 312, ii ;

ann. 1782 : s. v. 95, i, s. v. Gaffer, 109,

s. v. Toorkey, 710, ii
, twice, a. v. Slave, 856,

ii, twice; ann. 1784, 1793 and 1824: a. v. 95,
i ; ann. 1827 : s. v. Paw], 842,ii ; ann.1829 :

s. v. Horse-keeper, 324, ii ; ann. 1837: a. v.
Lit, 389, ii ; ann. 1838, 1848 (twice) and
1872: s. v. 95, i; ann. 1876: s. v. Jenny
rickshaw, 351, i ; ann. 1878 and 1879 :

s. v. 95, i.

Buggy-connah ; s. v. Khanna, 366, i.

Bughrukcha ; ann. 1838 : a. v. Budgrook, 768, i.

Bughy ; ann. 1796: s. v. 'Tussali, 721, i.

Bugi ; s. v. Swallow, 671, i.

Bugis ; s. v. 95, i, a. v. Celébes, 137, ii ;

ann. 1685: s. v. Upas, 730, ii; ann. 1849:
s. v. A Muck, 15, ii ; ann. 1878 : I. v. 95, ii.
Bug'isses ; ann. 1682 : s. v. Upas, 730, i.

Bugle; 8. v. Bufialo, 93, i.

Bl'l-i ; s. v. Tea, 690, ii
.

Buitenzorg; s. v. Batavio, 54, i.

Bujra ; ann. 1830: s. v. Budgerow, 92,i ; ann.
1860: s. v. Paunchway, 522, i.

Bukor; an. 1753: s. v. Sucker-Bucket, 858, ii.

Bukshee ; ann. 1823 : s. v. Buxee, 104, ii ; ann.
1827 : s. v. Buxee, 769, i.

Buksheesh; a. v. Inaum, 329, ii.
Bukshcy ; ann. 1793 : a. v. Buxee, 104, i.

Buktshy ; ann. 1811 : s. v. Buxee, 104, i and ii

(3 times).

Bukyne ; a. v. Tamarind, 680, ii
.
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Bulbul ; e. v. 95, ii
,
7 times ; ann. 1784: a. 1:.

95, ii; ann. 1813: 8. v. 95, ii, 96, i; ann.
1848 : s. v. 96, i.

Bulchuud ;- ann. 1683 : a. v. Cazee, 137, i, a. a‘.

Gentoo, 280, ii.
Bulela; a. u. Myrobolan, 465, i.

Bulgar ; s. v. 96', i ; ann. 1624, 1673, 1680' and

1786: a. r. 00, i.

Bulgary ; ann. 1623 : s. v. Bulgar, 96, i1
.

Bulger ; ann. 1759 : s. r. Bnlgar, 96, i"
.

Blllghtilh; ann. 1811 : a. 21.Bulgar, 96, i.

Bulgln'ir ; a. v. Balgar, 96, i.

Bnlhari ; ann. 1811 : a. v. Bulgar, 96, i-
.

Bulkut ; a. v. 96, ii.

Bullera ; ann. 1885: s. v. Talook, 861, i, twice.

Bull ’1d; 8.1). Bed, 259, i.

Bullion Cloth; ann. 1711: s.‘ v.
843, i.

Bullock's-heart ; a. v. Custard-Apple, 220, i.

Bullock's heart ; 221, ii
,

footnote.

Bullumtcer'; s. v. 96, ii.

Buluchis ; ann. 1211 : .s.-v. Bilooch, 71, i.

Buluh ; a. 11.Bamboo, 40, ii
,

8. v.»Wunghee (1),

740, i‘.

Bulu swungy ; a. v. \Vanghcc (l), 740, i.

Buniba; a. v. 96, ii.

Bumbalo; ann. 18113 : a. v. Bummelo, 97, i.

Bunibaloes; ann. 1785 : a. v. Bumniclo, 97, i.

Bumbast ; ann. 1566 : a. u. Ormesinc, ‘192, ii.

Bumbcllo Point ; swv. Bummclo, 97, i.

Bnmbclo; ann. 1810: s. e. Bummelo, 97, i.

Bumbelow ; ann. 1673: 8.1;. Bunimelo, 97, i.

Bummalow; ann. 1877 : s. 'u. Bunnnclo, 97, i.

Bummclo', a. v. 96, ii
,

twice, a, v. Bombay

Duck, 78, i, a. v. Buckshaw, 89, ii, a. v. Ducks",

Bomb ivy, 253, ii
.

Bfin ; s. v. Cellos, 178, ii
.

Bunaras ; mm. 1790: a. e. Masulipatam, 429, ii_

"iuncal ;- 8. v. Tael, 675, ii, twice.
Buncho; ann. 1573 : s. v. Collce, 179, i.

Bunchy ; ann. 1628 : s. r. 001109, 179, ii
.

Bunco ; s. u. Buncus. 97, i ; ann. 1711 : s. 1:.

Buncns, 97, i, twice,

Buncus ; a. v. 97, i, a. c- Chcroot, 141, ii ; ann,

1760 : a. v. 97, i.

Bund ; a. e. 97, i. and ii
,

8. v, Dowlc, 25}, i, s. v.

Compradore, 782. i, s. v. Prayn, 845, ii ; nan.

11786: a. v. Poolbundy, 547, i; ann. 1810:
s. n. 97, ii; ann. 1813 : a. u. Bendamecr, 63,

i; ann. 1860, 1875 and 1876 : s. v. 97, ii.

Bund Ami? ; ann. 1856: s. v. Bondcmeer, 63, i.

Bundelcund ; ann. 1823 : s. v. Thug, 697, ii.

Pcrpetuano,

Bundelkhand : s. v. Coss, 203, i, s. 'v. Pindarry,
538, ii

,

s, n. Joel, 811, i.

Bund Emeer; ann. 1813: s. v. Bendameer, 68, i.

Buuder; a. 'v. 97, ii, twice; ann. 1590: a. v.
Arakan, 25, i; ann. 1673 and 1809 : a. v.
97, ii; mm. 1877-: s. v. Apollo Bunder, 24, i.

Builder-boat; s. v. 97, ii.

Builder Malunka ; s. v. Mndapollam, 406, ii.

Bundobust ; s. v. 98, i.

Bundook; a. v. 98, i.

Bundoo Sing; ann. 1756: s. 'v. Hiackcry, 310, ii.
Bundulg ; 0. v. Bundook, 98, i, 3 times.

Bundur; ann. 1825 :- a. e, Bender-boat, 98, i.

Bundur boat; ann. 1825:-a. v. Bunder-boat, 98, i.

Bunduri; ann. 1802 : s. 2;. Coast, The, 172, i.

Bundurlaree :anm 1679: a. u. Larry-bunder, 816,ii.

Bundy ; ann. 1829 : a. u. Bandy, 44, ii.
Bung ; ann. 1590 : s. v. Bengal, 64, ii.
Bungalely; ann. 1590 : a. '0, Bengal, 64, ii

;

Bungalo ; ann. 1780: 8. v. Bungalow, 98, ii; ann.
1783 : a. v. Cantonment, 121, ii; ann. 1793
(twice), 1794 and 1809 : a. v. Bu:1galow,-99,i.

Bungalou; ann. 1872 : a. v. Bungalow, 99, i.

Bungalow ; s. v. 98, i, 5 times, 768, i, 8. 1:. Box

wallah, 83, i, s. n. Bungalow, Dawk-, 99, ii
,

see 156, i, footnote, 8. v. Dawk Bungalow, 232,

ii, twice, 8. '0. Singapore, 636, ii; ann. 1680:
8. n. 768, i; ann. 1772: a. v. Sneaker, 645,

i-
;

ann. 1784 and 1787: 8. n. 99, i ; ann.

1810: a. 1:.Chabootta, 139, i ; ann. 1818 and
1824 (both twice): a. 'v. 99, i; ann. 1848: s. v.
Achiinock, 2

,
ii ; ann. 1849: a. uPitan-ah,

540. ii; ann. 1862: s. 'v. Sholn, 629, ii ; ann.
1875 : a. '1).99, ii.

Bungalow‘, Dnwk-;» 8. v. 99, ii
.

Bungarus; s. 'u. Polonga, 545, i,

Bungarus caeruleus; a. v. Cobra Manilla, 178, i.

Bungelo; ann. 1711 : s. v. Bungalow, 768. ii.

Buugclow; ann. 1711 : a. v. Bungalow, 768, ii;

ann. 1781-83 : s. s. Bungalow, 98. ii
,

Bunghec; ann. 1826: s. v. Bungy, 99, ii.

Bungkns; r. v. Buncus, 97, i.

Bunny ; s. o. 99, ii, twice, 8. o. Hahilcorc, 311, ii
,

1:. r. Mehtar, 433, i.

Bunjiir ; a. v. Brinjarry, 88, i.

Bunjara ; ann. 1632 : s. v. Vanjan'is, 88, i, twice 5

ann. 1813: s. v. Vanjan'is, 88, ii
.

Bunjarrah; s. v. Brinjarry, 88, i.

Bunjarree‘; s. v. Brinjarry, 87, ii.
Bunkur ; s. v. Sayer. 606, i.

Buun ; s. 21.Coffee, 178, ii
.

Bunnnyuh; 0. u. Bunow, 100, 1
.
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Bunnow; s. 'v. Bunow, 100, i, s. v. Foozilow,

272, i.

Bunnu ; ann. 1628: 8. '11.Coffee, 179, ii.
Bunow; s. 12. 99, ii, 8. v. Robbery-pack, 76, i,

s. v. Puckcrow, 556, ii
,

s. v. Shampoo, 621, ii
,

a, 1:. Lugow, To, 820, i; ann. 1810: s. '0.
Mehtar, 433, i.

Bunru ; ann. 1573: s. 11.Coffee, 179, i.

Bunya; s. 'u. Banyan (1), 48, ii, a. ‘v. Brahminy
Bull, 85, i, s. v. Buckaul, 90, i,,s. v. Hindoo,
316, i, twice, 8. v. Kythcc, 380, ii.

Boone-Bahia; ann. 1760 : s.'v.Bombay, 78, i.

Burabra ; ann. 1335 : s. v. Concan, 189, ii
.

Buraghmagh; ann. 1767: s. 1). Sonaparanta,

647, i.

Bul'aghmah ; ann. 1759 : .s. v. Caréns, 773, i.

Bilraghmah ; ann. 1759 : s. 1).Burma, 101, i, 8. v.

Talapoin, 678, i.

Burampoota ; ann. 1763 : s. v. Munncepore, 827,

i, 3 times.

Bi'm'in ; s. '0. China, 153, i.

Burdomaan; a. v. Burdwan, 100, i.

Burdwan ; s. o. 100, i, twice, 8, v. Adawlut, 752, ii
,

753, i; ann. 1760 : s. 'v. Chucklah, 780, i. 8.1!.
Resident (a), 848, ii ; anu. 1786 : s. 2;. Pool

bundy, 547, i ; ann. 1790 : a. v. Sayer, 605, ii.

Buree ; ann. 1799 : 8.1). Jowaulla mookhee, 354,ii,

Burger ; s. v. Burgher (a), 100, i.

Burgher; 8. 'v. 100, i, 768, ii, 8. v. Badega (b),
34, ii ; ann. 1807 and 1877: s. o. (a), 100, ii.

Burgundasses ; ann. 1776 :s. 1:. Zemindar, 748, ii.

Burhanpur ;s. 'v. Bora, 79, ii.

Burial, Straits of; ann. 1790: s. v. Guaulafui,
Cape, 305, ii

.

Bi'iridan ; s. o. Bélwar, 40, ii
.

Burishki; s. '0. Rice, 578, i.

Buri-Thabct ; ann. 1247: s. 1). Tibet, 699, i.

Burj-khfidi ;s. v. Breech-Candy, 767, i.

Burkandaz ; ann. 1850: s. v. Buxerry, 105, i.

Burkundsuze ; s. '0. 100, ii, a. Budgcrow, 91,

ii, 8. o. Buxerry, 104, ii
,

s. v. Dulfadar, 253, ii
,

a. 'u. Peon, 528, i.

Burkundazes;am1. 1794: s. v. Burkundauze, 100, ii.

Burladora ; s. v. Datura, 231, i.

(To be continued.)

CORRESPONDENCE.

ASPECT OF HINDU WORSHIP.

'ro THE snrroa or 'rnn “moms ANTIQUABY."

Sm, —- At Vol. XXIX. p. 272, a question is

asked regarding the Hindu aspect of worship
at noon and evening and towards the north.

I feel inclined to solve the problem contained in

it thus :--

In the Vedic period, in which Nature alone in
her bare outlines was the source of worship and

when no work of representation was yet admitted

into or invented by the admiring curiosity of the

primzeval beings, there was but one single direc
tion (i

. e., if there was any at all), to which
worshippers turned their faces at the time of

offering their simple yet sincere prayers. The

rosy dim light of the dawn and the immediately
succeeding dazzling light of the sun impressed
their images so vividly on their infant minds that

they began to pour forth their natural feeling of

adoration to these phenomena, regarding them as

‘

Q'é'fiwr rrsqrfi new effzsrsr: |

fi'wqromi as: WWW“ was n i ll

q'q'ezi fir?! 5i 5We: semis: I

some sweet use? e‘rm‘wfia u a u

{fewest ‘IETFHF'I stew sums: \

pi riiaqr; are was aware (I a u

so many deities in subsequent periods. During
the whole Vedie period, moreover, though we find

respectful mention made of other gods and god
desses, yet nowhere is to be traced any other

direction to which the worshipper turned his face
at the time of prayer. But as ritualistic tendency
increased and forms were conjoined to prayers, in
the succeeding ages of the Brdhmana, and more

especially the Sfltm, days, the worshipper had to
pay attention to other quarters as well. Then,
according as the preéminenee of certain
deities was to be considered the chief factor
of worship, directions were resorted to care
moniously. Thus all the eight quarters of the
universe are dedicated to eight — and even to
more according to some writers — deities that
are looked upon as presiding over them for ful
filling the objects in view of worshippers.l In a.

work, in which various quarters are assigned to
various deities, it is stated that the god Brahma

qfimmi as: am we: gfligu‘g |

Titan's‘ RII'WT’I UIFi firswssfis n x n

a'qr Fswr‘mrsi crime was: I

sew fir?! gill? moi siswsssq u x u

in'id 251a? mi ecariqr owner |

ZWI qfilsnnfi WT"! qitqrrqs II a n
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distributed bit by bit the portions of the universe,
and appointed guardians of difierent directions.

In consonance with this belief, prayer is ofiered
to each in the direction consecrated by his resi
dence. There is no rule of guidance, be it
remarked in passing, for facing toward directions
in the ordinary daily performances that are
known as Nitga Karmas. In a Kdm'ya or Naimit
tika. Karma, the worshipper has to invoke that
deity from whom he intends to seek his boon with

due cercmonials. In the former description, how
ever, he has to pay some regard to directions and

such other forms, but an unconscious neglect of

any of them does not deserve to be met by any

penalty. The turning of the devotee’s face
towards a particular direction depends, to a
great extent, upon his choice of the deity
Siva, the supreme God of Destruction, is adored

in the north, and the Sun, the vivifying agent of

the animal and the vegetable world, is adored in

the east during the hours of morning. The latter

is worshipped in the north when he is in his full
meridian, and in the west, in his decline. A
Brahman, for instance, offers his Aryhya, in the
course of his performance of the Sandhyd cere

mony, to the Sun in these three directions, the
east, the north and the west, during mornings,

noons and evenings. In funeral ceremonies,
however, the deities that are invoked to preside

over the ceremonies are worshipped in the south,
because of its being dedicated to Yama, the God
of Death.

The subject demands fuller treatment than can
be given in a mere letter, and I hope to return
more fully later on in a set paper.

Bhaunagar, 8. S. MEETS, B. A.

Bhagat’s Street,

5th Nov. 1900.

A MISCELLANEA.

THE POPULAR VIEW OF GANESA IN MADRAS.

Ganesa, the God of Wisdom, and the eldest son
of Siva and Parvati, is the remover of obstacles
and difficulties, and the most popular of all the
domestic deities of India. His shrine is in every
Hindu village, and he is worshipped in every
Hindu house. Every school-boy commences his
lessons after making his usual prayers to
Ganésa. The following two prayers are usually

given to him by a Brahman boy :—

“Gajd'nanarh bhfita gha'ndti sévitum

Kapitha jambu palasdra bhakshitum
U'nuisutam éoka vindéa kdrzmam

Namdmi Vignéévarapddapaitkajam.”
“Mushikavdhand modaka hastd

Chdmarakamd Vilambita sutrd
Vd'mana rupd Mahééveraputrd
Vignavin-dyaka paddna'maste.”

Every merchant enters 0n his business after
first propitiuting this deity. In marriages and in
every kind of religious ceremony Ganééa is the
first god whose helpis invoked. Almost all the
standard works in the Sanskrit and Vernacular

languages begin with an invocation of the help of
this God of Wisdom.

Ganésa is represented as elephant in face and

man in body. The elephant’s head is the emblem

of sagacity. He has four arms, and they hold

an clephant’s trunk, a mouse, mace, and médaka

(rice-pudding). He wears a crown. His ears are

adorned with jewels, and in the forehead he wears

the vibhl'di (the sacred ashes).

He is worshipped under different names, as
Ganesa, Ganapati, Vinayaka and Pillayar
(Tamil), by all Hindus. In all the Saiva temples
there i a shrine attached to him, and in the

Vaishnava temples he is worshipped as Tumbik
kai Alwar -—the sage with the elephant’s trunk
—and as Visvakséria. He has also temples
of his own in many places, and as the favourite

son of Siva he receives honours equal to him.

His imageisadored by men and women alike

with sincere devotion. He is, in fact, the personi
fication of sagacity, shrewdness, patience and

learning.

As an instance of his sagacity, it is popularly

narrated thahwhen he was a child and playing

in company with his brother Subrahmania,

Siva promised to present a mango-fruit to him

who made a circuit round the world and returned

first. Subrahmania summoned his vdha'na the

peacock, mounted, and was ready for the journey.

But Ganééa calmly went round Siva, his father,

and then demanded the fruit. "But you never

went round the world,” said Siva. “What is the
world, but your own holy self. I went round
you, therefore I went round the world,” was
Ganééa’s wise reply. Siva was, of course,

convinced, praised Ganééa for his shrewdness, and

gave him the fruit, which, however, he shared with

Subrahmania.

The peculiarity of the worship of Ganesa is

that it is combined as it were with that of every

other god and all sects unite in claiming him as

their own. The largest temple built in South
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srn Indiein honour of Genesis. is the famous
and beautiful rock temple built in Trichinopoly
known as the Ucehipillayar KoviL

Vlnhyakachavuti is the day on which Ganése
was born -— the fourth day of Bhéidrapad, and on
that day there is, of course, a.birthday feast in his
honour, and clay images of him are mrtde for
worship, as the worship of‘mp'itilm or earth is
enjoined by the Sdstroe. In respectable families
a umgnificent image, richly gilt and adorned,
is prepared and, placed‘ in the central part of
the house and decorated with all kinds of flower
garlands. Old and young bathe early in the
morning and sit near the priest, who conseerates
the idol by reciting incantations from his books
and throwing on. it red-coloured rice or 'numtrdk
shitas. Food, sweetmeats and fruit are offered
to the image, and the god is invoked to partake

of the offerings. In the evening the rest of the
ceremony is performed by the muster of the
house through the priest, who invokes the god to
bless the whole of the family and remove any
calamity that may be threatening them during.
the year. The next evening the image is carried
to a tank and; committed to the water with ex

pressions of regret for the departure of the god
till the next year.

On the ally of this feast, the Hindus are
prohibited from looking at the moon; and if by
accident they should see it, they get their neiglu
hours to revile them in the hope that the calamity

likely to follow may be limited to this abuse.
This feast is observed with still greater pomp,
conviviality and music in the, Bombay Presi
dency, and kept up there for ten days.

K. Snrxiis'rs Irma.

NOTES AND Q‘UERIE‘S.
HINDU SUPERSTITIONS IN THE CENTRAL

PROVINCES.
1. Some old women are always sweeping the'
house or yard although there is a saw against
it : —

“ As oft thy house or yard thou sweepest,
So oft a dear one’s loss thou weepest. ”

2i Nowoman will sweep out the house at
night for fear of sweeping away Lakshmi, the
goddess of wealth.

3. It the umbilical cord. quickly falls from
the childnfter birth it foretells liberality; if it is
slow in doing so it foretclls closeness.

4. Directly a child. is born and‘ before it is
washed, one of the women present, usually an old
member of the family, smiles on the child and
besprinkles it with water. In doing this she has
a two-fold object : to mould the character of the
child to her own model, and to prevent any ill
el£eets,should the child sneeze before it is cleaned.
A sneeze in such conditions is a terrible thing, for
it prognosticates a. death among those who
surround it, and in any case upsets the business
of any one who happens to hear it.

5. It is acommon practice to pass a. newly
purchased fowl, three times round the domestic
hearth. This is sometimes varied by taking a
little salt and, after passing it three times round
the fowl, throwing the salt into the fire. The

object in either is the same. By this means the
fowl is induced to stay at home, and there is no
need-to clip its wings or to keep it shut up for a
time.

Nagpur. M. R. PEDLOW.

WEEPING AS A FORM OF GREETING.

Amnos'r the Andamanese the well lmown
method, often reported, of greeting a relative
afterapx‘olonged absence is to sit round him
and weep audibly and. visibly. Lately, while
1 was looking on at a scene of this kind with
some Panjzi'bi police, who were both Sikhs and
Musalm§ns,1 was surprised at their telling me
that weeping was a common methodot receiving
very near relatives after a, long absence in the
Punjab also.

R. C. TEMPLE.

COBBUPTIONS OF ENGLISH IN POR'II'BLAIR.

1. Bis, the Hindustani word for “twenty” is
used by some of the convicts- in giving their num
bers; thus, when asked his-name and number a.
man will reply-“Bis 172.” By this he means
"No. 172 B." A good many years ago the num
bering of the convicts was recommcnoed from the

beginning and the second series were distinguish
ed by the English letter B.

2. Among building terms the following are
commonly in use : -- Halpilét for- wall-plate.
3. Baton for batten.

4. Kinposh for king-post.

5. Kirnis for screen.

R. G. TEMPLE.

’ a~__~._i
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'
NOTES ON INDIAN HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

BY J. F. FLEET, I.C.S. (Earn), Pa.D., C.I.E.
The Sindavadi country.

N inscription at a temple called Jodukalasadaguqli, “ the temple of the two similarA, pinnacles,” at Siirli, in the Ron ti‘iluka of the Dhiirwar district,1 records that, on somarzlra
(Monday) the full-moon day of the month Miigha of the Vikilrin san'watsam, Saka-Samvat 981
(expired, according to the southern luni-solar system of the cycle), 7- that is to say, in Januar ,
A. D. 1060,2 — the Western Chfilukya king Trailokyamalla-Ahavaiaalla-(soméévara 1.).
having made a state progress through the south, and having conquered the Chola, turned back,
and, while continuing his progress,3 at Puliyappayanavldu which was a village included
in the Sindavadi nad,‘ on the occasion of an eclipse of the moon, gave the village of Sivunur
which was included in the Kisukad seventy,5 by a ldmraériaana or copper-plate charter ; and,
having obtained it, theklllahdsdmantddhipati and Maneverlgagle, the Dauglanfiyaka Niigadéva.
who had the biruda of Ahavamallanakésari, “ the lieu of Ahavamalla,” — and who was then
governing the Kisukz'id seventy, the Toragare sixty, and Bélgulikar-Ittage and other (un
named) bhaltagrdmes, according to the sarvdbhyanlamsiddhi, — gave the village of Sivunur by
a éilaédsana, or stone charter, to soméévarapandita, of the temple of the god Niigés’vara, -
founded by himself (Nzigadéva), and attached to (pratibaddha) the temple of the god Naga
u‘es'vara of the royal city or capital (rrijadllflni) Sandi, -— for the rites and repairs of the temple
of Nz'igéévara, and for the feeding of ascetics, and other purposes.6

The sindavadi country is mentioned again in an inscription of A. D. 1079 at Anantapur in
the Shimoga district, Mysore, brought to notice by Mr. Rice,7 which places in it an agrahr’lra,
the name of which is given in the published translation as “ Kambagala Belgali,” but in the
original is really, — Mr. Rice has told me, —— Kafichagara-Bolgali.

Kanchagara~Belgali is easily identified with the ‘Kunchagar Bellagul’ of the Indian
Atlas sheet No. 58 (1827), on the east bank of the Hagari~Vedavati river, in lat. 15° 31’, long.
77° 2’. eighteen miles towards the north—west-by-west from Ahlr, the head-quarters of the Alfir
tfiluku of the Bellary district.a

With this identification established, we can see that the Sindavadi country included at
any rate the Alur taluka of the Bellary district, and doubtless also the Adoni or Adwiini
tiluka, on the north of Alfir, up to the Tuiigabhadré. The name means “the country of the
Sindee.” And we shall probably find hereafter that the Sindavadi country included much
1 Not published. A transcription is given in the Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. I., p. 144 if. of the copy in the

Library of the Edinburgh University, p. 86 b. E. of the copy in the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.
lquote, however, from an ink-impression.
2 Mention is made, further on, of an eclipse of the moon, which has to be lnken in connection with the above

details. The date, however, has not been recorded altogether correctly. On the specified full-moon day, there was
a total eclipse of the moon, visible in India: but the day was not a Monday a it was Thursday, 20th January, A. D.
1060 (see You Oppolzer's Canon der Fimterm'sse, p. 360, No. 8503, and Sewell’s Eclipses of the Moon in India,
p. xxiv.). '—-A year later, there was a partial eclipse of the moon, visible in India, on Monday, 8th January.
A. D. 1061; but this, though again the full-moon of Mflgha, was in the sflrvarin saihvatsam, saka-Saihvct 982
(expired).
3 Dakshioa-dig'vijoyarh-geydu Cholanmh jayan'sgeydu mngule bijayam-geyyultwii. — Regarding the meaning of

vijuymh-gey and bijayam-goy, ‘to go in triumph,to make a state progress, to visit,’ see E19. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 51, note 5.
It is just possible, however, that, while rendering bija-ymh-gey in that way, we should translate vijwyarh-goy by
‘ to conquer,’ at least in some passages.
Q Simlauéldi-mhla baliya grdmam Puliyappayana-vidiuol. ' Kimkdd-elpattara baliya Simmflr.
6 In connection with my remarks about mama and vina'rrma in Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 108. note 11, it may be noted

that a verse in this record presents the word d'namna, -- Siva-pado-'yugal-dnamna-ridyfirtthigalgam, "and for
students who bow down to the two feet of Siva.”
7 Mysore Inscriptions, p. 305.
5 The prefix in the name serves to distinguish the place from

‘ Bade: Bellagul,’ thirty-two miles towards the
north-east, and ‘Kerra Bellagul,’ forty-nine miles towards the east-northeast, and ‘ Huttee Bellagul,’ nineteen mile-4
to the scuth-east-by-east, from 'Kunchagur Bellsgul.’
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more than the territory indicated just above, and that the latter had some more specific name,

marking it as a subdivision of the whole Sindaviidi country. For, in the first place, imme
diately on the west of the Hagari-Védavati river there was a district known as the Ballakunde
three-hundred, ——taking its name from the ‘ Bnllakoondy ’ of the map, in lat. 15° 32’, long. 77°,

in the Bellary tiiluka, but having Knrgdd as its chief town, -- which, though in A. D. 1010
it was in the administrative charge of Igiva-Nolambfidhiriija under Vikramiiditya V., was
in A, D. 1173 and 1181 in the possession of the Mahllmapdaléévara Piriya-Rzichamalla and his

grandson the Mahdmandaléévm-a Irmadi-Rfichamalla, son of Iruihgula, belonging to one of the

branches of the Sinda family that claimed descent from
“ the long-armed Sinda ;” and another

clear indication of the territory belonging to the Sindas seems to be furnished by the name of

the ‘ Sindunoor
’
of the map, a town in the Nizam's Dominions, on the north of the Tungs

bhadra, in lat. 15° 46’, long. 76° 49'.

Further, Puliyappayanavidu may now be safely identified with the
‘ Hoolybeade ’

of the map, three miles almost due north of Allin” ‘ Hoolybeade ’ appears to be only an ordi
nary village, not a town. But Puliyappayanavidu is itself described in the record as only a

village Qqrdma) ; and the map shows several large tanks, within easy reach from ‘ Hoolybeade,’
as well as smaller ones at ‘ Hoolybeade" itself and at ‘Toomlybede’ close by, which would
make the locality convenient for the encampment (bids, eight) of an army.

We can also now identify the village of Bivunfir in the Kisukad seventy. The boundaries
of it are fully laid down in the record. The passage does not include any village-names. But it
places on the south-west, west, north-west, and north, a stream called perballa, “ the big
stream,” and on the north-east the uppina-palla, “ the salt

streamj’lo The record entrusts the

guardianship of the grant to the six Gdvulldul and the eight Seflis of Siindi, which indicates
that Sivunfir must have been somewhere quite close to Sfidi. This, and the mention of the two
streams, suggests at once the ‘Jeegulloor' of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 41 (1852), the
‘ Jigloor ’ of the Map of the Dhfirwfir Collectorate (‘1874), six miles west-south-west from Sfidi,ll
and lying just south of the confluence of a large stream and a smaller one. And, whether we
take the actual spelling of the/modern name as J igalfir or as Jigalfir, we can now recognise that
the two names sivunnr and Jigalur or Jigalfir are in fact identical. For the occasional
change from a into j, at any rate in composition, we have the authority of the Sabdamapidarpapu,
Sim-a 68, the examples to which give us pon + surige = poiijurige, ‘ a golden knife or dagger,’
mm + mir = mufijzir, ‘the front eaves of a house,’ mun + sefagu = mufijezagu, ‘ the front end of a
female’s garment,’ and tag: + sodar = taiy‘ogiar, ‘an extinguished lamp.’ For the interchange of p
with l and _I

, we may quote the well known name of the Kalachurya king Bijjana or Bijjala, and

harm, bola, ‘a branch o
f a family,’ eta,“ and the variants maaal, malal, malal, also mural and malar,

all meaning ‘ sand, gravel.’ For the interchange of v and g, the Rev. F. Kittel’s Kannada-English
Dictionary gives us toval, £61, togal, ‘the skin, 8 hide, leather :’ and we may compare, from the same
authority, the connection of bégu, bé'hu,

‘ spying,’ with the Tamil and Malayalam vévu; and we have

a cognate interchange of b and g in gombe, bombe,

‘ an image, idol, puppet, doll,’ and golali, bolulz',

‘ husk, chafi,’ and gobbuli, bobb-uli,

‘ a kind of Acacia.’ The Sfidi inscription of A. D. 1060 itself
furnishes another instance of the interchange of 'v and 9: among the enemies whom, it says, the

9 Regarding certain erroneous proposals to identify Puliyappayapavidu with Huliydr in the Tumlrflr district,
Mysore, and Sivunfir with Savanllr, the chief town of the Native State of the same name within the “mm, of the
Dharwflr district, — (the former has been repeated in Mysore, revised edition, Vol. I. p. 828), — reference may he
made, if wanted, to Dyn. Kan. Dill". p. 441, note 6.

1° On the south of Sivunflr it places — gé‘sdsiya kezeya twill-aria mew/a bavmiywmamda mugfludde, __ 1:three
heaps (of stones) at abcmni'tree (or, perhaps, three clusters of haunt-trees) on the south side of the tank called
Giisfisiyakege, “the tank of the Gfindn', or of the Gdsdsia." The tank is not shewn in the map, and perhaps does not
now exist- For the word gdsdsi, see Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 255, and note 2
.

I1 I take here, of course, as everywhere else,the distance from village-site to village-site. The custom boundary
of the lands of 'Jeegulloor, ‘Jigloor,’ is only two and a half miles away from the southern half of the western
boundary of Sadi- .
11 See Ep. 1nd. Vol. V1. p. 258, and note 2.

"55"
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paqdandyaka N-dgadéva conquered for his sovereign, it names Bhdja and the Gfirjara and Séguna ;
this Bhdja is the Paramfira king Bhdja of Dhfirfi; 13and Séguna can only stand for the well known
Sévuna and denote the contemporaneous Yfidava prince of the Senna, Sévuna, or Sévana country, in
the direction of Nasik and Khfindégh.“ And the inscription of A. D. 980 at Sogal, in the Bclgaum
district,“5 presents the ancient name of that place in the forms of Soval and S61. We have also a
cognate change illustrated by the passing of the old name Bempfir into the modern form of Begin."

The Kisukad seventy district.

I have described the Kisukad seventy as a small district of which the chief town was
Pattadakal, the ancient Kisuvolal and Pattada-Kisuvolal, in the Baidémi tialuka of the Bijx'ipnr
district,1 and, again, as the country round Pattadakal in the Biji‘ipur district.” There can be
no doubt that Pattadakal was the original capital of the district; and it was probably always
its real capital. The district included, however, other towns of considerable importance. And
the reference to Pattadakal alone does not give a sufficiently accurate idea of the position and
extent of the district. These two points will be made clear in the present note.

Pattadakal is mentioned by both the forms of its name in the Patt-adakal inscription
of A. D. 1163, of the time of the Sinda prince Chzivnnda 11. That prince is there described
as ruling, -— together with the princes (kumtirar), that is to say, his sons dchidéva III. and
Permfidi 11., —— the Kisnkdd seventy, the Bfigadage seventy, the Kelavfidi three-hundred,
and other (unnamed) districts. The record first introduces Pattadakal, in prose, as Pattada
Kisuvolal, and describes it as the cilikeya-paflana or “ town of gov ernment ” of Démaladévi, the
pirigarasi or “senior queen" of Chfivunda 11., and of the prince (kumdm) dchidéva 111.5 It
then mentions the town four times, in verse, as simply Kisuvo1a1;4 and the first of these four
passages places it in the Kisukadu nadu, which, again, it locates in the Kuntala country. And
then again, in prose, it mentions it once

{more
as Pattada-Kisuvolal, the rciilldhdnf-pafyafid

or “ royal town ” which Démaladévi and Achidéva III. were governing,5 and, further on, once
more as Kisuvolal, “ which had caused itself to be called the Dakshina-Viiranasi or Benares
of the South,” — in connection with “ the god Vijayesvara of Kisuvolal who was a most
glorious incarnation (or local form) of the god Viévt'éévara.”6

This god Vijayébvara was the god to whom the grants registered ‘in this record were
made, and was the god of the temple at which the record itself stands, though that temple has
come to be now known as the temple of Sar'ngamesvara.7 There are two records'on pillars,
structural and still standing parts of the temple, referable to approximately the period A. D. 875
to 900, which mention the god by the corrupt names of Bhiiayesvara and IBijésvara.8 A record
on another structural part of the temple, —- on the west wall of the centre hall, on the right or
north side of the door leading into the shrine,——and referable to a somewhat earlier date,W13 See Dyn. Kan. Dtstrs. p. 441. . 1' See id. p. 511 if.
15Noticed, id. pp. 428, 558. ‘6 See Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 45.1 Dyn. Kan. Dist". p. 305 ; and, more recently, Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 166. 1 Dyn. Kan. Dist". pp, 430, 572,
9 Jowr. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. XI. p. 272; and text lines 52 to 56. — The date of this inscription has not been

correctly recorded. The passage gives certain details in “ the Subhz'lnu mrhvatsam, which was the one thousand and
eighty-fourth of the Sake years.” But Saka-Samvat 1084 (expired) was the Chitrabhiinu smlwaleara; and Subhimu
was S.-S. 1085 (expired). If we accept the Sake year, the date should fall in May, A. D. 1162 ; while, if we accept
the safln-atsara, it should fall in May, A. D. 1168 : but the details do not work out correctly for either year (see Prof.
Kielhorn's examination of the date, Vol. XXIV. above, p. ‘16, No. 187). As it is more likely that a mistake should be
made in respect of the number of a Saks year than in the name of a samvaisara, it seems best in cases like this, in
which the matter cannot be decided finally either way, to follow the amiwatsara, and, accordingly, to treat the
present record as a record of A. D. 1168, rather than of A. D. 1162 or, somewhat iuconveniently, of A. D. 1162
or 1168.
‘ 1bid.; and text lines 57, 59, 61, 62- 5 Ibid ; and text lines 62, 63.5 Ibid. p. 278; and text lines 65, 68. Viévésvara was a form of Siva, especially is worshipped at Benares.7 See Vol. X. above, p. 169, and Ep. Ind. Vol. III. p. 8. '' Vol. X. above, p. 170, Nos. 112, 113.—It is, however, possible that, in the first form, the bh may be a mistake

for a damaged v, misread and wrongly dealt with in preparing the lithograph.
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mentions the god, again not quite correctly, as Vijésvam.” And we learn from the Pattadakal
inscription of A. D. 754 that the temple was founded, as a temple of the god Vijayehvara, by
the Western Chalukya king Vijayaiditya in the period A. D. 696 to 733-3430 The record of

A. D. 1163 thus proves that Kisuvolal. and Pattada-Kisuvolal were the ancient names
of Pattadakal; and it places Pattadakal in the Kisukad seventy ; and it shews that.
at any rate at that particular time, Pattadakal was the seat of government, that is to say the

chief town or capital, of the district.

Pattadakal is immediately on the north or left bank of the Malparbhfi river, about eight
miles towards the east by north from Ba'idfimi, the head-quarters of the Bédfimi tiiluka of the

Bijapur district. Close on the north of it, there are large ranges of hills, stretching out to the

north—east,north—west, and west, as well as to the north, very diflicult to traverse even along the

few paths and roads that have been opened out, and with but few village-sites in them even

in the present day. The range, or some particular high hill in it, is mentioned in line 71 of the
record of A. D. 1163, by the name of Parvalabetta, as forming the northern boundary of the
first allotment of land that was made. And the same passage shews that towards the east the
lands of Pattada-Kisuvolal extended as far as the lands of .Ayyavole,11 which is the modern

Aihole in the Hungund talnka, about eight miles north-east-half-east from Pattadaknl. And
we may take it that the district of which Pattada-Kisuvolal was the capital, included
the whole 01’ the narrow strip between the hills and the Malparbha, from opposite Aihole
on the north-east to the ford near llanasar'nkari on the south-west. But, in consequence no doubt
of the natural features of the country on the north of Pattadakal, the greater part of the
Kisukaql district lay on the south of the Malparbha.

It is not unlikely that the district included Aihole, which is on the south bank of the
Malpm-bhfi. An inscription at that village, dated in A. D. 1169-70, mentions Bijjala and
‘hkmma, the sons of the Sinda prince Chavnnda II. by his wife Siriyadévi, as then ruling the
Kisukfifl seventy, the Biigadage seventy, and the Kelavadi three-hundred." The essential
part of this record being lost, we can only speculate as to what the contents of it may have been.
But it presumably registered a grant of land at Aihole itself to some temple at that village.
If so, the introductory part places Aihole in one or other of the three specified districts.
And then, as Aihole was certainly not in either the Biigadage or the Kelaviidi district, it
can only have been in the Kisnkad district. This, however, cannot be taken, for the present.
as more than a probability. The other :‘records at Aihole, as far as they have been explored.
do not seem to help: the earlier ones, which are the better preserved, belong to the period
tefore the time when the country was divided into an elaborate system of districts and
provinces; the later ones are a good deal damaged and more or less fragmentary, and they
require to be examined again to see if any geographical information can be found in them.
About eight miles towards the south-southeast from Aihole there is the village of Aragibjdi’ _

the ‘Arsubidda '13 of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 58 (1827), in lat. 15° 54', long, 75° 59/’ _
also on the south of the Malparbhfi and. in the Hungund taluka ; from Pattadakal it lies about nine
miles east-south-east-half-east. Inscriptions at Arasibidi“ mention the place as Vikramapurs.
And one of them, dated in A. D. 1053, tacitly, but unmistakably, places it in the Kisukad seventy.
It describes the Western Ghfilukya princess Akkfidévi as ruling the Kisukiid seventy; and it then
records grants of land, on the south of the village, that were made to the forty-two Malia-jam; of theW
9 This record has been mentioned in 1nd. Ant. Vol. x. p. 169. I quote from an ink-impression obtained since

that time.
1° Ep. Ind. Vol. III. p. 6.
n We have probably to understand, however, that the actual boundary between the two villages was the river

Malpurbhfi.
" Vol. IX. above, p. 97.
" The u (meaning, usually. the short a) in the second syllable of the name as presented here, must be due to

a carelessly written ea.
" A separate note on the contents of them will be given hereafter.
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bmhmapuri o1‘ Brahmans’ quarters of the rdjadlafin? or royal city or capital Vikramapura. And

such a coupling of the two names Kisukiid and Vikramapura can only mean that Vikramapura
Arasibiqli was in the Kisukad seventy. And it may be added that an inscription of A. D.
1074-75 at Sfidi, mentioning Vikramapura as the place at which the Western Chalukya king

Sfiméévara II. loved the feet of a certain priest in making grants to a temple at Sl'idi, does explicitly
place it in the Kisukiid seventy.15 It may also be added that a passage of A. D. 1047, in another
of the Arasibidi inscriptions, places in the Kisukad seventy a village named Gamma-Helm,“
which is evidently the ‘ Ganuduhai ’ of the map, three miles on the south-east of Arasibidi.

Thirteen miles or so towards the west-south-west from Arasibidi, there is the village of

B61111‘, in the Baidfimi tfiluka, also on the south of the Malparbhzi, and about seven miles south

south-west from Pattadakal. The Bélfir inscription of A. D. 1022 17 in the same way tacitly,
but unmistakably, places B6101‘, which it mentions as the Perur agrahara, in the Kisukad
seventy. It, again, refers to Akkadévi as governing the Kisukfid seventy. It then records
that she founded a hall (idle) of the god Traipurushals at the Pérfir agrahlira, and that houses
and lands at Périir were granted for the purpose of feeding and clothing (and housing) the
five-hundred students of that hall. And here, again, the coupling of the two names of

Kisukiid and the Pérfir agrahzira can only mean that Pérflr-Belnr was in the Kisukad
seventy.

The next step takes us further south to Stidi and its neighbourhood, in the no, tailuka
of the Dhdrwiir district. Sildi lies about fifteen miles towards the sonth-south-east from

Pattadakal. Close on the west-south-west of it is the village of Jigalfir or Jigalflr, which
we have identified with the ancient Sivunflr which the record of A. D. 1060 specifically places
in the Kisukad seventy.19 And Sudi itself is specifically placed in the Kisukad seventy
by the spurious Sfidi grant, purporting to be dated in A. D. 938, which mentions Sfidi as Sfindi
or Sandi, a nagar'i or city which was the chief town, or a chief town, of_the Sulvtttavi seventy
villages.2o We know now that Sulvatavi is the Sanskritised form of the name Kisukad.21
And, though I do not at present find in any of the genuine records at Siidi a passage which
explicitly places Sfidi in the Kisukfid seventy, still there are ample reasons for which we need
not hesitate about accepting the statement of the spurious grant on this point. Whether the
record is really correct, even for the particular period to which it belongs, in describing Sfidi as
the chief town or capital of the seventy district, — if

,

indeed, it really does so, instead of simply.
putting it forward as one of the principal towns of the district, —- is open to question. Various
other records, however, at Sfidi, describe it as a rdjadhdn'i or royal city, and thus mark it as a
place of leading importance. And one of them, the record of A. D. 1060, also styles it, in verse,

a puravara, ‘a best of towns, an excellent town, a chief town.’

The next step takes us to Nidagundi, in the same téluka, — the ‘ Niddigoonda ’ of the Indian
Atlas sheet No. 58, and the ‘ Needgoondee

’

of the Map of the Dhfirwfir Collectorate, — four and a
half miles south of Siidi. An inscription at Nidagundi, dated in A. D. 1076, mentions this village
as the agrahara Nidugunqh', and specifically places it in the Kisukad seventy.”

Two other records take us about twelve miles towards the sonth~south-west from Sfidi.
They are the two inscriptions of A. D. 1122 and 1144 at Kodikop, a hamlet of Naregal in the

1° Kisukdd-elpatlara baliya Wkramapuradol.
1° Kimkdd-eppattaga baliya oarrbbahvrajnanmysm-dgi bitta bddam Géqwda-Hdliir.
1''Vol. XVIII. above, p. 270.
1' Via, the triad composed of Brahman, Vishnu, and Siva. -' The meaning probably is that she vfounded a hall

attached to the temple of those gods.
" Page 258 above. 2° Ep. Ind. Vol. III. p. 184. 11 See page 264 below.
99 Kimkdd-e-rppatiaza balieJ-agmhdrafit Nidugumdi. -—Another inscription at Nidagnndi, of the period A. D.

1156 to 1167, styles the village a mahfigrahdra or “great agrahd'ra.” A later one, of A. D. 1222, on the same stone,
elevates it still further, and speaks of it as an middiy-agrah dra, “ 2magrahdra that never had any beginning, an agra
Mm that had existed from time immemoriai.” And another inscription, oi

‘

A. D. 1229 or 1233, describes it in the
same way.
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Rdn taluka. They mention Kodikop as Kipu-Nareyamgal or the lesser Nareyarilgal, in

distinction from Naregal itself which i
s mentioned in the earlier of them as Hiriya-Nareyamgal.

And they specifically place Kiru-Nareyaxhgal in the Kisukad seventy.23

And the last record that we can at present utilise with confidence in this matter, takes us

about thirteen miles to the west of Sfidi. It is an inscription at 116p, dated in A. D. 1179.24 It

specifically places in the Kisukad district the village of IEIiriya-IMariiyiu'.25 And statements

in the record shew that this is the modern ‘Heereh Munnoor,’ ‘Hereh-Munnoor,’ of the

maps, four and ahalf miles on the west of Rfin. At the same time, Ron itself, though lying

directly between Slldi and

‘ Heereh Munnoor,’ ‘Hereh-Munnoor,’ was apparently not in the

Kisukfid district. An inscription at R61}, on a 'vi'rgal or monumental tablet of a hero, dated in

A. D. 942,26 speaks of the Western Gangs. prince Biltuga H., —-whom i
t describes as the

Mahdmapgialika Permanadi-Bfitayya, the brcther-in-law (bhliva) of Kannaradéva-(Kriehpa 111.),

-- as governing the Gaiigavadi ninety-six-thousand, the Belvola three-hundred, and the
Purigerje or Pnligerje three-hundred. And this statement has the efiect of placing B61} in one or

other of those three territorial divisions, and, of course, in the Belvola three-hundred.”

It is true that another inscription at Nidagundi, dated in A.D. 1174, would place in the
Kisukfid seventy Erarhbarage,2B which i

s the modern Yelbarga in the Nizam's Dominions, — the

‘ Yelboorga' of the Indian Atlas sheet No’. 58, in lat. 15° 36', long. 76° 4’, -- twelve miles towards
the south-east from Stldi. In one of the introductory verses, i

t says that in Kuntala, — Kisukadu.

uadu saypina nele rfljisirppudadarjolu bhnvana-stuta-rajadhiini cheluvina kaniy=ad=Erambaravi(ge)3°

SiriMa-kul-ziérayawoppi tbifugurh, -- “there shines the Kisukadu district; in it there is seen
agreeably the capital, praised in the world, Eraihbarage, a place o

f

beauty, the abode of the family of

the Sindas.” And somewhat similarly, but perhaps more appropriately, another inscription at

Ni‘jagugdi, dated in A. D. 1229 or 1233, speaks of —- Kisukiida eppattaija volage raijadhfini ensida

Erm'nbarage, - “ Erambarage, which has caused itself to be called the capital, or a capital, in the
seventy of Klsukfidu.” But, though Erambarage-Yelbarga is mentioned in various records as a

capital (mle'vi'qiu and rfijadhdni), in connection with which the Sinda princes are described as ruling

sometimes the Kisukad seventy alone, and sometimes that district along with the other component,

parts of their territories, no other passage has been met with, explicitly placing Erarhbarage, or

tending to place it, in the Kisukfid seventy. Towards the south-east corner of the Kisukad seventy,
.thcre intervened between it‘ and Erar'nbarage, a smaller district known as the Karividi or KarimidiW
2: Jour. B0. 131.12.A‘. Soc. vol. x1. pp. 251, ‘2.7.
1' Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. H., Edin. p. 221, Loud. p. 98 b ; corrected in respect of the date ‘from an ink

impression. ,

25 Kisukddu-ndda balt'ya bddam Hin'ywlfcmiydr.
26Not published ; I quote from an ink-impression. The tablet is at the house of Pudappagauda bin

Irappaganda.
*1 We know that Bdtuga II. held also the Kisuktd' seventy (see page 265 below). And the omission of that

district in this record, tends to make the ordinary purport of the passage all the more specific.
*8 This name was originally read by me, in publishing the Namgal inscriptions, as ‘ Rambarage ' and ‘ Rum

birage,’ in circumstances that would justify that reading. I afterwards found that the name had been read some
what more correctly as

‘ Yembamgi ’ by Sir Walter Elliot. The exact correct form of it, Eralhbarage, — or, us
actually written in the particular record, Yeraiilbarage, -— was first disclosed by an inscription at Aihole (Vol. XII.
above, p. 99). — The identification of Erambaragc with Yelbarga was made by Sir Walter Elliot (see Madras Jour.
Lit. Sc. Vol. VII. p. 207, and Jour. R. As. 800., F. S., Vol. IV. p. 15). — As regards the modern form of the name,
of determining which by local inquiry I have not had an opportunity, the ‘ Yelboorga ’ of the Indian Atlas, and of
Thornton’s Gazetteer of India, Vol. IV. (1854), points of course to Yelburga, rather than to the Yelbarga which,
after some hesitation, I now adopt. Another name with the same ending, in connection with which there is an
equal amount of uncertainty or variety of practice, is that which, in my opinion, is probably in its correct form
Kalbarga. I notice that Major King has shown 'Yelburga’ and ' Kulbarga. ’ in the map which illustrates his
history of the Bahmani dynasty (see Vol. XXIX. above, p. 4), but in his Index to the map has given ‘ Yelburga‘
and

‘ Kalburgli.’ — Since writing the above, I have noticed that the Balhddh text of the Estrada from the Péshwds'
Diaries, Political Matters, p. 10, presents Kalabarage, exactly as we should expect.
W At first, Erariijaravi was written and engraved here- The ja was then corrected into be. But the vi was left

unaltered-

“
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thirty. An inscription at Aihole distinctly mentions a district called the Erambarage naqi.30
And we may , think, safely dismiss any idea that Erambarage was in the Kisukiid district according
to its strict and original limits. "

We thus see that the Kisukad seventy district included at least three towns of leading
importance, Pattadakal, Arasibidi, and Sfidi. Each of them is spoken of in the records as a
nijadhdni. And each of them was, no doubt, liable to be the seat of government for the district
from time to time. But the most ancient of them, — or, at any rate, the one for which We can
actually prove the greatest antiquity, —- was Pattadakal. The existence of this place, under the
name of Kesuvolala, is carried back to A. D. 602, at which time it was only an ordinary village,
granted, with nine others, to the god Makutésvaranatha of one of the group of temples now known

as Mahakfita ;3
1

and it seems to be mentioned as Kisuvolal or Kisuvolal in the Pattadakal inscrip
tion of A. D. 754, or in a slightly later addition to that record.32 The ancient temples and
inscriptions at Pattadakal33 prove it to have been a place of great consequence from at any rate the
period A. D. 696 to 733-34, and in fact indicate that that was the time when it rose to importance.
And the word him, which figures so prominently in the names both of the town and of the district,
indicates pretty plainly, in conjunction with the other facts, that the town was first madea local

capital, and that the territory then attached to it was fitted with a name which should match the
name of the capital and also should suit the nature of the territory.

Regarding the etymology and meaning of the names of the district and its chief
town, the following remarks may be made. The full name of the town was Pattada-Kisuvolal.
By that name alone can the modern name Pattadakal be accounted for. But that name was
evidently of somewhat late invention, as it cannot at present be carried back earlier than
A. D. 1163, — b

y the inscription of that year noticed on page 259 above. The prefix pattada is the
genitive case singular of the word page, evidently used here in the sense, given to it in the Rev F.
Kittel's Kannada-English Dictionary, of “the frontlet or fillet, with a golden tablet, with which a

king is decorated at coronation and his principal wife at the time of marriage.” That it is to be
taken in this way, is in fact shewn b

y a verse in lines 58, 59 of the record of A. D. 1163, which
speaks o

f

the town as "the payavardhana-nilaya, or abode for giving increase by the pogo, i. e, the

coronation-place, for Nriga, Nahusha, Nala, Purfiravas, Sagara, and other kings/"3‘ And this point
again indicates the paramount importance of Pattadakal among the leading towns of the district.

Whether, however, the termination kal in the modern name represents kal, kallu, ‘ a stone,’ and
points to some particular stone on which it was customary to perform the ceremony of conferring the

patio, or whether i
t is simply an abbreviation of Kisuvolal, is doubtful. In the other part of the

5° Vol. XII. above, p. 99. 31 ‘'01, XIX. above, p. 20. 3’ Ep- Ind. Vol. III. p. 3.
33 For an account of the temples, reference may be made to Dr. Burgess’ Archneol. Sure. West. Ind.Vol. I.

pp. 28 to 3B, and Plates. For the early inscriptions, see Vol. I. above, p. 162 H‘
.

-— It is, perhaps, rather curious
that not one of the early inscriptions at Pattadakal itself seems to introduce the name of the town ; but the explana
tion may be found in the fact that they are all explicit enough in their purport without that detail. One of them, of
the period A. D. 738-84 to 746-47 (loo. cit. p. 164,No. 100), mentions “this district,” and thus seems to indicate that
a territory, attached to Pattadallal as the chief town of it, had then been defined. -— A passage which would put
forward a date in A. D. 566 or 567 for the Western Chalukya king PulakC-éin II., and which was reproduced from
some spurious record in an inscription of A. D. 1118 which was in existence some fifty years ago at Aminbhllvi in the
Dharwtir tfiluka (Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. 1., Edin. p. 672), mentions the town as

“ Kisuvolal, a 'nclevldu and
rdjadhdnl on the bank of the Malaprahari." The spurious Kurtakoti grant, which would put forward a.date in
A, D. 608 (or 610) for Vikramddityn. I.I son of Pulake‘éin IL, mentions it as “the mahdmagara or great city Kisuvolal"
(Vol. VII. above, p. 220, text line 21).
3‘ Something of the same kind seems to be hinted at in the Managoli record of A.D. 1161, in the first part, dated

in A. D. 1142, which speaks of Kisuvolal as the hereditary capital of Kattiyuradéva in connection with the paitada.
Chalukyar or

" crowned or royal Chnlukyas " (Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 20). And there appears to be a distinct allusion
to this meaning of the name in the Mala-Baaavapurd'na of Singiriija, which says (see Dr. Kittel's Ndgavar'ma‘a
Canarese Prosody, Introd. p. 31) that

“
after nine Nandas, after ten Gupta. kings, after twenty-one thrones of tho

Moreyas (sic), and after twenty-seven Kadamba kings, the town of Pattakal (sic) had had twenty-seven crownings
of the assemblage of the Chfilokya (sic) rulers.” - We may oolnpare the 'patfa-Jindlaya or " Jain temple for the
coronation" of the Itattas, which is mentioned in the Saundatti inscription o

f A. D. 980 (Jour. Bo. Br. R. Ar. Soc.
Vol. I. p. 204, text line 2).
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name, — the original complete name, - Kisuvolal, volal is the form, in composition, of polal, halal,
polal, halal, ‘ a dwelling-place; a town, a city,’ As regards the first component, kjsiu, I must with.
draw a suggestion that I made in 1881, that it may mean ‘a ruby.’85 As has been mentioned above,
we have now obtained the Sanskritised form of the name Kisukitd, namely, Sulvdtavi.36
Here, the Sauskgit atavi is simply the translation of the Kanarese ka‘gl, Edda, ‘a forest; a jungle,
a wild ;’ and sulva is the tadbhaz-a-corruption of the Sanskrit éulz-a, éulba. We have to take sulra,

.iulva, here in its meaning of ‘ copper,’ which is the nearest approach to the meanings of kisu, which

are ‘redness; a dark-red or coppery colour.’ And, as one of the records at Arasibidi, dated in A. D.
1053, registers the grant of, among other things, “sixty-four mattars of kisuvz'na-bhiimi or red

land,” we may probably finally explain the Icisu in the names of Kisuvolal and the Kisukad district

as having reference to the red-sandstone of the hills near Pattadakal and Bfidhmi, and to the red

soils which are abundant enough in that part of the country and are met with, though perhaps not

so frequently, in that part of the Dhfirwfir district which was included in the Kisukild seventy. As

regards the kosu which we have, quite unmistakably, instead of him in the oldest form of the name
of the town, Dr. Kittel’s dictionary gives such a word only as the name of a certain plant: but Reeve

and Sanderson’s dictionary gives it as an ancient Kanarese word meaning ‘ red, purple ;’ and I suppose
that we may accept it as an established variant of kisu.

As regards the extent of the Kisukad seventy, we have seen that it reached on the
south as far as Kodikop in the Ron thinks, about twenty-five miles from Pattadakal. At that
point, it intruded somewhat into the Belvola district ; for, the Kodikop record of A. D. 1122
places in the Belvola. three-hundred both Nareyalhgal, that is to say Naregal, which it describes
as the chief town of a group of twelve villages and which is from half a mile to a.mile on the
east of Kodikop, and also Abbegere, which is about three miles towards the west-north-west
from Kodikop. And Kodikop was doubtless the furthest village included in the Kisukz'id
seventy in that direction.87 The western boundary must have run up from Kodikop more or
less due north as far as the north-east corner of the lands of Ron, very likely following the
eastern boundaries of Abbegere and Ron. At that point, it must have turned west, along the
northern boundary of R613. It then turned south, far enough to include ‘Heereh Mnnnoor,’
‘Her-éh-Munnoon' And very probably it then followed the course of a large stream called
Hire-Halls, which runs northwards on the west of that village and flows into the Malparbha
about four miles on the west of Bélfir. On the north, the Kisukiiddistrict doubtless included,‘
as has been already remarked, the whole of the narrow strip of land between the Malparbhfi
and the hills on the north of Pattadakal, from the ford near Banaéamkari on the south-west of

Pattadakal to some point opposite Aihole on the north-east. And probably the boundary-line
here either was the southernmost range of those hills, or else was constituted by some well
defined natural features along the back of that range. At any rate, the district cannot have
extended far in that direction. To the west and north-west of Pattadakal, there was the

Kelavadi three-hundred district. On the north and north-east of that, there was the Bfigadage
seventy. And a record of A. D. 1049 at Sirfir," about ten miles almost due north of
Pattadakal, places that village, which it mentions as 'Sripura, in a group of villages known as the
Ponugunda thirty, which evidently took its appellation from the original name of the modern

55Vol. X. above. p. 163. The word for ‘ ruby ‘ is, really, not him alone, but kisugal.
‘

9° From the spurious Shdi plates, published in E1). 1nd. Vol. III. p. 158 ii‘. In line: 71 and S3 of the text, and in
the translation on page 184, read Sulvfitavi, instead of the Suldhdtavi there given by me. The ancient subscript
Kanarese v and dh are often liable to be confused. It is the recognition of the Sanskritised name which has
shown that, in the passages in question, I ought to have taken the sign as meaning v.
5' The next village is Kbtumachgi, in the Gadag ti'iluka, two and a.half miles to the south-west from Kodikop.

The Kollikop record of A. D. 1122mentions it as Ummaohige ; and the record of A. D. 1144 seems to mention it as
Umaohige. At Kotumachgi itself there are two records of A. D. 1112 and 1142 (Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. 1., Edin_
pp. 513, 766, Lond. pp. 828, 481) which again mention it as Cmmachige, the latter of them also describing it an an
ograhdra ; but the transcriptions do not shew any geographical details.
5' I quote from an ink-impression.

lg
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Hungund, the head-quarters of the Hungund taluka. Towards the east, the Kisuktd district
very likely included Aihole, as we have remarked above, and certainly included Arasibiqli.

And the eastern boundary probably ran more or less due south from Arasibidi along the
present dividing-line between the Bijiipur and Dharwfir districts on the west and the Nizam's
Dominious and the outlying Mudhfil property of Gajéndragad on the east, and, passing round the
‘Atkerra’ or ‘ Halkeree' of the maps, in the R61} taluka, so as to include that village in the
seventy district, joined there the southern boundary, which then ran along the northern boun

dary of the lands of Naregal to meet the lands of Kiru-Nareyamgal, i. e. Kodikop, as, at that
time, a separate village.

In respect of the history of the Kisukad seventy district, we have the following facts.
The existence of the district, under the name of Kisukad and as a seventy district, is carried
back to about A. D. 849-50 by the subsidiary record on the top of the stone at Atakfir
containing the inscription dated in that year. That record tells us that the Réshtrakfita king

Krishna III. gave the Kisukfid seventy, along with the Banavz‘isi twelve-thousand, the Belvola
three-hundred, the Purigere three-hundred, and the Biigenfid (or Bfigadage) seventy, to the
Western Ganga prince Biituga II., as a reward for killing the Chola king Rfiji‘iditya." And
the Hebbal inscription, dated in A. D. 975, may doubtless be taken as carrying back the
existence of the district to an earlier date, -—~probably about A. D. 910, — because it recites
that, in the time of Krishna 11. (between A. D. 878 and 911-12), Amoghavarsha-Baddega
déva, the father of Krishna III., gave the Kisukfid seventy, along with the Puligere three
hundred, the Belvola three-hundred, and the Edge (or Bfigadage) seventy, to Bfituga II. as the
dowry of his wife Révakanimmadi, the elder sister of Krishna III.‘0 In A. D. 997, the district
was in the administrative charge of the Mahdsdmanta Tailapanaiikakara-Bhimarasa, who was

then governing the Bauavfisi twelve-thousand, the Siiutalige thousand, the Kisukad seventy,
and the Samasi-Gudigere agrah-dra, under the Western Chiilukya king Taila II.;‘\1 and the same

person was still holding it in A. D. 1005, when he was governing the Kisukdd seventy, the
Banavasi twelve-thousand, and the Saintalige thousand, under Irivabedahga-Satyaérayafi In
A. D. 1010 the Kisukéid seventy was being administered by the Western Gaiiga princess
Akkfidévi, under her elder brother Vikramaditya V443 and she was still governing it in A. D.
1022 under her younger brother Jayasilhha II.“ A record of A. D. 1045 mentions it as being
in the hands of the Mahdmapdalééoara Sihganadévarasa, who was then ruling the Kisuke'id
seventy, the MandaIIli thousand], the Banavlisi twelve-thousand, and the Saintalige thousand, up

to the western ocean, under Soméévara Ifi'5 But in A. D. 1060, under the same king, it was

again in the charge of Akkfidévi, who was then governing the Kisukz‘ul seventy, the Toragare

sixty, and the 'Maisavfidi hundred~and~forty ;4
6

and she was still administering the same three
districts, under the same king, in A. D. 1053 or 1054.47 In A. D. 1069, in the time of S6
mésvara II., the Kisukiid seventy was being ruled, together with the Nolambavadi thirty-two
thousand province, by a certain Sihganadéva, whose full appellation seems to have been Nolamb
[i'idhirfija-Permana]di—Singanadéva, and who had the hereditary title of “lord of vKi‘iiichipura
the best of towns." ‘5 In A. D. 1076, still in the time of somésvara II., the Kisukad seventy
=9Ep. Ind. v01. VI. pp. 53, 57.
'° Ep. Ind. Vol. IV. pp. 351, 354. ——Regarding the probable ultimate reason for which the specified districts had

to beagain given to Bdtuga II. by Krishna 111., see id. Vol. VI. p. 52, note 3
. -

*1 An inscription at Tfilgund in Mysore; P. S. O.-C.17nscr|. No. 214, and see Mysore Imcrs. p. 186: see also
Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 254.
‘3 An inscription at Kannéshwar in the Hlingal ttluka ; Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. I., Edin. p. 84, Loud. p. 18 b

.

" An inscription at Sndi ; Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. I., Edin. p. 87, Land. p. 22, where, however, only a very
fragmentary transcription is given, and the passage mentioning Akkadévi and the Kisukiid seventy is not included.

I quote from an ink-impression.
“ The Bélflr inscription ; Vol. XVIII. above, p. 2'75.
‘5 Another inscription at Ttlgnnd in Mysore ; P. S. 0-0. Insert. No. 216,-and seeMysore Imcn. p. 204.
‘I’ Another inscription at Si'idi ; I quote from an ink-inscription.
‘7 Another inscription at Sdili ; I quote, again, from an ink-impression." Another inscription at Sfldi; I quote, again, from an ink-impression.
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was in the hands of a Mahfimanqlaléévara Singana, who may be identical with the person men

tioned just above or may be the Sinda prince Siiiga, younger brother of Achugi 1.; and, at the

same time, Suggaladévi, daughter of Sdméévara 1., and younger sister of soméévara IL, was
governing the Nidugundi agrahdra, in the Kisukfid seventy, according to the tribhégzibhyan
a‘amsiddlu'.‘9 A passage dated in A. D. 1085, in one of the records at Arasibidi, is the first
which definitely connects the Sindas with the Kisukad district; it recites that, in the specified

year, in the time of Vikramziditya VL, there was a certain Mahcislimanta Barmadévsrasa, son of
Sindarasa, who belonged to the Sinda family and had the hereditary title of “lord of

Bhogiivatipuia the best of towns," and that Barmadévarasa's Sufikavergagle Barmanamadc an

annual allotment from the s-uriko or customs-duty of the manneya and the parmdya of the

locality, for the support of the members of the establishment of the Jain temple called
Gonadabedangiya-Jinzilaya at Vikramapura 15° this passage, however, does not establish more
than that a member of the family of the Sindas had some local authority at Vikramapura

Arasibidi. A passage dated in A. D. 1087, in another of the records at Arasibidi, mentions
a certain Mahlise'nddhipati and Daglglamiyaka, the Mahlisdmantddhipati Lavarasa, “ who had
the favour of the goddess Mahiilakshmi,” 51 and who was then governing the Kisukad seventy
and the Karividi thirty, under Vikramfiditya V1.52 An inscription at Sfidi mentions a. certain
Mahdsdmanta Dadigarasa, son of Gundarasa,——who was descended from Lokarasa of the
Balivarhéa, lord of the Dadigamandala country,——as making a grant in A. D. 11.13 or 1114,
from some local property ‘belonging to him, to a temple at Sfidi ;53 but the record is much damaged,
and it cannot be said, at present, whether this Dadigarasa had the administrative charge of
the district : he may perhaps have been a prince of the Dadigavfikdi country in Mysore, possess
ing some outlying property at Sfidi, just as, we know from the Atakfir inscription, Biituga 11.
gave to Maualera a. village in the Belvola district, in addition to the Atnkfir group of twelve
villages in the Mandy-‘a ta‘iluka, Mysore.M The next record shows the district in the hands
of the Sindas of Yelbarga. It is the Kodikop inscription, dated in A. D. 1122, which tells us
that the Mahfimagidaléé'uara Achngi 11., of that family, was then, as a fe'udatory of Vikramir
ditya VL, ruling the Kisukz'id seventy, and Nareyar'r-gal which was the chief town of a group
of twelve villages in the Belvola three~hundred, and Abbegere,and some other (unnamed)
towns.‘s5 And the district seems to have continued in the possession of the Sindas from that
time. The other Kodikop inscription tells us that in A. D. 1144 Permadi I.,son of Achugi
IL, was ruling the Kisukaidu mid, the Biigadage mid, the Kelaviidi add, and the Nareyar'ngal
will, as a fendatory of PermaeJagadékamalla II.“ The Pattadakal inscription shows that in
A. D. 1163, Permiidi's younger brother Chiivunda II.,—-in conjunction with the princes (kumfirar),
that is to say his sons Achugi III. and Permiidi IL, —--was ruling the Kisukzid seventy, the
Bigadagc seventy, the Kelaviidi three-hunldred, and other (unnamed) districts, and that his
piriyarasi or senior wife Démaladévi, and Achugi III., were exercising local powers of govern—
inent at Pattadakal.67 Another of the Nidagundi inscriptions, which refers itself, without any
specific date, to the reign of the Kalachurya king Bijjala, that is to the period A. D. 1156 to

‘7 An inscription at Nidagundi in the Ron thinks; noticed in Dyn. Kan. Distrl. p. 574. —- From the records at
Si'idi and Nidagundi, it appears probable that the words Mama ian'immh Siahga-mahitalo-pott in line 21 of the Patta~
dakal inscription of A. D. 1168, were not really intended to introduce, as they certainly do if‘interpreted simply as
they stand there, a second Sings or Sirhha as a younger brother of Bamma son of Achugi I, but refer back to the
Simha who is mentioned in line 18 as one of the younger brothers of Achugi I‘

, ~
6“ Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. 1., Edin. p. 71, Loud. p. 48; endorsed by my own reading of the original record.
5‘ This is somewhat suggestive of a. connection with the S‘ilbhtms of Karhad, whose family goddess was

Mahfllakshmi. -

5? Eltiot MS. Collection, Vol. L, Edin. p. 127, Lond. p. 77 b ; endorsed, and corrected in respect of the name oi
the thirty district, by my own reading of the original record.
53 I quote from an ink-impression. “ Ep. Ind. Vol. V1. p. 52.
55 Join‘. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc‘ Vol. XI. p. 251.
"'6 Ibid. p. 256. The original record might be examined again, to ascertain, if possible, whether any particular

planets named, in line 13, as the seat of government of Peruitdi I.

‘7 Mid. p. 272. Regarding the date, see note 8 on page 259 above
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1167, speaks of Chfivunda II. as governing the Kisukad ‘seventy, the Bzigadage seventy, the
Kelavadi three-hundred, the Nareyaliigallu twelve, and the Karividi thirty, according to the
m'bhdgdbhyantarasiddhi, and ruling at the capital (nclhvigiu) 0f Eraliibarage. The Aihole inscrip
tion mentions Bijjala and Vikrama, who were the sons of Chfivunda II. by his other wife
Siriyadévi, as ruling the Kisukfid seventy, the Bz‘igadage seventy, and the Kelaviidi three—
hundred, in A. D. 1169-70.58 Another of the Nidagnndi inscriptions mentions Bijjala again, as
governing in A. D. 1174 Eraihbarage, which it would place as a capital (rdjadhdni) in the

Kisukfirlu aide.“ An inscription at Ron mentions Vikrama as ruling at the capital of
Erarhbarage, and governing the Kisukfid seventy according to the iribhdgdbllyanta'rasiddhi, in

A. D. 1179, under the Kalachurya king Sankama.o0 And, finally, another of the inscriptions at
Nirlagundi, which refers itself to the reign of the Dévagiri-Yzidava king, Singhaua, mentions

his Mahdpradhdna, the Mahdpasdyita, Paramavis'vziein, and Bdhattaraniyégddhipati, the

Sarvddha'kdn'n Vfisudévanfiyaka, as ruling, in A. D. 1229 or 1233,81 Eraihbarage, “which had

caused itself ‘to be called the capital, or a capital, in the seventy of Kisukisduf’"a The Sinda

princes had evidently then passed away.
‘

7 The Karividi thirty district, '

\
This small district has been mentioned on page 266 and just above, under the date of A. D.

1087 and the period A. D. 1156 to 1167. The Nidegundi inscription of the latter period
presents in two forms the name of the town from which, evidently, the group of villages took

its appellation. In lines 49 and 50, it describes the Sinda prince Ghiivunda II. as governing
the Kisukzid seventy, the Baigadage seventy, the Kelavadi three-hundred, the Nareyaiiigallu
twelve,

and
the Karividil thirty, according to the tribhogzibhyantarasiddhi, and ruling at the

capital (neleviglu) of Erainbarage. The object of the record is to register various grants to a

temple of the god Daséévara at Nidugnndi. Lines 79 to 85 register grants at Niduguudi itself,

made by Chavunda II. and the Urogieya or village-chief of Nidugundi. Lines 85 to 90 register
‘grants at a village named Siriguppe, made, in one case by Chavunda II. in conjunction with
the Urogleya of Siriguppc, and in the other case by Chavunda’s sons Bijjala and Vikramiiditya.

in conjunction with the same Urogleya. And then lines 90 to 94 register a grant which was

made, in the presence of the sixty¢eight (Mahdjanas) of the great agrahara Karimidi, by the

Mahdmapdaléévara Hermadidévarasa, ——meaning Per-midi 11., another son of Chiivunda IL, —

in conjunction with the Mahdprazlhtlna, the Dapglandyaka Achanayya.

This last grant consisted of an allotment in the daéavandha-landsz of Chavunda II. and___—_—_______________—___________-
‘B vol- Ix- above, PP- 98, 99- “ On this point, see page 262 f. above. ‘

5° Elliot MS. Collection, Vol. 11., Edin. p. 221, Loud. p. 98 b; corrected in respect of the date from an

ink-impression. This record does not contain anything tending to place in the Kisukdd seventy R61} itfielf, which

(see page 252 above) was apparently in the Belvola three-hundred.
81 This record is rather curiously dated in the Vijaya smhmtsara, coupled with the Sake year 1152. Vijcyn was

Saka~Samvat 1152 current, = A. D. 1229-80, according to the northern luni-solar. system of the oyole,whioh, howwel'q

land long ceased, by that time, to be in use in that part of the country. According to the southern luni-solal' System.

then in use there, Vijaya. was S.-S. 1156 current (1155 expired), - A. D. 1233-84. The remaining details of the date
are Adityavilra (Sunday), coupled with the full-moon day of the month Chnitra. And these details happen to be correct

for both the years. On the first occasion the given tithi ended at about 12 hrs. 54 min. after mean sunrise (for Ujjain)

on Sunday, 11th March, A. D- 1229. On the second occasion, it ended at about 11 hrs. 58 min. on Sunday» 27th

March, A. D. 1283.
' - -

6" On this point, see page 262 f. above.
1 In the penultimate syllable, the vowel may be either the short i or the long i ; there is nothing in this record,

,or in the Arasibidi record of A. D. 1087, to mark it either Way. We ought perhaps to take it as the long i, as is ‘the
casein the name of Araeibiiii. But the etymology of both the names is not settled yet.
1 \Ve have already met with the word dcéavcndhc in the trulbheuc-form dcéavamla ; see page 107 above, and

note 12. The present record gives it twice in the form duéammdha, and once in the form daéavcnda. It is‘he
Sanskrit daéabandho, which occurs in ilrldnavadharmaérisira, viii. 107, in the sense of

‘ a. tenth part of a. total sum.’

C. P. Brown’s Telugu-English Dictionary (1852) gives daiabamlha, daéavcmdha, as meaning
‘ un indm, or

,eopyhold, taxed at one-tenth of the produce.’ And H. H. Wilson's Glossary of Indian Terms (1885)gives duéabhanda

‘(by mistake for dai'abandha), as meaning ‘a. deduction of one-tenth of the revenue, on account of compensation for

some public work, as the construction of a tank, etc.’ The Madras Manual of the Administration, Vol. III. p. 260,
has followed Wilscn’s explanation of the meaning.
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Achanayya, which were in the daéavandha-lands, measuring three hundred matters, of the
village of Karimidi. In the specification of the boundaries of this grant, we are told that the
eastern boundary-mark was a lririgada-kallu, or stone marked with a liiiga, on the west of
the limit of the lands of Muduvalal. And we can now see that Karividi or Karimidi is the
‘ Kurumudi ’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 58 (1827), in tho Nizam's Dominions, five miles on
the west of Yelbarga, and about the same distance south-east-by-east from Nidagundi. About
a mile and a. half on the north-east of ‘ Kurumudi ’ there is ‘ Moodola, ’ which answers to the
Muduvalal of this record and the Muduvolal of one of the Naregal inscriptions.3

It is thus evident that the Karividi or Karimidj thirty was a small district lying, in part,
between Yelbarga and the south-east corner of the Kisukad seventy district. The village of
Siriguppe, mentioned above, is evidently the ‘ Birugoopa’ of the map, about six miles north
by-west from ‘ Kurumudi.’ Subsequent passages in the same record mention two other villages,

capable of identification. One of them is Kodaganflr, which is evidently the ‘ Goodugunoor ’

of the map, five and a half miles on the north of ‘Kurumudi.’ And the other is Magere,
which is plainly ‘ Mageyru,’ about four miles towards the north-by-west from ‘ Kurumudi.’
These three villages are to the east of the boundary of the Ron taluka. And they were,
doubtless, all in the Karividi or Karimidi thirty, though the record does not actually say so.

ON THE HISTORY OF RELIGION IN INDIA,— A BRIEF REVIEW.
BY ALBRECHT WEBER. ~

(Translated from the original German by G. A. G.)1

THE great charm of the science of Natural Philosophy lies in the opportunities which it alford!
for the observation of gradual coming into existence, -— for the investigation of the development from
first to last of a single germ. So also, in the study of the history of Religion, we are enabled to follow

the difiereut phases undergone by an idea from its first inception to its culminating point. But
between the two cases there is this great distinction ; that, while in the domain of Nature everything

develops from that which is simple to that which is perfect, in the history of Religion it is often exactly
the reverse. Here, that which is at the beginning is not only simple: it is also The Better, The

Right, The True. But, in the course of its development, foreign elements continue to make their

influence felt, till, when we reach our goal, we are frequently confronted with something altogether

opposed to the propositions from which we started. Superstition has made itself master of the

situation, and; like the fabled mermaid, we see ‘a lovely maiden ending in an ugly fish.’

No land in the world is so full of instruction in regard to the origin and development of religious
ideas as India. Its colossal literature, reaching as it does over several thousands of years, presents to
us, in rich abundance, and ready for examination, specimens of each stage of their progress from the

earliest time: to the present day.

Through it we are led directly back to the Indo -'1'eutom'c period. The time and locality of
this are, it is true, still veiled in the most complete darkness. When we talk about it we can only deal

with periods of thousands of years, and each step that we make on this ground is feeble ‘and insecure.

Some writers, such as Adelbert Kuhn and Adolf Pictet, have indeed attempted to construct a picture

of the primitive Indo-Teutouic times, but on each occasion criticism has shown how diificult it
is to attain to any certain results. It is to the labours of Otto Schrader that we are specially

of the record
1 In submitting to the readers of the Indian Antiquary, this translation of Professor Webcr’s admirable mono

5 See Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. XI. pp. 237, 238. The real modern form of the name must, of course, be

Mnldhol, as in the case of the chief town of the Mudhol State, which.
from the only guide then available, namely

the mention of “ the road to Muduvolal," was then wrongly put forward by me as probably being the Mnduvolal

graph, — the summary, so to speak, of one of the many sides of his learning and his genius, — the translator can
only express his regret that it has not been found possible to entrust the task to the hands of one more worthy i=
3

deal with it, by reason of his greater familiarity with the subjects treated of, and with the language in which it is

romposed- The translation has been revised by the author.
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indebted for enlightenment in regard to this question. In former times it was universally assumed
that the original seat of the Indo-Tentonic race should be sought for in Asia, either on the Caucasus
or on the Hindu Kush. A more recent opinion maintained with equal decision that this locality
must be looked for in Europe itself ; nay, some went so far as to say, in Germany. The steppes of

south Russia, on the banks of the Don and of the Volga, have also been suggested; while, quite

lately, we have been led back again to the old theory, and have had Armenia and the country round

the Oxus and the Jaxartes pointed out to us as the place of origin.
Aided, however, by a comparative study of vocabularies, and, more especially, of habits, customs,

and conceptions typical of a people’s everyday life, we can draw a picture of the state of civilisation in

which the primitive Indo-Teutonic people existed ; and this picture shows them to us, not, it must be

admitted, in a remarkably high state of material culture, yet still in possession of deep-seated spiritual

theories and beliefs regarding their relations to the divine Powers of Nature under whose rule they

felt themselves to lie.

These purely symbolical conceptions of Nature bear witness to the existence of a sympathetic

power of comprehension, and display, beside all the terror inspired by that Nature's rcsistlcss forces,

a grateful recognition of its magnificence and of its beauty. The battles of the good powers against

those hostile ones, who grudgingly desired to withhold from Man the heavenly moisture and fire, the

heavenly light, had in olden times already formed the subjects of poetic efforts.

It is thus that in the Vcdic texts of the Indians (not only in the hymns of the ljik-saiiihr'td, but
also in many oi those fragments in the Atlz/arva-saihlu'tri which serve as explanatory introductions to

the incantations that form the subject of a hymn, and even in the incantation formulae themselves), we

find a rich accumulation of.n1ateria1, which leads us directly back to the conceptions of ancient Indo

Teutonic times. ‘Comparative Mythology,’ which once entangled many by its magic, is nowadays
fallen into the deepest discredit; for its professors carried their conclusions too far, and insisted

on the direct relationship of certain proper names, which further investigation showed was not capable

of proof. In spite, however, of its having been convicted of various clearly proved mistakes, we must

still admit the accuracy of its main contention that in primitive times there already existed a well

establishcd theory regarding the mutual relationship between Gods and Mankind, and that habits and

customs, nay, even formulas and litanies, which communicated human wishes to the Divine Powers,

whose assistance they were devised to induce, were already in full currency. The Terrors of the Night, -
the Bescue from themv by the Breaking of the Dawn, —r-the Light of the Day, advancing in its

victorious power, —the Thrnstiug Aside of all those heavenly phenomena which, in the shape of the

Black Clouds, the Storm~wind, the Thunder and the Lightning, throughout the day menaced the

human heart, - the Departure of the Day, and the Inbreak of the Night, -- all these were deeply
and warmly experienced and were described with lively fancy in the olden time. So also for the

occurrences of human life, for Birth, Upgrowth, Youth, the Course of Life, and Death; for the

Relations of Sex and of the Family; for the “life in House and Field, in Plain and Forest, there existed

the most manifold conceptions regarding the dependence of mankind and his powerlessness before that

which stood outside and above him.
' ’

It is true that but few of the Divine Personalities of this period can be discerned with absolute
clearness. Some authorities go so far as to maintain that the only real Indo-Teutonic deities which

can be identified are a ‘ Heaven-Father
’
and a pair of youthful Gods, the Dioscuri, and that as to

the latter we are not even able to describe clearly their peculiar functions. When, however, we confine
our attention to the so-called Aryan period, we find ourselves treading on much firmer ground.
This period represents the time when the European members of the Indo-Teutonic race had already

separated from the Asiatic ones, who later became Iranians and Indians, and while these last

still dwelt together as one people, — the Aryans.2 For_.this period we are in possession of a double

i The word 'i'rya literally means ‘ the befriended.’
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set of literary authorities. For the Indians we have the Ve'da, and for the Iranians the Avesta, both
of which point back to similar or identical conceptions and conditions of existence.

From these we learn that, in this Aryan period, mankind had already advanced beyond the

ancient nature-symbolism, and had made the first step in the course of his progress therefrom towards

grouping together into one conception the various divine powers with which he was confronted.

It camp to be in this way. There was a deity whose origin rested on this nature
symbolism, and to whom, in order to make up the sacred number seven, six companions were given_

Together with these he appears as the Bearer of the Divine Order, — the Vedic rim, and Zend usha
for arm.8 A Semitic influence has recently been suggested as acting in the conception of this group,
which has been thought to show a relationship with the seven planets; but this point of connexion

has not as yet been satisfactorily proved, more especially as the Veda shows no trace of any knowledge
of these heavenly bodies. Besides this, the descriptions of this holy Group of Seven are of very

difierent characters in the two sources of our knowledge, and the older form of belief is clearly that

shown in the Veda. According to it there stands at the head of these Seven, who were themselves

known as Lditya (i. e., the Free or the Eternal), a Heaven-God who bore the name o
f

Varuna.
The identification of this name with that of the Greek Our-anos has been rejected b

y

some recent

authorities on comparative grammar, and it is true that, according to strict phonetic laws, Varuna
can only represent a Grecian Oranoa. On the other hand, in the first place, this form, ‘ Oranos,’

does occur in a Greek dialect,‘ and in the second place, proper-names do not appear to follow strictly

the general phonetic laws of comparative grammar.

At any rate, even if we are to abandon the equation of Verona with Ouranos, there can be no
manner of doubt about the former word being the name of a Vedio God of the Heavens.‘
Moreover it is very simple to derive his later restricted relationship to the waters, the rain or the sea
from his relationship to the Aerial Ocean. It is

,

moreover, the ‘Night-sky,v the nocturnal vault of
heaven, which is represented b

y Varuna, who mounts his chariot adorned with brazen columns when
the sun sets. The universe ‘covered

’

b
y him lies under his protection. He is omnipresent ; by his

spies, the stars, he sees all that is hidden; he has, too, in his service female spirits,‘ from whom

nothing is concealed. He is the avenger and punisher of all injustice. Where two discourse one
with another, there is Varuna between them. In the Veda there stands by his side his companion
Mitrzg the kindly God of the Day-sky, who mounts his golden chariot at the first gleam of dawn
and acts more especially as the protector o

f all human contracts.7 He hardly ever appears except in

company with Varuna, while Varuna, on the other hand, in token of his supremacy, is often glorified
without any mention of his companion. A pure nature-symbolism lies at the root of the conception
of these two ,divinities, which has, however, in the case of both, developed in the direction 0{
ethics, —the face turned in the direction o

f mankind. In the case of the five remaining zidityas, who
indeed are seldom referred to, this ethical relationship is carried still further, so as to entirely exclude
the original background of nature-symbolism.

The corresponding group of seven holy beings which we meet in the Avesta possesses, as

compared with that of the Veda, a distinctly secondary character. It belongs to a later period, and,
as it stands, is the direct creation of an inspired prophet, Zarathustra. The-Ahura-maada
who stands at their head is certainly derived from the Vedjc Varuna, a god to whom, in the Veda,

is especially given the title of Asura, the Living One!‘ But Ahura’s six companions are purely

5 Perhaps connected with the Greek areté, virtue (P).

' In Lesbian, —-according to a kind verbal communication from Johannes Schmidt.

5 To this group should also be referred ‘ Father Zeus,’ Dierpiter, D'yamh pitar; also the Greek Triio (Trito
geneia), Vedic Trita; and the explanation of the Greek Akmon by the Vedic aéman.

6 The name of the Greek Erirmyr corresponds to the Vedic sarmpyfl. the fleet, the pursuor.

' Perhaps owing to a popular etymological connexion with the root mith.

' This word is derived directly from the root as, which appears to have originally indicated ‘ lively motion.’
When conjugated in the 4th class it means simply ‘ to throw, to shoot,’ but in the 2nd class it has developed the
more general s ignifioation of ' to be.’
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speculative, formations. Mithra is no longer one of them, although in other respects he occupies
in the Avesta a prominent position close to him!’ -.

Beside this tendency towards the idea of monotheism in the conception of the Deity, there also
appears to have existed in the Aryan period, in a kind of contradiction to it, atendency towards what
may be called anthropomorphism.1° While the exaltation of the man who ‘thinks’ to the
rank of an eponymous hero -- Father Mann, Mannus, (?) the Greek Minos - appears to belong
to the original Indo~Teutonic age, we have in the Aryan period the.change of the Dawn-Genius

(Vivasvant) and his twin children, the passing day and the night (Yama and Yami), into
purely human personalities. Yama is described in the Véda as the first of those who died, and
hence stands at their head as their king. In the Avesta, in combination with Ahura, he appears as
king and representative of mankind in general. So also the Son of the Waters, zlptya (in Zend
zlthwya) or Tm'ta (Traitana) (in Zend Thrita, Thraelaona), ‘The Third,’ i. 0., probably the Heavenly
Ocean considered as the third stage of the Heavens, is turned in the Avesta into a hero. In the
case, however, of other similar names, such as Kdz'ya Uiana (Zend Kava-Ué), Jylisya (Zend
Ayehye), we cannot as yet observe any tangible symbolical conception of Nature as their basis.

As a third characteristic of the Aryan period we must notice the special prominence given to two
sacrificial rites, via, the worship of fire, and the reverence paid to acertain plant which produced an
intoxicating drink. Fire worship developed so independently in Iran and India that it is evident
that only it

g first beginnings belong to the common Aryan period. The Vedic name for fire, as well as
for the fire-god, Agni, is it is true identical with the Latin word ig'nis, but we are in no way entitled
to assume a common deification or a common special fire-worship from this similarity of appellation.

This name is altogether unknown to the Avcsta, and, on the other hand, the Avesta name for fire,

sitar,“ does not occur in the Veda.

Equally certain is the identity of the Vedic srima with the Avestic haoma. In all likelihood, as
far back as the Indo~Teutonic period, people had an intoxicating drink prepared from honey, the

Vedic madhu (mathu), mead :Greek methy, wine.“ But, besides this, the Aryans knew already another

intoxicating mucilage (compare the German word Scim), which they squeezed out from the juicy stalks

of a plant, and which they consumed the same day without further preparation. They named it some.
or in Zend haoma, from the root 8a, to press out.13 We should at once identify this intoxicating

‘ yellow

’

juice, which was obtained from a ‘ mountain ’ plant with flexible tcndrils, with that of the

9 Mithra had already gained such great popularity in the Aryan period that Z arathustra could not deprive
him of his independent position by the side of Ahura. H 0 still remained as a to lk-deity along with him, and even
concomitant- with the monotheistic position claimed for Ahura by the followers of Zarathustra. He ‘was ultimately
raised to the dignity of the Sun-god and his influence became extended far and wide. The Magi appear to have
been the chief preachers of the worship of Mithra, while the adherents of the cult of Ahura. bore the name of Maroon,

or " fire priests." The Mithra-worship spread itself through Greece as far as Gaul and Rome, and, to the cast,
advanced even into India.
1° This tendency, which makes historical personages, Kings and Epic Heroes, out of the old gods, became

especially prominent in later times in Iran.
'1 Query, from the root ad, to consume P For at-iar with pre-Zcndic compensatory lengthening of the vowel. The

change must have takan place in pro-Zend times, for according to the rules of that language, cit-tar would become

actor (see Sitzungsberichte der Bert. Ak. 1891, p. 815). A trace of the word has, by the way, been suggested as exist
ing in the Latin atrium (fire-place). At any rate the Avesta name of the fire-priest, fitarvcm, unmistakably reappears
in the Vedic proper-name Atharvcm in spite of the irregular aspiration. This aspiration, indeed, appears in this
word with some frequency in manuscripts of the Avesta, even when the 1' does not directly folbw the t.

l’ The word means either, passively, a mixture, or, actively, perplexing, intoxicating. The Latin madidm. drunk

is probably connected with it. Regarding the meta in (P) matuta, a name of the dawn, m'dc post, note 20. The idea
of sweetness seems to have been first attached to the word in India. See Sitzungsbcrichte der Bert. Ah. 1892, p. 790.
Note 9

.

Compare, however, the Old Bulgarian medu, honey and wine, and the Lithuanian midus, honey.
1“ This root appears to have had two pronunciations, one with u, and another with 1'

.

Compare si-ch, to sprinkle,

to strain (German leihen) ; just'as there is another pair of roots' an or a
t’

meaning ‘to sow.’ The German Scum.
a hem (Sanskrit, riman ; Greek hima), which is connected with the latter double root m or ii, has an instructive
counterpart in Sch», mucilago (adma, haoma). See Sitzungsberichte, lac. cit” — and also ‘Kcm'gaweihof 1893, p. %,

note 7
. -
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grape, were not the supposition barred by the information recorded regarding the process employed

in its preparation; and we are still in uncertainty as to what plant was meant. The drink must,
however, have been a very pleasant one, and much admired for its intoxicating, magic, power ; for

it was adored as a deity both in the Véda and in the Avosta. So for as regards the Avesta, the
deification oi the Haomu is as little an essential part of its teachingas that of Mithra or of the ‘Water

God Apiim napd! (Vcdic apdn‘i napdt), etc., and can only be explained by the theory that these Gods
stood in so great popular favour among the Iranians, that Zarathustra, the Prophet of the Avesta, and
his followers, were compelled to adopt them in order to secure the general acceptance of their own

doctrines among the mass ofthe people.

Finally, in a fourth direction we come upon instances of very close connexion between the t’éda
and the Avcsta, which go back to the common Aryan period, but in regard to which each occupies a
diii'l-rcnt position. A whole series of Vedic names for good gods appears in the Avcsta applied to
demonic, evil, beings. Thus, we have Indra (or with the variant Andra); Ndsatya, Zend Ndonluu‘thya;
éurva, Zend éaurua; hare‘, Zend min‘. This is specially the case with the very words for ‘ god ’ and
‘demon’ themselvcs,—Vcdic déva, Zend du‘eua; Vedic asura, Zend ahura, —oach member of each pair
having a contrary meaning. Some writers have had no hesitation in discovering in this diiicrence

the origin of the separation of the Aryans into Indians and Iranians. In other words they have traced
this separation back to a religious impulse, and have maintained that the Iranians, under the influence

of‘thcir prevailing monotheistic tendencies, had changed their old nature-gods into demons and devils.
- So far as regards the Avestu, i. e., so far as concerns the followers of Zarathustra, there may be a

certain amount of truth in this theory, but their time is for later than that of the division of the Aryans.
That must be set at a much earlier period. Within Iran, there were a number of very diliercnt deve
lopments, as is borne witness to by the retention of the nature-gods Mitkra, opdm 'naplij, e!c., already
mentioned. Above all, the words deva and asura are both used in the Veda in the same good sense
as in the Avcsta, — thc word Aaura, moreover, only in this manner throughoulltke older parts of the Veda."
Thus, long after the separation no diiicrence in this respect existed between the two peoples, and it
first became general in historic times, after long continued propinquity and a contact which meanwhile

was in part unfriendly. In fact in the texts of the second Vedic period, the so called bru'hmapas, there
appear a number of legends concerning the differences of ritual between the groups of the ddi’tyas and
the migirases, in which the former are victorious, as the champions of the Right Observance, while
the defeated m'igi'rases may be taken as the maintainers oi Irano-avcstic views. In the same way, we
can explain similar legends regarding the contest between the dévas and the “sum; in which the 1mm,

appear as the elder sons of the Creator (Prajdpati). Note, too, that Kavya Usanas (who corresponds
to the Avesta Kara U9) is mentioned in these texts as the Teacher and Representative of the aauras.

It has been recently suggested that the division of the Aryans should be referred rather to
political than to religious grounds ; namely that the Aryans who were settled in the northern portion
of the hitherto common land, influenced by the monarchical institutions which had been already

adopted by their Semitic neighbours, may have been themselves persuaded to embrace a similar political

condition, and, so led, still further, to monotheistic tendencies. On the other hand, their brethren in
the southern tracts of their country, still living a nomadic life, were for this reason induced to wander '

further, and hence invaded India. As a matter of fact, in the Vedic texts there is no mention of large,
established, kingdoms. All that we hear of are numerous small clans, each of which has its own
loader. It is not till the second Vedic period, in the just-mentioned brdhmapa texts, that there is any
reference to great kings and kingdoms. Moreover, this immigration did not take place under the aegis
of the group of seven speculative deities who had already been placed at the head of the pantheon in the

Aryan seats ; but under the leadership of the gods symbolical of Nature, who from ancient times had

protected them from hostile powers, and who now, in accord with the warlike progress of the people,

advanced again to the foreground. This leads us now more specially into the time of the Veda,
and on to the Land of India. .

'

I‘ It is an interesting fact that the word kovi has two meanings in the Avosta, agood and a bad one, while in the
van. it is used with only the former sense. 0]. the tom-"ks in rcgcrd t0 the Vedic Kilvyu Usanas which follow.
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At the time to which we owe the songs and texts or‘ the Véda arranged in the form in which we
have them at present, the occupation of India by the .Aryans was already a completed fact, -- it
belonged to the past. But various references contained in it

,

which are in part contemporary with

the events with which they deal, show us each phase of occupation. and lead us backwards step,

b
y

step. A good portion of the older hymns was not composed in India itself, but in the North
VVcstern' border-lands, on the banks of the Indus and its afilncnts, or even still more to the west or north

west, in actual Iranian or Tnranian' neighbourhoods.“5 The later songs and other texts lead us from.
the Indus, across the Sarasvati, eastwards up to the Sadanira, the Ganges. The names of the points of the

compass (behind = West, before = East, left = North, right = South) mark the direction of their
course. ‘Left ’ (northern) is also indicatcl by a word which means ‘ above,’ while ‘ southern’ is not

indicated in the older texts b
y ‘ right,’ but b
y words which mean ‘ below,’ ‘ netherly.’ Each of these

has significance in connexion with the descent of the Aryans from the North-‘Vest into India.“

It is only in the latest Vedic texts that we find the first few traces17 of the conquest of the south,
the Deccan, b

y

the Aryans, For in reality this belongs to the epic or Buddhistic period.

Now, the development o
i

the religious conceptions of the Aryans went hand in hand with their

geographical expansion over India.

At the time at which the existing text of the Itik-smirhitd was compiled, Agni, the god of fire, and
[n.lra, the go]. of the thunlcrstorm, stood at the head of the Vedic Olympus. The great majority of

the songs which compose the collection are dedicated. to these two deities, but in such a way that the

god of the priestly sacrificial services takes precedence o
i

the god o
f the warlike mass of the people in the

number of hymns dedicated. to each, and that therefore the hymns to Agni always stand at the com~

meucement of each section (mandala) o
f the collection." With regard to their mythological importance,

‘5 Compare the names showing a connexion with Iran, which are found in so late a document as the list of
teachers in the Vams'a-brdhmana of the Sdma-vfida.

1
:‘ It is also characteristic that/in the allotment of the four points of the compass, each to the guardianship of a

tutelary divinity, whioh'we find in the later Vedic texts, the south (and the later we go, the more decidedly) is
mide over to Yrmu, the god of death. This probably refers either to the deadly climate of the south or to powerful
opposition on the part of the wild aborigines.
" In ‘a passage in one of tho Brihmaqms the And-bras, who in later times are the chief representatives 0E

Brahmanical culture in the south, are mentioned as a barbarous people. The name of the Deccan river,
Godivurl, is altogether formed on Vodic models. The river-name Bird, of which the same may be said,
occurs in the Drdhmnya of the \Vhite Yajur-v-Zda. In this passage mention is made of a prince of that locality who
was expelled from a kingdom which his family had already held for ten generations. The reference to

the Hero in the Moon in the Yaj us texts is based on the form which the spots on the full moon assume only in the
Deccan, where the ' Man in the Moon ’ resembles a hare. Also the legends of Agastya (Canopus) and Tri
s'aflku (the Southern Cross) load us to the Deccan. At the time of the Per-(plus the most southerly point
of the Deccan was known under the nameofKomara (the Cape Comorin of today), which brings us back to a title

o
f

the bride of Siva, which, though a. secondary one, already occurs in one of the dra-nycikx texts of the Ynjm-e
véda. Several of the metronyma ending in putm which occur in a list of teachers in the white

YaJar-véda turn up again, in the inscriptions of the Andhm-bhpitya or Chdlukya. dynasties, as names of kings who
flourished in the first centuries of the Christian era. (These kings appear'to have taken the names of their gurus ,
Grmtami-putra, Vdrishthflpulra, Hdritt-putrr, etc. See Imlische Studien, iii. 486.) The name, Mddhy

andina, of a school of the white Ynjurwéda is probably capable of being identified with vtheMudiundinoi of Arrinn.
'9 On the wholc,-tho arrangement of the hymns in tho Rik-san'lhitd, as we have it now, depends on what may be

called literary-scientific principles. i. e., the attempt to group the then existing hymn-material, first, genealogically,

according to the families of the singers, and, than, according to certain other fixed principles. What was the

occasion of this editing, and when it was completed, are matters about which we are still entirely in the dark;
but we may perhaps be permitted to suggest that the motive of self-preservation on the part of the Brfihmaps had
ashore in it, or, in other words, that this compilation was intended as a means of defence against attacks. It
appears likely that such attacks could only have come from Buddhism. The texts of the second Vedie period
seem, in fact, to stand already directly under the influence of Buddhist doctrines (sec Siiz-Ber. (l. Bert. Akml,

1897, PP- 597-98). For the texts of the third Vedic period, the so-called calm-text's, this is certain.

All Vedio texts were originally handed down from one generation to the next by verbal tradition only, and
not in writing. The existing code is as it was left by the last hand, and. was preceded by numerous preliminary

codificatious, traces of which are now preserved only in quotations from them. In opposition to J. Halevy, I do
not consider that the secondary fixation of the text in anyway prejudices the age or gonuineness of the materials
contained in it. *

‘ -
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however, their position is reversed. As asubjcct of legend, Indra comes more to the foreground than

does Agni. Fire, in its activities and its effects, is too much an object of the senses, too material,

too palpable, for its deity ever to play a great mythic role. Only its mystic generation by the friction

of two pieces of wood, and the downward leap from heaven of the lightning-fire out of the cloud

waters, as well as with its sudden disappearance back again within them (its
‘ Flight into the We;

ters ’) form the subjects of mysterious stories.
‘ The part taken by fire in the expulsion of the darkness

of Night, with its attendant demons, lies too plain before our eyes, and gives no occasion for myths.
Nor is the leading part which it plays at a sacrifice less a matter of fact. The gods are brought down

from heaven to the earth by means of the flashing flames, and it acts as a messenger between gods and

men, carrying up to the former the ofierings of the sacrifice, and, in exchange, bringing down to the

latter the favour of the deities.

Much more thoroughly does ‘Vedic Myth occupy itself with Indra, the god of the thunderstorm,
whose personality is neither visible nor tangible, and can only be gathered from his deeds. Now,

these deeds are accomplished, partly in the far distance, in the war with the heaven-climbing cloud

giants, whom he hurls down back with his thunderbolt, and partly, too, close at hand, in spiri

tual wise, as he stands by the Aryan people and helps it ‘to conquer the new seats for gaining
which it has wandered forth, and to crush the opposition of the aborigines whom it pictures as hostile

demons. Indeed, to such an extent do these two phases of his activity go hand in hand, that they

often overlap each other, and it is not alwaysgeasy to say distinctly which of the two is being alluded

,to. The intoxication caused by his quaffing the cups of Some: ofiered to him by his Aryan protegés

strengthens him and encourages him in his valorous deeds, just as it acts on them themselves as they
follow his example in drinking it

,

and under his leadership complete the conquest. He is thus pecu
liarly the favourite national god of the Aryans during their migration into India. His name

appears to mean ‘the Strong,’ ‘the Mighty,’ ‘the Lord
’

(compare ina, vstrong, from root in, to per
vade, to prevail), and probably first gained its full force in the Vedic period, though, in the related
form amlra, it occurs already in the Avesta.

These two chief representatives of Divine Power well illustrate the contrast between the opposing

forces of the immigrating Aryans and of the Aborigines with whom they fought and whom they dub_
bed sometimes as ‘the sacrificeless ones’ (‘ the ones who do not sacrifice aright),’ and sometimes (from
their darker skins and general personal appearance) as ‘the noseless ones,’ i. 6., evidently, ‘ snubnosed.’

By their side there stands a numerous body of other deities, the conceptions regarding whom are based

upon the most diverse relations. Among them we may first mention Pfishan, who can be considered
as a kind of representative of the ‘Plebs,’ of the common folk, as compared with the Agni of the priests
and with the Indra of the warrior class. He is the God of Roads and of Cattle, who leads the advancing
nomad to the right place for him to erect his temporary habitation, and points out the right road by
which the cattle are to be taken forth to pasture. In contrast with the coma-drinking Indra, what are
otfered to him are greats, gruel, and porridge, the food of the common people, and hence the myth describes

him jokingly as ‘ toothless.’ It is also said of him that he cohabits with his sister and even with his
mother, which probably refers to similar immorality among the wandering folk. In the Bik-smhkitri,
which we may fairly say was intended more for the sacrificial service of the higher classes and o

f the
rich, there are not many hymns dedicated to this deity of the common people, but in the ritual for
mulas, whose composition we can fairly place at about the commencement of the second Vedic period,
Pflshan regularly appears by the side of Savitri and the two Asvins, and is described as he by
whose ‘two hands’ everyone, who at a sacrifice has anything to perform with his own hands, carries

out his duties successfully; so that every action of that sort connected with a sacrifice appears to
be consecrated b

y his assistance.

Equally old, and equally the property of the people is the form of the divine ‘Artist,’ Tvashtri,
who always appears accompanied b
y celestial ‘females,’ his assistants in his work. On the whole,

however, his name occurs but seldom. By his side, or, rather, opposed to him as rivals, and even
surpassing him in skill, stands a group of three demi-god Smiths (Ribhu), who seem to represent the
creative power of Nature during the three periods, the past, the present, and the future.
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\Vhile Pdshan and these other gods have no peculiar nature-symbolism for their basis, and their
forms appear rather to be products of speculative imagination, this is even more the case with

another deity who occupiesa prominent place in the songs of the Rik-emiihitd beside Agni and Indra.
His name, Savitri, which means ‘the Impeller,’ ‘the Stimulator,’ is as a rule accompanied by the
word (léva, god, divine. Hence it was still understood astan ordinary adjective, and, as such, occa
sionally appears as an epithet of Tvashtri. It is generally explained as a personification of the life‘
generating, creative, power of the sun," but to this recent objections have been raised which, so far
as the original meaning of the word is concerned, have_considerable force. The ‘God’ Savitri
appears much rather intended to replace Varuna, who had been thrust into the background by the

promotion of the folk-god, Indra. During the migration of the Aryans into India, Varuna’s lord
ship over gods and men has been exactly transferred to Savitri. The monotheistic speculations
which had already arisen in the Aryan period had not been altogether suppressed in the ranks of the
emigrants to India. The train of thought, on the contrary, progressed, till it appears to have
centred itself round the sun, whose rays we should probably understand under the symbols of the

‘golden hands’ of Savitri, and of his arms upraised in blessing.

Although many, and indeed some of the most beautiful, hymns in the Eik-smhhiili are dedicated
to Savitri, he did not acquire his supreme importance till: the commencement of the second Vedio
period, at the time when the oldest ritual formulre came into existence. ‘ On the stimulation (com
mand) of the divine Savitri, with the arms of the twin Aévins, with the hands of Pdshan’ (see
above), so runs the formula of consecration dating from this time, with which nearly every sacrificial

action must be commenced. Similarly, the prayer recited by the teacher on the reception (“pana

yan'am) of a young pupil, which calls upon the ‘ God
’
Savitri ‘to stimulate our thoughts,’ and which

under the name of the sacred srivitri, is still in daily use up to the present time, can probably be

referred back to this period.

Among the deities of the Err-mama, which depend upon pure nature-symbolism, the most
prominent are the two Ahvins, the Dawn, and Budra. The first named pair of gods, which has long
been identified with the Dioscuri, can, as we haveseen, be traced back to the primitive Indo-Teutonic

period. In the Véda it is more especially their place in the morning sky-‘5° which is of importance,
a circumstance which is not of equal significance in the case of the Dioscuri, although it appears to
be proved to have belonged to the original conception of the pair. For this reason, and more
particularly because the two Aévins always appear as rescuers from the terrors of the night, theyv
have llitely been identified with the constellation of Gemini}?1 acting as the morning star at the time

of the winter solstice, when this was of special significance. Attempts, based on this theory, have

been made to fix, both chronologically and geographically, the original home of the Indo-Teutonic

family, and we are led by it to the 4th millennium before the Christian era22 as the period, and to
Armenia and the country below the Caspian Sea as the site.23

Along with them, in the older hymns, the Dawn, who figures as their beloved, is celebrated;

with warmth and poetic animation, the source of the singers’ inspiration being more particularly

her eternal youth and beauty.

1' Just as Tvashtri is a personification of its ‘fashioning
’ power.

2° Can the description of the two Asvins as midiwt (fond of madhu), mddhilchi (wandering in medhu —- the
feminine form in both cases is remarkable) have any connexion with the use of the word madhu to mean

‘ the

morning mist
’ ? See Sitz-Ber. d. Kgi. Ak. d. Wissensch. 1898, p. 575. Or, to go still further, can we also connect

the name of the Roman goddess Mamie (maluiimu) Aurora with madlm (maihu') ? I admit that hitherto it
has usually been connected with mxturus, early, or with mane, in the morning (nu-mus, bonus). The root month
also reappears with an nnaspirated teuuia in the Latin mentula (Sanskrit mrwlha, manthana, a churning stick). .
2‘ The usual explanation of the Asvins and the Dioscuri by the morning and the evening stars destroys their

twinship. Moreover the planets concerned, Mercury and Venus, owing to their different periods of revolution round
the sun, continually interchange their roles, and only occasionally appear in the heavens on the same day, the one as
the morning- and the other as the evening-star. In short, the circumstance that occasionally on two suocelsive days
one appears as the evening- and the other as the morning-star, can hardly be accepted as a reason for their being

represented as a pair of twin deities.
1" This is, it is true, a long time ago, but that is hardly an impediment.‘
3’ Sec Sits. Ber. d. Kql. Air. d. Wissemch. 1898, p. 565.
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\Vliile these two deities. the Aévins and the Dawn, became more and more indefinite and gradually
rctircd into the background, whether referred to directly or in mythic legend, as the Aryans wan

dered further into India, Budra, on the other hand, is the god who represents a direct connexion be
tween the Véda and the period. which followed it. In the former he appears as a malevolent persona~
lity, whose power was greatly feared. Thc‘storm-wind, which he represents, is-personilied in him as‘

the raging horde,which tears up and carries all things oil with it as it rushes shrieking through the air.
The winds (Marut) are indeed also held in high honour as the warlike companions and helpmatcs
of Indra, and their ‘power is at the same time strongly insisted upon; but Rudra, and his com

panions, the Rudras, are without that placable element which allows the activity of the Maruts, on

account of their association with Indra, to appear as benevolent to mankind. With the ‘ howling
’

Rudra horror and anguish outweigh every other feeling. Men implore him for forbearance; he is not

only a subducr of the demons. like the Maruts clustered round the god of the thunderstorm, but is'

feared as a terrifying demon himself, whose very name it is hardly safe to mention. Nevertheless he

has also a kindly, healing, side to his character ; for he chases the evil miasmas, and hence counts as

a remedy-bringing physician. On this account, principally, but also, no doubt, with euphemistic intent,

in order to propitinte him in advance, he, together with his sister and spouse, is appealed to with every
kind of endearing appellation. He is the deity who leads us over from the \‘cdic t0 the Epic Olym

pus, the intermediate stage in the progress from the one to the other being found in the formulzc

collected in the texts of the Yajus-saiiilu'td, which belong to the second period of Vedic literature.

This second Vedio period, in which the entire sacrificial ritual was alike developed and‘
established, was also the time of the rise and consolidation of the brahmanic polity, and of the brahmanic

hierarchy. The conquest of their new domicile in India had intensified among the immigrant Aryans
the feeling of unity of race in contrast with the aborigines. The opposition which they encountered

compelled them to close fellowship. The sacrifice, with its hymns and peculiar customs, formed

a strongly defined frontier-line against everything of a foreign nature. Those who were skilled in

and administered it
,

secured through it the favour of the gods, whose goodwill was absolutely neces

sary in the battles with the children o
f

the soil. Armed with this authority, these men b
y virtue of

their olfice stood at the head of the nation. Eventhe people of the higher classes and the rich, for
whose’benefit they principally interceded with the gods, became more and more subordinated to them.

Through intcrmixtnre with the aborigines hybrid castes arose and were gradually marked oil’. The recep
tion of princes and of the more important families of the latter into the Aryan community contributed
still greater influence to the priests who contrived it. It finally came to this, that they alone appeared
as the proper depositories o

f

the divine commands, nay, even of the divine power, inasmuch as through

their sacrifices they could actually exorcise and compel the gods to be their obedient- servants. Like

the gods themselves, so also the entire nation from the princes downwards fell into a condition of

absolute submission ; while, on the other hand, when princes did so subject themselves, in return for
‘

this complacency, they were helped b
y the priests to the complete possession of royal power over the

remaining portion of the people. The old god of the masses, Indra, under whose auspices the Aryans
had made their victorious entry into the new land. was thrust aside, and in his place there came

forward as representative of the magic virtue of the priestly formulas, and, as a consequence, of the

priestly pretensions, a new divinity, Brihaspati.

In a similar manner the forms of the remaining gods became exchanged. The old divinitics
based on nature-symbolism, it is true, still remained in existence, and continued to prevail still further
but they found no natural, genuine, development. The new forms of deities o

f

this period all belong

to the class o
f

imaginative speculations, including a large number of names ending in —pati, i. e.,
‘Master of . . . ,’ like the BrihaS-pati just mentioned. ,

While the number of thirty-three gods, meaning b
y this merely a large but indefinite

total, originated“I in Aryan, or even in Indo~Teutonic, times, this number was now systemati

3' Sec Knhn’s Zeitachriftfiir verylcichende Sprachforachmig, xiii. p. 185.
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ually fixed in its details, and different groups of deities were imagined, each of which appearedas

representative‘ of one or other of the three worlds (eight Vaeus of the earth, eleven Rudras of the air,
and twelve Adityas of the heaven).25 In addition to these there were numerous other groups, the
Viécé de'mia, All-gods, and so forth. The Manes, also, ‘the Fathers,’ who, as interesting themselves
in the welfare of their descendants, were considered worthy of having sacrifices and oblations assigned
to them, were divided into manifold groups. The classification of the gods according to the three
worlds under three ruling divinities, Agni, Indra or Viiyu, and Surya, now comes into the foreground.
This Triad gradually became concentrated into a Unity, whether it was that each was considered
as a different stage of development or as a different expression of the powers of one simple, mighty,
litman (soul, spirit), or that all three had entirely fallen under the supremacy of the Savitri (see
above) who had taken the place of the ancient "mugs, and who now, in his turn, appeared under the
new name of Prada-pati or Brahman.

Here it is that we approach the conceptions of the gods which were current in the epic period.
On the one hand, the tendency towards monotheism formed itself in the priestly-schools into a com
plete pantheism, that found its goal in the theory of an Absolute which it indicated by the neuter word
‘Brahmanf and, on the other hand, amongst the laity, the same direction of thought took, in
correspondence with the needs of its votaries, concrete, sectarian, forms, and began to clothe certain of
the popular divinities already existing with attributes of the highest might. The gods actually selected
for this distinction were the two which represented the earth and the atmosphere, -- Agni and Indra
(or Vayu). This, however, so took effect, that to the epithets and legends which centred’ round the
name of Agni there adhered also those belonging to the Vedic Rudra, and from this combination,
with the addition of some further popular ingredients, arose the mighty form of Siva. Similarly, to
the fables and legends attached to Indra and Vz‘iyu there accreted those dealing with Vishnu, a deity
who plays but a small role in the Veda, and whose original significance is still somewhat indistinct, but

whose name now superseded those of the other two.

The development of the conceptions of these divinities seems to have been specially favoured by
the Brahmans with the object of utilising them to meet a powerful foe who had in the meantime arisen
against them in their own ranks. The degradation of the ancient gods under the dominion of the

priests, and the weighty pressure of the Brahmanical hierarchy upon all ranks of the people, which had

abolished the old healthy joy in living that made men pray to the gods for a life of a hundred years,
and which taught instead that earthly life was but misery and woe from which the only release was

flight, led ultimately to a tremendous reaction. A certain king’s son, who had made himself master
of all the wisdom of the priests, renounced his princely rank, and at the age of thirty years appeared

under the name of Buddha, ‘the awakened,’ as a wandering preacher to the common folk. With a
bold stroke he gave to everyone the right to free himself through his own exertions from the misery of

life and from the further states of existence expected after death. The success which he gained in his

mission was immense, although it was really but a kind of intoxication, by which the people could
find no permanent happiness, and from which, compelled by the imperious necessity of stilling the
needs of their hearts, they soon returned to the creations and imaginations of the past in the very
manner which has just been described.

Moreover, Buddhism itself did not long retain its original, absolute, negation of everything
divine, but on its part also advanced to the deification of its own creations.

At the same time we get by it the first, indeed we may say the only, certain fixed point in the
chronology of ancient India ; a fact which is of course for us of altogether inestimable value. In the

25 It is still doubtful what ideas lie at the bottom of these definite numbers. This is more especially the case in
regard to the eight attributed to the Value, concerning whose very attributes we have but the vaguestindicaflon'
(originally it was Agni, but later t was Indra, who was their leader). The number eleven given for the Rmlras may
refer to the eleven directions (the four main points of the compass. the intermediate ones, the zenith, the nadir, and
the centre) The twelve ddityaa may be based on a reference to the twelve months of the solar year,
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inscriptions of a king named Piyadasi,2B who confessed the teaching of Buddha and sent forth

missionaries to spread his doctrines, there are mentioned the names of different Greek kings,” the

successors of Alexander the Great, as his contemporaries (or vassals), from which we are enabled to

fix his time as the middle of the third century before our era, and the time of Buddha as about two

hundred years earlier. From this point, therefore, are we enabled to calculate backwards the progress
'
of the entire preceding historical development.

But it is not only their Buddhistic contents which lend such high chronological importance to
these edicts of Piysdaai, and make them, owing to the certainty of their date, the only possible
starting point of all investigations into the history of the civilisation and literature of India: their
outer form, the characters and language in which they are written, stamps them also as such.

They, in short, represent the oldest form of Indian writing, from which it can be traced
downwards even to the present day, stage by stage, through numerous modifications. This refers,
indeed, to only one of the two forms of writing in which the edicts have been preserved to us, — the
so-called ‘ lapidsry’ form. The other form, which is a cursive script, was confined to a small area. It
was formerly called the Aryan character, after the region in which it was found, and occurs not
only in inscriptions, but also on coins, and even in manuscripts. It is named lcharsshghi, a’. e.,

‘ asses ’ lips’ (l), but according to Alfred Ludwig, this name is' really derived from the Semitic root
l-harath, to scratch in. The script is a corruption of a Syrian form of writing of the fourth century
before

Christ.

The ‘lapidary

’

character goes back to amnch earlier period. Its general appearance is so like the
ancient Greek alphabet that its first dcciphcrer, James Prinsep, explained the latter as Indian writ
ing turned topsy-turvy. Otfried Miiller took on exactly opposite standpoint, in which he has latterly
been followed b

y J. Halévy. Georg Biihler’s enquiries, however, which are based on an earlier trea
tise of mine that was written in the year 1855, show that the truth is that the similarity of the

‘two characters is merely a proof of their having been borrowed at the same time (about 800 B. C.)
from an ancient Semitic alphabet, on each case through the intermediary of the Phoenicians, and that

here we have a very useful synchronism, which fits in admirably with the other loans which India
seems to have taken from Semitic sources.

Of even greater importance for Indian history is the language of these edicts. They are
couched neither in the dialect o

f the Vedas nor in Classical Sanskrit, but in the vernacular of the

people, and, further, in two or three not very widely separated dialects. The reason for this was probably

the desire that their contents should be as widely known as possible, which would not have been the

case to the same extent if they had been composed in Sanskrit.28 Sanskrit and the vernaculars

represent two concurrent stages o
f

growth of the ancient Vedic speech which were contemporaneously
developed. Sanskrit is a form of speech, current only in the circles of those who learned it

,

which

grew out of the study of the Vedic texts, and was brought into its existing shape b
y being made subject

2° No prince in the whole history of the world, not even Constantine or CharlemagneI did so much for the reli
gion which he professed as did Piyadasi (or Aéilka). He published his religious edicts in all parts of his great
kingdom, embracing the whole of Hindostin, on isolated rocks and pillars. The Buddhist synod held in the seven
teenth your of his reign dispatched missionaries to every point of the compass, even to foreign countries. His own
son, prince Mahinda, led such emission to Ceylon, which from that time became the head quarters of Buddhism,

whence, subsequently, it spread itself over the Indian Archipelago and Further India.
1'' Antiyoka -Antioohus; Antikini (a mistake of the engraver for Antihma)=Antigonua; Make ==Magas;

'IummayaF Ptolemaioa, i. e., Ptolemy. See lmlische Studie'n, iii. 168, 169. The last of these identifications (com
pare the English pronunciation of the Greek word Psyche, as

‘ Saiki’) is of exceptional interest. It allows us to
recognise the name of Ptolemy in the Arum-mayo, who appears in the Mahfibhfirnta as the artist of the gods in the
place of the ancient Tvashtri, and who is in later times mentioned as the first representative of Indian astronomy ,

so that under him we find concealed both the prince famed for his magnificent royal buildings, and also the later,
equally illustrious, aitronomer of the same name.
'4‘ ‘Ne can gather that Piyadasi’s desire that the contents of his edicts should be widely known was at least as

strong as his intention that the published copies should last as long as possible, from the fact that he proclaimed his
edicts in all parts of his great empire on rocks, pillars, and the like. It follows that the knowledge of writing miss:
at that time have been very widely extended.
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to fixed rules of grammar; while the vernaculars of the people represented the regular continuation
of the old Vedic language through dialectic changes. Here, also, although it is impossible to specify
any definite chronological period as necessary for the change, as well as for the difference of culture

which we remark between the Veda and these inscriptions, centuries are required in order to arrive,

stage by stage, at the level of the vernacular of the edicts from the form of speech of the Vedic

texts. With regard to this, however, it is of the greatest interest to note that the names, which in the

Buddhist legends are mentioned as those of contemporaries of Buddha, are identical with the names

which appear in the third stage of Vedic literature, —< the period of the so called sfltras, —- as those
of its recorders. Moreover, this very word, siitra, was applied by the Buddhists themselves to denote

the oldest stage of their own literature.

The sketches of the conditions under which Buddha’s life was passed, which we find in these
siftras, present to us every clear picture of the state of India in his time, from both a political and a
social point of view, and, by their ‘simplicity and'sobriety, leave for the most part an impression of

being thoroughly trustworthy. Buddha’s activity as a wandering preacher was principally spent in

eastern India, in Magadha, but now and then extended into the Deccan. The country appears as still

divided amongst different petty kings and princes, although there are already mentioned some great

cities about whose foundations legends are related.

Buddhism exercised an important influence on the development of the Indian people. The

appeal tothe free-will of mankind, by which each individual was summoned to take into his own hands
his fate in his next existence, and even to free himself altogether from the pains of existence itself, and

which was addressed to everyone without exception of rank, caste, or even sex,-.-for women fell
within its range, — did not fail to awaken and stimulate the powers, hitherto dormant and oppressed,
of all, and especially of the lower, classes.

It happened that the time of the high-tide of Buddhism coincided with that of the opening of the
land to foreign influence, especially to the influence of Hellenic culture. While the spiritual dis
coveries of the Brahmanical hierarchy were jealously confined to their own schools, Buddhism spread
not only among every section of its own people, but also showed itself, partly as courteous and

compliant towards foreign influence, and partly even as developing a missionary activity beyond the

frontiers of its own land. Here arises the question, which has been so much discussed of
late, whether any traces of Buddhist teaching and ideas can be traced in the narratives of our
gospels. The essential elements of Christianity would not suffer from such a discovery. The
gospel that men are the children of God, which alone of all religions in the world gives that which

is needed by the human heart to enable it to face all the ‘necessities of life, is so absolutely different

from the ground-principles’of Buddhist doctrine, that such historical relations could not interfere with
it in any way; but at present none have been determined with any certainty.28 The date of the

composition of the existing Buddhist canon, whether in the recension of the Northern or of the
Southern Buddhistsfio has not yet been fixed so distinctly as to enable us to build any firm conclu

sions upon them.
\

*9 The position of the am'igha, or, as we may translate it, ‘ the congregation of the faithful,’ as the highest
ecclesiastical authority in the Buddhist Trinity has a solid foundation in definite regulations to that efleot, while the
Avesta Fravachr's (substratums of the souls) of the believers, as well as the

‘Holy Ghost " of the Christian Trinity,
have nothing of the sort. By the bye. the placing of ‘ The Son’ before ‘ The Father ' in the final verse of
the second epistleto the Corinthians, xiii. 13, which lies at the bottom of our modern prominent worship of the
second Person of the Trinity, corresponds to the position which the Brfihrnana. texts give to the priestly t'fich (Latin
var), i. 0., the logos as a cosmic principle, over Prajdpaii. ‘ If there is anything higher than Pmjitpati, it is the
Vtlch.’ See Ind. Stud. ix. 479.
3° Neither of thetwo can pretend to represent the recension of the canon as established at the third church

council held in the time of Piyadasi, which, moreover, was almost certainly only orally compiled, and in another dia
lcct, namely that of Mag-adha, or Eastern India, in which Buddha is said to have preached. But both contain very much
that is old and authentic, and that, of course, more especially in the portions which are common to both, It
must, however, be admitted that the southern canon, which was fixed, according to its own tradition about 80 B, 0,,
by being put into writing in Pfili, a dialect of western India introduced into Ceylon by Prince Mahinda, has a much
stronger claim to authenticity than the northern one, which itself professes to have been prepared under King
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In India itself Buddhism reached a high state of prosperity. It was, however, in the end entirely
expelled after having endured for’ about a thousand years, and it is now coming back again into the

country as an importation from outside. Fiat, before its expulsion, in the same manner as the Refor

mation uporl Catholicism, it had reacted
‘ very favourably upon Brahmanism. It had substantially

lessened the number of the bloody sacrifices of animals, and had operated towards the gradual disuse

of the custom of widow-burning and the total discontinuance of human sacrifices (see Sz'tz. Bar. B.
Akad. 1897, pp. 597, 598). It has, however, also exercised a most baneful influence in this very
direction, as it has sensibly contributed tothe absolute. sacredness in which the life of the cow is held,

to the abstention from flesh-food, and to the universal adoption of the practice of vegetarianism

Through this the physical strength of the ‘Indian people has been very seriously affected. Ever since,

it has been the prey of foreign invaders, to whom, in the time of Alexander the Great it had been able

to exhibit so powerful a resistance.in
'

When Buddhism was expelled from India, there remained behind it a closely related sect, that

of the Joins. The origin of this sect is still in the dark. According to some,who base their opinion
more especially on the fact that the name of their founder is the same as that of a teacher who is

mentioned in Buddhist legends as an opponent and as a predecessor of Buddha, the Jain sect must

be considered to be pre-Buddhistic. According to others, it is merely the earliest schism from

Buddhism itself, and too much weight is ‘not to he laid on the identity of name, as the tradi

tions regarding the personalities of the founders of the two religions agree in all essential particulars.

However that may be, this sect has itself become divided into two groups, which, as is the case in all

disagreements between two brother—religions, hate each other cordially. These groups are known

as the Digambara (the naked : literally
‘ those whose garments are only the quarters of the sky ’)

and the Svéthmbara (clothed in white). It is only the'canon of thelatter which is known at the present
day, and it exists in colossal dimensions. The Digambara appear to be the more ancient, for not

only in the ltik-saiiihitd itelf (x. 136,2), is mention made of
‘ Wind-girdled Bacchantes,’ munayé

'vdtaraéamis, but they also appear to be referred to in the well-known accounts of the Indian ‘ Gymno
sophists

’ of the time of Alexander the Great. Even at the present day we see mendicant Sivites

wandering about as naked Yfigins, probably as successors of the companions of Rudra.

Besides their sat-red canon, the Jaims are also possessors of a great profane literature, especially
strong in narratives, in which they even rivalled the Buddhists, although also there ‘in a secondary

position. Judging from its contents and form (the language is a dialect far more modern than, for
instance, Pzlli) as well as from the traditional accounts of its composition, their canon cannot be dated

before the fifth century of our era.
""""
,
All.

The development of the Jain sect belongs moreover to a time and to a locality in which the perso
unlit; of Krishna was still popular as that of a heroic prince.”2 He was then celebrated-as a royal scion

of the tribe of Yadavas who dwelt at Dviiraka in western India; and he had not yet attained to the
rank of a demi—god as we see him in the Mahabharata, nor had the shepherd legends, more especially

Kanishka about 40 A. 1)., and is couched in a corrupt form of Sanskrit. At the same time we have for portions of
the latter some very old Chinese translations, which also claim to go back to the first century after our era, but
whose contents and form still await examination. (The Tibetan translations, it should be observed, belong to a for
later date.) See Imliache Smitten, iii. 140, and Indische Streifen, iii. 421. The Nee-platonic doctrine
of emanation, in regard to the to on, of Plotinus, essentially agrees with a similar theory advanced in a philosophic
hymn of the Riksarhhithx. 29), One is tempted to put forward the name of Plotinus's teacher, Ammonius Saccas
(d. about 240 A. D.), as simply a representative of the Egyptian (Ammonius) and Indian (Sakkas = Ptlli Sakka,
a name of Siikyamuni Buddha) wisdom. The Orphic golden egg is met in the Véda (lee Ind. Stud.
xvii. 152and 18). The attempt to connect Pythagoras with Buddha failsowing to the higher antiquity
of the former, See the same, pp. 120 and 463 and E.
"1 It is well known how Buddhism turned into peaceful nomads the Mongolian hordes, who in the thirteenth

century devastated the whole of Iran, western Asia, and south-eastern Europe, till the German sword bade them
halt at Liegnitz (April 9th, 1241). Under Buddhist influence the same people now refuse to shed the blood of any
animals, though they do not hesitate to consume flesh which had been slaughtered by others.

, 3* Can this Ipecial connexion with Krishna have had such influence that Jainism was able to remain in India.
while Buddhism was expelled from it?
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the tales of his amours with the herd-maidens, which have been incorporated in the modern Krishna
myth, yet been attached to him. It therefore reaches back to a time which preceded the composition
of the existing roccnsion of the great epic.33

Although Buddhism is essentially contemporary with the third period of Vedic literature, that of

the szitras, while the’ second is that of the creation and the development of the hierarchical Brah
manism as an opponent of which it came into bcing,‘we apparently find traces of it already in the

latest products of this second ‘period. For the literature of this age, as well as that of the first or

aan'lhitri pcri0d,_shows itself on closer inspection to be the final result of a series of connected attempts,
which had been preceded by a great number of similar texts. These were at first in every case orally
preserved and it was only in the course of time that they were set down in writing. This is also true to a
like extent of the phase of literature which, on the side of Brahmanism, directly follows that of the
Vedas, namely the Epic. The Indian epic was also in the olden times merely handed down from mouth
to mouth, and hence its first beginnings have been lost. In the texts of the Brfihmanas, at the various
occasions afforded by the ritual, we find mentioned works of an epic nature, which already existed in
a definite form (they were divided into persons), and dealt with mythic occurrences relating to men,
demigods, and gods. Again, in the Epic as we have it now, there lie embedded narratives, in
both prose and verse, which we can look upon as fragments of older texts. Their antiquity is proved
by the fact that the subjeetmatter often refers to the resistance which the members of the royal caste

offered to the growing preponderance 'of the Brahmanical hierarchy ; but unfortunately these are

fragments and nothing more. It has even been conjectured that the existing contents of the Mahd
bhdratc in no way conform to those of the poem in its original form, —that the victors in the present
receusion were not the primitive victors, -— but that there has been a secondary recasting of“ the whole
work in favour of the former, by which the roles have been interchanged. This recasting must of
course have been done in a very thorough fashion, if it was done at all. The theory is that the

original saga described the war between the Kurus and the Panchalas, the latter being aided and,

represented by the Pfinjiavas, a tribe with which they had marriage connexions. By these last, more
over, we should have to understand a wild mountain people of northern India which ruled in Hindds
tin about the time of Buddha. During the sovereignty of these Pdndavas the epic would have.‘ been
changed into a poem in their praise (see Indische Studien, ii. 402 and it). Simultaneously with this,
there would also have occurred the transformation of the Vcdic into the Epic Olympus, in which
the chief deities are ‘Siva and Vishnu, in such a manner that the person of the latter came most promi

nently forward, having in some way still unknown to us superseded the ancient Indra. This super
session was assisted by'Vishnu’s identification with Arjuna, an additional name of Indra, and with a
human hero peculiar to the west of India entitled Ki'ishua to whom we have already referred.

W's have, moreover, chronological touch with the invasion of Alexander for the time of the eyes,

just as we have it for that of Buddhism. \Ve have seen that in the edicts of Piyadasi the names of

Grecian Kings of the time of the Diadochi are distinctly mentioned. In the same way in the Mahd
bhz'irata we find the heroes of the poem in close and friendly connexion with certain Yavana kings,
who are not, it is true, referred to directly by Greek names, but who nevertheless bear appellations,

which seem to stand in some relationship to them. Compare ‘Bhagadatta’ and ‘Apollodotos,’
'Dattiimitra’ and ‘ Demetrius,’ and others. Now, as they are mentioned as ruling in the very
localities in the north-west of India which were under the sway of the Diadochi, there can be little

doubt that the compilers of the epic knew these princes as their own contemporaries and hence brought

35 The Mahabhilrata, in its existing Krishna-Vishpu-ite reoension, probably belongs to the first centuries of our
era. At least, a work of this name, and of similar extent (100,000 verses, — it originally consisted of only 8,800),
is already mentioned in an inscription of the second half of the fifth century. See Bfihler, Sits. Ber. Bert. Akad.
1897, p. 596 note.

‘“ The epic itself tells us that it originally consisted of‘only 8,800 verses. The contents of the existing version
M tend to 100,000 verses and are. as we have just seen, vouched for by an inscription of the 5th century.
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them into connexion with their epic heroes. wNay more, it is possible that under the name of the

Yavana king Kasérumant, we may perhaps find concealed the name of the Roman Caesar.”

The reference made by Megasthenes, who resided for long in Pataliputra in the character

of a Grecian ambassador, to the Indian Hercules and his daughter Pandaia, can be best explained as a

misunderstanding of the epic stories of Krishna and of Draupadi the spouse of the Piigdamseo If we
add to this the statement of the Periplus that in his time the southern point of India (Cape Como

rin) was known as Komara, evidently because there was there a temple of Kumi'iri, the wife of Siva,

we have a tolerably secure date for the oldest phase of the epic deities. From this point, both back-w
wards as well as forwards down to the present day, we can trace, stage by stage, the growth of the

later divinities, each developing from its preceding form.
'

Thenceforward, the worship of Siva and the worship of Vishnu have remained the leading forms

of religion in India, although much that is foreign has been added to them, partly amalgamatiug

itself with them, and partly remaining as unaltered accretions.

We have seen that the figure of Siva is derived from those of the ancient fire- and storm-gods,

and for this reason his worship from the first has borne the twofold character of an especial sacrifi

cial holiness as well as of terror. In the same way there has since been added to it whatever in any way
corresponds to or can be connected with either of these two characteristics. On the other hand, the

worship of his spouse, Ambikfi, who was originally the sister of Rudra, has mainly developed in the

direction of the terrible.

_Moreover, in a fashion as yet wholly inexplicable, phallic worship has also been connected with

the cultus of Siva, and has attained enormous dimensions.” According to the Greek accounts of an

Indian embassy to the court of the Emperor Heliogahalus, we learn that at the commencement of the

third century A. D. honour was paid to an androgynous form of the god. This is the more remark.
able, as in contrast with it there also runs a strongly ascetic thread through the legends relating to Siva

(compare Kiilidasa in the prologue to one of his dramas”), which gives the worship of this goda
distinct ascendancy over the lascivious, sensual, character of the cultus of Vishnu.

Among the oldest and most important of the beings that surround Siva is ‘ the Lord of Troops,’
Gana-pati or Ganéba, a name which was originally borne by Rudra (Siva) himself, and which refers
to the ‘howling troops

’
of his companions, the Winds. In later times he was promoted to an inde'

pendent personality, as lord oi the troopsof pious devotees,” who glorify Siva as they sing and dance

before him at the evening temple-service, He has finally developed into the god of learning, and,

as a symbol of his wisdom, has been endowed with the head of an elephant. At his side.
retaining the original character of the raging storm or of the devastating fire, stands Shanda, the

War+god, in whose name we may perhaps recognise a reflex of the name of Alexander the Great,

who burst into India like a veritable god of war.” The word means literally, ‘ springing,’ ‘leaping,’

55So also in the name of the King ' Jalaukas,’ who according to the Kashmir chronicle fought with the Yavauas,
it is possible that there liea hidden a corruption of the name of the Yavana king ‘ Seleuous.’
M So, long ago, Lassen.
‘7 Priapio genii (kumbhtinda, kumbhamushka) are mentioned by the Buddhists, and in the AlhflTUG-Smilhth'l,

They probably belong to the lower strata of the people. They have been combined with the ét's'nadfivawho are twice
referred to in the Rik-aarhhit'i. Is it possible that the word guhyaka as a name of the yahhas, the guardians of the
subterranean mineral treasures of the god of wealth (0'. 0., of the special companion of Siva), is to be connected, not
with guhya, concealment, but with guhyam, pudendum P
39Thus translated in German verse :—

‘ Der da, obwohl ein Leib mit seiner Gattin,
' Hoob i'lbor sinneutriiokten Biissern stehet.’

*9 The word gone, a troop, finally acquired the additional meaning of ‘ one who belongs to these troops.’
'° We know that the shortening of the name of Alexander to Skander, which is now customary in the East (as

if the first two syllables 816- were considered to he the Arabic article al), was already current in the time of
Alexander himself, from the fact that when his soldiers reached the Chmulmhhdga, a tributary of the Indus, they
mutinied, and refused to cross it. They took the name as ‘ Sandarophagos,’ ‘ Alexander-devouring" am] “I therein
a bad omen. Alexander had to retrace his steps from here.
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it is the name of a childish illness, and could scarcely without some special reason become adopted
as the name of the deity of battles. He passes as a son of Siva, that is of fire (probably the fire of

war), a fact which is explained b
y an obscene legend (a class of stories in which India is b
y no

means wanting). The God of Love, who, too, is mixed up in legend, also shows

traces of what is possibly Hellenistic influence, It is true that, with his ‘ bow and arrow ’ he is already

a popular form in the later Vedic period, but in still more recent times he presents conceptions which

strongly remind us of the Greek Eros. These conceptions have either been borrowed b
y the Greeks

from the Indians, which is diflicult to believe, or the reverse: it is hardly imaginable that both

nations should have independently developed such peculiar conceptions of the god. In India his
banner is a fish, makara, just as Eros has a dolphin. Thus, he appears in a sculpture in an Orissa

temple of the 7th century A. D. as a half-grown boy, squatting b
y a dancing girl who supports

herself with the right hand on a fish's tail, exactly like Aphrodite with Eros and the dolphin. We
have the evidence of the author of the Periplns to tell us that ‘ pretty girls

’

were sent as articles of

merchandise from Alexandria to India, and it is easily conceivable that these, with their métz'er, -

brought with them also the deities whom they served. Siva’s spouse, who is originally

represented as starting back in horror from the sight of blood, has in later times become a divinity
who has to be appeased with human sacrifices.

Time was when Sivism and Vishnuism fought hard with each other, but the struggle against
Buddhism, and, later, against Ish'im, has welded the two parties into one : only now and then does

the old quarrel burst into flame at the present day. Common to both is the absolute abandonment of
self to the deity selected for adoration,‘l whose favour, together with the complete expiation of all
sins, the worshipper secures b

y ansterities of every kind, under certain circumstances extending even
to suicide b

y

casting oneself under the wheels of the cars bearing the image of the god while it is

being carried about in solemn procession. These are, however, but rare occurrences. In general, so
corrupt has the conception of the godhead become, that the mere recitation42 of a short formula of
belief or of a string of names applied to the divinity which is the object of worship, is considered to
be sufficient, without further trouble, for gaining his favour, for the expiatiou of every sin (even to the

murder of one’s parents), and for securing eternal‘ happiness.

It is certainly astonishing how, with a general forgiveness of sins so easily earned, a moral life
can still exist among the Hindus. In the end, human nature has triumphed over the fictions
of a wild imagination, and these are only the leading strings with which priests know so well how
to guide the faithful, and above all the sinners. Nowhere is the power of the priests so
strongly and so deeply rooted as in India. The spiritual leaders of the various sects exercise
the most absolute authority among their respective followers, and the privileges which they enjoy are, in

part, almost incrediblcfi-a They depend merely on the consent of their adherents. No temporal power
extends itself in protection over them. Anyone could, if he had the strength to do so, bid defiance to
their ban,’ But nobody attempts it. The whole nation is so deeply sunk in these ideas, and so

strongly forged are the iron chains which bind it
,

that every attempt to arouse it
,

whether made b
y

“ In this complete abandonment of self (bhakti) towards the chosen god, which is common to the Indian sects,
the influence of Christianity has been suspected by scholars so early as H. H. Wilson. It must be admitted that it

forms a violent contrast to the low position occupied by the gods at the close of the Vedic period and the commence.

meat Of Buddhism. Nearly connected with this is the doctrine of predestination of the elect, according to which
those only can attain to a knowledge of the fitmun (i

. 6., God) whom He has Himself elected; while, according to
the other more usual doctrine, every one who knows God, attains by that very fact to unity with Him.

I

" The Buddhists have carried this to the furthest extreme in their ‘prayer-wheels,’ with the aid of which
‘they turn round and round strips of paper inscribed with the name of the god or with a sentence addressed to him,
an act which is considered as oflionoions as saying a prayer. ‘

‘I The deification by adherents and pupils of those who have reduced any particular doctrine to a clear issue,

is really, from the point of view of a pure recognition of the Deity, a kind of blasphemy: but the sentiment lies
deeply rooted in humanity, as a tribute of grateful recognition of the spiritual elevation of prophets and of teachers,
and as an humble admission of one’s own weakness and imperfections. See i‘lilzunysberirhte ilrr Berliner Ak. d

ll'irsemch. 1897, p. 603.
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great spiritual reformers, of whom indeed India has had no lack,“ or by external pressure, has been

pre-doomed to failure. The latter indeednhas only welded the bonds more securely, and even the

reformers, or at least their successors, have soon discovered that it is more convenient to submit

themselves to the incense of adoration, than to raise the stolid masses to a higher level.

So, too, the foreign religions which, each in its turn, sought and found entrance into India,

have failed to cause any material alterations in this picture. They either found themselves confined

to a small circle, or else they too as they became more widely extended fell in course of time under

the same curse — partly of the creations of a too luxuriant imagination, and partly of a pleasant

indolenee which allowed itself to be roused only occasionally to some altogether special height of

exaltation.

Vishnuism has found its ofiicial expression more particularly in the two great epics,—-the

Mahabharata and the Ramayana, —and in the Puninas ; while Sivism has done so partly in the same

works, and partly in the
‘ Tan tras, ’ 45 a series of texts about which very little is yet known. These

Tantra-texts, however, appear to stand in a peculiarly close relationship to Northern Buddhism,

although, on the other hand, it is jiist this Sivism which seems to have been the energetic opponent

of Buddhism, and to have effected its expulsion from India. The practice, also, of magic

and witchcraft which flourishes to so great an extent in India stands in a remarkably near connexion

with these Tantraa. Finally, Sivism appears to have been supported for a period more

by the goodwill of the princes than by that of the Briihmans. A great part of the profane literature,
especially the dramatic poetry, belongs to it

,
or, at least, to men, like Kalidi‘isa, whose names show

that they are its followers.

The real foundations o
f

Vishnuism are still in darkness. In the so-called Trimflrti, or divine
Trinity, Vishnu represents the preserving power of God; Siva, the destroying; and Brahman, the

creating: but in the practical Vishnuism, Vishnu combines in himself several very hetcr‘ogeneons
ingredients. In the first place, he is a Deity of the older part of the Vedas. Almost the only fact
related concerning him therein is his striding over the three worlds in three steps, which is probably a

metaphor for the instantaneous illumination of the whole universe b
y the beams of the rising sun.

The later myth, which, however, occurs so early as in the texts of the Briihmaaaa, speaks of Vishnu
on this occasion as a dwarf when he performed the miracle. Again, the huge bird, Suparna, who

destroys the snakes (i
. e., the darkness), and who in later times is known as Vishnu’s steed, Garuda,

is probably also to he understood as a ‘symbol o
f the sun ; so also, the discus, which is esteemed ‘as

Vishnu’s peculiar emblem. May we also explain Vishnn’s name, Hari, which the Avesta knows as

the name of a Demon, Zairi, as meaning ‘ the Golden,’ and connect it with the solar luminary 'I This

word appears in the Veda in the closest connexion with Indra,‘6 and would hence lead us to the second

stage of the foundation which lies below the Vishnuism of the epic poems, namely to Indra (Arjuna)
himself and to the Kgishna who became identified with him in some manner which we must confess

has not yet been explained. To this, in the third place, is to be added what may be called the

speculative matter, which, in agreement with the theory of the Tn'mzirli, point-s him out as the

bearer of the universe. First, his identification with the Purusha Narfiyana, or the Spirit moving
on the face of the waters; -— his winter repose on Sésha, the great world-serpent ; -— and, above

all his ten avatéras, literally ‘ descents,’ i. 0., incarnations o
f the Deity in the bodies of human beings

“ E. g., Rfimanuja, Nanak, Chaitanya, and others, down to the most modern times.
'9 These texts deal more specially with the female half of S’iva, his spouse, who under the names of Durgii,

Bhavfini, Kfili, and so forth, is adored as his éokli, or onorgio power.
‘6 It is true that Indra himself does not bear this name; but not only are his hair, his heard, his jaw‘s (? the

visor of his helmet), described as hari, but even his general appearance (rm-rm), his deeds (Praia), and his race
(jdtam). This is certainly very remarkable, for in later times Indra’s colour is said to be m'la, dark-blue, blue-black
(compare indra-m'la as a name of the sapphire). This is, indeed, also the colour of Vishnu, and specially of
Krishna, although it is exactly this name, Bari, which is particularly applied to them.
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or even of lower animals," either to protect the world against the illwill of demons or for the moral
renewal of mankind. Among these incarnations there stand in the foreground those of Rama (7)
and Krishna (8); indeed these two figures have become the objects of such fervent sectarian
adoration, that we may well assume the possibility of the influence of external elements.

In the personality of Rama it is probably Buddhist influence which we have to recognise.
Indeed, Buddha himself appears as one of the last (the 9th) incarnations of Vishnu ; and the final one,
which is still to come,- that of Kalkin,-- is easily connected with the Buddhist teachings regarding
the Buddha Maitreya who is yet to be awaited in the future.“ Although the original conception of
Rama may have at base some sort of connexion with either nature-symbolism or the progress oi

civilisation, this does not preclude us from assuming that the Buddhist ideal of a prince, as he“ ought

to be, influenced the development of Rama's personality. It is exactly by the adoption of this concep
tion, and by its adaptation to mythical figures, which were at the time popular among the mass of the

people, that the Braihmans succeeded in wresting the leadership from the hands of the Buddhists

The cold atheism of the Buddhist doctrines could not permanently satisfy the needs of the human
heart, and the folk returned again‘ to their old penates, which, by the clever connivance of the
Briihmans, were presented to them in new and more attractive forms. So far as the cult of Rama
was concerned, this is peculiarly the case with regard'tii the old Vedic figure of his spouse, Sitri, a

mythical personification oi' the plough-furrow, who was appropriated for his worship in order to gain

its acceptance among women.

For this it was important that a great poet, Viilmiki,“ took these popular materials and
wrought themto expression in his‘ Riimiiyana, perhaps under the influence of the Homeric sagas. but, if

so, certainly in an entirely independent manner. After him, and more especially since the time of

Rzimfinuja in the 11th century, the worship of Rama has been secure, and at the present date forms

one of the most popular religions in India.

Exactly similar to that of Rama has been the fate of Krishna-worship, but, to all appearance,
it is the influence of Christianity which has acted on the special development oi this religion.

Owing to the great number oi persons who bear this name (‘ the black’), it is rather difiicult to

determine which oi them is to be considered as the original object of the cult. His intimate relation

ship in the Epic with its chief hero Arjuna. (‘the white’) leads us to suspect the existence of some

n The following are the ten incarnations of Vishnu :—
i ’ ' '

1. As a Dwarf Vishnu strode over the three worlds in three steps, and thus secured its possession to the Gods.

‘2
.

As a Fish he led the ark of Mann, the Indian Nnah, dun'ng the great flood over the earth.

3 As a Tortoise he supports the universe.
4. As a Boar be rescued the earth from the bottom of the sea.

5
. As Paraéu Rdma he destroyed the warrior caste which was hostile to the 'Brilhmans. (After their removal,

the Brahmans were better able to come to terms with the princes and kings of the noble families of
tho aborigines.)

As the Man-lion he destroyed the evil demon Hiranya-Kas'ipu, ‘ Gold-throne.’ who threatened the Gods.
As Mme he vanquished the Demon-king Rfivapa of Lai'ikii (Ceylon), who either represents the

aboriginal civilisation hostile to tho Aryans or (P) the Buddhism taken to Ceylon by Prince Mahéndra.

8
.

As Krishna he vanquished the Demon-prince Karhsa (his maternal uncle).
9. As Buddha he accomplished the destruction of all heretics and wicked people.
10. As Kalkia he will appear at the end of the world, mounted on a.white horse, as the Messiah of the future.

The first four of these incarnations rest on Vedic legends. The fifth and following are connected with historical
occurrences. (Regarding N0. 6

,

see Indische Siiulicn, ix. 65.) Theta god should take the form of an animal or of a man
in order to carry out some definite design, is a circumstance which probably reappears in almost every myth or religi on :

but that he should do it for the salvation of the world, whether of the earth or of mankind, is a conception peculiar
to the Indian (Walden-system and to Christianity. Which of the two has borrowed the idea from the other may still
he a matter for discussion, but under any circumstances it is quite certain that its full systcmatisation in India is a.
secondary process.
‘9 Compare here the similar teaching of the Joins, who, like the Brfihmans, name their future Messiah Kalkin,

and make him ride on a,white horse. So, also, the Christian legends concerning the Paraoleto.
4' This name occurs among the teachers named in aadira-work attached to the black Yajurvéda. After him also

the patronymic of the reputed author of the Mahdbh‘ii'aia, Vyiisa Pz'traéarya, occurs in the lists of teachers of the
White Yojur-veda. ThusI both epics are connected with the close of the Vedic period.

so
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mythic foundation, the more so as Arjuna appears in the-Yajur-véda as a by-naine of Indra. ‘Day and

night,’ which are occasionally referred to“ in the Véda as ‘tl.e black day,’ ahal; kriahnam, and ‘the

white day,’ akar my'unam, at once suggest themselves to us, but this identification does not fit in other

particulars. So also the explanation of the name Govinda by the Vedic legend of the discovery of the

stolen herds of cows, representing either the light or the waters, gives as little help. At
the same time, this last suggestion does not seem to be altogether without importance, as it points to

a relationship with Indra, who is also called Govid in the Véda. Krishna's connexion with cattle

and cowherds must most probably contain an ancient allegorical kernel of myth, as it reaches back

into olden time. The Buddhist legends bring the names Gopii, Yaéodhara, 'aéodhfi, Nandzi and.

Rfidhfi, Kfilika and Kubjika, which appear so prominently in the Legends about Krishna, into connexion

with Buddha also, and this is doubtless‘ of extreme importance for proving the antiquity both of

these names and of their allegorical significance." But, on the other hand, there must

also have been a certain warlike personality of the name of Krishna, of the lineage of the Yadavas

and also known under the name of Vasudéva, who was remembered from of yore as a brave and at the

same time crafty and cunning hero, celebrated in many sagas, and who hence achieved the honour of

being enrolled as a kind of demigod among the founders of a valiant tribe. Under the

name of Krishna Dévakiputra, ‘the son of the female gambler,’ there appears in an old Upam'ehad

(the Chhdnddgya) an inquisitive disciple, the scion of a warlike tribe. At the time of the composition
of the older portions of the Mahabharata, and when the Jaina legends were in course of formation

(see above), this semi-divinity seems to have enjoyed especial honour. It is evidently on him that
Megasthenes bases his account of the Indian Heracles. I
Now, when Christianity, by whatever way it arrived (see below), became known to the Indians.

hc similarity of the names of Krishna (which in southern India is pronounced Krishtna, with a t)"1
and of Christ seems to have given rise to the identification of the two personalities, and to have caused
the transfer of the stories regarding our Lord, the birth of the Babe in the manger, and so forth, to

:rishna, whose mothers name, Dévaki, it may be remarked, can also be interpreted as meaning
‘ the Divine One.’ ‘It thus happened that, owing to the sensuous phantasy of the Indians, the
legends of the birth of Christ among the shepherds and of his childhood spent amidst them have

given rise to the most passionate, the most licentious, descriptions of the love adventures of Krishna
among the herd-maidens, — an alteration which is deeply rooted in their (the Indians’) character.
In consequence of this misunderstanding and of these misinterpretations, the introduction of the
conception of Christ as the companion ofthe shepherds has done immense harm to Indian morality.’ ‘2

As a matter of fact, the cult of Krishna withits extravagant imaginations forms a striking contrast
to the rigorous asceticism which forms the keynote of that of Siva. On the other hand, it has

developed among its followers a gentleness of disposition, a believing faith, which has bred within their

hearts a habit of the most sincere resignation to the divine will.

The directions for the ritual of the festival in honour of Krishna's birth show their foreign
origin by the sharp contrast in which they stand to the legendary accounts of the god's nativity.
According to the latter his mother gives away her child immediately after his birth, in order to save

him from the attempts of his uncle Kamsa to seize him ;5
3

but the ritual makes her lie peacefully and.

happily in her

‘ lying-in room’ in the cowherd’s house, holding the suckling child to her bosom, -- like
the ‘ Madonna Laetans,’ — with herdmen and herdmaidens round her glorifying her and singing her I
praises, an ox and an ass b

y her side,“ and the redemption-bringing star in the Heaven.

5° See my review of Senart’s very thoroughpresentation of these cycles of myths in Indtsche Stre-ifen, 1876,iii. 428,

5‘ in Bengal it is even stronger. Krishna is there pronounced Krishto. - Tnaus.
5?’Zeitaehrijt dar deutschen mergefllfindischen Geaelhchaft, 1852, vi. 97.
“3 Tlfis, after all, reminds us of Herod's slaughter of the innocents.
5‘ See my treatise on Krishna‘s Birth-Festival, 1868, pp. 838, 839. Cf. ante, Vol. III, 1874, pp. 21,47, and VI.

1377, PP. 161, 281, 349. The passage referred to is to be found in Vol. III., p. 47._
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The observance of the feast of the birth of Christ in~connexion with that of His baptism is trace~
able in Egypt from the second half of the fourth century up to the year 43] AD. ;55 and it is natural
to assume that it was about this time that the transfer of this kind of festival“ to India took place, and,
with it

,

the other connected materials which point to Christian legends and conceptions in the story of_

Krishna. Two ways lay open for this communication. In the first place Indian travellers, merchants,
and the like, may have come to Alexandria." There they may have learnt about Christianity, and on their
return home may have transferred its legends to their own Krishna, whom they already worshipped in
India as a demigod. In the second place Christian missionaries may have gone to India, and have found
there among the Krishna worshippers a good soil for the propagation of their doctrines. Traces of

Christian teaching have even been sought by some in the Bkagavad-gitd. In the twelfth century the

I Patriarch of Antioch still appointed the Katholikos for Romogyri (Riimagiri) in the Deccan, and

when the Portuguese discovered India they found Syrian Christians on the Malabar Coast, whom
they tried to convert b

y force.58

The period during which the Grecian successors o
f Alexander, and, after them, the Indo<

Scythians, reigned in North-Western India had not only procured admission for Hellenic, and, in
later times, Christian, conceptions, but had also directed' towards India the followers of the Iranian
cult of Mithra, and, curiously enough, had there introduced their sun-worship, also in connexion with
the worship o

f

Krishna. The name o
f their priests, Maga, was transferred in later times also to the

adherents of the teaching o
f Zarathustra, when, in order to escape Islamitic persecution, they similarly

settled in western India. These latter, coming in great numbers, founded independent communities
and colonies (not without also attracting to themselves some Brahmanical Pandits). and still flourish
vigorously under the name of ‘ Par-sees '; while, on the other hand, the Magus seem to have visited
the country as missionaries only, and were partly adopted, probably together with some members of

the other stratum of the Iranian immigrants, into the ranks of the Braihmans themselves under the
name of ‘sakadviplya-Brahmanae.’

\Vhile the influences of Hellenic, Christian, and Iranian culture and religious conceptions were

essentially only of internal importance, and have as a rule concealed their traces as much as possible,

so that it is often rather difficult to recognise them beneath the overgrowth of Indian individuality,“
Islam, which forced its entrance with all the prestige of violent conquest, has been accompanied by

‘5 01!. cit. 337, 838. Ante, III. 47. 5“ The naming of the child forms an integral part of the festival in India also.
5' The Mahdbhdrata contains a detailed account of the sea-voyage of an Indian sage to the ' White Island

' or

Island of the White ’ (évétadcipa), where h
e learned about the“ monotheistic adoration of Krishna (see Indische

Studien, i. 400, ii. 400), (others had already done so before him).

Galenos in Hippoor. Epidem. iii. Tom. xvii. pars i. p. 603, ed. Kuhn (I am indebted to Hermann ‘Diel for this
quotation) tells us of an Indian physician who lived and studied in Alexandria‘. It would be interesting if the new
papyrus-finds in Egypt were also to contribute something on this point. It is probable that we may expect many new
discoveries from this source regarding the first centuries after Christ and the time immediately preceding.
‘8 Only the other day the Newspapers circulated the intelligence that 15,000 Christians of the vicinity of Bom

bay, probably descendants of those who were expelled from Goa by the Portuguese, had dropped the connexion
they had hitherto held with Antioch, had turned to Russia, and had petitioned for apope to be sent to them. See
Protestant, 1899, p. 32.
5° When adopting such materials the Indians have generally shown great independence, and have so thoroughly

disguised them under Indian garments that they have become almost uurecoguisnble. Two examples belonging to
the most modern times are classic examples of this. At the eighth Oriental Congress held at Stockholm in the year
1889, the late regretted H. H. Dhruva of Baroda read an account of a newly discovered Sanskrit translation of
Euclid'a Elements of Geometry in fifteen books, which, according to his description, actually contained also the lost
books. But all that remained of the original was the order of the contents and the substance of the examples. All
the rest was Indian. About seven years agoI received a new Sanskrit drama from Southern India, the author of
which expressly described it as founded on a Shakespearian play (it was the Midsummer Night's Dream). Without
this distinct statement it would have been a difllcult task to discover this origin. The whole dress of the piece is
altogether Indian. It‘, then, this occurred in a. case in which the author prides himself and lays emphasis on the
foreign origin of his work (he evidently wished to give it a. certain air of distinction, and to earn some reward from
the English Government in recognition of the fact), how easily can we understand to what an extent this was the
custom in former times when, so far from the same motives existing, there was every inducement to conceal the
aoa'indigenoua nature of the source;
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great external success. At the present moment it numbers more than thirty millions of natives of
India amongst its followers. It has even been accepted by the Brfihmans (and given the lowest place)
in an official list of the Indian sciences, the thirty-two vidyds, under the name of the ydvanaiii matam.

It cannot be denied that, on the one hand, it has succeeded in increasing the physical powers of its
adherents, —- mainly owing to its permitting the consumption of flesh, -- and that, on the other
hand, by freeing them from the superstitious idolatry of the Hindfis, and from the bonds of the

caste system, it is well adapted to raise them to a spiritually higher level. It has not, however, been
able to resist the enervating influence of the Indian climate, or the custom of adoring, or, rather,

deifying, holy personages, which is nowadays well nigh universal in that country.

Exactly the same fate also threatens a modern Indian sect, which, while it is the direct result of

the Monotheism of Islfrm, has in the course of time turned its followers into the most active oppo

nents of that faith, and still occupies a prominent position in this respect. I mean the sect of the
Sikhs founded by Nanak at the end of the 15th century. They furnish the bravest soldiers to the
Indian army, but are equally in danger of falling into that slavish submission to their spiritual

preceptors, or guru-e, which is now universal in India.

The only Indian sect which has kept itself free from this worship of preceptors as if they were

divine creatures is one which arose in the present century, — that of the Brahmos. But it appears
to be now dying out, and for that very reason. Its claim, after all, to represent a system which is
a pure product of the Indian soil, is unfounded. In reality it is imbued with the genius of
Christianity; but it has treated this throughout in such an independent and unrestrained spirit that

it has kept itself free from the dogmatic secretions which centuries have spread over the teaching of ,

Christ, and deserves to be pointed out as a good expression, though concealed under a veil of
Pantheism, of Christian principles. If, as appears to be almost certain, its days are numbered, it
would be a thing to be lamented in the highest degree. But we see now~a-days even among ourselves,

in Europe and America, how people are turning more and more to the cult of ‘ The Man of Power,’
of ‘ The Master Nature,’ till they have actually developed a system of ' Master-morality,’ and how the
Rights of the Individual are insisted upon in more and more exaggerated language as a necessary
result of the opposition to the fever for social equality. Thus, we need not be surprised if in India,
where from ancient times the deification of the Man who has out-topped the common herd has been
the rule, we find this principle, so destructive of all spiritual freedom, still victorious over it.

For India we can hope no salvation'~'so long as, on the one hand, it has not absolutely broken
with this traditional habit, and, on the other, the physical power of its people is not given new life

and strengthened by the readoption of flesh as food. In regard to the latter, the Musahnirns and the
Sikhs have already made good progress; but as yet their example has not borne much fruit.

THE SATRUNJAYA MAHATMYAM.

(A contribution to the history of the Jainas by .Professor Albert Weber.)

EDITED BY JAMES BURGESS, LLJ).

(Continued from p. 257.)

SARGA or CHAPTER X. (936 vv.).

°érii$atrunjag/ayamiihdtmyiiniarbhrita Raivattichalamh'hdtmye Bhimasena-I‘Iariz'ariéa-Piiqzqla

votpatti-Kfishpa-Nemiéajanmavaraano mime, ——describes the history of Bhimasena of the
llarivaiisa, \the origin of the Pandavas, and the birth of Krishna and Nemiba (the 22nd Jina).
Sections x. to xii. describe the history of the Pandava-s in its main features connected with

that of Krishna, as this again is with that of Nemisa, the Jina worshipped on Raivata or
Girnar. These sargas are therefore called by the separate title of Raivatdchalamdluilmyam,
because the holy places of that mountain (i

.

345-52) are glorified in them.
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[“ Salutation to Arha! May he protect us who knows and sees all, who is easy to he
obtained, and removes the troubles of all men, who is honoured by all the gods, possessed of all

qualities, witnessing actions like the sun, is infinite,” etc.]

In the introduction Indra respectfully saluting Mahavlra says,—-“Lordl for our
instruction thou hast related the history of Satrunjaya, referring to the principal summits,

whereby I have been purified. But this mountain has 108 peaks (i
. 34), among which

twenty-one are principal summits (i
.

352-54), which thou hast prominently mentioned ; I would
now hear the account of the most famous one for the purification of all creatures (2-5).

Accordingly the lord of the triune world begins with the description of the fifth summit

of the Siddhddri, namely Raivata (7-8).“3 [It yields the fifth knowledge (palichama jiuina),

i. e., salvation to worshippers. Gifts and offerings made here from the heart are productive of
benefits in this world as well as in the next. The merit acquired here causes the accumulation
of the sins incurred in several transmigrations in this world to dissolve as the heat of the sun
melts butter. Here sages who eat not but pass their days in devotion, as well as the gods,
daily worship Nemi- Here Apsarais, numerous divine beings — Gandharvas, Siddhas, Vidyfidha~
ras, eta, always worship the J ina N emi. Beasts mutually hostile, as cats and mice, lions and
elephants, serpents and peacocks, live in harmony on this mountain. All the planets, daily
appearing to rise and set, move round N'emi to worship him. All the seasons are to be seen
here at all times. The tanks, among which Gajendrapada is chief, are filled with nectar by the

gods. This Raivata, when remembered, gives happiness ; when seen, removes misery ; and
when touched yields what is desired. Of such a mountain, 0 Indra, hear the story (41).

The Indra of former days, accompanied by the gods. made a pilgrimage to Satrunjaya on
the 15th of Chaitra Suddha, and came to the Raivata mountain to praise Nemi on the 15th of
Vaiéaikha 'Suddha. After bathing the image with water from the holy tanks, rivers, and lakes,
and having worshipped it he came out of the temple ; and as he came outa deva approaching him
said there was a Muni on the mountain sitting on the jfidnaéilzi (stone or rock of knowledge),
honoured by men, sages and gods, and engaged in performing severe austerities. Hearing this
Indra came to the Jfiénaéilii and saluting the Maui, sat down before him; then the gods with
him asked who this Muui was and why he was practising such austerity. Indra, by meditation,
knowing his history, answered them (419).]

As an argument for its expiatory power, he relates the story of Bhimasena, the spoilt son
of king Vajrasena of sravasti and of Bubhadra (50-227). The contents are interesting in
many respects.

.Bhimasena went so far in his wickedness as to kill his own father, because, in consequence
of a complaint of the citizens, he had been punished by him. After his parricide the inhabit
ants angrily expelled him and installed his younger brother [Jayasena] as king (64). The
- prince roamed about and arrived (73) in the town of Pr‘ithvipura in Magadha, where, after
many thefts, he at length found service with a merchant isvaradatta (77) with whom he went
to sea. After a month the ship suddenly grounded during the night upon coral banks, and all
endeavours to float it again failed. The provisions and water became exhausted by degrees.
and the merchant was just preparing to meet his death in the waves, when suddenly a parrot
arrived, informing them in a human voice of his being the tutelary divinity of the mountain
that was in sight. There was still a means of escape left: one of them must sacrifice his life
by swimming to the mountain and there scaring the Bharanda-birds." By the current of air

‘6 Very considerable additions to Prof. Weber’s analysis have been made to this sarga.— J. B.
‘I The Bhfirandas are called khilapaksht'aalr. Does this possibly mean "desert birds”? We find them

again in the Mahdbhliratu, as flying swift-1y (F), xii. S357, 3519, and as singing pleasantly and endowed with a

human face. xii. 6325 (comp. Ind. Stud. Bd. III. S. 149). In the Panchatantra (p. 263, 18 if.) a bhdranda appears
as a sea bird with a double head. [Comp.-the birds in the Vak islands of the Arab. Nights. — J. B.)
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produced by the flapping of their wings when flying, the ship would float (88). In consequence
of isvaradatta’s appeal to his men, Bhimasena ofliers for 100 dina‘ra to undertake the hazard
ous feat. It succeds, the ship floats and of course Bhimasena is left behind on the mountain
The helpful parrot, however, points out a remedy for him also: he is to throw himself into the

sea, where a fish will swallow him and swim to the shore. Should the fish not be inclined to
vomit the passenger, he is to thrust an herb given him by the parrot into its throat, when it

would open wide, and he would walk out upon the shore!-8 It happened as the bird had
predicted, and in this way Bhimasena reached the island of Ceylon (Saiiihalam taiiam, 97).
After wand 5 ing about for a while and quenching his thirst from water-holding trees, he met
a Brahmana mendicant (tridznjglinf9 99) who invited him to accompany him to a mine of pre
cious stones (ratnakhfi-ni) upon this dvipa Siu'ihala (112) where he promised him rich treasures.

tEBhimasena thinking one in a Muni’s dress must be a good man went with him.] On the road

be 100 dinzira were spent on travelling expenses. When they reached the mine, the Maui, on a
new-moon day (vadya 14th) let Bhimasena down into it by means of a cable (v. 1156, 1160 are
wanting in the MS), drew up the precious stones the latter collected, and cutting the cable.
abandoned him to the guardian deck: of the mine, and ran away (118). Hereupon Bhi‘masena
wandered about in the pit in great distress. He met a very lean man, was addressed by him
in a friendly way, and asked whether ‘he also, like himself, had fallen a prey to his greed for

jewels, through the instrumentality of the wicked penitent. When Bhimasena had repliediin
the affirmative to these questions, and had asked him how he might again get out,—- he was told
that the goddesses of heaven would come next morning at dawn to worship Batnachandra, the
god of the mine, with song and dance and other means, andwhen the guardian’s attention
would be wholly absorbed with the songs he might use the opportunity to creep out stealthily
with the servants of the goddesses. Next morning all this happened, and in a few days
Bhimasena arrived at Kshitimandana the capital of Siihhala (129). There he entered the
service of a merchant, but as he could not leave of? his old propensity for thieving, he was
soon caught and led to the post. There isvaradatta recognised him as his deliverer, obtained
his liberation and took him on board his ship, which soon afterwards arrived at Pr‘l'thvipura

(11%). On landing Bhimasena met and related his adventures to a foreigner who solaced him,

and together they started on a visit to the Bohana mountain. On their way they soon came
to a hermitage and bowed themselves to the old Muni Jatila by name. Exactly at the same
moment a disciple of the latter, calledJa-ilgala, descended from the air, saluted his teacher, and

replied to his question that he was come from visiting Sauréshtrii, where he had, with the Jaina
worshippers, assisted at the ceremonial on the Satrunjaya and Ujja yanta mountains (140), the
sanctuaries on which were glorious beyond all description. He was particularly rejoiced by the

glory, of Ujjayantadri (M2), by the worship of which evena mean person might attain all
felicity and exaltation, as Asokaehandra had done (143). This Aéokachandra was a poor
serving man of the Kshatriya caste in the town of Champz’i. Being tired of his house affairs

he wandered about, and in one of his rambles saw some Jaina penitents and asked them how
he might remedy his misfortunes; on their reply that in this world man was tossed about by

the force of karman (i.e., former works: entirely the Buddhist idea and name for destiny),
and that he could not liberate himself from this incarceration in karman except by devout

adoration of Raivatfidri (148). He started for it, and after a penance of several days there

the goddess Amba (the s’r'isanadevi of Nemi, worshipped on Raivata) gave him a touchstone

(sparéopalam) the contact of which changed iron into gold (150). Returning home, he engaged

servants,soon gained a kingdom, and enjoyed all pleasures. But in course of time he became

—_____———-___—_-—----_—-_——___-_———_~
" A grotesque appropriation of ‘Jonah and the fish,’ which is met with twice elsewhere (see Ind. Skimm. S. III.)

in Indian myths, only as late, however, as the twelfth century, namely in Rdjatarangini, iv. 503, and Kathdsaribi.

guru, xxv. 47, or Tawney_'s transl. Vol. I. p. 201,
*9 Doubtless a certain animosity must have led to the choice of this name for a man who was a deceive: as the

sequence shows.
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tired of all this which he had obtained by the grace of Ambika (153), for forgetting whom he
repented, and went to Satrunjaya with his people. After worshipping the J ina there, he
went again to Baivata (155), where he piously adorned and worshipped the statue of Nemisa
and of Amba, jagaldm ambzi ,- and as he had now already reigned 300 years by the grace of the

god and of Ambikil, he determined henceforth to betake himself to the feet of Sri Nomi, and
to leave the kingdom to his son. He sent him and his people back to Champfi ; and then took

consecration (d'flf‘lld) and by pure devotion he soon obtained salvation (a'ivam),5°

[In concluding, J i‘ingala said! he saw all this with his own eyes and therefore regarded this
mountain as a holy place (maluitirtha) which might give to the worshippers, though sinful, every
sortof wealth in this world and a best place in the world to come]

By this story of Jangala’s all the penitents were greatly rejoiced, also the stranger as well

as Bhimasena. Both of them, however, continued their pilgrimage to the Bohana (167-8) and

‘watched there throughout the night in prayers to the divinity of the mountain; in the morning

arriving at a cave, they struck in it (dug 7) and obtained two jewels (ratne- 169), and set out
to sea. Once standing at night on deck, Bhirnasena noticed the moon and taking his jewel in

his hand compared its appearance with it, but lost it by dropping it into the water (171) [when
he fainted and began weeping. Seeing this those on board the ship and the sailors came

round him and using fans and water restored him to sense, when he told them of the loss of
his jewel in the sea, and requested them to stop the ship to search for it]. His companion
offered him his own jewel and consoled him saying that Baivata was also here still and there
‘was no occasion for complaining (179). Taking consolation from the words of his friend, and

both having crossed the sea they wandered along the shore towards Raivata, losing on the way
the other gem and everything they had by thieves. Fatigued, without clothing or nourishment.

but nevertheless resigned to their fate, they met a Muni on their journey, to whom they paid
their respects and complained of their lot : —

As without water a cloud, a body without life, I -

as a flower without fragrance, without a lotus a watertank 1| (185)

As without her brilliancy the Moon, as without voice the Sanskrit |

noble birth without modesty, piety without science ll

As without house a housewife, prudence without'reserve l

as the night without moonlight, and as a temple without image II

As love without youthful strength, as a leader without armies l

as a race without a noble son, as riches without liberality ll

As statute without compassion, oratory without truth I

as the face without eye, so—- without property is Man II (189).

[The Maui hearing this, felt pity for them and told them they had not acquired merit in
their previous life (pdrvajanmn) and hence suffered misery. Birth in a noble family, good
fortune, peculiar felicity, wealth, long life, fame, knowledge, a pleasing wife, horses, elephants.
servants, command, and empire, — corporeal beings obtained only through their meritorious

actions (dharma) ; but they should not suffer an untimely death, but visit the Baivata mountain
which yields to its worshippers what they desire (190 f.). Then turning to Bhimasena he said

that in his former life he had teased a Muni for 18 ghatilcas (7 hours) and in consequence he

had been so long in misery]

—- -'—— —

5° Here evidently synonymous with nirv'inam, comp. i. 6, 23 ; ii, 8, 383; vi. 293 ; ix. 533, etc.
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He now promises to him that the fortunate turn of his destiny was shortly impending ;
and he is yet to adorn the world with _Jina temples, and none will exist equal to him in
felicity (198). Thus comforted, the two pilgrims continue their journey to Raivata (199).
Arriving there in course of time Bhimasena found his younger brother Jayasens, in the Arhat
temple there, who had gone on pilgrimage with his councillors, etc. (200), and who received
him joyfully, immediately abdicating the dominiomwhich he had only held in pledge for him.
His subjects also were rejoiced at his return; and now he ruled most excellently, spreading
blessings and happiness around him [having erected Jina temples everywhere in memory
of his parents whom he had foolishly killed], having appointed his brother to be Yuvarfija
(crown-prince) and his faithful companion to be his treasurer (219).

[Once he happened to see in a garden a Vidywdhara worshipping J ina, and learning from him
-— in answer to his question —- that 'he had come thither from the 'Satrunjaya and Ujjayanta
mountains, he remembered the obligations he was under to the Raivata and was sorry for his

ingratitude.] He then surrendered the government' to his brother Jayssena (223) and set out
with a small following to Raivnta as a hermit (227). [On his way he visited Satrunjaya where

he erecteda Jaina temple called Ashtahnika, and thence he came to Raivata and there
worshipped the image of Nomi, attending to the fourfold duty of liberality, good nature,

austerity, and faith; and being instructed by Jiianaohandre Mum‘, he conducted himself
religiously and became a Mani. At the-conclusion of this account all the gods reverently
worshipped J ins and wont to their respective places]
As Nomi, the Jinn first established byIlharata upon Raivata, belongs to the Harivafisa,

an account of the history of this race is attached (236-37).

Next follows a tale about king Bumukha in Kaublmbi (239), who fell in love with
vanamalike, the wife of Virakuvinda (268). His minister Sumati, with the help of an ascetic
sister (parivrfijikli) named Atreyika, procured her for the king (270).

[Virakuvinda went mad,and was seen one day by the pair in rags and pelted by the

children. They then repented, but were both instantaneously killed by lightning. But in

virtue of their mutual love, they were reborn in the town of Harivarsha and were called Hari

and Harini and lived happily in union. Viralruvinda, after the death of the rz'ija and Vnnamfila

became quiet and giving himself to religious duties, died and was reborn in the Saudharmakalpa

as a god named Kilvishika (sinful), r] Remembering his former birth and seeing the riija and
Vanami‘ihi reborn as a pair, in anger carried them to Champiipuri (300).]

The princes descending from Somyaéas (vi. 3) the son of Bfihubali and grandson of the

prathamaavdmin, Vg'ishabha, are called Somavaiiéya, and form the Lunar race. To them belongs

Sreyfinsa (the 11th Jinn.) (303-4). [He first pointed out the duty of liberality by ofiering to

Yugadisa the juice of sugar-cane (ikshu),whence he and his descendants were called Aikshvaku

in the Avasarpini age- After him succeeded in order Siirvabhuma, Subhuma, Sughosha,
Ghoshavardhana, Mahfinandi, Sunandi, Sarvabhadra, 'Subhakar, and other kings unnumbered.

some of whom attained mulrti and others range. The last king of this line was Chandrakirti,

who obtained svarga but left no heir. Then while his subjects were assembled to consider the

government, the god Kilvishika appeared in the air and bid them not lament for the death of
their king but accept Hari and Harini timeously brought by him as their king and queen, and

supply them with liquor, flesh and fruit. So saying, and blessing them he disappeared]

King Hari was then consecrated with ceremony in the temple of Sitelasvamin (the 10th

J in). From him descended the Hnrivar'iéa (312)- [He conquered the whole earth and married
several kings’ daughters]

To him Harini bore Pr'ithvipati, who was followed by Mahi‘igiri, Himagiri, Vasugiri, Giri,

Mitragiri and Suyaéas. All these princes were rulers of the three divisions (trikhaada) of
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the earth, zealous Jains, leaders of Safzghas, some of whom obtained directly the nirvdqam, and
the others at least svarga' (318-19). Then as an appendix (praaariga't) "the history of the
20th Arhant, Suvrata” is related: he belonged to this Harivar'rs'a and was the son of the
Magadha king Bumitra in Bajagr‘iha (320 ff).

[Sumitra’s queen was Padmadevi, possessed of an inward and Outward good qualities.
She observed in the latter part of the night of the 15th of Sraivana the fourteen great dreams
indicating the birth of a Jinn, and perceived lord Pranata descend from the 10th Devaloka. She
was delivered of a son Kunis'uvrata, on the 8th of Jyeshta-vadya in the Srfivana nakshatra.
His birth was celebrated by Indra and the gods as well as by his father Sumitra. This
prince married Prsbhavatl the daughter of king Prabhekara of Pr‘ithvipura, and after
enjoying every kind of pleasure he had a son named Suvrata. Placing his son on the throne,
Munisuvrata, along with'other (1,000) kings, obtained dilcshd on the 10th of Phalguuu éuddha
in Srfivana nakshutra, and on the 10th of Phnlguna-vadya at S-rdvana nakshatra a temple was
built of the lord Munisuvrata, which was celebrated by Indra and the gods. The lord then
set out on foot to instruct the world, and arrived at Pratishthana (Paithana); there he
discovered (by meditation) that a horse, who had been his friend in the previous life, was to
be killed in the morning at an Aévamedha (horse sacrifice) to be performed in the town of Bhri‘
gukachha, and immediately started ofi, and on the way took rest for a moment at Siddhapura,
where consequently a temple was erected at dawn by king Vajrabhri't. Early in the morning
the lord reached Bhr‘igukaohha, a distance of 60 yojarms, and took his station in the Koran- 1
taka forest, where he was reverenced by gods and by J'itahatru, the governor of the town
accompanied by his army and the horse. The Maui then taught the assembly thus:—“ This
world is a terrible wilderness; here, surrounded by evil beasts, a helpless being or Sojourner
is tormented by demons; while walking in the divine path he is tied with four ropes and annoyed
by a wicked forester; and he is defended only by a pious and honoured man. To protect the
helpless is religion and a duty calculated to give all happiness, etc.” The preacher being asked
by J itasatru whom this advice benefitted, he replied —- “no one except the horse.” KingJ itasatru said, “ Master, who is this horse, that has obtained virtue — though a beast ?” The muni
replied :——"In the past existence I was a king of Champd and this friend of mine was then my
councillor by name Matisiiguru; but engaging in bad deeds, he died and after several transmi
grations he became a dishonest grocer named Shgaradatta in the city of Padminikhanda, and
formed a friendship with a Sravaka called J inudharma. They learnt from a Jaina teacher of
the advantage a man obtains by erecting an Arhat temple of jewels, gold, or earth, namely the
destruction of all his evil deeds in the next life of the builder of such a temple. Accordingly
Sugaradatta erected an excellent J ina-temple outside the town, placing an image in it, and also
a lofty Siva-temple to the east of it. On a summer day he went to the ‘Saiva temple where he
observed the worshippers taking white ants out of ghi pots and crushing them under their feet.
He felt uneasy and began to clean the temple with his own cloth. The chief worshipper
continuing his work- told him he was perhaps deceived by white-clad heretics as he vainly
pretended to protect insects by unseemly means. Sagaradatta thought with himself that these
highly honoured but wicked men would ruin themselves and their master (1

'.

e., himself). He
died and became this horse of yours; but in virtue of the merit he had acquired in his former
life by erecting a temple to the Jina, I have come to save him (365).
Hearing this account, the horse remembered his former life, and fasting in meditation for

seven days, he expired and became a god in the eighth heaven —- named Sahasrura. But while
meditating he (the god) remembered his former life and coming down to earth, he placed an
image of Mum'suvrata in the centre of the gold temple at Champa and an image of a horse
at Bhr'l‘gukachha and so fulfilled the desires of the followers of Munisuvrata. From that
time Bhrigukaehha became celebrated for its holy place called Asvavabodhaka. So also the
Narmada, from Suvrata Arhant having bathed in it

,

became a holy river with powerito make
the helpless to beconre lords.
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The Arhant then went to Satrufljaya, and, by walking to them, made all its summits holy

laces.

113mm, Hastinagapura, etc., and lastly to the top of Sammeta Sikhara, accompanied by
1,000 munis. There he obtained Mukt'ipada (salvation) on the 9th Jyeshtha-vadya, Sravana
nakshatra. This muni lived altogether 30,000 years, of which for 7,500 years he was a prince,

7,500 a ruler, and 15,000 a sage. Here ends the story of Suvratasvamin, who was followed

by his son Suvrata and other kings of the Harivaiiéa (384).

King Vasu of the Harivaiiéa ruled at Mathura on the banks of the Yamund and was followed

by his son Br‘ihatdhvaja and others, the last of whom was Yadu, the progenitor of the Yadavas.
His son Sure, had two sons named Sauri and Suvira. King Sfira, placing Sauri on the throne
and appointing Suvira crown~prince, obtained dikslu’l. Saul-i giving over the kingdom of

Mathura to his younger brother, went to the Kubavarta. country which he ruled and founded
Sauryapura as his capital. There he became the father of Andhakavri’shni, and others. His
brother Suvira, likewise, gave up the kingdom of Mathurzi to his eldest son Bhojavr'l‘shni and

went to Sindh, where he became king and founded Sauvira in the Sindhu country as his
residence. Sauri afterwards surrendered the government of Kubavarta to Andhakavr'ishni
and went to SupArBva, a mountain supporting Meru, where he became a disciple of the

Pratishtamuni and obtained bliss]

The son of Bhojavr'ishni in Mathura was Ugrasena, the father of Karissa (666-68).
On the other hand, Andhakavr‘ishni in Sauryapura had ten sons by Subhadra who were
called Dasarhah, — ]. Samudravijaya father of Nemi (712) or Arishtanemi (846, 48, 76),
2. Akshobhya, 3. Stimita, 4. Sagara, 5. Himavant, 6. Aehala, 7. Dharana, 8. Parana,
9. Abhichandra, 10. Vasudeva, the father of Krishna by Devaki, daughter of Devakanripa
(681,698) and of (Bela) Rama by Robin! (679),besides other two daughters (anuje) Kunti and
Madri, wives of Panqlu (397). Here little agrees with the Brahmanic data: on the other hand,
however, the birth, etc., of -Krishna is related materially in the same way as in the Pm'flljas.
His wives were — 1. Rukmini the sister of Rukmin, with whom he eloped by the strength of
his arm ; 2. Jambavatl, daughter of the bird (l) J iimbavant, whom he carried off, conquering
her father while she was bathing in the Jahnavi ; 3. Lakshmana; 4. Susimd ; 5. Ganri ;
6. Padmzivat'i; 7. Gx‘xndhari;—so according to 933-35, where eight wives are spoken of, but only
seven are enumerated : the eighth is satyabhama, mother of Bhiinu and Bhzimara (821). The
Purdglas know only of the four (emphasized), — for the others they have different names.

Not less discrepant is the pedigree of Daryodhana and of the Prlndavas, given in 399 it, who do
not even belong to the Somavansia, but are directly derived from a son of Vr‘ishabhasvamin called
Kuru! From Kuru the Kurukshetram is said to derive its name, as from Hastin the town of
Hastinapura. From Hastin descended Visvavirya and also Banatkumara (the fourth Clmkra
vartin), and Banti, Kunthu, Ara, who were at once tirlhakg‘it (16th to 18th J inns) and ohakradkam
(5th to 7th Chakravartins : -— see Hemach. 693), and then Indraketu, Kirtiketu, Vairikulzintukgit
(or is this an adjective and not a proper noun 'I), Bubhavirya, Suvirya, Anantavirya, his son
Kr'itawirya, and the 8th chakrabhg'it, Subhfima. After innumerable other princes had passed ——
downwards everything agrees fairly well with the Purlinas - Sflrhtanu was born.51
[Once, dressed in a dark blue coat, he went into the forest to hunt, accompanied by huntsmen

and dogs. In pursuit of a deer he left his companions and saw a high temple of gems on the banks
of the Gafiga. Surprised by the beauty of the place he entered and, having saluted the image of
Yugadijina, he was about to ride off on his elephant when he noticed a very beautiful woman. Enquir—
ing who she was, he was told she was the daughter of king Jahnu and named Gangs, and how one

'5‘From this point to the end of this Sarge is almost entirely a condensed version, not given by Prof. Weber.-
J- B.

Then he went to Bhri‘gukachha, Sauripura, Chempa, Patishthanapura, Siddha-I
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'
Charanamuni had told her father that king 'Siirhtanu of Hastinapura would marry her on the bank
of the Garage, and that, after the muni left, Jahnu had built this temple and kept his daughter to
worship Yugi‘idhisa. Now salhtanu had come to fulfilthe word of the Maui. Hearing this Ganga.

smiled and said to Sfirhtanu
that after her marriage she would stay with him only so long as he would

regard her wish. Sarhtanu assented to this and married her in presence of the Jina. Her father
too, being informed, came in haste to celebrate the nuptial festival, and, remaining a few days, returned

with his retinue. While the couple was there alone, two Munis came down from the sky to worship
the Jina. The king enquired of their residence, etc., and was told they were Vidyadhara Mum's -
pilgrims to holy places to worship J inns, and that after visiting Sammeta, Arbuda, Vaibhiira, Ruchaka,
Ashtiipada, and others, they had been to Satrunjaya and Baivata, and that on going to the fourth
summit (of Baivata) named Kanchana, they saw some one as brilliant as the sun worshipping Nomi,
He told them he had once been a Kshatriya living at Sugrama near the Raii'ata; but possessed of
‘an evil mind he began to annoy the pilgrims, beating them and telling lies, and, as a punishment, he
was attacked by an incurable disease called lzltd.52 Fortunately he heard from a Muni the account of
this holy place, and accordingly came to this Kanehana. summit and was gradually freed from his
physical and mental ailments by bathing in the waters of Udayanti and worshipping Nomi in the temple
of king Bharata (after whom this land of India was once called Bharatakhai'ida). At length he died
in meditation and obtained this shining body with divine powers. But remembering his obligations to
this holy place, he returned to reside here, and by daily worship of the Jina, he would become kevala or
a Maui and obtain mulch‘, and again come to abide by Nomi asSiddhi Vinayaka.“ At the conclusion
of this account of himself and of the sacred place, he ascended into the sky.

The twain (Siuhtanu and Gai'igi‘r) after worshipping the J ina happened to notice this beautiful jewel
temple, and thought of going to some other tirtha. After the departure of the Munis, Samtanu
was inclined to visit Kanchana; but his retinue having come he returned home with them in pomp
and pleasure (464).]

Samtanu was the father of Gaugeya Bhishma by Gangs, of chitrar‘igada by Satyavati,
and of Viohatravirya.

'

[On account of his fondness for hunting again st her wish and counsel, Gan g9, with her son G-fliigeya
went back to her fathcr’s. Sarina-nu regretted his loss and went distracted; but being consoled by his
ministers he passed 24 years. King Jahnu received his daughter graciously, and taught Gangeya
every science and art. By the religious instructions of a Jaiua preacher he beeamea Sriivaka and went
to the place where his mother had been married to pass his days in religion and devotion. sammnu
sometime after came thither a-hunting, and Gar'igeya, seeing the birds and beasts in the forest agitated

by the king’s dogs and huntsmen, came out of thetemple armed, and seeing the king among his

huntsmen, addressed him, -— “0 king, you being lord of the earth, ought to protect the innocent and
punish the guilty ; this being your duty,how can it be said you are a king while you kill helpless animals I

As you allow no wrong to be done within the limits of your kingdom, so do I in this forest.” But
finding the king regardless of his admonition, with his arrows he killed some of the huntsmen and dis

tressed the rest, when the king challenged himto a duel. While they were fighting Gafiga hearing

of it from a servant came thither in haste and blaming the king for his fondness for the chase, inform

ed him that his antagonist was his own son. The king ‘then with affection embraced his son, who had

fallen at his feet, and requested his wife to forgive him and resume her place with her son, She replied

that, as he did not keep his promise, she would not live with him, but he might comfort himself inthe

company of his humble, dutiful and learned son whom she had come to see. Then in spite of the

entreaties of her husband and son she left for her father’s. The king glad at obtaining his son but

sorry for his separation from his wife returnixi home. Samtanu afterwards, on one of his excursions,

went to the banks of the Yamuna, where a most handsome girl caught his eye; on enquiry he learnt
that she was the daughter of the head fisherman, a Sarasvati in knowledge, a Lakshmi in beauty, a

5’ Said to originate from the bite of a poisonous insect.
‘3 A divinity of wisdom and wealth to fulfil the desires of the worshippers of Nemi,
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Kalpavriksha at home, and a maiden who had not found a worthy husband. The king returning sent

his wise counsellors to request the fisherman to give him his daughter in marriage ; but the fisherman

refused compliance, adding that the connexion between a high and a low family was unsuitable, that

his daughter, though made queen, would not be so respected as one born in a high family, and, more~

over, the king had an able son to succeed him so that his daughter’s children would have neither respect
nor authority. Hearing this the king was depressed ; but his son Gafigeya, when he heard it

,

went

personally to the fisherman and asked his daughter for the king, saying he would respect and treat

her just as his mother (high, and that for long he had been vz’raktu,“ and consequently her son.
being his younger brother, would succeed the king ; and to remove any chance of his (Gfii'igeya's) sons

forcibly depriving her son of the government, he vowed before the Sun and Devas to remain celibate,

and they (the Devas) showered down flowers and named him Bhlshma because of his bhisIima-vrato
or hard resolution.

The fisherman then was pleased and gave him the following account of his daughter. There was

a king, he said, named Ratnasekhara of the town of Batnapura, who had this daughter by his wife
Ratnavati. But the infant immediately after birth was stolen, and, b

y some Vidyadhara, left on the
banks of the Yamuna; when a voice from the sky declared her parentage, her name Satyavati, and
her destined husband Sarhtanu. Hearing this voice, he took her home and cared for her as his own

(562). Gangeya having thus obtained the fisherman’s consent, returned joyfully home to tell the
king of it. isamtanu praised his son’s admirable and noble conduct, but for a while was ashamed of
his erotic desires. Afterwards on a propitious day he married Satyavati, and had by her two sons
named ChitrAfigada and Vichitravirya. The king then gave up hunting, visited Satrunjaya and
other tirthas and piously breathed his last. ChitrQ-ugada was placed on the throne b

y Bhishma,
but, disregarding the advice of the latter, he went to fight with a mighty Gandharva named Nflahgada
and was killed: Bhishma then inaugurated Vichatravirya as king and taught him the arts and
sciences. But on account of his , reputed low birth, he was not invited b

y

the king of Kati to the
svayamvara of his three daughters - Amba, Ambala, and Ambika (Ambalika). Bhishma, in
wrath, went in person and b

y force carried off in his chariot all the three maidens, defeated the

assembled kings who opposed him, and came back to Hastinapura to give them in marriage to his

younger brother.]

Vichitravirya had (483-84) 1
.

b
y Ambika the blindborn Dhfitaraahtra, the husband of Gan

dhari and of her seven sisters (640) and father of Duryodhana (749) ; 2. b
y Ambala, of Pandu, -

b
y Kuuti and Mada‘! (639) the father of the five Pandavas (743 if.) ; and 3
.

b
y Ambalika of

Vidura the husband of Kumudini daughter of Devakanr‘ipa (642) who died of syphilis.

[The ministers thinking Dhr'itarashtra unfit, because of his blindness, made Panglu king under,

whose rule the country flourished. One day in summer he went out tolook at the scenery of the woods,

and being much pleased and walking on, he saw a man under a mango tree constantly looking at a pic

ture and covering it again with his cloth. Panda taking it from him found it to be a representation
of a beautiful woman, and learned that it was of Kuntl the daughter of king Andhakavr‘ishni of
Sauryapura and sister of the ten Arhas, who was perfect in every way but unmarried, as not having
found a fit husband, and that it was drawn by him to please his sight. Pandu then paid for the
picture and went home with it. After passing some days quietly, through modesty but in pain and

anxiety, he went out again to divert his mind with the woodland scenery, but wandered in vain for

ease ; seeing, however, a man senseless and nailed to the ground near a line of Champaka trees, he

went up to him and found a sword before him and two rings of medicinal plants. Applying one of

them to his body, the nails came out of the ground restoring him to his senses; and applying the

other his wounds filled up and he was perfectly healed. Ou enquiry he told the king that he-was

Anilagati the master of the Vidyadharas, and was deprived o
f his wife by Asanivan, another
Vidyadhara, whom he consequently pursued and was ultimately left in the condition the king found

c" ' Indiflerent’ to worldly things.
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him in. The Vidyzidhara requested Panda his delivercr to accept both the wonderful plants and a
ring by means of which he could go in a moment wherever he wished, with a promise to be near him
when remembered. The king then returned home, thinking on him and Kunti (6 20).
‘The painter-‘from whom king Panda got the picture of Kunti, went to Sauryapura, and, in

presence of Kunti informed the king of the greatness and learning of Pandu. Kunt’i was so pleased
with the account that she determined to marry him. She could not from modesty, disclose her mind

to her father, and like a lotus in a waterless country she lost her bloom. Having no hope of getting

Piinrlu as a husband, she went into a garden to hang herself, and prayed to the family goddesses with
'

joined hands : -- “ O mothers ! helpless I now die for Pandu; none else but Pfindu would I have in
this life for husband.

-
Be pleased to tell him this after my death, and give me this very Pandu as my

lord in the next life.”
'
Kunti then put round her neck the noose to strangle herself ; but Pandu

arrived, by the aid of the ring given him by Anilagati, and recognising her from the picture he had, at
once he cut the noose replacing it with his arms. Kunti seeing her husband was overjoyed and married
him with the GrZndharva-vz'vliha rite.55 She conceived by him and told her husband; but both returned

to their respective homes, she keeping her condition secret. When she gave birth to a male child, as a
matter of necessity, it was put in a box and thrown into the Gaiigfi. The box was carried down to
Hastinapura, where a charioteer named Suta found and, opening it

,

saw a child bright as the sun

on a clear day. He carried it home with delight and gave it to his wife Badha as his own. The
child was named Kama, and as he grew up he became a favourite of the king Prlndu b

y reason of his

qualifications (638).

Andhakavr'ishni learning o
f his daughter’s affection towards Pandu gave her to him in

marriage. Panda afterwards got Madri the daughter of the king Madraka at her svaynmvara.
Subala o

f Gandhara. had eight daughters, the first of whom was Gandhari, and a son Sakuni,
and, as instructed b

y his family goddess, he gave the daughters in marriage to Dhritarashtra.
Vidura also the third son of Vichitravirya married Kumudini the daughter of king Devaka (643).

I King Andhakavr‘ishni handed over his government to his son Samudravijaya, became a

disciple of Supratishtha-muni and attained s'iz-aéri. Samudravijaya was a liberal, humble,

devout man, who supported learning, ruled his country justly, and erected very many lofty temples of

Jinn. His wife Siva by name was equally good (665).

At Mathura. the king Bhojavrlshni placedihis son U'grasena on the throne and became a

devotee. Ugrasena’s wife was Dharanl. Once he asked a_Brahmana ascetic who was observing a
month‘s fast to dine at his house on the day of its completion; but from pressure of business he

forgot to invite the Brahmana on the proper day, who consequently had to‘ continue fasting for

another month. Ugrasena again invited him to dine for pr’iraaci (breaking the fast) and again forgot
the day_ This being thrice repeatedthe ascetic died, and to avenge himself entered the womb of

Dharani, who, after conception, longed to eat her husband’s flesh. Concluding that the child would be

her husband’s enemy, she put it into a box of kdiisya (bell-metal) and threw i
t into the Yamuna.

The box was recovered by a grocer at Sauryapura, who seeing in it a male child, luminous as the sun,

and which he named Kansa, as it was found in a ktiiuya box, he nursed it. The grocer, observing

that Kai‘isa, as he grew up, daily beat the other children, thought him unfit for his business and gave

him to Samudravijaya. Kansa reached maturity in the palace where he became afavourite with

Vasudeva, the king's younger brother (671).

In Rajagr'fha ruled J'arasandha son of Bri’hadratha over the trz'kflapglaa. Once he sent
Vasudeva along with Kansa against his enemy Simharatha, who was defeated and brought bound
on a cart to Riijagriha. Jarr‘isandha forithis offered Vasudeva his daughter J'ivayasa in marriage.
But Vasudeva, having learnt from some astrologer that she would be destructive to the families both

of her father and husband, told Jarasandha that his enemy had been defeated and brought there by
Kansa and not by himself, — and therefore it was Kaiisa' who deserved this favour from the king.

5‘ Mann, iii. 35.
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Jivayaba accordingly became the wife of Kansa, who afterwards recalling his previous life and enmity
to Ugrasena who was now'his father, seized‘thc kingdom of Mathura, with Jarasandha’s permis
sion, and put his father in prison. Atimukta, the younger brother of Knnsa, seeing his father in
prison, relinquished worldly desires and obtained dflcslui (religious consecration). Thus Kansa
became king of Mathura; and the Dasarahas ——Samudra and his brothels, with Jarasandha’s
leave, went to Sauryapura. Prince Vasudeva, becoming suspicious of 'Jarfssandha, travelled for a
while and on the way married several (a hundred) daughters of petty kings, some for their learning,

others because they chose him. Then he went to the svayamrara of Rohini and obtained her in

presence of Samudravijaya and all the Yadavas. He then came to Sauryapura and by Rohini
had a son Balarama, Balabhadra or Baladeva. Afterwards, through the importunity of Kansa
he married Devakl, the daughter of Devaka. At the marriage festivity Jivayasa, the wife of
Kabsa, got drunk, and while dancing, she noticed the Muni Atimukta, her husband’s brother, whom
she embraced erotically, when be pronounced the curse that Devaki’s seventh child would kill her
husband and father.

husband of it. Kansa, believing that the Muni’s word would not fail, gave liberal gifts and honours

to Vasudeva, and obtained a promise from him to make over the first seven children of Devaki as
soon as born (688).

‘ 1 '
'

Devaki’s first six children, on their birth, were carried off by a Deva -- sent bylndra -— to a
woman named 8111860., and her dead children, born simultaneously, were brought back to Devaki. These

being sent to Kansa were dashed by him against a stone.
Anikayasa, Ana-ntasena, Ajitasena, Nihutsri, Devayasa, and Satrasena, were preserved in the
house of Sulasa. After this, Devaki, having bathed on her fourth day, dreamt at midnight of a lion.
the sun, an elephant, etc., and conceived; then at midnight of the 8th 'Srfivana-vadya, she gave birth to

1!male child of a dark blue colour, when Kaiisa’s guards were fast miraculously asleep ; and Vasudevn,
at his wife’s desire, took the child to Gokula and gave it to Yasoda the wife of Nanda, bringing‘ back
her daughter born at the same time,_and with delight gave it to Devaki. The guards, when awake,
took that girl to Kansa, who, thinking the word of the Muni had failed, and fearing nothing ‘.from her,

out her nose and sent her back to Devaki. The child atGokula grew under the care of goddesses and
was called Krishna from his (kfishna) dark blue complexion. At play he killed two giantcsses —
Sskuni and Pfltana and a giant-— Sakata, — and uprooted the twin growing Arjuna'trces.M
Hearing of such deeds by her son, Devaki visited Gokula frequently with other women. And to
protect him Vasudeva kept his son halarama at Gokula (702).

At Sauripura, Siva the wife of Samudravijaya, dreamt at dawn the fourteen great dreams.
and at the very time, the 12th of Ix'firtika-vadya, Chitrfinakshatra, a great sage descended from a chariot

of the Aparfljita gods and entered her womb. Then, at midnight of the 5th of Srfivanasuddha,
Chitrfinakshutra, she gave birth to a child of dark colour with the mark of a couch ; then on the top of

Mom the fifty-six Dikkumaris and sixty-four Indras celebrated the birth of the Jina, Samudravijaya
also celebrated the event and gave his child the name of Arishtanemi (the 22nd Jinn). He was
nursed by a crowd of Apsaras and waited on by gods who had assumed his age at Indra's command.
After this Samudravijaya went into the garden to amuse himself, when Indra seeing the Svami in
the lap of his mother joyfully saluted him and said to the gods that Samudravijaya,in whose house the

Svfimi Nomi Tirthankara had appeared as a son, was indeed meritorious and happy, praising the
lord exceedingly for his bravery. Some of the gods present answered Indra that his praise of the boy
before them was unseemly for they had once dried up the whole ocean and had pulverized great moun

tains with ease ; and desiring to see the strength of the J ina, they had come to the garden consecrated
by him. There they saw the boy caressed by people, some saying

“ live long,” some kissing him,

some holding; his fingers, some making him laugh by nodding their heads, etc. ‘\Vheu, afterwards.

they found the Jina in his cradle resting alone, they carried him off by stealth up into the sky. When
they had gone some thousand kos up, the lord in meditation, knew what they were about, and to

5° The sons of Kubcrs -- Nalakubora and Manigriva - changed into trees by the curse of Nfirads.

At this imprecation she left the Maui in sorrow and privately informed her

In his way the first six children ——named.
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convince them oi his powers, sunk them several thousand kos below the ground. Seeing their plight
Indra piticd them, and coming to Nomi requested h'nnto deliver them, as they had committed this
fault through ignorance '; and, after liberating them and putting the lord in his cradle, Indra returned
to Svarga. Samudravijaya and others witnessing the power of Nomi, were highly pleased and
returned home, celebrating a festival befitting the occasion in the Arhant temple. Henceforward the
lord grew up protected by the gods under orders of Indra (737).

In Hastinapura, Gandhari the wife of Dhritarashtra, being pregnant, longed to ride on an
elephant, to kill enemies, to imprison people, and to fail in respect to elders, quarrelling with all..
Kuntl, the wife of Hindu, seeing in dreams Mount More, the Sun, the Moon, the ocean of milk, and
Lakshmi, had a fortunate conception and longed to do pious actions ; and, on a propitious day, when
the five planets were in superior conjunction she gave birth to a child, when the gods showered ilowers
in the house and a voice from the sky was heard that this child would possess all pure qualities -
mercy, liberality, etc., that he was a Dharmaputra. (son of religion). King Pandu celebrated his
son’s birth and called him Yudhishthim (great in war). Again Kunti saw in dreams a flowering
Kalpataru. planted by the Wind in her own garden, and accordingly had an excellent pregnancy
(garbha). Gandhari became impatient at her long carriage, etc., and after thirty months bore an
immature child which was kept in a box for six months ; and as he had given his mother so .much

trouble, he was named Duryodhana. In the third portion of the night of his birth, Kunti was
delivered oi a son, who, by a heavenly voice, was named Bhima. Once king Panda with his wife went,
to a mountain for pleasure, when Bhlma fell from his mother’s arms and as his firm body struck the
stones, they were pulverized as rice by a mill; and devas taking him up not in the least bruised, deli
vered him to his mother. Kunti, 0n the occasion of her third conception saw, in her dreams, Indra
riding on his elephant, and longed to kill Danavas with arrows ; and in due course she bore a child,
when the gods showered down flowers, beat drums, Apsaras danced, and a voice from the sky declared
the child to be the son of Indra named Arjuna. By his other wife Madrl, king Panda had also
two sons Nakula and Sahadeva; thus he was the father of five sons, while his elder brother Dhrita
rashtra had a hundred, all brave but wicked (763).

Kunti once went on pilgrimage to the city of Nasikya and built there a temple of
Chandraprabha-svi‘imi (the 8th Tirthaiakara) and, after consecrating his image in it and performing
other meritorious deeds, she and her husband returned home. Since then Nasikya has become a holy
place. It is said of it that “ those who fall prostrate to the 8th Tirthayikara at Nééikya obtain
knowledge (of salvation) and so a first place in the next life” (766).

Karina, learning from an astrologer that he would be killed by Krishna, who had already slain
several demons —-Keki, Haya, Khara, Moshe, Vrisha, and Arishta, and being desirous to see his
enemy, began the Saruga bow ccremony,— offering his sister satyabhama to any one able to use the
how. when none was found able to bend the bow, Anadhriahni the son of Vasudeva, set out for
Gokula in a chariot, and resting there for the night, at dawn in company with Krishna he started for
MathurA; but on the way his chariot was stopped by a tree, which his companion uprooted and threw
aside; he (Amidhrishni) was astonished at his strength and took him on to Kansa’s dwelling, where he
took up the bow but failed to fix it

,

at which the assembled princes and satyabhama laughed. Then
Krishna, in a rage set the bow in a moment and Satyabhiima resolved to marry him. Anadhrishni
boasted that it was he who strung the bow, and was sent home by his father Vasudeva who was
afraid of Kafiaa. To discover his foe Kansa invited all the kings to witness the athletic contests
Krishna, who had once killed the serpent Kaliya. in a pool of the Yamjlna, 'went with Balarama
to see the sport. An elephant called Padmotara, set free b

y Kaiisa was killed b
y Krishna, and

another, named Ghampaka, by'Balarama, who pointed out Krishna to all assembled — to Samudra~
vijaya and the others, as also to Kailnn, who became inflamed with rage. Then came into the
assembly two wrestlers - Chandra and Mushtika, when Balarfima and Krishna left flieir seats, -—
the first killed Mushtika, and the second the other. Kansa at this became excessively angry and called
with
'

a loud voice “ 0 base herdsmen! kill them quickly and Honda who protected thQm, and those
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also who are their friends." To this Krishna replied with eyes as red as fire -- “ 0 Karma, don't you
see my strength yet’! Defend yourself first and then do what you please to Hands and others.”
So saying he leftl his seat like a lion and holding Kairsa by the hair dashed him on the ground.
Then came the servants of Kahsa to slay Krishna, but they ran in all directions when they saw
Balarama coming with a tent pole in his hand to beat them. Krishna killed Kafisa stamping on
his head, and threw him out of the arena. Then came the warriors and kings, dependents of Kaiisa, to
contend with Krishna, but fled when they saw Samudravijaya and other kings ready to oppose them.

Placing Ugrasena, the father of Kansa on the throne of Mathura, Samudravijaya and the
others returned to Sauripura. Jivayasa, grieved at her husband’s death, went to Rajagr‘flxa,
resolved to destroy the whole Yadava clan. To J'arasandha she told the whole ‘story in the most
pitiful way, and he consoled her, sending king Somaka to Samudravijaya to demand Balarama
and Krishna. He was received by Samudravijaya and the others and delivered the message that
Balarama and Krishna havingekilled Km'rsa had made themselves enemies to the family and ought
not to be allowed to remain in the kingdom but should be sent to Jarasandha. To him Samu

dravijaya replied that, Jarasandha being grieved for the death of his son talked so, but was not he
(Somaka) ashamed to demand Balarfima and Krishna who were to the Harivahsa as eyes to the

body: “Go and tell Jarasandha not to follow the course taken by Kaiisa, his son-in-law, by awaken

ing a sleeping lion.” Somaka then left in haste lest he should be killed by Balarzima and Krishna,

and related the whole to Jarasandha (802).
Afterwards Ugrasena gave his daughter Satyabhama in marriage to Krishna; and on the

second day of the marriage, Samudraviyaya collected all his kinsfolk and enquired in their presence,
of Kroshtuki, the best of astrologers, as to the result of their quarrel with Jarasandha a powerful
king. He was told that Rama and Krishna would in course of time slay their enemies and become
rulers of the trikhandas of Bharatavarsha ; but meantime they should retire to the shores of the western

sea, and as soon as they reached it the enemy would begin to suffer losses, and that they should settle

where satyabhama should be delivered of twin sons. Atcordingly, Samudravijaya with eighteen
karors families of Yadavas crossed the Vindhya mountains (809).

Jarfisandha on hearing Somaka’s reply, got into a rage, but his son Kala said :—“ Father, what
are these Yfidavas before me, if permitted I alone will get at them whether they be in heaven, in the
fire, or in the sea, and will slay them or not return home to show my face.” Jarfisandha sent him
with his brother Yavana and five hundred kings with large armies. Seeing Kala approach like Kala
(death), the protecting goddesses took Various forms to deceive him. Somewhere in the Vindyfl
ohala were formed innumerable funeral pyres and a woman appeared wailing. On being asked by

Kala the cause of her lament, she saidthat in fear of Jarasandha the Yadavas were all in despair,
and hearing of the approach of the prince Kala, they entered the funeralpiles and were turned to

ashes: in this pile were burnt the ten Arhas, Balarfima, and Krishna, and she in sorrow at the death
of her relations, was about to burn herself, and so saying she entered the fire. Thus deceived by the
illusion of the goddesses and remembering his pledge to his father Kala leaped into the fire and was
consumed. Then his brother Yavana and the others returned and informed Jarisandha king of M8
gadha of the death of all the Yadavas and also of prince Kala (818).

The Yadavas, much pleased at this, went on to Saurashtra and encamped to the north-west
of Girnara, where satyabhama gave birth to two sons-BhAnu and Bharuara. Then the
Dabarhas worshipped J ina on Girnara mountain and so purified themselves. Krishna, on a pro
pitious day, fixed by Kroahtuki, bathed and worshipped the ocean-god, and performed the 8th tapa ,
on the‘ 3rd day, at night, the ocean-god came to Krishna and asked with joined hands why he was
remembered; he then presented to Krishna a conch called Pa-fichajanya, and to Balardma the
couch Bughogha, and to both necklaces of jewels and clothes. Krishna in his reply said he had
come in time as the capital of the former Vaéudevas, now covered over by water, was required for a

habitation. Hearing this the ocean-god went and told Indra, when Indra directed Kubera to build
a town for Krishna. The town was built by Kubera in a single day with numberless palaces of one,

.,___ ‘L:
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two, three, and many storeys, with innumerable temples of Arhant, and with lakes, wells, tanks, etc_
Twelve yojanas was the length and nine the breadth, with a surrounding wall of gold and gems and

with four round towers, like mountain tops, at the four corners. After completing this beautiful

town like Indra's and called Dvaraka, in ‘the morning Kubera gave to Krishna a suit of yellow
clothes, a crown, the very precious gem Kaustubha, a necklace of 27 pearls, the Su‘ruga how, the sword

Nundanu, the club Kaurmdaki, and the chariot Gsrugiadhuaja. To Bllarama he gave a suit of
black clothes, a pestle, a garland of flowers, the tulasa, etc,, the chariot Ttiladhvaja, a bow, atplough ;
to Arishta he gave a necklace, bracelets, a very precious garland, the earrings Chandraszirya, a suit of
white clothes, and a jewel of great splendour; he gave to Samudravijaya the sword named Chan
draraiuiaa, a suit of the best clothes, andachariot; to Mahdnemi he gave a chariot ——Garudadhvaja,
a spear with a thousand points, a suit of clothes, and a Kau-stubha gem; to Bathanemi- a how, an
arrow, and a garland ; and to the relativesand friends, he gave clothes and weapons according 'to
their dignity. Then Kubera and the other gods with the Yildavas, etc., crowned Krishna and
Balarama as kings. They governed this newly settled country in conjunction with the Dasarhas

and with the advice of Samudravijaya. At Dvaraka the lord Arishtanemi gradually grew into
a young man (847).

Indra with delight, in presence of the gods, described the peculiar merit of Nomi, men whose
of them, questioning his word, came instantly to the world and assuming human forms settled in a

town named snradharapura, at the foot of mount Baivata. Then they began destroying trees in
the gardens and annoying tradesmen and others on the roads. These complaints reached Ana.

dhrishni the eldest son of Vasudeva, and he without Samudravijaya’s sanction, or that of any of the
. elders, went hurriedly with the instruments of war against the supposed mortals, but was defeated

and carried to suradharapura. Then Samudravijaya. collected a large army, when Balarama
and Krishna, requested to be allowed to go in his stead. They too were defeated and carried otf

prisoners. The people were greatly alarmed when they saw Rama and Krishna, inconquerable by
men, demons, and gods, thus carried 05. Then Krishna’s wives went to their brother-in-law. Nomi’
and said humbly that he, being a Jina, a Tirthai'ikara, was of unlimited power, and that though his
brothers had been carried off he was unmoved and his valour would be of no account unless it were

shown now. Nemi considered for a while and then came out to the assembly, when Bamudravijaya
who was about to proceed against his enemies was brought back by Kroshtuki, who told him his efforts
would be fruitless as these enemies could be defeated only by a Tilthaiikara. In the meantime Mzltula
the charioteer of Indra had brought a chariot by his master’s orders and told Nemi to mount. He did
so with the weapons of war and completely defeated the gods. Indra came down and praised him

greatly, requesting that he would pardon the gods for their folly. The gods bowed when they saw

Indra and prostrated themselves to the Tirthar'ikara, who, pardoning them, went to Suradharapura
and released Anadhrishni, Balaraina and Krishna. Indra requested the lord to take them to holy

places -— Satrunjaya and others for their benefit. The lord, sitting in the vz'mtina of Indra, went with

them to Satrunjaya, told them its history, and thence came to Girni‘tra and then to Dvfirakit. Leav

ing Nemi and his brothers there, Indra and the others went to their respective abodes (932).

Next Krishna, on the advice of Narada, goes to Vidarbha, and carries off Ruhmini the sister cf

Rukmin; and so on, much asin the Pnranic legends.]

Saaea or Gnarrnn X1. (416, vv.).

Raivatdchalamdhdtmye Pdadat'ady zitakrigldvanacdsédivarnano nfi'ma, — representing the game at

dice, the forest life of the Panclavas, etc. In the invocation in v. 1, Nomi is expressly designated as
the 22nd Arhant, in the same way as in x. 320, we find Suvrata named as the 20th. On the whole
the contents agree with the Mahfibhdrata.

Samoa or CHAPTER XII. (664 vv.).
Raz'mttickalamdhdtmye Pdf_lgiarddz'sar'z greimarargtano ndma,—-represents the war of the Pain.

davas, etc.
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It begins with the delivery of Duryodhana from the power of the Vidyabhrit king Chitriiigada,
who had in vain prohibited the former from entering the Dvaita lake in the Dvaitavanam, where
he had himself encamped while pursuing the Pz‘indnvas, —and as he nevertheless did so in company
with his brothers, he dragged him away. Their wives turn beseechingly to Yudhishthira, and beg
of him as the son of Dharma, to forget their offences and have pity on them. Thereupon,atYudhish

thira's command Arjuna liberates them. conquering Chitrmigada. After that Duryodhana is still
uneivil and does not salute Yudhishthira, but is, however, forcibly made to incline himself, whereupon

the former embraces him and dismisses him kindly. The PB-ndavas are consequently here set up as
a model of Jaina ethics.

Death of Jarésandha (652).

Samoa or CHAPTER XIII. (720 vv.).

Br'i Nemz'dikshfijmfnanz'rmipa-Pdgzgiavoddh(Ird'dz'varnano (dvdrf, Cod) nd'ma,—describes the

consecration, wisdom, and m'rm'illam of Nomi, and also the pious foundations, etc, of the Pdndavas

Krishna. and his wives take much pains (83 eeqq.) to excite erotic desires in Nomi ; in which the
former exhibits a pretty libidiuons view of life and appears provided with all those epithets applied

to him among Briihmans, and specially as he is directly styled Vishnu (99,318), thus Sarngin (87).
sarngapnni (88), Keri (90), Gadadhara. (111), Hrishikeba (105), Achyuta (106), Govinda
(108, 112), Pltambara (86); also his 16,000 wives are mentioned (conf. Vish..Pur.Vol. 1V. p. 112 ;

Vol. V. pp. 82, 105).

After long resistance Nomi agrees to marry, and Krishna himself selects a wife for him.

namely Bfljimati, the (laughter of Ugrasena (108). Description of the wedding (120 eeqq) which,
however, remains fruitless. After one year Nemi goes on pilgrimage to the Uttarakur'as (173), -
liroh-iqlavidhiiii vyadha't.

Prophecy of l‘i'emi (320-405) on the 2,000 years after his flirt-69am, by a merchant named

Batna, under the direction of Amba, concerning the future bringing and adoring of his statue and
temple on Raivata, etc.

Sines or Cnsrrsn XI". (3433 vv.).
Sr'i Prirévandthddimahd'purushasachcharz'tavargano mima, — describes the pure walk of Pi‘irévas

ndtha, and of other great men.

First to v. 97, the history of Bdrbvandthn. To the king Asvasena in Vfiru'irasi (sin!) after the

nsual fourteen dreams 57 by his spouse vsma was born Jinesvara Parsva (2-9); this son, in confor

mity with his father’s order, afterwards married Prabhavati, daughter of king Naravarman (11).
Once he recalled a wandering Aseetic Katha, who followed the system of corpse penitence (7) from

his exhibition ('2) of a snake tormented by smoke. The snake surrounded by flames and expiring at

the appearance of Pi‘iréva (comp. i. 4) as Svabhrapati (Nags prince), was reborn under the name of

Dharana,“ and Katha. as the Asuru MQghamMin (12-14). After the expiration of the 30th year
of his life, the lord (Pfirsva) was seized with a longing for consecration, which he obtained along with

300 (ti-fiat?) princes. He observed the first castigntion59 in the Kadambarl forest upon the Kaligiri

57On these fourteen dreams which the mother of an Arhat sees, comp. Kalparfilr'a, pp. 25, 26, 42, 52, 65. As the,

15th Tris’ala herself appears in Stevenson's frontispieoe. According to Wilson, Muck. Coll. Vol. I. p, 148, there are
sixteen dreams, as among the Buddhists ; S. Hardy, Man. Budh. p. 3.

55And his faithful servant, —see continuation. Hence it comes that the emblem of Pdréva is aserpent (v. 1 and
l

Hemaoh. 48) and that pronouncing his name is an antidote against snakes (i. 333). His very name Pfiréva was

derived from the circumstance (v. 9) of his mother, when she was pregnant. with him, having seen at her side a

serpent crawling (sarpam aarpantam).

"Thus probably is kdyoiaarga (31,319) to be understood? Comp, “neglected his body," Kalpa Silt. p. 86.
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on the brink of a tank (19). The Ange. king who came here to reverence him, no longer found him ;
to console him the gods made a statue of the lord, nine hastae in height. The Angaraja founded a
temple there, which was from that time known by the name of Kalikundam, and is celebrated for its
holy qualities (to 30). The next castigation the lord. kept in Sivapuri (i

.

382) in the Kausambaka
forest. Dharana. (the N alga prince) quickly approached to worship him and held his ontspread neck
(phaqza) over him as an umbrella. From this the town o

f Ahiohhatra derived its name (31-35).
During the sojourn of the lord at Bajapura, iavarabhflpa. came to venerate him, and was informed
of his former births and built there a lofty temple and, in commemoration o

f his former birth, set up a

cock-statue, — since which time the tirtham is call ed Kukkutelsvaram (36-40). On the occasion of

another lcdyotsa-rga of the lord, the Kathasura (who had already been his enemy during ten births)
tried in vain to frighten him and disturb his devotions b

y storms of thunderand showers o
f

rain.60

On the contrary he (Meghamalin) was obliged to seek protection from Parlsva against the servants sent
out by Dharana for the defence of the lord, and thereafter he became his faithful servant along with

Dbarana himself (41-62). Then in the Kasivana the lord attained the true perception (/cevalam, -
see Kulpa Slit. 20) on the 84th day and began his oflice as preacher. Alsvasena and other princes.
vama, Prabhavati, and other ladies, became ascetics; Hastisena. and others, along with their
wives, chose the right path ; Aryadatta, etc, were his ten sages (sari). He wandered about in the

world. creating sanctuaries wherever his foot touched the ground (till v. 60). Thus he came also to

'Satrunjaya, the most glorious tirtha, where, like the first Arhant, be praised its height. The lord.
of the triune world abode also upon Raivata and the other summits, and then returned to Kelsi. In
presence of Hastiaena, his relative, and of the aurendras who came to him (73), he began, with his

voice which embraced all languages, a discourse in praise of Satrunjaya (till 83). Hereupon
Hastisena had himself consecrated as a smiigkapatz'. and went on pilgrimage to Satrunjaya, erecting
there fresh chaityas on every summit, — as also on Chandraprabhfisa (2 54), Srisiaila,‘n and Girinaragiri

(89), - everywhere giving rich presents; then he returned to Kasi.
“Into the number of vartina (otherwise called richdrya, sddhu, yatz') 20,900 men were incorporated ;

into that of the vartinta (also called sddhvz') 38,000 women; 164,000 was the number of éra‘vakas

349,000 (or 377,000 1
') that of the érdvz'ktis." The female portion62 is here considerably predominant,

which is interesting. For an activity of '20 years (25,550 days) ‘the numbers are not very enormous, —

about 22 converts daily,-they are, however, after all, like Pziréva himself, perhaps only imaginary.

After the bhagavant had protected the world for 100 years, he betook himself to the Sammeta
Saila,” and was there delivered b

y monthly fasts called m'rvrz'ltali (comp. nirvritli=niru2nam in

v. 290). Sri Hastisena also gave over the government to his son and withdrew to Satrunjaya (99).

“Now, 0 Suraraja,” continues Vira, I have told thee of all the mum's and saaiighapatz's who were
zealous about erecting til-thus. Listen also respecting those who shall come after us till the elcdnta

mahddulikinw“ (98) — This prophecy (all verbs are in the future tense) extends to v. 324, to which a

panegyric of Satrunjaya Pundarika. is added as far as v. 335 : the same forms also the contents of
v. 99 which constitutes the transition to the prophecy, which begins at v. 100 :—

6° Possibly this is the subject of some of the sculptures in Jaina Caves at Eliira and elsewhere. -— See Care
Temples, pl. lxrxvi. — J. B.
"1 Respecting another mountain of this name, see Wilson, Vish'aull‘ur. Vol. II. p. 141; ‘'01. V. p, i118; Arch,

Sm‘. South. Ind. Vol. I. p. 7. ——J. B.
9? Soalsoin Kalpa. Silica, p. 93, where, in the enumeration of Vira.‘s disciples, there are also found 36,000 female

with 1t,000 male asoetics, and 318,000 female lay adherents with 159,000male laios- [These numbers steadily dimi
nisb from about the sixth to the last J ina ; Padmaprnbhalis credited with;t20,000 sfidhvls,830,000_sfidhus, 505,000
éravikas, and 176,000 érarakas. — J. 8.]
65 See i. 345, 358 ; Colebrooke, Vol. II. pp. 212-13. According to Stevenson,’p. 90,—Sikhara. [So also Ratnasdr a,

H. p. 713. -— J. B.]
“ Hemach. ekdnfaduhrhama,
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“When we shall have obtained the Vaibhara, then also prince Brenika, on our advice, undertaking
a pilgrimage, will there (upon S'atrunjaya ‘2

) and in the town (—ercct’l Here the finite verb is wanting,
since we can scarcely be allowed to construe v. 100 with 101: hence, probably, a verse is left out in
the MS.'?) ckaityas.” The sense seemsto be:-— that 'Srenika, the friend of Vira. is to compare with
Hastisena the friend of Paréva; and as the latter, after Pars'va’s demise on Sammetédri, had withdrawn

to Satrunjaya, so Srenika, also, would do the like after Vira's decease on the Vaiblnira (i
.

345). The

Kalpasritra, however, knows nothing of such a decease on Vaibhéra, but places Vira’s death at
Papapuri (Pavapuri): is vaz'bhdram, ‘unburdening,' perhaps to be taken appellatively in the sense of
ni'rvdnam, mukti 7 Possibly this idea has originated the name for the mountain itself.

“Three years 8
1
5

months after our m'rva‘aa, O Sakra, the law-confusing paiichamdra will occur’“

(101) . . . “466 years and. 45 days after this, in accordance with the directions of Siddhasena,
will VikramArka. expiate the earth in conformity with the Jina doctrine, and abolishing my era will
introduce. his own”°¢ (102-3) . . . .

Then follows a long story (to 280) of a pious merchant Bhavada, his son and grandson 167,

Bhavada Seth will arise in Kampilyapura — aSrilvaka. [His wife will be Bhavala they will be
poor. Two sddhus will come to their house, and Bhavala having entertained them, will enquire when

she will obtain wealth. One of the sddhus will answer that she must purchase a mare that will be

brought to her for sale. She tells her husband and he buys the mare, which gives birth to a foal.

Tapan Baja purchases the foal for three lakhs, and with the money Bhavada trades successfully in

horses.] In return for a present of unicoloured horses he obtains from Vikramthrlmfl 24) the town of
Madhumatt (Daéakum. 158-5) with twelve other towns in saurashtra-mandala (125): Bhavada
enters the town in triumph and there a son is born to him, whom lie calls Javada (132). In remem
brance of this he builds a temple of Vira (135-6) in a newly founded town called Abhfipuri [and an
apasro]. When the boy had attained maturity (or the age of 5years 7

) Bhavada sends his wife's brother

to Kfunpilyapura [where many of his caste reside] t0 find there a wife for him (139). Passing the night
on his journey at the‘ foot of Satrunjaya, in Ghbtagrama, he sees Subtle, the daughter of Sara

[who is beautiful as an apsara-devastri, and after enquiring as to her gotra and name] asks her for his

nephew. [Sfira is dejected at the idea of his inability to celebrate so high a marriage. His daughter

laughing, protests that she will marry no one who shall not first answer four questions to be proposed

b
y her. The messenger carries her home with him rejoicing. Bhavada, hearing what has occurred, is

greatly astonished, and taking Javada with him goes to the Jina’s temple with his relatives. Bubfld

is pleased with Javada’s appearance and proposes her queries] : these are concerning the definitions
of “the four puruskarthas -— subjects of human purpose

” -— “ What is the meaning of dharma, of
artha, of kdma, of moksha," (154)? [The youth replies :- “dharma is to worship the Jina; artha is

to keep quite free from destroying life, from robbery, enmity, vain desire (bhoha), sorrow (i
.

e., care

for misfortunes happening in this life) ; kdma is desire of worldly pleasure and love; moksha i
s to

subdue the mind and be freed from the body, and to purify the soul (159). The kanya, hearing this

throws over his neck the war mild and the wedding is celebrated (161). After some time shall have

passed, and Bhavaqla shall have gone to heaven, Javada shall, like Dharma, protect his own city

(164).]

Now follows a highly remarkable interlude (165-67).
“ On account of the evil influence of the Dulmhamd age, the power of the Mudgalas will seize

'

upon the earth b
y force, overflowing it like a stream of the ocean. Enveloping the land, they will

seize cows, grain, riches, children, women, men o
f the middle, lowest, and highest conditions (in)

6° According to Colebrooke, ‘'01. II. p. 215, Vira's death is dated 8 years and 8! months before the close of the
fourth age (called Dullkhamd Sukhamd) in the great period cwmrpt'nl.

"5 It may be noted that this statement, if accurate, would place the death of Vira in 521 B. C., or about 48years
before that of Buddha if we place his in B. C. 478. -- I omit some of Dr. Weber’s remarks here and just above. —-J. B_

‘1 I venture further to insert some additions from an analysis of’ this m'rga, thereby expanding Prof. Webers'
rémmé. - J. B,
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Sauraehtra, Kachha, Lats, etc., as they advance, Then ordering the various castes to resume their
respective occupations, the Mudgalas will distribute great riches, which they will bring into the
country“8 . . Even then Javada Seth — of all things provident, and careful of his religion,
shall acquire wealth (168), and collecting round himself his own caste, in one locality —as in an
Aryadesa, he will there erect my temple to which the Munis wandering in Aryan and non-Aryan coun
tries shall flock and be respectfully reverenced by Javada. Hearing them say

“
during thepanchamdra,

the tirlha founder is Javada,” he shall ask them whether by this Javada he himself or another is
meant (172); he shall receive the reply— “ The guardians (lords) of Pundarika. in course of time
became malicious, living on flesh and intoxicants, and drew a circuit (7) round Pundarika of 50yqjanas ,
whosoever oversteps it falls into the hands of the evil Kapardayaksha (175: see 246), therefore Sri
yugadijinesvara cannot be worshipped ; but now the time has again arrived to exalt him, and
thou art the fortunate one. Endeavour to preserve the image of the first holy lord founded by
' Bahubali (see 266) by the religious worship of Chakresvarfi-suri.”69 Accordingly she appears to
him after a month's penance, and directs him to go to the town (drariga) of ‘I'akshahild, and there
to arrange with prince Jaganmalla: there, before the dharmqchakram, he will perceive the image of
the Arhant (drhalam bimbam), and through her favour he will establish a great tirtha as a mark for
sudharman (orthodox believers)70 (182). He also succeeds, really by means of bribes, in gaining the
favour of the prince of Takshasila so as to be permitted to carry away in cars the image of Bi‘sha_
bhasvamin, as well as of Pundariks. (see i. 499) and he succeeds is bringing them into the su
rashtra mandala, near to his city of Madhumati (191). He had before this sent ships freighted with
goods to ZBhota,71 Mahachina, and China. These had been driven by adverse storms to the golden
isle, suvarnad(v)tpa [where they find that the dust of the ground turned to gold when a fire was
lighted, and they had filled the ships with the dust of the islands], and now the whole eighteen came

in. A messenger informed Javada just when he arrived in the vicinity of the town that they had
reached after an absence of 12 years, and another brought the news of the arrival of Sri-Vajm_
svamin." Without noticing the former he proceeds to salute the latter. While he was still absorbed
in the contemplation of Vajra, a god descends from the skies, illuminating the firrnament, and appear
ing like a flash of lightning, and bending before him, says (201):— Lord, I was formerly Kapardin
[Kaparddhin] the son of Bukarman Rfija of “ 'I‘irthamanapura, wicked and abandoned to drink ;
hear how I was saved by thee when I was about to be precipitated into the abyss of my wickedness.
[You kindly presented me with the naukara mantra, so that I ‘was delivered. I kept the vows you
prescribed] One day I was sitting in the Chandrashdla with‘my wife and sipping the Kddambari
wine. While thinking of the naulcam, a snake writhing in the talons of a bird [.i-ukam', Guj. samali]
dropped poison into my cup as I lifted it (207). Not perceiving it," I drank and was thereby
deprived of my senses, nevertheless I continued to matter the mantra until I died. I then became ’
a Yakshadeva and at present am called Kapardi Yaksha,“ and am attended by a lakh of Yakshas

a Prof. Weber discusses the Mudgalas, who are apparently placed in an early age, for Jtvada dies only 108
years after Vikramaka (v. 280). But possibly the Mnhammadans are intended, and they first appeared in Gnjardt in
Sari). 1080, under Mahml'ld of Gazni. The inventory of the temples at Satrunjuya. states that the pratimd of Adieu“
in the great temple of the Vimalavasi 'l‘dk was made by J{wads Ssh in Saab. 1018. A slight change in the last figures
of this date —a copyist’s ordinary mistake-would place this 13th uddhdm or restoration immediately after Mnhmfid‘s
iconoclastic raid. This episode is either a later addition to the work, or else — and not improbably -— the whole
Work is a comparatively late fabrication. —- J. B. .

69This is the Sdsanadev! of the first J ina (Hannah. 44), also one of the 16 Vidytdevyas is so named by Hemach.
239. -

7° According to this account, the restoration of Jaina worship took rise from Takshaéill on the Upper Indus
which is a surprising piece of information.
"1 Of course Bhota, Tibet, cannot be reached by sea.
"1 Vajra is the name of the last of the seven Dcéapurvins, Hemach. 34 (comp. Schol. Bohtlingk-Rien. p. 239), who

would the fall into the last third of the 2nd century A. D. [But as JAvada must be placed in the 11th cent. such an
identification cannot be assumed. -— J. B.]
"3 The same story occurs in the Vetdlapar‘whaviv'is‘ati and in Sindibad, see Ind. Stud-- Bd. III. p. 350. A similar

event is mentioned in Introd. to Kulpa-Sdira, p. 12.
‘“ Homonymous, not identical with the one mentioned, vv. 175, 246. f1 Guj. Kdvada YakehaJ
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and able to perform any work ; therefore, 0 Svami direct what work I shall accomplish.” [In his four
hands he held a net, a goad, a mdtuliirga flower, and a garland. He sat on an elephant. His body
shone like gold, and he was attended by many devas and yakahaeJ V'ajra Svflmi extolled the height
of Biddhavdri ('Satrunjaya) and encourages Jfivada to go thither on pilgrimage and to erect tirthaa ;
and that himself and the Yaksha will assist him. Jayamati the wife of the keeper of Siddhachal

(Jfivada) had fever, but Vajrasvami cured her by a glance [as the sun removes the darkness of the
night. Kavada Yaksha conquered the dams who opposed obstacles to the ascent of Sailendra with
the image of the Bhagavant. They arrived at Adipura. The evil devas shook the mountain of
Satrunjaya, as the wind shakes the leaves. Sri Vajra with akahata, flowers, and water caused the
mountain to remain stationary. The Sri Samgha on a day fixed by Bri Vajraguru, placing the
image before them, ascended the mountain with much music. The Mithyatvi-devas opposed many
obstacles, but were overcome by Vajrasiirl and the Yaksha.) Vajra, “by wind, dispels the clouds
created by them; their wind, by the mountain ; their mountain by wedges (pavz'né, marg. note vajm) _.
their elephants by lions ;their lions by Sarabha ,-fire by water ; snakes by birds.” 75 The sarhgha found
the mountain defiled with blood and bones, the temples fallen in, full of dust, and at the mercy of the
winds. [Jfivada causes the mountain to be cleansed till it was as pure as his own heart] Then
the Asura devas use the night for bringing back the car with the image of the Svamin from the
mountain. Next day, it is true, it is again carried up by the people of Javada ; but in the following
night it is again brought down ; and this is repeated for 21 nights continuously, until Vajrasvamjn
makes an arrangement with the Yakshe. and his following, steeling their members by the vajra
formula, that they keep watch in the air, and Javada and his wife praying to Ldjjina. and
remembering the five Parameshghi, go to bed under the car by the side of the wheels; and himself

remains with the whole eamgha, children and women, beside the image, thinking on Adijina, till the
morning. On the morrow (245) they carry the image successfully to the temple, and next take care to

purify and expiate the sanctuary. The former Kapardin (see 175), surrounded by a few Asuras,
conceals himself inside the former image, and as Javada now causes it to be taken out and the new
one to be installed, the Asura-swarm is fixed and entranced by the formulas of Vejrasvflmin, so that
it cannot rush upon him; but it raises so dreadful a noise that the earth with its mountains begins to
vibrate like a wave of the sea, trees and temples fall down, and the mountain itself is split in two
pieces -—- a southern and a northern summit, -—and every body loses their senses except Vajra, Javada
and his wife. At the direction of Vajra the Yaksha Kapardin takes the vajra into his hand
threatening the Asura with it

,

and the former Kapardin escapes affrightcd to the bank of the
(nan'zdra .7

)

sea, where he assumes another name in chandragrabhasakshetra" (254).

Then Vajra will institute the new temple service (to 259). Javada and his wife mount to the
summit of the temple to erect the banner,77 and he praises his destiny, b

y which he is successful in

his arduous task, in which Vajrasvamin had acted as his teacher, and in consequence of whose
injunction, Kapardin had assisted him. From their very advanced age both husband and wife are
so overwhelmed with joy at this event that their hearts break. The Vyantara gods immediately
take up the two bodies and throw them into the sea of milk. Then Chakrebvarl (s. 177, 180)
approaches their son J'ajanaga, who is waiting with the congregation, and informs them of what
has happened, consoling them in suitable words. Jadanaga worshipping the Jinas upon Raivata
and other mountains, and erecting chaz'tyae everywhere, in every way follows the paternal example,-_.
The decease o

f Jayme, will take place at the end of the 108th year of Vikramflditya (280).

1" For the first part of of these comp. Panchat. III. 12.
‘5 According to v. 89. this Chandraprabhfisam is in the neighbourhood of éatrnnjaya, so that the demon was not

exoroiwd to any great distance. Possibly Chandraprabhfisa is nothing else but Prahhfisakshetram (see Mahdbh. i1i_
6.000).as Somanfitha is called. The subject here then may be a struggle’ between sairism and Jainism in Gujarat,
until the latter was aided from Takshaéila.
" Couf. Prabandhechintdmani, tr, by C. H, Tawney, p. 135. and note-J. B.
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"After some time will have elapsed, the Bauddhas, by their wisdom influencing the princes,
and diflicult to be conquered by opponents, will gain the ascendancy, put aside all other systems,
and, introducing their own doctrine into the world, will annihilate all tirthas (Jaina sanctuaries)”
(282).

_
“ Then Dhanesvara. arose, the moon of the lunar race, the wise teacher, endowed with the quali

ties of the gods,78 and instructing Biladitya, the lord of the town of Vallabhi, in the purifying
J aina teaching, causes him to expel the Bauddhas from the country and to erect a multitude of
chaityas at the various Hrthas.—$iladitya who brings the law to afresh bloom, lives 47? years
after Vikramarka” (286).

Now the prophecy of Vira ought strictly to conclude here, since he could not well give informa
tion about things occurring after the time of the author. In spite of this, as far as v. 324, many
indications follow which ‘are certainly historical in v. 200, 1,914 years after Vira and
mentioned, and consequently 967 years after 'Sila‘rditya and Dhaneévara, and in v. 305, still 86
years are added" . . . .

“ But afterwards Kumarapala, Bahada, Vaatupalavid (2') will be the first in battle, and
mighty in this system of doctrine (287). Then the princes will be Mlechhas, their ministers covetous,
the people deviating from their customs and endeavouring to cheat each other

"
(288)

As far as v. 312, very particular details follow about a king Kalkin (and his son Datta)
. . After Vira's death 1,914 years, on the 8th of Ohaitra, about the oishyi time, there will be

(born) in Pataliputra, a Mlechha son, called by the names --Ka1kin, Ohaturvaktra, Budva
(? Rudra). Then in Mat-hum, both the temples of Mnéalin (Balariima) and of Kgishna will fall in, like

an old tree torn down by a storm. The seven plagues‘so -— fear, loss of smell and taste, death,discord

between princes, innumerable inauspicious omens,--will occur. ThatKalkin will become king at the
end of the 36th year and will cause the golden stiipa of king Nanda to be dug up. Greedy of treasure,
he will dig through the whole town (Pataliputra), and willobtain great riches, whereby a Lagnadevi,
stone cow, will be found to torment the Munis, so that many of them will leave the city. Kalkin,

angrily persecuting the J ina Bishis, will be forcibly opposed by the town-divinities. Then a rain of

17 days will inundate the city. Kalkin, the sagePratipada, and many other believers (amitgha) and
unbelievers (lokall), will save themselves, but others will be carried away by the flood. Then Kalkine

by means of the Nanda treasure, will rebuild the city, and prosperity will prevail for fifty years. Near

his end, however, the evil Kalkin will fall upon the Jains by means of heretical (7). Prflti
pada the sage, and many believers will have to undergo great sufferings. Sakra, himself, trembling
on his seat will assume the form of a vz'pra (Brahman), in order to convert him: but as Kalkin does
not yield, in spite of all admonitions, he will be killed by Sakra, after the completion of the 86th

year of his life. His son and successor Datta, instructed by Sakra himself in the Jina doctrine,
will erect many Arhat-chaz'tyas under the direction of Pratipada, and also make Pilgrimages to

Satrunjaya. In the whole 'trikhaagia (probably “all the three dvi‘paa”) in the Bharata (z’arsha) in
town and village, in hamlets and market towns, in mountain and valley, in Aryan and non-Aryan
countries, king Datta will cause Jaina temples to be erected and will always follow the direction of the
Guru, careful to harm none. Then also prosperity and abundance will rule everywhere, princes enjoy
awe, ministers will be benevolent, and the people'observe the law.

Thus the J ina religion will unintcrruptedly prevail81 until the end of the Parichama'raka (313).
But further, in the Dullshmnd the people will entirely abandon the law ((Ikarma), will live but short

7' The poet is not at all shy of decking himself out as much as possible.
'9 I have omitted portions of Prof. Weber's remarks here, as being now rather out of date. — J. 8.
5° See Bohtlingk-Rcth under iii, where only six plagues are given from Paraéara.
5‘ According to this does the Pa iichamdralm include about 2,000 years i‘, It begins (v. 101) 3i

‘

years after Virafa

death ;now Kalkin is born 1,914 years after Vira'a deoease; to this add 86 years of his own life, making exactly 2,000.
Thus only 8%years remain for Datta during the par'tchumdraka.
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lives, will be consumed by diseases, and oppressed by taxes. The kings will be covetous, thievish, and
cowardly, the women will be immoral, and the villages like cemeteries, shamelessly and pitilessly
will the people insult teachers and the gods, and will sink lower and lower. The last good ones (per

sons) during the Duhshanui in the Bhurata (varaha) will be the teacher (dcha'rya) Duhprasaha, the
female teacher (sfidvi') Phalgusn, the pious (ira‘vaka) Ndgila, the pious (érziz'ikfi) Batyabri, the
king Vimalavfihana, the minister Bumukha. Under the direction of Duhprasaha, king Vimala
vi'ihnna will also undertake a pilgrimage to the viluira vimaladri. Then people will be only two
hands high, and will live only 20 years ; the clouds will only do their duty here and there, but mostly
not at all. Duhprasaha will spend 12 years at home, 8 years in vrala, and will lastly exercise the
law by the eighth meal (7 by eating only the 8th meal or once in 4 days: see asgamakdlika, Mann,

vi. 19).
‘

In succession — on the forenoon, business ; at noon, royal duty ; and afternoon, fire will cease

(to be alimented ?).

Thus the dulrahamd will last 21,000 years. The same measure will hold for the time of the

eké'n'ta dubshuma', when men will shamelessly dwell in caves and will eat fish (324),

The 'Satrur'ijaya also will then be only seven hands high, and will reach its former height only in
the Ulaarpz'ni‘ period (325). Exaggerated praises of it are then annexed (to 335).

“ Having thus raised the nectar of perception over the creatures, Vlra became silent (336) and
descended from the top of vimalasaila (339): his listeners also dispersed themselves to their respec
tive abodes."

The conclusion consists of four verses in which the poet boasts of his work, asks forbearance for

errors that may have crept into it
,

and for uncanonical data (utsutram), craves the protection of

Adijina for it; again glorifies himself as its author, humiliator o
f the Saugata (Buddhists), moon of

the ocean of the lunar race; and Sih‘rditya as the ornamental jewel of the Yi‘iduvaiiéa. Lastly, he

desires continued duration for his work so long as the good law of the Jainas, extending emancipation

to humanity, watches upon earth, and sun and moon rise to dispel obscurity.

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR-J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., 1.0.8.

(Continued fi-om p. 200.)

SECLUSI ON.

/

Two widespread laws or practices, seclusion and Ceremonial Purification, seem to
find their explanation and origin in the belief in evil influences, of which belief the
dread of the Evil Eye is the strongest and most lasting illustration. The practices both
of Seclusion and of Ceremonial Purification have the twofold object (a) of guarding, and (b) of

guarding against the person to whom the practice is applied. Of (b), that is, of the need of

protection from the person to whom the rule of seclusion is applied, the dread of the glance of the

newly awakened, of which details have been given in the preceding Note on the Evil Eye, is an

example. During the spirit-haunted hours of darkness, the sleeper is apt to be invaded by night—

mares, dreams and other evil spirits. When the sleeper awakes the night spirits gather in his

eyes, and pass along his waking glance into the first object on which his glance falls. To prevent

this spreading of evil influences the half-awake Hindu and Indian Moslim is careful to lethis first

glance fall on some guardian substance, gold, silver or iron, into which the evil guests in his eyes

pass and are prisoned. Should his waking glance fall on a man, the man on whom the glance falls
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will sicken. So in the eighteenth century the half-awake Scottish Highlander said in Gaelic :—
“ Let God bless my eye and my eye will bless all I see. I shall bless my neighbours and my
neighbours will bless mef'” Similarly in parts of Scotland (1690), a man who on waking look
ed at his cow and praised her fatness ran the risk of causing her destruction.“ Persons who

under these or other conditions become sources of evil influence have to be guarded against: in

the interest of their neighbours. Such persons should be secluded. Of (a), the guarding of the
person to whom the rule of Seclusion is applied, an example occurs in the care taken to eat
food in private in order to save the eater from the risk of strange glances. Again, the belief that
in a crowd evil influences abound makes it advisable that persons susceptible to evil influences
should he secluded.“ The widespread feeling against infants, women and sovereigns appearing
in public is an example of this rule. Among the tribes of the White Nile who dread the .blast
of the envious eye, those who have abeautiful child or a fine horse or camel expose them as
little as possible to the outsider’s gaze.55 Plutarch says:—— “A Greek motheris afraid to let the
father gaze at his child for fear the child is fascinated.”56 Fathers are apt to harm their
infants not only by their gaze of affection, but by coming home spirit-laden from mixing in
crowds and passing road-meetings and other spots where spirits gather. The avoiding of this

spirit-laden risk by making the father stay at home and keep quiet seems the origin of the

practice known as the oouvade, that is, the lying-in father.

The care taken in many countries to guard the sovereign from the glances of the crowd is
illustrated by the sixteenth century Mexican practice of drawing a felt screen in front of the
king when he dined.67 In Dahomey in Central Africa, when the king dines, the commoners
turn their backs."

If the ruler has to be secluded from evil glances still more should the Guardian or object of
worship be secluded. In India, the Pzirsi and the Jain ministrant seeludes the sacred Fire or
Saint from the evil influence of his breath by wearing a cloth over his mouth, When a Hindu
worships his house gods he closes his eyes and holds his left hand in front of his closed eyes.
In saluting a saint the Egyptian Moslim holds his hand in front of his face like an open book.69
Among the Romans the saerificer veiled his face with his robe :6‘, and the singers of sacred
hymns veiled their faces.'1 Of ‘later European tribes the Longobards shot backwards at the holy
skin.‘32 In the sixteenth century, the Peruvians covered their eyes when adoring sacred objects.
And, in sacrificing, the Peruvian priest kept his eyes on the ground and his back turned to the
god.“ As the Hindu worshipper, the Roman sacrificer, and the Peruvian priest turned their eyes
from the object of worship, so among many tribes the women serve the men with averted
faces. The Dahoman wife averts her head when she gives her husband food or drink.“
Mexican women turned their backs on the men when they gave the men drink.65 Among
many Hindu women to veil and turn away the face is a sign of respect. In fifteenth century
England, when a witch was arraigned, she went with her back towards the judge. The judge had
to make many crosses when the witch came near the bar.“3

'

Of the special occasions on which seclusion is enforced--— partly to prevent the person seclud
ed causing harm, partly to prevent the person secluded receiving harm —- the seasons of birth,

"__-_n_———_n——_——_—-—_——-_-_'~___
"2 Guthrie's Old Scottish Customs, p. 196. 55 Dalyell's Darker Superstition: of Scotland.
5‘ The Classic Greeks and Romans were impressed with the risk of possession which attended mixing in a crowd.

Heliodorus, Bishop of Thrace (A. D. 380), treats the subject at length. Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 83.
‘5 Berghoff in Pall Mall Gazette, 1st May 1899. “7 Dalyell’s Darker Superstitions ojscotland, p. 14.
5" Spencer's Descriptive Sociology, Vol. II. p- 32. “9 Burton's Dahomey, Vol. I. p. 245.

‘9 Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p. 71. 6° Ramsay's Roman Antiquities, p. 841. ‘

5‘ Pater’s Marius, Vol. I. p. 11. ‘ ‘3 Grimm's Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. p. 1117.
‘5 Descriptive Sociology, Vol. II. p. 25. "4 Burton's Dahomey, Vol. II. p. 43.
“ Descriptive Sociology, Vol. II. p. 34. ‘M Reginald Scott, Discovery of Witchcraft, p. 28.
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coming of age, and mourning are the most marked. The seclusion of the mother and child

after a birth may be mainly with the object of guarding the mother and child. At the same
time the enforcing of purifying rites after birth implies the belief that only after purification
can the secluded mother return to her ordinary duties without the risk of harming others.
The seclusion on coming of age, especially the seclusion of a girl reaching womanhood,
'though generally considered to be enforced for the girl's protection, is, at least among the

earlier tribes, as the Kolosh or American Eskimo, in great measure the result of the dread that
if she is not secluded the spirits that haunt the girl may take possession of others."7

The rules of seclusion connected with marriage may seem a part of the distrust created

by the favourite practice of marriage by capture. Thus among North-Indian Moslims the

bride is hid from the bridegroom and his relations before the marriage.88 Among the

Nerfooreaus of New Guinea and among the Zulus of South-East Africa, between betrothal
and marriage, the bride and her relations avoid the sight of the bridegroom.” These practices
may be traceable to suspicion aroused by marriage by capture. Still that some of the seclu
sion rules observed before and after marriage are not connected with hostility caused by
marriage by capture appears from the other Nerfoorean practice that for four days after

marriage the husband must leave his wife’s chamber before daybreak.7o This Cupid-Psyche rule
is widespread," as is natural in a practice based on two such important experiences as the spirit
laden state of the wakening eye and the blasting power of the sweet gaze or glance of afiection.

The seclusion of mourners may seem too suitable to call for or to justify special explana
tion. Still death and mourning is so leading a spirit season and the rites that mark the condi~
tion of mourners are so important and so minute that it seems diflicult to suppose that the object
of the seclusion of mourners is not, like the object of other mourning ceremonies, to avoid evil
influences, partly on behalf of the mourner, partly on behalf of others. The mourner wants

special care, since mourners are liable to hysteria and other seizures, that is, in early thought,
to possession. Therefore the mourner should not go into a crowd or along streets or near graveyards

or other places where spirits gather. Therefore the mourner should stay at home. Nor should
the mourner receive visitors, since visitors are likely to be spirit-laden. That in the interest of others,

the mourner should be secluded follows from the belief that mourners are haunted by the spirit of the
dead or by other spirits which gather at seasons of death and mourning. If mourners mix with
others evil influences may pass along their glance into those they meet. Therefore, in the interest of

others not less than in their own intirest, mourners should be secluded.

The importance attached to the rule of seclusion suggests thatthe original use of veils. masks
and curtains is as shelters from evil glances. The women of Turkestan weardark thick veils of
horse-hair," According to Mr. Elworthy," the eastern practice of veiling women cannot be solely

due to male jealousy. The women’s reluctance to uncover shows the true reason (that is
,

a fear of

the evil-laden public gaze). So the New Caledonian girl, when she reaches womanhood, binds a

hinge of shell and bones across her eyes to prevent sorcerer-s harming her.“ The European bride

wears a long full veil as her position of honour makes her admired and envied and, therefore, specially‘

‘open to the assault of evil influences. The mask' is worn partly to guard the wearer from evil

influences, partly to coax the mask spirit into the wearer.

American Eskimo wears an cy'eless mask. The object of the eyelessmask is to seclude the mask<

spirit who enters the dancer. For so fierce is the spirit that if the mask had an eye the spirit

darting through the eye would blast the onlookers."5 That the object of Temple Curtains and of
Bed Curtains is to keep oli evil influences is in agreement with the practice of the Jews of Tunis
who hide their male infants behind a curtain.76

(To be continued.)
‘1 Compare Reclns' Primitive Folk. p. 64. 6' Indian Anll'i‘udry, Volv Xv p. 49
5' St. James’: Budget, Jany. 8th, 1887, p. 16f. 7° Op. cit, Lot. cit.
" Instances of the rule are given in Lubbock's History 0

)‘ Civilization, p. 81.
77‘Sohuler's Thrkestnn, Vol. I. p. 124. H The Evil Eye, p. 429.
H Journal Anthropological. Society, Vol. II. pp. 206, 207. "5 Compare Reclus, Primitive Folk, p. 91.
" Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 46;.

W'hen he performs a religious dance, the ~
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A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON

OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PABTRIDGE, M. A.

(Continued from p. 264.)

Burma ; s. o. 100, ii,twice, 768, ii
,

a. v. Bear-tree, Burnai ; 8. in Borneo, 80, ii.
58, i, s. v. Beriberi, 66, ii

, twice, a. v. Capelan, Bumé ; 8. u Borneo, 80, ii

121, ii
, is. v. Commissioner, Chief, 184, i, s. 0. Burma ; mm. 1614 : 8. U. Borneo’ 81, ,

Coomry, 194, ii
, a. v. Crow-pheasant,214, i
, s. 11' Burm_Beebee; ‘9. v. 101, ,

Dammer, 228, ii
,

s. v. Doyv, 251, i
, a. 0. Earth- Bum chokey; mm‘ 1772 = a. v- Ohoky (b).

oil, 258, ii, a. v. Flowered-Silver, 271, i, twice, 158, ii.

a, v. Ganza, 278, i, s. o. Gecko, 279, i
i, a. 'v. Burmh_bibiship ; mm 1848, 8' v. BumkBeebee’

Jhoom, 851, ii, 2. v. K1115, 378, ii
,

8. v. Laos, 101, i:

385, i, s. v. Madura, 408, i, 8. o. Mandalay, Bnmbkhana; 8. o. 101, ii.

420, i, s. v. Mergui, 434, i, a. 0. Nirvéna, Burmmpooter; a.“ 101, ii, 768, iii‘. 0. Jennye,
48‘), ii

,

a. v. Non-regulation, 481, ii
,

8. v.
350’ ii

,
4 times’ 351, i; am,‘ 1793: 8. .,,_

Panthay, 510, i (twice) and. i
i, (A), 511, i, 10]’ ii‘ 102' L

twice, s. v. Parabyke, 512, i, a. v. Pal-see, 516, Burro-Sahib; a. o. 101, ii.

i, s. 11.P010, 544, ii
,

a. v. Poongee. 547, i, 8-v- Burra tomacha; ann. 1840: s. v. Tumasha.

__ Pro, 551, i
, 3 times, a. v. Rangoon, 574, i, s. v. 717' i.

salwen, 595, ii
,

8- "- seemul, 610» ii
’ 8- 1'" Burrawa ; ann. 1816: 8. v. Tifi, To, 701, i.

Shan, 622, i (twice) arrd i
i, a. v. Shikhé, 627, i, Bunel; 8_ u 102, i‘

6. v- Talaing, 677, i, 8- ”- Tamarind’ 680, ii
’

Burro Beebee; ann. 1807: s. v. Bun'a-Beebee,

, a. v. Tavoy, 687, ii
,

a. v. Tical, 699, i and ii
,

101, L

8- 0- Upper B08613 7321“, 8- 0' visa, 739- iv Bnrsatti ; ann. 1880: 8. v. Bursautee (b), 102, i
.

3 times, 8.0. Wood-oil, 741, ii
,

6.1). Zillah, 749, Bursautee; 8, v_ 102, i_

ii, s. v. Caréns, 772, ii
, s. 2'. Oaryota, 773, ii
,

Burtukgm ; 8J1, Orange, 491, i_
8. Z). ChObWfl, 778, 1

1
,

8. 0. LOT/0O, 819, 8. 11. Burung_dewata ; 72, i, footnote,

Munneepore, 826, ii
,

a. v. Musk-Rat, 827, ii
;

Bus ; 8_ v, 102, i, s, 1;. Caravan, 124, i ; ann.

ann. 1541: a. v. Abada, 1
, 1
; alm- 1727: 1858: s. v. 102,'i.

a. v. Mandarin, 421, ii ; ann. 1763 : s. v. Busbudéia'; mm, 1757 ; 8, v, Budge-Budge,

Muxineepore, 827, i; mm. 1855 : s. 0. Pro, 763,1

551, ii, a. v. Mlmneepore, 827, ii ; ann. 1879: Buserook ; ann. "1672 : a. v. Budgrook, 92, ii.

8
.

11.Butler, 102, ii
,

a. v. Gym-Klmml, 310, i; Bushire; a. o. 102, i, s: 0. Factory, 264, i, a. v.
ann. 1880 : a. v. Beriberi, 67, i. Jask, 345, ii, 8. a. Reshire, 847, ii.

Burmah ; s. 1:. Burma, 100, ii ; ann. 1763: 8.0. Bussur ; mm, 1638 : a, v. Bazaar, 57, i.

Munneeporei 827» i1 twice ; ann- 1793 = 5' "- Bussera ; ann. 1683 : s. v. Congo-bunder, 783, i.

Burma, 101, i, 8- v- Munneepore, 827, i- Bussero ; ann. 1747; s. v. Bussora, 769, i.

Burmahs ; ann. 1763: 8.1). Negrais, 829, ii ; ann. Bussora ,8. v. 768,ii, s.v. Vaccination, 733, i ; ann.‘

1835 : s. 0. P010, 544, ii. 1786 : s. v. Overland, 495, ii ; ann. 1813 :

Burman ; a. v. Dagon, 226, ii ; ann. 1759 : s. v. a, v, Hummaul, 327, ii
,

Caréns, 773,i ;ann. 1795 : s. v. Cassay, 131,i ; Bussomh; s, '1, Factory, 264, i
,

ann. 1827 : s. v. Muuneepore, 827, ii
,

twice; Bustard ; a. v. Florican, 270, ii ; ann. 250: a. v.

ann. 1855 : a. v. Kulai, 378, ii
, twice, 8. v. Mun- Adjutant, 4
, ii ; ann. 1807 : s. v. Florican,

necpore, 827, ii; mm. 1882: s. v. Shikhé,
627, i. ann. 1850 : s. v. Chickore, 149,i ; ann. 1862 :

Burman-Chinesa ; ann. 1876 : s. 0. Cash, 129, i. a, v, Florican, 271, i, twice.

Burmas; ann. 1755: s. v. Baloon, 40, i, Bus’aee ; s. v. 102, i.

Burmese ;s. :1. Burma, 100, ii
, twice, 101, i, s. v. Bustfi ; ann. 1350 I s. v. Cowry, 209,

i (twice)

Gong, 295,3‘, ann. 1759 : an). Burma, 101,i. and ii
.

270, ii; ann. 1824: s. v. Florican, 271, i; '
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Butoa frondosn. ; s. v. Dhawk, 211, ii.

Bntgeri ; s. v. Buxerry, 104, ii.

Bnrgeros ; s. v. Buxerry, 104, ii.

Butias ; ann. 1819: s. 'v. Bish, 73, i.

Butioa ; s. v. Boutique, 82, i, twice ; arm. 1554 :

s. v. Boutique, 82, i ; ann. 1567 : s. v. Bot-ickeer,

81, ii.

Butkadah ; a. v. Pagoda, 500, i.

But-kadah ; s. v. Pagoda, 498, ii
,

499, i, 3 times.

Butler ; s. v. 102, ii
,

8. v. Compradore, 188, ii ;

ann. 1555: s. 'v. Horse-keeper, 324, ii ; ann.

1616, 1689, 1782 and 1789: s. 'v. 102, ii;
mm. 1810 i s. ‘v. Consumnh, 101, i ; ann

1873 and 1879 : s. 'v. 102,

Butler-English; s. v. 102, ii. I

Butler English ; s. 'v. Pigeon English, 536, ii.

Butler-Konnah-Sircar; ann. 1810 : s. v. Compra
dore, 189, i.

Butta ; ann. 1753: s'
.

1'. Buddha, 767, ii.
Butteca ; ann. 1742 : s. v. Boutique, 82, i.
Butteékh ; a. v. Pateca, 518, ii

.

Butty wood ; ann. 1762 : s. v. Cowry, 210,i.

Buurt_; s. 0. Compound, 187, i.

Buwa ; 57 8
,
i, footnote.

Buwa-zangi; s. 'v. Coco-do-Mer, 177, i.

Buweih ; s. 'u. Bendameer, 62, i.

Buxar ; s. v. Buxerry, 769, i.

Buxarries ; ann. 1850 : s. v. Buxerry, 105, i.

Buxary; ann. 1755: s. v. Buxerry, 769, i.

Buxee; s. v. 102, ii, 103, ii, 769, i, a. v. Gyelong,
309, ii ; 81m. 1697: s. 1'. Hubble-bubble, 326, i.

Buxees; s. v. Buckshoesh, 89, ii ; mm. 1810:

s. v. Bnckshecsh, 89-, ii ; ann. 1856 ': s. v.
Bucksheosh, 90, i.

Buxeiro ; s. v. Buxerry, 104, ii.

Buxerriés ; ann. 1761 : s. v. Buxerry, 104, ii
.

Bnxerry ; s. v. 104, ii
, 769, i;ann. 1748 and

[misprint for Buxaries] 1755: s. v. 104, ii
,

769, i; ann. 1761 (twioe)and 1788: s.'v. 104, ii;

mm. 1794 : a. v. Burkundauze, 100, ii
.

Buxory; ann. 1749 and 1755: s. v. Buxerry,
769, i.

Buxcy; ann. 1753 and 1763 : s. v. Buxee, 104,

i; ann. 1766: s. v. Buxee, 769, i.

ann. 1766 : s. v. Buxee,Buxey Connah ;

69, i.

Buexi; ann. 1701 : s. v. Buxee, 104-, i ; ann.

1702 : s. 0. Shoe of Gold, 628, ii ; ann. 1760:
s. v. Buckshecsh, 89, ii
.

Buxis; ann. 1759 : s. v. Bucksheesh, 767, i.

Buxo; s. v. Bnxerry, 104, ii.

Buxshi; mm. 1861 : s. v. Buxcc, 104, ii
,

Buxy ; ann. 1616 : s. v. Firmaun, 270, i ; ann.
1615: s. 'v. Buxec, 104, i ; ann. 1753 : s. v.
Chuttauutty, 780, ii ; ann. 1756 : s. r. Buxee,
104, i.

Buxy-ship ; ann. 1756 : a. z‘. Buxee, 104. i.

Buy-em-dear ; 1836 :

763, ii.

Buyukdereh; s. v. Cheenar, 143, i.

Buzar ; s. v. Sayer, 604, i.

Buzio; ann. 1586 : a. v. Cowry, 209, ii.

Buzurg; s. v. Budgrook, 92, ii ; ann. 1720-30:
s. v. Budgrook, 93, i, twice.

Buzfirg ; s. v. Budgrook, 92, ii.
Buzzar ; ann. 1672: s. v. Bazaar, 57, i ; ann.
1673: s. 2'. Madras, 407, ii.

'

Buzzard ; ann. 1780: s. v. Florican, 270. ii.

Byde Horse; 8. z‘. 1&5, i, twice, 769,11; mm
1785: s. v. 105, i,

Bygarry ; arm. 1800 : s. r. Bcgar, 61, i.

Byin ; a. 2'. Shinbin, 627, i.

Bylee; ann. 1813 : s. z‘. Hackcry, 311, i.

Byndamyr; ann. 1475 : s. r. Bendameer, 62, ii.

Byohari ; s. 0. Born, 79, ii.
Byohariyi ; s. v. Bora,_79, ii

.

Byopz'ari; a. v. Baypnrree, 763, ii.

Byram; ann. 1615: s. v. Beiramee, 61, ii, s. v.
Gorge, 197, i; ann. 1813 : s.v. Beiramee, 61, ii.
Byramee; s. 22.Beiramee, 61, i.

Byrampaut; s. v. Beiramee, 61, i, s. v. Piece
goods, 535, ii; ann. 1750-60: skv. Shalee,
620, i.

Byte Koal ; ann. 1785 : s. v."Dh0w, 248, ii.

Byza; ann. 1568 : s. v. Viss,“ 739, i.

Byzantine; a. z'. Apricot, 24, i, s. r. Dnroga,
788, ii.

Byzantium; a. 2'. Chicane, 145, ii, 146, i, 147, i,

s. v. Umbrella, 725, i.

Byze; ann. 1568: s. v. Visa, 739, i,

ann. e. v. Bayadére,

C

Caahiete; ann. 1615: a. 'v. Cofi'ee, 179, ii
,

Calm; ann. 1689: 8. r. Cabayn, 106, i.

Cnlmia; mm. 1598: s. v. Cabaya, 105, ii
,

Cabaio ; s. v. Sabaio, 851, ii ; mm. 1510: 5, z‘,
Sabaio, 852, i.

Cabay; mm. 1760: s. v. Turban, 719, ii.

Cabaya; s. v. 105, ii
,

8. v. Shanbaff, 623, ii;

ann. 1540,1552, 1554 and 1572 (twice) :s. v.
105, ii.

Cibaya; e. v. Comboy, 183, ii
.

_
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Cabaye; ann. 1610 and 1645 : s.v v. Cabaya,

105, ii.
Cabaym Hydalcan; ann.]516 :s. v. Sabaio,852, i

Cabeca; ann. 1716: s. v. Nabdb (a), 467, ii.

Caberdar; ann. 1665 : s. v. Kubberdaur, 378, i.

Cabie; ann. 1585 : s. v. Cabaya, 105, ii.

Cabob; s. v. 106, i, 769, ii; ann. 1673'and
1689: s. v. 106, i.

Cabol; ann. 1552: s. v. Cabal, 106, ii
.

Cabook; s. v. 106, i, 769, ii, a. v. Latorite, 390,

i; ann. 1834 : s. v. 106, i, 769, ii ; “111.1860:
s. v, 106, ii, s. v. Lateritc, 390, ii.

_
Cabool; s. v. Cabul, 106, ii.

Cfibfiol ; s. 'v. Cabul, 106, ii.

Caboque; ann. 1617 : s. v. Satsuma, 602, ii
.

Cabos negros; s. v. Gomuti, 295, i.

Cabouco; s. v. Cabook, 106, i,

Caboul; ann. 1665 : s. v. Chebuli, 142, ii, a. 0

Afghan, 754, ii; ann. 1676: 8. 'v. Afghz'm, 5, i.

Gabe-Verde; ann. 1553 : a. v. Molnccas, 441, i.

Cabul; a. v. 106, ii
,

a. v. Chebuli, 142, ii; ann_
1594: s. v. Souba, 649, ii; ann. 1754 : a. v.
Yahoo, 744,i ; ann.1793: s. v. Hindoo Koosh,

316, i; ann. 1842: a. v. Ayah, 31, ii; ann.
1856: s, v. 106, ii.

Cfibii] ; a. u. Cabul, 106, ii.

Cabuly, ann. 1665 : a. v. Chebuli, 142, ii.

Caqabe ; ann. 1536 : 8.1). Salsctte (a), 594,ii; ann.
1538: s. v. Supéra, 663, ii

; ann.-1548: a. v_

Cusbah,219, ii ; ann. 1554 : 3.1;. Parcll, 513,i.

Cacalacca ; a. v. Cockroach, 175, i.

Caca Jaccas ; ann. 1631 : a. v. Cockroach, 175, i

Caganares; ann. 1606 : s. v. Cassanar, 130, ii
.

Cacandar; s. v. Ganda, 799, ii
,

twice.

Caqaneira; ann. 1606 : s. v. Cassanar, 130, ii.

Cacao bean; a. 1:. Numerical Afiixes, 832, i.

Cacao-pods; s. 1:. Numerical Afiixes, 832, i.

Cacaroch; ann. 1577 : a. v- Cockroach, 781, i.

Caratoris; ann. 1705: a. v. Lory, 398, ii.

Caccabis ; s. v. Chickore, 149, i.

Caccabis chukor ; a. v. Chickore, 148, ii.
Cacha; ann. 1617 : s. v. Catechu, 133, ii ; ann.
1644 : s. v. Chank, 141, i.

Cachan-fu ; ann. 1545: a. 5. Tea, 689, ii.
Cachar; s. 0. P010, 544, ii, s. v. Munneepore,
826, ii,3 times, 827, i; ann. 1854: a. 5. Eagle
wood, 258, ii

.

Cache ; ann. .1615: s. v. Cutch, 222, i,

Cachemire; ann. 1760: s. v. Shawl, 624, ii;

ann. 1832 : a. v. Cholera, 159, i.

Cachh ; ann. 1590: s. v. Arab, 24, ii.

Cachi, ann. 1440 : a. 1:. Jack, 337, ii.

Cachi ; ann. 1440: a. 1;. Jack, 337, ii.
Cachmir; ann. 1665: a. v. Shawl, 624, i.

Cache; ann. 1553: I. :1. Laos, 385, ii; ann.
1554: s. v. Catechu, 133, ii.

Cue-b6; mm 1516 : s. v. Catechu, 133, ii.

Cachoonda ; ann. 1760: s. v. Catechu, 133, ii.

Cacis; ann. 1538 : s. v. Casis, 130, i, twice ; ann.

1539: s. v. Ujungtanah, 725,i ;ann. 1580
and 1582: 8. 1;. Oasis, 130, ii.

Caciz; s. 'v. Casis, 130, i; ann. 1552: s. v.
(‘asis, 130, ii ; ann. 1553 : a. v. Lfir (c), 386,

ii ; mm. 1567 and 1688 : s. 5. Oasis, 130, ii.
Cacizius; a. v. Casis, 130, i.

Cackerlakke; mm, 1775 : a. v.

175, i.

Cacollfi ceguer ; ann. 1563: s. v. Cacouli, '107, i.

Cacollé quebir ; mm. 1563: a, v. Cacouli, 107, i.

Cacor ; ann. 1190 : a. v. Chickore, 149, i.

Cacouii ; s. ‘v. 106, ii, twice, 769, ii.
Cactus; s. v. Custard-Apple, 221, i; ann. 1824 :

s. v. Babooi, 33, i.

Cactus Indioa; s. v. Prickly-pear, 553, ii.
Caculhi ; ann. 1563 : s. 1:. Cacouli, 107, i.

Caddie ; ann. 1682 : s. v. Naib, 470, i.

Caddy; a. v. 107, i, a. v. Tea-caddy, 692, i;

ann. 1792: s. v. 107, i. ,
Cadegi Hindi; ann. 1690: s. v, Malabathrum,

415, i.

‘

(‘.ade1; ann. 1648: s. v. Cot, 205, i.
Cadés ; ann. 1461: s. v. Cuzco, 137, i.
Cadet; s. v. 107, i, 3times;ann. 1763, 1769

and 1781 (twice): s. v. 107, i; ann. 1853 :

s. v. Grifiin, 303, i.

Cadet Barrack ; a. '0. Cadet, 107, i.

Cadi; s. v. Cazee, 136, ii; ann. 1650: s. r.
Shabunder, 618, ii; ann. 1673, 1763 and
1824 : s. v. Cazee, 137, i.

Cadi; ann. 1554 :s. v. Lack, 382,i (3 times)
and ii.

Cadij ; ann. 1590 : s. v. Talisman, 679, ii.

Cadilescheri ; mm. 1590 : a. v. Talisman,679, ii.

Gadini; ann. 1338: s. v. Cazee, 136, ii
,

a. v.

Talisman, 679, ii
.

Cockroach,

Cadira ; ann. 1624 : e. v. Jogee. 352, ii
.

Cadjan; s. r. 107, i, s. v. Ollah, 485, i; 8111?,

1727 and 1809: a. v. (a), 107, ii; aun.1827:
s. v. Curnum, 786, ii; ann. 1839: s. v. (b),
107, ii; ann. 1860: s. v. (a), 107, ii.
Cadjnng; ann. 1680: s. 2'. Cadjnn (a), 107, ii

.

Cadjee; ann. 1727: a. v. Cazee, 137, i
,

Cadjowa ; s, v. 769, ii
.

Cadju; a. r. Cashew, 129, i.
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Cadungaloor ; ann. 1570 : s. v. Cranganore,

211, ii.

Cacl; s. v. 107, ii
,

see 413, i, footnote; imn.

1298: a. v. Betel, 67, ii; ann. 1516: s. v.
108, i.

'

Caell ; ann. 1498 : s. v. Gael, 108,1.

Ccesalpinia ; s. v. Brazil-wood, 86, i.

Caesalpinia pulcherrima; s. 0. Gold Molmr

Flower, 293, ii.

Caesalpiuia sappan ; s. v. Sappan-wood, 600, i
.

Caesalpinia sepiaria; s. v. Mysore Thorn, 467, i.

Café ; mm. 1558 : s. v. Cofiee, 179, i.

Cafari; s. v. Ananas, 18, i.
Cat'aros ; ann. 1616: s. v. Firinghee, 269, ii

.

Catialoes ; ann. 1630: s. v. Cafila,‘ 109, i
.

Cafier; s. v. 108, i, 770, i, a. v. Cafiristan, 109,

ii, s. v. Pegu, 525, i; ann. 1404: 3.21.1770, i ;

ann. 1799: s. v. 109, i.

Caffer’s fruit; ann. 1726: s.
573, i.

Caifettino; ann. 1343: s. 2‘.Sugar, 655, ii
,
4 times.

Cafiila ; arm. 1638 : s. v. "anjfirfis, 88, ii ; ann.

1727 : s, v. Cafila, 109, i.

Caffre; s. v. Gaffer, 108, i, twice, s. v. Sure, 663,

ii; ann. 1514: s. v. Nicobar Islands, 478, ii ;

ann. 1563 and 1572 : s. v. Golfer, 108, ii; ann.
1781: s. v. Majoou, 411, i; ann. 1800: a. v.
CaiYcr, 109, i.

Cat‘free ; ann. 1814 : s. v. Seedy, 610, ii
.

Caifro; ann. 1614 : s. v. Gafier, 108, ii
.

Cafila ; s. v. 109, i, 770, i, a. v._Julibdar, 357, ii ;

ann. 1552 and. 1598: a. v. 109, i; ann. 1613:
s. v. Macareo, 403, ii; aim. 1623 5nd 1672 :

s. v. 770, i.

'

Cafilla; ann. 1596: s. 'v. Clretty, 145, i, s. v,

Cafila, 109, i.

Cafir ; s. v. Cai‘ier, 108, i.

Cafiristan; s. v. 109, ii.

Caire; ann. 1552, 1572, 1582 and 1610: s. v.

Caiier, 108, ii; ann. 1615 : s. v. Pyke (b),
567, ii; ann. 1616: s. v. Firinghee, 269, ii.
Caitan; mm. 1572: .9. v. Cabaya, 105, ii.
Caiura; s. v. Oamphor, 116, ii.

Gaga ; ann. 1321: s. v. Gogo, 293, i.

(Jagiu; ann. 1672: s. v. Cashew, 129, i.

Cagni; ann. 1796: a. v. Gongee, 190, ii
, twice,

Cages; ann- 1552 : s. v. Sago, 590, i.

Gahar; ann. 1810: s. v. Kuhiir, 378, i.

Cahila; ann. 1444: a. 2:. Cael, 108, i,

Cahoa; ann. 1610: a. v. Colfee, 179, ii.

Calma; 178, ii, footnote, 5. v. Cuddy, 215, ii;
ann. 1628: s. 2'. Coffee, 179, ii

.

2:. Rambotang,

—______——______—____——————
Cahue ; .1. v. Oacouli, 106, ii; ann. 1615: s. 0'.
Coffee, 179, ii.

Cahute; a. v. Ouddy, 215, ii.

Caibo; ann. 1554: a. v. Battn (b), 55, ii.
Gail; arm. 1298: s. v. Cola, 108, i.

Caille ; mm, 1508: s. v. Aljofar, 755, ii.

Cailpatuam; mm. 1672: s. v. Tutieorin, 721, i.

Caimie; ann. 1566: s. v. Oaimal, 770, ii.

Caimai; ann. 1606 and 1634:

770, ii.

Caimal; s. v. 770, ii ; mm. 1504 times), 1566

and. 1606 :_a. v. 770, ii.
Caimau; ann. 153.), 1598 and. 1672 : s. 1:.

Cayman, 136, i.

Cain; a. v. India, 330, i, twice.
Oaique ; s. v. 109, ii.

Caire; ann. 1554: s. v. Giraffe, 289, ii, 8. v.
Porcelain, 549, ii.
Cairena; ann. 1535: s. v. Pergutmah, 530, i.

Cairo (n, 1),); s. v. Chicane, 146, ii
,

8. v. Cutie e,

179, i, s, v. Shabunder, 618, i; ann. 1271:
s. v. Giraffe, 289, ii

;

ann. 1298: s. v. Sugar,

655, ii ; ann. 1336: s. v. Giraffe, 289, ii;
ann. 1343: s. v. Sugar, 655, ii; ann. 1498:
s. v. Tenasserim, 696, i; ann. 1504-5:
8. :2. Purdue, 838, i, 840, ii ; ann. 1520 :

s. v. Doombur, 792, ii ; ann. 1552: a. 2:.

Caleefa, 112, ii; arm. 1580: s. v. Adam's
Apple, 8

, ii; ann. 1835: s. v. Deloll, 235.
ii; ann. 1837: s. v. Shabunder, 619, i; ann.
1877: 8. v. Malabar, 412, ii.

Cairo (s.) ; s. v. Coir, 180, 1
;

arm. 1510, 1553.

1563 and 1610: s. v.0oir, 180, ii; ann. 1690 :

s.v. Coir, 181, i.

Geiro, Grand; ann. 1538: a."v. Pelir, 523, ii;
ann. 1541: s. v. Peking, 526, i; ann. 1781:
a. v. Overland, 495, ii.

(lair-yarn; ann. 1673: s. v. Coir, 181, i.

Cain; an. 1625: s. v. Jam, 810, i. twice.
Qais; ann. 1853: s. v. Syce, 673, ii

.

Caisse; s. 0. Cash, 128, i. -

Cain; mm. 1578: s. v. Cashew, 129, i.

Caixa; s. 1). Cash, 128, i, twice; ann. 1554:

s. v, Jeetul, 349, ii, twice; ann. 1598: s. v.
Cash, 128, ii.

Caixem ; ann. 1538: s. v.Kishm, 370, i.

Cajan; s. v. 109, ii
,

twice, s. v. Calavance, 110,

ii; ann. 1673: s. 2;.Cac1jan (a), 107, ii, twice;
mm. 1707 and 1716: s. v. Cadjan (b), 107, ii;
ann. 1719 : s. v. Gentoo (b), 281, ii; ann. 1860:
I. v. Bandy, 44, ii.

Cajanus Indicus; s. v. Dhall, 241, ii
.

a. v. Caimal,
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Cajanua indicua; s. v. Cajan, 109, ii.

Cajava; ann. 1645: a. v. Cadjowa, 769, ii
, twice.

Cajeput; s. 127109, ii.

Cajoo; ann. 1875: a. v. Cashew, 129, ii.

(Jajori; ann. 1753: a. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii
, twice.

Cajus; ann. 1598 : s. v. Cashew, 129, i.

Caksen ; a. v. 110, i.
Calaat; ann. 1676: a. v. Killut, 368, ii.

Calabash; ann. 1862: a. v. Tom-tom, 708, ii.
Calabashas ; ann. 1738 : 8. v. Brinjaul, 87, i.

Calabria; s. v. Caravel, 124, ii.

Calafate ; a. v. Calputtee, 114, i.
Calafattare; a. v. Calpnttee, 114, i.
Calaffates; ann. 1554: a. v. (,‘alputtee, 114, i.

Calaia; ann. 1583: a. v. Tavoy, 687, ii.

Calaim ; s. v. Calay, 111, i, twice; ann. 1606'

s. r. Calay, 111, ii; ann. 1614: s. v. Quedda‘
568, i.

Calain; ann. 1583: s. v. Tavoy, 687, ii
;

ann.

1646: s. v. Calay, 111, ii.

Calaluz; a. v. 110, i; ann. 1525: a. v. 110, i,

s. v. Manchua, 420, i; ann. 1539 and 1552:
s. v. 110, i.

Calamander ; 156, i, footnote; mm, 1834 : s. v.

Calamander Wood, 110, i.

Calamander tree; ann. 1825: s. v. Calamander
\Vood, 110, i.

Callmander \Vood; s. v. 110, i, 770, ii.

Calamba; ann. 1613: s. v. Calanibac, 110, ii.

Calambaa; ann. 1539: a. v. Battas, 55, ii, s. v.

Calambac, 110, ii.

'

Calambac; a. v. 110, i, 770, ii.

Calambuc; ann. 1552 : s. v. Calambac, 110, ii.

Calambuco; ann. 1551: s. v. Calambac, 110, ii;
ann. 1554 : s. v. Mace (b), 405‘, i.

Calamente; ann. 1553 : a. v. Diul-Sind, 247, ii.

Calaminder; ann. 1777 : a. v. Calamander \Vood,

770, ii.
Calaminder wood; ann. 1813 : a, v. Calamander

Wood, 110, i.

Calamine; ann. 1797: a. v. Tootnague, 711, i.

Calaminhnm; ann. 1541: a. v. Abada, 1, i, twice,

s. v. Peking, 526, i.

Calaminth; ann. 1673: a. v. Toolsy, 710, i.

Calamja; ann. 1554 : a. v. Mangclin, 423, i, twice.

Calamus ; s. v. Rattan, 574, i and ii.
Calamus rotang zalacca; ann. 1768-71 : a. v.

Salak, 852, ii.

Calamute; ann. 1612 : s. v. Gallevat (b), 276, ii.
Calandrella brachydactyla; s. v. Ortolan, 493, ii

.

Calangari; s. v. Pateca, 519, i.

Calapa; ann. 1554: 8. v. Sunda, 659, ii.

Calappus marinas; ann. 1680 : a. v. Coco-de—
Mei‘, 178, i.

Calara; ann. 1553: a. v. Diul-Sind, 247, ii.

Calash; g
. 0. 770, ii
,

twice; ann. 1702: s. v.
Presidency, 553, i, twice, a. v. 771, i, twice.
Calash~top; a. v. Buggy, 94, ii.
Calata; s. v. Killadar, 814, ii.

Calatafimi; a. v. Killadar, 814, ii.

Calavance; a. v. 110, ii
,

twice, s. v. Cajan, 109,

ii, s. v. Gram, 300, ii; ann. 1719: s. v.110, ii.
Calay; s. v. 111, i, s. v. Gallo, Point de, 275, i,

see 569, ii, footnote, 8. v. Tootnague, 711, i;

ann. 1583: s. z'. Tavoy, 687, ii
;

ann. 1610:
s. v. Budgrook, 92, ii; ann. 1614: a. z’.
Quedda, 568, i.

Calayata; ann. 1527: a. v. Curia Maria, 217, i.

Calayali; ann. 1610: s. v. Calay, 111, ii.

Calbet; ann. 1404: a. v. Caluat, 771, i.

Calcatix; ann. 1328: s. v. Crocodile, 213, ii.

Calcatrix ; 213, ii
,

footnote.

Calcedonie; ann. 1506: s. v. Cambay, 115, i.

Calcnla ; s. v. Calcutta, 771, i; ann. 1726 : a. v.
Aclninock, 2

,

ii.
Caleuta; 8.2,‘, Calcutta, 771, i_

Calcutta; s. v.111,ii,771, i, twice, a. v. Acliainock,
2,ii, s. v. Adjutant, 4, ii, a. v.Anile,22, i,twice,
s. 1:. Apollo BUIldOl', 23, ii, 6. v. Bankshall, 46,

i, s. v. Banyan (1) b
, 48, i, s. v. Barrackpore,

53, i, a. v. Bearer, 58, i, s. v. Beer, 59, ii
, a. z‘.

Bhikty, 70, i, s. 2'. Black, 74, i, twice, s. v.
Burdwan, 100, i, s. v. Bustee, 102, i, s. v. Bnxee,

103, ii,ls. v. Cliackur, 139, ii, 8. v. Chander
nagore, 1420, ii

,

a. v. Chinsura, 154, ii, 8. v.

Chowringhee, 165, i, s. v. Cliurruck Poojali,
169, ii, ‘a
,

v. Chuttanutty, 170, i, 5 times,

a. v. Cockup, 175, i, s. v. Coco-de-Mer, 177, i,

a. v. Consumah, 190, ii,s. v. Cowry, 208, ii
,

s. v.

Cranchee, 211, i, s. 11. Granny, 212, i, a. v.

Cuttanee, 224, i, s. v.Dam, 227, ii, s.v.1)itcl1,

246, ii, a. v. Doorga pooja, 250, ii
,

8. v.

Dubasli, 252, ii, a, v. Dumdum, 254, ii, twice,

a. v. Durwaun, 256, ii
,

8. 2). Factory, 264, ii,

s. v. Gardens, 278, ii
,

a. v. Gout (c), 298,

ii, a. v. Hoogly, 321, ii
,

twice, a. v. Hooka,

322, ii, a. v. Hulwa, 327, i, s. v. Hurcarra,

327, ii, _,a. v. Jackal, 338, ii. 8. v. James

and Mary, 342, ii
,

s. v. Jaun, 346, i, s. 2'.

Jennye, 350, ii
,

a. z‘. Jutka, 362, ii
,

see 362,

ii, footnote, 8. v. Kedgeree, 364, ii
,

a. v,

Mabratta Ditch, 410, i, twice, s.v.Mango-fisl1,
424, ii, :2. v. Mofussil, 435, ii

,

twice. 5. v.

Monkey-bread Tree, 441, ii
, twice, 2. z‘. Mort
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de-Chien, 45], ii, a. v. Mosquito, 453, i, a. r.

Mugg, 455, ii
,

a. v. Nuddeea Rivera, 482, ii
,

8. z‘. Palankeen, 502, ii
,

a. v. Pepper, 529, i,

a. z'. Pergnnnaha, 530, i, twice, a. v. Polo,

544, ii, see 558, i, footnote, 5. v. Putchock,

564, ii, 3 times, a. v. Rum-johnny (a), 584, ii,

a. v. Rupee, 586, ii
,

a. 1:. Ryot, 588, i, a. v.

Saligram, 593, i, a. v. Sayer, 605, i, 3 times

s. 2'. Seer, 611, i, a. v. Shan, 623, i, a. v. Sudder

(a), 653, ii
,

8. v. Sudder Court, 653, ii, twice,
a. v. Sunderbunds, (360, i, a. v. Tahsecldar,

676, i, 8. r. Tamarind-fish, 681, i, a. v.
Achanock (1), 752, i, a. v. Adawlut, 752,

ii, 753, i, 754, i, a. r. Bayparree, 763, ii,

a. v. Budge-Budge, 767, ii
,

768, i, a. v. Chan

dernagore, 776, ii
,

a. v. Chinsura, 778, i, a. v.

Counsillce, 785, i, a. v. Dengue, 789, i, twice,

a. v. Devil's Beach, 790, ii
,

a. v. Diamond

Harbour, 791, ii, a. v. Kidderpore, 814, i, a. z".
Kuttaur, 815, ii

,

sec 828, i. footnote, 8. v.

Satigam, 854, i, a. r. Vizier, 866, i; aun.
1666i: 6. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii, ann.1680:

a. L‘. Bungalow, 768, i; ann. 1698: a. v. 111,

ii, a. v. Zemindar, 748, i ; ann. 1716 : a. v.

Dustuck, 257, ii; ann. 1727: a. v. 112, i, s. r.
Suttec, 670, i and. ii; ann. 1742: a. v. 112, i ;

ann. 1750-52: a
,

1'. Turkey, 720, ii; ann.
1751 : a

, r. Muxadahad, 463, ii
, am. Sayer,

854, ii; ann. 1752: a. v. "erdure, 738,

i; ann. 1753: s. 2:. Harry, 313, i, a. v.
Chuttanutty, 780, ii, twice; an, 1754: a. v.
Harry, 313, i, a. v. Pariah-Arrack, 515, ii;
ann. 1755: 8.7). Tom-tom, 708, ii

;

ann. 1757;

av. Covenanted ScrVantl, 207,ii, a. v. Mahratta
Ditch, 821, ii ; ann. 1759 : a. v. Bulgar, 96, i,

8.1‘. Gaffer, 108, ii, a. v. Charoot, 144, ii,

8. v. Kittysol, 371, ii
,

a. v. Molly, 440, i;

ann. 1760: a. v. Xerafine, 744, i, twice;

ann. 1762: a. v. Zmiindar, 868, i ; ann. 1763.
s, r. Bcegah, 59, i; ann. 1765: s. v. Cutchérry,
223', ii

,

a. z‘. Shastcr, 624, i ; ann. 1768: s. v,

Collcry (s.), 182, i; ann. 1771: a. 1".
Dawk, 232, i; ann. 1776: a. v. Respondentia,
577, i, c. r. Zemindar, 748, ii; ann. 1778:
s. v. Zemindar, 748, ii

,

a. v. Slave, 856, ii;
ann. 1780: a. v, Banyan (1) b

, 49;i; ann
1781: s. z'. Banyan (2), 49, ii
,

a. r. Gaffer,

108, ii, a. r. Doria, 251, i, a. 1'. Hanger, 312,

ii, 8. z‘. Manjea, 427, i, s. r. Sikh, 633, i; an.
1782: a. v. Bandel, 760, ii
,

a. r. Bheesty,765,

i, 8. I‘. Black Town, 766, i, s. 2'. Dnye, 788, ii ;

ann. 1784: a. v. Budge-row, 92, i, a. r. Corge,

a

197, ii ; ann. 1786: a. v. Banyan (1) b,49, i,

an. Cowry, 210, i, a. v_
.

Sunderhunds, 661, i,

ann. 1793: a. v. Cazee, 776, i; ann. 1794:
a. r. Knnkur, 379, i; ann. 1795:.:. r. Meeana,
432, ii; ann. 1796: a. v. Dawk, 232, iand ii ;

ann. 1799: a. v. Mustees, 828, i; ann. 1804 :

a. v. Palankeen, 504, i; ann. 1809 : a. v.
Jungle, 359, i; ann. 1810: 0.1’. Banyan (1) b

,

49, ii, a. v. Bocha, 76, ii, twice, a. v. Dhow,
243, ii, a. v. Garry, 279, i, a. r. Kitmutgnr,
371, i, a. v. Chowringhec, 779, ii; ann.
1811 : a. v. Bolinh, 76, ii

,

a. v. Soorky, 648, i;

ann. 1825: a. v. Cantonment, 121, ii; ann.
1827: a. v. Ticca, 700, i; ann. 1830: 8. v.
Qui-hi, 568, i; ann. 1833: a. r. Sicca, 633, i,

twice; ann. 1845-6 : a. v. Sikh, 633, ii; ann.
1848: a. v. Achénock, 2

,

ii, a. v. Bandanna, 43,

i, a. v. Chowringhee, 779, ii
;

ann. 1850: a. v.

Buxerry, 105, i ; ann. 1851 : a. 1i
.

Martaban,
429, i; ann. 1862: a. v. Putchock, 565, i;

ann. 1863: a. v. Shaitan, 619, ii; ann. 1872 :

a. v. Mahratta Ditch, 410, i; ann. 1875: a. v.
Baita, 35, ii

,

a. v. Bandanna, 43, ii; ann.
1876: a. :1. Black Act, 74, ii, a, v. Tussah,
721, i; ann. 1878: a, r. Bayparree, 763, ii,

3timea; ann. 1880: a. v. Jackal, 339, i, a. v.
Patcharée, 518, i; ann. 1883: a. v. Deasaye,
237, i, a. v. Nags, 469, ii; ann. 1885: a. v.
Talook, 861, i.
Calcutta, De; ann. 1697 and 1698: a.v.Zemindar
748, i.

Calcutta Course; 0. v. Respondentia, 577, i.

Calcutta hen; ann. 1750-52: 0.0. Turkey, 720, ii.

Calcutta hump; a. v. Hump, 327, ii.

Caldes’d ;_ann. 1674: a. v. Chousa, 164, ii

Cale ; a. v. Panicale, 510, i.

Calcche; a. v. Calash, 770, ii
.

Calechut ; ann. 1502 : a. v. Porcelain, 549, i.
Calecut; 64,i, footnote; ann.1343: a. v. Maldives,

418, i; ann. 1475: a. v. Calicut, 113, ii
;

ann.

1498: a. r. Benjamin, 65, ii
,

a. v. Cael, 108, i,

a. v. Cranganore, 211, ii, a. v. Moor, 446,i,a. v.

Pcgn, 525, i; ann. 1500: a. v. Capucat, 772,
ii; ann. 1501: a. r. Factor, 263, i, twice;
ann. 1503: s. z‘. Amuck, 756, ii; anu.'1510:
s. v. Capucat, 122, i, a.v.Narsinga, 474, i;

ann. 1516: a. v. Ollah, 485, i; ann. 1553:
s. v. Malabar, 412, ii

,

a. v. Zamorin, 745, ii ;

ann. 1563: s. z‘. Betel, 67, ii
,

a. v. Moor, 446,

i, a. v. Saffron, 589, ii, a. r. Zamorin, 745, ii;

ann. 1572: a. v. Calicut, 113, ii
,

twice, 8, v.

Caunanore, 121, i, twice; ann.1579: 3
. r.
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Calico, 113, i; ann. 1602: s. v. Malabar (A),
413, i; ann. 1608 and 1673 (twice): a. v.
Calico, 113, i; ann. 1727 : s. v. Beypoor, 68,

ii, a. v. Opium, 489, ii
,

a. 1:. Tara, 862, i.

Caleciit ; ann. 1627 : s. v. Calico, 113, i.

Calecuta; ann. 1782 = a. v. Calcutta, 112, i.

Calecutische ; a. 5. Turkey, 720, i.

Calecutische Hahn; a. v. Calico, 113, i, 8.1:.

Turkey, 719, ii
.

Calecuttisch hun; ann.

720,1'.

Caledonia, New ; ann. 1885: e.v.1)engue, 789, ii.

Caleefa; s. v. 112, i, a. v. Maistry, 410, ii.

Caleeoon ; s. v. 112, ii.

1627: 8.27. Turkey,

-Caleiacere; a. v. Calputtee, 114, i.

Caleluz; ann. 1613: s. v. Calaluz, 110, i.

Calem; ann.1552 and 1613: s. v. Calay, 11l,ii,

ann.]5 13 and 1552: a. v. Salaam,

592, i ; ann. 1563: s. v. Melique Vcrido, 823,

i; ann. 1611 : s. v. Salaam, 592, i.

Calemba; ann. 1570: s. v. Sappan-wood, 600, i

Calembac; ann. 1590: a. z". Zirbad, 750, i.

Calembuco; ann. 1516: s, v. Calambac, 110, ii.

Calfader; ann. 1620 : a. v. Calputtee, 114, i.

Calfadeur; ann. 1620: s. v. Calputtee, 114, i.

Cali; ann. 1795: s. v. Pali, 505, ii.

Calichut; ann. 1505: s. v. Japan, 344, i, twice.

Calico; a. v. 112, ii, a. v. Bafta, 35, i, s. v

Calamander \Vood, 110, i, 8. v. Comboy, 183,

ii, a. v. Gingham, 287, ii
,

6. v. Long-cloth,

39 5
,

ii, a. v. Madapollam, 406, ii
,

8. v. Myro

balan, 465, ii, see 535, i, footnote, twice,s. v.

Piece-goods, 535, ii; ann. 1592 (7 times),

1602, 1604 and 1612:s. v. 113, i; ann. 1616:
s. v. Canant, 118, ii; ann. 1622: s. v. Dhoty,

243, i; ann. 1670: s. v. Long-cloth, 819, ii;

ann. 1707 : e. v. 113,i; ann. 1725: a. v. Chintz,

155, ii; ann. 1727: a. v. Xerafine, 743, ii;

ann. 1812: a. v. 113, ii; ann. 1883: a. v.
Baita, 35, ii.

Calicoe; a. v. Calico, 112, ii
;

ann. 1627: s. v

Calico, 113, i.

Calicot; a. v. Calico, 112, ii.

Calici’id; ann. 1627 : a. v. Calico, 113, i.

Calicut; a. v. 113, ii, a. v. Calico,112, ii, 3 times,

113, i, a. v. Capncst, 122, i, s. v. Caste, 131,

ii, a. v. Catnr, 135, i, s. v. Factory, 264, i, a. v.

Faném, 265, ii
,

8. v. Moor, 445, ii, 8. v.

Myrobalan, 465, ii
,

s. v. Ollah, 485, i, s. v,

Pudipatan, 556, ii
,

s. 5. Turkey, 719, ii
, 270,

i, twice. 5. v. Zamorin, 745, i, s. v. Amnck

756, ii, a. v. Tanor, 861, i, s. 1;. Tara, 861, ii,

a. v. Topaz, 863, ii; ann. 1330: 5.11.Sinclibfir,
635, i; ann. 1343: a. v. Quilon, 570, i, 0.1:.
Shale-e, 620, i, s. v. Zamorin, 745, ii; ann.
1442: a. v. Cael, 108, i, s. v. 113, ii, 5. v.
Malabar, 412, ii, 5. v. Pandaréni, 508, ii

,

a. v.

Zamorin, 745, ii; ann. 1498: s. v. Bengal, 64,

ii, 0. v. Capel, 121, ii
,

a. v. Ceylon, 139, i, a. v.
Sambook, 595, ii, a. v. Sarnau, 601, ii, a. v.
Sumatra, 658, i, a. v. Topee, 713, i, s. v.
Xerafine, 743, i, a. v. Zamorin,,745, ii; ann.
1500: s. v. Capucat, 772, ii ; ann. 1503: a. v.
Amuck, 756, ii; mm. 1505: a. v. Myrobalan,
466, ii; ann. 1510: s. v. Cash, 128, ii, s. v.
Nair, 471, i, a. v. Pandora-mi, 509, i, a. v. Prow,
555, i, s. v. Quilon, 570, i, a. v. Shanbafi, 623,

ii, a. 5. Tank, 684, ii, a. v. Zamorin, 745, ii;
mm. 1516: a.r.Calan1bac, 110, ii, 8. v. Chalia,

139, ii, 0. v.‘C0untry, 206, ii
,

a. v.Cranganore,

211, ii, 3. v. Eagle-wood, 258, ii, a. v.
Pudipatan, 557, i, s. v. Tanga, 682, ii

,

a. v.

Zamorin, 745, ii, 8. v. Zedoary, 747,ii, s. v.
Tanor, 861, i; ann. 1553: s. v. Doney,249, ii.

a. v. Molnccas, 441, i; ann. 1554: a. 0. Jam,
8l0,i, twice; ann.1562 : 8.21. Capncat, 122, ii;
ann. 1570: s. v.Chalia,139,ii ; ann. 1582: s. v.

Nair, 471, i; ann. 1591 : s. v. Calico,113,i;
ann. 1616: a. v. Zamorin, 745, ii

;

ann. 1665:

s. v. Bat'ta, 35, ii; ann. 1673: a. v. Calico,
113, i, a. v. Palcmpore, 505, i, s. v. Tara, 862,

i, twice; ann. 1676: a. v. Chintz, 155, ii
,

0.2:.

Turban, 719, ii; ann. 1727: a. v, Betol, 68,1';
ann. 1750:52 : av. Turkey, 720, ii; ann. 1794:
a. v. Covid, 207, ii.

Calif,- ann. 1298: s. v. Caleefa, 112, ii.
Califa; ann. 1552: a. v. Culeefa, 112, ii.

Calife; ann. 1253: s. 2:. Caleefa, 112, i.

California; ann. 1727: a. v. Borneo, 81, i.

Calimere; a. v. Coromandel, 198, i.

Calin; s. v. Calay, 111, i, twice, a. v, Tootnague,

711, i; ann. 1610 and 1770: s. v. Calay, 111,
ii; ann. 1780: a. v. Calay, 111, ii, a. v,
Tootnague, 711, i; ann. 1794-5: u.v. Calay,
111, ii. .

Calinga; s. v. Kling, 815, i ; ann. 60-70: a. v.
Kling. 373, i, 4 times.

Calingon; ann. 60-70 : a. v. Kling, 373, i; ann.
70: a. v, Dravidian, 251, ii.

Calingnla; a. v. 113, ii.

Caliph; a. v. Ameer, 11, ii
,

a. v. Caleefa, 112, i,

a. v. Dawk, 231, ii
,

3. v. Dewaun, 239, i, a. v.

Gndge, 307, i, s. v, Imaum, 328, ii
,

a. v.

Maramut, 427, ii
,

a. v. Omrah, 486, i; ann.
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1300: s. z‘. Pnnkali (b), 563, ii
;

ann. 1553 :

a. v. Sheenh, 625, i; ann. 1760: s. v. Caloei'a,

112, ii.

Caliphate; a. v. Imanm, 328, ii
,

s. v. Sheeah,

624, ii; ann. 636: s. v. Dewann, 239, ii, 240,

i; ann. 1553: s. v. Sheeah, 625, i.

Caliphship; mm. 1673 : a. v. Imanm, 329, i.

Cnllamback; ann. 1618: s. v. Oalambac, 110, ii
,

770, ii.

Cnllamedn', ann. 1753: a. v. Coleroon, 781, ii

Callawapores ; a. v, Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Callaym; ann. 1644: a. v. Tootnagne, 711, i.

Gallery; 8. v. Collery, 182, i.

Calleoons; ann. 1828: a. v. Caleeoon, 112, ii.

Callian; ann. 545 z s. v. Sfirath, 665, ii
.

Callianee; ann. 1825: a. v. Calyan, 114, ii
.

Callianpoor; ann. 1780: s. v. Bacanore, 34, 1
.

Galileo; 8.1!. Calico, 112, ii ; ann. 1602: a. v.

Kling, 373, ii; ann. 1604 (twice) and 1605:

's. v. Calico, 113, i; ann. 1612: a. v. Bafta,

35, ii
,

a. v. Gorge, 197, i; ann. 1616: a. v.
Calico, 113, i, a. v. Calicnt, 113, ii

,

ann.

1627: s. 2:. C(Smaty, 183, ii
;

ann.1630: a. v,

Porcelain, 549, ii; ann. 1696: s. v. Bengal, 65,

i- ann. 1711 : s. r. Long-drawers, 395, ii
,

a. v.,

Orankay, 492, i, a. v. Turban, 719, ii; ann.

1720: s. v. Calico, 113, ii; ann. 1727: a. v.
Mangalore (b), 422, ii; ann. 1785: 8. v.
Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Callicntts; ann. 1616: 8. v. Cslicut, 113, ii
,

Calligo; ann. 1685: a. v. Muslin, 459, ii
.

Callimere; a. :2. Factory, 264, i. ,

Collin; ann. 1610 : a. v. Bndgrook, 92, ii,

Callipatties; a. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii
.

Collivanceis; ann. 1814: a. v. Calavance, 111, i.

Callvanses; ann. 1752: a. v. Calavance, 111, i.

Calmaria; a. v. Culmnreea, 216, i.

Calmendar; a. v. Calamander Wood, 110, i ;

ann. 1676: s. v. Chintz, 155, ii.

Calmendfir; 156, i, footnote.

Calmuck; ann. 1871 : a. v. Sling, 643, i.

Caloche; s. v. Calash, 770, ii
.

Caloete; s. v. Calnete, 114, i; ann. 1606: s. v.
Calucte, 114, ii.

Calopbyllum inophyllum ; s. v. Poon, 547, i.

Calotropis procera; a. v. Muddzir, 454, ii.

Colon; ann. 1600: 8. v. Paddy, 496, i.

Calpentyn; e. v. Putlam, 565, ii
.

Calputtoe; a. v, 114, i.

Calson; a. v. Pyjnmmaa, 566, ii
.

Caltagirone; a. v. Killadar, 814, ii
.

Caltanissetta; a. v. Killadar, 814, ii.

Caluat ; a. v. 114, i, 771, i.

Cnluete; a. v. 114, i.

Calnmbac; ann.l631 : a.v. Mort-de-chien, 450, i,

Calnmba-root; ann. 1850: a. v. Columbo Root,
781, ii, twice.

Calumba root ', a. v. Columbo Root, 183, i.

Calumidiriya; a. v. Calamander Wood, 110, i,

Calvar; ann. 1665: a. a".Mohwa, 439, ii,

Calvete; ann. 1582: s. v. Caluete, 114, ii.
Calyan; a. v. 114, ii, twice.

Calyoon; a. v. Caleeoon, 112, ii.

Calyptranthes jambolanu ; a. v. Jamoon, 342, ii.
Camacaa; ann. 1375 : s. v. Kincob, 369, i.

Camall; ann. 1350: a. v. Cumbly, 216, i, s. v.
Hummaul, 327, i.

Camall cloth ; ann. 1350: a. v. Cumbly, 216, i.

Cnmalli; 216, i, footnote.

Cnmallos ; ann. 1350: a. v. Hummaul, 327, i.

Camalln; s. o. Hummaul, 327, i.

Camera ; a. v. Cumra, 216, ii ; ann. 80-90: a. v.
Jangar, 343, i.

Camera del Rey; ann. 1578: a. v. Conicopoly,
190, i.
Camario; a. v. Gombroon, 294, ii.

Camarij; ann. 1553: a. 1:. Got, 205, i, s. v.
Zamorin, 745, ii.

Camarix; ann. 1598: a. v. Carambola, 123, i,

twice.

Camnriz; ann. 1563: a. v. Carambolu, 123, i.

Camatarra; ann. 1498: 8. v. Sumatra, 658, i.

Camatra ; ann. 1526: a. v. Sunda, 659, ii
;

ann.

1542: s. v. Pcgu, 525, ii.

Cambaba; ann. 1555 : s. v. Java, 348, ii.

Cambaet; ann. 1298: a. v. Cambay, 115, i.

Cambaia; ann. 1535: a. v. Camboja, 115, ii,

a. v. Lauchara, 384, i; ann.1552: a. v.Banyan
(1), 48, ii; ann. 1563: a. v. Opium, 489, ii,
a. v. Mogul, The Great, 437, i; ann. 1568:
a. v. Delhi, 234, ii; ann. 1570: a. v. Sunda,
659, ii; ann. 1584 : s. v. Indigo, 334, i, a. v.
Koot, 375, ii, a. v. Sucket, 652, ii; ann. 1598:
a. v.

1613: a. v. Sind, 634, ii; ann. 1623: 8.1".
Damon, 228, i.

Cambnia cloth; ann. 1615: s. v.C0mbo_v, 78l,ii.
Cambnicam; ann. 1588: a. v. Catur, 135, i,

Cambaico; ann. 1563: s. v. Acheen, 3, ii.
Cambaiete; ann. 1563: 8. v. Cnscuss, 787, i.

(To be continued.)

India of the Portugese, 333, i; aim.v
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE DIPAK RAG.

To run sm'roa or "run INDIAN ANTIQUARY."

SIR, — In the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXIX.
p. 392, a query is reproduced from Punjab Notes
and Queries, 1883, regarding the nature of the
Dlpak Rag. I send you the following notes
regarding the characteristics of this and a few
other Rags from the Native point of view, which,

I hope, will interest your readers.

There are a few legends about this Raga,
which has been wrongly called the ‘ Lamp Raga.’

Dtpaka means that which illuminates.

One such story says that the sacred lamps of a

certain temple in Mysore, having been extin
guished owing to the negligence of the priest to
supply them with oil, were suddenly illuminated,

when a well-known musician began to sing this

Raga.

The Atn-i-Akbarl relates a story where the
Emperor Akbar commanded his chief court
musician, Nayak Gopal, to sing this Raga. " He
endeavoured to excuse himself, but in vain; the
Emperor insisted on obedience. He therefore re
quested permission to go home and bid farewell

to his family and friends. It was winter when he
returned, after an absence of six months. Before
be began to sing, he placed himself in the waters
of the Jamna till they reached his neck. As soon
as he had performed a strain or two, the river
gradually became hot and at length began to boil
so that the agonies of the unhappy musician be
came unsupportable. suspending for a moment
the melody thus cruelly extorted, he sued for
mercy, but sued in vain. Akbar wanted to prove
more strongly the power of the Riga. Nayak
Gépfil renewed the fatal song. Flames burst with
violence from his body, and, though immersed in
the waters of the Jamna, he was consumed to
ashes." Such is the fatality attaching in the
public mind to-this Riga!

It is not clear what meaning is to be attached
to the fantastic conceptions in which some of the
Régas are clothed by our ancient musicians. The

Rdmziyaraa relates a story, where one of the seven

daughters of a Bishi (who are figuratively referred
to as the seven notes) dropped down dead as soon

as a note peculiar to her was sung out of tune by

Hanumfm, whose pride of his musical abilities was
thus humbled by Rama. Perhaps this is only an
allegorical way of insisting on the value of sing
mg in tune.

Varali is a Raga which is not taught directly
by the teacher, as such teaching is supposed to
make his education incomplete. This has to be
learnt from hearing it sung. Sir W. Ousely in
his Essay on the blunt of Hindustan writes;
“ Mia 'l‘ousine, a wonderful musician in the time,
of King Akbar, sang one of the night-rages at
mid-day; the powers of music were such that it
instantly became night, and the darkness extended
in a. circle round the palace as far as the sound of
his voice could be heard.”

Ahiri is another Raga which is supposed t0
have a similar mystic influence. The singer is
supposed to go without food for the rest of the
day. A certain musician, defying the power of
the Riiga, betook himself to a public inn where
the local Rani herself served the guests with food.
As he was about to be served, he burst forth in
his extreme joy at the sight of the food, exclaim
ing that he had, at last, conquered Ahiri. This
being the name of his hostess, she felt insulted,

disappeared and caused her husband to punish

him. But he was set at liberty when be related to
him the story of the mysterious influence of the
Riga.

Mégharafljini is a Raga. which is supposed to
be capable of drawing forth rain from the clouds,
if sung elaborately.

These are all superstitions which have encrusted
themselves round the musical science in the course
of its gradual development. Perhaps they are
only calculated to give an idea (in a more or less

esoteric way) of the nature and characteristics
of each Raga. The early travails of the pioneers
of sciences may contribute to the amusement of
the aimless dilettante, but to the real student

of history, they are the landmarks of progress

through which the sciences have passed.

0. Trsuusnun Nuns.

“ Ganasrama,” Triplicane, Madras,

13th January 1901 .
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

A SPECIMEN OF MODERN DOMESTIC
HINDUSTANI.

“. . . . Sdle-ib né bhéjzi d0 tarakk! d5 pérd
chd'r chirid : khdmd'md'n. ke hcith men démd? . .
. Sahib has sent two turkey cocks and two

turkey hens, four birds : to be given over to the
khdnsdmdn ?”

‘Here the English turkey in the guise of tarakki
does duty for the cock bird, while the correct
vernacular pé'rfi, meaning precisely the same

thing, does duty for the hen.

R. 0. TEMPLE.

CORRUPTIONS OF ENGLISH -— HANGLING.

MY kitchen lately required some repairs to the
roof, and as these were being delayed I made
some enquiries from the cook, and received the
following reply:—-kuchh nahtfz h'dd; bungling
abht nahti: dyd : nothing has been done; the
angle-iron has not yet come.

R. C. TEMPLE.

MOTURPHA.

THIS now practically obsolete term still appears
in the annual budget for the Andaman Islands.
E. g., in the Revenue items of the Estimate for
the year 1900-01 is :—“Moturphs. (house-tax)
collections.” The old moturpha, moturfa, of
the Madras Revenue was not a tax on houses but
on professions and trades. It was abolished
finally quite thirty years ago. The vernacular
word is muhtarafa: Ar. hirfa, a handicraft.

R. C. TEMPLE.

BOGUS ANGLO-INDIANI 5118.

IN Mr. Pringle’s notes to the Madras Consult
ations for 1681, p. 64, occur the following re
marks :-“Gra1l. (general) The clerical mark of
abbreviation which in the manuscript crosses the
duplicated [seems to have misled the Editor of
Notes and Ewtracts,Vol. 11., on pages 16, 22, 44.,
56 and 62 of which the bogus word gratt will be
found.” This note is made (2propoa the entry on
p. l of the Consultations .~-—“At a. Consultation,
the Journall of the Grall Bookes of Aecotts:
passed.” The word Generall orabbreviated Grall
meant usually a “general letter.” Thus: on p. 10
we find “At a. Consultation, the Grail: letter to
the Company read, some additions made and

signed." On p. 39:—“At a Consultation, the
several books of accounts and registers for July
and Gen‘“ to Surat and the Honble Comp“ :
were read and passed.” On p. 4-1:--“A Gen"
rec’1 from Metohpm.”

I have since come across another good instance
of the manufacture of bogus words. This time in
MS., clearly through the ignorance or carelessness
of the clerk employed in copying. In a. MS.
Account of the Andaman Islands 1793, by Lieut.
Stokoe (India Office, E. I. 0., Home Series, Mis
cell. 388), there occurs this somewhat remarkable

passage :— “The only quadrupeds we have seen
are Hogs, Rats and the Johncumon: the two
former commit constant depredations in our gar
den and granary : the Guinna, a four-footed
Animal of the Lizard Tribes, destroys our Poul

try, etc.”
‘

Here the copyist has misread and mistran
scribed the original writer’s Ichneumon and
turned it into Johncumon and also the writer’s
Guiana,acommon contemporary form of Igu
ana, and made it into Guinna.

R. 0. Turns.

TARRYAR.

IN the existing Madrasi village the talari or
taliyary hasa fixed position. He is the head
village watchman whose duty it is to detect
ofiences,_guide travellers and so on. He is always
aPariah. In the revenue administration of the
province he is also the village peon and assists
the village headman in collecting the revenue
ofiicially.

1680. — The Focus and 'I‘arryars sent in quest
of two soldiers who had deserted from the garrison
returned answer that they could not light of them,
whereupon the poems were turned out of service,
but upon 'Verona’s intercession taken in again
and fined each a month’s pay and to repay the

money paid them for Battee, also the Pedda
Naigu was fined in like manner for his Tarryars

[the pedda naigu would be the village her '9

man]. —- Mad. Consult. in Notes and Extra" '.

R. C. TEMPLE.
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.
BY HABTWIG HIRSCHFELD, PH.D., M.R.A.S.

(Continued from p. .232.)

CHAPTER X.

Political Speeches.

ONSEQUENCES of the battle of Badr - Regulations on the distribution of the booty —
Revelations on the events of the period — Charges against Jews and Christians — Battle of Chad

-— Disposition of conquered property forms an important precedent — Revelations on the Event —

Composition of Sfira iv.

The defeat of the Qoreish forces at Badr was not only a personal triumph for Muhammed, but
also of the greatest importance for the further development of the Moslim Commonwealth. Muham

med's position was improved in every way, yet he did not, as might have been anticipated, break forth

into hymns of thanksgiving, or even deliver a triumphant address. It is true that he immediately
attributed the victory to Allah, but it is characteristic that his first address dealt prosaically with

the distribution of the spoils?6 This was, however, due to the force of circumstances, as many

believers were thus relieved from extreme poverty and repaid for the sacrifices they had made for the

faith before the Hijra. The expedition had been undertaken with a view to acquire wealth, and this

having been achieved, other thoughts were, for the moment, banished from the minds of the victors.

This is significant for the condition of Islam at that juncture, as it proved that everything was con

sidered lawful which helped to injure or frighten the enemies of the Prophet.

On the other hand it must be admitted that the financial side of the matter had to be settled

at once, and perhaps Muhammed did not act entirely in accordance with his own inclinations when

taking this in hand first. Many of the conquerors cared much more for a large share in the spoil than

for the glory of the faith. Quarrels seemed inevitable. From the opening words of the first speech
dealing with the affair, we gather that questions on the subject of the distribution had actually been
addressed to Muhammed, who alludes to them in the following words (Slim viii, 1a) : “They ask thee

about the spoil ; say: the spoils are Allah’s and His Messenger’s.”

This was a most important decision to make. It
" the spoils remained the property of “ Allah and

His Prophet,” the latter was free to dispose of them according to his own judgment, and to grant
rewards to such persons as he thought proper. The decree was exceedingly statesmanlike, as it not

only prevented quarrels, but also created a precedent for lines of conduct in future cases of conquest

b
y Moslims of movable or landed property. Thus the consequences of the battle of Badr form

.an important factor in the development of Muhammedan law of property.57

The chief cause of the Qoreish defeat was the lack of discipline in their army. This seems to have

been noticed by Mnhammed, who lost no time in calling the attention of the Believers to the duty of

strict obedience to Allah and His Messenger (v, 117-3). He could not refrain from remarking on
those Medinians who, in spite of their faith, had refused to join the expedition (v, 5), and blamed those
also who were satisfied with making a raid against a caravan, whilst endeavouring to escape a meeting

with its armed escort.“ Such timidity was all the more unexpected, as Allah had promised to assist
the believing corps with a thousand angels (v. 9

) to east dread in the hearts of the infidels (W. 10-12).
At a critical moment during the battle, when Muhammed’s sharp eyes detected that the enemy was

..H5‘ See I. I. p. 476,-Muhammed chose the expressiondLail (pl. of on purpose. The Commentators explain

it as a grant from Allilh &U I we 5.5.5:), see A] Beidhawi.
‘7 $96 Sacha“, zielievle Quelten dos mohammodan Rechtl. Ac. Vienna, 1870, p. 699 sqq.; Yabyfi b

. Adam, Km'lb
Al Khardj, ed. Juynboll, p. 5.

“3 Wellhauscn, Mohammad in Medina (A1 Viiqidi), p. 77, incorrect.
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on the point of retreating, he took up a handful of sand, and threw it at them. The victory must

have seemed a real miracle to those who witnessed it, and one of Muhammed's dearest wishes was

thus fulfilled. He had been favoured with a miracle! Muhammed had no desire to pass for a great
general, and was better served by ascribing the victory to Allah. The handful of gravel which he had

thrown at the enemy“ would not have decided the skirmish “ had Allah not thrown” (v. 17). It is
not difficult to perceive that the superstitious Meccans, discouraged by having lost many of their

leaders in single combat, turned their backs on what they feared to be witchcraft. They found them

selves once more opposed to the man who, a_few years previously, could be insulted with impunity,

but who now commanded a well disciplined army (vv. 15-26).

It is but natural that after such a miraculous turn of events Muhammed recalled to his mind
the humble and perilous position he and his friends were in before the emigration to Medina. He now

took an opportunity of admonishing Believers to be grateful to Allah, and faithful to His Apostle

(v. 26-27). One of his most dangerous enemies, Al Nadr b. Al ldfirith, who had repeatedly ridiculed
his tales by imitating him, had been taken prisoner. I believe it was for his and his fellow-captive
()qba b. Moeit’s special benefit that Muhammad revealed vv. 30-31: “And when the infidels were
crafty with thee to detain thee a prisoner, or to kill thee, or to drive thee forth, they were crafty ;
but Allah was crafty too, and Allah is the best of the crafty. And when our Signs were rehearsed
to them, they said: We have heard [it] already; if it pleased us, we could tell the like, verily
these are nothing but old folks’ lales."°°-—-The fate that awaited the two prisoners seems to be

predicted in v. 35:
“ Now taste the punishment for your disbelicf."°1 They were executed during the

return to Medina.

The next piece (v. 42-46) is the fragment of an address also on the topic of the battle. His
first regulation with regard to the spoil Muhammed now amended, so that in future one fifth
should be assigned to the church."a The statement that Allah had shown the Prophet in a dream
before the battle the number of the enemies smaller than it was in reality, was evidently an afterthought.

Another speech devoted to the same subject draws lessons for the guidance of believers on future

occasions (vv. 47-49), and warns the
“ Hypocrites

”
(v. 51), the Jews,63 and the Meccan army, which

Muhammed very efl'ectfully compared to Pharaoh and his host (vv. 52-56).

Then follows a short address (vv. 57-70) which, I believe, does not refer to the battle of Badr,
but to the expedition against the Band Qainoqa. These were among the signatories of the treaty
which was concluded between Muhammed on one side, and the pagan inhabitants of Medina and the

Jews on the other, but a pretext was easily found for charging a section of the latter with having

violated the compact (vv. 57-58).“ The war preparations alluded to in v. 62 cannot refer to the

Qoreish, because they were to be made against“ unknown infidels,” and such who endeavoured to

betray the Prophet (v. 64). The enemies Muhammed here had in mind were only to be found in

Medina in the ranks of the Jews and those Arabs who, from political motives, assumed outwardly a

friendly attitude towards Islam. The stout resistance the Jews offered to all his endeavours to con
vert them,65 is portrayed in the same verse: “ Didst then spend all that is on earth, thou couldst not
reconcile their hearts, etc.” The invitation to the Moslim warriors to fight the Jews is then expressed
in a slightly modified reproduction of Lev. xxvi. 8 (v. 67). When the Band Qainoqz'i had surren
dered, Muhammed intended to have them all massacred (v. 68), but yielding to the demand of Abd

a I. I. p. 445 with a curse ; Vfiqidi, p. 58.
"° Sprenger, II. p. 390, seems to regard the passage as Meoean, but without reason.
"I We should expect the Dual, but Muhammed did not address them direct, expressing himself in a more general

way.

6'1These verses are referred by some authorities to the expulsion of the Band Qainoqa (cf. Niildeke, p. 138), but

v. 43 sevms to be against it ; see also Yahya b, Adam, p. 3.
65 “ Those in whose hearts is sickness” (v. 51).

._,_ Cs, .4' A‘Beidhfiwi wrongly refers the verses to the Band Koreiza. The phrase was» in‘; is reproduced
by Hasafiu b. Thinbit. p. 6.
8‘ Muhammed met them on th 2: market place.
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Allah b. Ubeyy, the recognised chief of the Medinian Arabs, whom he did not care to provoke unne

cessarily, he merely expelled the vanquished tribe (v. 69),66 and confiscated their property for the

benefit of those who had taken part in the raid (v. 70).

The proceedings which Muhammed had taken against the Band Qainoqa were so plainly illegal,

that he felt himself compelled to justify them by means of a divine revelation. Their punishment,

he explained, was due solely to their treacherous conduct (vv. 71-72). Having thus weakened the

hostile forces, the Prophet now took an opportunity of surveying the general situation in Medina,

and of criticising the fraternal alliance which had, at his own instigation, been formed immediately

after entering Medina between the believing inhabitants of the town and his fellow-fugitives. For

some reason, probably in order to be able to deal with the Jews as he thought best, he suddenly

dissolved their alliances (v. 74). He apparently felt strong enough also to make a slight distinction

between the Medinian citizens and his aristocratic Meccan compatriots."1

The first portion of Sfira iii. must have been revealed soon after 812m viii. The former state

ment, that Allllll had shown Muhammed in a dream the enemy to be smaller in number, is now changed
into a “ Sign" that the Moslim army appeared to the infidels twice its strength.“ I believe also that
a large portion of this aim was delivered chiefly for the benefit of the Jews, or, at least, those Judwo

Arabs whom Muhammad hoped to win through persuasion. I would, therefore, date it prior to
the expulsion of the Bant‘i Qainoqé. The leading ideas of the address seem to be that Islam so nearly ap

proached Judaism that the Jews should feel no scruples in recognising Muhammed as a true prophet.

The conspicuous accumulation of formulas of Unification in a small compass (vv. 1,69 4, 16 bis) with

Huwa instead of Allu’h,7o and with a supplement so familiar to Jewish ears as “ the Living and

Self-subsistent” is anything but accidental. In the same speech Muhammad mentions the T6rah

(vv. 2, 43, 44, 58) and the Gospel (vv. 2, 43, 58) for the first time, The allusion to Pharaoh and

his nation, standing as they do as the prototypes of wicked people, was calculated to resound nowhere more

powerfully than in the minds of the Jews. When Muhammed says (v. 17) that in the eyes of Allah

the Din-71 is Islam, “and those to whom the Book was given disagreed not until after that there

was given to them knowledge,” it is clear that he refers to the Rabbinical interpretation of the

Law, on the basis of which the Jews used to argue with him (v. 18).72 The verses 25-26 are rather

out of place here, but they are so closely related to Jewish formulas of prayer, that it is not improbable

that Muhammed inserted them in this speech intentionally. Whether the censure of the friendly

intercourse between Moslims and Jews (v. 27) was originally inserted here, it is difficult to say, as it

would have been more in place at the beginning of the open hostilities against the latter.

What was Muhammed’s purpose in introducing the stories of the births of John and Jesus in a

speech not addressed to Christians (vv. 30-43)? I believe his intention was the same as in the
previous sermon, v:‘z., to show that in vital religious questions he stood on the same ground as the

Jews, but had authority to “abrogate" part of what had been made'nnlawful for them (v. 44).
“ Jesus was a created being like Adam, whilst there is no God beside Al1ah”73 (W. 52, 55). The

pleonastic form of v. 57 : “ That we (Muhammed and the Jews) serve no other God than Allah, and

associate no one with Him," makes it manifest that Muhammad, when it suited him, was not 10th to

side with the Jews against Christians. Later on he also found an opportunity of doing the opposite,

5BThe verse is regarded as abrogating the preceding one. Niildeke refers it to the spoils of the battle of
Badr, but I cannot share his opinion.
6' Niildeke denies that v. 73 is abrogated by v. 76 : cf. ix. 101.

a Refers either to viii. 9,12 or is 45-46. See also wliiilf‘l (iii. 2 and viii. 42); iii. earns, ‘,5 pa} ,
cf. viii. 51; iii_ 41 cf, viii-30.

'

o v. 1 cf. ii. 256. J81‘ tam x1137.
’° This again '- 55-

'
'1 See Cb. m. at the and.

"2 From v. 23 it appears that they answered Muhammed’a hell fire threats with the Talmudioal symbolism that
the sojourn of the wicked in Gehonna only lasts twelve months; see Rhh Hash. fol.'l7".
77'See xnvii. 34.
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On the basis of the strict monotheistic view common to Moslims and Jews he invites the latter to
return to pure Abrahamism (v. 58), which was identical neither with [Rabbinic] Judaism nor with
Christianity (v. 60). The purport of verse 65 is not quite clear to me, although the Commentators try
to explain it. \Vhom should the Jews style “Believersn but their own people? The Commentators
naturally think of the Moslims, and Muhammed may perhaps have meant that also, but the sentence
seems to be the result of a misunderstanding on his part. It is not likely that one section of Jews
should have encouraged another to profess the Islamic cult in the morning and to abjure it again in
the evening,

“Those who barter away the covenant of Allah and His faith for a small price” (v. 71) is one of
the derogatory appellations given to the Jews by the Prophet. The threat that the persons thus
described “ shall have no share in the final world’“ can only have been calculated to impress Jewish
hearers. since the phrase is but the Muhamrnedan adaptation of a well known Rabbinical one, What
Muhammad really aimed at in those remarks was an onslaught against the authority of the Rabbinical
code, which he represents as claiming equal authority with the “ Book." Some Jews. he says, pervert~
the Book in order to reckon to it what does not belong to it (v. 72). \Vhether, or not, Muham
med was convinced of this he at any rate wished to convey to the minds of Muslims, that the Jewish
Rabbis, by making laws,75 placed themselves on a level with God (v. 73), and desired to be
worshipped. Allah, however, never commanded men to take angels and prophets as Lords (v. 74).
The point of this criticism lies in the terms Rabbrinz'yytin and arbriban which are both to be
interpreted as indicating the supremacy of Rabbinism.

It is not difficult to see how Muhammed imbibed the notion that Jews paid their Rabbis
greater homage than was due to mortals. Not only was he aware that they performed many rites
solely on Rabbinical authority, but he seems to have seen them pray at the supposed graves of
Biblical prophets and pious men in general. In a tradition handed down by Al Bokhari,"
Muhammed is said to have remarked that Allah had cursed the Jews because they used the graves of
their prophets as places of worship. If this be true, he could not have foreseen to what extent such a
custom was destined to prevail in the Moslim world.

Some scholars regard v. 79 as very late,77 but there is no reason to place it much later than v. 17.
Since the words are addressed to the Jews (see v. 81), their number and influence in Medina must
still have been great enough to make it worth the Prophet's while to try and convert them (v. 85)."
Verse 87 is supposed to have been the reply to a query addressed to Muhammed by some Jews. The
authenticity of this question, with 'which I have dealt elsewhere," is very doubtful. It is, therefore,
not quite clear what Muhammed meant by

.

this remark, except that he wished to parade his intimate
acquaintance with the Pentateuch, and the passages in Gen. ix. 4 and xxxii. 33 in particular. By
bringing one of their scrolls and reciting the verses in question they could convince themselves of the
truth of his allegation. The next verse, which concludes the address, brands again post-Biblical
prohibitions as “forging a lie against Allah.”

At about the same time as the first half of Szira iii., Slim xlvii. must have been revealed. V. 2,
however, is out of connection with the verses 1 and 3, and altogether out of place here.80 The com
pilers did not. perhaps, care to commence a szira with a condemnation of the wicked. The victories
gained hitherto are made the basis for admonitions and a censure of the Jews.81 In v. 21 Muhammed_______"
651$ : ran n'nr5 p’rn
1s A distinct allusion to the Jewish oral law is to be found in “H.995 (Geiger, p. 51), see also J. Q. R. Vol.

X111. p. 228.
7' Ed. .Krchl, 1. p. 118.
'7 Néideke, p, 141. His remark, that Muhammed regarded "true Christians" as believers, is incompatible

with v. 52.
7' Cf. Numb. xxii. l8, and Al Beidhiiwi, 7' I. Q
.

R. Vol. X. p. 105.

'

“1
.1115 v. 3 refers to fill“: Jet v. i. 4. vv. 9 and 10. As a: v. 2m (111.71111.'1 Palmer wrongly refers the words

" those to whom has been given the knowledge " to Ibn Abbas, who cannot
he meant by this verse.
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settled the formula of the Qilcr finally, and gave it for the first time with the introductory
command : Know !82 It is possibly modelled on verses like Exod. viii- 6, 18, ix. 14, or Dent. vi. 4.
Verse 22 in so far differs from the similar one 8. ii. 21, that in the former it is the Moslims,” who expect
a special revelation with regard to the oppression of the Jews. From this we may gather, that the
verse was revealed after the expulsion of the Band Qainoqa. It shows distinctly that Muhammed
was resolved to exterminate all the Jews as soon as circumstances permitted. That the Jews were
meant, is to be seen from the expression “ those in whose heart there is sickness.” In v. 23 we see the
war against the remaining Jewish tribes decided upon, and their only escape from slaughter speedy
conversion to Islam. Their obstinacy is

,

then, described (vv. 25-29) in the usual phrases,“ V. 32
refers to certain emblems“ (probably connected with the Jewish ritual). The term latZmi-lqawli
probably alludes to the chanting of prayers and portions of the Pentaleuch and Prophets read during
service. The prayer-books of the Jews in Arabic-speaking countries show the word Ialm at the

headings of Piyydu'm (hymns), in order to intimate the tunes to which they are to be sung. The

Jewish custom of chanting prayers is as old as it is universal, and there is no reason to doubt that it

also existed in Arabia at the time of Muhammad. The words in question may also refer to a habit of
the Medinian Jews of intermixing the vernacular with Hebrew words, especially in discussions on
matters religious. -— Those Muslims, Muhammed continues, who might hesitate to take up arms

against their former allies, are warned that their first duty is to obey Allah and His Messenger (v. 35).
Since success is certain (v. 36),there i

s no reason for any Moslim to be behind hand in contributing
towards the cost of the expedition against the Jews (vv. 39-40).

The defeat which the Moslim army suffered at Uhudinthe third year after the Hijra, caused

a momentary diversion in the constant denunciations of the Jews who, in their turn, were not loth to

prejudice Medinians, Moslims and pagans alike, against Muhammed. The latter, seeing that his

prestige was at stake, took pains to restore the same in a speech which fills out the rest o
f Szira iii.

He warned Believers against intimate relations with the enemies of Islam (v. 114), and admonished
them not to lose their faith in the revelations, which had assured them of final victory (v. 115). The

misfortune over which their enemies rejoiced (v. 116) was chiefly due to the cowardice of two com

panies of the Moslim army (v. 118). In order to raise the spirits of his friends Muhammad reminded
them again of the victory of Badr, even introducing this name into the revelations in questions

(v. 119). The thousand angels who had assisted the Moslims on that occasion (S. viii. 9
) is in this

speech trebled (v. 120), but they would in the next emergency increase to five thousand (v. 121).
Some of the following verses insinuate that the disaster may have been a punishment for “usury

doubly doubled" exercised by Moslims (v. 125), and those who felt themselves guilty of this or

other crimes (v. 129), must at once invoke Allah’s forgiveness (v. 127), and give alms (v. 128).
Accidents had happened before (v. 131). Moslims were, therefore, not to give way to grief, and

—would be victorious in the end (v. 133).

The next group of verses (134-137) reminds Moslims tobe always as ready to die for the cause of

Islam as they had been once before ; and that no soul died save b
y permission of Allah, and at its

appointed time (v. 139). Before the last mentioned verse one i
s interpolated (v. 138) which has

caused much comment among Muslim theologians.“ The verse, which will occupy our attention later
‘on, is nothing buta copy of S. v. 79a,‘7 and not only disturbs the connection between vv. 137-130,
but forms a complete contrast to v. 140, which speaks of prophets who did not show themselves weak

even in the face of myriads of enemies. The reproach of cowardice is then repeated (v. 145). In
order to make similar faintheartedness impossible for the future, Muhammed lays it down here as a

principle that, had they all been in their houses, those who were fated to die, had gone forth to meet

'1 See Ch. II.
*1 Palmer read lj’af v.35]! which is not in the text; he also translated

" n decisive grim," but the text ing

_ / I")
s.£=‘°_

“ See ii. 10, 11,17, 247. 5“ See xlviii. 29 and Ch. V111. end.
M Cf. Al Shabrastani, Milal, p. 11 ; cf. Beifraegc, p. 67, and Ch. XIII. '7 See also iii. 150, 152.
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their doom (v. 148). This verse gives manifest evidence that any fatalistic notions occurring in
the Qoran are not the result of theological speculations, but were grown on purely political
soil. It was necessary to render another defeat impossible, because Islam could. not afford it. The
demoralisation after Uhud was so great that the Moslims made Muhammed responsible, and charged
him with having deceived his friends. He was obliged to defend himself against this accusation88

(v. 155), but reminded his accusers that Allah had sent a messenger to them out of their own midst

(v. 158), and that their misfortune was their own fault. He described the situation very accurately
in saying that "on that day they were far nigher to disbelief than to faith” (v. 160), but those
who had suffered martyrdom, were not dead but alive, and enjoyed the pleasures of paradise by the

grace of Allah (vv. 163-168).

In close connection with this speech stands the next which is less severe and rather more hopeful
in tone. To turn the general attention from the cheerless subject of the defeat, he makes use of a
well worn device in launching another rebuke against the Hypocrites and Jews. In answer to the
Prophet’s request for funds to continue the war against the Meccans, they asked sneeringly whether

Allah was poor (v. 177). The question originated, according to tradition, with Finhtis, a member of
the expelled Banft Qainoqa, and is evidently only a reflex of Numb. xi. 23.99‘ Muhammed, however,

taking the sarcasm seriously, placed this alleged blasphemy on a par with the old reproach that the

Jews had “ killed their prophets nndeservedly" (ibz'd.) . Not less sinful, he adds, is the assertion that

Allah had covenantcd with them not to believe in a prophet until he had brought a sacrifice which the
fire devoured” (v. 178). A remark of this kind, whether spoken in jest or earnest, was not founded
on any condition laid down in the Old Testament, but entails an allusion to such passages as Jud.
vi. 21, xiii. 2O ; 1 K. xviii. 31. Probably this fire (alnrir) is purposely contrasted in one of
the following verses with the illuminating (alnmnir) Book (v. 1R1) and those who are removed from
hellfire and brought into paradise (v. 182). — Further warnings addressed to the scofiing Jews

(vv. 183-186), a fervent prayer, and admonitions to bear the situation patiently, conclude the 601m.

A more powerful levcr than speeches was now applied to the drooping spirits of the Moslims by
the expulsion of the second Jewish tribe, the Banu A1 Nadir, after Muhammed had caused
their chief, Ka‘b b. Al Ashraf, to be assassinated."1 The Moslim bards hastened to celebrate these
two events in various songs, and Muhammed himself was so rejoiced, that he composed a series of

Hallelujah-Psalms. It is as such —- and as imitations of Biblical ones, and Pss. cxlvi.-cl. in
particular — that I regard the Saran, lvii.,"B lix., lxi., lxii., lxiv., all of which begin with the words;
Praise Allah whatever is in the heavens and in the earth.” It is rather difficult to fix the order of
succession of these five sin-as, but this is of little account, as they were all composed at this period.
Their poetic element is almost entirely confined to the superscription mentioned, the rest being

prose, and we read the demand to give aims from the conquered treasuries (lvii. 7). The victory
alluded to in v. 10 is no other than the expulsion of the B. Al Nadir."3 The reverse previously
sustained was still fresh enough in his mind to cause him to warn his friends not to exaggerate
their joy (v. 22-23). The verses 24-28“ refer to Muhammed’s failure to get

the Jews to contribute

towards the fine to be paid for the slaying of two men of the Band Arnir. The phrase (v. 24)
“those who are niggarrlly, and bid men he niggardly” runs parallel to Abdth, v. 13, though only by

accident. The verses seem to have been placed here because they form a contrast to several of the

preceding ones (0. 9., 10, 11, 17), in which the topic of giving aims is discussed.

Sara lix. begins with a reference to the expulsion of the Bani‘: Al Nadir.95 The verses 2 and 3 look
like an attempt to justify that act by stating that Allah was responsible for it. If the banishment
of those Jews had not been pro-ordained, their fate might have been much worse. So here Muhammed

"9 Niildeke, p. 143, quote; the reasons given by traditionists.
3? Perhaps also 2 K. vii. ‘1
;

cf. S. v. 69.
'° S06 xvii. 92, and J. Q. R. Vol. X. p. 106.

9' See the dirges of the Jewish poet Samamak, I. Hish. pp. 657, 659.
'2 Noldeke, p. 144 81., rightly does not refer the stlm to the conquest of Moses.
'3 iii. 147, lxiv. ll. 9‘ See I. His/i. p. 652 ; Vr‘ikidi, p. 260.

a Niildeke, p. 153,1. not. p.654 tarljflt gpafiam vi. L,
,' ‘b3,
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makes use again of the fatalistic principle, but this time to exculpate an act of open violence.
More than this, he had caused the palm groves of the Jews to be cut down and burned." This appeared
to them a flagrant violation of the law in Dent. xx. 19, and seems also to have been condemned by

public opinion. Muhammed was so conscious of the outrage he had committed, that he found it

necessary to shelter those who had executed his will behind the command of Allah (v. 5).

The consequences of this bloodless victory were even greater for the economy of the future State

than the preceding ones. The estate of the Band Al Nadir had not been taken by “pressing
forward with horse and camel, but Allah authorised His apostle to give it to whom he pleased

”

(v. G). In other words, whatever spoil was not taken in open warfare, but by surrender, became
the property of Allah and His Prophet. This furnished a very important precedent for future

enlargement of Moslim territory by pact or cession. The new lands were the property of the

realm."7 The old inhabitants were left unmolested, but their produce filled the coffers of the state.

This new manner of distributing the spoil placed at Muhammcd’s immediate disposal large

means to reward the poor and lowly, who had cast in their lot with him in Mecca. He declared that

they had the first claim to a share in the booty (v. 8), in which the Ansi‘ir were not to participate at

all (Y. 9). It is but natural that Muhammed now taunted the Hypocrites, who, after having
encouraged the Jews to offer resistance, had left them in the lurch, so that they had to retire to

their castles, and finally surrender (vv. 11-14). Such conduct subjected them to some very

unflattering comparisons.

The middle part of the arira being somewhat poor for a Hallelujah-Psalm, Muhammed

endeavoured to make at least the end as thrilling as the commencement. Now verse 21 shows clearly

that the author had Ps. cxiv. in his mind which, though not being a Hallelujah-Psalm itsc l
f, belongs

to a group of Psalms which are known in the Mishnah under the name of Halle'l, and which

occupy an important place in the prayer-book. Through’ the pathos of this verse a faint regret is

observable that the Qordn was not revealed upon a mountain which “would have humbled itself and

been split for fear of Allah?“ Lest, however, any man should think that such a sight had ever

presented itself to the eyes of man, Muhammed adds that he had only spoken in metaphor. Very

impressive appear the two tawliids and the profusion o
f divine epithets, many o
f which are borrowed

from Jewish terminology,"a whilst the “Hallelujah” repeated in the last verse, leaves no doubt that the

whole sfira forms a continuous sermon,

Slim lxi. begins with a severe reprimand addressed to Believers “who say what they do not do,"

a thing which is very hateful to Allah. The purport of this reproach, repeated twice, is not quite

clear, although the Commentators connect it with a declaration on the part of the Moslims, that they

were prepared to sacrifice both wealth and life for the sake of the faith. It appears, however, that
Muhammed again alluded to the spiritless conduct of a part of the Moslim army at Uhud-mo At an)’
rate the recommendation given in v. 4

,

vz'z., to fight in future “in closed ranks, as though they were

a compact building,”1 throws some light on the meaning of the two preceding verses. The chief

function of v. 5 is to introduce v. 6
,

memorable on account of the new title Ahmad, under "hick

Muhammcd states that he was announced b
y Jesus. I take this name as an attempt- “ an

Arabic rendering of Messias, and to find that formation of the root IZIMD, which would most

appropriately express the character under which Muhammed wished to be known to the following

generations. From this we may conclude that he was not called Muhammad, at least not

till several years after the HIijr-a.z V. 7 refers again to the Jews who try to extinguish
“ the

light of Allah with their mouth.” The certainty Muhammed expresses in the verses 9 and 13,

_______________
96 See Bokhari, iii. 13.
'1 Sprenger, III. p- 164, regards the first portion of v. 7 as interpolated._ Moslim authorities declare the verse ‘"0

refer to other places than the territory of the B. Al Nadir.
'9 Of. Zach. xiv. 5; PB. lxviii. 9

,

xoviii. 5. 09E, g_, maul‘, alquddcis, almuhm'min, aljabbdf. eir- "1“ Cf- iii. 1138-1111above; v. 3 “most hateful in the eyes of Alldh ;” v. 4 "Allah loves those who fight in His cause.

' 506 Ch- Vlll- 2 See also the Bahira legend in Ch. 11.
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that Islam woull be victorious in the end “in spite of the objection of the infidels,” proves the address
to have been spoken alter the banishment of the Band Al Nadir, when Muhammad was entitled to

bolls
that, at least in Medina, no one would be able to withstand his rule. V. 14, being a re-echo of

‘s- "1- 45, stands detached, and seems to have been placed at the end of this min: on account of v. 6.

It

‘i
s not diflicult to recognise that the beginning of 817m lxii. is closely connected with the

conclusion of 8111'“ lix. The strenuous efforts Muhammed had to make, in order to find material for
the
psalmody i

s plainly visible. The aim consists of two parts of unequal length, which are not in
connection with each other. The first portion contains another of the well worn onslnnghts against
the remaining Jews, as bearers of the Rabbinical law in the shape o

f an insulting comparison.3 The

verses

6 and 7 are a repetition of S. ii. 88. The latter portion of the aim, which discussed the
duties of the “Day of Congregation,”4 is said to owe its origin to the indignation of the Prophet who
saw a caravan, led b

y
unbelieving Medinian citizens, enter the city with great noise on Friday, and

cause great disturbance among the worshippers.5

The descriptive element in the first portion of Sfira lxiv. is not indicative of Meccan origl",
but of a feeble effort to revive the spark of enthusiasm proper for a psalm. The reminiscences of the
defeat of Uhud‘ (v. 11 ) and the double admonition to be obedient (vv. 12 and 16) leave no doubt
as to the place to which the slim belongs.

It appears that Sfira iv. originally only consisted of the pieces vv. 1-45, 126-129 and 175 7

which treat of legal matters in connection With the rights o
f women and orphans, and the regulations

of Wills and bequests. The promulgation of these regulations could not have been undertaken
without very careful preparation. It was dictated b

y the necessity for arranging the rights and
duties of a growing community, many members of which had suddenly become wealthy, and which,

owing to the various battles, numbered many widows and orphans, who had to be provided for b
y

the commonwealth in whose service their natural supporters had lost their lives. It is therefore
probable that the revelations in question cannot be dated earlier than the year five.s

Between the portions of the 812m under consideration the compilers have inserted a mass of

revelations mostly belonging to the same period for which they could not find more suitable places.

To this category belong the ritual precepts in v. 46, being reflexes of Levit. x. 9
, xv. 16-18 increased

by Rabbinical interpretations.9 Then follows a vigorous attack against the Jews (vv. 47-72), which

appears like an attempt at stamping the banishment of the Band Al Nadir as a religious duty.
Muhammed endeavoured to demonstrate that the Jews had so far deviated from the teachings of
the 'l‘drah b

y altering the same (vv. 48-49),” that they were no better than heathens. This, he said,

might be deduced from the nearly divine homage they paid to their sages. The point is of import

ance. “Behold,” he says (v. 53),
“ how they devise a lie against Allah, and that is manifest sin

‘enough (54). Do ye not see those to whom a portion of the Book was given believe in the Jibt and
Ta‘ghzit," and say to the infidels : these are better guided in the way than those who believe [in Allalh

and His messenger] (55)? These are those whom Alllih has cursed, and whom Allih has cursed shall
find no helper." -— Niildcke ascribes the words placed in the mouth of the people accused in this verse
to some of the expelled Jews who betook themselves to Mecca, and tried to stir the Qoreish up to renew
their hostilities against Muhammed.12 This is

,

however, utterly improbable. Whence did Muhammad

gain the knowledge that they had done so I’ “ The infidels" of v. 54 are none others than the Jews

3 See Ch. VIII.

' See Beidhawi and Bokh. i. 224 according to Abu Hureira. It is alleged that Ka‘b b
.

Loeyy gave Friday the

name ‘Artlbd, because the people used to congregate on that day. This tradition, which is given on uncertain
authority, deserves no credit. Arfibfi or Arflb'thd is, in the Talmud, a.name of Friday (Jerush, Terfima, viii. 1?). It
almost appears that Mnhammed at first intended to use this term for Friday, but discarded it as he did with ‘Ashen.

Later tradition, then, gave the word a pagan origin.

5 See Al Beidhfiwi. " See lvii. 22, iii. 147.

" cfljjjiiwi) vv. 126 and 175. a 566 R180Niildvke, p. 145 sq.

I See Geiger, p. 88; Noldeke. p. 147, is not convincing. " Cf- ii. 57, 98.
" Geiger. p. 56, not quite correct. 1? Nbldske, p. 149,.
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as a whole, The practice of the Rabbinical prescriptions, which went far beyond the bare laws of the

Pentatench, is termed by Muhammed Trighrit in the Aramaic meaning of this word. Exactly the -

same idea is again expressed in v. 63, viz., that “they (the Jews) wish to refer their judgment to

Trighzit,“ i. (4., they follow the decisions of the latter rather than that of the Tdrah. The word Jibt

(which does not occur again) has evidently a similar meaning, and belongs to those terms which

Muhammed misread from his notes, and distorted beyond recognition. —- It is unfortunately not
clear whether Muhammed, at any time, met Jews who entertained ideas propagated later on by the

Karaites, but as a believer in the Torah he is so unmistakeably Karaitic, that this is not improbable.

The verses 73-86 were revealed shortly after the catastrophe at Uhud. Again Muhammed

reminded Moslims that the disaster (v. 74) should by no means discourage them (vv. 78, 86),

since death could occur at any time, but for this misfortune they had only themselves to blame (v. 81).
The pieces 87-95 and Sdra v. 56-63u show Muhammed in possession of considerable power (v. 91),15 and

seem, therefore, somewhat later, m'z., dating from the time of the siege of the Bann Koreiza (0nd of
A. 41), and, according to the Commentators, the section iv. 96-105“ is contemporaneous with them.
The group of verses 106-115 is said to owe its origin to a theft committed by a Medinian, who

eventually fled to Mecca. If this be true, the date of the revelation in question can be approximately
fixed as having taken place after the conversion of the poet IIIassan b. Thabit (A. H. 4), who in some
verses,l7 alludes to this incident as well as to Muhammed's prophetic faculties. Greater difficulties

are offered by the verses 116-125. It is, however, hardly justifiable to regard them with Noldekcla
as Meccan, because the “ People of the Book” are mentioned in them (V. 122), without

disparaging epithet or as “friends.” The verses 130-133 are of quite uncertain date, and evidently
placed here on account of v. 125. Just as uncertain is the date of v. 134, unless, as Noldeke
suggests,19 it also refers to the affair of the theft, since the friends of the culprit gave false evidence in
his favour. V. 139 forms the repetition of an old Meccan revelation,” and is now revealed evidently
for a similar reason. The words that “Allah deceives the Hypocrites”21 (v. 141) are, to say the
least, drastic. The sermon to which this remark belongs only goes as far as v. 145. The verses

that follow up to v. 151 are quite uncertain as to date, although v. 147 might be brought in connec

tion with the adventure of Aisha, which took place in the year 4.23 The furious onslaught against the
Jews (vv. 152-168) must be somewhat older, because it contains many reminiscences of similar
orations of the first year.23 The same holds good for the remarks applied to the Christians

(vv. 169473).M Verse 174 stands detached, and is of controversional character. Some Commenta
tors regard it as the last of the whole Qord'n.

(To be continued.)

THE SPRING MYTH OF THE KESAR SAGA.
BY A. H. FRANCKE.

Translated from the .Mémoires de la Socz'été Fz'nno-Ongrz'enne, No. A’ V., 1900,
by George R. Heath.1

Preface.

IN the following pages one of the Kesar Sagas. which are commonly related by the people
th ronghont Western Tibet, is introduced to the public, and aservice thereby rendered to science,
which will perhaps be of no insignificant worth. Various travellers and Tibetan explorers have
‘3 Palmer : to them misprint.
1‘ Néldeko, p. 172, refers vv. 57-63 to the battle of Uhud, but in reality they refer to the “ War of the Trench,"

A. H. 4, and the alliance with the B. Koreiza.
“5 Soc Noldeke, p. 150, with slight differences. 1‘ Cf. ibt'd.
‘1 Diw'in, ed. Tunis. p. 64 sq. ;cj. I. 115th. p. 859, and Noldcke, p. 151. " Iln'd.
1’ P. 152. 9° 8- vi. 67. 11 S96 Ch. VIII.
2' Treated more in detail in S. xxiv. “5 Cf. ii. 52, 55, 60. '1‘ Nilldeke, p. 152.
1 All the numbers are in accordance with those of the Tibetan original. The latter may be obtained at the

Depot de la Sooiété Finno-Ongrienne, Helsingfors, Finland.
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often reported that so-called Kcsar Sagas enjoy great popularity among the Tibetan people ;
' but no one, as far as I know, has told us what the subject of these Sagas is. Even Waddell, who
mentions a mythical King Kesar several times in his epoch-making book, The Buddhism of
Tibel, can give no satisfactory information about his person and significance.

These pages will, 1 hope, prove the high scientific value of the Kesar Sagas, by showing
that they are one of the chief sources from which knowledge of the pre-Buddhietic religion
of Tibet may be drawn?

An attempt has often been made to learn something about Kesar by setting about the
translation of the long famous epics which bear this title. But up to the present no one has

produced a complete translation. Such a work might well occupy a whole lifetime. If a
translation of the whole should in the end he made, it would be of infinite value. Partial traus~

lations are not necessarily so, as the Buddhistic cast, which may be clearly discerned in the epic,

renders the recognition of the mythological features unusually ditticult. From a complete

translation of the epic. a confirmation of the mythological ideas contained in the popular sagas

may be expected. Until we have one, we are dependent on the sagas alone. That is not,
however, to he regretted at the commencement; for the popular sagas are short, clear and free

from Buddhistic influences.

The study of the Spring Myth leads quite naturally to the desire of becoming acquainted
with the corresponding Winter Myth. I have now succeeded in discovering this also, and. I
hope soon to submit it in a German tmnslation.

It has been already mentioned by others that the sagas treated here exist among the
people in oral form. In this case, however, the question is not one of a free narration, which
runs the risk of being altered in passing from mouth to mouth; but rather of matter learnt

by heart, at the recitation of which (according to the respective versions) scarcely a word is

altered. A girl of about sixteen years of age, in whose family the stories of Kesar are held in

high esteem, related the following sagas slowly, so that the master of the Mission School she

attended was enabled, under my- supervision, to take them down word for word. This First
Manuscript is the foundation of the accompanying Tibetan text almost throughout. In the
comparison and confirmation of the text, as well as in the addition of some new features, a

Second Manuscript has also been of great service. This was prepared for me by another
Ladakhi who is able to write, and who went to the B6655 (a caste of musicians and popular
entertainers), and wrote down literally what they related. The two manuscripts deviate a little
from one another both in the form of the narrative and in the wording of the songs, but agree
perfectly in everything essential.

Something remains to be said on the poetical form of the songs, which are interpersed in

the narrative. We find in them different kinds of rhythm as well as of rhyme. The rhythms
are almost always formed of trochees, which corresponds to the monosyllabic chamcter of the

language. Dactyls, however, also occur, especially when a sufiix is added to a dissyllabic

compound. The sentence-rhyme peculiar to Tibet is the one which occurs in almost all the
songs (i. e., two or three sentences are formed in exactly the same manner, but difierent words

2 There are sources of a.very different character, from which Dr. Lanfer is drawing his knowledge of the Pre_
Bnddhistio Religion of Tibet. I have had great pleasure in studying the following of his writings: Klu, 'abum
bgduspai myinypo, Mr‘mot'rerde la. Son'e'té Finne-ong'n'e'rme, No. XL, 1898. —Ubm‘ 81'" tibeliiflhfl Geu‘hichls-u'n‘k
d01-Bo'npo, T'oung-Pao, Série IL, Vol. IL, No. l. — Deuhchriftan der Inn's, Akmlemie der H’issenschaflan, Wien_
Phil. llist. Classe. Band XLVL, N0. VIL. Ein Sfih'ngedicht rler 8011170. All these publications show a very for
advanced type of the Pro-Buddhist Religion ; they show especially in the long lists of kin‘: or ndgus, what a body of
priests has been able to make of it. From the Kesar' Myths we may learn, on the other hand. what this religion has
been to the ordinary man. It would certainly not be right to consider the Kesar Sagas as more fairy-tales,
told for the amusement of the people. This is shown most plainly bya. comparison with the Ladakhi Wedding
Ritual and the popular Boupa Hymnal (gLl'ug glu), which run on the same lines as the Kesar Sagas and are both of
a distinctly religious cast.
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are placed in the corresponding positions). I have tried in _the translation to imitate the
sentence-rhyme as far as possible. With regard to the rhythms I have allowed myself greater
freedom.3

Finally it should be pointed out that the language of the Tibetan text is not the classical,

but the Lndakhi, dialect.

An Abridged Episode from the Kesar Saga.‘
Translation.

I.

lI‘he first Tale is the Tale of the Agus (heroes).

1. In the land of gLing there were once the wild Agus dPalle and Khromo and dGani.
Because there was no king in the land of gLing, deep sorrow came over Agu dPalle. Agu

Khromo was a bad man; he rejoiced at the unhappiness of the land. One day the wild Agus

went to tend goats. 2. Then dBangpo-rgyab-bzhin also came from the upper kingdom of the

gods to tend goats. All at once the black devil-bird appeared, and wanted to carry 0E the
goats. 3. dBangpo-rgyab-bzhiu changed himself into the white god-bird, and both fought.

4. The thought occurred to all the Agus:—-“The black bird seems to be the devil-bird 1"
5. Then Agu dPslle seized the sling, and sang this song :—

6. Oh Sling, thou many-coloured sling,

7. [My] mother spun thee in her time,

8. [My] mother plaited thee in her time,

9. When her child, myself. she carried.

10. Oh come, Oh come thou oblong stone,

1]. Hit sure, be there no escape !

12. So singing‘, he slung [the stone], and hit the black devil-bird on the wing, so that he
died. 13. At this dBsngpo—rgyab-bzhin rejoiced greatly, and in order to shew love to the
Agus, he sang :

l4._ Men of gLing, kindly are ye come.

15. dPalle, dGani, kindly are ye come,

16. A cow and a. calf will I give you a huudredfold,
l7. Foal and horse will I give you a hundredfold,

18. A laden pack-sheep will I give you a hundredfold,
19. Goat and kid. will I give you a. hundrcdfold,
20. A saddled horse will I give you a. hundredfold,
21. A yak with the nose-ring will I give you a hundredfold !

22. \Vhen he had sung vthis song, the Agus said :——-“All that is not necessary." 23. To
Agu dPalle this thought occurred :— "The King of Heaven dBangpo-rgyab-bzhimhas three

sons ; it would be good if he sent one son to the land of gLing as king." Therefore he asked :-—
24. “ 0 give a child as chief to the chiefiess land." When dBangpo-rg'yab-bzhin heard that, he
went back quickly to the upper kingdom of the gods.

II.
The second Tale is the Tale of dBnngpo-rgyab-bzhin’s three sons.

1. The king of the gods, dBangpo-rgyeb-bzhin, had three sons, Donldan, Donyod
and Dongrub. Because their father loved them very much, he did not like to send even one

3 This sentence-rhyme is the some type of p'trillzlisin its he: become known from Chinese popular poetry.
‘ The dividuu into nine parts is my own.
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to the land of gLing. 2. When therefore he came back to the upper kingdom of the gods, he

ate nothing and sat there in anger. 3. Then his son Donldan brought his tea and his food,

but the father ate nothing. Donldan said :

“ Father !

4. Has the wolf got at the sheep P

5. Has the crow got at the breakfast P

6. Was the sling lost at the hunt ?”

The father said : —

7. “ The wolf has not got at the sheep,

8. The crow has not got at the breakfast,

9. The sling was not lost at the hunt.

10. But thou, my son, wilt thou go as chief to the chiefless land of gLing '! If thou
goest, I will take the tea and the food !” ll. The son said : — “ I shall not go !

12. If the dog is angry, the soup is left [uneaten],

13. If the king is full of wrath, the roast is left [nneaten] ! ”

14, Then came the son Donyod and said :— 15. " Father, eat the food and drink the tea! ”

16. The father said : — “ Then, my son, wilt then go as chief to the chiefless land of gLing ? "

17. The son said : -— “ I shall not go !
18. If the dog is angry, the soup is left [uneaten],

19. If the king is full of wrath, the roast is left [nneaten] l"

20. Then came Dongrub, the smallest of all, and asked :

'-‘Father 1

21. Has the wolf got at the sheep?

22. Has the crow got at the breakfast ,9

23. Was the sling lost at the hunt 'I
”

The father said : —

24. “ The wolf has not got at the sheep,

25. The crow has not got at the breakfast.

26. The sling was not lost at the hunt 3

27. My son, wilt thou go as chief to the ehiefless land of gLing P ”

28. The son said : " If I do not listen to the word of father and mother, to whose word
shall I listen P 1 shall go!” 29. Then the father took the tea and the food. Again ‘great
. sadness came over the father, and he sang: -—

30. [My] son Donldan, he is the heart of my thinking;

31. It is not right to tear out one’s heart and to give it to another!

32. [My] son Donyod. he is the tongue of my speaking;

33. It is not right to tear out one’s tongue and to give it to another !

34. [My] son Dongrub, he is the eye of my seeing ;

35. It is not right to tear out one’s eye and to give it to another! ”

36. Then spake the father: — “Before Dongruh goes to the land of gLing, all you [me]
sons must have a race on horseback one day in the morning, 37. at midday play at dire,
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38. and in the evening shoot arrows." 39. So they all had a horse-race in the morning, and

the youngest son Dongrnb won it. 40. At midday they played at dice, and the youngest son
Dongrub won. 41. In the evening they shot arrows, and the youngest son Dongrub won.
42. Then came the time when the son Dongrub was to go to the land of gLin-g.

III.
The third Tale is the Tale of Dongrub, who is fitted out for the land of gLing.

1. Before the son Dongrub went to the land of men, the high mother gave him a lesson,

the high father gave him a lesson. Both said thus : — "Thou needest

2. A horse that always knows the way back,

3. A horse that knows how‘ to fly high,

4. A knife to stab the wicked people,

5. A knife to stab Buddha,

6. An arrow that always knows the way back !”

7. Then said the mother r —- “ 0 yes, it is hard for Dongrub to go to the land of men I

8. rKyangbyung-dbyerpa is certainly

9. A horse that always knows the way back,

10. A horse that knows how to fly high.

11. The knife ‘ Three-fingers-long ' is certainly

12. A knife to stab the wicked people,

13, A knife to stab Buddha.

14. The blue srin-ylhu is certainly

15. A bow whose arrow flies back again." This is the lesson of the high mother :

16. “ rKyanghyung-dbyerpa, the high horse,

17. And moreover Srinyzhu, the blue how,

18. Thou wilt find at the house of Uncle br'l'andzin the Red.

19. 'l‘setse-ngangdmar is on the pass;

20. Upon her, 0 Dongruh, thou wilt spring well

21. And of that, O Dongrub, thou wilt die.H

22. So then the son went to fetch the horse, the knife, and the bow, and arrived before
the house of brTandzin the Red. 23. There he saw the horse, whose four legs were fastened
with chains. When the horse heard a man coming he sprang up. 24. Dongruh spake : —
“ Uncle, all hail ! Give me the horse rKyangbyung-dbyerpa and the blue how Srinyzhu ! I,
the son Dongrub, am going to the land of men. I have come here to greet my uncle!" 25. The
uncle said :— “ The horse rKyangbyung-dbyerpa is here; lead him away I the blue bow Sriny
zhn is not here, butin Agu Za’s hand I” '26. When he heard that, he went to Agu Za's house,
leading the horse. 27. In the middle of the way was a white and a black pool. 28. As he
was Washing his hands in the black pool, another hand came out of the water, seized Dongrub’s
hand and held it fast. 29. Then said Dongrub :— “ Who is it that seizes my hand ? " 30. Out
of the water a voice answered: ——“ Why art thou washing thy hands in our water?

” When he
heard that, Dongrnb spake: -— " Please, please let my hand go! I am in haste. I am going in
order to become the chief of the chiefless gLing-Land and want to fetch the blue bow Srin'yzhu
from Agn Za." 32. Then it was said out of the water:-—- “As soon as thou cryest, saying, ‘Agll
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Zn,’ [the giant] will swallow thee. Therefore I tell thec this: In Agu Za's body is the knife
and the bow. So take the knife in the right hand and his heart in the loft. Then if thou stab his
heart, he will cry, ‘ Come out! ’ ” 33. Then [he, she, it ?] let Dongrub's hand go, and vanished
in the water.

34. When Dongrub arrived at Agn Za’s house, the Agu put his hand out at the window,

scizcd Dongrub and ate him up. 35. So Dongrub sat in the body [of the Agu], and seized the
knife with the right hand. In the left he took the heart, and stabbed. 36. Then Agu Za
cried: --“ Who is in my body T Come out! ” 37. Dongrub said :—- “ My good Agu, am I not
the son of the king of heaven, rGyabbshin ? When I am going as chief to the chiefless land
of gLing and want to greet the Agu and ask him for the blue bow Srin'yzhn, the Agu seizes me
and swallows me.” 38. Then spake the Agu :—" O my heart, all hail! I feel ill! Come out! ”
Dongrub answered : ——39. “My good Agu, wilt then listen to my word ? If then listen to it,
I will give thee sun and moon to eat for a year. Is that enough i‘ " 40. The Agu said : -— “It is
enough, 0 my eye ! ” 41. Dongrub spake: -- “ Then I will come out through the Agu’s pineal
gland, and bring the whole brain out on to the head ! " 42. The Agu requested:—“0 my eye,
please come out by the way then wentest in i

"
43. " Then I will come out at the Agu's sole."

44. “ O my eye, rather than that come out by the way then wentest in !
”
45. Then Dongrub

came out at the pit of the neck, and had the bow and the knife in his hand. He gave sun and

moon to the Agu to eat for a year.

46. While he was going to the ehiefless land of gLiug, he arrived at the foot of a
mountain, and saw the goat Tsetse-ngangdmar lying there. He sprang on to it. 47. The

goat was frightened, and carried him on to the summit of three mountains. There it threw
him down, and Dongrub died.

IV.

The fourth Tale is the Tale of Dongrub’s birth on the earth.

1. when Dongrub had died, he changed himself into bail, and came down to the land of
gLing. 2. There he was born to Gogzalhamo. 3. Although he was the high king of the
land of gLing, he was born in lowly form. 4. His mouth was as large as a well, and [his]
eyes black and ugly. 5. On the pillow of [his] mother there was some bad meal. The child
suddenly got up, [and] went and ate some of the meal. 6. The mother said : -— “ He does not
give himself time to grow, but eats meal [already] !” She clothed it with a piece of ass’s
sackcloth, tied a goat's-hair string around it, and put a stone upon it. 7. For the mother
was ashamed of the child’s lowly form, 8. At the same time the spouse bKur dmanmo from
the kingdom of the gods changed herself into the mother dKar thigmo and went to prepare some
soup for Gogzalhamo. 9. Mother dKar thigmo said : — “ \Vell, Gogzalhamo, what has been born
to you 7” Gogzalhamo spake : — I0. “ Of all that which was or was not born to me there is
nothing left. It was born with ugly black eyes and a mouth like a well, and it ate meal without
giving itself time to grow. I have clothed it with a piece of ass's sackcloth, and put a stone
on it. There it is

,

under the stone _!

" Mother dKar thigmo took the child from under the stone,
and the child said : —

12. “ Kinder art thou than water, 0 Lady dKar thigmo, now listen !

I3. Kinder than even [my] mother, 0 Lady dKar thigmo, now listen !

14. After the manner of men, a bowl should be filled with butter;

15. Gogzalhamo, however, throw to me buckwheat.

l6. Alter the manner of men, the child should‘ be put in the child-sack ;

l7. Gogzall amo, however, put sackcloth around me.
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18. A son is born to the mother! says he,

19. A son is born to Gogza ! says he,

20. And he blows white hands up to the sky.

21. A son is born to the mother! says he,

22. A son is born to Gogsa! says he,

23. And he blows red bands across the earth.

24. A son is born to the mother! says he,

25. A son is born to Gogza! says he,

26. And he blows blue bands down to the waters."

V.

The fifth Tale is the Tale oi’ Khromo, who sought to harm Kesar, the King ofthe Gods.

1. While this was going on, Agu Khromo heard that Kesar, the king of the gods, had
been born to Gogzalhamo. 2. Therefore he said to seven priests from the cast : — “In that
cottage there is a child. If you can kill the child, I will give you half of [my] castle and land.”
3. Then the priests fromthe east disguised themselves as beggars and went to Gogzalhamo’s

cottage. 4. Gogzalhamo thought: -— “ These seven men are beggars;
” filled a golden and a

silver plate for them, and brought it out. 5. The seven spiritual beggars said : - “ \Ve need
neither a golden nor a silver plate. Give us the child ! We want to teach it religion.” Then
Goglalhamo gave them the child. 6. Then came Mother dKar thigmo, and cried : -— “ Gog
zalhamo, to whom have you given the child away ? ” 7. Gogzalhamo answered: -- “ Seven priests,
who said.‘ We want to teach it religion,’ have carried it oil.” 8. Then spake Mother dKnr thig
mo: —- “ How could you give the child away l

”
and Gogzalhamo ran to get back the child, till she

met the seven beggars. 9. The beggars had bound the child’s arms and legs with chains, had
laid fire on his heart, and were pouring boiling water into his mouth. 10. When the mother
saw that, she came before the seven beggars, and cried : _- “ Give me my child 1" The child
said : —

11. Fourfold I lie here not bound :
12. It is a sign : four enemies will fall.

13. On my heart I feel no flame :
14. It is a sign of flaming happiness.

15. Hot water I do not feel on my head :
16. It is a ign of tea, beer [and] milk to come."

17. As he sang this, the child said: — " Hung one, hung two ! " broke the chains and ran
to his mother. Then Gogzalhamo carried the child home. 18. But the seven priests from the
east changed themselves into beetles and devoured the ashes of the fire.

19. So when Agu Khromo knew that the child was not yet conquered, he said :— “ I will
go myself ; ” [and] came and asked Gogzalhamo : —- “ Where is the child ? Has he grown big ? "
20. The child said : -— “ My good Agu, I am here l ” Whereupon Khromo took the child out
of the bed and carried him 03. 21. There was a rock of poison there. Upon it he wanted to
throw the child. But although Agu Khromo was able to whirl him round, he could not throw
him on to the rock. 22. The child said: — “ Swing me round, good Agu, do ! Throw me ofi,
do l ” 23. The Agu said: — “ I am tired, I cannot any longer! ” ‘Z4. \Vhereupon the child
cried : -— “ Now the Agu’s time for whirling [me] round is past; now it is my turn !” [and]
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saying this, he threw the Agu on to the poisonous rock. 25. As the rock was of fiery poison
one side of Khromo body got burnt.

26. One day Agu dPalle, Agu dGani and Agu Khromo went hunting together, and killed
a wild yak. To the place where they killed it the child came also. 27. The Agns said : -- “ Go,
carry a whole leg at once to thy mother !

” The child hit his teeth into a tendon of the leg,

carried it off, gave it to his mother, and comeback. 28. Then the Agns said : ——
“ Take all the

intestines and the inwards also to [thy] mother!” and sent him away. The child wrapped it
all up in his hip-cloth, bit with [his] teeth into the upper end of the intestines, and carried

it home to [his] mother. Then he returned. Agn Khromo became angry, threw the wooden

poker [at him], and hit the child on the mole at the hack of the ‘neck, so that he fainted and

fell to the ground. 30. Then said Agu dPalle to Khroino : —
“ He is also a member of our

father’s brothers. They will avenge him on thee !” Then Agn Khromo was frightened. and

spake to the child : -— 31. "Listen,8treet-boy; get up, please! I will give thee the chief ford
of a hundred fords." 32. The child asked : ‘- “Wilt thou give it [to me], my good Agn ,9

"

and got up. 33. \Vhen the Street-child had received the chief ford of a hundred fords, it
allowed no one‘ to cross it. 34._ One day'ns Agn Khromo was coming through the water
at that chief ford, the Street-child cried : -— 35. “ \‘l‘ho is coming through the water there i’

"

and threw a stone at Khromo. 36. Agu Khromo said: —- “ 0w. it is I l ” and the child cried
smilingly : —- " Why didst thou not say that before. my good Agu ?

”
37. The Street-boy

became very powerful. If no part of the mourning-feast was given to him, he ltt no funeral
procession pass; and if no part of the marriage-hast was given to him, he let no marriage

procession cross. All that he carried away, and gave it to Gogzalhumo.

VI.
.The Sixth Tale is the Tale of Maiden 'aBruguma, whom the Street-child met.

1. Now at that time the Street-child wont to the upper G rmna-tield to gather groma5 roots, and

met there the maiden 'aBruguma and her handmaid Darlhagochodma. 2. The Street-child found
as many roots as a horse's head or yak’s head is great, and made a loaf for himself out of them.

3. Maiden aBruguina and Darlhagochodma found only one dry root each. 4. As they found no more,
the handmaid said to the Street-child :-“ Give our Lady 'aBruguma a piece of root-bread too !"
5. The Street-child answered :— “ No, little sister, I must nourish my mother !" 6. Then he ate
some of the root-bread before the two girls, and spake, “ Sindi'remalag !” While he Said that, the
loaf grew whole again, and he began to eat once more. 7. Then spake he : -—

“ Now Maiden
’aBruguma shall also eat some, lint as much as she eats must be brought‘ back again. There, eat
some I" 8. Maiden 'aBruguma ate half otthe leaf and said, “ Sindz'remalag." But although she
said that, nothing came back. The mark of the teeth remained. 9. Then spake the Streevchild :
--“ O thou daughter of Father br'l‘anpa, O thou daughter of Mother Chorol ! Give me back my
bread l If I see a dog, the dog shall hear of it; ill see a man, the man shall hear of it!"
10. When Maiden 'alh'uguma heard that, she thought he was angry, and spake to the Street-boy :
“ To-morrow we are going to have a feast, and thou shalt take part in it l” 11. The Street-child
asked : - “ Shall I take part, little sister 'I” and ‘aBrug-nmn said :- “ Yes thou shalt I be there."
12. On the next day the Street-child went earlier than all [the rest] to 'aBrugunia’s house, and hid himself

behind the upper door-beam. 13. So when all the people had come together to the feast,

"aBruguma said :--“ Are we all here ‘I Shut the door before the Street-child comes !" 14. Then
the Street-child called out from the beam :— “ I have already arrived, little sister 1” 15. 'nBruguma
spake :—- " And I had just said that he had not come yet !” 16. He called out laughing : -—- “ So
1 just heard [my] little sister say ! ' If I see a dog, the dog shall hear of it ; if I see amen, the
man shall hear of it !" 17. Then spake ‘aBrnguma :— “ Listen, Strcet- child, to—morrow we are ‘going
10 give a friendly beer-banquet. All the Agns are. going to come to it. Wilt lho" also be there 7“

5 drama is a species ofpotentilla.
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18. He spake :— “ Little sister, wilt thou listen to my word '2” The maiden said :-;“ I will listen
to it."

20

21.

22.

23.

24-.

25.

2G.

27.

19. He spake :— “ Then thou must say this to Agu dPalle and the others :—

Who takes a. drink of the beer of life, let him have children beyond measure !

Who takes a drink of the beer of blessing, let his life be like that of the gods 1

Drink without touching the ten finger-tips,

And without wetting the silk oi the tongue,6

Nor may’st thou knock the pearls of the teeth; 7

Drink with the soul,

Yea, drink with the heart !"

So the next morning, when all the Agus had come together, ’eBruguma brought the beer of

friendship, came before Agu dGani and said :-
28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

“ Hail, on [thy] golden throne, O Agu dGani, now listen I

See this vessel, filled with thoughts and nine-fold buttered.8

\Vho takes a drink of the beer of life, let him be blessed with many children !

Who takes a drink of the beer of blessing, let his life be like that of the gods 1

Drink without touching the ten finger-tips,

And without wetting the silk of the tongue,

Nor may’st thou knock the pearls of the teeth;

Drink with the soul,

Yea, drink with the heart I"

Then spake Agu dGani :—

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

“ Not wetting the tongue,

Not filling the stomach,

Not touching the hands,

How then shall I drink it '1 Away with the bowl !”

Because he spoke so, the girl carried the vesselto Agu dPalle :

“Hail on [thy] throne oi shell, 0 Agu dPnlle, now listen !

See this Vessel, filled with thoughts and nine-fold buttered !

Who takes a drink oi the beer of life, let him be blessed with many children i

Who takes a drink of the beer of blessing, may be live as long as the gods i

Drink without touching the ten finger-tips,

And without wetting the silk of the tongue,

Nor may’st thou knock the pearls of the teeth ;

Drink with the soul,

Yea, drink with the heart !"
’

Dr. Lunfer nske for an analysis of this sentence. The Tibetan

6 Literally :— And without tasting with the silken knots of the tongue.

7 Lil. :— Not knocking the teeth like milk, like a rosary, like pearls.

' See explanation of the custom, under Yar.
text is properly bungpa bmmpas don sgrubla. mis brgyubs dgu brgyabs ahig god. This means lite-roll)‘,

: ‘A
vessel

furnished with thoughts according to the meaning (don), smeared by men, smeared
ninefold, such it is ; brgj/cos ll

said instead of yer brgyabs, it is smeared with butter.
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Then spake Agu dPalle :—

51. “Not wetting the tongue,

52. Not filling the stomach,

53. Not touching the hands,

54. How then shall I drink it ? Away with the bowl !"

55. Then ’aBruguma said to the Agus :— “ Shall I ask the Street-child also 7 ” 56. The Agus
spake :-- “ He is also a member of our father's brothers’ [clan]. Ask him also, do!

"
57. And

’aBrugnma addressed him :— “ Yes, listen, Street-child, give me thy bowl !
” 58. The Street-child

spake ;- ~‘Yes, certainly, little sister, just as thou hast said to the Agus, speak also to me ! ” So
'aBruguma sang :

59. “ Thou on [thy] wooden chair, thou Street-boy there, now listen:

60. See this vessel, filled with thoughts and nine-fold buttered !

61. Who takes a drink of the beer of life, let him be blessed with many children !

62. Who takes a drink of the beer of blessing, may he live as long as the gods!

63. Drink without touching the ten finger-tips,

64. And without wetting the silk of the tongue,

65. Nor may’st thou knock the pearls of the teeth!

66. Drink with the soul,

67. Yea, drink with the heart !
"

68. Thereupon the Street-child said :— “ Little sister, wait a little l
”
Then he threw the vessel

towards the sky with his stick studded with dog’s teeth, and drank the beer out of the skv.

69. \Vhile he drank it
,

he said :— “ I feel how the Lord of Heaven, rG-yabbzhin, is giving m0~a

drink oi the beer of friendship!
” Then a

ll the street-folk shouted ;- “ Now our Street-boy has got
Lady 'aBruguma as bride ! Hurrah for Love 1 "

VII.
The Seventh Tale is the Tale of 'aBruguma, who becomes Kesar’s bride.

1
. The Sovereign of Heaven had heard the shouting of the Street-child, and he came with the

whole retinue ol heaven and the retinue o
i the water-spirits, and held a horse-race with all the Agns.

2
. The handmaid Darlhagoehodma took Lady 'oBruguma to the race-course, and put her on a rock.

3. The handmaid said :- “ To-day listen to my word: Upon whose horse thou canst jump at the
race, his bride thou wilt be !

4
, Listen to-day to the word of the servant,

5
. Listen to Darlhagoehodma’s word !

b To-day will the skin be pulled over thy cars ,9

7
. Father br'l'anpa’s daughter will receive blows !

”

8
. Then the king of Heaven, rGyabbzhin, came riding along, and ‘aBruguma spake ,-_

9
. “ I know neither the man that is riding,
10. Nor even the swift horse underneath.” .' .l - '

‘Ill’

1
‘

Dr. Lanfer asks for an analysis of this nsetence. The Tibetan has 1 'rkyat rlon hi bumola. i‘kJ/tll s/ma btcu/g ‘vine
‘The literal translation is: ‘ To the girl who is like a wet leather-bag, will l:e given a peeling 08' of the skin.‘ In
my translation I made use of the corresponding German idiom,
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Therenpon the handmaid said : —

11. “If thou knowest not the man that is riding,

12. Know, that is the King of Heaven ;

13. And the swift steed underneath

14. Is the god's horse, called the Bay.
‘I

15. Man and horse touch not, let them go ! Ii thou jumpest now, then thou committest
a great sin against the gods 1”

So ‘aBruguma did not jump.

16. Then the Earth-Mother, sKyab sbdun came riding along. Lady ’aBruguma spake :

17. “I know neither the man that is riding,
18. _Nor even the swift horse underneat .”

The handmaid said :-—

19. “ If thou knowest not yet the man that is riding,

20. See, it is sKyabs bdun, the Earth-Mother ;

21. And the swift horse underneath,

22. That is the red earth-horse.

23. Rider and horse touch not, let them go ! If thou jumpest now, then thou committest
a ‘great sin against the earth !

"

S0 ’aBruguma did not jump.

‘24. Then lCogpo, the King of the water-spirits, came riding along, and ‘aBruguma
spake :

25. “ I know neither the man that is riding,
26. Nor even the swift horse underneath."

v
The servant said :

27. “ If thou knowest not yet the man that is riding,

28. See, it is lCogpo, the “Tater-king;

29. And the swift steed underneath,

30. That is the blue water-horse.

31. Rider and horse touch not, let them go ! It then jumpest now, then committost a
great sin against the water-spirits !

"

So 'aBrugnma did not jump.

32. Then all the Agus of the land of gLing came riding past, and ‘aBruguma did not jump.
3:}. Last of all the Street-child came riding along. He had put ofi his humble form. He had a
reddish-violet cr0wn,1° and [his] horse a short, reddish-violet mane. On the man’s right shoulder the
sun was rising, [and] on left the moon. ’al3ruguma spake :

1' Tuft of hair (according to Dr. Lanfer and Jlisehke's Dictiamry).
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34. “ I know neither the man that is riding,
35. Nor even the swift horse underneath.”

Then said Darlhagochodma : —

36. If thou kuowest not yet the man that is riding,

37. See, it is Kesar, of gLing the King;
38. And the swift steed underneath,
39. It is the noble rKyangbyung dbyerpa.

40. Now if everything is well carried out, then all people will call me Gochodme [that is :She
that fulfils]. If it is not carried out well, then I shall call myself Gomichod [that is : Unfulfilled].
Man and horse let not pass; seize them.” 41. So when Kesar came riding on, Maiden 'aBruguma
suddenly jumped on to the horse. 42. As the maiden jumped, Kesar put on his humble form again,
caused a strong smell of lice, and changed the horse into a female Dzo with broken horns. 43. Then
all the street-folk shouted :- “ Hurrah for love! Lady 'aBruguma is our Street-boy’s bride l Then
'aBruguma made the Street-child her bridegroom, and took him home.

VIII.
The Eighth Tale is the Tale of Kesar, who teases ‘aBruguma.

1, One day ’aBruguma’s mother spread the carpet out the wrong way round, so that it had the
front edge towards the wall. 2. The Street-boy said: — “ Where the front edge of the carpet is

,

there the face of the guest must also be,” and sat down with his face turned to the wall. 3
. Then

spake Faher brTanpa to ’aBruguma: - “The boy is nine times too clever; he will run away yet.’7
4. Therefore the maiden covered the Street-boy with a pot, turning it upside down.11 5

. Now although
the handmaid and the maiden herself sat before it keeping watch, the Street-child escaped without
letting either hear vanything. 6

. Before the door he tore his upper garment in pieces near the place
where the dogs were kept, killed a goat and poured its blood out. The entrails of the goat he

wrapped round the teeth of the dogs. Then he fled into the innermost part of the valley. 7
. When

Father baTnnpa saw that [before the door], he said to ’aBruguma :-“My daughter, g0 and look for
him! The dogs have surely not eaten him 1

”
Then ‘aBruguma went to look for him all around on a

hundred, [yea] a thousand mountains, and did not find him. 8
.

The maiden’s dress tore right up to
the collar. [Her] shoes tore from the sole right up to the top. 9

. As she did not find him yet, she
went to Agu dPalle and .Agu dGani, and spake:—

10. “Thou on [thy] golden throne, Agu dGani, now listen!

11. Early in the morning I began to climb, and came on to the golden hill;
12. In the evening I descended, and came to the copper-field.
13. Did he then come for copper 7 I would now like to ask the Agu !”

Agn dGani spake:—

14. “ If the dogs have devoured the Street-child,

15. Then will the skin be pulled over thy ears,

16. Then indeed will blows be laid on br'l‘anpa’s daughter !”

So ’aBrnguma went to Agu dPallc, and spake:-

17. Thou on [thy] throne of shell there, Agu dPallc, then listen!

18. In the morning I began to climb, and came on to the silver hill;
19, In the evening I descended, and came to.the lead-fields.
20. Did he then come for lead’! I would like to ask the Agu l"

" Dr. Iiaufer's trahslatiou, 7 she put‘him in a pot with his face underneath,’ is impossible ; kha is the Opening
of the pot.
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Agu dPalle said : —

21. “ If the dogs have devoured the Street-child,

22. Then will the skin be pulled over thy ears,

23. Then indeed will blows be laid on brTanpa’s daughter!”

24. Then spake 'aBruguma: - “Everybody says that l " and went to look for him again. Then
she took a stone which had a hole [in it], looked through [it], [to see] whether she could see him,
and caught sight of him in the innermost corner of the valley. 25. And he had the reddish-violet

crown on, and [his] horse [had] the reddish-violet mane; he had put of? his humble form, and was

dancing around merrily. 26. Then the maiden ran as fast as ever she could, and reached the place

where he was. 27. He said:—— “ W'ell, girl, from where hast thou come 7” and gave her, inapiece oi a

broken cup, a loathsome lump oi bad meal, which he had kneaded together. 28. He spake :-"If
rhou eatest this, I will run off again i" ’aBruguma ate it and said: — “ Then go, good King, do 1”
He spake : -— 29. “ And thou, the rich daughter of a rich man, hast eaten up the whole bad dough.
30. If I meet a dog, the dog shall hear of it. 31. If I meetaman, the man shall hear of it l ”
32. Then they both went back to Mother Gogzalhamo.

33. One day as the Street-boy was preparing a feast, he ‘slaughtered many ‘sheep and goats.

34. One skinned animal he hid in ’aBruguma’s cloak, and said :— 35. “ One skinned animal is missing!
Who is the thief '! Mother, thou hast surely not stolen it ‘I

”
36. The mother answered :— “ Would I

then take anything besides what thou hast given me ‘i ” 37. He spake : --“ Handmaid, thou hast surely
not stolen it 7" 38. The handmaid answered :—“ Would Ithen take anything besides what the king
has given me ?

”
39. Then he spake to 'aBruguma : — “And then wilt surely steal ‘nothing, thou rich

child of a rich man '2 Stand up now, and shake [yourself] I" 40. 'aBrnguma said :—-“ Would I then
take anything besides what the king has given me?” All at once she stood up, and as she shook
[herself], it dropped out of her cloak. 41. The Street-child said :— “ And thou hast stolen it

,

thou

rich child of a rich man ! I will not go with thee l ” In this way he teased her.

IX.

ll‘he Ninth Tale is the Tale of the Wedding.

1
. Mother Gogzalhamo spread out three carpets, one blue, one red and one white. Then she

hung up three ribbons, one white, one red and one blue. 2. She spake to ’aBruguma : — “ Shut [thy]
eyes tight, take one out of all these ribbons, and go and sit down on one of the carpets! I shall wait
for a dream.” 3

. So ’aBrugnma shut [her] eyes tight, took a ribbon and .went on to a carpet.
4. She tooknblue ribbon, and came on to the blue carpet. 5

.

[Her] mother said: -—
“ Now is Kesar,

the King of the gods, thy portion, Later on the white tents of Yarkand will be thy portion!” This
she spake prophesying. 6. In the same moment the Street-child had put on [his] lowly form again.

7
.

’aBrugnma spake to [her] mother : —-
“ Give me back the man who was just here !

”

8
.

[Her]
mother said: - "I will go [and look for him] with thee.” 9

. The Street-child had been brought to

the glorious castle, and been stripped of [his] humble body by [his] father’s brothers. 10. Maiden

’aBruguma arrived before the castle and saw the horse rKyangbyung dbyerpa. 11. The horse

spake :— “ Lady ‘aBrugu, enter 1 ” 'aBrnguma said: -— “ I have lost my former husband.”
12. Then the horse took the maiden up with his teeth and threw her into the glorious castle,

18. Then King Kesar, got a golden throne, and ’aBruguma a throne of turquoise. 14. Now they
were happy, and became stout. Three nights long they celebrated their wedding, and three days

long they gave feasts. The tale and the story is at an end.

(To b
e

continued.)
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EXTRACTS FROM THE LOG OF A VOYAGE ALONG THE.
COAST. OF INDIA IN 1746.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued fi'om p. 67.)
I III.
LOG I.
1.

Text.

.Log -I. occupies 31 pp. o
i the MS.

. Headlines to Pages.

The headlines vary with every few pages, and‘ the four ‘I have picked out below are typical z__

(1) Ship Wake Captain Robert Norton from Oalpie to Msdrasse.

(2) Transactions of board the Ship \Vake Robert Norton Commhnd from Calcute to

Madrasse.

:

(3) ‘Ship Wake Robert Norton Comm-d’ from Bengal] to Madrass:

(4) Ship Wake Robert Norton Commlilr from Bengali towards Madrass.

The Log commences thus :—

fryday. Aug. 15 1746. Moderate Gales & squally weather with rain att 6 A. M. \Veighed
"rum Calpee I“ att. 1.1 D? (Jame too att Kedgerie with the BB“5 | Wind SEbE I Kedgerie trees
NWbW. [ found riding here a Dutch Sloop.

Satdy 16. The first & middle part of these ‘24 Hours fresh gales & Squaaly rainy

\Veather I this Day Capt Hutchenson return’d, haveing sprung a Leak & Oblig‘d to go to
Calcute \ att 10 A. M. Game on board the Capt :16 & Sloop Load'd with Bales & BageS of

Rice \ D° Hoisted them in l Stowit them Down the Hold.

Sunday. Aug : 17'. . . . . utt 8 A. M. Weigh'd from Kedgrie I \Vind ENE.

.llonday. 18. . . . . att 8 D’ [A. M.] passed the upper Buoy of the barrebu1le,.

att .3
,

past 9
' the lower Buoy of the barrebulle W SW [ att the same time the Buoy of the fair

way to be seen of [oil] the Deck.

Tuesday. Aug: 191146. . . . . att8D“[A.M.] Discharg'd the pilot | in 13 F655
past Di7 Carried away our Topmast" about 5 ioote above the Cap : went Directly to work in Clear‘

ing the Rigging & b
y noon got Every thing ready to gett the other Topmast [ the Carp :19Employ‘d

in fitting‘ another topm‘ | Course per Compasse SS\V.

From Wednesday, August the 20th,1746, the Log is continued in dueform, thus :

H[our] | Course I \Vinds I Sound" | [date and remarks].

Extracts.

Wednesday Aug: 20 1746. 9 [A. M.]. fair { saw the black pagoda, Dist. 8 Miles o
f us.

11 [A. M.]. Jakernot PagodaNW from y
" Main Yard ] fair Weather. 12 [noon]. Jakernot Pas: :

NbW (i
t the E‘ most High Land on the Coast NW to WbN [ Dist from y
‘ Pag: 4 Lea(gues).

______________—___—'___________—__—-——

1' This mark denotes that there is no stop in the text where one is necessary.
1° I. 0., the best bower anchor. '6 This entry shows that the Captain did not write the 105;.
1" l. e., the fore top-mast. 18 I. 0., the carpenter.
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Thursday. Aug: 21 1746. Att sunsett the Extrea(ms) 0f the Land from NbE to SWbW [ the
bluff pointm to y

‘’ Noithward of Gangam N\\' | [Dist z] of” Shear 3 Leagues. Att sunrise
the Land from SWbW to NbE [ the High Land of Summerwarren .being the Northern
Extream l Dist of Shore ab‘ 7 Miles.

Fryday Aug 22. 3 [_P. M.] hazey. 8 [P_. 181.] Pundy Books NbE. Att Noon the Land
from NbW to the Dolphin’& N086 l Dist of Shear 4 Leagues.

Saturday 23. 1746. Att Orise [sunrise] the Land from SWbW to NNE. Bimlepatam flag
staff \VbN ] of Shore 4 Miles | the Dolphin’s Nose & Sugar loaf both in one WS\V.

Sunday Aug the 24 1746. Game on board a Cattermaran from Beimlepatam. 9 A. M.
Went away the Capt to Vizacquepatam | a ship in rVizaegupatam Road | SW Beimlepatam
fiagg | NNE the Sugar loaf.

Monday August 25 1746. 5 (P. M.) Game of a Cattermaran. found the Ship in the road to be
the Loovain Capt Mackmath Bound to Bengali | a gives us an account that the 18 Instant
he was obliged to run of out of the Madman road the place being attack’d by eight sail
of french Ship's undr the Command ofi‘ Monsieur Lebourdenie.

Tuesday Aug: 26 1746. In Vizacquepatam Road. Att 9 P. M. sail’d the Looz-az'n Capt
Mackmatll for Bengall . . . . att 8 A. M. sent the pinnace out after paddy Boats, passing

b
y the Road & after firing a Gun they Both Brought too & Came in | att 11 D’ sent the too

Mush-rs ashore to the Chief [of the Factory] alter haveing inform’d us of a large Ship Cruizing of

Ingeram.

Wednesday 27 1746. Land & sea Wind as Usual brought Sevral paddy Boats & brought
on Board there Masters, to Inform us wether they see any Ships of [off] Ingeram | they all say the

Coast is Clear [ Assures us there i
s no such thing as Any Cruizers on the Coast as far as Masuli

patam . . . . Employed in stowing & unstowing the fore Hold & \Varping the Ship
Nearer the Barr in Case of being attack'd b

y an Enemy to run her ashore.

Saturday 30 1746'. Att Orise the Ex ofi Lands1 ENE to NW | Dist of Shear 3 or 4

Leagues | Dept of Water 18 F | Att 6 A. M. saw two large Ships right ahead wich oblig'd to bear
away fear‘ them to be Enemy’s [ att 7 D” sent the pinnace w‘l’ orders i

t friends to make a Sign | all

which was accordingly Done seeing first to Hoist Dutch Coulour. Att Noon the Land from P‘
Guard an ogre SWHV to ENE l the two ships SE &E | Distance of Shoare 8 or 4 Miles & from
Ships 4 Miles. ‘

Sunday Aug: 31 1746. Att 1 P. M. Came on board the pinnace from the Dutch Ships
which Come from Bmt-avie | Att Noon the Land from SWbVV to the NWbW being P Gar
deware | Dist of D 2 or 3 Leagues.

Monday Sept 1 1746'. Att sun sett the N°most land being P‘ Gardeware [ att Noon low Land
Nassipore Pt att the same time NWbN.

Fryrlay Sept 5 I746. Att sun rise saw the High Land of Carers. Att Noon land from the
High Land of Carera | N. B. att 11 A. M. Standing in Shoar Came out of Stifi Clay into hard
brown sand but present" over again into soft ground 1 we take'it to be the tail of the Armegon.

Saturday Sept 6 1746. Att sunrise the Body o
f the High Land of Car-era bore NW | No

other land to be seen it being Very Hazey.

'9 I cannot trace this spot in any of the sailing directions. Ganjam was practically abandoned as a Port in
1815.
1° We should read “ofi” here, and in all similar 1118695» 2' 1

-

6" the “linings °f land
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Sunday Sept 7 1746. Att Sunsett . . . . the Highland of Correra, NNW , , _ ,

this morning the pinnaee went Speak with a paddy Boat in Shear, but coud gett no News from

Madras . . . . att sunsett a small river off of which lay Sevral Boats att an Anchor bearing

\VSW.

Monday Sept 8 1746. When anchor’d att 4 P. M. the land bore from North SW I the High
Land of Corera NNWV ] Dist of Shoar 3 or 4 Miles | Severall white builds“ all along this Shoar.

Tuesday Sept y
‘ 9 1746. Game :1 Chlling from Ramuepatam but no Certain Intelligence

from Madrass.

‘ '

lVednesday Sept 10. Armigon Hiu‘att
D“ time [sunrise] S‘V.

Tursclay Sept 11 1746. the peek of Armigon Hill \VbS§S all this After[noon]
regular sounding as pr Columns . . . . att 9 D° [A. M.] the High Land of pullicat.
SSW.

'

Memorandum.

Since Our Entering this Chanel between the Armigon & the Shore (Blackwood’s Harbour)
We find nothing remarkable ] all along we have had good Sounding but Deepest Water as We always

Edged towards the Armigon Until this Morning when Drawing near the narrow Channel] between

. the Beef Chitricory 8
: the S°most end o
f the Armigon Shoal we found very uneven Soundings

as p
‘ Logg uutill Deepening to 17 fm Gradually | N. B. If any Person should be for entering this

Qhmmell being bound to the N°w“ it is best to keep along Shore untill the High Land of Pulicat bear

from the two round lumps SWbW to the S°most o
f D’ SW§~S and a small round Hillock before

Spoken off WbN in an oifing o
f

9 or 10 inn 1 this little Hilloek i
s within the Sandy Beach 8
:

is the Best mark for going in when you bring i
t to the aforesaid bearings | Steer in NWbN

& you'll have no less \Vater than 5 im | but Several overfals which you Must not be Surpriz'd

att ‘ after you bring it to bear WbS§S you may be sure you are Clear of the Land reif & tail

of the Armigon I then shape Your Course Accordingly \ you’ll have hard Ground ] untill the

little Hill bears SWbW of you 1 then soft Olay between the Depths of 7 or 8 fm and 17 or 18 on

the Armigon.

Saturday Sept 13‘1746. Unregular Soundings. The High Land o
f Pullieat from y
’ Kittle

Bottom SW to the'2 round lumps \VSW.

Sunday Sept 14 1746. 9
,

10, 11 (P. M.). Lay too whilst we sent a boat of provisions to

y
” Vernon \ I)0 saw a large Ship on the Beam which (obliged us) to make whate sail we Can &

leave the Vernon to Shift for themselves. 6 (A. M.). no land in sight. 7 (A.M.), the Ship Vernon

two Leagues astern of us | Att Noon we Judge our Selves to be E§S from Ramnepatam | Dist about

10 Leagues | the Ship Vernon about 3 Leagues astern. Att 4 P. M. fir’d 2 Gunns att a Vessell

which we took for a paddy Boat, being Desirous to gett some Intelligence from Madrass [ & after

haveing brought her too, found her to be the Vernon, who gives the unfortunate relation of the
takeing of Madrass by the french on Thursday the 11th Instant after a seige of 4 days

only, & not but6 men kill’d att the most, & not above 8 Sail o
f french Ships 1 the 2 Biggest

60 Guns \ the rest 30 each & old Ships formerly
merch‘ Ships. — this Vessell haveing Drove out

of the Road undr a spritsail as far as pullieat, & there Demanda a Small Supply of Water &

provisions from the Dutch, but they wou’d not supply them with any, not protect them, so that after

haveing taking on board to the Number of 100 Soldiers & Gunners who made there Escape from

Madrass after the takeing of the town Came out this morning In order to sail for the first portfor

Security, b
y which Unfortunate News we are Oblig‘d to bear away to some other port.
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LOG I.

2.

Geography.

The log shows that the ship started from Calpie on the Hughli on August the 15th, 1746, and
then stopped at Kedgerie for the rest of the day and till the 17th. On the 18th it passed the upper
and lower buoys of the Barrebulle and also the buoys of the Fairway, and went out'to sea on the

19th. On the 20th the Black Pagoda and the J akernot Pagoda were passed.
The ship now began to keep close into the coast, passing the Bluff Point, Gangam, Summer

warren and Pundy Rocks to Bimlepatam, where it anchored on the 23rd. Thence could be seen the

Dolphin’s Nose and the Sugarloaf (off Vizagapatam). Here the Captain left the ship for Vizacque
patam on the 24th, the ship itself following him on the 26th. At Vizacquepatam there arrived news
of ships off Ingeram and Masulipatam. On the 30th a fresh start was made, passing Point Guarde

ware (Guard~an-ogre in one place), where a ship from Boetavie was spoken, Nassipore, and the

high-land of Oarcra, to what "we take it to be the tail of the Armegon” on the 5th September. On

the 7th “came a chih'ng from Ramnepatam.” On the 11th the high-land of Pullicat is seen, and

then there is a description of what is now known as Blaokwood’s Harbour, in which appear two
queer places, the “Rcif Chitricory” and “y“ Kittie Bottom.” At this place, on the 14th September
they hear of the taking of Madras, and make sail again for the North.

It is to the elucidation of this Geography and oi terms used above that I propose new to
devote some space, by way of following up the history of each word, so far as I am able to trace it.
But first there is a point worth noting here. It will be observed that after leaving the Hi‘ighli,

and making his way across the Balasore Roads, Captain Norton got into soundings off what are now

known as the Juggernaut Pagodas and into eight of land, and that he stuck to land for the rest of the

voyage towards Madras. It will be observed also that he started on the 15th August. One reason
for this course is to be found in Dunn's Directory, a book of sailing directions, dated 1780.

Dunn says, p. 240 :—“ From the middle of August to April ships may sail from Bengal
to any part of the bay: but either earlier or later it is very diflicult to get out of the river [Hnghli].
Ships that are going only Eastward or Southward may sail 10 or 15 days later ; but those who sail

after the beginning of April for the Coast of Coromandel will find it difficult to get \Vestward
and perhaps lose their passage. Ships that sail from Bengal in August or September to the
Commando]. Coast will meet with unsettled weather ; sometimes moderate and fair, sometimes hard

squalls, thunder and much rain ; the winds usually SSXV and WNW and sometimes SSE. They
should therefore keep in from 15 to 30 fathoms close along the shore of Orixa, Golconda,”
etc., for the benefit of the currents that begin to run along the shore to the SW. The
wind, by often blowing from the land, renders keeping near the Shore diiiicnlt, especially between

Vizagapatain and Armagon, and standing off shore is sometimes very advantageous. Therefore. a.
ship ought, under these circumstances, seldom or never to go out of soundings.”

In the course of elucidating the Geography of this MS, the system adopted for the identification
of the geographical names and vernacular words is the safe one of giving their history verbatim 'from
maps and books, from the earliest procurable quotations to the present day. But I have omitted
forms and quotations, except where necessary, to be found in so well-known a work as Yale's Anglo
Imh'an Glossary (Hobson-Jobson).

LOG I.
3.

Anglo-Indian Terms.

The words and forms contained in this log are those given below alphabetically.

n I. e., of Orissa and the Northern Oiroars of the Madras Presidency.
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The maps quoted are from a collection, in the present writer’s possession, of maps of the
10th, 17th and 18th centuries, relating to India and the Far East. The following is a list of those

quoted in these pages, so far as they relate to Log 1.: —

1642. -— ~W. Blaeuw.

1644. — Hondius.

1674. - Sanson d’Abbeville.
1687. — Coronelli.

‘

c. 1720. -— Van der Aa; generaland special maps following the travellers undermcntioned :

Lopo Snares d‘Albegeria.

I

Fernando Peres d’lkndrade.

Cesare Federici (Caesar Fredericks).
Ralph'Fitch.

\Villiam Methold.

Nuuo da Cunha.

Alfonso d’Albuquerque.

Gaspar Balbi.

c. 1720. — Pierre Mortier. .

1740. -- Guillaume de Hale; and later Ed. 1781.
1764. - Croisey.
1765. — French, probably copy of de l'Isle. _

178Q.
— Ilennell.

4

1 would like to say a good word here for the accuracy of the old maps as regards places
on the coasts of India. Though they often give prominence to places now almost unknown, but once

famous, and omit others then unknown, but now famous, in a way that is puzzling to the modern
student, they did hit off the ports and places frequented by mariners with a degree of accuracy that

is extraordinary, considering the means to hand.

Armego‘n, Armigon.

This place is not noted in Yule’s Glossary.

1642. — Aremoga. - W. Blaeuw ; map,
1644. — Aremogam. — Hondius; map.

1678. — Mr. [Streynsham] Master started on a land journey to Masulipatam via Pulicat,
Armagon and Pcttepolee. -- Yule, Diary of William Hedges, Vol. II. p. cclxii. Streynsham Master
>hserved in his official diary that “the name was Duraspatam." — Pringle, Madras Consultation! fin
1683, p. 140, u. 74.

1710. — There are several Places along the Coast to the Northward, which in former Times had
Commerce abroad, but are now neglected and uufrequented. Armagon is one. — Alex. Hamilton,
East Indies, Ed. 1739, Vol. I. p. 369.

c. 1720. — Armagon. -— Van der Aa; map.

0. 1720. -—- Armego, Armegon. — Moi-tier 5 map.

1764. — Armegon. — Croiacy ; map.
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~—-_-__——-_———_-\—_____—_
1813. — Armagon or Duraspatam . . . . In 1626 the English obtained a piece of ground

from the Naig or Chief of the District and erected a factory here, which they fortified _ . . . 0n
the acqusition of Madras, this place fell into decay. — Millburn, Commerce, Vol. II. p. 83.
1873. - In 1625 . . - . the first English Settlement on the Coromandel Coast .

The latter (i
. e., the Company) gave to this Durgarazapatam the appellation o
i Armaganulu

_ . , . The salt used to be stated as exported from Durgarazapatam and Armugam. — Boswell,
Nellore District, p. 440 i.” Armeghon Shoal is about 10 miles long. ——Page 24.
1874. — Armegon, Armogham or Doogoraspatam. —- Taylor’s India Directory, p, 460.
1891. - Armeghon. -- Admiralty Chart.
1893. —- Armegam (Arumugam, Tamil). Named after Armoogam Moodolliar, by whose

assistance the first English Settlement on the Coromandel Coast, consisting of a factory defended b
y

twelve pieces o
f cannon, was established at this place in 1628.5‘ — Madras .Mun. of Admn. Vol.

III. p. 41. Doogarauzpatan . . . . Skr. Dhruvarajapattana and Yuvarajapattana

. . . called Armegam b
y the English. On the 24th September, 1761, on the removal of the

establishment to Cbennacoopam, the modern Madras, the place was abandoned. -— Page 281.

Barrebulle.

This name is not noted in Yule’s Glossary.

1708. ——Kitesall 0r Barabulla Trees (in the 1701 Ed. ot' the Chart called Parrasoll

Trees). — Yule, Early Charts of the Hfighli, in Diary of W, Hedyes, Vol. III. p. ccvii. In the chart
above quoted Barabulla Head is the name given to the shoal itself, I may also note here that
whatever Barabulla. may mean, Parrasoll and Kitesall (===Kittysol, see Yule, s. 1:.) both mean
Umbrella, and the trees mentioned were meant to be called Umbrella Trees. This is shown b

y the

following quotations :— 1761. -— A chart of Chittagong b
y Barth. Plaisted marks on the S. side

of Chittagong R. an umbrella-like tree, called Kittysol Tree.25 — Ynlc, sis.
'

1780. —- Rennell, in a Military Map dated Aug. 1780, mentions the Barrabulla. Flat and
both the Upper and Lower Barrabulla Buoys, and also the Buoy of the Fairway.

1809. —- Barabulla and another paralell sand begin at the North end of the Eastern Brace,
from whence they stretch Northwards nearly to Ingellee, having very shoal water on them, and 2

% or

3 fathoms in a channell that divides them, the Barabulla. being the Easternmost of the two, and

forms the West side of the old ohannell called the Fairway. — Horsburgh, Sailing Directions,
p. 358. But on p. 360 we find "Fairway or Western_0hanne11 bounded . . . . on the

West side by the Barabulla . . . . The 2nd of’i‘airway Buoy was generally placed 5 or

6 miles NNW from it
,

being then in the channel], a course was steered to the NN Eastward for the
Lower Buoy of the Barabulla.”

1874. — The Barabulla and other paralell and smaller sands . . . . Western Chan~
nell, formerly called the Fairway, is bounded . . . . on the \V. side by the Barabulla. —

Taylor, India Directory, pp. 475, 477. -

Bengali.

This spelling is not in Yule’s Glossary, but I call the following examples from his Diary of Sir
lViIlr'am Hedges : —

1677. - [\Ve] have caused three dranghts oi the same [River Ganges] to be deliver’d, viz! :

one unto Captain John Goldsborough in the Bengali Merchant. — Vol. III. p. cc.
1882. - Being arrived in the Bay of Bangs-11a, you are to sail up the river Ganges as high

as Hnghly. - Vol. III. p. cc.

________—______—_______—__—_,—

'5 Priugle, Mad. Commit. for 1383, throws doubt on this derivation. Page 140, .n. 7 4
. .

‘-“ This does not appear to be quite accurate. Vida Milburn, Commerce, Vol. II. p. 83 : and Article, "Dooga
rauzpatam," p. 281 of the Manual itself.
‘*5Stevens, Guide, 1775, has, p. 120, "keddy-salls."
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1708. —- The rich kingdom of Bengall. —- Chart in Vol. III. p. ccxx.
Also for this last year there is a contemporary quotation :—

1703. —— The long Pepper grows chiefly in Bengall. -- Collection of Dutch Voyages, p. 142.
Bimlepatam, Beimlepatam.

This name is not noted in Yule’s Glossary.

1642. ——Bimliapatam. — Blaeuw; map.

1644. — Bimilipatan. - llondius ; map.
0. 1720. — Bimlepatam, Bimilpatam. ——Van der Aa ; map.

c. 1720. -— Bimlepatam. — Mortier; map.

1740 and 1781. — Bimilipatam. — De l’Isle ; map.

1765. ——Bimilipatam. — French map, probably de l'Isle.

1780. -— From Visigapatnam and Bimelipatnam or Bimilipatam the coast runs NE 4}
leagues. -— Dunn, Directory, p. 151,

1891. — Bimlipatam. -— Admiralty Chart.

1893. — Bimlipatam, Bimlipatam, Hindustani [1
‘.

e., Musalmi'in], Bhlmunipatamu, Telugu.- 11nd. Man. Admn. Vol. III. p. 96.
Black Pagoda.

This place is not noted in Yule’s Glossary.

1676. —- We sailed in sight of the Black Pagoda and the White Pagoda. The latter is that
place called Jaggernat, to which the Hindues from all parts of India come on Pilgrimages. —
Streynsham Master’s Journal in Yule‘s Diary o

f W. Hedges, Vol. II. p. ccxxxviii.
1764. — Pagoda Noire. — Croisey; map.

1780. -— Four leagues EbN of Jagrenat pagoda is the Black pagoda, which at a distance

(like the former) resembles a large ship under sail ; but on a nearer view it loses somewhat of its

magnitude. — Dunn, Directory, p. 153.

1809. —- Black Pagoda stands at a small distance from the sea, and . . . . from the

Juggernaut Pagodas . . . . distant 14 miles. — Horsburgh, Sailing Directions, p. 353,
Repeated in Taylor, India Directory, 1874., p. 468.
1877. — Anang Bhim Deo . . . . who reigned 1175 to 1202 A. I). . . . . built the

present temple of J'agarnath . . . . grand as this temple is
, it falls far short of the'marveL

lous structure, which was raised half a century later in honour of the sun at Kanarak, on the shores
of the Bay of Bengal, nineteen miles North West of Puri. This temple known as the Black
Pagoda, or rather this fragment, for it was never completed and is now in ruins, was raised by
Linguliya Narsinh. —- Hunter, Statistical Acct, Bengal, Vol. XVIII. p. 185 f.

1891. ——On the Admiralty Chart the Black Pagoda is shown as the 3816811751‘ Temple
between Puri and Kanarak.

Baatavie. _

See Yule’s Glossary, 0. v. Batavia, This is a queer spelling oi this well-known place-name.

1619. -- On the day of the capture of Jakatra, 30th May, 1619, it was certainly time and place
to speakof Governor-Generals dissatisfaction that the name of Batavia'had been given‘ to th
Castle. — Valentijn, Vol. IV. p. 489, in Yule, 8. v. Batavia. '

1683. —- This morning a great Dutch Ship passed by here from Batavia for Palliacatt (p. 43),
On this Pringle notes, p. 138, n. 43 :- Previously Jakatra. -- Priugle, Mud. Consult. for 1683.
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1817. — The Division o
f Batavia, which comprises what formerly constituted the nativeiprovince

of Jakatra or Jokarta. — Rafiles, Java, Ed. 1830, Vol. I
. p. 10.

Calcute.

See Yule, s. v. Calcutta.

1720. - Colcote. — Van der Au ; map.
1740. —- Golcota. — De l'Isle ; map.

1764, — Golgota. — Croisey; map. Cf. the‘ French form Golgotha in 1702, in Yule, s. v,

Calcutta.

1765, — Golcota. — French map, probably b
y de l’Isle.

1781. — Golcot-a. — Dezauche, Ed. o
f

de l'Isle ; map.

The following three forms, found on old maps as the names of places
on the coast of Dries“,

probably refer to Calcula on the Hfighli and not to Calcutta. See Yule, Glossary’ p_ 77 1_

1642. — Calecota. ——Blaeuw; map.

1644. -— Calecota. — Hondius ; map.

1674. ——Cocala. -- Sanson d’Abbeville ; map.
In 1739, or probably some 20 years earlier,Ca.1cu1a is thus referred to :- culouua, a Market

Tom, for Corn, - Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Ed. 1739, Vol. II. p. 6.
Calpee, Calpie.

This place is not noted in Yule's Glossary.

1780. — Culpee. — Rennell ; military map,

1875. -— Kalpl, containing a large bduZr and market-place for the sale of rice grown in the

interior. -— Hunter, Stat. Acct., Bengal, Vol. I
. p. 228.

1886. — Entering immediately below Diamond Harbour, or Kalpl Creek, about 6 miles further

down. - Yule, Glossary, 0. v. Rogues’ River.
1889. -—It is to be identified with the Kulpee Creek. — Yule, Dairy o

f W. Hedges,

Vol. III. p. ccix.
'

1891. — Kalpi Pag[oda]. - Admiralty Chart.
Carere, Con-era, Corera.

This place is not noted in Yule's Glossary.

1679. — 26th (Alll'll) about 7 in the morning we came to Careda . . . . The Towne is

small and of meane thacht houses and narrow streets.
- Streynsham Master’s Journal in Mackenzie,

Kistna District, p. 150.

1683, — Bundalela Shawhe [Bandan’llah Shah], Governor of Carers and thereabonts .

itt is ageed that as soon as with e(on)veniency we Settle a lfactory att Car-era.
— Pringle, Jlad:

Consult. for 1683, p
. 72. On this Mr. Pringle notes, 11.85: — Karudu, North of Ramapattanam

and a sea port:
“ the best towne” in Streynsham Master's opinion, which he passed on his way

Northwards from Madras (in 1676).

c.1710.——- Genera has the Benfit of a large River that reaches a great Way into the

Country. - Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. I. p. 369.
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c. 1720. — Kerare. — Van der Aa; map.

c. 1720. — Kanerere. — Mel-tier; map,

1764. — Cerare. — Croisey ; map.

1780. -- Six leagues NbW from Divelan is Oerara or Carers, you may coast it in 8, 9 or 10
l'athoms. To the northward of Cerara are two very thick woods and in the town a white pagoda.
Within land are some high mountains which show themselves 10 or 12 leagues at sea in clear
weather. — Dunn, Directory, p. 147.

1809. — Gondegam or Great Ganjam . .' . . and 5 leagues further the River Cerrara.
where there is a village and a pagoda . . . . Some of them [charts] place Cerrara in the
lazitude here assigned to Gondigam. —3 Horsburgh, Directions for Sailing, Vol. I. p. 345. Text
repeated in Ed. of 1841, ‘'01. I. p. 599.

1891. -— Kareda in the Admiralty Chart.

1898. ——Caraid, Kareda, Telugu. From kari, Tel., black + vidu, Tel., town. Hardly any
trade by sea now. Noted for its betel gardens. — Mad. Man. Arlmn. Vol. III. p. 126, a. 0. Car.

Cattermaran.

This spelling is not given by Yule, 8. v. Catamaran.

1685. —- About 10 o’elock this morning 2 Black Fellows [1
‘.

e., natives] on a Cattamaran came
ofi‘ to us with a Note . . . . By y°return of this Cattamaran I wrott to the President
Gyllord. — Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol. I. p. 181 f.
1685. — And that said letter be sent by a Cattamaran for expedition and duplicate over

land. -— Pringle, Mad. Consult. of 1685, p. 107, and n. 80.

1699. — On arrival in Madras Roads the following note from the Port Ofiieer is delivered after
usual custom b

y a messenger on a catamaran. — Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. III. p. xli. “In
answr : to y° : Catamaran note” (p. xli.).

1893. — Catamaran, Kattumaram, Tamil. Raft, consisting of three logs of _very buoyant
wood. -- Mad. Man. Arlmn. Vol. III. p. 137.

. Chiling.

An Indian trader. Yule's references to this obscure term (a
.

v
'. cheling) are only for 1567 and

1618. The reference in the text is therefore valuable. See also Yule, s. v. Kling.

The following quotations seem to give the whole history of the word, according to the view taken

by Yule: —

1595. — A certain Black [native], a Quilliuman, commonly called Quillin Panjan, or Long
Quillin, came on board (p. 148) . . . . The Dutch being near Bantam, the same Quillin
Panjan,1nhabitant of St Thomas of Meliaput a town situated on the Coast of the Coromandel

[1
‘.

e., Madras] the Govemor’s Interpreter came to meet them (p. 149) . . . . The Quillina
merchants value them very much (p. 182) . . . . There you may see a Meeting early in the

Morning of Merchants of all Nations . . . . Quillins (p. 188) . . . . The Malains
and Quillins Merchants are Pawn-Brokers and lend money at a vast Interest (p. 198).
(7ollrction o

f Dutch Voyages, Ed. 1703,

Chitricory.

This name is not given in Yule’s Glossary,

1764. — Cicarehoerie. — Croisey; map.
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1780. — From Paliacata to Cieara-Hoeria'or Sikari-hori the coast runs NbW 8 leagues.
Near this place is a reef, like that of Trifou," which runs as far into the see, but further along the
coast . . . . It is reckoned 26 miles from Gieara-Hoeria to Armegon. — Dunn, Directory,
p. 146.

1873. —- The upper part of Pulioat Lake, a little above Sriharikota. — Boswell, Nellore
District, 9. 25.

1898. - Shreeharicote . . . . Sriharikot, Sanskritized from chikireni, Telugu, a
tree, albizzia am'lrtl, + kota, Telugu. a fort; from the trees being abundant . . . . A 1011;
low island or bank of alluvial and marine deposits, rising only a few feet above the water level [1

‘.

0.,

Armegon Shoal]. —- Mad. Mun. Admn. Vol. III. p. 832. .

Dolphin’s Nose.

This name is not given in Yule’s Glossary.

1780. — The Dolphin's Nose, which is on the westernmost point of Visiagapatam
Road. ——Dunn, Directory, p

. 308.

1813. —Vizagapatam is distinguished b
y the Headland called the Dolphin's Nose. —

Milburn, Commerce, Vol. II. p. 90.

1891. — Dolphin’s Nose. — Admiralty Chart.

Gangam.

This name is not given in Yule’s Glossary.

1740. — Gaujam. —- De l’Isle; map.

1764. — Ganjam. — Croisey; map.

1780. — Ganjam, called Carepare in the Coasting Pilot. —- Dunn, Directory, 9. 261.

1809. — In thisspaoe [Ganjam] are several small rivers and villages near the sea; that of
Caietar or Alatar is 35 or 4 leagues to the NE. - Horsburgh, Sailing Dir. Vol. I. p. 352.
1891. — Ganjam. — Admiralty Chart.

The old name for Ganjam thus discovered is valuable, for it is to be found on old maps and is
not otherwise identifiable. Thus :

1642. -- Garegare. -— Blaeuw; map.

1844. ——Caregare. -— Hondius ; map.

1720. - Carepare. — Mortier; map.
Gardaware, Guard-an-ogre.

See Yule, s. v. Godavery.

1642. -— P. de Godonosa. -— Blaeuw ; map.

1644, — P. de Godonosa. -— Hondius; map.

1687. —— C. Guadavari. — Coronelli; map.

0. 1720. -— Guadavari, Goudewary. — Van dcr Aa; map.

c. 1720. -— Cap de Guadavari. -- Morticr; map.
3‘ 1841. —- Ennore, called Trifoo and Nutoo .in some old charts and directories. -- llorsburgh, Suitiny Dirac

iiom, Vol. I. p. 597.
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1764. — Pointe de Godvarin. — Croiscy ; map.

1780. — From Narsapour to Point Godvarin or Gordware. — Dunn, Directory, p. 149.

1809. -— Point Gordeware or Gadavary. -- Horsburgh, Sail. Dir. Vol. I. p. 318.
1813. —- Point Gordeware or Godavery. — Milburn, Commerce, Vol. II. p. 89.

1874. ——Gordeware or Godavery Point. -- Taylor, India Directory, p. 463.
1891. - Godavari Point. - Admiralty Chart.
1893. -— Godavery, Godavari, Telugu. —- Mad. Man. Admn. Vol. III. p. 312. The writer

of this article clearly means to infer that the name is goda + tar-i == boundary river.

Ingeram.

This name is not given in Yule’s Glossary.

1642. -—- Bingeraem. - Blaeuw; map.
1644. — Bingeraem. -- Hondius; map.
0. 1710. — A little \Vay up in Corrango Bay is Angerang. —- Alex. Hamilton, East Indies,

Ed. 1739, Vol. I. p. 371.

1792. - Madras to Ingeram, 399 British Miles. _ Rennell, Memoir, p. 326.
1813. — Up the river [Godavery] is the town of Ingeram, where the Company has a Chief, and

where large quantities of piece-goods are manufactured. — Milburn, Commerce, Vol. II. p. 89.
1878. — Five miles to the south of Coringa are . . . . Inj arm. At the latter place was

one of the early settlements and a promising factory. — Morris, Gurlavery District, p. 41.

1593. — Inzamm . . . . near the mouth of the Godavery . . . . Factory founded

in 1708, established in 1722, . . . ‘. continued as a mercantile station till 1829. Formerly
celebrated for its manufacture of long-cloth and for its trade in general (p. 372) . . . . The
three early British Factories, Injaram, Beudamoorlunka and Madapollem, were situated near the
Gowtamy, Vasishta and Veinateyam mouths [of the Godavery] (p. 313). —Mad.'Man. Admn.
Vol. III.

J’akernot Pagoda.

For this much ill-treated name see Yule, s. v. Juggernaut.

1638. — Your opinion of sending A man to Gugernat Et-setera places. -—Letter in Yule,
Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. II. p. clxxvii.
1669-79. — I have seen within some of these great Pagods a large cart and 2 horses with all theire

appurtenances cut out of an entire stone as bigge as most dungcarts & horses 8: these they often

bow to in representation of theire God ‘In? G'ernaet27 [ ? Janganat for Jagannath] being as he is
upon some festivals carried about in a large triumphant chariot most rarely carved painted & gilded

by men of which in Order- [In margin “By what Name this Pagod is called ”]. - MS., Asia, wherein
is contained 3

/? soit'uation, comerse, cusUomc] 8'0: o
f many Provinces Isles Qt: in India Persh'a]

Arabia .3
»

y
? South Seas. — Experienced b
y

me T: B[ateman]: in y
? forementioned Indie [s] Viz‘;

from Anne M. DC. LXIX. to M. DC. LXXIX.
1682. — Y‘a Captain being desirous to see y° Jagernot Pagodas for his better satisfaction,

which we discovered this morning about 8 o'clock. — Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol. I. p. 30.

1708.—- Treats of the Sea-coast and some inland Countries in the ancient Kingdom of Orixa, by
the Natives called Oria [U_riya, Orissa]; with an Account o
f

the famous Temple of Jagarynat
(p.380). [Two truly wonderful illustrations follow of “The Temple o
f Jaggerenatt” and

21 So spelt throughout MS.
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“Jaggerynatt’s Goach.”] The Temple isbnilt in the Shape of a Canary Pipe set on End, about 40
or 50 Yards high, about the Middle is the Image of an Ox cut in one intire Stone bigger than a live

one (p. 382).
— Alex. Hamilton. East Indies, Vol. I.

v

c. 1720. -— Jagernet. —- ,Van der Aa ; map.

0. 1720. — Iag annat. — Mortier, as the name of a Country North of Orixa [Orissa].

1740 and 1781. — Jagarnat. ——De l’Isle ; map.

1764. -- Pagoda de Jagrenat. -'- Croisey; map.
1765. — Jagarnat. -— French map, probably by De l'Isle.

1780. - From Manikpatnam or J’agrenat or Jakaranat the course is ENEéE, distance
5 leagues . . . . Jagrenet is one of the most celebrated pagodas in India.- Dunn, Dir. p, 153,

1792. — Madras to Jagarnaut, 719 British Miles. — Renncll, Memoir, p. 326.

1809. -— Jaggernaut Pagodas are three circular buildings surrounded by several smaller
ones. — Horsburgh, Sail. Dir. p. 358.

1874. -— The Jaggernaut or Pooree Pagodas. - Taylor, In'lia Directory. p. 468.
1886. -— J'uggurnaut, a corruption of the Sanskrit Jagannetha, Lord of the Universe, a

name of Krishna, worshipped as Vishnu at the famous shrine of Puri in Orissa. — Yule, a. v.

1891. ——-Merely marked as “ Temples
”
near Puri in the Admiralty Chart.

Kedgerie.
See Yule, a. v. Kedgeree.

1703. - Id. Kedgerye [but it is I. Kedegerye in the photo-litho. of the chart of 1703] ;
Kegeria of Hedges [1382]; 1701 Ed. of chart, Gajouri; Kidgerie of A. Hamilton [1789];

modern Kedgeree (Khijari or Kijari of the Imp. Gazetteer [1885]), but Khajuri (i. e., Date-palm
place) o

f

the recent Port Trust Survey is perhaps right. -The name is Cajoree in Bolt's Map o
f

Bengal, 0. 1770, and in Sayers’ of 1778. — Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. III. p. ccviii, With
regard tothe spelling Kegeria attributed to Hedges, the actual spellings to be found in Yale's
Ed. of the Diary are the following : —

1673. —- Kedgeree, Vol. II. p. ccxxxvii.
1683. - Kegeria Island and Kejeria River, Vol. I. p. 64; Kegaria, Vol. I. p. 67.
1684. - Kedgeria, Vol. I. p. 148 ; Kegeria, Vol. I. p. 172.
1685. —Kedgeria, Vol. I. p. 175.

'

1699. —Kedgeree, Vol. II. p. ccvi.
c.1710.—- It was inhabited by Fishers as use also Ingellie and Kidgerie. two neighbouring

Islands on the West Side of the mouth of the Ganges. -— Alex. Hamilton, Ed. 1739, Vol. II. p. 4.
1780. —- This place in a Military map, dated Aug. 25, b

y Rennell, as Cudjeree I. and
Qudjaree Road.

1809. —- Europe ships used to moor in 6 or 7 fathoms close to the land at Kedgree. ——Hors

burgh, Sail. Dz'r. Vol. I. p. 358.

1891. — Khijiri in Admiralty Chart.
‘ Kittle Bottom.

This name is not in Yule’s Glossary. It is a sailor’s name for a round-topped or flahtopped
isolated hill : in this case for a point in the Nagari Hills, North Arcot District. It has also been
applied to a similar hill in Ceylon, thus: —

1809. -— Baticole River. Far inland about 7 leagues to the Westward o
f the Friar’s Hood, there

is a round conical hill, called the Kettle Bottom. -— Horsburgh, Sail. Dir. Vol. I. p. 322.
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The quotations as regards the hill mentioned in the text are the following : —

1809. — Inland there is a high chain of mountains, called the high land of Pullout or Puli
cat Hills, at the Southern part having a small piece of table-land or hill called the Kettle Bottom
. . . . A little to the Southward of the Kettle Bottom, there is a hill less elevated, remarkable
by a small crooked nob on it bent over to the Southward and resembling a horn, which is called
Naggery Nose. -- Horsburgh, Sail. Dir. Vol. I. p. 344 f. This information is copied verbatim in the
Ed. of 1841, Vol. I. p. 597; and into ‘I‘aylor’s Indian Din, 1874, P. 460. Nagari Nose, Mukku
konda, Telugu, from mukku, nose + Iconda, mountain . . . . Highest peak in the Hagar-i
Hills. — Mad. Man. Admn. Vol. III. p. 539.
1891. —- Kettle Bottom, 2824 (ft), is shown due West of Pulicat and NE of Nagari in the

Admiralty Chart.

Madrasse, Madrass, Madras.

See Yule, a. v. Madras. In the old maps the form, where the word occurs, is always Madras
or Madraspatan.

1642. — Madraspatam occurs in a letter, dated 1642, in Yule’s Diary of W_. Hedges, Vol. III.
p. clxxxii.

1682. — \Vehave male a law for our Towue of Madrasae. — Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol.
II. p. ccxlviii.
I692. — Anchored in Madrass Road. —- Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. II. p. clix.

c. 1710. -— Fort St George or Maderass, or as the Natives call it China Patam . . . ,

situated in one of the most incommodious Places I ever saw. —- Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Ed.
1739, V0. I. p. 358.

1711. —- The Black City call’d Madras: anal sometimes by the Moors, Chinnepatam. -- Lock
ycr, Trade in India, p. 4. = '

1763. -- Ormc’s History spells Madrass throughout, and so does the reprint of 1861.

Masnlipatam.

See Yule, s. v. Masulipatam. This has, in Indo-European history, been one of the most widely

corrupted words of all. See great variations from the standard form in the notes to Log II.
c. 1'120.—Masu1epatam, Masulipaitem, flasulepatnam, Hasnipatam, llaselipatam. —

Van der Aa ; maps.

1740 and 1781. — Masalipatam. ——De l'Isle ; map.

1764. — Masulipatam. — Groisey ; map.

1765. —- Masulipatam. — French map, probably by de l’Isle.

1780. -- To go to Masulipatan or Masullpatnam. - Dunn, Directory, p. 148.
1813. —- Mausulipatam, this district forms the least of the grand divisions of the Circars. -

Milburn, Commerce, Vol. II. p. 85.
1891 —- Masulipatam. — Admiralty Chart.

, Nassipore.

This name is not given in Yule’s Glossary.

1612. — Mr. Floris went to Narsapur Peta. — Floris’ Journal in Morris, Gadavery District,
p. 178 i.

1614. - As for our ship, the Globe, she is at present in the river of Yareupurpeta. —
Peter Floris, Letter in E. I. 0. Records, Vol. II. p. 41.
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1670. - The Ship that was to sail to Snratte lay six Leagues lower at Bosipor. — Fernandez
Navarcttc in Morris’ Godavery District, p. 182.

1679. — The towns of Madapollam2a and Narsapore joync together. — Streynsharn Master's
Journal in Mackenzie, Kiatna District, p. 141.

1681. -— Resolved: the Chief and Gouucell at Madapollam be ordered to sell Mr fl‘leetwood’s
great house at Nauraspooram for 365: Pug“. — Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1681, p. 3. In 11.25
Mr. Pringle says : ——Narsapur and Madapollam at the time of Mr Master’s visit in April, 1679,
formed one town. Mr Fleetwood had taken Narsapur on lease some year before.

0. 1710. - Next to Matchulipatam is Narsipore, where the English had a Factory for long
Cloth. —- Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Ed. 1789, Vol. I. p. 371.

'

c. 1720. —- Norse-pour. — Van der Aa; map.

1764. ——Narsapour and Narsipelle. -- Groisey, map, shown by mistake as two separate places.

1780. — From Massulipntan to larsapour the course i EbNfiN . . . . Opposite

the river of Narsapour is another bank, — Dunn, Dir. p. 149.

1809. -— Narsapour or Narslpore Point. — Horsburgh, Dir. Vol. I. p. 348.

1841. — Narsipour. -— Horsburgh, Ed. of 1841.

1874. — Narsapour or Narsipour Point. —- Taylor, India Directory, p. 462.

1878. — Nursapore, Narasapumm . . . . its Northern suburn is Mada pollam.

Madhavayapalem, which is celebrated as one of the earliest places where the English established a

factory. —- Morris, Godarery District, p. 39.

1891. — Narsapur. ——Admiralty Chart.

1893. -— Madapollem, part of the present Town of Naraapore. - Mad. Man. Admn. Vol. III.
p. 440.

Pulicat, Pullicat.

See Yule, 8.1). Pulliont. The two widely divergent forms of this word are due to the concurrent
Tamil and Hindustani forms thereof. - a

1612. — Obiama, Queen of Paleakaté . . . . The Hollanders were afraid of their Castle

newly built in Paleakate [on account of her committing suttee]. -- Floris’ Journal in Morris,
Godavery District, p. 179.

1642. — Paliacate. — Blaeuw ; map.

1644. -— Palecate. — Hondius ; map.

1679. —- And with the gold some months past at Pullicat. — Streynsham Master's Memoriall
in Morris, Godavery Dist. p. 190.

1681. -— Returned from Palicat with a com[plimen]tall letter (p. 4). Alsoe Lingapa seises
the Polioat Merchants in the Country (p. 11). Palicat, Pollioat and Pulicat in the index. -
Pringlc, Mad. Consult. for 1681.

1682. -—- The ship Golden Fleece sailed out of this road and was driven down to leeward about

as far as Pollioat about 6 : a clock in the eavening. — Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1682, p. 5.

1683. —- A letter from Palliacatt. — Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1683, p. 38.
1684. —- The Governor of Pollyacatt. —- Pringlc, M’ad. Consult. for 1684, p. 114.

1687. — Palecate. -— Coronelli ; map.

'" Whenoe Madapollam for a species 01 cotton cloth. See Yule, s. v.
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1699. —- For ‘they stay at Pollecatt for this. — Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. III. p. :xlvi.

1:. 1710. —- Settle at Polioat on the Banks of a good River. — Alex. Hamilton, East Indies,

Ed. 1739, Vol. I. p.359. .

c. 1720. — Pulicat, Palliacatte, Pallecatte. -— Van der Aa ; maps.

0. 1720. -— Pullioat. -- Mortier ; map.
‘I l i

1740 and 1781. — Puliacate. —-
Debl'lsle

; map,

1765. -- Palicate. - French map, probably by de l’Islo.
1780_—The Bank and River of Pullioatt ,. , . . Keep Clear of the bank which

lies elf Palicata or Pallicatt . . . . The inland part is high land called by navigators the
Mountains of Paliacata. (p. 141). In land there are ~veryhigh mountains called the High Land
of Pullicatt (p. 197). -— Dunn, Directory. - i ' - ' I - >

1782. —- Paliaoate (est renoinmé) par sesmonchoirs. — ‘Sonnerat, Voyages, Vol. I. p‘
.

24».

1792. — The Pullicate Lake is from the Jaghire Map.
— Rennell, Memoir, p. 284.

1891. — Pulicat. -— Admiralty Chart.

1893.—Pazhavailcaud is Poolicat, "‘ the old acacia forest.” . . . ; Poolicat;
Pflliyaghat, Hindustani, Pazhaverkkadu, Tamil. —.l[a(l. 111a". Admn. Vol. III. p. 6:70 i.

[The zh above
=

Plmdy Books

This name is not given in Yule’s Glossary.

1686. — Reed 9. Generall (letter) from Vizagapatam, dated 2nd Instant, advising ‘o
f
a Town

near them called Punde being ransackt and the lit ~Honble Oomph-B Godowns broa(k) upon‘ and
Pago 330 of their I-lonffl taken away, being part o

f P 1000 sent thether to provide Rice. -;— Pringle.
Mad. Consult. for 1685, p. 166. Mr. Pringle notes on this: -- Probably the small Town M3161‘ in
the (modern) Ganjam district.

1687. -— Pondy. — Goronelli; map.

6. 1710. ——There are several other Places . . . . on the Coast that drive'a small tr'adein

(Torn, Pondee, . . . . are the most noted. -- Alex. Hamilton, Ed. 1739, Vol. I. p. 3.78.
c. 1720. — Pondy. -— Van der Aa; map:

0. 1720. — Pondy. -— Mortier ; map. 1

1764. — Pondi. -—- Croisey; map.

1780. -— Close in shore before the river o
f Pondy are 10 or 12 rocks (p. 152). One of our

Europe ships going from Bengal to Vizagapatam in January, by not keeping off shore was forced to
anchor several days off the high land of Bares or Pondy (p. 245). From Pondy to Bar-v3 o;
Barrar . . . . the distance is 5 leagues (p. 152). -— Dunn, Dir.

1809. -- About orleagues farther is the River Pondy or Poondy, having several rocks projeht
ing,r from it to a considerable distance to seaward. — Horsburgh, Sail. Dir. Vol. I. p. 352,

1874. — Poondy or Pudi . . . . At the mouth of a small river . . .

'

. The river
Pondy or Poondy has several rocks‘projecting from it

. to seaward. Over this at some distance iii

country the High Land of Pondy is high and uneven. -— Taylor, India Dir. p, 467,

1891. -—- Pundi. —- Admiralty Chart.

Ramnepatam.

This name is not given in Yule‘s Glossary.
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1683. -— Upon advices that.Alley and Au[ben] y [Interlopers] were att Palliacatt, as also b
y a

letter reed from the Dutch there, advising that they intended to settle att Armagon, Ramapatam,

Krishnapatam and Gungapatam, which are all under Lingapa’s Government. -- Pringle, Mad.
Consult. for 1683, p. 54. Mr. Pringle‘s note on this is : — Ramapatam, Bamapattanam, midway

between Madrass and Metchlepatam [Masulipatam]. The English and Dutch in turns possessed and

abandoned small houses at this place (11.75). Lin gappa of Poonarnallee was a Naik or Poligar, who rented

the country round about from the Court of Hyderabad.
-— Crole, Chinyleput District, 1879, p. 144.

1878. — Bamapatam. This is itself a small fishing village, but at the port there used to be

in former years a fair coasting trade i
n grain and firewood. - Boswell, Nellore District, p. 19.

1991. — Bamiapatam. - Admiralty chm. ‘

Sugarloaf.

1809. —- The Dolphin’s Nose may be plainly seen and the other bills around Vizagapatam;

one o
f these to the Northward of the road is called the Sugar Loaf, but the highest is several

leagues inland from the town. —- Horsburgh, Sail. Dir. Vol. I
. p. 351.

Summerwarren.

This name is not noted in Yule’s Glossary.

0. 1710. -— There are several other Places . . . . on the Coast that drive a small Trade

in Corn . . . Sunapore, are the most noted, but not frequented b
y Europeans. — Alex,

Hamilton, East Indies, Ed. 1739, Vol. I. p. 379.

c. 1720. -— Bonnewaren, Sonnewaron. -— Van der Aa; maps.

1740 and 1781. —- Sonnewaron. —- De l’Isle ; map.

1765. — Sonnewaron. —- French map probably b
y de l’Isle.

1780. -— From Barva. to Sommaveron or Ganjam. — Dunn, Dir. p. 152,

1809. —- From this place (River Barwa) to Ganjam, the distance is about 12 leagues to N.

Eastward : the coast between them containing the small river Sonnaverom nearest to Barwa. _
Horsburgh, Sail. Dir. Vol. I

,
p
. 352.

- _ 1874. — Sonapur or Soonapoorpettah . . . . about 20 miles from Barwah. -
Taylor, India Dir. p. 467.

1882. f Sonnapur, Sonnapuram . . . . is now a port o
f

no importance. -- Mahhy,
(irmjam District, p. 41 f.

r

1891. — Sonapur. - Admiralty Chart.
1883. ——Sonapore . . . . now unimportant, although in 1768 the principle’ town in

lehapore province. -- Iliad. Man. Admn, Vol. III. p. 845. -

Vizaquepatam, Vizaegupatam.

This well-known name is not noted in Yule’s' Glossary. For differentiated forms of it see‘ the

notes on Log II.

1842.'—- Inzipatam. - Blaeuw ; map.
1644. -— I. Biaipatam. —- Hondius ; map.

1684. —- Returne to the Commissions given them to examine
the difierences att Vizagapa~

tam. -— Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1684, p
. 32.

c. 1720. — Wisagapatam, Visegapatam. — Van der Aa ; maps.

.0. 1720. — Visegapatam. —- Mortier.

1740 and 1781. - Vasingepatam. -- De l’Isle ; map.
1764. - Visgiapatam. #- Croisey ; map.
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1765. — Vasingepatam. —— French map probably by de l'Islc.

1780. — Visigapatnam distinguishes itself by a great steep hill (p. 150). There are instances
6f ships that have stood as above till in the latitude of Vizagapatam (p. 258). Directions for
Visiagapatam Road (p. 308). - Dunn, Directory, p. 150.
1809. — Viaagapatam may be known by the bluff called the Dolphln's Nose. -- Hors'

burgh, Sail. Dir. Vol. I. p. 350.

1891. - Viaagapatam. — Admiralty Chart.
1893. —Vizagapatam; Islrakpatan, Hindustani, Visakhapattanam, Telugu [from a temple

to Visakha now washed away by the sea]. —- Mari. Man. Admn. Vol. III. p. 988.

LOG I.

4.

Blaekwood’s Harbour.

In the Log entries for September 11th, 1746, there is a curious and early note of the best
method for entering Blaokwood’s Harbour, which lies behind the Armegon Shoal.

The native (Telugu) name for the anchorage is Monapdlemurévu, and it got its European
and geographical name from Sir Henry Blackwood, who was Admiral on the Coast at the early
part of the XIXth century and caused a complete chart of the Harbour to be made on the represen
tations of Colonel de Haviland. It has wide entrances both on the North and South ends of the
Armegon Shoal, and the present soundings are from 4% fathorns on the mainland shore to 6 and 7
fathoms near the shoal. Such is the account in the Madras Manual of Administration (Vol, III,
p. 98), 1893.

But Sir Clements Markham, Indian Surveys, 1871, p. 8, gives a somewhat different account.
which is as follows: -— Admiral Sir Henry Blaclrwood, having reported that H. M. S. Leander had
been safely at anchor inside the Armagon Shoal, North of Madras, for four days during the
Monsoon, Capt Maxfleld was sent to investigate the capabilities of the place, which has been since
called Blackwood’s Harbour. He went there in 1822, on board the Henry Meriton, accompanied by
Capt do Haviland, but the conclusion come to at the time was that its distance from Madras was an.
inconvenience that outweighed any advantage it might have as an anchorage. (See Chart ofPulicat
and Armagon Shoals by Capt Maxfleld.) In 1828, however, the Madras Government hired a
schooner, called the Mary Arm, to ride out the Monsoon in Blackwood’s Harbour as an experiment.

A practically 10st copy of this Survey I accidentally unearthed in the map-room of the Royal
Geographical Society, and have now the pleasure, through the courtesy of the Society, to reproduce
it here.

Blackwood’s Harbour naturally finds no place in Rennell’s Memoir, 1792, nor in Horsburgh's
Sailing Directions, Ed. 1809, where directions for sailing along the Coromandel Coast past Armegon
or Duraspatam are given in Vol. I. p. 344 f. Indeed, Horsburgh, p. 345, says that the Armegon
Shoal “is of considerable extent, but has never been regularly examined : between it and the main
there is a channel with 5 and 6 fathoms.” This is much what Dunn, Directory, 1780, p. 146,
says : — “You find between the coast and this bank [Armegon] a large and exceeding fine channel.
which extends NbE and Sb\ ,” and as to the danger of the place, Dunn says: — “You must be
experienced herein, or else it is better not to venture.”

We find the harbour, however, mentioned by name in the 1841 Ed. of Hers-burgh, in a notice
copied word for word into Taylor's Directory, 1874, p. 460, thus : — "Between the inner edge of the
[Armegon] Shoal and the coast there is a space from 3 to 4 miles wide, now called Blakwood
Harbour, with soundings from 4
%
,

fathoms near the shore to 6 or 7 fathoms contiguous to the shoal,
where ships might anchor with safety in the fair weather monsoon near the entrance of Armegon
River, by passing round the north end of the shoal with the hill bearing W%S."

(To be continued.)
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A LADAKHI BONPA HYMNAL.
BY REV. A. H. FBANCKEJ
Introduction.

Ir has become evident, that the ancient religion of Tibet, known as Bonohcs, is not yet
extinguished, even in those parts of the country which are professedly Lamaist. In such places
Lamaism has become the religion of the clergy, but Bonchos has continued to live among laymen.

In all the Ladakhl villages each spring the Kyesar festival is held, when the male
population exercises itself in archery. On this occasion the village band has to play and the gling
glu is sung.1 The gling glu seems to be a remnant of the hymnal of the ancient Bonchos, and I
have been so fortunate as to come into possession of the gling glu of two villages, Phyang and
Khalatse. They are entirely different from each other, although the subject in each is the same, but

it is to be remarked that they both consist of nine songs. It is probable, that in ancient times
more than nine songs were known in a village; but as nine is the number which predominates over

everything, the people were careful to sing neither more nor less than nine songs at a time.1 And so
it has happened that, when many of the ancient songs were forgotten, nine remained living in the
minds of the people, simply because a Kyesar festival could not be allowed to pass by without the
usual set of nine hymns.

These hymns are perfectly unintelligible to anyone who has not previously studied the Kyesar
Myths. But Ladiikhi laymen, who know nothing of the life of Buddha, Padmasambhava 0r
Tsongkhapa, know the life-story of Kyesar very well.

It is worth noticing, that in Phyang the Spring-hero's name is pronounced Kyesar, not Kesar.
THE HYMNS.

Text. Translation.

Phyanggi gling glu rnams yin. These songs are the gling glus of Phyang.

Kyesar, Conqueror of the world.
I. I.

l. steng nang lha yul kun nonpari 1. A son, conquering the land of the god;
in the heights,

amala bu zhig ltams, Was born to the mother.

2. yog nang klu yul kun nonpari 2. A godly child, conquering the land of
the lower water spirits,

gogzalhamola lha phrng rig ltams, Was born to Gogzalhamo.

3. bar nang btsan yul kun nonpari 3. A son, conquering all the lands of the
earth,

amala bu zhig ltams. Was born to the mother.

4. bdud nang bdud yul knn nonpari 4. A godly child, conquering all the lands
of the devil,

lha phrug cig ltamssed lei. Is born, hurrah !

Notes. Notes.

1. etc, the termination pari is a dialectical 1. is said to refer to Kyesar’s victory over his

form of the participle and corresponds to ml'hrmm. two brothers, see Kesarmge II. 36-42. 4. refers
2. gogzu may be gogsa, a parallel case is (lagsa, to Kyesar's victory over the giant of the North.
' now,’ the s of which is often pronounced like 2. who is called bDud.
3. The word bar btsan, earth, was separated by

nang only for the reason to form a sentence

corresponding to the others.

' A reference to this festival we have in VI. 5, 6 below.
2 The people will always play nine setlpof Polo, to finish a game.
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Lullaby to the Young Kyesar.

II.
1. stod nang stodna, rgyallham chenmoi

stangspola stod.

2. alodalotsele, singchen rgyalpoi stangs

nang grospola stod.

3. stod nang stodna lei shellcam ’abrugu

mai indzangspola stod.

4. alodalotsele, shellcam ‘abrugumai shes

nang mdzangspola stod.

Notes.

1 and 3. nang, in; thus, if you praise in a
praise; about rgyallham see Keaarsage, notes 2

and 4. alodalotsele, lullaby. nang, within ==

mixed 2 together = and.

II.
1. When you praise, praise the ingenuity

of the great godly king.

2. Alodalotsele, praise the ingenuity and
advice of the king, the great lion.

3. When you praise, praise the learning
of 'aBruguma, his crystal wife.

4. Alodalolsele, praise the wisdom and learn
ing of ’aBruguma, his crystal wife.

Notes.

It is remarkable how well the intellectual
capacities of man and woman are characterised in
this song: man as being productive, woman as
reproductive.

The Giant’s Treasures.
III.

'bKur dman rgyalmos :

1. alungpai phushedna norbu chechung

tsam ’adug.

2. lungpai phushedna norbu chechung

tsam 'adug.

3. norbu chechcbo sgola mi shongces yod lei.

4. norbu chungchungbo p'angla mi shong

ces yod lei.

Dongrubkyis:
'

5. den ladrai norbu buthsa ngarangla sal

lei.

6. den ‘adrai khyad norbu lagspai don

grubla sal lei.‘ '5 v

7. alongthang 'ycigcig, buthsa ngarang

ycigcig.

8. alongthang 1cigcig, lagspai dongrub

Wises,

‘J. buthsa ngarangla ‘agrulbai ‘agrullam

cig sal lei.

‘Notes.

3, 4. The reiteration of clue and clnmg is

due to the metro. 5, 6. The n of den is the initial
silent ‘a of ‘adra, which is pronounced as a nasal

with the preceding syllable. 6. lagspa = legspa.
7, 8. alongthang = ring-plain. The mountains of
Tibet and the Himalayas are supposed to be the

centre of the earth: the navel, these hills are sur~

rounded by a ring of plains. 5, 6, 9. 8a! = steal,
‘give, respectful.

III.
bKur-dman-rgyalmo says :

1. How many treasures there are in the
upper end of the valley l

2. How many treasures there are in the
upper end of the valley !

3. The larger ones do not fit in the door,

The smaller ones do not fit in the lap.

Dongrub says :

5. Such treasures’ give, please, to me

[thy] boy!

6. Such treasures give, please, to good
Dongrubl

7. There is one solitary Alongplain: there
is myself, one solitary boy!

8. There is one solitary Alongplain: there
is one solitary dear Dongrub !

9. Show me, thy boy, please, a way to walk

along !

Notes.

In the first part of the song the mother de
scribes the treasures to arouse Dongrub’s covetous

ness. Then Dongrnb starts in search of them
and loses his way. In his difiiculty he says the
prayer, which forms part 2. According to the
Winter Myth the giant of the North is in posses
sion not only of a girl, but also of great treasures.
It is remarkable that in the eyes of his heavenly
mother Kyesar remains always Dongrub.
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Praise of 'aBruguma.

IV.
1. hlama bzangpos chos salbas

2. ngai shescan lhamo cila men

3. blames thamscad mkhyen mdzadpas

4. ngai mdzangscan ‘aBrnguma cila men

5. yari shes nang mdzangspo lei

6. alam mdun nyad kunla ngonned lei

7. 'oma rigskyi mkh’an ’agroma

8. yari shes nang mdzangspo lei

9. alam mdun nyad knnls thsa langssed
lei

10. 'oma rigskyi mkh’an 'agrorna.

Notes.

2. men =1na yin, is not. 5. yari =ya
ranggi = ny-idranggi, you, thou. 6. alam, all
a Pnrig word. mdun nyad is perhaps mdurf
yad = yado, companion or people. 7. The n
in mkh’an is the nasally pronounced ’a of ’a_qroma.
9. than langaces, rising of envy.

IV.
1. As the good Lama taught [her] reli
sion, .

2. Why should my wise goddess not be

[wise] 7

3. As the Lama made her know every
thing,

4- Why should my learned ‘aBrnguma
not be [learned] ‘I

Thy wisdom and learning

. is known to all, who are before thee!

Oh, thou milk-white fairy !

Thy wisdom and learningP
N
C
IP
‘

9. Is envied by all, who are before thee !

10. Oh, thou milk-white fairy !

Notes.

Without doubting the historical character of
Srong-btsan-sgampo, as well as that of his two
wives,‘ I. feel inclined to believe that Bonpa
mythologyhas'added some fresh colour to their

characters. Srong-htsan-sgampo’s two wives

remind us of Kyesar’s two wives, above all, as
regards their colour. 'aIBruguma has lent her
colour to the white Tara ; Bamza 'abumskyid,
the wife, first of the Giant, then of Kyesar, to the
green Tara. There is another parallel [within
the two groups] as regards intellectual capacities

In both of them the husband is famous for his
ingenuity, the wives for their learning.

In this connection I wish to draw attention to
the following: (1) In J. A. S. B. Vol. LX.
Part I. No. 3, 1891, Karl Marx, History of

Ladakh, p
. 116, note 13, we read the following

interesting statement: ‘In the Gyalrabe, Gesar

( = Kesar) is referred to as one of the suitors of
Konggo, the Chinese princess, who afterwards

became the wife of Srong-btsan-sgampo.’

(2) Griinwedel, Mythologie des Buddlu'smus,

note on Abb. 116; ‘the crown of the green Tara
often shows the Dhyanibuddha Amoghasiddha

Amoghasiddha is the Tibetan Dongrub. Don

grub is the name of Kesar whilst dwelling in the
North. It was in the North, where Kessr mar
ried his second wife.’
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The Almighty G-od-Father and God-Mother.

V.

1. phred de yzarpoi ’0na rbab dela shor

thabs rig 'adug

2. phred ni 'yzarpoi rbabla shorthahs rig

‘adug lei

3. yabchen ababai 'ona bk’a stsalnas shor

thabs rig med

4. ’abum khri rgyalpoi bk’a stsalnas shor

thabs rig med lei

5. chu de chenmoi ’ona rabschenla bing_

thabs rig 'adug

6. chu ni chenmoi rabschenla rgalthabs

rig 'adug l0

7. yumchen amabai ’ona bk’a stsalnas

shorthabs rig med

8. 'abum khri rgyalmoi bk'a stsalnas shor

thabs rig med lei

Notes.

3, 7. the concluding ha in ababai and amabm'

was added only for the sake of the metre.»

V.
1. There is a means of escape from a

rolling rock on a steep path,

2. Yes, there is a means of escape from
a rolling rock on a steep path.

3. But there is no means of escape from the
commandments of the Great Father.

4. There is no means of escape from the

commandments of the king of the
100,000 thrones.

5
'. There is a means of escape on the ford

of the great waters.

6. Yes, there is a means of escape on the
ford of the great waters,

7
. But there is no means of escape from

the commandments of the Great
Mother.

8
. There is no means of escape from the

commandments of the queen of the

100,000 thrones.

Notes.

This song shows that the originally physiolo
gical deities have become ethical deities.

Kyesar, Returning to 'aBruguma.
VI.

“

1
. 'yserri eranln sga bstadde

nycmoi chibs bsusla chen lei

2. dkarpoi glangpochela sga bstadde

nyemoi rta bsusla chon lei

3. khra skya dkarmola brdzuste

nyemoi barbanla chen lo.

4. 'yyumai phoronla hrdzuste

nyemoi rab ysalla chen lo

5
.

khyogthong md’a phangs rtsebabo

darung yod nang lei

6
. dohela nachung zurri kha ldingmabo

darung da yod nang lei.

Notes.

I. eran, a horse from Iran, Persia. 2
.

glang

puche, literally ' large ox,‘ is used nowadays

for ‘elephant.’ In this connection it is probably

a ‘ riding Yak.’ 3
. barbun, the inside of a house ;

for 10 see yserri buzhung. 4. phor'on == pkorog,

crow; rab 'ysal, in Ladakhi not a balcony, but a

large fine hall. 5
,

6. many lei, a concluding
exclamation like lei and lo. 6. dohela, hallo!

ldingmubo, means originally ‘soaring.’

VI.

1
. Having saddled the golden steed,

I will ride off to meet my friend.

2
.

Having saddled the white ox,

I will ride oil‘ to meet my friend.

3
.

Being changed into a white falcon,

I will go to the house of my friend.

4
.

Being changed into a turquoise crow,

I will go to the hall of my friend.
The boys playing at arrow-shooting,

\Vell, they are still here,

6. The girls, high on the edge of the roof,

They are still here, hallo !

Notes.

Kyesar is still undecided, in which of the four

ways he ought to travel. The song proper is

finished with v. 4 ; v. 5 and 6 are later additions.

They express the idea, that in spite of Bud

dhism and Mohamedanism the Bon Religion is

not yet extinguished and the Kyesar festival is

still in vogue. At this festival the girls watch
the boys at archery from the roofs of the

houses.

0
'
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Kyesar, a Voluntary Saviour.
VII.

1. none rang miyulla skyodpa rig dgossug

lei.

2. bu dongrub rang miyulla skyodpa rig

dgossug lei.

3. sngamoi thasangna ngatanggis byaphran

rig'rtse yin lo

4. nyiyi sngashar nang byaphran cig

rtse yin lo

5, rgyalla rig songna cila rig chen lo

6, ngatang phamse ring songna mi cha

nang kha med rig yin lo

7, ngatang rgyalces mannas pham mi

shes 10.

Notes.

1. dgoeaug=dgos ’adug, 3.

little deed, i. 6., sham fighting. 5. rgyalla =

rgyalba, conquer. 6. phamae, probably phamste;

khamcd, no sense.

byaphran, a

VII.

1
.,

The youngest son himself must go to

the land of men.

2. The son IDongx-ub himself must go to

the land of men.

3
, In the early morning we will have a

2,“
little tournament.

4
. At the early rising of the sun we will

have a little tournament.

5
. HI should bevictorious, why should I go?

6
. If I am beaten, there is no sense in

saying ‘I will not go i’

7
. But we do not know anything except

being victorious: we do not know

what it is to be beaten!

Notes.

This song refers to Keaareage II. 36-42. The
three sons of the king of heaven have to fight

each other. He who is beaten, must go to the

earth. Dongrub, the youngest, in spite of his

being victorious, goes of his own accord.

'aBruguma's Innocence.
VIII.

1. ngazha rgyagar yulli mthong shescan

yin lo

om kyenang kyele

2. ngazha dpalbo yulli nyan shescan yin lo

0m kyenang kyele

3. ngazhas ma them menne gomparig

mi shes

om kyenang kyele

4
.

ngazhas mazho rig menne thungba

rig mi shes

om kyenang kyele

sula phanba rig menne ynodpa rig 00

mi shes

om kyenang kyele.

Notes.

The refrain of all verses ‘om kyenang lryele.

was explained to me to have been in the original

om mkhyen ‘any mkhyen lei, which might mean:

Oh do take notice of this! 3
.

ma them, the

‘ mother threshold,’ it is the one belonging to

that part o
f the house, which is called makhang.

mnme = marinas, besides.

U
r

.

VIII.
1." We know India from having seen i

t,

Om kyenang Ic'yele 1

2. \Ve know Nepal from having heard of it
,

Om kgenang lcyele .'

3
. We do not know a step further than

the threshold,

Om kyenang kyele !

4. We do not know any beverage besides

mother’s milk.

Om kyenang Icyele !

5
. We do not know o
f doing any harm, if

it be not for somebody’s advantage,

Om kyenang kyele .'

Notes.

1
. India is considered b
y some people to be

'aBruguma’s fatherland. In this case the

history of Srong-btsan-sgampo’s wives may
have influenced ’aBruguma’s history. This song

should be placed before 'aBruguma’s marriage to

Kyesar. Some people place it after Kyesar’s

return from the north; but in that case there

would not be muoh left of ‘aBruguma’s innocence;

as she gave birth to two children b
y the king of

Yarkand !
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The King of Yarkand's Entreaty for his Life.

11.

1. ngatang gling yulla chen dola gling

yulla chen.

2. dbyarla gling yulla bsilmo rig yod dola

rgyallham chenmo.

3. dgunla ngati horyulla drosa rig yinpas

4. ngatang horyulla chen dola sprulpai

rgyalpole

5. m'a shespa rig songna nyidkyis bagsris
shig snams dola rgyallham chenmo

6. m’a shespa dang m’a mkhaspa songna

nyidkyis bagsris shig mdzad ’ang

mkhyenpai rgyalpo!

IN otes.

3. drosa, a warm place. 4. 1e, respectful

termination. 5. bagorz'a = bakhshz'ah, gift; the
r in sris is never pronounced, and no reason
whatever can be given for this way of spelling the

word. 6. mkhyen is used very frequently to

honour a person, for instance Sahib ml-liycn.

IX.
1. We will go to the land of gLing:

holloa, we will go to the land of
gLing!

2. There it is cool in summer: holloa.

great godly king !

3. Because our land of Hor is warm in
winter,

4. We will go there then: hol1oa,incar
natcd king!

5. If you are very wise, you will accept a
present : holloa, great godly king !

6. If you are very wise and very clever,
you will also give me a present, oh

acknowledged king!

Notes .

When thiscsong is sung by the king of H01"
Kyesar is kneeling on his breast and ready to kill
him. The king of Hor pretends to be in good
spirits all the same, for which reason he repeatedly
sings dola, holloa ! He cannot yet give up telling
lies, for in Hor it his not warm in winter. Origi~
nally H01‘ seems to have been Mongolia ; but
now it is generally supposed to be Yarkand. In
5 the king of Her ofiers his hidden treasures, and
the present, which he hopes to receive in exchange

of them, in 6, is his life.

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE, MA.

(Continued from p. 318.)

Cambalec; s. v. Nanking, 472, i, twice.
Camballo; s. 1:. Factory, 264, ii.
Cambaln; ann. 166—: a. v. Peking, 526, i.

Cambaluc; a. v. Peking, 526, i.

Csmbay; s. v. 115, i, 3 times, s. v. Bsbagoorce,

3], ii, a. v. Bora,80,i,twice, av. Bowly,82, ii
,

twice, a. v. Candahar, 119, i, a. v. Comboy,

183, ii, a. v. Factory, 264, i, s. v. Macareo,
402, ii, 403, i, a. v. Mahi, 409, i, s. v. Mole‘

islam, 440, i; ann. 1330 : a. v. Sindabiir, 635,

i; ann. 1343: 8.17- Candahar, 119, i, twice;
ann. 1420: s. v. 115. i; ann. 1498: s. v.
Sambook, 595, ii; ann. 1510: s. v. Surat,664, ‘

ii; ann. 1516: a. v. Catechu, 133, i, s. v.
Dsbul, 225, i, s. v. Delhi, 234, ii, a. v. Opium,

489, ii, a. v. Chicane, 777, i; ann. 1517: a. v.
Deccan, 233, ii; ann. 1525: a. v. Googul,
296, i; ann. 1536: a. v. Mangalore (b), 822,

i; ann. 1538: a. v. Godavery, 291, i, s. v.
Salsette (a), 594, ii; ann. 1553: s. v. Surat,
665, i; ann. 1562 : s. v. Balaghaut, 38, ii;
ann. 1563: s. v. Koot, 375, ii

,

av. Maund,
431, ii; ann. 1568: a. v. Macareo, 403, i;

ann. 1590: a. v. Tenasserim, 696, i, twice;

ann. 1613: s. v. Dnngaree, 255, i; ann. 1672:
a. v. Cafila, 770, i; ann. 1674: a. v. 115, i;

ann. 1814-: a. v. Seedy, 610, ii
,

Cambaya; a. v. Pardao, 838, ii
;

ann. 1510: a. v.

Narsinga, 474, i; ann.]518: a.v.Gallevat (c),
276, ii, twice; ann. 1521: a. v. Nizamaluco,
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830, ii; ann. 1522 : s. z‘, Patola, 520, ii; ann.
1525: s. r. Chudder, 167, ii

,

8. v. Gogolla,

293, ii. s. 2'. Pntubock, 565, i; ann. 1531:

s. v. Gogo, 293, i; ann. 1533: s. r. Meliqne
Verido, 823, i; mm. 1535: s, v.Satigan1,S54,

i; ann. 1541: s. z‘. Peking, 526,i; ann.1553:
s. v. Gamla, 277, ii

,

8. Macareo, 403,

i, twice; ann. 1554 : s. z‘. Madrafaxao, 406, ii
,

s. z'. Sunda, 659, ii; ann. 1568 : a. v. Opium,
489, ii; ann. 1572: s. z‘. Mogul, The Great,
437, i; ann.. 1602 :s. v. Gogo, 293,i;ann.1611:
s. v. Hing, 318, ii; ann. 1644: a. 1'.Macareo,
403, ii, a. v. Opium,833, ii; mm. 1672 : s. 2:.
Cat's Eye, 774, ii; ann. 1710: s. z'. Veranda,
737. ii; ann. 1727: a. r. Loonghee, 396, ii

.
Cambay:itys;ann. 1610 : s.v. Bankshall (a), 47, i.
Cambayco; ann. 1572: s. z‘. Mogul, The Great,

437, i.

Cambaye; ann. 1610: a. r. Anile, 22. ii
;

ann_

1753 : s. v. Diuhsind, 792, i.

Cambnyen ; ann. 1726: a. 2'. Cowboy, 183, ii.

Cambays ; s. z'. 115, i, a. v. Piece-goods, 536, i.

Cambello; ann. 1615 : s. z‘. Orankay, 492, i.

Cambeth; ann. 1320: s. 2'. Canibny, 115, i.

Gamblet; ann. 1711 : s_
.

z‘. Perpetual-no, 813, i.

Caulbodge; ann. 1878: a. v. Paddy, 496,.i.

Cambodia ; ann. 1598: s. 1). Laos, 385. ii
.

Cambodgiens; ann. 1869: s. r. Lungooty,401,i,

Cambogia; c. v. Chnmpuk, 167, ii.

Camhoia; ann. 1535: s. v. Camboja, 115, ii
,

11'.

twice; ann. 1560: s. 1:. Laos, 385, ii; ann
1652 : s. 2'. Cochin-China, 174,11

Camboja; a. v. 115, i and _ii, a. 1'. Cashew, 129,

i, s. z~.Comar, 183, i, s. v. Eagie-wood, 258,

i, twice, a. 0. Factory, 264, ii
,

a. v. Panthay

(A), 510, ii, twice, 511, i, s. v. Pm, 551,1‘,
s. v. Shan, 622,ii; ann. 1520: s. v. Suttee,

668, ii; ann. 1535 : s. 1'. Lanchara, 384, i;

ann. 1552 : s. z‘. Calambac, 110,ii, 8. 2x115, ii
;

ann. 1553: a. 2'. Laos, 385, ii
,

a. z'. Zirbad,

750, i ; ann. 1572: s. r. 116, i; ann. 1613:
a. v. Lan John, 384, ii , ann. 1615: a. v.

Bamboo, 41, ii; ann. 1767: s. v. Sonaparanta,
647, i.

Gambbja; ann. 1552: a. v. Champa, 140, ii
.

Cambojan; s. 21.Pm, 551,i, em. Presidency, 553, i.

Cmnbojans; a. 1:. Camboja, 115, ii
.

Cambolim; a. z‘. Cumbly, 216, i.

Canibolin; ann. 1606: a. v. Cumbiy, 216, i.

Cambric; s. z‘. Chintz, 155, ii, a. v. Grass-cloth,

301, i. s. v. Piece-goods, 536,i; ann. 1784:
s. 2'. Kerseymere, 365, ii
.

Carneeze; s. v. 116, i, 771, i.

Came] cloth ; ann. 1350: s. v. Cnnlbly, 216, i.

Cameleen; ann. 1818: a. v. Cumbly, 216, ii
.

Carneleopard; s. v. Giraffe, 288, ii.
Camelleopard ; ann. 20: a. v. Giraffe, 288, ii.
Camel-men; ann, 1845: 8. r. Uhooly, 242, i.

Camelopai'd; B. C. 2-) : a. v. Giraffe, 288, ii.

Camelopardalis; ann. 380: s. v. Girafie, 289, i.

Camélopérdalis; ann. 210: s. r. Giraffe, 289, i.

Camelopardalus; s. 2:. Giraffe, 288, ii
.

Camel’s hair; a. z). (jumbly, 216, i ; ann. 1350:
s. z‘. Cumbly, 216, i.

Camel-011g; ann. 1727: s. v. Gombroon,295,i.
Cnmesa; a. v. Cameeze, 116, i.

Camexu ; ann. 1313 : s. v, Maund, 431, ii.

Camfera Fansuri; ann. 1298 : 6.0.0511'1P1101‘, 1 17, i.

Cann'ora; ann. 1506: s. 1'. Camphor, 117, i;

ann. 1598: s. 1*.Bang, 45, i.

Camisa; s. v. Cameeze, 116, i; ann. 1404: s. v.
Cameeze, 771,i; mm. 1573: s. r. Cameeze,
116, i.
Camises; ann. 1464: e. z‘. Cameeze, 116, i.

Camisias; ann. 400: s. r. Camceze, 116, i.

Camjever'io; ann.1531: 0.1-. Congeveram,
Camlees ; ann. 1690: s. v. Cumbly, 216, i.

Camlet ; ann. 1854: s. v. Suclét, 653, ii
.

* Cammaka; ann. 1340: 8.2:. Kincob, 369, i.

Cammocca; s. v. Kincob, 368, ii; ann. 1340 :

a. 2'. Kincob, 369, i.

Cammul-poshes; ann. 1718 : s. r. Cumbiy, 216, i.

Caniocan; mm. 1404 : s. v. Kincob, 369, i, s. v.

Kowtow, 377, i.

Camocas; ann. 1330: ‘s. v. Kincob, 369, i; ann.
1688: s. v. Kincob, 369, ii.

Camoceto; ann. 1474: a. v. Kincob, 369, i.

Carnolim; ann. 1498: s. r. Zamorin, 745, ii.

Camorij ; ann. 1553 : a. z'. Cotwa], 206, i.

Camorim; ann. 1710 : s. r. Pescaria, 531, i.

(l‘amorim; ann. 1198 : a. r. Zamorin, 745, ii
.

(r‘amorin ; ann. 1552 : s. z". Cerame, 138,i,twice;

mm. 1553: 8. 2‘. Tumor, 861, ii
,

twice.

Camorym; ann. 1503: a. v. Peon, 528, i.

Camotte ; ann. 1613: s. v. Yam, 745, i.

'

Camp: 8. v. 116, i, twice, 8. z‘. Campoo, 117,i,s.z~.

Compound, 186, ii (a and b), 187, ii; ann.
1875 : s. v. Compound, 187, i.

I Campa ; ann. 1552 : s. 1'. Calambac, 110, ii.

Campngna; s. 2'. Compound (1:), 186, i.

I Campagne; s. 2'. Compound, 186, i and i
i

(b).

1 Canipai'ia; s. 2*. Compound (2:), 186, i;

. 1824;: s. 1*.Compound, 188, ii
.

; (,‘mnlwane; ann. 1608-10: a. r. Datnra, 231, ii.

,

182, ii
,

81111.
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Canipanganghi; ann. 1522: a. v, Coco-de~Mer, Can, Great;:mn. 1298 : a. 1:. Sugar, 655, ii
,

twice.

177, ii, Canaea; ann. 1582 : a. v. Gcntoo, 280, ii.

(1311111511113;3, v, Compound (3), 186, i, twice. Cauacappels; ann. 1672: a. v. Conicopoly, 190, i.

Cnmpao; a. 0. Compound (:1), 186, i. Canacopola; ann. 1578: a. v. Conicopoly, 190,i.

Campar; ann. 1551: a. r. Calambac, 110, ii. Cane-copoly; ann. 1548: s. v. Conicopoly, 190, i.

Camphire; a. v. Mendy, 433, ii; ann. 1623: Canada; ann. 1563: s. v. Cuscuss, 787, i; ann.
a. r. Camphor, 117, i; ann. 1727 : a. v. Bares, 1554: s. v. Mex-call, 434, i.

53, i ; ann. 1776: a. 2:. Tyre, 724, ii. Canamellae; ann. 1220: a. v. Sugar, 655, i.

Caniphor; a. v. 116, i (7 times) and i
i

(7 times), Cananor; ann. 1506: a, v, Baliar, 36, i
, s. r,

s. v. Ananas, 20, i, a. v. Bares, 53, i, 4 times, Caunanore, 121, i ; ann. 1510: 8. 1'. Coir, 180,

a. z‘. Malabathrum, 414, ii
,

twice, a. 0. Sugar,

654, ii, a. v. \Vood-oil, 741, i; ann. 920: a. v.
Calay, 111, i; ann. 940: a. v. 116, ii ; ann, 943:
a. z‘. Cubeb, 214, ii; ann. 1150: a. v. Mace (a),
404, i; ann. 1200 : a. z'. Teak, 693, i; ann.
1224: a

,

2:. Java, 348, i; ann. 1298: a. v. Betel,
67, ii, 8. z‘. 117, i ; ann. 1343: s. '0. Myrobalan,

466, ii ; ann. 1347 : a. v. Hurtaul, 328, i, twice ;

ann. 1506: a. v. 117,i, 3 times, a. v. Tenasserim,
696, i, twice; ann. 1516: a. v. Borneo, 80. ii ;
an. 1563: a. v. China (11. p.), 152, i, 3 times -

ii, 3 times; ann. 1552: a. v. Anchediva, 20, ii
,

a, v. Pattamar, 520, ii; ann. 1553 : I. v. Narsinga,
474, i ; ann. 1562: a. v. Deliy, Mount, 235, ii;
ann. 1563 8. v. Saffron, 589, ii ; ann.
1567: s. v. Jaggery, 341, i; ann. 1572: a. r.
Cannanore, 121, i, twice, a. z‘. Cochin, 174, i,

twice, a. v. Cranganore, 211, ii
,

a. v. Quiion,
570, ii, twice; ann. 1610: s. 2:. Bazaar, 57, i.

Cananore; a. 0. Factory, 264, i; ann. 1510:

a
. v. Narsinga, 474, i; ann. 1727: a. v. Cadjan

(a), 107, ii; ann. 1767 : a. v. Moplah, 448, ii.
ann. 1590 (3 times), 1726, 1786 and, 1875 Cananoro; ann. 1503: s. v. Ornius, 493,1,twice,

(3 times): a. z'. 117, i. Canaquapolle; ann. 1580: a. v. Conicopoly, 190,
Camphora; ann. 1584: s. v. Borneo, 81, i. i.
(.‘amPhre; a. v. Camphor, 116, ii

.

Canal-a; a. v. Bacanore, 33, ii and footnote,

Camphre Fansofiri;ann. 1330 : s. v. Java, 348, ii. a. z‘. Bamboo, 40, ii
,

8. v. Batcul, 54-, i, a. v.

Campinho; a. 2). Compound (a), 186, i; ann. Beitcul, 61, ii, a. v. Calyan, 114, ii, a. v. Cai'iara.
1860: a. v. Compound, 188, ii

,

117, ii
,

twice and footnote, 0. v. Carnatic,
Cainpo; a. v. Campoo, 117, i, a. v, Compound, 125, ii, twice, 126, i, s. v. Concan, 189, ii, 8. 2:.
(a), 186, i (twice) and ii

, (b), 186, ii
,
4 times, Coomkee (a), 194, i, a
.

v. Coomry, 194, i, o. v.
187, ii, see 263, ii, footnote; ann. 1500: s. v- Coreopali, 196, ii, see 202, ii

,

footnote, 8. v.
Factory, 263, ii; ann. 1883: a. v. Campoo, Custard-Apple, 221, ii, a. v. Honore, 321, i, a. v.
117, i. Jain, 341, ii, a. v. Mangalore, 422, i, a, 2'.
Campo Clin; ann. 1601: a. v. Kling, 373, ii. Navait, 475, i, a. v. Parabyke, 512, i, twice

Campon; a. v. Compound, 187, i. a. v. Poon, 547, i, a. v. Sarong, 602, i, see 665,

Campon Bcndara ; ann. 1613: s. 0. Compound, ii, footnote, 3, v. Wootz, 742, i, a. z‘. Canarin,
188, i. 771, ii

,

a. v. Pardao, 837, ii, a. v. Sanguicer,
Campon Chelim; ann. 1613 : a. v. Cheling, 144, 853, ii

,

8. v. Suttee, 859, ii; ann. 1538: a. v.

i, s. 1:. Compound, 188, i, twice, a. v. Kling Godavery, 291,i; ann. 1552: s. r. Deccan, 233,
374, i. ii, av. Malabar (A), 413, i; ann. 1553: a. v.
Campon China; sun. 1613: a. :2. Compound, Concan, 189, ii, twice; ann. 1598 : a. v. Canal-a.
188, i, 3 times. 118, i; ann. 1602: av. Pagoda (c), 502, i;ann.
Campong Malayo; ann. 1811: s. r. Compound, 1612: s, v. Raja, 571, ii

;

ann. 1614: s. r.
188, ii

.

Car'iai'a, 118, i, 3 times, 8. v. Carnatic, 126, i;

Campoo ; s. v. 117, i; ann. 1800: a. v. Pultun, ann. 1615 : s. v, Canara, 118, i; ann. 1616 :

846, i; ann. 1803 : e. v. 117, i, twice. a. v. Lingam, 395, i, twice; ann. 1623 and. 1672
Cmnpoy; a. 0. Tea, 691, i. (4 times): 8. v. Canara, 118, ii

;

ann, 1673:
Company; ann. 1349: a. v. Macheen, 406, i. a, v. Carnatic, 126, i, twice; ann. 1726 and
Camton; ann. 1535 : s. v. Canton, 121, ii. 1727: a. v. Cal'iara, 118, ii
;

ann. 1760: s. v.
Camucones; ann. 1704: a. v. Upas, 730, ii. Hendry Kendry, 314, i; ann. 1786: s. z‘.
Camysa; ann. 1498: 0.x. Cameeze, 116, i. Gardee, 278, ii; ann. 1800: s. v. Bandy, 44,
Can ; ann. 166— : s. r. Peking, 526, i. ii; ann. 1835: a. z'. Poon, 547, i; ann. 1873 ;

9
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a. v. Gel-e1 Districts, 137, ii
;

ann. 1885: a
.

v.

Sccly, 855, i, s. v. Toucan, 863, ii
.

Cunara; a. v. 117, i.

Canal-ii; am. 1552 (6 times) anl 1572 (twice):
8. v. Genera, 118, i.

Cameras; ann. 1602: s. v. Goa, 290, i.

Canarese; s. c. Bacanore, 33, ii
,

a. v. Bndega (b),
31, ii

,

twice, a. v. Bamboo, 4), ii
,

twice, a. 0,

0:16am, 117, ii
,

8. v. Carnatic, 125, ii
, twice,

a. v. Catechn, 133, i, s. v. Curry, 217, ii
,

a. v.

Dravidian, 251, ii, 3. 1:. Ginger, 286, ii
,

9. v.

Gour (b),208, i, s. v. Hullia, 326, ii, a. 0. Jack,

335, ii, 8.1,‘. lllalayzilam, 417, i, a. v. Paddy,
495, ii

,

s. v. Papaya, 511, ii
,

a. v. Parbntty,

512, ii, a. v. Patola, 520, ii
,

a. v. Poon, 54-7, i,

a. v. \Vootz, 742, i, twice, a. v. Betta, 762, ii
,

a. v. Gaurian, 800, i; ann. 1552 : a. v. Canara,
118, i; ann. 1578: a. v. Datnrs, 231, i; ann.
1885: a. v. Seed)’, 855, i.

Canal-i ; ann. 1516: a. v. Canara, 117, ii; ann.
1602 : a. v. Kennery, 365, i.

Canaries; ann. 1553: a. v. Moluccas, 111, i.

Cunarij; a. v. Cerium, 117, ii
;

son. 1552: a. v.

Canara, 118, i.

Canarim; ann. 1535: e. v. Csi'iara, 117, ii, 118, i.

Canarin; a. v. 771, ii, twice; ann. 1553: s. v.
Coco, 176, i ; ann. 1563 : a. v. Curu'nboln, 123,

i, s. v. Jack, 338, i, a. v. Sallrou, 589, ii ; ann.

1578: a. v. Mort-de-chien, 410, ii, ~15), i;

ann. 1672: a. v. Genera, 118, ii.

Canal-inc; ann. 1531: a. v. Bombay, 766, ii; ann.
1801: s. v. Gentoo, 281, ii.
Oanarium strictum; a. v. Dammer, 228, ii.

Cauat; ann. 1616 : a. v. Conant, 118, ii.

Canatick; ann. 1673: s. v. Caruatic, 126, i, 3

times.

Conant; a. v. 118, ii
,

a
.

0. Fly, 271, i; ann.
1792 and 1793: s. 'u. 118, ii.
Canny ; ann. 1807 2 a. v. Cawnoy, 136, i, 8 times.

Canbaya; 160, i, footnote ; ann. 1543 : a. z‘.

Mosque, 452,ii; ann. 1554: a. v. Bombay, 77, ii.

Ganchanis; ann. 1799: s. v. Guuchunee, 217, i.

Oancoply; ann. 1680: a. v. Conicopoly, 783, i.

and ii.

Cincoply; son. 1680: s. v. Couieopoly, 783, i.

Cancrelat; s. v. Cockroach, 175, i.

Candahar; a. v. 118, ii
, 119, i, twice, 771, ii:

ann. 1676 : a. 0. Afghan, 5, i; ann. 1857:
s. v. Hing, 318, ii.

Candaharians ; ann. 155-1 : a. v. Beiramee, 61, i.

Candakeen; ann. 1613: a. v. Dungaree, 255, i.

Candsor; ann. 1671: a. v. Cundnhar (a), 771, ii.

Csndar ; ann. 1552 : s. z‘. Candahar, 119, i.

Cundareen; s. v. 119, i, a. v. Mace (b), 404-, ii
.

Canlaulah; ann. 1825: s. v. Cnlyan, 114, ii;
ann. 1826: s. v. Ghent (b), 282, i.

(To be continued.)

MISCELLANEA.
SPADES AND DRAGONS.

A STUDY IN CURRENCY.

Bananas of the commercial columns in the
Indian daily papers will be familiar with the fact
that the exchange rate 01 sovereigns is usually the
subject of two quotations, “dragons ” bearing a
value that falls short of the price of other sove.
reigns by an mma or two. The Englishman, who
has been accustomed to pay out his gold coins at

home without considering whether they bear a

dragon or acoat of arms on the reverse, is puzzled
to find, now that sovereigns are coming into use

in this country, that the market value of the coins
varies with the device that they bear. It will,
perhaps, be no less a subject for surprise to him
to learn that these same sovereigns are commonly

referred to by the natives who handle them as
1‘guineas" —- an epithet which at first seems a
trifle misplaced ; in fact, it may occur to him that
the only reason discernible for calling a. sovereign
a guinea is that it is not a guinea ; and he will be
disposed to decide that this is hardly adequate.

With reference to the first of these conundrums,
the difi‘erential value of sovereigns, varying in

favour of those not hearing a dragon on the
reverse, enquiries in the Bombay market have
elicited the information that, in the opinion of many
merchants and brokers of the Western Metropolis,
the gold contained in the “spade” sovereigns
(“ spade” is a useful term for denoting the sove
reigns stamped with the Royal arms on a shield
of spade shape) is of better touch than that of the
“ dragons.” The opinion is not confined to the
bazars, but is shared by experts in currency
questions. This conviction induces purchasers of
these coins who intend using them for ornamental
purposes, such as forming a. necklace by stringing
a number of them together, an ornament much
aifected by the fair-sex in India, to ofier an anna
or two more than the market rate for dragon
sovereigns in order to secure the more favourite

coin known as a spade guinea.

There is another reason why the " spade” sove

reign is more appreciated for ornamental purposes
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than its fellow. Musalmans prefer it
- on account of

the “ Sunnah” or behest of the Prophet which

discourages the wearings of any cfligy made in the
likeness of a living thing, and equally forbids the
possession of pictures or portraits capable of being

so described. There was, itwonldsecm, sufiicient

reason for the issue and enforcement of this
behest in the early days of Islam. The conversion
wholesale of many of the tribes of Arabia'to the
tenets of the Founder of this religion was not

unoccasionally carried out with a.rapidity that left
some of the many new converts spiritually little

changed in more than the name of their faith, and
was for this reason marked by no little back
sliding into idolatrous practices on the part of

these half-fledged. Muslims.

without difliculty at once divest themselves entire

ly of their early beliefs, dear to them through
long practice and hereditary instinct. The primi

tive form of worship discarded by these converts

would appear to have been of the nature of

fetish-worship, that early stage in the evolution
of religion which may perhaps be described as
Panthcisrn in its esoteric aspect and exoterically
Polytheistic, known in modern scientific language
as Animism.

These " cx-Animists." then, were wont to carry
about their persons rude images of their former

gods, and, while seemingly bowing down to the
Unseen Allah, would secretly worship the for
bidden but more familiar deity of their forefathers.
It was in order to strengthen these waverers and
backsliders that the famous “Sunnah” against
the use of pictures and efiigies was promulgated
by the Prophet.‘ '

It will be seen that this “behest” furnishes a

good reason why the orthodox Musnlman should

select the “ spade” sovereign in preference to the
“ dragon.” Critics may urge that the “ spade”
sovereign also bears an image, that of the Queen
or her predecessor, on the obverse. This is true,
yet it will be found to be in no way inconsistent
with the explanation already given. The Sunnah
aimed against images has, by a wise convention,
been held not to apply to an incomplete efligy
such as a head or bust alone. Expediency seems
to have called for this latitude in the application
of the law, for otherwise an orthodox Musalman
would only be in position to receive payment in
coin at a sacrifice of his religious scruples against
the medium in which payment is tendered.
Without wishing to libel the Mahomedan “ in the
street,” the presumption may be hazarded that

These could not ,

his religious scruples would stand but a poor
chance in such a. contingency.

Thus, a preference for the metal from which
they have been coined and the absence of St.

George ’s famous battle scene from the reverse

are possibly to no little extent responsible for
the higher quotations or sovereigns of the spade

type. Other reasons may be known to residents in
India. who have had their attention drawn to the
subject of this note. I have not so far been able to
discover them in Bombay. The origin of the term
“guinea” for the sovereign, a name that is
coming into use in many parts of the country
where it was formerly unknown, on account of
natives becoming for the first time familiar with

sovereigns, a familiarity traceable to the working
of the Currency Act- which recently made them

legal tender in India, is prcsumablyto be explained
as a survival from the days when guineas were in

circulation. I learn from Captain Hudson,

1
. M. S., of Her Majesty’s Mint in Bombay, that

from 1760 to 1785 the guinea in circulation bore
the effigy of George III. on the obverse, with in
scription Dei Gralia ; the reverse showing the

Royal Arms, including the Fleur de Lys, and
inscribed 1774, MB-F. at H. Rex F.D., B. et
L. D. S. R., I.‘ A. T. et E. The arms were
quartered on a scutcheon of irregular shape. From
1787 to 1798 a new guinea, bearing the same

obverse and stamped in reverse with the Royal
Arms in a spade, was in use. The inscription on
the reverse was as before.

The modern spade sovereign is, therefore,

sufficiently like its predecessor, the guinea, to

suggest a reason for the use of the term by
natives in describing it. By an extension of the
word such as we are familiar with in the East,
0. g., kirk-it from cricket, and so applied to tennis

and other games played with a ball, 00.,
" guinea"

now denotes sovereigns of all designs — an
instance of the development of the common

noun which may be interesting to philologists as

representing the process by which originally the

common term was evolved in speech.

It. E. Esrnovss.

November 23rd, 1900.

[ I understand that in Calcutta “ guinea” has
since the introduction of the Currency Act. come
to mean a sum of fifteen rupees, just as “ 801d
mohur ” has long been made to stand for sixteen

"W905 and
“ pagoda " for three and half

rupees. -— R. C. TEMPLE-:1

l This information has been kindly supplied by Khan Bahadur Fazlullah Latfullah.
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NOTES ON INDIAN HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

BY J. F. FLEET, 1.0.8. (Barn), Pa.D., C.I.E.

The places mentioned in the British Museum plates of Vlra-Satyesrayadeva.

HIS record has been published by me, with a lithograph, in Vol. XIV. above, p. 140 ii.
It puts forward the name of a king vlra-satyabrayadéva, son of Govindaraya, whom

it describes as the supreme lord of Kalyanapura the best of towns, as a sun to the water-lily
(flowering in the daytime) that was the family Of the Ghfilukyas, and as born in the
sbmavalhba or Lunar Race. And it further describes him as reigning at Kalyanapura, and
as being engaged, at the time when the record was issued, in a state progress through the

southern territories,1 in the course of which his camp was pitched2 near (the temple of) the

god Kopesvara.

Kalyanapura is the modern Kalyani in the Nizam's Dominions.a And the record thus
represents Vira-Satyaérayadé va as a descendant and successor of the great Western Chzilukya
kings, whose dynasty came to an end about A. D. 1190. It must be remarked that it is not
quite certain that this record is a genuine one. All that can be said for the present, however,
on this point, is, that there is no particular reason why there should not have been a prince

Vira-Satyiisrayadéva, —- in, say, the thirteenth or fourteenth century A. D.,‘ which is the

period to which the composition of this record may be referred, ——claiming Chfllukya descent,

and possessing a certain amount of power over some of the territories that had formed part of

the Western Chfllnkya kingdom, though he certainly cannot have been actually reigning as a

paramount king at Kalyani.

The record goes on to recite that, on a specified day in the Bhiva .saiiwatsara, with which.
however, no year of an era is coupled,5 there was granted, apparently by VirarSatyfiirayadéva
himself, a village named Selagflra, in a. district called the Mirinje three-hundred kampana,
and in a group of villages described as the Kofigulavali twelve.“ It divides the whole village
into certain properties. Of these, one, called the manncya-sthalavritti, seems to be specified as

assigned to a certain Bhimarfiya, the madahastipddaralcahapdlaka or captain of the guards of

elephants.7 Another was set apart for the purposes of the ashltabhéga-téjali-wdmya. Others

were assigned to the Millasthiina god, to the Jinzllaya or Jain temple, to the god Mailiradéva,
and to the god Brahmadéva. Others were assigned to the Ndgigdvupgla or headman of the

group of villages, and to a certain Bireyanilyaka, the M61‘ or keeper of the garden of tho

)ldlasthéna god, and to the Sonmira or goldsmith, the Dvdrapdlya or gatekeeper, and the

l Dckshiamdiiduarn-digvijaya-ydtrd ; see .E'p. Ind. Vol. VI. p. 51, note 5.
s Ku'takam-ulkalila, or kataka mutkalita. ; see page 220 above, note 36.
3 See my Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts (in tho Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I. Part 11.), p. 335,

note 1, and p. 427, note 3.
4 See some remarks, in connection with Sémudéva and Kiimvadévarilya, in note 22 on page 207 above. — Fm

some possibilities regarding the actual date of the present record, see the next note.
5 The full details of the date are the Bhfwa sariwatsara, and Jyaishtha krlshna 7 coupled with Saéivfira

(Monday). — In A. D. 1274, in the Bhilva mmvatmra according to the system current in the part of the country to
which this record belongs, the given tiihi began at about 14 hrs. 40 min. after mean sunrise (for Ujjain) on
Monday, 28th May. But there is no apparent reason why the kiln’ should be coupled, for a time more than two
hours after sunset, with the day on which it began. -— In A. D. 1214, 1334, and 1894, the given tithi did not touch a
Monday at all. -- In A. D. 1454, the month Jyaishtha was intercalary ; and, in the second Jysishtha, the given tithi
ended at about 12 hrs. 82 min. after moan sunrise on Monday, 17th June. But the acceptance of this result, or of any
later one, would probably entail the stamping of the record as a spurious one.
6 This part of the record might be taken, at first sight, as meaning that a grant was made of all the villages

included in the group. But the real intended purport of the mention of the Koizgulavali twelve seems to be simply
to define further the exact subdivision, of the three-hundred district, to which the village of Sclagfira belonged. The
language of the record is ungrammsticnl.
1 Pddamkaha is exclaimed in Monier-Williams' Sanskrit Dictionary as meaning, in the plural, ‘armed men who

run by the side of an elephant in battle to protect its feet.’
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Nziaviya or barber.B And the last assignment was made, according to the text, to the uminn'lui.

This word, however, which means ‘the ring-finger,’° must be a mistake for andmika, meaning

the Mahzirs, Mfings, Chémbhfirs, etc.

The record then proceeds to define the boundaries of Selagdra. And here it places, on

the north-east, the junction of the three villages of Kofigulavali, Borevali, and Selagdra;

on the south-east, the junction of Madubavi, Vorabali, and Sclagfira; on the west-south-west,

the junction of Beluvelike, Madakunike, and Selagxira; and, on the north-west, the junction

of Koiigulavali, Beluvanike, and Selagfira. In this passage mention is also made, in line 40,

of a village named Viradharavuna.l somewhere on the east of Selagara, and, in line 45, of a

hill named Dharagiri or Baragiri, which touched the boundary of Madakunike and was

somewhere between the south-east and the west-south-west, and, in line 49-50, of a hill named
Audharagiri, which was somewhere towards the west, and, in lines 50, 52, of a hill named
Undraparvata, Undragiri, which was somewhere on the north-west.

'

Mirifije is, of‘ course, the modern MirajI the chief town of the Senior Miraj State in the
Southern Marzithfi Country, in lat. 16° 49’, long. 74° 42’, about twenty-eight miles towards the

cast-by-north from Kolhiipur. And the Mirinje three-hundred kampana of this record was

perhaps the head-quarters subdivision of the Mirifije territory, which seems to be described

elsewhere as a three-thousand province.lo

Kongulavali is the ‘ Kongnoolse ' of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), — the ‘ Kog

noli ’ of the Postal Directory of the Bombay Circle (1879), and of the Deccan Topographical
Survey sheet No. 90 (1883),11 — the village-site of which is eighteen miles east-north-east
from Miraj. The word z'ali represents, of course. va_l_li, = halli, pa_l_li, ‘a. settlement, an abode,
a hamlet, a village.’ And we may take the old name of the village as Kor'lgulavalli, and the
modern name as Konganoli.l2

SeIagara is the ‘ Surgul’ of the Atlas sheet, and the ‘ Salgar’ of the Postal Directory
and the Topographical sheet, about one mile and a quarter on the south of Koiiganoli.1s The

name of Borevali has disappeared ; and the lands of this village seem to have been incorporated
into the eastern lands of Salgar. Madubavi is ‘Mudbawee,’ ‘ Madbhav,’ —- standing, no
doubt, for Madbavi, llladbhdvi,“I —- six and a half miles towards the south-south-east from
Salgar : it is now separated from Salgar by the lands of ‘ Bomniil,’ ‘Arlihatti,’ and ‘ Shirur :'
and some of these lands probably represent Vorabali, the name of which, again, has disappeared.
Beluvalike or Beluvanike is ‘ Bellokhee,’ ‘ Belankhi,’ — of which the real spelling seems to
be Belwanki, — three miles on the south-west of Salgar. The name of Madakunike, also,
has disappeared, unless the village is represented by ".llutkoonkce,’ ‘ Matkunki,’ about seven

teen miles away towards the west-north-west from Snlgar: that, however, with six or seven

' Read, more correctly, sdndr, Dvfirapdlu, and Nhfiivt'.
' See Vol. IV. above, p. 85. The verse about the andmikd is also to be found in Peterson's Second Report on

Sanskrit MSS. p. 62, where it is quoted from the anthology of Harikavi called Harihdrdrali.
1“ Soc Vol. XXIX. above, p. 277, note 22.
11 One would think, at first, that this form of the name is purely a mistake. But Capt. West’s Memoir of the

States 0/ the Southern Maratha Country (1869) mentions, in Appendix B., p. 84, a village named 'Kognolee,‘ which
seems to be this one; and the Postal Directory presents both as ‘Kognoli’ and as ‘Kongnoli’ the name of another
Kliibganoli in the Chikbdi tilluka of the Belgaum district, about forty-six miles south-west-by-west from the one with
which we are concerned. And it seems, therefore, that both forms of the name are really current.
1" The name of the other Koiiganoli, in the Chikbdi tilluka (see the preceding note), is certified in Bombay P1'1"‘

as being spelt with the dental n in the third syllable. But for that, I should have been inclined to take the l in
KnEf/ulfl, also, as standing for Z, and so to take the old name as Kotgulavalli, passing into Konganolli; compare

Beluvallke in line 46-47 of the record, and Beluvapike in line 49, which latter form strongly suggests that the record
really means Belnvalike in the first passage.
13 I take all the distances, of course, from village-site to village-site. The lands of Konganoli and Salgar touch

each other.
1‘ The Rev. F. Kittel‘s Kannada-English Dictionary gives only bdvi as the tadbhava-iorm of the Sanskrit vdpi.

‘ B

pond. tank, pool, well.’ Reeve and Sanderson's Dictionary gives both brie-i and bhdri. And I know that. in the
Be‘gmnm district at any rate, the form bhtil'i, with the aspirated bh, is used more freely than the other form.
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' other villages now intervening, seems almost too far away to be concerned in the present matter;

and it appears more likely that the lands of the Madakunike of the record are now represented

by the lands of the
‘ Kuktoli’ of the Topographical sheet, about five miles towards the north

west-by-west from Salgar. The name of Vh'adharavuna, again, has disappeared. Dharagiri

or Baragiri seems to denote the range of hills, seen best in the Atlas sheet, which comes close up
on the west to ‘ Lingnoor,’ ' Lingnur,’ seven miles towards the south-west-by-south from Salgar.

Andharagiri is probably the isolated hill close on the north-west of Belwanki. And the Undre
parvata or Undragiri must be the bill now known as Juna-Panhala or Old Panhala, about
three and a half miles west-by-north from Salgar.l5

The Kongulavalli twelve, originally belonging entirely to the Mirifije country, seems to
have been now very much split up in respect of ownership. According to the Topographical
sheet, Konganoli belongs to the Junior Miraj State; Salgar and Junii-Panhiila belong to Sahgli;
Madbavi or Madbhavi belongs to Ghdrpade ;.and Belwanki belongs to the Athni taluka.

As noted above, the record asserts that, when the grant was made, Vira-Satyfiérayadéva
was encamped near the god Kopesvara. This means that he was at Koppam, a. famous
battle-field of the Western Ghfilnkyas and the Chélas. And I shall shew on another occasion
that Koppam is the modern Khidrapur, in the Kolhiipur territory, near the confluence of the

Krishna and the Dildh-Gaiigfi. Not far away, there .was Kfldalsar'ngam, another famous battle
field of the same two foes. And in the same neighbourhood there was Karandai, which is the
modern Ifichal-KarafljlI where the Chola king Rfijakésarivarina-Virarajéndra I. expected
the Chzllukya king Ahavamalla-Somésvara I. to come in order to fight him once again at
Kfidalsamgam."

The places mentioned in the spurious Wadgaon plates.

This record- is No. 36 in the list of Spurious Records on page 218 above. It deserves, for
various reasons, to be edited. But it has not yet been so dealt with. And I quote it, chiefly for
geographical purposes, from ink-impressions made by me in 1891, when the original plates were
sent to me by Khaln Bahiidl'lr Meherjibhai Kuvarji Tarapurwala, Diwiln of Kdlhfipnr. The
original plates were then in the possession of Baibz‘iji and Raghu, sons of Krishna. Tapkiré, of
Wadgaon in the Altém subdivision of the Kdlhapur State. And they were, presumably,
returned to those same persons, when they were sent back by me.

The record claims, in the first place, a grant which, it asserts, was made by a Bashtrakuta
king Amoghavarsha, by whom, however, it really means Indra III.1 It says that he had
come to Kurunda. for the purpose of celebrating the festival of his coronation; that is to say,
that ‘he had come to Kurundwdd, which place is mentioned in the same way in the Nansziri
grants of A. D. 915, which tell us that Indra III. was then at Kurundaka for the festival of
his coronation.z And it claims that, on a specified day in the Bahndhzinya saiiwatsara, Saka
Sar'nvat 720 expired, falling in A. D. 798, after performing a mahdydga or great sacrifice at the
time of conquering the Dravila Rajéndrachoda, he granted to a. thousand and one Brzihmans,
of whom only one is specified, namely Mfidhavachauvveradikshita of the Kannada lineage and

15 The Gazetteer of the Bombay Prnidmcy, Vol. XXL, Belguum, p. 551, speaks of this as the “ Belvanki or Old
Panhéla Hill,” and places it " about six miles north-west of Athni,“ and mentions a cave in it, dedicated to the god
Siddhéévara. This account, however, seems to confuse it in sonic way with the hill at Belwanki. This latter hill is
about sixteen miles towards the north-westlby-north from Athni. Junfi-Panhéla is about eighteen miles from Athnl,
and more to the north-west. It is not included in the lands of Belwanki, which, in fact, it hardly touches at all.
And the Topographical sheet shows it as having a temple of ‘Girling.’
*6 See South-Ind. lmcn. Vol. III. p. 69, and note 2. 1 See note 73 on page 218 above.
2 Jam‘. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc, Vol. XVIII. p. 268. Kurundwfid is only about one hundred and seventy miles from

the capital Manyakhéta-Mdlkhed. -—While awaiting the first proofs of this paper, I have noticed that the identifica
tion of the Kurnndakn. of the Nausfirt records with Kurundwad had already been suggested, doubtingly, in the
Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I. Part I. p. 132, note. where, however, the name was wrongly taken a.
Kurundalla- The local Wadgaon record, though spurious, suffices to make the identification certain.
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the Kaéyapa gétm, — Karahata-chatusahasraa—vishay-fintaré MalJakagrama-tridmia-madhyé
Krishnavemna-mahfinadi-pfirvvwdig-bhfigé Yeleyavapi-nama-gréma, -— “the village named
Yeleyavapi, in the Karahata four-thousand province, in the mallakagrama thirty, on the
east of the great river Krishnaverna." The record asserts that the king gave the village
as a mahdg'rahdra or “great ag'rahdra,” (to be enjoyed according to) the tribhégdbhyantarasiddhi,
that is to say, on a joint tenure by Brahmans, by a god or gods, and by a private person,‘ and
that he gave with it its hamlet called Dvijapalli, on the north of it, apparently consisting of
twelve houses laid out according to the measure of seven cubits (haste). And, in addition
to saying that each of the Brahman donees received twelve nivartanas of land, it mentions
a tenement of one thousand m'vartanas according to the rod (dapda) of twelve spans (vitasti),
which it specifies as prabhusdmya, or “the property of the lord (of the village),"5 and
a tenement of four thousand nivartanas, which it specifies as de'vadc‘ya, or “the portion
of the gods.”

The appellation Krishnaverna is already well known as one of the variants of the epigra
phic name of the river Krishna.‘ And we need say nothing further about the river here.
except that, with the description of it in this record as mahlnadi, “the great river," we have
to compare the Kanarese word penIog-e, also occurring as pelduz-e, again meaning “ the great
river," and used to denote the Krishna, without even requiring to be attached to the name of
the river.7 Also, the Karahata four-thousand is known as a territorial division which took
its name from the ancient name of Karhad, the head-quarters of the Karhad tilluka of the
Satan“: district.a

We have, therefore, to find the village, claimed by the record. somewhere within a reason~
able distance from Kai-had, and on the east of the Krishni. And, with these facts to guide us,
(and with the help of some of the details given in the passages in this record which define the
boundaries of Yeleyavapi, we find that Yeleyavapi is the modern Yelavi, -- the ' Yellavee ’ of
the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), and the 'Yelavi' of the Bombay Survey sheet No. 270
1895), — the village-site of which is about five miles on the west of Tasgaon. the head-quarters
of the Tasgaon talnka of the Satori‘: district, and three miles from the east bank of the Krishna,
and twenty-seven miles towards the southeeast-by-east from Karhad.

Among the villages mentioned, and capable of identification, in the passage defining the
boundaries of Yeleyavfipi, we have first Nimbani, somewhere on the east of Yeleyavapi; this is
the modern ‘ Nimnee,’ ‘Nimni,’ of the maps, the village-site of which is three miles south-east- "

by-east from Yelfivi, and the name of which we may safely take as Nimni. Mention is next
made of a village named Uragagrama, “ the village of snakes,” or Pashanbragagrama, “ the

village of rock-snakes (?)," somewhere on the south of Nimbani;9 this name, in either form,
seems to be a rather fanciful substitute for Nfigagrfima, which would be exactly represented by
Nagaon, also called Nagaon-Nimni, about one mile south of Nimni. Further on, mention is
made of a. village named Panaba, somewhere on the north-west of Yeleyaviipi; this is

3 Read cbatulwaharw. ‘ See Vol. XIX. above, p. 271.
5 Mention is often made of the Prabhu of a village; for instance, in the cases 0! Mlldhava, the Pmbhu of

Mflnilryavalll-Manigavalli-Managoli (Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 21), and Echagavunda, the Pmbhu of Abhnldr-Ablflr (ibid.
p. 231). And we also have the mention of a Mahdpmbhu of an agrahdra (ibid. p. 22). The office was evidently that
of the grlmddhipati, referred to in Mdnavadharnmédrtra, vii. 115. which says I — "Let him (the king) appoint a
lord of one village (grtimakya adhipati), and :1 lord of ten villages, and a lord of twenty, and a lord of a hundred,
and 0. lord of a thousand.” But, whether the functions of a Prabhu or Gremddht'pati of a village were the same as

those of a Gauda. Plltil, or village-Madman, or what they were, has not yet been made clear.
5 See page 376 below. ‘I See Ep. Ind. VoL V. p. 169, note 6, and Vol. VI. p. 258. ' See page 377 below.
' The text has dakahinatalt pdahdnfiraga-nfima-grdma—pdschimatalh Bk!- The language of this part of the record is -

not altogether grammatical. And reference is made several times, further on, to such land-marks as pdshdun,
' a stone,’ mah-drliclha-harti-pdshdna, ‘ a stone bearing the representation of a great elephant with a rider on it,’ and

1 ixhdrym-pufija, ‘ a heap of stones.’ And so, perhaps, we ought to divide the text, and understand it as meaning “ a
stone and the village named Uragagrama.” But, if there is any Native term corresponding to our ‘rock-snake,‘
then the name may certainly be taken as Pfishanoragagnima.
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‘ Pulloos,’ ‘ Palus,’ about four and a half miles towards the north-west from Yelzlvi. Further
on, we have a village named Yanduli 0r Yanduli, somewhere on the north-east of Panasa; this '

is ‘Andlcc,’ ‘Andhali,’ three and a half miles towards the north-north-cust from ‘ Pulloos,’
‘ Palus,’ and six and a. half miles towards the north-north-wcst from Yoh'ivi. And finally we

have a village or hamlet named Turuturapalli, which seems to be represented by the modern
‘Toorchee,’ ‘ Turchi,’ three miles north-east-by-east from Yehlvi.

Other villages mentioned in the same passage, are, Utsavagri‘ima, Bhaguadhannrgrama,
a deserted (.411nyu.) hamlet named 'l‘hanuambiipallikd, and Tdvrachiilagrama. These names, and

that of the hamlet Dvijapalli, seem to have now disappeared. At any rate, the maps do not
present anything answering to them.

So, also, the maps do not present any name answering to that of Mallakagrama. the

village from which thegroup of villages known as the Mallakagrdma thirty'took its appella
tion.l0 And it does not appear that the name Mallakagrama can be a translation of Tiisgaon.
And it hardly seems likely that the name of Tfisgaon, can be a corruption of Tisgaon, ‘thirty

village.’ But the maps show, about five and a half miles on the north of Taisgaou, a large

village called Visapur, the name of which is capable of, meaning
‘ twenty-town.’ 11 It appears

that the Tiisgaon jdgir, which existed prior to 1848, consisted of eleven villages.12 And

I suspect that, at some time or another, the original group of thirty villages was broken up into
two groups, one of ten villages headed by Tiisgaon, and one of twenty villages headed by.

Visiipur, and that the name of Mallakagrdma then disappeared.

It may be added that, after the passage defining the boundaries of Yeloyavflpi, the record
goes on to say that a. certain Subhatunga, also called 'I'uliga and Gandamartauda and

perhaps Kogaqla or Koganqla, laved the feet of Varoévarapandita, and made certain allotments

of land to various temples and for other purposes. By the name Gandamfirtanda, we know

that the record here means the Boshtrakflta king Krishna 111.,13 a successor of Indra III.
The details of these allotments, added together, amount to five thousand nit'arlanas. And this

part of the record thus seems to put forward a subsequent redistribution of the two tenements

of one thousand nivartana-s and four thousand nivartanas, which, according to the first part.

were reserved as prabhusdmya and dévaddya. The record concludes by claiming to have been

written by Sarvadéva, a. servant of Aghbvallabha (sic) of the Rate. (sic) lineage.

. The places mentioned in the Karhad plates of A. D. 959.

This record has been edited by Dr. Bhandarkar, with a facsimile lithograph, in Ep. Ind.

Vol. IV. p. 278 if. It recites that, on a specified day in the Kiilayukta smiwatsara, Saka-Smhvflb
880 (expired), falling in A. D. 959, the Rashtrakuta king Krishna 111., whp was then encamped

at Mélptlti, granted to a great ascetic named Gaganasiva, a pupil of the Achdrya léfinaéiva who

was the Stha'napati or head of the establishment of the god Valkaléévara of Karahata and had

issued from the Karafijakhota succession (of teachers), a village named Kaiikélii in a group

of villages known as the Kalli twelve which was attached (p'ratibaddha) to the Karahata
province (vishaya). The boundaries of Kaiikém are specified. And we are told that they were

on the north and cast a river named Kanhavannd, and on the south and west two villages the

names of which, according to the published text, were [Péndullrér'n and Adhéih.

Mélpdti is the village which is still known as Mélpddi, in ‘the Chittfir taluka of the North

Arcot district, Madras Presidency. The Karahata of this record,
however, is certainly the

modern Karhad in the Satdra district, Bombay Presidency,1 where the plates themselves were

1° ‘Mullengaon,’
‘ Malangéon,’ a small village on the east bank of the Agrani river, about eleven miles on the

east of Tdsgaou, does not seem to answer any
of the required conditions. And ‘Mulgaon,’

‘ Mdlgaon,’ alarge

village about five miles north-east-by-east from
Miraj, certainly does not. -

1‘ Vild means ‘an aggregate of twenty considered as an unit by simple men in counting or reckoning, a score ;’

for instance, pdfich vied rupayé,
“ five score rupecs:” see Molesworth and Candy's Mai-11th‘:Dictionary, under oil/1,

1’ See the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. XIX., Siltllrfi, pp. 350, 853.
15 See Er. Ind. Vol. V1. p. 179.

1 Regarding Karhid and the Karahfit-a territory, see page‘877 3. below,
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found in digging out the foundations of an old and dilapidated house. And we have to find the
villages that are named in the record, somewhere within a reasonable distance from Karhz‘id.

Dr. Bhandarkar was informed2 that there is a village of the name of Kankl, now included
in the Junior Miraj State, some miles to the south-east of Karhzid; and also that that village is
bounded on the south by a village named Pandflr, and on the west by a village named Ldhi.
It was indicated to him that these villages are in the neighbourhood of a river now called the
Agranl. He was further told that there is also a village of the name of Kalli in the vicinity.
And, finally, he was told that the twelve villages of which Kalli is or was the chief, have now
the following names : -—

1, Kalli. 5, ions. 9, Khatfiv.
2, Kaiiki. 6, Salgar. 10, Nigndr.
3, Ajfira. 7, Békoiiki. 11, Pandrégiilhv (Pandi'lr I");
4, Sijur. 8, Tim. 12, Tai‘vsi.

This information is very circumstantial. But an examination of the details of it
,

with the help

of maps, very soon shews that it is purely imaginative. The Agranl river is a small river the
name of which figures as ‘ Agurnee’ in the Indian Atlas sheet No, 40 (1852), as ‘ Agrun ’ in the
Bombay Survey sheet No. 270 (1895), as ‘Agarni’ in the Survey sheet No. 301 (1897), and as

‘ Agurni ’ in the Survey sheet No. 302 (1897). It rises near Khfimipur, which is twelve miles on the
east of Vita (Vitér'n), the head-quarters of the Khllnfipur tz‘ilnks of the Siitiu-fi district, and is about
thirty-fire miles on the east of Karhi‘id. And, flowing southwards, it eventually joins the Krishna‘:
about eight miles on the south-west of Athni, the head-quarters of the Athni tfiluka of the Belgaum
district. If Kaiikém is to be found on the Agrani', the only places where that river makes so

decided a bend that it could form both the northern and the eastern boundaries of a village, are, near
the ‘Kuroolee’ of the Indian Atlas shqet No. 40, the" Ksroli

’ of the Deccan Topographical

Survey sheet No. 90 (1883),‘about eighteen miles north-eust-by-east from Miraj, or else at the
‘Kullotee' of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40, the

‘ Kaloti ’ of the Bombay Survey sheet No. 301,

twenty-five miles towards the esst-by-north from Mirsj. But neither there, nor anywhere else along

the Agrani, do the maps present any names answering in any way to the four village-namesgiven
in the record.

We can, however, identify some of the twelve villages reported to Dr. Bhandarkar as con
stituting now, or having formerly constituted, the Kalli group. They are to be found in the
Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), and the Deccan Topographical Survey sheet No. 90 (1883),
and the Bombay Survey sheet No. 301 (1897). Taking everything together, it is quite obvious
that Salgar is the village with which we have dealt on page 370 above, -— the ancient Selagfira
in the Koiigulavalli twelve in the Miriiije three-hundred Iranian-ma, -- about one mile and a

quarter on the south of Konganoli, which is eighteen miles east-north-east from Miraj. Ajfira

is ‘Ajoor,’ ‘Ajur,’ seven miles on the east of Koiiganoli, and on the other side, the east,
of the Agrani. Sijfir must be a mistake for ‘ Seepoor,’ ‘ Sipur,’ seven miles towards the south
west-by-west from Koiiganoli, or else for ‘ Seeroor,’ ‘Sirur,’ six miles on the east of Koiiga
noli. Békoiiki must be a mistake for

‘ Bellokhee,’ ‘ Belankhi,’ Belwanki, already mentioned on
page 370 above, four and a half miles south-west-by-south from Koiiganoli. Khatiiv must
be the ‘ Khuttao ’ of the Atlas sheet, - shown, however, in the Topographical sheet as
‘Kavtha,’ —- about eight miles on the south of Konganoli. Nigniir must be a mistake, either
for 'Nagnoor,’ ‘Naignur,’ eight miles towards the east-south-east from Konganoli, and. with

‘ Ajoor,’ ‘ Ajur,’ on the east of the Agrani, or else for ‘ Lingnoor,’ ‘ Lingnur,’ eight miles south

south-west from Koiiganoli. Pandrégiuhv (Pandfir ?
) must be a mistake for ‘ Pandehgaon,’

'Pandcgaon,’ about three and a half miles on the east of Konganoli. And Tavsi is ‘Taose.'

‘ Taiousi,’ a mile and a half beyond ‘ Nagnoor,’ ‘Négnnr,’ and, with it and ‘ Ajoor,’ ‘ Ajur,’ on
the east of the Agrani. This accounts for eight of the twelve names given to Dr. Bhandarkar.
As regards Adhi and Titfir, it can only be said that, while the Topographical and Survey sheets

1 See Ep. Ind. Vol. II. p. 281.
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give very full details, even of hamlets, and are not likely to have omitted any village~name that
really exists, any names answering to Adhi and Titur cannot be found, either anywhere in the
locality to which the results shewn above fix us, or anywhere else except in the case of the
‘ Adhew,’ ‘Adhiv,’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 and its quarter-sheet N. E. (1886), three
miles north-north-east from Paudharpur in the Sholzipur district. It is quite plain, however,
that Dr. Bhandarkar’s informant in some way or another hit, more or less accurately, upon
the group of villages which is referred to as the Koilgulavali twelve in the British Museum

plates of Vira-Satyfiérayadéva. But the maps do not present, anywhere in the neighbourhood
of Koiiganoli, any names answering in any way to the four villages-names given in the Karhfid
record. There is no reason for thinking that the name Koixgulavali, : Koilgulavalli-Koilganoli,
may have been evolved out of the name Kalli, and that we may identify Kalli with Koilgunoli,
and assume that the other three village-names given in the record do not now exist. And also,

whether the grant purporting to have been issued by Vira-Satyziérayadéva is genuine or not,

there are no reasons for refusing to accept the geographical details put forward in it, and for

proposing to place the Kongulavalli twelve in the Karaha'ita country instead of in the Mirifije

country.

A scrutiny of the above-mentioned and other maps, covering the whole of the territory
which may by any possibility be considered as having been included in the Karahéta country,
failed to enable me to identify the villages named, according to the published text, in the record
It then occurred to me to examine the record itself more closely. And the result is that I find
that‘, while there is no doubt about the names Kalli and Kankém, the names of the other
two villages have not been deciphered correctly.

First, as regards the name which has been read as [Pémduhéfm = Péndnrém, in line 64.
An examination of the characters d and _tthroughout the record, shows quickly that the second
akslzara is _tu, not du. The first akshara. is _a rather anomalous one. The consonant does not

resemble at all closely any 72that I'can find in the record. Nor can I find any exact likeness of it.
It might be a badly formed lingual 1}; but that letter is hardly admissible as the initial of even a
place-name. It might also be a badly formed g. But the closest similitude of it that I can find,
is the l as it stands in nabhasfal-aikn, line 3, and in kumml-dvalt'nfin, line 5. That is not the pro

per exact form of the l, which is illustrated clearly enough in the name of Kalli itself, in line 62,
or, better still, in Ital-6118s, line 32, or, again, in kshiti-talé', line 6, with a slight difference due to

the prolongation downwards of the left-hand part of the letter. But there are several places in

the record, in which the l was formed very indilferently. And it is easy to see how the form
presented in nabhasIal-az'ka, line 3, and kmnud-dualindn, line 5, was arrived at; namely, by ‘omit

ting the centre stroke, clearly recognisable even in tilakas=trail6lcya, line 3, which properly

connects the left-hand and right-hand components of the fully formed I. Here, in the village

name in line 64, we have a very close approximation to the l‘ of 'nabhastal-aika and kumud-dvalinfin.

It difiers only in that the left-hand part of the body of the letter .was formed rather too high; as
the result of which, the mdtrd or horizontal top~stroke could not be formed as fully as usual.
It is quite certain that the consonant here is l. The long sweep down in the left-hand part
of the akshara seems, -- especially if we regard its disjointedncss near the top, —- to be cer
tainlv meant to mark the vowel e, expressed here according to the older fashion as also in Kan'ikériv,

line E
3
2
,

and in various other places, instead of according to the later fashion as in Valkalé at the

end of line 59 and other places. And I therefore read this name as Lemturém, = Lenturérh.

Secondly, as regards the name which has been read as ddhém, also in line 64. The conso_

nant of the second alcshara is certainly, at first sight, somewhat like the {1h which we have in

miidh-édé-ra, line 13. But it is at least not identical with it. We have, however, another simi

litude of it, though again not an exact likeness, in the subscript chh of this record, which is

exhibited very clearly in lichchhddana, line 61, and almost as clearly in padasy=éckclxhatd, line 52.3M
' It occurs also in kn'ta'chchhriydm, line 13, and échchhétni, line 67. But in those places the aluhara was not at

all well formed.
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We have this form of the chh very clearly all through the Kant-herb plates of A. D- 1009, from
the same part of the country, published in Vol. XVI. above, p. 15 fit, with a facsimile litho
graph ; see, in particular, the full form of it in piihchha, line 6,4 and see also the combinations
chchh in lines 23, 42, 49, and 68, and ychh for ohchh in line 54. It is the form of chh from
which the modern Nz‘igari form was almost directly evolved. It diiiers from the epigraphie
gih, — which we have again in mfidhfilz in line 50 of the Kauthélil record, where, however, it
was not so well formed as it was in mfiglh-éqldrd in line 13 of the present record, — essentially
in respect of the open bend that formed the end of the db being continued to make a closed loop
with a kind of a tail below it. ‘The facsimile of the present record shows, even without a magni
fying glass, that there was the intention to complete the loop and form the tail hero, but the
ougraver’s tool was not properly driven home. It shows also a detail of a still more marked
kind ; namely, a loop in the upper part of the body of the letter, which makes the character a,
closer approximation, than even the chh. of the Kanghéiii record, to the modern ch71. And, in
short, it is quite certain that we have here an imperfectly formed chi‘, and that the name is
Lchhézh, not ddhélil.

7

Now, Karhfid is at the confluence of the Koynfi and the Krishna. We know, from var-ion;
records, that the epigrnphie name of the Krishna was Krishnavema, withsthe variants of
Krishnaveunfi, Krishuabouua, and Krishnavéui; and the form Krishnavénz’i occurs e]sewhe,.e_s
As has been stated by me in another place,0 the name was evidently derived from the conflu
ence of the Krishna and the V6135, also called Yenna, at Saiagam-Mfihuli three miles east of
Siitiira, '— just as the name of the Tuilgahhadré was derived from the confluence of the Tungi
and the Bhadra. And, whether Kanhavanna is an absolutely correct Prfikrit form of the
name, or is not so, —- (we should expect, rather, Kanhavannfi, with the lingual p), — there can
be no doubt that the Kanhavanna of this record means the Krishnaverna, that is the
Krishna.

-- t

We must, therefore, now look for the places, mentioned in the record, along the west
bank of the Krishna, at some point where there is so marked a bend in the river that it could
form both the northern and the eastern boundaries of a village. The required point, present
ing at the same time any equivalents of the names for which we are searching, can only be
found opposite the 'Kaleh’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), -— the ‘ Kala ’ of the same
sheet, N. \V. (1896), and the ‘Kala.’ of the Bombay Survey sheet No. 238 (1887), — a large
village on the Mad nullah, about six miles towards the south-by-west from Karhfid, and
two and a half miles away, at the nearest point, from the west bank of the Krishnii, The
name, thus presented in the maps, is no doubt really xalem. The Krishna, which below
Karhfid flows in the general direction of south-east-hy-south, but with many bends, makes,

opposite Kz‘iléiii, a very marked loop running two miles almost due east, two miles to the south,

and two miles back towards the west. In this loop, the maps shew ' Atkeh,’ ‘ Atka’u citka,’
on the north, on what is there ‘the south bank of the Krishnfi, and, on the south, the klzu-rd or
smaller or later ‘ Retreh,’ ‘Betta,’ on what is at that point the north bank of the river, with
the budrzikh or larger or older ‘Retreh,’ ‘Retro,’ on the opposite bank. The ¢Atkeh,’ . Atka,»
‘ Atka,’ no doubt stands for Atkélh. And I venture to take ‘ Retreh,’ ‘ Retra,’ as standing for
Betrot'n, with the lingual _I

. Retrérh-Khurd doubtless owes its existence as a separate village,M
4 The disjointed appearance of the character here, and in other places, is due to the copper pressing upwards as

the engraver's tool was driven along. This peculiarity is often noticeable in the copper-plate record‘; and it is useful
in showing where the formation of various characters began and ended.

a The form Krishnavénl occurs in also the Vishnupurdqw, see Wilson's Translation, Vol. II, pp, 130' 144; and
a footnote by the editor on p. 130 tells us that

“
Krishnavéns. seems to be almost as common a reading." Page 150

of the same presents the name Kpishuavéniias if it were the name of a separate river. And page 152 mentions a

Krishna, again as if it was a separate river. — I cannot help thinking, now, that one or other of the variant; of the
name ought to be found in the Brihat-Samhitzi, xiv. 14, where the published text gives kriahnavdlfim, which I have
taken as meaning the river Krishna and the town of

vellnra-Elldrg (see V0], XXIL “bow, p. 182). In that case, the
existence of the name would be carried back to the sixth century A. D,

I 1'31". Kan. Duo]. p. 33}, note 2
.
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not to the acquisition of additional lands by Retrélii-Budrfikh but to the establishment of a
second village-site, for the convenience of the cultivators of that part of the lands of the Original

Retréii'i which was cut off from the original village-site by the Krishna during the rains. The
area included in this loop of the river is now occupied entirely by the lands of dtkéiii

and Retréiii-Khurd. And the Survey map does not shew any name or site, even of a hamlet,
representing the ancient Kankélii. But I feel quite sure that we have here run to earth the
places mentioned in the record. There is no reason why the ancient name Kalli should not pass
into the form Kalérh. There is no difliculty about Lenturérh passing into Retrenh; as
instances of the interchangeability of Z and r, we have Pérflr, which has become Béhlr, and
Kfidalavalli, which has become Ki‘idarolifl and Nirgunda, which has become Nilgund.s And
Atkéxh probably represents, not simply Achhérh itself, but the two names Aehheih and
Kankerh: the lands of the two villages were made one; and the double name housem
Kankérh has been modified and contracted into one through some such form as dchhkém,
which would very likely come to be pronounced Atskérii, just as, in a locality not far away,
the two names Galikutti and Hzidalivfida seem to have doubled up into the modern

‘ Ghalwar,’°
or ‘ Ghalvzid,’ which is, no doubt, a mistake of the Deccan Topographical Survey sheet No. 90

(1893) for
‘ Ghalva'd.’

lI‘he Karafijakheta of this record cannot at present he conclusively identified. But, in
view of all the circumstances, it seems likely that it may be the ‘Kurunjeh ’ of the Indian
Atlas sheet No. 40, the ‘ Karanja ’ of the Bombay Survey sheet No. 270 (1895), on the east
bank of the Agrani, about thirty-eight miles towards the east-by-south from Kai-had.

The Karahata four-thousand province.

It will be convenient and useful to add here some remarks regarding the Karahata
territory, which, we know from other records, was a four-thousand. province, that is to
say, a province which included, according to fact or tradition or conventional acceptation, four
thousand cities, towns, and villages.1

The province took its name from the ancient name of the modern Kai-had or Karad, the
head-quarters of the Kai-hid talnka of the Sz‘itzlri district, Bombay Presidency, which is the
‘ Kurrar’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), and the ‘ Karad ’ of the same sheet, N. IV.
(1896), and the ‘Karzid’ of the Deccan Topographical Survey sheet No. 58 (1884), in lat.
17° 17', long. 74° 14,’, on the west bank of the Krishnzl, and at the confluence of the Koynii with

that river. In the oflicial compilation entitled Bombay Places and Common Oflicial Words (1878),
p. 47, the modern name of the town is certified as Kariid, without the h. And I have until
recently used that form. I have noticed, however, that the name is given as Kai-had, with the
h, in the Nfigarl text of the Extracts from the Péshwtis’ Diaries, Political Matters, pp. 54, 86,

118. The double Tr of the " Kurrar’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 of 1852 was evidently an
attempt to represent rh. And I have considered it desirable to adopt finally the form Karhad,
as the more correct and appropriate modern form.2

7 See Vol. XVIII. above, pp. 271, 810. ' See Ep. Ind, Vol. VI. p. 98. ' See Vol. XXIX. above, p. 278, note 28.
1 Regarding the numerical components in the ancient territorial appellations, see Vol. XXIX. above, p. 277, and

note 18.
-

‘I It is to be hoped that the gentleman who have in hand the compilation of these Extracts, will be very careful
to present in the Nllgari text the exact spelling, given in the original Diaries, of all names, whether of places or of
people, It does not much matter how they may transliterate the names in the English abstract which they give
below the Nflgsri text. The important point is that there should be extreme accuracy in reproducing the original
spelling in the Nllgari text. And. if that is duly attended to, these Extracts are likely to be of very great value from
the geographical point of view, as well as in other respects. Meanwhile, I must remark that, on page 87, the
Nfigari text gives ‘Alaté,’ with the long (1

,

which, if it really stands in the original, must be a mistake for Alatéih,
with the short a ( see Vol. XXIX. above, p. 274, and notes 5). Also, on the same page, and in various other place,

it Elves 'Kblhapnl‘i’ Where“ I doubt very much (see the same place) whether that form of the name is really to be
carried back to any such time as A. D. 1740-41, which is the date of the extract on p. 87. I also notice that p. 32
gives ‘ Silliikhi,’ which is not consistent with the ‘ Silliikhé’ On p. 85.

'
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The fullest form of the ancient name was Karahataka. We have this form in prose in the

Samfingad plates of A. D. 7543 and in the Kolhzipur inscription of A. D. 1190,‘‘ and in metre in
the 'Sravaga-Belgola epitaph of Mallishéna, written not long after A. D. 1129, in a verse which
tells us that the town was visited by Samantabhadra, and describes it as full of soldiers, rich in
learning, and crowded with people ;6 and it occurs also in metre in the Mahdbkdram, in a passage
which speaks of pdahapgla Karahdjaka, “the heretical Karahiitaka." ' The shorter form Karahata
also occurs both in prose and in verse; for instance, in prose in the Karhfid plates of A. D. 959,7
and in verse in the Miraj plates of A. D. 1058.8 With the fuller form we have to connect two
early Pralq'it forms of the name, which present also a metathesis, perhaps due either to the
pilgrims not pronouncing the name clearly or to the writers _of the records not listening atten
tively to the name that the pilgrims gave them; namely, Karahakada, which occurs in one of
the Knqg inscripti0ns,9 and Karahakata, which is met with in one of the Bharaut inscriptions.1o
From the shorter form, we have the Prfikrit form Karahaqla, which occurs, for instance, in the
Honwaid inscription of A. D. 1054.,11 which speaks of the province as the Karahada. four—thou
sand and in the Nésargi inscription of A. D. 1219, ‘where mention is made of Karahadada haste,“ the cubit of Karahada.” 12 As the town is evidently an ancient. one, and seems to have been
of great religious repute from early times, it is rather remarkable that no reference to it is
apparently to be found in the Brihat-Savhhitd, which in all probability does mention, as Kollagiri,
the not far distant town of Kollfipura-Koh'ipura-Kolhapunls

In the Karhad plates of A. D. 959, the Karahata province is simply called the Karahfita
rishaya. The Honwiid inscription of A. D. 1054, however, specifies it as Karahada-milohkdu'ro,“ the Karahada four-thousismd.”HI It is called Karahdga-chatullsahasra-vz'shaya, “ the
Karahata four-thousand province,” in the spurious Wadgaon plates.“ And it is mentioned
again as the Karahada four-thousand in a rather curious reference to ‘it in one of the Mysore
records. This last is an inscription at Harihar, of about A. D, 1165.m It gives the tradi
tional account, according to the view of one of the branches, of the origin of the Sinda family.
It says that, from the union of 'Siva with (the river) Sindhu, there was born one son, to whom
Siva gave the name of Saindhava, together with the protection of the king of serpents.
Considering that, unless he drank tiger's‘milk, his son would not become a brave man, Siva
graciously created a tigress; and so the child drank tiger’s milk, and grew up. And Siva gave
to his son the goddess Mzilatidévi, to be his companion in war, and conferred upon him the
second name of NidudGl‘a-Sinda, “the long-armed Sinda.” Then, saying that Karahalta, the
yégapitha or ‘seat of contemplation,’ 17 was the proper place for himself, he went there, and
drove out all the kings of that place, and by the strength of his arm acquired the whole terri
tor)‘. And so he, the long-armed Sinda, “the lord of Karaha‘ita the best of towns," governed
many (unnamed) countries, including the Karahada four-thousand. The peculiarity of this
reference to the place, lies in its connecting the Sindas with Karhfid. No other record, tending
that way, or carrying them in that direction at all, is as yet known, with the exception of the
Tidgundi plates of A. D. 1012 ;18 that record gives us the name of a Sinda prince Mufijariija~
déva. who is described in it as the lord of the Pratyanqlaka four-thousand country, regarding
which see page 380 below

3 Vol. XI. above, p. 112, text line 33. 1

EP_ [ML VOL 11L p. 216. text line 11.5 Ibid. p. 199, verse 7
,

and see text line 21.

6 See the verse, Digvijayaparvan, II. 81, 70, quoted by Dr. Biihler, in Vol. XIV. above, p. 3.33,

1 Ep. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 286, text line 61-62; and it was used in the derivative Kcmhdpiyal i in, of, or belonging to’
Karahilta,’ in line 59.

' Cave-Temple Inscriptions (No. 10of the brochures of the Archaeological Survey of Western India). P- 102. text line 11.

9 M. p. 16 ; and Archival. Sure. West. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 87, No. 18. 1° Vol. XXI. above, p. 228, No, 16_
11 Vol. XIX. above, p. 273, text line 44. n Jour. Bo. Dr. R. 4:. Soc. Vol. X. p. 248, text lines 65, 67.‘a Soc Vol. XXII. above, p. 182. 1‘ Vol. XIX. above, p. 273, text line 41.
u see page 372 lbw-m " l" P. S. 0,-0. Insert. N0. 119; and sec Mysore Iuscrs. p. 60,11 According to the Térdfil inscription of A. D. 1187, there were sixty-two 01 these y6gaptplm; 5% VOL XIV
above, p. 25, and text line 60.
1' E1‘. Ind. Vol. III. p. 306.
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Below Karhad, the Krishna flows, with many bends, past Walwa (Wiilwéiii) and Sfir'igli,
and near Miraj and Kurundwtd, in the general direction of south-east-by-sonth as far
as its confluence with the Dildhgar'iga, about fifty-six miles south-eashby-south from Karhzid
and thirty miles towards the west-sonth-west from Athni, the head-quarters of the Athni
tiiluka of the Belganm district. There it makes a marked turn and takes an easterly
direction, but again with many bends, as far as ‘Biddree’ in the Jamkhandi State, fifty-three
miles towards the east-quarter-south from the Di'idhgar'iga confluence and twenty-six miles
towards the south-west from Bijfipur. Beyond that point, we are not concerned with
the river on this occasion, as the Karahata four-thousand province lay on the east
and north of this part of the river Krishna between Karhad and ‘ Biddree.’ Towards the
eaet-south-east from Karhiid, it extended almost as far as Bijfipnr ; for, the Honwiid
inscription of A. D. 1054, shows19 that the Karahada four-thousand there included a district,

composed of three-hundred or two-hundred towns and villages, which took its appellation from
the ancient Kalariibaqli, which is the modern Kanabadi or Kanabadi, Kanamadi or Kanamadi,
and Kalabadi or Kalabadi, -— the ‘ Kunburree

’
of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40, and

the ‘Kalamadi’ of the Bombay Survey sheet No. 301 (1897), — in the Athni tziluka of
the Belganm district, twenty-four miles north-east~by—east from Athni, twenty-two miles
towards the west-north-west from Bijfipur, and about eighty-two miles towards the east-south

east-quarter-east from Karhfid. And the spurious Wadgaon plates show that, in its western
part, the Karahalta four-thousand included the modern Yelavi in the Tasgaon thinks of the
Sfitfira district, about five miles on the west of Tasgaon, and three miles from the east bank of
the Krishna, and twenty-seven miles towards the south-east-by-east from Kai'hlidfio Also,

between Honwad and Yelzlvi it included Badaehi, — the ‘ Bnrchee
’
of the Indian Atlas sheet

No.40, — about five miles on the east of Athni: fog, the Kokatnfir Kalachurya record of
A. D. 1174, though it does not actually mention the Karahata province, places Badachi, which
it mentions by the ancient name of Vattaehi, in the Kanamwade district (r1650) ;31 and this
statement refers, of course, to the Kalaiiibadi three-hundred or two-hundred, which we have
mentioned, just above, as included in the Karahata four-thousand. These are, apparently, the
only places that we have at present, to identify and locate in the Karahfita four-thousand. I do
not overlook the Kalli group of twelve villages, -—-mentioned in connection with the Kai-shits
province in the Karhzlcl plates of A. D. 959, — which we have localised on the west bank of
the Krishna.22 This, however, is not in any way opposed to what has been said above ; namely,
that the Karahata four~thousand lay on the east and north of the Krishna. The Karhfid record
explicitly describes the Kalli twelve, not as antargata or antarvartz'n, "lying in ” the Karahzita
province, but as pratibaddha, "attached to

” it. And it is plain that the Kalli twelve was not
in the Karahiita province proper, but was an outlying annexe to it. The reason for which it
was made an annexe of the province, may very likely be found in the fact that Karahfita-Karhiid,
the capital of‘the province, is itself on the west bapk of the Krishnfi, and in the probability that
the Kalli twelve included, in addition to Atkéih = Achhélii-Kaiikélil and Retrém = Lenturélh, the
villages of ‘ Nandlapur, Jakhinvaidi, Kapil, and Goleshvar,’ which the maps shew as filling the
space between the lands of Kz‘iléiii and the southern boundary of Karhaql. We shall probably find
hereafter that the rest of the territory on the west of the Krishna, from the Koynxi on the north,
or at any rate from below Ki'ilfiiil, to the Vx'irnfi on the south, was a three-thousand or four-thousand
province, taking its name from Valavzida as the ancient name of the modern Wrilwa.

The boundaries of the province can at present be only partially indicated. We require
much more information, before we can work them out quite in detail. Meanwhile, however, the
following points may be put together. —J-el .

On the west, the boundary of the province proper, excluding the annexe ot the Kalli twelve,
must have been the Krishna, from Karhad as far as its confluence with the Yérla, nine miles on the
south-west of Tasgaon, and about thirty-two miles towards the south-east-half-south from Karhiid.
1' Vol. XIX. above, pp. 268, 276. *° See page 372 above,
‘1 See Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. Soc. Vol. XVIII. p. 280, and p. 275, plate ii, b, the last line. ." See page 377 above.
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On the east of the province, there was the Tardavadi thousand, — the name [of which
also appears in the epigraphic records as Taldavadi, Taddavadj, and ‘Ilardhavaq'ti,23 — taking its
appellation from a town which still exists as a small village, 'I‘addewfldiI on the south bank of the
Bhima, about thirty-seven miles north-half-east from Bijapur, and which is shewn as ‘Tuddehwarree‘
in the Atlas sheet No. 40 of 1852 and as ‘Tadevadi’ in its quarter sheet N. E. of 1886. The
Tardavadi thousand included Bijfipur itself, and territory on the north-east, east, and south-east of
Bijfipur, with which we are not concerned on the present occasion. We need only note here that we
know from the Honwfid inscription of A. l). 1054, mentioned above, that, on the west of Bijiipur, the
Tardavadi thousand included Honwfid itself, the ancient Ponnavada agrahl'ira, about nineteen miles

almost due west of Bijz’ipur, and eight miles south-south-east from Kanabadi, which, as wev have seen

on page 379 above, was in the Karahfita four-thousand. The .Honwiid record places Honwiid in,

specifically, the Bage-flfty, a kampana or minor division of an unnamed six-hundred subdivision of

the Tardavi‘idi thousand. The Bilge fifty took its name, I suspect, from the ‘ Todulbagee' of the
Indian Atlas sheet No. 40, the ‘Tadalbégi’ of the Bombay Survey sheet No. 302 (1897), —

belonging, I believe,to the Jamkhnndi State, —- about twelve miles almost due south of Honwfidmnd six
and a half miles on the north of the place ‘ Biddree,’ on the north bank of the Ki-ishni'i, which has been

mentioned, on page 379 above, as the point beyond which we need not go on the present occasion.”

Looking to the general features and district details of the country, we may suggest, as the western

l'oundary of the Tardavfidi thousand, a line which left the Bhlmfi at the point, about seven miles on

the north-west of Taddewz‘idi, where a small river called ‘Boor’or ‘Bor’ flows into it, or perhaps
which left the Bbinni three miles north of that, opposite Bhandilr-Kauthém,25 and which then ran, in

the general direction of south-south-wcst, somewhere on the wmt o
f Karajgi, on the east of Kanabadi,

and on the west of Honwz'id, to join the Krishnfi at some point between

‘ Biddree

’

and 'Sirhatti on the

south of Kokatni'ir in the Athni tziluka. ,And part of such a line must have formed the eastern
boundary of the Karahata province.

On the north, the Karahata province must have been bounded chiefly b
y another large province

known as the P'ratyandaka four-thousand. This province is mentioned in the Tidgundi plates
of A.D. 1082,- which' name, as the ruler of it

,

Mu'fijaréjadéva, of the Sinda family, and which have the

eti‘ect of placing in'it a ‘group of villages known as the Vflyvada twelve, which included a village
named Takkahka." The Pratyandaka country is also mentioned b

y Hémfidri, in the first

Prai'asti of his Vratakhanda, in a verse which describes the Dévagiri-Yfidava king Bhillama

as capturing a town' named Srivardhananagara from a king called Antala, and vanqnishing'
in battle the king of Pratyandaka, and putting to death Billana the king of Mafigalnvésh

take.27 As was recognised by Dr. Bhandarkar, mangalaveshtaka certainly denotes the modern‘
Mafigalvédhérh, the head-quarters of an outlying subdivision of the same name of the Siihgli State,

about forty-nine miles towards the north-north-west from Bijapur.
'
The other two names have not yet

been identified. “But I think that Srivardhananagara must have been the ancient name of some
town near “ the famous

” double-peaked hill-fort of Bajmachi in the Western Ghauts, about thirty
1~ix miles towards ‘the north-west-hy-wcst from Poona, the two peaks of which are known as

Manraiijan or Manorafijan and Srivardhan.2B And I feel confident that Pratyandaka is to

93 See Vol. XIX. above, p. 269.
11 Originally I suggested (Volt XIX. above, p. 269) that this Bilge was probably Rfiybzlg, the ancient Hfivinl

Bags, of the Kolhfipur State, But Raybilg is on the south of the Krishnil, and was in the Kflndi three-thousand

}
'

rovince. 7
1BThis is nnold place, the ancient name of which was Bhnndz‘ira-Gavittage; see page 212 above, note 41.
10 Sec Ep. Ind. Vol. III. pp. 310, 311.
‘I’ See Dr. Bhandnrkar’s Early History of the Dckkan (in the Goldie" of the Bombay l‘reetgkncy, Vol.1. Part 11.).

p. ‘238, and p. 271, verse 88.
1! See the Gazetteer of the Bombay Prr'eidmwt-y, Vol. XVIIL, Poona, Part I. p. 4, and Part III. p. 435 ; also, the

list of forts in the Exlracls from the Pdehwds’ Diaries, Political Hatters, p. 126,No. 46. In the Indian Atlas sheet
No. 25 (1854), the names are shown as

‘ Rajmachee,’ ‘ Murorunjim,’ and ' Shirwurdhun,’ in lat. 18D49', long. 78° 27'.—

There is a Srlvardhan in the Jar'ijirit State, a fortified town, and formerly at any rate of some importance, on the coast,
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be identified, through some such form as Paratanda, with the modern Phaltan, the chief town of the

Phaltan State, — the ‘ Phultun
'
of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 39 (1855), in lat. 17° 59’, long. 74°

29', -- about thirty-four miles towards the north-cast-by-east from seam, and fifty miles towards the
noi-tl1—north-east from Karlniql.” And I strongly suspect that Vflyvada denotes WM, the head
quarters of the Wei tilluks, a town of great sanctity on the north bank of the Krishna, about

nineteen miles towards the north-north-west from Sfitzini, and thirty-five miles to the west-quafler

south from Phaltan.a0 The Pratyandaka four-thousand, which must have been a considerably
larger territory than the present Phaltan State, would be very appropriately bounded on the. north by

first the Nirii and then the Bhimfi, as far as some point near Pandharpur, on the south bank, in the
Shoh‘ipur district, where it would meet the Mangalaveshtaka territory. On the south, it would
be very appropriately bounded for the most part by the Main or Man-Gangii river, which rises about
fourteen miles on the south of Phaltan and flows into the Bhinn‘i between Pandharpur and Marigol

védhérh; or it may have included the whole valley of the Man, bounded on the south by a large
range of hills running from north-west to south-east, down to somewhere near Atpaidi‘. And the

Man or Man-Gaiiga would appropriately form, in the lower part of its course, at least part of the
northern boundary of the Karahata province.

The southern boundary of the Karahata province probably left the Krishna at its con
lluence with the Yérlii, nine miles on the south-west of Ti’isgson. At any rate, only at that point can
we easily recognise a suitable dividing-line between the Karahata territory and the Mirifijc territory.
The boundary probably left the Yérla or the

‘ Kapur
’
nullah after no great distance, and, running south

of Tasgaon, struck the Agrani river somewhere below ‘ Sowluj,’ ‘ Sfivlaj,’ which is about twelve miles
east-north-east from Tasgaon. From that point, it most probably turned back along the Agrani, and
followed that river as far as its confluence with the Krishnit about eight miles on the south-west of
Athni; because, as we have seen above, Badaehi, only five miles on vthe east of Athnl, was in the
Kanm'nvade-Kalariiba'li-Kanabaqli district, and the latter was a subdivision of the Karalnita province.

And then, from the Agrani confluence, it would naturally run east along the Krishna, until it met
the western boundary of the Bilge fifty in the Tardavi‘uli thousand. somewhere between Sirliatti, south
of Kokatnih', and ' Biddree.’ This, at any rate, is certain ; namely, that the Karahata four
thousand province did not include any territory on the south of the Krishna. Near the
south bank of the river, there are Raybiig and Térdal. These two places were in the Kflndi three
thousand province.sl And close on the cast of Térdal there was a district called the Beluga-r0
or Belugale five-hundred. We learn this ‘from the poet Ranna,3a who has told us that he was
born in A. D. 919-50 at Muduvalalu, a village of the Jambukhandi seventy, which was in the
Belugaro Or Belugale five-hundred, which was to the north or‘ a stream flowing into “the
great river" at Arekegatta to the south of Taddavsdi. “ The great river ” is very well
known now as an appellation of the Krishna.” Jambukhandi is easily recognisable as Jsmkhandi,

about twelve miles south of Jar'ijirii. But it does not seem so likely that that can be the place mentioned by HémftdrL
It is also possible that, by a translation of such a name as Sirivolalu by grins-guru. and with an insertion of vardham,
Hélnildri may have meant Qirwal, a well-known place, with a group of early Buddhist eaves, on the road from Poona
to same, — the ' Sheerwul ' of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 39 (1855), on the south bank of the Nira, and about
thirty miles almost due north of Sétfiré. But it seems likely that sirw'al may have been in the Pratyapdaka territory.
a For the interchange of p and ph, we may perhaps quote the name of ‘ Phirangfii,‘ a favourite goddess of the

lower classes at Killhfipnr, the Sanskrit or Sanskritised form of which is said to be ‘ Pratyangirne,’ —- moaning
probably, Pratyar'igirfl, a form of Durg'fl; see the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol, XXIV,, Kolhfipur,
pp. 309, 812, and Monier-Williams’ Sanskrit-Dictionary, under pmti. praty.
3° The only apparent objection to this, is

,

that the map does not shew, in the vicinity of WM, an, place-name
answering to the Takkalika of the record. --Takkalilrfi might be ‘ Takleo,’ 'Takli,’ two and a. half miles on the
south-west of Panilharpur. But no name answering to Vayvada is to be found there. -—The suggestion that
Takkalikii may be ‘Takulkoe,’ about twelve miles north-west-by-west from Bljfipur, must certainly be dischrded.
There, again, there is no name answering to Vliyvoda. And, also, the position occupied by "Takulkee ‘ must have
been in the Tardavadi thousand, orelso in the Karahflta four-thousand. '

11 Regarding Terdltl, see Vol, XXIX. above, p, ‘278 f.

5'3See Mr, Rieo'sk rm;Jfgkajubl.inujiurm, Introl. p, 29. 33 See page 31".’.above and note 7, .
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the chief town of the Jamkhandi State, about sixty-six miles towards the north-eaSt-half-east from

Bslgaum. Muduvalaln is Mudhbl, the chief town of the Mudhol State, on the north bank of the
Ghatparbhzi, about twelve miles south of Jamkhnndi.

“ The stream flowing into the great river” is

evidently the Ghatparbha itself, which flows into the Krishna at a point about thirteen miles
towards the north-east-by-north from Biigalkot in the Bijalpur district and thirty-six miles towards
the east-south-east from Jamkhandi. And Arekegatta was perhaps the name of some pass over
the two ranges of hills through which the Ghatparbhfi flows from Bzigalkot to its confluence with the

Krishna. The name of the Belugare or Belugale five-hundred probably has some connection
either with Bilgi, the head-quarters of a mahril in this angle between the Krishna and the Ghatparbhii,
twelve miles towards the north-north-wcst from Bfigalkot, or else with ‘ Gulgulleh,’ an old village, of

some size, on the south bank of the Krishna, twenty-three miles north-west from Brigalkot. But we

require a more conclusive reading of the namc,befors we can do more than speculate about this point ;

at present we can only say that, if the real name was Belugale, it may easily have passed into

‘Gulgulleh,’ through an interchange of b and g analogous to the actual interchange of v and g
illustrated on page 258 i. above. This much, however, is certain; namely, that the five-hundred

district, mentioned by Hanna, is thus localised. He has rightly described it as lying on the south of

the Tardaviidi territory. It sufiices to fill up all the interval from the north-east corner of tho Kiindi
three-thousand to the confluence of theKrishnii and the Ghatparbhr'i. And thus it is certain that the

Karahiita four-thousand province did not include any territory on the sQuth of the Krishna.

NElV RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.
BY HABTWIG HIRSCHFELD, Pli.D., LLB-LS.

(Continued fi'om p. 329.)

Cnsrrsa XI.

Revelations on Muhammad's Domestic Aflairs.

REVELATlONS beginning “ O thou Prophet
” — Marriage with Zcinah - Sermon on the

arm -- Reintation of the charge against ‘Aisha — Regulations concerning women.

Every work on Moslim Tradition, or on the life of Muhammcd, contains special chapters
on his personal appearance and characteristics. These works, however, being written more
with a view to promote the religious fervour of the reader than to chronicle facts, obscure this

point rather than throw light upon‘it. The QorAn portrays the man Muhammad more
faithfully than any Moslim biography. His real individuality, as well as the transformation
of his character during an eventful career may be clearly traced from his own utterances.

There we see how great qualities may be marred by grave faults.

Muhammed was undoubtedly conscious of his own weaknesses, and did what other men
in prominent positionshave done. He surrounded them with a halo. Among Muhammcd's
passions, an ever increasing love of the gentle sex was the greatest. Yet, in spite of his ideal

calling, he did not endeavour to master it, but allowed it to increase with his years. What
clearer sign is needed for the absolute sway he held over the minds of the Believers than his

boldness in canonising his passion for women, declaring it to be under the special protection
of Allah (amr) ? Muhammad's domestic afiairs form the substrata of a series of revelations
dating from the fifth year after the Hijra. They are externally distinguished by the introduc

tion: 0 than Prophet!25 With very few exceptions” they refer to matrimonial matters, and
form the least edifying chapter in the history of Islam. -

‘5 lxxiii. l, 28 (H), 49, 59; lxv. l; lxvi, II 9. Lx. 12 also treats of women. 7° viii. 65, 66.7 ; ix. 74.
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The Prophet of Allah coveted Zeinab, the wife of his freedman Zeid b. Haritha whom
he had adopted, and wished to marry her, The two obstacles of her being a married woman and

the wife of his adopted son (whom Arab custom made as near a relative as if he had been his
real son) had to be removed, if the wish of Muhammed was to be fulfilled. This was, however,
easy enough, if in the place of a personal desire, he gave expression to a divine command.
Under these circumstances there was no choice left. Zeid had to divorce his wife, and

Muhammed had to dissolve the paternal tie which connected him with his adopted son, and to

marry Zeinab. The history of this interesting marriage is laid down in S. xxxiii. 1-62. Out of
five sections of this sermon beginning with the words: 0 thou Prop/ml, four (vv. 1-8, 28-39,
49-52, 5937) treat on matters of Muhammed's Harem. The spirit of the revelations will be best
demonstrated by translating one of them literally :—

(v. 7) Alhih has not made for any man two hearts in his inside, nor has He made

your wives, whom you desire to repudiate, your [real] mothers,“ nor has
He made your adopted sons your [real] sons. Such is only your way of
expressing it, but Allah speaks the truth, and He guides in the right path."

He thus abolished the old formula of divorce. After this declaration Muhammed was
free to marry Zeinab who, on this occasion, with._rall the present and future wives of the
Prophet, received the honorary title “Mother of the Believers” (v. 6). The marriage having
taken place in the year 5 of the Hijra, there is no doubt about the date of the address in question.

Szlra xxxiii. shows some traces of artistic arrangement for which, however, the compilers
are alone responsible. The first and largest portion (v. 1-59) is so arranged that addresses to .

"the Prophet” alternate with those to “the Believers.” Since the difierent sections of both -

classes belong to various periods, it
- is best to discuss them in the order of the events to which

they relate.

Section vv. 28-39 also refers to the incident of the marriage of Zcinab. Muhammed now

pretended to have advised her former husband not to part with his wife, but Allah had decreed
otherwise, and Zeid was rewarded for his compliance by having his name coupled with that of
the Prophet in a special revelation (v. 37).”

If Muhammed had merely wished to obtain Zeinab for her own sake, he could probably
have achieved this without invoking the aid of Alhlh, but I believe that the incident was also
meant to increase his prestige by placing him again on a par with one of the Biblical prophets.
The marriage of a prophet- by special divine command had a befitting precedent in the
[symbolical] marriages of the prophet Hosea (i

. 2, iii. 1-2), which Muhammed interpreted
literally. Both cases have several points of resemblance. The wives chosen were not virgins,
and the marriagcs'had to serve as object lessons for the populace. The only redeeming feature
in Mohammed's proceeding was his insisting on a proper divorce instead of the objectionable
practice of pro-Islamic times. Now the short address which follows (vv. 44-47), being the only
one supcrscribed: “0 then Prophet,” and yet not referring to anything matrimonial, seems
nevertheless to bear upon the same incident, and to teach that Muhammed is the herald of
glad tidings and a warncr, etc. It is unexpected, at this juncture, to see Muhammed again
accredited as a prophet, but his words were apparently designed to pacify those supercilious
Believers, who considered his behaviour in the afiair of Zeinab a sign of human weakness where
prophetic self-abnegation should have been. He, therefore, thought it proper to convince his
people that in this case also he had acted as Messenger of Allah. To this he attached a regula
tion regarding the provisions to be made fora Moslim woman married to a Believer, who wished
to divorce her before consummating the marriage (v. 4.8).",0

1" As to v. 44 see below. 1' The words were used in the old formula of divorce.

1' The words 1:5, (‘in 0-3;, 6.13.; [:15 have been ntilsed by Hasslln b. Thdbit (Diwfin, p. 41, 1. ll) in a dirge
on Othmlln, but the words refer to it'ld, brother of the poet.
3° (1]. ii. 237.
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' The lessons to be deduced firom this, marriage were not even then exhausted. According'
to tradition several guests at the weddingfieasahaving given ofience by their conduct,

Muhammcd forbade Believers to enter his houses in future without special invitation, to

leave asv soon as the meal was finished, and not to speak to his wives unless they were veiled

(vv. 53-58). The command to be veiled was subsequently given to all believing women

(v. 5.9).

The last address contains the sentence (v. 56) that
“ Allah and His angels pray for the

Prophet.” These words seem to be modelled on a Talmudic homily.“ In v. 41 the same phrase
is repeated,‘ but with reference to the Muslims. I believe this verse and v. 42, from which no
clue can he gathered as to date, were inserted in this slim merely on account of v. 56.

The piece vv. 9-27 is of later date. It describes the siege of Medina by the “Confede
rates," consisting of the Qoreish and Ghatal'fin, assisted by the Band Kureiza, the remaining
Jcwish ‘tribe in the environs of' Medina (A. H15). From verse-27 we gather that the piece
was revealed after the annihilation of the B. Koreiza.

Tho twofold success found an adequate expression in this triumphant address which is
somewhat elated’ and almost dramatic’ in style (r. 19). -— The last section headed “0 then
Prophet" '(v. 49-51)" makes it lawful “for him to marry women who were among the
captives or slaves. The first of this class was the Jewess Reihana, widow of one of the
B. Kureiza, whom Muhammed'married A. Fl. 6. The verse placed nextto this must, however,
be much later, because the speaker takes upon himself not to increase his Harem any further
except by concubines. The verse can therefore not have been revealed until the year 7 or 8.32
I
To these speeches the compilers have added three more which form the concluding‘part of

the szira. Verses 60-62 announce the speedy extirpation of the rest of the Jews of Medina.
They are declared outlaws and free to be murdered wherever found.33 The partial concordance
of v. 62-with v. 38 explains why the little piece was placed in this aim. The short ‘discourse
on the “ Hour ” which then follows (vv. 63-68) is quite uncertain as to date, but from v. 6834 it
would appear that the words were spoken, when the Jews in Medina were still a factor to be
reckoned with.

'
The concluding speech_p(vv. 69-7?) seems to stand in connection with that in

which Muhammed reproved those Moslims who had caused annoyance at the wedding feast.
Moses also‘ had" to bear annoyance, “ but Allah cleared him of what they said."35 The
Commentators refer this remark to charges brought against Moses by Korah, or other people
who suspected Moses of having murdered Aaron.“ It seems, however, that Muhammed had
the incident‘ of Numb. ch. xii. in his mind, because the accusation referred to in this chapter
also ‘bears ‘on a woman.- -—- Muhammad then cautions Believers always to speak in a straight
forward‘ manner’ !' Verse 72 seems to be built on the framework of a Rabbinical homily.

In spite of Muhammcd's strenuous efforts to convince Medinians that the marriage of
Zeinab was performed in fulfilment of a divine command, he seems to have been afraid that
some sceptics would regard the remarks he had attached to the affair as spoken pro dome. He,
therefore, once more took up the subject of divorce in a special series of revelations, and had
these also addressed to him personally. It was further necessary to show that matters of mar~
riage and divorce of Moslims altogether stood under the direct providence of Alllih. The
address in question is that of S. lzv., also headed by the phrase : 0 than Prophet. This short
sermon is also a perfect lecture on the mnr, which is mentioned not less than eight times in it (vv.
1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 bis, 12), being the created \Vill of Allah and His Providence over mankind.” The

3‘ See p. 79, rem. 59. i ‘a As to v. 52 see Weil, Mohammad, [1. 35-9.
'3 Cf. ii. 187 referring to all unbelievers, Mcccaus included.
5‘ " Give ‘them double torment." Cf. Isaiah il'. 2, a verse very popular in Jewish liturgy.

. ' I:
'5 Auto ‘)01 see v. |53)\5)’t9‘ . 3' Numb. 1X. 29, and Midrflsh llahhfih, ch. xix.
*7 See Ch. 1., Appendix, Note ll.
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little homily appended which repeats hackneyed phrases, only serves to round oi the sermon,
and there can be no doubt as to the date of the same.

To the group of sziras dealing with Muhammed’s perosnal affairs also belongs S. xxiv.,

although the customary allocation is omitted. Nearly the whole of the sfira is an endeavour
to prove' the innocence of 'Muhammed’s favourite wife Aisha who was suspected of having
committed adultery during the expedition against the B. Mustnliq. The date of the event is
not beyond doubt‘.

' It is, howeverg'hardly advisable to place it, as Sprenger seams inclined, in
the year‘i.as I believe the incident did not occur till A. (i. Tlie‘efi'orts Muharnmcd made to
convince his hearers of his wife’s innocence are visible in the beginning of the sdra which,

in Medinian speeches, is quite unique. The severity with which he wished adultery to be
punished, is calculated to 1make the impression that it was quite impossible that any person of

his householdcould. be capable of such a crime. (v. 1-3). It is, however, noteworthy that the
punishment-of thosewho charge “ chaste" women with adultery, but are unable to bring four
witnesses, is not much less severe, beside disqualifying the informer for ever from giving evi

dence hef'orea judge (‘rad-5). ‘ _ I

.Of: the speeches forming S. xxiv., the first (vv. 1-33) and the last (vv-, 57-64)evidently belong

together, and are pcrllapsbut parts of the same serxnqnf"9 Their chief, object being the defence
of Aisha, they begin with regulations concerning immorality audfalse charges broughtfigQlhSt
virtuous women in general, or against one’s own wife. The latter caseis obviously modelled on
Numb. v. 11 sqqsio Now the first section (vv. 1-21) has a kind o

f ornamental phra_se:__“ And

were it not iorrAlhih’s grace upon you,” which dividesthe section into four paragraphs ending in

the
verses 10,‘ 14’, 20, 21.“ The verses 27 to 29 repeat the warnings of S. xxxiii. 53, while

extendingzlit to allMoslims, and are therefore probably later. ‘Thisis not'tlie first case‘ where an

ordination which had arisen out of a special incident, vvds generalised for the benefit of the whole

community.“ The verses 30 to 33“2 and 57 t
o 64'contaiiiingrule's for decorous and respectful beha

viour' towards the Prophet, a
s well as other Moslims, ‘form too natural an appendix to'the sub;

ject proper o
f

the. sermon to require special discussion.

7 w "

Between the two portions of the sermon the compilers have inserted a discourse, quite alien
to the character of the .flormer, and probably later. The piece vv. 3t to 40 consists of a set of

parables,“ whichare all borrowedfrom tnavelsonland or on sea. It appears thatthe piece was
given this place- in order to divert the attention of themeader from an unedifying subject. A's to

its date, only so1much maybe said with certainty that .it was revealed after several_ places of

worship and regular. hours -of prayer had beenfixed (w. 36-32).. Verse 41 reflects the Rabbinical
metaphor- that heaven, earth, and thecreetures thereof sing the praise of God.“ This verse, as

well as the descriptive ones which follow (vv. 42-44) suit verses 39 .to 40very- well. Verse 46 sgq,

contain _another attack against the Jews.“ To judgefrom the repcatedvadmonitious ‘to .obey

(vv._ ‘iii, 50, 52, 53) it appears that this piece is later than corresponding verses
in'SJv,“

as the phrase “Y we are disobedient” is dropped.
I i ' i l I l " '

Similar in character to the preceding addresses, though of later date, is Sim lxvi. It-com
niences with

' the characteristic 0 thou Prophet! and was due to Muhammed’s wife Hafsa having
discovered his relations with Maria, :1 Coptic slave girl in the- year 7

. In S. .xxxiii. 52 Muhammcd
had reserved for himself the right of adding coneubines to his Harem. IE ins moment of pen
plexity he swore to hisimte spouse to-forseke Maria, he believed himselteutitled to. cancel this oath".

(vv. 1-2). Since attack i
s the best defence, he now in his turn. reproved Haisa severely b
y

exposing

her as a tale-bearer, because she had promised him to keep the matter secret, but had nevertheless

58 iii. 192 ; cf. Noldskc, p. 156'. - “9 V. 57 resumes the rhyme of v. 33.

‘° V. 7, " the curse ; " cf. Numb. v. 18-21. 11V. 21 consists of two verses, the second beginning 3],’),

n V. 31, cf. Isaiah iii. 16 sqq. As to U41?) L
,‘

Quail-1”) see Jacob, Das Leben d0‘ ron'llam, Beduiner, p. 51.
‘3 Sec Ch. VIII. 1‘ Sec Baih-r'igr,'p. 84. '5 V. 49, “ In their hearts is sickness."
“3 Verses 48-19. '7 C1".S. v.9.
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confided in Aisha (v. 3). He expected them to repent, because he was supported by Allah, Gabriel‘,
the true believers, and the angels

”
(v. 4). He was free to divorce his wives and take other, better,

and more believing women in their stead (v. 5). In three verses which follow Muhammad extends
his admonitions to Believers, as well as infidels. The words that “ on the Day [of Resurrection] Allah
shall not disgrime the Prophet and the Believers" sound like an allusion to the disrespectful treatment

he had been subjected to on the part of his wives.

The second portion of the szira, commencing likewise with O thou Prophet, evidently stands in
connection with the first. There is certainly a hidden meaning in Muhammad's‘ reference to the

tic-o women who stand as prototypes of misbelief, viz“ the wives of Noah and Lot, who were themselves
devout servants of Alliih, In contrast to these are two pious ones, vi'z., the wife of Pharaoh and Mary
(daughter of Amri'im). It is possible that the last name was an allusion to the other Mary, the Coptic
slave. As she changed her-Christian faith for Islam, she was likewise stamped asa model of piety.

The expedition against the B. Mustaliq mentioned above, also gave rise to Sfira lxiii'. In con;

sequence oi a quarrel between some Meccan fugitives and Medinians, Abd Allah b. Ubeiyy, the
chief of the latter is said to have exclaimed};

“ When we return to Medina, the mightiest will surely
drive out the ‘meanest therefrom.” 'Il‘heisie‘vwords were reported to Muhammed who now took an

opportunity of lancing a severe philippic against the “Hypocrites,” and criticising the treasonable
utterances ascribed to their leadeflB (vv. Z8’).

' ' '

This was not the only incident, however, which showed Muhammad that the old spirit of freedom
was far from being crushed in Medina. He has further to experience that it was easier to denounce
heathen practices than to stamp them out by a revelation. He would, perhaps, have been more sue
cesslul in abolishing the old custom of divorcing wives, had‘ his first attempt in this direction not

been suggestive of personal motives. ‘I
t opcurred' that a woman appealed to Muhammed against her

husband who had divorced her in. the manner judged’ unlawful b
y the Prophet. The latter is said to

have declared the divorce valid nevertheless.‘ ‘The woman, having little children to provide for, com

plained to Allah, who then revealed Sfira l'viiL'I-M” in which the objectionable formula is definitely
abolished. Now although the date given to this incident b

y the traditionists, viz" A. 7, is not very
reliable, the revelation in question seems to’ be posterior to that of xxxiii. 4. It is hardly credible
that Muhammcd should have forgotten that he had once given a decision in this manner. I therefore
doubt the authenticity o

f

the tradition in question, and believe that Muhammed seized this opportunity
of denouncing the old formula of divorce over again in a case with which he was not personally
connected. He did this in a form which made it appear that, whilst he personally might acquiesce
in the preservation of the old custom, it was Allah who insisted on its abrogation.

' “Allah," he‘ said,
" has heard the speech o

f her who wrangled with thee about her husband, and complained to Allah ;

Allah has heard your conversation, behold Allah bears and sees” (v. 1).

i In connection with the final decision of the question o
f

divorce Muhammed repeated his warnings

against disobedience (vv. 9
, 10, 14). Rcmonstrance with the Jews fills up nearly the whole of the remain

ing part o
f the slim. From v. 6 we may conclude that it was revealed shortly before the fight against

the B. Kureiza, who were to share the fate of those who had been destroyed before them. Of other
details in the szira we note the following; Verse 8 being directed against the secret plots of the enemies
of Isli'lm, is a kind of reproduction of Aboth iii. 23. The verses 9 egg. are lanced against the Jews
whom, according to tradition, Muhammed exposed for turning the phrase o

f

‘greeting into a curse.

Believers are cautioned against rebellion, and warned against friendly intercourse with " people who
suffer the wrath of Allah”l(v. 15), ‘via, the Jews. Although Muhammed still feared the influence of

the latter to some extent, he expressed his confidence that Islam would ultmately prevail; yet he was

cautious enough to phrase it that “Allah has written, I will surely prevail, and my messengers"
(v. 21). Allah has likewise “written” faith in the hearts o

f the Believers (v. 22), a phrase which

r-.-calls sentences as Jer. xxxi. 33; Prov. iii. v8
,

vii. 3.

(To be continued.)
t‘ See Ibn Hishi‘nn, p. 726. "-See AlBeidhfiwi.
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FABRICATED GEOGRAPHY,
BY J. BURGESS, C.I.E., .LL.D.

Is the thesis of MrsaM. H. Bode, Ph.D,., on A Burmese Hialon'anof Buddhism (1898), we are
told, on the authority of Taw Sein K0 (Ind. Ant. VoL XXIII. p. 103), that the recurrence of
Bauddha classical names in Burmese geography “has arisen from the national arrogance of the

Burmans, who, after their conquest of the Talaing kingdoms on the seaboard, proceeded to invent
new stories and classical names, so that they might not be outdone by the Talaings, who, according to

their own history and traditions, received the Buddhist religion direct from missionaries from India.
The right bank of the Irawadi river near Pagan was accordingly renamed Sunaparanta and
identified with Aparantaka.”

' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ' '

Mrs. Bode, in her thesis or analysis of Pafifiasr‘imi’s Sdsanavamsa, calls attention to the Nine
Regions (leaving out Sihala) to which missionaries were sent immediately after the Council held in

the 18th year of Asoka. The Mahévailéo, Dz'pavaiiio, and other Pall works repeat the story that

aft-c! the third convocation the great there Moggaliputta _'1'issa, in the month Kattika, dispatched
the following then-as to foreign parts:— ‘He deputed as; tliera Majjhantika to Kasmtra and
Gandhara, and the thera Mahadeva (the Su'samwmhsu has Maharevata) to Mahisamaaqlala ; he

dcputcd the thcra Bakkhita to Vanavasi, and likewise the thera YonasDhammarakkhita
to Aparantaka; he dcputed the thera Maha-Dhammarakkhita to Maharattha ; the thera
Maharakkhita to the Yona country; he dcputed the thera' Majjhima to the Himavanta country ;
and to Suvannabhumi, the two theras Sons and Uttara; he deputed the thera Maha-Mahinda
together with his own disciples Itthiya, Sambala, Bhaddasala (to Sihala)’

'

These countries are mostly, if not all, satisfactorily identified. Kabmira and Gandhara were

outlying provinces of the Mauryan empire to the north-west. Mahishamandala is well known as

the Sanskrit name of Maisur, and is not connected with Mdhishmatzi on the Narmada, founded by
Mahishmat. To the north of Maisnr we find VanavAsi, a well known town in N. Kanara, with an

old temple the scene of an annual religious festival and in the court of which is a large slab with a

snake sculptured on it, and bearing an inscription of the Satakani dynasty and perhaps as early as

the second century A. D} The city is mentioned by Ptolemy (Lib. VII, 0. i, § 83), and frequently
in inscriptions and in Sanskrit literature.2 The Town is on the Varada river a tributary of the

Tungabhadra, in lat. 14° 33’ N. and long. 75° ‘5
’

15.; it was‘also called Vaijayanti, and was a

Kadamba capital. To the north, if we keep along the coast line, we come to Aparanta or
AparAntaka- the western country; b

y Ti‘iranatha it
‘
is used as an adjective simply meaning

countries west of Tibet, but it was applied to the west coast or Konkana from Gokarna northward
perhaps to the Tapi ;3 its capital was Bnrparaka, now Sopara,‘ not far from Bassein. To the west

of Aparanta, lay Maharashtra — the country of the Marat-has. Then, going outside India, we have
the Yona or Yavana country —- whether Baktria or Persia, lying to the west; and to the north
Himavanta -— probably Nepal, but perhaps .also Tibet; and next, to the east Suvarnabhnmi or
Mramma ; and, lastly, Qeylon in the extreme south.

According to the statement Mahi-Moggaliputta Tissaic‘as ii witha special care for the religious
future o

f

Mramma”) sent two separate missionaries to their country; __but the author o
f the

Srisamwmirsu is not satisfied with this, and, doubtless following older Burmese writers, he appro

priatcs all the missions to his own country except those to
‘ Kasmira-Gandhara, and Mahhhsaka

mandala. This is supported b
y the fabricated geography’: Suvannabhumi is identified (as in the

mlfithulcutlui) with Sudhammapura- that is Thaton in the modern Amherst district; Yona
kfll‘ailiha is the same as Jail-may or Chien-mai, the country of the Shan tribes about Zimmé,

- InscriI-tiomfrom the Cave Temples of W. India, etc. Bombay, 1881, p. 100 f. Epig. Ind. Vol. I. p. 93.

~
‘

Sco Epig. Ind. Vol. II. pp. 168-171; Ind. Ant. Vol. X. pp. ‘M9, 250, 252. 25l; Vol. XI. pp. 6%, 274 ; Vol. Xli.
p. 217 ; Vol. XIII. p. 366-7.

Ind. Ant. Vol. VII. p. 259; Rajhuvarhia, iv. 53.
- Harivalina, 0. rev. ; Reinaud, Frag. Arab. ct Pers. p 821. Ind. Ant. Vol-IV’. p. 104.‘
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extending along the valleys of the Me—nam and Me-ping rivers ; Vanavflsi was applied to the region
round Pronie ; Mnhbrattha or Mahanagararattha is explained as bordering on Siam, the districts

of Kbyarh-yun and Maing'in, or Laos, in which Nagasena is said to have preached ;ls and Aparflnta

rattha is the Burmese Sunfiparanta, lying west of the Upper Irawfidi, or the upper portion of

the Thayet-distriot.° - . . .

Besides Burma has also its own Mahimsakamandala, a district including Mogolr and Khyfit

pyin. _ Chinarattha, in the Sdsaiz'avafiwa, takes the place of the Himavantapsdesa. of the Ceylon
books; and is applied to the borderland lying north-east of Burma, including the districts o

f Bhanio

and Kaung-sin.
'

We find also Dvarsvati as a name of both Sandowé and Bangkok, Yodaya or Ayuthia -— a

form of Ayodhia, Amarapura, and other classical names of India, transferred to the eastern
Peninsula in order apparently to localise and appropriate the Pali and Sanskrit legends to Mrsmma.
For example, Rajapuri for Raxnburi, Kosambhi for Nyoung-yuwé, Ramspura for Maulmain,
Navapura ior Lophabnri, Channapura for Phitsanulok, Uttaratirtha for Uttaradih, Vichitrapura
for Phixitr, Kaflchanapura for Kanbnri, Harhsavati for Pegn, etc. How far early Indian
emigrants contributed to this sort o

f transference, it may be difiicnlt to say‘; but we seem to have
here something analogous to the modern transference to America, South Africa and Australasia of
familiar home place names, —- modified, however, b

y the priestly aim of locslising legends.

EXTRACTS FROM THE LOG OF A VOYAGE ALONG THE
COAST OF INDIA IN 1746.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 858.)

IV.
LOG II.
1.

Text.
Log II. occupies 20 pp. of the MS.

Headlines to Pages.

These vary with every few pages and the seven I have picked out are typical.
(1) Ship \Vake Robert Norton Comma‘ towards Musule.

(2) Ship Wake Robert Norton Oommdr towards Musulepatam.

(3) Ship Wake Robert Norton Comm‘1r in Mussullepatam road.

(4) Ship Wake Robert Norton Comma‘ towards Vizaquepatam.

(5) Ship \Vnke Robert Norton Commdr in Vizscqapatam Road.

(6) Transeactions on board the ‘Vake (lapt Norton Comma‘ att Vizacque.

(7) Ship \Vake Robert Norton Comma’ in Vizagapatam Road.

The Second log commences thus: —

Monday Sept 16 1746. 1 [1’. 31.], Lost Sight of the Vernon. Att Sun sett Due point
Bore from NEbN to NlV.

5 Garnier, Voyage d'sxplomtion, pp. 100, 248, 251; Yale, Mission to the Court of Ava, p. 351, Childcrs identified
M shairattha as Siam.

‘ Con]. Ind. Ant. Vol. XXIII. p. 103.
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Tuesday Sept 16. Att Sun rise the Land from NW to the pitch of Due point \VSVV | the
Uutermost part of the breakers Streaching out from SWbSII two Ships in Mussulepatain road.

Wednesday 18 I746. Att 3 P. M. Came too an Anchor in Mussulepatam Road 3% fm [ the
Dutch flagg Staff bearing NWbW' | the french D° WNW . . . . found riding here 2 Dutch

Ships , . . . received on board this morning 8 Leaguers of Water. A Ship in sight in
the Ofling which we take to be the Vernon.

'

Thursday Sept 18. Rec‘ on Board 2 Long!‘ of Arrack.

Fryday Sept 19. Sent 10 Bags of Rice with Dutch piunace. Reed on board the Dutch Lanch
one New Quoir Cable.

Saturday Sept 20. ‘8 [A. M.]. Saw a sail which we took to be the Vernon bear! NEbN.
Nassipore river N. The Ship we took to be the Vernon is a strange ship I Upon her tack’! and
Standing towards [us] we Haul’d up E§S and upon her Hauling her Courses up and Showing Dutch
Colours, & then making all the sail She Could Carry after us & likewise being Very full of Hands
judg’d her to be an enemy by her Actiori | So made whats sail we Coud to gett away : att Noon she
Bore NbW | hull too ('1).

Sunday Sept 21 1746. 10 [A. M.]. Spoke wth the Vernon | Att Sunrise the Land from W{;S
to NE§E. The Dolphin’s Nose being the Nmost land in Sight . . . . Saw the Vernon
bear8 ENE I Stood out E1; to speak with her fearing them to be in Great Want of \Vater.

Monday Sept 22 1746_ 6 Anchor’d near the Vernon. 4 [1’. Sent o’Shore

28 bales of Gunney belonging to ye Company. 8 [A. M.]. Sent on Shore 60 Bales of Gunney
belonging to the Company wth all the Jute Rope, each I 20 Ropes | in all 116 Bundles.

lVednesday 24. Sent the pinnace to speak to a boat which Came from the S°w<1 who Informs

us of a Large ship Lying att point Guardeware, which I take to be the Ship that Chas'd us somev
Day’s ago.

‘Fryday 26. Att 5 A. M. Weigh’d & run into 15 fathoms Expecting Dayly the Bring[ing]
in of the Monsoons.

Saturday 27th. Strong Gales from SSW to SW with a Great Swell I Scarce any land wind
for the whole 24 hours | Sent on Shoare 3 bags of pease with a Chair Palankine | this Morn
ing Weigh’d with a Small Spert of land wind: but presently Dying away 'Came to an anchor

Again | att 10 DO \Veigh’d with the Wind att S° Indeavouring to gett in Shoar but the Current

Setting so strong to the Northward made but an Indifferent Board so Anchor’d in a % less 12 fm.

Sunday Sept 28. this Morning Wcigh’d the Wind att SW to gett further to the S°wflbut
the Large Swell Still Continues | D0 stood in shore again & Anchor’d in 12 fm; haveing Scarc’d

fetch were we Come from.

Monday 29”‘ 1746. Att 10 D0 (A. M.). Weighed again & by the favour of a Currt by which
we got into the road I att Noon Anchor’d in 7 fm.

Tuesday 30 Sept 1746. Sent a Shore '1 Bag of Collivanoes.

Thur-8d! 24 Octob'. The first part of these 24 Hours moderate gales & iair Weather | the

Middle Cloudy with lights in the NE Quarter | the latter part Strong Gales from NE to E | got
Down top Gallant Y4 & masts.

Fryday 8 Oct. The first part of these 24 Hours Imploy’d in getting Down Yards & Topmast

topsail Yards Down on Deck 8: makeing the Ship as snug as possible | the Weathr looking so

Dreadfull 8: Dempestuous all round I the latter part got Down the Crojick29 Yard & Main Yard

fore & aft & pancll’d the fore Yard over the Topmast to be ready the first Statch to run into Deeper

9' A most interesting proof of the contemporary pronunciation of cross-jack.
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Water, the -sea running so Very High that we are perpetually swallowed up by it I the 24 hours hard.
Gusts of Wind with Rain out of the Eastern b“.

Saturdv 4 0010. The first & Middle part of these 24 Hours the Winds the same as before I the
latter part somewhat more Moderate | the Weathr turbulent & Unsetl’d all round with thundl' light! 8;

rain 1 this Morning Sway’d up the fore Yard & 1'01! into 10 im where Anchor’d I also weigh’d the
Vernon & went over the Barr.

Sunday 5. The first and middle part of these 24 Hours Unsettl’d wl' with heavy Showers of
rain I in the Night Winds Variable all round I the Latter Moderate Vi'inds in the NEbENE
board ] Sway’d up fore & Mizen Toprnast | got the F Yard up the M & Spritsail Yard a Cross D°,

Monday 6 Oct. People Employ’d in fitting our Rigging & Drying our Sails [ Came on board

with a Guard from the Cbeif David Hopkins Soldier as a passenger.

Tuesd' 7 Octo. The Middle part somewhat suspicious with light!& some Small Showers of

Rain Thundr lightB in the Southern Board & SW D° I Came out of the river & past by to the
N2ward a small Ship belonging to some'moor Merchant.‘

lVednesd'8 Octo 1746. The Weather somewhat Squally with Light Showers of Rain from
the land,

" ' ’

Fryd 10. Receiv’d Intelligence of a french Brigantine haveing Arriv’d Some Day’s Ago att
Ingcram being Stranded there some Day’s' Ago but the Crew Sav’d.

Saturday Gate 11"‘ 1746, People Employ’d in Makeing ready for Sailing, 6 [A. M.].
Squally all round with thundr lightg & heavy rain with Calms.

'

LOG II.
2.

Geography.

The log shows that the ship was now taken Northwards, hugging the shore, for two reasons : -
to have a place of safety at hand, into which to run in case of very bad weather, as the change of the

Monsoons was due, and to be able to creep in nearer to shore than a hostile vessel, larger than the

Wake, would be able to go, in case she should attempt to take possession of her. Shoal water was

evidently safer in those days for a small vessel than the open sea, if an enemy happened to be about.

On the 14th September, 1746, the Wake, with the Vernon following close, probably for safety,

made straight from Pullicat for Mussulepatam Road, passing Due Point, where were received on board

various leaguers of water and arrack, and one new “Quoir Cable.” - On the 20th September, the Ship

was 05 the Nassipore River, but had to “ make whate sail we coud to gett away," because she was

chased by a “large strange ship."

On the 21st, the Dolphin’s Nose was sighted, ‘and on the 22nd Vizaquepatam, called Vizaeqne

in one place, was again reached. Here were sent on shore some
“ bales of Gunney belonging to

ya Company," and what is much more interesting for the period, “all the Jute Rope . . . .

2O Ropes, in all 116 Bundles.” Here news was received on the 24th of a “Large ship Lying att

point Guardeware, which I take to be the Ship that Chas’d us some Day’s ago."
On the 26th the ship was taken into 15 fathoms, as the master was

“ expecting Dayly the

Bringfing] in of the Monsoons.” On the 27th they sent on shorea
“ Chair Palankine,” and on

the 30th a bag of eollivanccs.

()n the 2nd October, the signs of the Cyclone that was bursting on Madras town and destroying

de Labourdonnaia’ fleet began to trouble them, and continued do so till the 8th. The notes in the

log here form 8- most interesting early account of the manner in which cyclonic weather was met- in
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those days by small sailing vessels in the outer circle of a cyclone.‘0 On this last day “ a small Ship
belonging to some Moor Marchant

”
came out of the river at Vizagapatam and “ past by to the

N°ward,” and on the 11th the lVake set sail to reach Ceylon, by Way of the open sea, giving the
now dangerous port of Madras as wide a berth as she dare.

I

The geographical problems involved in the account are very few, but there is a goodly crop of

Anglo-Indianisms.

LOG II.
3

Anglo-Indian Terms.

Arrack.

This term means spirits. See Yule, Glossary, s. c.

1703. — They [the Indians] also make Aracea out of it
,

which is the Indian Wine, and is

strong enough, though they drink it like water (p. 140). Within the .Palissados of the Church [1
'.

e.,

Mosque] you see on both sides a great many Women, who sell the Sallet call’d Betelle, Aracea,
Melons and Bananes (p. 187).

——Collection o
f Dutch Voyages.

1711. -— Araok seems to be an Indian Word for Strong Waters of all sorts, for they call our
Spirits and Brandy, English Arack. -— Lockyer, Trade, p. 267.

1893. — Arrack . . . . old form Back. Anglo-Indian term, not native, for distilled
spirits. -- Mad. Man. Admn. Vol. III. p. 42.

collivances.

This is not. an Anglo-Indianism, but an old English word meaning a bean. This spelling is

not in Yule, Glossary, s. v. calavance.

c. 1700. — The Country is fruitful to Admiration, producing Rice, Wheat, Gram, Doll (dal)
Callavances. -— Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. I. p. 393. What was meant by “ doll calla
vances” is explained b

y the following : —Near that Place [Bantam] they sell Beans b
y the Measure of

all Colours, White, Black, Red, Yellow, Green, Grey. ——Collection of Dutch Voyages, 1703, p. 187.

This exactly describes the (1810i the present day. “ D011 ” is quaintly explained b
y Lockyer in 1711

(Trade in India, p
.

258), thus: -— D011 is a small Grain less than Fetches, contains a Substance like

our white Peas and being boil’d with Rice makes Kutoheree (khichrD

1776. -- Price Current oi Sundries at the Cape of Good Hope. Callivances per Bag of

8 Bushels (p. 112). Trade at Madagascar in St Augustine’s Bay. 1 Quart Bottle of each Sort of

Gunpowder for 5 [Measures] of Gallivances (p. 108). — Stevens, Guide.

1893. — Gram, Hindustani, from Portuguese grfio, meaning grain. Term applied to many
pulses 3(dholl), especially when used for horses and cattle . . . . Bengal gram . . .

Title otherwise Bengal horse gram, Cadalay, Calavanche, Chenna, Chick-pea, Columbine, Common

Gram. Egyptian Pea, Garavance, Gram Chick-pea, Pea of Venus, Shanaga. —Mad. Man.
Admn. Vol. III. p. 328.
1900. —- P. & O. S. S. Oceana; Breakfast, Jany. 6th ; . . . . “ calavancelcurry.”

P. & 0. S. S. Orz'ental; Breakfast, Jany. 17th; . . . . “ calavance curry.”

Due Point.31

This name is not iven in Yule’s Glosear . ~g 2
1

1679. — Two Sangaries or Gun boats which sett us over upon the Island of B10. -— Streynsham
Mastcr’s Journal in Mackenzie, Kisma District, p. 131.

3° A process the present writer has himself witnessed at Port Blair in the Andaman Islands on'thc partof native
crews of the present day, who still work some of the old schooners of John Company.
3‘ See also quotations under

“ shaii."
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c, 1700. — Firewood from the Islands of Diu, a low Point of Land that lie near Matchulipatarn.
Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. I. p. 368.

1717. — The President do give orders for providing all necessaries for taking possession of
Divy Island. - Mackenzie, Kistna District, p. 107.
1720. ——Dew Pt. — Mortier; map.

1764. -— Pointe de Divi. — Oroisey; map.

1809. — Point Divy is low . . . . forming the Western side of the semicircular Bay of

Masulipatam. -— Horsburgh, Directions for Sailing, Vol. I. p. 347. The 1841 Ed., Vol. I. p. 600,
repeats the information under

“ Point Divy."

1813. — From Mootapilly to Point Divy is about 20 Leagues. — Milburn, Commerce, Vol. II.
p. 85.

11. — Divi Point. ——Admiralty Chart,

1893. ——Divy ; Divi, Telugu; Divi, Malayalam. From dvipa, Sanskrit, island. The Island
. . . . Island, Promontory, Lighthouse; Kistna District . . . . From Masulipatam

S 16 miles. — Mad. Man. Admn. Vol. III. p. 279.

Guardeware.

See the quotations under Gardeware in the notes to Log 1.

Gunney.

A sack or sacking made of jute. See Yule, s. v.

1676. —- And from thereabouts there is brought silk . . . . course hempe, gunnyes and

inany other commodities. — Glavell, Accompt of the Trade of Hugley in Yule, Diary of IV. Hedge
Vol. II. p. ccxxxix.
1679, — The following is ordered to be sent to Fort St George from Masulipatam : 6,000

lbs of Gunney . . . . August 6th. - Mackenzie, Kistna District, p. 97.
i680-i. [Jan] 2ith. 94: bundles Gunny and Ropes from Metchlepatam. -- Pringle,

Mad. Consult. for 1681, p. 2.

1683.—— The Saltpeetre having layn a long time in the Godown the bags are grown very rotten

. . . . Itt is therefore order’d that what bags is to be shipt on the J osia be new cased over w‘h
Gunny to prevent the loss of the Petre. —— Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1683, p. 113.

C. 1710. — Some damaged Gunnies which are much in Use in Persia for embaliug goods. -
Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. II. p. 17.
1711. ——Bathings and wet Goney being often apply’d with Success to the Relief of the Punting

[caused by "the Heats in Summer” in Madras].
— Lockyer, Trade, p. 24. Goneys occur also at

p. 243.

1775. — Gunnies per Gorge [score]of 2O P[iece]s. Wrappers, Gunnies and Ropes, &c. -
Stevens, Guide, p. 76.

1790.—Stores supplied for the outfit of the Snow Viper . . . . Gunny Bags.—

Bengal Com-alt. MS.

Jute.

Yule, a, v., says that the word came into English, through Dr. Boxburgh, in 1795, but here we

have it used by a ship’s mate in 1746.

1893.—Jute . . . . Title otherwise . . . . gunny-bag p1ent.-- Mad. Man,

Admn. Vol. III. p. 399.
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Leager, Leaguer.

Usually a wine or spirit cask holding about 50 gallons. Yule only gives the spelling leaguer
but this is not the commonest form, as per the quotations following.

1775. — Price Current of the several sorts of Goods . . . . Arraok Batavia, 30 to 35

(pagodas) per Leager (p. 110). Price Current of Goods at Canton. Arrack Batavia, per Leag.,

36 Tales (p. 109). Batavia Arraok, 200 Leaguers (p. 87). A Leager of .Wine, &c, is 360 Bands
at 10 Mursies per Band. A Leager of Batavia Arraok is 396 Bands (p. 88). —- Stevens, Guide
to E. I. Trade.

1790. — Stores supplied for the outfit of the Snow Viper . . . . Rum, 2 half leaguers,

. . Half Leaguers . . . . -— Bengal Consult, MS.

1813. — Attack is seldom imported as an article of trade, though the East India Company

allow 20 leagers to be brought in each ship.—Milburn, Commerce, Vol. I. p. 274. Casks . . .
Leagers packed with hoops R. 20 per leager. Leager staves, Rs 25 per 100 (p. 317).

1835. '—- The English weights and measures are in general use here [Cape of Good Hope],

except for wines, which are mostly sold by the Leager of 4. Ahms or 388 Cannes, containing

50 English Gallons nearly (Vol. I. p. 63). The Dutch Aam, "old system,” contained, as a wine
measure, “41 Gallons English wine measure.” It was divided into 64 Stoops of 5.125 English Pints
.and there was besides a “ Legger of 240 Stoops," or 141 Gallons (Vol.1. p. 10), — Kelly, Gambist.

Monsoon.

It is not always easy to tell, from the definitions usually available, what an old writer meant
precisely by the term monsoon. So I here make a collection of old quotations on the subject not to
be found in Yule’s Glos8ary_ Pringle, llladras Consultations for 1683, p. 143, n. 90, hits ofi the

general senses of the word very well, which are these : — (i.) The periodical winds, NE and SW,

(ii.) The seasons at which the winds blow. (iii.) The periods of change from NE to S‘V, and vice
verszi. _(iv.) The bad weather at the changes. In the quotations that follow I shall adhere roughly
to Pringle’s divisions and separate them under the following heads: - I. —- The Term. II. — The
\Vind and the Season. III. —- The Winds. IV.— The Season. V. -— The Changes. VI. —
The Bad Weather at the Changes.

:1.— The Term.

1780. -- Monsoone are thus described for the benefit of sailors in Dunn’s Directory for Um
East Indies, p. 42 ff,

XXI. —- Of the Periodical Trade-Winds or monsoons. Q- The periodical trade-winds. or
monsoons. are usually said to blow for six months from one quarter, and six months from the

nllposlic quarter ; of which there are four in India, viz., the SW and NE, the SE and NW. The
SW monsoon blows from about the middle of April to the middle of October . . . . The NE
monsoon blows through the same track, from the middle of October to the middle of April,

XXII. -- Of the Fair and Rainy Beasons.— All over the East-Indies, the westerly monsoon,
as well NW as SW, brings the rainy season, with frequent squalls and dirty weather; and the
Easterly monsoon brings fair weather, except on the Coast of Coromanclel, and the North part of
Zeloan [Ceylon], where the rainy season is from October to January.

XXIII. -— 0f the Changing of the Monsoons.—- The changing of the monsoons is commonly
gradual, and some years happens near a month sooner than in others. The change of the NE and
SW monsoons is often attended with Violent storms, which to the Eastward of Malacca are called
Tufl‘oons, and to the westward the Breaking-up of the Monsoons. They seem much the same
as \VestJndia hurricanes ; but never happen at the change of the NW and SE monsoons, though on
those tracks, at that season. there is often very bad weather.
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XXIV. -— Of the Land and Sea Breezes. -- The land and sea breezes prevail, more or less
almost all along the coast of India, during the NE monsoon: they also blow sometimes during the
SW monsoon, but not so general.

'

The valuable quotation XXIII. above given shows that by the term “ Breaking-up of the
Monsoons” the old pilots and sailors meant cyclones. The term tufi‘oon Etyphoon]. is as

near as Dunn ever got to the modern cyclone. At p. 50 he speaks- of cyclones merely as storms:
“ but

devouring storms and tedious calms, almost as bad in their consequences [to sailing vessels] as storms.

generally happen at the shifting 01’ the monsoons: that is the storms [cyclones] from the middle

of April to the middle of June, and from the end of September to the end of November,” In Hors

burgh’s Directions for Sailing in and from the E. 1., Ed. 1809, Vol. II. p. iii. if., the remarks on the
I'Monsoons or Periodical Winds” are much more advanced, but cyclones are described on p. vii._

as hurricanes. In Vol. II. p. xviii., he has the queer expression " to resist the sudden shocks of the
sea during Ty-foongs,” a spelling not to be found in Yule. In the‘184‘I Ed. of Horsburgh, Vol. I.

p. iii. if. and p. vii., the remarks are a nearly verbatim reprint of the Ed. of 1809, and cyclones are

still called hurricanes. Cyclones are, of course, correctly described by the synonymous names of

“ hurricanes, cyclones, typhoonsfl’iin Tuylor’s Indian Directory, 1874, p. 650, as
“ progressive

revolving storms."
' l’ '

II. —- The Wind and the Season.
1607. —But yf it shall see happen you come not to Zocotora in such due tyme as you may

convenientlie goe to Aden and have that monsone to brings you into the Indies.
— Bird'wood,

Ffret Letter Book, East India Company, p. 251.

1683. - Thursday 18 (Oct). The Monsoons [to NE] being now changed and no hops oi
the arrivall of any of the Hon b1“Comp" Ships.‘- Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1683, p. 94.

1684. — [Friday] 28 [April]. ‘Sloop Conimecr arrived here, having endeavoured to get to

Coodaloor or Conimeer, but ye [SW] Monsoon being hard set in, could not (p. 31). Tuesday

25 [New]. Since there isno possibility of Reaching
the Bay this [NE] Monsoon or iiebuary or

March next (p. 137). -— Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1684.
'

1685. — Monday 13 [April]. Order’d that Capt John Spencer, Commander of the Emoy

Mcrchgto give an acct in writing as farr as he can remember of ‘the Rt Hon“ C'ompM affairs
and of his voyage to Bencoolen and Indrapoora [Sumatra] . . . . But the Monsoon [SW]

being contrary and many of his people dead and sick he advised him how impossible
itt was for his

Ship to attain that Port. — Pringlc, Mad. Consult. for 1685, p. 60.

III. — The Winds.

I689. — Ovington‘s long description of the Mussouns [Voyage
tov Surat] is really .i

dcscription oi the SW Monsoon on the- West Coast of India, and of what
are now called the

Rains.

It was just the Season of the Mussouns, when we fell upon the Coast of India. which generally

is extreme dangerous, because they break out for the most part
in such Thunder and Rains and

impetuons Winds, that if the Ships are, not laid up and in- Harbour before
that time they incur the

hazad of being lost (p. 131). This is the only proper Season for the Year
for Rain, which falls hero

[Bombay] with such violence, and on all the Coasts of Malabar . . . . It continues in these

parts for the space of three or four Months from the latter
end of May ’till the middle of September

(p. 182). IVhen once the Mussouns are past,
the other Months are under the severest influence of

the-Heavens, without one Fertile Cloud for several Months visible in the
whole Firmamcnt (p. 137).

\Vhich common Fatality [at Sumtt] has created a Provcrb‘among
the English there that Two

Mussonns [Rains] are the Age of a Man (p. 142).

1711. - Ships may ride secure from the South West Monsoon in Butte Cove [on the Coast
of Malabar].

— Lockycr, Trade, p. ‘272.
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IV. —- The Seasons.

1675. — Never were all our proxies and Bills of Ladeiug left behind before, our Ships never
dispatched with greater danger of looseing the Monzoons. -— Yule, Diary of W. Hedges,
Vol. II. p. cclvii. '

1711. - Wherefore in the beginning of the Wet Monsoon. -- Lockyer, Trade, p. 270.
V. —- The Changes.

1684. —- [Sat.] 13 [Sept.]. Ship Burneo Merchant Thom‘ Bowry, Master, arrived here from

Vizagapatam, he being designed for the Bay, but could not proceed thither by Reason of the

Monsoons chainging [from SW to NE} - Pringle, Mad. ommlt. for 1684, p. 104.
1685. -— August 31st 1685. Wee your Hon’ due‘ Oouncills most humble servantstheComman

der and Officers of the Pink John and Mary finding your Hour dzo“ Councill does designs in few daycs
to send the said Pink to Piraman on the \Vest ,Coast of Sumatra Woo think itt our duty to represent
to your Honr 86c! Councill that should the Pink go now she would fall'~‘2much about the breaking
up of the [SW] Monsoons on that said Coast of Sumatra where the Winds blow very hard and
variable with very much Rain (p. 127). Thursday 8 (Oct). The changing of the Monsoon

[3“? to NE] being near att hand Itt is order’d that the Sloop Mary be carryed into Ennor River to
.secure her till the bad weather is over (p. 141).— Pringle: Mad. Consult. for 1685.

1689. — The [SW] Mussouns are rude and Boistorous in the departure as well as at their coming
in, which two Seasons are oall’d the Elephant in India, and just before their breaking up take
their farewell for the most part in very ruggid hnffing weather. — Ovington, Voyage to Suratt, p. 137.

1704. —- Is very plains and evident to every impartiall man there's no other time if any Limitted
to S'.‘ Nich°: \Vaite goeing to Bombay then the 3 months allowed and appointed to S‘.‘ Jno: Gayer,
the one month after the Turne of the Monsoon is n lispetiall flavour and respect Singly to Sf
Jno : Gayer without any coherence relating to S‘; Nicho :Wsite, every one of us unwilling interfearingr
in said afiaire expecting that you Gentlemen or the Deputy Governour and Councill for the United

Trade at Bombay to have notified the true Genuin Time and Turns of the Monsoone as held and

Esteemed by the Portugueiz and other antient European and _the Severall inhabitants of India for the

Queens Men of Warr Rashly eomeing to this Barr alters not the Annuall Season that by accident may

meet with Severe and Calme weather otherwise any Nation may assume an Almighty Power equaly
with Mr Burniston or Aislabie. But it being notorious & Certified by all Europeans, Dutch, Ffrench,
English, Portngueez, the Last under a Notary publick, as well as the Moores Accountt, the Turne
of the Monsoone SP Francisco or the Elephant ends att or upon and not before the new
moon in 7ber: which fell out this year to be the 18th : Ult‘,1 and the new moon the 17th : Ins!‘ or the
[8th 2 Ins!’ a full Callender month. ——Letter in Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol. II. p. cccxlix, f.
The two references in the quotations for 1689 and 1704 to

" the Elephant” are exceedingly
interesting instances of folk-etymology. “Which two seasons are call’d the Elephant in India,” says

ol'ington. “ 8t Francisco or the Elephant ends att or upon and not before the new moon in
7ber,” says the quaint old letter. Here “ the Elephant ” is the thirteenth lunar aster-15m of
the Hindus; Hathi as it called in modern India; Haste. as it was called in Sanskrit. Has-tn

siguifiesthe hand, and the aster-ism is properly represented by a hand containing five stars ; but

Hrlthi happens to be a common word meaning an elephant. and hence the mistranslation of the old

Anglo-Indians. ,What these early Europeans were told was that the SW Monsoon
" turned ” during

the asterisin Hathi, i. e., in September-October, which is the fact. With the Elephant was

clearly associatedvthe term
" St Francisco,” alluding, I suppose, to the Saint’s Day, either of St

Francis of Assisi, the founder of the Franciscans, 4th October, or of St. Francis Borgia, the third
General of the Jesuits, 10th October.

'

_________————————————~
32 I. 0., reach.
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1746. — Fryday [Sept] 26. Att 5 A. M. Weigh’dand run into 15 fathoms expecting Dayly
the Bringfing] in of the [NE] Monsoons. — Tet-t of the Log.

, VI. -, The Bad Weather at the Changes.
1682. — Thorsday i4th: [Sept], The Resolution being order'd to ride out ye Monsoon

upon this, Coast 8: Capt Wills[ha]w complaining that he shall not be able to ride out _y° storm

without sufficient Quintelage [ballast] nor get to Metchpm [Masuhpatam] when the bad weather

is over without it ’tis therefore order’d‘ that the warehouse~keeper doe lade on board him 100: Tonns

Saltpetre & what Calliature33 wood can be got to stilTen his ship &_inable him the better to ride out
.the storm. — Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1682, p. 69 f.

1683, * Thursday 4 (Oct). Order'd that Sloop Mary be layd up in Enor River for her Security
till the Moonsoon be over (p. 91). Munday 10 (Dec). The Monsoon being over & the Sloop Mary

being expected tomorrow out of Enor river (p. 14). — Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1683.

1684. ——Munday 6 (Oct). Sloop James . . . . to be putt into Codaloor or Porto Novo

River to Ride out the Monsoones and be Repaired (p. 113). Thursday 9 (Oct). Sloop Charle’s

"Dispatch for Enore River there to ride out y° Monsoon and be repaired (p. 123). 25 (Dec). The

Ship Burneo Merchant arrived here out of Enno(re) River where she put in to secure her selfe

from y° Moonsoone . . . . 'lhe Honhle Compml Sloop Charles arrived here from Enor River

where she put into be secured from the Moonsoones & Repair (p. 150). — Pringle, Mad. Consult.

for 1684.

1685. -— Thursday 26 (Nova). The Monsoon being as to appearance over Itt is agreed that
an order be sent to Mr Knowlman Master of tho Sloop J alnes to bring her out of Elinor River.
Pringle, lllad. Consult. for 1685, p. 153.

Moor Merchant.

Moor is an early term for a Muhammadan inhabitant of India.

0. 1595. —- The King of Passarvau [in Java] who was a Moor and Mahometan. - Collection
of Dutch Voyages, 1703, p. 181.

1614. — First that yo” LoPP receiue due informacon from Armenians Moores and such
othl' Ml'chie as trade out of Persia into the Mogores [Moguls] dominions. -— Birdwood, First Letter
‘Book, E. I. 0., p. 455.

1672. —- There is an astonishingly good description of India and its people by Streynshain Master

in a letter from Surat, dated 1672, in Yule‘s Diary of Sir William Hedges, Vol. II. p. cccv. 5., and
from it are taken the following excerpts: — , I

I have allsoe been at Sea in the vessells oi the Country . . . . But the English were

Masters of the Shipp, that is at Sea, though Imploy’d by the Native Indians, Moores and Banians

[Hindu Merchants] _ . . . This Province or Part of India is principally Inhabitted by 3 :

Nations or sorts of People, that is Moores or Mahumedans, the Hindooes and Parsees . .

The Moores or Mahumetans are those that generally have the Rule and Government of the

Country, the Mogulle himselfe being a Mahometan 0f Tartar Race from Tamerlane, and the greatest

part of the Mooresin those parts are such as came into this Country with that Conquest, though there

he allsoe many of the Naturall Indians, even whole tribes that have turned Mahometans since the

Conquest. The Mogull Orangzeeb, (as I have said) is a Mahumetan and a great precisian in his
Religion. soc that he has taken off all customes from the Mahometans and imposed 5 P. Cent. more
on the Hindooes than they formerly paid, besides he hath some Persecution against the Hindooes

&ca. since his comeing to the Crowne, and not soc much to punish them for the Profession of their

owne Religion as to trap and ensnare and even force them to turn Moors (that is to be circumcised.
and then they be what they will againe, for many of the Hindoos that have turned Moor-es Retain‘e

i
3’ Telugu. galijjru, red-wood.
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many of their Idolatrous Custonics) as is the Practice of Mahonietans in most Countrys, Contrary to

all humane Reason, and I think to the Economy of all Religions, in the World. It seems that some
yoarcs if not ages since, I suppose about the time of the Moores first Conquests, they were severe
against the Idolatry of the Hindoos, and sett a Poll Tax upon all the Family of Indians, which as I
said [many] of them turne Moores, nor was any Pagod or Idolatrous Temple of the Hindooes suffered
to stand except the Hindooes at their owne charge made a place for Prayer for the Mahometans

adjoyuing to the very well of it
,

and if they did see, then they might build new Pagods, but since
-those times, especially during the Raignes of Jangeer and She-Johann, the Hindooes were not at all
molested in the exercise o

f

their Religion, but were in flavour and Preferred to the great and Means

oflices of the Kingdoms see well as the Moors.
_ ’ '

1672. ——There were Weavers o
f

a
ll Sects, Moors, Hindoos and Pcrsees. - Yule,‘ Diary of W.

Hedges, Vol. II. p. cccxi.

1682. — Makes proclamation that no Moor nor Gentile should serve the English, _ Yule
Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol. II. p. 1.

1683. -— Forasmuch as our afisirs have been much interrupted by the insolency of the Moors
Government. —- Yule, Diary af_ W. Hedges, Vol. II. p. xxr _ > _.

1889. —- The Portuguese proselyte the children of all Persons deceas’d among them,‘ whether

their Parents are Moors or Pagans, and seize their Estates into the Church (p. 206). I shall dis
tinguish the Natives here into three sorts. First, the Moors or Moguls (p. 233). -— Ovington,
Voyage to Sam”, p

. 206.
'

_ [

1690. —- If you do not take some care to relieve me with Speed I shall be foro'd to turns
Moore . . . . For the lord Jesus Christs Sake let me not perish in this hellish prison. —

Charles King in prison to the Bengal Council, in YlllfiDl‘tllll/ of IV. Hedges, Vol. II. p.’ cviii.

1699. — He is expert in the Hindorstand or Moores Languages [Hindustani]. —- Yule,

Diary of W’. Hedges, Vol. II. p. celxvii. .

‘e
.

1700. -- The trade is now removed into the Armenians Moors and Gentows Hands. — Alex.
Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. I. p. 367.

' '

1701. — Our Generall [letter] advises you what has happened at Surat as to the Moors Seizing
Sr; John Gayre and his Lady. -— Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol. III. p. lxvii.

1711. -— Two Days before our Arrival a Moorman (or a Mahometan, born in the Mogulls

Dominions) in the King’s Service was accused before the Shabander [at Acheen]. —Lockyer,

Trade, p. 57- _

1775. - Here [Acheen] are some few English, some Moorish Merchants and several
Chinese (p. 87). Under which Cover he [the

" Imaum’s Shrolf ” at Mocha] has an Opportunity of

adding Something to the Money tve‘ight for which he i
s well paid b
y the Moors who are the greatest

Exporters of Silver (p. 51). — Stevens, Guide to E. I
. Trade.

1791. ——This will be delivered b
y

M1.‘ Clark, the Gunner o
f the Settlement [at the Andamans]

who I have dispatched for Calcutta in charge of the Lea board for some Mores. — Letter in Bengal
Consult. dated 24th Nov. 179], MS.

1798. -— The Moormen [Musalman Conquerors] treated the natives [Hindus] very different

ly
. — Dr. Heyne’s Journal in Mackenzie, Kz'stna District, p. 228.

Musule, Musulepatam, Mussullepatam, Mussulepatam.

These spellings are possibly due to the same false folk-etymology as brought about the con

temporary spellings Metchiipetam and the like, so common in former days. See Yule, Glossary,

s. v. Masulipatam. See also ante, s. v. cit, under the first log.
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o. 1800. -— Such like stuiie as S Iames Lancaster tooke wch are made att Bengalla Mesepa~

tamya Cheremandallc and S‘ Thome [Madras]. -— Birdwood, First Letter Book, E. I. 0., p. 73.
1605. -— All or the most pte of theis aboucsaid are made aboute Bengalla, Mesepatamya

St Thome Chcremandall or Cambaya & some other pte of the East Indies. — Birdwood, First Letter
Book, p. 75.

1605. — Theis foresaid Clothes . . . . are made in Bengalla att Mesapatania S Thome

Chercmandalla. — Op. cit. p. 79.

1605.—In all the Countric of Bcngalla (wherein Mesopotamia is a Cheefe Citic). — Op.
cit. p. 85.

1605, — These aforesaid cloths are always to be had at Bantam, yet at sometimes better than at
othcrsome, but they be made at Bengalla, Mesopotamia, S Thome & Choromandle. —- Danvers,

1:’. I. 0. Letters, Vol. I. p. 72.

1610. — We hope to arryue at Mesolopatane . . . . vppo ye Coast of Coromandell

[the Cheremandalla, the, above].
-— Op. cit. p. 427.

c. 1617. — At better rates then they fetch it from the fi‘lemings in Messelpotania.“ — Op.
cit. p. 460. v_~.

1682. —- Intended to be imployed on. freight to Muselpatam. -— Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges,
"Vol. II. p. cccxiv.
1658. — Some 40 English miles from the Metropolitan Port and factory which is called Mech

lupatam. — Yule, Diary of IV. Hedger, Vol. II. p. cccxlvii.

1674. -— Monsieur Peter Dcltor second for affairs of the Royal Company of France at Matchi
patam. —- Mackenzie, Kisma District, p. 99.

l

1676. —.Proposals to the Agent about the young men in Metohelepatam. Whereas each

hath his peou and some more with their Rondells [umbrellas]. _ Mackenzie, Kistna District, p, 92.
- 1678. — If the Ship continues as Shes is I will take in all that is sent to Matchep“: .—
Letter from Thomas Pitt in Yulc’s Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. III. p. vi.
1679. _ There by the River side all the English that were in Metchlepatam mett us. —

Streynsham Master’s Journal in Mackenzie, Kz'stna Diatrict, p. 131.

1735. — Onder desen zark lcgt begravcn mi'utf Maria \Vilhelmina Gambler zale Gcmalin ne
van den Ee Hear Gosewyn Maire Opper-Coopm. sccundc tc deser Choromandel en Oppcrhorfd dit

Noorder District nata ter Stecde Negapatnam dcr 15 Oct 1702 obiit alhier tot Masulipatnam den
2 Augusty A0 1735 end 32 iaren 9 maanden en 18 dagen. — Mackenzie, Kistna District, p. 102,

1898. — Metchlepatam. The legendary and absurd‘ derivation from machhli [fish] for long
fixed this mode of spelling. — Pringle, Mad. Consult. for 1684, p. 64.

Palankine.

A litter carried on a pole. Yule quotes the spelling in the text as early as 1608.

1679. — To ferry over our people Pallankeenes and Horses which took up 4 hours’ time. —

Strcynsham Master’s Journal in Mackenzie, Kz'stna District, p. 131.

1683. -— Went in my Palenkeen for Ballasore. — Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. I. p. 66.

1689. - Those whose Wealth is able to support it are pompously carried upon Men’s shoulders
i1 Palanquins whose carriage is as easie and pleasant as that of our chairs in the Streets of

London. — Ovington, Voyage to Suratt, p. 252.W
3‘ The Dutch faotsry at Masulipatam was ostablishel in 1614.
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1699. —- And desir'd he would privately let him goe either in a Pallakeen or on horse to
you. -— Letter in Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol. II. p. cclxvii.
1700, — Only the bare Pallakeen neither Bed nor Tassels . . . . and I have senta

Small Sandal} Screwtore [Escritoire] for a Pallakeen. — Letter in Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol.
II. p. cclx.
c. 1700. —- And the English Church [at Madras] is well endowed and maintains poor Gentle

women in Good Housewifery, good Clothes and Palankine. -— Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. I.
p. 366.

1702. -- Pallankeen hire . . . . I can not tell why it should not be allowed here.
Letter in Yule, Diary of IV. Hedges, Vol, II. p. cccxxi.

c. 1708. - Beg the Favour that he should pick them out some lusty Dutch Men to carry their
Palenqueens and Somereras or Umbrellas. — Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. I. p. 838.

c. 1710. — Most Gentlemen and Ladies in Bengal live both splendidly and pleasantly
. . in the Evening to recreate themselves in Chaises or Palankins in the Fields, - Alex.
Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. II. p. 13. '~‘ -~

1711. - The better sort of People travel in Palankeens carry’d by six or eight Cooleys whose
Hire if they go not far from the Town is three Pence a Day each. —- Lockyer, Trade, p. 27.

1775. — Palenkeen and Horse Hire with the Broker, etc, from the Gott [ghdt or landing
place] (p. 70). Polenkeen and Cooley Hire and his Necessaries to the Gott. — Stevens, Guide,

p. 68.

1798. — Twelve palankeon boys [bearers] for myself. — Dr, Heyne’s Journal in Mackenzie,

Ii'z'stna District, p. 226.
Quoir.

Cocoanut fibre for rope-making, bedding, etc. The spelling in the text is not given in Yule’s

Glossary, but compare quoils for coils in the log later on, and Quatwall for kotwal in Stevens.
Guide, 1775, p. 54. Coir' is the usual modern form of the word.

1595. —; The Indian Palm Tree which grows every where in the Indies and is of four- kinds.

The first is that which producoth Coco the most useful Tree in the \Vorld . . . . The Nuts are

as big as Ostrich Eggs . . . . When the Fruit is gathered and dry the shell peels off like Flax

of which they make their Cairo, that is all manner of Cables of Ropes for the use of Ships:
they likewise caulk their Ships with it in stead of Tow and Mosse. — Col. of Dutch Voyages, 1703,

p. 138 f.
'

1676. -- The cable being new made of Maldive Coir never started a strain. — Yule, Diary of
1V. Hedges, Vol. II. p. ccxxxiii.

c. 1700. — The Islands of _Maldiva . . . . bring Cowries and Cayar35 for the Service

of Shipping. — Alex. Hamilton, East Indies, Vol. I. p. 394.

1711. — Sow'd together with Coyr-twine (p. 11). Coire per pecull (p. 152). Coire (p. 152).
They use Coire or Coconut Cordage (p. 258). Coir (p. 274). — Lockyer, Trade in India,

1775. — Coir Callicut per Bom[bay] Can|'_dy] of 21 mds. Coir Lacadavia, ditto. -- Stevens,
Guide, p. 108.

1893. ——Coir, kayiru, Tamil. — Mad. Man. Admn. Vol. III. p. 202.
Shaii, Chae.

This important Anglo-Indianism is mentioned'in Yule’s Glossary under choya. I give some
additional quotations for it here, because it comes undornotice in quotations for Masulipatam,

though it is not mentioned in the Log. It signifies the dye known as Indian madder.
” An old and correct form. In the Andaman Islands the existing form is_always kayfir. So it is also in the

Nicobar Islands, the ancient home of the ooooanut.
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. 1586. -— They bring thither [Maaulipstan] also much cotton yarne red coloured with a root
which they call Saia, which will never lose his colour : it is very well solde here, & very much- of it

commeth yerely to Pegu.‘ -—_Ryley, Ralph Fitch, p. 165.

1614. —'The-red yarn, also by the roguery & covetousness of the dyers, instead of camca, viz,

put other chaya half so cheap, which only doth give a fair gloss at first, which with continuance

& heat in the ship decays & becomes black, dirty & whitish withal. -— Adam Danton, Letter in

E. I. 0. Records, Vol. II. p. 127. ~ ~ 1

1679. — To which they were answered yt if they would provide muster-s [patterns] of all sorts

of Chae and white goods and bring them to .Metchlepatam. —.- Streynsham Master, Journal, in

Mackenzie, K istna District, p. 131.

c. 1700. —- Matchulipatam, being the next Place of Figure lies in the Way along the Sea
Coast. It stands on the North-east Side of Din. Point, about 5 Leagues distant from it . . . ,
The Islands 01’ Bin produce the famous Dye called Shaii . . . . For some Disgust he had
received ‘from the Inhabitants of Bill Islands. — Alex. Hamilton, East Ind. Vol. I. p. 370,

1700. —- If I can but Keep these Cursed follows from .mixing the Southern Chay with the
Northern. — Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. III. p. lxiii. -

1818. -— The coarser plain cloths made to the north’and south of the Godavery or coloured
with Che-ya root which grows in the most perfection in the sands overflowed annually by the Kistna
(p. 86). Ohaya. root is a small root from 15 to 20 inches long, very slender, with few fibres, culti
rated. on the Qoasts of Malabar and Coromandel and other parts of India. It is used in dying red,
purple, a deep clear brown, and to paint the red figures on Chintz. -- Milburn, Commerce, V 01. I.
p. 277.

V V ' “ '

Vizagapatam, Vizaquepatsm, Vizacquepatam, Vizacque.

See illustrations, 4;. 0., in the notes to the first log. The ordinary current colloquial form of the

name in military circles is Vizag.
'

)

1869. — The term Vizagapatam is properly Visakhapattanam, the City of Visakha or
Kartikeya, the Hindu Mars. — Carmichael, Vz'zagapatam District, p. 1.

(To be continued.)

SOME SONGS OF THE PORTUGUESE-INDIANS.
BY R. M. LAFRENAIS.

(Communicated by F. Fawcett.)
Tm: Portuguese who came to India with Vasco da Gama. and the other leaders, who

followed in his wake, have left their names to their mixed posterity, now to be found along
the west- coast of India. The language spoken by these people in their homes is still a kind
of Portuguese — Portuguese with an odd admixture of the Vernacular Malayalam.

I. ' J

Adeos.

Text.

Adeos, Adeos, Adeos, Adeos,
Men coracao

Alma leva. retratado

Para. hoje en penar.
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Quantas vezes vos me destes
Vossa mao de fins. prata.

Promet en do olhe que ser firmo
Como hoje sois engrato.

Ai demim triste coitado'
Em qne hora ja nasceo

Ja nasceo us home plaueta
Para hoje en penar.

Tu tens olhas de mater
Sobrancelhas de ferir

Tu tens boca de fallar
Coraeao para sentir.

Notes.

The first song entitled “ Adeos
” evidently was originally a farewell serenade addressed by

e jilted swain to his false lady love. The air is simple and pathetic, with that peculiar form of

pathos characteristic of the lyric music of Spain and Portugal.

The words now given are many of them corrupt, and the manner of their use is such that the

difficulties of translating them literally have proved insurmountable, though many individuals,

who are well versed in Mongrel Portuguese, have been consulted. Freely translated, the
verses mean that the serenader complains of his soul being dejected and of his being “in pain
today” (fourth line, first verse).

The second verse is apparently in reference to the hopes held out by the lady to whom the

bard addresses his plaintive melody, and to her subsequent ingratitude.

In the third verse, the bard homoans his hard fate and curses the unlucky star under which
he was born.

In the fourth verse he tells the false one that her eyes can kill, her eyebrows pierce and her
mouth conquer, but her heart makes others fee].

This song is seldom sung to the same words, improvised renderings to suit occasions being

generally composed at entertainments, though some few verses, like those reproduced, are fairly
popular.

II.
Britannia.

Test.

0 Britannia, O Britannia, O Britannia, linda amor
Britannia linda nmor li la lay
Britania linda. amor.l

2

Bark China. jada veln capitao querri parte
Bengaliua ne meo braco li la lay
Naon cavaie dispidin.

3

Voz ingrata disamarosa, boss ports. na vi
En lo \ mi ne terra estranho, li la lay
Esmolas lo pedi.

1 This is the chorus of the song : see Translation below.
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4

Vinte anno eu massol, toda terra eu ja olha

Naon achar um minina 1i la lay

De me propri idade.

5

Vosa alto fantasia quanto temp lo duro

Com 0 folha s_e papel, li la lay
Dally vento lo lova.

Translation.

Chorus.

Oh Britannia, Oh Britannia,

Oh Britannia my love !

Britannia my love, li la la,
Britannia my love.

2

A Chinese barque put up her sails,
For the skipper he wanted to start,

Bengalena was in his arms, 1
1
'

la la,

And from her it was hard to part.
Chorus.3

3

You are ungrateful and you're unloving,

Your portals I’ll cross no more,
In far lands will I roam, 11

'

la la,

Begging alms from door to door.
Chorus.

4

I have travelled in distant lands,
My age it is twenty today,
N 0 girl have I met, 11

1

la la
,

Whose age did with mine agree.
Chorus.

5

Those fantastic notions of yours

How long, think you, will endure?
The breeze will scatter them, 11

1

la la,

As papers lifted from the floor.
Chorus.

III.
Marilihia.

Text.

Onti noite intire eu ne vossa porta

Morrendo cum frio sin acha- um reposta.

Chorus,

Marilihia dai me consalagoa

Tirai dor do corocoa.
___—_—_______________—_~

3 I. 0., the first verse repeated.
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Amor manda chama. en na sabe caminho
Fortuna sercade cum corna. dispigna.

Chorus.

3

Amor nouka. dava ninguem allegria.
Se lagry tristi de noite didia.

Chorus.

4

Fogue de fougou cum agua. 5e paka.
Fogue de me peite cum morti se paka.

Chorus.

5

Parmi jn acha um lenco riba de cousl'gna.
Lance cougueside de nossa, Rossigna.

Chorus.

6

Parmi tignere un amor tode tignerenoya
A ta, na. barrack ne boka de soldadi.

Chorus.

7

011m, qunte vi treze massev curto

Aquely de meio golose db poot.
Chorus.

8

Ja sande candia sin bats azeite
Senhora disti casa corogoa. de laiti.

Chorus.

9

Ja sei um lua fronte 56 men rosto,
Ja vim saphira contre diamonti.

Chorus.

10

Magry massev massev afi'emade
Eli l0 levai parvos enganade.

Clzorua.

11

Se querrai tama. amor vine mingnha. term

Corp fasez bark braco fasez vella.
Chorus.

12

Se quen'e tama amor, inda vem crianca

Deitado ne cole tomar confianca.

Chorus.
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II

__________—_____—_____—_—___————————-—é——e
Translation.

All last night I was without your gate.
Dying of the cold and unknowing my fate.

Chorus.

Marilihia, console me with love,

And the pain from my heart remove.

2

Love bade me come, but no way can I find,
And a crown of thorns my fortune doth bind.

Chorus.

3

Love yields no bliss, and night and day

In tears am I bedewed alway.
Chorus.

4

Water, the fire of the oven extinguisheth,

The fire of my heart will be consumed but by death.
Chorus.

5

On our kitchen top a kerchief did I find,
And it bore the name of our Rosinha kind.

Chorus.

6

The soldiers in barracks, nay, all men envied me,3

The love of a girl who greatly loved me.

Chorus.

7

Yonder come three youths of stature all short,

The one in the middle ’s aye greedy for put.‘

Chorus.

8

Save oil ’s in the lamp, it will not shed light,
The heart of my hostess, as milk ’tis pure white.

Chorus.

9

A moon before my face doth'rise,

And sapphire with diamond in splendor vies.
Chorus.

10

Beware the slender youth, the girl-faced boy, ‘

By artful wiles he’ll thee decoy.
Chorus.M

3 This line is evidently very modern. Reference is to the small detachment of a. British Regiment which is
always stationed at Coliont. — F. F.
t “ Poot" isa. kind of cake made with rice, commonly eat-en by the poorer class of the Portuguese-Indian

community. — F. F.
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11

Seek you love. then home come with me,

Your fair form a. ship whose sails your arms be.
Chorus.

12

Seek you love, then, come, child to my breast,
Lie still in my lap and fear not to trust.

Chorus.

IV.
Marilia.

Text.

Marilia, minha Marilia,

Minha doc-e coracao
Abri vossa boca.
Dai me consolacno.

2

Cada. viz qne eu limbro
De vossa bondade

Coracao ficu triste

Olhos saltad lagre.

Eu com vos juntado
Ja fez hum concerto
Nada morrer louge
Senad vossa puerto.

4

Ai de mino que for fazer
Sendo nada. considerar

Sequeminte for amado.
Para. hoje eu penal‘.

Translation

Marilia, my Marilia,
My sweethear b,
Open your mouth, Miu'ilia,

And give me consolation.

2

Whenever I think of your welfare,
My heart becomes sad
And my eyes fill with tears.

3

You and I together have vowed a vow
That we should not die apart,
But should always be together.

4

\Vhat is there for me to (lo,
I can think of nothing,
For the sake of love
I am in pain today.
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THE TULA-KA"ERI-MAHATMYA.‘

BY (1. n. SUBRAMIAH PANTULU.

CHAPTER I.

Sapta-prékdra-madhye' saraszja-mukul-6dbhdsamdné vinuine‘

It'dve'ri-marlhyn-de'ié mridutara-phapirdd-bhciga-parymilca-madhyé |

NiJrd-mudr-dbkirzimmii ka'ti-m'kafadirab-pdr5va-vinyaast-hastmh

Purimli-dhdtri-karzibhydfia parichita-ckaranmii Rmigandthan'i bhajiimz' ll

Sirta spake to Saunaka and other Bishis thus. “ Dharmavarman, a Bajarshi King of
flichulapura, having prostrated before the sage Dalbhya, from whom he had heard on very many
previous occasions various saintly stories, asked him once more- thus :—-

'

‘ O, all-knowing sage, by what means do people in general become useful progenitors, blessed

with long life and prosperity ‘I How are sins washed off 'I How have they bhaktz' in the God~head '!

By following what Dharma would God, the giver of sweet scented dai'nties, choicest women and other

terrestrial happiness, and in the end of celestial Mukti, the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of

all. be pleased? How in this sin-worn Kali-Yoga could malufpdtakas of the type of brahma-hatyzi

(murder of a Brahman) vanish like
snow before sunshine and such sinners attain final beatitude '.’

I earnestly request that you will have mercy on me, your disciple, and narrate all these in detail.’ "

Sfita began to narrate thus to ‘Saunaka and other Iiishis the following. as being told in days of

yore b
y Dzilbhya, the best of Brfihmans, to the charitably disposed king-sage Dharuiavarman, on

being questioned by the latter. “You eagerly longed to hear this excellent soul-stirring story of

Vishnu. Your Longing therefore enlivens the soul and waxes your bhakti. This i
s a good question

and I shall, as far as my ability permits, give you a succinct account of its philosophy. The same topic
was well discussed in days long gone b

y Agastya. before the sages on the field of Kurulnhétra, when

questioned b
y King Hariéchandra, and I shall now tell you the same, which b
e pleased to bear with

mute attention. The far-famed King Hariéchaudra of Ayodhyit, intent on performing a sacrifice

reached the famous field of Kurukshétra, saw Saunaka and other [lisbis of the place, and with excess

of joy and humility prostrated himself before them, when they who were i
n the humble initiation of

disciples, well versed in Vedic lore, and lovers of truth, saw him and enquired of him thus.

‘ 0 King,

have you come here in peace and are your people ruled well? Are your kingdom and metropolis,

treasury, granary, armoury, army, etc, etc., waxing high in peace and plenty? The king who, out of

vicious habits, does not take a sixth part as tax and does not rule the people well in peace would

suffer sins for a Brahma-Kalpa and then would take 'good-for-nothing jnmmms as worms, flies, ctr.

Therefore, it is that a king who pays a high reverence for Brahmans, who does not pay court to venal.

beauties, whose fame extends far and wide, who rules his people well, i
s blessed with long life and

prosperity. You are well-disposed towards Védic Brrihmans, are charitableg'the foremost among the

best of the race, have the internal and external senses under your control and are therefore extolled

b
y the good.‘

“ The Bishis, after having spoken thus, were very hospitable to their guest, King Harié‘chandra'.

The king sat on the seat appointed, with hands uplifted, and with fear and‘ humility spake to them :

l I have become great at the mere sight of you, revered b
y the whole world.‘ Having heard of your

grand assembly I have come here to pay my respects to you. I request a special favour of you,
O, twice-born, how can I transgress the illimitable amirsdra, how attain sustenance and final beatitude,
how attain long life, how will the family progress, how will the Lord, the greatest of the Puru‘shas, be

pleased? I request you to teach me the quintesscnce of the Dlmrmas.‘
"

_________

1
‘

From the dgm‘ya-I‘urdnm
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“ \Vhereupon the Munis replied :—‘Your questions being asked with a mind intent always on
Dharma. are very good. We shall teach you the latva you like best. The Asvaméfillla sacrifice,

being the reliever from brahmakatyti and other sins of that order, the giver of bhuklz' and mulch, the

one that pleases Vishnu most, is by far the best, and if you should perform the sacrifice, you will enjoy

every sort of happiness.’ “ To which the king replied. ‘O, the choicest of Brahmans, be good enough
to have the sacrifice performed by me and make me great.’

"In the interim the Muni residents of Naimishfiranya came there, led by Suta. Amongst others
were "asishtlla, Viimadéva, Jabzili, Kiiéyapa, Bhgigu, the resplendent Vis'viimitra, burvésashhe mine
of prayer, Harita, Atri, Mankana, Vitihétra, Gfilava, Mr‘irkandéya, Asita, Kanva, Sita, Yaja, Upayaja,
Bhi‘iradvaija, Gautama, Bailva, Parliéara, Vyilsa, téirtatapa, Mudga, Maudgala, Kavasha, Valmiki,

Vfiruua, Agastya, Matar'iga, ritukarna, Sut'ikshna, téatiinanda, Satyavrat-a, Satyatapas, ldsuri,

Nfirada, Kavi, Dhaumya, Angiras, Kalinda, Mzindavya, Garga, Gatakshata, Hotri, Dhfimakétu,

Jalaplava, Urdhvatéjas, Mahzitéjas, té‘aiikha, Liklrita, Bodhayana, YziJiiavalkya, Yiijfiakétu, Maru,
Kratu, Pulastya, Pulaha, Gaura, Aévalayana, Apastamba, Yajiiartiéi, Marichi, Babh'ru, ¢tc., eta,
with their disciples and hosts of followers. Amongst these patient, sympathetic mum's who keep the

senses internal and external in check, some were water drinkers, some air ea'lers, some leaf-fruit-and

root-eaters, some Brahmaehiirins, some Ggihasthas, some Saihnyasins, and othersViinaprasth as. These,

intent on blessing the world, being close followers of Nya‘yaéfistraa, well versed in Vedic and Vedamic
lore, concentrating their thoughts on that great holder of the vital shears, came there to feast their

ears on Tulakavéri-llahatmya, liked so much by Vishnu. Whereupon the mum‘ residents of.
Kurukshétra entertained them, as became them, according to Vedic ritual, seated them in the seats
alloted, when Harischandra, the~ controller of the senses, prostrated before them and with hands

uplifted and with tears of love flowing from his eyes, requested of them something in a humble mellow

voice. ‘My life has been made a model :my host of pity-is satiated. Vishnu worshipped by anireful,

headstrong king of my type, a follower of Adharma, has surely appeared before me. I was able to
see you by good deeds done in life past. What is there in the three worlds that cannot be attained

while I am in your presence? ’ '
'

“To which the Bshis replied. ‘0,. Haris'chandra, the devout worshipper of Hari, and the disciple
of Vasishtha, the beauty and sublimity of your powers of speech are indescribable,’

'

“When Hariéchandra took his seat, Qaunaka surveying the whole host of Bishis began, ‘This

Harischandra has come here intent on performing the Aévamédha. I request on his behalf thatI as
you have come here just in time, though accidentally, you would shower your choicest blessings on

him and favour. me with his views.’

“\Vhereupon Niirada and Agastya replied, ‘This king is the fittest person to perform the sacrifice

as he is very intelligent, has a decentralised mind, and holds the senses internal and external in

check. But, however, thereis one thing to be said. In days long gone, he was obliged to roam about
in the forests, sore dismayed, being made a bankrupt by the sage Viévirmitra, immersed in the deep

wide sea of misery, sorely puzzled by the imperious sensations of hunger andvthirst, and saw in a forest

the resplendent sage Kinthama bending half in prayer upon his knee, and stood stupified, not for a

moment thinking that he should worship the sage. On seeing the king thus, the best of Brahnians
though-t ‘ Is this not the world-famed King Hariéchandra, the controller of the indriyas (the senses)
and anger, the incessant worshipper of Briihmans 7 \Vhy has he not worshipped me 7' So thought

he for a time and focussing his thoughts, was able by clairvoyant vision to perceive that his present

troubles were the product of Viéve'unitra's deeds, took pity on him and became all-merciful towards

him,_ 0, best of Briihmans, therefore it is that he is not entitled to perform this lest of sacrifices,

Aévamédha, till he expiates his other sins caused by the Bn'ihman’s curse. whosoever in thought.
word, or deed, causes ofi'ence to a Brahmana, at that very instant he loses his life and
prosperity, and with his pitris enjoys hell-fire until he expiates all his follies. It‘ the
offence is a conscious one, he would bccomea Brahmariikshasa and the sure expiation for it is
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bathing in the cold icy waters of the Kavéri in the month of ‘rule. He will is fit for
sacrificial rites if he bathes in the Narmada in the months of Vaiéékha and Mésha. Bathing in the

sacred waters of the Ktivéri2 not only expiates all sins but also confers on the bather every sacrificial
bliss, every desire and mini aha in the end. The sixty-six crores of waters in the fourteen worlds join
the Kiivéri in the month of Tuh'i for the expiation of sins. It is impossidl'e even for Adiéésha
(Hydra) to describe the sublimity of 'I‘ulA-Kdvérhthough told for ten thousand years in a thousand
months. The greatest sinner will become aheavenly habitant by bathing for three days in the Kitvéri
in the month of Tuli‘i. From its source in the Sahya mountains till it joins the sea, the Karéri is
flooded on both sides by §ira and Kééava shrines. There are many da'ramas of sages on both its sides.
The sacredncss of Tula-Ki‘tvéri is indescribable by any except Brahman, Vishnu and Rudra in the three
worlds. As the waves of the Kfivéri are a number of rivulets, its beds a number of tanks, its sands
angelic habitations, bathing in it would give us the sameplzala as bathing in innumerable sacred

streams. The sacred streams that join the Kfivéri in the month of Tuh'i are as innumerable as the

cosmic atoms, the stars in the heavens, the showers of rain and rankest seeds. A drop in the Kitréri
can be regarded as a stream in itself. As the person that bathes in the sacred waters of the Ki‘ivéri
in the month of Tuli‘t is not only relieved of all sins but sits at the feetot' the Almighty, O greatest of

kings, you will attain everything by such a bath.”

The king on hearing such words from Nat-ads and Agastya became wonder-struck, and said,
- "As I am your servant, I request by your grace that I be made fit to perform the Aévamédha
sacrifice. How should the bath in the Kavéri in the month of Tula and in the Narmada in the month
of Vni§.-ikha be performed? \Vhy should these two months be given a preference ‘I ‘What charities
must be done during these months? Kindly tell me these in detail."

So said King Hariéchandra to the Bishis, Dilbhya to Dh armavarman, and St‘tta to Saunaka.

some AND QUERIES.

TOMB. KOS -— COURSE -— CORSE.

Tam curious old Anglo-Indianism means a.
grain measure still known in Madras as toom.
it belongs strictly to the Telugu Districts and in

c. 1618. — Sir Thomas Roe always has course
for 1:05.

o. 1825. — “As for Courses they are diner-slythe Southern portion of those districts it is made
to correspond to the better known mercall (m’de

'

Yule). The word itself is not in Yule. It repre
sents the Tel and Tam. tumu, and may be call
ed the Indian bushel.

1680. —- Eight small measures make one Tomb.
Five Tombs make one Pnrra. Eighty Parras make
one Garce . . . . the measureto contain one
eigllbll of 0. Tomb and all grnines, etc., for the use
of the Company to be measured upon it gratis
upon request. — .Mad. Consult. ‘in Notes and
Estracts, p. 24.

taken (as Southerne and Northel'ne miles with
vs), in some places longer, in other shorter, which

causeth sample in the computation.” — Note by
Purchas to Roe, Hak. Soc. Ed. Vol. II. p. 541.

1765. —The Gentoos estimate distances by

R. 0. Trauma.

corses, but more commonly by a day's journey,.
which they reckon five oorse, but as the cores
varies in difierent districts, from one and a half
to two and a. half miles English, we take the me
dium days travel at ten English ‘miles. — Howell,
Events, etc., p. 192.

R. O. Taurus.a“
7 In times when men were scarcely ever induced to travel by a liberal curiosity or by the pursuit of gain, it was

better that the'rurle inhabitant of the South should visit Benarcs and Pra
but the squalid cabins and uncleared woods amidst which he was born.

4-~ 4

&~'.~w-.;\\-‘-_WW R"‘ Liv/0
. a/’

yt‘zgathan that he should never seeanything
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NOTES ON THE ROCK CARVINGS IN THE EDAKAL CAVE, WYNAAD.
BY F. FAWCETT.

(Assisted by R. C. Temple.)

0 the S. W. of the town of Ganapativattam, known as Sultan's Battery to Europeans,
from its fort constructed by Tippoo Sultan, in the tliliil- of the Malabar District called

by the Natives Vayanatu and well known to Europeans as the Wynaad, there lies one of the
principal hills of the tdlfila. It is known as a whole as Edakalmala or Yedaculmala. It is
situated about 56 miles from Calicut, about the same distance from Ootacamund, and 4 miles

S. W. from Sultan's Battery.

If one starts from Sultan’s Battery the hill is reached best by following the path along
the watershed from the bungalow of the Kuppumfidi Cofiee Estate. The highest peak of it
is known to Europeans as the Battery Book, and forms a prominent feature in the \Vynaad
landscape, standing some 1,500 feet above the general level of the country round and sorne~
thing over 4,000 feet above the sea. On the Western slope of it near the crest is to be found
the Edakal Cave, the subject of these notes.

, Once a year the peak is the objective of the local Chetty caste, many of whom live in
the neighbourhood. They ascend the hill and scale the peak by a flight of dangerous steps
out in the rock. On the top, where there are at the present day but four posts and two cross
pieces, they perform pfijci to the goddess called by them Mudiampilli. There are a. few small
temples about the foot of the hill, one of which is built of slabs of rock, but there is apparently
no connection between them and the open-air shrine on the top of the peak. The yearly pilgrim
age to the peak, in fact, expresses almost all there is of modern religious interest attached to the
Edakalmala, which is held to be the home of a couple of minor local goddesses, and of Kutti
ChAtan, the mischievous imp of Malabar, who sets fire to houses and hay-ricks, upsets things
and teazes interminably. Kutti Chfitan’s residence at this spot is explained in this way.
Long ago the goddess of Edakalmala used to devastate the country round with the help of a

large serpent, but at last the goddess of Nellakotta Hill, known to Europeans as the Needle
Rock, which lies between Edakalmala and the Nilgiris and is about 20 miles distant from the
former, determined to destroy the serpent and so give peace to the neighbourhood. So she
sent her familiar Kutti Chaitan, and he killed the serpent — as the sparrow killed cock
robbin -— with his bow and arrow. One of the arrows spent on this occasion is still shown as
a. long stone lying in a flat paddy field at the foot of tho Edakalmala, which field is known as
Ambukuttivayal, i. e.. “the swamp where the arrow struck.” In some way not now explain
able, Kutti Chatan transferred his services to the goddess whose monster he had slain, and took
up his residence with her on Edakahnala.

The Chetties above referred to must not be confounded with the well-known
traders and money-lenders going under that name throughout Southern India. There is
indeed a legend of their having come originally from Tinncvelly, but it will suffice to
mention here that there favourite pastime is tigehspearing, in order to indicate the difference
between them and the ordinary money-making Chetty of Southern India, the most timid of
mankind, who never engages in any sport. In every house of these people is kept apiece of
strong netting, several yards long and about six feet wide, and when a tiger, or even a

panther, is known to be in the neighbourhood, every one brings out his piece of netting and by
a concerted action the jungle around the beast is encircled with a. wall of netting six feet
high. The circle is gradually made smaller and the animal is eventually killed with spears
thrust through the net. Like many another pastime this is closely associated with religion.
Permission from their deity is obtained before commencing operations, and when the beast is
slain it is hung up, stretched on a pole as if alive, as a sacrifice to him. No amount of money
would induce the people to sell the skin of a tiger so slain.

In the last days of 1894, and again at the end of 1895 and the beginning of 1896, I paid.
visits to the Cave. During the first of these I merely took a few photographs and it was during
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the latter that I was able to make the more detailed observations now published. At the first
visit ‘the floor of the Cave was found to be covered with a soft vegetable mould to the depth of

several feet, which hid the lower portions of the carvings on its interior walls to such an extent

as to make it evident that they must be uncovered before they could be usefully photographed.
So, on the second occasion, having been duly provided with labour, I had the mould dug out
so as to expose the whole of the carvings and make it possible to photograph them in their

entirety. This was effected by myself in company with Mr. Colin Mackenzie, who kindly
divided the labour with me.

There was an interesting and perhaps significant difliculty in obtaining the labour required

on the spot. None of the Kurumbars of the neighbourhood would have anything to say to
the Cave, appearing to hold it in some sort of reverence, which they seemed to wish to hide.

They always expressed ignorance of its existence and could not be brought to approach it. No

mat-ter how hard pressed, and even when actually near it, they somehow or other avoided the

approach. From anthropometric measurements1 I should say that there are three distinct
types of Kurumbars in this District, and it was noticed that they all had the same kind
of regard for the Cave. Luckily the Paniyas, atotally distinct race of the hills, proved to
have no reverence for the Cave, and from among them were found willing workmen to do the

digging for us.

The best approach to the Cave is from the Eastern side of the hill through the Kappa
miidi Cofl'ee Estate. The whole crest is very rocky and is surmounted by an immense dome

like peak of solid rock. In approaching the Cave from the East one has to cross the ridge of
the hill through a passage, which is a mere hole under a rock weighing perhaps a hundred tons.
and so narrow that a stout man would find some ditllculty in making the passage. Such a

man would have to take a long walk to the \Vestern slope and ascend the hill through the
forest- by a fairly stifi’ climb. Hindus have a strong objection to passing under the rock, as

they believe that if they have committed certain sins it will fall upon them.

The Cave is situated on the Western slope of the crest of the hill, about fifty yards from
the summit, and is not in the hill itself, but in an immense ercrescent rock. It lies about N. E.
and S. W., the entrance being from the N. E. The entrance is 6 feet to 7 feet high and 4 feet
to 5 feet wide, and there is a descent of a few feet into the Cave.

The Edakal Cave is not a cave in the ordinary sense of the word. It is properly a cleft
about 96 feet long and 20 to 22 feet wide in the rock, having a fissure a few inches wide at the
inner end, leading for some 50 feet to the outer edge of the rock. It is in fact a fissure made
by a corner of the rock splitting off from the main body from some natural cause. The depth
of both the cleft and fissure is about 30 ft. Thus :——

CA I!
CLIP‘

(‘Do/v

F/J'J‘m‘

Vi’hat makes it into a Cave to the ordinary observer is the fact that on the outer portion of
the large cleft has fallen an enormous rock weighing several hundred tons so as to form a roof
over a large piece of it. Between this roof-rock and the entrance have fallen smaller rocks,
which have stuck in the cleft and so continued the roof right on to the entrance. The inner
portion of the main cleft and the whole of the smaller one are more or less open to the sky.M
I See my article "Notes on some of the People of Malabar," published in the Mad”, mmmm Bulleh-"I

Anthropology, Vol. III. No. 1.
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On the top of the roof-rock is a large tree, some of the roots of which are to be seen in

Plate IL, Fig. 2. The following sketch will give the reader an idea of the general plan: —

A/Ofi 7'”

In the sketch the shaded portion is the Cave, roofed in by the fallen rocks. The North
wall A has been split 0E from the South well B. From B to E and A to D there is an open
space shaded by trees. (I is the narrow fissure, through which at D is visible Kurumbfila,
the Central Hill of the Wyuaad, about 3,800 feet above the sea.
The rough sketch given in the folding plate attached, taken from the interior open

portion, standing between E‘ and D, and looking through to the entrance on the further side of
the closed portion, will serve to explain the above account.
That portion of the floor of the Cave, which is under the natural roof, is flat, but the rest

of it is somewhat rough. as many small rocks have fallen upon it from above.

The carvings are on the two walls of the Cave under the roof, and on the South well
of the open portion are some inscriptions and a. few small. figures and symbols. These
inscriptions are in appearance much more modern than the old carvings on the walls of the Cave
proper: not so carefully cut and not so deeply incised. Dr. Hultssoh has been good enough to
"amine my photographs of the inscriptions, and I give here his report regarding them in full.
“ The lower inscription?’ is in Sanskrit and reads ‘ Sri-Vishnnvarmma-kutumbiya-kuls__'——_—__—'—.—____—-—u__

2 Pluto I. l and 2, and Plate II. 1.
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vardhdhanasya ; of the propagator of the family of the householder Sri-Vishuuvarman.’ What

follows looks like lirita, which may be meant for likhitaih, ‘the writing.’ I cannot make out
the two short inscriptions in the first line. To this I have only to add that the characters of
the lowerinscription are very archaic and that inked estampages of the inscriptions might

perhaps enable me to read the whole of them.”

Later on Dr. Hultzsch wrote to me as follows : —- “ The only photographs which show
'

traces of letters are NOS- 1, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 13.8 Of these No. 94 contains four modern

Kanarese characters which look like Bridhapupa (1?); No. 105 may perhaps contain a short

inscription in cave characters, but in order to be quite certain about it and to attempt a

reading I should require an estampage. Nos. 1. 6, 7, and 13 contain two lines of writing,6
the second of which was transcribed in my letter7 of the 30th June 1897. In the first half of

the upper line, the second, third and fourth letters are lapuli and the two last kari. It is

very probable that an estampage made with thick country paper would enable me to read

the whole line. To the right of the second line No.1 shows the signature of a certain

C. Kannan in modern Malayfil'am characters. The characters of the inscription in two
lines are early Chalukya or even pre-ChaI-ukya, say about 500 A. D." In reference to

the above remarks I may note that the C. Kannan was the work of one of my own men.

After examining the estampages (very kindly reproduced in the Plate of inscrip

tions attached to these Notes) made by his Kan-arose Assistant, Dr. Hultzsch reported as

follows : 5

‘-‘About the beginning of the year 1896 Mr, F. Fawcett, Superintendent of Police,

Malabar, discovered a very remarkable natural cave near Sultan’s Battery in the Wynaad.

The walls of the care are covered with rude fanciful drawings and bear flve short inscrip

tions. Four of these are in archaic characters. One of them9 runs: — ‘ The writing (I?)
of the propagator of the family of the householder 'SriVishuuvarmau.’ Another10 reads

Palalhpulinanarhtakari (?) in archaic characters, which are perhaps a little more recent than

those of the first inscription. The two nextn are unintelligible to me, but decidedly archaic.

The fifth, if it deserves the name, is in comparatively modern Kanarese letters and begins with

firidé." In the above remarks Dr. Hultzsch, however, does me too much honour. I did not
discover the Cave, its existence having been known for at least 12 or 15 years past‘to residents

in the neighbourhood,

Dr. Hultzsch has been kind enough to give his attention again to the inscrip

tions, and under date 5th October 1900 has favoured me with the following note which I here
insert: — "On yet further consideration I would make the following remarks on inscrip
tion No. 1. The ending varman is restricted to the names of members of the Kshatriya caste.

Hence Vishuuvarman was probably a. chief or king. Further, the inscription does not give

the name of the person whose writing it professes to be. Accordingly I propose to correct it

into : — ‘ Bri-Vishuuvarmmtr-[nah’] Kutumbiyaskula-varid]dhanasya 1i{kh]ita[:n*'] ; the

writing of the glorious Vishnuvarman, the propagator (i. e., descendant) of the Kutumbiya

family, The word Kutumbiya will now have to be taken as the proper name of Vishnuvarman’s

family, while I had originally understood it to be a corruption of kulumbin. a householder.
The inscription ‘No. 2 is perhaps Tamil and meant for ‘pal-puli tan=antakari; he who

himself has made an end of many tigers.’
"

Excavations during the second visit were made all along the walls of the Cave to a depth

of 3% to 4 feet in order to uncover all the carvings. In addition a section
was cut to a depth of

7 feet right across the Cave proper to ascertain if there were any traces, lying under the floor.

of former habitation, such as tools, weapons, vessels, religious or other symbols. None were,

3 Of these photographs Nos. 1, 6, 7 and 18 are represented by Plate I, Figs. 1 and 2, Plate II. Fig. 1 : No. 9 by

Plate VI. Fig. 2: No. 10 by Plato VI. Fig. 1. -

‘ Phito VI. 2- 5 Plate VI. 1. ‘l Plate I. 1 and 2, Plate II. 1. 7 Quoted in the preceding paragraph.
‘‘ Madras Gorrrmnmt Orders Nos. 1062, 1063, Public, dated 10th August 1897, paragraph 14.
9 Plate I. Figs. 1 and 2, and Plate II. Fig. 1. 1° Plate I. Fig. 1, top line, and Plate 11. Fig. 1.

1‘ Plate I. Fig. 2, top, right I Plate II. Fig. 1, top, right; Plate VI. Fig. 1.\
a
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Edakal Cave, Plate 1. Fig. I.

F. FAWCETT, PHOTO. NO SCALE. W. GRIGGS, PHOTO-LITHQ.
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however, found. There was, in fact, nothing whatever found inthe soft, fine ,vegetable mould
of the floor, and at 7 feet we came to fragments of broken rock, whereon we stopped work.

The presence of the mould on the floor underneath the roof-rock gives indications of

an apparently great age for the carvings on the walls, for it is four.feet deep, and can only
have come in from the top through the interstices in the rocks. It was certainly not brought
in through the entrance, a fact of which we satisfied ourselves on the spot. Now as the rainfall

here is not more than 70 inches per annum, the mould must have taken along time to accumu
late to a depth of four feet, and the whole accumulation must have taken place after the rock

carvings had been completed and indeed after the place had been abandoned;

Unfortunately, I was unable to take all the photographs of the carvings on the same
scale, because this was not possible without first emptying the Cave of its door of mould, an

obviously impossible course for such an object. Also, as may be easily understood, the

photographs were taken under great difliculties of light and position. Indeed, in the Cave

proper the exposures ranged from 20 to 45 minutes, and artificial light was for obvious reasons

out of the question. However, in other respects the time of year chosen was thelmost
favourable for taking the photographs. At any other season than the few weeks immediately
before or after Christmas one runs a great risk of rain and fever on this hill-top, and would
also have a, less favourable light for photography, as it is only at this particular time of year
that. the sun shines into the Cave through the S. V“. opening overhead and gives anything

approaching a reasonable light throughout it. But then again the days are then short, as we
found to our cost, for we were unable, owing to failing light, to photograph the whole of the

objects. .Nevertheless, the portion omitted was not of any importance in comparison with that
of which we secured a representation.

I The carvings clearly represent humanand animal figures and objeotsfor human use
and symbols, but they so run into each other and are so closely placed together that it takes a
protracted and close study to make anything of them. The most interesting features of the sculp
tures are the frequent human figures with a peculiar head-dress. (See nearly all the plates.)
There are several rather indistinct figures of animals. The usual Indian symbols are of

frequent occurrence, e. g., the swastika in various forms on most of the Plates, and specimens of
the familiar circular “ sun-symbols.” There is evidence also of some magic squares, such as one
is familiar with in all Oriental fortune-telling. No doubt such things would be introduced
as protecting charms, just as in modern times we see them used everywhere in India.
For the better information of the reader all the recognised figures and symbols have been

picked out and reproduced as separate sketches. The clearest way will be to examine each
Plate and figure separately with the help of the skeleton sketches given below.

Plate 1., Fig. 1.

This is from a photograph taken before the excavations and shows some of the inscriptions
on the South wall together with some symbols.

The symbols are what are usually known as the “sun and. tire symbols,” vide thelate
Mrs. Murray-Aiuslie’s papers on Asiatic Symbolism, ante, Vol. XV. pp. 61 E., 39 E., 117 ii.‘
217 115.,258 H., 321 ff. It will further the present enquiry to repeat here the 32 .sunrand
fire symbols she gives in Plate I. of her paper, mite, Vol. XV. p. 66.

swwswrswrara
@w'l‘1812 19 20 22 . 27~__._______

‘'3 No. 17 is not reproduced here.

20
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The whole of these may be taken to be developments in various directions of the cross, and for

Indian investigations of the swastika. The specimens in this figure are+ + all
There are also two magic squares ® ®

.

Plate 1., Fig. 2.

This fig. is a. continuation of the inscriptions in fig. 1. It contains one symbol of

the swastika type

—
i‘ .

Plate 11., Fig. 1.

This figure gives the whole of the inscriptions shown in part in Plate I. The photograph
was taken after the excavations. It is much more fruitful in symbols than the previous Figs.

<
1
}

There are two good instances of magic squares .

There are also at the bottom of Fig. 1 two figures of animals which may betaken to be deer

or dogsW ‘IF/1H“
, and another close by the magic square

The swastika turns up in 16 difierent forms of “ sun-symbols ” :

ewes ++¥ lltirll er were XE.‘ 1<{

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O 11 12 13 14 15 16

We also here begin to see those human figures which are of such interest. In this Fig.
there are four specimens.

")1 2 3 4

0f the above, Nos. 1 and 4 I take to be women. No. 3 shows the lower limbs clad in the
fashion of South India in the present day. No. 2 appears to be a. man with a feathered head
dress carrying a bow or some such weapon. Assuming the weapon to be a how. it may be
conjectured that possibly the artists of the drawings were ancestors of the present Mollu
Kurumbars of the neighbourhood- Vedas as they sometimes call themselves.

There is also a childish representation of an animal that may be a dog or any animal of
the chase one may fix upon. In Plate V., fig. 2

, it turns up again in a difierent light with
another that may be taken to be a deer.

vFe/
Plate 11., Fig. 2.

This is from a photograph taken of the South wall before the excavations, giving a clear
impression of the general appearance of the wall in sunlight with the tree shadows across it.
The whole wall stands up in relief and the actual appearance of the carvings to the eye are
‘well given. The method does not, however, lend itself to investigation and the carvings are
repeated in the next Plate (111., fig. 1).



Edakal Cave, Plate 11. Fig. I.

F. FAWCETT, PHOTO. NO SCALE. W. GRIGGS, PHOTO—LITHO,
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Plate 111. Fig. 2.

NO SCALE. W. GRIGGS, PHOTO-LlTHO.F. FAWCETT, PHOTO.
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It will be sufiicient to say that of the figures explained under Plate 111., fig. 1, Nos. 2
and 4 come out more naturally and clearly in this plate, but No. 5 does not show truly at all

and looks like a swastika.

Plate 111., Fig. 1.

This repeats the last fig. and is from a photograph taken after the excavations. It was so
taken as to show the carvings in their entirety. The interest in this Plate lies in the representa
tions of human beings. There are nine distinct specimens.

Nos. 1 and 2 I take to be women. Nos. 3, 4, 6, and 9 I take to be men dancing in masks or
masked head-dresses. N o. 5 is an outline figure high up on the wall. Nos. 7 and 8 seem to be
persons seated. The head-dresses, the masks, the dancers and the seated figures may repre
sent an ancient “ devil-dance ” of the country, much as it is still conducted among the
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Tnluvas of the neighbouring Districts to the Northward,la and throughout Southern India, but

especially in Tinnevelly. All this gives force to another conjecture as to the identity of the
cave carvers that may well be made. A conjecture that is supported by the distinct cincture
round the loins of the female figure and its very narrow waist. In fact the carvings may be
merely the work of any one of the “ devil "-worshipping castes or tribes of the neigh
hourhood in a past more or less -— probably more — remote.

Plate IIL, Fig. 2.
This shows another part of the South wall after the excavations. There are six human

figures to be made out.

No. l is a man dancing in a masked head-dress. Nos. 2 and 5 are also dancing figures.

Nos. 3 and 4 I take to be seated figures. No. 6 is a woman in a long garment.

There are also seven specimens of the
“ sun-symbol " type :—

asgé-Meexxgé
Plate IV., Fig. 1.

'~ This is a photograph ‘of the darkest'part of the Cave. It represents part of the Southern

"wall.- The'ohota'graph has 'been't'sltén‘too close for making ‘out the figures; The human

1: me f1ui,'Ant:Vols.XXIIIQKXWUXXV. and xxvi. and especially the Plates taping v01 xxm. pp. 1:}.
'38. we; v01, xxiv. p- 220.‘

' ~ ‘ '





F. FAWCETT, PHOTO.

Edakal Cave, Plate 1V. Fig. l._

NO SCALE. W. GRIGGS, PHOTO-LIT HO,
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figure given below can, however, be made out on the analogy of those in the previous Plates.

r/\'///
/.4//‘

4
Plate IV., Fig. 2.

This repeats the outer portion of the preceding Fig. in a better light. In it is to be seen
the human figure just mentioned, which can now be seen to be that of a. man fully clothed
carrying a palm branch. Next it is the representation of a figure with a masked head-dress,

dancing (No. ‘2). Higher up is a very primitive form of the female type already seen (No. 3).
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Plate V., Fig. 1.

This is from a. very dark photograph of the North wall. On it, however, the following

symbols appear: /I\ + ‘* X
There are two clear masked dancers, Nos. 1 and 2, and signs of what may he meant for

a seate figure (No. 3).

QM

llThe oiro ar
“ sun-symbols ” again appear in a. more or less distinct form : —

Plate ‘7., Fig. 2.
This is a. more distant and more general view of the same carvings as appear in part in

Plate IL, fig, 1, and in Plate 111.. fig. 1, and contains the same symbols_and figures, human and

animal. In addition the following seven symbols can be made out : - Q ‘*1 '1
4

Y [H7] @ $ . And also the following additional- animal, which may be

/ 0
taken as a deer:__ . There are further to be made out in the shadow

several animals which are almost certainly deer : —

”"§"lw/o

ll



Edakal Cave, Plate V. Fig. l.
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Edakal Cave, Plate VI. Fig. l.

Plate VI. Fig. 2.

NO SCALE. W. GRIGGS, PHOTO-LITHO,F. FAWCE TT, PHOTO.
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Plate VI., Fig. 1.

This is rather too near a. view of the North wall, showing an inscription. In it are to be

seen two forms of the swastika + , and one magic square @ , and two“sun-symbols"

698*
There are at least eight human figures: Nos. 1, 3, 4, and 5, I take to be women, B05. 2,

6, 7, and 8 to be masked dancers.

/\

late-21., Fig. 2.

This also represents the North wall. It contains four figures of masked dancers.

And two " sun-symbols ”
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The above somewhat minute examination of the Plates brings out the following points
on the subject of the correct method of reproducing these carvings. It is of little use
for any but a preliminary examination of such things to reproduce them by direct photography.
The difliculties of getting the camera into a proper position and the tricks played by the light
on the carvings preclude all hope of accurate representation. Just as in the matter of repro
ducing inscriptions so as to make them properly legible, it is necessary to reproduce the

carvings by ink estampages and then by carefully taken photographs on a greatly reduced scale,
but accurately to scale nevertheless.

Mr. Bruce Foote points out to me that the figures and other carvings on the walls of the
Edakal Cave have have not been cut out or chipped out but scraped in. This is a most.
interesting fact, for careful examination has shown that there is nowhere any evidence of

chipping or chiselling, the indentations in the surface of the hard rock, giving shape to the

carvings, having been produced by the most laborious scraping. Instruments such as might
have been used in the work of scraping in the carvings are still to be found under the earth in
all parts of the Wynaad. On the ridge of Edakalmala itself I found a quartz flake, and
Mr. Colin Mackenzie found in 1890, on his cofiee estate, about five miles distant to the S. E,,

a fragment of a. well-shaped and polished celt, of which I here attempt a sketch.

Thus far as to the immediate neighbourhood. In the same region and in spots not far dis

tant l have found pieces of worked quartz in small stone cists, containing, within earthen jars,
remains, which are probably human, together with iron and other things. There is in my

mind no doubt as to gennineness of the worked quartz specimens and l have the support in this
opinion of Mr. J. Allen Brown and Mr. Bruce Foote. Further evidence of the presumable
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makers of the carvings are to be found in numerous stone circles, marking the East, situated to
the West of the Edakahnala. I suspect that they contain human remains. Their proximity
to the Cave gives them a special interest in the present connection, and I much regret that my
oilicial avocations prevented me from making an examination of them with a view to establish
ing their connection or otherwise with the carvings in the Cave.

The curious reluctance of the Kurumbars to approach the Cave, combined with the simul
taneous want of reverence for it both on the part of the Paniyas and the local Hindus, who are,
however, very small in numbers and not long resident in the Wynaad, might tempt one to
hazard the theory as to the carvings being the handiwork of Kurumbars of a by-gone day. It I
should, however, be remembered that the Paniya is a particularly fearless individual, while the
Knrumbar is the reverse. The mere existence of the mysterious carvings in the silent unfre
quented Cave would sul'lice to inspire the Kurumbar with a kind of awe and make him afraid to
have anything to do with it.

With these remarks as to the possible makers of the curious scraped rock-pictures in the
Edakal Cave I leave my subject for the present, satisfied with having been able to draw public
attention to what may eventually prove to be a point of value to the student of South Indian
anthropology.

LETTERS FROM PORTUGUESE CAPTIVES IN CANTON,
WRITTEN IN 1534 AND 1536.

With an Introduction on Portuguese Intercourse with China
in the First Half of the Sixteenth Century.

BY DONALD FERGUSON.

Portuguese Intercourse with China in the First Half of the Sixteenth Century.

Wnss Vasco da Gama. reached India in 1498, the Chinese had for many years previously
ceased to voyage further west than Sumatra. The first Portuguese visitors to Calicnt heard

rumors there of this “ white
"
race of people that had formerly carried on a regular trade with

India;l but it was not until eleven years later that representatives of the most westerly and
most easterly countries of the great Eurasiatic continent actually met. When Diogo Lopes do
Sequeira sailed from Lisbon on 13th February 1508, to “ discover” Malacca, he ‘carried with

him a lengthy set of instructions from the king Dom Manool, one of which was as follows’: -~~

Item.—-— You shall ask after the Qhijns, and from what part they come, and from how
far, and at what times they come to Mallaoa, or to the places at which they
trade, and the merchandise that they bring, and how many ships of them come

each year, and regarding the fashions of their ships, and if they return in the

year in which they come, and if they have factors or houses in Mallaca. or in any
other country, and if they are wealthy merchants, and if they are weak men or
warriors, and if they have arms or artillery, and what clothes they wear, and if

they are men great in body, and all other information concerning them, and if

they are Christians or heathens, or if their country is a great one, and if they
have more than one king amongst them, and if there live amongst them Moors
or any other people that do not live in their law or faith, and, if they are not
Christians, in what they believe or what they adore, and what customs they
observe, and towards what part their country extends, and with whom they
confine.

1 See A Journal ofthe First Voyage of Vasco da Gama (Hak. 800.). I). 181.
I See Algtml Docarmmto: do Archive Nwcional, etc. (Lisbon, 1892), pp. 194-195 ; Arman Maritime: c Colonic",

Ser. 3 (1843), p. 490.
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On arriving at Malacca on 11th September 1509 Diogo Lopes found lying there three or
tour junks of Chinese, with whom the Portuguese seem at once to have got on friendly terms;
but an opportunity for carrying out the king’s orders did not ofier itself, owing to the hostility
of the Malays ; and Diego Lopes was obliged to return to Portugal in 1510 with this part of
his commission unfulfilled.

When, on 1st July 1511, the Great Afl‘onso de Albuquerque anchored ofl‘ Malacca with
his fleet, he found there five junks of Chinese, who proved as friendly to the Portguese as
those met with two years previously had been. In fact, their captains ofiered their assistance
to the Portuguese commander in his attack on the city of Malacca; 3 and were of great help in

conveying Albuquerque’s envoys to and from Siam; and also carried back with them to China a

very favourable report of the character and prowess of the Lusitanians.‘ The immediate result

of this was, that the uncle of the fugitive king of Malacca, whom the latter had sent as ambassa
dor to the king of China to beg him for help against the Portuguese, was put off with excuses,

and ultimately died with the object of his mission unaccomplished.5 Albuquerque, while send

ing ambassadors to Siam and elsewhere, for some reason abstained from sending any Portuguese
expedition to “ discover" China.6

The two years that followed Albuquerque’s departure from Malacca were occupied with
almost continual fighting and unrest; but in 1514 there was an interval of comparative quiet,
and advantage appears to have been taken by the new governor of Malacca, Jorje do Albuquer
one, to dispatch a pioneer expedition to China.7 Regarding this first visit of the Portuguese
to China we have scarcely any details, the Portuguese historians being almost silent on the subject.
Barres is the only one of those that mentions the visit, and he does so casually,a after chroni
cling the arrival at Canton, in June 1521, Of Duarte Coelho in a junk from Malacca, when the
Portuguese were being dangerously threatened by a Chinese fleet. Duarte Coelho, he tells us.
was induced to stop and help his compatriots “ principally for love of Jorge Alvares, who was
a great ‘friend of his, who was so weak, that eleven days after the arrival of this Duarte Coelho
he died, and was buried at the foot of a padirzio of stone with the arms of this kingdom,9 which
he the same Jorge Alvares placed there a year before Rafael Perestrellom went to those parts;
a Commntafifi 0f Afomo DaLboqi/crque(Huk. Soc.), III. p. 98. ‘ lbid. III. pp. 114, 152 E.
is 15m III, pp. 131-134. (Cf. also cap. :0. of Mendez Pintc’s Peregrinacam.)
a Bun-Os (Dec. III., II. vi.). says that Albuquerque, while at Malacca, sent "messengers ” to China, among other

places. Perhaps he refers to the Chinese mentioned above. In the Carlos de Aflonso do Albuquerque, tom, 1,, are the,
following references to the Chinese: —On p. 483, in the Swmuryo dal Carlos, etc. (written before 1511), we read :
" Item: that men whom he sends in the ships of Mallaca go to the Chyns." On p. 64, in a letter to the king, dated
lst April 1512, giving a detailed account of his expedition to Malacca, Albuquerque mentions having taken from a
Javanese pilot a large map with the names of places in Malay characters, which map, unhappily, was lost in the
Flor de la Mar. However, a tracing had been made of a portion, which tracing he sends to Dom Manoel, showing.
infer cilia. “the navigation of the Chins

”
(but not China itself apparently). On p. 75, in a letter dated 20th August

1512, Albuquerque, after referring to the three kinds of silk, — from Ormuz, Sumatra, and China, -— proceeds : -—" A
sample of all three is sent to your highness ; that which your highness shall be most pleased with and by which most
profit shall be made there, as great a quantity thereof as you desire shall be sent to you, because your troop-ships,
which if it please your highness shall each year go laden with pepper from Malabar to the Chins. shall bring no other
merchandise but silk, gold and rhubarb. for the junks of Maison are already mixed up with Chins, and go there
and come, and it is not such a long navigation as they make you think there, but is a very short journey, only these
enemies of the faith always delight in obscuring all the riches of India." Lastly, on p. 188, in a letter dated 30th
November 1513, Albuquerque tells the king that “the Chins are servants of your highness and our friends."
1 Birdwood (Report on the Old Records in the India Ofiica, p. 168) suys:—-“In 1508 the island of Socotra was

taken, and the island of Sumatra first visited ; as also was China in 1508-9, the date of the first discovery of that
country, from the sea, by Europeans." I do not know what is Birdwood’s authority for this latter date, which is
certainly wrong.
I Dec. 111., VI. ii.
9 This stone pillar is rcfr-rredto in the letter of Cristovlto Vieyra given below (f. l05v.). Regarding these

padrfiel see 10mm. of First log. of Vasco da Gama (Hak. Soc.), p. 169. None of these memorial stones erected by
order of Dom Manoel in newly discovered countries has lasted to modern times.
1° Regarding this man and his visit to China see infra. ‘Burton (Camosns .- Life and Lusiads, IV. p. 549), with

characteristic rashn‘ess, asserts: “ The ‘Middle Kingdom ' . . . . was opened by Perestrello (1511-12), who
that conducted a ship to China under a European flag.” Other writers on China have fallen into the some error.
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in which year that'he was there, be buried a son of his, who had died. And although that

region of idolatry consumes his body, yet since for the honor of his fatherland he set up at the
ends of the earth that padréo of his discoveries, the memory of his sepulture shall not decay, so

long as this our writing shall endure.”

The earliest contemporary writer who refers to this visit of the Portuguese to China is the
Italian Andrea Corsali," who, in his letter to Duke Giuliano de Medici, dated 6th January
1616, says" :

The merchants of the land of China also make voyages to Malacca across the Great
Gulf to get cargoes of spices, and bring from their own country musk, rhubarb,

pearls, tin, porcelain, and silk and wrought stntfs of all kinds, such as damasks,
satins, and brocades of extraordinary richness. For they are people of great
skill, and on a par with ourselves (di host-m qualitil), but of uglier aspect, with
little bits of eyes. They dress very much after our fashion, and wear shoes and
stockings (.

7 searpe e calciamentv') like ourselves. I believe them to be pagans
though many allege that they hold our faith or some part of it. During this last

year some of our Portuguese made a voyage to China. They were not permitted
to land ; for they say ’tie against their custom to let foreigners enter their dwell-_
ings. But they sold their goods at a great gain, and they say there is as great

profit in taking spices to China as in taking them to Portugal; for ’tis a cold

country and they make great use of them. It will be five hundred leagues from
Malacca to China, sailing north.

This pioneer voyage is also referred to by another of the Italians then in the Portuguese
service, Giovanni da Empoli,13 who, writing from Cochin on 15th November 1515, says“ : —

From Malacca have come ships and junks . . . . They have also discovered China,

where men of ours have been who are staying here : which is the greatest wealth
that there can be in the world. The confines reach to High Tartary, and are
called Balascia." They are all white people like ourselves; they dress like
Germans with all their fashions of garments, such as fur-lined caps and jerkins.
There are inclosed lands like ours, and houses of stones like ours: they have great
order and law, and are very friendly towards us. The country abounds with all
fine white silk, and it costs thirty cruzados the canton» ,- damasks of sixteen good
pieces, at five hundred reals the piece; satins, brocndes, musk at half a ducat
the ounce. and less. Many pearls of all sorts in great abundance; and many
caps, so that from there to here there is made on them a profit of thirty to one.
There come from there amazing things; and to tell the truth, I relate toyou
nothing of what there is there. The ships bring spices from there ; so that every
year there comes from Zamatra some sixty thousand cantara of pepper; and
from Coccin and the land of Mallibari fifteen to twenty thousand cantara of pepper
alone: it is worth fifteen or even twenty ducats the cantaro. In like manner,
ginger, mace, nutmeg, incense, aloes, velvet, our gold thread, coral, woollen
cloths, robes. There come from there somedrmn,“3 cloths like ours, much white
alum, and good vermilions: many horses and large carts are in their country.

L

‘
Everything is sold by weight, both merchandizc and provisions, and live and
dead animals; all by weight. They have many grains: the great things are so

many that come from there. that they are amazing; so that if I do not die, I

" Yule, Cathay anti-the Way thither (Hak. 800.), I. p. o:li., was the first to draw attention to this fact.
1" I quote Yule's translation as given in loo. cit.
1“ Regarding whom, see Archive Btoriro Italiano, Amt, III. pp. 9-91. I" Arch. Star. IlaL, App., III. pp. 85-87. Compare with this account the wonderfully accurate description of

Ohina (from hearsay) given by Dnarte Barbosa (Coast; o
f East Africa and Malabar, Hak. 800., pp. 204-207),

15Badakshan. ‘ " I cannot explain this word, which is probably a oopyist's error.
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hope before I leave here to take a leap thither to see the Grand Khan, who is the
king, who is called the king of Cathay; for by land one makes a journey of
three months on horseback, all along a river,17 as is the Rhine, crowded here and
there with populous towns and cities, at the end of which one arrives at Zeiton,“5
which is the said king's who resides there."

This year there will go ambassadors2o to the king with presents21 of value, and I hope
to send thither a quantity of pepper and other things ; and the result of all you
shall know.

i

The writer of the above had recently arrived in India in the fleet of the new viceroy, Lopo
Scares de Albergaria, which, sailing from Lisbon on 7th April 1516, included among its com
pany, according to Barres,’32 " Simiio d’Alcaoova, son of Pero d’Alcacovu, in a ship of private
owners for China, of which Fernio Peres d’Andrade,” who went with Lopo Soares,\was to go
as captain-major of this China voyage, and with him Jorge Maecarenhas, son of J050 Goncalves
Montana, and Joannes Impole, a merchant. To whom Lopo Scares was to give ships in India
for Fernao Peres to make this discovery of the country of China.” Before this expedition
under Fernio Peres de Andrade reached India, however, another man of Italian origin in the
Portuguese service, Rafael Perestrello,“ had made a successful voyage to China.

His brother, Bertolameu Perestrello, having been appointed” by Afionso de Albuquerque
factor of Malacca, Rafael had accompanied him with orders “to discover China.” It was not
until after his brother's death in 1515, however, thathe was able to undertake the voyage,“
which he accomplished in a junk belonging to a native merchant at Malacca named Pulate,

taking with him a number of Portuguese.” We have no details of this visit; but we are told
that when Fernao Peres was at Malacca in Jnly 1516 anxiety was being felt there regarding
Perestrello and his companions, who, it was feared, had been detained as prisoners in China.
Afew weeks afterwards, however, anxiety was changed to envy, for the junk returned to
Malacca carrying a rich cargo, on which a profit of twenty to one was made. The welcome
information was also brought, “ that the Chins desired peace and friendship with the Por
tuguese, and that they were a very good peoplefl’z'3

Fernio Peres de Andrade left Cochin in April29 1516, and arrived at the port of Pasai in
Sumatra, where he found Giovanni da Empoli, who had preceded him, lading his ship with pepper
for China, in company with some Portuguese in junks from Malacca. Unfortunately, by some
carelessness or treachery, Empoli's ship took fire, and the whole of the cargo in the hold was
destroyed. Fernfio Peres, seeing that by this disaster his projected voyage to China would
bring much less profit than he had hoped for, resolved to postpone it, and meanwhile to visit
Bengal, the “ discovery" of which had also been intrusted to him by Dom Mauoel. Therefore,
after entering into an agreement with the "king” of Pasai for the establishment of a Portu
guese factory at that port for the loading of pepper for China, he left for Malacca, where bem
" The Yangtsz' and the Grand Canal probably.
1' Chwanchau-fd. (See Yule’s Hobum-Jobron, s. v. ‘ Chinchew.’) " An error, of course,
2° Rather, an ambassador ; respecting whom see infra.
‘ll The original has prefetti, doubtless a oopyist’s blunder for prsumti. 9’ Doc. IIL, Li.
‘I! Who hml been appointed by Albuquerque chief captain of the fleet at Malacca after its capture in 1511. (539

Comment. of AI. Dnlbq pauim, regarding him.)
'4 Regarding the Perestrellc family, see Amat dl S. Filippo's Biografid dei'.Viaggiatori Italiani, p. 86, Rgful .nd

Bertolameu Perestrello were connections by marriage (perhaps brotbers-in-law) of Columbus.
'1‘ At the end of 1614or beginning of 1516apparently.
'16Barres (Dec. III., II. vi.) says that he was sent by Jorge do Albuquerque, the captain of Malacca.
7" Castanheda (III. cxlix.) says “ten," Cori-ea (II. p. 474) has “ thirty."
2! Cut" IV, iv, Barros tells us that in September 1516Rafael Perestrello arrived at Goa in s bri

shortly before reached Cochin in a ship ; “ and as he came rich from China where he had been
and noble, much people joined him.” (See further regarding him in footnote infra.)
1' Ant. Galvin, Dtwoeoriel of the World (Hak. 800. ed.), p. 129

gantine, having
, and was a liberal man,
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arrived, probably, in July 1516. The captain of Malacca, Jorge de Brito, however, ofl'ered strong
objections to the proposed plan of Fernao Peres, and urged theimportance of his going to China

at once, if only to learn the fate of Rafael Perestrello and his companions.

Reluetantly, therefore, Fern’io Peres consented to go to China with what cargo he could

get in Malacca; and he left the latter port on 12th. August 1616 in the ship Santa Barbara, there
accompanying him Manuel Felcao and Antonio Lobo Falcao in two other ships and Duarte
Coelho in a junk. Owing to calms, the coast of Cochinchina was not sighted until the middle

of September; and shortly afterwards the vessels encountered a storm that compelled them

to put in for safety to the coast of (Jhampa.3o Thence Duarte Coelho, by permission of Fernao

Peres, proceeded in his junk to the Mcnam river, and spent almost a. year in Siam ; 31 while the
rest of the company, after touching at Pnlo Condore, ran along the coast of the Malay

Peninsula to Patani, where Fernio Peres made an agreement with the governor of that place

for mutual facilities of trade. Thence the three ships sailed for Malacca, which was reached

in October or November 1516.

Learning, on his return to Malacca, of the success that had attended Rafael Perestrello (as
mentioned above), Fcrnao Peres resolved to postpone his intended expedition to Bengal, and
to proceed to China as soon as possible. In December 1516, therefore, heleft for Pasai,” to take
in a cargo of pepper; Simio d’Alcagova, one of his captains, going on to India to lade his
ship there and return to accompany the fleet to China. Leaving Pasai in May 1517, Fernio
Peres returned to Malacca, where he found matters in a. very unsatisfactory condition, the

captain Jorge de Brito having died, and there being a dispute between Nuno Vaz Pereira and

AntonioPac-heco as to which was to succeed to the post. Being unable to reconcile the dis

pntants, and fearful of again losing the monsoon, Fernz'io Peres left Malacca for China in June58

1617 with a fleet of eight sail, viz" the Esphera, a ship of eight hundred tons commanded by
himself, the Santa Cruz commanded by Simio d'Alcaeova, the Santa Andre commanded by Pero
Scares, and the Santiago commanded by Jorge Mascarenhas; a junk belonging to a native
merchant in Malacca named Curiaraja, in command of Jorge Botolho; two other junks belong
ing to the merchant Pulate mentioned above, commanded by Manuel d'Araujo and Antonio
Lobo Falciio ; and another small vessel commanded by Martim Guedes.“ These vessels

were well armed, and carried Chinese pilots?5

The fleet arrived at the island of Tamio or ‘.l‘amou,as generally called by the Portuguese
a ilha da veniuga (or twinge”), “the island of trade,”35 at the mouth of the Canton river. on

a‘ See Robson-Johan, a. v. 5' He arrived at the Canton river in July 1517. (See infra.)
57 Cnstanheda (IV. xxvii.) alone of the historians relates aserious scandal that was caused by the action of Jorge

de Brito. who proposed to use force to prevent Giovanni da-Empoli from returning with Fernflo Peres to Pusai, which
place he had left for Malacca some months before.
33Ant. Gulviio (op. cit. p. 129) says July.
3‘ Bari-0s alone mentions this last man in the list of captains, and describes the fleet as consisting of eight sail :

Castanheda and Correa say that there were only seven. Ant. Galvan (op. cit. p. 129) says that there were “eight sail,
Four Portuguese, and the others Malay."
9° The following details of the visit of Ferns/J Peres de Audi-ado to Canton are taken from the accounts in Can

tanheda (IV. xxvii.-xxxi., xl.-xli.), Correa (II. pp. 523-530), and Barres (Doc. III., II. vi.-viii.).
*6 See infra. regarding the identity of this.
5" Malay bdrniyaga. (to) trade, tralfio, from Skt. vanijakn, merchant, uduijya, truflic. The word veniaya was

adopted into the Portuguese vocabulary, and is entered in the dictionaries with the meaning of " merchandise ;" also
verb ccniugar, “ to sell, trnfiic." Yule does not record the word in his Hobaon-Jobaon; and in a quotation from
Mendez Pinto, I. v. ‘ Lewchew, ’ he has evidently mistaken it for a place-name. The quotation runs :—" And they"
demanding of him whence he came, and what he would have, he answered them, that ho was of the Kingdom of Siam

[of the settlement of the Tanauearim foreigners, and that he came from Vcniaga] and as a Merchant was going to
trafiique in the Isle of Lequios." The words within brackets are inserted by Yule to supply the deficiency of Cogan’fl
translation ; but he has misunderstood the Portuguese, which runs =—" ("

i

hia do veniaga como mercador q era.para a
ilha dos Lequios a iazer sun fazenda." The word veniaga is never used by the Portuguese writers by itself as a place
name; and hia do vem'aga simply means “ he was going [not came] a trading."
5' Cf. Christovio Vieyra’s letter infra, f. 104,
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15th August 1517, passing through the midst of the fleet of Chinese junks that lay off the port to
protect the merchant shipping from pirates, and not returning the shots fired at them, which,

however, did no damage. At Tamao Fernao Peres found Duarte Coelho, who had arrived from
31am a month before, having had an encounter on the way with some thirty pirate vessels.

After applying to the “pz'0" of Lantau for permission to proceed to Canton, and being told that
this would have to come from the ofl’icials in that city, Fernao Peres, becoming impatient, took
his four ships out of port to the mouth of the river, to be ready to sail up it at the earliest pos
sible moment. Unfortunately, however, a sudden storm struck the vessels, which were only saved
from shipwreck by the sacrifice of some of their masts. As the Chinese on shore refused to
assist the Portuguese to repair their ships, 9. shift had to be made by a transference of masts from
one vessel to another. When this had been completed, Simao d’Aloacova was left in charge of
most of the fleet at Tamio; and Fernao Peres in the ship of Martim Guedes, accompanied by
that of Jorge Mascarenhas, and followed by the boats of the other ships, all well armed, crossed
over to Lantau. Here he sent Giovanni da Empoli, accompanied by trumpeters and a body—
guard, to press the “pie” for permission to go to Canton. After a day's delay this was given,
and a pilot was furnished; and the Portuguese vessels proceeded up the river to Canton. This
was towards the end of September 1517.

In three days the city was reached; and the Portuguese ships anchored off the quay. By
order of Fernio Peres, a salute was fired with the cannon, and flags were displayed from the
masts. "cry soon a message came from the pu-cluing u’ of Canton, expressing astonishment at
such breaches of Chinese custom ; to which the Portuguese captain replied, that he had erred
through ignorance, and intended only respect. News of the arrival of the Portuguese was sent
by the pu-chéng 8:’ to the tu-tung, “con/Jan” and “chumpimf” who resided in a city4-0 some
distance inland; and pending their arrival strict orders were given by Fernao Peres that none
of his company were to land, all trade being confined to the boats on the river. At intervals
of a few days‘ll the above-mentioned oliicials arrived in Canton ; and after various communi~
cations had passed between them and the Portuguese a day was appointed, when Giovanni da
Empoli was sent with much pomp and ceremony, accompanied by a suite and preceded by
trumpeters, to explain fully the object of the Portuguese mission. The result of the inter
view was satisfactory, the Chinese oliicials promising to write to the emperor respecting the
Portuguese ambassador, and granting the latter meanwhile permission to reside on shore.
Accordingly, a. house was set apart for Thomé I’iresfi2 his retinue and servants; and the presents
for the emperor were placed there under lock and key. Fernao Peres was also invited by the
Chinese oflicials to come on shore; but he declined, saying that he was responsible to his
king for the safety of the hips. He asked, however, the favor of a house near the water's

3' See infra regarding these oflioials. ‘° Wuchau. (See Christovso Vieyra's letter infra, f. 120.)
“ In order the more to impress the Portuguese, the reception of each in turn surpassing in magnificence that of

his precursor. (Barres, Dec. III., II. viii.)
'2 This man had been chosen as ambassador to China by Lopo Scares after his arrival in India, the king having

left the choice to him. Thomé Pires was an apothecary, and having shown himself to be a man of considerable
ability had been employed by Afiouso do Albuquerque on various missions, which he had carried out successfully.
Lopo Scares selected him as ambassador, in the hope that he would bring back information not only of Chinese plants
and drugs but of more important matters connected with the land of Cathay. His fate is recounted in the first letter
given below. Whether he was able to send any report of his impressions of China to India I do not know: if Con-ea,
( II. p. 678) is to be trusted, he did send “a book in which he gave an account of the riches and grandeur-s of the king of
China, which appeared doubtful of credence.” Couto, writing in 1611. says in his Deeuda.XII. (oap'. iv.) :—“And
although I have already spoken of this Province of Cathay . . . . I shall further on, with the divine favor,
. . . give a better description of it, on account of the much more that has nowadays beep discovered by the
fathers of the Company [of Jesus], who are penetrating to the extremity of China and Cathay, whither no Portuguese

ever came, save that ambassador whom Fernio Peres d' Andrade sent to the king of China, who
wont even to his

court, without being able to give an account of that province, nor of any other, because the
Chins that conveyed him

led him about by difierent routes. in which they caused him to spend many months. both in order that he might not
be able to give an account of anything, and to show him the greatness of that empire."
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edge, where he might offer for sale or exchange some of the goods he had brought. This was
granted; and the factor, his clerk and a few others were sent to carry on the trade. Under
cover of this privilege Fernio Peres sent other men on shore to make their way secretly into
various parts of the city, if possible, and report on what they saw.“

Two events occurred, however, which caused the Portuguese commander to hasten his

departure from Canton. One ol these was the receipt of a message from Simao d’ Alcacova to

say that he had been attacked by pirates, whom, however, he had been able to beat off. The
other occurrence was an outbreak of fever and dysentery among his own company, which lasted
throughout the whole of October, and proved fatal to nine men, the most serious loss being
that of the factor, Giovanni da Empoli. Fernfio Peres, therefore, leaving Thomé Fires and his
companions at Canton, returned to Tamfio at the 0nd of 1517 or beginning of 1518.

While Fern‘ao Peres was repairing his vessels and carrying on trade at Tamao, there came
thither some junks of Liukiu islanders, of whom the Portuguese had already heard at Malacca.“
In order to gain full information regarding these people and the islands they came from, Jorge
Masoarenhas was dispatched in his ship with Chinese pilots ; but, owing to unfavourable
weather, he did not get further than Chwanchau-ffi, where, however, he laid the foundation of
a thriving Portuguese trade.‘5

Duarte Coelho also was dispatched to Malacca to report the success 'that had so far
attended the mission. He arrived there in March; and at once a junk was got ready and sent
off, with Jorge Alvares in command, to bring back a cargo, and to convey to Fernao Peres the
news of war with the Raja of Bintang.

On hearing these tidings Fernao Peres sent off a message overland to Jorge Mascarenhas
to request his return, and meanwhile made all preparations for his departure. In due course
Jorge Mascarenhas arrived; and Fernao Peres, having ascertained from the officials at Canton
that the emperor had expressed his willingness to receive the Portuguese ambassador, sailed
with all his fleet at the end of September 1518, and arrived safely at Malacca, one of his ships,
the Santa André, captain Pero Scares, having been lost in a storm in the Gulf of Cochinchina.

Fernao Peres de Andrade had whilst in China conducted affairs with such skill and tact
that he left a very favorable impression of the Portuguese character on the Chinese,“ and well
deserved the profit be derived from the rich cargo that he carried away.‘7 All the good effect
of his conciliatory conduct was, however, entirely destroyed by the arrogant behavior of the

man who commanded the next expedition to China, and who happened to be his own brother.

The arrival, early in 1519,‘8 of Ferniio Peres de Andrade at Cochin with such a valuable

cargo caused no small stir among the captains ; and, although Antonio Correa was then under

orders to proceed to Malacca and China, on the production by Simio de Andrade of a royal

grant authorizing him to go to China after his brother's return Antonio Correa was ordered

by the new governor, Diogo Lopes dc Seqneira, to go to Malacca only, and Simao de

Andrade was appointed to the command of the fleet destined for China.

*3 Barres tells \15(Dec. 111., II. vii.) that one of these men, Antonio Fernandss, took the opportunity one night
when the populace were occupied with a feast of lanterns, to climb the city wall and run right round it, counting

ninety towers therein.
“ See Comment. of.4f. Dolb- (Huk. 800.), III. pp. xiv. 88. ‘5 Sec further regarding this trade infra.
‘6 Ono instance given by Barres (Dec. 111., II. viii.) is to the ofiect that before his departure ho caused proclas

mation to b8 made that if any Chinese had received any injury from or had any claim on a Portuguese he was to

come to him and satisfaction should be made.
‘7 Barres (loc. cit.) says that he entered Malacca

“ very prosperous in honor and riches, things that seldom go

together, because there are few men who by their labors deserve them by the method by which Fernao Peres gained

them in those parts." (0!. Ant. Galvlo, Discoveries of the World, Hak. Soc. ed. pp. 129-180.)
" Correa (tom. 2, p. 539) has 1518 (which is impossible), and to this adds other errors.
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Simfio de Andrade left Cochin in April 1519“ for Malacca, whence he sailed for China
accompanied by three junks captained by Jorge Botelho, Alvaro Fuzeiro, and Francisco
Itodrig'ues.5o With these four sail he arrived at Tamfio in August 1519; and at once began
to show the Chinese that he was of a very different temperament from his brother.‘51 Under the
pretext that the Chinese vessels themselves while lying in port were exposed to the attacks of
pirate jnnks, he built on shore a fortress of stone and wood. Even more offensive to the
feelings of the Chinese was the erection by him on an adjacent islet of a gallows, on which be

hanged a seamen who had committed some offence, the execution being carried out with all
the formalities usual in Portugal. Further, he insisted on the right of claiming precedence for
his vessels over others from Siam, Kamboja, Patani, etc" in trading with the Chinese." But what
caused the cup of indignation of the Cantonese to overflow was their discovery, after Simao de
Andrade had sailed for Malacca, that many of their children, whom they had given in pledge
to their creditors, had been kiddnapped by the Portuguese captain and carried away to become
slaves.“

On arriving at Tamio Simio de Andrade learnt that, in spite of the favorable messages
conveyed to his brother by the oificials at Canton, the ambassador Thomé Pires had not yet
received permission from the emperor to wait upon him. At length, however, after the
dispatch of messages at intervals on three separate occasions, and the receipt of as many
replies, the ambassador was permitted to set out. He and his suite left Canton on ‘33rd
January 1520, proceeding up the river in three large row-boats having silken awnings and
flying Portuguese flags. At the foot of the mountain range the boats were left, and the party
proceeded across the Meiling Pass in litters, on horseback, or afoot-54' Thence they journeyed
northward, until, in May 1620, they reached Nanking, where the emperor was then staying.
An imperial order was here conveyed to the ambassador, that he was to go on to Peking,

" Barros (who alone of the Portuguese historians gives us any account of this man's visit to China) says (Dec_
111., VI. i.), with a rare double inaccuracy, that it was

“ in April 1518 in the time of Lopo Soares “ that Simfio de
Andrade left India.
5° Another junk, commanded by Jorge Alvares, was detained by a leak, and was obliged to follow later on in

the fleet under Diogo CalvO.
‘1 Barres (Dec. IIL, VI. ii.) tells us that Sinlao de Andrade was “ of noble presence, Very pompous, boastful, and

open-handed ; all his acts were performed with great dignity, and to such an extent, that he was the first man that
ordered Indians to be taught to play on shawms and to make use of them." (See further regarding him in Comment.
of Af. Dclb., pasn'm.)
5“ Barron also says (Dec. IIL, VI. i.) that a principal ollicinl who protested against this action was ill-used under

Simflo de Andrade’s orders. This is confirmed by Christovz'io Vieyra in the letter given below (1
'.

105m). Gaspar
da Cruz in cap. rxii- cfhis book says 1——“All the ambassadors that come to China with embassies from kings or
princes receive from the king many gifts and favors, and they give them a cap and insignia of a louthia, whereby
they have great liberties in the country. They may whip and chastise the Chinese themselves, so long as they do
not touch a louihia. lesser or greater: because to touch these is bound to be followed by great inconveniences.
This was the cause why, when Fernao Pirez Didrade came as ambassador to China, ’,the Chinese rose against him,
and he escaped in very doleful (lumps, losing several ships: because, having executed unaccustomed justice in
China and on Chinese, and it being forgiven him, he thought fit to extend his hand to the louthias." In the transla
tion of this passage in Purchas, Pilgrimca, IIL'p. 189, it is said that Fernao Peres "escaped with his hands on his
head," which is an almost literal rendering of the Portuguese orig. " c5 as mdoa no: cabelloa.” This expression seems
to be a variant of "com as mice we cabeca," which means “mortified, humbled, amazed, disappointed." But it

will be noticed that Gaspar da Cruz, like so many other writers on this subject, has blundered, mixing up Fernho
Peres de Andrade, his brother Simao (the real culprit), Thcmé Pires (the ambassador), and Diego Cairo or Martim
Afi'onso (who both lost ships). Purchas recognized that there was some error in this account, but was unable
entirely to solve it. (See his marginal note in Ice. cit.)

'

'3 Barron (u. 0.) says that it was reported among the Chinese that the Portuguese bought stolen children and
at»: them roasted. It will be seen that in the letter of Christovio Vieyra below (f. 105v.) the accusation against
the Portuguese was that they stole dog: and ate them roasted, -—certainly a very venial edema in China !

5‘ From this pass Thomé Pires sent a letter to Simio de Andrade announcing his safe arrival there, and stating
that Canton was but a small afiair compared with other cities he had seen on his journey. (Barres, Dec. 111., VI. i.)
it will be seen from the first letter given below (f. lllv.) that one of the company, Dnarte Fernandez, died
the journey.

"
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there to await the emperor’s pleasure. To Peking accordingly the party proceeded, arriving
there, apparently, in July 1520.55

In January 1521, the emperor arrived at a small town some two leagues distant from
Peking, and there halted to pass sentence on a relative of his who had rebelled against his

authority.“ This man having been duly executed, the emperor proceeded to Peking, which he

entered in February 1521. Meanwhile complaints had reached the emperor from various

quarters regarding the conduct of the Portuguese. Not only were there representations from

the mandarins of Canton and Peking concerning the bad behaviour of Simio de Andrade at
Tamao, but another ambassador, one Tuwang Muhammad, had come from the exiled king of

Malacca57 to lay before his suzerain the wrongs he had suflered at the hands of the “sea-robbers.”

To make matters worse, when the sealed letter from Dom Manoel to the emperor was opened,
it was found to difier entirely in its language from the letters written by the interpreters under
the instructions of Fernio Peres de Andrade. True, the responsibility for these latter was

accepted by the interpreters ; but the other accusations, it was resolved, should be made the
subject of inquiry. The members of the embassy, meanwhile, were ordered not to come near

the palace.

While matters were in this state, however, the emperor, who had been ailing since the

day after his arrival in Peking, died, in May 1521 ; 59 and, in accordance with the custom of the

country, Thomé Pires was informed that he must at once leave the imperial city; and that
when the new sovereign had assumed rule“ his majesty's pleasure should be communicated to
him. Accordingly the ambassador and his suite set out from Peking on 22nd May, and reached

Canton on 22nd September 1521.‘0

In the meantime events of serious import had occurred at Tamao. After the departure of
Simao de Andrade from Malacca (in September 1520, apparently“), the Chinese,as I have said
above, were exasperated b) the discovery that he had carried ofi into slavery a number of their

sons and daughters. They were not, therefore, inclined to give a very cordial welcome to the

next Portuguese vessels that came to the Island of Trade, though at first no ill-feeling was dis

played. It was in April or May 1521 that a fleet of Portuguese vessels from Malacca cast
anchor in the port of Tamao. This consisted of a ship62 from Portugal belonging to Dom Nuno
Manuel and commanded by Diego Calvo,” several other ships from Malacca that had not been

5‘ I infer this from the statement of Christovio Vicyra (f
. 1), that on the 2nd of August the ambassador dis‘

patched letters to Canton reporting the progress of the mission.
5‘ This was the prince of Ning, an uncle of the emperor's, who had taken part in a rebellion some years before_

(See Boulger's History of China, I. pp. 466, 468.)
“7 Or, rather, his son, the Raja of Bintang.
5' Wells Williamsflliddle Kingdom, II- p. 186)makes Chingtih’s reign cover sixteen years, 150€rl622;while

Boulger (History of China, I. pp. 4%, 438) states that his reign began in 15);’)and that he died in the fourteenth
year of it, 1'

.

2., 1519!
" See Bonlger, op. cit. (l. p. 469) regarding the trouble that was averted, on the death of Chingtih without an

heir, by the prompt and resolute action of the empress Changchi. A grandson of the emperor Chinghwa, a youth
of fourteen years, was chosen by the nobles as their new sovereign, and amended the throne undu- ghe flue of
Kiahtsing.
9' From the first lotto!‘ given bQIOW (f- luv.) we learn that a second member of the company, Francisco de

Budoya, died on the journey back.
'1 The Portuguese historians do not record the date of Simi0 de Andrade's departure from China; but in they

letter given below Christovilo Vieyra states that on 2nd August 1520the ambassador's purty sent from Peking letters
which “reached Jorge Botelho and Diego Calvo in the island where trade is carried on." From this we may infer
that when the letters reached Canton Simao de Andrade had already sailed. At any rate we learngfrom Barron (Decv
IIL, VI. ii.) that he arrived at Cochin at the time that Diogo Lopes de Seqneira was before Din, that is, probably, early
in 1521. One of the first acts of D. Duarte de Menezes on assuming the governorship in January 1522 was to

:fllance Simfio de Andrade to anatural daughter of his own in Portugal and appoint him to the captaincy of Chanl.
One of his excuses for this gross job was that Similo de Andrade had shortly before arrived from China very rich,
'1 According to Correa (II. p. 678) it was named )[adanal-a (i. 0., Madalena).
'3 Who, with Rafael Oatanho and Rafael Perestrello, left Lisbon in 1519 with permission to go to China

Regarding Catanho and Perestrello see the footnote further on.
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___________—__—______—________-—_-——_____________—_—______________________________-__-_--_—-—
able to accompany Simao do Andrade, and the junk of Jorge Alvares, which, as mentioned above,

had been detained at Malacca by a leak. While the Portuguese were engaged in trading, some

at Tamzio and others in Canton, news came of the death of the emperor; and orders were at

once issued that all foreigners should forthwith leave the country under’pain of
death; Diogo

Calvo and his companions demurred to this, as they had not completed their cargoes ; where

upon the Chinese seized and imprisoned Vasco Calvo, Diogo Calvo’s brother, and other Portuguese

who happened to be then in Canton, and attacked and captured a number of Portuguese and

Siamese ships and junks, killing very many persons and imprisoning others. They also formed

a fleet of armed junks, and proceeded to blockade Diogo Calvo’s ship and the seven or eight

Portuguese junks that lay at Tamao.M

At this juncture, on 27th June 1621, there arrived 05 Tamao two junks, one belonging to

and captained by Duarte Coelho, and the other to some residents of Malacca. On learning

the condition of afiairs, Duarte Coelho was inclined to make his escape, leaving his compatriots

to their fate; but, as I have mentioned above, be was induced to stay chiefly from his affection
for Jorge Alvares, who was then sick unto death. Two days later the five vessels were beset

by a Chinese fleet of fifty junks, the commander refusing all ofi'ers of peace, and attacking the

Portuguese furiously, only, however, to be beaten 05 with much loss. After forty days had

thus passed, there arrived Ambrosio do Bego in a. ship with another from Malacca ; and these

succeeded in joining the other five. There being new not more than eight Portuguese left in

any one of the vessels, Duarte Coelho, Diogo Calvo and Ambrosio do Rego resolved that the

junks should be abandoned, their crews being divided among the three ships, which should

attempt to break through the investing fleet. Accordingly, on the night of 7th September

the three ships set sail ; but at daybreak on the 8th they were attacked by the Chinese fleet,

and a fierce engagement ensued. The Portuguese would probably have had to succumb to

superiornumbers; buts. sudden gale from the north wrought havoc among the Chinese junks

and enabled the three ships to soon outdistance the enemy ; and in October 1521 they reached

Malacca safely.“
'

Such was the state of affairs when Thomé Fires and his companions returned to Canton on

22nd September 1521 ; and we cannot be surprised that the treatment they met with there was

very diifercnt from what they had experienced before they left for Peking. The indignities to

which they and the other unfortunate captives were subjected are so graphically described by

chriltovio Vieyra, that I need not detail them here. After a farcical show of respect for the
members of the embassy, extending over some ten months, these were all imprisoned, and the

Whole of their property and the presents from the king of Portugal to the emperor were confis

cated, the lion's share, as might be expected, falling to the mandarins.“

9‘ These and the following details are gathered from the letters given below, and from the accounts in Casta

nheda (V. lam), Correa (II. p. 678), and Barton (Dec. 111., VI. i -ii.).
‘5 Castanheda. whose brief account of these events was printed in 1553, adds that at Malacca " they reported the

new» of the rising of China : and regarding this an inquiry was drawn up in Malacca, which was sent sealed to the king

of Portugal : in which were set forth clearly some causes of this rising. which, as I have said. I cannot ascertain, and
therefore have not related them." Ccrrei's account, written in India a little earlier, is also very meagre ;but Barres
whose third Drcudv'was issued in 1553, like Gastanheda‘s Liv r0 7., seems to have obtained access to documents not
available to the two other historians.
M Gonzalez do Mendoza, in treating of the reception of ambassadors in China, says, in bk. III., chap. xxiii.. of his

work (see also Hak. Soc. ed.. I. pp. 159-160) :~—-
“ To those that enter the kingdom with this name Lof ambassador]

for no offence that they commit (even though it be proved against them) do they do any harm -. and it appears to be
true. it having been manifested by experience. For when there came to this kingdom one Bartolome [n'c .' ] Perez a
Bcrtuguelo and others his companions, sent by Order of the Viceroy of India with an embassy from the king Don
Manuel, they were accused before the viceroy of the province of Canton by the ambassadors of the king of Malacca
(who happened to be there, and came to the court to treat of matters of their king), the which testified that the embassy
that the Prntnguese had brought was a false one, and that they were spies of the viceroy of India, that they came to
view the forts of the city, in order afterwards to come against it and take it, as they had done in many parts of India.
And carrying still further their wickedness and damnsble intention, they requested the viceroy that he should at

l A.“ ._
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News of these disasters had not reached India when,i.n April 1522, another fleet left Cochin
for China: this consisted of four ships,“7 commanded by Martim Afi'onso de Mello Coutinho”
as captain-major, his two brothers Vasco Fernandes Coutinho and Diego de Mello, and Pedro
Homem. 'Martim Afi'onso carried a commission from Dom Manoel“ to conclude a treaty of

peace with the emperor of China, and to endeavor to obtain permission to erect a fortress at

Tamio, where he was to remain in charge of the ofiicials whom he took with him. On arriving

at Malacca in July,70 however, he learnt of the unfortunate change that had occurred in the

relations between the Portugese and the Chinese. Nevertheless, be determined to pursue his

voyage;71 and, at his request and that of the governor of Malacca (Jorge do Albuquerque), Duarte

Coelho and Ambrosio do Rego were, much against their wills, induced to accompany the expe
dition. Accordingly, the four ships and a junk72 left Malacca on 10th July 1522, and arrived at
the port of Tamfio in August.75

Before reaching the port, however, they were sighted by a Chinese fleet, which bore down

upon them, firing ofi bombards that did the Portuguese no damage. Martim Afionso had given
strict orders to his captains to refrain from acting on the offensive; but these demonstrations on
the part of the Chinese seem to have led some of the Portuguese to commit acts of aggression
for which they were severely called to account by the captain-major!‘ Avoiding an engage
ment, the four ships entered the port and cast anchor; and Martim Afionso at once sent word
to the officials on shore that he desired peace and trade as before. All his overtures were, how
ever, rejected; and some men who landed to get water were roughly handled and had to

escape for their lives, leaving their barrels and jars behind. Duarte Coelho, meanwhile, unable
or unwilling to accompany the ships into port, had remained at sea, and, fearful of being
attacked by the Chinese fleet, sent urgent requests that the ships would come out and join him.

This Martim Aficnso resolved to attempt; and he accordingly weighed anchor, the ships of
Diego de Mello and Pedro Homem, which were smaller than the other two, going in front as

once seize and castigatc them as such, Who, after having thought thereon, and consulted with the loyts'as of the
city, and the judges of his council, ordered them to be seized, and placed in close confinement, taking from them
their confessions, with much caution and care : and as in thesetherc was found contradiction (because some of them
through fear confessed more than they asked them of, and contrary to what was the truth) by reason of the inquiry
be sentenced them to death, and sent the sentence to the council that they might confirm it with intent and desire
to execute it. The royal council having seen it, and considered the title with which they had entered the kingdom,
not only did not confirm it, but sent at once to order the viceroy to release them and to let them return free to India
whence they had come (notwithstanding that the ambassadors of the king of Malaca, who were still at the court, did
not get very good service thereby), and to supply them fully with every necessary until they should arrive there a
saying in the mandate, that even if all that the aforesaid ambassadors testified were true, and that which they
themselves through fear of death had confessed, it sufficed, to do them no harm, that they had entered that kingdom
with the title of an embassy,” It will be seen that this writer gives a very incorrect statement of the facts
connected with the imprisonment of 'l‘homé Pix-es and his companions.
‘7 According to Corn-a (II. p. 674), Martin Afionso‘s ship was the Concev'g‘flo,that of Vascc Fernandes the Gryjo.

and that of Pedro Homem the Bysoiro. Diego de Mello was given a ship in India, the name of which is not men
tioned.
"5 Not to be confused with Martim Afl'onso de Mello Jusarte.
" Who died 13th December 1621. Martim Afionso and his companions left Lisbon on 5th April 1521in the flee

that took out the new governor of India, D. Duarto de Meuezes.
1' After a stay at Pnsai, where he installed D. André Heuriques as captain in place of Antonio de Miranda, and

loaded a large cargo of pepper for China.
‘H Unwilliug, doubtless, to lose the chance of making the enormous profits which he had anticipated from the

sale of his cargoes.
"1 Barres (Dec. III., VIII. v.) says two junks. Castanheda and Correa, however, mention only one junk, that of

Duarte Coelho, as accompanying the ships. From the description of subsequent events it would seem that there
was in fact only one junk, and that Ambrosio do Ttego was on board of it with Duurte Coelho.
‘'3 The following details are taken from Castanhcda, VI. xiii.-xv.; Correa, II- pp. 718-720 ; Borros, Due. III_.
VIII. v. \C_!'.also the accounts in the letters infra, f. 121, if. 134-134v.)
7* Castanheda (IV., cap. xiii ) says that Ambrosio do Rego was the chief offender; but Ccrrea (II, p, 718) lays

the blame on Duarte Coelho. whom, he adds, Martim Afionso threatened to hang from the yard-arm of his own junk.
Barres entirely passes over this unpleasant incident, which, however, seems to be confirmed by the writers of the
letters given below. (See f. 121 and f. 134v.)
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guides. The Chinese fleet, however, was on the alert, and at onceattacked these two vessels.

As ill-luck would have it, a bombard almost immediately set fire to a barrel of powder in

Diego de Mello’s ship, which blew up with all on board, only a few escaping with their lives.

Seeing these swimming in the sea, Pedro Homem sent his boat to pick them up, hoping that

among them might be Diogo de Mello: whereupon, the Chinese, taking advantage of this
diminution of his force, succeeded in boarding Pedro Homem’s ship, where, after a desperate
combat, the brave captain75 and all his men were either slain or made prisoners, the ship itself

being rifled of its cargo and fittings. Night having fallen. Martim Afionso called a council of
war, and urged that vengeance should be taken on the Chinese for the losses they had inflicted

on the Portuguese; but the other captains counselled a more discreet policy, to which Martim

Afionso very unwillingly acceded, first requiring a document to be signed by all the captains

exculpating him from the blame. This having been done, and the dismantled ship of Pedro

Homem having been scuttled, the two remaining ships and the junk,“ after this short but eventful
fortnight at Tamio, sailed for Malacca, which they reached safely in October 1522 by the round

about way of the west coast of Sumatra and Pasai.” Thus were shattered the Portuguese

hopes of a permanent lucrative trade with China for many years to come."

It was probably while Martim Aifonso‘de Mello and his companions were engaged with the
Chinese fleet at Tamao that the imprisonment of Thomé Fires and the rest of the embassy and

the confiscation of their goods took place, as described below by Christovao Vieyra,” on 14th
and 15th August 1522. From the same writer we learn,“0 that on 1st October of that year three

letters — one for the king of Portugal, another for the governor of India, and a third for the
governor of Malacca— were handed to the ngan-cha n‘ of Canton to be forwarded through the
exiled king of Malacca’s ambassador. The latter, however, was unwilling to undertake the task ;

but on 31st May 1523 a junk with Chinese and Malays left Canton for Patani with a message
to the exiled king.Bl On 5th September the latter's reply reached Canton ; and as a consequence,

apparently, twenty-three Portuguese prisoners, who on 6th December 1522 had had boards

inscribed with their sentences placed upon their necks, were on 23rd September 1523 executed and

‘6 Barros, however, has it that Dusrte Coelho had started in advance, and that Martim Afl'onso only met with
him on the coast of Champa,

15 He was the son of Pedro Homem, Dom Manoel's chief eqnerry, and, according to Barros, was "in body on
of the biggest men in Portugal, and moreover the stcutness of his spirit and his bodily strength were different from
the common run of others, which is seldom found in those of his stature,"

‘'7 Corroa (II. p. 720) says that Martim Alfonso sent Duarte Coelho from Pasai to Malacca “ ith the bad news, but
himself remained at Pasai until the monsoon." when he returned to India in order to return to Portugal ; but arriving
at Cocbym he died of his sickness." On the other hand. Barron (u. 1.) states that Martim Afl’onso "reached Malacca
in the middle of October 1522, and in the monsoon of January 1523 left for India, and thence for this kingdom in the
year 1525, where he arrived in safety." Which version is correct, I cannot say.
7' I have mentioned above that in 1519Rafael Perestrello and Rafael Catanho left Lisbon in company with Diego

Calvo with permission to make a voyage to China. Though, however, Castanheda, Correa and Barros have frequent
references to their intended voyage to China, and even inform us that they accompanied Jorge de Albuquerque
in 1521 as far as Paaai, where they were to load pepper, we are not told of their actually going to China. Correa,
however, gays (II. p. 786), that at the end of 1523 or beginning of 1524, when the Rain of Cranganor had begged
help of the Portuguese against the Samorin. "Rafael Catanhmwhc was in Cochym,who had come from China very rich,
strongly urged Dom Luiz to give the help that the king of Cranganor asked for, and offered to go to fight with three
hundred Portuguese men, and to pay them at his own expense." In declining the ofl‘er, Dom Luiz is made to refer to
"your money, which you went to gain at such risk of life." It is possible that one or both of the Rafaels visited
Tamio during the troublous times described above. Jorge de Albuquerque, also, who left Port ngal in command of
the fleet of 1519, had received from the king the favor of "a voyage to China, after the manner of Fernao Pei-9g
d’Andrade:" but he was not able to avail himself of this, in consequence of having to take up the captaincy of Malacca.
In a fleet that left Lisbon for India in 1520 was another man who had been granted a voyage to ( fhinm Pom Loam,”
de Mello ; he did not, however, leave Cochin until September 1522,when, on his voyageto Pasai to load pepper, bem
wrecked in a storm on an island of! the coast of Arakan, and he and all his men were subsequently murdered by a
native chief on the mainland, to which they had escaped in the ship's boat. (Correa, II. p. 72]; Barron, Dec. 111.,VII,
vii.)
‘5 fl.106v.-l(77. 9° f. 110v.

'1 See also the extract from Jorge d’ Albnqucrque's letter of 1st Jan. 1524 given below.
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mutilated, in and around Canton.” In May 1524, Christovio Vieyra tells us,” Thomé Pires
died of sickness in prison in Canton; M and in the same year the Malay ambassador left Canton
to return to his royal master (whether or not bearing the letters for the Portuguese authorities
does not appear); butrbeing wrecked oif Borneo he and all his party were made prisoners.ms In
I523, we learn from this same letter,86 the Chinese prepared a fleet of one hundred junks in
case the Portuguese should returntoavenge the disaster of the prevous year; but no Portuguese
came; and in August a hurricane destroyed half the fleet. Next year another fleet for the
same purpose was get ready ; and so in each succeeding year until 1528, after which, owing to
most of the junks having by that time been captured by pirates, the attempt to form a fleet
was, perforce, abandoned.

Meantime, the Portuguese in Malacca, uncertain of the fate of their imprisoned country
men, seem to have apprehended the descent on that city of an avcnging Chinese fleet, as will be

soon by the following extract from a letter-87 written to the king of Portugal on 1st January
1524 by Jorge do Albuquerque, governor of Malacca :

Dom Samcho amriques capitam moor do mar de Malaqua por vosa alteza foy ester

sobre o bimtam na entrada de julho 0 day fey ter a patam'i8 o ambrosyo do rcguo
com cle c ontro navio esperar hum juqno” que era em syam do voza altcza e a saber
novas da China dos chis que ahi vern ter, maudon ambrosyo do rcguo diante e ele
ficou ainda la que hos junquos nam sam comidos e perguntei lhe por novas da
charrua9O responde heal me que lhe disera hum lymgoa que antre 0s chis 0 es

portugneses tratava cando estavam de paz dise lhe que eram vy vos doito ate trcze

portugueses e nom safirmaram quantos porque huum dize oito o outro dizem
trcze o que diziam que ho embaixador tome pires que era ainda vivo, veho hum
recado a el rey do bimtam de son embaixador ho quell omem que o trouxe tornon

logou it fama que el rey de bimtam lancou” pela tern. he que hos chis aviam de vir
sobro malaqua isto nom he muito certo porem sam cousas que podcm ser se vieram

grande dame faram salvo se 0 capitam mor acudir n tcmpoo como lhe cu csprevo
porem be men pareccr he que tall nom faram que tambem dizem na China quc
desejam paz com nosquo.

Translation.

Dom Sancho Hcnriqucs, captain-major of the sea at Malacca for your Highness, went
to attack Bintang at the beginning of July, and from there went to visit Patani,
and Ambrosio do Rego with him and another ship, to wait for a junk that was in
Siam of your Highness's, and to learn news from China from the Chinese that
come to call there.” He sent Ambrosio do Rcgo in advance; and he remained
there still because the junks are not yet ended ,9‘ and I asked him for news of the
merchant-ship.95 He answered me what an interpreter who acted between the

'2 5.109-109v. 81'f, 111
" Castuwhoda, in cap. 111:. of liv. V. of his history (published in 1553), after referring to the imprisonment of the

Portuguese and the confiscation of their goods, adds : "and some say that the ambassador fell sick and died of grief;
others that he died by poison. And because I cannot ascertain the particulars of this I thus relate it in sum : and also
the rest that passed in the rising of China against our people." This shows that he was ignorant of the letters of
Christovfio Vieyra and Vasoo Calvo. (See further regarding this infra)
3° f. 111. '6 f. 118v.
'1 Preserved in the Torre do Tombo, Lisbon. (Corpo Chrom, tom. 1, parts 1, mace 3, do‘; 73_) The above

extract, from the India Oflice transcripts, I owe to the kindness of Mr. B. S. Whitewsy, B. C. S. (rctd.).
0' Read pqtana, 99 For jflquo. 9° For China 7 91 For respomleo .1 "2 Read lmwom
91'See Castanhoda, VI. Iii-1v. ; Correa, II. pp. 769-774; Barres, Dec. IIL, VIII. vi.-vii. None of these writers

records the facts mentioned in this letter: Castanheda distinctly admits his ignorance of what Dom Sancho and
Ambrosio do Rego did at Pataui. _
9‘ Literally "consumed" (comidos) .- apparently meaning that more were expected. The word may, however,

be a eopyist's error.
'° Port. charrua, which, I think, must be an error for China.
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‘Chinese and Portuguese when they were at peace had said to him. He
told him that there were living from eight to thirteen Portuguese, and it was
not certain how many, because one said eight and another said thirteen; and that
they said that the ambassador Thomé Pires was still living. A message came to
the king of Bintang from his ambassador,96 and the man who brought it soon
returned. The report that the king of Biutang was spreading in the country is
that the Chinese intended to come and attack Malacca. This is not very certain ;
nevertheless they are things that may be. If they come, they will do great harm,
unless the captain-major shall come in time, as I have written to him. However,
my opinion is, that they will not do so, as they still say in China that they desire
peace with us.

The anticipated attack by a Chinese fleet on Malacca did not take place, however, any
more than the assault which the Chinese at Canton expected from the Portuguese. The cap
ture of the stronghold of the Raja of Bintang by the Portuguese forces under Pero Mascarenhaa
at the end of1526, and the death of the Raja in the engagement, gave the garrison at Malacca
comparative rest for a few years; but the Raja of Ujantana was as implacable a foe as his father
had been, and there were enemies in Achin and elsewhere to keep the Portuguese fully occupied."
Though themselves debarred from visiting China, the Portuguese doubtless kept in touch with
that country by means of native traders calling at Patani, and never lost hope of a resumption
of friendly relations. The historians, however, make but scant references to China during
these years,95 and there seem to be very few documents existing that throw light on the sub
ject. Beside the extract given above, the following letter” is the only document that I have
met with dealing with Chinese afl‘airs at that period :—

Senhor- Despois de ter dado as apoutamontosa vossa alteza pera por eles me perguu
tar as couzas da China do alevamento (la term 0 souberam allgumas pessoas per
0 quall mo rogaram que se me vossa alteza perguntasse per a riqneza da terra que
1mm decrarase todo 0 me calase por que acabando hum partido com vosa alteza me
faram bom partido e vosa alteza he men rey e dens (la terra, oulhe bem vossa
alteza, O que fiz para que saiba certoque debaixo do sol tao riqa terra nom ha como
a china de todalas mercadorias que pidirein pera a boca e baratas e todalas cousas
pera ,os vossos allmaseus da India queioutra cousa nam mandara pera eles somente
Ionas por que todo ho all them na china. que pode vir pera eles muito barato, a
saber, verges mastos bren tavoado pregadnra chnmbo fero cobre asoque e as ou
tros mercadorias s50 muito ricas que s50 muito pcra escrevcr este aviso den 9. vossa
alteza pera que saiba ho que be de faser 8 en senhor nam deserberto (sic) de dizer
a verdade a vosa alteza por que s50 800 e sem omparo de senhor e sayba por certo
vosa alteza que jagora conscntirzlo na china mercadorias de vosa alteza por que
ja sz'io pasados 0s cinco anos que me mandou dizer 0 rey que nam fosem merca
darias ate nam pasarem cinco anos o qual me disc hum men parente que esteve
no Reyno do Syam que estavfio os chies dcsejosos de nos outros de pimenta e pao
preto e pucho e encenso macho e marfim e cafram que todo deram agora a peso e
dinheiro as mercadarias da china nam digo a qui por que por palavra ho direi seW

'3 As mentioned above. 9‘ See Whitewny’s Rise of Portuguese Power in India, pp. 320-32l_
na Correa (III. p. 82) says that Pero Mascareuhas, before leaving Malacca for India in August 1526 to take up

the zoveruorship, granted to Duarte Coelho, as a reward for having brought the oflicial documents announcing his
.uccession to that oiling,

“ a voyage that he might make to Quads to load pepper, and that he might go to China to
make his profit, which was good payment for his good news (alvimras)." After the capture of tho fortre
tang Duarte Coelho did indeed sail in company of Francisco de St for Sunda ; but the voyage was a most
one, and Coelho had to return to Malacca without his pepper, and with his hopes of a voyage to Chi
(Correa. III. p. 92.)
9DReferredto in Sir W. W. Hunter's History of British India, I. p. 185. The copy here given is from the India

Ofiice vtranscripts. The original is preserved in the Torre do Tombo at Lisbon (Corpo Ch
niaeo 35, doc- 70).

ss of Bin_
disastrous
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ronologico, parts 1,
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for service de vosa alteza sabelo de mim, e on senhor hey dir catar hum irmio
meu que me ficou em cantio em arrefes per a, verdade dos purtugueses, e per eles
nam qnererem obedecer aos mandados del Rey da China. e quererem faser guerra
na China e matar e roubar a term onde se fes muito mall nesta nam digo a vosa. alteza
mais por que por mim o saber-a quando for ser servig‘o que nests cidade eston por
nam ter la gasalhado e meus desejos senhor s50 servir vosa alteza naquellas par
tes por que sey escusallas digo aserrarllas (P), e nesta digo que na China valem
oiteuta prorolas (sic) boas hum cruzado a. troco de pimenta, fico rogando a dens

per 0 reall est-ado de vosa alteza a dezeseis de Janeiro de quinhentos vinte e sete :
service de vossa alteza: Dioguo Calvo : A el' Rey nosso senhor = De sen service
= A margem = de dioguo Calvo que foi a chyna que el Rey deve ouvir.

Translation.

Sire, -— Since giving your Highness the observations,100 that you might by means
of them question me on the afiairs of China, regarding the uprising in the
country, several persons knew of ti

,

for which reason they begged me that if

your Highness questioned me as to the riches of the country I should not
declare all, and should hold my tongue, because if I lost the chance of favor
with your highness they would do me a good turn; and your Highness is my
king and God of the country. Let your Highness consider well what I did, that
you may know for certain that under the sun there is no country so rich as China
in all the articles of merchandize that are in demand for the mouth and cheap,
and all things for your magazines in India, so that you need not send to
them anything else but sail~cloths, because all the rest is to be had in China
and can come to them very cheaply, namely, yards, masts, pitch, planking,
nails, lead, iron, copper, quicksilver;l and the other wares are very rich,

which are too many to describe. This advice I give toyour Highness that
you may know what has to be done, and I, sire, not discovered” to tell the
truth to your Highness, because I am alone and without the protection of a
lord. And let your highness know for certain that at this present time they will
allow in China articles of merchandize of your Highness’s, because the five years
have already passed, as the king commanded to tell me that no goods should go
until five years had passed ;3 for a relative‘- of mine who was in the kingdom of

Siam told me that the Chinese were desirous of receiving from us pepper and

black wood and putchuck and frankincense and ivory and saffron, and that they
would now give everything by weight and for money. I do not here tell the
wares of China, because I shall tell it by word of month if it shall be for the
service of your Highness to know it from me. And I, sire, have to go to free a
brother of mine whom I left in Canton as hostage for the veracity of the Portu
guess, and because they were not willing to obey the orders of the king of China.
and wished to make war in China and kill and plunder the country, where much
evil was done. I do not say more to your Highness in this, because you shall
know it from me when I shall go to be of service, who am in this city because of
having no lodging there, and my desires, sire, are to serve your Highness in those
parts, because I know how to deal with5 them ; and in this I say that in China
eighty good pearls are worth a cruzado in exchange for pepper. I remain praying

m These do not seem to be now in existence. 1 Cf. Vasco Cslvo‘s letter infra, fi. 133-183v.

1 The orig’. has
“ deserberto " for " descaberto." 3 The historians do not mention this fact.

‘ I do not know who this was.

a The Orig. has "escu-sa-tl-asdigo osermrllas.” Escus'lr is unintelligible in this connection, and there is no such
word as aaerrar. Perhaps it is a copyist's error for acertar.
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to God for the royal estate of your Highness. The 16th of January 1527.

Service of your Highness.
D1000 Came.

To our lord the king. On his service. — On the margin :— From Diogo Calvo who
was in China which the king should attend to.

There is no record of any attempt by the writer of the above letter to carry out his

expressed wish to liberate his brother; and as there is no subsequent mention of him by the

historians of Portuguese Asia we are left in doubt regarding the reason of this. In any case,
all direct intercourse with China —was barred to the Portuguese for several years yet.6 In
1533, however, the then captain of Malacca, Paulo da Gama, succeeded, through his ambassador
Manuel Godinho, in concluding peace with the Rajas of Pahang and Patani, who had been at

war with the Portuguese for a period of fifteen years. This Manuel Godinho accomplished,
says Castanheda.7

“ much to the wish of Dom Paulo, and as befitted the service of the king

of Portugal, so that it was to the great profit of his revenue and that of his vassals; and these

conventions were the cause of their again trading in China, where there were afterwards
discovered by our people more than fifty ports better than those of Canton, as I shall relate
further on.”8

As an outcome of these agreements, we find9 that in July 1534 Estevii-o da Gama, who
had succeeded to the captaincy of Malacca on the death of his brother, sent Simiio Sodré to

Pahang and Francisco de Barros to Patani for the purpose of obtaining provisions for
Malacca, of which it stood in sore straits owing to the war with the Raja of Ujantana, son of

the late Baja of Bintang. Francisco de Barros remained at Patani, being unable to leave

owing to his ship’s having been requisitioned by Simfio Sodré to fight the Raja of Ujantana’s

fleet. In June or July 1535, therefore, Estevao da Gama sent Henrique Mendes do Vascon
cellos to Patani to bring Francisco de Barros away, "as also," says Castanheda, “ to give
orders that there should go from there to China a junk that he sent there to prove if they
were willing to carry on trade as they did in time past.” That the junk actually was dis

patched for China we are also told ;1° but as to how it fared we are left in entire ignorance
by the Portuguese historians.

It is noteworthy, however, that Vaseo Calvo, in his letter given below, writing in October
1536, refers11 to a letter he had received from the person he is addressing, who, from what he

says,13 was then off the island of Hainan. It is evident from this that by some means the
Portuguese had succeeded in communicating with the captives in Canton, who, we see, were
still hoping for the deliverance that never came. \Vho Vasco Calvo's correspondent was we

have no means of ascertaining, nor whether he was on the junk sent from Patani in the pre
vious year. The historians seem to have entered into a conspiracy of silence regarding China
at this period, their attention being taken up with the doings of Antonio Galvio, the “apostle
of the Moluccas ” and author of " The Discoveries of the World.ma

° Correa tells us (III. p. 439), that in 1531 there arrived in India in the fleet of that year from Portugal Diego
Botelho in the Vera Cruz, Manuel Botelho in the lHnidade, and Jan’ Homem, a Genoese, in the Santa Cruz, who
were to go for three years to China and all parts of India factoring for the queen; but he subsequently states,
that the governor (Nnno da Cunha) sent these ships back to Lisbon

“ because China was disturbed.”
'' VIII. lxvi. (See also Correa, III. p. 487.)
a This Csstanheda did, doubtless, in book IX, or X., both of which are lost.
9 See Cast, VIII. lxxix., lxxxix. ; Correa, III. p. 631; Barres, Dec. IV., IX. xv.
1° It was just after this that the famous engagement took place off Patani between Honrique Mcndes and

Francisco de Barros and an overwhelming fleet of pirates, whom they succeeded in beating 05 after great loss.
See Whiteway’s Rise of Port. Power in India, 1).830,)
n f. 124. n f. 128.
1‘ Sir A. Ljungstedt, in his Historical Sketch of the Portuguese Settlements in China. p. 11, says :—" Chinese

ohronologists have noted down, that in the 80th year of the reign of Kea-tsing [1585] one foreign Vessel appeared,
and in [1537] another on the coast of the gulf of China. The merchants required and obtained permission to land
and to raise a few huts for temporary shelter, and the drying of goods, which had been damaged on board the
ghips." I have not found any authority for this statement.
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It is not until the year 1542 that we again hear of China, and then in connection
with an event of much importance, namely, the rediscovery of Japan by the Portuguese.

Couto says“ :—

There being in this year of 1542, of which we are treating, three Portuguese compa
nions, named Antonio da Mota, Francisco Zeimoto and Antonio Peixoto, in the
port of Siam, with a junk of theirs, carrying on their trade, they resolved to go to
China, because of its being then a voyage of much profit. And loading the junk
with pelts and other commodities, they set sail,and with fair weather crossed the

great Gulf of Hainan, and passed by the city of Canton, in order to go and seek the

port of the Chinchew,“ because they could not enter that city; because after that
in the year 1515 Fernao Peres de Andrade, being in China as ambassador," flogged.
a mandarin (who are those that administer justice, which among those heathen is
much venerated), the Portuguese became so detested and abhorred, that the king
commanded by a general edict: "That the men with the beards and large eyes
should no more be permitted within his realms," which was inscribed in large
letters of gold, and afiixed to the gates of the city of Canton." And thus no
Portuguese had dared to go to its port; and some ships at various times afterwards
went to some islands 05 that coast to exchange their commodities, whence, how
ever, they turned them away. Afterwards they went on to the Chinchew,

whither thee were going, and where they permitted them because of the profit
that they derived from the commerce ; but they carried on their business at sea.
because they did not trust them.18

In August 1543,0orrea tells us,19 there was dispatched from India“to go to China Jeronymo
Games, a favorite of the Governor’::,20 in a good ship laden with pepper, with great powers as
captain-major, that no one should go there except whom he wished; the which went there, and
made so much money that he talked only of a hundred or ahundred and fifty thousand cruzados:

with which there entered into him such pride and vanity, that he said that Fortune had not
now the power to deprive him of his hundred thousand cruzados ; but God, in order to humble
his pride, was pleased to send him such a reverse, that he came from Malacca to India without
possessing a shirt,"

Another man who had been granted a voyage to China was still more unfortunate, as We
learn from the same writer.“ This was Alonso Henriques de Bepulveda, who in 1644 was at
Malacca with a ship laden with pepper waiting for the monsoon in order to make a voyage to
China, which the governor of In-lia had given him as a reward for having spent much in the
king’s service. He was, however, foolish enough to organize an attempt to seize the fort of
Malacca by violence after the death of the captain Buy Va: Pereira. his object being to oust
Siniao Botelho from his supervision of the custom-house. The attempt having failed, however,

Alonso Henriques was sent on board his ship as a prisoner; but when the monsoon set in Simao
Botelho gave him permission to go to China. Knowing, however, that if he did this he would have
to return to Malacca, where by that time an order might have come from the governor to imprison
him and confiscate his property, he sailed for Tenasserim, sold his pepper there at a large profit.W“
H Dec. V., VIII. xii. (See also Ant. ('ralvi'io, op. cit. p. 229.)
15 Port. 0 Chine/mo. Sec HObIOfl‘JOb8lI'II, 8- r. ‘ Chinchow,’ regarding the confused use of this word for the port

of Uhangchau-fd and the people of Fflkien.
1' There are three gross errors here. Thomé Pires was the ambassador ; it was Simfio d'Andrade who maltreated

the mandarin ; and this outrage took place in 1520or 1521.
17 I have found no corroboration of this statement, which may, however, be true.
1' Cf. the extracts below from Gaspar da Cruz. The account in Couto goes on to tell how a typhoon drove the

junk to Japan, where the Portuguese were well treated by the natives, exchanged their goods for silver. and
returned to Malacca well content.
1' IV. p. 307. 2° Martim Afl‘onso de Sousa.
1‘ Cortes. IV. pp. 416,418. (See also Whiteway's Rise of Port. Power in India. pp, 92-93.)
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and left for India, whither he had sent in advance a small vessel to beg the governor's clemency.

His ship was, however, wrecked on an island oil" the coast of Siam, to which country he and his

company escaped in the boat, but were put to death by the Siamese.“

We have seen that commercial relations had been renewed between the Portuguese and the

Chinese.28 We are told by Fr. Gaspar da Cruz” that “after the disturbance that Fcrna Perez
Dandrade caused,”5 business was carried on with much difiiculty, they would not allow the Portuguese

into the country, and through hatred and abhorrence they called them fiiouiflo that is to say, ‘men
of the devil.’

”
(“ Now,” he adds,

“ they donot hold intercourse with us under the name of Portu

guese, nor did this name go to the court when they agreed to pay customs dues: but under the name

of fiigim,27 that is to say, ‘people of another coast.’ ") He goes on to relate how, after “the
scandal of Ferns Dadrade," the Chinese that carried on trade by sea with Malacca, Siam, Patani.
eta, induced the Portuguese to go to Ningpo to carry on trade; and this proving successful they
extended their operations to Chinchew, the islands of Canton, and ultimately as far north asNanking,
the Chinese officials conniving at their transactions owing to the profits they gained thereby. Em
boldened by success, the Portuguese began to winter in the islands of Ningpo; and, as might be

expected, quarrels took place, leading to murders on each side. Tidings of these evil doings

having reached the ears of the emperor, he ordered a large fleet to be prwared in the province of
Ffikien to drive the foreign robbers once more from the coast. This fleet, being unable through
contrary winds to make Ningpo, proceeded to Chinchcw, where it blockaded the Portuguese ships that

lay there. After some time spent in desultory fighting, the Portuguese, seeing no chance of com

pleting their business transactions, resolved to depart without the cargoes they had expected. The

captains of the Chinese fleet, however, learning of this intention, sent a secret message by night,

offering, on consideration of a present, to send them some goods. This was of course agreed to:
and so matters were settled to the satisfaction of both parties. This took Ilace in 1548.

In the following year, 1549, however, the Chinese fleet blockaded the roast so straitly that the
Portuguese were scarcely able to obtain provisions, much less effect an exchange of commodities.

Their ships therefore returned nearly empty to India, the unsold goods being left in two junks
belonging to expatriated Chinese traders, with thirty Portuguese to guard them.28 The captain
of the Chinese fleet, learning of this rich booty from some merchants on shore, swooped down upon
the two junks, and partly by strategem, partly by force, succeeded in capturing them, after killing
several of the Portuguese and wounding others. The Chinese belonging to the junks were cruelly
treated ; and of the Portuguese some were put to death, and four were drusco up and entitled “ the

kings of Malacca” by the “ lutln'ssz' ”29 for his own glory, and in cages sent about from city to city,
until they came to where the haitao was, with whom the “ luthisst'

”
had agreed to share the plunder.

Happily, however, the emperor heard of these doings, and sent some ofiicials to hold an inquiry;
with the result that the Chinese malelactors and one or two Portuguese were condemned to capital

or lesser punishment, and the rest of the Portuguese were conveyed to the city of “ Casi,”3° whence

they ‘were afterwards dispersed by twos and threes throughout various parts of the country. When

a’ This last part reads like a.repetition of the story of Pero Lourenco do Mello, given in a. footnote supra.
*3 In September 1546Simfio de Mello was sent from India as captain of Malacca. “and with him Diogo Soares

de Mello, who had been provided by the governor Martim At'fonao de Sousa with the captaincy of Patna, beyond
Malacca, to make the China merchants come and dispatch their business at Malacca, because, in order not to pay
duties, they had formed an emporium at that port, whereby the king’s revenue snfl'ered notable loss.” (Congo,

Dec. V1,, 1. i.) We are also told by Couto (Dec. VL, V. i.) that in July 1646 Diogo Soar-9s dispatched from Pahmi
for China several Portuguese vessels.
1' Tvactodo do China, chap. xxiii. (I! my. (See also Purohas, Pilg. III. p. 190 if.)
*5 Not Fernio Peres, but Simfio de Andrade, as related above.
as chin_fan-kwei, " foreign demon.” (See Hobson-Jobmn, s. n

‘ Fanqui.’)
'7 Frangil, Franks. (See Hobson-Jobson, s, v.

‘ Firinghee,’ and cf. Chriitovio Vieyra's letter infra, f. 104v.)
'5 At what port is not stated, but apparently at Chinohew.
'5 Chin. lao-tyé as’. (See infra regarding titles of Chinese oflioials.)
" Hanllchau. capital of Chehkiang. (See Yule’! Marco Polo, II. p, 152 n.)
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Portuguese ships were once more permitted to carry on trade at Canton a number of these captives

succeeded from time to time in regaining their liberty, the Portuguese merchants ofiering rewards

to any Chinese who would assist them to do this}!1

It was at this time that Francis Xavier visited Japan and spent some two years and a half there
in preaching the gospel. On leaving that country in 1551 he resolved to attempt the evangelization
of China; and accordingly, having obtained permission from the viceroy of India, he left Malacca
in July 1552,32 and arrived in August at the island of St. John (Shangchwen), where, however, he
soon sickened, and died on the 2nd of December, his body being interred in that desolate island.a3

Thus Xavier’s mission, which had a political as well as a religious object,‘A came to naught.
However, we learn from Gaspar da Cruz that " since the year 1554 Leonel de Souza, a native of

Algarve, and married in Chaul, being captain-major, agreed with the Chinas that they [the Por

tuguese] should pay their customs dues, and that they should allow them to carry on their trade in

their ports.“ And since that time they carry it on in Cantao, which is the chief port of China : and
thither the Chinas repair with their silks and musk, which are the principal articles in which the
Portuguese deal in China. There there are safe ports where they lie quietly without risk and with
out disturbance from anyone. And thus at present the Chinas observe well their treaties: and
now the great and small rejoice much at the agreement with the Portuguese, and the fame of them

spreads throughout the whole of China. Wherefore several nobles of the court came to Cantfio solely

to see them on account of having heard the fame of them.”36

It will be observed that in the above sketch of Portuguese intercourse with China during the
first half of the sixteenth century I have taken no note of the alleged peregrination of Fannie
Mendez Pinto in that empire in 1542-1544. Although Faria y Sousa has entered as historical
facts in his Asia Portuguese37 various events described by FernTao Mendez, and has accorded him
a certificate of veracity, I am afraid that Congrevc was only too just when he wrote:-")8 “ Ferdinand
Mendez Pinto was but a type of thee, thou liar of the first magnitude." I do not mean to assert
that the whole Peregrin/rcam is a fabrication ; but I am convinced, from internal evidence, that many
of the incidents related are pure fiction, and that others, genuine enough, either took place before

the writer” came to India, or formed no part of his adventures.40 I append some instances of sheer
mendacities.

‘

'1 Fr. Gaspar da Cruz, during his residence in Canton, met several of these escaped prisoners, among whom
seems to have been Galeotto Pereira, the writer of the description of China referred to infra.
3’ After a.serious quarrel —- for which he was largely, if not entirely, to blame — with the captain of that place,

D. Alvaro d'Ataide da Gama. (See Couto, Dec. VL, X. vii. ; and Whiteway's Rise of Port. Power in India, p. 76.)
33 It was afterwards removed to Goa. 5‘ Cf. Couto, Dec. VL, X. vi.
35 It is remarkable, that this is the only reference I have found to this important agreement.
3‘ Tra-ctadv do China, cap. xxiii. (See also Purchas, Pity. III. p. 190.)
3' II., I. i., etc, See 211.01., App, cap. vii., where Faria y Sousa quotes Pinto's stories (see infra) of Inez dc

Leiria and Vasco Calvo, and indulges in some pious reflections on the early propagation of the Catholic faith in
‘China by their means.
3' Love for Love, Act ii., so. i.
39 I am extremely doubtful if the whole of the book, not published until 1614 (some thirty years after its alleged

author’s death and more than fifty after his return from the East), was really written by Fernao Mendez Pinto.
I am inclined to share the belief of Mr. R. S. Whiteway that the Jesuits had a hand in it concoction, with a view
to the glorification of Xavier. It is worthy of note that Couto (Dec, IX. xxix.l records that a certain Gonsalo
Mendes Pinto was at Banda in 1574 making some voyages on a contract with Martin! Afi'onso de Mello Pereira,
and that the Bandanese made a plot to murder him and his companions and seize their ship and goods, in which,
however, they were foiled.

'
I" According to the Peregrinacam Fernio Mendez Pinto left Goa on 13th April 1539 for Malacca with Pedro do

Faria, who was to succeed Estevio da Gama as captain of that place. He arrived at Malacca on 5th Jmm, and within
the next few months was sent by Pedro de Faria as ambassador to the king of the Betas and the king of Am,
We also read of big fights taking place between the kings of Achin and Am and the king of Ujantana, and the
Achinese, ——likewise in 1539. Now it is significant that Correa and Couto are both silent regarding any such events ;
and it is curious that Correa. alone mentions that Pedro de Faria was captain of Malacca at this time. It is also a
strange coincidence that Castanheda, Oorrea, Barres and Couto all tell us that jut after Pedro de Paris. assumed
the captaincy of Malacca in 1528an ambassador came from the king of Ara asking for help against the king of
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In chapter lxv.,“ where the encounter between the Portuguese under Antonio de Fariu and the
forces of the mandarin of “ Nonday” is described, we are told that the Chinese leader .‘was mounted
on a good horse, with certain cuirnsses of red velvet with gilt studs of ancient date, which we aiten
wards learnt belonged to one Tome Pirez whom the king Dom Manoel of glorious memory sent as
ambassador to China, in the ship of Fcruao Perez Dandrade, when Lopo Soarez Dalbcrgaria was

governing the State of India.” This was in 1541 apparently: and I have no evidence to confirm
or contradict the statement regarding the cuirasses of Thomé Pires.

‘

. But the next incident that I quote can be proved, thanks tothe letter of Christovio Vieyra,
to be an nnblushing falsehood. In chapter xci.“ we are told that (in 1543 ?) Fernao Mendez met in

the city of
“ Sampitay

"
a Christian woman, who informed him “that she was called Inez dc Leirin,

and that her father was called Tomé Pirez, who went from this kingdom as ambassador to the king of
China, and whom, through a disturbance that a captain‘3 of ours made in Canton, the Chinese regard
ed as a spy and not an ambassador as he said, and seized him with twelve“ other men that he had

brought with him, and after they had as punishment given them many floggings and tortures, of which

five soon died, they banished the others,“ separating them from ‘one another, to diverse places, where

they died devoured by lice,“ of whom only one was living, who was called Vasco CIIIVO," native of a

town in our country named Alcouchete,“ for thus she had many times heard from her father, shedding
many tears when he spoke of this. And that it chanced to her father to be banished to that district,

where he married her mother, because she had some property of her own, and made her a Christian_

and during the whole twenty-seven years‘9 that he abode there married to her they both lived very

catholically, converting many heathen to the faith of Christ, of whom there were still in that city more

than three hundred, who every Sunday gathered there in her house for instruction.” Other details are

given regarding this pious woman; but the whole pretty story falls to pieces like a house of cards when

we remember that, as mentioned above, poor Thomé Pires died in prison in Canton in May 1524.

But the next extract that I would quote goes a step further in mcndacity. In chapter cxvi,“ we
are told that in the year 1544, when he was in the city of “ Quansy,"51 Ferm'io Mendez encountered
‘ an old man dressed in clothes of black damask lined with the skins of white lambs,” who, after some

what mysterious behaviour, produced a silver cross, and, falling on his knees, with sobs and tears

expressed his gratitude for having been permitted, after so long a time, to once more behold a Christian

man. On being asked who he was, this old man replied: ——“ I am, my brother, a poor Portuguese
Christian, by name Vasco Cslvo, brother of Diogo Calvo who was captain of the ship of Dom Nnno

Manoel, a native of Alcouchete, it being new twenty-seven years that I was made a captive with' Tom'
Pirez, whom Lopo Sonrez sent as ambassador to this Chinese king,52 and who afterwards came to a

Achin, with whom he was at war. There is a suspicious similarity about these two accounts. Then we an
informed that Fsrnio Mendez, after visiting Pahang and Patani, left the latter place on 9th May 1540with Antonio
de Fnria de Sousa on a voyage to Hainan, during which the most marvellous adventures with pirates were
expcrienoed. I have only to remark, that no mention is made by any of the above writers of such a person as
Antonio de Paris de Sousa, whom I believe to be as much a product of the writer's brain as the various adventures
with pirates, etc" that he is said to have met with. In the Peregrinacam the dates of events are mostly unrecorded;
but where they are given, especially in the later portion of the book, they are in many cases manifestly absurdly
incorrect. It is much to be regretted that no competent scholar has undertaken to properly edit the Perogfinamm,
showing how much is fiction and how much fact, and of the fact how much is from personal experience and how

much stolen from earlier writers. I am astonished that such an able scholar as Mr. Major, in his Introduction
to the Hakluyt Society's edition of Mendoza, should, after referring to Mendez Pinto's alleged adventures in China.
conclude :— “ Upon the whole, his remarks leave no doubt, we think, of the truth of his having been an eye-witness
of what he records.
'' Chap. xxii. of the English translation. ‘2 Chap. xxir. of Eng. trans. ‘3 Simio de Andrade. (See mpm.)
4‘ There were nearly double that number, according to Christovi‘io Vieyra (f. 1llv.).
I‘ A pure invention, not one of the unfortunate captives having been removed from Canton.
'6 A characteristic touch, intended to give verisimilitude to the narrative. '7 See next paragraph.
" This may be a fact: I cannot tell. (See next paragraph.)
'9 It is not said when he died ; but even if it had been in 1544 that would make Thomé Pires‘s banishment data

'from 1517, the year in which he arrived in China with Ferndo Peres de Andrade!
5° Chap. xnvii. of Eug- trans. "1 Cf. note supra regarding

" the city of Cisi."
5" It was not to "this Chinese king" (Kiahtsiug) but to his predecessor Chingtih that Thomé Pires was sent on

embassy.
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miserable and througha disturbance by a Portuguese captain.” Then, the two having mingled their

tears and taken their seats on the ground, “beginning again to tell me all the story of his sufferings,
'

he related to me the whole course of his life, and all the rest that had happened, since he left this

kingdom until then, and. also regarding the death of the ambassador Tomé Pirez5a and of the rest

whom Fern-5.0 Perez Dandrada left with him in Cantfio to go to the king of China, the which, as he

told it to me, does not conform much with what our historians have written.”“ This pseudo Vasco

Calvo then conducts Fernao Mendez to his house, to which also his companions are invited, and

there they are introduced to their host's wife and four children (two boys and two girls), who after

dinner ofier prayer in Portuguese before an altar in a secret oratory. Another very touching story :

but the writer appears to have forgotten what he had previously invented regarding Thomé Fires.
and so contradicts himself; while, as to Vasco Calvo, we may take it as absolutely certain that he

died in prison in Canton within a year or two of writing the letter of 1536 given below.

I shall not enter upon the question of the genuineness of other alleged adventures of Fernio
Mendez Pinto in China, Siam, etc., nor discuss whether he was or was not in Japan with Xavier ;55

but I would refer to two statements of his, which, having been recorded as history by Faria y Sousa
in his Asia Portuguesa, are still being put forward by writers on the history of China as authentic."

These statements are to be found in chapter ccxxi.57 of the Peregn'naqa-m, where we read that in the

year 1542 there took place at
“ Liampoo,”5B — where there was a settlement of three thousand Chris

tians, twelve hundred of whom were Portuguese, and which was practically a Portuguese colony, with

a governor, judges and other officials, hospitals, etc., ——a terrible massacre by the Chinese, in which

twelve thousand69 Christians (eight hundred of them Portuguese) perished, and immense damage was

done to property. Two years later, it is stated, the Portuguese succeeded in establihing a colony at

()hinchew ; but after two years and a half of peaceful trade a rising of the Chinese took place here also,

only thirty out of five hundred Portuguese escaping with their lives, their ships and other property

being burnt or plundered. I consider both those stories to be pure fiction, without any basis in fact ;
and I even feel very doubtful whether such an island as “ Lampacau " ‘0 ever existed except in the
brain of the writer.

The Chinese annals do not appear to contain much regarding the early intercourse of the
Portuguese with China;‘n and some of their statements are far from correct.62 The only record of

5'“Who, we had previously been told, lived for twenty-seven years married in “ Snmpitay ”!
H A candid confession! ‘5 Cf. Sir James Stephen’s Essay in Ecelrsiasstical Biography (4th ed), p. 149 n.
‘6 (,ffl, int. 01., Sir A. Ljungstedt's Historical Sketch of the Portuguese Scttlenmts in (.‘hina, pp. 2-9, etc.; the

Viscount de Sautarem's Mcmoria sobre o Eslnbz-lccimenlo do .Uacau, p, 14; “'ells Williams’s Middle Kingdom, 11

p. 428 : Prof. R. K. Douglas's China (Story of the Nations), p. 48 ; Danvera's Porlugw-ac in India, I, pp_ 4,57,436;

Dennys's Treaty Ports of China and Japan, p. 329.
51 Chap. lxxviii. of the Eng. trans. (See also chap. lxvi. of orig, xxiii. of Eng. trans.)
5' That is, Ningpo. (See Yule’s IIobson-Jobson, a. v. ‘ Liampo.’) Barres states, in referring to the riches of

China :—" Finally it is so great, and so well-provided with everything, that some of our people, being in a port near
the city of Nimpo, in three months saw loaded four hundred bahars of floss and woven silk, which are one thousand
three hundred quintals of ours.” (Dev. 1., IX. i.) As Barros’s Primmra [Meade was published in 1552, it is evident
that the Portuguese had visited Ningpo some years previously; but I have found no record of the exact date of
their first visit to that place.
5' The Eng. trans. has " twelve hundred."
0° Where, according to the Perrgrinagam, the Portuguese carried on trade with the Chinese from some time before

1554 until 1557, when Macao was granted to them by tho mandarins of Canton. (Ljf. Mid. King. II. p. 428; Ljung
stedt, op. cit. p. 9.)
B‘ M. Pauthier, in his Histos're den Relations Palitique: de la Chine area lcs Puissam‘er Oocidmtales (p. 42 u), after

a short and not very correct reference to the embassy of 1517, says:— "Les Annales de Canton disent quo in
premiers année Young-l0 (1425) lo roi de Portugal, royaume do 1‘ Oeéan occidental, envoys um ambassadenr on
China; et que trois années aprés (en 1428) ii lui en envoya un autre avec un Iribut. Cellos-oi, si elles étaient réelles.
.uraient préoédé cellos de Thomas Pires." There is, of course. some great confusion here.
‘'1Wells Williams quotes in his Mid. King. II. p. 427, the following from a Chinese work, and adds flat the

record is still good authority in the general opinion of the natives: ——-"During the reign of Chingtih [1506}foreig-vpm
from the West. called Fah-lan-ki [Franks], who said that they had tribute. abruptly entered the Bogus and by
their tremendously loud guns. shook the place for and near. This was reported at court, and an order returned to
drive them away immediately and stop their trade."
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any value that I have been able to find is one translated by the late Mr. W. l“. Mayers in Notes and
'
Queries on China and Japan.63 Mr. Meyers writes : '—~

The following brief contemporaneous account of the arrival of Fernfio Peres de Andrade
at Canton in 1617, when Europeans for the first time landed in China, does not appear
to have been hitherto noticed, and is not without interest, as the earliest Chinese

mention of European visitors. It is quoted in a work on the Art of War, published
under the Ming Dynasty, A. D. 1621, in the course of a description of cannon and
firearms : -

" Ku Ying-siang says as follows : -—Fu-1ang-ki is the name of, a country, not the name of
a gun. In the year tz'ng-ch'ow of the reign Chéng-té (A. D. 1517) I was in office
as Supervisor in Kwaug-tung, and was Acting Commissioner for Maritime utl'airs.

There suddenly arrived [at this time] two large seagoing vessels, which came straight

to the Hwai-yiian (cherishiug-those-from-afar) post-station at the city of Canton, giving
out that they had brought tribute from the country of Fu-lang-ki [_Feringhi, Franks],
The master of the vessels was named ka-pi-tan.“ The people on board all had promi
nent noses and deeply-sunk eyes, wearing folds of white cloth around their heads, like
the costume of the Mohammedans. Report was at once made to the Viceroy, His
Excellency Ch’én Si-hien, who thereupon honoured Canton with his presence,“ and

who gave orders that, as these people knew nothing of etiquette, they should be

instructed for three days in the proper ceremonies" at the Kwang [Iiao Sze (the Mo

hammedan Mosque); after which they were introduced. It being found that the in
filing Hwei Tien [collected Ordinances of the Ming Dynasty] contain no mention
whatever of tribute being received from the nation in question, a full report of the

matter was transmitted to His Majesty, who consented to the transmission [of the

individuals and presents] to the Board [of Rites]. At this time His Majesty was
engaged in atour in the Southern Provinces, and [the foreigners] were left in the

same lodging with myself for close upon a year. When his present Majesty ascended

the Throne [L a, the Emperor Shih Tsung, who succeeded to the Throne in 1521], in
consequence of disrespectful conduct on the [foreigners’] part, the interpreter“7 was

subjected to capital punishment and his men were sent back in custody to Canton, and

expelled beyond the frontiers of the Province. During the long stay made by these

people at Canton they manifested particular fondness for the study of the Buddhist

writings.“B Their guns were made of iron, and five or six feet in length , , .
”

Who Ku Ying-siang was is not stated in the work from which the above extract is taken ;
but in all probability, he was one of tbeprogenitors of the celebrated Kn Yen-wu of the
present dynasty, in whose biography mention is made of an ancestor who held ofiice at
Canton during the reign Chéng T6.

The two large vessels referred to are obviously those which the early Portuguese chroaiclers

themselves speak of as having been taken to Canton, the two remaining ships and four

Malay junks belonging to the Expedition having been lort at anchor near the island
of St. John‘s."

'5 Vol. 2, p. 129. 6‘ Cf. Christovz'm Vieyra’s letter infra, f. 112.
5“ “The residence of the Viceroys being at that time Shao-k‘ing Fu,” says Mr. Mayer-s in a footnote; but,

according to the statement of Christovao Vieyra (f. 120), it was at Wuohau that the chief provincial. ofioials
resided.
9‘ The Portuguese historians say nothing of this.
‘1 Mayors appends the following footnote:—-“ This was Thomé Piros, who was despatohed in charge of the pre

rents from Canton.” This is an error: it was the native interpreters who were beheaded, as stated by Christovio
Vieyra in his letter infra (f. 112).
6' 0]‘.with this statement that of Vasco Cslvo in his letter mfra (f. l31v.), " This is a mistake. See infra.
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Though interesting, the extract translated by Mr. Meyers adds but little to our knowledge ; and
it certainly seems strange that there should not exist among the Chinese annals a full record of the

events connected with the first and subsequent visits of the Portuguese to China, especially as the
foreigners sullered so severely at the hands of the Celestials, — a fact which the Chinese historians
would, one would think, not be unwilling to leave on record.

It was not until after the agreement made in 1654 between Leonel de Sousa and the Canton
ofiicials that the Portuguese appear to have been able to obtain detailed and more or less accurate
information regarding China and its people?0 The account given by Uastanheda in cap. xxvii. of his
Livro IIIL, printed in 1553, is very meagre and not free from errors. The description of Canton
in cap. xxix., however, is full and interesting and, I should think, generally accurate.
The next printed account of China seems to have been that given in the 1561 edition of

Francisco Alvares’s H istoria de Ethiopia, an English translation of which will be found in Major's
Introduction to the Hakluyt Society’s edition of Mendoza mentioned below, pp, xxxix.-li. This
relation was given at Malacca in the college of the Jesuits bya man who had been six years a captive
in China,71 and its special value lies in the fact that the narrator describes only what came within his
personal cognisanee.

A couple of years after the above anonymous relation appeared in print Barros’s Decade Terceira
was published (1563) ; and in the seventh chapter of the second book of this decade the great Por

tuguese historiographer gives, in connection with the visit of Fernao Peres de Andrade, a description
of China in general and of Canton in particular. The description of China is

,

b
y his own admission,"

a mere summary; but the author has done his best to make it accurate, having, for this purpose,
made use of original documents.” The same remark may apply to his description of Canton,“ which

is very much briefer that that o
f Castanheda.

In 1589-7075 there appeared at Evora a small quarto volume in black-letter intitled Tractado
em que se cfitam mw'to par estéso as cousas da China, 06 euas particular-Mada, i} am‘ do reyno dormuz

coposto por el. R. Padre frey Gaspar (la. Cruz da ordé (1e cam Domingos. Dirz'gido a0 muito poderogo

Rey dom Sebastiam 120580scr'zor. From the Prologue b
y the printer, Andre de Burgos, we learn that

Dom Francisco Henriquez, captain of Malacca," had some short time previously sent to the
youthful king of Portugal a " brief relation” of the things of China ; but of this we know nothing
more.77 The “ tractate

" of Gaspar da Cruz78 comprises twenty-nine chapters, the author relating
n The 18th,," of chi-istovao Vioyra and Vaseo Ualvo were evidently unknown to Castanheda even in 1558.

(Cf. footnote supra, and see below as to Barros’s use of them.)
‘" Possibly he and Galcotto Pereira (see infra) were among those captured by the Chinese in 1549, as described

above.
7'' Dec. 111., II. vi. and vii., where he explains that he treats fully of the country in his Geography, which,

however, seems never to have been completed, and every vestige of which has now unhappily disappeared.
7“ From Dec. 1., IX. i., we learn that Barres had in his possession " a book of oosmography of the Chijs printed

by them, with all the situation of the country in the form of an itinerary, which was brought to us from there, and.
interpreted by a Chij, whom we had for that purpose." Again, in Dec. III., II. vii., after referring to the Great
Wall of China, he adds ;— "This wall is entered in a geographical map of that whole country, made by the same
‘Chijs, where are located all the mountains. rivers, cities, towns, with their names written in the letters of those
people, the which we ordered to be brought from there with a Chij for the interpretation thereof and of some of
their books. which we also obtained. And before this map we had acquired a book of cosmography of small size
with tables of the situation of the country, and a commentary upon them in the manner of an itinerary ; and
although this wall was not depicted therein, we obtained information regarding it." What became of these books
and map, I am unable to say.
1' The details he gives regarding this city, Barres says (Dec. III., II. vii.)I be obtained, not only from FernBo

Peres de Andrade and others of his company, but
“ from a drawing of it from nature, which they brought to us from

there." I fear that there is little likelihood that this interesting drawing is still in existence,
"5 The title-page bears the date 1569, but the oolophon has 1570.
"0 According to Coutc (Dec. IX. xvii.) D. Francisco Henriques was captain of Malacca from November 1573 to

November 1574, when he died ; but I can find no reference to his occupying the post earlier.
11 This is evidently the Relaciio da China mentioned by Barboaa Machado (—BibliathecaLuritana, II. p. 162),

who quotes from Ant. de Leon Pinelo's Biblioteca Oriental, and confesses his ignorance regarding the author and
the work.
7' Regarding whom see Introd. to Hak. Soc. ad. of Mendoza, p. li.
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not only what he himself saw during his residence in China (1556-1569 7), but information received

from various Portuguese who from time to time succeeded in escaping from captivity. The

translated summary given in Purchas’s Pilgrz'mes, III. pp. 166-198, conveys a very fair idea of the
value of this work.

Among the escaped captives met by Gaspar da Cruz during his stay in China was one Galiote

(or Galeotto) Pereira, a brother of the first Count of Feira, from whom he obtained various items of
information regarding the interior of the country. This man also wrote a detailed account of his

adventures in China, which, curiously enough, was published in the form of an abbreviated translation

into Italian some years before the tractate of Gaspar da Cruz appeared. The title of this work“ is

Alcune case del paese de la, China sapuh' de um‘ Portughesi ch’ivifiu'on fatz' schz'avi; e questo fu
cavato d’ an tratato che fecce Galeoto Pereira Gentz'l huomo persona (Ii molto credz'to z'

l

quule stette

prigz'one nel sudetto luogo Tuchien8° alcuni emu‘. (Venetia por Michele Tramezzino. 1565.) An
abbreviated translation of this b

y R. W'illes was Printed b
y Richard Eden in his Ilz'storge of Travaile

in the West and East Indies in 1577 ; and this was reprinted b
y Hakluyt in his Principal Naviga

tions, etc" 11., II. pp. 68-80, and again, still further abbreviated, by Purchas in his Pilgrims, III.
pp. 199-209.‘il Like the anonymous relation referred to above, this man's narrative is of especial
value as being drawn from his personal observations.

The last work to which I shall refer is the Hisloria delas Cosas mas notables, Rilos y Costumbres,
Del gran Reyna dela China, sabida; as"; por los libros delos mesmoc Oil-inns, coma po'r relacion dc

Religiosos y otras personas que an estado en e
l

die/i0 Reyna. Heclza y ordcnada por e
l

may r. p.
maestro Fr.Ioan Gonzalez de Menrlop'zdela Orden de 8. Agustin, . . . . En Roma, . . .

1585. As the early English translation of this work, by R. Parke, was reprinted b
y the Hakluyt Society

in 1853-54, edited (not very satisfactorily) by Sir G. T. Stannton, with an'giadmirable Introduction by
Mr. R. H. Major,82 I need say little regarding it, beyond the fact that the author has copied largely
from previous writers, besides giving the experiences of himself and his companions and other

missionaries to China. It will always be of value and interest; and, as Mr. Major points out, it

was the earliest detailed account of China ever published in the English language.

I now come to consider the two letters, of which the text and translation are given below. The
copies from which the transcript is made are contained in a small quarto manuscript volume in the Biblio

théque Nationale, Paris.83 It is bound in vellum, and has written on the back “ l2 —- Historia dos reis
de Bisnaga,” while on the front of the cover are the words “ Coronica de Bisnaga y Relaeion dela china,”

and below “n0 7." On the flyleai is written “St Germain franq. 1592;” and there is a modern
label at'fixed, lettered “Port. 65”“ ()u folio 1 at the top of the page is written “Sti Germani
apratis N. 2254.” From this it is evident that the volume once formed a part of the library of the
famous Benedictine monastery of St. Germain-des-Prés near Paris ;but how it got there, I am

1' Of which the British Museum Library does not posselsa copy. (I quote the title from Barbosa Maohado,
Bib]. Im-n't. II. p. 822.) Nor is the book mentioned in H. Cordier’s Bibllolheca Sinica.
'° Barbosa Machado (10c. cit.) says that the writer was aprisoner in

“ Tunehien ; " but Gasparda Cruz (cap. viii.)
states that Gal. Pereira was imprisoned in “ the city of Cisi, ” which, as I have mentioned above, was an old name
for Hangehan. (“Tuchien

" may be a misprint for " Fuchieu" = Ftiohau.)
‘1 Major, in his Introd. to the Hak. 800. ad. of Mendoza, pp. liii.-lxvi., has quoted copious extracts.
"2 In view of the fact Major has given, on pp. xxxL-xxxvi. of this Introduction, an accurate account of the facts

connected with the first visits of the Portuguese to China, it is all the more remarkable that later writers, such as
Well: Williams, Douglas and Danvers, should (as mentioned above) have repeated the erroneous statements of
Ljnngstedt. Major refers (p. xxxvi.). on the authority of Barres. to the letters received from the prisoners in Canton;
but he was evidently not aware that copies of them were still extant. He also, strangely enough, refers to
Romusat as giving “ some interesting details” regarding Thomé Pires, the fact being that the French scholar 1m‘
simply copied these details from Barres and added Mendez Pinto's fabrications. (See Biographie Universe-U0,tom;
33, p. 896.)
'3 See brief description of it in Morel-Fatio’s Catalogue (is; Manuscn'ts Espagnol‘ cl deg flanmcrl'ts Barnum-5,

P. 327.
M This is the numbering of 1860; its number is now 55.
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unable to say.85 Folios l-l02 contain the Ckronica dos li’eis de Be'imago“i written in an archaic hand;
while folios 103-153, which are of thinner paper, contain the two letters from China, the writing being
of an entirely different and more modern characten.

Apart from their intrinsic value owing to the information which they furnish, these letters
possess a peculiar interest from the fact that they were utilized by the great ‘Portuguese
Historian Joiio de Barroswhen compiling the Third Decade of his Asia. In chapters i. and ii. of
the sixth book of that Decade Barros has in several places copied almost verbatim from the letter
of Christoviio Vieyra;a7 while near the end of the second chapter he says: “ And according to
two letters which our people received thence two or three years ago“6 from these two men, Vasco

Calvo, brother of Diego Calvo, and Christovao Vieira, who were imprisoned in Gantam," etc.

Again, in chap. v. of bk. VIIL, he says: “And according to what some of our people afterwards
wrote,” and then follow further quotations from Christovao Vieyra’s letter.

Of the writers of the letters I have no information beyond what they themselves furnish and
the fact of the relationship of one of them to Diogo Calvo, as already mentioned, What positions they

occupied I do not know ; but they both seem to have been men of some social standing and education.
\Vith regard to the letters themselves, their value and interest can be judged by the translation I
have given.89 I may point out, however, that they contain, so far as I know, the earliest detailed account
of China and the manners and customs of its inhabitants written after the first visits of the Portuguese

to that empire. Considering that the writers were prisoners in the “ hells
” of Canton during

practically the whole of their inforced residence in China, it is not surprising that some matters (such,

for instance, as the religious worship of the Chinese) should not have come within their ken: the
wonder is

,

that they should have managed to acquire so much information under such unfavorable

circumstances, and should have lived to commit it to writing. It is also marvellpus that even one of
the duplicate sets of their letters should (even after many years) have reached the hands of the

Portuguese. When one remembers the absolutely hell-less condition in which the writers were at the
time when they penned these letters, the full details which they furnish for the capture b

y the

Portuguese of Canton and a large part of China itself, and their remarks regardingr the ease with

which the Chinese could be conquered, rend somewhat strangely. The descriptions of the sea fights

between the Chinese and Portuguese, ending so disas‘lously for the latter, tally closely with those

given by the Portuguese historians ; and the “ casualtv lists," though now of little value, must have

possessed a melancholy interest at the time for the relatives and friends of the persons named. It is
unfortunate that so little information is given regarding the Journey of the ambassador to Pekin :
the reason being, that this had been described in other letlef'r'. which have, apparently-been lost. The

description o
f Canton shows that even the terrible siege and sack of that 'city b
y the Manchus in 1650

caused little general change in its outward appearance.

‘ '

*5 By a decision of the Committee of Public Instruction (23rd April 1795), the manuscripts of St. Germain were
deposited in the Bibliothéque Nationals in 1795and 1796. (Morel-Fatio, (7116.,Introd, p. x.)
'6 This important MS. was printed for the first time in 1897 by the Sooiodade de Geografia of Lisbon in connec

tion with the qnatercentcnary of the discovery of India, being edited with an excellent Introduction by Sr. David
Lopes. An English translation, edited with a valuable Introduction by Mr. Robert Sewell, I. O. S. (Betd.), was
published in 1900 under the title of A Forgotten Empire.
‘l Cf. for instance the concluding portion of chap. i. with f. 107 of the letter infra.
'3 Or “received two or three years afterwards." (The orig. has “duhi a dour on treeMums") If the latter s the

meaning (and so Major translates it in Introd. to Hair. Soc. ed. of Mendoza, p. xxxvi.), the statement cannotbe cor
rect, since the letters were not written until a dozen to fifteen‘ years afterwards ; while, if the other meaning is

intended, it is strange that the letters,‘ dispatched apparently at the end of 1536, did not reach “our people" until
about 1660. (Barros’s Third Decade was published in 1563.)
99As will be seen, the Portuguese original is marked by an absence of punctuation and of capitals at the

commencement of sentences, rendering the sense difficult of comprehension. The copyiflt also has in places
blundered. I have tried to make the translation as literal as possible. To Sr. David Lopes of Lisbon I have to
express my indebtedness for the kind help he has rendered me in the elucidation of several passages.
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It will be noticed that in both the letters _(in the first one especially) the titles of various
Chinese omeials are frequently mentioned. Some of these can at once he identified ; but others are

somewhat diiiicult of explanation. I append a list, giving the various forms of spelling under which
each title occurs :

(1) pochency, pockanci, pochuncy, pochficy, pocheay, poahacy.

(2) anchaey, amehaey, anchagi, anchuez', anclzdgy, anchianqz', anhangz'.

(3) win‘, ceuhi, cuhy, cuhi, ecuhz', cheuhi, cuclzz'.

(4) tutfio.
'

(5) conqom, conqufi, conqufio, congom.

(6) compz'm, campym.

(7) choupz'm, choypz'.

(8) haytao, oytao, ayldo.

(9) camcy, chdcy, cam‘.

(10) togz'.

(l1) tficécy, tomeci, tomaci.

(1'2) amelcace.

(l3) lentocz'm,

(1 4) conconcepaqi,

(15) Pic.

(16) ampochz', ampochiim.

(17) tz'quo, tigo.

(18) packain. _

(19) chimchae.

(‘20) tallacfi.

Cggtanheda, in his Libra [111. (which was published in 1653), gives in cap. xxvii. a brief

account of the

The

manners and customs of the Chinese. in the course of which he says : —

King of China dispatches no matter of the government of his kingdom, and for all

matters he has officials who govern for him. In justice, which is the chief depart
ment of the kingdom, he has three great literate men who are called oolous :90

and one is called the grand colou. the other the petty colou, and the other the lesser

colou. These are old men and known for very good men, and come to merit uml
posts by letters and by goodness, and first serve in other lower ol’fices until they get

to be tutb'es, who are governors of districts, and afterwards achancz's. who are secre

taries, and thence they rise to be colours, which is the highest ofiice. And these Ofi‘lC‘t'n‘

of colous come to be held by lowborn men , because nothing is taken into consideration

except that they be old good men and literates. There are other ofiices that they call

tutoes, and conqub'es and compz'ne .- and all these three are called a council and govern
cities, and the chief of them is the tuiio : he‘ has to be a literate man, an old and good
man ; the compx'm is the second, and is captain of war and is nota literate ;the conquim
is the third, and has charge of revenue afiairs, and is the lowest of this council. With

these goes another who is called ceim', who has to be a literate and known for a good

man : this one dispatches with the man the matters of justice. and has charge of

W Yale's Hebnm-Jobson, p. 781, has:—- "Colon, 5. Chin. Koh-lao, ‘ Council Chamber Elders
’ (Bp. Moule}. A title

for a.Chinese Minister of State, which frequently occurs in the Jesuit writers of the 17th ceututy_"
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drawing up general inquiries and depositions which he sends to the king. And he has
great powers, and his office does not last more than a year; those of the others last for
a number of years. There are other ofiices inferior to these, which are called puclmncis.
amechacis, tocis, z'taoa, pz'oa who are admirals, and time who are employed I know not
how ; and of each one there are three-great, petty, and lesser.

Fr. Gaspar da Cruz, in cap. xvi. of his Tractado da China,“ printed in 1569-70, says that in
each province there were five principal officials.

The chief of the five is the governor, whom they call in their language tutom. To him are
referred all the afiairs great and small of the whole province ; and on account of the

authority and majesty of his person he does not reside where do the other louthias,” that
he be not resorted to by them, and so may be more esteemed and feared. To him come
all the revenues of the provinces excepting the ordinary expenses. And by him both
the transactions and all the rents that are gathered and all that passes in the provinces
is referred and sent to court. The second dignity of the province is that of the comp

trollers of revenue, who in their language are called pochassi. To this one is intrusted
the sending to collect throughout the whole province the taxes thereof, for the which

he has many loutln'aa under his jurisdiction, who are special ofiicials for the transac

tions and the collections of taxes. He provides all the ordinary expenses of the pro
vince, and with the remainder goes to the laid, in order that the ma may go to the
court. He can intervene in the serious matters of the other inferior oflicials, and he
has power over them. To him also come all the affairs and transactions of the province

to be by him referred to the tutti. Another dignity below this is the chief justice.
whom they call in their language anohasi. And although there are many other oflicers
of justice, this one is over all, and by him the dispatches are distributed to the others
and everything relating to justice is referred. to him, as to the one who has power over

the other inferior ones. Another dignity below this is that of the captain-major.
whom they call in their language aitao. To this aitao belongs the power to order the

men of war to be got ready, and all that may be necessary of ships, provisions and all

other apparatus against enemies and robbers: to him likewise appertain the afiairs of

foreigners that do not relate to revenue. The fifth and last dignity of the great one‘
and of the captain-major who puts into execution the matters of war and presides in

the fleets that the ai'tao remaining on land orders is this : when it is of import, besides‘

putting matters into execution and order, if the business requires his presence, he

goes in person : and the affair may be so important that the aitao himself will go.

This one is called in the language of the country luthinh” and because these fiw
dignities are of very great authority and dignity, and that of the one exceeds those

of the others, the latter never goes out of his house for the conservation of his autho

rity: and when he does go out he goes with very great show and with a very great

company of officials and assistants.

Juan Gonzalez do Mendoza, in his Historia de la China, liv. 111., cap. ix., says that the
'vieeroy of each province was called z'nsuanto,“ and that the semen, or chief magistrate, was slightly

superior to him in rank. In any city where neither of the above resid'ed there was the lumen,

or magistrate. Then came the ponchasz', or president of the council of‘ revenue; the {0100,95 or

captain-general of all the men of war; the anchasi, or president of civil and criminal justice; and the

aytao, or purveyor-general and president of the council of war. Besides the above, he says, there

were others of less dignity and jurisdiction. as follows: —- The oa-utac,96 or chief standardrbearer ; theW
9“ See Hobeon-Jobron. s. v.

‘ Loutea,’ wherethe following ilquoted for Baldwin's Manual of the FoochowDialectl -
‘Lelia . . . . (in Mandarin Lao-tyé) a general appellative for an oflicer. It means

‘ Yenerable Father.’ "

'3 Laotye rs‘ .2 9‘ Evidently a misprint for lusmmto: “way-full. vioeroy.
'6 Probably = fie till. general. 9° Perhaps : he t’Zh,bothmeaning standard.
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pocln'm, or second treasurer; the autzatzi, or major; and the huytay, Ma, and tontay,"7 who were like
justices of the king's court in Spain. Another olficial was the homdim,9B or visiting justice Lastly,
there were certain inferior officers, viz., the tempo,” who had charge of the supply of provisions and
the fixing of prices for these; the tibuco,1°° who arrested and punished vagabonds and idlers; the
quz'nehe,l or chief constable; and the chomcfiz,2 or keeper of the prison.

Reverting to the list I have given above, it will be seen that Christovixo Vieyra, in
8. 120-120\'. of his letter, describes the duties of some of the ofiicials mentioned; and in f. 117
he gives some details regarding their ofiices.

(1) poohenoy, etc. —- This is the pu-ahéng 02’ or pu-ohing sz', literally “regulating
government commissioner,” usually called the treasurer.3

(2) anohagy, etc.
—- This is the ngan~oha u‘ or an-eh’a seal, the “ criminal judge.“

(3) odd, etc. ——This seems to be the same as Mendoza's tzia. I am not certain as to
what Chinese word or words it represents.

(4) tutr'zo. — This is the tu-tung, or captain-general.ls

(5) oonqom, etc.— I am uncertain regarding the identification of this. I think that
either the first or second syllable must represent kung.‘ Mr. Watters, how
ever, Suggests ohiang-chiin, “general of Manchu forces."

(6) eompim, etc.
—- Morris0n7 has kung-ping, meaning “just, equitable," which may

suggest an identification.

(7) choupim, etc. -- This evidently represents show-pea’,
“ a military oilicer, about the

rank of major.“

(8) haytao, etc.
—- The first part of this word undoubtedly represents has, the sea;9 and

the last part seems to be for too, or low, head, chief.ll llaytao can scarcely
stand for hue taou, which, according to Morrison,ll means pirates.

, (9) curacy, etc.
— This, I think, represents hung tsze, “ the son of a nobleman, a term

of respect like Master or Mister.”l2

(l0) taei. -— This perhaps stands for to sz’ 0r I00 sze, a military general oiiiccr.13

(1]) tficecy, etc. -— There can hardly be any doubt, I think, that this represents tung
are, an interp eter.H

(12) am¢lcaqe.-—— This and Castanheda's amechaci seem to be variants of No. 2: other

Wise I cannot explain them.

(13) lentocim. ——The last syllable of this word represents the Chinese 82’ or szc, a

general term for government officers ,1
5

and the first two syllables must stand for

Zeang taou,
“ an officer over the public granaries; a kind of commissaryf'lfi

(14) conconoepaci.
-- This seems to be a combination of No. 5 and some other title that

I cannot identify.17
-

i" The editor of the Haklnyt Soc. Mendoza suggests that these three may represent
“ the koo-ta-sze, or

treasurer ;" “ the che-lsze, or secretary ;" and
" taou, ice, the intendant of circuits."

I. Probably :jmtg-ti-ng, a local assistant magistrate.
9' The editor of the Hair. Soc. Mendoza suggests

“ lrzcan-pnou, commissioner of customs."
1°° Probably : te paou, constable. I Probably = ‘yum rhea, a police runner.

" Possibly =ch1'ng la-ng,prinoipalofiicer. 3 See Middle Kingdom, I. p. 439; Morrison's Chin-Eng. Diet. p. 68''.

4 see. .Hid. King. I. p. 439 ; Morn, Chin.-Eng. Diet. p. 195. (In the Canton dialect "gun. is pronounced an.)

a See Mid. King. I. p. 425; Mott, Chin-Eng. Diet. p. 857. 6 Sec Mor., Chin-Eng. Diet. p. 489.

'- Chin.-Eng. Diet. p. 499. 5 Mon, Claim-Eng. Diet. p- 758. 9 See M012, Chin-Eng. Diet. p. 214.I
1' See M012, Chim-E'flg. Did. p. 830. ‘1 Chin-Eng. Diet. pp. 214, 821. "1 Mon, Chin-Eng. Diet. p. 490.
"1 Morn, (him-Eng. Diet. p. 857. - 1* See Morn, Chin.-Eng. Dirt. p. 952.
‘5 See Morn, Chim-E'ng. Did. pp. 790, 792. 1° Mon, ChinsEng. Diet. p. 531.
I’ (if. Mor., China-Eng. Did. p. 792.
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(15) pio. —— This is used only in reference to an oflicial at Lantau, called “ the pic of
Nanto.” Barres (Dee. III., II. viii.) says: — “ The pic . . . . was a man
who filled a post, like among us that of admiral of the sea, and it was the name
of the office, and not of the person." Unless there is some misapprehension
regarding this title, the only explanation I can suggest is Chin. ping :: soldiers,
troops, army ; and mi or yew, which might mean an oflicer.

(16) ampochi, etc.
—- I cannot explain this.

(17) liquo. — This also I cannot explain.

(18) pat/min. — Perhaps this is intended for fli-tciang, an adjntant-general or post
captain.“

(19) ehimohae.
- This apparently represents lsing-s/ld, “ the hoppo writersf'l”

(20) tnllacfi.
-- The first part of this word I cannot explain; but the last syllable

evidently stands for kdng, “a watch of the night," kiing lém being “a watchman
at night.”2°

With regard to Tamiio or the Ilha da Veniaga, where the Portuguese are said to have first
landed, there seems to be some strange misapprehension or confusion. Sir Andrew Ljungstedt,
in his Historical Sketch of the Portuguese Setllzments in China‘ says (p, 7) , _ “ Taméo on the
north west coast of San-shan, was a renowned harbor, to which foreign and Chinese mer

chants resorted, . . . . The ships lay mooredat the foot of the hill in which Francis Xavier
was [1552] interred. At the end of the monsoon all transactions were suspended, accounts settled.
the port abandoned, and the island unoccupied, till the return of the merchants.” No author

ity is given for these statements, the first of which has been copied by later writers,21 without.

apparently, any attempt at verification. Castanheda tells us (IV. xxviii.) that “ this island is
three leagues from the coast, and the Chis call it Tamz'io, and We that of Veniaga: because in

those parts they call the trade in merchandise ven'iaga. {32and in this island is carried on the trade
in merchandise of the foreign merchants who come to China to trade, who lodge in a large
town that there is there; and from there no one can go to any of the places on the coast with

out permission from the Council of Cantz'io, a city that is eighteen leagues from there; and even

when they go they do not enter in, but lodge in the suburbs and there carry on their trade.

And for the carrying out of this and the furnishing of the fleets that go to that quarter, the Pie,
who is like the admiral of all that coast, resides in a town called Nantd that is three leagues

from the Veniaga ; and from there he informs the council of Catao of the jnnks that come and

whence they are and what they want, and what goods they carry : the council determines what

is to be done, and it it is a new matter they at once write to the king in order that he may be

advised of what passes.” Castanheda also states that “ the port of Nate ” “is situated at the
entrance of a river a league in breadth, and along it up above is the city of Cantfio a matter of

twenty-five leagues from Nantd.” Barres, who calls the island Tamfio, Tamon, and Beniaga, only

says that it was three leagues from land.

Now here we have certain definite distances given, via, Tamio, 3 leagues from the coast

18 from Canton, and 3 from “Nantof’ and this last 25 leagues by river from Canton. There is

little difiiculty in identifying
“ Nanto ” with Lantau,23 the large island at the entrance to the

1‘ See Mor., Chin-Eng. Diet. p. 171. '9 Mor., ChiawEng. Diet. p. 757.

a More Chm-‘EW- D'id- P~36,-- n E- {In DMH'QH, P0”. in India, I- p. 338 n. 22 See footnote supra.

'15Geronimo Roman, factor of the Philippines at Macao, commenting on a letter of Matteo Ricci'a written in
1584, says :— "In an island called Lintao, which is situated near this town {Macao}, there is an arsenal, the director
or haytao of which is continually occupied in superintending the building and equipment of vessels. The island fur.
nishes timber, but every other necessary for them has to be imported from the continent." (Hak. Soc. ed. of
Mendoza‘! HM. oj't'hina, lntrod, pl lXXik.)
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Chukiang; so that we must look for Tamio some three leagues in a westerly direction from
Lantan. It will be seen at once that the island of Shangchwen (St. John’s) is quite out of the
question, being much more than three leagues distant from Lantau.24 l have failed, however,
to locate Tamio, a name which, apparently, represents the Chinese Tamun,“ ta meaning great,
and mun meaning water running through a passage between hills. There is, indeed, an island
named Taimong entered in the Admiralty chart; but this is too far from Lantau ; and, on the
other hand, just south-west of Lantau are the islands of Lueng and Nautau, between which
is the passage of Nautau-mun; but this could hardly have been 'l‘amfio. It should be possible,
however, for someone having a good knowledge of the topography of the Canton river to locate
the different places referred to.

In conclusion, I append in chronological Order a list Of the events referred to in the
following letters for which dates are given by the writers :

1520. 23 Jan. Portuguese embassy leaves Canton for Peking (f. 104).
,, May. Do. do. with king in Nunking (f

.

104).

,, ? Do. do. ordered to go to Peking (f. 104,).

,, 2 Aug. Do. do. sends letters to Canton (f
.

104).

,, P Mandarin ill-used by Portuguese at Island of Trade (f
.

105v.).

1521. Jan. King arrives at small town near Peking, and passes judgment on
rebel relative (f. 105),

,, Feb. King enters Peking, and falls ill the same day (if. 104, 106).

,, 21 (P) May. King dies (5. 104, 106).

,, 22 ,, Embassy leaves Peking for Canton (f
.

104).

,, 22 Sept. Embassy arrives at Canton (f. 104-).

Portuguese ships arrive at Tamfio, and Chinese attack Diogo Calvo

(f. 107“).

Junks with Portuguese arrive at Tamfio, and are captured by
Chinese (ff. 108, ll8v.).

1522. [Aug] Martim Affonso de Mello arrives at Tamfio: fights, and has two ships
captured (if. 108v., 118v., 121).

'

,, 14 Aug. Thomé Fires and others fettered and imprisoned (f
.

106v.).

,, 15 ,, Do. do. do. have fetters struck oil (f. 107).

,, 1 Oct. Letters from Chinese court to king of Portugal, eta, handed to ngan
cha-az’ (f
.

1l0v.).

,, 6 Dec. Boards with sentences put on necks of prisoners (f. 109).

U

,7

1523. Chinese prepare a fleet to watch for Portuguese (f. 118v.).

31 May. Junk with Chinese and Malays leaves Canton for Patani with
message to king of Malacca (f. 110v.).

'1‘ In Liuschoten's map of the Eastern Seas (reproduced at p. 192 of the Hak. Soc. ed. of Saris's Voyage to
Japan) " I. Veninga" and " Sanchomn " are distinctly Shown as two separate islands. Moreover, Fernso Mendez
Pinto, in chap. ccxv. of his Peregrinag'am, says that Sanohio "is an island twenty-aim leagues from the city of
Cantu-6, where trade was then [1552] carried on with the people of the country.”

" Major, in his Introduction to the Hak. Soc. ad. of Mendoza, speaks, on p. xxxi., of “ the Island of Tanning ;"

but I can find no support for such a form.
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1523. Aug. Hurricane destroys Chinese fleet ofi Canton river (f
.

118v.).

,, 5 Sept. Reply from king of Malacca reaches Canton (f
.

110v.).

,, 23 ,, 23 Portuguese prisoners executed in and near Canton (f
.

109).

1524-1528. Chinese prepare fleets of junks to resist Portuguese (f. 118v.).

1524. Ambassador from king of Malacca leaves Canton to return (f
.

111).

,, May. Thomé Pires dies of sickness in prison in Canton (f. 112).

1534i. ? Christovfio Vieyra finishes letter (f. 123v.).

(P) 1536. Oct. Vasco Calvo finishes letter (if
.

131).
,, 10 Nov. Do. do. addendum to letter (f. 135v.).

(To be continued.)

THE WRECK OF THE “DODDINGTONJ’ 1755.
BY R. c. TEMPLE.

(Gontinuedfrom Vol. XXIX. p. 333.)

Fson this time, till Sunday the 29th of September, the carpenter and Smith continued to
work upon the boat, and the people were busy in getting in from time to time what was thrown
up from the wreck.
.
On the 8th of October they found a fowling piece, this was a joyful acquisition, and tho 1

the barrel was much bent, it was soon made serviceable by the carpenter, and used with great
success in shooting the birds.

On Friday, October 11, they perceived the gannets which had lately forsaken them, to
hover again about the rocks, and were in hopes they would settle to lay their eggs, in which
they were not disappointed.

on aunday, October 20, Mr. Collet, Mr. Webb, and two others, ventured out once more on
the float, and it was noon the next day before they could get in. They had now some rainy weather,
which proved very acceptable, as they contrived to save some of the water for sea stores ; but they were

still in great want of bread, having lived many days on short allowance. At last they thought of
building an oven, for they had some barrels of flour, in which attempt they succeeded, beyond their
expectations, and were able to convert their flour into tolerable biscuit.

This biscuit was at length so near exhausted, that they were obliged to live upon a few ounces a

day, without brandy, of which only a small quantity remained, and this they preserved inviolably for
the use of the carpenter. They were also so short of water, that of this they were allowed but half a

pint a day.

In this condition, however, they happily in a great degree preserved their health and vigour, and
on the 16th of February they launched their boat, and called her the Happy Deliverance. The next

day they got their little pittance of stores on board, and on the 18th they set sail from the rock, on

which they had lived just seven months, and to which at parting they gave the name of
Bird Island.

When they embarked in their boat, the Happy Deliverance, at Bird Island, they were twenty
two in number, and had on board two huts and four hogsheads of water, two of the hogs that had.

come on shore from the ship alive, one firkin of butter, ninety pounds of biscuit, and about ten days
salt provisions, at two ounces a man per day, but this was quite rotten and decayed.

The joy which they felt at putting oif from this dreadful seat o
f famine and desolation was too

great to be expressed, but it was of very short continuance, for as soon as they got to the mouth of the
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little channel which led to the rock, the grapnails came home, and they were instantly driven on the
rocks, where their boat which had cost seven months incessant labour, struck so often and with such
violence, that they expected every moment to be beat to pieces. In this condition, however, it pleased
him who the winds and waves obey, to relieve them ; a swell of the sea took their boat so favourably,
that it lifted her from the rock on which she was beating, and carrying her over the bar, left her in
four fathom calm water. Here they immediately anchored to repair their damage, by securing the
grapnails, and this was not effectually done till noon the next day.'

The next day they stood away in order to make the river of St. Lucia, but for many days were
not able to stem the current, which determined them to get back to the cape. They continued their
course till Sunday March the 7th, when they were within about a mile of shore. They soon
perceived several of the natives coming down from the mountains, which encouraged them to try to
land, hoping to get some provisions of which they were in extreme want. Accordingly they sent four
on shore at two different times, with some trifles to traflick with the natives, who were very kind, and
brought down cattle to the sea shore, but the surf ran so high, that they could neither get provisions,
nor the men on shore aboard. Thus they were starving in the sight of plenty, without prospect
of relief.

It was now Monday, the 15th of March, and they determined at all events to make an attempt
to get into the river, having no provision on board but water. Having waited therefore till it was
high water, they sent the little boat to sound a-head, and following her at a proper distance, they at
length ventured over the bar, and having happily received no damage, they anchored in two fathom
and a half of water.

The natives had now come again to the shore, and the people on board got together some brass
buttons, small bits of iron, nails, and copper hoops, as the most likely commodities to exchange for
mutton and beef. The copper hoops they bent into bracelets to be worn on the legs and arms. With
these baubles, which are prized by these poor savages, perhaps with as much reason as gold and gems
are prized by those who hold their simplicity in contempt, the poor famished adventurers hastened on
shore, and having soon made the natives understand what they wanted, and what return they would
make, two bullocks were driven down to the beach with great expedition, and bartered for about one
pound weight of copper hoops, and four brass buttons. Provisions of all kinds were procured in
great plenty at the same rate, particularly milk, and a small grain that resembled Guinea wheat.

They continued on shore at this place near a fortnight, and found the natives an honest, open,
harmless, and friendly people, ready to do any kind office that was in their power, and always dividing
what they brought from the chase. Their manner of living and appearancewerc the same that have
been so often described by those who have given account of the people called Hottentots, who inhabit
the cape of Good Hope, It is remarkable, however, that among these People, who are all black, and
woolly haired, there was a youth of about 12 or 14 years of age, who was quite white, and had
regular European features, with fine light hair. The people of the sloop observed that he was treated
like a servant, and also that he disappeared a few days before they left the coast, and therefore they
suspected the natives were afraid they should carry him 013*,nor was one of the natives themselves to
be seen the morning that they went away,12

On Monday, March 29, having laid in great plenty of provisions, they g
o
t

safe over the bar,
and made sail for the river St. Lucia, where they arrived on Tuesday, the 6th of April, having
found the current more favourable than before.

Having got into the river, and anchored in three fathom water, they went on shore, but they
found the People very different from those with whom they last traded.

Among other things, however, which they offered to barter, was a brass handle of a chest, and a
piece of a bunten they made their colours of. These happened to be acceptable, and were purchased
with two large bulloeks, and six good fowls,_-—_%—_‘____

1’ Nothing of this in Evan Jones‘s Diary.
M
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The natives of this part of the coast, by their frequent dealings with the Europeans, had learned

to be cleanly in their persons and food, dressing their hair up very neatly, and laying aside the grease

and garbage with which the others anointed and adorned themselves ; but at the same time they had

learnt to be proud, crafty, deceitful and dishonest. However, the adventurers stayed with them till

Sunday the 18th 01’April, and then getting on board they weighed and made sail.

Hitherto they had been united by adversity in the bond of friendship, but as they had now a near

prospect of deliverance, their minds were less tender, and their different peculiarities of temper and

opinion were indulged with less restraint. As they were sailing down the river, a dispute arose about
the time and manner of crossing the bar, which was then very near, and it was carried so high, that

some of them hawled down the sails, and let go the grapnail close to the brake of a sand, nine of them

hoisted out the little boat, and went on shore, swearing that they would take their chance of getting to

De la Goa by land, than be drowned in attempting to get over the bar. Those who remained in the

sloop were by this accident reduced to very great distress; for being prevented by the delay they
suffered from getting over the bar at high water, and the wind and. tide both setting out of the river at

a great rate, they were very soon forced on the breakers, where there was only eight feet of water, and

the vessel drawing five she must inevitably have been grounded and beaten to pieces, before the river

was hall empty.

It happened, however, contrary to all expectation, that the vessel was brought safely out
of the river.

‘

From St. Lucia they took a new departure, and anchored in de in. Goa road at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon on Wednesday, the 21st of April, having again narrowly escaped shipwreck on some
breakers the night before. Here they found the Bose galley, Capt. Chandler, trading for beef
and ivory, and most of them begged a passage with him to Bombay.

After they had continued here above three weeks, three of the nine men who had deserted them
at St, Lucia, were brought up the river in a small boat of the country, and reported that the other

six were waiting, without any covering but a shirt and drawers, on the other ide of the bay of

Dalagoa, waiting for a boat to bring them over.

On board of the sloop there was the remainder of the chest of treasure, which had been broke

open upon the rock, and plundered of what the sailors thought their share of i
t, upon a supposition,

that on the loss of the ship it was become a common property. The officers told Capt. Chandler the
afiair, who went on board the sloop and secured the treasure, 810. without offering any violence to the

people. The people, however, whom they left on board the sloop, fearing they might be taken into

custody, weighed anchor and went away in the night.13

On the 25th of May, the oilicers and the rest of the crew, being on board the Rose galley, she
weighed anchor, and proceeded not to Bombay, as was intended, but to Madagascar, the voyage

having become necessary to compleat her cargo, because the natives of Delagoa having sold

Capt. Chandler 100 head of cattle, stole them all away again, and refused to restore them without

a new consideration.

The Rose galley, soon after she was at sea, made a sail, which when they came up with proved

to be the sloop, which had taken in the other six men, that were left behind at St. Lucia, they had

been taken on board alive, but three of them were then dead, and two more died the next day.

two of the people on board the sloop being convinced, that no harm was intended them, came on

board the Rose; one of these was the carpenter, to the honour of whose ingenuity be it recorded,

that the sloop, which he built on a desolate rock, with the fragments of the ship, fitted together with

such tools as the pieces of iron casually thrown on shore, would supply, he now sold to Capt. Chandler,

for 2500 rupees, which is nearly equal to 500$, sterling money. From this time the sloop pursued

her voyage in company with the galley. and both arrived at Madagascar after a pleasant voyage of

two and twenty days.

'' This explains the hiatus between 23th April and 8nd May in the Diary and the confused entries for 2nd May.
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Soon as they had anchored at Madagascar they had the pleasure to see the Oanarvan, Capt.

Hutchinson arrived there in his voyage from London to China, and as the treasure and packetsr
which had been preserved from the Doddington, were to be delivered at Madras, the oflicers went

vwith them to the Canarvan, and delivered them, with other private efiects, to the company's agents

there, on the first of August, 1766.

Finis.

II. — The Debbonaire MS.

Wreck of the ‘ Doddington’ — History of the Survivors -— 1755-1756.

An Abstract of

The proceedings of the ship Doddington, from the Sailing out of the Downs, Till Unfortunately Lost
on Some Rocks on the Coast of Africa Distance From the Cape of Good Hope by the Medium of Six

More Journals About 250 Leagues; And Afterwards a Daily Journal of the Transactions, of 23

[twenty three] of the People Who Was [were] Miraculously Saved upon an Uninhabited Island.

Ship Doddingon in Distress.

Aprill [April] 2t3<11755 Sail’d out of the Down’s in Company with the Pelham, Houghton,
Stretham and Edgcote.“ In 11Weeks Time got Clear oi the Channel in which Time Found
we had the Advantage of the [other] Ships in Sailing which I believe is [was] The Reason of
Capt? Sampsonsl5 not keeping Company. the Next day, After leaving the Channel, lost Sight of our

4 Consorts, and the Day Following Discover’d Severall [Several] Large Ships, Lying too 05 Brest.
which we was [were] Iniorm’d by His Majestys Ship Dunkirk, was Admiral Boscawens Fleet [Con
sisting] of Twelve Sail of the Line. We met with Nothing worth mentioning after, till the 14 of May
When we Made the Island of [Lancerota], and the Next Day Sail'd Through Between the Islandsoi
Tenerifie and Grand Canary And [on]'the 20‘!] in the Morning Saw a Sail Which Prov’d to be the

Houghton. And Soon After Made the Island of Bonanisto. The Next Morning we Both got into
Porto Bray Bay, and Found Riding there [the] Pelham and Stretham who had Arrived, about two
Hours Before us. On the 26‘,h the Edgcote Arrived and Anchor’d here. The Next day we Sail’d in
Company with the Pclham Houghton And Stretham, Leaving the Edgcote in the Bay. We kept
Company with the Other Ships a Day, Steering S B E i E Which Course the CaptlEl thought too
farr [Far] Easterly : Therefore Order’d [ours] South, by [which] Means Soon lost Sight of them and
Saw them No More. We had a Very pleasant Passage of 7 Weeks from SE Jago To the Making of the

Cape Land, [and] On the 89‘ of July Took a Fresh Departure from Cape Lagnllas, we Run to the
Eiward in the Lattitude of 35° 30' and 36° 0'0 S. till I made [we had made by my Reackoning]
12°"i 45' E‘. Difierence of Longitude and by [the] Med’.n of Six Other Journals 12°" 50’ Longitude
and 35° 0'0 S? Lattitude. This day at Noon, the Capt‘.1 VOrder’d the Course to Be Alter’d from
E‘ to E N E, Had Dirty Squally Weather with the \Vind from S S W to S S E and a very
Large Sea. We had at this Time two Reefs in The Fore Topsails and three in the Main, and all the

Stay Sails Stow’d, so that We Run about 6 or 7 Knotts an Hour. At Midnight had About 70 Miles
on The Board. A Quarter before one Thursday Morning the 17‘,h of July The Ship Struck And in
less than 20 Minutes was Entirely Wreck’d, Which is all the time any Body thought Themselvs in
Danger, Judging Our Sclvs to be 80 Leagues of the Land ; And When the Ship Was a Ground Could
not See the Least Appearance of it Seing Nothing but Breakers all Round which did Not discover
two Minutes Before The Ship Struck. Upon Which the Helm was Putt a Lee Immediately, but by
the Time She Came Head to Wind, She was in the Midst of them. She went to peices in so little
Time, that I am Certain Half the People had not Time to gett Upon Deck, for tho I got out of my
‘‘ Here is an erasure. 15 James Samson in Hardy’s Register, Ed, 1811. 1' I. 0., 30° bypreae'nt reckoning,
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Cabbin the First Stroke She Gave by the Time I Gott Upon Deck, it was Falling in And Other
Parts Driving to peices faster Than any person Can Imagine. Soon After I got on Deck, Spoke to
the Capt!1 and Asked him Where he Thought we Were, for I must Own the Main Land Never
Enter’d into my Head [Thoughts] Nor the Captains [neither], for the Answer he Made me was.
He was Sure it Must be Some Rock in the Sea Which Never was laid down, in any Draught for

[I did]17 prick’d of that Day at Noon before he Alter’d [the] Course, as I did my Self After, and
Found my Self by my Reckoning to the Eiward of all the East and West Land, 50 Leagues [and
die? from the Land abrest of us 100 Long? Therefore Saw no Danger in Steering E N E which
Course by the Draught Still Run us from the Land. I must not Omitt Mentioingls One thing More
the Captain Spoke to Me of Upon the quarter, which was the only part Above Water, and the Sea

Every Time it Came Carried Some away with it
,

that he was Sure, this Must be the Rock The

'

Dolphin was Lost" Upon and not one Spar‘d to Tell there Fate, which Certainly Would be the
Case with us and Indeed Every Sea Threatned it. By this Time There Was not Above 30 People

Left Upon the Quarter. He Bid Me farewell and Said we Should meet in the Next World, Which

Words Were Scarce out of his Mouth, 'When I was Wash’d off and beleive Every Body Else, for I

am of the Opinion Most that was Saved was Wash'd of by the Same Sea, for no less than 10 Matt in

3 or 4 Minutes time After they Came on Shore. Therefore was in Great Hopes Should have Seen

the Captain As Soon as it was Day, But was Greatly Disappointed for he Qhar’d the Fate of 247

More, Only 23 Being Saved out o
f 270 and Most of them Very Much Bruised, my Self Escaping with

A Few Scratches. As Fast as we Mett Gott Close together as we Could to keep us warm, for it

Was Bitter Cold, and Nothing on buts Wett Shirt. We had not Seated our Selves long on the

Sharp Rocks, before we Was Vissitted b
y Some Seals, which Was Taken b
y the people who first Saw

them, to be Wild Beasts. As they Came Nearer to us Some said they Saw 4 leggs ;and Tool: them to

be Hoggs, b
y their Making a Noise much like a Hogg. It was all this Time so Dark that you Could

Scarcely See the Rocks we Satt we Satt upon,”0 and now it was that I First Thought of the Main,
thinking it Impossible for Wild Beasts to be On a Rock in the Sea, how Soever was Obliged to be

Content’d with thingingaly so Till day Light when we Found Ourselves upon a Small Island, tho it

Scarce Deserves the Name, distant from the Main Land about 2 Leagues Surrounded b
y Seversll

Rocks, Some o
f them two Miles in the Ofl‘ing on Which the Ship Struck. Soon After day Light

Call’d the people alltogcther, Found Them to he The Following Persons.

m Evan Jones Chief Mate
M! Jn‘? Collett 2‘? Ditto

M, W131 Webb 3: De

Mi Sma‘.l Powell 591D‘!

M‘. Rich‘,1 Topping Carpenter

Jn‘.‘ Yates Midshipman

Neal Bothwell Quarter Mast‘)

Nathl Chisbolme D9

Rob‘, Bcazly Seaman

Jn? King D‘?

Gilb': Chain 1)?

Je? More D?

Tho‘, Arnold Do

Henry Seance D‘!‘___———_—_._—.———~--—________
1'' ' I did ' written over ‘ he had,’ 1' So in HS.
1' " Season 1747-48; Dolphin; 370 tons; Second Voyage; Commander, G90. Newton ; Destination Coast (of

Coromandel] & Bay [of Bengal]." — Hardy, Register of Ships o
f E. 1. 00., 1707-1760,Ed. 1800, p. 220. (List of ships

lost and missing.)
" So in MS. " So in MS.
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Peter Rosenbery D‘?

Johanes Taylor D‘?

Jn? M? Dugall D9

Jn‘Z Glass D?

Dan‘.l Ladoux Capt‘? Steward

Henry Sharp Surgeons Servant

Leister
‘

Dyson

Smith

Matrosses22

. (To be continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

SOME NOTES ON LADAKHI CURRENCY.

BY A. H. FRANCKE.

WITH reference to Colonel Temple’s paper on

the Beginnings of Currency, ante, Vol. XXIX.
pp. 29 fi., 61 fi., I would like to make a few remarks
from my experiences and researches in Ladakh.

Before the days of the Dogra War, say 60 years

ago, there do not seem to have been many silver

coins in the country. The royal treasure was

in ingots of silver and the revenue was paid in
kind, consisting chiefly of hides, grain, butter and

so on, sent to the king’s household. Even at the

present day it is almost only in Leh that the

currency is in silver, i. e., in Indian money. Else

where in the villages barter pure and simple
is still the rule.

However, once a year the taxes due to the

Maharaja of Kashmir have to be paid in silver,
and for this purpose Rupees have to be collected.

This is managed in the village of Khalatse in the

following manner. The people take all their spare
grain and dried apricots to the Salt Lakes and

there they efiect an exchange in salt, thus: -—

They have a measure of capacity called ’abo.

Four ’a.bo of grain equal five ’abo of salt: or two
’abo of apricots equal one ’abo of salt. The salt is

then taken to Kargil and Baltisau, where rupees are

procurable and there exchanged at 2} ‘ate for the

rupee. The rupees when received by the Khalat

sepa are not of much use to him, except for the

payment of his revenue, and then only to save him

from the inconveniences he would incur if he were
to tender his grain or apricots instead. Here we
have rather a neat instance where salt in a
certain recognised measure is the currency,

even where the object is to procure a fixed

amount of definite coins.

As regards the ancient tea-money of Tibet,
there is a very interesting survival of it in one of
the modern Tibetan coins called jau. This name
means

“ a little tea,” and was probably once equal
in value to a small tea-brick. At the present
day, the value of the jau is 3 anuas 3 pies.

It is also interesting to mention here that the
Tibetan word “ rich,” phyugpo, means “ pos
sossing many cattle,” being derived directly
from phyuga, cattle. This direct analogy to

pecunia is most interesting.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

GODOWN.

HERE are some useful quotations for the his

tory of this well-known Anglo-lndianism.

1576. ——Only warning them not to touch the

houses or the subterranean storehouses (gudiies).

-— Commentaries of Dalboquerque, Hak. Soc. Ed.

Vol. III. p. 127. These are the same guddes as are
referred to by Cori-ea, 1561. in the passage quoted

in translation by Yule, H.-J., a. o. godown.

1615. ——Was given me old mined brick house

or godung the same goods to be

locked up in the gaddones . . . . the one

half of the charges of building and purchasing
a godone and houses. -— Foster. Letters of the
E. I. 0. Vol. III. pp. 109, 159, 181.
1616. ——doth promise that if the English will
come and trade or build a godown they shall pay
no duties at all. -— Foster, Letters of the E. I. 0.
Vol. IV. p. 213. But the Editor has queried the
word goclown here, otherwise it is the earliest
quoted instance of the word in its modern Anglo
Indian form.

R. C. TsMPLs.

‘'1 Gunner's apprentices: inferior artillerymen.

cAMBRYBQE
umvenfil‘fil
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.
BY HARTWIG HIBSCHFELD, Pa.D., M.R.A.S.

(Continued from p. 386.)

CHAPTER XII.

Preparations for the Pilgrimage to Mecca. Renewal of Allegiance.

ILGRIMAGE preached —- Treaty of Hudeibiya —- Conquest of Mecca — Messages from Arab
Tribes ——Conversions -— Expedition against the Greek army — Tabiik — Renunciation of

treaties (bard'a) — Deuteronomic revelations.

The successes gained in the last few years had obliterated the shame of the Uhud disaster. The

enemies of Islam in and around Medina had been vanquished, and the joint attack of the Qoreish and

their allies against the town had been repelled. Muhammed’s power was fast approaching its apogee,

and he felt himself strong enough to venture pushing his authority right into the very heart of his

enemies. To enter as conqueror into the city, in which he had for many years lived the life of an

outcast, appeared like a bold dream. Muhammed was, therefore, careful to disguise his intention by

suggesting a peaceful pilgrimage to the Ka‘ba. Even this idea had to be broached with great
caution, and he endeavoured to suggest it in an address, which forms the largest portion of 817m xxii.

This sermon is introduced by some general remarks touching upon the difference between believers and

infidels, and the expectations of both classes hereafter.5o The compromise made with the heterodox

of various types in two previous Medinian revelations,5i viz" that the Jews, Baptists, Christians and

Magicians could be regarded under certain circumstances as believers, is now abandoned, and they

are ranked among the infidels (v. 17), whom Allah shall place in contrast to true believers on the

Day of Resurrection. The topic of the Hajj is then introduced in a rebuke lanced against the
Meccans for preventing Moslims from visiting the sacred spot, which was established “for all mankind

(i. e. Arabs) alike, and the sojourner and the stranger" (v. 25). Those who might eye the proposal of
worshipping at the shrine of Hobal with religious scruples are reminded that the place was origin
ally established for Abraham with the injunction to shun idolatry, to keep “ my house

” pure for those
making the prescribed circuits, to promote pilgrimage, and to “proclaim the name of Allah therein"

(26-29). With these words Muhammed not only boldly claimed the Ka‘ba, but also the heathen ritual”
for Islam — a masterpiece of diplomacy. Another noteworthy feature of this speech is that Allah,
to whose service the ritual is to be transferred, officially takes the place of Babbika. That this is
not a mere accident will be shown by the following instances. In verse 31 we find the “sacred things
of Allah,” in the verses 33 and 37 "the rites of Allah.” In the verses 35, 36, 37, 41 the procla_
mation of the name of Allah (see verse 29) is again touched upon either in the form of a statement or

an admonition. In verse 41 Muhammed places in the mouth of those who had fled with him from
Mecca the words : Our Lord is Alldh. One cannot fail to see in this speech the efforts made to

transplant the Meccan shrine and the ceremonies belonging to it into the bosom of the Moslim church.

It is now easily intelligible why, in the treaty concluded with the Qoreish at lfludeibiyah
(A. 6),53 which precluded Muhammed from entering Mecca that year, he raised no objection to the
demand of the pagan plenipotentiary to have the document initiated by the formula: In thy name,
0 Alldh, instead of the usual In the name of Alldh. Any difference between these two formulas
had now ceased to exist, and far from losing prestige, he had gained considerably. It is

,

therefore,

wrong to place the verses 39-42 before the battle of Badr. A special divine permission to fight the
infidels, as Weil and Niildeke assume,“ is not to be found in this revelation. This question had

already been settled in Szlra ii
. 214-215 on the occasion o
f the illegal55 expedition of Nakhla, when

the jihtid was laid down as a command.

5° Niildeke, Q
. 158, regards vv. l-24 as Mecca-n, v. 17 is, however, Medinian on account of I)olb U551].

‘1 ii. 59; v. 73. 5’ See Snonck Hnrgronie, He! Mekka/mschc Fecal, p. 28.
55 As to the text of the treaty see Sprenger, III. p. 246.
5‘ Weil, Einleit. p. 80; Nfild. p. 160; see Hinh. 318 with doubtful authority. ‘5 See Ch. IX.
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Somewhat older than this is the address contained in the verses 48 to 59, but it cannot be of
Meccan origin,56 because in v. 52 “ those in whose heart is sickness and whose hearts are hardened

(the Jews)” are mentioned. Verse 51 is generally explained by Moslim teachers as replacing the
objectionable verses liii. 19-20 which Muhammed was, according to tradition, obliged to expunge
owing to their semi-pagan character.57 The verse is

,

however, nothing but a reflex of Zach. iii, 1, very

popular in Jewish liturgy, and which Muhammed found wonderfully adaptable to his own career.
Now verse 55 rc-echocs Zach. xiv. 9 of even greater liturgical popularity, and therefore also speaks
for the Medinian origin of the group in question, which probably dates from shortly after the battle

of Uhud (v. 57).

With regard to the last portion (vv. 72-78) of the sire we can only assume that it was placed

here for the sake of the beginning, which is the same as in the verses 1 and 48. The mathal of

verse 72 probably taunts the Meccans with their alleged success obtained at Hndeibiya. As the
verses 76-78 point to a well arranged divine service, they can hardly be older than the group 48-59,

To an incident which happened shortly before the conquest of Mecca the traditionists refer the

verses Su'rd v. 39-44, dealing with the punishment meeted out to a thief. There is hardly anything

better to be said about the origin of these verses.

An interesting retrospect on the allegiance sworn b
y

the Believers at Hudeibiyah is given in

SzZra xlviii. 18-28. The phrase under the tree is
,

as we have seen on a previous occasion,58 more than

a mere historical recollection. Neither is it accidental that the Shelainah is mentioned in the same

verse.59 The following verses are justly considered to refer to the rich spoil made during the raids on

the Jews of Khaibar (v. 20), Fadak, Teimzi, and Wfidil Qorii. (v. 21). Muhammed cannot help

expressing some discontent at having allowed himself to be persuaded to rest satisfied with so incom

plete a pilgrimage, or, what is still more probable, he tried to weaken the treaty concluded with the

Meccans b
y charging them with having hindered the Moslims from sacrificing at the Ka‘ba (r. 25).

This intention is more clearly expressed in verse 27,5° where he tells the world of a vision in which

he is assured of entering Mecca
“ if Allah please” in safety, and of performing all rites connected

therewith without fear
“ and He has appointed, besides this, a victory nigh at hand.” This victory

does not refer to Khaibar, as Palmer thinks, but to Muhammad's firm resolution to conquer Mecca

at any price.

The conquest which took place in the following year was accompanied b
y the address Szira ii.

18551-196, which cannot have been revealed prior to this event.‘32 Muhammed was only now strong

enough to include those who still refused to embrace Ishlm in the prescription uttered some time since

against the Jews and Hypocrites, via, to kill them wherever found,63 “ and to drive them on
whence they drove you out” (v, 187). The last words in particular are unmistakeable. Muhammed

had made up his mind to treat Mecca as a conquered city irrespective of the treaty which only

granted him permission to enter it as a pilgrim. Possibly the defeat which the Muslim warriors had

suffered in the Jumfida (September) of the same year at Mute made a retrieval necessary. The

expression
“ drive them out who drove you out” allows of a literal explanation in so far as the treaty

of Idodeibiyah stipulated that the Qoreish were to leave the city, while the Moslirns performed their

devotions within its walls. It seems that Muhammad was waiting for the retirement of the Qoreish
from the town in order to prevent the re-entrance o

f all those who still refused to embrace Ishim.

For it must be observed that he forbade fighting only in the immediate surroundings of the sanctuary

5'6Nohleke, ihid. p. 158, regards v. 48-56 as Meccan, but v. 57 cannot have opened a new address.
5" Sec Hifih. 370, and Niildeke, p. 159. 55 Ch. II.
59 Verse 18, cf. 26.

9° As to the spurious character of v. 29 see Ch~XIII,
"I The address begins with a remark on the new moons which are called

" indications of time," Thig is a
translation of PB. eiv. l9.
6'1Noldekc, p. 133, rightly places the verse after the treaty of Hndeibiya. I do not believe that Muhammad was

afraid of a violation of the treaty on the part of the Meooans. It is more probable that he looked for a pretext to
defy them, and for this very reason accepted conditions apparently so unfavourable to him.
53 See Uh. X. and Slim xxxiii. 61.
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except in self-defence, or to quell a revolt (v. 187). This, however, is a meaningless phrase, since
no enemy was expected to be present. Why should Muhammed suddenly recommend his warriors
“ to fight them that there be no sedition” (v. 189) 7°‘ This does not look as if he wished the Qoreish
to become masters of their town once more. In connection with these instructions Muhammad then
describes in detail the ritual to be observed during the Idajj (vv. 19049610.“Ii

How little Muhammad felt himself bound by the treaty mentioned before, will appear from the
circumstance that he actually placed himself at the head of an army in order to take Mecca by

surprise. His plan was, however, betrayed by a Moslim who informed the Meccans of the Prophet’s
arrival, the letter which was carried by a female slave being intercepted. Muhammed rebuked the

deed in a warning which fills out the beginning of 812m 1x.66 Thus far tradition. According to
our judgment there could not have been any betrayal in the matter, as the visit of the Moslim army

was to take place by agreement and in open daylight. The only person to be charged with perfidy is

Huhammed himself. —- The verses 10-13 of this szira are of uncertain date, but their tenor coincides,

on the whole, with the opinion of some tmditionsists that they were revealed in connection with

the capture of Mecca.

When this was accomplished, it was celebrated in two special sermons which form the first portion
of Sfira xlviii. (145).“7 To have become master of Macon. was, indeed, a “great victory” (v. 1),
although it was won without bloodshed. Muhammed was, however, conscious that the way he had
achieved this success was anything but straight, and this feeling interfered seriously with the logic of his

speech. The next verse reads as if Allah had given him the victory in order to grant him forgiveness
for past and future sins, which seems like a premium put on his transgressions.68 Muhammed

evidently meant to imply that, being now in a position to fulfil the pious duties of pilgrimage, he had
the opportunity to atone for his sins, or some such sophistry. -- The verses 4 and 10 contain the reasons
why this piece was connected with the older portion beginning with v. 18'59 to make one slim. The

tendency of the words spoken twice (vv. 4 and 7), that the hosts of heaven and earth were Allah's,70

is likewise nnmistakeable. The conclusion to be drawn from this remark is that Allah was free to

give Mecca to the Believers. There is probably also an allusion to the large army fighting for Allah
in it. Nothing could have been more appropriate than for Muhammed, under very much altered
circumstances, to proclaim himself once more on Meccan soil as Messenger, Witness, Harbinger of

good tidings, and Warner (v. 8). The satisfaction he must have felt in recapitulating these words

which had been nearly a score of years before uttered by him on the same spot at the peril of his life,

is re-cchoed in every sentence of this address, and his shrewdness is equally evident. \Vas it not

possible that many who, at that period, became converts to Islam, did so merely in deference to his

personal power? He therefore hastened to assure the world that all new comers did not “swear

allegiance" to the Prophet, but to Allah (v. 10). The expression “become Moslim” is probably

discarded here on purpose.

According to tradition another fear awoke in the breast of many Medinians, 02's., that Muhammed

might now prefer living in his native town, instead of returning to Medina.71 Should he decide

that way, the loss would not only affect the faith, but the town to which the person of the Prophet

attracted many depntations and visitors. The farther Islam was spread, the larger became the area

of which Medina was an important centre of people, trade, commerce and wealth. It seems to me, that’____—_________________.a
6‘ Verse 187 : Sedition is worse than slaughter.
65 See Snouck Hurgronje, l. 0.; — Noldeke, p. 132, regards vv. 196-198 as Meccan, but the phrase

431$ we 11,5! I“) A) Ln) is undoubtedly Medinian ; cf. iii. 71. There exists therefore no reason to detach
the

verses in question from the context.
6° See Noldcko, p. 162. _ ,
6' Nbldeke, p. 161, places this sermon immediately after the treaty of Hudsibiya, but v. 12 pomts to a time after

the conquest.
68Beidhawi : for having performed the jihc'al and checked idolatry.

Mimic-,9 mammal v.4 taut, /

7°at ,“J is}; vv, 4 and 7: 3mm mam '1 5°C spmng‘m HI- 334
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these reasons had as much weight with the Medinians as any spiritual ones. Muhammed saw all

this, as well as the ingratitude of which he would have been guilty, had he abandoned the town to

which he owed so much. With his usual diplomacy he turned the tables, and charged those who
deemed him capable of such a course of action, with “ evil thoughts, and being people destitute of

good” (v, 12).

The second, but short, thanksgiving address is contained in Szi'ra ex." which, in a condensed
form, reiterates the opening sentences of 812m xlviii." Since the sum is so small, I reproduce
it in full.

1. When the help of Allah came" and victory.

2. And thou sawest men enter into the religion of Allah by troops,

3. Then celebrate the praises of thy Lord and ask forgiveness of Him, behold He is
forgiving.

These words describe the situation exactly, because after the conquest of Mecca Islfim was

progressing by leaps and bounds.

According to tradition Szira xlix. (1-5) was revealed when, after Muhammed’s return to Medina,

messengers of the Tribe ofthe Banu Tamlm arrived in the beginning of “ the year of the embassies”

(A. 9),” in order to negotiate with him about the redemption of some members of their tribe who had
been taken prisoners by the Muslims. The embassadors are said to have shouted for Muhammed in

a disrespectful manner, for which they are rebuked in the verses alluded to." Other commentators
think they refer to different incidents.

The next group of verses of the same aim is said to allude to Al Walid, son of Oqba b. Abi
Moeit (who had been executed after the battle of Badr),77 for having given information against the

Band Mostaliq who had refused to pay the tribute. Muhammed is said to have revealed the

verses in which Al Walid is styled a sinner (fdsiq) .75 The story which is not very well authenticated,
although generally believed to be true, seems to me doubtful, and was probably invented to discredit

the Omayyad party, or, at least, Al Walid himself, who as Prefect of Kiifa" did not lead a very reli

gious life and was deposed by Othmfin. It is not likely that Muhammed would thus have branded a
new convert, member of a very influential family, and close relative to some of his nearest friends.

Moreover as the whole affair, which was due to a misunderstanding, was subsequently cleared up,

Muhammed would not have left so ofiensive an expression in the Qordn. I believe that the passage (the
date of which I am, however, unable to fix) was placed here on account of verse 7 which also contains
statements concerning the person of the

“ Messenger of Allah" in juxtaposition to the messengers of

the Banu Tamim. The cause of the revelation of the verse in question seems to have been the same

as in both the preceding groups (vv. 9-12), via, the petty quarrels and jealousies which prevailed among

Arab tribes in general, and the Medinians (Ansfir) on one side, and the Meecan Fugitives (Muhdjirfin)

on the other in particular. These quarrels often threatened to assume dangerous dimensions. The

two proverbial observations contained in verse 129° also tend to denounce suspicion and backbiting, so

that they stand in direct connection with verse 6. Contrary to these, verse 13 teaches that not birth and

family pride, but piety give, in the eyes of Allfih,the highest claim to distinction. The verse appears

to imply a criticism of the haughty tone of the verses of Al Zibriqiin,81 the poet of the legation, and

of this kind of poetry (falckr) altogether. -— In spite of the traditional explanation of v. 14,83 viz" that

*2 Niildeke, p. 163, places the mira-prior to the conquest, but without valid reason. 75 ex. 1 = xlviii. l-3.
"4 Palmer : When there comes, 010.,incorrect. 75 Hiah. p. 239,Wdqidi, p. 886.
"5 See also Khamis, II. p. 118. As regards the details see Sprenger, III. 865, and above, Ch. I. ‘" See Ch. X.
1' V. 6. On the authority of Yazid b. Rflman (died about 130)with no further Isndd, related by I. I. p. 780 ;

Al Beidhfiwi, Khamis, II. p. 120 ; Noldeke, p. 164, v. 224 ; Sprenger, III. 868. l. I. seems to {ix the incident prior
to the expedition against the B. Mnstaliq.
'9 Ibn Hajar, No. 8657 (III. p. 1312). 3“ See Ch. VIII.
" See Hessian b. Thtbit, Died", p. 110 sqq. '1 Noldeke, p. 165, adopts this explanation.
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it refers to a certain Bedouiu tribe which, in exchange for their conversion to Ishim, expected to

receive provisions from the Prophet during a famine, I rather believe it to be a comment on the
preceding verse, and for a good reason. As already intimated, many Bedouin tribes accepted Islam
after the conquest of Mecca ; but, whilst finding the recitation of the formula of the creed very easy

work, they found more difficulty in exchanging their modes of life for the practical duties of Islam.
Here we perceive the civilizing influence of Islam better than anywhere else. Muhammed explained to
the reluctant ones that it was not suflicient for Bedouins to say : “ We believe ” —- which was no belief;
but they were to say:

“ we have become JlIoslz'ms.” In this sentence, he evidently contrasts theory
with practice, and the passage also offers a valuable instance of Muhammed’s own conception of Islam
at that stage.83 As might have been expected he adds that it consists in obedience to Allah and His

Messenger, and sacrificing wealth and personality to the cause of the faith (vv. Iii-16). Believers

did not, by embracing Islam, benefit either the Prophet or Allah, but the latter benefitted them by
his guidance (vv. 17-18). One cannot fail to perceive the altered tone in Muhammed’s speech,

assumed in the consciousness of his power. It was also quite jnstifiable in view of the rudeness
of the Tamimite ambassadors, and fixes the date of the address decisively. The pieces of this exhorta

tion seem to be simultaneous or very nearly so.

If Muhammed was able to adopt such language, it is small wonder that he dreamt of lead
ing the now greatly increased forces of the Moslim army against the Emperor Heraclius, who
shortly before had made himself master of Syria, and had several Arab tribes, as well as Jews,
in his army. It was probably his brother Arabs, whom Muhammed was most anxious to induce
to forsake their Christian patrons, since he could hardly hope to carry the Moslim arms beyond
the border of Asia. He was, however, fully alive to the dangers connected with an expedition

against the better trained Greek troops. This meant warfare on adifiereut scale from that to
which he had hitherto been accustomed. As a. tentative move he made two speeches, the first

of which (Srim ix. 23-27) in some respect resembles the one just discussed. Muhammed repeats
that family ties or worldly interest must be second to the love for Allah and His Prophet.
Allah had supported them in the past year at flonein with a large though invisible army,“
just as he had done at Badr, and given them the victory over the infidels.

When Muhammed had set out to take Mecca, many Bedouin tribes had disappointed him.

He severely censured those who were "left behind,” and, as a punishment, they received none of
the spoil gained in the expeditions against the Jewish clans (Su'ra xlviii. 15). In order to give
them an opportunity of redeeming their former laxity, Muhammed summoned them to join
the forces which were sent against the Byzantines. I have little doubt that only these are
meant by the ‘expression

“ people of vehement valour
"
(Sim xlviii. 16), and not the followers of

Moseilima against whom Muhammed never intended sending an army. Considering the perils

of this expedition Muhammed wished to have among his troops only able-bodied warriors who

could cope with the Greek soldiers. In the less serious raids undertaken heretofore many had,
no doubt, taken part who were not proof against the fatigues of real warfare, but underwent

some hardship for the sake of the spoil. The nest verse (17) seems to have been revealed in

order to keep these people out rather than from purely humane motives. If such persons lost
their share of the booty, it mattered little, because they would be rewarded for their obedience
with the enjoyments of paradise.

The majority of voluntary and involuntary converts were not yet prepared to risk life and
limb from sheer enthusiasm for Ishim, and did not respond to Muhammed’s call to arms as

willingly as he might have expected. He had to bring all his powers of eloquence to bear in

order to overcome their reluctance. In a long speech (Siira ix. 38-73) he charges Believers with
preferring the comforts of this world to the next. He threatens them with heavy punishment

” See Ch. 1., App., Note 1. AlBeidhawi 6J3; ialei-lljeléb pl-Jlqi obi-u shill rile-ilk?“
‘ads ‘Div,’ -
ll Al Beidhflwi : five thousand angels, or according to others, six or eight thousand.
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and recalls to their minds how Allah had assisted him, when he, accompanied by a single
friend,85 had hidden himself during his escape from Mecca. \Vhile several phrases and expres
sions in this speech manifest its close relationship with the first part of this extra,“ it
endeavours to re-kindle the Zeal of the Muslims for religious war. The words: “ He made the

word (lcalima) of the unbelievers the lowest (v. 410) are nndontedly an allusion to the Christian

faith of the enemy. If, he says, worldly gain were near at hand, and the march short, they would
follow readily (v. 42), and in this manner he goes on blaming those who remained at home under

various pretexts,87 and were therefore classed among the “Hypocrites
”
(vv. 65, 68, 69).

During the expedition Muhammed returned to the same subject, and expressed his indig.

nation against those who in spite of his entreaties stayed at home (v. 74-81). They were glad

to remain behind for such paltry reasons as the heat of the season (v. 82). He declared that he

would never again allow them to join any expedition (v. 84), and forbade praying at their

graves88 (v. 85). It grieved him to perceive that the belief of the newly converted tribes was
very superficial.8° He again laid down the rule for those who were exempt from military
service, m'z., the weak, the sick, and those who were too poor to arm themselves.9o Yet others
who were [able-bodied and] wealthy asked leave to stay behind.“

If Muhammed was indignant against those lately converted, he was much more so against
Medinians who were guilty of the same dereliction of duty, and set a bad example to others. In
the address consisting of the verses 120-128 he censured that portion of the army which was

under the command of Abd Allah h. Ubeyy, and numbered many Jews among its ranks. The

latter are alluded to in the usual term
“ of those in whose heart is sickness" (v. 126), and

Believers are expected to fight them.

At any rate Muhammed’s wish to overawe the Byzantine army_ by an overwhelming

Moslim force was not fulfilled, and the expedition terminated in the bloodless demonstration

of Tabflk, whence the army returned to Medina. N 0 risk of life had been incurred, and those

who had remained at home regretted it, being profuse in excuses which were entirely ignored.

1,, an address on the matter (vv. 95-120) Muhammed was particularly severe against those

Bedouins who were
“ the keenest in disbelief and hypocrisy and readiest to ignore the bounds

which Allah has revealed" (v. 98). Others, he said, gave their contribution unwillingly, and

were only waiting for the fortune to turn against Muhammed (v. 99), though some of them were

sincere Moslims (v. 100). New here we may observe an interesting phenomenon. The social

equality which had established itself during the iniatory stages of Ish'im, commenced to under

go a slight change, as soon as the faith was supported by political power. Muhammed himself

took the first step to create a kind of aristocracy by giving the
“ Fugitives ” the foremost

rank in the favour of Alliih. The rank next to them was occupied by the Medinian
“ Helpers",

(v_ 101),
This was but natural. It would have been an insult to those who nearly twenty

years before had given up home and family, and in some cases fortunes, and cast their lot

with an outlaw, to rank them with poor Bedonins who now ran after Islam because it paid

better than their former trade.

In the verses following these Mnhamrned describes the
“ hypocrite” penitents and those

who had built a mosque with mischievous intentionsBa (v. 102-108). In opposition to the latter

________________—____—____-_—-—-_-__—_
'6 Abu Bakr.
m (‘.11L'Aj v. 40with Pip v. 25and in’); ‘J hviq dill, "n" 65mg‘..- 0411,13,“ (V- 26)
" The verses 49 and B2 are said to refer to Al Jadd b. Qcie, cf. 1. I. p. 894.
'3 The verse is said to refer to Abd Alhlh b. Ubeyy, and lfioldeke, p. 167, regards it therefore as a later addition.
'9 (7f.'89?" 49 and allow. Wm. 33-

9° No parallel to Dent. xx. 1-8.
or Palmer's translation (94) : "Only is there a way against those, eta," quite misses the point. dab,“ mean.

here war as usual. Verse 98 refers according to all authorities to the "Weepers,” ciii., seven Anqdr who were too

p00!‘ to procure camels, cf. Wflqidi, p. 392; I. I. p. E95.
n Cf. vii 73‘ u ‘Nd.’ I- L 913.
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he places
“ the mosque founded on piety,” as well as the position of the believers, and the fate

awaiting them as laid down in Torfih, Gospel and Qordn (v. 109-113). The next portions of
these rather incoherent speeches date from the same time. Verse 114 which refers either to the,
memory of Abu Tillib, or Muhammed’s mother,“ is evidently in some way connected with,
verse 81, and seems to form the reply to a query based on Su'ra xix. 46. The interpretation
(given in verse 115) that Abraham only promised, but did not actually pray for his father, is
cunning rather than dignified, because the tone of the verse alluded to impresses the reader
with the idea that Abraham did pray. The word tabarra’a (verse 115) gives a clue why this
sermon was joined to the one at the beginning so as to form one 812111.95 Verse 119 standing,
alone, at length grants pardon to some of those censured in a former speech of the same air’:

(vv. 38 sqq.).

Although the expedition to Tabfik did not bring the desired result, yet it added largely to:
the number of new converts, or at least subjects of Muhammad on the basis of a treaty. Find
ing the latter, however, not to his taste, Muhammed, in the following year, charged his cousin
Aliyy to meet the pilgrims assembled at Mecca, and to read in their presence a proclamation
which declared all compacts made with unbelievers null and Void. Although this “ Renae?
ciation," which forms the first part of Slim ix., does not appear in the usual form of revelations,‘
it was embodied in the Qorfl'n, but without the introductory formula " In the name of Allah the
Merciful, the Compassionate." This was, indeed, superfluous, since it is announced as a barda.

(renunciation) and an addn (proclamation), both emanating {rein Allah and His messenger
(vv. 1-3). It is therefore not Muhammed who violates the treaty, but Allah Himself, the
Prophet being only his tool. Exempt were only the holders of a. compact until a given term

(vv. 4-6). After the elapse of the [four] sacred months infidels were to be regarded as outlaws,"
and Moslims were free to kill them by any means in their power, unless they confessed Islam

(vv. 5-12). In order not to leave any doubt which months were meant, he explains the matter
in an appendix (vv. 36-37), and denounces the pagan custom of changing one of these months
with another if more convenient. - There is, however, some uncertainty about the date of the
piece vv. 13-22. Niildeke, following Moslim interpreters, is inclined to retrodate these verses

to the time before the conquest of Mecca, although the word hammzi (“ they solicited,” via" to

drive thee out, verse 13) speaks against such atheory.”6 It seems rather that this verse contains
a reminiscence of the unsuccessful attempt undertaken by Muhammed two years before leaving

Mecca to spread Islam among the inhabitants of Tziif. His wrath against these people was alt
the greater, as even after the conquest of Mecca they entered into a coalition with the Hawziziu
tribes to fight against Muhammed. Defeated at Honein (Shawwiil A. 8),they retired into their

city which the Prophet besieged in vain. It is
,

therefore, natural that he was not content to
entrust their punishment to Allah alone (v. 14),07 but egged Believers on to continue fighting

them with the assistance of Allah. Like other infidels they must not be permitted to "visit””
the holy city even outside the sacred season, because this privilege is in future accorded,

exclusively to Moslims.

A further comment on the same prohibition is given in the section vv. 28-37, in which
idolaters are declared to be “ unclean,"9g and must therefore not come near the sacred places,
after the termination of the present year. Such prohibition clashed, however, with the com~.=

mercial interest of the believing population of Mecca. This was arather serious objection,

which Muhammed could not answer, except by the assurance that Allah would compensate them,
for any loss of trade sustained in consequence of his command (v. 28).

9‘ Niildeke, p. 168. W See below.
9° A1 Beidhflwi refers v. 12 to the Jews who endeavoured to drive Muhammed out of Medina, but cf. v. 14.
'1 Tradition makes him pray for the conversion of the city, I. I. 188.
99To perform the ‘umm which means an Occasional visit to Mecca for the purposes of performing the minor

rites, but not accompanied by sscrificors.
'9 Cf. Levit. xxii. 3

.
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After their expulsion from Mecca many Jews had made common cause with Heraclius, and
in Muhammed's eye still constituted some danger to Islam. The Prophet seems to have feared
that their spiritual influence might become harmful after his death. We have seen before that

on several occasions Muhammed tried to foist upon the Jews the stamp of paganism.loo

Returning to this old ‘charge Muhammed enjoins Moslims again to fight those who held many
things lawful which Alhih and His messenger had ‘forbidden, but they did even not follow
the law of their own faith (v. ‘29). In order to bear out the accusation of Jewish hesthenism,
Muhammed charged them with venerating Ezra as the son of God, in the same manner as the

Christians did with Jesus (v. 30). The sole basis for this charge is the circumstance that Ezra
was responsible for many institutions in the Rabbinical code, which appeared to differ from

the written law, but this alleged sonship is an invention of Muhammed for the purpose
alluded to above. If Moslims were to look upon Jews as upon polytheists, their influence
in such quarters which stood outside the immediate control of Muhammed or any future head
of the Moslim church, was not to he-feared. Like unto Christians they took, he vsaid,
their Rabbis as Lords (arbdb, plural of rabb), and very shrewdly Muhammed described these

"Lords ” in the same term, as in his own first revelation. “ They take their Rabbis and monks
as Lords beside Allah, and also the Messiah the son of Maryam, while they have been com

mended only to worship one God, there is no God but He, exalted be he above those which they
join with him” (v. 31). The theological observations attached to this disclosure explain them

selves (vv. 32-33), oz'z., that Muhammed is the true messenger. Rather sharp is the assertion
that many of the Rabbis and monks eat the wealth of men for nought (v. 34), although as far
as Jews are concerned it was in mediaeval times not the custom to pay the spiritual heads
of communities.

'

I place here the verse vii. 156 which refers to the conversion of some Jews and Christians.
This is clear from the words : “they find written down with them in the Torilh and Gospel."
Also the words “making lawful for them what is good and making unlawful evil things, and
setting down for them their restrictions, and yokes which were upon them ” are unmistakeable.
It seems ‘to me that the verse was revealed chiefly in reference to the conversion of the Jew Abd
Allfih b. Salfim which took place in the year 8.1 The next piece, as far as verse 172, is a
homily commenting on the same incident. The conversion of Abd Allah to which Moslim
traditionists attach the‘ greatest importance, gave Muhammed an opportunity of proclaiming

himself ‘once more the Apostle of mankind in general, and of‘ recalling several episodes of the

history of Israel. He mentions the twelve tribes, the command given to Moses to strike the
rock,’ and other matters discussed in previous speeches.3 The “Covenant of the Book

”
(168)

beers astriking resemblance to the “ Book of theCovenant" (Exod. xxiv. 7). The verses 171-172,

speaking of the children of Adam bearing witness against themselves, seem to be based on, or
at least influenced by, a Midrdsli (Canticles I. 4) according to which God, when about to reveal
the law of Sinai, demanded from the people a pledge that they would observe it. After rejecting
the Patriarchs and Prophets, God accepted the children as hostages.

There only now remains Slim v. which, however, oEers Idifiieult problems for the arrange
ment of its portions in their proper places. Before attempting this task we must briefly survey
the conditions under which they were revealed. In the 10th year of the Hijra Mnhammed started,
at the head of an immense crowd of pilgrims to pay the famous visit to his native city which is
known as his last. The dogmas and rites of the Moslim church had then been already settled,
not only in the outlines, but also in many details. Muhammed himself was so far advanced in

years, as to make him think of his natural end. Knowing the character and prejudices of the
Arabs, and being aware that the belief of a large number of believers was but superficial, his
mind was filled with apprehensions about'his future. Experience had taught him that but'for
his personal influence the differences of interest and temper would have caused splits in the

community which endangered the safety of the faith. Tribal hostilities, so often quenched by
m Cf. iii. 73. 1 s» an» and on. n. ’ See Geil'er, l. r. p. 164. 1 Cf. ii. 64-61.
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his exertions, might break out at any moment when he was removed, and end in civil war.
Most of the ritual duties were a heavy burden on the masses, which were far from grasping their
meaning. Not less undesirable was the moral code. It was hard that the smallest bit of pilfer—
ing was punishable. Wine and dice were to be abhorred, and the freedom of the chase to be
restricted, not to mention other laws. Muhammed was well aware that his people could not be
educated up to his ideal with one stroke. The warnings had to be repeated over and over

again. Such speeches of a deute‘ronomic character form the framework of Slim v., the bulk
of which was preached on the occasion of the last pilgrimage in the presence of a huge
congregation.

We can take it for granted that Muhammad was acquainted with the Jewish interpretation
of the character of the Deuteronomy as a repetitional injunction of the Law (Mishné/t Térdh) .
Why not follow this example 1’ As an exterior denteronomic feature in the first portion of our
lli'ra I regard the three instances of algauma (“ today ") (vv. 4, 5, 7), which in the same appli
cation is particularly frequent in the Biblical book of Deuteronomy.

Of this book the reader is already reminded in the opening words of verse 1 of our
mire.‘ corresponding to Dent. iv. 13, 23; xxix. 8, viz., the injunction to keep covenants of
which Muhammed had set such a good example by his bardu. The regulations with regard to
forbidden articles of food (vv. 4-7) stand parallel to Dent. xii. 16, ‘20, 27; xiv. 3-21.5 The
verses 2-3 are regarded by Nfildeke as having been revealed before the conquest of Mecca,

because they ordain that pagan pilgrims to the Ka‘ba should remain unmolested. This is
,

however,

hardly admissible. It is not to be assumed that Muhammed would have styled the deity to be
worshipped by these heathen visitors as “ their Babb," because he employed just this term from
the beginning in a strictly antagonistic sense. The verses refer to future pilgrimages.
Muhammed warns Believers not to revive the old hatred, nor to bear grudge against those

Meccan families which had been hostile almost to the last, but were now Moslims. The large
meetings to be expected at Mecca inspired him with fear that old feuds might break out afresh

to the desecration of the holy spot and season, and the same fear rings through a sermon

shortly to follow. Verse 5 is the famous “verse of the Din,” and reflects verses like Dent. iv. 8
,

and quite a host of others. As a supplement to the prayer ritual appears an ordination to

wash the hands with water prior to the performance of the same, or if this should not be within
reach, with sand‘5 (vv. 8-9). Verse 10 is deuteronomic for Szira ii. 285 and the parallel verses.

The topic of verse 3 is with verbal repetition of the case,7 taken up again in the verses l1
and 14.8 The group 15-17 has a similar tendency. Niildeke leaves a large margin for it between

the years 2 and 7
, but it seems that Muhammed had Moses’ farewell speech in his mind. The

“ covenant " (v. 15) recalls Dent. xxxiii. 2
, and the “ twelve chiefs ” are alluded to, ibid. v. 5.

Allih’s word to the “ children of Israel" recalls quite generally the blessing of verse 1 of the
same chapter. As a matter of course the tone of Muhammed’s imitation is on a level with

his own taste, as well as the needs and intellects of his audience. The next verse (16) stating
that the Bani’: lsriiil broke the compact, and were cursed, and hardened their heart, forged the
law and forgot part of it (Dent. xxviii. 15-69), is trite enough, and served to give fulneBs to the
speech. Less worn is the reproach addressed to the Christians that to their Forgetfulness it

was due that the church was split up in sects betwixt which there existed enmity and-hatred
“ until'the Day of Resurrection” (v. 17).

As a supplement to this criticism, the compilers o
f the Qord'n have placed at the end of the

sdra a narrative piece (vv. 109-120) which contains an admonition addressed by Allah to

Jesus. From the “ table ” mentioned in verse 112 the whole Mira has its name. The tendency

t The compound character of v. 1 has already been noticed by most Mofllim interpreters, pf. Niildeko, p. 169.

"'

trans} I611: L0,
= Levit. xvii. 7; Dent. xxxii_ l7. ' See Geiger, p.39.

' r); ,_._.as fine)?! y,_ I

'
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of the narrative is laid down in the verses 116-119, viz., that Jesus commanded to worship only
one God. He is, consequently, not responsible for the origin of the dogma of the Trinity
which was only due to corruption and forgetfulness (see verse 17). Although it is hazardous
to say anything definite with regard to the age of this piece, it seems somewhat older than
verse 17 in which we may see a reference to it. Its Medinian origin is, however, beyond
doubt on account of verse 110.

Now towards the end of this piece (verse 118) Jesus prays that Allah may forgive his fol
lowers’ sins, and to this the verses 18-19 seem to respond. The term "Possessors ofthewrit "

refers in this instance to Christians alone. It is noticeable that here as well as in verse 17
Muhammed regards the Christians with much complacency. He only reproaches them with for
getfulness, as we have seen, promises them that he, while explaining to them much of the Book
made unintelligible by them, will also forgive them much. The following protest against the
apotheosis of Jesus is strangely devoid of all sharpness. Even when commenting on the
circumstance that [Jews and] Christians called themselves

“ Sons and beloved of Alllih " whilst
they were only mortals (v. 21), he is not so bitter as usual. The reason seems to be that the
failure of the expedition of Tabfik had taught Mnhammed to abstain from reviling soilarge a
Christian power. The effete Jews could be abused with impunity. Muhammed must certainly
have feared that after his death the Moslim armies might be defeated by Christian ones, to the
loss of many Arab tribes, which only a little while ago had been converted to lslilm. ——Verse 22,
of uncertain date, has been placed here on account of v. 18.

Denterouomic are further the verses 44-55. Verse 45 repeats the idea of Su'ra iv. 48,
whilst verse 49 is a reiteration of Sim ii. 173-175, yet modifying it in the way of clemency.
This furnishes some evidence that the piece v. 49-55 is later than the other. The verses 64-68

very conspicuously form a repetition of the scathing remarks in Szira ii. 61, ‘257-258; iv. 134;
ix. 34, reproducing the gist of these verses, as a comparison would show at a glance.

Of very late date is the sermon Sfira vi. 117-151 and partly of deuteronomic character,

although nothing definite can be said with regard to the occasion on which it was revealed.
The rather detailed denunciation of various heathen rites,such as the killing of children and the
restriction observed with respect to using certain animals for food allow the suggestion that
this speech also was addressed to the pilgrims assembled in Mecca.

The verse v. 69,9 being evidently a misinterpretation of some words in Numb. xi. 23,

rcproaches the Jews with limiting the omnipotence of Allah. The verse is one of those which
on account of its strongly anthropomorphistic character caused Moslim theologians consider
able diiliulties. But just this is an argument in favour of its late date, showing a time when
Muhammed had ceased to see any danger in such figures of speech.

Deuteronomic are also the verses 89-90 which repeat, although perhaps not on the same
occasion, prescriptions discussed at the beginning of the slim. Verse 91 repeats in a some
what extended form the command given in Szira lxvi. 2. The verses 92-94- recapitulate as

well as emphasize the prohibition of wine and gambling, warned against in Slim ii. 216- The

interdiction of statues and divining arrows is also added. The next verses (95-97) treat of the

killing of game which is unlawful on sacred ground. The transgression of this command
is to be expiated by an ofiering. In much more precise terms than in Slim ii. 138 the Ka‘ba
is now appointed to form the “ Qibla for men." Verse 101 is the reply to a query which. the

traditionists assert. was asked with regard to the frequency with which Believers were expected
to perform the pilgrimage. The angry tone of the answer is, however, unsuitable to the zeal

of pious Believers. The query seems to have been of a perplexing nature, and I doubt the

genuineness of the whole verse. Verse 102 abolishes the ancient custom of observing rules with

regard to the eating of certain camels. One of these classes termed ballira will make it clear

9 Cf. vii. 153. dtur
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why Muhammad did not adopt the name Balu'mlo for himself; the second part of the verse
as well as verse 105 seems to refer again to Jews. Finally the regulations concerning wills
and bequests (vv. 105-108),11 and the warning to be truthful when giving evidence renew
commands given long before (ii. 176 ; vi. 153).

I have still to mention several pieces which are of so uncertain date that it is not possible
even to suggest anything as to their places. Of these are the three vcrses lxxxv. 9-11 which
are evidently Medinian, but this is all that can be said about them with certainty. Surä lxxiii.
20 is a very late repetition of the refrain of Súra liv. (17, 22, eta), but with a more practical
aim. The verse is suggestive of Muhamined becoming advanced in years and more experienced
as regards human nature. Long nightly devotions were not so essential for those who kept the
chief duties of Islam.

(To be continued.)

LETTERS FROM PORTUGUESE CAPTIVES IN CANTON, WRITTEN IN
1534- AND 1536.

BY DONALD FERGUSON.

(Oontinuedfi'om p. 451.)

¶ Trelado de his carta que da China veo a qual carta escreueo Christouão Vieyra
Vasco Caluo que lea estão captiuos os quaes fox-5o da companhia dos
embaixadores que leuou fernão Perez anno de 1520.

Na. ere. de 1520 a xxiij. dias de Janeiro partimos pera o Rey da China em Mayo estnuamos
com o Rey em Nanqnim dali mandou q nos fossemos a cidade de Piquim diante pera nos la dar

o despacho a ij
.

de Agosto se escreveo a Cantão do que era passado com e
l

rey ate então chega

rão as cartas a Jorge botelho Diogo Caluo que estauão em a llha onde se faz mercadoria por
tanto não se torna a escreuer porque o tempo reqnere breuidade e pouca leitura. Em feue‹

reiro entrou o Rey em Piquim e esteue doente tres meses falleçeo do dia siguinte que nos viesse

mos a Cantão com ho presente que viria o Rey nouo que erão por elle a outra cidade que nos

mandaria o despacho a Cantão I Partimos de Pequim a xxij. de Mayo chegamos a xxij. de Sep
tembro a Cantão porque a guia vinha a sua vontade de vagar. / a causa de se não tomar o presente
he esta.

Quando fernâo perez chegou ao porto da China mandou aos linguoas que fizessem cartas como

vinha capitão moor e trazia embaixador pera o Rey da China os lingoas as [L 104 v] fizerão

ao custume da terra assi capitão moor e embaixador vem a terra da Ciuha por mandado do Rey

dos fanges com pareas vem pedir o selo segundo custume ao snñor do mundo filho de Deos pera

lhe ser obediente. segundo custume por esta carta fomos recebidos em terra, esta he a sustançia
da carta que fizerão sem darem conta della a fernão perez nem elle em nenhum tempo ser de tal

sabedor somente os lingoas dezião que a carta. estauu bem feita segundoo custume e a snstancia

della Calauão.

Em a cidade de Pinquim foy dentro nas casas do Rey aberta a carta del Rey nosso Sñor e

foy nella achado ao Reues do que os lingoas escreuerão pareçeo lhe a todos que enganosamte

emtraramos na terra da China pera lhe ver a terra que era caso de engano a deferença das

cartas foy escrita a carta ao Rey mandou o Rey que não fossemos mais a suas casas fazer Rene

rençia e tinesem gente e guarda em nos / o custume dos embaixadores em Piquim he metelos em

hüas casas de grandes curraes e aly estão fechados ao primeiro dia da luar e ha 15 dias da lua

vão as casas do Rey delles a pee delles em sendeyros com cnbrestros de palha e vão fazer 5.

mensuras diante de hum muro das casas do Rey todos em ordem com ambos os jiolhos no chão.___-Mm
1° See Ch. II. 'l Sec ii. 175-176; iv. 1-45.
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o a. csbeqa. e o rosto na. terra debruoos assi estio atee que os mandio a, lenfitar .5. vezes a esta

parede dali tornfio se a. meter nos curraes feohados a. esta renerenqia mandnrio que nio foesemos

main.

forfio os linguoas pergitados porq fizerfio cal-la falsa. [1
’.

105] e n50 conforms a del Rey

Nosso Sr diserfio que as fizerio ao oustnme da. China. que a, carts del Rey nosso S‘ vinha qorrada o

asellada que se n50 podia. leer nem abrir que ania do ser dada a e
l

Rey em sun. mfio que eramos

de longe terra o que nio sabiamos 0 custume da China. que era grands que que a0 diante o

saberiamos que elles n50 tinhio cnlpa pols que fizerio a. carts. a0 custnmo m'io se contenmrio 0s
mandarys da. reposta, forio preguntados cada hum donde erio forfio presos isto tanto que 0 Hey
falleqeo e mogos sens seruidores.

‘

Chegon 0 Rey 2. him. vila. que esta. duos legoss da oidade de Pim em Janeiro do. era do

.MDxxi. esteno iulgido hum seu parente que se alcuantou contra elle e o mandon queimar
depois de emforcado e sly entron em despacho noso porqne lhe forio trazidas tres cartas contra
0s portugezes his de dous mandarys em Piquim outra. dos mandarys de Gantio .outra. dos
Melays cnjos snstanoiss sfio estas manderys que forio a Ilha de mercadoriaa. Receber os direytos
per mandado dos mandarys de Cantio fazem saber ao Rey como elles forio em tal anno e d’:\

era arecadar 0s direytos virio gentes frangos com muitas armas e bombardas gentes fortes e

n50 paganio 0s direytos segnndo 0 custume e fazem fox-gas e nssi onuirio dizer ('1 estes gentes
tinhio tornado Malaca a. roubada e muita gento morta que o Rey n50 lho deuia. reoeber seu pre
séte e se lho qnissesse reqeber que disessem com que Relnos confinana o Reino dos fanges ii 0:

mandasse. ('1 0s n50 deuis [f
. 105 V] dc Regeber.

Dezia a carts dos mandaris de Canta'io que os frunges n50 qucrifio pagnr 0s direytos e que toma

ufio os direitos nos Syamis e 0s prendiio e lhe asclaufio os sens juncos e punh'fio gnardas nelles e nfio

lhe deixaufio fazer mercadoria nem pagan‘ 0s direytos e tinhéo his fortaleza feita de pedra cubertn. dc
telha e cercsda dartelharia e (lento mnitas armas o que furtaniio c'aes e que'os comifio asados e que

vlnhfio a Cantio por foroa e que traziam bombardas em somas descubrindo os Rios qnc tiraufio- bom
bardss diante a oidade em outros lugares defessos.

Dizifio os melajos que o embaixador del Rey de Portugnal que ostaun na term da China que nio
vinha de verdsde que falsamente em vindo a term do China pera enganar e que andauamos a ver as

terms e que logo vinhamos sobre ellas e como nn terra pnnhamos hfia pedra e tinhaxuos casa logo

auismos a tetra por nosss que assi fizcramos em Malaca e em ontras partes que eramos ladrGes : [dizis
hum mnndiry grands que per carts lhe pidiamos asonto on casas em Cantio pera estarem l'rnnges que
lhe psreqia muito mal que em vez de obedienqia que lho pediamos asenta na terra Disse outru mandi

rym que no era de .HDxx, na Ilha do mercadoria. os frangcs lho quebrarfio a carapuoa e lhe derio
pancadms e o PI'GIIdCI‘K-IO indo elle arecsdar os direytos per mandado dos manderjis de Cantéo / a estas
cousas respondeo e

l

Roy que esta gente n50 sabem nossos [f
,

106] custgnmes manso os irfio sabendo

disse que ficase o despacho p“ dentro da qidnde de Pequim logo entrou e no mesmo din adoecleo duly a tros

meses falleoeo sem despachar nada. Desta reposta que o Rey deu nio forio 0s grandes muy contentes e
mandou logo 0 Rey a Csntfio que ha fortaleza que os portugeses tinhio felts que llm derribassem e assi
tods a pouoaoio que nfio queria nenhfia mercadoria com nenlnia naqio que se alguem viesse que so

mandarin tornar 0 logo partirio caminllo de Cantfio que tirasscm a limpo O que lhe disorio se era
v‘erdsde on n50. Os mandefis de Cantfio n50 fizerao assi sena'io pera Ronbnr fizorfio srmadas e

por engano delles per forgo tomario os que vierem e os Bonbarem.

Tanto que chegamos a Cant/i0 nos leuario diante do poclmcy e nos mandou leuar a bias cams de

troncos que estfio nos nlleoqoels dos mantimentos e nellas n50 quis Thome p'iz entrar e os tronqueiron

nos derio dentro hiss casas em que estiuemos trinta e tres dias e dnqui leusrio a Thoma piz com seis

pessoas :1 codes do Pochaqy que chamfio libanco e a mim com quatro pessoas a cadea do tomoqi / 0nd.

estiuemos pressos dez meses em poder de Thome Piz estaua toda a fazenda dauio nos Regra oomn
mltos ersmos muito vigiados em lugares apartados dos presos nests meo tempo mandario chamar

Thome pm 0 toda s companhia o amelcaqe que entéo era 1 assi chamaram os melajos dise quemlndaun
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o Rey (i ontregasse el Rey nosso S‘ a tetra do Malnca aos melajos que lhe tlinhio tomadn respondeo
Thome pTz que n50 vinha aysso nem conuinha a elle em tal fallar que dn' carta que [f

. 106 v
] trazia lhe

daria rezio que dal n50 snbia. Perguntou que gonte auia. em Malaca que ellc sahia que avianelln ttezentos

liomés portngeses a que em Couchim pouco mais respondeo que tinlia Malnca quatro mill homo
armas no mar 0 na term. hora erio iuntos hora espalliados e em Ceilio que n50 tinhio coto

nestas perguntas nos teue do giolhos quatro horas acabado de se enfadar mandou cada. hum a

cadea donde estaua.

A quatorze dias dagosto de .MDxxij. lnnqou 0 pochaqi a Tome piz cormas nus mios aos da com
panhia cormas e fen-0s nos pees as cormas aseladas nos pulqos e 1108 tomarfio toda a fazenda que

tinliamos assi com cadeas nos pescoqas e per men (1:: qidade nos leuario a casa do anchuqi ali nos

quebrario as prisoes 0 nos deitarfio outras mais fortes cadeas nas pernas cormas aselados e cadess nos

pescosos e dali nos mandarfio a esta caden a entra-ia da cudon morreo Antonio Dalmcida das prisoew
fortes que traziamos 0s braqos incliados as pernas rocadas dss cadeas estreytas / isto com doterminaqfio
que dali a dons dias nos matarem antes de ser noite deitario a Thome piz outras de nouo e o leuario.

a elle s00 descalqo som barrettc / cum apupadas de rapazes a cadea de cancheui‘u poi- verafazenda que
nos tomar'ao que se avia descrener e escreuiio dez e furtauio trezentos 0s midafls escriuies que pre

sontc estaufio assi laloes foy o pochigy an‘clmgi dizer a bum mnndarim chamsdo ceuhi que pois portuvgeses

entrarfio na Ilha e pera que era ter nos que vinhamos a ver a term que eramos ladroes que morresso

mos logo ] Respondeo o conhi tu quotes acabar todos estes sen do do embaixada orn seja falsa 0m verda

doyra msndar llie [L 107] logo qnebrar as prisoes eu escreuerey a e
l

Rey segundo sua vontade se fara

naquelle siguinte dia nos quebrm-io us prisGes que se as tiueramos mais hum din todos morreramos

e tormm'ao a trazer a esta cadea a Thome piz.

A fazenda ('1 nos tomario 01-50 vinte quintfies de Ruybarbo mil e quinllentas on seis gentas peqas
(1e seda riquas obra dc qnatro mil lengos de soda que os chis chamio xopas de naquim e muito

avanos e mais tres aRobas dalmisqnere em poo tres mill e tantos papos dalmiscere quatro mill‘ 9

quinhentos teaes de prata e setenta ou oitenta teaes douro e outras pegas de prata e todos os vestidos

peoas de prego assi portugesas como da China 0 pucho de Jorge botelho inqenso Roqamollu cascnsd»:

tartarnga assi pimenta e outras meudezas estas forio entregues na feitoria do cancheufo como l'azenda

de ladroes 0 presents del Rey Nosso sfior que mandaua so Rey da China esta na feitoria do Po

chuncy n. sustanqia. das peqas e quantas e de que sorte me nio alembm bem porem a soma he do .

mil e quinhentos aqima pol-que o cadei-no com outros papeis de sustanqia leuarfio e as areas que
tomaréo de vestidos e meterz'lo com afezendn. Ina nao de Diogo caluo fieario as pessoas seguintes
Vasco caluo, esteuio fernandez escriufio Agostinho fernandez mestre simio luis despenseiro Join
dalanqner .1050 fernandez Diogo da Ilha do niestre e marinlieiros A° aluarez e quatro mogos
Joio fernandez guzarate P° Jauo do mestre Gaspar de esteuéo fernandez Gongs-l0 de Vasco caluo

e por serem conbegidos em Cantz'io e dizerem que erTao da embaixada escapario os ontros for'fio
todos presos e metidos nests cadea delles morrerfio a fome delles afogados Simio lingoa. e ba

lante alli forio presses alli moi'rcrfio aqui nests. cadea deriolhc com hum rnaqo nn. cabega assi o
matm'z'vo U

. 107 v]-Sim5o baralanbe que est-aua no chz'xchefu morrerfio aqoutes trazendo ja 'cabas
aos pescoqos com seteqcntos que morren'ao assi os portngeses fazendas e bergos que forio com

elles tudo foy roubado a menos se oune pera el Key 3 fazenda damaqfio qnc'Vnsco caluo tinlm

tods. roubada do concongepaoi que foy pera. Pequim de maneira que nada n50 ficou.

Bm-tholamcu soarez que era em pstane e Lopo de Goés E Syon Viqente nluarez criado dc Simfiu
dandrade 0 padre mergulhfio que era em Syon vieram na era (le .MDxxi. e estando Diogo caluo n0

porto de mercadoria armada dos Ch‘fs den sobre elles pol-que vinhio 0s juncos oje hum e de menhis
outro de Syon e forio tomados dellea per engano delles pelejando fOlfiO lenados a Nanto e sens escraos

e muitas fazendas tudo roubado e elles feridos 0 padre mergnlhfio mon'eo pelejfido fol-5o trazidos as’

cadeas do Cantio com ferros e prisoes aqui forfio afogudos trnzendo tauoas js que moressem por
ladrfies do mar / aleuantarsolhe que se queriio erger com as cadeas n50 sendo assi tudo no tempo qui
hegou Martim Affonso e per use verem os outros portugeses qu'e traziio dos mmios assi fol-5o todoa
mortos.

'
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Os cinquo juncos que no . porto de mercadoria ficsrio ns era de mill 0 quinhentos e vinte e hum

qustro do Rey de Malaca hum U0 Rey de Patane -f
- hum dc frunuisco roiz outro do Jorge aluarez e

dous outros e Diogo caluo ‘ranto que psrtio forio t/odos roubados ds. gcnte darmada es'rauio a vista

de Diogo caluo a maior parte leuou o anuhianqi e o ampochi e capities e pro de nfito e part0, dnrmada

e grande psrte ouue o Rey e daqui F8 aredon e se furtou mnita e se arecaduu para 0 Hey por fuzcnda

de lndn'ios I Os Juncos forio repartidos [5
.

108] 0 de francisco roTz Jorge aluarez forio dado: nos

capas e nelles so forio os del Rey de Patsne aos malajos e outro aos syames dolutro n50 sei tndo foy

avido por fazenda deladroes das grosas ‘fazendas que destes inncos ounerfio os mandaris ordenario que

nio escapasse portugues por que em nenhum dessem cots destas fnzendas que erio ronbadas.

No mesmo anno vierio do patane dos outros inncos em qnc vinhio Bcrtbolumon Soarez de Syam
outro em que vinba lopo de Goes I or; portugeses oomo ja dissc munhosameute dvlles tomados por

forqa e vierio a Nanto e assi corn recados fallsos sabia a gentle cm vars e prendiio nos porque vinhso

espslhados oje hum de manhia outro finalmcnte que todos forio pressos. I nos mcsmos iuncos logo

cortario as caboqns aos capities mestres pilotos mercadores como tinhio fazenda 0 outro rebotalho

r-rouxeram a oadea em que morrerio dizem do mil e qninhentos pcssoas ariba aforo. as cubeqas dos
'
mortos que era grsnde qufititade pollos roubar aleusntaréo lhe que trazifio portugeses a term per

estas ondeas de Cantio forio afogados dellos muitos mortos as pancadas e a fume nus cadeas dc

maneira que de toda. esta copin do gente que antre bodos sel'iéo dous mill nio esrspsrio mais de

scsenta bargantes que soltarfio 0 ohm de oinquoenta molhcres e meninos de que depois morn-r50 a

metadc estes se forfio pera Syam.

Hum Syame chamado chficoantio hum sou hirmao e outros tres syames forio na praqa desrabeqadol

a feitos 0s corpos em troncos porque deziio que traziio portngesosaterrs por cousas falsas ("
i Ihe aleuan

tario tanto que os mandar‘rs ouuerio as fazendss a mio a mor parts e menos pera 0 Ray nfio lhc min

goo rains [L108 v
] pera os matar diziio 0s mandaris que soltassem estes que erio p8! conheqidal

que fariio elles Syamcs cartas contra hos mandafis das fazendss que Jhes tomarfio que os mandarTs

pasarifio mal quo milhor era dar fundo a tudo por tal que nunca se soubese / Ordonarfio de n20 rege
ber nenhum estrangeiro no china e por ests causa destas fazendas e da dos qinquo iuncos forio os
mandafis mnito ricos estas que furtario ha gran tempo que nfio estio cm Cantfio fol-i0 mandados

pera outras gouernangas ssgundo sens costumes agora som sobidos 0s mores do Reino.

Na era do .MDxxi. Veo ‘ver Martim Affonso de Melo com qinquo naos nauios hum iunco do

Malina-I a gente que qua. fioou he csta -f- do nauio de Diogo de mello os que morrerio no nauio Manocl
chamsrro, Joio Quoresma, Vasco GiLRO aluarez Jofio viz Lopo goncaluez Joio soarez P0 bouno
Aluaro perdigio manuel aliz Joio pinto Joio csrrasco Bastiio gonqaluez homEs darmas hum
clerigo Joio do petal mestre Bras gonqaluez contrarnestre frsncisco p‘iz marinheiro Aluaro annes
condestabre Aflonse annes bombardeyro Joio Afi'onso sen-ado! estes sesenta bremmo rerfio no
nauio Diogo de Melo cnpitio Duarte lopez Diogo Carreiro estes feridos recolhidos I aos iuncos
indo pernvanto porque bradario das feridas e prisoes lbes cortario as cabeqas nos mesmos iuncos
Dual-be pestana. o barbeiro I Benadito marinheiros I Domingos gil gromete Roque gromete P° do

toys] gromote, Joio g‘fz bombardvyro Joanne escmuo estes noue for'zio a Cadea do tocécy I P°
annes piloto/ Bertholameu fernsndez pedreyroI Joio de matos A0 medina Joanne malnco cstes
grometes Domingos fri Jorge diiz fcrnio liaro homés darmas estes vierio ter a eats csdea do
ancbfigy dondo om. estou.

II
.

109] Gento do nauio do P0 homem 05 ('
j morrerfio no nnufo I P" bomé, Gaspar roiz I Martin:

Affonso despensoiro frsncisco dandrade Dingo marfiz, An tr-nio a‘l'uz estes seis hom’és darmss/ Pantsliio

diiz mestre Jo‘zio luis contrsmestre I Bras mrTz I P‘ annes I A“ estouez estes tres marinheiros, Aluaro,
Po , Josnno Manoel preto estes oinquo grometes Luis pTz carpinteiro e o barber'ro Vasco roiz Jorge
diiz ton'oeiro todas cstss dezsseis pessoas forio mortss no nauio, Joio da Sylueirs, Domingos
serrio, Martinho franqisco do mogadouro Ifranoisco Ribeiro magalhies Jorge roiz estes seis forio a
cpdes do tomegy e quatro grometes -f

- Pins 0 franflo, Manoel malauar, Dz'ogo cafre e Andre carnsIho
piloto I A0 fernandez marinheiro Ifrangisco, Antonio gromdns r-Mafiwus diiiz, frsv 0'’ rncmeiro Aronso
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miz Marcos Tome furnaudez Lilhoiro b‘isbo luis condestabre esLes dez vionio nor a esta cadeu/ as

molheres que tomnrio em estes nauios furio leumluu a outras Cadcas o vendidns / finalmenm quo
forio teer a ca-iea do totnaqi todos morrerio a fome e a0 frio uio ficario mais que quabro homés p0rtu_

geses e hum cufre 0s quaes morrerio nests cadea em que estamos fulegerio seis ficario dezoito assy os
desta cadea como cs da cadea do tomeqi I Dia de .8. Nicolao da era de .MDxxij. lhes lauqaréo taboos
com senbenqa quo morressem e entroncos por ladroes diziio as sentenqas ladro-ws piquenos do mar
enuia'los pollo ladrio grande falsamente vem espiar nos so tetra mom-a0 em troncos por ladroes / foy
reoado a0 Rey Segundo a cnformaqfio dos mandiris confirmon o Rey a sétenqa a viuto c tres dias den

Septcmbro do .MDxxiij. forio estas vinte tres pessoas feitas em pcdaqos coda hiia —
f-

cabeqas pernaq

brag-0s e suas nsturas nos bocas o tronco docorpo em redondo pella barriga em dous pedaqos pellas mas

de Cantio fora dos muros p‘l'a pouoagio pins [f
.

109 v
] Runs prinoipucs forio mortos do tiro do besta

cm til-o pera todos os verem nssi osde cantio como 05 do tcrmo porn darem a emtender que n50 tinhio

em conta portugesos por ho pono n30 fallar em portugeses. / fox-i0 assi nos nanios tomados as miios por

so uio acordarem os capitaes ambos e tornado! assi todos nos nanios a tudos 0s matario e as suas

cabvqas 0 naturals forio trazidas as costas dos portugeses diante dos maudari‘s de Cantio com tangercs

e pram-res forio vistas pinduradas pollas mas e depois deitadas nos munturos / e daqui ficou 115.0
consintirem Innis portugesrs no ten-a nem ontros estrangeiros.

Os malajos que forio o Piquim forio despachados que se Viessé a. Cumin que oqui lhe' man

dariio 0 despacho e vcio que lhe dessem hfia. cal-tn. pem e
1 Rey Nosso sfior per-a. lho scr entrego

malaqna. cnjo theor ho este seguinte tresladada do Verbo ad verbfi dontra que os mandaris 67.0

1-50 em Chim que per 0112.se fizesse a. qua] fizerio tres por este Lhoor qne se auia. do lenar para, c
l

Rey Nosso 5501' an s‘” gouernodor ontra a0 capitio de Malacu.

Quenhiqi e ohiqi mnndarTs ouuirio dizer que o poder dos friges tinhio tomado Malaczi.

fizerio carts. a0 Rey da China. de como fora. bomado e Roubada. e muita. gente morta e escreum

0 Rey aos mandar'l‘s dc Cantio qne se fizesse conselho sobre isso depois desta, carba cheg‘ml

outra. de Rey de malaca. qne trouxe Tuio mafame embaixador que foy dadn. a 0] Hey da. China.
que dezia na maneira seguinte 0s frages ladrfies com coragio grande vierio a nialaca com muita.

gonte e tomario a
. term. a a destroirio e matar5o muita. gentec a roubario e outra catiuario e a

outrn. gente qne fica estu, debaixo da Lf
.

110] iustiga dos franges de que 0 Hey que foy de malaca.

tern hum coruqio triste anojado com grande medo tomon o sello do Rey da China. e fngio pera.
bcntfio donde esta. e 05 meus hirméos o parentes fugirfio pera outras terms 0 cmbaixador del Rey

do portugual que csta na term da China. he falso r1510vem dc verdade que vern pens enganar a.

terra do China pern- e
l

Rey do. China. fazer mergee ael Rey de Malaca. com coraqio onojado
manda. p'resente pede ajoda c gente pera. lhe sel- tornada sua. terra. esta, carts. foy dad:\ a libo qm:
he 0 despnchadof' disto despachou o libo que a tetra dos frnnges deuia ser'cousa poquena chegadn.
:10 mar depois que 0 mnndo he mundo nunca. viera a term da, China eznhaixador de tal term a.

term de maluca teem 0 {am e sollo do. China e do sua obcdicnqia, 0 libo despachou 0 duo carts.

no Rey despacho,

O Rey da China manda cm-ba aos grandes de Cantio qne n50 rece'oio a nonhum cmbaixador

dc portugual a. cnrta del Rey de portngnal he queimada o embaixador 6 sun companhia ja
.

[0y

progunlado de como so tomou Molaca n50 o deixern hir mande carta a0 Rey de portugual para.
que o sniba e 0s sous mandafis pa que o saibio logo e entregnem Malaca a0 dibo Rey dc Mulaca,

como 0 Roy de Malaca. for entregue malaca e gente assi como lha tomario :10 Roy dc Malaca e

como 0 Hey do Malara for entregue della, deixariio hir ao cmbaixador 0 so n50 entregm' Malaca
ao dito Rey averse ha. outro conselho / esta cal-ta veyo do Rey do. China, :10 Tutfio a comqom e

choupim de Cnmio 0s quaos a mandarfio a0 clenhitugi pochnnqi e anchaqi que teem o sello a0

haytao pio aos outros mandafis chamem tuio healie embaixador del Rey de Malaca e seja.
perguntado dixe aos manderis que muit-a geute dos {ranges lhc tomario Malacn smx term quo
assi era verdade 0s mandefis fizerio conselho o mandario que o embaixndor del Rey de portogual

fizcssc can-m verdadoim c fossc, dado a 'l‘ufio [f
. 110 v] aleumuqet ombuixor del Rey dc Mulaux qua a.
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lane a Malaca e duly van a el Rey de portugual que lhe entregne e tome sun ten-a e gents na min

assi como lha tomarixo e assi 11T1150 mcfamet a e entio mandario a0 embaixador de portngual que

se va como vier cam} del Rey de Malaca a0 Rey (13 China. que' lhe entregarem sue, term a sua

gente e se 21 Hey do pormgunl n50 ellm'egfll‘ a term de malaca. no seu Rey m1 vier carta. a term

do China. do entregn, n50 deixarfio hi!" 0 cmbaixudor e averse 11aontro 06501110 estando uesta cadoa

0s maudar'is mandarfio hfla carta em Chim que se fizesse em portugues as quaes fizerio tres hfia

pera e1 Rey nosso 3°? outra pera o gouernadol' outra. pera. o capitfio de malaca. 6 ae derfio em

a mio do ancbogi a0 primeiro dia de ()utubro da era de .MDxxij.

Os mandaris mandario a0 embaixa-dor de Malaca. que tomasse a/qnellas cartas e as leuasse a.

malacn. como lbe fosse entregue sua. terru. que viesse com recado 0 embaixador n50 quis dizendo

que com aquellas cal-ms lhe cortm'iio a, cabeqa em Malzvea. que lhe dessem liqenga. que queria

oomprar hum iunco piqueno que queria mandar n metade do. sua gente saber do seu Rey porque

m‘zo sabiio donde estaua porque as molberes que tomarfio nos dons lmuios 11in dizia. que era morto

outra. que n50 e que leuariio hfia carta so a. podeasem maudar partio o junco piqueno com ligéga
com quinze mrlajos e outros tantos Chis a0 derradeiro dia de mayo de .xxiij, chegou a Patane ali

tomou algfis melajos e hum capado bengula e tornou recado del Rey de malaca e veio a. Cantio
1101nd dias dc Septembro 0s Chis que leuou 0 iunco fical'io todos em Patane que'nio quiserio
\omar a China a cnrta do embaixador dezifio as fol-gas assy.

El Rey de Malaca esta em Bintfio cercado dos franges pobre desem parade oulhnndo deapolha
menhia atee noyte p01‘ SOCOI'I‘O [1

.

111] del Rey da China seu sfior e se n50 1110den escreuera

0s Rois sens vasallos que o ajudem com gente e que mande algfia prouisz‘w de mantimento a.

sea embaixador e cousas a estas semelhautes dizia mais u carts. que estando o i-unco cm'regado
em Patane ouuerfio 0s portugeses notioia delle e que- vierio sobre elle pera. o tomax- que elles se

fizerfio a0 mar com him trououda e escapario sem mais mercodoria e mantimentoa que a fome

ouuerio de morrer no mar com esta carba euurario em Cantio 0s mandaris os tornario a

.lespachar qua ambos 0s embaixadores Tuio mafamet e cojacfio e sua companhia. se fossem
pera Bintio que ja tinhio o junco prestes e so so n50 quisesem ir que 1150 1110 auiio de dar
mantimeutos / Diziz'w que 1150 se aufio de bir que os matassem e fizessem 0 que quissessem que
0s franges tinlu'ao la. tornado tudo que n50 podifio ir a lugar' que 0S 1150 tomaaem mais disse 0
linga. a0 tutuio qne veo de Patane-que auia noun. que no anno presente ouuerio de vir cem
vellas do portugeses p19. qual palaura lhe derio vinbe aqoutes por ousar em tal fallax' partio o
nmbaixador na era (1e vinte quatro aqui‘ ouui dizer a his mercudores que por se medal-em do.
costa. de Pat-ane fol-5.0 dar nas llhas de Borne com tempo e qluebrm-io o junco e 0e captinmio
n50 sey se foy verdade.

Na nao (1e Diego Calu'o veyo hum Chim xpG com sun molher chamado P" este quando V10 0
desbarate tornou se pera foym donde em natural ali esteue escondido tone maneira como ouue

segnro dos mandar-Ts que lhe diria. a forqa que os portugoses tinhio em malaca em cochim que
elle o sabia tndo que sabia fazer poluora boinburdas e galees dise que em malaca avid trczenu-s
homEs portugeses que em Cochim que min oranada e comeqou em Cémtio a fazer duas galees fez
duas aoabadas de todo forio amosfirados aos mandafis grandes achario pondifio [1

“.

111 v
] muitu

que 115.0nproueitavio que faziz'm grands gasto do madeim nmndarfio que se nio Fzessmn mais
Heuario mio da. obra das gales e botario nus em- nanto n. gelfa / ocban'ao que algfia wusa. sadbia de

poluora de bombm‘das mandamm no :10 Rey dcu lhe em-fornmqio de malaca fay feito honrrado

com hum piquo de roz do mantiméto dizem que fez em Pequim bombarda porque 0 Hey tom
hia guerra per guerra ysto pode Ber assi que amim assi mo disserfio dune pedr" fnzer em
Pequim bombardas polla enform'aqfio teem 0s Ch'is 0s port-ugeses em pouco p01‘ dizer que nfio

sabefi] pelejar em term que s50 como pexes que como os til-5o dagoa on do mar logo morrem I

08bit enformaoio deu bem a vontade (1) Hey e grandes- qne eHes tinhfio ontra polla qlml rezio
Lama-r50 conhegimiito do tome piz de comp o entregario pera 0 tmzerem a Cantio.
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A gentc do ficou em companhia de Tome pTz I Duarte femandez criado de dom felipe I
franqisco de Budoya. criado da sfinom comm-idadeyra eChristoufio dalmeida. criado do christouéo

do Tauora. P° do freitas e Jorge a‘hlz cu chrisboufio Vieim o doze mogo sernidores, einquo
iumbagas I de toda esta companhia. 1150 ha. muis que eu christom'io perseo Dormnz hum moqo men

do Goa. / es que om somos vinos no pl'esente Vasco Caluo, hum sen mogo que chamio Gonqulo /

como digo nos tres que ficamos da, companhia. de Thome pi: estes por dizorem que erfio da.
embaixada escapario e os os puseram com nosco aqni nesta. cadea. entmmos treze pessoas como

digo sz'm mortos Duarte fernandoz quando hiamos pem Pequim falleqeo na serra hindo Ja
doente frangisco de bedois qufido vinhamos de Pequim no caminho falleqeo assi tree on qna-tro
mogos nesta cadea com as prisoes fortes como ja

.

acima. disse Christouflo Dalmeida, assi Jorge ainz

portngeses cstiodo o escriuio da cadea tornado do vinho 0 matou a
. coutes fallegeo em seis dies

08 lingoas em Pequim forz‘zo pressos e mortos o sens seruidorcs [f
.

112] dados pm- escrauos aos

mandafis por serem de tredores o Jumbaqa gride fallcoeo de doenc'n. 0s quatro forz'lo em Pcqnim
dcscahcqados por sail-em fora do ten-a qne trouxerio portugeses a. term dn. China Pero de freitas

pesto, cadea. e Tome piz aqui falloocrio de doenea. Tomce pTz no. en]. de .MDxxiiij. em mayo de
muneira que toda esta. companhia no prescnte n50 ha mais de dons aqui como acima digo_

Os nomes que tinhamos Tome pTz capitio moor quaudo forniio perez chegou ha China. dise

que vinha embaixador capitfio moor cuidarz'lo que era. tudo hum nome puserio embaixador

capitio moor tirarz'lo o nome dembaixador que deziio que en falsa embaixada. agora nos :1
prouamos por Verdadeyro / 0s mandm'Ts i0 por mal feito o passado e nfio teem estn, magoa,
pera nos soltar finalmente ficana capitfio moor cudio que era sen nome a mim chamio tristz'io

do pine. porque ficou aqui tristéo de pina por escriuio foy t-irado eu fiquei em sen lugar o nome

por cstar Jaa. nos linros dos mandaris escripto e assi me cbamfio a Vasco caluo chamio cellamé

a. gonoalo seu moqo a. 050 a
. Christoufio Christouio Antonio Antonio e 0s (‘j fa-lleqerfio deixo do

05 escreuer ('1 todoe tinhfio 0s nomes desvaimdos porque 1150 se podiio escreuer nem teem letras

que so escreufio 0s Chis que s50 letras do diabo e mais 1150 se podifio alimpar porquc erio Jaa.

espalhados per muitas cartas e per muitas casas e fazendo outros paregia em e110 0 tanto monta.

assi como assi as molheres dos lingoas assi as de Tome pTz que ficario em esta qidade o anno

preséte forio vendidas como fazenda dc Tredores aqui ficario em Cantio espalhados.

A term da China he denidida em .xv. gouerniqas as que estio pegadas a0 mar s50 Quentin,
foquiem, Chequeam, namquy, xantio, Peqny, estaa posto que toquem no mar tambem lse esten'

dem polla. terra. firme a redonda, Quancy honfio, Cnycheu he [f
.

112v] Chem‘: Cheamgy Sanqy

entestio com paqnim / estas gouernancas (1 estio no mayo que anqy Vinfio b01150 destas/xv/
nfloqnim pequim $50 as cabeqas de toda, a term. sobre todas pequim he a prioipal onde 0 Hey per

ordenanqa, esfa. dasento Nanquim est-a em [28/ graos on [29] Pequim em a [39/ Cantfio

foquC- corre a costa nordeste sudueste pouco mais ou menos de foquem ate piquim corre a Costa.

direita. a0 nox'te sul vira ha. costa que dizem que he mnito limpa. e de mnitos qidades e lugares

perto do mar per rios todas estas [15/ gouernancas s50 debaixo de hum Bey / o milhor desta.

serra. esba por Rios que todos deoem a0 mar/n50 nauega. ninguem no mar do norto 5111 he

defesso p‘fo Rey por se 115.0 deuasar a, terra per onde fomos tudo s50 Rios tom bal'cas e nauios

ladoe per baixo sem conto de muitos eu me afiirmo que veiria. mais de [30000] antre grandee o

piqnenos demandio pouca agoa. oer-to s50 Rios pera, galees autos pera toda fnstalha de Remo de

guerra pegado :10 mar n50 teem a. term nenhfia madra nem a /30/ legoas do mar digo nu costa

do nortc Sul he toda. a term baixn. todo carreto de mantimentos e nos Rios ha. madeira dege da

term firme enjenguadas e eerca Pequym mais de [100/ Iegoas ha sirga porque a. gouernanqa em

que 0 Boy esta n50 teem madeim. nem pedra nem tijolo tudo corre de carreto de nanquim em

barcas grandee e lhe nioquim nio a corresse' com mantimentos Sens on doutras gouernfiqas 1150

so poderia s‘oster Pequym f) que he gente sem conto e a, term 1150 teem aRoz por ser fria e de

poncos mantimentos o Rey est» nesta. gouernanqa que esta na. estrema. do sua term porque teem

guerra. com gentas chamadas tans e se 0 Key la n50 estiuesse entru-ria'w a. term porque e meslnu

Pcquim foy destes tazas e out-ms goucrnangas.
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Esta term da enseada, do Canchim obra do quinzo legoas do haynfio deutro do qninze ou vinte
legoas comega hiia terra chama [L 113] sso asseria miuylom on moulem e corre em 'leste vay
acabar em foquem estrema foquem do Chiquiio estas serras s50 altissimas sem aruoredo estio
lonadas e muito fragosas de maneira ("

i destas sorras deuide fires gouernanqns pcra 0 mar Cangy
pagua a term do Cauchi e Cantio o dopois foquem estas tres gouernanqas ficio sobro sy. / Das
outras Cantio foquom pegam ao mar chogam ate a serra I Canoim jaz antro Cante‘xo o a serra ate
Canchim n50 he pegada a0 mar do Canchim todn. osta corda do serra que deuide estas tree
gouornanqas dos doze n50 tom mais do dous caminhos muito ingremes o trabalhosos hum esta
desta oidade a0 norte per oste so some a gouornanqa. do canqi e cantio e parte do foquem outro
esta la sobro foquem com caminhos cortados do pedroym muita. parte como quem vay a santa
Maria da- pennn, e da outra banda ouuora tal deqida/ destas sormrias altissimas assi ingremes
so fazem regatos que depois qua embaixo se fazé Rios quo da serra vom deqendo porn 0 mar e
quom vom do Cantio pol-a léa do meo do caminho sempro vay a sirgua com ganchos as vezes
pol‘ palmo do agoa outro tanto he da sorra pol-a outras gonernanqas.

Esta serra da bands. do Cantfio tom hfla qidade e da ontra banda outra a. serra Jaz no meo
avers do hfia a outra ate sois sete legoas quanto diz a serra he ten'a ingreme a mnito fragosa he
grande pasajem porquo toda a term das "'doze gouernangas vom passar por aqui es que iio de
vi!‘ a Quianoy e a Cantio em hum dia so passe, este ceminho em mulatos oesnos / dos regatos

ii destas serras correm assi do hum cabo como do outro a0 pee destas serras dambaa as bandas so
ajunta a. agoa comeqa a fazer Rios a lugares dons palmos dagoa o as barcas p‘b calho v50 rogando
isto em muitos lngares obra do oyto ate [f

.

113v] dez legoas da serra pera baixo e a lugares he
fundo desta. Berra pera. Canmo toda o morcadoria que vem e vay he per esto Rio todo omandarim
que vom e vay tudo be per este Rio per terra ha caminho em recados do p‘? o teem algfis Rios de
pasar que atrauesao pox-em por elle audio pouco porc'i teem ladrfies per todo o caminho e per
Rios como digo 0s caminhos (la term n50 sao seguros. Toda pasajem o caminhos na terra da
China. he em Bios porque toda a China o cortada dos Rios que 1150 so podé andar dnas legoas
por term sem atrauesar Vinte Rios yst-o be per toda a term e nio teem mais que hfia gouer
nanqa que n20 tinha Rios.

Toda a fustalha do Cantfio em ('1 a gente passa e mercadoria pora a serra e pera ontrns partes
destas duas gouernanqas -/

- Cantfio Queancy tudo so faz no <;idade do Cantio contra 0 mar em
lngaros qercados do Rios do agoa doee e do monte porquo do Cantfio ate ha, serra n50 ha his. 500
aruore do que so possa fazer hfla s00 barcu/ em Canqi quo he louge daqui fazem algfias barcas do
morcadoria grandes porem n50 muitas todo o feito he nestas faldras do Centa'io e per den-odor

do tang-5o so estas barcas do Cantfio fore destroydas n50 pode das outras gouernangas vir socorro
porque nfio tee caminhos per term assi que qnem for sr‘do tormo do Cam-a0 tudo he milhor he
no faldra. do mar o doze, qm'nze, vinte legoas p‘l'a term dontro tudo isto he esquartijado de Rios
per onde pode andar toda cousa do Remo esta he a casa e ten-a mais apta. que todas as do mundo
pera ser sometida o todo feito he neste termo do Cantio por eerto que be me: bonrra que a,
gouernanoa da India a0 diito so sabera que he mais d0 que so podo escreuor/ Se tiuer o

1

Rey
nosso sfxor a gerta verdade e enformaoio doquo he n50 pasara. tito tempo.

[f
,
1 14] Esta gouernanga de Cantfio he das milhores do. China deque oRey reqebe mm'tas rend“

porque he daroz e mantiment-os sem conto o todas as mercadorias do toda a term vom aquideferir
por rezfio da escala do mar o das mercadorias que dos outros Reinos vom a Cantfio e to da passa
pera dentro da term do China, de que 0 Roy reqebe muitos diroytos e 05 mandarTs gmndes peims
os mercadores vinem mais limpamente que nos outras gouernnnqas que n50 teem tram / nenhfla
gouorniqa da China. teem trato com estrangeiros sonio osta do Cantio 0 qno outras podem tem
pollos estremos he cousa pouca porquo gento estranha n50 entra na terra da China. nem do. China
pera fora esto trato do mar nobreoia muito esta. gonernanea e 55 trato ficara nos lauradores Como
as outms porem a. escalla do toda a term da China he Cantio foqnem ha. pouca cousa, de tram 9

1150 via lea estrangoiros nfio so podo fazer tracto em outra gouernfiga senfio em Canlfio porque
pera ysso he mais apta que ontras pom tmto com estrangeiros.
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Esta gonernaqa tern treze qidades e sete ohenos que s6 grandes oldades que n50 teem nome

de oidades, teem cem villas oercadas afora outros lugaros qeroados tndo o milhor Jaz a0 longo
do mar ate aynao per Rios que podom entrar nauios que remem 0 0s que estio aredados do mar

estio antre Rios em que outro si pode andar toda a fnstallm de rernos as gidades e villas que estao

per rios que n50 podem a elles ir senio a sirga m'ro se faqa dollas pollo prinqipio fundamento

pol-que qnando o mor obedeqo 0 menor n50 se alenanta como digo debaixo do sol nfio ha cousa tam

desposta como esta e de gents sem conto e mnito pouoada nestas falldas por onde estam rios e

onde as use ha use he assi pouoado nem o quinto I de toda sorta do oflioiaes de todos ofiioios
macanlcos digo carpinteiros ealafates ferreiros pedreyros tilheiros Ben-adores em tnlhadores

finalmente que esta. he aeima [f
.

114v] das cousas que s50 neqessarias pera o seruiqo del Rey

de snas fortalezas e daqui se podem tirar cada anno qnatro, cinqno mill homes sem fazerem

nenhfla rningoa na term.

0 estillo desta. terra da China he que todo home que ministra iustiqa n50 pode ser daqnella
gonernanga y

‘- a pessoa. de Canlio nfio pode ern Cantio teer carrego de instiqa e andio trastorcados

que 05 do hilas gouernanoas gonernao as ontras n50 pode ser instiqa onde he natural isto he nos

letrados e todo o letrado quando alcanqa grao comeqa encarregos peqnenos e dalli vay sobindo em

mais grandee se saberem qnando him de ser mndados e estio aqui de reponso 0 ye carta sem elle

saber he mudado daqui trezentos legoas estas mndancas so fazem em Peqnim isto be per toda

a terra e cada his. vay sobindo daqui vem que nenhnm iulgador da China nio faz verdade por

que n50 oulha pollo bem da terra senfio p01‘ fnrtar porque nio he natural della e n50 sabe

qnando 0 him do mndar pera outra gonernanqa daqni vem nio tore lianeas nem prestimos
donde gonernio nem teem amor ha gent-e nio fazem senio ronbar matar aqontar por tromentos

as pono 0 ho pono mais mal tratado destes mandarin doqne he 0 diabo no inferno daqni Vern 0

pono nfio teer amor a0 Rey e aos manderis e cada dia so andio allenantando e fazem se ladrdes

porque o pono que he ronbado n50 teem vinha ne donde comer he neqessario que se faoa ladr‘ao

destes alenantamentos ha. mil em lngares donde n50 ha rios mnita gent-e se aleufita os que estio

antre Rios donde podem ser presos estio quedos porem todos desejosos de toda nonidade porque

sio postos nae eimas de toda sogeigfio he mnito mais doque digo.

Os manderis Canaleiros posto que sejao manderis 115.0teem carregode insticadestes sio mni

tos s50 manderis de snas casas [f
.

115] teem ordenado do Rey em sua casa quando cnmpre v50

pelejar donde os mandfio estes por qualqaer cnlpa s50 logo aqoutados eatromentados como qual

quer outta p“ do pouo tambem estes vio sobindo em nomes e seguudo o nome asst tee o manti

mento estes n50 sae da terra do sen natural porque n50 ministrio instaas vezes teem carrego do

lngares de gente darmas porem onde quer que estio pouca coasa entendem de instiqa saluo em

lngares de pouoagdes de gente do sna ordenanqa.

As armas da terra da China s50 treqados de ferro cnrtos pnnho de paao tiracolla de corda

desparto isto he p‘l’a. gente darmas os mandar'is tem deste geito mais limpas seg° tern o dr° lamps

teem canas 0s ferros s50 pregos e ganchos pedagos de paos cascos on oapaqetes destanho

de folha de frandes peramor da calma antes de virem portugeses n50 tinhio bombardas sombe
hfias teitas a maneira de talhas de monte moor consa do nento. nenhnm do pouo n50 pods ter

armas mais que faqa sopena do morte a gente darmas pode teer n50 em sna casa qnzmdo cnmpre
aos mndaris lhas dfio em qnanto com ellas seruem acabado rocolhemse a cosa do mandsrim tem
arcos bestas de pao.

As mortes na torra da China a mais Cruel he posto na crnz alli lho tirio tres mil fatias e
estando viuo e depois o abre e tiranlha a fresnra pera os algozos comerem e fazem todos s

pedaeos e dam na aos cfies que ally estio pera ysso dam lha a comer isto a capities de ladroes

a
.

qnem elles qnerem / a segnnda he cortar a cabeqa e sna. natura cortada e metida na. boca e o

corpo feito em sete pedaqos I a Terqeira cortar a oabeqa pello tontiqo / a quarta he afogar, es que
teem menos cnlpa que morte ficz'lo em gente darmas da China perpetuo per filho e neto bisneto -f

o que he do Cantio mudio no a outra gouornanqa muito [L 115v] longe jamais nnnca tornfio
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a. sua. Ma. serue dos homes darmas este he a. gente darmas da China. daq ui v50 21 sobir em
mandaris cauelws destes que aeima digo dez mil hfius degredos em Vidas per annos o a, elles
degradados mudam nos pollos gouernaneas a. seruir use cases dos mandaris e varrer e acarretar
agoa fender lenha. e a todo ontro seruj° deste geito a seruir em obras do Rey e outros seruj0H 0s
tormetos s50 tem escospas dalargur borzeguis ln'ia antre os pees e dnas per fora. com cordas com
que lbe atormentio 0s artelhos e eom maqos (150 mm emcospas as veze lhe quebrio 0s artelhos as
vezes as canelas das pernas e morrem em hfi dia. e 0 dous 3 mesmo e 0 semelhante com paos nos

dedos das mics e pes estes teem dor muita n50 perigio s50 tambem acoutados nas pernas nalgas
e barrigas das pernas e nos collas dos pes e paneadas nos artelhos destes aeoutes morrem muito
Fem conto e todos grandes e pequenos andio atormentados teem muito forte custnme e o pouo
anda. escandalizado e n50 faz ninguem earta contra-.manderim ‘como lie mode 0 aqoute he lu'la.
cana grossa. fendida, scca de grosura do hum dedo e de largum do him palms da. 11150e lanq'i na
m remolho porque escoza mais.

Toda a p“ que teem terras toda a term do. China. he ensortada em parbes ehamfio a coda

pares qnintei sera terra do semeadum de quatro alqneires daroz obrigado todo 0 lanmdor de
pagar desta. sua terra eerta quantidade daroz ore semeem ora n50 ora. aja boos temporaes ora.
maos como use acodem 0s temporaes ficfio pobres vendem 0s filhos per-a pagar so 1150 abasta
vende as proprias propriades s50 obrigados cada p“ como teem esta geira. de lerra dar eertas
p" pera. sernj0 dos mandari's on pom cada- p“ vinte ernzndos som obrigados a dar a todos
aparelhados do mensas tintas cadeyras eatres, bneios outras mendezas pera as cases dos mandaris

[L116] s20 obrigados es que n50 ‘teem terms darlhe eertas p“ hfiae se 115.0 tem pessoa.
dinheyro e se n50 teem p“ dinheyro elle em p“ be de seruir e comer a sua caste e peit-ar a p‘ que
serue alem destes dirhos s50 obrigados a0 seguinte.

Toda a term da. China era sejio rios ore term firme em eaminhos geera'is de Jornadn.

em Jornada. estfio eases prestes com cada his seu mandarim eseriuiio donde teem arozes earnes
peseados galinhas e toda. a outra maneira dc comer e artifig'ios de Cozinha e barcas com cozinhas

mesas cadrfis camas teem assi bestas prestes remeiros pera serujo dos mander'is e toda. outra

pessoa. que passa pollos rios todo mandarim ou ontra pa que 0 Hey manda on 05 manderTs

00m sua. gonernanqa. leuio carts p'l'a. qnal lhe dio mnito se vay per terra canalos so per mar

bareas eamas tudo he no0 jabe as pl" s50 estas casas sortadas as pas dos termos s50 obrigados
adar ysto de eerto tempo ora. hi'ls ora ontros per esta, rezio n50 lhe fies. nenhfia. eousa que
n50 despendio e se algfi refnsa logo he ‘preso e tndo vendido e elle morre no. cadea. n50 refnsa.

ninguem no (i 0 mandarim manda, com a. eabeea. no ch50 0 rostro na- terra. ouue e olha o

mandarim como outro relipando daqui vem o pouo a ser pobre tambem por qualqner eousa- sio
logo aeoutodos e metidos nos eadeas a menos penna. he sete quintiies daroz e dous tree e m° de

prata. por elles e delles pagio quinhentos e mill tates donde creo verdadeyramente que as

pennas que se arreeadfio pera. 0 Rey das pas que prendem he mnito grande somma. de prata. e

eerto que mas cadeas de Cantio he do continue ate quatro mill homes presos e mnitas mollieres / e

cada dia prendem muitos e soltz‘io menos he morrem nas cadeas a fome como biehos daqui vem
0 pouo a estar em odio com os mander'is a. desejio nonidades pera. tere liberdade.

[L 116v] As Cidades villas e lugares eercados da term (is, China todos os muros sfio largos

assentados em ten-a. chino, os muros n50 tem aliqerees estio sobre a terra a faqe de fora pnrte he do

pedra. sobre a term ate 0 in0 domuro 0 ways do tifolo algfis s50 todos de pedre. digo afaee do fora.

dent'ro s50 toy pas as portals fazem abobodadas grandes e grandee portas sobre as portas gonritas do

madeyra. destas taypas tirio a. terra peers. as taypas fieiio 0s lngares e muros 'é muros e cauos es
que eu vy todos vy em terra china. n50 teem maistortalezas as eidades e v” e lugares qne teem
muros abremse as porta-s com sol e ceriose com sol entregio as ehaues a0 mandarym que dellas

teem carrego a noytereqebese e pll'a menhfia toda. a porta. ‘teem p“ que a gnarda eom dez doze p"
de noyte tndo se vigia grandelnto tememse dos natnraes as casas todas s50 armadas de madr"

sobre esteios de madeira, as paredes dellas s30 desteiras poueas as mais do cause 6 taipas com
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bsrro fsqo do cal per qims sobradsdns do msdeyrs poucss geralmento sssi so todss couss muito
freon o p‘l‘s mayor psrte tods a psrétoim viuo do his ports a dentro todos tom hi alounhs cads
psrentoirs to his parenteiro por onde so conheqom-depois disto teem sens nomes mirandas ou
qnslquer outro spellido alem dosta abosnhs tem nomo proprios seus dostu psronteirs s pessos
msis velha teer 0s nomes pore. dar conta. de qusntos s50 e nonhia pessos pode sair do Inger
donde mots do vinto legoss pera oimo. sem carts dos msnderTs so sem ells he achado prendom no
por ladriio porquo todos os csminhos e lngar es sso cheos despise pom ests carts dso certs consa
a carts deolsrs que pessos he o idsde e todo que lho die 10“.

A tents as cases do. jnsti“ que ha nests eidsdo do Csntfio [f
.

117] s prim" he 0 csncheufn
que ho case do. oidsde ests tom doze ou treze mandal-Ts e gem oscrinios todo msnderj" viuo ns
cuss donde he mandorim a case do pochsnoi tors vinte msndor'is pidnos e grnndes oscriuios
chimchsos p" de recsdo e p" outrss com escriuses teem per todos mais do duzontos s case do
anchaqy ti outros tentos mnnderls grandes e pequenos escriuses p" outrss a case do Tool tom
sois on sete mandsris e muitos escriuses o cohi ho hum que teem carrego do gento dsrmss e do
sol que teem oooriuies muitos o cuchi E1 teem cs-rrogo de todo s iustiqa he hi que teem oscriuios
mnitos o. ones do tntso e do Ghoypi e congom gr'snde e do piquono e do tiqos I alem dowtas hs
obrs do quinze ou vinte que n50 nomeo n50 he dnuida. todos os slander-Ts do Cantso dosts gidade
terem psssnte do sets on oyto mil sorujol'des todos psgos s ousta do pouo n50 fallo em outras
ca-sss grsndes do manderTs que teem ovolhns que nso teem csrregos ('

1 as conta. por ossss do

gento do pouo atonto que coda. osss destus do msnderis teem terroyros e lsgosmento pers
em csde. his. poder fazor his torre o hsqui a pedra tslhsda. do cito pera fszer do nouo his
bsbilonia deixo cases do suas oraooes o as mas que he qusnlo talhado som oonto pois mad!"
his osss dests teem pors ommsdeyrm- his fortslezs com dez torres todos estas oases teem
toiqies do portas fortos do dentro tudo com casas o curries csds csss destas ho hum compo pers
fszer his fermoss vils tsmbem a cuss. do aytso he muito grido o portas fortes grsndes fol-moses

o s parede sos oonoes he no ch50 I do todas as do Cantio eats ho a copia do mandofls 0 cada

dia so v50 his e véo outros do man" que cads tros nnnos o msis todos sfio idos outros vindos
depois que ostou nests oidnde sao muitas esquipscies muidndas.

Assi como digo do mnita pedra sssi de muits fustalho que he [1
’.

117v] nests gouernsnos do

Cantio nem his do guorrs tods do paz do tsmsnho do gsloos roses 0 fustas o bargsnfi‘s todas do
postigas e do espordes e mastesdss a massive do galees so osds his posorem his tilhs o seus lismes

o ficio galees o fnstss bsrgstis o polls primeirs esousarfio as do cochi Remos remoiros sssi som

conto destss so deué tomsr 0s mihores o as mais nouas tudo 0
‘ al quoimnr do vsgar so podem

fnzor galeos roses todu. a outrs fustslhs do romo ostss domsndio miuos ogoss que as noses podem

sernir sssy como as nossas nestes Rios pets 0 mar nio soy quio sogums sex-5o assi que disto so
done fszer fundsméto porque sio muito neqosssriss ste so fszerem outras qno sndando o couss

ordonado so podem aqui fazer om hum mes dez doze peeas do romo porquo o ofliciaes o madeirs

he m"o msyorrnonte como virom boa page onmpre mnito estss barons pol-d toda a for-es ho
nos rios.

'

Esta term ds China. he grands o as msrcsdorias dolls estso em hiss gouernsnoas dolls om
outrss Csntio tom forro o que n50 hs em tods a tom's. do Uhina segundou sou onformsdo daqui

vay per-s dentro do outrs bands. do. sol-m e o msis jsz no termo dosta qidade do Cant'so daqui so

fszé tschos pregsdurs armss dos Ch'l‘s o tods a outrs cousa do fovro tee tambem cordoalhs

linho e sods psnnos dalgod'ao p01‘ rozso do tra-to todas as moroaderias acodem squi porquo este

era. 0 porto donde ostrsngeiros ucodiio pol‘ esto oontrato do mercsderins dos gouornanoss

pors Csntio e do Csntso pora dentro era a géto msis sbsstsds ('1 as out-ms gonernsnqss todas as

morcaderias que s csntio acodiio antes do so emburilhar esto guorra sguardsdas sto verem om

que pariio as ooussess [f
.

118] form, dontro tom muitas sem so poderem goslar porqne as fnriio

as vontados do portngoses digo qodns porqo'l'snas.
‘
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N50 so podo soster osta torro sem trato as mercaderias ogora n50 acodem aqni nom ha hy

moroadorias nom morcadoros como sohiio nom o qninto porqno todos forio destroidos p01’ resp’w
do portugeses esta qidado por n50 ocodirom ostrigeiros n50 acodom morcndorias dos onbms

gonernanqas estaa pobre no presoto 1180 so pode fazor boa morcadoria ate nfio acodircm as do oima
oomo sonboré que acodo estrigeiros o tornsrso ha a toqer o trato en cnido cada dia so so a gonor

nanqa do Cantio se olouTata toda a term dentro o do fazer outro taut/0 port"; toda. undo fostigodo

por hfl thoor como as cousas asontarem do him maneira on doutm a term fora morcndorio om

qto so n50 fizor a term do tantas r'édas qno ho oonsa pa n50 qnoror I toda a term he aproueitadl

e as morcadorias ii 0s ostrangeiros trazé s50 mnito nogossarias no terra. mayormote por darom

oayda as was teem muitns morcadorios o boas a term dontro mnitos manoiras do sodas quo

ainda n50 vierio a Cantio porqno onidz'io que as n50 cont-ondem o por oer dofosso por 0 Roy qno

n50 so vondio mercadorias boas nom do preoo aostrongeiros sonic cones braganba assi teem

mnibo Rnybarbo deixo isto tor-no so one mais relono.

Em oantio n50 faziio armadas como fizorio no tpo passodo anera. oro dezosseis onnos que so

slonantario his Chis om Jumqol fizorio so lndrdos e Cantio armon sobro ellos folio os do Contio
dosboratados fizerfio 0s msndarls [f. 118v] do Cantfio com olles congerto c] lho perdoanio o ('1 lbs

dsrifio term ends viuessom com condicio que quando so alonantassom outros lndroos no mar

que elles fossem polojar com elles o o que ronbnssem fosso pom elles resgnardsndo as molhores e

consas porn 0 Roy dorio ossonto a. osbos ladroes dolles em Nanto doles em foym dollos om aynameho

o E outra-s ponoagoos quo estio do Nanto pore. Contio ostos todos tinhio inncos todos as Juncos
do Cantio orio dstes ladroes qno digo da press. do anno do I521I dos junoos qno ficario no llha
folio ricos o do press do Syio o Patano e per 0 vencimento dos dons nauios do nnno do I522I
floor-5o tio sober-boa qno lhe pnroqia qne ja 1150 podia vir ningnom qno nio desbaratess'é p‘l’o qual
o onno do I523I fizorio armada do qern inncos aguordando por portugesos a melado ostana

dianto o Nanto ontra a motado mo mar nntro as ilhas agnardando no fim dagosto dcu his. tro

uoodo nollos qno duron hil dia. o hfio noite qno ospodnqon todos os prinoipaes q oats-n50 a0 mar

que n30 oscapon nonhnrn a ontra amotado que ostauo ouanto é nfibo moteoso dontro no Rio

salusrfioso em anyomeha qne ho porto sognro quo so todos estiuorio no mar todos so perdorio

nio teem mais iunoos nom tinhio mais forgo, qno era destes homos do qno n50 ha nonhfi dollos

0 0s mayo hiio por forgo. quo lhes n50 pogauio I no era do [524/ fizorio armada. do inncos do sal
onq tomario per forgo ate era do I528I fizorfio armsdas forio 0s juncos deminnindo ate que ha
deixario do fazor o 05 jnncos que escapsrfio om aynomeha. nio ho nenhfl tndo he desbarstudo

do lodroos qno dopois destos so alonfitorio no mar 05 qnaos agoro vino no terra com segnro qno
lhos dorio tor-i0 obro do soto [L ll9] on oito iflcos agoro n50 tom ontros sonflo fcr estes destes
homos so amda som vinos n50 fazem armadas nom tom inncos om que as qnoirio fazor no tom

agoro mois for-gas qno ho a- dos mnros do Cnntio.

Nosm armada que os ohls fizorio ognardando p‘l'o nosna nio ovia nenhnm homem darmas
dos ordonados do China tndo era gonto dossas pouooqoos o inncos tomadon por forqa o gento
froco o vil o 0 mois moninos porom coda hum dellns he milhor ii quatro homés darmas ho consa
do zombaria. fsllor om géto dormas dosta. torra do China I osba. armada. qne msndanio o Nani-0
sfio algfls oapitios pareoondolhes qno podiio tomar portugeses como no anno do I522] como
festo gents for escozida do forro porbnges toda logo he do companhin com portngeses porquo
msis he gonto do bono boya o ponca raiz no term on nonhfis I osto gonto do Cantio he muito
raca om comparagfio doutm gento do dentro que he forte nosto Cantio digo p‘l'o torrno

p‘la gonornango. como he couso arredada. dos rios logo so alenantio I dam sobre ponoogdes matio
muila gente isto cada dia om mnitoo lngares e n50 lho podom fail damno o mandio por gonte n
gonornanga do Canqy que onto» 00 pononte de Cantio chamio a estos langis on langneis ostcs
teem mayo algflo foiqio porem tndo ho cousa do vonto dizom os chis so portngeses ontrarem que
ohamario mnita gente desta e 1130 podo vir sonic pd’o rio qno vonh‘io gem p50 apronoita nods
porqne como o rio for dospogado do no fnstalba o so‘ nlimpar e nndor nosn fnsiallla com born"
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bardas nio a cones que parses o dez logos-s estes Chis de Gsntio qnando v50 pelejsr com gentos
que so alensntio nflqna. [1

‘.

119v] mats’) a ladrio / saltio per essas cnssas de ladroe matio nelles
infindos e trnzem as cabegas delles ontos mnitos presos dize que s50 lsdroes use he. mister mnis
proua. todos os mntio per mode crnel/ ism fezem cede. dial 0 pono he tic sojeito e medroso

que n30 ousa fsllar desto geito be per toda a. fire. da. China, he muito pior do que digo p’l'o qnal
toda a gente deseja renolta. e vinda de portngeses est/es de Cantio.

A ylha. do Aynio teem his. cidade e qnatorze villas eats a. vista do term da China. teem
bom porto n50 teem madeyrn, per esta. rezio nio teem fnstalha quando nlgfla gente de luchim
se nlensntio em Jnnqnos vay a estas pnrles fazer soltos pedem socorro a. Cantio he conss mnito
fmca he do term Chine. defronte de Aynio ate Cantio no longo do mar qnatro eidsdes mnitas
V" per todo mar per Rios em alglls podem entrnr nnuios em todos podem entrar consa, groan
de remo em todo o tempo se nanega teem a0 longo desta costa mnitos ylhas frescas que empa
rio todo o veuto ysto he 0 principal dest‘a gouernnnea e sera dons terqos de gonernsnqa
entrando Cantio no tomq" tudo isbo he rendido como a cnbeea se someter e for tornado
teem este Aynio mnitos sendeyros tem qnoqnos e areql qne 1150 team toda. a term do China
em Cantio tern trato com eats. areqi» e qnoquos assi daljofre muiba copia que n50 teem todl. a
terra da China assi que digo que teem sindeyros que os Ch'v's chamio Cunallos destes tazem per.
eats gonernunqa dsqui se podem auer mnitos por pouco prcqo.

Este Cantio teem obra deduzentos cauallos destes os mandar‘l‘s pequenos que n50 podem
trazer andor teem cnnallo asy [L 120] 0s mandarTs de guerra cads hum teem sen estes syndeiros
s30 peqnenos s50 dnndadura estes nae mics de portngeses podem aproneitar ordenados a gineta e

despores estes Chis-e210 daqonte e desemfreados tem Cantio mais de vinte ou trjnta se‘h'ol ofii

eines pessoas que fazem estrjbos s50 muitos que he gents sem conto cada hum qnnndo ganho
dez ‘is per die pera. comer louua a. does deste geito s50 todos os ofiigiaes da. Chins assid como
digo estes com es de Aynio podem aproueitar pera a term val aqni hum destes caualos de tree
ate dez toes de prata. nenhfle. p“ como msmtem onlhas nem podem andar em caunllo digo polls
qidade.

O Tnteo Compim Comqufi s50 tres pus que teem can-ego desta gouernanqs de Cameo e Canqy
estes s30 03 mayores estio em hfla. (,‘idade chsmada Vchen que esln. no estremo dambas estss

gonernanqas eska (,‘idade he do Qnesnqy estdo aqni o mais do tflo porqne teem 1a.guerra e de Ina
gnovernio ambos as nezes vem a Cantio estio dons tres meses orn hum ora ontro as vezes so
passio dons annos que n50 vem nenhum s eats gouernanoa de Qnecy ands sempre alenitads
muibo grnnde part0 sem lhe podere valer esta he a cause porque estfio lea o mnis do tempo esta

qidade estaa no ponente de Cantio obra de trinta legoss per rio porqne n50 hem caminhos per
terra e be a. terra toda cortnda de Rios v50 laa em qinqne dias a muito grande sndsr com muita

gente de sirga e vem cm tree andando de noite e de die I Ago: corre do has pers Cantio teem
este csminho 11in gidade grsnde abordnds no Bio que se chama Chenqni fn/ per todo este rio
pode nanegar toda a. consa de remo s50 per este caminho ponoaeoes sem conto unique a qualqner

[L 120v] consa de guerra do Cantao estes abalio trszem gentecomo nosss armada, under no rio en
fico qne nio venha niuguem e qnemqnerqne vier per fol-9a hn do vir desembnrcm' defronte desto
qidnde pegado ha. pouonqio deste nrabalde on ml legoa per este r10 acima, a0 norte fiunlmente

que n50 pode vir ningnem que n50 seja apanhado e mormente que todos nanegio de die, e 1150
de noite porqne 0s Rios a lugnres s50 baixos e a lngsres teem pedra e se vierem todos jazem no

mso poetoqne msis bauqnas trazem do qne dizem.

Tom Cantio mandaris depois destes ho cheuhi e o pocbiqy e amcbsqy toqy qno chamio

onmcy que estio de contino nests qidade o ceuhy vem cads anno este nio tome a ninguem todos
temem a. este este vem pera despnchar todo 0 case pern ver vor qnnl mandarj? fez malseu

mandsry qne fez erro he peqneno esbe lhe tire. logo as orelhas doe. diso enformaqflo a0 Rey so 0

Insndary he moor escreue delle a0 Rey sna cnlpa dela vem que nio seja mais mandm'im ‘pol-que
o rey do enteym credito a este assi no tutio e conqnio I O Campym n80 escreue qne teem
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can-ego do gerra o tutio manda om tudo so algfla carts ouuer descrouor sejn 0 so ecuhi porque
vem code anno e no sabe dos roubos que sio foitos aos portugesos estes 1130 s50 senio aluitres
segnndo seruem essi lhes fazom merqoes este em tudo despacho som dar cont: a0 tutio
nem a nenhfl mandnri.

U. 12]] Martim A0 de Melo voio no on do .522. a entrada do porto o fez bem do sue entmda
dalgfia gente que so In mat-on cfiartolhax'ia voyo o recado a Cant‘ao nssi deziio que olle escronerl

hfln carts, d deziio (1 fallsun bem os midaris que tinhio do afio passado roubado a fazdl ngastariose

com sun vinda comeqario a emburilhar porguntm-io no Cuhy (i lhe pnrcqis se fariio mercsdra‘l

on n30 / dise o Ceuhy q mercndm como ditos so fizesse ;' responderio elles ('1 n50 (yauiio medo

(1 com osta mel‘Cfldm so reqeuesse ao diante algum damno (‘
1 doitariz‘xo m‘ao dalgum lngar o Ceuhy

nio lhe respondeo nada elles sahirfio doscontentes estes pregitario ontro tito a oytao ('1 team
carrego do mar o dos estrigeiros rospondeolho outro tanto estes dons mandm-Is q pergnntario
hum era 0 chizgy outro o anclmqy ('1 erio 0s mayores do Cantio estes midst-5o a oytno q fosso

pelejar com os portugeses oste nytao em nouamte vindo n50 sabiu do passado disse elle F} n50

podin fezso doouto mandario Ian 0 tiqnos ('1 to can-ego destrigeiros debnixo do nytao n50 soy o

('
1 la fez estes dons mandaris pocbency e anchacy dizo d peitario a0 pio do nito a0 pachain

darmada (i t-rubalhnssem por tomar nlgum nauio e trnbalhnsse por so n50 fnzer paz istu.
secrotamente ncotcqoo ii por mofina o por os capities n50 tore os CH5 3

!

com. o n50 we artelharin
atacadu ne ox-denada 6 ends hi1 capitio tirou pox-o sen cabo 0 Di0 do melo ser primw ferido do

Mia. pedrada que ficou atordoado e dize q toda a géte so met-e0 dobaixo dnlcaqoua dos nauios per
amor do. pedm sssi os tomnrfio as mios P° hom'é estfido armado n‘ao lhe acodio ninguem foy

morto do pedradss e remosos o mestre contramestro algfls marinhoyros pelojerfio n'fio lhe acndia

outra gente 0s iuncos erio oltnmsos finalmento que fox-5o tomados no nam‘o do Diogo do melle

saltario dentro nello tl'ezentos Ch'fs a, roubar dopois do ser [1 gefe rocolhido aos iuncos dorfio c6

'fogo no parioli do polnorn abrazouse o nauio morrerfio todos os Chls som fioar nenhfl desto. nons

veyo recado a0 aytoo de como er'éo dons nnnios tomados e as ontros ydos foy logo e veio com

gaitas escroueo q nquelle gente que morreo do fogo quo portugoses a metario/ esorcuoo a0 tutfio

e o tntio a el Rey veyo a sentenqa que je
.

disso o aytao c6 osta vitorio. com peita ('1 lhe derio 0s

dons mandm-Is a. elle ao tutfio d cosetisse mais portngeses na Chins ficario est-ea dons e imigos

‘dos portugeses e outros (1 forio riquos.

Martim Afonso vinha ordenado a China com embaixada pore. pedir fortaleza se llm_nio dosem

pronar so a, podia fazer com ofl‘iciaes que ja trazio pera a. term. e pera 0 mar nfio me pareqo que
vinha bem ordenado os Chis n50 dorem fortaleze. a nbila p! ostrongeira por todo o mundo

quanto mais a nos que cnidoo que a verlhe a term somos vindos Tome pTz pedia [f.121v] hfia

casa em Cuntio' e as Ilha todo o conselho do Rey he que vinhamos a pedir lhe sua torra porque
a term da. China jaz em costume estranho sobre sy ('4 n30 oonsente ostrangeiro na ten-a sob pex'm
do morte senfio he embaixada obediente quoto mais darlho case a mercadoria n50 querem que so

fsqio lugares pouoados por nio deitarem moo dalgfla consa e mundane fazer por maos lngares

dospouosdos e doentios porque sfio mnito qiosos do one. term assique per nenhum modo do
muudo a darfio senio for por fol-("a 0 so so case ouuesse de fazer na Ilha do mercadoria secreta
mente se fizesse forte donde se aueria. es] s pedre pedreyros e telha. o cousas neqessarias ofliqiies

que com 1.0nseria trabalhosa quantomois escondidamonte que nessa llhe pcra fazer cases do palha
Primeiro que se aoabesem he 0 meio do gente morta mandon que so fizesse algum cartigo on

cosa forte o que se nio podis. fazer logo a, germ era no. 11150 e tolhidos 0a mnntimentos per term

e a term doontie. e maa n50 soy qufito se poderia sostor assi que n50 vinha a cousa ordenada.

Martim Afionso do mello trazis trezentos homes ore cousa muito pequena pera leusr anante
a omprossa que creo que toda a gente morrom a fume e doéqn ate q-uo node viera a lumo com

mais forea do duzentos ou trezentos homes so podera tomar nanto on hfla. "I que he msito
milhor chamada Jencangem que esta em lma. Ilha. corcada do mar de porto o grande altnra

‘que esta so ponente de nanto seto on oyto legoas esta a bordoo dagoa. amurada do grands

ponoaqfio pegade. ao mar esta. era logo tornado sem mater ninguom daly correlhe aos rios e des
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haratarlhe a fustalha p‘l'os Chis om aperto que dosi'ia Ilho as portas do Cant/5o cousa muito fresca.
aproueitada darozos o carnos e bodos os poscados he pera abastar vinte mill homes e barato com
menos trabalho o mais doscanso c sem morto so podia, i'aior que comecar do nouo a term que
teem tantos cidades e villas o lugares abordndos a agoa escusado he motor a gente pois ('1 ha
do sor por forgo do qualquer maxim como 0s Chis viro que os portugeses tomiio posse do lugar

corcado tudo so ha do comegar do alovantar.

Do Nanto vindo porn, Cantio no moo do Rio quasi pogado na barra ticofi Jaz hfla. grando
pouoagio on tres em hfla llha que so chama ayniicha tom canto talhado per casas ruas igrejas e

om cais do que so podo fazor hfia- [L 122] fortaloza como a. do goa tom porto seguro do todos os
vontos tudo do vaza porto mnito seguro aqui era. a forgo dosjficos osta. fortalozo, jaz sobre Cantio
sogiga. nanto osta villa que digo outra. que so chama Xuntooim daqui podom defender 08 man
tirnt'oil e por em apex-t0 citio so rodondera. do qualquer manm que o capitio quiser borno a dizor
que least do pegs cantao na mio com forqa do dons mil a

. tres mil homes o milhor digo dons
tres mil nio que com menos so n50 acabc a demands. somte ho grande cousa e os carregos do
lugaros que sio necessaries portngesos nio abastio seys mil pera. render com monos do que
digo o ocabor a demanda porquo 0s Chis s50 logo aleuantados contra a Qidade com a. companhia
dos portugesos.

Assi no fustalha ('1 portugesos trouxeré como no que aqui so fizer do sous paroos a nossa.
guisa sora tal que todos os Rios dospejara os Rios despejados 0s manderis anso do render por forgo.
on 50 do fogir o dospojar a. cidado fica logo Cantzio na mio e sou termo Isto podo fazer capitios
que trouxorem forqa do sotecétos homes ate mil o ficar com olle a fustalha. o cousa grosa do remo

o toda. a. gente portugosa o malouares naos so on trouxer mandalas pera Couchim espidas do Chis

oflicjaos r1 achara. pora. ire doz milhGeso so abalar o sor gdol‘ pera o segte logo cantio he nas
moos com toda a gouernanqa. e deixar nello fortaleza é lugares ('1 conuom doixar gote portugesa

e malauares e tornosso c6 toda. sua. armada carregada. do Chis corpint!‘0s pedroiros ferr oyros
telheiros sorradores e do todo outro 0E0 06 snas molheres pera deixar por esas fort-alezas que
pode louar é sua armada om juncos a terra doz mil homes so’ fazer mingoa o cada anno podem
sallir quatro mil so’ fazer moca. osta he a causa marauilhosa. porquo por cada portuges podo
tomar com Chis pera as fortalezas.

Cantio dentro ncllo tom hi1 cabeco ch50 pogado 110more do bz'ida do norte o que osta hfla
casa que too cinquo sobrados to’ polas faldras doste cabs-co dentro seis on soto igrejas qizo tom

cito talhado pera fazer em doz dias him. Va 06 muros e was 0
' das igrejas he so oonto dosteos

vigas portas fms doqui so podo souhoroar a. cidado outra feiba. a borda dagoa no moo da pouoagio
ondo 0s mandaris dosombarcfio que so podo fazer om ginquo dias porquo he a. pedra [f

. 122 v
] do

cz‘ito talhada por ruas o cases do iustfl ('1 he 91- fszer hfla grands qidade amurada ho torrejada on'tra
na igroja. que esta no rio assi ("

j

pedra o a modra o cal ho s'é conto pois oficiaos pa isso o sorui

dores em todo mundo non ha tantos o s50 bGs serujorei c6 pouco jornal pl'o comer vii-i0 0%mil 0

dos sous paraos fazer galoes fustas borgfitis dalgfis so fario galeaqas c6 poucos liamos que os rios
n50 (more a. forca. do mar assi qne todas ostas ‘cofusas mais vagar 5o mister o so oscrouor (‘

i em

por so por obra a torra dosposta esta pm tudo doos qnis q estos Chis sojfio doudos pora. perdero a

term porci to o pres'é'to n50 tiuerio sonhorio ma. olles ponco o pouco forF-o tomfido‘a terra sens
vezinhos e por isso he 0 roino grando porqno estes Chis sio'choos do mt“ Judaria o daqui lhos
vé sore prosetuosos soborbos crueis o porquo ate 0 presento sendo gote couarda fag-"1 so armas

e s'é nonhfi exerqicio do guorra e sompro forfio ganhidola term a seos vozinhos c_ n50 per mios
mas por manhas e biocos o cuidiio ("

i ninguo lhos pode fazer dano chamo a
,

todo estrangeiro saluaje

a sua terra. chomfio o roino do D6 qnequer c"
;

vier ora seja. capibio com from do doz ate quinzo
Vellas primm cousa. ho desbamtar armada so a tiiiere a. que eu cuido que n50 too seja p fogo
sango modo cruel por este die, so dar Vida a nonhfio p“ todo innco queimado o [150 so tome nin

gno por so n50 gastal'é os'mitimentos d om todo tflo so achariso com Chis pera hfi portuges e
isto i110despojarso ha nito e logo torso fortaleza. e mant'im‘OS so quiseri; porque logo he no mfio o

dar c6 toda armada C
-

aynicha que esta a ban-a. do ticoam como ja acima digo do b6 porbo aqni
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se Ecol-aria aos naos q não poderë entrar no rio c queirmarlhe qualdr fustalha q tiuerë e depois

de tomado se bem parecer qneimarlhe o lugar por fazer medo aos Chis antes disto fio venha his
carta per hi negrinho cafre e venha ë esta maneira.

O titulo da pessoa. que for faco saber ao cuhi e a cãci de Cantão como auera ora. tamtos annos

q el Rey nosso sf mandou carta ao Rey da China e presente per Tome piz 0 ql foy recebido ptos

grandes e dos outros q to carrego foy lhe dado casa em Cantão dahy foy chamado do rey da.

China elle foy e o Vio em nãquj daly o mandou a Pequim pera la o despachar dizendo que la
conuinha o despacho nunca mais delle soubemos na era. de tantos veyo hüa nao em sua busca

pagou seus direytos e pagos armtrão sobre [t
l

1'23] ella. pera. a. tomarem e na era de tãtos vierão

em sua busca. cinco iuncos carregados de mercadorias e os mandaria armarão sobre elles pera os

roubar não fazendo na. terra mal nem agrauo por os iuncos virem abertos do mar recolherãose

a outros nauios e deixarão os junoos no porto carregados de muitas mercadorias abarrotados
sem delles tirarem nada e na era. de tantos annos viuhão cinquo naos com embaixador pera o

Rey da China os mander'is de nãto ordeuarão com iuncos de ladrões que enganassem dous
nauios com recados falsos de paz tomarão dous nauios e os tres que ficurão não souberão como

o embaixo! del Rey n. s01‘ estaua. metido nas cadeas e sua companhia e tomado toda sua. fazenda e

vestidos I e sem comer nas cadeas como fazenda de ladrões sendo dembaixada assi recebido dos

grandes e o presente que vinha pera o Rey recolhido sem querer mandar o embaixor isto não he
insta- mas he inst» de tres mandaris ladrões ampochim o anhanci e lentocim e pio de nãto que

pics roubos que tem feitos querem matar o
. todos por q o Rey da China o não sayba veyo isto a

minha noticia vim qua e em de menhãa serey em Cantão por vor a cidade onde se faz tal iustica

o embaixador seja a mim enuiado antes de eu chegar a
. Cantão como for entregue a mim então

fallaremos em o que releua e ao que são vindo do que he passado e se não quiserdes fique a

culpa. sobre vos outros que recebeis embaixadores e presëte e pl'o roubar o meteis nas cãdeas
esta he feita a. tãtos dias da lua.

Assi q escrita a carta e enuiada. a pregoar liberdade na terra. a todos e com toda cousa de
remos entray o Rio e se tardar o recado se bem parecer por lhe officio a. pouoacão e queimar toda

a fustalha. que não aproueitar pera. seruiço de guerra e morta. a. gõte quem não seguir o bando tres
dias que lho tolhão os mantimentos morrerão todo sa. fome a

.

cidade tem hüa grande casa dc
mantimentos quasi pegada a porta da banda do ponente dentro dos [R 123 v

] muros mas pera.
repartir pio pouo he nada porque pouo he sem conto e compra cada dia o que ha de comer assi
que todos hão de morrer a. fome e ãose daleuantar contra os mandnrís como se gente alenãtar
logo a cidade he alouantada compre tear grande aviso em não receber recados de dilacöes por
não acudirem muitos paraos com mantimentos a cidade em Canto ouuer recados de vento que
som tantos e o pouo tanto que se não pode isto ver sobre tudo a, fustalhn desbaratada no rio não
pareça cousa de Chis que não seja queimada. com este tal matar saltara o medo na valia. dos
mandaris e cmbatarseam contra elles e isto se deue fazer e ser mais breue do que digo pol-qn..
toda a gente esta esperando por portugeses a cidade per terra não lhe podem acndir mantimentos
que os caminhos são logo aleuantados que sem vindaI de portugeses o fazem quanto mais neste
todo aroz a de vir pl'o rio e cüpre ter vigia p'lo estreito q esta pio rio acima ao norte obra de
ma legoa por onde lhe pode' vir muntim'ëtos c socorro neste se ponha fustalha q tomado o estreyto

q não vinha tudo he na. mão se os mandaris ouuerem de fogir a de ser por este esteiro aqui he
sua saluncão 'ë este esteiro podem estar gallees e deste esteiro vem a cidade por terra que he
perto aly vem todo o mnndarim e daly o faz saber e então entra e vem cauallos per terra. a,
dizer aos mandarís da cidade que manderim he entrada feita na era de 534..

[f
.

124.] Trelado de outra carta que o mesmo Christouão vm escreueo da China.

s01‘.

Olhando sempre vossa carta mo desaliua muito minha infirmidade com os esforcos que sua
morçee dan. me da causa a
. ter algum lugar a
. escreuer sñor em breue não ser muita a leitura
repetindo sñor nesta cidade na qual sñor digo se a indja. estiuesse de maneira que o sor gouer
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nardor ordenou 0 s01‘ oytor do. sylueira com a. frota, q eada. anno vay a0 estreyto eonuindo nolla

tres mill homes trazondo mallauares pera. com 01105 per em espanto a. gente corn verem ostes mala

uares com as costas dos portugeses irz‘io tomando a. metade da. terra. da. China so ahi ouuesse

gete pera. soster tanta. oidade e tanta eopia. do villas que tfio fraea gente be e n50 tee maneyra,

nenhiia do defendimento.

Nesto Rio desta. eidade pod'é entrar so naos do duzentos tonelados todo o galiio por grande

que seja por respeito do demandar pouco agoa. / todo este rio sfior he do vase o todo he limpo
do pods-as que ainda d fice em seeo na. releua. porque o rio he muito alto fiea. a oidade sohmotida

debaixo destas naos I quando a more oncher poi-5o pranehn. dos golofies o nauios no. terra por
ode says a. gente per este rio estio as easas do arabaldo metidas com terem amparo per respeito

dagoa n50 alagar tudo 0 d1 amparo he do pedra entulhado do terra. altura, do hum homom o

m° home em lugares nada por todalas partes tem saidas muy fermosas mas ted-as ealq-adas do for

mosa pedra. / a qual pedra seruira. no prosente pera. fortalezas / porso a. so!‘ 0 fogo no ponta desse

urabaldo porque venha queimando tudo a0 longo do rio por ficor tudo limpo pera. a ai-t-olharia

iugar e porqne so n50 ponlfilo per [f
. 124 v
] hi os Chis tirar'e' com frechns 05 we emparo das

oaaas he neeessaria. p0r lho o fogo que fiqne tndo limpo sem nenhfia case. fiear.

Com tudo s0! onlhese born a pringipal desembnreaoio e no moo desse arabalde onde estaa

lli‘ia case dos mandar'is qunndo v50 porn. algnres v50 aly desombarcnr e embarenr a qual case. too

hum regebim'é'to do qnaes a quail cssa ho daredor eereada. do taypa. feita de terre posts. em altars

do hum remessio onde so nesto lugar pode rocolhor some do gente com mandarem do ribar no

rodedor todas as cases pord fiqne lngar poi-a. so a fortaloza fazer pom so por artolharia fazendo

huracos nestas taipas pera. porom bombardas grosses ate so fazer a. fortaleza. quo nesse lugnr

mesmo se ha. do fazer com a fortaleza. e ir entestar no rio e vir ontestar com a porta. do eidado
t'azendo hi‘la. courage. muito forte e fremosa que vaa. tomando sobre o

,
porta da. eidade que sogi

gue o. oidado toda poi-que tudo he terra. chm como a
.

palms, do. mio com artellarie. pera. hum

cabo e porn, ontro a qusl courage ha. do fiear em maneyra. da. ponte dando Inger a hum riozinho

que se mete o more 0 0 araballde e pera entrar'é na, qidede teem hda. ponto do pedra muito fer

mosa, e a eonraqa a de ser apegada. com'ests. ponte osta courage fiea sobro esta. Porto. e toms. do

ponte e a do ter a seruetia. pl’a. fortaleza mosmo ends so done npousétor o alcaido moor.

Tonto s01‘que a desembareaqio for neste lugar oulho be (i he perto do. porta. do oidade so So

a qidade nio rende por so is tres camellos o derribario as portas que s50 duos estfio ibas do duas
defronto hfia. do. outra, estas portas s01‘ s50 foradas do oobre tanto ('1 entrarom irfio tor a. casa. do

poehtqy que he a prinoipal easa. que nests. eidade ha. que he a
. case onde ostaa a fazenda do Rey

onde so aehara, muita prata que n50 teem conto e assi muito euro 0 mercadorias / esta casa he a

eabeoa. desta. gouorniqa porque nosta casa desde ph monhi [f
.

125] ate noite nunca. so faz senio

poser pmta, das rendas que do todos os oabos vem na qual case. so porom duzotos on trezentos

home's com hum oapitio que fiqne posto na qidade ate so a fortaleza fozer / e assi so ha. do fazer
him fort-aleza. dentro na. eidado ondo ostan. hum outeyro pequono com hfios igrejas teom em s

i

pedm poi-a t'nzer a fortalezo a. qual fortaleza. ha, do ser assentada sobre o muro que Vny pora a

handle do norte que he terra. firme com him terra. do qnatro sobrados tudo choo dartolharia, que

fogue porn 0 norm 0 ponento oleuante e assy p“- n oidado fiquiio todos os cabos resgoardados com

esta. fortaloza o a eidado motida e sopondo debaixo desta fortaloza na qnal fortaloza. s01‘ ostario
00m homes tiqnn ta‘i forte a eidade que m‘io podo deqer him one que tenha remedio a fogir os

quaos g
6 hoxnEs s01‘ sol-11o mndados do tres ou quatro moses ir'é snor darmada. fazerem proueito.

Assi s01" ir a dar em hi‘m feitoria que so chama o concliefaa. ondo sse escapsirfio mil presos

o monos so 0s mandm-Ts 0s nz‘io matarem por avorem medo do so no. eidade alleunut-m’é 0 meta
rem os mandm-Ts ossi pello consegninte assi estn. chea. do pmta, que tambem oso reeolh'e' renda

do Roy 0 as penas dos presos que s50 em grfi maneirn mta protn. a qual fnzonda s01"que nests
feitoria estiuor so mndarn desto pera a case. do pochecy ondo h5o do estar estes homes por em
mentos so fnzer a fortalezo rocolherem ahi todo o que se tomar e assi irio a ontms dnas feitorias
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do Rey tambem tern muits prsta. do rendss que se arocsdio as quaes duss feitoriss so chamso

per nome nsyhsy e pdnhsem e so so achsr osts folda toda so pssssrs so pochenqy a so shy over
do gusrdar ate tndo sor ssentsdo I serTo svisados que so csso for n50 schsrem prata nenhia o
dentro nessos csss que sso grsndes scharem algum homem sejs perguntsdo por isso que podo
ser estsr soterrsds em lugsr que se nio ache que por ossss qidsdos que s50 cibatjdas [f

. 125 v
]

dos ladroos sssi fszem que a soterrso e deixio por s negaqa. quatro on qinquo mil tses por nso
sndsrem os ladrdes buscando tudo que vso dsr com olls.

E assi so porgnntars s01’ pl’os gndoos do sroz :1 s50 sets on oyto easas onde estz'io tres man
dsr‘fs peqnenos comparaueeis sllxel as qnsos cssss teem em s

i

milhoes do milhies do piquos
daroz pa :1 regra dos msndorTs o assi outra gento o qual sroz so so possere' s vendor a gente da
terrs farse so mais do qusrents mill tsees do prsts pollo qual s01‘ se porso trinta homes com
hum cspitio e terem gusrdsdo este aroz ate so a qidodo o consas virom assentar som so desto

aroz bollir delle que so csso for sfior nso ouuer remedio so presonto nso acodir aroz no manti
rnentos do fora monra a gente da qidade toda ha. fome I entso 501: he neeo sbrirso esto aroz o

vendor esto aroz s gente que no gidsdo ostiner e se csso for vsler csro desse slgi tanto do
bsrsto por a gente nso toer entso per onde o mercar que todn. a gem sor s msis della d nesta

gidsde viue s50 todos ol’ficises e mercadores e gento toda. d por fazere morcadoris vinom d a geto
s0!‘ que he rics e tom terrss viuem p'l'os sldess onde tee a, suss terms que as terms squi valom
s peso do dinheyro esto he 0 respeito por onde s gonte morrors s fome n50 vindo sroz do fora
a vendor que so use pode soster ests gidade tres dias que n50 mours a gente a fome por ser
muito o pouo.

olhem hem.

E sssi se dare. sor desto aroz aos pedreyros e csrpintrofl e ferreiros e trsbslhsdores que nos
fortalezas andsrem dando lhe cads dis. lres fis de son jornal qne sic doze is per din e sndarsu
contentes d squi 0s mandar‘ls pers soos serujos lho dio dons fis 0 so n50 trabalhso d5 lhe sqoutes
como pslhss pollo qual sdres serio estos trabalhsdores be pagos sem so do del Rey nosso s“?
tirar nem gas tar hum qeitil [f

.

126] somente desto sroz so farso qem fortslezss nests terra

que toda s cssn do msndarym teem pedrs esteos porn. sobrsdos do torros e do que quiserem
tanto quanto nz‘w s50 neqessarios tsntos.

E assi $01‘so mandara. logo em breue taper do pedm e qusl todsllas portas que vio per-a o
norte e sssi as do ponente e lensnte use deixsndo nests, oidsde somente esta. ports por onde so
sirua a g'G-to que he do vir dsr com a. fortslezs e o sor cspitso moor so tornsra s recolher onde
so desembsrcou com tods a. gentle ssluente 0s trez'étos homes que ficarso dentro no. oidsdo
na- csss do pot-hie)’ I he comes grands o fechsdo tudo com a fort-sloza com os chaues ds oidsde
so dsrem do noite a, este cspitso que ‘é

’

m’étes que ali estiuer em quanto se fag-i0 ss fortalezas o

polls monhia, serio dadss a. quem tiuer cargo do gusrdsr aqnella. ports e do fecllar com do noyte
vigiarem e tocarem os stsbsgues como he vso cnstnme.

E sssi s01‘ so ordensrs com a get-e da. ten-s com so ropsrtir e so ordensr hum homem por

csbeea do, mesms term tsllscG do mnro vigisrs s gente que nsqnollss russ viuel-o porque assi he

sen custumo e istjllo com lho darem stsbslles que tomare nas casas dostes mandnrls p’l's menhsa.

vierso dar conta. como he custumo squelle capitfio d estiuer naquolls cssa. tal csbo ests seguro

virso ontros e tal cabo estn. seguro darsm as chsues pera sbrire s ports c6 s0!’ deixar em sognro

o estillo do. term 06 so pore do giolhos aos some cspitses e assi tods a ontra p8 que quslqr cargo

tiuor que o custnme da. term sssi be e n50 so pox-qua d a gente he mas o assi pl's consegninte

sqoutsllos como nfio estiuere prestes so q sfio obrigados a
. fazer doutm ma-nejrs sera. trabalho

soster ests gets que os msdsrls nnnoa sl mo senfio desde polls menhfis ate noite e mstar o n50
podem com elles.

Se caso for sOr que poser-o per hi slgis bsrcos e com elles [f
. 126 v] tirarem saiso a tomsllos

que qnslquer gente os tomars como vire que saom pers esso proposito n50 esperso que sues armss

n50 cisint'o esperorem a cousa. do portngeses as espadas s50 de feig-so das nossas obrs do tres
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palmos fcrro morto so tore": ponba trnzom por armas bajos acolchoados hfi capaqoto no. cabooa
foito dostanho tirio frochas e 1150mnito born esta ho a sun manm do. guorm estes s01‘ que s50
apronmdos a ysso que a. gente do pouo nfio o snbo fazor somlfl fochio as portas e n50 elm-5o do

mayo 0 soterrarem o que team do pratu. qno cousas do casn n50 tom somte hfia mosa- volla 0 his.

cdoyra toda. outra cousa do prata soterram.

E late so! n50 a. gente do pouo nfio teem cousa. nonhfia. dospada nom frecha somonto o pouo
quando so i'ocreqo slgfi aarlonilmmlio fegllfio as portas o coda hi1 so mote om sun casa e a. qn'é mais

pode a essos obedeqom finalmonto s01‘ que osta gento com que os nmndarTs sosto a, term he dosta.
mnnoirs a. qnsl oontn. don em brouo I todo homo’ que ho proso ho inlgndo a morrer ondo ass-i na.
cadea qnatro o cinquo snnos v6 ontros mandarls e so to o proso prata peila escreu'é dcllo so
Rey o oo midoris grandee abremno daquolla ponna que toom o dfiolho dogrodo pom todo som~

pro o assiv 0s f°8 ficio obrigntoiros tibom a esbo dogrodo ho comparnuol sfior a. hom'ds que em

portngal degradoo porn as Ilhas 0 qnal lromem he compnrado n. algoz estes homEs diolho cada.
mes hfl piquo daroz pera Comer om sna. oasa. com sun molher c assi doutros {tos so rocroqfi tam
born fazero destos homes dogradados ostos homfis dosta gidado dcgrndfionos porn outra gouornfiga.
os dontras gouornanqas dogradio pom ostn. avora nests gonornanqa ropartidos pollas oidades,
villus o lngoros qno est-5o gnardddo as porlzas o cadeas e audio pcllos rios n50 so aloustio [f

.

127]

pollas qldades trozo ate qnatorze mil homos I nosta. Qidado esbario continnadamonbo tros mil

homos gnardando as portas da. gidado com capibfies p‘l'o qual 1150 ha, molaunr que n50 poleje com

quoronba dostos hom'é's o todos os matara. que o seu goito todo he como molhoros 1150 ha. nollcs

osbomago somento apupodas com osta. gonbo sostom os mandaris osta term quo he 0 mundo.

Pollo qual tanto que a. from so fizom volla pom vir porn ostn qidndo n50 ha mandarin: que
no. qidade agusrdo n, frota no rio 0s msndm'ls doitarsc 50 pollns portas fora nisto nio ha dnuidn.
nonhilo sonfio sor assi no mo dosto rio esta hfia igroja dos chls adl osta no. frontario no meyo da

qldndo sora tamanha como a. fortaloza do oalequu a qual ostn ja
. foits em his fortoleza. semi.

orguoro o mnro o fazorom lho torros 0 quol so done do fazer hila. fortaleza forto do terms on
balnnrtos porqno ostando ostu fortaloza ally com vinto ou trinta homos he color 0 rio o tndo

dogollodo pol-que daly ha do iulgor a. arbelhario. pom bodas as bidas nssipcra a oidade como pollo
rio aoima como p‘l‘o rio abaixo o l'unduml5o que so do jndia ha. do trazer artolharia que c6 qual
buor gente fario facanhas.

Como for assentada a g’éto no. qidado logo om breue n'io so pnssando mais qno dons ate

quntro dias so tomorio pm'aos e so conqortarfio logo ("
5

fustas so l’frouxorem e irio p'l'o rio aqimu
cum louarfi some. do artellmria. irio quoimando qudtos paraos e juncos o consas so achar do
villas o lngaros fazendose grandes estroyqdos sem ficar consa nonhfia a0 pres'éto por por espnnto
no gente que ainda (1 do oima vonln‘lo 0s mnndarTs gmndes oom algfin gente que so nfio ache

embarcaqso nenhfia nom achE msntimontos nenhils porn a gente [f. 127 v
] comer qnanto mais on

croo que nio ha do doqernenhfi nom podo porquo so doixsrom lna 0s ladrfios 50 so dolenfitar polls.
term e am do vir roubnndo e matando o mnndo todo como somber-6 que esta qidado he tomada.

que se podom aqui vir acolllor e omborilhsda a term. do maneira que apollida toda que logo so ha.

gonte ha do aleuitsr pl'o gonornanga o 1150 ha danor manderim que no maboem p'l'o qnal a guerra
so fags crnamonto per onde quer que pudorom assi qno todas estas tros gonernangas e

l

Roy da

China ha do porder conuElhe fazor conqorbo c6 05 soos capit'ios 1150 so pode soster nom a torra,

montar n6 nndnr gouernodu nom pagar'é dlreytos a0 Rey porque no podo semear nem so podo
fazer morcadoria p10 qual fozendoso congerto faqase muito a pronojto dol Rey nosso s01’ que lhe

dam ol Roy da China. hfia nao currogada. do prata. cadonno por so n50 embnrilharem todas qninze

gonornanqns 011 so domouor o assi so fora. morcadoria. como om dantos.

Eassi s01‘ pita. Illm da, viniags faz o comlnho pera qnatro on qinco qidados mesmo desta

gonernanqo o mnita. v“ o pouougoos do ma logoa. om oomprida com muito pono as qnaos qidados
s50 grnndes e do gonte riquo 0 do muiba. soda e todo o forro o cstanho dolly vom o assi s0!‘ qno
ho grido trnto que o lloy trata. c5 esta- sor que tom nollo gmndo ronda. as quacs gidados ostfio a0
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longo do. Costa. 0?) 0 mar nellas so hater que dam-5o estas Qidades quanta renda o ray tem no. term

a el Rey nosso 501‘e assi obedeeerio p0‘ n50 serem estrnidas e per 0 pouo se n50 ver perdido o

1150 consentirfio mnndarim da term que os gonerne somcnte por fazerem partido que sejio 0s

sens copitfies contentes com dm‘em a. metade das rendns a 01 Roy nosso so‘ que use [1. 128]
ha. qidade que 1150 de col-25m ginqnoenta mill crnzados oadn anno / nfio digo de villas qne as villas

assi 0 so do fazer qne dario segnndo n renda vinto mill 0 trinta, mill crnzados de parias e darno

his. use do prntn. a. el Rey nosso s01‘ se nestn terrn se gastar hum ceitill dcl Rey nosso s01‘ senio

leuarfio pera a. India so fazerem 0s gestos e cergos de nnos pa portugal.

Estes gidades podem ir a. ellas em todo tempo assi n0 innerno como no verio tndo em lu‘i
poi-que tudo ho de ser galees fermosas e fnstas e nauios consa de remo e tndo se nauega pies
rios e per antre jlhns que nqni 0s ch'is todo o anno nnnegfio / assi pera. hum cabo como pera
ontro / e a. gonerniqa deste oantfio e de foqnem per hi parte c0111hfia. qidade destas que se chnma

coichenfa. da gonernanea. de foqnem ostn logo hfin gidnde que se chains cnmchcn he oidade
fermosa e a grnnde esta estan no mar he cousn riqna da seda e tafetas e de ciferae mnito
sale do grande trafegs e tem em si grsndo numero do inncos com todo tpd podem hire
vir que desta eidade em todo tempo vfio e po'é .xv. xx. dias por este caminho da Ilhn. este he
fermoso caminho por aner mnitos villas c ponoaooes ta‘ibem tom ontro brago anti-e este terra de
Gantfio por onde v50 e tambem bom caminho por todas estas consas so perguntara aos ChTs e
tem ontros mnitos rios per onde v50 a outros lugares.

Assi sor por essa banda. desse coljay onde ore. cstnes esteo tres gidades as qnees se chnmio

per nome hfin loycheu ontra lenchen outm qnanchen siio lo mnis metidns pera, dontro pera o

braqo do mar que so mete antre as Ilhas dayna‘io [f
. 128 v
] vem dar uestas qidades c6 daredor tore

muitns VM 0 ponoaqdes e s50 grandee gidndes de muitas rendns e tambem teem algfi nljofre as

quaes per forge 50 de ohedeger no pomler del Rey nosso so!‘ u n50 pode consentir mnndm-Ts do
Rey somente se for per conqci-to do que os sens copitz‘ies Fuel‘? 0 qnal per forgo. dario tl'es torgos
do, rendn. a. e

l

Rey nosso sor e hnm tel-go a e
l

Rey do China por n50 se qneimarem nem destruirem

estas gidades e villas que tudo esta a. mio poderem fazer qninhentos e seis centos hom'és com
trinta, on corenla. villas tndo de fnstss que artelhnrin ha. de fazer a gnerra.

Pollo qnnl nests oidnde que se chemo. qnancheul’n tem grandee serrarias e nestas serrarias
se recolhe grands some. do ladroes e derio jn

.

dnas vezes nesta qidade ea. roubm'io toda 0s qnaes
lndrdes como sonberem da tomnds. desta Qidade 50 de deger 0 am de dar della que 1150 189 entio
que’ a gouerne (1 0s mandaris 50 de fogir e assi em villns e lugares 50 de ronbar e mater ate que
os sens capities n50 ponhio nisto pronisio n50 teem este pouo sem virem pedir socorro no em
capitdo moor com pedire portugeses qne v50 gonernar aqnelln term 1150 se dnmnifiqne dos
ladroes que o pouo n50 teem defensfio somente o mais do pouo meter'ése de companhie. a ronba

rem que o mais de gets he gets de vento desemarrada toda de merendoria conse do vento assi
como 301'hi he gets riqna. ssi ha hi g'é'te que n50 pode alcanqnr de comer esta he a rezso por todo
sio ladxoes.

Pello qual sm' tanto que esta Qidade cstiner forte com fortaff.l29]lezas nos lngares q

oompre e do indie Vier gente em todas estas gidades que cstinerem abordndas a0 mar e com os
rios s8 fare em calla, Qidade his. fortaleza forte ends so ponheo hnm capitfio com ginqn'éta homes

para. gonornm' a term 0 recolher as rendas pera el Rey nosso sor com a. gente da. term mesmo I

09 qnaes portugcsos que ahi estinerem 50 de ter do todos cargo e 1150 de ser todos riqnos, (‘i he.
de ser p‘l'o estillo dn term estes Chis 50 de ser fieys como sr‘ir forem mnansndos ('6 0s portngeses

e nssi cm V“s so fario tnmbem fortalezns com sepre ser tndo corrido c6 fnstnlha 01's ir e vir
qnsnto mais gente qnsnto mais proneito tsto mais se ha de ir alcieido.

De prinqipio 5°!‘ so meta. o ferro nelles e o fogo nltnmlso pol-d assi se quore 0s inimigos de
prinqipio e tanto que 0 s01’ Capitio mor vier porn entrar no rio seja destroido este lugsr que se
chama nito onde estfio capities da gnerra c5 obra de dons mil homes destes degradados que por
ser frontaris e per estrangeiros ali vii-em de mercadoria estio ahi nesso lugar algfis iuncos sejn
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todo tomado e queimado esse lugar todo srdido em fogo que a gente que abi estan nio ha des

perar / e assi vindo pera Qima a0 longo do costa estas him ponoagio do gente o qual mandario os
bateis qnejmsr e tomario pnraos boos e se touerem idcos qnoim'ouos n50 qnoimando os psrsos qne
s50 sutfigi'étes pom correrem rios c6 elles e assi vindo mais pl diante onde esta hfia ilha que so
chama aynscha so tomnrio pescadores que sabe a ontrada da barra a qual ylha be ponoada. recolhe
em si mnitos iuncos into 05 bateis [L 129 v] e fustns queimar 0s iuncos se nio forem fogidos e assi
ha mtofl pal-nos n50 dosbarato' estes paraos que do pringipio hi0 de sev muito negossarios que todo
parao destos pode trazer tres bergos e ginco s seis hom'és portugeses n50 contando remeiros tudo
isto sfior sera ostroido porqne fiquo tudo limpo que es naos que no harm ficarem ficars tudo

segnro e yrio e virio os bateis cada vez qno neqessario for sem receo do nenhfi cabo lhe ser feito
periuizo irfio o virfio olhido s01‘ tndo fica resguordado n50 se pode error em cousa nenhfia. como

pera estes termos e de Christouio Vm so rogero seja. s01‘ tudo bem visto n50 so suindo do que
aqni diz tudo seja estroido nfio fiquem esscs inimigos nas costas.

Destn gonernanqn sor como fortalozns e tudo foy sssétsdo irio a foquem que he gonernign sobre
sy que he consa, bon do soda 0 mercadorias no qnal se corro todo anno irio e virfio o todas as Qidades
e v8:8 estio chegadas a0 mar como for his armada do galees o fnstas ate corenta on mais om que
andem seis qentos on sets qontos homfis fario por aly faoanhas em que fario tudo tributario a el

Roy nosso s01‘ todas estas (gidades e villas c6 cadanno trazor'é do pariss hum nauio carrogado do

prata n50 podem menos fazer por so n50 destrnir e perdor a term per conqerto am do pal-ti!
as rendas p10 m0 com e1 Rey nosso s01‘ qno nesta gente n50 1m nenhfia. dofensfio como ounirem

rogir hiia. bombarda 50 so do it per nos ontejros e onlhar o que qnerom fazer 0s portngeses olhese
quanta riqneza sem so tmzer nom se gastara. somente leuarem [f

. 130 ]limpameuto pern Portugal

outra india. so alcangam e do tonto proneito e per tempo mnito mais que recreqera. msis gente e assi

irio alcangando mais e sogigarz'no mais e nssi todolos portngeses mnito riqnos que a terrao conféte
assi so 5 do hir a. esta. foquem pom a bands do. Ilha dondo fsrio mercadorias por onde desta

c'idade gouernonqa s50 qidades 0 V0‘5

6 lngsres o pouoaqoes e assi do foquem com esta frota tudo

so corre assi desto. Csntiao a term e assi a do foqu'é tudo sor do harm ferro fazio logo tributario 0

false 50 grandee dcstruiqoes om queimarem iuncos que ostes foqnE tem numero do milhoes delles

o assi em pol-E as pross dos galees e fusta-s nas eidades as bombardadas ainde que vonhe, pedir

mIs n50 0s deixio sor do principio a. saber o que podem fazer o poder del Rey nosso so!‘ no torra.

per-a. lhes virem as pareas redondas sem refusaro é nenhfi tempo do que os seos capities ordenaro

50 de ter pera isto conhecimento do que lhe podem fazer.

Assi sm' a0 mar desto foquom estio 0s lequeos que cadanno vende mercadoris a patene e soyio

em tempo do my de malaca. ir a malaco s50 mnitas ilhas e ondo esta. o my be hfia. ylha. mnito

gmnde e n50 pode s01‘ ser menos porqno a gé'te he limpa. o fazem inncos muy grandee as quees

ylhos t'é' muito onro e cobre 0 form 6 mnitas mercadorias que ha. em malaca. e patane quo trazem

e teem damasoos o seda mnita e poroollnnas desta gonerniga. do foquem a tomarem as primei

ras ilhas s50 tres dias de golfio estes leqneos vom cada dia fazer mercodoria, c6 esta, term de

foqne' e do foqnem v50 escondidamento [f
. 130 v
] la a fazer mercndoria. no (1
1

per tempo podem ir

com elles fazer mercadoria. o elles virem aqni fazer mercadoria e so via. sor teqendo o trato nests

gidade de toda parte de pace e patane e 0 p50 do syem se fare. aqni ontm casa da India. que este.

terra. tem gl'ande negessidade desto p50 do syfi agora. val aqni mnito/ ontras mercsdorias
oscnsorse 50 I este p50 n50.

Sejio so1restas cartas mostradas nos so!c5 capities mores n50 so emcnbrso s"? que se jorgo

alum-oz amostrara. as cartas que lonana. no sor dom estenio e de nos sonbcrfio en confio que

nio estinoremos nqui nests. codes on uiuos on mortos em dons annos on o sor gouernador
onnera do mandar on do malaca so onnern de ordenar cousa. por ondo nos daqui tirarfio pol-que

so faz, m° sernjo a e
l

Rey nosso sor bnscarse todollos remedies pera nos daqni s01"timrem por

tanto on confio s01‘ em sun merge com ostns leuar nio so esperar de Portugal a 0
1 Roy nosso sOr

ordonar a vinda a esto. tel'ra somonte sua men-("o acaballo com 0 s01‘ gouernador na jndia pois que
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tamanhos dosejos 01 Roy teem dcstn torra tcllos desejos nio erra. el Roy n. so!’ someto estamos

espantados como n50 voe poder sobi'o esta. term aver tantos nnnos n50 sabomos a rozflo assi so!’

do his maneira on doutrn com seis noos como om outrns cartas so verii so podo tndo acabar s01
sendo sobro nossa soltum.

De him mancira ou dontra (3 s0!‘ vierE tito que esso porto chegarcm logo fag-(‘i0 os jnrahaqas as
cartas sobre nos nfio mande' sor matar podindo nos may altamente que a yso wee [1

.

131] :ssi so

causs for vir consa grande assi so ponha nosse poi-t0 5 nos pedir muito rijo que estes mandaris do nos
s01‘ teem o reqeo que sabomos a term osso he 0 respeito porqno nos n50 soltio e nos t'eo nesta cadeo
sondo a Innis l'orto que ha nesta cidade n50 posso so!’ escreuer mais largo por que tonho a mio doote
do chagas que me arehontarno e por n50 ser mais neqessario que cristouio Vicym nnnca deixa descrono
todallas mais cousas [ foita nests cndoa do Anohs as doz lnas e tantos (lias do ontobro rogando a

nosso s01‘ Ei vos guarde e vos queira s01‘ leuar a saluamento como sua moi-gee deseja.

Serujor do one morqee 1 V20 Caluo.

Eso homo siior que sua moi-gee traz por gain he home honrrado 10y homem que toue fazonda

_ csteue mnito tempo prcso 0 “mouse o foy degrmlado 0 tone maneyra como se l'oy a Mnlaca he 501'

home’ digno do lho ser foita hourrn e he homo snfiieiiéto poi-a esta term soja lhe so! cm Malaca dado

mantimento o a0 jurabaga que s50 necessaries.

si'ior.

Esta gouernnnqa de Cantflo sem do sua obrigaqfio om roda do duzontas legons bem feitas gidadcs

o villas 0 pouoncdes tudo esta assentado em torra chin metjdas p‘l'os rios armadns as cases cm modoyra

a gonernign do foquem he mais poquena teem menos duas oidados [f
.

131 v
] sem do sun obrigagiio em

Roda cento c sesonta legons he cousn muito boa o assi as cidades o villas assentadns do theor desto

Canton estns duos follies em qnc estio estas gouernanqas n50 so desapegnrfio porque dizem com estas
cousas que aqui viio escritas.

Eu s01‘ tenho o liuro de todas quinzo gouernnncns cada gouernfiqa quotas gidades t‘c' e We 0 outros
lugares tndo escripto largamte o 0 mode e manta que so to’ em toda a term e do rogimto della como

do todo o mais o cidados como estiio assentadas o outros lugares e assi proueitos del Roy n. so!‘ osta

hum homo estndando on s0r soy leer escreno a letra da torra. qno cstou doento c vejo 0s Chis e tomo

a letra.

Esta folha s01‘debuxada estaa a gouernioa do Cantio toda a qual signifies 0s rice as gidades que
s50 doz todas per sen nomc no po dossa folha a bio cidado (‘i so chama Aynao (‘

j quando v3 pera este

porto fica a mo esquorda tudo sin Ilhas como ahi s01‘ vcrois nos quaes Ilhas esta hfia populosa
gidadc 0 tires cheos quc s50 abaixo (la gidade o doz V“ q cada v“ he mayor que a gidade deuora doz
vczes mais goto ontra vl- onde estao cnpitses do guerra como sfio asses que o vossa guards estfio destas

Ilhas a esta cidade do Cantiio avers cinqnocnta on sesonta legoas.

P0110 s01-sio qninzo grnndcs gidadcs c mfio grandee pouoaqoos he consa rica do grandes rendas e
do pnlmarcs c arequas por rcspeito dostcs nrequaes c palmares he a milhor consa que he no term da

China onde so peso a0 aljofrc todo em outra part0 n50 no ha saluanto ncssas [f
.

182] ylhas as quaes

Ilhas s01‘partem do bands do sul con 0 roino do Cauchim o desta term do Cant-5o pcra no la met-ese
hum braqo do mar com bom vento passasso em hum din o Ruj vento dis 0 noyfo.

Pollo qua] BOY feita fortaleza ncsta qidado estas cidades s50 logo leuantadus o a mnis da goto

andarcm a roubar e mataro a hfi o a ontros porqno nfio ha do tor quem a gouernc no a que obedecer

porqne i0 do mater 0s mandnris on fogirom que a gente he muito pobre e maltratada dos mandaris

qu‘e gouemio.

Estas Ilhas e qidades nfao too 501'nenhfia maneira do socorro fazendosse hfla lortaleza no princi

pa] gidade com qninhotos homes estantes nella e com muita fustalha que corra 0 braqo do mar com

ouiros quinhi'etofl homes ficio somctidas a obedeoero a 9
1

Roy noaso 5°’ porqne do geito com as rendas
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que sohião a pagar ao Rey destas çidades destas Ilhas tirarse ha grande riqueza em grão maum como

a terra assëtar que são as rendas muy grandes.

Deueis saber sor que mais foy tomarse Goa do que sera tomarem estas cidades e sogignrem por

respeito da gëte ser muito fraca em grão maneira e não teem lealdade cõ- Rey në com pay nem may não

andão senão com quem pode mais que cousa tam boa se deixa dalcançar assi pollo cõseguinte teem

grão copia de gimgibre esta gouernaça teem muito gemgibre muito bom e canella não he muito fina.

Pollo qual sor deixo esta substancia deste Aynão [f
. 132 v] torno sñor a esta cidade de Cantão

que he a cabeça desta gouernança estão aqui os mandar'ís grandes todos os ftos da iustiça aqui vem

despachar rendas p'l'o conseguinte he formosa e populosa cidade he cousa muito a mão pera o poder

del Rey n. s“! nella fazer cousas facanhosas estas do geito da cidade de Lixa hum galeam que nesta

çidade entrara fara render porque mete a cidade debaixo de sy não avers homë que apareça como

artelharia tirar não auera homem que apareça nem quem gouerne gente nem menos a cidade.

Viuda hüa frota com tres mil hom'ës farão hüa fortaleza na cidade tomandoa ¡or e
l

Rey n. s°_f

a qual fortaleza farão onde Christouão Vieyra escreue com hüa coura'ça que venha sobre a porta de

tres ou quatro sobrados que sogigue a metade da çidade farão dentro na cidade his fortaleza em hum
outeyro onde estao hiss igrejas dos Chis a qual fortaleza sera do geito da de Calecu tomara sobre o

muro da cidade que vay pera a banda do norte com hüa torre grande que jogue pera aquella banda

e fica a cidade toda sometida debaixo no qual lugar a pedra madeyra e telha pera fazerem duas for

talezas com os pedreyros da terra e serujflwfl como areas p‘l'a praya do mar estarão nesta fortaleza

atee çem homës e as chaues da cidade de noita darse ão ao capitão desta fortaleza as portas que vão da

banda do norte e do leuante ponente serão fechadas a seruintia sera pera a banda do rio.

Com fazerem porteiros em cada porta hum portugese çinquoenta homes da terra que tenhão

cargo da porta esta gente a solda da cada dia dous fõs a sera de pagada que sera p‘l’o estillo da terra

o de saber que' entra na çidade e o que vem fazer e ha de hir polias e chaues polla menhãa a forta
leza que esta dentro na çidade.

l

Pera cima desta cidade onde se fazem dons rios se fara bin fortaleza feita de muralhas altas com

muita artelharia com duz'ëtos [f
.

133] homës e fustalha que se dizem algún gente que lhe terão sor

Rio não tem pera onde possão vir a esta cidade p'l'o qual sor he mais de soster Goa do que sera
soster esta gouernança e allem del Rey n. se' aver grande riqueza toda a outra gente ha de ser riqua

porque a terra da lugar a tudo pics muitos cargos que na terra hão de ter.

Pollo qual sol' de principio ¡verse a destes paraos da terra grades que são sufliçientes pera ysso

e correrão quantos rios por h
i

ouuer c queimarão quantos barcos acharem e inncos como isto ao pre

sente for queimado e destruído a fome morrerão que não teem por onde lhe venhão mantimentos e se

algum caminho teem não ousão de andar por elle por respeito que tudo são ladrões no mundo se não

achara terra de riqueza e pera someter debaixo do poder senão estae não muito poder e se o poder

for grande quite mais riqueza se alcançam.

De prinçipio sor serão altamente castigados com artelharia que fallaudo agora nella metem o

dedo na boca despantados de cousa tam forte por respeito de ser gente que não teem estomago e

desque naçe ate que morre não torna na mão senão hüa faca sem ponta peru cortarem de comer

saluãte sor a gëte que trazem a soldadada que andão guardando com esses capitães os portos e rios de

ladrões e por se não fazerë inncos grandes por se não aleuantar o pono a. fazei-ë ladrões porque viuem

em grande sogeição como Christouão Vm da conta nessas cartas que escreue em que se da a conta
sor toda.

Pollo qual sor se fara nesta cidade outra casa da India. não trazendo de portugual saluante daqui
leuarem nao carregada de prata e ouro pera na India fazerem cargo das naos pera portugal e sl'

fazer o gasto na India daqui ira cobre [E. 133 v
] salitre chumbo pedra Vme cstopa cabres todo o ferro

pregadura breo todas estas cousas são tanto em abastança que he pera espantar aqui se fara toda

armada que na India se ouucr mister galecs galiõcs naos ha madeira muita Carpinteiros da terra
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mu.tos oomo biohos e ass! -0l'l‘vi|'uS podreyros telhe‘ros outros ol'figiaes e porn espantar nzio ha portugea

nenhum do por mio em pcdra uom em pao pera so fortaleza fazer.

Toda p'm'éta do pacE do pedir patane oanda so fara him gramle foitoria do riqueza aqui como

a term asoutnr ponlo a plmenLn em quinze doznseis tz‘ais que ninguem n30 ha de tl'atnr com ella

somoute el Rey uosso s01‘e assi so!‘ todallas mercadorias do Syio tomario {- pfio o darlhe 21o outras

mercudorias porquo a lemma ha desun' ohca do meroa-loria da term e assi a morcadoria dessus pal-ton

farso a uumero do riqueza o a gente darmas n50 llle neg'cssario tratar com ostas mercadorias porque

a term he tamanha e do tamauhos pruueitos que se gem mil homés ouuer todos tel-5.0 cargo e todos

s50 p’lo estillo da ten-a do peitus e lladiuas muito graudes.

Daqui s01‘corrorio nu gouernanqa do foquem mil gouernanqa teem oito oidades e setentu V!
pouaoors \le tres mil "oziuhos so 1150 l'olla saluante oousa, (1emuros pd'o qual so corre com sul tornara

quando quiserom que sempro loom mouqio que entrio por rios pollo qnal sor daqui se ordenara cupitfio
moor com trinta vellas -f

. galees fustas tudo cousa do remo e algum galeio e de pal-ess por estas

oidades Van pouoaooes trario galoes carregados do riqueza com seis gentos homé‘s se fara tudo isto.

Porque s0r toda a oidade por conoerto pagara corenta ginquoenta [f
.

184] mill tios do prata
as villus vinto trinta. mill ties e leuarfio morcadorias e trario mercadoria estaa pareas por respeito de
n50 destruirem a tetra e dosse n50 nleuantar o pouo com u gouernanoa matando mandafis o roubarem

nas feltorias del Rey que todas estao olleas do pram tolla a oidado tom feitoria mandarim grande

outros tres que gnuernio e teem cargo do just“ toda a V11 ha foitoria he oonsa. boa esta gouemfioa e

correrfio polla cost! cosul com pilotos da term irfio ‘logo dar na gonornanga do chnquoam que teem

onzo gldatles e oytenta villas he muy riqua gouormmoa do muims e grades rendas teem mnita prata

e muita soda com sois oGtos seto oentos homiis tun-Tao a frota carregada de prata tudo de pareas esta

costs do foquom s01‘ cstao as Ilhas dos lequeos tres dias do caminllo do foqnem s50 muitase s50

riquas de muito ouro e oobro ferro vem cada dia fazer mercadoria a esta terra do foquem esta gente

em Q30 do Roy de Malaca hiio a malaoa fazer mercadoria e agora v50 a patane I estas Ilhas do!

lequeos he oousa boa e assi que consa grands ostio so mm- desto foqnem tres dias do caminho muito

ouro muitas moruadorias vem fazer cada dia mercadoria a esta term soyfio de hit a malaca no tempo
do Rey della. agora vem a patane fazer mercadoria tnmbom gnsta mtfl pimenta.

Martin] Affonso de Mello s01’ vinha bem ordenado pera fni paz e nos tirar o l'azer fortaloza em
tal lugar dauio mal enformagfio a o

l

Rey nosso s01‘acabara tudo porqne trazia embaixor e vinlw. pi'o

que aqui estnua quis a mofina (le muitos (i so fizosse tarnanho dosarranjo como se fez ‘é midar assi dons

nauios com hom’és manoobos que so no virfionunca [1". 134 v] om nada p'l’u qual s01‘ coda nnuio tiraua
pera sou cabo quando tanta copia do iuncos virio desmnuchn forio dar co nauio de Dingo de Mello
sem lho tirm'em bombardada nem homo tirar espada da bainlm fnzendo zombaria que se armas'é' per:
os Rumos Podro homem sooorria a Diogo do mello foise motor fitro os iuncos aem tirar bombardada

0s junoos s01‘ orfio altnrosos as pedradas os tomarfio matario P0 homem 0 Di0 do mello nos nauios

e outros hom'és e a outra gents trouxerio a esta codes a irjbulados como deos snbo tstiuorio assi hum
anno as vezes aonutados dosto tronquo que tem cargo destas oadeas esperaufio 0s mandar‘is quo viessem

portugeses que pasou a mougfio leuarfio nos a matar iazondo feas justioas nolles.

O mnndo todo so? nio em bastaute a tomar hum nauio noso quanto mais done so lhe amostrario
0s domes ostiue meu hirmio svr nesso porto tres moses cercndo com mnnter mais que doz ou doze
homEs sem o podorem entrnr porquo lhe amostrana 0s dentes e so foy como sor la saboreis ficamlolhe

neata oida'lo a gente presa em mou poder passite de (loz mil toes tudo mo foy tomado plo qua] me
saloon D’s‘ por respoito desta fazenda.

Pollo qnal so!’ se 0 SM gonornador deixar assi estar osta gouornanqa om tanta bonnnga sem aver
algfla dotremonaqio sobro a vimla bem so podo ordonar (1emalaca e do paq'é'qinque vellas hem armadaa

e com mercadorias :1 nos podirom c6 fazerfi oortes do thoor que vny nus cartas do Christ-01130 Vieyra

a farse 13o tres cartas a0 qeuy pachonqy anchagy asta o que a ysso as manda a o
1

Rey 11.so! op'l'
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embaixo! e gente que tem nas cadeas que ha vinte annos [f
.

135] que são nesta terra sem o Rey nem

os mandaria os despacharem e so os não quiserem dar avem c
l

Rey n. sor outro conselho tanto que

chegarem os mandarão estes mandarís que gunrdão o porto e que trazem mercadoria se a quiserem

fazer'ëc pagarão seus direytos como erão de prinçpio e se quiserem vir a esta cidade estruila hão
toda cõ art-lharia e lhe porão fogo que entrão as casas no Rio e de mode-ym assi na cidade como de
fora sem aver quem a defenda não a h

i

quem aguarde a cousa de frange.

Pedindonos sempre em todos as cartas que se fizerem seja a prímm materia por nos afogarem

que teem grade reçeo de nos daremos em iorção da terra porque como nos deixarem de pedir hum

pouco logo nos hão de afogar que de nos estão tcmorizados.

Se caso for so! que pareça bë ordenar embaixo! não oulhãdo o que he feito na terra que o pago

o a0!‘ gouernador lho dara os mandaria o receberão com presente de chamalotes e veludos e grandes

panos darmar bargantes que tenhão veados e coelhos se qdo se acharem não se metendo cousa de aves

no presente porque não folgão com ysso espelhos grandes coral sandallo cousas que parcção bem.

Isto sor seja oulhado se farão nisso os seus capitães serujO a e
l

Rey nosso soI neste tempo todo

fazer a mercadoria em quanto for o embaixador ao Rey e vier estas cartas são escritas redobradas

porque se se perderë hüas que fiquem sempre outras.

[f. 135 v] Que o geito da terra he chamarë ao seu Rey fo de DE e ha terra chamão terra de
Deos e toda outra gente de fora da terra chamão salungës que não conhecem dš nem terra e que todo

o embaixo! que vem a sua terra que vam obedecer ao fo de Dš' e outras vaidades sor que he mta leitura

eu como sor digo estou do corpo muito cibado de pontadas e dores e não me da lugar a cscreuer com

pena nossa senão com pena china não se podendo fazer mais declarada letra Christouao Vra cscreue

com pena nossa. por-que esta em boa disposjção feita nesta cidade de Conti-.o dentro nas cadeas

enfcrnaes a dez dias de nouembro na era de [1536] annos encömendãdouos a nosso sol' vos leue desta

China como dcsojão vossas merçes.

Quando sol' se cscreuë estas estou eu sempre em vigia se vem algum Chim não nos tope a escreuer

que dos mesmos nossos moços sor nos guardamos porque andão mais deitados aos Chis que com

BOSCO. \

De todallas cartas que sor chcgar‹`›l escreucr chagarão tãtas cartas não se faca mais leitura sobre

isso que tendes into que escreuer sor ao que home pergunta.

Toda a carta grande e pequena sejão guardadas sem se romper nenhüa nem perder das que forem

pera ysso.

Vasco Caluo.

( To be continued.)

THE WRECK OF THE i* DODDINGTON,” 1755.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

[Continua] from p. 456.)

Observations on Bird Island.

Tm: First thing we did was to Seek Some Uloaths for we Were perishing with Cold and

Several, so Bruis'd, that they Could not Stir-r. As Soon as we got things to Cover ns` the Next

thing was to look for Water which we Found in a Butt That drove from the Ship, and as we

'Were all Very drowthy W'ith the Salt Water we Swallow'd drank very hearty. We then

went to work to gett a fire and As I had Often heard that Rubbing two peices of .sticks
together will fire them Was going to try the Experiment. when on of the people Found a

Barrel] of powder with the Head out, Notwithstanding Some of i
t was dry. This gave some
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Encouragement, to look for Utensills and Soon After Found a Small Escrutore23 with ‘2 Gun

Flints and a File in it with Which we Soon kindled a fire This gave us all great Spirits and
Indeed I thought the People would Never think they had Candles Enough, a light Box of
which was Found with the Escrutore. The people who Were most wounded got Round the

Fire and the Rest of us Made A Tent Over them. By the Time this was Done it was Noon
and HungerPut us in Mind of Something to Eat. We gather’d up some pork that was Wash’d
On the Rocks and Broile.d Some Rashers for dinner. As Soon as dinner was Over I with those
that was Able to Walk went upon the Wreck to See for Something to Subsist On. We Saw
Several things Such as Flower, Beer, Wine, and Water but had not strength to get them up,
so that all we Could do that Day, was to gett Some'Canvass of which we made another Tent,

.not having Room Enough in the Other for us all. The Wind southerly and Blows Very Hard
And Threatens a Dirty Night and Indeed it proved so Bud that we Got little Best being half
Leg deep in the Tent all Night,it being rised upon Fonlsdnng“ I apprehend that on the Spring
Tides and Strong Gales it Near Overflows [the Island]. I Shall add no More to this days
Work then that I declare never Wrote a More disagreeable One.

Friday 18 July. The Wind Easterly with Frequent Showers of Rain as Soon as it Was
day Light all those that were able to Stir went Upon the Wreck in Order to Save Water and
what provisions we Could Find to last us the Time we Should Stay Here, which I thought
Could not be less than a. Month if those that were well Stay’d for them that was Sick ; besides
we all Agreed the longer We Stay’d there the Better it Would be for Travelling as tho
Summer Season Advanced. I went To the places Where I Saw the Beer and things Yesterday,
but to my Great Disappointment found the Sea had Stov’d them all in the Night except avCask
of Beer Which we got up. But in looking About found a Small Cask of Flower, which
we Also got up. We Lickwise Discover’d Some Butts of Water, which we Eudeavoure'd to
get up but Could not, for those who Escape’d favourable Are Still Very Weak, And the
Cries of the poor souls, that is Hurt are the most Melancholly I Ever heard. While \Ve Were
Endeavouring to gett the Butt of Water up the Tide Flow’d and Put a Stop to our Work. The
Day being far Spent went to Dinner on Some Salt pork as before. We had no Sooner Satt
Down than Every body began to bewail his Ragg’d and Deplorable Condition most thinging21s
they should Never be Able To Travel so far as the Cape of Good Hope or Delagoe, which is the
Only two Places there is any Hopes of Finding of Belief. M’. Collett was Consulting which
Was the Best way to go, Saying he Thought the Cape the Nearest. I Answer’d I wish we
Could find Some Tools, As the Carpenter was Saved might Build a Boat, and from that Time
Nothing was Talk’d of but the Boat, Which gave New life to us all, and before we got up from
dinner it was Agreed On; That a Boat was the Only thing that would preserve us from
perishing_ Upon Which Some Immediatly went in Search of Tools, and Others to mend the
Tent better and it is with great Reluctance I end this days Work without Finding any Tooles
except one of the ships Scrapers.

Saturday 19th July. Wind W‘erly and Fair Wear Early this Morning. Mustcrd all the
people I Could to gett up the Water and Succeeded So well that we got 4 Butts into Safety Before
Dinner and Afterwards a Cask of Brandy and Another 05 Flower, with Several! Other Neces
Sal-ya at the Same Time. Every Body was Very Diligent in Search of Tools but Found None.
Notwithstanding do Not despair Being of Opinion the great Sea that was Continually Rowling
in must Certainly Bring Some On Shore Out of the Great Number, in the Ship. Gott up our
little Boat [will] was Always Stow’d upon the Poop on Board the Ship and Come on shore without.
being Stove. Lickwise Found a Firkin of Butter, and a Barrel] of Powder, Some of the People
13This word in the forms Soreetore, Scritoire, Sorewtore, dc., meant a portable writing ease or desk.
1" The following line is scored through and rendered illegible. *5 So in MS.
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that had taken a.Walk Round the Island, Game to me upon The Wreck, with the most Pittifull
Countenunce ever I beheld, and Said the Side of the Island Next the Main was full as bad as
this Side; therefore it was Impossible to [get]n Boat [off] without Staving her to peices. 1
must Own the Pittifull Manner they Told me this Peice of News Damp'd my Spirits at first but
Recovering, told them Not to be Disheartne’d, that with Gods Assistance and Our Own,

Endeavours Should Overcome all Difiicultys and as Soon as that I Went Round my Self, hope'd
Should bring them Better News. After we got What Things We Were Able, Some of the People
went And Gather-‘d Some Limpitts and Muscles of Which there is Great Plenty, tho not So good
as in England. The Shell of the Muscle is Very Large and the Fish Vastly Small and Yellow.

The Limpitts Are Very Large but so Tough, That we Could Scarce Eat them. I Endeavoured
To Perswade the people the Reason of their being Tough, was Owing to Roasting Them, and

as Soon as we Found a. Kettle to Boil them, Should Find Them Excelent Food.

Sunday 20%}: July. Wind and \Ven'. as p‘
I

day past, had 0
. Very Successfnll Day. Sett out»

Early in the Morning and no Sooner got on the Wreck than One of the People Found my Quadrant,

and another Almost WhOl'3 and a Hamper with Several Sail Needles Files and Gimblets; also

the Card of an Azimuth Compass. Soon After I Discover’d part- of the Ships Transom —- with a

Chest of Treasure on it Murkd and Numher’d Viz‘@ I A N‘.’ 5. Lickwise u Carpenters

Chissell and Three Sword Blades. Another pickt up a Carpenters Adze and s Mariners

Compass Rectified ‘Which Gave the People Greater Spirit-s than Any thing Since we have been

Here. About 10 0 Clock we Went to Prayers to Return God Thanks for his Mercies, which

as Soon as we had Done, went to dinner. All the Time We Were together our Discourse was
About Building the Boat and the Difiiculty of Launching her. Therefore as Soon as I had
Dine'd and Sett the People to Work to get up a Butt of Water M‘.‘ Collett and My Self went to

See if we Could Find a place To Launch our Intended Boat, as There is Nothing else can prevent
us from Building One, having now got Some Tools, and make no doubt, Shall get Timber And

Planks Enough of from the \Vreck. It was not Long before we Found a. Place, where therewss
Some probability of Getting the Boat of, tho it will Require Great Labour, to Clear it of the

Rock Stones. We Walke’d round the Island Looking every Where but found no place so good

as the First when We Returned the People had gott up a. Butt of Water a. Hogshead of Beer and

One of Cyder and was at Work Making a Tent large Enough to Hold us all. I Told them of Our
Success and the lllconveniancy that Attended it. They Were Greatly Rejoyce’d and Said they

Should not Mind the Trouble. I Took a Turn With Some of the People upon the Wreck again,
and Found a Smiths Bellows, Which we got up and Part of the Compnnys Puckett. tho almost
Wash’d to Peices. However it was Taken Cure of and put to dry, the First Opportunity.

Monday July 21'}. The Wind Westerly and pleasant Wenr Sett [out] this Morning With

great Spirits and before Dinner got up 5 Butts of water 2 Hogshends of Brandy And One Cask

0f Vinegar which was all we Could Find at That Time; also Looked Every where for Tools, But

Found None. The Carpenter Employ‘.l Making a. Saw Out of a Sword Blade. Find the People

Recover Surprizingly, Considering they Have Nothing to Apply to Their Wounds.

Tuesday July 224. Wind at S W blows very hard which Makes a. Large Surf. Went
npon the Wreck at Day Light inscarch of Provisions for as Yet we have not Enough to Last

us the Time, the Boat will be a. Building. Found One Cask of Pork Another of water which

we got up Immediatly. Afterwards Went to Work to Carry Plank and Timber to Build

the Boat, Sails to Cover the Tent, and Cordage. land ME Collett Took 2. Turn Round the

Island Again, and the Wind being to the southward, Makes The Place we Pitched Upon
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Yesterday for Launching the Boat, the Lee part of the Island, therefore Mnch Smoother and

New Make no Doubt of Getting her Safe in a Calm Day. Upon Our Return Found

the Carpenter had Finishe’d the Saw, which Cutts Very Well the People are all Upon
the Wreck looking for Water and provissions, Except Two Deans"u on of Which Says he Served
2 Years of his Time to a Smith and Promises Great Things in Regard to Making of

't‘ools. Therefore Sett Them to Work To Mend the Bellows. This Evening Discovere'd a Smoke

on the Main, Which Made Us of Some Thoughts of Going Over as Soon as Our little Boat is

“weird. The People Returned from the Wreck without any Success than What's Meutione'd.

Wednesday 28‘. Wind and Wear as p' day past. The People Employ’d in the Morning

Carrying Plank and Timber lickwise Some Sails and Cordage, the Carpenter getting What Few

Tools he has in Readiness for begining the Boat as Soon as he is Able to Stand having his Great
'l‘oe almost Out of with the Rocks in Coming on Shore. The Man who, for the future I shall
Call Smith, Making his Forge. In the Afternoon it Rain'd so hard that it Sett our Tent all
Afloat, Therefore Carry’d no Plank but got Another Sail Over our Tent and Secured it as well

no we Could From Blowing Down, \Vhich I Expected Every Minute, But the it Stood all Night
But few of us got Little Rest.

Thursday 24 July. Moderate Breezes W’erly and pleasent Wear, Went to work To Bring
up Plank and Some peices to Make a Keel, and to Our great Joy the Carpenter and Another
went to Work. The Smith Finish'd The Forge, and our Next Care is to get Coals Which we
Soon procured by the Burning of Firr to Charcoal. The Next place my Self M! Collett and the
larpenter Consulted what Demensions the Boat Should be of, and was Agreed She Should be
30 foot Keel and 12 Broad. Upon Examining Our Pork found Some of it Stinking and the Rest
of it little Better, a Very Disagreable Discovery but Made the Best of it we Could, by Hanging
it up in the Tent & Smoaking of it Which Preserv’s it.

Friday 2MP. Fresh Gales W‘erly d; fair Weal'. The Carpenter & the Other at Work upon
The Keel, Others Making a Tent Over the Smiths Forge, The Rest Upon the Wreck looking For
Water and provissions, but Found None and Indeed There is Nothing to Be Seen but dead Corps
which we Meet with Every Step we take on the \Vreck And all parts of the Island.

Saturday 28%. Wind and Wes? as yesterday the Carpenters have most Finishe’d The Keel,
and Intend Making the Stern Next. Get up a Peice of 4 Inch Plank for that Purpose. The
Smith Made himself 2 Hammers. People Employ’d bringing Up Wood for the Kiln to Make
Charcoal. This Day we all Dine’d on Greens that Grows Upon the Uper part of the Rocks, the
Leaf is Much like that of Merry gold ; and There is Another Sort, which the People Bruise and
Dress Their Wounds with, like Mash Mallows. We have 8 people Sick Now.

Sunday 27!‘. Wind Variable and fair W'en'. Did no Work this day. Kept the Sabbath,
Having of Prayers. This Day the Birds Which Left the Island, Settled Again in Such
Quantities as Almost Cover'd it. They Are what We Call Gannetts. Knock’d Down Some of
them for Dinner; the Flesh is Very black & Eats Very Fishey.

Monday 28‘P. Calm Pleasant Wes}. The Smith Compleate’d a Hamer for the Carpenter
.5 Attempted toMako an Adze but did not Succeed, but however Intends to have Another

2‘ I. e., Danes.
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Tryall for it. The People Employed in the Fore Noon Carrying Planks & in the Afternoon,

Making 9. Tent for the Carpenter, and Mending our Own & One for a Store Tent. V ‘

Tuesday 29th. Little winds E‘erly & fair weal‘. Carpenter at \Vorkl upon the Boats
Stern; the Smith Repairing a. Camp Kettle which was pickd Up this Morning; people Carrying

np Wood to the place for Blocks; my Self Looking Round the Wreck for Water (I
t

proviggioug

and Tools, but Found Neither, in the Evening Made a, Cattamaran,z7 and got the Brandy in the

Great Tent.

Wednesday 80th July. Light Breezes W‘erly & fair Went‘. Carpenter Employll as before.
Smith Made 2 Gilnbletts 8

-;

the People Carrying Wood for the Ship, in the Evening on of The

People Attempted to go out on the Cattamaran to Try if he Could Catch any Fish but
Managed her so Badly that he was Glad to gett her Back Again before he Had gott 10 .Yardfl

from the Books. Our Carpenter is Taken ill which Disheartens us Very Much. -

Thursday 31%. Hard Gales at S W with Frequent Sqnalls, Blow'd the Carpenters Tent
down & Uncovered the Store Tent. Our provissions this day was Young Sea Lions As

ME. Anson Calls them, which i
s very Indifierent Eating and I Fear not \Vholesome for 5 of the

People Fell Sick. The Next day, the Carpenter Continues so ill that This is a Lost day to us.

‘Friday Augt 1". \Vind and Wen} as p‘ Day past. The Carpenter so Much Recover'd
That he went to Work. The people Employ’d Carrying Plank, Smith a. Repairing a kettle

that was Found.’ In the Evening Dug 0.Well to Try i
f there was any fresh Water In the Island

but Could not find None that was fitt to Drink; tho What we Met with was Not Salt it had a.

Very Sour Nasty Taste which I Take it is Occasion’d by the Running from the Hill time’ the
Birds Dung. Went to Short Allowance of Bread About 2 Ounces a. Man p' Day.

Saturday 2m, wind Westerly and Fair Wen’. This Morning the Carpenter Employe'd

Laying the Blocks the People Carrying Over the Keel Stem 8
: Sternpost, Smith Making Bolts

for the Scarf of the Keel, in the Afternoon Lay‘d it, & Gotnp The Stem & Stern post, this Day

Kill'd a. Hogg 7 of them having got on Shore Alive Which I forgot to Mention the First day.

Sunday 3'}. Wind Variable and pleasent Weaf. Every Body Dined Very Hearty on

Roast Pork.

Monday 42". Wind W S W and pleasent WenF. The Carpenter Employ‘l Belting The

Scarf oi the Keel Stem & Stern post. The Smith Made a, Maul and some Bolts. People

Carrying Plank to the Building Place, and to the kill [Kiln]. In looking About the

Rocks found 8. Butt full of \Vater which we got up Immediatly. In the Evening, M‘; Collett
thought he Saw :1.Soil, and Call’d out with n Landable [an audible] Voice, a. Sail. I never was
so Agreeably Snrpriz’d in my Life, And all that was [were] in hearing Confesse’d the Same,

and Indeed their Behaviour Shew’d it by Running for Wood & Terr to Make a
.

Smosk.

but upon looking With the Glass, Discovere'd it only to be a Spott [Spot] on the Land that weM
i" A small raft of loga lashed together.
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had not Observe'd before. This Sudden Turn, had Such an Affect Upon the People that there

was no Work done that day.

Tuesday Aug1i 5. The Wind at N \V & fair West. The Carpenter Making Moulds For
the Floor Timbers; Smith Making Gimblets & Trying Again at an Adze, which I Am in great
Hopes he will Finish; People Carrying Up \Vood with Nails and Bolts in it, to Burn them Out,

IJiOk‘ViSO Plank and Timber for the Boat. The Pork which Was Washed, Upon the Rocks is

all Expanded. The Birds Which Were so Numerous at our first Coming on Shore, have Entirely

left the Island, and the Seals Much Scarcer & Shyer, So that at present have Nothing to live on

but an Animal Bet-ween Fish & Fowl. There is plenty of them Here and No ways Shy.

they Walk As Upright as a Man, These Were Our Food this Day.

Wednesday 8‘? Aug!. The First Part Wind at N W Latter southerly. People Employe'd
Carrying Plank & Timber Over to the Building Place; Carpenter Securing the Sternpost. And
to Our great Joy the Smith Made an Adze, And began an Ax. One Man Attempted to Go out
on the Cattamaran _& Made no hand of it. Another who was a Combmaker, is Making a Cross

Cut-t Saw Ont of a Sword Blade.

Thursday 7",‘. The First part Wind N W Fresh Gales and Cloudy West with Some Rain,

the Latter Hard Showers which put our Tent a Float. Got Another Sail Over it And Spread
another to Save Water. The Smith Finished An Ax, and an Anger: and in the Room of a
Better, the Carpenter Finishe’d a Gun Truck for a Grindstone, which I hope will Answer the
End, After we have Beat Some Sand and Shells, into The Wood. The Combmaker Finish'ed
the Saw, Which does but Badly, but the Carpenter Says he Can Mend her [it].

Friday 8%. Fresh Gales W‘erly with Heavy Rain of Which We Save’d 3 Tonns, Which
gave us Great Spirits being in hopes we shall not want water during our Stay here, but there
Seldom Comes a Good One, but a Bad One Attend’s’it, by Preventing the Carpenter from

Working. Our food this day was Young Seals.

Saturday Augt O'P. The First Part Fresh Gales at N W & Cloudy Wenr latter, Wind
southerly. This day 7 of the People'l‘aken Very ill, Which I Judge is Owing to Eating too
hearty of the Seals; for my Part, Live'd Upon Greens; Therefore Escape’d this Time. The
Smith and his Assistant is [are] two of them. The Carpenter at Work on the Floor Timbers.
Found 9. Butt of Water & a Hogshead of Brandy, which we got up Immedintly. Din'd This
Day on Muscles, and in the Evening Kill’d a Large Bird, Which was for Supper. Liekwisé
Kill‘,l a Hogg for Sundays Dinner.

Sunday 10“. Wind at S W & fair Weaf. In Looking About the Rocks Found a Copper
Stewpan. The People Are Much Better, My Self and Messmates Caught as Many Small Fish,
with Pin hooks, as Serve'd 10 Men for Supper.

Monday Aug‘ 11'". First Part Wind S E, the Latter N W & Cloudy WenE. 4 of the
People quite recover’d. The Smith Made Some Bolts, and two Caulking Irons. The Carpenter
as before. The Peope [sic] Clearing a Grapnail, which wash'd on Shore with The Cables; when

Clesr'd, found it wanted One Fluke.
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Tuesday 12‘? Fresh gales Wlcrly & fair Weaf, Carpenter as before. One Man [of our

Men] Broke An Ax. People Carrying Plank to the Building Place, & Clear’g a Tow Line To

Make a. Cable for the Boat but Could Not [efiect it].

Wednesday 13“. Wind N W & fair Wear. The Carpenter Compleat’d all the Floor Tim
her; And began the Futtocks. The Smith Made Another Ax. The People Employe'd Clearing
a Piece of One of the Bower Anchor which Cams on Shore on the Ship’s Side. Got it up
to Make an Anvill for The Smith, having One of the Steering Sail Boom Irons Before. Lick
wise Found a Bnrl’ell [Barrel] of Pitch, which was Very much Wanted, not Having any Before

to Pay the Seams with.

Thursday 14'“. Wind and Wea“ as pl‘ day past. We are [were] greatly Distressd for
provissions. Therefore we Carry'd our Little Boat Over to the Building Place to be Repair’d
determining to go out and Try to Catch Fish, tho’ the Risk is very Great, by Reason of an
Ugly Barr [Bar], to go Over, before there is any [a] Chance of Catching any. Also Enlarge'd
the Cattamaran to Carry two men, & Made Another.

'

Friday 15“. The First part Wind W‘erly with Rain, the Letter southerly and fair Wear
This Forenoon the Wear Prevented the Carpenter from Working on the Boat, Therefore Em

ploy‘l himself Sharping of his Tools, and Making Trumels. In the Afternoon Went to Work on
the Boats Timbers. The Smith Made a Grindstone, out of a Flatt [Flat] Stone he Pick‘! up.
Building a Tent for the Carpenter to work under out of The Sun.

Saturday 16. The Wind E‘erly and some Rain. Carpenter as before. The Smith
Finishe’d the Grindstone do is Making an Ax. People Employe’d Carrying Plank for the
Timbers. Two of them went on the Cattamaran to try for Fish, but found Too Much Sea, so
Como {Came] in .-\gain.

.

Sunday 17"‘. Fresh Gales Eterly and. Fair Weather. This Morning Saw a Large Smoak
to the E‘ward on the Main \Vhich Riess Onr drooping Spirits a little, being in hopes it is
Occasione'd from Burning their Land. Therefore Are in Greater hopes of Success, when our

Boat Goes Over, which will be the First Calm Wen", After She is Finishe’d. The Carpenter
Intends going about her to Morrow. This Day as we dont Work on the Boat All hands is
amongst [are Among] the Rocks a Fishing for [endeavouring to catch] Small Fish About the

bigness of a Spratt [Sprat]. We had the good Fortune to Catch a Few of, and this Week

past has Help'd us (‘n-oatly.

Monday Aug‘ 18'} Light Variable Breezes, and Fair Wea". The Carpenter Employed,
Mending the Little Boat, the Smith Making an Adze. Two Men went out on the Cattamaran
d; to our great Joy Brought in Fish Enough for all Hands. The Next (sic) Clearing a Tow line
for a Cable. The Smonk Continues Still to the Eastward, therefore Am Confirm’d it is Burning
the Land.

Tuesday 19“. The first part Fresh Gales Northerly the Middle Moderate, the Latter fresh
Gales at S W ; about 11 0 Clock two men went out on the Cattamaran and returned in About
2 Hours and Caught l4 fine fish Which we was [were] Glad toSee, being in Hopes We Shall not
Starve As Our living was Very Bad Before ; Wou’d not Miss Any Opportunity to Catch Fish
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and Being Encouraged by our good Success, M? Collett and another [MI Yates]9m went out on
the Cattamaran. Towards 4 0 Clock, the Wind Freshned to the Wtward but they being to the

Leeward of the Island and Finding the Water Continue Smooth did not Apprehend There

Wou'l be any Danger of Getting in, therefore Continued Fishing till they Thought they had

Caught Enough for 2 days, in Case the Weather Should be bad And Not Able to go out [again],

They then Cut away the Stone which Rid them, because They would he better Able to put in

without it
,

thinking the fish would make the Cattamaran Swim to deep. As it Blows [blew]
fresh I was Apprehensive they Could Not get in, therefore Kept a Good look out when they‘
Should Attempt it, Which I had not long done, before I perceiv‘l they loos'd [lost] Ground,
which Made me Very Uneasy. I Soon Alarm'd all the people, and the Only thing I Could
think of to Save them from driving to Sea, and perishing, was, to perswade two of the People

to Venture Out to them, on the Other Cattamaran, with Another Cable & Killock, Taking the
Same for themselvs, and try to ride till it grew Moderate; And tho The danger was so great,
that theire [there] was Very little probability of their Returning, two of them Attempted to go
out, but was [were twice] Washed oflf Ropes Killocks And all. By this time, the Others were
Drove a Great way. When I Found it was in Vain to try the Cattamaran any More, I got all the
Cordage \Ve had Saved, in hopes a Hogshead would Carry the End to them, but by the Time it

was got Ready I Saw plainly it would be Needless to Attempt it, for they Were Almost out of
Sight. So had quite given them Over, when [till] One of the men Came And told me, the
Carpenter thought he Could make the Boat Swim, with One Man to Bail, [first] Stopping the

Holes in her Bottom with Lead. And [At last] Three of the people Went out dz Brought them
in Safe, tho‘ with much difliculty, for them two [Messieurs Ccllet & Yates] Getting into the

Boat from the Cattamaran, She Swain so deep & Leek’d so fast, it was As much as they Could
do to keep her Above Water. [During the Absence of the Boat we]3° talk'd o

f

Nothing but

going to Morrow [after them] it'it prov‘! Moderate Wen".

Wednesday Aug‘ 20th. The Wind Northerly, and Cloudy Weather. The Carpenter
Employ? On the Small Boat. People Getting up Plank & Timber. \Ve Should have Snapp‘?
Very Short to day, if Providence had not directed 3 or 4

- of the Old Inhabitants of the Island to
us, Which we took Sleeping and Made Broth of them for Supper. Saw a Smoak on the Main

Opposite us.

Thursday 21". Hard Gales W‘erly & heavy Squnlls. Carpenter Finished the Small Boat
People Cleaning & Coiling Some Cordage. This day had Nothing for Dinner but a few greens
therefore Killd a l-logg in Order to have a good Supper.

Friday 22‘. The First part Light Airs W‘erly the Lattera Fresh Breeze, southerly. At Day
Light 3 Men Attempted to go out in the Boats. Fishing, but the great Surf on The Barr [Bar]
Obliged them to put Back again. About 10 0 Clock 2 Men Veuture'd thro’ it & Got to the

Fishing Ground and Caught 30 Fish, but in Coming in. a Sea Broke into the Boat and Fill‘? her

‘So that the men as well as the Fish were Sett [set] A Swimming and with Much Difficulty got
Safe on Shore on the Other Island About g a Mile from the One we Are one [upon]. A Shoal
place from this to that Occasions the Barr [Bar]. At the first [On our first] Discovering this
Accident, I was in pain for The Men, thinking they would not be Able to gett [get] on Shore,
but Soon was Agreeably Deceiu‘?, by Seeing them Crawling upon the Rocks. Our Next Care

Was to Save the Boat, was in a Great panick about [which we were in great Pain for], but

were Soon Relieved from that, by Sending the Large Cattamaran to 'l‘ow her in g“ and After

[Afterwards] Fetched the men From the Island.

‘1° ‘ M! Yates’ written over

'

another.’ 1' ‘ During — we

‘ written over words erased. W A line erased here.
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Saturday 23“. The first part Light Breezes Westerly, latter fresh Gales Easterly. At Day
light 4 Men went on the great Cattamaran, and at Noon Brought in 30 Fish. Lickwise Sent the

Small Catta-maran Over to the Other Island to See what Casks they Were the people Inform’d us

they Saw Yesterday; and to Our Great joy one of them prou'd to be a Cask of pork, the Other

[of] Brandy, the latter Quite Whole, the other Stove, by Which the Pork am [was] damag’d so
much that I am [was] Afraid Smoaking will [wou'd] Scarce preserve it. Smith Employu
Making Fishing Hooks and Mending a saucepan to Boil Salt Water [in order] to Make Salt.

Sunday Aug‘ 24"‘. Fresh Gales W‘erly and fair Weak‘. This day it was Agreed that
5 Men Should go Over to the Main the First Oppertunity; 3 on the Cattamarau & 2 in the
Small Boat. It Blows [blew] too hard to go a. Fishing.

(To be continued.)

WAR SONGS or THE MAPPILAs or MALABAR.
BY F. FAWCETT.

Wnss introducing A Popular Mopla (Mappila) Song (ante, Vol. XXVIII. p. 64), I wrote ;—
"The Mappilas of Malabar, ardent and fanatical Muhammadans as they are, are much devoted to

songs, mostly religious, about the Prophet’s battles and also their own for the most part . . . .

The songs are written in the Arabic character, and their language is aeurious polyglot patois of

Malayalam, the local Vernacular, Tamil, l‘elugu, Hindustani, Arabic, and of many another tongue,
a word of which is here and there brought in for some special use." The song which was then

given in translation, " The Story of Hasanu'l-Ja'nfil and Badaru’l-Munir," is of love and wonderful

adventure in the fashion of a story in The Arabian Nights.

I will now consider those songs of the Mappilas which relate to war and stir up fanatic
fervour. in quantity they form probably about nine-tenths of their literature -— such as it is. But
before doing this something must be said of the Mappilas themselves. They were described by the
present writer in the October (1897) number of The Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review as

“ men
who exhibit a courage which is absolutely dauntless, and a contempt for death which is rarely
paralleled and certainly unsurpassed in any other part of the world by any race.” This was not long
after they had given proof of these qualities, when 92 of them met their death near Manjéri, the chief
town of the Ernad tdhikri of Malabar. And yet so little was the eliect of this terrible punishment on
their fanatic fervour that a gang of seven started out the next day, having devoted themselves to

death. A strange people truly !

The Manjéril Temple, a shrine of the Hindu Bhagavati, situated on the summit of a small hill
just outside the village of Manjéri, which lies, roughly, between Ootacamund. the summer capital of
Southern India, and the sea to the west, has been the scene of more than one little battle. In 17 84 this
temple and the palace of the Karanamalpatl, its owner, were besieged by a large body of Mnppilas, and

after three days‘ fighting utterly destroyed. The rebel Mappilas were attacked by some of Tippn Sultan's

troops, a thousand strong, and were victorious,'slaying Tippu’s commander. The temple was restored

in April, 1849, and in August of the same year during the Mohammedan Ramazan, a body of
30 Mappilas desecrated it

,

and routed two companies o
f

sepoys, killing 4 Privates and a European

Oflicer, Lieut. Wyse. Their number soon rose to 64, and a few days afterwards they were destroyed
fighting gallantly, b

y European troops, who lost 2 Privates killed and 2 Ofiicers and 6 Privates

wounded.

The temporary defeat of our well—armed troops was efiected by the Mappilas with war_knives, in
shape between a bill-hook and a Gurkha kukg'i. They tie them to the hand and wrist, sometimes one to
each hand, while madly rushing at their foes. Of this kind of warfare there has been much in Malabar.

1 This and much of what follows is taken from the article just mentioned
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Even when. in 1894, the British troops were armed with the Lee-Metford rifle and the Police with
Sniders, some of the fanatics reached the bayonets ere meeting what they sought: death and entrance
into paradise. To the \Vestern mind this devotion to death, which combines tender longing with
fiendish fury is altogether incomprehensible. How is it that the severest of all punishments has no
effect in preventing one outburst succeeding another, in none of which a Mappiln has ever been taken

unwoundod‘? Men,old and feeble, as well as the young and lusty, come on uufiinchingly until the
bullet or the bayonet ends their existence. The lad, in his father's house quiet and inoffensive until a
few hours before he faces the British troops, will rush on as if to the manner born; will throw himself,
on the bayonet, if he can, and, covered with wounds, will try to strike at a soldier. Others will leave
the plough or sickle, or their cattle, in order to join a passing gang of rhah'fds. or intending martyrs

of the faith. There may have been instances of half-heartedness before a battle, but in the struggle of

death no case of flinching or being taken unwonuded has ever been known. The man who goes out

to die and does not die, even though he seeks death with all the heroism of which a man is capable is
never forgiven, and his life would not be safe for a moment among his own people. Father, mother,

brothers, sisters and wife would not as much as listen to me when telling how one dear to them a few

days before, was lying in Hospital with bullets through his body. “ Why did this would-be-ehah'id
not die?” is all the notice that a family gives in such a case: or else, “ He is gone ; he is nothing to
us.” Just after the outbreak in 1894 when 32 fanatics were shot, of whom but 2 survived — one a
convert shot through the spleen, and a boy of 15 wounded in the leg - the motheri'of one of the
survivors was heard to say indiguantly: “ If I were a man, I would not come back wounded!”

This longing for death, which is so opposed to \Vestcru feelings, no matter what the belief in a
future existence may be, was evinced with greater strength than ever during the last outbreak; for it
was plain that nearly one half of the dead were self-slain, or had been slain by their comrades. They

were woundei perhaps by military or Police rifle bullets, but not unto death; determined, however,

not to to be taken wounded, they asked their comrades to kill them. One survivor, whose left
humerus was smashed and who had also a few flesh wounds, was lying on his back. One of his
fellows wont over to finish him. The keen knife was already on his throat and had severed the skin,

when the would-be slayer was shot dead by our men. The killing of Miippila by Mrippila is, however,
a new departure, and somewhat at variance with their ideas.

The tract inhabited by the Mappflas, who are fanatically inclined (all are not so,
but those of a certain tract only), was disarmed some 15 years ago, but the operation has not in the

least scotched the spirit of "shahidism.” In accordance with it there must be no chance of
capture. The position taken up should be chosen most 0 arefully, as it must not be one in which the
fighters can be caught like rats in a trap. But of late there here has been, however, some change in
tactics, and in the last few outbreaks guns have been used for defence of the position taken up. To
secure as many as possible of these the country round is scoured by the gang. The war knife is

prohibited by law, but a very eflicieut substitute, and almost identical in shape, is the common wood

chopper of the locality ; these and swords are now used.

The band which takes the initiative is composed of men who have, through continuous religions

devotions. assumed an attitude of mind in which the ordinary functions of the brain are stayed by

religious ecstasy. The orthodox procedure then is
_ to dispose of all their worldly possessions,

divorce their wives. solemnly give up body and soul to God, dress in a long white coat and white cap,
and finally to go out calmly in order to seek death whilst fighting. The above directions are not always
and strictly followed, for many o

f the shahids possess nothing but their wives, and these are not

divorced for fear o
f their intentions to fight and die becoming known. With the exception of the

unfortunate murder of Mr. Couolly, District Magistrate of Malabar in 1855, the first overt act has
been invariably the murder of some landlord or land agent,.or o

f an apostate. Confused ideas as to

Mappila outbreaks being purely agrarian, or purely fanatical, have thereby arisen. Agrarian they
are. fanatical too, to a considerable extent, but fixing on any social phenomenon as the product

o
f

any single cause is and must be an error.
‘
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Before discussing further this portion of the subject let us consider how Islam was brought
to Malabar — events which are often referred to in their songs. Ceremonies, too, perpetuate them.
For example, the Maharaja of Travancore takes possession of the throne only “until his uncle
returns from Mecca.” The word “ Mdppila ” is said to be a contraction of Mahé (great) and
‘ Pillai ’ (‘child,’ an honorary title; as amongst Nayars in Travancore), and it was probably a title
of honor conferred. on the early Muhammadau immigrants and possibly on the still earlier Christian
immigrants . . . . The Muhammadans are usually called Jonaka or Chanaka Map
pilias to distinguish them from the Christian Mappilas, who are also called liasarani2 Mappilas.
Jonaka . . . . is believed to stand for Yavanaka = Ionian = Greek.” Be that as it may,
Happilas of the tract subject to fanatic outbreak are Muhammadans to a man. It is only
in Cochin and Trsvancore that certain Christians are termed Miippilas.

The following account of the conversion to Islam is taken from Logan's Manual of the
Malabar District : -—

I “All Malayzili accounts are substantially in accord as to the following facts : — The last king
or emperor of Malabar was one Cheraman Perumal who reigned at Kodungallnr (Cranganore,
the Mouziris of the Greeks, the Muyiri-Kodu of the Cochin Jews). He dreamed that the full moon
appeared on the night of the new moon at Mecca in Arabia, and that when at the meridian, she split
into two,3 one half remaining and the other half descending to the foot of a hill called Ahi Kubais,
when the two halves joined and set. Sometime afterwards a party of Muhammadan pilgrims on their

way to the foot-print shrine at Adam's Peak in Ceylon chanced to visit the Perunnil’s capital, and
were admitted to an audience and treated most hospitably. On being asked if there was any news in
their country, one, by name Sheikh Selike-ud-din, it is said, related to Perumal the upoeryphal story
of Muhammad having, by the miracle about which the Perumfil had dreamt, converted a number of

unbelievers.”

And so it came about that the Perumal wished to unite himself to them. A vessel was made
ready and the Pernma'il landed eventually at Shahr on the Arabian Coast.

“ It is uncertain whether it was here (Shahr) that the Perumal came for the first time into
contact with persons who were to be the prisoners of Islam in Malabar, or whether they or some
of them had been of the party of pilgrims with whom he originally set out from Kodungalhir, But,
however this may be, the names of the persons have been handed down by tradition as (l) Malik-ibn.
Dinar, (2) Hablb-ibn-Malik, (3) Sherf-ibn-Malik, (4) Malik-ibn-Eablb and his wife
Kumarieth, with their ten sons and five daughters. The Perumal apparently changed his name
to that which is said to appear on his tomb, namely, ‘Abd-u’r-Rahman Samirif"

After some time he wished to return to Malabar to spread the new religion and build places
of worship, but while the ship was being built he fell ill, and, feeling death at hand, implored his
companions to do that which he had intended to do himself, and gave them letters to the various chiefs

of Malabar. “ And after this he surrendered his soul to the unbounded mercy of God."6

“ It has come to notice from the information of an Arab resident near the spot, that the tomb of
the Perumi‘il still exists at Zaphar on the Arabian Coast, at some distance from the place (Shahr) where
he is reported to have landed. The facts have still to be authoritatively verified, but it is stated that
on his tomb the inscription runs :

‘ Arrived at Zaphiir A, H. 212. Died there A. H. 216.’ These
dates correspond with the years 827-832 A. D.” The Malabar Kfillam Era dates from the departure
of Perumiil to Arabia in 826 A. D. The current year 1901 A, D. is 1071 M. E. It is likely he
spent two years at Shahr before proceeding to Zsphar.

1 Namlnl, i. e., a Nazarene.
8 Qoran. chap. 54. .
i It will be remembered that the Portuguese grandees who visited Vijnyanagar early in the sixteenth century,

coming from the west coast, spoke of this poteutate as the Samuri. Modern usage, through Portuguese, makes the

word Zamerin,
° Rowlandson‘s Thahnfnt-ul-Mujahidin, p, 53, quoted in Logan’! Mann"! ofthe Malabar District,
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The Mohammedan Faith has since greatly spread, and at the Census of 1891 the
Muhammadans in Malabar, almost all of whom are Mappflas, numbered 769, 857 or over
29 per cent. of the population.6 And the population increases rapidly.

The mosques of the Mappflas are quite unlike those of any other Muhammadans. Here one
sees no minarets. The temple architecture of Malabar was noticed by Ferguson to be that of Nepaul ;'

nothing like it exists between the two places. And the Méppila mosque is much in the style of the

Hindu temple, even to adoption of the turret-like edifice which, among Hindus, is here peculiar to the

temples of Siva, The general use nowadays of German Mission-made tiles is bringing about, alas !

a metamorphosis in the architecture of Hindu temples and Milppila mosques, the picturesqueness

disappearing altogether, and in a few years it may may be diflicult to find one of the old style.
The mosque, though it may be little better than a hovel, is

,

however, always as grand as the commu

nity can make it
,

and ones built it can never be removed, for the site is sacred ever afterwards.
Every Mfippila would shed his blood rather than suffer any indignity to a mosque. It would be the
case of the Malapuram shahids all over again: for, once religious enthusiasm is aroused, death has no

terrors, but only alluring smiles.

The Mappilas are Sunnis, and claim to have had their religion from the fountain head. The
chief priest in Malabar, the Valiya Tangal of Ponani, styles himself Valiya Zarathingal7 Sayid
‘Ali bin Abdu’r-Rahmi‘in Vali Tangal Ponfini, is a pure Arab b

y blood, claims direct descent from

the Prophet. Curiously enough he inherits his sacred ofi‘ice in the female line -- his nephew and not
his son is the successor —- after the custom of Malabar, while his family property passes according

to Muhammadan law. Other Miippila priestly oflices, even that o
f the Mahadum, the chief

representative o
f learning, who confers religious titles and degrees, are inherited in the same manner ;

while, as all over South Malabar (among Mrippilas) property devolves in the usual way, sons, daughters,

and widows receiving certain shares: sons an equal share; a widow with sons, an eighth of the whole;

a widow without sons, a sixth of the whole; daughters, half a son’s share.

The Nair tarwaql, in which the devolution of property is through the female line, is the most
stable of all arrangements for the preservation of the family and the family property. The Mfippilas
of South Malabar have followed this custom as regards certain priestly ofi‘ices, but the Méppilas o

f North

Malabar follow it in respect of property. They have changed their creed, but not their custom of
inheritance. In the North they are well off, as every circumstance of the tarwdd tends towards
aggrandizement. In the South they are very poor, for they are extremely prolific,8 and they divide up
their property in such a way that prosperity is impossible. Their prolificness and mode of inherit.

ance are enough to destroy the most capable people in the world, situated as the Miippilas are.

Not only are they prolific, but their numbers are increased largely every year b
y fresh adherents

from the Hindus, as well as from the inferior races. In the decade preceding 1891 the Hindus
increased b

y less than 8 per cent., while the Muhammadans increased over 15 per cent. No wonder
the man of inferior caste is often induced towards the latter. The position of even the slave-like

Cheruman is changed at once when he enters Islam ; instead o
f his very presence carrying pollution

to people within 100 yards of him, he can walk where he will and hold his head as high as the best, and
what is more, every Mfippila will stick to him through thick and thin.

A people prolific and overcrowding, and at the same time wretchedly poor, as are the Msippilas
of East Malabar, are most unfortunate subjects for fanaticism; and more especially so when the

customary land tenures are, as it were, arranged specially for the purpose of making people
discontented. Of this fanaticism I will now say something, and endeavour to account for its
existence. In many places people are poor and prolific, but not fanatic. Why then are the
Mappilas so?F———_—-_—__—__—*q—-—_

° This includes the Laeoadive Islands. " Valeaza-arsthengal = belonging to the great shrine.

‘ Much more so than Hindus. Many a man has 10 and 12 out of one wife ; and I know of one, having 3 wives,
who is blessed with 83 children.
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When a civilized community adopts Islam as a creed, there is no great change wrought in

the ordinary course of life. \Ve were told at the Congress of Orientalists in London of 1891, that

Muhammad's Paradise was no more materialistic than that of the Christians as described in Reve

lations ;it was purely spiritual, but clothed in language, the everyday interpretation of which, and
not the poetic inference, was accepted. Montaigne had the same idea, Now, whether the civilized

entering Islam adopt the exalted interpretation which is said to have been Muhammad's meaning, or

whether, as is usual, religion has very little hold on life among civilized peoples in the towns, the

fact remains that they do not feel bound to go out, become shahids, and kill those whose persuasion

is not theirs.

In contrast to this prosaic and sensible attitude of the civilized followers of Islam, if the
shrine at Mambram or the Malapuram Mosque were to be destroyed by order of the Government,

there is hardly a Mappila in Malabar, who would not give his blood to avenge the disgrace to

"his pearl-like faith.” There would be much bloodshed. vThe most insignificant shrine, a wayside
mosque, even though no better or larger in structure than a hen-house, cannot be moved without
much blood being shed. Why is this P When a Hindu temple is desecrated and made abominable by
a handful of Mappilas, no one raises a hand to avenge the insult to the religion. Nor will those of
that creed stand up to save their temple. The gods or goddesses, Siva and Bhiigavati, must look
after themselves in these ebullitions of excitement. If their shrine is made a place for filth, or even for
the slaughter of the sacred cow, the people look on with equanimity. All that is looked for is cere
monies which will make it inst ,as sanctified as ever it was, and the disgrace is swallowed. Why is
this T The people are much the same in blood as their Muhammadan fellow-countrymen,

If the difference is not to be found in the blood it is to be found in the creed. During the
Soudan War there was unmistakable evidence of the extraordinary influence which Islam has on the
lower and nncivilized races. What made the immortal “ Fuzzy Wuzzy ” of Kipling's ballad such a
“ first rate fighting man '2” Really nothing but the effect of Islam on his receptive nature. More recent
instances of this there have been in China. It is a creed which, as if by magic, turns the submissive
into heroes. We have evidence of this here. The Cherurnans and Kanakans, inferior races in
Malabar, are submissive to the last degree ; in their lives the most harmless of beings, exemplifying

many of the virtues which are supposed to be exclusively Christian, and always in peace. But let one
of these adopt Islam and he is changed altogether. The psychic effect is marvellous. A youth shot
down in the outbreak of 1894, who recovered, was a convert of only a few months. Two of those

shot in 1896 were Gherumans and converts: one had become a Mappila only 15 hours before he
was shot ! The head and front of the last outbreak was a converted Cheruman. So it is with Tiyans
and others who join the Maippila’s faith, but the efi'ect on those of the lowest races is the
strongest. The localities where the element of danger is greatest are where the Mfippilas
belong in blood to the lowest races. The most dangerous criminals, the worst dacoits, are also to be

found amongst this mixture. In a place called Nadapuram, in North Malabar, the whole community of
Nair-s was turned wholesale into Miippilas during the troublous time of Tippu Sultan, but no more

peaceable people dwell in the province. The effect on the lower races and on the close mixture with

them is altogether different.8

Now, the hold which Islam has fixed on this mixture of lower races is very strong indeed. The

foreign or Arab blood in Eastern Malabar is very slight if at all existent. Following M. Broca’s
method of indicating the racial position of mongrels or mestizos, if there has been foreign blood it
has been eliminated long ago in the locality where fanaticism is alive, True, there are individuals of

Arab blood, but, as a rule, they are not among the dangerous ones. To the Arab blood has been
imputed the extraordinary fanatic character of the religion of the MappiIas, w‘io are

' The Cheruman, it may be said, is barely 5 ft. 2 in. in height (the average for the North Malabar Tiyan being
almost exactly 5 ft, 5 in., while the Nair is taller), much darker in colour, his nose is broader, and is cranial
npaeity is much smaller: his head length is 18‘2 in. and the width 13'6. Compare this with the Aryan Nambudri,
“'2 and “'6! .
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quite unique among the Muhammadans of Southern India. But this is an error. There are within
the same province a class of their co-religiouists to called Rowthans (Raivuthans), descendants, it is

said, of Tippu’s cavalry, who, themselves converts — but not from the inferior races, - settled near
Piighat ; but these Rowthans are as cowardly as the Ernad Mappilas are courageous; and it

" the

fanatic element came from the Arab, we should find it strongest amongst those who are of pure or

almost pure Arab blood living on the West Coast, but there we see no signs whatever of it. Not

only the pure Arab Maippilas, but the class calling themselves Botkals (Arab traders hailing from the

Persian Gulf) are as peaceful as any class in any class in Malabar, and are as little likely to go out

and become shahids as their so-callcd brethren in the faith living in England.

It seems to be incontestable, whether in Africa, or in China, or in Malabar, that the fanatical
feelings which make people fight quite regardless of life are to be accounted for in the extra

ordinary elfect which Islam has on untutored races. The Mdppila of Ernird is certainly exceed

ingly impressionable and emotional. He holds the truths and beliefs of his faith, as interpreted

subjectively, with the very strongest tenacity. The Salvation Army-man, who invites his brethren

to embark for the shores of “kingdom come,” chiding those who prefer to hesitate, has not the

smallest intention o
f embarking himself until he is compelled to do so. He is not so strongly affected b
y

the reality of what he sings about as to possess the slightest inclination to be ofi at once to the meeting

b
y

the river, when the path is death. The reality of the unseen, or that which lies in animism, is

much stronger in the lower races than it is in the higher, as any investigator may find out for himself.

To the Mappfla, the pleasures of heaven which await those who die fighting are not a
far of!‘ and indistinct vision, or, as with many people, what they think they believe; it is_'not
this, but something which impresses his whole being ; it is altogether real ; so real that he can, with
that kind of confidence which makes his courage sublime, meet death with delight.

lIl'he Mappila is indeed essentially religious, although his religion may he sometimes in the
style of the ghzizi. with the shows of the Muharram he has no sympathy, and will have none of
them. The Ramazan fast he keeps faithfully, and prayer is never far from him. It is supposed
that his devotion to religious teaching is a drag on his advancement in secular education — that so
long as he retains it

,

he will remain behind in the general struggle for advancement in a country
ordinarily well ordered and peaceful ; but with this I do not at all agree. It is much to his credit
that he will have that which he feels with every fibre of his body to be the Word of God before

everything else, and will not submit to have anything substituted for it. He is only too glad to have

proper secular teaching after a certain portion of the day has been devoted to the Qora’n.

The Mappfla College at Ponani disseminates darkness where it should give light. The
Musaliars, who have qualified to

“ read at the lamp,” and the Tangals are grossly ignorant. And
as for the Mullas, who teach the sacred bookto the children, I have never yet met one who had the
remotest idea of the meaning of a single word of the Qordn. Thus the'children are taught to read,
but not to understand ; what they read. incoherent Arabic, is gibberish to them ; what they learn is

quite another thing some time ago the Qmln was transcribed into Malayalam, retaining the
Arabic character; it being then supposed that people would like to understand what they read.
This transcription is used on the W. Coast, but not where fanaticism smoulders ; there they will not
use it

,

and the book finds no sale, for the eflluence of the spirit of the Qorlin is felt through mere

reading or hearing it in the original, even though not a word is comprehended, to be better a
thousand times than any transcription into the vernacular. And, of course, the muaaliars of the
mosques are against it

,

for if the people could read and expound for themselves, their influence and
pecuniary gains would disappear.10

1° The marked difference between a.Mfippila and a.Hindu is observable in other ways than those where fanatic
fervour comes in view. All the kinds of work requiring pluck, energy and sustained efi'ort are done by Miippilas,
Mflppilas have done the heaviest work and earned the reputation of being the best workmen, steady, tractable, and
never troublesome while well treated, in the building of the big iron bridges which the Madras Railway Company
have thrown over the big rivers of the Madras Presidency ; and in the gold mines of South India the boat mine" in
said to be hidppilas. They work as Hindus never do.
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'1‘here survive impressions of the displaced religions of the lower races, whose blood is
in the Mfippila. There is much vowing in the way that Hindus vow, and prayer is offered to
deceased and semi-deified persons, notable priests. tan-gals and shahide. The most important oath

by which a Miippila can swear is “By the feet of the Mambram Tangal,” and many vows are made at
the shrine of this great priest, who came from Arabia to spread the faith in Malabar, and died there.

On the West Coast, where the Arab blood and influence is strongest, the religion is, so to speak,

purely spiritual ; in the interior, where there is little or no Arab blood, it is more animistio: the

religion is more strongly infused with the once universal ancestral worship and its concomitant phases.

For example, on the Coast the favourite “ Manludh " ceremony is entirely spiritual in its essence- as
an Arab Mappila priest describes it; but in the interior, where we find fanaticism, it is to obtain some
favour from a deceased person who is'invoked,

' ' '

With this introduction we may examine their war songs, and we will begin appropriately with
one which illustrates their ideas as to how the dead may aid the living. It is entitled “ Shahidu
Hale Pattu" — a Garland of Songs about the Shahids, the heroes of defence of the Malapuramll
Mosque being indicated. The poet says his song is “ A Hymn of Praise for the benefit of all
mankind . . . . Its name is Kaliyath Shifa . . . . As a necklace for kings have I
composed it. Those who wear this necklace here will be rewarded by God hereafter with a necklace
of gold. I am always praying to God to bless those who repeat this song.” He asks Godto'
forgive orthographical errors for the sake of the Malapnram shahids, and then, naming every ill and
misfortune possible to man, asks that for the sake of the same intercessors he may come to no harm. .

He goes the length of asking that he may be “ One of the great men who attend to the wants and
defects of the house of God,” and that he too may die a shnhidl The song is also intended to be

repeated amidst vows in times of sickness. Although any want may be supplied, any disease cured,
wells filled, and even cholera driven away simply by invoking the Malapuram skahids, it must not be

supposed that these mighty beings are ever confused with God.
" There is no God but God ;”

nevertheless there is nothing which these cannot do for man, for by means of their gloriousv death

they have been invested with much power. Having given body and soul to God while in this world,

they have earned the privilege of obtaining assent from God whenever they ask Him for anything on

behalf of those on earth.

The poet’s modest apology for his errors is not uncommon in the Mappilas’ songs, and it will

not be out of place to mention here for the sake of better appreciation of these that the Mappilas

form no class with a fine literature of their own, but that they are the most backward in the Madras

Presidency in the matter of education. The poets are illiterate men in the sense that they could not

even pass a Lower Primary examination in the Government Schools; and they have procured the

facts and legends, which they have woven so strangely into their songs, from tradition and, partly no

doubt, from the regular stream of communication with Arabia which is maintained until the

present day.

The War Songs.

No. I.

The Song of the Malapuram Shahlds."
“ In the name of God I begin this song. I pray to Muhammad the Prophet who is the cause

of all created things. I pray also to his relatives and to the 'Ashabi army. I pray to all
Mussalmans."

The poet goes on to say that
" Abu Betir Biddik was the first true shahid. Even the

angels of God hold him in high respect. He was a true man and he never exposed his person to

anyone until his death. May God always bless him."

q.~_____—--—-
" Malapnram lies 18 miles north of Til-0r on the Madras Railway and about 81 miles east of Calient.
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Omar Bin Katab is the next. He “ held the Faith dearer than all his wealth and all his
children The dust in his hand was transformed to musk by the Most High, and the odour of that
musk always pervaded his body.”12

.

“Usman Bin Alvan is the third great shahld. He had the Prophet’s permission'to admit
anyone be pleased to heaven. He visits every place like the lightning of heaven. He is the
most celebrated man in heaven or earth; and he married two of the Prophet's daughters."

Isman Ali is the fourth. “ He is described as a tiger in Bait-ul-Issa.
.
The angels of

death fear him. He was the son of Abdulla’s brother, the most beloved of the Prophet and the
husband of Fatima the Prophet's daughter, dearer to him than eyesight.’I A tremendous fighter 1
"His name is written ‘Tiger’ on the cot in Aesh" . . . . “He is the gate of the hall of
wisdom. May God always bless him.”

The story of the Perumal, the last king among kinglets of Malabar. and his voyage to
Arabia where he met the Prophet are then told. Then we come to the destruction of the
Malapuram Mosque, when 44 Mappilas, the bravest of the brave, fought to death: parents,
wives, children, tried to dissuade them, but to no purpose. The wives were told they would by their

husbands’ death in glory obtain salvation. But what about the present 7 “ Do you not see the sky
sustained without a pillar . . . . the frog in the deep recess of the rock, the chicken in the

egg, and the child nourished in the womb’! Is it reasonable that you will be helpless? Does a
man in the grave think of his parents’! When we are weighed in the balance who but God will help
us ‘I Can one’s parents? If men permit sacrilege to their mosque all pains of hell await them: it is
only by dying for the glory of God they can obtain heavenly bliss ; and then they can bless and aid
their families.

“ Ho 1 ye brethren ! The shahids are most mighty ghosts and bhutas fear them. The wicked
Eblis is their enemy. Those who sing their praise obtain salvation from God. Those who siightthem

will sulfer untold misery” . . . , " Nothing is more pleasing to God than sacrificing one's body
and soul in defence of God, and none are more honoured than these shahlds" . . . . “They
did not become shahids under compulsion but of their own faith and conviction; therefore God gave
them a special place in heaven and a crown in Taj-il-Okar. Their bodies are always fragrant.
God takes special care of them."

No. II.

The Song of Alungal Kandi.

Another of the songs was written by the popular Mappila poet Alungal Kandi Mbyankutti
VaidiAr, grandson of aconvert from Hinduism, of the stock of the old Vélan or Vaidifir, a hereditary

Hindu physician. The poem begins with extolling Muhammad, and tells how the king of Damascus
was convinced of the truth of his mission when the Prophet made the moon rise at the wrong time,

ascend the zenith, divide, and each half pass through the sleeves of his coat. Then follows a version

of the tale of Joseph and Potiphar’s wife, and how the innocent minister ascended to heaven telling

the king who suspected him that he would be pardoned if he accepted
“ the new Véda l” which a

prophet was then bringing to men from over the sea.

Regardless if chronology, the poet tells how Islam was brought to Kéralal3 and how eventually
a grand mosque was built at Malapuram.“ Mappilas will not allow even an atom of the cadjan roof

of the mosque to be burnt. They will fight to death for it. and they are glad of the opportunity.

The poem continues :—

1" Extracts only are given of this song. I cannot give here more than a meagre outline of it, and the speeia
characteristics of the Arab mohair can be only alluded to in the briefest manner.
" The old name for Malabar.
1‘ An absurdity is that the Perumal is oompellcdto do the haJj or pilgrimage while Muhammad was alive.

Muhammad was dead 200 years before Islam was brcmght to Malabar or the Perumfil, the last emperor, went Irv

Arabia.
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“The soul in our body is in the hand of God. Can we live‘ for ever in this world ? Must we um
die once '1 Everything will die, but God alone will not. Such being the commandment of God we will
have no excuse when we are brought before Him after death ; so determine earnestly to fight and die.
If we die fighting with the wicked men who attempt forcibly to burn this holy mosque, which is the
house of God, we shall obtain complete salvation, The occasion to fight and die for the faith is like

unto embarking in a vessel which has come to bear the believer to the shores of bliss. Therefore embark .'

How well for you that such a vessel has come! It will hear you to the broad gates of heaven. Is it
not for the arrival of such a vessel that we should pray? . . . . The pleasures of wealth, or

family, are not equal to an atom of celestial happiness. Our most venerable Prophet has said that

those who die in battle can see the houris who will come to witness the fight. There is nothing in this
world to compare with the beauty of the houris. The splendour of the sun, of the moon, and of the

lightning is darkness compared with the beauty of their hair which hangs over their shoulders. Their
cheeks, eyes, face, eyebrows, forehead, head are inromparably lovely. 'l‘heir lips are like corals:

their teeth like the seeds of the thalimathalam ; their breasts like cups of gold, the pomegranate, or

like beautiful flowers, It is not possible for the mind to conceive the loveliness of their breasts and
shoulders . . . . If they wash in the sea the salt becomes like honey, and as fragrant as attar.
If they were to come down to earth and smile, the sun, moon and stars would be eclipsed. Mortals
would die if they but heard the music of their voice. When they wear red silk garments bordered
with green lace of seventy folds, their skin, bones, and muscles can be seen through them. Such is

the splendour of their body. If they clap their hands, the clang of their jewels will be heard
at a distance of 500 years‘ journey. They clap their hands and dance and sing as they come like
swans to the battle-field. If a human being were to see their beauty, their smile or their dance, he
would die (with longing) on the spot, Gently they touch the wounds of those who die in battle.

they rub away the blood and cure the pain ; they kiss and embrace the martyrs, give them to drink
of the sweet water of heaven and gratify their every wish. A horse caparisoned with carpets Bel.
with precious stoneB will be brought, and a voice will say : —- ‘ Let my men mount; let them dance
with celestial houris.’ Then the celestial coverings will be placed on their heads; they mount
thcbeautiful horses which will dance and leap and take them away to heaven, vwhere they will live
in unbounded joy."

I

“Such is the fate which awaits those who die fighting bravely. At the dissolution of the world
they will be sped like lightning over the bridge across hell. In Heaven they will attend the mar»
riage of Muhammad. They will be decorated with bunches of pearls and crowns of gold ; they will
sit on the tusk of Muhammad's elephant, and enjoy supreme happiness. It is impossible to describe
the pleasures which await those who die fighting bravely without flinching. All their sins will be for<
given and God will listen to all their prayers.”

‘ '

Far otherwise is it with the coward. “All his virtuous actions are ignored. He incurs the
wrath of God. He will be written down a renegade in the book of God. His prayers are vain. He

will die a sinner and be thrown into hell where fresh kinds of torture will be given him. In hell are
countless myriads of scorpions, snakes and frightful dragons, It is a pit of everlasting fire." The
pleasures of heaven and the pains of hell have been revealed to Muhammad

“ who in his turn taught
his disciples. It is the learned Musaliars who now hold this knowledge.”

Let it not be supposed that the above feelings are entirely sensual and erotic. On the contrary
the Mappilas’ version of Islam has had a strong eflect for good on his life and morality.

No. III.
The Battle of Bedr.

_ Another song by the same poet is of Muhammad's famous Battle of Bedr, where he routed the
Koreish ; also a subject of ‘endless interest to Mzippilas. They say that as the battle was fought
on the 17th Bamaaan in the 2nd year of the Hijra, it is a good day on which to die
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fighting. Curiously enough, the month of fasting, during which it is enjoined not to fight unless
forcedto do so, is the very one in which the Mfippila, the ultra strict follower of the Prophet according

to his lights, chooses to go out to fight and die. The twelfth day of Ramaziin is with them a good

day on ‘which to start out under devotion to death and it was selected in a last rising.

The poet describes how the Angel Gabriel told the Prophet that bliss awaited those of his fol
lowers who died fighting the infidel. The Prophet then tells them how they could gain Paradise and be

met by the houris “whose eyes are like the waxing moon, whose cheeks are like the plantain’s leaves

who are soft as the petals of the young shoe-flower," by way of inspiring them with courage. The

imagery is not quite so happy as before, for the neck of the M2148 when they walk “ wave to and fro
like the neck of a rutting elephant.” But their “breast is like a lake wherein are lotus flowers, and
they‘are always 16years old and very amorous" . , " They come like sporting elephants
to bear away those who die in battle and strive with each other saying, ‘ I will take him -— I will take
him.’ The Prophet swore to his army that such happiness would be theirs if they died fighting
bravely.” Omar was eating dates ; when he heard this he cast them away. The Prophet asked

why. He replied that he wished to waste no time in eating dates :—“ I wish to use my time for
fighting ;

”

fighting : he met the death he wished for.”

and so saying be rushed like alion among a flock of sheep, killed many and died
The father fought against the son, vfor the bond 'of the

faith is stronger than the bond of blood. The angels of death fought on the side of the Prophet
and the Koreish were defeated.15

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND QUERIES.
SOOSY — COPOSS.

Ante, Vol. XXIX. p. 338, I have shown that
soosy was Anglo-Indian for a. mixed. silky and
cotton cloth. The following quotations from
Holwell’s Interesting Historical Events Relative to
Bengal, etc., 1765, a veritable mine of wealth for
the hunter after Hobso'n-J'obsona, go to show the

correctness of ,the identification beyond doubt.
Coposs, cotton (kapas), is unnoticed by Yule.

Page 196. —- “This district produces raw-silk
andlcoposs .[raw-cottou, called, p. 193, “ coposs
or Bengal Cotton ”] sufiicient only for manufac
turing their soosies, cuttanees and gurras."

Page 200. —~" The produce of the country con
sists of shaal timbers (a wood equal in quality to
the best of our oak) dammer lacca’s, an inferior
sortment of raw-silk and coposs and grain, sufli
rient only for their own consumption.”

‘Soosies, outtanees and gurras were therefore
all mixed piece-goods, which is valuable informa
tion. Yule quotes the second passage for aaul
wood (56.1), but dammor-lacca is especially inter
esting, unless we ought to place a comma. between

dammer and laces, as it goes to show that Bengal
dammer (pitch) was made from a resin (Zacea,
lac). .

R. C. TEMPLE.

SOME FORMS OF FERINGEE.

1679. ——-“ Between 3 and 4 of the morning we
set out and about 9 with easy travelling came to
Yentapollmn: in the way we passed over a place
which have been formerly inhabited by Port“.
guese'called Feringee Burane.” — Streynsliam
Master's Memorial, March 19th.

‘1883. — " Near the line of the old Madras Road
is the spot known as Feringhee or Franguln.
Dibba. the mound of the foreigners, where there
was once a Portuguese Settlement.” -— Mackenzie,
Kistna District, p. ‘2t6.

R. 0. Trauma.

JUFFYE — JUMP OF THE CUL'I‘UH.
HERE are two slang expressions for the learned
in things Anglo-Indian to exercise their know
ledge or ingenuity upon. A common slang ex
pression of contempt among Eurasians towards a
native, who apes European manners and dress, is
jufl‘ye, or jump of the cultch or simply a
jumper. The term jumper here is explainable as
vernacular English for a.man who does anything
he has no natural or legal right to do, but the
other two terms apparently requires. good deal of
explanation.

‘
R. C. TrMrLa.

' 1° The next song is given in full. Here as elsewhere the translation is necessarily somewhat free. The songs
were first of all ‘put into Malayalam and then into English. Though nearly every Mippila understands them more or
1ess, few among them are oapableof rendering them in the vernacular.
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NOTES ON INDIAN HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
BY J. F. FLEET, I.C.S. (Rm‘n), PH.D., C.I.E.

The places mentioned in the Untikavatika grant.

HIS record has been edited by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji in the Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc.
Vol. XVI. p. 88 if. I am quoting it

,

however, from ink~impressions made by myself.

The record introduces first a certain Mananka, whom it describes as “ an ornament of the

Raehlirakfitas whose fame was adorned b
y a number of many good qualities." His son was

Dévaraja. Dévariijs, it says, had three sons; of whom, however, it mentions only one b
y name,—

Bhavishya. Bhavishya’s son was Abhimanyu. And the record recites that,— téna Mana
puramnadhyasanén=alaiikurvvatfi matz‘spitroh=punya'nimitt-aibhivriddhayél pétha-Pailgeraklya
Dakshina-Sivasya Untikavatikaz-nama-gramako Jatsbhara-pravrajitasya udaka-pfirvvalrd

dattah . . . . . . Harivatsa-kotta-nigraha(T hi)3-J’ayasingha-samaksha1i1.

The Pandit rendered this passage thus:—“ By him, adorning Manapura by his residence
(therein), there is given, with libations of water, in order to increase the religious merit of his

parents, the village named Uudikavaitikai,‘ to the recluse Jatzibhfira, (on belmtf) of (the god)

Dakshina-Siva of Pethapaiigaraka. . . . , . . (This grant has been made) in the presence
of Jayasingha, the chastiser of the Kotta Harivatsa."

To this, however, there are objections. In the first place, in order to support such a. rendering,
there is the obligation of supplying some such word as art/ram or arthe‘, “ on behalf,” to govern the

genitive ending with Dakshipa-Sivaaym And secondly, there is no evidence of the existence of a

word kappa as the name of any person, family, or tribe.‘ And, on this latter point, the following
remarks may as well be made ; because the matter is so thoroughly typical of the way in which
there have been evolved, in connection with the ancient history of India, so many curious mistakes,
some of which are recognised only when the time comes for verifying the assertions in which they
are presented, and can be eliminated only b

y a full examination of the supposed authorities for
those assertions. The Pandit gave° a certain reference in connection with his rendering of the
record with which we are dealing, and in support of a remark, partly based on his estimate of the

period to which it should be referred, that “ this shows that there were Kogta chiefs at least as late

“as about the fifth century AD." And, turning to the place referred to by him, we find that he had
already formed the belief, ——from a Gupta record which, according to his opinion at that time, was

to be referred to the end. of the second century A.l)., and which we shall notice again further
on, —that Kotta did exist as a tribal name, and that a Kotta king was reigning in Upper India
about AD. 190; also, that he considered that he had obtained Prakrit forms of the name Kotta in

a word which he read as Koda or Koda in an early inscription at Sopfini in the Thane. district,

Bombay, and in a word Karla which he found on an early coin obtained by him at Sahziranpur in

the Meerut divisionaNorth-West Provinces ;
7 and also that, on these grounds, he was of opinion

' This seems to be a mistake for puny-tibhit-riddhimimittmis or puny-dbhiun’ddhi'nimitldyc.

1 The Pandit read this name as Undikavtltikd, with nt‘ in the second syllable. The original uses that akaham
in respect of which, as I have before now had occasion to remark, it is often impossible to decide whether it means
n! or ad; except, of course. in well-known wordsI such as the Sanskrit mandala and kontaka and the Kanarese
gdmuoda and uqt'ita. I read the name with 1)

;

because of the identification of the place, which will be shown
further on.

5 Over the he there is a mark, which may bea flaw in the copper, or may be an imperfect attempt to attach a
superscript i to the consonant.

‘ See note 2 above.

° I do not overlook the facts, that Monier-Williams' Sanskrit Dictionary, the revised edition, gives us Kottapul'a
as the name of a town in Magadha, from the Bhadmb-ihztcimritra, and that two records, Nos. 655 and 656 in

Kielhorn’s List of the Inscriptions of Northern India (Ep. Ind. Vol, V. Appendix, pp. 88, 89), give us the personal
name of " Kottabhaiija, of the Bhaiija family."

" Loc. cit. p. 88, note 1
.

‘' For, perhaps, the identical coin, see Cunningham's Coins of Ancient India, Plate 11., NO- 21 ; the
reading is distinctly Kiidam, on both the obverse an} the reverse.
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that the Kodas, Kodas, or Kottas were widely spread over India and had already been a ruling power
for nearly three hnndiel years.g Elsewhere, we have been told that the details adduced by the

Pundit “ seem to show that about B. C. 200 the tribe of the Kodas or Kottas, who seem about that
“ time to have been ruling near Mirat and afterwards (A1). 190) near Patna, had a settlement at
“
Sop:ira.”° As a rider to this, a remark has been made about an “ apparent relation between the
“ Kods of the Snpiira burial circles and the Kols and Goods of the Central Provinces."m And

finally, we have been informed that there was an
" early widespread tribe allied to the Gonds known

“as Kottas and Kods in the Central Provinces North Konkan and Delhi,” and that their head

quarters were probably in the Central Provinces.n But, if we turn back to the reference put
forward by the Pundit himself, we find that the origin of all this matter is simply that the Pundit

believed that “ Skandagupta’s
” -—
[read Snmndragupta’s]

— “ inscription on the Allahfibaid pillar
“states that he punished the scion of a Kotta

" —
[read Kotta, as shewn by the Pandit’s

Dévanfigari rendering of the text, given in a footnote] — “family in Pataliputra."l2 That, how

ever, is a. pure mistake. It was some member of a family named Kota, whom, the. Allahabad
record says, in a passage which mentions also Pushpa[pura], : Pritaliputra, : Patna, Samudra
gupta caused (at some time about A.I). 375) to be captured by his armies.l3 The name Kota
with the dental t, is quite distinct from any such word as koflrl, with the lingual gr. And, so far

at any rate as anything as yet brought to light may go, we may dismiss entirely the idea that there

ever was a ruling power in India. known by the name of Kotta.
Now, on the other hand, in the first place. the construction of the sentence, quoted from the

record with which we are dealing, is such that only the genitive Jafribhrira-pravrajitasg/a is neces

sarily connected in any way with the verb dattalr, by which it is governed, and that the genitive
ending with Dakshr'gra-Si-vasyu is governed in the most natural way by the immediately following

word Unfilravdliké-nlimo-gramakd ; and this collocation of the words marks the village Untikavatikfi
as already belonging to the god Dakshiua-Siva at the time when it was conveyed by the record to

someone else. And in the second place, the word kofla, as also him, is well known as meaning
‘ a fort, a stronghold ;' while there is nothing appropriate in speaking of the witness to a deed of
gift or transfer as a chastiser of anyone when there is nothing in the record to indicate some such
achievement as the motive for the grant, it is quite suitable that he should be described by a title
which marks him as a local oflicial; we have the word koflapdla, meaning ‘a guard, protector.

keeper of a fort, a commander ofa fort ; '14 and koffanigrahu or koflanigmhr'n, in which the second
component is from m' + grab, ‘to hold down, keep or hold back, seize, hold, hold fast.’ etch. may

quite well be taken as an official title meaning much the same thing. Further, grdmaL-a has the

meaning of ‘a small village.’ The word pravraji'ta has the technical meaning of ‘ one who has left

home and wandered forth as an ascetic mendicant ;’ but it can hardly be fairly rendered by
‘recluse,’ or by any single word, except perhaps in connection with Jain and Buddhist
writings, in which it seems to be used in the sense of ‘a monk ;’ and it has also the general
meaning of ‘gone astray, gone abroad.’ The word jaydbhrira, which means literally ‘a mass of
braided hair,’ must certainly be taken here, as it was taken by the Pundit. as a proper name;
but the word reminds us at once ofju'lfirlliara, ‘carrying or wearing braided hair,’ which is well
known as an epithet of Siva; and, while it does not seem either appropriate or probable that a
village, specifically described as belonging to a god, should be given away to any ordinary person
without a distinct proviso that he should hold it for that god,it might quite suitably be transferred
to another form of that ‘god. or to some other god connected with that god."

9 Sea Jam’. Bo. Br. K. As. S00. ‘'01. XV. p. 290.
9 Gazetteer ofthe Bombay Presidency, Vol. XIlL. Thane, Part IL. 11.409. " Ibizl. p. 730.
1' id. Vol. I. Part I. p. 132. “ Delhi” seems to bea mistake for Behar or anything else.
"l Soc Jaw‘. B0. Dr. B. As. Soc. Vol. XV. p. 290, and note. ‘5 See Gupta Insure. p. 12.
I‘ See Mouior-W'illinms’ Sanskrit Dictionary, revised edition. under kotf'a and piiln.
"l We seem to have at any rate one instance of an analogous kind. The MaMr-‘ljo Jayanltlm gave a village

named Dhavnsliandika to certain persons, as a.ddvdgrahdra or
‘ agrahdra of the god,’ for the benefit of the god Vishnu

in the form of Bhagavat ; see Gupta Inst". p. 121. And his son sarvamitha gave halt‘ the said village to another
person for the benefit of the divine lbhagm-ati) goddess Pishtapuriktidfvl .- see ibid. p. 130.
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And, for the above-mentioned reasons, — partly suggested, of course, but, I think it will be
admitted, fully supported, by what I have to say further on in identifying the god and the places
mentioned in the record,— I translate the passage thus :— “ By hirn (Abhimanyu), adorning
Manapura by residing at it

, in order to increase the religious merit of his parents, the small

village named Untikavatika, of (i. e. belonging to) the gut] Dakshina-Siva of the Pangaraka

pétha, has been given, with the pouring out of water, to the J'atabhara who has left his home and

gone abroad (1
'.

e. to that same god who has gone from the place belonging to him as Dakshiua'
Siva and has settled elsewhere as Jatfibhéra). . . . . . . (This has been done) in the pre
sence of J'a‘yasingha, the keeper of the fort of Harivatsakotta.” Or, ifit should be considered
better to take Jatfibhz‘tra as the name of a place, then part of the translation would be :—-

“ to him

(i. e. that same god) who has left his home (at the place belonging to him as Dakshina-Siva) and

has gone abroad to (and settled at) Jatabhara.”
-

Now, the record does not mention the territorial division, in which lay the village Uutika
vfitiki‘t, Nor does it specify the boundaries of the village. Nor do we even know where it was

obtained. And so we have nothing specific to guide us in the allocation of it. But the suggestion
has been made, - whether by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indmji, or by his editor, is not clear,-—- that the
god Dakshina-Siva may be the god of the great Saiva shrine in the Mahadeva hills in the
Hoshaiigabfid district, Central Provinces, because that shrine is under the management of the
petty Chief of a place named Pagel'a.l6 This suggestion is certainly correct. And, by way of an
introduction to what I have to say about the matter in proving the point, it may be conveniently
stated here that, in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 71, S. W. (1899), the particular hill which is
called ‘ Mahadeo’ in it and is marked as 4.834 feet high, and on which there is the shrine in

question, is located in lat. 22° 24', long. 78° 28’, about three miles south-by-west from the well

known hill-station of Pachmarhi in the sohagpur tabsil of the Hoshaiigi‘tbiid district, and about
fifty miles towards the east-south-east-half-south from Hoshar'igabad, which town is on the south

‘

bank of the Nerbudda; and that, while the principal of the Bhdpfis 0r hereditary guardians of the
shrine is the Chief of the Pachmarhi zamindiiri, which comprises six villages," another of the

Bluipa‘s is the Chief of the Pagi‘ira zaminddri, which consists of twelve villages18 and apparently has
its head-quarters at Pagara itself, which is in lat. 22° 31', long. 78° 29', about four miles on the
north of Pachmarhi and on the road to Pat-hmarhi from the Paparia or Piparia station on the
G. I. P. Railway from Bombay to Jabalpur: from the ‘ Mahédeo' bill, Pagz'ira is about seven miles
|iorth-half—east.

The Mahadeva hills are a part of the Siitpudi range; but they are isolated, by precipitous
ravines, from the hills which are actually known as the Siitpudfis. The earliest mention of them
that I can trace, is in Hamilton's East-India Gusettzer, second edition, Vol. II. (1828), p. 161,
where they are described as “ a range of hills in the province of Gundwana, where stands the
“ celebrated temple to which the Hindoos resort in pilgrimage.” They are famous for a peculiar
variety of sandstone known as the “ Mali-‘idem sandstone," in connection with which a full account
of them, from that point of view, has been given in the Memoirs of {he Geological Survey o

f India,

Vol. II. (1860), which work speaks of them as “the Puchmnri or Mahatleva hills ” (page 183).
And, according to Thornton’s Gazetteer of India, Vol. III. (1854), p. 358, they took their appel
lation from the temple, and they may be considered as lying between lat. 21° 30' and 22° 40’ and

long. 78° and 80°.

Hamilton’s work speaks also of the Mahadéva temple, which it describes as “ a celebrated
“ Hindoo place of worship in the province of Gundwaua, situated among- the Mahadeo hills, sixty
"miles south-east from Hussingabad, on the Nerbndda river." It places the temple, not quite
accurately, in lat. 22° 22’, long, 78° 35’. It further quotes Jenkins’ Medical Transactions to the

16Gazetteer o
f the Bombay Prasidenry, Vol. I. Part I. p, 132.

1" See the Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. X. p. 522. This chief is describe as
“ a Kurkfi by caste.”

it See ibid. p. 537-
' '
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effect that, at the festival held in February, 1820, more than eight thousand people visited the

shrine, in spite of the fact that it could hardly have become known, by that time, that the taxes,

which had ranged from one rupee to ten rupees per pilgrim, and even to fourteen rupees in the

case of a pilgrim having a bullock with him, had been remitted. And, from all this, we gather

that the shrine really is one of considerable repute.

In 1833 or 1834, the Mahadéva hills were visited, for geological inquiries, by Mr. Spilsbury,
of the Bengal Medical Establishment, who then published an account of them in the Jam. Bang.
As. Soc. Vol. III. (1834), p. 388 ill, with a sketch-map opposite page 392. He climbed the range
vid “Pugara, a small Goand village, belonging to a ThakuH’m He located “ the cave of
Mahadeo,” - from which we infer that the “ temple” is a shrine in a cave, — ome four or five

hundred feet below a peak, which he mentioned in one place as “ Pntta Sunkur”20 but in
another as “ Jutta Shunkur,”21 and which he further shewed in his map as “ J'utur Sunkur.”
He has further told us that the occasion of the annual jdtni or pilgrimage is the 'Sivarfitri, and
that the pilgrims assemble, before making the ascent to the cave, at a place named “Bhawun,"

which, however, is not marked either in his map or in the Indian Atlas sheet. And he has drawn

attsntion to “ a singular shaped hill,” near “ Bhawun,” which is called "Teri Kothi ” because
“ all Goands firmly believe the locusts issue” from it. 22 His map locates this hill about four

miles on the south-east of “ .Iutur Sunkur.” And his sketch of the hill itself presents what looks

like an enormous liriga on a huge mound, the combined height of the two being shewn as about a

hundred and fifty feet.

We may now consider the details of the record. And we will take, in the first place, the
prefix Dakshina in the name of‘ the god Dakshiua-Biva, " the southern Siva, the Siva of the
South.” We have the same prefix in the name of the god Dakshiua-Kédaréévara, “the Kédriré
évara of the South,” of Balagami in Mysore, which was plainly an image established there as

the local representative of 'Siva in the form of Kédiira or Kédarés'vara as worshipped at Kédarnéth,

which is a famous temple and place of pilgrimage in the Himalayas, in the Garhwr'il district,

North-West Provinces.23 And we have it again in the name of the god Dakshipa-Sfimanfitha, “ the
Somamitha of the South,” of Huligeije, i. e. Lakshméshwar, within the limits of the Dharwar
districtfiiL which was plainly a local representative, at that place, of the famous form of Siva as
Sduramitha at somanrithapattana or Patan-somnath in Kathiawar. Evidently, the prefix was
customarily used, in a very appropriate manner, to denote certain gods in the Dakshinapatha or
Dekkan, 1'

.

e. in the territory on the south of the Nerbudda, which were representatives and
namesakes, in that part of the country, of celebrated gods of Northern India. And so far, there
fore, as the name of the god is concerned, there is at least no objection to connect the record with
the locality suggested by Pandit Bhagwaulal Indraji or by his editor.

To the preceding point, we have to add the fact that the characters of the record are of‘
the southern class of alphabets. And in this respect, again, there is no objection to connect
the record with the suggested locality.

But, further, I find a distinct connection between the record. and the locality, through
what is evidently the real local name of the shrine which is now known as the temple of Mahadéva.
and is probably also the local name for the peak below which the shrine is. Spilshury’s map

places that peak just where the Indian Atlas sbeetzs places the peak which it calls ‘Mahiideo.’ As
has been mentioned above, Spilsbury's printed account speaks of the peak as “ Putta Suuknr" and
“ Jutta Shunkur ;” and it is shewn in his map as “ Jutur Sunkur.” The “ Putta ” is certainly a

misprint; compare “ Dolrg'ur
”
three times, on page 392, for the “ Dobgur” at the top of the same

page and the
“ Dobgurh” of his map, which stands for a name which is given in the Atlas sheet

‘9 L06. cit. p. 391. 1° Loo. d‘. P. 392, note. 9‘ Loc. cit. p. 393. "'2 Lot‘. cit. p. 393.
13 See Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 221, and note 4. 3‘ Tbid. pp. 24-8,255, and page 247, text lines 30, 31.
,5 See page 5l1 above.
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as ‘Dhupgarh.’ It can hardly be questioned that the “Jutta Bhunkur ” and “ Jutur Sunkur,”
though possibly confused by Spilsbury in some way with the word jlilrd, ' pilgrimage,’ really mean
JatA-Sarhkara, or " Sarhkara (Siva) of the braided hair?” And we can hardly avoid recognising
a direct connection of some kind between that appellation and the name Jatabhara which we
actually have in the record. We can also easily understand how the present name of the range
came to be established. Evidently, the first European visitor to the locality found it without any

particular name of its own; he heard of the existence of a famous and much frequented shrine on
some hill in it. and, no doubt, the particular hill was pointed out to him ; he asked the name of
the hill, or of the shrine or its god, and was told Jatzi-Sarhkara; this name not being familiar to

him, he asked more precisely who the god might be, and was answered Mahzidéva; and this well

known name of 'Siva was readily accepted as furnishing a convenient appellation, first for the‘

particular peak, and then for the entire range of hills.

There is no difiiculty about taking the modern name Pagers. as representing the ancient
Paitgaraka." We might perhaps take the prefix pétha as meaning ‘ a market-town.’ And, in
that case, the epithet ptit/twPaitga'raktl/a would locate the god Dakshina-Siva at the modern
Pagara itself, about four miles on the north of Pachmarhi. But we have no information as to
the existence of any god of repute at Pagara. Also, it would appear from Molesworth and Candy's

Marathi Dictionary that the word pélh or pépfb, in the sense of ‘a market-town,’ is of Hindustani
origin. 1 am more inclined, therefore, to take the prefix pe‘fha as the same word which we find

used as a. territorial term, in records of the fifth and sixth centuries A. D. from a part of the
country not far distant from that with which we are dealing, in the expression “the Manini‘tga
pe‘tluz,” 29 and which see ms to he the origin of the Marathi pétri in the sense of a subdivision of a
pargauii or ofa taluka. And, from this point of view, I interpret the record, not as locating the god
Daksbiua-Siva at Pagi'ira. itself, but as marking the god as the god of a territorial division which
was known as the Pangaraka pétha and derived its appellation from the ancient Pangaraka,
now represented by Pagara, as its head-quarters town,

I take the actual state of the case to be as follows. The locality first derived its sanctity
from the hill called ‘Teri Kathi,‘ the summit of which so strikingly resembles an enormous
li'iiga, about four miles on the south-east of the peak known as Jatii-Sarhkara and Mahadéva ; 2° and
that summit itself was the original god Daksh'ma-Siva, “ the Siva of the South,” of
the Par'igaraka péflm. The god, in that form, had been endowed with the village of Untikavatikii.
Subsequently, it was desired to set up an actual image of the god. A suitable place was found in
the cave below the above-mentioned peak. Either the god himself was installed there in the
more specific form of Jatabhara ; or perhaps the place itself was doubly recommended, and was
named Jatabhara, in consequence of having, over the entrance to the cave, a mass of gnarled and
twisted roots and rocks resembling braided hair; and this name became afterwards modified into
Jata-Sathkara. And, when the god was thus installed in the cave, the previous endowment of the
village of Untikavz‘itikzi was transferred, by this charter, to the new shrine.

‘1°Mouicr-‘Vllliams’ Sanskrit Dictionary, revised edition, gives Jatil-Sarhkara 11sthe name of a tirtha, from the
Rast'ktuamanu, xii. 22. — The Postal List of the ‘ “'ardhfi

' district, Central Provinces, shows a place named ' Jutta
Shankar’ in the 'Arvi’ tahsil, post-town ‘Ashti.’ But I cannot find it in the Atlas sheets Nos. 54, and 72, S. \V.
1’ There are various other places, in different parts of the country, the names of which are given in maps, etc.,

as ' Pagura,’ ‘ Pangra,’ and ‘ Pangara.’ It is sutficient to state that there are no grounds for identifying any of them
with the Paiigaraka or‘ the record. - The Village List of the ' Wtln ' district, Bemrs, shows a place named ‘ Pitha
pongara

’ in the ‘ Kelapnr ’ tfiluka, post-town ‘ Pandherkowra.’ But I cannot find it, unless it is the ‘ Pitapungli '
of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 73 (1896), a small village about eleven miles south-went-half-sonth from ‘ Kehlapur.’
About forty miles towards the north-west from ‘ Pitapungli,’ there is a small village or hamlet called ‘ Manpur,’ in
the ‘ Yeotmal' tilluka of the same district. There is, however, nothing to lead as to ret'er the record to this locality.
3' Gupta Inscn. pp. 116, 138. Another form of the original word occurs as very-Uta,in line 8031 of the Harihar

plates of A. D. 1351; see Jour. Bu. Br. K, As, Soc. Vol. X. p. 847- And we have also venltheyn.or pei'ttbeya in line 24
of the Haribarinecriptiou of A. D, 1538 ; see Vol. IV, above, p. 831.
*9 See above ,
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As regards Untikavatika, I find that it is quite suitably represented by the ‘ Contiya ’ ot'
the Indian Atlas sheet, nine miles towards the north-north-east from Shhsigpur, and thirty miles
north-north-west-three-quartcrs-west from the Jatii-Sarhltara or Mahiidéva peak. There is another
‘ Oontiya’ about four miles towards the east-uorth-east from that one. But it seems to be a larger
village. And the record appears to distinctly single out the smaller of the two. These villages
are both on the south of the Nerbudda, and within a quite reasonable distance from the shrine. so as
to be conveniently managed by the priest or priests of the shrine.

And the fort of Harivat-sakotta is probably the hill-fort which the Indian Atlas sheet shews
as ‘ Dhupgarh’ and places on a peak 4,454 feet high, about three miles on the north~west ot' the
Jata-Samkara or Mahi‘idéva peak. The commander of that fort would he a most suitable witness
to the transfer registered in the record.

The place which is mentioned as Manapura cannot be satisfacto'rily identified. Pundit
Bhagwaulal lndraji was at first somewhat inclined to identify it with Mainyakhéta-Mrilkhéd in the

Nizam’s Dominions,” the capital of the well-known dynasty of Riishtrakt'ltas which was founded by
Dantidurga about A. D. 750, some three hundred and eighty miles away to the south from the

locality to which our results fix us. And, later on. he or his editor has suggested more plainly
“Manpur in the Vindhya hills;”i‘n meaning, I think, a place which I myself had meanwhile
proposed,82 namely Manpur in Mala-a, the head-quarters of the Miinpur pargunri under the Bhopi
war Agency in Central India, abouttwelre miles south-west from Mhow and one hundred and seventy
miles to the west from our locality. Neither of these proposals, however, is really admissible. At

the time to which the present record is properly to be referred, namely in or closely about the

period A. D. 650 to 700, there cannot have been any independent Rfishtrakutas at Mrilkhéd in
the Niznm's Domiuions ; morervcr, the ancient Sanskritname of Malkhéd has never yet been met
with otherwise than in the form of Mtinyakhéta. And Manpur in Mr‘ilwa is put out of the question
by its being on the north of the Nerbudda. v If the Manapnra of the record was the capital of Abhi
manyu, it may possibly be Maupur near ‘ Bandhogarh

’
in Réwa. about two hundred miles towards

the north-east-by-east from our locality, which certainly seems to be the Manapura that is men
tioned in a record of A. D. 462 or thereabouts.” But there is nothing in our record to mark its
Mtinapurn as a capital. And the text reads more as if it was simply an ordinary town or village,
somewhere in the vicinity of the other places, which Abhimanyn had honoured by camping at it
in the course ot‘a tour. The name Manpur is of frequent occurrence as a villsgcmame in Réwa,

Baghélkhand, the Central Provinces, the Berars, and the Nizam's Dominions. But I do not at

present find in the maps any Mi'mpur which is reasonably close to the Jata-Samkar or Mahadéva.
peak, and so may have been used as a camp by Abhimanyu for the purpose of visiting the shrine.M
And I am inclined to think, therefore, that the Mduapnra of the record may be not in existence now.
It is, however, not impossible that it is, in some way or another, the village which is shewn in the

Indian Atlas sheet as ‘ Bhanpoor,’ on the south bank of the Nerbudda, two and a half miles north

by-west from Untikaviitiki'v‘ Oontiya.’36 And it is also not impossible that Manapur-a may have

been the older name of Sohfigpur, or of Sébhiipur which is a large village six miles on the north-east

of St'ihfigpur.

" Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. XVI. p. 89. " Gal. Bo. Pres. Vol. I. Part]. p. 132.
" Vol. XVIII. shove, p. 233. ‘3 Gupta IYWCTI. pp. 136, 138.
3‘ I may state that I have recently had occasion to examine sheets of the Indian Atlas covering a great deal of

country, espeaiallyplong the course of the Nerbudda and to the south of that river. In sheet No. 23, N. E. (1894),
in lat. 22° 6', long. 73° 7'. there is a.village called

' Munpur,‘ in the Baroda territory, about six miles on the north
of Miyfigl'un. And, curiously enough, there is an

‘ Untiu' about two and a half miles on the north-east of this

‘ Manpar,‘ and there is another

‘ Untia
'
about seven miles further on in the same direction. With these exceptions,

I have not found any other name answering to Untikavi tikr‘i (or Undikavttiktt). And these places can hardly have
any connection with the present record; because they are on the north of the Nerbuddo, and some three hun
dred miles away from the locality to which the other considerations lead us : nothing can be found, in that direction,
to represent Pufigaraka and the god Dakshina-siva and the name Jatfibhtira.
“ There is not, as yet. any Survey or Topographical map available for testing this point.
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The places mentioned in the Paithan plates of A. D. 794.

This record has been edited by Prof. Kielhorn, with a facsimile lithograph, in Ep. Ind.
Vol. III. p. 103 E. It recites that, on a specified day in the year Saka-Sarhvat 716 (expired).
falling in A. D. 794, the Rfishtrakt‘ita king Govinda llI. gave to some Brtihmans a village named
Limbaramika, in a group of villages known as the Sarakachchha or sanakachehha
twelvel which was in a territorial division called the Pratishthana bhukti. And it specifies the
boundaries of the village as being, on the east, a village named Samatlrthaka ; on the south, the
river Godavart; and on the west, (a village named) Brahmapuri. On the north, the record
places a village the name of which has been read as Dhonagrama, with the remark that the

consonant of the first syllable may be either till, 11,or oh, and that of the second syllable may be

either n or t ; but, in view ot'the identification that can be made, we may safely say that the real

name given in the record is certainly vot'iagranzuai.2

Pratishthana is the modern Paithan, on the north bank of the Godzivari, the head-quarters,
apparently, of the Paithan sarltar of the Aurangabzid district in the Niznm’s Dominions; in the
Indian Atlas sheet 38, S. E. (1886), it is shown as ‘ Paithan,’ in lat. 19° 27’, long. 75° 26'. As
the village that was granted was in the Pratishthana bhukti, which can only have been a small
subdivision of a much larger territory which would be known as the Pratishthiina dééa, we ought
to find it somewhere in the vicinity of Paithan itsclt". And I find that Limbaramika must have
stood just about where the maps shew a village which is entered as ‘Cusnapur’ in the Atlas
quarter-sheet of 1886 mentioned above and as

‘
Cusnnpt’lr

’ in the Deccan Topographical Survey
sheet No. 17 of 1877, but as ‘Kristnapooree ’ in the full Atlas sheet No. 38 of 1857 and in the
beautiful Survey map of the Paithan sarkair executed under the superintendence of Captain
H. Morland in 1842-43. The said village, ‘Cusnapur-Kristnapooree,’ is on the north bank of
the Godavari, twelve miles west-north-west-three-quarters-north from Paithan. Samatirthaka
is evidently a village on the same bank of the Godfivari, tuo miles on the south-east of
‘
Cusnapur-Kristnapooree,’ which is shewn as ‘ Sewatta’ in the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886 and as
‘ Sewétta’ in the Deccan Topographical sheet of 1877, but in the full Atlas sheet of 1857 and in
the Paithan Survey map of 1842-43 is shewn as

‘ Savutha,’ which probably represents some such

pronunication as Sauriitha. Vbdagrttma is evidently the village which is shewn as ‘Vadgaon ’ in
the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886 and is referred to as ‘Wargéon,’ in the indication of certain
cart-tracks or footpaths, in the Deccan Topographical sheet of 1877, but is shewn in the full Atlas
'
sheet of 1857 and in the Paithan Survey map of 1842-43 as ‘Vaudgaon,’ — which stands, no
doubt, for Vbdgaon, with perhaps a pronunciation of the 6 like the aw in ‘Cawnpore' and the an

in
‘ maund,’ 3 ——three miles towards the north-east-by-east from ‘Cusnapur-Kristnapooree.’ And

l The published text gives SJ/rdkachchha, with the first two syllables marked as doubtful. The oonsonantof the
first syllable seems to be certainly s. For the possibility of reading the consonant of the second syllable as 1:,
rather than r. compare the n of Pratishthdna in the same line.
i The name stands in line 56 of the text. There i no question that the first syllable may be read either as dhfl

or as 116. And the record presents several instances in which there are forms of n and t closely resembling the conso
nant of the second syllable. But, for the point that the second syllable is really do, compare khadgnrh, line 4, gadgmh
for khadgafia, line 5, Pdn'ilye, line 11, and, still more clearly, ddayall for ddoya/J, line 81, and 9'

?

(sh-1)daf-fittaréshu,

lines 60-61.

3 When the Paithan Survey map of 1842-43 and the Atlas sheet of 1857 were prepared, the sounds of the short

0 and the long 6 were, of course, often represented by 0 ; but also other devices were used, 511011M M in ‘ Toandoly,’
four miles north-north-east, and ' Poargaon,’ eleven miles towards the north-east-by-east, from

‘ Vaudgnon,’ whieh

are shewn as ‘ Tondoli ' and ‘ Porgaon ’ in the quarter-sheet of 1386, and such as the insertion of an a after the conse
nant, as in ' Donegaon,’ twelve miles towards the east-north-eust from ‘Vaudgaon,’ which is shewn as

‘ Dongaon ’ in

the quarter-sheet of 1886. And an was very often used for 6,; as in

‘ Vaugwaddy,’ seventeen miles towards the east

from ' Vandgaon,’ and in ‘ Wauksure,’ six and a.half miles south-east-by-east from Pnithan, which are shown in the

quarter-sheet of 1836 as ‘ Vagwari

'

and ‘ Walrsari.’ And I do not find any other certain instance in the neighbour
hood of the locality with which we are concerned, in which an stands for 0. But the cm of the present day, — while

occasionally represented (wrongly) by aw, as in the ‘ Sawkhaid

' of the Paithan Survey map, five miles west-north

west from

‘ Vaudgaon,‘ which appears in the Atlas sheet of 1857as

‘ Sowkhaid,’ and even in the quarter-sheet of 1886

as .' Sowlrhera,’ ——was almost always represented by 0w or (m, as in

‘ Kowdgaon,’ six miles north-east-half-north, and

‘ Ourangpoon' five and a half miles north-northwest from ‘ Vaudgnon,’ which are shewn in the quarter-sheet of 1886
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Brahmapuri is perhaps the ‘ Bramagaon
’ of the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886, and the ‘ Brumagovan’

of the full Atlas sheet of 1857 and of the Paithan Surrey map of 1842-43, about four miles almost

due north of ‘Cusnapur Kristnapooree ;' it is quite possible that its lands may have originally
extended southwards along the nullah on which it stands, so as to include certain other villages
which now exist separately under the names of ‘ Mauzegaon-Mouzegonm'

‘
Lamgaou~Lamgotan,’

and ‘ Jogisari-Jogeshwur,’ so as to reach the Godavari on the west of
' Cusnapur-Kristnapooree."

The name Limbaramika does not seem to exist, now, anywhere on the north of the Gddz'ivari, in
the locality to which these results fix us; nor, I may add, can any such name, or any other names
resembling Samatirthaka and the name (no matter how it may be read) of the village on the north
of Limbfirtimikti, be found anywhere else along the Godavari in the whole extent of country covered

by the Atlas sheets 38, 55, and 56. But it has left a clear trace of itself, in the name of a.
village on the south bank of the Godt‘tvari, immediately opposite ‘ Cusnapur-Kristnapooree,’ which

is not shewn at all in the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886, but is shown as ‘ Nimbtiri’ in the Deccan
Topographical sheet of 1877 and as ‘Limbaree ’ in the full Atlas sheet oi 1857 and the Paithan
Survey map of 1842-43. And I suspect that Limbi‘iri-Nimbari was an oflshoot from the original
Limhiirfimikti; that ‘ Cusnapur-Kristnapooree,’ : Krishnapurl,l5 was the déz'apu'ri or " ward of the
gods ' of Limbaramika ; that the original brahmap'uri, or “ Brahman’s ward ” of the village, became
absorbed into Krishnapuri; and that that is why we can now trace the original name only on the
south bank of the river.

The appellation of the group of villages known as the sarakaohchha or Banakachchha
twelve seems, not to have been derived from the name of any town or village, but to mean
“ the twelve (villages) on the bank or banks of the Sara or Sand.” The reference may be to the
original name of the ‘ Gantla,’ a small river which flons into the Godavari from the north at a
point about three and a half miles on the west of ‘Vaudgaon ;' and, in this case, the name is to
be taken as denoting a group of villages on the east bank of that river. Or it may be that the
name belongs to a large nullah which passes.‘ Vaudgaon’ on the east and flows into the Gfidavari
at a point iabout, three miles on the north-west of Paithap ; and, in this case, the name probably
denoted a group of villages on both sides of that nullah. Close on the west of the ‘ Ganda,’ there
flows into the Gt'idavari, also from the north, another small river, the name of which is given in the

‘full Atlas sheet cf1857 as ‘Sinnna,’ hut in the Paithan Survey map as
‘ Seev,’ and in the Deccan

Topographical sheet as ‘ Sheo,’ and in the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886 as ‘ Siv ;’ it does not seem
that this can be concerned in the matter.

as ' Kautlguon
’
and ‘ Aurnugpur.’ And, even if the actual modern name of the village should be either Vfidgaon or

Vaudgaon, ——which I very much question, -~ there can be no reasonable doubt that it is the village which is men
tioned, as Védagrtrnu, in the record. It may he added that the sound of am in ‘ Cawnpore ’ and of cu in ‘ maund ' is
the sound which the o and 6 naturally assume when they are followed by an r which has not a vowel after it, and that
there is always more or less of an 'r-sound in the lingual d. -— There seems to he really no end to the vagaries of thoae
who fix the spelling of place-names for use in maps. The Deccan Topographical Survey sheet No. 17 (1877) marks
a road, which crosses the Gédivari about eight miles on the north-east of Newt'isa in the Ahmednagardistrict, as going
‘
to Arungabtid ',

"

and it gives the same words in connection with a.track from the neighbouring village of ‘ Kaigaon.‘
It really means "to Aurangdhfid." And, in addition to presenting is instead of a and 0 instead of (i in what
purports to he up-to-dutc spelling, it furnishes an instance of a.fantastic use of d for ca, exactly the opposite of the
use of au for 6 mentioned above.

‘

‘ As I have before now had occasion to indicate, from the maps we can only take the distances and bearings from
village-site to village'site, and this only locates approximately the relative positions of the lands belonging to the
ditl'erent villages.

5 Either form of the name means, of course, Krishpapurt. And I think] am safe in saying that Knsna is actually
current as n vulgar or corrupt pronunciation of Krishna. But, both in this detail and in some others which will have
been recognised above, the Deccan Topographical Survey sheet and the supposed up-toedate quarter-sheet of the Atlas,
are, manifestly, anything but an improvement on the earlier maps. — A curious and very unsatisfactory feature in the
Atlas quarter-sheet, is the introduction of G. for “gm-at" and L. for " little ;" for instance, in ‘G. Shendra’ and

‘ L. Shcndra,’ eight miles east of Anrniigtbfid, where the full sheet of 1857shows ' Shaindra ’ and ‘ Ch. Shaidra,’ and in

‘ G. Jnlkeh ’ and ‘ L. Julkch,’ five miles east of Newlisa in the Ahmednagur district, where the Deccan Topographical
sheet No 17 shews 'Ji'ilkeh B.’ and ‘ Jtilkeh K.’ Of course, the maps oughtto perpetuate the local usage, and to
tell as whether the terms employed in particular localities are budrfil'h and Hum], or hm‘ and chick, or build and
chhétd, and so on.
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The passage in the record which mentioned the residences of the grantees, with their names
and other details, “ has been greatly tampered with, for the purpose of reducing the number of
“ grantees, which originally was seven, to four."6 The following remarks, however, may be made.
One of these residences was Pratishthana-Paithan itself (line 48). Another was a place in
respect of which only the last component of its name, bhadra, can be read, in the same line; it
seems to be the ‘ Umbud ’ and ‘Ambad’ of the maps, about twenty-seven miles east-north-east
from Paithan. The name of another has been read as Jakali, line 49, with the remark that
“
possibly, what is engraved may be 'l‘akali; and perhaps the word has been engraved in the place
“ of another name: ” the name 'TakIi,’ ‘ 'l‘aklee,’ is so common in the part of the country with
which we are concerned, that, as I do not find any Jakali, I would certainly read Takali; and the
place may be the ‘Takli’ of the maps, eight and a half miles north-by-west from Paithan, or it
may be the larger ‘Taklee,’ forty-two miles from Paitghan in the same direction. Another name, in
line 47, seems to be Avilatha.(?)va(?)réba, with the possibility that the penultimate syllable

may be I6; this perhaps has some connection with the ‘ Valooz’ and ‘ G.Wa1auj
‘ of the maps, on

the ‘Ganda
’ river, about twenty-four miles north-north-wcst from Paithan. The remaining name

is Kachchhauraja. (lines 52-53); regarding this I cannot at present offer any remarks.

The places mentioned in the Paithan plates of A. D. 1272.

This record has been edited by me in Vol. XIV. above, p. 314 it‘. It recites that, on a
specified day in the Pra‘itipati saiiwutrum, ‘Saka-Sarhvat 1193 expired, falling in A. D. 1272, the

Devagiri-Yadava king Ramachandra gave as an agmhdra, to fifty-seven Brtihrnaus, a village

named Vadsthanagrama, which is described as an ornament of the Senna. country (dééa) and
as being situated on the north bank of'the river Gbdavari, together with two other villages
named Patara-Pimpalagrama and Vaidya-Ghogharagrama. And it specifies the boundaries of

the agru/nira as being, on the cast, the village of Vahagamvu; on the south-east, the village of

Neuragsmvu; ou the south, the village of Deigarhvu, and then the Gangs; on the west, the
Gangs, and then the villages of Khatigarhvu, Aluerhgarhvu, and Nagamathana; on the

north-west, the village of Jantégarhvu; on the north, (the village of) Paniva; and on the north
east, (the village of) VMa-khala,

The places are found in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 38, S. E. (1886), in the Daulatibad

sarkar ot' the Aurai'igFibPi-l district, Nizam’s Domiuionil. VAdathana-grama, indeed, seems to have

disappeared.1 But Patara-Pimpalagrama is ‘Piplegaon,’ ——the name of which we may con
veniontly take as Pippalgaon, though possibly it is actually Pimpalgaon, -— in lat. 19° 43’, long.
74° 55", about thirty-tw- lllllUA west-soith-west-a-quarter-west from Auraiigzibad ; and Vaidya
Ghogharagrama is ‘ Ghogargaon,’ two miles northof Pippalgaon : the prefixes in the ancient

names evidently distinguished these two villages from another
‘
Piplegaon,’ seven miles to the west~

north-west from l’ipnulgaon, and from
‘ Rali-Pipalgaon,’ ten miles north-north-east from Pippalgaon,

and from another " Ghogargaon,' on the south bank of the Godtivari. five and a halt'miles south-by‘
west from Pippalgaon. VahagAIhvu is ‘Vaigaon,’ three miles east-by-soutb from Pippalgaon.
Néuragaziivu is ‘ Newargaon,’ on the north bank of the Godavari, five and a half miles south

south~east-half-south from Pippalgaon. Déigmiivu i8 ‘ Deogaon,’ on the north bank of the
Godzivari, lour and a half miles towards the south-south-west from Pippalgaon. The Gafiga

must be the Godavarl itself; unless the name can belong to a very small nullah which flows into
the Godiivari from the north at a point about three and a half miles west-south-west from Pip

palgaon. The name of Khatigamvu seems to have disappeared. Aluethgarhvu is ‘ Awalgaon,’
on the north bank of the Godrivari, three and a half‘ miles West-hy-south from Pippalgaon. Naga

‘mathana is
‘ Nagamthan,’ on the north bank of the Gtidtivari, five miles towards the west-by

6 Sec lac. cit. p. 108. note 7.
' It hardly appears likely that it can be represented either by the ‘ Wakflri’ and ‘W'ukthue’ of the maps,threo

and a half miles on the north of Pippalgaon, or by the ‘Mndthas Wadgnou
'
and ‘ Mudthus Waudgnon’ of the maps,

four and a half mile-i on the east ot'pPippalgaon and two miles beyond. and on the east-north-east
of, ‘Vaigaon' =

Valhaga'nhvu.
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north from Pippalgaon. Jantegarhvu is ‘ Jathagaon,’ five miles north-west-hy-north from Pip

palgaon. Paniva is ‘Panui,’ four miles north of Pippalgaon. And the name of Vadakhala
seems to be represented by ‘Warkhed,’ three and a half miles north-east from Pippalgnon.
In the full Atlas sheet No. 38 of 1857, and in the beautiful Survey map of the Daulatabfid sarkar
executed under the superintendence of Captain H. Morland in 1847, the above-mentioned names
are given as Peeplegaon, Gogurgaou, Peeplegaon, Katee Peepulgaon and Kalee Peepulgaon, Gho

gorgaon and Gogurgaon, Voygaon, Navurgaon, Daregaon and Davegaon, Auvulgaon, Nagulntan,

Jathagaon, Panvee and Panwee, and Wurkhaid.

The record locates these places in the Senna country. And Hémiidri has told us, in one

of the praéastis of his Vratakkazzgla, that in the same country there was Devagiri, the hereditary
capital of the dynasty to which Rumachandra, the maker of the grant recorded in these plates,

belonged.2 Dévagiri is Daulatabad, from which Pippalgaon is distant about twenty-seven miles

towards the south-west-hy-west. And, through the identification of the places mentioned in this

record, we now have definite epigraphic proof to support the literary statement as to the exact
position of the Senna country. We have been told that the Séuna country extended from
Nasik to Dévagiri-Daulattilu‘tci.3 That, however, is not correct. The Nésik country was a distinct

territory, with a separate name of its own, namely the Nz'isika déia.‘ And there is every reason to

believe that the Senna. country was separated on the west from the Niisika country by very much

the same boundary-line which now separates the Auraiigabad district from the Sinnar, Niphéd,
Yeola, and Nandgaon talukas of Nasik. The southern boundary of it was doubtless the Godiiv'ari.
And the eastern boundary probably left the Godavari at a point, about thirteen miles north-west

by-west from Paithan, where a small river called
' Ganda

’
flows into that river from the north,

and ran northwards along the ‘Ganda
’
and passed a few miles on the east of Dévagiri-Daulatabad.

It has also been suggested that Séuua dééa was very likely the original name of Khandésh, and
that the Séuna country may have included parts of Khandésh as far north as the Tapti.‘ There
does not appear, however, to be any solid foundation for that suggestion. And we may in all
probability take it that the northern boundary of the Senna country was very much the same

boundary-line which now divides the Auraiigfibad district from the Chalisgaon and Pachora tilukas
of Khandésh. The territory will be best defined, and the position of it will be best indicated, if
we speak of it as the country round Devagiri-Daulatebad.

vWithin the area indicated above for the Senna country, on the west bank of the ‘ Ganda ’

river, in lat 19° 41’,long. 75° 16’, there is a place which in the Atlas quarter-sheet No. 38, S. E., of
1886, is shewn as an ordinary village, but fortified, with the name of ‘ Sundarwara,’ but in the full
sheet of 1857, and in the Survey map of the Paithan sarkar of 1847, is shewn as a large village or
small town with the name of ‘ Chendravadah.’ It seems worth while that, when an opportunity
occurs, local inquiries should be made, to determine what its name really is. ‘ Chendravadah’
would of course stand for Chanda-evade. And, if the name of the place is Chandravéda, it seems
probable to me, now, that it

,

rather than ‘ Ohandor,’ in the Nfisik district, -—of which the real
name seems to be Chandod or Chandwad, also representing Chandravada, - may be the
Chandradityapura which, according to the Bassein plates of A. D. 1069, was the capital of
Dridhaprahara, the founder of the family of‘ the Senna princes.‘

9 See Dr. Bhandarkar’s Early History oflhe Deklmn (in the Gal. Bo. Pres. Vol. I. Part IL), Appendix C. p 275
verses 19, 20.

' . ’

5 lbid. p. 231.

‘

‘ See Vol. XI. above, 1).162. The same record mentions a subdivision of the Nfisika déi‘a, called the Vatanagara
nrhcya. It evidently took its appellation from Vatanagara as the ancient name of ' Warner,’ i. e. wsqnér, about
twenty-two miles north-east from Nasik.

5 Gal. Bo. Pres. Vol. I. Part I. p. 281.

6 Vol. XI l. above, pp. 121, 124; and see my Dynasties of the Kmmvese Dt'sirictt (in the Gnz. Bo. Pres. Vol I

Part 11.), p. 512.

' '
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.

BY HARTWIG HIBSCHFELD, PB.D., 11.R.A.S.

(Concluded fi'om p. 467.)

CHAPTER XIII.
Interpolations. Names of Burns. Initials.

Reason for and method of collecting the Qurdn - Revelations omitted —- Alleged integrity
of the Qord'n — Intcrpolated verses — The name "Muhammed" in the Qordn — Various theories
on the initials — Synopsis of initials and conclusions.

Appendix : (Approximate) Chronological arrangement of revelations.

The Qm'cin- is a comparatively small book, and for some time after the death of Mubammed it

was not even a book, but the difierent pieces were scattered about in various private collections, all of

which were incomplete. In most instances the revelations were committed to memory by the Believers.
The condition of the Qordn faithfully reflected that of Islfim in the period immediately following the

demise of the Prophet. Everything was out of joint. The Believers had no other guide in religious

affair, which now permeated every action, than their individual knowledge of the Qoru'n, their recol

lections of how Muhammed had acted in certain emergencies, and the decisions of the Imam or the

Khalzfah of the Prophet. This would, however, only describe how matters stood in Medina, the centre
of Islam, whilst the provinces were so badly provided with religious ministrations that Islam only took

root there with great difficulty.

Muhammad never had any intention of compiling a book. He did not even take any pains
to have the revelations put down in writing till a considerable amount of those which were required for

the spiritual guidance of the community were in existence. Besides the official oracles, there circulated

in the memory of the people a mass of sayings, accessory to the Qordn, which were rightly or wrongly
credited to Muhammed. Whenever a man, holding a prominent position, dies, a mass of dicta are

attributed to him, and in good faith too, for which he is not responsible. This was the case in a much

higher degree with a man like Muhammad, who was the very heart of Islam, and whose most

insignificant utterances were regarded as oracles. Official revelations and occasional supplementary

remarks to the former lay stored up side by side in the memories of the Faithful, and Muhammed himself

may not always have made it quite clear to which of the two classes words that had fallen from his

lips, were to be reckoned. A short time after his death it was, therefore, impossible to draw a strict.
line between revelations and their appendage alluded to. even leaving the large class of fabricated

sayings out of consideration.

Of the secretariesl2 whom Muhammcd had appointed to jot down revelations for his own private
purposes, Zeid b. Thabit was known as the best. authority on the matter. For this reason Muham
med’s immediate su ccessors charged him with the compilation of all the speeches he
could gather. The history of this compilation is obscured rather than elucidated by a mass of
traditions, and does not impress the student with the conviction that it was only composed of such

speeches as Muhammad regarded as divine oracles. There are in this matter two facts to be kept
in mind — (1) that the first impulse to undertake the task of collecting all available revelations was
given by the circumstance that many of the oldest Moslims had passed away, and (2) that when Zeid

set to work, he collected the revelations from those who had already started partial collections

of their own from the sundry materials, on which he and his fellow secretaries had put them down, as

also from the memories of the Believers. The work was snpen'ntended both by Abu Bakr and
Omar, particularly the latter.

" See Khamil, l. p. 46-i.
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From this way of proceeding we must draw our own conclusions. Omar is said to have accepted
(on the instigation of Abu Bakr) only such revelations as genuine, as were supported by the evidence of
two reliable witnesses,13 or by two proofs if no living witness was forthcoming. This tradition, which
is handed down on behalf of Omar, is so uncertain, that Ibn Hajar interprets the twofold evidence
"known by heart and written down by somebody.”“- Another authority16 is of opinion that the “ two
witnesses” had to testify that such verses were written down in the presence of Muhammed, or at least.
were revealed in one of the usual ways of revelation.

There is so much vagueness about all this that the tradition in question is scarcely trustworthy,

especially as traditionists admit a case in which a verse was accepted on the authority of only one wit

ness.l6 This being so, the memory of the Believers remains a prominent source of Qoranie
verses, and we have to judge the matter accordingly. Tradition has, indeed, handed down quite a
number of verses which were not accepted as genuine, because their authenticity was not sufficiently
attested. A complete compilation of these verses has been made by Niildeke.l7 Although they are,
from religious reasons, placed in the class of

“
abrogated” revelations (which I have discussed at

another place), it is clear that they were either overlooked by the compilers, or treated as merely casual
remarks of Muhammed, and omitted on purpose. Considering the way in which the compilation was
made, it would have been a miracle, had the Qol'iln been kept free of omissions, as well as interpolations.

Niildeke denies emphatically that Zeid b. Thabit or any of the Khalifahs responsible for the
reduction of the Qordn had tampered with the book, and regards any view to the contrary as mistaken. 19

Now if omission was possible, why not addition? There was no hard and fast rule to distinguish

between divine revelations and occasional utterances of Muhammed, especially as many of the latter

are quite Qoranic in tone and style. The famous
“ verse concerning stoning"19 may serve as an

illustration. It reminds Believers to clingto their families, and to stone to death adulterers though they
be advanced in years. Omar is stated tohave treated this verse as genuine, but he refrained from inserting

it in the Q0111» for fear it might be said that he had interpolated it.20 Here we have the complete con
trast to the verse mentioned above, which, according to tradition was accepted on one authority alone.

From this we may conclude that individual opinion was also a factor in accepting or rejecting doubt
ful verses, and it is possible that the “ verse concerning stoning” was rejected for other reasons than
the one mentioned. The affair which is said to have caused its revelation is closely connected with the

tradition relating that the Jews in Medina brought before Muhammed a man who had committed
adultery. On the Prophet’s enquiry what punishment the Jews were accustomed to meet out for such
crime, they answered : scourging. He then asked them whether the Térd did not command stoning.
This they denied. Abr Allah b. Salim had a copy of the Térd brought, and requested the Jews to read
it (QOT, iii. 87). The Rabbi (Al Midnis) placed his hand upon the “verse concerning stoning” (Lev.
xx. 11)) in order to hide i

t, but Ahd Allah pushed it away, and showed the verse to Muhammed who there

unou sentenced the accused persons to death.21 This tradition is most unreliable for various reasons.
Firstly at the time Abd Allah was converted, the Jews had been completely driven out of Medina, and

could therefore not have made Muhammed judge in an atfair which concerned them alone. Secondly

the jllishnah (Sanhedrin, vii. 3
) leaves no doubt as to what was to be done in such a case, even if we

interpret the term ‘ Torah’ b
y any religious code they might have brought to Muhammed. There is

no other case mentioned in which Muhammed interfered with A‘the jurisdiction o
f

the Jews as long as

they were externally on peaceful terms. As an outcome of Aisha's adventure, adultery was only to
be punished with seourging (Qor. xxiv. 2), and Omar could therefore not accept as genuine a verse

which demanded stoning. According to another vcrsionii’ Omar asked Muhammed when this verse
was revealed, whether he should write it down “ and it was as if he would not consent to such
practice,” We should think that, if this was an official divine revelation, the Prophet had no choice
but to treat it as such, but it is pretty clear that the whole tradition was fabricated in order to

justify Omar's course of action.
7
" 1lq-in,p.u137. 1* Ibid. 16 Alsolrhiiwi, ibid. 16ms. 11 Q ,,_ m "1,,
1" Ori‘cnlulisriir' Skizzcn, p. 56: "Der Kordn enihdlt nur echte Sticks,“

1° Niildeke, Q
. p. 135, gives the various readings of this verse.

'° Ibid. p. 194; cf, Kimmy,‘ 1_ 14; “q. p_ 527
" 1'. Hdsh. p. 393; Bokh. III. p. 217. ‘I’ Itq. 528; Beitrrige, p, 52; cf, S. John viii. 3.
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)Ioslim theology holds that the distance which separates the divine oracles of the Qordn, and the
Prophet’s other utterances is not very great. Al Shafii (died 204/820), author of an epoch making work
on “the Principles of the Fiqh," and founder of the latest of the four orthodox Mnhammedan law
schools' teaches that everything ordained by Muhammed is deduced from the (20min, and there exists
nothing which cannot be inferred from it

,

so much so,23 that in the last verse of Saira lxiii. (“ Allzih
will never respite a soul when its appointed time has come"), an allusion to the sixty-three years which
Muhammed lived, is found.“

The declaration of Omar, recorded above, is very remarkable. Why should he have feared sus
picion'l The idea of the possibilty of anything creeping into the Qortin which originally did not belong
to it, should have been inadmissible. Yet the notion of interpolations was so far from being out of the
question that, according to A1 Shahrastdni,35 the Ajarida, a branch of the sect of the Khawfirij, main~
tained that Su'ra xii. did not previously form part of the Qordn, because it was only a tale — moreover

a love story which could not be the subject of divine revelation. This is the most powerful attack
ever made b

y Moslims against the divinity of the Qorlln. Ibn Hazm, therefore, places these people
outside the pale of Islam.“ From this denunciation of a whole sfira, consisting of 111 verses, we
may at any rate conclude that there existed soon after the death of Mnhammed a feeling that some
persons had tampered with the holy Book.27

All this being taken into consideration, no serious objection can be made against the suggestion
that the Qanin contains passages which were not (‘

t

prior-i intended to be there. If I speak of inter
polations, Ichiefly mean the shifting of the line which separates the Qorrin from the Haditlr. This
line has never been drawn b

y Muhammed himself, and it is hard to say, when and b
y whom it was

fixed.

The first to suspect the genuineness of certain verses in the Qm'dn among European scholars

was Silvestre de Sacy, who questioned the authenticity of Szira iii. 138.28 To this Wail" added verse
182 ; xvii. 1 ; xxi. 35-36; xxix. 57; xlvi. 14. Finally

'

Sprenger has his doubts as to the genuine

ness of lix. '7.‘0

As regards xvii. 1 and xlvi. 14 there is not sufiieient evidence for a verdict. Different is the case

with iii. 138. Although the event which gave the occasion for the recitation of this verse is well
known, I reproduce it for the sake of completeness. It is as follows: When Muhammed was
dead, great consternation prevailed among the leaders of the community who apprehended great

falling off o
f Believers. Omar said: "Some hyprocrites assert that Mnhammed is dead, by Allah,

he is not dead, but was exalted to his Lord as Moses, who stopped away forty days, but returned

though he was thought to be dead. Muhammed will also return and cut off the heads and legs of

those who believe him to be dead.” Ahu Bakr, who in the meanwhile had endeavoured to calm the

fears of others, emphasised Omar’s words, b
y saying; “ Whoever serves Mnhammed- well he is (lead.

but who serves Allah ——He never dies.” Then he recited the verse alluded to,31 the people listened

attentively, but Omar said he felt as if he had never heard the verse before.32

It is rather strange that Omar should have confessed ignorance of a verse which, according to
tradition, was revealed to Muhammed during the battle of Uhnd when he was struck and lay ap

parently dead. The Moslims, relates Al Tabari,33 seeing the Prophet on the ground, called : “ If he

13Al Ushmilni, Man/1r, ml hudd, p. 15. Ibn Burhdn (ibid.) teaches that Muhammad has said nothing which can
not directly or indirectly be traced back to the Qordn.
1‘ Ibid. *5 Milal, p. 95 sq. 2“ Mital, £01. 136 v0. 2' Cf. Mewiiqif. p. 357.
'1‘ Journal des Scream. 1832,p. 535 r 1. 1' Einleitlmg in. ads» Kai-(in, 2nd ed. p. 52 sqq. 5° Vol. III. p. 16L
3' Ibn Hish. p. 1012; Bokh. III. 191. Al Shahrastflni, p.11, gives a. somewhatdifierent version according to which

Omar threatened to kill anyone who said Muhammad was dead, and compared his ascension to heaven to that of Jesns.
3“ A1 Ya‘qt'lbi, ed. Hontsmn, II. p. 127, gives the story with the following variation. When Muhammad had died,

the people said: We thought that the Prophet would not die until he had conquered the earth. Omar made the
speech quoted above, but Abu Bakr said : Allih has announced his death in the revelation (xxxix. 3i): Thou diest
and they die. Omar then said: I feel as if I had never heard this verse.— Possibly A1 Ya‘qdbi confounds this verse
with ii. 138. At all events the uncertainty as to which verse Omar's words refer, should not be overlooked.
'3 VI. p. 1813 81.
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be dead, [remember that] all Messengers before him have died." \Vhen Muhammed recovered

consciousness, he revealed Szira iii. 138.

I believe neither in the authenticity of this exclamation, nor of the verse in question. This
alone, however, is not sufficient to advance as beyond the arguments brought by Weil. The verse

contains yet another element which speaks against its authenticity, viz" the name Muhammed. 1

even go further and assert that all verses in the Qordn in which this name, or Ahmad, occurs are
spurious. The reasons on which I base my suggestions are the following.
In Chapter II. I have endeavoured to shew that the fabrication of the name Muhammed stands

in close connection with the elements of the Bahira legend. If this be so, that name could'not have
come into practical use until a period of the Prophet's life, when the material of the Qordn was all

but complete. Now it might be objected that the texts of the missionary letters which Muhammed

commenced to send in the seventh year of the Hijra to unconverted Arab chiefs, as well as to foreign

potentates,“ were headed by the phrase:
“ From Muhammed, the Messenger of Allah, to, etc.”

The authenticity of the majority of these letters, one of which will occupy our attention presently, is

very doubtful, and besides, even if the genuineness of the texts of the documents be admitted, the

superscription may have been added by the traditionists who took it for granted. At any rate I do
not believe that Muhammed was an official name till after the conversion of Abd Allah b. Sahim, or
a year or two before his death. At the period of the battle of Uhud H. 3) there was certainly
no trace of the name, and it is too superfluous to demonstrate how unlikely it was that Muhammed’s
friends, seeing him prostrate, should have uttered the words quoted above. If they had really thought
him dead, they would have run away, as all would then have been lost. If, on the other hand, we

assume that the name Muhammed was meant to signify something similar to Messiah, the verse in

question is nothing but an imitation of the chief portion of another which was revealed before the

battle of Badr (Szira v. 79) and runs thus: “The Messiah the son of Maryam, i nothing but a

Messenger, the messengers before him have passed away . . . , The authors of iii_ 133

simply replaced almasili b’nu Maryama by Muhammed, and the verse was ready.

This is, however, not the only Muhammedwerse which stands in connection with the Bahira
legend, as in S. xxxiii. 40 we find another reference to it. This revelation is appended to one of the

paragraphs which deal with the affairs of Muhammed’s wives, though it does not belong to it. the

preceding sermon ending with verse 39. As each of these paragraphs commences with the words:
0 thou Prophet l35 we have seen that they refer to matters prior to the adoption of the name Muhammed.
The verse in question runs thus: “Muhammed is no father of any of your men,“ but [he is

] the

Messenger of Allah and the Seal of the Prophets, Allah knows everything.” From its very place we
can gather that the verse’s only function is the condonation of the Projhet’s marriage with the divorced
wife of his adopted 3011,37which event took place in the year four. As to the “ Seal of the Prophets,”
this is surely nothing but a skilful alteration of the “ Seal of prophecy" in the Bahira legend.

It is interesting that as a third variation of the Seal the traditionists tell us about a real seal
which Muhammed used for his letters, and Weilas as well as Sprenger seem to regard it as historic.

It is
,

however, just as mythical as the other two seals, at any rate, in the fashion in which it

appears in tradition. Before despatching his missionary letters, we read, Muhammed was afraid that

the persons to whom they were sent, would not accept them unless they were duly sealed. Muham

med, therefore, had a seal made of gold, and those of his companions who could afford it
,

followed

his example. On the morrow, however, the Archangel Gabriel came and forbade Muhammed to use

H I. Ish. p. 971. Wei‘. has shown that the letter to Khosrau must have been written prior to the treaty of Hudei
biya. Al Tabari, p. 1559, places it after the same. The authenticity of all these letters is questionable.
sc Although this is not the case with verse 38, I am not at all convinced of its gennineness, because it bears a

striking resemblance to verse 62. Besides this the verse has the obvious tendency of freeing Muhammed from obli
gatious which he considered binding for others. Finally, the passage "those who have passed away" must not be
overlooked.
" Al Beidhavvi refers these words to Muhammed’s two sons who had died in infancy, so that he was left without

male Ofispriug. “ Even if they had lived,” he adds, “ they would have been his men, but not yours."
‘7 See Ch. XI. ‘9 Muhammed, p. 196.
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gold. Thereupon they all discarded their seals, but Mnhammed had one made of silver on which the

words were engraved: “ Muhammad [is] the Messenger of Allah,” each word on a separate line.39

The third verse containing the name Muhammed is xlvii. 2, placed in the introduction of a szira

which was revealed shortly after the battle of Uhudj-0 A closer examination, however, cannot fail to
disclose the fact that the verse is wedged in between two which belong together, disturbing their

logical connection. The translation of the verses in question will make this manifest in the following

manner : (v. 1) Those who disbelieve and turn [others] from the [war] path of Allah, He makes

their works go wrong. (v. 3) This [is] because the infidels follow falsehood, and those who believe.

follow the truth from their Lord — thus does Allah set forth for men their parables. Between these
two verses, which according to the usual logic of the Qordn fit exceedingly well together, stands the

following: (v. 2) And those who believe and do right and believe on what is revealed upon Muham

meil — and it is the truth from their Lord, may He forgive them their iniquities and set right their
mind. Can anyone imagine that verse 3 forms a sequence to verse 2 ? On the other hand the words

the truth from their Lord make it clear why the suspected verse was put in a place where it did not

originally belong. This would, indeed, only prove that the verse is misplaced; but it is also so

weak and invertebrate that we cannot tax Muhammed with its authorship. He is wont to assure
Believers of their share in paradise, but not to wish that Allah may pardon their sins. Besides, as the
verse begins with “ and," it could not have formed a detached revelation which the compilers did not
know how to place. This circumstance is also much more easily explained, if we assume that the
verse was fabricated.

There is one more verse containing the name Muhammad, viz., xlviii. 29. It forms part of a
letter which Muhammad is said to have dispatched to the Jews of Kheibar, although it is not stated
in which year. It is

,

however, only necessary to cast a glance at the authorities on whose

behalf the document was handed down, in order to recognise its untrnstworthiness. It is

preserved solely b
y Ibn Ishiiq4-1 who reproduces it on the' authority of: A freed slave of the family

of Zeid b. Thfibit from Iqrima or Sa‘id b
, Jubeir from Ibn Abbas. The last name especially, augurs

badly for the veracity of the letter. The verse itself, which is not given as aquotation from the Qora'n,

but as belonging to the text of the letter, has been discussed at the end of Chapter VIII. It stands
in no connection whatever with the sfira to which it is appended, and the verse preceding it gives

ample evidence why it was placed here. Finally it is to be observed that the words “ in order to enrage
the infidels

”
are borrowed from ix. 121 and lvii., 9, passages which are very late, having been revealed

during the expedition to Tabfik. For so late a period the verse in question is much too clumsy and

confused.

Now for what purpose were these four verses embodied in the Qorin f It appears that
Muhammed had adopted the name too late to be addressed b

y it in a revelation, but it was considered

necessary to have it officially recorded in the Qorzin. The interpolators were sure of not meeting with

opposition when ofi'ering verses which furnished a name for the mouth-piece o
f Allah. One might, however,

object that an appropriate name for the Prophet was to be found in one o
f the Hallcldjah addresses

composed in celebration of the victory of Badr, via, lxi. 6
, where Jesus announced to the children of

Israel a messenger to come after him bearing the name Ahmad, But the genuineness of this verse is

not beyond doubt. It is improbable that it was revealed at so early an epoch when there were enough
Christians left in North Arabia to contradict it. After the surrender o

f the northern tribes this

was not to be feared. The verse was, however, a convenient battle-cry for the army which was sent to

Syria shortly after the death o
f

Muhammad. The form Ahmad i
s nothing but a variation of

Muhammad, and shews how little the latter name had then become settled in the minds of the Moslims.

There is less certainty about the spurious character o
f the following verse, but I cannot refrain

from making a few observations as regards the suspicious elements of the same. Szira v. 73 is,

3° Khumis, II. p. 29 ; Bokhari, VIII. 457. *° See Ch. X.
‘1 Page 376, cf. Uyun al Athfir. As to other letters of the similar character see I. Q

.

R. Vol. X. p. 113.
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excepting a slight change in the wording,a verbal repetition of ii. 59 v" " Verily those who believe, and
those who are Jews, and the Baptists, and the Christians, whoever believes in Allah and the last day,
and does what is right,43 there is no fear for them, nor shall they grieve.” It seems to me that this
verse owes its place not to any theological tendency, but to a mistake, and is actually identical with

the other, Probably it was found in some collection with the words : lhey have their reward at their
Lord missing, and was therefore regarded as a separate revelation. It is easy to see that the verse is

out of place. The preceding one recalls to both Jews and Christians that they stood on nought until
they fulfilled the Tor-d and the Gospel. This being in reality only a variation of the old reproach
of tampering with the holy books, it is diflicult to {understand how soencouraging a revelation could
follow immediately after it.

Verse 101 of the same siira, alluded to on a formed occasion,“ appears as if it had bcencomposcd
after the death of the man who found a reply to every question addressed to him. It is quite natural
that (before the Smma was in anything like working order) many questions on religious matters

were asked, especially b
y later converts. What can, therefore, be the meaning of the words : “And

if you ask about them when the Qorll'n45 is revealed, they are made manifest to, you ?” Evidently that

it was too late now to ask questions beyond what was laid down in the Qordn itself. The growth of
the lladilh then supplemented what was wanting.

In conclusion there only remain a few observations to be made on the mysterious letters which
stand. at the head of twenty-nine auras, and which have hitherto not found satisfactory cx planation.
The Moslim commentators o

f the Qordn, it is true, do not fail to give them all kinds of sacred inter

pretations, but these are without any foundation, and completely valueless. Yet these letters have
not only occupied the minds of theologians, but no less a man than lbn Sins‘6 is supposed to have

devoted a small treatise to their explanation. He moved, however, so entirely in the ways of scholas
tic philosophy, that he enlightons us no more than the theologians do. When the letters were put

their places,‘ Arab philosophy was yet unborn’.

Of the endeavours of modern
‘
scholars to decipher those letters, the best known is Sprenger's

who took the five letters standing at the beginning of Sara xix. to mean I N R I." This theory
has been finally disposed o

f

b
y Noldcke. In my opinion the last named scholar made a successful

beginning in the explanation of the letters. Unfortunately he gave i
t up, and adopted the older theory

of the late Dr. Loth, who saw in these initials cabbalistic ciphers contrived b
y

Muhammed after Jewish

models.“ In accordance with this view Noldeke takes the letters as mystic signs which stands in
relation to the heavenly archtype, and originated from Mubammed himself. This is

,
however. unten

able. Jcwish mysticism of this kind does not go back as far as the period in which these initials were

written. On the contrary the oldest books of Jewish mystic literature show traces of Arab influence,

and are at least 150 years later than the official text of the Qora'n. Besides, there is no mysticism

visible in the whole Qonin, Even Sriras cxiii. and cxiv. look like protests against magic practices,
rather than magic formulas,~19 as they consistently place Allah in sharp contrast to witchcraft.

If Muhammed were the author of those initials, he must have had an important share in
the arrangement of the aziras, and this would contradict all we know of the compilation of the

Qorrin. We should also have traditions on the matter handed down by himself, but the few

given by Al Bokhfiri in the chapter headed Kitiib tafsir alqo'rlin do not go back far, and reveal
a complete ignorance of the meanings of the letters in question. It is also strange that out

'2 Cf. xxii. 17, and Ch. XII.
‘3 "arse ii. 59 has here the words: their reward is with their Lord. ll 8% Ch, XIL
‘5 Palmer endeavours to meet the difficulty by inserting the word whole. He also translates: "they shallbe

shown," but it should be translated : "they are divulged.”
M Alrisdlo Alneirdziyya, Constantinople 1298 together with other small treatises. fl VOL II, p, 13;;_
“ Encyclopedia Britannica, IXth ed., article " Koriln."
'9 The tradition given by Al Beidawi is evidently late and ‘a‘rricated, no authority i mentioned forit, and Kim

Hish. does not mention it at all
'
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of the more than two hundred addresses (of which the hundred and fourteen swims of the

Qon'ln are composed) only twenty-nine are preceded by initials,’ and that they are invariably
found at the heads of compound eIZ-ras. No one will for a‘ moment make Muhammed respon
sible for the arrangement of, e.g., Sir/1..‘ ii. and iii. Finally, if mystic relations existed between
the Qordn and its heavenly architype, why were these restricted to so small a number only,

givig these a. more sac red character than the majority of addresses P

Thus much is clear that the letters were added when the arrangement of the Qordn in its

present form was completed. One can further not fail to observe that su'ras with the same (or
similar) initials stand in groups. Slims ii., iii. and xxix. to xxxii. have [al]M; Sir/is x. to xv.
have [31]” except Slim xiii. which has [al]MR; Slims xxvi. to xxviii. have _TS and TSM
respectively; Slims xl. to xlvi. have HM, except Sara. xlii. which has HM‘ASQ; Sum vii, has
[al]JL_S,- Slim xix. has J [or N] ‘11*; Slim xx. has TH,- Slira'xxxvi. has J [or N] S; Sfira
xxviii. has $ ,- Swim 1. has N, and lastly Sli-ra lxviii. has Q.

The slim: ii., iii., xxix. to xxxi. evidently belong together, but had to be separated on account
oi their unequal length, and we know that the length of the aims was an important factor in their

final arrangement. This is alone sufiicient to show that the initials have no sacred characters
at all but are, as Noldeke at first rightly suggested, monograms of private collectors or
authorities prior to the official edition of the book. In one of the M88. of al Danis’ Kimb
altaisfr (Cod. Brit. Mus. Or. 3068, fol. 72' l. 2) the letters TH (SIZra xx.) are followed by the
words alaihi as said/n50 (peace upon him). From this we may conclude that Al Dani (or the
copyist) had a tradition that at least these two letters referred to a person, whilst the aim to
which they belong, has no other name or heading at all. Noldeke, endeavouring to explain the

letters has rightly hit upon Talha, but I believe that only the _T refers to him, whilst H, which
occurs again in Szira xix. belongs to another person, probably Abu Hnreira. The meaning of _TH
would, then, be that Szira xx. was found in the collections of the two persons named. Such
collections, we know, were made or kept by other people also, and probably marked with the
name or initial of the collector or owner, At any rate, when Zeid b. Thfibit made use of these
collections for the compilation of the Qo'ra'n, he incorporated them bodily into his volume.
but from personal or other reasons kept the initials. This explains the fact that whole groups
of sins are headed by the same letters, and it is easily seen how such a manner of working
facilitated the edition of the Qon'in. Probably there was much'less scrutiny used about it than
tradition will have us believe. Even the best readers of the Qora'n may not have mastered the
whole book, but scanned a comparatively small part of it, so that it was quite possible to

intersperse verses of very doubtful authenticity, Now when pieces found in sundry note books

were united into one Mira, Zeid collected all initials belonging to them, and placed them toge
ther at the head. For the large majority of addresses which were not contained in any such
collections,Zeid had his hand free to arrange on the lines dictated by Omar, or followed his own

judgment. This portion, therefore, shows no initials at all, being understood to be Zeid’s.

A parallel to this is ofl'ered by the superseriptions of the auras. Some have none, and
the initials attached to them are used as such, via, Su'raa xx., xxxvh, xxxviii., l. Slim lxviii. is

named both after its initials and the first word. Sfira xlii. is titled after the initials and a word

in verse 36, and many other siiras have two or more superscriptions. Dilierent collectors
probably chose difierent names, whilst the final compiler of the Qo'rdn. followed the same

practice as he did with the initials, and preserved them all. Their inferior importance is

however, shown by the liberties which were taken with them in subsequent copies.

A very superficial enquiry into this matter will show that the word chosen as superscrip
tion is often quite trivial, but the piece serves as nucleus round which other, nameless, pieces
are gathered.

W The Codd. Add. 7232an<19t85 have only as,
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Endeavouring now to substitute full names for the cyphers, I read with Niildeke’s
first attempt -—- Z instead of R, but also N for J ( i for a If we further follow the Arabic
custom of regarding cyphers not as zlepresentatives of the first letter only, but rather the most

prominent of the word, we receive the following —- of course only hypothetical —— list : —

M = A1 Mughira.
S :: EafSn.
R [Z] : Al Zubeir.
K : Abu BaK .
H : Abu Hurcira.
.LV : ‘OthmfiN.
T : Talha.
8 = b‘a‘d [b. Abi Waqqiug].

H = ]_Iu(_laifa.: ‘Omar [or ‘Ally, Ibn ‘Ablnls, ‘ziisllaj.
Q .-: Qzisim b. Rabi‘a.

All forms the article before Mughira and Zubeir, and is to be found with no other Cypher.

[APPROXIMATELY] CHBONOLOGICAL ARRANGEMENT
OF THE REVELATIONS.
A.—MECCAN REVELATIONS.

I. -— First Proclamation.
Sfira 96, verse 1-5

II. ——The confirmatory Revelations.
Sdra 8'1 $1270. 94

,, 68, verso 1-33 ,, 96, verse 6-19

H 112 n 111

,, 69, verse 40-52 ,. 104

,, 26 ,, 221-228 -, 79, verse 15-26

,. 52 ,, 2949 ,, 53 ,, 1-18, 24-62

., '74 ,, 1-30, 35-55 ,, 93 ,, 1-8

.. 7a ,, 3-14 ,. 109

,, 76

III. -'1'he Declamatory Revelations.
Slim 81 Sfira 101

,, 82 ,, 106

,, 84 ., 107

,, 99 ,, 10s

1! 7' 90

,, 86 ,_ 92

,, '15 ,. 91

n 33 ,, 105

b 88 ,, 102

,, 79, verse 1-14- " 97

,, 77 I’ 98

,, 69, verse 1-39 n 89

,. '18 ’- 72

n 56 ,, 85, vem- 1-8, 12-22

,, 52, verse 1-28 ” 103

., v0 " "5

1007)
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IV. ——The Narrative Revelations.
b'zlra 68, verse 34-52 Slim 20

,, 51 ,, 11

,, 26, verse 1-220 ,, 34

,- 54 ,, 7, verse 1-27, 57-155, 186-205

,, 37 ,, 17 ,, 1-8, 103-111

,, 44 ,, 73 ,, 15-19

,, 38 ,, 4O ,, 1-6, 24-, 57

,, 27, verse 1-59 ,, 29 ,, 13-42

,, 28 ,, 10 ,, 72-109

,, 15 ,, 23 ,, 23-52

,, 1e 4e ,, 20-35

,, 12 ,. 5 ,, 23-38, 109-120

,, 19 ,, 2 ,, 200-210

H 43, verse 25-89 ,, 6 ,, 74-91

,, 21 ,, 1

,, 14

V. -— The Descriptive Revelations,

Slim '79, verse 27-46 Szira 113

,, 71 ,, 114

,, 55 ,, 10, verse 1-57, 58-71

,, 50 ,. 31 ,, 1-10, 19-34

,, 45 ,, 36

n 42
,, 27, votes 60-95

,, 41 ,, 3O

,, a5 ., 39

n 32
,, 22, verse 1-13, 62-71

n 67
,, 4O ,, 7-23, 58-85

,, 25, verse 1-63 ,, 2 ,, 158-162

,, 23 ,, 1-22, 53-119 .. 29 ,, 43-69

v 16 ” L115 ,, 17 ,, 87-102

" 43 ,, n 6 n

,, 13

VI. -- The Legislative Revelations
Szira 6, verse 1-45, 46-73 Slim 46 verse l-19

,, 93 ,, 9-11 ,, 17 ,, 9-86

,, 25 ,, 641-72 ,, 6 ,, 152-165

,, 31 ,, 11-18 ,, 9 ,, 129-130

,, 7 ,, 28-56 ,, 85 ,. 9-11

,, 29 ,, 1-12

B. -— MEDINIAN REVELATIONS.
Slim 2, verse 1-19a verse 211-223

,, 19b-3T ,, 244-268

,, 38-58 ,, 269-281

,, 59 ~ Svjra 8 ,, 1-41 (after Badr)

Szira 5, ,, 71-88 ,, 42-76

,, 2 ,, 60-97 Sfira 8 ,, 1-29

,, 98-115 ,, 30-75

,, 116-147 ,, 76-90

,, 163-184 81217141
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812m 3, verse 91-113 (‘1)
,, 114-137, 139-200 ,, 2 ,, 285-286

Srira 57 ,, 48 ,, 18-28

,, 7, verse 174-185 ,, 2 ,, 185-196", 1961-199 (A. 8)

,, 59 ,, 60

N 61 110

7, 62 ,, 49 (;\. 9)
,, 16, Verse 116-128 Q) ,, 9, verse 23-27

1’ 64 ,, 38-73

,, 4, verse 1-45 Slim 48 ,, 1-17

,, 126-129 ,, 9 ,, 74-94 (A, 10)
,, 46-72 ,, 120-128

,, 73-86 (after Uhud) ,, 95-119

522m 2 ,, 148-157 ,, 1-12

,, 87-95 ,, 36-37

Sfira 5 ,, 56-63 ,, 13-22

,, 2 ,, 282-284 ,, 28-35

,, 4 ,, 96-105 (AA) Sfira 1 ,, 156-172

,, 106-125 ,, 5 ,, 1-4

,, 130-138 (T), 139 'r H 5.7

,, 140-145 ,, 3-14

,, 146-151 ,, 15-17

,, 152-175 ,, 109-120

Sdra as (A. 5) ,, 18-22

,, 2, verse 224-243 (1') ,, 45-55
'
,, 65 ,, 64-70

91 24 ,, 89-104

,, 66 ,, 105-108 (1)
,, 63 Sam 6 ,, 117151 (2)
,, 58 ,, 73 ,, ~20(?)
,, 22, verse 14-61 (A. 6) ,, 74 ,, 31.34 (2)

7! 72-78

___———__—___——_-————————
Slim 5 verse 39-44 (A. 7)

Interpolated or uncertain.

Swim 58, verse 19-23 Sfra 48 verse 29
,, 3 ,, 138 ,, 61 ,, b

,, 33 ,, 40 ,, 5 ,, 73(1)
,, 47 ,, 2 n 101 U)

WAR SONGS OF THE MAPPILAS OF MALABAR.
BY F. FAWCETT.

(Concluded from p, 508.)

No. IV.

The Battle of Hunain.

MUHAMMAD me PROPHET, the founder of Islam and. the greatest of all the 123,999 prophets
since the time of Adam, was born unto Amine by Abdulla. He was brought up at Mac“, the
Queen of cities, the centre of the globe. The heathen Koreish began to speak of him as an imposter.
for they feared he would destroy their religion; and they resolved to kill him. But Muhammad,
warned by God, fled to Medina.
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And God said ;—- “Convert your own people first, then the aliens. If you are resistcd,use the
sword and make them embrace the true faith.” So the prophet took up the sword against the iufidels

and was always successful. He came to Mecca with a large army. The Koreish begged for peace

for 20 months in order to remove from Mecca. A treaty was then drawn up and signed formally
by both sides; no mercy to be given to those violating it. But the treacherous Koreish broke

it, so the prophet took up the sword. Two hundred pilgrims taking shelter with the Korcish were

treated kindly and then slain mercilessly. The Angel Gabriel related the tragedy to the prophet,
who, calling his followers, said :——“ Our treaty is broken, we must capture Mecca.” Mecca was

captured, the Koreish defeated and their idols destroyed, by the fourth minister Imam Ali, the

prophet’s son-in-law and his father’s brother’s son.

The Koreish resolved to seek the aid of Malik Bin Awauli, Lord of the monarchs of earth.
saying,

" he will defeat the prophet and prevent the spread of his religion. Eblis is his minister,"

They went to Nazareth, near Missea, where the king was, and saw Eblis, who thereupon drew up

a document as follows: — "The followers of Muhammad have forced their way into the sacred
temples and destroyed all images, presented to us by kings of old and adorned with gems. Chief
of these was Brahma, more than 4,000 hole in height.16 These have been our salvation, and now they
are hacked to pieces. All persons young and old know this. If your highness does not extirpatc
the Mussalmans, their religion will be the only one in the world. Muhammad is the man for that .

His face is more resplendent than the full moon. A lion approaching him open-mouthed would b

calmed by the sweet honey of his words. He is clever in witchcraft, and all magic. He would

win over your highness. There is not his like among men or angels. We implore your highness
to protect us.17 \Vllo can endure to see their gods mutilated and thrown down? It is said by king
that he has no equal in might.”

So saying they threw ofi their coats and caps and lay in the dust, and wept. When he heard

them, the king was speechless for an hour ; then he roared like thunder, flung aside his crown, and

hit his finger in his rage. He changed colour and his hair stood on end. Saying, “there never was

done us such a wrong since the world began,” he called his ministers to plan vengeance. They said “if

we kill Muhammad and Imam Ali we will be famous, but if we fail, we must accept their religion."
The king said: ——“ Be patient: we will see if he is so powerful," They answered: — “Slight
him not. A glance of his eye was sufficient to fill a well, which has never diminished.”

Then the king wished to subdue him in war, and wrote to call his warriors. The first letter

was to Banitha Mimu :——“Muhammad the Ncbi and his son-in-law Imam Ali have seized
Mecca and defiled it: we must wage war on him : come soon.” He [Banitha] came with 10,000

armed men before the king, who was pleased. The second lettcr was to ‘Banihilan, who at
once marched with 90.000 men. Many others were sent for in like manner. \Vhen all had

assembled the king burst into tears. Another king enquired the cause and was told that tin

thought of the destruction of the gods was too distrcssful. The other king consoled him saying.r

that King Urubath was equal to 10,000 Turks. S0 Urubath was called, and he came with 20,000
men. Refreshments were served, and King Urubath recited a sloka which meant: “0 king,
dearer than the pupil of my eye, your charity has pervaded the world as a cooling shower, and tears

have been shed by you, so I am prepared to draw blood from Muhammad and his son-in-law. will
the brass of Ashin prevail against us’! We will kill him as timber.”

The king was pleased, and said:—“ Our gods are cut down, but their divine spirit remains.

We propitiatc them. They will favour us rather than our enemies who have desecrated them." So

saying, the king went to the camp and ordered the heads of Muhammad and his son-in-law to be

cut off, and their followers to be brought in alive with handcuffs so that they might be flayed 0r burnt

16A kit is the carpenter's measure in Malabar; it corresponds, roughly, to a yard.
1" The poet has forgotten to tell us that the suppliants went before the king with the petition prepared by

Eblis.
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with hot irons. The army replied they would do so. Then the king ordered his prime minister to

open a barrel of liquor. The men drank more than they could contain and fought with each other

like lunatics, forgetting their great purpose. Imish, an ascetic, appeared to them as an old

Brahmanfl]. They asked his advice. He beat-his breast and wept:—“ Oh warriors, you have
become shamelul cowards. You come to fight with Muhammad but you have most shamefully
indulged in liquor, Muhammad, taking advantage, has enticed some people from our side." Then he
beat his breast again and wept. The army enquired who he was. He said he was (in Arabic)
"The .father of evil speakers" and his native place was Negith, a despicable Hell. They
thanked him, and set out to fight. The ascetic clapped his hands and laughed. “You are brave
warriors,” said he. “ but when you go to fight you should take with you your wives and children, all

your relatives young and old, male and female, so that you may think of them.”

Rebiath,a brave young warrior, said: — “ You need not open your mouth to speak nonsense,
Go away. A child would not heed you. You would tell us — If we are defeated, Muhammad will
capture our women and kinsmen. Who are so but after women as the Arabs ? If our women fall
into their hands we cannot receive them back." Then spake Kola Baith :—“ What? Is Rebisth
mad’! What the ascetic says is true. If we have our women with us we will feel vigorous and
courageous. \Ve can never withstand a long battle without them.” The army consented, and
the king ordered the families to be brought. They spread like an ocean. Mothers with crying
babies, children carried on the necks of adults, old people with sticks in their hands. Women

could not suokle their infants, and beat them; the bigger children cried for food; there was confusion
everywhere.

The king paused a moment ; then ordered the band to be played, the trumpets also. In the
van of the army were kings with golden crowns on horseback, having 18 kinds of weapons.

Then ‘came camels, mules, conveyances, and the infantry armed with blowing instruments, noisy
bells, 14 kinds of arrows, and swords. They reached a mountain and pitched their tents under it.

They saw other warriors encamped on the hill, their leader seated in their midst. He was
a stout blind Kaflir, 300 years old, Duraita by name, the terror oi‘ his age, well versed in war;
of profound spiritual knowledge, adept in witchcraft, astronomy,'physiognomy and other sciences. He
asked:—“ What is that noise of babies and mothers in the midst of sounds like thunder '1” He was
told that King Malik had eucamped there with his army, and. their women and relatives. Thereupon
he expressed a desire to see the king. The king came and salamed. Duraita asked who he was,

The king then told his name and was asked to be seated. Duraita asked why he had come. He said
Muhammad and his son-in-law had defiled their gods, so he had come with his army of 250,000 to

overcome him. Duraita said the number was too small : there must be at least five lakhs of men.
Malik’s ministers displayed indifierence and whispered in the king’s ear that Muhammad had not more
than 1,000 men. Then Duraita spake in anger : -- “ Believe me, you are not fit to engage
Muhammad. Oh king ! your minister deceives you. Come ; try a fight with my men, 100 in

number. If you beat them, you can beat Muhammad.” King Malik caught his hands and pacified
him :-—“'Oh great man: be not angry; I will collect as many men as you want.” ‘

And he sent out messengers who brought 5 lakhs of men; then he continued his march. They
reached ‘the Honin hills and pitched their tents. Then Eblis appeared before Duraita and spoke
of the coming battle, and told him he would be slain by a soldier of the prophet’s army. Rebiath

by name. Duraita was horror struck, but he consoled himself saying,
" Oh god ! if this is my

fate, I have no fear." The king heard this and was sorry; and he said: -— “Eblis is a traitor;
heed him not ; I will help you.” Duraita was encouraged, and remained at the foot of the hills.
Now while the prophet was at Medina performing his ablutione and other religious services,

seated at noon in the chief mosque, he saw a young man clad in silk and wearing priceless gems

approaching on horseback accompanied by 2 men as a bodyguard. The youngmau asked ;—“Where is

Muhammad, protector of the world, with his ten beautiful colours?” Imam Ali enquired why he
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wanted to know. The young man said :—“To pay my respects." A suyyid pointed out Where thfl
Lord of creation, more handsome than white pearls, was seated, When he saw Muhammad who
has no shadow of self on earth, the young man dismounted, and said respectfully :—" O Nebi 1
ocean of charity, the magnanimous, the nearest thing to God as the string to the how, I long wished
to see you, and now I have the honour.”
Some of his disciples arose and told the prophet the youth was one who had fled at the battle of

Mecca and had been ordered to be killed, and touched their swords. When Muhammad saw this
he said that Shaikhuvan should not be killed, although he is wicked : “ we must know why he has
forsaken his evil companions and come here.” He said to Muhammad, who approached him :—“ God
created you and you have traversed the seven skies and above them. You are a great favourite of God.
l have come to reveal my sorrow.” The prophet told him to speak.

“ Oh prophet ! you have made the

full moon to rise on the new moon night, taken hold of it and split it in two, joined the halves together
and sent them back to the skies. You have converted many who saw this. Oh prophet! our father, I
have fought against thee and beg forgiveness. Thou hast produced peacocks out of granite and borne
the world on the tip of thy little finger. I pray thee'bless me that I may fight against heretics.”
Muhammad stretched out his hand, held him and taught him prayer, and he became a Mussulman.

_ Shaikhuvan said :—“Oh prophet! Thou hast been laying at the feet of God for 14,000 years
without raising thy head. King Malik with 5 lakhs of men has encamped on Mount Hunai to
fight thee. Muhammad was thunderstruck. Then the angel of God came, and saluting the prophet,

told him the news was true, and that he should at once fight King Malik, and he will have special
indulgence in Heaven and Earth. The drums were then beaten, and the prophet explained God’s

message, saying those who fought for him would go to Heaven. He described Heaven thusz- “ There
are many pleasures in heaven, but something must be said of the celestial virgins. The beauty of

their faces defies the disc of the setting sun, or of the moon. Their bodies are more brilliant than

superior gold ; in fact, they are so lovely that God has never created and never will create their like.
Their hair is blacker and more beautiful than the cuckoo or the wings of the beetle. The jewels on their

heads are indescribable. Their eyes are ravishing, fascinating any man and filling him with lust.
'l'heir necks are more graceful than the deer’s, neat and well shaped. Their mouth is like a fruit filled
with honey. A drop of their spittle will turn the ocean into pure honey. Their noses are like pointed
arrows. Their breasts of admirable shape, resemble two golden cups, are of full size and never fading

beauty. Their bodies are well formed and polished. Their waists narrow, slender and charming.
Their arms and legs are like the branches of the plaintain tree. It would take up many pages to
describe their jewels, for they wear many. They never menstrnate, and they are unceasingly lustful.

Those of you who fight along with me and die in battle, will have houris such as I have described,
besides other enjoyments.”

The army asked Muhammad to lead on so that they migh partake the pleasures he had described.

He sent them home to bid farewell to their families“ and return at 6 o'clock the next morning to

go to war, They were in all 1,060 men, and they offered prayers to God. Then Muhammad sent his

private secretary to bring from his house, banners, arms, armour, horses and other necessaries of war.

This was done. Muhammad was mounted on a horse called'l'rubath. . . . . They started

for Medina, and camped near it. Muhammad gave the first banner to Subari-bin-elavan, the

second to Abitharklophar, the third to Abbas, his uncle, the fourth to Magdhathi-bini Aso

Dhul Kathi, the fifth to Khalithi binal 'Holith . . . . Each of these ten men recited a
verse in Arabic when he received his flag. Then there were with Muhammad, in all, 12,000 Warriors.

who had joined him in the plain. He set out for war together with his four miniitel’s- when il- "85

time to do so, they assembled for prayers, and then retired to their tents to sleep. But the first

minister Abu Bakr Siddik went to Muhammad’s tent, and having obtained permission, entered and
said the expedition was a splendid one as their army was composed o

f heroes and more than a

match for the enemy’s army of five lakhs of men.——_——__——-_-—_,-———
1' Mllppila [Mopla] fanatics_always bid farewell to their families before going out w d‘ '
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Muhammad was displeased and repeated a religious mantram [l], exhaustive and deep.
meaning that none but God can do anything. He was uneasy and had little sleep, thinking of the

words of the first minister. In the morning his uneasiness continued, and after prayer when he
had mounted his throne, his father’s elder brother Abbas came to him and asked the cause of
his gloom. Muhammad said the words of the first minister were unsavoury, and he did not know

what evil awaited them. Then the Angel Gabriel appeared before Muhammad and taught him twi

prayers to be repeated b
y the whole army. In the evening Muhammad saw a band of Kaflir

soldiers, who said they were of the Vanibava tribe (sect) and they were going to fight a certain
king whose subjects they hated, He then prayed and retired to rest. And God’s messenger appeared
again before him and taught him a prayer (7) of deep meaning : briefly, that throughout the Hunai
War many wonders would be worked b

y him (Muhammad), and God will avenge hisenemies. He
was filled with joy and thanked God.

The .Kafiir soldiers hid behind the mountain and in the night their chief asked whether they knew
the Arabs they had met. They did not. He said they had conversed with Muhammad, the King
of Mecca, who was waging war against their king : would any one volunteer to bring in the head of
Muhammad’! Some arose in answer, 'but their leader warned them saying Muhammad was powerful,

an athelete and of extraordinary prudence. They said Muhammad’s tent was in a lonely place ; and

two lion-like men went away saying that by the grace of God they would bring in his head. They saw
him engaged in prayer under a tree, his hands placed on his belly, a mile distant from his army; and

they hid in a hollow of the tree. Muhammad's sword was left leaning against the tree, and he was

lying on his face praying. One of them took the sword thinking it was sharper than their own

and aimed a blow at Muhammad’s neck. But he saw them with the small eyes on his head, and

prayed to God. And a branch of the tree bent down and the sword struck it, and stuck to it and to

the man’s hand. When he :had finished his prayers he looked around and saw the two men lying

on the ground. They begged for mercy. invoking his God. He raised them up and let them go.

telling them God would punish them with everlasting hell. Ismanli, the lion, the fourth minister,
was told b

y the prophet what had happened. Seized with passion, he begged leave to kill them

twain and annihilate the whole army. The prophet said that God would arrange : he would do

nothing without God's order. God had saved him from them, and he should likewise save them.

He is answerable to God. As the two Kaflirs were going (to lie) to their king, a mighty wind swept

them into the sea. The king and his army enquired i
n several countries what had become of them.

Behold ! their corpses were found in the sea.

Muhammad with his army encarnped near the enemy, and looking round, asked whether any one

would spy in the enemies’ camp. A man called Baphi stood up and said he would go. In the
direct way there were hills, mountains, pits, trees, forests and many difficulties, besides guards were

posted. Muhammad said though that way was a difiieult one, Raphi should take it. Then Abbas, the

uncle of Muhammad, said that Raphi had spoken truthfully. Muhammad said to Raphi that God
would take him unto Himself, Again he explained what Heaven was. In it there were many beautiful
things, tables, chairs,19 mattresses, beds; different kinds of music ; all sorts o

f fruits; pure water;

valuable jewels for the celestial virgins. “God will give you all these.” Then Raphi said he felt
tonfidcnt of all this happiness, but he was grieved to think that if he were killed he would not be
able‘ to return with news (l). While Muhammad was deep in thought the Angel Gabriel appeared
and said to him that what he had promised Raphi had already been promised b

y God 14,000 years
before. Moreover, God had sent him to say that Raphi would not be killed.

Raphi then started, and found the kings on their thrones and the army surrounding them. The

old blind man [Duraita 'Z
] discovered his presence b
y means of astrology, and b
y the time Raphi had

heard the kings conversing together as to the destruction of Muhammad, and ascertained the number

of their flags, they were informed that a spy was in their midst, Search was at once made. Raphi

prayed to God and Muhammad to save him. A surprising thing then happened. No one could see
" Chairs are very modern in Malabar I ‘
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Raphi. Then they mocked the old blind astrologer, but he persisted he was right. The king told him
to find the Arab or die on the spot. The old man asked each man to come in front of him and
make a certain noise. Raphi was in great anxiety and. prayed to God and Muhammad. A man
asked him who he was, and he answered he was one of themselves. He was taken before the astrologer
to whom he gave a false name. He was told to make the noise. Again he prayed to God and
Muhammad and made the noise so that the astrologer did not distinguish him. The king and his

men again mocked the astrologer, and said no Arab had entered the camp. The astrologer swore by
their gods that there had. and he would not eat until he had found him. He then asked the men to

come in pairs, one on his right one on his left, and make the noise. When Raphi made the noise the

astrologer held his hand and asked him who he was. He said he was chief of the flagsmen. Was he

sure? Yes. Then he was let off. The troops clapped their hands and said the old man was
childish, The astrologer contended the Arab spy was among them, and that he was invisible through
witchcraft.

When the king's army partook of food Raphi was served with the flesh of sheep and camels to

eat, and teddy to drink. Hc carried it to where the mules were tied. After eating food the army
was about to fall in for war when Duraita told them not to march. The king asked why not. He

said they should hide under the slope of the hill and by a sudden rush fall on Muhammad’s men before

they could take up their arms : there was no other way to conquer such great warriors. So the king

ordered Duraita to prepare the army for battle. The attack was to be made in five companies.

Cavalry armed with swords and formed in four sections to be in front; each section to assist the

others. Men with daggers. also formed in four sections to be behind the cavalry. Men with bows

and arrows to be behind these again. Women and children to be in rear.

Naratha Maharishi, that is, Eblis, then told the king the men in front would not fight well
if their women and children were so far away, so these were placed behind the men in front. Raphi

returned to his camp, all the way invoking Divine help against the Kaflirs. He told Muhammad

what he had seen. The Kafiirs were countless and they had 2,000 flags. Muhammad then said that

there were as a rule 250 men for each flag. so there must be at least 5 lakhs of men ; and he ordered.

his men to start : the enemy should not be kept waiting for them. He ordered one to go and see if

the enemy stood ready, Report was brought that the enemy, horses, camels, mules, etc., with twice

their number of men, also women and children, were there. Muhammad said that God's angel

Drubri had told him of this, and gave the order to mount and prepare to attack the enemy at the
foot of Mount Abuthassoli. The army marched to the hill and found there some small temples
and big trees, and some men from the king’s army who were doing pu’jd [l] in the temples. The first
minister took the priest before Muhammad who enquired whether the gods in the hill were equal to

the great gods of Mecca, or were they greater. The priest replied they were related to the gods of
Mecca Muhammad asked why he worshipped those stones when he might worship the true God.

He did not answer and Muhammad orderd him away. Some one said the priest was a Kailir, and

Muhammad said such was God's will.

Muhammad then orderd Imam Ali to cut down a tree on the top of the hill. Imam Ali did so,
and a columm of smoke at once rose to the skies. He ran in fear to the prophet who said that 3 jinn:

were living in the tree and were now leaving it. Then Abbas came up and said there was a snake

on the hill, so huge that only God knows its magnitude, and flames shot from its mouth, The

prophet with a few followers went to see it. The Arabs began to run like sheep before the tiger.

But the prophet said : -- “ Do not fear: stand behind me." They did so. The prophet looked at the
serpent, it lowered its head and creepin g towards him knocked its head on the ground, saying,

“ Oh

prophet of world-wide renown, I am not a serpent. but shreds: of the jinns. I am a Mussalman.
There are Kaflirs and Mussalmans among the jinns. The prophet knows why we wander in the world:

to bite and kill the prophet's enemies. Give me leave and I will destroy the king's army." Then
the prophet said; — “ We do not need you now. I will tell you if we do. Leave this place and may
God bless you." The serpent lied to another country.
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The prophet remained in the hill and next morning left for Hunain, the enemy's camp.
The Kafiir king was startled, invoked his gods and ordered his army to pray, and to get into battle

array. “God will bless you. If they are 12,000, we are 500,000.” The king called his minister
called Muss, “Ho minister! Get up this tree and tell me the number of the enemy and their

equipments.” He climbed the tree and said;—- “A man carrying a flag is in front. They come
like lightning. Their horses are as if dancing.” The king said :— “ Who comes in front’!

” The

minister replied: — “ Two chiefs on horse-back, each carrying a flag.” “ Oi what colour?” “One
is white and the other is yellow. Behind comes one with a green flag. All their turbans are green,
and their coats are white. Both are very clever." “ You know the people of Mecca,” said the king,
i‘ who are they '1" One is Abbas, the prophct’s father’s elder brother, the tiger of men; a rich man.

The other is Fakalu, a brave warrior.” Looking again, the minister said:— “ Oh king ! I see
something very wonderful; a great warrior comes. His horse is like an eagle and he comes like a

lion that has seen a deer. He looks as if he will kill us all." The king asked his name. The minis

ter replied:——
“ Imam Ali, the fourth minister; there is none so brave in Muhammad’s army.” The

king ordered him to look again.
“ Great king, I see one whom I am powerless to describe: my

tongue fails : my eyes become dim. He will confound your‘! army. His clothes shine like the sun

at noon. He rides a huge horse. His beauty is beyond description. The sun and moon cannot be

compared to him. His horse’s hoofs touch the ground like thunder. His splendour fills the earth

and the skies. The clouds are as an umbrella over his head.” The king asked :—
“ Who is it i‘ "

“ Oh kingl it is Muhammad the prophet.” Then the king said sorrowfully : -- Ah God i when
they see him, my army will not be able to fight.” The king and the minister then went to their tent.

The king cried out: --“ The prophet has come with his army. Fear not. Be firm." The
army answered :—

“ They are great sorcerers ; we are not able to fight them.” An angel said :—-“ Fear

not! Adorn your gods and hold them before the army ; call out their names and pray, and you will

succeed.” Seeing that panic seized his army, the king ordered liquor to be brought. The whole army

drank, and taking their gods placed them in front. The king said :—-"Fear not in battle: if you

have any fear, you will lose.” And he promised large rewards.

By this time the prophet’s army came in sight. The prophet said :--“ The enemy dcceives us.
They are in ambush by the hill.” Then the Angels Gabriel and Michael came with a thousand angels

and joined the prophet’s army. The reason for their coming was this .— The Kafiirs numbered 5 lakhs

and the Prophet's army but 12,000. The Kafiirs looked at them and laughed, saying, “We should

not have brought so many." So the prophet’s army was in fear, saying,
' ‘We are but a few, and they

mock 115- The“ the Pmphet Played to God who sent his angels who descended from the sky on aereal

horses. They said :-—- “The Katfirs lie in wait. We will go in front; you come behind us. We

can see them as fish in a bottle of water. If you come with us they will perish.” Then rushing at
those who were concealed they killed them all. A few escaped and told the king on the hill top
what had happened. Eblis came and took the king by the hand as he said: -- “Have angels also come
for the battle 7” and he began to run. So the king said :—

“ Who will help us if you run away 7”

Eblis said;-—- “ I cannot fight against angels.” The king implored him, but Eblis shook him off
and fled. The king was thrown far and fell on a blind man’s neck. The blind man asked :- “ Who
are you 7” “I am the king.” The blind man said: — “Will the king fall on a blind man's neck‘l
Liar! ” and drew his sword to kill him, But the king swore by all his gods; and both went to
the tent.

The two armies fought. A mounted warrior of the king’s army, armed with 18 weapons,
rushed to the prophet’s army and said :-—

“ I am Akubath. Let Muhammad’s army come on." The
prophet called out Jabagir and said :—

“ Fight him. God will bless you." There was a desperate

conflict. He cut Akubath and his horse in two with one blow. Another Kaffir rushed forward and

he too was slain. So the Arab killed 15 Kafi‘irs. More Kafiirs ventured, but the Arab mocked

‘hem. makinglhis horse dance, A Valiant Kaflir Makmas said :—-“ Wretch ! 1will cleave your skull !”
.. Many wished to engage him, but the prophet prevented them saying he was a mighty warrior am}
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called on his fourth minister Imam Ali, who went forward and said:--“I am Imam Ali ! I broke
your idols.” He touched the Kaflir with his sword and as he fell, cut him in two. Another Kaflir
came and fought for ten hours and was killed. Twelve others were killed.

Then the king called out his third minister. His helmet weighed 30 lbs. His sword was

14 cubits in length andhe was as tall as a cocoanut tree, and as big as a hill. God never created such a

human being. If he fell, 1,000 men would die at once. The Arabs were afraid to see him and prayed
to God. The prophet himself was confounded, and said:—- “Let the fourth minister meet him.

There is no other help.” There was a hard fight and the fourth minister cut to pieces his 18 weapons

and killed him. The prophet praised God.

The Kaf’firs were about to fly, but the king rallied them ; and then they said it was by witchcraft

and not in fair fight that their hero was killed. A general battle took place, and the fourth minister
and 130 Arabs were wounded. But the prophet touched them with his hands and they were at once

healed. Suddenly the Arabs fled, for in the front rank of the Kaflirs were kings, and when they were

killed the Arabs began to rifle their gems, upon which the Kaf’firs sent volleys of rockets amongst them.

And there was another reason. The prophet’s first minister, Abu-Bakr-Siddik said : —- "The enemy
are numberless ; whereupon 8,000 of the prophet’s army fled. Four thousand were left, and of these

only 1,000 fought, the others merely looking on. One said :—“We are 4,000 while they are five lakhs :

we will have to run." But a voice from Heaven said :—“Despair not ! Let them be ten lakhs.” Again

they fought, but at last they began to fly. Then Eblis, assuming the form of the second minister, said :
“ Ho ye Arabs 1 Fly for your lives ! You are in a boundless ocean of sorrow. There is no escape
but in flight. The prophet is killed. Is there battle without a king '1” The prophct’s army
fled, and there were but seven persons left, and of these, four were the ministers. These ran to the

prophet and said :—“We are but seven persons against more than four lakhs. What can we do ’.'”

Then the prophet raised his hands towards heaven, lifted his eyes and prayed. He put on his armour

and rode on his favourite vehicle. The four ministers stood beside him and God commanded 2,000

angels to descend at once to help the prophet. They came, looking like young men ; their coats

were white and their turbans were black. The earth shook as they alighted. They stood on

4 sides and ordered the ministers to fight. All fought brave” and the enemy began to fly. The
prophet asked a minister to recall his army. Patel said :—“Where can they be found? Call
them !" The sound was carried by the air to the ears of the army, and they returned and begged

for pardon, saying Eblis had deceived them. Laying their swords to their stomachs, the soldiers

said they would kill themselves if not pardoned. An angel from God said they had spoken the

truth. The ministers of the king said :-“We cannot defeat the Arabs. The four ministers of the
prophet are invincible.” They caused our swords to fall, and their horses ran over our heads like

lightning. They killed forty to our one. Three lakhs of our army are slain.” Women and children

dashed their heads on the ground and said to the king :— " Our husbands, fathers and brothers are
killed : send us home.”

The king ordered them to be fed. Then he mounted his war horse, and dressed in his brightest

‘gems went out and challenged the prophet. The prophet sent a man Vazir to meet him. The
king killed him and four others. A young warrior, Jaflhri, with the prophet’s permission went to
meet him. It was the day after his wedding, and he was 16 years old. The king cut him together
with his horse in pieces in the twinkling of an eye. One of his ministers told the king to go back ;

he would fight in his stead and kill 12,000 Arabs. The Arabs said:-— “ There is no devil equal to
him. With one blow he will kill 1,000 of us.” The prophet sent Abdulla, but the Kafiir cut him
in pieces. His brother Abdul Koriva went out, and he too was killed, No more Arabs ventured.

Seeing no more coming to meet him, he returned to his tent, and his wife said, “ Where is the

head of Ali '1‘" He replied ;-—~“ I will give it to you to-morrow." She asked :-" Is Ali 100 cubits
high?" “May be so. There is no such warrior in the'prophet’s army.” “Do not approach or
‘touch me: I will not be your wife until you bring the head of Ali.” He was furious, and rushed out
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calling, “Ho ye prophet! Send me your best man, or your whole army;” and he beat the ground.
The prophet said :—- “ God will give special benefits to whoever kills this wretch. I guarantee it."
.-\n Amir went and was killed at once. The Kafiir cried :— “Where are your brave men? Kalid?
Suvar? Bayid ? Where is the brave Talhat 1’ Where is Abu Bakr ? Where is Omar P
Where is the world-renowned Ali P My heart beats like the waves of ocean to fight the tiger-like
Ali. Oh Muhammad ! where is your God !” An Arab, Athusamed, leaped forward but the Katiir
took him by the leg and dashed him to the ground.

Then the prophet said :—- “ Where is Imam Ali ?" “ He is fighting on the hill." “Let 500
take his place and send him here.” He came. The prophet prayed. The Kaflir asked :-— “ Oh
beautiful youth, who are you?" He replied :— “ Imam Ali.” The Kafi‘ir said :— " You are his slave.
Send him to me and save your life.” They fought for 3 days. On the 4th day Ali said :—
“Embrace the prophet’s faith or I kill you.” The Kaf’fir said :-— “ You are brave. No one else could
have fought me for 3 days.” The Kafiir’s wife watched the fight from a hill and sent her head dress
by a slave, saying,

“ Cut off the head of Ali, and smear this cloth with his blood, or never come near
me again." Then they fought desperately for six days. On the seventh day Ali made a noise which
shook the earth and the sky. The Kaifir was stunned, and Ali cut off his head. The prophet asked
what was the army doing, and Ali replied it was standing still and the Kaffir army had fled.

The prophet ordered the dead to be counted and it was found that 1,000 Ashabis had been slain.
The Kaflirs told their king :—- “ For one of them that we kill they kill 1,000. They believe they go
to Heaven and do not fear death. Let us make peace. Our gods have not helped us. They have
killed our brave men by witchcraft." The king was sad, and threw his crown on the ground. A
vassal asked permission and went to the battle-field calling for the bravest of the prophet's men to meet

him. An Arab went out, and the king killed him. Then the prophet ordered Imam Ali to fight the
king. The king wounded him, but Ali mounted his horse and they fought for 22 hours. At night
they separated. Again they met. At night Ali said :— “ Oh king 1 do not lose your life: join the
fourth religion.” If you do. you will gain Heaven.” The king said :— “ If you defeat me, I will
join your faith. Let us dismount and fight with our hands. If you are victorious I will join you."
They wrestled. Ali caught the king by his belt and was about to throw him when he called out, “ I
am defeated: do not throw me." Ali took him to the prophet and the merciful prophet embraced
him, and told him the secret of his faith. Seeing this the Kafiir army fled.

The king wrote and collected 30,000 more soldiers and ordered them to fight. They challenged
the Arabs. A leader of the Kafiirs wounded an Arab, but the prophet gently touched his wounds and
healed them. There wasa general battle and neither side prevailed. Meanwhile the prophet retired

alone to a tree a mile distant to pray. A Kat’fir approached stealthily to kill him, and raised his
sword. In an instant, there was a wall of fire protecting the prophet, and the Kafi‘ir was aghast.
The prophet finished his prayers and smiled, saying :-—

" Ho king ! fear not, but come before me."
He came, and begged the prophet’s mercy, and embraced his faith, and at once fought against the

Knffirs [sic]. The king was alarmed and sent a larger army to seize the prophet and his fourth
minister, Ali.

There was a combat between Shaibath and Babiyath for 2 days and neither prevailed. The
prophet prayed to God, and an eagle carried 0H the turban of Shaibath the Kamr. Then Rabiyath
eutofi his head. A magic square in his turban had protected him. It was the Angel Gabriel who, in
the form of an eagle, carried ofi his turban. The Kaflir army then fled in great fear. The king rallied
his men, and a dreadful battle ensued. For five days and nights it lasted. The Arabs were nearly over

come, when the prophet at the door of his tent prayed to God :-—-
“ Oh God, I never began anything

without your command. It is said in the Koran that God helps those who carry out His commands.
Give courage and strength to my soldiers. \Ve cannot fight the Kaf‘firs who are coming like dark

l‘ The Mappilas call their religion the “Fourth Veda. "
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clouds.” God granted the strength of 1,000 lions to Ali, and to all the others the strength of from
4 to 40 lions. For seven days the battle lasted, and still the Kai’firs did not give way. Then the
fourth minister made a sound which shook the earth and the skies, the sea and the hills. The Kaflirs
became deaf and blind. The Kaflirs fled, and after them their king. The Arabs pursued and killed
many. Then they returned to camp. One Arab did not return, for he had gone to find the enemy's
hiding place.

The prophet asked how many were killed. His minister replied:— “ Three thousand.” “ Such
is the will of God. They will obtain paradise.” He then asked :— “ How many Kafiirs 7” His
minister said: —- “ God alone can say.” Ordering the corpses to be buried he enquired where the
Kafiir’s army lay hidden. The Kafiirs had taken shelter in the fort of a friendly king. The prophet
ordered the spoil to be counted, and sent all the gold to a fort to be there watched ; and be com

manded his army to march against the fort Tayif. The fort was taken, and the king was captured.
Imam Ali oiiercd the captive king the prophet’s faith, or death. His oiier was scorned, and he raised
his sword to strike the king, when the prophet said :— “He is a king, and must not be killed." The
prophet had his chains removed and let him free to go where he pleased. This act of mercy moved

the king to tears. He fell at Mnhammad’s feet, and embraced his religion. The prophet thereupon
restored to him all his wealth and possessions.

Note-In conclusion I acknowledge with gratitude the invaluable assistance in translation given
me by Mr. '1'. Kannan of Calieut.

THE ASA DI WAR, A MORNING PRAYER OF THE SIKHS.

BY M. MACAULIFFE.

NOTE. _
IT is said that Guru Nanak on going to Prik Patten in the Punjab to meet Shékh Brahm,

otherwise called Farid Sam‘, or Farid the Second, was asked to give religious instruction, and
in reply composed the greater portion of the sléke and pang-is of the hymns known under the name

of Asa di War. Some of the remaining hymns were composed by Guru Angad, the second
Sikh Guru. The lisd d5 Wdr is repeated by religious Sikhs after the Jupji and the Hazdré d6

Slmbd as a morning divine service.

The word War originally meant a dirge for the brave slain in battle, then it meant any song

of praise, and in this collection it means God's praises generally. Wdrs were composed in stanzas

called pauris, literally ladders, which were sung or chanted by professional minstrels. In the Grant/1

Stilu'b, paufis always follow sliiks. A slo‘k is a verse written in imitation of the Sanskrit measure so

called.

The sixth Guru is said to have written in the Granth Sriliib, as a preface to this collection,v that

it should be sang to the air of “ Tunda‘ A: Rdjd.”1

ASA DI WAR.

There is but one God whose name is true, the Creator, devoid of fear and enmity,

immortal, unborn, self-existent; by the favor of the Guru.2

Guru Nanak (Rag Asa).

This Wdr includes sldks. The ‘was also were‘written by the first Guru, and should be sung to

the air of Tunda As Reds.

1 As, son of ()hitrbir, was a.holy prince against whom a false charge had been preferred by his lasoivious step
mother, which led to his hands and feet being out ofl‘as punishment. One of the many Oriental versions of the

atory of Potiphar's Wife.
2 Gum Parshdd — See my translation of the Japj’i for another interpretation of these words,
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816k I.

Guru Nanak.

I am a sacrifice to my Guru a hundred times a day,
Who without any delay made demi-gods out of men.

Guru Angad.

Were a hundred moons to rise, and a thousand sons to mount the sky,

Even with such light there would be appalling darkness without the Guru.

Guru Na’nak.

Nanak. they who very clever in their own estimation ‘think not of the Guru,

Shall be left like spurious sesames in a. reaped field.

They shall be left in the field, saith Nanak, without an owner:

The wretches may even bear fruit and flower, but they shall be as ashes within their bodies.

Pauri 1.3

God Himself created the world and Himself gave names to things.
He made lllaya4 by His power; seated He beheld His work with delight.

0 Creator, Thou art the Giver; being pleased Thou bestowest and practisest kindness
Thou knowest all things; Thou givest and takest life with a. word.5

Seated Thou didBt behold Thy work with delight.

810k II.
Guru Nduck.

True are Thy regions and true Thy universes;
True Thy worlds and true Thy creation;
True Thine acts and all Thy thoughts;
True Thine order and true Thy court;

True Thy command and true Thy behest;
True Thy favor and true Thy signs.
Hundreds of thousands and millions declare Thee true.

True is all Thy power, true all Thy strength;
True Thy praises, true Thy eulogies ;
True Thy might, 0 true King.
Nanak, true are they who meditate on the True One.

They who die and are born again are the falsest of the false.6

Guru Neinak.7
Great is His glory whose name is great;
Great is His glory whose justice is true;

Great is His glory whose seat is immovable;

Great is His glory who understandeth our utterances;
Great is His greatness who knoweth all our feelings;
Great is the glory of Him who giveth without consulting others;
Great is the glory of Him who is all in all Himself.
Nanak, his acts cannot be described.

Whatever He did and hath to do all dependeth on His own will.

i The pauyfs in this collection are all by Bhbfi Nimak, so in the original his name is omitted at their head.
‘ In Sanskrit literature Mliya is styled anddl, without a beginning, hence unoreated, but this is no; the

doctrine of the Gurus. To believe that God did not create Mayd would be to believe in a limitation of His power.
‘ Kwado —-also translated, thou givest and takest life from the body.
‘ Koch is here used as tho correlative of each, true.
" In the original-— Mahala I. It is so written to mark the distinction between the preceding verses. which are

#161",and the following verses, which are in a difl'erent measure.
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Guru Angad.

This world is the True One’s chamber; the True One's dwelling is therein.
Some by His order He absorbeth in Himself; others by His order He destroyeth.a
Some at His pleasure He withdraweth from mammon; others He causeth to abide therein.
It cannot be even told whom He will regenerate.
Nanak, he to whom God revealeath Himself, is known as holy.

Pauri II.
Nanak, God having created animals recorded their names, and appointed Dharmriij to

judge their acts.

At His court the real truth is adjudged; He separateth and removeth those who are
attached to mammon.

There the false find no place : they go to hell with blackened faces.
Those who are imbued with thy name win; the deceivers lose.
God recorded names and appointed Dharmraj to record acts.

816k III.
G uru Nrinak.

Wonderful Thy word, wonderful Thy knowledge;
Wonderful Thy creatures, wonderful their species;
Wonderful their forms, wonderful their colors;

Wonderful the animals who wander naked ;
Wonderful Thy wind; wonderful Thy water;

Wonderful Thy fire which sport-eth wondronsly ;
Wonderful the earth, wonderful the sources of production ;

Wonderful the pleasures to which mortals are attached ;

Wonderful is meeting, wonderful separation from Thee ;

Wonderful is hunger, wonderful repletion ;
\Vonderful Thy praises, wonderful Thy eulogies;
Wonderful the desert, wonderful the road ;

Wonderful Thy nearness, wonderful Thy remoteness ;

Wonderful to behold Thee present.

Beholding these astonishing things 1 remain wondering.

Nanak, those who understand them are supremely fortunate.

Guru N rinak.

By Thy power we see, by Thyflpower we hear, by Thy power we fear, or enjoy the highest

happiness ;

By Thy power were made the nether regions and the heavens; by Thy power all creation ;

By Thy power were produced the Véds, the Purfms, the Muhammadan books, and by Thy

power all compositions ;

By Thy power we eat, drink, and clothe ourselves; by Thy power springeth all afi'eotion ;

By Thy power are the species, genera, and colors of creatures; by Thy power are the

animals of the world.’

By Thy power are virtues; by Thy power are vices: by Thy power are honor and

dishonor ;‘°

By Thy power are wind, water, and fire; by Thy power is the earth.“

' By separating from Himself.
' Also translated — By Thy power was created animate and inanimate nature.
1° Mdn abhmdn. The latter word is for upimdn, as so often in the Granth Sdlu'b, Compare mdn ab/n'mdrsmud!

so wit/‘ahnahfr's. He who hath regard for honor or dishonor is not a holy man. (Sri Rdq Gum Arjon, 26; see also
Kéddra Kabir, 1.)
1' Dliartf kMJt. It is probably unnecessary to translate the word lrhdk.
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Every thing existeth by Thy power ; Thou art the Omnipotent Creator; Thy name is the

holiest oi the holy.

saith Nanak, Thou beholdest and pervadest all things subject to Thy command: Thou art

altogether unrivalled.

Pauri III.
Man having enjoyed himself becometh ashes, and the soul passeth away,

However great and wealthy a man may be, the ministers of death throw a chain on his

neck and take him away.

There an account of his acts is read ; the Judge on his seat taketh the account and passeth
sentence,

Such a man shall find no place of shelter ; when he is beaten, who will hear his cries
Man, blind that thou art, thou hast wasted thy life.

$16k IV.

Guru Na'nak.

In fear12 the winds and breezes ever blow ;
In fear flow hundreds of thousands of rivers ',
In fear fire performeth its forced labor;

In fear the earth is pressed by its burden ;
In fear Indarl3 moveth headlong: in fear 881681,!’Dharmréj at God's gate ;

In fear is the sun, in fear the moon ; they travel millions of miles without arriving at an
end ;

In fear are the Sidhs, the Budhas, the demigods, and the Niiths ; in fear are the stars and
the firmsment ;“

In fear are wrestlers, very mighty men and divine heroes ;
In fear cargoes of men come and go.
God hath destined fear for every one #5 Nanak, the Formless One, the True, is alone

without fear.

Guru Ndnak.

Nanak, the Formless One is without fear ; all the Ramos were dust.

How many stories there are of Krishna! how many Véds and religious compositions !"

How many beggars dance, and fall, and again best time!

Actors enter the market place and draw forth their appliances ;17

Kings and queens sing and utter nonsense j.“

They wear ear-rings worth hundreds of thousands, and necklaces worth hundreds of

thousands}?

The body on which they are worn, O Nil-ask, shall become ashes.

Divine knowledge is not sought in mere words; to speak ooneerni'ng it were as hard as

iron;

If one he so destined, he obtaineth it; skill and orders are useless therefor.

11 The fear of God is, of course, meant. ‘3 The god, of the firmament.

“ Adhléy- fl'Om the Sanskrit fldfiga'n. The phrase is also translated ~- In fear is the firmainent extended
15 literally, God hath written the destiny of fear on the heads of all.
' “ Vichdr -—see above $16k III., Kudrat sarb m'chfr. Also translated ——How many expound the Veda!
1" K add.Mzdr — also translated ——draw a.crowd around them.

"1 Bola 0h pews — literally, speak of the upper and lower regions. A‘! 12640.1.is applied to the language put into

the mouths of demons in Sanskrit dramas.
‘9 Lakh takidv‘r. Takd. is really a double pics, or about a hslfpenny of English money, but in the plural it

means moneyin general.
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Pauri IV.
If the Kind One look with kindness, then is the true Guru obtained.
The soul hath wandered through many births, and now the true Guru hath communicated
the Word.

There is no benefactor so great as the true Guru; hear this, all ye people.
By meeting the true Guru who hath removed pride from his heart, and who preacheth
the truest of the true,

The True One is obtained.

161: V.

Let all the ghag'z‘s be your milk-maids, and the paharszo your Krishnas and Goprils :21
Let wind, water, and tire be yourjewels ; and the moon and sun your avatars;

The whole earth your slage properties and vessels, which are all entanglements.
Nanak, those who are devoid of divine knowledge are robbed; the minister of death hath
devoured them.

Guru Nfinale.

The disciples play, the Gurus dance,

Shake their feet, and roll their heads.

Dust liieth and falleth on their hair #33
The audience seeing it laugh and go home,

For the sake of food the performers beat time,

And dash themselves on the ground.
The milk-maids sing, Krishuas sing,
Silas and royal Rfimas sing.

Fearless is the Formless Une, whose name is true,

And whose creation is the whole world.

The worshipers on whom God bestoweth kindness worship Him ;

Pleasant.33 is the night for those who long for Him in their heart,

By the Guru's instruction to his disciples this knowledge is obtained,

That the Kind One saveth those on whom He looketh with favor.
Oil-presses, spinning-wheels, hand-mills, potter's wheels,

Plates.“ whirlwinds, many and endless,

Tops, churning-stares, countless25

Birds tumble and take no breath.

Men put animals on stakes and swing them round.

0 Nanak, the tumblers are innumerable and endless.
In the same way those bound in entanglements are swung round ;
Every one dnnceth according to his own acts

Those who dance and laugh shall weep on their departure;

They cannot fly or obtain supernatural power.

Dancing and jumping are mental recreations;

Nanak, those who have fear in their hearts have also love.

i’ The ghart‘, a measure of time for which there is no English word, is twenty-two and a half minutes. Thre.
hours make apahar.

2‘ Goptils are hcrdsmen among whom Krishna used to sport.
1‘ Jhdtd isa woman's head of hair. The actors, who in India are all men, wear female wigs.
1’ BMM, literally, dewy, when the atmosphere is calm and the heat not excessive.
“ Thdl. - plates poised on a stick and spun round.
1‘ Angdh ,-some explain this to mean butfaloes which tread out corn.
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Paupi V.

Thy name is the Formless : by repeating it man goeth not to hell.
The soul and body are all Thine : what Thou givest man eateth : to say aught else were
waste of words.

If thou desire thine advantage, do good acts and he lowly.
Even though thou stave off old age, it will come to thee in the disguise of death.
None may remain when his measure26 is full.

816k VI.

The Musalmans praise the Sharifit, read it
,

and reflect on it;
But God’s servants are they who employ themselves in His service in order to behold Him.
The Hindus praise the Praised One whose appearance and form are incomparable;

They bathe in holy streams, perform idol-worship” and adoration, use” copious incense of
sandal.

Those who are Jogis meditate on God” the Creator, whom they call the Unseen,
Whose form is minute, whose name is the Bright One, and who is the measure of their
bodies.30

In the minds of the generous contentment is produced in their desire to give.
Others give, but ask a thousand fold more, and and still want the world to honor them,

Why mention thieves, adnlterers, perjurers, evil and sinful men?

Several depart from here after eating what they had amassed in. previous births ;31 shall

they have any business whatever in the next world his

The animals which live in the water, dry land, the i0 .rtcen worlds, and all creation —
What they say Thou alone knowest ; for them too Thou carest

Saith Nimak, the saints hunger to praise Thee; the true Name is their support.
In everlasting joy they abide day and night: may I obtain the dust of‘ the feet of such
virtuous men!

Guru Nanak and Shékh Brahm discussed the question of the disposal of the dead.
It is believed the Shekh maintained that a man who was buried would go to hell.

Guru Nrinak.

The ashes of the Mnsalmiin fall into the potter’s clod ;

Vessels and bricks are fashioned from them ; they cry out as they burn.

The poor ashes burn and weep, and sparks fly from them.

Nanak, the Creator who made the world, knovreth bwhether it is better it be burned or‘
buried.”

Paurl VI.
Without the true Guru none hath found God ; without the true Guru none hath found God.
God hath put Himself‘ into the true guru; He hath made manifest and proclaimed this.
Salvation is ever obtained b

y

meeting the true Guru who hath banished worldly love from
within him.

Best are the meditations of him who hath fixed his mind on the True One:
He hath found the Giver of life to the world.

1‘ Paiai — pai is a grain measure.
11‘Archd. This word not only means worship, but the idol that is worshiped.
:0 Some suppose kir to be a noun meaning the lines Hindus draw on the ground to enclose oookingplmoes, within,

which others are not admitted.
"9 Sun, literally, void. compare the Greek xoihav, hollow, from which the Latin cazlwm,hem/cu, was ohmined_
-"° It will be Observed here that the jogis have a.different conception of God from the Hindus.
3‘ And have done nothing meritorious in this birth.
31This verse is also translated -~ Several depart from here after spending what they possessed ; had they any

other business in this world P

u U‘ "I'd-1'4, "5 ‘=99546— The Hindus are burnt, the Musalmans are buried.- Kabir, Somlh, l.
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810k VII.
In pride“ man comcth, in pride he depnrteth ;
In pi ‘e is man born, in pride doth he die ;
In pride he giveth, in pride he taketh ;
In pride he earneth, in pride he spendeth;
In pride man becometh true or false ;
In pride man meditateth evil or good ;
In P! ie he goeth to hell or heaven ;

In pride he rejoiceth, in pride he mourneth ;
In pride he becometh filthy. in pride he is cleansed ;
In pride man loseth his caste and race;
In pride is the ignorant, in pride is the clever man ;

In pride one knoweth not the value of deliverance or salvation;
In pride is mammon and in pride its effect on lhe hearl;
In pride are animals created.
When pride is quenched, God’s gate is seen.

Without divine knowledge man worrielh himself by talking.
Nanak, the Commander hath thus ordained it ;
As man regardeth God, so God regardeth him.“

Guru Angm'l.

It is the nature of pride that it produceth pride.“
This pride is a trammel which subiecteth man to repeated transmigration.
What is the origin of pride, and by what device shall it depart ?

For pride it is ordained that man wander according to his previous acts.
Pride is n_chr0nic disease, but there is also a medicine for it in the heart.
If God bestow His grace, man shall avail himself of the guru's instruction ;
Saith Nanak, hear, 0 ye men, in this way trouble shall depart.

Pauri VII.
They who have meditated on God as the truest of the true, have done real worship and

are contented ;

They have refrained from evil,”7 done good deeds, and practised honesty.
They have lived on a little corn and water, and burst the entanglements of the world.
Thou art the great Bestower; over Then givest gifts which increase a quarter fold.
Those who have magnified the great God have found Him.

810k VIII.
Men, trees, the banks of sacred streams, clouds, fields,

Islands, peoples, countries, continents, the universe,

The sources of production from eggs, cauls, the earth, and perspiration.
Lakes, mountains, animals —- O Nimak, God knoweth their condition.

Nanak, God having created animals taketh care of them all.”

" Hauii -— literally, egoism.
" Also translated —
(a) Treat men according to their acts.
(1)) Treat others us than wouldst be treated thyself.

3' Literally -— that it pcrt'ormeth works of pride. r’ uteri-ll!’ — HI"? not PM their feet in" “il
3' Compare Gnrn Angad —
“ Ndnak, chinfd mat hard/l ,' chintd. Tithi Mi
Jat mlih jun! updidn't; “Tl/Ii] bhi r'iji d ‘l'.
Nanak, be not anxious ; anxiety is for Him
Who created animals in the water 5 to them also He giveth their daily food."
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_____________,____’___P____—__—___—___—,_—-—-»_
The Creator who created the world hath to take thought for it also.

it is the same Creator who made the world who taketh thought for it.
To Him be obeisance, blessings he on Him ! His court is imperishable.

Nfinak, without the true Name what is a sacrificial mark '2 what a sacrificial thread?

Guru Ndnalc.

Man may perform hundreds of thousands of good acts and deeds, hundreds of thousands

of approved charities,

Hundreds of thousands of penances at sacred places. suhaj jég” in the wilderness,

Hundreds of thousands of braveries, and part with his life in the conflict of battle;

He may study hundreds of thousands of Véds and works of divine knowledge and

meditation, and read the Purfins —

Nanak, these devices would be of no avail ; true is the mark of destiny.“

The Creator who made the world hath decreed transmigration.

Pauri VIII.
Thou alone art the true Lord who hath diffused the real truth.

He to whom Thou givest obtaineth truth, and he then practiseth it.

Man obtaineth truth on meeting the true guru in whose heart the truth dwelleth.

The fool knoweth not truth, and hath wasted his life by obstinacy.

Why hath he come into the world?

816k Ix.
Guru Ndrink.

A man may load carts with books ; he may load men with books to lake with him ;

Books may be put on boats, and pits be filled with them.

Aman may read books for months, he may read them for years :

He may read them for life, he may read them while he has hreath
-

Nanak, only one word, God's name, would be of account; all else would be the senseless

discussion of pride.

Guru N111:ak.

The more one readeth and writeth, the more he is tormented ;

The more one wanderelh on pilgrimaees, the more he babblrth;

The more religions garhs man weareth, the more discomfort he causeth his body.

Bear, 0 my soul, the result of thine own acts.
He who eateth not cornu hath lost the relish of life.
Men suffer much pain through their attachment to mammon.

Those who wear not clothes sufi'er terribly day and night.

Man ruineth himself by perpetual silence; how can he who sleepeth in ignorance be awalced

without a Guru.

Even though man go hare-footed, he must still sufi'er for his own acts!‘2

If a man eat filth, and put ashes on his head,
The blind fool loselh respect ; without the Name he obtaineth no abiding place.

The ignorant man who dwellelh in the wilderness and at burial and cremation grounds.‘s

knoweth not God and shall afterwards repent.W
“9 Sahnjj‘g, in contndistinotiou to the h ltltjij of the Aphorisms o
j' Patnnjali, moans keeping the mind fixed

on God See hlanni Singh’s Life of Guru Nanak.
‘5 Karm- also translated — God's grace.
'1 Several falcirs do not eat corn, some go naked, some practise perpetual silence, some go harefootcd, some out

filth, 210.,etc.
“I The Gyfinis generally translate — If a man go bare-footed, he is merely enfl'ering for his sins. The word

ypéM/na is derived from uprmdi shoes, and ty'ignd. to leave ofi.
'5 Mun-t 18where :- saintly .[lindn's body or urban repose; martini is acremation ground
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lie who meeteth the true Guru and fixcth God’s name in his heart, obtaineth comfort.
Nanak. he on whom God looketh with favor obtaineth Him.

He becometh free from hopes and fears, and destroyeth his pride by means of the ‘Vord.

Pour! IX.

The saints, 0 Lord, please Thy heart, adorn Thy gate, and hymn Thy praises.
Nanak, they who are outside Thy favor, find no entrance and wander in many births,

Some know not their origin, and have an inordinate opinion of themselves.

I am a singer of low caste; others call themselves of high caste.
I only be; of those who meditate on Thee.“

816k x.

Guru Ndnak.

False are kings, false their subjects, false the whole world ;

False are mansions, false palaces, false those who dwell therein;

False is gold ; false silver ; false he who weareth them ;

False the body; false raiment ; false peerless beauty ;

False husbands ; false wives ; they pine and waste away.

Man who is false, loveth what is false, and forgetteth the Creator.

With whom contract friendship ? The whole world passcth away.
False is sweetness; false honey ; in falsehood shiploads are drowned.

Nanak uttereth snpplication-except Thee, O God, everything is thoroughly false.

Guru Ndnak.

Man is then known as true when truth is in his heart ;

When the filth of falehood departeth, man washeth his body clean.

Man is then known as true when he beareth love to the True One :

\Vhen man heareth the name and restraineth his mind,‘5 he shall then attain the door of‘
salvation.

'

Man shall then be known as true when he knoweth the true way ;

Having prepared the field of the body, put into it the seed of the Creator.
Man shall then be known as true when he receiveth true instruction ;

Let man know mercy to living things and perform some works of charity.
Man shall then be known as true, when he dwelleth in the pilgrimage of his heart;

Let man after enquiry from the true guru rest and abide in his own heart ;

Truth is the medicine for all ; it removeth and washeth away sin.

Nanak maketh snpplicntion to those who are in possession of truth.

Pauri X.

Be mine the gift of the dust of the saints’ feet: if I obtain it, I shall apply it to my
forehead.

Forsake false covetousness; concentrating thy mind meditate on the Unseen One.

Thou shalt obtain a reward in proportion to what thou hast done.

If it have been so allotted from the beginning, man shall obtain the dust of the saints’ feet.
Ruin not thyself with scant service.‘6

“ Also translated —— I beg for a light of those who meditate on Thee.
'5 Nam sun man rahisicii —also translated-when one’s mind becometh happy after hearing the Name.
to Compare — Ochhi bhagti kairf uttaran' pdr’i? How shall he of scant service be saved? -Gaurl Kabfr, 15.
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8161! XI.
Guru. Nina/t.

There is a dearth of truth ; falsehood prevaileth; the blackness of this age maketh men
demons.

Those who have sown the seed have departed with honor; how can half seed germinate?
1f the seed be whole, it will germinate in the proper season.

Ndnak, unbleached cloth cannot be dyed without a base.

If the body he put into the vat of fear, modesty be made its base,
And it be dyed with devotion, O Nt'inak, there will not be a trace of falsehood in it.

Guru Ntinak.

Greed and sin are ruler and village accountant; falsehood is master of the mint.
Lust, his minister, summoneth and examinetll men. and Bitteih in judgment on them.
The subjects are blind and without wisdom, and satisfy the judge's greed with bribes,

Gyiinis dance, play musical instruments, disguise, and decorate themselves;

They shout aloud,‘7 sing of battles, and heroesI praises.

Fools call themselves pundits and with tricks and cavilling love to amass wealth.

Pretended religious men spoil their religious acts, and yet want the door of salvation ;

They call themselves continent, and leave their houses and homes, yet they know not

the way.

Every one is perfect to himself: no one admitteth himself wanting.

If the weight of honor be put into the scale, then. Nénak, man shall appear properly
weighed.

Guru. Ntinak.

Man's evil becometh known}8 0 Nainak; the True One seeth all.

Every one maketh endeavors, but it is only what the Creator doeth that taketh place,

Caste hath no power in the next world: there is a new order of beings.

Those whose accounts are honored are the good.

Pauri XI.
Those whom Thou didst so destine from the beginning meditate on Thee, O Lord.

There is nothing in the power of creatures; O God, it is Thou who hast created the
different worlds.

Some Thou blendest with Thyself; others Thou leadest astray from Thee.

Thou art known by the favor of the guru, through whom Thou revealest Thyself.

Those who know Thee are easily absorbed in the True One.

$16k XII.
Guru Nli'nuh.

Pain is medicine, worldly pleasure is a disease ; where there is such pleasure, there is no

desirefor God.

Thou art the Doer, I do nothing; if I try to do anything, it cometh_to nothing.
I am a sacrifice unto Thee; Thou abidest in Thine omnipotence :
Thine end cannot be seen.
Thy light pervadeth creatures ; creatures are contained in Thy light; Thou tillest
inanimate and animate creation.“9

Thou art the true Lord ; beautiful is Thy praise ; he who uttereth it is saved.
Nanak uttereth the words of the Creator ; what is to be done G01! continueth to do.

'7 Umhé Kflké'is. The Knkfts, a sect of Sikhs, translate this — The Kukz’w are exalted.
‘1 Surrojug==so wajégd, it shall be known.
'9 Akdl. kul6.—also translated-'l'hy power (hold) is inconceivable (a not, and kalmi to know), The words,

however, present great difliculty, and no two g'ydnis agree as to
‘

their interpretation.
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Guru Angad.

The Jdgis deem it their duty to acquire divine knowledge, the Brfihmans to read the Véds,

The Khatris to exercise bravery, the Sfidras to work for others ; ,

But the highest duty of all is to repeat the name of the one God.50

He who knoweth the secret of this

Is a. bright God himself, and Nzinak is his slave.

Guru Angad.

There is one God, the God of all gods, the Supreme God of souls.

He who knoweth the secret of the soul and of God,

Is a. bright God himself, and Nanak is his slave,

Guru N (Znak.

Water remaineth if confined in a vessel; but it cannot remain without a vesscl."’1
The mind controlled by divine knowledge is restrained; but without a Guru there can be

no divine knowledge.

P3111‘! XII.
It‘ the literate and the illiterate are vicious, the latter are not punished.

As man acteih so shall he be described.

Play not such a game as shall bring thee defeat on arriving at God’s court.

The literate and the illiterate shall be judged hereafter ;

The obstinate shall be punished in the next world.

(To be continued.)

SONGS ‘SUNG BY THE LAMBADIS.
BY F. FAWCETT.

Tun Lambfldis, Brinjeris, or Sugfidis, as they are variously called in the Madras Presidency,
are well known and need no introduction to the readers of this Journal. It cannot, however, be said
that much is known about them racially, and it has not yet been determined whether they, the Indian
gipsies, are identical with the gipsies of Europe. Here are some of their songs. The translations
given are free renderings, as I experienced difiiculty in arriving at a reasonably correct rendering
of the songs, since there occur words in them of which no one can explain the meaning. Some of

the songs themselves and many of the words are not in the least understood by the singers.

The following six Songs now given were taken down by Mr. P. Rams Rec from the mouths of five
women of the Lainbzidi taogids encamped at Riitibhfivi Vankfi, Rayadfirg Taluk, Bellary District,
during 1900. Their names were: Ghavali, aged 30; Lachhmi, aged 40; Gojji, aged 25; Miklii
aged 20 ; Ramki, aged 30.

Song No. I.
Rémii bi chelé Lachumam'l bi chelé sob chelenéhiir.
Jammakh khélo régo ranajhade Réja !
Miro maragala namar Sitfité bovi kevado.
Riigo ranajhade lW

5° Also translated -- The Jogis speak of divine knowledge, the Brlihmans of the Vedas ;
The Khatris of bravery, the Stldras of working for other-i.

“ A
ll that they speak is concerning the one God.

Water cannot remain without a vessel. Compare —- kumbh bind jal na tik iu'di. — Gaurt Kabir.
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Translation.

Rama is gone, Lachhmana (his brother) is gone, all are doomed to go (i
. e., die).

_ Let us therefore play the jolly play of a Bfija l

He chased and beat an illusory antelope, but the animal did not die. He chased the buck
for Si a; (his wife) who was fragrant with the sweet smell of the snake-flower.

Let us therefore play the jolly play of a Raja 1

Note. — This song relates to a well known incident in the Ramayana. Rama, Sin‘: and

Lm-hlnnnna saw in the forest what appeared to bc a golden antelope. Site wished for it
,

and Rama
vhnsed il. Lachhnlana followed him, and before the brothers returned, Havana king of the
hihshasas, abducted Sita.

Song No. II.
'Assé dappé valéke lambi lambi dhoti | voré kaniyan dékan. Dab chi'iléde.

éssé dappé
vfiléké tfingemi‘i was I tfiré thodana dékan villi-me rasiyi‘i. Bhyé ! Bhriyeré !

Assé dappé valékfi hatémi‘i koradfi l fissé koradiimé dekavaléme rasiya. Dab ehalédé.

Assé dappé viilékfi kadimd kanajoru l vuna déka valémé rasiya. Dab cbiilédc.

Translation.

The loin-cloth of a rich man is too long, seeing his earring [beat drum] ;

On the legs of a rich man there are silver chains, seeing which I am enamoure-l, [spoken]
Bhyé ! Bhiiyeré !

()n the wrists of a rich man there are silver bracelets, seeing which I am enamoured ; beat
drum and lets us play.

On the waist of a rich man there is a silver thread, seeing which I am enamonred ; beat
drum and let us play.

Song No. III.
Abdu yams Maliin l Abdu yi'ihiré ehogan (chorus)
Snyibare ghiru munang ghummaru ghfill Vere maliva khiidnéhar (chorus).
Mela hindologhal | marfijare ghare méla hindologhal (chorus).

Translation .

Gauri says to her father: “ Abdu father, in this place (here is) open ground."

In front of His (God’s) house, let us meditate or praise Him; drive back His herd

o
f cattle.l

On the upstairs of Mahiiraja‘s [house
— palace] they have a hanging (or swinging) cradle.

'- Song No. IV.

Bagema ghbdfilo mfiliilé, Titariija,

Bagemr‘i kanadhoro molalé, Titzirajfi,

Bagema soneri bz‘igemz‘ihasalé meme, Titaraja.

Bfigemzi kolda men, kadadhari Riija,

Bagermi mungzi 111616.,kadhadiiri Rfijé, soneri.

Translation.

“ O Titan‘ija, purchase horses in the jungles,
Purchase them with the silver waist thread on your waist.

Purchase them with the gold necklace round your neck,

Purchase them, oh truth.speaking Rajii, with the silver bangles on your arms,

Purchase them with that coral wreath round your neck."~——_____.——_-_—*_

1 This is considered one of the sacred services to God.
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Note. —- This is explained thus by the Lambadis :— Titilrzlja, a Lombadi Mahatma. went to

the forest to find his horses, and was killed by a tiger near Annigere in Mysore, His wife, by a

species of second sight, knew of his fate and with her kinsfolk went to the place, where they found

his bones. These she collected, made a fire and threw herself into it. She sang this song before she

died. It is intended to be in praise of her husband.

Song No. V.

Suda savxiye Bhaktu péri | kiiché kerb divrilo | karpura keri artirni | méka mélz‘iri artima|

pavanerpiiai artima l chfrnde sfirtari arlima | jami nn‘itha artimfi.

Translation,

0 thou beautiful Goddess! I thy devoted worshipper, approach thee with a camphor
lighted halz'gharthi,2 and I worship thee with it; I request thee to pour down
rain; I worship thee with clear water. I worship the sun and the moon and the
Mother Earth.

Note. —- A prayer to the Goddess Dilrgfi.

Song No. VI.

Andhadiyzi Upabhaviini tfiré dare I gadapar nobaththu vajé.

Andhadiya aki nadir Bhavini tare ddl'é || gadapar nobaththu vfijé.

Vimjuva Vupabhavini tare dirél vari godé sadaru Bhavaini tire dare ll gadapar
nobaththu vajé

Kfibadiya Upabhavani tz‘iré dam gadapar nobaththu vajé

Transla tion .

O Bhavimi ! a blind man is at your door in your presence. So I beat the drum in your
name.

Cure the eyes of your blind devotee, O Bhavfini ! So I beat the drum in your name.
There is a barren woman standing in your presence, 0 Bhavzini ! Make her carry a child
and stand in your presence, 0 Bhavani ! So I beat the drum in your name.

There is a hump-backed crooked person in your presence, 0 Bhevz‘mi ! So I beat the drum
in your name.

Note. ——Prayer to the Goddess Bhavani.

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON OR
GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE, M. A.

(Continued from p. 367.)

Cande; ann. 1552 : r. v. Candy, 119, ii. Candie (Sugar) ; ann. 1627 : s. 0. Candy (Su
Candee; ann. 1618: r. 2:. Candy (s.), 119, ii

.

i 381“)

; 120, i

(Jandgie ; ann. 1631: s. v. Congee, 190, i. Candied sugar; 8. v. Candy (Sugar~), 120, i;

Candhar ; ann. 1814 : s. v. Candahar (c), 771, ii
.

ann. 1880: s. v. Dolly, 249, i.

Candi; s. 0. Candy (Sugar-), 120,i ; ann. 1554: Candiel; ann. 1598 : s. v. Candy (s_), 119,
s. v. Moorah, 447, i; ann. 1645 and 1726 :: Candies; ann. 1644: s. v. Gorge, 197, ii; ann.
s.

a
. Candy, 11.p. 119, ii.

!

1807 : s. v. Game, 278, ii.

Candie; s. 1;. Candy (Sugar-), 120, i; ann. Candil ; s. v. Candy (s.), 119, ii; ann. 1536:
1530 and 1726 : a. 0. Candy, 11.p., 119, ii. i a. v. Salsette (a), 594, ii

, twice; ann. 1563:
Candich ; ann. 1666 : a. r. Balaghaut, 38, ii. s. v. Candy (s.), 119, ii.

1 A copper

o
r brass plate sometimes resmbling the figure of a fish on which lighted camphor is placed and passed

n p and down an image, as m temples or during divine processions. This is called locally nrti, or mangctla arhi.
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Candjer; ann. 1712: s. v. Hanger, 806, i
.

Candy n.p.; s. v. 119, ii
;

ann. 1616: a. v.

Modelliar, 435, i ; ann. 1648 : s. v. Modelliar,

435,6; ann. 1681: s. v. 119, ii.

Candy (s.); s. v. 119, ii; a. v. Culsey, 216, i,

a. 1:. Viss, 739, i; ann. 1554: s. 2:. Canton,

278, i, s. v. Moorah, 44?,i; ann. 1644: s. v.

Gorge, 197, ii
, twice; ann. 1680: a. v. Doray,

792, ii ; ann. 1710 and 1760: s. v. 120, i;

ann. 1775 :s. z‘. Tical, 699, ii; ann. 1813:

s. v. Moorah, 447, i.

Candy [=Sugar-Candy_]; s. v. Candy (Sugar-),

120, i; ann. 1350: s. v. Bengal, 64, ii
.

Candy (Sugar-) ; s. c. 120, i; ann. 1727 : s. e.
120, i.

Candy (Sugar); 655, ii
, footnote.

Candy (sugar); ann. 1596 : 8. v. Candy (Sugar-),

120, i.

Candyan; a. v. Dissave, 246, i.

Candyan Kings; 5, v. Adigar, 4
,
i.

Candy wine; ann. 1620-30 : s. 'u. Sucket, 652, i
i.

Cane ; ann. 1330 : s. 1:. Tibet, 699, i
.

Canal; 13th cent. : s. v. Cubeb, 214., ii
.

Canell; ann. 1400 : s. e. Zedoary, 747, ii.

Canella; ann. 1506 : s. 1;.Ca1nphor, 117, i; ann.
1621: s. v. Darcheenee, 788, i; ann. 1690:

s. v. Malabathrum, 415, i.

Canella. grossa; 113, ii
, footnote; ann. 1‘120

30: s. c. Malabar, 412, ii.

Canelle; ann. 1370 : s. v. Mace (a), 404, ii.

Cane-molasses; s. v. Arrack, 26, i.

Caneqnis; e. u. Gningam, 288, i.

Cantor-a; s. c. Camphor, 116, ii.

Canfuri; ann. 1726 : s. v. Camphor, 117, i.

Canga; s. c. Cangne, 120, ii.

Canganiir ; ann. 1500 : awCranganore, 211, i
i.

Cangé ; ann. 1680 : s. 'v. Congee, 190,

Cangia; ann. 1672 : s. v. Congee, 190, i.

Cangiar; s. v. Hanger, 312, i; ann. 1672: s. v.

Hanger, 312, i.

Oangue; s. 'v. 120, iand ii (3 times), 771, ii ;

ann. 1779, 1797 and 1878 : s. e. 121, i.

Canhameira; s. v. 771, ii, a. v. Moluccas, 824,

i; ann. 1561: s. 'u, 771, ii
,

Canis anreus ; s. v. Jackal, 338, ii.

Canjar; ann. 1883: s. v. Hanger, 312, ii.

Canje; ann. 1563 : s. v. Cougee, 190, i
.

Canju; mm. 1578 : s. v. Congee, 190, i
,

Canna; s. 12.Bamboo, 41, i.

Cannabis Indica; s. v. Chnrrus, 169, ii.

Cannabis indica; s. 11.Bang, 45, i, s. v. Ganja.

308, i.

Cannabis of the Latins; ann. 1578 : s. v. Bang,
45, i.

Cannabis sativa; a. v. Ganja, 308, i.

Cannameli ; ann. 1343 : s. 0. Sugar, 655, ii.

Cannanore; a. v. 121, i, s. 'v. Honore, 321, i,

s. 'v. Minicoy, 434, i, 8. o. Pudipatan, 556, ii
,

see 839, i, footnote.
Cannarins; ann. 1615 : s. v. Canal-a, 118, i.

Canne de snore ; ann. 1791 : s. 1;. Punch, 559, ii.
Cannella; ann. 1343: s. 11. Candy (Sugar-),
120, i ; ann. 1430: s. v, Quilon, 570, i ;

ann. 1514 : s. 'v. Ceylon, 139, i.

Caiio; ann. 1404 : s. v. Khanum, 813, i.

Canoe; ann. 1535 : s. v. Mangrove, 426, ii ',

ann. 1588: s. 'v. Turban, 864, ii ; ann. 1613 :

.v. 'v. Orankay, 492, i.

Canoe; s. v. Almadia, 10, i, s. v. Baloon, 40, i.

Canon; ann. 1404: s. v. Khanum, 366, ii.

Canongo; s. v. 121, i, 772, i.

Canongoe; ann. 1786 : s. v. Sherist-adar, 626,i.

Canonor; ann. 1510: s. v. Cannanore, 121, i.

twice.

Canoe; ann. 1630 : s. 'v. Calavance, 110, ii.

Canoongou; ann. 1590: a. 'v. Coolcurnee, 191, ii.

Canooses; ann. 1673 : s. e. Prow, 555, ii.

Canora; ann. 1673 : s. v. Cariara, 118, ii.

Canorein; ann. 1673 : s. 'u. Hendry Kendry,

314-, i, s. v. Kennery, 365, i.

Canose ; ann. 1553 : a. 'v. Poorub, 547, ii.

Canonl; s. 12.Kurnool, 379, i.

Canow ; ann. 1606: s. u. Prow, 555, i.

Canowes; ann. 1579 : s. c. Calico, 113, i.

Cantan; ann. 1540: 3.1!. Nanking, 472, ii.

ann. 1560 : s. v, Cayolaque, 136, ii.

Cantfio ; a. '0. Canton, 121, ii ; ann. 1516: a. v.

Canton, 772, ii
,

twice; ann. 1517 : s.

Chinchew, 154!’ i.

ann. 1506 and 1510: s. v. Bahar,Cantari;

36, i.

Canteray; s. v. Canteroy, 121, i
.

Canteroy ; s. v. 121, i, 772, i; ann. 1790 and
1800 : s. v. 772, i.

Canter’raia ; ann. 1800: s. v. Canteroy, 772, i
.

Canton; s. v. 121, ii
, 772, i, s. v. Ananas, 17,

ii, a. v. Bocca. Tigris, 76, i
, s. v. Bogne, 76,

ii, s. v. Bombay Marine, 78, ii
,

s. v. Camphor,

116, i, s. 1:. Chop, 160, ii
,

161,ii, s. v. Consoo

House, 190, ii
,

s. 'v. Cumquot, 216, ii
,

a. v.

Datchin, 230, ii
, twice, s. 1:. Hong, 320,

ii, 3. v. Hung-boat, 321, i, twice, s. v. Hoppo.

324, i, s. e. Loqnot, 397, i
i, 5. 'u. Macao (a),

402, i, I. v. Macheen, 405, i
i, 406, i, a. 'v.
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Neelém, 476, i, s. v. St. John's Island (b), 591,

ii, s. v. Sapeca, 599, ii
,

0. v. Tarega, 685, ii
,

a. v. Campoy, 691, i, s. v. Pekoe, 691, ii
,

a. v.

Souchoug, 691, ii
,

a. c. Whampua, 740, i. s. v.

St. John’s Island (b), 852, ii; ann. 1517 :

s. v. Chinchew, 154, i; ann. 1552: s. v.
Pardao, 841, i ; anu. 1567 and 1570: a. v.
Macao (a), 402, i; ann. 16.:7 : a. v. St.
John’s Island (b), 591, ii ; ann. 1711: s. v.
Cot, 205, i; ann. 1727: s. v. 121, ii, s. 1).
Hang, 320, ii; ann. 1750-52 : s. v. Leechee,
391, ii; ann. 1770 : s. v. Bocca Tigris, 76, ii,

a. v. Liampo, 393, i, s. v. Whampoa, 740, i;

aun. 1783: s. 2:, Hong, 321, i; aun. 1856:
s, v. Lorcha, 398, i, twice ; aun. 1878: a. v.
Shrofi, To, 630, ii; ann. 1882 : s. v. Hoppo,
324, ii.

Cantone; ann. 1552: s. v. S. John’s Island
(b), 852, ii.

Cantonese ; l. v. Cangue, 120, ii, a. v. Cumshaw,
786, ii.
Canton fu ; ann. 1585: a. 0. Canton, 121, ii.
Cantonment ; s. v. 121, ii

,

twice, av. Achanock,

2
, ii, 8. v. Akyzib, 6, i, a. v. Barrackpore, 53,

i, s. v. Bungalow, 98, i, s. v. Cuwnpore, 136,

i, a. c. Dinapore,245, i, twice, a. v. Dumdum,
254, ii

,

s. v. Prickly-pear, 554, i, s. v. Chownce,
779, ii; ann. 1782: s. v. Black, 74, i; ann.
1783, 182-’) (twice) and 1848 : s. v. 121, ii.
Canton River; ann. 1748 and 1750-52 : a. v.
Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Cantoo Baboo; ann. 1782: s. v. Baboo, 32, ii.

Cantoonment; n. v. Cantonment, 121, ii.

Canum ; ann. 1619 : s. v. Khanum, 366, ii,

Caor; ann. 1552: s. v._Burrampooter, 101, ii.
Caorsino ; s. v. Marwiiree, 822, ii.
Caoul; ann. 1780: s. v. Cowle, 208, i.

Caoun ; ann. 1762: s. v. Cowry, 210, i.

Caoutchouc; ann. 1850 : s. v. Columbo Root,

781, ii.
Caova; ann. 1580: s. v. Cofiee, 179, i.

Capass; s. v. 772, ii.

Capdet; a. v. Cadet, 107, i.

Cape [of Good Hope]; s. v. Apricot, 24, i
.

Cape gooseberry ; a. v. Tiparry, 703, ii.

Cape of Good Hope; a. v. Corral, 200, ii.

Cape Verde; ann, 1501 : s. v. Anile, 22, i.

Capel; s. -v. 121, ii; ann. 1510: I. v. 121, ii.

Capelan; s. v. 121, ii
,

122, i; ann. 1516 and
1660 : s. 1.1.122, i.

Czipelan; aun. 1850 : 5. v. Capelan, 122, i.

Capelangam; ann. 1535: s. v. Capelan, 122, i.

Capell; ann. 1498: s. v. Capel, 121,

Capellan; ann. 1510 : s. v. Capelan, 122, i.

Capha; ann. 1436 : a. v. Firinghee, 799, i.

Caphala; ann. 1673: s. v. Cafila, 109, i, s. v.

Julibdar, 357, ii.

Caphe; ann. 1623 and 1623: s. v. Cofiee,

179, ii.
Caphir; ann. 1673: I. v. Seedy, 610, i.

Caphura; ann. 540 : s. v. Camphor, 116, ii.

Capillarius; s. v. Btilwar, 40, ii.
Capitettum; a. v. Cadet, 107, i.

Capocate ; mm. 1500: a. v. Capucat, 772, ii.
Capogatto ; ann. 1510 : s. v. Capucat, 122, i.

Capperstam ; ann. 1603 : av. Cafiristan, 109, ii.
Capra megaceros ; a. v. Markhore, 427, ii.

Capra Sibirica; a. v. Skeen, 642, ii.

Capsicum ; I. 1:. Curry, 218, i.

Capsicum annunm ; a. v. Chilly, 150, i.
Capsicum fruticosum ; s. 'v. Chilly, 150, i.
Capna; ann. 1498 : s. v. Capucat, 122, i.

Capucad ; aun. 1516 : s. v. Capucat, 122, i.

Capucat ; a. v. 122, i, 772, ii.

Carabansaca; anu. 1404: a. v. Caravanseray,

772, ii.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND QUERIES.
SOME BURMESE EXPRESSIONS AT PORT BLAIR.

Tm: Burmese convicts at Port Blair, of whom
there are some two thousand, have made up
names for themselves out of their own language,
more sue, for various places and matters they
have to deal with. E. g., Set-kyun, Machinery
Island, stands for Chatham Island, where‘ the
Sawmills are. Mingyi-jyun, Commissioner’s
Island, stands for Ross Island, where Government
House and the Head-quarters are. PB-tl-QMIDQ
One-frog, is a rather ingenious translation, or

perhaps transcription, of the real name of the

place, Pahargaon, Hill-village. Also for some
occult reason of sound and recollection, Phoenix

Bay is called by the Burmans Myunisipe, which
in their own country does duty for the to them
outlandish word and institution, Municipality.
Aberdeen has beaten them as a word and is known

as Baladin. So also has a daily expression in
Port Blair borrowed from the Indian Courts’

jargon : mushaqqati, a labouring convict, which
they call maskati.

R. G. Taurus.
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PAPAYA.

HERE are some interesting additions to Yule’s
description of the uncertain word. Yule calls it
American, but the American Century Dictionary
calls it Malabar ! Yule also calls it an "insipid,
not to say nasty, fruit." With this description,
as one for many years well acquainted with it, I
must beg to entirely differ. It is to my taste
most palatable, when ripe, to eat raw ; it makes a
first rate after-dinner dish when cooked with sugar,

and a most welcome vegetable in the tropics when
served up cooked whilst unripe — a good substitute
then for marrows. Yule remarks on the spelling
poppoi (Z) némrm J) of- Sir Lewis Polly. This is
merely Anglo-Madmsi : in the Madras Presidency,
as long as I can remember, it is known as poppoy
and usually so spelt in accounts and letters and

so on. By Natives of North India working in
the South it is usually, by a. natural confusion or
analog)’, called wrongly papita.

1893. — Papaw. Popaya, Mahn; poppayi,
Conc[ani]; . . pspaiyah, Hind. ;
. . popai~ka-jhdr, Dec[cani]; papaya,
Malay; bappangayi, Too[loo] ;
boppayi, Tel. ; pappayam, Mal[ayalam]; papol,
Singhfialese] ; pappali, Tam[il] Title from
Malay Title otherwise Foreign
castor, Melon tree, Papaw mango, Papaya" .

Wild papaw: [quite another tree]
. . Botanically, stcrcnlia coIoratm-Madras
Manual of Administration, Vol. III. p. 650 f.

1896. ——Papaw Papaya, a name
of Malabar origin . also written

pawpaw. — Century Diet, Times Ed., s. o.

1900. -—The pawpaw is found throughout
a great part of Nigeria. -— Robinson, Nigeria,

{1.8) f.

R. C. TEMPLE.

CORRUPTIONS OF ENGLISH 'AT PORT BLAIR.

Kanbalés stands for “convalescent,” i. e., a
man in a, “ convalescent gang ” of convicts.

Dirmat is, longo intervallo, a form of “Depart
ment,“ and always means in Port Blair the Forest
Department.

But “ orchid " has been too much for the
Forest Department convicts, and they have rather

ingeniously translated the word by hawa patti,
air-leaf.

R. C. TEMPLE.

THE BRACES.
c. 1669-1679. -— This Riuer is soe named from
y? great towne of Hugly Scituated Upon y?
banks of it neare 150 miles from y? Braces or
shoals that lye at y? Entrance thereof. — T. B.,
Asia, eta, MS., fol. 74.
1676. — 5th Sept. This night we sailed over
the Sands called the Brasss,having never lesse
than three fiathoms water, and a Swelling Sea. —
Streynsham Master, Journal, in Yule, Hedges’
Dim-2 , Vol. 11. p. 232.
1676. -— 3rd (Dec) Sunday: Wee lay upon the
Sands called the Braces all this day, haveing
small wind and very smooth sea- — Op. cit. p. 237.
1676. -- might with more care goe over the
Braces and come up Hugly River then they can
goe out of the Downcs into the River of London. —
Walter Clavcll in op. cit. p. 239.
1685.—- January 8. This morning by breaks of
day we weighed Anchor-‘and by 12 at noon came
to an anchor upon y? edge or Entrance on y‘.’
Westwardmost Brace . . At slack water
we weighed and stood downe between the two
Braces . Here we mett with George
Hcrron y? Company’s Chief Pilott who came on
board and carryed us over y“; Brace, for which
I presented him with R. 50. —- Yule, Hedges’
Diary, Vol. I. p. 175 f.
1703.—Western or Outer Brace . . .
Eastern or Inner Brace. — Map attached to the
Ed. of the English Pilot of 1703. Op. cit. Vol.
II. p. 220.
1748. — A New and Correct Chart, showing the
sands, shoals, mudbanks with the
going over the Braces from Point Palmyras to
Calcutta in the River Hughly In the Bay of
Bengal. ——Title of the English Pilot for that year.
01;. cit. Vol. III. p. 205.
1780. -— The Braces, Sea-reef, Sager and other
sands, eastward of Point Palmyras , .
in the channel between the Braces. —- Dunn,
Directory, p. 207.

1898. -— Eastern Brace
Brace. — Admiralty Chart.
1888. — Brace . . . an arm: esp. an
"arm ” of the sea or other large body of water

Brace of Saint George . .
the two arms, esp. the width of the two arms. —
Oxford English Diet.
Whoever was responsible for the name of The
Braces had no doubt in his mind the former or
latter fundamental sense of the word " brace,"
when he so named the once dreaded and famous
arms or spits of sand that run out to the sea from
the Hugli River. But it is a pity that this parti
cular sense of the word has missed the astonish
ingly minute investigation of the compilers of the
great Oxford Dictionary.

Western

R. O. TEMPLE.
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1.them for literary purposes.

For my part, I must express my regret at this
omission, and it seems to me a pity that the
framework of the Grundriss could not have been
stretched so as to include this language in the
present volume. He next gives the various native
interpretations of the name

‘ Prakrit,’ the most
usual being that the group of dialects is so called

because their pralcyiti or basis is Sanskrit, but
does not discuss the question himself, which,

however, can hardly be considered of importance.’

This is followed by the various lists of Prskrit
dialects given by the grammarians, in connexion
with which the author explains the correct

meaning of the term ‘Apabhrarns'a’ and

briefly discusses the connexion of the various

Apabhramsas with the modern languages of India.
Finally he gives a general account of each
Prakrit dialect and of the materials which are
available for its study, concluding with a full
account of all the known Przikrit grammars
compiled by native authors.

Stress is laid on the undoubted fact, hitherto
often ignored, that these Pri‘ikrit dialects, Saura

séni, Mrigadhi, and so forth, (though founded on
real spoken vernaculars) are artificial products, in
so much as they have been altered in important
particulars, by those who used them to adapt

They cannot be con

sidered as representing the actual speech of the

people at any epoch, though they are based upon it.

Can we go nearer the source P The answer is in
the aflirmative. We have the Apabhramsa ;
there wasa Suraséna Apabhrar'néa, a Maharashtra.

Apabhraméa, a Magadha Apabhramsa, and so on.

Each of them was originally the popular speech

of the country with whose name it was connected,

and is the mother of the modern language of the

same tract. It is hardly necessary to say that
none of them is a corruption of the corresponding
‘ literary Prakrit. Suraséna Apabhraméa was not a

PROFESSOR PISCHEL’S PRAKRIT
GRAMM AR. ‘

Tals is a work which it is difficult to review
for no one knows the subject of which it treats so
thoroughly as does the author. In Prakrit we are
all Professor Pischel's pupils, and we are too well
aware what a store of learning lies behind each

sentence that he has written to permit ourselves
to lightly differ from him. indiscriminate praise
in such a case is the only safe course, and I
should be tempted to adopt it myself did I not
know that this is just what he would least desire.
Praise it deserves, — the highest praise, -- and
if in a. few minor points I appear to press views
which are not in accordance with those advanced
by him, I must begin by expressing my admiration
for a book which is one solid mass of thousands
of arranged and coordinated facts. now for the
first time brought together and digested into a.

whole with extraordinary skill and clearness.

It is divided into three parts, an Introduction
(pp. 147), Phonetics (47-241), and Accidencc

(241-407). It is well supplied with Indexes and
full list of Authorities. Regarding Phonetics
and Accidence I do not propose to make any
remarks. Each of these sections is a wonderful

piece of work. Every form of every known dialect
which occurs in literature is discussed and

accounted for. Only one book of importance
(which, however, was published after the grammar

appeared), the

have escaped the author's not. For the purposes
of reference these portions are therefore as

complete as can be. Lassen’s great work (though

much of it has been out of date for many years)
is now finally superseded.

The Introduction is naturally the more generally
interesting part of the book. The author first

defines what he includes under the term ‘PrAkrit.’
He confines himself to the literary forms of speech,
and (by the plan of the series of which the work

forms one of the sections) is compelled to abstain

from the consideration of the monumental
Prfikrits, or as he names them the Lena dialect

1 Grundrissdnr i‘ndo-art'schen Philologi's and Alir'r

tumakunde. Begriindct von Georg Bi'lhler, fortgesetzt
von F. Kielhorn. Vol. i., Part B- Grammatik der
Prakritlprachcn von R. Pischel. Strassburg, Triibncr,
1900, pp. 430.

3 Personally, I have never felt myself able to accept
the explanation of this word offered by most Indian
grsmmarisns. It is that which would naturally occur to
a pundit, but it is based on a fallacy. Priihrit is not
derived from Sanskrit, or based on it. It is of course

Kmwim-pdla-charita, seems to .

corruption of sauraséni Pr'ikrit, as its name

appears to imply, -— the reverse would more

nearly represent the truth. But these Apa
hhrariiéas themselves, when they in their turn

possible that the word is n pandit's concoction based on

a false theory, but that has yet to be proved. To me it
seems that the two words pni-krita and san'i-a-krita should
be considered as a mutually correlated pair. Each

depends on the other. Possibly the best explanation is

that pr i-Icrita means ‘simple,’
' that which grew of

itself,’ ' unsrtificial,’ in contrsdistinction to ‘sarii-s-kg-ila,
‘ polished,’

‘ artificial.’ This closely agrees with Nami
sadhu's interpretation of

' pr'ikn'ta,’ quoted on p. It of
‘ the work under review, andalso appears to be the opi

nion of Professor Pischcl (p. 32).
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3. Marathi has the emphatic termination
éch, corresponding to the Mfihan'ishtri
chia. True, —- but so has Ghhattisgarh'i
spoken on the other side of India.

Finally, Garrez quoted a. number of words
which are, he said, peculiar to Mariithi and Misha
riishtri. It may or may not be true that they are
peculiar to Mahfin'ishtri, but it is certainly not
true that they are peculiar to Mardthi. All that
is true is that Man'ithi has a good dictionary,
while other Indian vernacular-s have not. It is
unnecessary to go into details.

It hence follows that the proof of the affilia
tion of Marathi t0 Mdhfirfishtri Pn'ikr'it, which
Garrez attempted, has broken down in every par
ticular. Are we then to assume that Mar-lthi is
not so descended? I do not say that. I only
maintain that it is not proved that it is, nor can
it be definitely proved, so far as I am aware, that
any particular Prfikrit has any greater claim to
be its progenitor than another.

While not venturing to give a decided opinion
on this question, I may point out one or two facts
which may at some future time help to solve the
problem. It has been urged by some, including
Hoernle, and others of less authority, that the
word Mz‘rhdrfishtri does not necessarily mean the

Prfikrit of Maln‘tii‘islitra.s But Maharashtra Apa
bhrarhéa must mean that, and hence it may have

nothing to do with Mfiharitshtri Prakljit. The two
words may have no more connexion than the exter
nal form common to the two names. Maharashtra
appears to have meant Vidsrbha, ——~the Berars.‘
At the present day the language of the Berars is
a provincial form of Marathi, and, if Maharashtra
Apabhraméa had a.recognised literary counterpart,
it would probably be what the grammarians called.
‘ Vaidarbhi ’ or ‘ Dakshinfityfl,’ about which we
know hardly anything at all, except that Rama
tarkavzigiéa appears to group it with MG-gadhl and
Ardhamagadhifi while Prof. Pischel is inclined
to connect it with Sauraséni. No one, so far
as I know, has ever traced any relationship
between it and Mllhilrdshtri Prfikrit.

became used for literary composition (and of
course it is only in literary compositions that
they have survived), were subjected to the same

process of regularisation as the Prakrits proper,
and hence, though the language of these works

is immeasurably nearer the spoken vernac ulars of

the time than they, we are hardly justified in

accepting any of them as a.well of contemporary

folk-speech undefiled.

Here a small point arises on which I am com
pelled to differ from Prof. Pisehel. On p. 4- he
states in so many words that modern Marathi
is derived from Maharashtra Apubhraméa, and on

p. 9 he speaks of undoubted points of connexion

between Mahilri'ishtri Priikrit and the modern

languages of Maharashtra. It is thus evident
that he considers that there is a close connexion

between Maharashtra Apabhramsa and Mahd

rdshtri Prfikrit. Again, on p. 25, he equally
decisively states that between the modern Maga

dhi dialect of Biliar and the Mfigadhi Prfikrit
there is no connexion. I mention these two state
ments together to show that he lays no stress on

community of name. If he denies the connexion
between ancient and modern Miigadhi although

their names are identical, he cannot say that

Miharfishtri and Marathi are connected because
their names are identical. Nor does he. For
proof of the identity of the two last-named
languages, he refers to the well-known review of
Weber’s edition of Hizla which appeared from the

pen of Garrez in the Journal Asiatiqne for 1872.
Now that article was written nearly thirty years
ago, and our knowledge of the Indian vernaculars
has made great strides since then. I am con
vinced that Garret would use very diflerent

language at the present day if he were alive. In
the article referred to he gives a number of
reasons which then appeared to him to be

sulfieient to show that Marathi is derived from

Mfiharashtri Prakrit. I take the most important
of them:

I. Marathi has a Gerundive in an, corre
sponding to the Maharfishtri 1213a.
True, but the same sufiix appears in
Oriya (cf. jti-lmu, having gone),
which is certainly not derived from

Miihfirfishtl'i.

2. Marathi has a feminine form of the
Demonstrative and Relative Pronouns.
True,——but so have Jaipuri and
Miirwfiri.

5 It has been suggested that the name arose through
this emasculatcd form of language being first used as a

vehicle for songs in that country
4 See Blila-nimdyana, x. 74, where Vidarbha and Kun
tala (Berar and south-west Hyderabad) are identified as

Whether Marathi is connected with Mahd

rz'i-shtri Prakrit or not, it cannot be seriously
argued that it is not derived from Maharfishtra
Apabhrarhéa. In itself it possesses two important
points of diiferentiation. Its past participle ends
in L,

‘

in this agreeing with the eastern languages of

‘

Mahiiriishtra.

'

5 Lassen, p. 21.

6 I take this Opportunity of stating that I have long
ago abandoned the theory that this I is derived from the

Sanskrit in through do.
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India '(Bihari, Oriya, Bengali, and Assamese), and
the oblique form of its strong nouns ends in (i

,

not é, in this agreeing with the aha of Miigadhi
Przikrit, with the modern eastern languages, and
also with those of Rajputann and Uujarz‘st, but
altogether disagreeing with Maihanishtri Pn'ikrit.
These facts do not prove anything, -—- there I

are too few of them,-— but at any rate they !

altogether fail to show any connexion between i

the lust named Prakrit and Marzithi. i

\Vc next come to Prof. Pischel’s statement
that there is no connexion between the Magadhi
dialect of Bihari (or. as it is more usually called,
Magabi) and Magadhi Prdkrit. On the page
preceding this statement he gives it as his opinion
that ‘Magadhi ’ Pn'ikrit was not auniform speech’
but included all those Prfikrit dialects which had
ya instead ofja, Ia for ra, éa for so, and in which
the nominative of nouns in —aended in —é. Now,

except the first, all these peculiarities are typical
of the modern languages of Eastern India,
including Bibiiri (of which Magahi is a dialect],
some in one and some in another. Let us take
them in order.

The change of m to la is common in Bikini:
especially in Magahi. For instance, in my old
district of Gaya, in the heart of Magadha, the
town of Lakshmanapura. is nowadays called

Lakhnaul or Nakhlaul.

In Bengali, a. language closely connected with
Bihari, every sa is pronounced as éa. Bihiiri,
which is the most western of the eastern group

of languages, and whose speakers are politically
connected with Audh and not with Bengal, has
abandoned the old pronunciation of this letter,

and has taken to so. This letter is now a. literal
shibboleth between the nationalities of Bengal

and Hindostiin, with the latter of whom the

Bihfiris have thrown in their lot. But that the
old pronunciation was 6a is clearly shown by the
fact that in writing the national character every
Bihfiri without exception writes so instead of the
sa which he pronounces. Thus, he says mas,

a month, but write me (m).
In old Bengali7 and Bihiiri the nominative of
~a bases ended in —é. An example occurs in the
very first line of my edition of the poems of
Vidydpati, where we have siminé for :mdnmiz,
bathing. In the west we should have had sand-n12.

There are other typical peculiarities of Magadhl

Prilkrit which are also found in the eastern Indo
Aryan vernacular-s. The genitive singular in
Mfigadhi Prakrit ended in clha. In all the dialects

' The nominative in modern Bengali also sometimes
ends in é

,

but this has an altogether different origin.

of eastern India. (including Magahi) its represen
tative, the oblique form, ends in a’

,

not in e as in
western Hinddstain. In Mzigadhi Priikrit tta.
becomes eta. I have more than once pointed out
that in wild parts of Gayz'i I have heard the
uneducated use the form puslii instead of pat/1i,
alease. Finally {to take one of many possible
instances in vocabulary), with the Magadhi

Prakrit word kés'i'ua (kdshna), lukewarm, quoted
by Prof. Pischel as a typical Mfigadhi Prfilrrit
word, we may compare the universal Bihzitri word
usind, pal-boiled.‘

For these reasons I must hold (in spite of
Prof. Pischel’s great authority) that Miigadhi
Prakrit has undoubted points of connexion with
the modern language of the country of M agadha,
—Bihitri.

I am thus bold enough to state a difierence of
opinion from him on two points. I holdas not
proved the connexion of Mahz'trfishtri Prz'ikrit
with Marathi, and I hold as proved the connexion
of Magadhi Prdkrit with Magahi. As to Maha

rashtri Prakrit, I don’t believe there ever was such
a language, or anything approaching it, spoken
anywhere. I don't believe such ‘ emasculated
stufi ’ could ever have been made the vehicle of

oral communication. It was chiefly used for song
writing. It was about as intelligible as the lan.
guage of the modern half-taught tenor of a coun

try drawing-room, of whom we say ' he has such a

nice voice, but it is a.pity he sings so indistinctly.‘
This indistinct cnunciation is carried to an extreme
by Indian singers of the present day. I once sat
beside one of the great noblemen of Biha‘ir, a man
highly educated and learned in all the accom
plishments of an oriental gentleman. Alocnl play
was being performed, interspersed with songs in

the local dialect, his mother tongue. In vain

I tried to follow the words of the singer-(n famous
Lucknow diva). When one of the songs was
finished I turned to my host and asked him if he
could understand a word of what she had been

rendering. ‘ Of course not,’ was the reply given
in all simplicity and honesty. He never ima
gined that he was expected to understand it.
So it must have been with Mfihii-rflshtri. It
represents an attempt, and a. very successful

attempt, to record the sounds as they issued from

a professional singer's lips. As a language, its
only real peculiarity, which differentiated it from

Prakrits which were founded on real vemaculars,
was the almost total absence of difierentiating
points. After all, the basis of every phonetic
system is its consonants. By their consonants

“ Cf. Biluir Peasant Life, sec. 963.
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we distinguish Hémachandrn’s Apabhrarhéa from humbly gazed up at it from the lower level of
Sauraséni and Sauraséni from Mi'igadhi. Mdhft

rz'ishtri cuts the knot, and reduces itselfto a

dead level with reference to all dialects, by drop

ping neurly all its consonnntal framework. The
native writers, it is true, point out a. few grain

inatical peculiarities, but I have shown above
that those which Garrez selected as the most

typical on'es, cannot (if the testimony of the

modern vernacular-s is to be receivedl have all

been confined to any one locality in India.

I have already exceeded my ‘limits, and must
content myself with a. few brief remarks on one

other point of interest. I would draw special
uttentionto Prof. Pischel’s remarks on Paiéaohi.
I have long doubted the correctness of the usual
theory that we must look for this dialect in the

neighbourhood of the Vindhya. range, and am

glad to see that he considers that its home is to

be found in the north-west of India. May I add
a few facts which, at least, do not run counter to

this theory? The great Paisfiohi work was of

course the Bg'ihat-kathd. This collection of

stories has obtained its fame through translations

made in Kaémir. The traditions preserved in

the lyilamata pm'dna show that the popular belief

was that the aboriginal inhabitants of Kashmir
were Piéfichas. They were almost certainly non

Arynns. The distinguishing characteristic of

Paiéachi was its mispronuncintion of the Prlikrit
on which it was founded. In one form of it, the
()hulikfi-~Paéfi.chi, this mispronunciation consisted in

uttering the medial sonant letters as if they were
tenues, At the present day the lower orders of
Kashmir when borrowing a- wordfo-reign to their

own language are apt to mispronounce it in

exactly the same way. My head-boatman there

used to call my horse’s bridle the ldkam (Persian

lagdm), and even the grammars give Kiiémiri

lnipat as the equivalent of the Arabic bdbat.
All this is consistent with I’aiéiichi being, in the
main, a. Prhkrit as mispronounced by a north.
western Aryan or non-Aryan people, whose true
vernacular was some other language. An interest
ing parallel to Paisachi, if considered from this
point of view, will be found in the works of
a 'non-‘Indian dramatist, Shakespeare.

The broken English spoken by his Welshmen
follows this rule of Pais'dchi Priikrit.
‘ Possibly Prof. Pischel will have excellent,
rejoinder-s to much of what I have written in the
preceding- pages. I should not have raised the
questions had I not hoped that a. truer idea of the
whole case' can be gained

'
from looking at both

sides of the shield. His point of view is the na
tural and proper one, and heis standing on ground
which he has made peculiarly his own. If I have

the modern vernacular-s, it is possible that I may
have caught lights and shadows which have not
presented themselves to his eye. I have touched
on a few minor points, and in doing so, I have
not concealed the admiration which I feel for
this epoch-making work. In conclusion I would
express the hope that it will soon be translated
into English, and thus be made available to
native scholars in India.

I ask permission to add a brief note on a point
not touched upon by Prof. Pischel, but which
has often elicited wondering comment from other
writers. More than once I have seen amaze
ment expressed at the polyglot nature of an
Indian drama. In a single scene there may be
half a dozen people on the stage at the same time,
all speaking different languages, and yet all
mutually understanding each other. It is closely
paralleled by what we experience at an Oriental
Congress,though perhaps we nrenotall so mutually
intelligible at these se'ances as we pretend. But we
need not leave India, for India is unchanging, and
the Sanskrit stage only accurately represented the
ordinary state of afiairs in an Indian nobleman’s
house both then and at the present day. In
. such aresidence in Bengal we find Oriya-speaking
_ pdlH-bearers, Bhojpuri-speaking darwdns, and
house bearers talking Awadhi of Faizdbz'id. Some
of the syces are Dusédhs from Tirhut, speaking
Maithili, and others are Ahiri-speaking Charmin-s
. from the neighbourhood of Delhi. The head of
the family may have an upapatnl, whose ordinary
language is the pure Bégmati Urdu of Lucknow,
but who drops into slum-abuse when she is
angry. The gentleman l have in my mind uses
high-flown literary Bengali in his own house
when I visit him, but on other occasions speaks
the colloquial Bengali which is as different from
the standard as Sauraseni is from Sanskrit. His
wife comes from Birbhum, a hundred miles away,
and speaks the curious women‘s D614of that dis
trict. His man of business comes from Eastern
Bengal, and talks Dhldki, while a. couple of boat
mcn from Chittagong speak Chatgaiyai. Here we
have thirteen distinct dialects (four of them, Oriya,
Bihz'iri, Urdu, and Bengali, distinct languages) all
spoken in the same house. Intercommunication
is perfectly free. yet every one uses' his own home
vernacular, and is understood by everyone else.
Rarely do we hear a man speaking the language

0
d
‘

the person he is addressing. Once or twice I

have heard an rip-country constable trying to
speak Bengali, and the only possible comparison

is the classic one of the Mrichchhatikii about a.
woman trying to speak Sanskrit.

G. A. G. —i
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THE ASA DI ‘VAR, A MORNING PRAYER OF THE SIKHS.
BY M. MACAULIFFE.

(Concluded fi-om p. 547.)

816k XIII.
Guru Ndnak.

Nanak, this body of ours62 hath one carriage and one driver.
They are both changed in every age: the holy man knoweth this.
In the Sat age contentment was the carriage, piety the driver in front;
In the 'l‘reta age continence was the carriage, strength the driver in front ;
In the Dwapar age penance was the carriage, truth the driver in front;
In the Kal age passion53 is the carriage, falsehood the driver in front.

G nru Nlinak.

The Sln‘nua Ved saith that the Lord is white-robed,“ that men desired truth, abode in
truth, and that every one was absorbed in truth.

The Big saith that God's name is everywhere contained, that it is as the sun in heaven ;
That by repeating it sins depart,
And that then, Nanak, man obtaineth salvation.
The Yajur stateth that Kan Krishna, who was a Yadav, seduced Chandrfiwal ;
That he brought the tree of life for a milkmaid, and amused himselfin Bindrsban.
The Atharva belongeth to the Kal age, when God’s name was called Allah.
Men then wore blue clothes, and the Turks and Pathfins exercised sway.
The four Veds are true so far, if they are read and studied with great attention;
But when man hath love and devotion and is himself lowly, it is then, 0 Nfinak, he
obtaineth salvation.

Pauri XIII.
I am a sacrifice to the true Guru by meeting whom the Lord is remembered,
Who gave me the salve of divine instruction; with these eyes I then beheld God in
the world.

The dealers who leave the Lord and attach themselves to mammon are wrecked.
The true Guru is a boat; few there are who consider this,

And those who do he mercifully saveth.

816k XIV.
Guru Nrinak.

The simal tree of the desert55 is very tall and very thick.

Why should the birds which go to it with hopes depart disappointed .7
Because its fruit is insipid, its flowers unwholesome, and its leaves useless.

The tree that yieldeth sweet fruit is lowly, O Nanak, but its qualities and virtues are
exquisite.

Every one boweth to himself; no one boweth to another.

If any thing be put into a scale and weighed, the side which descendeth is the heaviest.“M
m Mém is the large bear] in which the two ends of a rosary are joined. Mir aharir therefore moans man's body,

which is superior to that of other animals
5‘ Agcm, literally fire. This word is often used for wrath, but Guru Nanak has more often inveighed against

avarice or oovetonsness than against wrath,'a.nd perhaps it is the former that is taken as a speeialattribute of this
degenerate ago. See above, Slok KL, Bhdht' bharé murdr'tr
5‘ Sétamhar —tho Hans or Swan Avatar. 51‘Sardira -—this word is from the Persian sahara.
5° The man who is lowly is the most worthy.
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The wicked man like a deer-stalker57 boweth twice more than any one else;

But what availeth bowing the head, if the heart be impure 'I

The following hymn was composed by Guru Nanak at Banal-as on the occasion of a
discussion with the local pundits who pressed him to dress in the style of the Hindus:

Guru Nina/c.

You read books, perform your twilight58 devotions, argue, worship stones, and sit
like cranes ;

You utter falsehoods as excellent jewels ; you meditate on the Gayatri59 three times a day;
You wear a necklace, put sacrificial marks on your foreheads, carry two dhétia, and put
towels on your heads.
If you knew God’s designs, you would know that yours is verily a vain religion.
Saith Nanak, verily reflect that without the true Guru you shall not find the Way.

Paurl XIV.
Raiment and pleasing beauty man must leave on earth and depart.

Man shall obtain the fruit of the bad or good deeds he hath done :
He may have exercised sovereignty to his heart’s content, yet must he proceed by the
narrow road.

He shall be sent naked to hell, which will then appear very formidable to him ;
And he shall regret the sins he hath committed.

The following hymn was addressed by Guru Nanak to Pundit Hardihl, his family priest,
when he came to invest him with a janéd, the sacrificial thread of the upper classes of Hindus :—

816k XV.

Make mercy thy cotton, contentment thy thread, continence its knot, truth its twist,

That would make ajanézi for the soul; if thou bust it, 0 Brahman, then put it on me.
It will not break, or become soiled, or be burned, or lost.
Blest the man, 0 Nanak, who goeth with such a thread on his neck.
Thou purchasest ajanéri for four damyis,60 and seated in a square puttest it on;

Thou whisperest instruction that the Brahman is the guru of the Hindus —

Man dieth, the janézi falleth, and the soul departeth without it.

Guru Nrinak,

Though men commit countless61 thefts, countless adulteries, utter countless falsehoods and

countless words of abuse ;

Though they commit countless robberies and villanies night and day against their fellow
creatures,

Yet the cotton thread is spun, and the Briihman cometh to twist it.

For the ceremony they kill a goat and cook and eat it
,

and everybody then saith
“ Put on

the janéfi."
When it becometh old, it is thrown away and another is put on.

Nanak, the string breaketh not if it be strong.

5" Hamid. mirgdh — The English word hunter may be derived from hautd, a killer.
53 b'andhid — from sn'uhdi, union (of day and night).
‘9 Traipal is understood to be for (wiped, the gdyatri or spell of the Hindus, so called because it is composed of

three feet of eight letters each. Hence the gdyairl is commonly said to have three legs. The gdyalri is as follows :

Oaii, bhur, Lh12ml, 51011,(at sawt'tar 'wun’nyam, bhargo déwasyd dhimahi dhiyft yom'l prcwhddydt, oa-ii, Oan, earth and

air and sky, let us meditate on that excellent sun the bright god, which stimulateth our intellects, can.
“1 Four damris is one paisf. of Indian, or about a far-thing of English, money'
" Lakh, literally, one hundred thousand, here used for an indefinite number
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Guru Na'nak.

By adoring and praising the Name honor and a true thread are obtained.”
In this way a sacred thread will be put on which will not break, and which will be fit for
entrance into G'od’s court.

Gum N(inn/c.

There is no string for the sexual organs, there is no string for women, there is no string

for the impure acts which cause your beards to be daily spat upon.
There is no string for the feet, there is no string for the hands, there is no string for the

tongue, there is no string for the eyes.

Without such strings the Brtihman wandereth, twisteth strings for the neck, and pntteth
them on others

He taketh hire for marrying; he pnlleth out a paper, and showcth the fate of the welrlel

Inn-nos
Hear and see, ye people, this is strange that, while mentally blind, he is named wise.

Pauri XV.

He to whom the Lord is compassionate and merciful will do the Master’s work.
That worshiper whom God causetli to abide by His order, will wars/ti); Him,
By obeying His ord'er man is acceptable, and shall then reach his Master's court.
He shall act as pleaseth his Master, and obtain the fruit his heart desireth ;
And he shall be clothed with a robe of honor in God's court.

A man at Lahore presented a cow to a Brahman. The Brahman took her with him, but
had not wherewithal to pay toll at the Sultainpnr ferry. He was stopped by the Hindu Khatrl

toll-keeper. The latter collected the cow’s dung, and at once plastered his cooking place therewith.

Mardanfi went towards him, but was ordered oti, lest he, as a Musulmiin, should defile the

toll-keeper’s cooking place. Upon this Babs. Nanak uttered the following :—

816k XVI .
Thou taket toll for a cow and a Brahman, the cow-dung will not save thee.

Thou wearest a dhéti and a frontal mark, and carriest a rosary, yet thou eatest the bread of

maléchhas.“

Thou performest the Hindu worship at home, thou readest the Kunin in public, and asso

ciatest with hiuhammadans,“5 O my brother.

Lay aside hypocrisy, repeat God’s name, and thou shalt be saved.

Guru Ndnak.

Those who have strings on their necks eat men, recite the Mnhammadan prayers,
And use knives to out men‘s throats.“

Although the Briihmans sound shells in their houses,

And enjoy their viands as they do themselves ;°7
Yet false is their capital and false their dealings.
By uttering falsehoods they maintain themselves.

Far from them is the abode of shame and honesty :

Nanak, falsehood everywhere prevaileth.

'57Also trnnslntcd- By adoring the Name cotton is produced; by praising God a true thread is obtained.
63That is, he draws a horoscope.
6‘ Blaldchhas, from mat filth and ichlvi desire —- those whose desires are filthy. The word here means Muham

mndans, but it is also applied by Hindus to Christians.
6° Sanjam Mr)‘ tin — also translated — 'l‘hou actest like Muhammndans.
"I Also translated— They who read prayers devour men, and they who wear strings on their necks ply knives.
'57According to the holy books of the Hindus, Briihmnns should not eat in the houses of men who recite Muham

madan prayers.
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On their foreheads are sacrificial marks, on their waists reddish“8 dlul‘tis,
In their hands knives ; they are the world’s butchers.
Putting on blue clothes, they are acceptable in the Muhammadans' court,
And, while taking bread from the malechhas. they worship the Purdue.

They eat he-goats killed with unspeakable words,69
And allow no one to enter their cooking squares.
Having smeared a space they draw lines around it

,

And sit within false that they are,

Saying,
“ Touch not! 0 touch not!

Or this food of ours will be defiled.”

But their bodies are defiled ; what they do is defiled ;

Their hearts are false while they perform ablutions after their meals.
Sailh Nanak, meditate on the True One,
If thou art pure, thou shalt obtain Him.

Pauri XVI.
All are within Thy ken, O Lord; Thou seest all, and Thou movest them beneath Thy
glance.

God himself bestoweth greatness ; He Himself causeth men to do good works.
He is the greatest of the great; great is His world; He 'appointeth all men. to their
respective duties.

it‘ He cast a backward glance, He maketh monarchs as grass; 7°

They may beg from door to door and receive no alms.

a
d

Guru Nanak composed the following slok on being invited by a dishonest shopkeeper of
Lahore to attend a slmid or religious service for his deceased father : —

816k XVII.
If a robber break a house and sacrifice the fruits of‘ that robbery to his ancestors,
The sacrifice shall be known in the next world, and make out the ancestors thieves.

The hand of the Brahman go-between shall be cut off ; thus will God do justice.
Nanak, it is only the fruit of what man giveth from his earnings and toil that shall be
obtained in the next world.

Guru Nainak.

As a woman hath her recurring courses, so falsehood dwelleth in the mouth of the false
one, and he is ever despised.

He should not be called pure who sitteth and washeth his body ;

Rather is he pure, Nanak, in whose heart God dwelleth.

Pauri XVII.
Oaparisoned horses fleet as the wind and women adorned with every aid to beauty -— 71

Men fix their hearts on them, dwell in mansions, pavilions and palaces, and make display;
They enjoy pleasures to their hearts’ content ; but they know not God and therefore fail.
They live by their authority, and, beholding their women's chambers, forget death.
Old age hath come and youth hath failed them.

5' Kakhlii -- reddish or partially soiled from frequent washing. The word is also applied to the tucking in of a
dhfitt in a particular way.
5' The Mnhaminadau expression Bismillah (in the name of God) used when slaughtering animals as well as on

other occasions.
1° Ghdim generally translated grass-cutters by the gydnts: a third interpretation too is possible. In former

times men of position appeared before conquerors with grass in their mouths, implying that they were the
conquerors‘ cows whose lives should be saved. Accordingly, the phrase is also translated- and He would cause
Kings to put grass in their mouths.
'1 Har rungi, literally, with every color.
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A rich man gave a feast to which Guru Nanak and several Brahmans were invited.
Diiring the feast a child was born in the house, whereupon the Briihmans refused food and departed,
deeming the house impure. Guru Nanak remonstrated with the following 816k and hymn :

SlOk XVIII.
If the idea of impurity be admitted, there is impurity in every thing.
There are worms in cow-dung and wood ;

There is no grain of corn without life.
In the first place, there is life in water by which every thing is made green.72
How shall we avoid impurity ? It falleth on our kitchens.
Saith Nanak, impurity is not thus washed away : it is washed away by divine knowledge.

Guru Nu’nak.

Impurity of the heart is greed, impurity of the tongue is falsehood ;

Impurity of the eyes is gazing on another’s wealth, his wife, and her beauty ;

Impurity of the ears is listening to slander.
Néuak, even the pretended saint who pracliseth such things, shall go bound to hell.

All impurity cousisteth in superstition and attachment to worldly things.
Birth and death are ordained ; as it pleaseth God, we come and go.
The eating and drinking which God sent as sustenance are pure.
Nanak, the pious persons who know God have no impurity.

Pauri XVIII.
Magnify and praise the true guru in whom there is all greatness.
If the guru cause us to meet God, we shall behold His greatness.
If it please the Guru, he will cause God's praises to dwell in the heart.
.He putteth his hand on our foreheads; and when he giveth the order, removeth evil

from within us.

When God is pleased the nine treasures are obtained.

810k XIX.
The Brdhman having first purified himself sitteth in a purified square.

The purified food is placed before him; no one may touch it.

Being thus purified, he heginneth to eat and read Sanskrit verses.
If it is thrown into a filthy73 place, whose fault is that ‘s’

The corn was holy, the water was holy, the fire and salt were holy; when the fifth ingra

(Iient gin?“ was added,

Then the food became pure.

When the food entereth a sinful body, it bccometh impure as if spat upon.
The mouth which uttereth not the Name, and eateth even delicacies without the Name.

Consider, O Nanak, as if spat upon.

The following was Guru Nanak’s remonstranee to a man who reviled the female sex :

Guru Nil-oak.

In a vessel76 man is conceived, from a vessel he is born, with a vessel he is betrothed and

married.

With a vessel he contracteth friendship; with a vessel he goeth through the world.

\Vhen one vessel dieth, another is sought for; to a vessel he is bound.

Why call her had from whom are born kings P

From a vessel a vessel is born; none may exist without a vessel.

Nanak, only the one true God is independent o
f
a vessel.

"1 Compare-Jalhm' sfliak, that hat" sfltak, ailiak opat hat, There is impurity in water, there is impurity in land.

there is impurity in whatever is created. — Kabir Gain-i, 41.
‘5 Kulmthi —-from the Sanskrit kutsit.
7‘ Clarified butter, always deemed pure by Hindus and their kindred sects.
1‘ Woman is meant. The Greeks sometimes used the word o-xe‘vorin the 80-1116881150
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The mouth which ever praiseth Him76 is fortunate and beautiful.

Nanak, that face shall be bright in the court of the True One.

Pauri XIX.
Every one calleth Thee, O Lord, his own ; those who do not so call Thee Thou puttest away,
Every one must bear the result of his own acts, and adjust his own account.
Since ye are not to remain in this world, why practise ye pride?

Call no one bad; know this by reading these words.

Dispute not with a fool.
$16k XX.

Nanak, the mind and body of him who talketh evil are evil:

He is most evil, and most evil is his reputation.
The evil person is rejected in God’s court; his face is spat upon.
The evil person is a fool, and receiveth shoe-beatings as punishment.

Btibli Nrinak.

If a man, foul within and fair without, puff himself up in the world,
His filth will not depart even though he bathe at the sixty-eight places of pilgrimage.77
Those who wear silk within and rags without, are good in this world.

They have conceived love for God and contemplate beholding Him.
In God’s love they weep, in God's love they laugh, or are even silent.
They care not for anything except the true Master.

They beg for food at God’s door, and only eat when He giveth it to them.

For them there is but one court as there is but one pen ;'78 we and you shall meet for

justice.

The accounts of the wicked shall be taken in God’s court, and they shall be pressed
0 Nanak, like oil in a mill.79

Pauri XX.
Thou Thyself didst create the world, and Thou Thyself didst put power into it.
Thou beholdest Thine own work, the losing and winning dice8° upon earth.
Whatever hath come shall depart ; his turn shall come to every one.

Why forget that Lord who owneth life and soul ?

With thine own hands arrange thine own affairs.

816k XXI.
Guru Angad.

What love is that which attacheth itself to worldly things ?
Nanak, call him a lover who is ever absorbed in God.

He who deemeth only what is good good, and what is bad bad,

Shall not be called a true lover if he proceed in this manner.81

Guru Angad.

He who ofl'ereth salutation and at the same time criticiseth God’s works, hath made a
mistake from the beginning.

Both his salulation and criticism are in vain; Nanak, such a person shall not obtain a
place in God’s Court.

"5 Some suppose that woman is the missing word here, as the preceding sldk is a defence of women, not a eulogy
of G0d .
‘1'7Compare -—Antar mail 9? tiruth nah/iwdi, ti: bas'kanth no jdmi, If a man foul within bathe at a place of

pilgrimage, he shall not go to heaven. —-Kabir, Asd 87.
78 That is, there is no mediator between God and man. It is God Himself who decides man's f ate.
79 The last line and half is also translated — They who confound meum and tuum shall have their accounts taken

in God’s court, and shall be pressed, 0 Niinak, like oil in a mill.
9° That is, the sinners and the virtuous. The game of chauear or chaupar is played with sixteen pieces called

adv-is,and three dice called 110.84. The saris while being moved round the board, like creatures in transmigration, are
called kuchi, unripe: when they reach their goal, they are called pakki or ripe.
'1 He shall not be called a lover, if he rail at God in adversity. This idea often occurs in Oriental poetry.
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Pauri XXI.
Ever praise that Lord by worshiping whom thou shalt find happiness.
Why hast thou done such evil deeds as thou shalt suffer for ?
Do absolutely nothing evil, look well before thee.

So throw the dice that thou mayest not lose with the Lord,

Nay, that thou mayest gain some profit.

816k XXII.
Guru Angad.

When a servant while performing service is proud and qnarrelsome besides,

And talketh too much, he pleaseth not his master.
If he efface himself and perform service, he shall obtain some honor.
Nfinak, he who longeth for God shall meet Him, and his longing shall be acceptable.

Guru Angad.
What a man hath in his heart cometh forth; lip-worship is of no avail.
Man soweth poison and expecteth ambrosia; look at that for justice.

Guru. Awgad.

Contracting friendship with a fool would never be profitable.

He acteth according to his understanding: let any one see and enquire into this.
One thing can fit in a. vessel if another thing be first removed.‘l2
Orders will not succeed with God; supplications must be addressed Him.

By practising falsehood falsehood is obtained: Nanak, there is pleasure in praising God.

Guru Angad.

Friendship for a fool and love for a great man
Are like lines drawn on water, which leave neither trace nor mark.

Guru Angad.
If a man be a fool and do any thing, he cannot do it well ;
Even though he do one or two things well, he will spoil the rest.

Pauri XXII.
If the servant who is employed in service act according to his master’s wishes,
His honor is all the more, and he receiveth double wages.
If he vie with his master, he shall excite his jealousy,
Lose his large salary, and receive shoe-beating on the mouth.

Thank Him by whose gifts thou liveth;

Nanak, orders will not succeed with Him; the Master must be implored.

816k XXIII.
Guru Angad.

What sort of gift is that which we obtain by our own asking’!
Nanak, wonderful is the gift we obtain when the Lord is pleased.

Guru Angad.
What sort of service is that in which the fear of the master departeth not F83
'zinak, he is called a servant who is absorbed in the love of his master.

Paurt XXIII.
Nanak, God's end is not seen, nor hath He at thither or a hither side.

He Himself createth, and He Himself again destroyeth.
Some have chains on their necks, and some ride on many horses.

It is God who causeth men to act and who acteth Himself; to whom else shall we
complain ?

Nanak, it is for Him who made the world to take care of it.

a? The love of God will enter man's heart if he first expel worldly love.
‘3 That is, when perfect understanding exists between master and Servant, and the service is performed with love.
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$16k XXIV.
Guru Nrinrrk.

It is God Himself who made veselsB‘ and He Himself who filleth them,
In some is contained milk ;l35 others are put over the fire.
Some sleep on mattresses, and others stand and watch over them.

Nanak, God regenerateth those on whom He looketh with favor.
Guru Angad.

God Himself arrangeth, He Himself putteth what He hath made into its proper place ;
Having in this world created animals, He Himself beholdeth their birth and death.
Whom shall we address, 0 Nanak, since God doeth everything Himself?

Pauri XXIV.
The greatness of the great God cannot be expressed ;

He is the Creator,the Omnipotent, the Bounteous ; He provideth His creatures with sustenance
Man doeth that work which God destined for him from the beginning.
Nanak, except in the one God alone there is no abiding place,

He doeth what He pleaseth.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
THE EIGHTEEN AGUS.

ACCORDING to the Prelude to the Kesar-Saga

the names of the eighteen Agus (heroes) are

the following 1—

(1) Pasang ldan ru skyes, possessing the
Friday, horns growing. Characteristic
mark : a goat’s head.

(2) Anggar rtsangspo, Anggar, the lizard.
Char. m. .- a. lizard's head.

(3) Khra mgo khra. thung, falcon’s head,
short falcon. Char. m. : a. falcon‘s head.

(It) Kha rgan dgani (nyi), old month, day
of joy. Char. m.: a.white heard.

(5) sKya. rgodpo, wild soup-spoon. Char.m.:
a soup-spoon instead of a head.

(6) zLaba. bzangpo, good moon. Char. m. z

a.moon instead of a head.

(7) mD’a dpon gongma, the high headman
of bowmen. Char. 1a.: anarrow blade
instead of a. head.

(8) Ala. jong gol (this means, so I am told,
the sole of a boot, the stupid one). Char.

m. : the sole of a boot instead of a. head.

(9) ’aBu dmar lamstan, red vermin, way
leader. Char. m. : a worm’s head.

(10) Shelgyi buchung, little boy of glass
(or crystal). Char. m. : a concave mirror
instead of a head.

(11) dGani(nyi) gongba, day of joy, the collar.
Char. m. .- a collar instead of a head.

(12) Laglag rings, long hand. Char. m. .
a hand instead of a head.

(13) rKang rkang rings, long foot (or leg).
Cha-r. m. .- a foot instead of a. head.

(14) Bongnag ldumbu, black ass (ltlumbu =
a. plant P)

.

Char. m. : a donkey’s head.

(15) bKa. blon ldanpa, the state-minister, the
possessor. Char. m. : a man’s head.

(16) dPalle rgodpo, wild splendour, glory.
Char. m. .- an old man’s head.

(17) rNa yyu rna ’a.tha1, turquoise earring.
Char. m.: a. turquoise instead of a head.

(18) zLaba dkarpo, white moon. Char. m. :

a. white shell instead of a head.

To these Kesar or Kyesar has to be added as
their leader, he is the nineteenth. Holy num
bers in the Pre-Buddhist religion of Ladakh are

3
, 7,19 and 18; but it is remarkable, that, whilst

the first three of these numbers are always quoted
without a following number, the 18 is always fol
lowed up by l 9

. For example : “ They digged a pit
of l8, 19 yards," “ there appeared 18, 19 priests.”
If we take Kesar, the supposed sun hero, into
the account, it is not difficult to identify six of
the nineteen Agus with six of the seven
days of the Tibetan week. Then the question
remains: What could be the probable origin of
the remaining 12 P Their number seems to point
to the months of the year or to the Zodiac; but

as I have no means available to compare their
characteristic marks with those of other lunar
calendars, I should be very glad, if competent
scholars would offer an opinion on the subject.

As far as I can see, some of the Agus do not
possess only a. single name, but several, though

the characteristic mark will probably remain the
same.

The representatives of the weekdays are

probably the following: -
No. 19, Sunday; No. 6, Monday; No. 9

,

Tuesday; No. 12, Wednesday ; No. 7
,

Thursday ; N o. 1
, Friday.

A. H. Faascxa.
'4 Here the word bbdndé means human beings generally. ‘5 That is, God's love, milk being deemed pure.
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Abbas, as a Miippila hero ... 531

'

Abdallah bin Ubeiyy as?
Abdul Keriva, a Mappila hero ... ... 53a

53 5

501

Abdulla, a.Miippila hero --.

‘Abdu’r-Bahman Samiri =Chéramfin Perumz'tl.

Abhichandra, son of Ohakshushmant, 2418:

son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina)
Abhimanyu, a Rashtrakfita king; the places

mentioned in a. charter issued by him,

294

identified. 509; lived at Manapura... 511

Abimanyu, son of Bhavishya ... 509

Abithasklophar (Mappila hero) m 531

'abo, a Tibetan measure of currency 456

Abraha, King, in the Qordn ... 41

Abraham in the Qo-rdn 4,1, 44,, 46

’a'Bruguma, 360; came from India, 363; the

White Tara, 361 z— the tale of, 336 if. ; a.
song in praise of, 361, = a. song to, 363 :—
bride of Kesar, 338 if, 361 ; a tale of Kesar
and, 340 f. ; and Késar, song to

Abu Bakr, helps in the compilation of th

Qordn, 519: as a Mfippila hero 536

Abu Bakr Siddik, Mappila hero 531

362

Abu Betir Siddik, the first Mappila Shahid... 505
Abuthassoli, Mount, Mappila Geography 533

Achala, son of Andhakavrishni(-Iaina) 294.

Acheen Island = Sumatra 184,

Achyuta : Krishna (Jaina) ... 302

‘Ad, the Tribe of, references to, in the Qordn. 41,44

Adhém, a wrong reading, 375: =Achhéih,

376, = Adhi, 373 f. = Atkém 377

Adijina, the (Jaina) m on 306

Adinatha, 250: temple to, on Baibhér Hill... 59 f,

Adipura, the town of ... 306

Adisvara, the principal Jina ... ... 240

Aditya, a primal deity arising out of nature

symbolism 270

Adityaéas, race (Jaina) ... m 251

administration in Indian inscriptions 24

adultery, origin of Muhammadan law of

punishment for ... 385

'aDzambugling : ’aDzamgling 144,

’aDzamgling (Tibetan) = Jambudvipa : the
East 14A!

Aghovallabha of the Rata lineage (P) spur

Agus, the, 336; the Eighteen, 564, = '! Days
of the week plus the months of the year,
564 :— of the land of gLing, 339 :—a tale
of the 331

Ahichhatra, Jaina origin for the name 303

Ahiri Rag, discussion on the 319

Ahmad, origin of, as a title of Muhammad,
327 ; as a name proves an interpolation in

ious name 373

Agni, the Fire-god, at the head of the Vedic

gods ... 2731?.

Agrani river, the = Kanhavannfi. ... ... 374

agreement with unbelievers, rise of Muham

madan view of... ... 463 f.

Agu : hero (Tibetan) m so. ... ... 56$

the Qordn, 522 : : Messias 327

Ahura~mazda corresponds to Varuna 270

Aihole on the Malparbha River no ... 260
Aindram, a tank at Satrunjaya 240
Airanyavatam, a mountain range (Jaina) 24,3

Airavatz‘im, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243
Aisha, wife of Muhammad ... 385

Ajataéatru’s city : Rfijgir ... m 56

Ajitaséna, son of Dévaki (Jaina) 298

Ajitasvamin (J ina\, 250 =— brother of Sagara,
251 ; son of Jataéatm and Yas'omati ... 251
Akarmaka = Satrunjaya m ... ... 24-4
Akfiréalochana Rock on Kuluba Hill 94

Akshobhya, son of Andhakavrishni
(Jaina) ... ... 294

Akubath, a Mappila hero ... 534
Albergaria, Soares de, his voyage to India

(1515) 424

Albuquerque, Afionso de, reaches Malacca 4122
Albuquerque, Jorje de, first to go to China,
Q22: letter to, from King of Portugal,
1524, 433i.
Alcaeora, Simfio d’, early Portuguese visitor
to China. (1515), 424: goes from Sumatra
to India (1516) 4-25

Aletar = Ganjam ... ... 351

Alexander, campaigns of, places mentioned

in the, not yet identified sufiiciently m 24

Ali, as a Mappila hcro ... 536

Allah, rise of the term m ... 4-57

Al-Masih (the Messiah) in the Qordn 50

Altém mentioned as Raktapura ... 106

Aluemgamvu near Vfidfithfi-nagrdma, 517 : =
Awalgaon ... 517

Alungal Kandi Moyankutti Viiidiar, Mlippila
poet, song of 506 E,
Alvares, Jorge, commands a vessel to China,
1518 m 427

Amarapura near Mandalay 388

Amba, goddess worshipped at Raivdta (Gir
m’ir) (Jaina), 290 f. ; statue of, on Raivata,
291 :—daughter of the King of Kaéi
(Jaina) ... m ... 296
Ambad, note on the name 517
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Ambalfi, daughter of the King of Kaéi

(Jaina) ... 296

Ambika = Ambfi, 291 :——-daughter of the
King of Kfisi (Jaina), 296 :-— a gétra-dév'l,
241; a kula-défl, 241 ; a édsanadévflJaina). 246

Ambukuttivayal, a field in the Edakalmala
Mountain 409

Aminbhfwi, remarks about an inscription
formerly existing at ... ... 209

Amoghavarsha the Rfishtrakflta=1ndra III. 371
Anadhrishni, son of Vasudéva, Jaina story
of ... 299 f.
amim'kd, the ring-finger ... 3 n., 370

Anandapura founded by Bharata ... ... 249

Anantaséna, son of Dévaki (Jaina) ... 298

Anantavirya descended from Hastin of
Hastinfipura (Jaina) 294:

Andaman Islands in the 18th Century, 28 if,
183 5., 232 5. :--Survey of the, under Kyd,
184; Malay trade in slaves from the, 120: —

the Great, Ritchie's Notes on. 233 11., 237 f.;
the Little, 30, described by Ritchie (1771)... 238
Andamaner =Andamanese .-. -.. 235

Andamanese, the, seen by Ritchie (1771),
235 f.: policy towards, in XVIIIth Century. 184
Andhakavrishni of Sauryapura, father of
Kunti (Jaina), 296 :—son of Sauri (Jaina) 294

Andhali : Yanduli 373

Andharagiri Hill near Selagara 370

Andrade, Fernio Peres d‘, early Portuguese
visitor to China (1515), 424 ; Chinese

account of his visit to Canton in 1517, 442 f.:
goes to Sumatra (1516) 42L

Andrade, Sima'io d’, goes to China (1519) 4-28

Andrade, Thomé Peres d’, Ambassador to
China, 426; visits Nanking and Peking... 428 E.
Ange kings in Jain faith ... 303
Angerang = Injeram ... ... 352
Anglo-Indian words, specimens of bogus 320

Anidri, a stream of Satrunj aya ... ... 240
Anikaynsfi, daughter of Dévaki (Jaina) 298

Anilagati, master ot the Vidhyédharas
(Jaina) ... ... ... 296
Afijanfi. Mount (Jaina) 24-5
Anger, the Helpers, origin of the title
anthropomorphism in the Aryan Period 271

Apabhramsa Prakrits, the ... 553

Aparantaka, the Burmese, 387; Sunfiparanta
=Thayetmyo, 388=——really the Konkan 387

Aparfijita gods, the (Jaina) 298

ape5-—a.re the desecration of the Sabbath 229 f.

232

apricots as currency in Ladakh 456

aracea, : attack ..- .» ... ... m 391

Aranjo, Manuel d’, commands a vessel to

Ohina(15l7) .. 425

Arasibidi in Bijépur, mentioned by the
ancient name of Vikramapura ... 260

Arbuda, a summit of Satrunjaya 240

archives and chronicles, dynastic, in ancient
times ... ... 10

Arekegatta, an ancient place ... 381, 382

Aremoga =Armegon 346

Arha, Jaina deity ... 289

Arhas, Kunti sister of the ten (Jaina) 296

Arishta, a demon killed by Kairsa (Jaina) ... 299
Arishtaném i, the Jina, 250; birth of, 298 f. :—
= Nomi ... .... ... ... 2941
aristocracy, M uhammad’s attempts at
creating an 4162f.
Arjuna, Jaina story of his birth ... ... 299
Armaganulu = Armegon ... ... 347
Armegon Shoal, the, 343; origin of name,
34-7; the name discussed ... 346 f.
arrack, 389; the term discussed ... 391

Ar-Rahman, as a name for God in the Qordn,
50, = God 122

Aryadntta becomes a Jaina ascetic ... 303
Asa descended from Hastin of Hastinapura.
(Jaina) ... 294
Ami d1 Wdr, the morning prayer of the Sikhs,
537 fi, 557 ii: composed by Guru Nanak,
537; Guru Angad had a share in the 537
Aéanivan, a Vidhyadhara (Jaina) ... 296i.
Ashabis, the, a Tribe (Mappilas) ... 536

Ashtapada Mrtha (Jaina) ... 245
Ashtahmikfi, a Jaina temple at satrunjaya 292

Ashtottaras'atakuta in the Satrunjaya Range. 245
Asoka, edicts of, religious character of 19
Asokachandra (J aina), story of 290 f.
aspects of worship, Hindu 254 f.
Asura = Varuna... ... -.. 270
asura, in the Véda, always used in a good
sense 27
Aévaséna becomes a Jaina ascetic 303
Aéviivabadhaka in Brigukachha (Jaina holy
place) ... 293
Aévins, the, in the Vedic period, 274; depend
on nature-symbolism... ... ... ... 275
Athusamed, a Mappila hero -- ... 536
Atimukta, brother of Kansa (Jaina) ... 298
Atréyika, Jaina ascetic... ... 292

Aurangzeb's family, note on ... 79 f.
Avilathl'ivarééa = Valooz = Walanj 517

Ayuthia = Bangkok . ... 388

Ayyavole =Aihole in the Bliijlipur District. 260

Baal in Qonin ... ... 45
Badgaon=Nalanda 55
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Badr, battle of, 321 ; its effect on Muhammad
an law, 321: Ma'ippila version of the

story ... 507 5.

Bégadage, Bfige, or Bligeniid seventy

district .. ... ... 2b5, 267

Biige fifty, a small district in the Tardavagli

thousand ...
...B

... 380

e, Bfigenfid. or iig _agc seven y

Badgistrict ... 265, 267

Bfihada of Vallabhi (Jaina) 307

Bahubali in the Satrunjaya Range ... 24-5

Baibhdr Hill, described "- ... 59

Bakraur, remains at ... ...95 f.

Bela, demi-god (Jaina) ... 251

Balabhadra : Balarama ... 298

Baladeva=Balarama ... ... 298

Balarfima, son of Kansa (Jaina) ... 298

Balééwar Temple: Black Pagoda. 348

BilgulikQr-Ittage, an ancient village 257

Bfilivaméa, the members of the, were lords of

the Dadigamandala country 110, 266

Bamza-’abum-skyid, wife of Késar = the
Green Titre ... 361

Banavfisi twelve-thousand province ... 106, 265

Banihilan (Mfippila hero) ... ... 529

Banitha. Mimu (Mappila hero) 529

Bannekal, ancient, in the Bellary District

under the same name... ... 108

Banu Al-Nédir, expulsion of the (Jews) 326 f,

Bam'i Isrizil=the Arab Jews ... ... 228

Band Koreiza, siege of the ... ... 329

Banfl Qainoqfi, expedition against the 322i‘.

Banu TamimI the Tribe of ... 460

Bfipatla, an inscription at, said to be of

A. D. 810-11 . 207 n.

Barébar, Caves at 96

Baragiri Hill, near Selagfira .. 370

Barata, a'rdkshaea ... 49

barca, Port, a. sailing boat, bark ... ... 161

barco, Port, a barge ... 161

Barrebulle buoys in the Hugli, 342 ; name

discussed 347

Barren Island mentioned by Ritchie (1771). 238
Barros, Francisco de, voyage to Patani 486

Barr-0s, J050 de, utilises the two Portuguese
letters of 1534-6 from Canton 4,4,5

Barva. River, the ... 357

Basava, traditional founder of the Lingfiyat
sect ... ... ... v2
baton ==batten ... ... ... 256

Batavia, the name discussed 348 f.

Battery Rock 409

bDud, the giant of the North 359

Bedas, Western Tibetan professional enter

tainers ... . 330

Belugare or Bclugale five-hundred district; it
included Jamkhandi and Mudhol 381, 382

Bélur = the Pérflr agraluira in the Kisnkaql
Seventy... ... 261

Beluvalike near Selagfira, 370 : Bellokhee =
Bclaukhi = Belwaiiki 370

Belvola three-hundred district 106 and n.,
262, 264, 265, 266

Belwanki=Beluvalike ... 370
Bengal Asiatic Society, remarks on a
spurious record in the ... 203

Bengal, the name discussed ... ... 34-7 f.
Bhadrfi, a, stream of Satrunjaya. 240

Bhagavant, Jaina image of the 306

Bhagiratha in the Satrunjays. Range 245

Bhairava. leap at Girnfir ... 241

Bhandfiragavittage, the modern ‘Bhandar
Kavtha.’ in ShOhipur... 212 n.
Bhanu, son of Satyabhfimfi, born at Girnéra
(Jaina) ... ... 300

Bhfiranda birds (Jaina) ... 289

Bharata, Jaina. version of the story of 248

Bharata-kunda, the, built by Bharata. 249

Bharatadhiéa, his pilgrimage to Satrunjaya,
249; a. tank at Satrunjaya 240

Bhziratam, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243

Bharatam-varshamlJaina) ... 244

Bharati'ini, Mount (Jaina) 243
Bhziruara, son of Satyabhfima'i, born at
Girnzira. (Jaina) ... ... 300
BhaumC-yikas, Jaina gods 28

Bhavsda Seth, Jains story of 304 f.
Bhfivalfi, wife of Bhavada Seth... 304i

Bhavanaryéndra. Vidanjs. (Jaina) 240
Bhavsnavfi-sins, Jaina gods 28

Bhnvishya, son of Devaré-ja ... 509
Bhijayéévara = Vijuyéévara ... 259
Bhima, birth of (Jains)... 299

Bhimamthi, an ancient name of the river
Bhimfi. 212 n.
Bhimaséna, Jaina view of, 288 f.; son of
Vajrasénn of Sritvasti (Jaina) 289 if.
Bhégfivatipura town ... ... 266
Bhojavrishni, son of Suvim (Jaina) 294,

Bhota = Tibet 305

Biblical references in the Qord-n, origin of 4%

Bihar, Archaeological tour in ...54 E., 81 if.
Bijésvara = Vijayésvara 259

Bimlepatam, 343; the name discussed 34-8

Bingeraem 1" Ingeram ... ... 352

Bird Island, observations on (1755) 491 if,
birth-custom, 266 ; Musalmsn, in the
Panjfib ... 40
bis : B (the letter) 256

Bishanpflr, sculptures at 89 L
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Bizipatam = Vizsgapatam ... 357

bKur-dmanmo, the Celestial Bride ... 3341

bKur-dman-rgyalmo, the Heavenly Mother... 360

Black Pagoda, 342; the name discussed 348

Blackwood’s Harbour, 344 f. ; a note on 358

Blair, Archibald, in charge of Port
Cornwallis, 1792 ... 30

boats, Indo-European terms for 160 if.

Bddh-Gaya, a fraudulent record from ... 3 n.

Bcstavic = Batavia ... ... ... 348

Bon Religion, the 132 E.

Bonchos, the Pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet... 359

Bonpa Hymnal, a ... 359 ff.

60m : bhajr, Hind, a lighter... ... 162

Borevali near Selagara. ... ... 370

Botelho, Jorge, commands a vessel in voyage
to China (15W), 425; commands a vessel

to China (1519) 4-28

Bourdonnais, de La, his attack on Madras,
1746, account of ... 64 f.

Bower Manuscript, value of the palaaography

of the 2

Braces, the, discusion on the term 552

Brahma, as a. Muhammadan supernatural

being (Mappila) 529 f.
Brahmagiri, a. summit of Satrunjaya 24.0

Brahman, rise of, as a. god 277

Brahman, as a caste, rise of the, 276 ;

origin of the power of the, 277 1- an
extreme doctrine relating to an offence
against a, 407:— an anti-Brahman story
from S. India .. 110 E.

Brahmapuri near Limbfirfimika, 515 =
P Bramagaon .. ... 516

Brahmi, a stream of Satrunjaya ... 240

Brahmo Religion, origin of the 288

Brigukachha, town of 293 if.

Brihadratha, father of Jard-sandha (Jaina) .. 297
Brihaspati, origin of, as a god ... 276

Brihatdhvaja, son of Vasu (Jaina) ... 294

Briujz'iri : Lambiidi 547

British Museum plates of Vira-Sntydsraya
déva; the places mentioned in them,
identified ... 369

bi-Tandzin, the Red ... ... 333
bi-Tanpa, 340; father of a’Bruguma ...338, 366

Bubblance-quic, a corruption of Bubble and
squeak 163

Buddha, origin of his Rreligion,277 :— a knife
to stab (Tibetan) ... ... ... 333
Buddhavana Hill, 64) f.; identification of ...83 f.
Buddhism, reason for the spread of, 279 f.;
and Christianity 279 f.

Budham Hill mistaken for Buddhavana, 61 :—
described ... ... ...61 f.

Burmese expressions in Port Blair 551

Butuga IL, Western Gangs. of Mysore,
mentioned in an inscription at Rdn 262

Cafierie = cofiree = negro or negroid 236

cairo = coir ... ... 399

Cajoree : Kedgerie ... 358

calavance = a. bean : gram, the term dis
cussed ... 391

Calculla confused with Calcutta .-. ... 34,9

Calcute = Calcutta 342

Calcutta, the name discussed, 349; confused

with Calculla in old maps and books 349

Calecota : Calcnlla, not Calcutta. 349

Calctar = Ganjam ... ... ... ... 351

Calpie, 342; the name discussed ... ... 349

Calvo, Diogo, sails for China (l52l), 429 f.;
on Chinese affairs in 1527 .. 434 ff.

Calvo, Vaseo, at Hainan in 1536 ... 436

pambuco = Ar. sanbuq = barca = a sailing
boat ... ... ... ... ... ..- 161

canao = canoa : canoe... ... ... 161 f.

canoe = canoe ... 161 f.

canot==canoe ... I62

Canton, Portuguese in (1534-6) ... 421 if.
Car-Nicobar mentioned by Ritchie (1771) ... 238
Caraid = Carera ... ... 350

Careda : Carera. ... ... ... 349

Caregare = Carepare, Ganjam ... 351

Carepare, old name for Ganjam ... 351

Carera, 3413 = Karadu, 349; the name dis
cussed ... ... 342 f.
Cameroon, the, in Madagascar (1756l ... 453
Castanheda on Chinese manners, 1553 ...446 f.
caste, early formation of ... 276

cat, superstitions as to the 163

catamaran, the word discussed 350

cattamaran ... ... 495

Cattermarom ... ... ... 343

cayar=ooir ... ... 399
celts in the Wynaad Hills 420 f.
Cerara ==Carera... . ... ... 350
Cicarahoeri=Chitricory ... ... ... 350
due: choya ... ... 399 f.
Chakréévari-suri, a Jaina god 305

Chakshushmant, son of Vimalavihana ... 24-8
Chakrfi Ghat described 63

Chakradhara (Jaina) ... ... ... 250
Chakréévari, wife of Javada "- 306
Champa, a town (Jaina) ... . 294

Champaka, an elephant killed by Krishna
(Jaina) 299

Chandler, Capt, commands the Rose Galley
(1756) ... 453
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Chdndér in the Nfisik District=P Chandra
dityapura=Chandravada 518

Chandradityapura, an ancient town ... 518

Chandragupta, Sandrokottos ... 16

Colair Lake, Legend of the 200

Colcota : Calcutta ... 344

cold, folk-cure fora ... 163

collivance. 389; the term discussed 391.

colophons of literary works; historical items
in them... 13, 26

concubines, origin of Muhammadan law
relating to ... .. ... 385i.
copper-plate charters; an illustration of the
extent to which they are liable to travel far
from the places to which they really
belong 212 n.
coposs, the term discussed ... 508
corge = score 392

Cornwallis, the 184-, 186

Cornwallis, Port, the old name for Port Blair,
29, 183 :-—Archibald Blair, Superintendent
of, 30 :—as a naval arsenal (1792), 30:—
changes of name, 28f_;=Old Harbour,
29 :—first plan of (1791), 29 f.; Islands in... 29
Cornwallis, Port, the present, first men
tioned, 184 ; = North East Harbour, 28 :—
decided on as a Settlement, 185 f.; Naval
arsenal at, in 1792 ... ...183 f.
Coromandel Coast, currents on the 34,5

Cori-era = Carera . 344

Corsali. Andrea, Italian writer on China
(1515) 423

course = corse = 1:68, a road measure 408

Coutinho, Alfonso de Mello, commands'fleet
to China (1522)
Coutinho, Fernandes, commands a vessel to
China (1522) 431

Couto’s account of China in 1512 ... 437

431

Chandrakirti King. story of (J aina) 292

Chandrapabhasakshétra = Kapardin 306

chandrashdla 305

Chandravfida = Chi'inddr in the Nfisik District. 518
Chandrodyanam, a grove of satrunjaya 240

Channabasava, traditional founder of the
Lingayat sect 2

Chandra, a wrestler killed by Krishna
(Jaina) 299

Charanamuni (Jaina) 295

Chatham Island in Port Cornwallis ... 29, 184

Chaturvaktra=Kalkin... ... 307

chaya=choya ... ... 400

Chélam-sarévara at Satrunjaya 249

cheling=chiling . 350

Chéramz'in Perumal of Kodungallur, the first

Malabar Muhammadan, 501 ; = ‘ Abdu'r
Rahman Samiri 501

Chet-ties, the,of Ganapativattum, described... 409
Chijns=the Chinese ... 421

children, spirit-scaring from ... 183

chiling,344~; the word discussed,350 :=kling.. 350
China, afiairs of, in 1526, 43t 5.; in 1542,
437 :—early Italian visit to, 4231- Portu
guese intercourse with, in the 16th Century,
421 ff, ; Chinese annals silent on Portuguese
visits to, 441 f.: Jaina notions of ... 305

Chinarat the, the Northern Shan States 388

Chinese officials, titles of, in Portuguese
form, 456; identified 448

Chitrangada, son of Sariitanu (Jaina), 295;
succeeds Sanitanu, 296; conquered by

Yudhishthira ... 302
Chitricory Reef, 344-:—the name discussed,
350 f. ; = Cicarahoeria = Sikari-hori =
Sriharikota, Sanskritised from Chikiréni
(Telug) 350 f.
Chorol; father of ‘aBrugnma... 336

choya = Indian Madder 399 f.
Christianity, early, in India, knowledge of,
286: and Buddhism .., 279 f.
Christians, = Possessors of the Writ, in the
Qordn 466

chronicles, ancient Indian, did exist l0
Cocala = Calculla ... 349

Cocos Islands, the 30, 233

Coelho, Duarte, arrives in Canton, 422 ; starts
again for China (1516), 425; returns to
Malacca (151B), 427 : —- reaches China again
(1521) _. 430

coir, the term discussed ... ... ... 399

Cranganore = Kédungalldr .. 501

Creation, the, in the Qorzin 121

Cruz, Gaspar da, 011China, 1569-70 4A7

Cuudavari = Godavery 351

Cudjeree = Kedgerie ... . 353

Culculla = Calculla, not Calcutta 349

Culpie = Calpie . ... 349

cumulative rhyme, a South Indian 31 E.
Currency in Ladakh 4-56

curtains, use of, to avert the evil eye 310

Cusnapur = Kristnapooree 51.’)

cuttanee, a cotton cloth 508

cyclone of October 2nd, 174-6 ...651.

Dadiga, the fictitious, of the Mysore legends... 110

Dadigarasa of the Balivaméa race 110, 266

Dagligavadi, Tadigaipiidi, an ancient province,
in Mysore, localised, 109 ;—mentioned also
as the Dadigamandala country, in conncc<
tion with the Bfilivainéa 110, 266
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Dftkivzululunke seventy, the, unidentified ...]BOf.

dakslliqza as a prefix to the names of gods 512

Dakshina-Siva, “ the Siva of the South; "

the ancient name of a god in the Mahfidéva.

hills ... 512, 513

Dalbhya, the sage ... 406

dnmmer, = pitch 508

Dandavirya, the... 250
‘

Darlhagochodma, 338 ; the handmnid of

’nBruguma. 336

Daszirhfth, son of Andhaknvrishni (Jaina) 294

claéava'mm, a fiscal term 107 11.,267 n.

Datta, son of Kalkin (Jaina) 307

daughter, birth of a, Musalmans, Panjilb 49

Daulatdbfid = Dévngiri . 518

David in the Qo'rtin 47

Dawn, Vedic goddess of the, depends on
nature-symbolism 275

Day. the Last, in the Qordn 122

days of years and reigns, a. system of reckon

ing by 9

dBangpo-rgyab-bzhin, the king of Heaven,
331 ; a tale of his three sons 331 f .
dead, disposal of the, Sikh discussion on the 542

Dean = Dane 494

deaths at sea, method of recording, in 18th

Century 66

Déigdrnvu near Vfidiithiinagrama = Deogaon 517
Delagoa. Bay, the Happy Deliverance,
reaches (1756)... ... 453

Deliverance, the Happy, starts on her voyage

(1756) 451

demons or bad gods, use of 272

déva, in the Véda, used in a good sense 272

Dévadééa = Saurashtra .. 249

D‘évngéri, in Dhdrwfir, remarks on a spurious

record at ... 211

Dévagiri: Daulntdbeid... 518

Dévnkanripa, husband of Kumndini (Jaina). 296
Dévak i, daughter of Dévakanripa, wife of

Vnsudéva, 294; Jaina story of 298

Devapfila, son of Sdryamalla ... 246

Dévardju, son of Mz'inanka 509

Dévayaszi, daughter of Dévakl (Jainn) ... 298

devil-dance, a, possibly represented in the
Edalml Cave carvings ... ...415 f.
Dew, Point= Point Devi ... ... 892

dGani, the Agu... 331, 336 f.
,

340

Dhaneévara. of Valabhi, author of the
Satmnjaya Mahalmyam ... 239, 307
Dhanka in Satrunjaya Range 245

Dharagiri, a hill near Selagara 370

Dharnna the serpent prince (Jaina) 303;
thcbirth of (Jaina), 302 :—son of Andha

kavrishni (Jaina) ... 294

Dhdrani, wife of UgrasC-na (Jaina) 291

Dharmavarman, Rt‘tjarshi King of Nichula
pura ... 406

Dhfituki-khanda a. division of the world

(Jaina) 243

dliony=t6ni, Tam, a sailing boat 161

Dhritarztshtra, son of Vichitravirya(Janna)... 296
Dhruvarz‘tjnpattana:Duraspatam 347

Dhupgarh=Harivatsakotta 514

Diamond Island ... 30

diaries, ancient Indian olficial, probably
existed 9

Digambura, explanation of 280

Dikkumfiris (Jaina) 298

Dikkumdryas, thc (Jaina) 251

Diligent Strait (Andamans), origin of
name

Dio, Island and Point=Point Divi ..
Dipak Rag, meaning of the term, 319; a.

native view of the, 319 :—stories about 319

dirmat: department 552

Diu Island = Point Divi 392

Divi, Point, near Masulipatam ...391f.
divorce, Muhammadan law of, 384 ; origin of. 383
dKar-thigmo, the Celestial Mother 334

Doddington, original account of the wreck
of the (1755), 451 ff., 454 fl‘., 491 ff. ; leaves

234

391

the Downs (1755) ... 454

doll=ddl=gram ... ... 391

Dolphin, the, Rock ... 455

Dolphin’s Nose, the, 343; at Vizagapatam,
name discussed

Dongrub = Késar, 149, 360 : as a Saviour,
363:— son of the King of Heaven, 331 fi. :

351

a tale of, 333 f. :-—-ta.le of his birth 334 f.

Donldan, son of the King of Heaven... .. 331 if.
Donyod, son of the King of Heaven 331 fil.

Donyodgrubpa = the Northern Lokapaln =
Késar 14.9

Doogoraspatam = Durttspatam 347

dPallc, the Agu 331, 336, 340

dragon sovereigns in India ...367 f.
drama, Indian, value of, 13:-—its polyglot
nature ... 556

Dravida, son of Vrishabhasvdmin (Jaina) 250

Dridhaéakti=satrunjaya 244

drink, worship of a plant producing, arising
out of anthropomorphism 271

Drubri, a. Mdppila angel 533

Due Point : Point Divi, the term dis
cussed ...391f.
Duhprasaha, Jaina teacher ... 308

Duhshamas, the (Jainn) ... 244

Duncan Passage (Andaman), origin of the
name ... 238
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Dunkirk’ the H_ M. s‘, in 1755 m 454. ficution, 2'2 t-field stillto be searched in,
Dlll'ilitfl, an unbclievel' (Méppiltt hero) 530 ‘22=——need for revision of texts already
Duruspstztm == Armegon ...346 f. Published -- 23

Durgan‘tzpatam = Duraspatum 347 epitaphs in inscriptions, historical value

Duryodlianit, son of Dhritariishtra (Jsina), of 18

296:_pedigme OHM-hm), 294l ; Juina story Eran'ibarsge, ancient name of Yelbarga. in
Of his birth, test-s Jainu, story (it 302 the Nizam’s Dominions 262

Dvaita Lake, the (Jaiml) 302 El'flfilbm'asa = Yelbm'sa 262

Dv.iitnvnnam, the (Jainn) ... 302 cscl'utol'e 492

DVQmkB‘ built by Kubém for Krishl'm Evil Eye, local details concerning supersti
(Juina) 300 f_ tions regarding the, 191 if. :—!We1'ting the,
Dvfil-filvati : Sandoway and Bangkok 388 origin of seclusion and ceremonial purifica
Dvijapalli, s hamlet in Yeleyavfipi 372 “on, 308 ff- =—<>rigin of veils, marks and

curtains .. 310

Evil Eye, protectors against the
the hand ...97 f

Edakal Cave, rock-carvings in the, 409 fi’.:—- honey" w 98

situation of, described in detail, 410 f. ; lies lwm ---98f
in the Edakamals Mountain .. 409 the horse 100

Edgcote, the, leaves the Down, 1755 454» horse'shoe --- 100 f
Elephant, the; season so named=the aster-ism hunchback 101
Haste, or September-October, 395: : St“ hya-na. ... ... 101

Francisco 395 incense ... ... 101
Elijah in the Qordn 45 iron.... 101

Elisha in the Qordn 46 key 101 f.
Empoli, da, Giovanni, Italian writer on China masks 102 f
(1515), 423 =- in Sumatra (1516), 424 =- milk 103

death of (1517) 427 mirror ... 103

endowments in inscriptions l9 monkey --- m 103
English, corruptiong of," 163, Q56’ 55-2 mouth ... 103

Epics, Indian, efiect of, on religion 281 f. nails --- -- ---
‘

--- 103

Epigraphia Indica, its value 5 numbers w 104’

epigraphic research, the necessity for further, Palm-leaves 104'
1, 3, 6, 22 ;—various methods of supplement- phallus 104 f.
ing it, 26;—-spurious materials to be avoided, Prayers 105

201£.:—anumberinMysore,212;—usunllyon rites - - 105
copper,2l1f.:—are sometimes genuine docu- salt -- m 187
ments tampered with, 213:— an ancient form the scape m -- 187
of forgery, 202; some are modem forgel-ies, sewhorse ... 187
203 f. :—occasi0ns causing the forgeries, serpent ... ... 187
204 f.; largely used to support claim to shell ... 187
village property, 213, chiefly title-deeds to siren 187
property, chiefly private in land, 2122f.; skeleton m 187
sometimes relate to religious grants, 213; — skull ... 188
false historical statements in, 205 ;— means Spitting --~ "' 188
for recognising, 202 f.; —mode of using sulphur ... ... 188
scientifically, 205 ff. :— list of 208 f.

,

214, E. Sun-face ,.. ... 189
Epigraphy, Indian, interest in, wanted, 1 ; thread 189
value of, to students, 1 ; directions in which tongue .. 189
561101111130511 help, 26 ; requires support tooth ... 189
and more Students, 5: —vnlue of details water 189

0f.2_:—
the source of knowledge of ancient wolfskin 189i.

lndlan political history, 1 ; as a means of words 190
learning history, 201 :-- results of, need writing -- 190
bringing together chronologically by classi- Exorcism in the Qordn... ... ... 123
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Fagim = Franks : Firinghee 438

Fakalu, a Mappila hero .. 534

Falea'io, Lobo, starts for China (1516), 425 :—
commands a vessel to China (1517) 425

Falcio, Manuel, starts for China (1516) 425

Farid Sani = Shékh Brahm 537
“ fate” in the Qoriin, dependent on politics...326 f
finance in Indian inscriptions... 24

Fire-worship, arising out of anthropomor

phism 271

Feringhee Burane, near Masulipatam ... 508

Firinghee, forms of, 508 :—corruptions of,

Figim, 438,- Fulanki .. 442

foist =fusta, Port., a small sailing vessel 161

Folklore in the Central Provinces 110 if.

forgeries, epigraphic, 201 E.;—literary, 201
and 11.;—some of them are of quite modern
fabrication ; thus, the Suradhénupura

plates, 203 ;—and a plate in the Library
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 203;—
and some records at Raméshwaram . 208

foundling, river-borne, classical, Jaina. stories
of a ... ... 296 f.
fowls, superstitions as to 256

Frangula Dibba, near Masulipatam 508

Fu-lang-ki : Firinghee 442

Fuzeiro, Alvaro, commands a vessel to China,
1519 ... . 428

g and v, interchanges of ... 258

Gadadhara = Krishna (Jaina) 302

gaddones = godowns ... 456

Gajouri : Kidgerie ... 353

Galvio, Antonio, at the Moluccas in 1536 436

Gama, Estevilo da, Captain of Malacca, 1534... 436

Gama, Paulo da, at Malacca, 1553 .. 436

Ganada-Halur = Ganudukal in the Kisukad
Seventy... 261

Ganapati : Ganéés 255, 282

Ganapativattam : Sultan’s Battery ... 409
Gandamfirtanda, a biruda of Krishna III. 373
Gindhfiri, wife of Dhritaraslitra (Jaim), 296 :—
mother of Duryfidhana (Jaina) 299

Gandhahasti Stfipas, the ... 95

Ganés'a, development of, as a god, 282 f. :

populsr view of, in Madras , 255 f.; pecu
liarity of the worship in Madras ‘255i
Gangfi, daughter of Jahnu, wife of Samtanu
(Jaina) ... 294 if.
Gangam = Ganjam 343

Gangavx‘idi ninety-six-thousand province...109, 262
Giingéya Bhishma, son of sfimtanu (Jaina),
295 f. :—origin of his name (Jaina) 296

Ganjam, the name discussed ... ... 351

Ganudukal = Gfinada-Hfilflr 261
garavance = calavance 391
Gardaware = Godavery ... 351

Garuda = probably the Sun 284
Gattavaqli, remarks on the spurious inscrip
tion at ... 211
gelua =jalid = a shallop 161

geography, ancient Indian; an indication of
what remains to be done, 24 f.

, 26;—how
far it may be deduced from spurious
records

geography, notes on Indian, 257 11., 369,
509 if. :—in Indian inscriptions, 24 f.:——
Plotemy’s, not yet sufliciently identified for

208

general use ...24 f.

Ghatagrdma at the fort of Satrunjaya 304
Ghapparbhli River, the 382

Ghégharagraima = Ghogargaon 517
Giridurga on Girnfir 24-2, 216
Girinara, Mount,=Girn/ar ... 246

Girivraja=Rajagrha 57
Girnara, the Yfidavas at (Jaina) 300 f.

Giryck = Indraéailaguhfi 54
gLing, the Land of, 33, 36~1=the Earth 334

gling-glu, ahymnal (Tibetan) ... 359
Gochodma:Darlhagochodma 340
God, Unity of, in the Qordn, 123 f. :— the
Father (Tibetan), 362 : the Mother
(Tibetan) ... ... . . 362
Gédfivari River, the ... 515
Godavery, the name discussed... 351 f.

Godinho, Manuel, at Malacca. in 1533... 436
Godonosa=Godavery ... 351
godown, the term discussed ... 456
gods, the. in Jania Mythology, 28; good, rise
of the (Tibetan) ... 272

godung=godown ... 456

Godvaria=Godavery . . 352
Gogzalhamo, 3+1, 359; mother of Dongrub,
831, of Kesar ... 335
Gordware :Godavcry ... 352
Golgotha z Calcutta 319
Gomes, Jeronymo, visits China in 1543 437

Gomichod=Darlhagochodma 340
goney=gunney... ... 392

GondcwaryzGodavery 351
Gevinda: Krishna (Jaina) 302
Govindarfiya, father of Vira-Satydsrayadéva. 369
gram : doll = calavance .. 391
grami 186
gratt, a bogus word, explained 820
“great river, the,” meaning the Krishnfi .. 372, 381
Greeks, Muhammad's attack on the 461
grindstone, superstition relating to the 120

Guadavari=Godavery.,. 351
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Guard-an-ogre, Point: Gédavari Point, 343, 351
Guardeware, Point,=Godavery ... 389

gudoes=godowns .. ... 456

Guedes, Martim, commands a vessel to
China (1517) ... 425

Gugernat=Juggernaut 352

guinea, a term for Rs. 15 in India, 368:-—=
sovereign in India ... 368

guinna, a bogus word, explained 320

Guna-Sundari, daughter of Kalyanasundara. 247

gunney, 389 ; the term discussed 392

Gunsar, the site of the ancient Pfitaliputra...96 f.

gurra, a cotton cloth 508

Gurupadagiri = Kukkutapfidagiri ... 87

Habib-ibn-Malik, Muhammadan Apostle to

Malabar 501

Haimavatam, a mountain range (Jaina) 243

Hafsa, wife of Muhammad 385

Hajj, the, in the Qorcin... .. 457

Hallelujah-Psalms, Muhammad’s ... ... 326

Haman in the Qordn ... 47

Hamsa Stflpa .. 55
Hamiavati=Pegu 388

hand, the, as a protection against the Evil
Eye ".97 f.

hangling, angle-iron, a corruption of English. 320
Hari= Krishna (Jaina) ... 302

Hari and Harini, eponyms of the Harivans'a.

(Jaina version of story) ... 292

Harivanéa, Jaina legend of the 292

Harivarsha, city of ... 292

Harivarshan, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243
Harivatsakotta, ancient name of a hill
fort in the Mahadéva hills ... 511, 514

Harshacharita of Bane; remarks on its
historical value m 12

Basra, as a site for Kukkutapadagir' 86 f.

Basra-1:61, site of Kukkutapédagiri 87

Hastinagapura, a town (Jaina) m ... 294

Hastiséna becomes a Jaina ascetic ... 303

Hays, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) ... 299

Hazaribagh, archaeological tour‘in 54ft, 81 E.
Heraclius, Muhammad’s attack on the

Emperor 461

heifer, red, the ordinance of the (Muha .

madan) ... ... --- ..- ... ... 230

Hémakflta, Puranic mountain ... ... 244

Henriquez, Dom Francisco, Captain of
Malacca in 1569-70 443

Himachfllfi, wife of Vijaya, ancestress of
Rama (Jaina) 251

Himavant, Mount (Jaiua), 243, Puranic moun
tain .. ... ... ... ... 244

Himavant, son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina) 294
H imavantapadééa = the Northern Shan State. 388
Hindorstand: Hindustani ... ... 397
Hiranyamayam, Mount (Jaina) 243

Hiriya-Maniytlr in the Kisukéd Seventy, 262:
in the Dhanvzlr District 262
historical records, Indian; classification of
them according to the materials on which
they have been preserved, 16 f. ;-— and
according to the objects of them, 18 if;
—spnrious records, 201 E. ;—reeords con
taining passages of difi'crent dates, 209 ;—
genuine records which have been tampered
with - 213 and n.
historical research, Indian; the present
position of it, 1 E. ;—various methods of
prosecuting it by way of supplementing
the epigraphic inquiry, 26 ;—false details
and fables to be eliminated... 201 f.
historical romances, instances of, and
remarks on them ... 12
historical statements, false; the reason for
the introduction of them into spurious
records ... 205

history, ancient; how far and in what ways the
Hindus have helped in preserving it, 6 R.,-
the real reason for which they have done so
in the epigraphic records
history, notes on Indian, 257 E., 369, 509 E. :—
inscriptions an accident, not a purpose, 22;
ancient Indian, depends on inscriptions 1

Hiuen Tsiang, Chinese pilgrim; the necessity
for re-examining proposed _identifications
of places mentioned by him... 25 f.
Hobal, the shrine of ... 457
Hobson-Jobson, Ulwss Index to...34 11., 68 if ,

112 if, 14.) 11., ‘332 R2, 311 it, 364 fit, 549 ft.
Homem, Pedro, commands a vessel to China... 431
honey, a protection against the Evil Eye ... 98
born, a protection against the Evil Eye 98f.
horse, the, a protection against the Evil Eye,
100; the god's bay 339
horse-shoe, a protection against the Evil
Eye ... 100 f.
Hor, the landof,364 -'—Mongolia=Yarkand... 364

22

Hosea, the “ marriages ” of ... 383
Houghton, the, leaves the Downs, 1755 ... 4-54

Hrishikésa = Krishna (Jaina) ... .. 802

Hfld in the Qm'd'n ... ... 44

Hudeibiyah, Treaty of ... 457 f.
Hugli R., the, Barrebulle Buoys, 342;—-the
Buoy of the Fairway, 342 =— Fairway or
Western Channell ... ... 347
Hui-hui = Panthay ... ... 39

Hui-tzu = Panthiy ... - - 39
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Hunain, Battle of, Mii‘ppila version .. 528 if.

hunchback, a protector against the Evil
Eye 101

Hungund in Bijapur; its ancient name was
Ponugunda .. . 264

Hutchinson, Capt., commands the Carnarvon,

1756 454

Hwait-ze: Panthay ... ... 89

hywna, a protector against the Evil Eye 101

" Hypocrites,” the, 224i: were the Arab
Jews ... 224 if.

Iagannat = Juggernaut 353

Iblis, Mappila view of 529, 533

ice-lion, the, of Tibet =a glacier 137

Ilavritam, Mount (Jaina) 243

Imam Ali, as a Mappila hero 536

Imish, the Brahman (l), Mlippila hero 530

Impole, Joannes, early Portuguese merchant

to China (1515) 424

incense, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 101
Ii‘ichal-Karai'iyi = Karandai 371

India, Aryan Settlement of, origin of 272

Indian historical research; the present
position of it, l E. ;—-varions methods of
prosecuting it by way of supplementing
the epigraphic inquiry, 26 i-false details
and fables to be eliminated 201 f.

Indra, the god of the Thunderstorm, Vedic
ideas on, 274 :— his performances at
Raivata (Girnar) in human form, Jaina
story of ..,, 301

Indrakétu descended from Hastin of Hastina
pura (Jaiua) 294i

Indras (Jaina gods) ... ... 298

Indraéailaguha, 55; = modern Giryek 54

Ingeram, 343; the name discussed 352

inscriptions, Indian, are on copper and stone,

one only on iron, 16; on copper usually
called grants, 17; on stone usually called
" inscriptions,” 17:— commencement of the
study of, 16 : -— very numerous and

ubiquitous, 17 ; value of the varied matter in
them, 17 f.; the principal materials for
research into ancient India, 27 :—usunlly
commemorate royal donations,21; recording

administration of the law, 29 f. ; as the basis

of titles to real property and rights, 21;

recording endowments, 19 fit’. ; recording

religious doctrines, 19 1—determine all
ancient Indian historical questions, 3; the
the source of ancient Indian political his
tory, 1; recording treaties, 19 ; relating to

royal donations, historical value of, 22:

purely historical instances of, 18; value of
even isolated, for history, 1 : monumental,
historical value of, 18; usually dated in
various Hindu eras, 17 ;——classification of,
importance of, 16, by materials and by

objects, 161, by contents, 18 :—relatiug to
administration, 24; to finance, 2st; to

geography, 24 ; to grants to private indivi
duals, 12; to ownership of land, 20: to

religious buildings and installations, 19 f;
to visits to sacred sites, 20 ; to great
sacrifices, 19; to sectarian disputes 20

Inscriptions. noted or edited :—

at Bishanpflr ... 90

in the Edakal Cave, edited ... 411 ff.

at Hasra 87

at Kuluha Hill ... 93

at Kurkihfir ... ... ... 86

Inscriptions, Forged :
Alamanda plates of Ansntavarman year
304... 214

Altéi'n plates of Pulakésin 1., Ssh-St. 411... 218

Anantapur plates of Janaméjaya 220 f.
Bagumra plates of Dadda II., Sa.-St. 415. 218
Bangalore Museum plates of Vira
Nonamba, Sat-st. 366 . 221

Bangalore Museum plates of Kongani
mahArzl-ja ... ... 222

Bégilr plates of Janaméjaya 220

Bhimankatti plates of Janaméjnya 219 f.
Bombay R. A. S. plates of Dharaséna II.,
Sa.-St. 400 ... 217

British Museum plates of Sivamfira 222

Chieaeole plates of Dévéndravarman

year 51 ... ... . 214

Chicacole plates of Satyavarman
year 351 ... .. ... 214

Dévagéri Inscription, Sa..-St. 522 217

Devarhalli plates of Sripurusha-Mutta
rasa, Sat-St. 698 223

Dhiniki plates of Jfiikadéva, V.-St. 794'... 216
Galigékcrc plates of Ranavikramayya ... 223

Gattaviidi Inscription, Sea-St. 111 221

Gafijam plates of Sivamara II. ... 223

Ganjam plates of Prithivivarman 214

Gauj plates of Janaméjaya 220

Gays plate of Samudragupta year 9 214

Haidarabad plates of Vikramaditya I. ... 219
Hallcgere plates of Sivamara 1., Sa.~
St.635 222

Harihar plates of Vishnugdpa, Sa.-St. 272. 221
Hosor plates of Satyaéraya 222

Hosdr plates of Sripurusha-Muttarasa,
Sim-St. 681i ... 222 f.
1166 plates of Dadda 11., Son-St. 417 ... 216
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Kandalgaon plates of Pulukéiin I1. 217

Karnul plates of Vikramaditya I. .. 214'

Khairodhisthéna plates of Krishna 1H,,

San-St. 633 217

Komaralingam plates of Ravidatta ... 215

Kuppagadda plates of Janaméjaya 220

Kurtakdti plates of Vikramaditya in
San-SL530 217

Lakshméshwar Inscription, Sa.-St. 645,

Iévarabhfipa, builder of the Jaina temple at
Rajapura ... ... 303

Iévaradatta of Prithvipura (Jaina) ...289 f.

j and s, interchanges of ... ... 258
Jacob in the Qordn ... 46
Jafiari, a Mappila hero... 535

Jaganmalls, prince of Takshas'ila (Jaina) 305

Jagarynat = Juggernaut 352

Jagernot = Juggernaut 852

Jaggerenatt = Juggernaut 352

Jaggernat = Juggernaut ... ... 348

Jagrenat = Juggernaut 343, 353

Jakaranat = Juggernaut 353

Jfikatra : Batavia ... 348
Jakernot = Juggernaut 312

Jakhtiban, discussed . 61

Jaina mythology, note on, 27 f.; Triad
Buddhist Triad, 24-6:- traditions at
KuluhaHill ... ... ... ... 95
jaina-chaitya ... 24.3

Jains, rise of the religion of the 280

Jajanfiga, son of Jfivada 306

Jambildvipa (Jaina), a division of the world .. 243
Jambukhangli, ancient name of Jamkhandi... 381Jambukhandi seventy in the Belugare
five hundred e 381

Jfimbavati, wife of Krishna (Jaina) . 294

Jfingala, a disciple of Jatila Muni (Jaina) 290
Jantégfimvu near Vadfithanagrfima, 517, =
Jathagaon ... 518

Jarfisandha of Rsjagriha (Jaina), 297 :—
his quarrel with the YMavas (Jaina) 300

Jarasandha’s Seat, a Stdpa. ... 55, 59

Jatabhéra, an ancient name of a god ora
place in the Mahadéva hills 511, 513

Jata-Samkara, name of a peak in the Maha

déva hills, 513 ;—and of a. M'rtha 513 n.

jati, the, his duty (Jaina) 249

Jatila Muni (Jaina) ... ... 290

jau, origin of the Tibetan term,=a coin 456

Javada, son of Bhavada Seth, 304 ; death

of 306

Jayamati, wife of Javad 306

Jayaéékhnra, an alleged king of Pardfiara
parvat-a... ... 201 n.

Jayaséna, brother of Bhimaséna (Jaina) 292

Jayasiiigha, the keeper of the Harivatsakotta

651, 890, 608 ... m 218 f.

Madras Museum plates [10) of Vira
saiigudaiyfin 215 f.

Lakshméshwar Inscription, Sa.-St. 890
and 656 ... 218

Mallohalli plates of Durvinita 222

Mallohalli plates of Konganirfija... 221 f.

Mudiyanur plates of MalladGva-Nandi
varman, Sa-St. 261 221

Mukara plates of Avinita-Konganiriia
h5dhirzija,Sa.-St. 388 219

N irpan plates of Tribhuvanfiéraya-Naga
vardhana 216

Pedda-Ohernkflru plates of Vishnuvar
dhana ... 214

Pimpalnér plates of Satyaéraya, Sa.-St.
310... 216

Sorab plates of Janaméjaya 220

Srirai'igpur Inscription of Satyfiéraya,
Sa.-St. 19 .. 217

Srlpundiplatesof Vishnuvandhana-Tfila. 214

snqi plates of Butuga 11., Sit-st. 860 217

Tagadflru plates of Harivarman, Sa-St.
188... ... 221

Tanjore plates of Arivarman, Sm-St. 169. 215

Tirthahalli plates of Janaméjaya 219 f.

Udayéndiram plates of Nandivarinan 215

Uméta plates of Dadda 11., ‘Sa.-St. 400... 216

Wadgaon plates of Amoghavarsha,sa.

St. 720 . . 218

introductions of literary works; historical

items in them ... 13, 26

Inzaram = Injeram ... ... 352

Inzipatam : Vizagapatam 357

iron, a protector against the Evil Eye, 101 :—

its influence on lightning, 163; on drought. 163
' left = Jesus, in the Qordn 50

Isaac in the Qordn ... 46

Ishmael in the Qordn ... 4-6

iah-ta-déva ... 24:1

Ishakpatan = "igagapatam ... 358
Islam, influence of, on Hinduism, 287 f. :-— in
Malabar, 501; conversion of the Malabaris

to 501

Ismfin Ali, the fourth Mappila Shahid 506

Ismanli, the Lion (Mappila) ... 532

fort m 511

Jeshtiban described ... 62 f.
Jesus, stories of, in the Qordn 4t, 49 fi.

Jéthian described ...61 if.
Jews in the Qonin, 224-1i; versus Islam, 4-64 :
Muhammadan expulsion of the, 326 ;—
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Arab = Ban!) Isl-ail, 228; Muhammad and
the Arab, 323 ff. :— in Travancore,
mentioned in an inscription... 20

Jigaltlr=Sivunflr 258

Jitaéatru, father of Ajitasvamin, 251;

governor of Bhrigukachha 293

Jivayaér’i, daughter of J arasandha, Jaina
story of, 297 f.; wife of Kansa (Jaina), 298;
vows vengeance on the Yadavas (Jaina) 300

Ji'ianachandra Muni (Jaina) 292

Job in the Qorrin . 46

johncumo-n, a bogus word, explained 320

John Gernaet : Jaggernaut 352

Jokfirta = Batavia ... 349

Jonah in the Qo'rd'n 42, 45 f.
Jones, Evan, writer of the account of the
wreck of the Doddington ... 455

jo'nque (French) = junk ... 161 f_

Joseph (Yflsuf) in the Qordn 49

julfye, the term discussed ... 508
Juggernaut, the name discussed ... ...362f.
Jump of the cultch, the term discussed 508

jumper, the term in India 508Juns-Panhalfi = Undraparvata. ... 371

Juno, the ... ... ... 184, 186

jute, 389; the term discussed 392

Jutta-Shunkur = Jatfi'sanikara = Jata
bhara. ... ... 513 f.Jyatishkas, Jaina divinities of the sky ... 28
Jyotirindra Vidanja (Jaina) ... ... 240

Kaliyar, remarks on an inscription said to
exist at... ... ... ... 208 n.
Kalkin, Jaina story of ... 307

Kalli=K5iléIi1 . ... ... 377
Kalli twelve, a group of villages attached
to the Karahzita four-thousand province,
localised 373, 376, 379

Kalpatitas, gods of the Jainas 28

Kfilpl=0alpie 349

Kalpopagas, Jaina divinities of time .. 28

Kalyana-kataka is in the Kanyakubja
Country . . 247

Kalyiinapura, an ancient town, the modern

Kalyani in the Nizam’s Dominions 369

Kalylinasundara, king of Kalyanakataka 247

Kamadayin in the Satrunjaya Range 245

Kamdumuni Hill, the place of Vira, the Jina... 240
Kampilyapura, the town of Bhfivada 36th 304

Karma, son of Ugraséna (Juina) ... 294

Kamvadévaraya, s Chfilukya prince 207 n.

Kanabaqli = Kanamadi = Kalabadi ... 379

Kanakagiri mountain ... 13

Kanar'nvade, another form of the name of the

Kalambadi district 379

Ka‘nfirak = Black Pagoda ... 348

Ininbalés = convalescent 552

Kanchana, a summit of Raivata (Jaina) 295

Kai‘ichagaraBelgaIi = Kunchagar Bellagul
in the Bellary District ... ... 257

Kfiiichipura 265

Kandu of Chandrapura (P), a Jaina hero 241

Kanékallu : Kanakallu 108

Kanerere = Carera ... 350

Kanhavannx‘i, a Prz'ikrit name of the river
Krishna 373, 376

Knnhavanna River, the = the Agrani River,
373 f.; a wrong reading, 375 f. :—Krishz_1a
vernz'i = the Krishna... ... 376
Kaniyalml = Modern Kunakallu in the
Bellary District ... 108

Ksniyakal threehundred district, localised... 108
Kankéiii iu the Kalli Twelve of the Karahata
Province, 373, = Kanki 374

Kanki = Kankém 374

Kansa, Jaina story of his birth, 297; his
doings at Mathura, 299 f. ; usurps his

father‘s kingdom, 298; killed by Krishna... 300
Kausambaka forest (Jaina.) 803

Kanyakubja Country, the 247

Kapila, a stream of Satrunjaya ... 240
Kapardayaksha (Jaina)... 305

Kapardika stream = Yakshdr'lgi ... 240

Kapardin in the Satrunjaya Range, 245 ;
story of (Jaina) ...3051'.

wKa‘ha, pilgrimage to the, Muhammad’s .H

Kachchhaui'lijfi. not identified 5 '17

245Kadambaka in the Satrunjaya Range
Klidambakagiri shrine attributed to Bharata. 249
Kfidambari forest, the ... .. 302

Kailiisa = Satrunjaya ... ... ... 244

Kailasa crest ... 13

Kalambadi district, a division of the Kara~
hats. four-thousand province 379

Kalandavénuvana Vihara, the... 57

Kalérh =Kala= Kaleb = Kalli 376 f.
Kalid as a Mappila hero ... 536

Kaligiri .. 302

said to be an

Auga foundation 303

Kalinga, the capital of, mentioned by Hiuen
Tsiang, was Piths’ipuram ... ... ... - 26

Kaliya, a serpent killed by Krishna(Jaina). 299

Kiih'yath Sln'j‘a, the ... 505

Kaliyuga era; records claiming to be dated
in it, 215 f.
,

219 and n. ;—the division of it

known as the era of Yudhishthira ... 219 n.

Kalikundam Jaina temple,

kapila'n, Chinese corruption of “ Captain" ... 442
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Karad ; see Karhfid 377 Khyung-dkrung = the Sun 132

Karadu : Car-era 349 Kilvishika, a god : Viru Kuvinda (Jaina) 292

Karahfita four-thousand province; its position kinpdsh : king-post, 256

and limits .. 377 E. Kiriya-Dzikivaduvangi unidentified 108 f.
Karandai, an ancient place; it is the modern ki'rnis : screen 256

Ifichal-Karai‘iji 371
’ Kirtidhara, son of Purandara... 251

Karafijakhéta, an ancient place 373, 377 Kirtikéta descended from Hastin of Hastim'i
Kareda = Carera 350 , pure (Jaina) 294

Ker-116d, in same; its modern and ancient
names, 377, 378; —the places mentioned
in the plates of A. D. 959, identified

Karimidi or Karividi thirty district; its
position 267

Ka'irivana, the (Jaina) 303

373

Karividi or Karimidi thirty district; its i

position ... 267

Karna, an alleged Chélukya 206, 207 n.

Karna. son of Kunti and Panllu (Jaina) 297

Katha, an ascetic, connected with Pm
vanaitha, 302: = Meghfimfilin
ka‘tulcamuikalita, an expression meaning "a,

camp was pitched" .. 220 n.

Kfivya Uéanas = the Teacher and Represen
tative of the Asuras 272

kaydr F coir 399

302

Kedgeree... 342

Kedgcrie =Khijir'i, 353; the name discuss
ed 353

keddysall = kites 347

Kegaria = Kedgerie 353

Kegeria : Kedgerie 353

Kejeria, L1 Kedgerie 353

Kelavfidi three-hundred district . . 2641,266, 267
Kerare = Oar-era. 350

Kesar, discussed, 330 :— is the King of the
Gods. 335, 341 ; is King of gLing (Earth‘,
3402-as the Sun, 149:- as a saviour,
363:—a.s an Agu (the 19th), 56l:-—-=
Dongrub, 360 :— and ‘aBruguma, song to,

362 :—a lullaby to, as a babe, 360:-—a.
hymn to, 359:— his festival in the

Spring 359

Kesar Saga, Spring Myth of the, 329 if;
Winter Myths of the, 330 :—- is Pre-Bud
dhistic, 330 :— an episode of the 331

Kééi, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) 299

key, a protector against the Evil Eye 101 f.

Khajdri = Kedgerie 353

Khalithi bin Al Holith, Ml'ippiln her . 53]

Khara, a. demon killed by Kansa. (Jaina) . 299

Kherabéln of Kalinga, historical narrative in
inscription of l8
Khétigarnvu near Vfidfithzinagréima 517

Khidrdpur = Koppam 371

Khromo, the Agu, 331; a tale 0 335 f.

Kiru-Nareyaiiigal in the Kisukfid Seventy 26:1

Kisukdgl seventy district ; its position, bounda
ries, chief towns, and history, 259 if. ;—its

Sanskrit name was Sulvfitavi, 261, 264 ;—
the meaning of its name 264

Kisuvolal, an ancient name of Pattadakal
in Bijfipur . 259, 26h’

kitesallzumbrella:burabulla=parrasoll 3 t7

Kittle-Bottom, the, 344; the name discussed,
is in the Nagari Hills 553 f.
kittysol = kitesall 347

Kling = Cheling = Quillin ... ... 350
Kodaganflr in the Karividi Thirty 268

Kodungallflr : Cranganorc . 501

Kor‘likop in the Dherwar District, 261 f. ; :
Kilrjn-Narcyariigal 262

Kogada or Koganda, a biruda applied to

Krishna III. 373

Kdgala, a. town in the Bellary District 108

Kégali country, localised 106

Kognoli = Kongnlavali 370

Kola Baith, Mzippila hero 530

Kolhapur, the temple of Mahélakshmi or
Ambabfii at; remarks on an inscription
said to exist there ‘.206, ‘207 n.
Kolléka Mount 241

Konganivarman, the mythical first Gangs 210

Konganoli = Kongulavali 370

Kmigudééawijdkkal, an imaginative chronicle
of Mysore 6, 201 and n.
Kongnlavali near Selagzira, 370: =Kognoli
=Kongnoolee : Kong ulavalli : Konganoli. 370
Kongulavali twelve, a group of villages nee/r
Miraj, localised, 369, 370; the present
ownership of . . 371

Konnflr, in Dharwér, remarks on the inscrip
tion at 210

Kopésvara, a god at Khidritpur 369, 371

Koppam, a famous ancient battle-field; it is
the modern Khidrapur in the Kélhflpur
territory 3T1

Korantaka, the Forest 0 29.‘!

Koéambhi ==Nyaung-ywé 3313

Kotta; there is no evidence of the existence
of any such tribal or dynastic name 514)

ko‘ttanigraha, kd/tam'grahin, a word probably

meaning
‘ a commander of a fort’ 510
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Krishna, the, styled " the great river ”... 372, 381

Krishna, J aina view of, 258 f. : Brahmanical
epithets of, among Jainas, 302 :— son of
Dévaki, Jaina story of, 298 f. ; born at
Gékula, 298; his doings at Mathurfi. ...299f.

Krishna worship, rise of, ‘280 f.; ritual of,
foreign, 286 f. : — effect of Christianity on. 285 f

.

Krishnaverna, the river Krishna, 372 ; —- the

origin of this name, and variants of it 376

Kristnapooree = Limbarfimika 515

Kritavirya descended from Hastin of

Hastinapura. (Jaina) . 294

Kroshtuki, the astrologer, Jaina version of

his story 300

Kshitimandana in Siinhala (Jaina) ..i 290

Kshitimandanamandanam = Satrunjaya 244i

Kshétram Mahavidéham 242

Kubéra, builds Dvarakfi. and gives gifts to

Krishna and his relatives (Jaina) . . 301

Kfidalsarhgam, a famous ancient battle-field

near Khidrapur in the Kolhapur territory... 371

Kudlapura, remarks about an inscription at...209 f
.

Kudugflr Md, a division of the Pflnad six

thousand province 215 n.

Kukkutapadagiri, (J0 f. ; : Gurpadagiri, 87;
Chinese accounts of, 87 f. ; identified with

Sobnfith Hill, 88 f. ; identified, is not

Kurkihi'ir ... ".845.

Kukkutéévaram, the Jaina tirtham 303

Kills, son of Jarfi-sandha, Jaina story of 300

Kulfl» = the Kwangtuug, a ship 163

Kuluha Hill, description of, 90 if. ; sacred sites
on, 92 fi.; Dasavatdra sculptures 94

Kumarapala of Vallabhi (Jaina) 307

Kumudini, wife of Vidura (Jaina) 296

Kundaladri, Mount (Jaina) 245

Kundi three-thousand province 381

Kunthu descended from Hastin of Hastina

pura (Jaina) . 294

Kunti, wife of Pftndu, Jaina story of, 296 f.;

daughter of Vasudéva. wife of Pandu, 294;

mother of Yudhishthira, 299; mother of
Arjuna, 299; mother of Bhima, 299 :—
builds a temple at Naéikya (Jaina), 299:
sculptures at, described 85 f.

Kurkihiir is not Kukkatnpfidagiri 84 f.

Kurumbars, the, of the Wynaad Hills, 410,
421 :- Mollu, possibly represented in the
Edakal Cave carvings . . 413

Kurunda, Kurundaka, ancient name of Ku
rundwfid 218 n , 871 and n.
Kusfigfirapura: old Rr’tjagrha. 5"’ = modern
Rajgir ... ... 56

iiutu'm m,

‘ a fraudulent charter

’

202

kdiaédsanu,

‘ a forged charter’ .,. ‘292

kutcheree (khichri), composition of 391

Kyd, Alexander, appointed Supt. of the

Andamans ... 31, 184

Kyesar = Kesar... 359

l, _l
,

and n, interchanges of 258

l and r, interchanges of; in Erar'nbarage
Yelbarga, 262;—other instances . 377

lacca and dammer-lacca = pitch 508

Ladakhi Marriage Ritual, 131 fi.; Songs... 131 i.
Zagnadévi, stone-cow (Jaina) 307

Lakshmana, wife of Krishna (Jaina) 294

Lakshméshwar = Palikanagara, 106, =

Rakt-npura . 106

Lakshmeshwar, remarks about two spurious

inscriptions at... 211

Lakshmililaviliisarn, a. forest at Satrunjaya... 2&0
Lakuliéa, a Saiva teacher ... 1

Lambddi =Brinjari = Sugzili, 547 :— songs
of the 547 if.

Lauhitya in the Satrunjaya Range . . 245

Laukes'a = Havana (Jaina) 251

law, of property. Muhammadan, 22211.; as to

ecclesiastical rights, 322 ;— as related in

inscriptions 19 i.

leager, 389; the term discussed,393 = legger. 393
1C0gp0, king of the water-spirits . ... 339

Idem, golden hat = the sun (Tibet) 143

Leeboard, the 29

logger = leager 393

Lcnturém = Pendurér'n Lentiwem, 375; :
Retréiii 377

lha = a god in Tibet, 136; coloured white
for luck 141

lhatho = god's seat = altar of white stone
on hill-tops in Tibet ... 136

Limbarfimikft : Kristnapooree . 515

Limbaralnikd, an ancient village, localised. 515, 516

Limbaree derived from the Limbaramika ... 516

Lingityats, or Vira-Saivas ; the foundation
of their sect 2

literature, Indian, generally of no historical
value 12

literary works; the existence of historical

items in the introductions and colophons

of them, 13 ;—and the necessity of collect

ing such items... 26

ldkapu'llas in Tibet 136, 141

Loovain. the (1746) 64v,343

Loqmfin, personality of 128 f.

Lot in the Qordn... 44

Macmchoue, mate of the Wake, writer of

the Log... 64

madahastz'pddarakshapdlaka, ‘ captain of the

guards of elephants’ ... ... 369
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Malapuram Mosque, destruction of the,

story of the 506

Malay trade in slaves from the Andamans 120

Malik-bin-Awauli (Mzippila hero) 529

Malik-ibn-Dinar, Muhammadan apostle to
Malabar 501

Malik-ibn-Habib, Muhammadan apostle to
Malabar ... ... 501
Mallaka thirty, a small district in the Kara
ha-ta four~thousand province, iocalised.37‘2, 373
Malparbhii. River, the ‘260

Mzinapurs, an ancient town or village... 511, 514

Manfinka, the lifishtrakuta. 509

Mandali thousand province 265

Mfindhstar, ancestor of Rama (Jaina) 251

Mangalavéshtska = Mangalvedhém 380

Mz‘mjéri Temple, the 499

Manichuda, King of Ratnapura 247

Manoel, Dom, his instructions on the first

voyage to China .. 421

Manuel, Dom Nuno, sends an expedition to
China (1521) 429 f.
Manushottaraparvata, Mount (Jaina) 245

Mappilas : Moplas, the, described, 499 f.;
origin of name, 501 :-— numbers of the,

502;-—varieties of, 501:—-amount of

Arab blood in the, 502 ft; Nssan'ini or
Christian, 501; Jonaku or Chfinaka,=
Muhammadan, 501 :— Religion, nature of
the, 504 f.; are Sunnis, 502 ; mosques of the,
502; origin of the fanaticism of, 499 f.;
culminating day of, 501f.; High Priest
of the, 50‘2:—war songs of the, 499 11.,

528 ft; war knives of the .. 499

maps of India, list, 1642-1780 346

Marathi dialect, derivation of the 534

Maria, the Coptic girl, Muhammad's intrigue
with 385 f.
Maria, daughter of the Byzantine Emperor
Maurice, wife of a son of Nfishirvfin, 244;

legendary ancestress of the princes of

Udayapura (Méwar) ... 2M
marriage-concubinage with slave women,

origin of M uhammudan law of .. 384

marriage songs in Western Tibet, 131 E. :—
in Ladakh 131 E.
marriage ritual in Western Tibet, 131 if. : -
131 11.; in Ladakh in two parts, Buddhist
and Pre-Buddhist 148

Marudéva in the Satrunjaya Range 245

Marudéva, son of Prasénajil 248

Mzirudévi,

Bishabha
Marnt, the winds, as Vedic gods

Mfisavfidi hundred-and-forty district...

wife of Mfirndéva, mother of

Madakunike near Selagara 370

Madapollam 355

Mudgalas, a people (Jaina) ...304 f.

Madhumati, the town of Vikramarka, 304 :

is in the Sanrlishtra-mandala 304

Madraka, father of Mach-‘i (Jaina) ‘291

Madras, French attack on (1746), 64 f.;
capture of, by the French (1746), 65,

343f.:— the name discussed 354

Madri, daughter of Vasudéva, wife of Pani‘lu,
294; Jaina story of 297

Madubévi = Mudbawee = Madbhav, 370 :—
near Selagaira ... 370

Magadha, Old, tour in ... ...54fl’.

Magadhi dialect. derivation of the 554f.

Mfi-gere in the Karividi Thirty ‘268

magic squares in the Edakal Cave 4131f.

lilagdhathi-bin-Aso Dhul Kathi, a Mappila
hero 531

Mahfibala : Satrunjaya 244

Muhu'bhd'rata. necessity for an Edition of
the South Indian recension, 118 :—value of
South Indian versions of, 118 :— value of
the Persian and Javanic versions of 119

Mahfidéfi Hill in the Hoshangfibiid

District... ... 511

Mahéidéva hills in the Central Provinces;
remarks on them and on a Saiva shrine

there 511 ff.

Mahfidfln, title of the High Priest of the
Mtippilas ... .. . 502

Mahzihimavant, Mount (Jaina) 243

Mahaikala. a rdkshasa conquered by Mahipalai 24-6
Mahanémi (Jaina) 301

Mahspadam : Satrunjaya 244,

mahuiprabhu, a. village oflicial 372 n

Maluirfishtri Prakrit, non-existent 555

Maharattha. = Mahanagararattha = Shin
States . 388

Mahétirtham ==Satrunjays. 244

mdlwilmyns present imaginative history and
dates, 201 n. ;—but they may be useful for
geographical inquiries ‘.27

Mahfividéhakhanda (Jaina) 21-4

Mahavira (Jina) 213

Miihéévari, a stream of Satrunjaya . 240

Mahiinsakamandala : Ruby Mines 388

Maliipfila (Jaina), 245 ; son of Suryamalla, ‘24-6;
conquers the nikshusa Mahfilkiila .. 246

Mahisamandala = Maisur -... 387

Makmas, the unbeliever, a Méppila hero 53-1

Mala, the lowest caste in S. India, folk
origin of the ‘.200

Malacca in the 16th Century, 421 if; Shahids,
song of the 505 f.

248

276

265
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Mascarenhas, Jorge, early Portuguese
visit to China (1515). 424: -- commands a
vessel in voyage to China (1517), 425 :—
founds a trade at Chwanchaufi‘i, 1618 . 427

Mascarenhas, Pero, his proceedings in

Malacca in 1526 43l
mask, a protector against the Evil Eye. 102 f., 310
Masulipatam, 343; the name discussed, 354, 397 f.

Matchulipatam : Masulipatam 355, 392

mathal (Arabic) = aphorism, 165; full sense
of the term, 165:—- in Arabic Tradition,

179 if. :— of the Qordn, period of 175

matross in 1755 4,56

Mecca, the capture of, 459; the first pil
grimage to 457

Mégha-Kumara, enemy of Bharata (Jaina) 24-8

Méghfimfilin = Katha . 302

Méghara'fijini Rag, discussion on the 319

Hello, Diego de, commands a vessel to
China. (1522) 431

Mélpfiti, ancient name of Mélpadi in the

North Arcot district 373

Mendoza, Gonzalez de, on China . 447

Meru, Mount 244

Meru flrtha (Jaina) ... 245

Mescpatamya = Masulipatam... 398

Mésha, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) .. ‘299
Mesolopatane :Masulipatam... . 398

'messcotl, a corruption of Mess House (kot)... 163

Messelpotania =1Masulipatam . 398

Messiah, the, in the Qordn, a0

milk in suckling women, superstitions as to,
163 :-— a protector against the Evil Eye
miracles, Muhammad and the performance

of 42 ti, 322
Miril'lje three-hundred kampana, the head

quarters sub-division of the ancient Miraj
territory . 369, 370

mirror, a protector against the Evil Eye 103

Mithilfi, the residence of Vira (Jina) . 24-3

Mithra in the Avesta 271

Mithyativi-dévas, the (Jaina) 306

Mitra = the Day Sky 270

Mléchha. princes in Vallahhi (Jaina) . 307

modern forgeries; the Suradhénnpura plates,

903 ;—a plate in the Library of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, 203:——some records at

Ri‘sméshwaram .. 208

Mogul. : the ruling Indian Muhammadan... 397
Monapl'tlemurévu = Blackwood’s Harbour 358

monkey, a protector against the Evil Eye 103

monsoon, 389; discussion on the various

senses of the term, 393 f, :— the season so

named, 394; the wind and the season so

named, 394; the winds so named, 394; the

103

weather change so named, 395:-—- :- the
bad weather at the equinoctial changes .. 395

monumental inscriptions. historical value of.. 18
Moor, 390 = an Indian Muhammadan

discussed . 396 f.

Moor-man : an Indian Muhammadan .397

Moors = Hindustani 3H7

Moplas, : Mapillas, the, described 4419f.

Mosalemailu, an ancient village 107

Moses, story of, in the (Jo-min .. ...41, 44, 4 T ‘,

Mosopatania : Masulipatam 398

Mota, Antonio da, visits China in 154-2 437

moturpha. house (properly trade) tax, ex»

plained .. 320

month, a protector against the Evil Eye 103

Mudgalas, conquer of Saurz'ishtra, Kacliha,

Lfita \Jaina) 305

Mudiampilli, goddess of the Ganapativattam
Chetties .. ... 40$‘
Muduvalalu, the modern Mudhdl, 381, 382 ;—

another place of the same name 268 and n.
Muhammad, rise of the name, 327 if. ; as a
name in the Qor'in proves an interpolation,
522: — as the founder of a State, 224 ; as a
“ story-teller,” 41 ; his domestic affairs,

382 E. :— King of Mecca (Mfippila) 532

Mukkanna-Kadamha .. 220 n.

Mukkukonda = the Kittie-Bottom 354

Muktigéham : Satrunjaya ... 244

1nuni(Ja.ina) ... 242

Munisuvrata as King of Champs (Jaina storyl, 4
293, : Suvrata, 294: - son of Samitra 293

Musa, a Mappila hero .. ... 534

Mushtika, a wrestler killed by Krishna
(Jaina) . . 299

‘JIIISSODB = monsoon 1:94

Musale : Masfllipatam 388

Mysore, a list of spurious records from,
219 if. 2-- remarks about them 202 n_,

204, 205, 206, ‘208 n., 209 f.
,

211, 21'.’

Mythology. Jaina, note on, 27 f. :—- Compa
rative, discredited as a science . 268

a and l, l, interchanges of ... 25‘5

Naaman in the Qordn 46

Nfibhéya :1 Rishahha (Jina) 242

Nftblli :- Mfirudéva 243

372

35%

Ntigaon = Uragagifima ...

Nagari-Nose, = the Kittie-Bottom
Nfigamathana near Vadfithanagrama, 517 :

= Nagamthan, 517 ~
,

Nfigendri, astream of

Satrunjaya

Nagééa in the Satrunjaya Range
Naghusha. ancestor of Rama (Jaina)
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Nagila, Jaina teacher ... ... 308 Noah in the Qordn 4-2, 44

mil, a protector against the Evil Eye 103 Nolambavadi thirty-two-thousand province,

nail-parings unlucky 120

Nairs, devolution of property among the 502

Nakula, son of Pandu (Jaina)... ... ... 299

Nfilanda of HiuenTsiang= modern Badgaon. 55
Nanda, Jaina story of 299 {

Nandisvara, Mount (Jaina) 2&5

Naratha Maharishi == Iblis (Mappila) , 533

Naravarman of Satrunjaya, 247 :— father of
Prabhavati ... 302

Narfiyana, Jaina legend of ‘251

Narcondalu Island, Ritchie's Notes on 231

Naregal, in the Ron tullulcu. remarks on the

inscriptions at. . .. 211

Nareyaihgal twelve, a. group of villages in

the Belvola. country ...‘ ... 264, 267
Narmada River, Jaina origin of its sanctity... 293
Narsapore, the name discussed 354 f.

Narsipelle near Narsapore 355

Narsipore = Narsapore ... ... 354

Naéikya, Jaina tale of its sanctity 299

Nassipore = Narsaporo. 343

Nature in the Qorcin 122

Nature religion, triumph of intellect over ... 283
Nauraapooram = Narsapore 355

navel-cord, superstition as to 256

Nfiyak Gbpfil, court musician to Akbar 319

Nazareth near Missea (Méppila) 529

Negith, s. Mfippila hell ... 530

Negrais, Cape 234

Necobar = Nicobar 184

Nemi, one of the five principal Jainas, 24-0 :
a. Jaina, account of, 301i. :-— = Arish
tanémi, 298 f. ;— son of Samudravijaya
(Jaina), 294- :—- marriage of, 302:—
“ sun-worshipping

” (Jaina)
Némiéa, Jaina view of, 288 f. :— was a
llarivamsa, 292 :— statue of, on Raivata.
29] ; worshipped on Raivfita 288

Nepal van'rédvali, remarks on the 8

Néuragarnvu near Vadathénagrfi-ma, 517:
= Newargaon 517

Nicobars, Survey of the, under Kyd ... 184

Nidagundi in the Kisukad Seventy in the
Dhfirwfir District ... ... 261

Nihutfiri, son of Dévaki (Jaina) 298

Nila, Puranic mountain 244

Nilangada, a. Gandharva (Jaina. 296

Nilavant, Mount (Jaina) 248

Nimbani = Nimni, 372 = Limbare 516

Nine Gems, the ; the poet Kalidllsa, etc. 8 and 11.
Nirvana, date of the, a. note on the 117
Nishadha, Mount (Jaina), 243 ; Puranic
mountain ... 244

. 295‘

107, 108, 109, 265

North East Harbour in the Andamans = Port
Cornwallis ... ... 28, 184

Norton, Robert, Commander of the Wake 64

numbers, a protector aganist the Evil Eye,
104 :-—-holy, Tibetan ... 564

Nyopas, the, described 131, 136

ofiicial records in early times 9

Old Harbour in the Andamans = Port’
Blair 28

Omar, helps in the compilation of the Qordn,
519 ;—as a Msppila. hero 536

Omar bin Katab, the second Mlippila. Shahid. 506
Orissa, remarks on the vaw'zsdvalla and
archives of 8 f.

,

201

Oontiya. = Untikavatiké ... 514

ordeal, trial by, recorded in an inscription... 20

Pachee = Panthay ... 40

paddy-boat ... 343

Padmadevi, wife of Sumitra. 293

Padmavatipuru. town l3
Padmotara, an elephant killed by Krishna
(Jaina) . 29*.l

pado =pdp'u : prow = galiot, a sailing
vessel 161

Pagan-a in the Hoshangzibad district; men
tioned in an early record as Pangaraka. 511, 513

1 Pagodus, the Black and White, the names
discussed 34-8

pwi'mu ==prow 161

Paisachi dialect ... 556

Paithan ; the places mentioned in the plates
of A. D. 794, identified, 515 ;—and those
in the plates of A. D. 1272 517

palaeographic research, the necessity for
further... .,. 23
palankine, 389; the term discussed 398 f.

Paleakate = Pulicat ... 355

Paleeate = Pulicat ... 35-3

palega = lone, a. small boat 161

Palicata : Pulicat 351

pallakeen = palankine 399

pallenge = tone, a small boat 161

Palliacatt = Pulicat ... 318

palm-leaves, protectors against the Evil Eye. 104
Palus = Panaéa ... ... 372 f.

palwa (Malay), a skiff, 161 '.—paZwd_1‘(Indian),
a skiflE ... lb'l
Panaéa = Palus 372 f.
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Pai‘ichajanya, the name of Krishna’s conch

(Jaina) 300

Pangaralm, ancient name of Pagfira in the

Héshangiibad district... _ 511, 513

Pang-hse : Panthay 39

Pandavas, Jaina view of the, 288 L; the sons
of Dhritarashtra (Jnina), 296 '.-— as Jaina
heroes 302

Pandu, son of Dhritarashtra (Jaina) 206

Pa‘miva near Vadathanagrama, 517 ;= Panui. 518
Pam'yas, the, of the Wynaad Hills 4-10

Panthay, derivations of, 39 ff.': = P Pfirsi 4O

papaya, note on, 552; pawpaw = papaya 552

Parable in the Qordn 165

parao = prow ... 161

Pan'iéamparvat-i, Sanskritised name of Pa

rasgad ... 201 n.

Parasgrul in Belganm ; its name Sanskritised
as Pan'iéaraparvata ... 201 u.

Parasnath Temple on Kuluha Hill ... 93

part) = prow ... .. ... ... ... 161

paroe = prow ... ... ... 161

parr, parra, a large boat ... ... 161

parrasoll = ‘kitesall = umbrella 347

Parsees, advent in India of the ..- 287
Parsi = Panthay ... ,.. . 40

Pars va, one of the five principal J inas 240

Pfirs'vanatha, Jaina story of ... 302 ff.

pdru- (Malayalam) = prow 161

Parvalahetta Range, the ... .,. ... 260

Parvaténdra = Satrunjaya .., ... 244

paywd, Dakhani, a large boat ... ... 161

Pdtfilamula : Satrunjaya ... ... 244

Pataliputra, the ancient, site of, at
Gunsar ... ... ... 96f.

Patara-Pimpalagrfi-ma ... 517

paflada; its meaning in the name of Pattada
Kisuvolal 263 and n.
Pattada-Kisuvolal, ancient name of Pattada
kal in Bijripur, 259, 260 ;—explanation of
the name 263

Pattadakal in Bijzipur, the ancient Kisuvo
lala, Kisuvolal, and Pattada-Kisuvolal,

259, 260, 263

putt/limits. the lists of the successions of the

Jain pontifl’s; the necessity for examining
them more fully ...7, 27

Patara-Pimpnlagrfima = Pippalgaon 517

pedigrees, van‘iédualis; the preservation of

them in India ... ...7, 22

Pegu, Coast of, French MS. Map of (XVIIIth
Century) 234

Peixoto, Antonio, visits China in 1542 437

Pelham, the, leaves the Downs, 1755.. 454

Peking, Portuguese visit to, 1519 ... 428 n".

Penduréin, a wrong reading, 375: = Pandflr,
373 t: = Lenturém 375

Penti = Panthay... ... ... 40

pcragua, Port., a fast sailing vessel 161

Pereira, Galiote, in China in 1569-70 44,4

Pereira, Ruy Vaz, death of, in 1544 437

Perestrello, Rafael, an early visitor to China,
422 f. ; his visit to China 424

Periplus of the Eryth'rwan Sea was probably
written between A. D. 80 and 89 24 n.
Persaim (Bassein in Burma) 30

Pérflr ag'rahdra : Bélur ... 261

Phalguérl, Jaina teacher ... ... 308

phallic worship, its connection with Saivism. 282
phallus, a protector against the Evil Eye... 104 f.
Phaltan ; its ancient name was Pratyan
llaka i. 380, 381

pharao : prow ... 161

Pharaoh in the Qordu 41

Pha-si = Panthay 39

phyugpo, origin of the Tibetan term, :- rich. 456
Pillayar, Tamil name for Ganés'a ... ... 255
Pinto, Fernz'w Mendez, his visit to China,
1542-4 ... 439 ff.

Pipolo Cave = Pippala Cave ... 58

Pipolo Stone, the ... 58 f.
Pippala Cave, the, describe 57 f.
pirogue =prow= also a canoe (French) 161

pitfimbara = Krishna (Jaina) 302

Pithapuram is the town referred to by Hiuen
Tsiang as the capital of K alinga ...
Piyadaéi, importance of his edicts and their
language, 278 =—- elIect of, on Buddhism 278

26

Pollicat = Pulicat ... ... 355
Ponani, Mappila College at 504

Pondy = Pnndy... 356

poems, Indian, historical value of classical 13

Ponugunda thirty, an ancient group of
villages in the Hungund taluka, Bijapur 264

porgo=purgoe ... .. 162

Port Blair originally called Port Cornwallis,
29, 183; change of name from Port Corn
wallis, 29 :-- = Old Harbour
Portuguese intercourse with China, in the
16th Century, 421 ft‘. : -— letters from China,

(1534-6), 467 if. :—-in Canton (15341-6),

42111. :— forms of the titles of Chinese
officials, 446 ; identified 448

1 Portuguese, Mongrel, a language, 401 :
Indian, songs of the 400 E.
Prabhavati, daughter of Prabhékara of
Prithvipnra, wife of Munisnvrata, 293 :
wife of Parévanatha, 302; becomes a.Jaina
ascetic ... 303

Prabhéhpadam = Satrunjaya 244

28
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prabhu, a. village oflicial ... ... 372 n.
prdhu (Malay) ==prow ... ... 161

Prajfi-pati = Brahman ... 277

Prak-rit Grammar, a note on 553 f.

Pranata (Jaina) 293

p'raéasti, ‘an eulogy’ l7

Prasénaj it, son of Abhichandra ... 248

Pratishtamuni of Supirsva \Jaina) 294:

Pratishthana, ancient name of Paithan in
the N iznm’s Dominions, 515 ;—the country
round it was called the Pratishthana. bhukti,
515 ;—on the Godflvari, legendary home of

Sfilivi'zhana _ 244

Pratipada Maine), 307 = Phaltan ... 380 f.

Pratyandaka four-thousand province, the

Phaltan territory 380, 381

prau (Malay) = prow ... 161

praw ==prov ... .. 161

prayer, a. protector against the Evil Eye,
105 :— by Allah and his angels (l

) 384

present position of Indian historical

research ... 1 E.

priests in India, power of the 283 f

Prithvipati, son of Bari (Jaina) 292

Prithvipitham = Sstrunjaya 244

Prithvipura in Magadha (Jaina) ... %€) £

pi-oa. = prow ... 162

proe = prow ... ... 161
Providence, the Divine, in the Qonin... 122 f,

provoe = prow . 161

prow = (Malay) a. sailing vessel, 161 : -—
douhle derivation from Malayalam porn
and Malay pmhu ... ... ... 161
Psalms, imitations of the, in the Qordn ...124 if.

Ptolemy‘s geography was put together about
A. D. 15") 24 n.

public-works in inscriptions 18

Pulicat the name discussed
Puligere three-hundred district...106 and n.,

262, 265

‘

Pulikanagara. = Pnligerc, 106 = Laksh
méshwar ... ... 106
Pullicat 344

Puliyappayanavidu, ancient name of ‘ Hooly- ‘

beade’ in llellary ... 258

Pflnfid or Punnz'ulu six-thousand province. 215 n,

Pundarika : Satrunjaya, 244; origin of the
name, 249 :— the Jaino. gum-leader, 2&0;
origin of the image of ... 305
Pundy Rocks, 342; name discussed 356
Puntai = Panthay 40

Punyanisi : Satrunjaya ... 244
Punyaraée Surapriys. in the Satrunjayu
Range ... 24-5
purge. = purgoe ... ... ... ... 162

...355f.

‘

purgoe discussed, 160 fii; Portuguese = barco,
barca 161

purgoo : purgoe 160

Parana, son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina) 294
Pm-dnas, remarks on the historical chapters
of the, 10 f. ;—the geographical chapters
require to be fully examined 27
Purandara, son of Vajrabahu... 257
PM = Juggernaut 348, 358
Purification, ceremonial origin of, averting
the Evil Eye ... 308 if.
Purigere three-hundred district 106 and 11,‘,

262, 265

Purikaranagara, Purikarapura, Sanskritised
forms of the name of Purigere-Laksh
méshwar 106

Purush6ttama(Jaina) ... 24-2

Pushan, the Vedic gods of the " Plebs ” ... 274i
Pfishfinoragagriima. -—- Uragagréima ... 372

Pushlmmdvipa (Jaina), a division of the
world ... ... ... 243
Pushpadantn = Satrunjaya 244
Potana, egress killed by Krishna. (Jaina) 298

Puthee 2 Panthay ... 39

Qibla originally Jerusalem, 231 ; change from
Jerusalem to Mecca .,. 231
Qora‘n, Researches into the, 121 if, 165 ii,
223 E., 321 fl:'., 382 E., 457 E., 519 15.:
based on memory, 520 111; — portrays
Muhammad as a man, 382; Muhammad
did not mean to compile a

. book, 519 ;

compiled by Zeid bin 'I‘hzlbit, 519 ; —oldest
descriptions in the, 4% f.; —- chronology of
the, 526 if. :— the Medinian Revelations,
223 if, 228 if. ; Meccan and Medinian
Revelations, features common to the, 223;
Medinian Revelations relate to the social
constitutions, 224; the Narrative Revelations
in the, 41; Descriptive Revelations in the,
121 fl'.; Legislative Revelations in the,
127 if. ; the basis of Muhammadan Law,
127 if. ; historical references in the, 41 f. ;

the “ Hypocrites,” 224 if. :— ritual prescrip
tions, 231; religious Observances inculcated
inthe, 128; unity of God in the, 123 L; the
Divine Providence in the, 122 f. ; “fate ”

in the, arose out of politics, 326; the last day
in the, 122; Creation, the, in the, 121;
Nature in thc, l22:—- the Parable in the,
165; period of the muthals in the, 175;
aphorisms in the, 165 5.; poetry in the, 165 :

a
. text on the Signs, in the, 126 f.; exorcism

in the, 123; mysterious letters in the, are
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monograrns, 524 ft‘. =— imitation of the Rangoon (Syriam) River 234
Psalms in the, 124 ff. ; deuteronomic Ranna, the poet, was born in A. D. 949-50 at
character of speeches in the, 465 z—- Mudhol 381
interpolation in the, 621 : — principle of Raphi, a Mfippila hero... 532
Abrogation ..- 231 Rathanérni (Jaina) ... 301
Qoreish, Muhammad’s treaty with the ... 457 Ratna, the adorner of the temple of Némi on
Quarters,the Four, in Tibetan Marriage Song. 131 Raivata (Jaina) ... ... 302
Quillin=Kling 350 Ratnapura, a town 247

quoir=coir m ... 389, 399 Ratnaéékhara of Ratnapura (Jaina) 296
Ratnavati, wife of Ratnaéékhara (Jaina) 296
Ravana, Jaina legend of ... 251

r and l, interchanges of : in Eraiiibarage- Rebiath, Mappila hero , 5,30

Yelbarga, 262 ;—other instances 377 records, ancient Indian oflicial 9

Rabbiku, the word for God before Alhih 457

Rabiyath, a Mfippila hero 536

rack :arrack 301

Riidhfi, wife of Sfita (Jaina) 297

Rags, the, note on .. 319

Raivata, Mount, 242 =Girnar, 288, in the
Satrunjaya Range, 245: — shrine attributed
to Bharata ... ... 249

Rfijzigrha : Girivraja, 57 ; Old = Kusagdra
pura, 57; = modern Rdjgir, 55 f. :—New,of
Hiuen Tsiang, 56 : —- Old :modern Rfi-jgir. 56 f.
Riijapura, origin of Jaina. temple at 303

Rdjataraahgipi, remarks on the historical

nature of the 11 f.

Rdjdvalikatkc, an imaginative chronicle of
Mysore 6, 201 and n.

nijdvalis, lists of the lineal successions of
kings .. . 7, 22

Rajendrachoda the Dravila (in the spurious
Wadgaon plates) 371

Rfijgir=Rfijagrha, 5% E. ; Tirtha. of, 56 :—
mdhdtmya of the Tirtha at, topographical

, u "a

value of 56

Rfijimati, daughter of Ugraséna, wife of Nemi

(Jaina) 302

Riijpind Cave, described ... 82 f.
Raktapura, another name of the modern

Altér'n ... 106

Rama, Jaina legend of 251

Ra'ima, son of Vasndéva, 294 ;probably due to
Buddhist influence 285

Ramadhén, commencement of the fast 231

Rdmapatam: Ramnepatam 357

Ri‘imupattansm 349

Rdmapura = Maulmain 388

Ramayana, need for a. critical text of ... 119
Rfiinéshwaram, modern forgcrics at, which

208

records, historical, Indian ; classification of
them according to the materials on which
they have been preserved, 16 f. ;—-and
according to the objects of them, 18 if. ;-- spurious records, 201 ff. ;— records con
taining passages of different dates, 209; —
genuine records which have been tampered
with 213 and n.
Rego, Ambrosio do, reaches China (1521) ... 430
Reihana, Muhammad’s Jewish wife 38L
Religion-began with nature-symbolism, 270;
passed on to a deity arising out of nature
symbolism, 270 :—-doctrines, promulgated
by inscriptions, 19 :—- the part that it has
played in the preservation of ancient
Indian history, 19 fi. :- in India, history
of, 268 ii; value of India for studying devel
opment of, 268; Aryan period of, 269 f. ; of
the Second Vedic period, 276 ; origin of the
Buddhist, 277 f.; of the Jains, rise of the,
280; in the Indo-Teutonic period 268 f.
Révakanimmadi, wife of Bfltuga II. ... ... 265
rGyabbzhin, King of Heaven 334, 338
Bibhu, the gods of the smiths ... 274
ring-finger, a'ndmilcd 3 n., 370
Ripumalla, a Yadava, 242; of the rise of
Vanapdla, 247; lives at Raivata .. 217

Bishabha, son of Mérudeva, 2425; his children 248
Bishabhasvfimin the first J ina, 24-7 :— origin

pretend to he ancient records

Ramnepatam, 314 ; the name discussed 356 f.
Riirnyakam, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243

Ramzan = Ramadhan ... 231

Rangoon ... 30

of the image of ... 305

Rishabha-déva, temple 0 ... 249

Ritchie, John, his survey of the Anda
mans ... 232 if.
rites, protectors against the Evil Eye 10.",

rKyanbyung-dbyerpa, 333, 341 ; the steed of
Késar 310

rock-carvings, in the Edakal Cave, described,
411 ; nature of, 413, 420 ; age discussed,
413: --in the Wynaad .. . 409

Rodrigues, Francisco, commands a vessel to
China, 1519

Rohana mountain (Jaina) ...

428

290
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Bohini, wife of Kansa (Jaina), 298 : ——wife of
Vasudéva (Jaina) . 29%

romances, historical, instances of, and

remarks on them 12

Rosipor : Narsapore 355

Rose, the, Galley, in Delagoa Bay (1756) 453

Ruchaka tirtha (Jaina) 2L5

Rudra, the Vedic, depends on nature-sym
bolism, 275: the god of the period following

the Veda ... 276

Rudva = Kalkin... 307

Rukmini, wife of Krishna (Jaina) ... 294

Ruh in the Qora‘n unexplained... 4-3

Rdpya, Mount (Jaina) . 243

s andj, interchanges of 258

Sabhramati, a stream of Satrunjaya... . 240

sacrifices, recorded in inscriptions 19

Saddle Peak, the, in the Andamans 29

Sadralz'i, a. stream of Satrunjaya 2 L0

Safi'l Ghilt, ancient road through 81 f.

Sfigara, 250; son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina),
2941; brother of Ajitasvamin . . 251

sdgaradatta of Padminlkhandu (Jaina), story
of ... 293

Sahadéva, son of Panda (Jaina) 299

Sahasrakhya in the Satrunjaya Range 245

Sahasraputra in the Satrunjaya Range 245

Sahasrfi-va, the 8th heaven of the Jainas ... ‘Z93
Sahudrasthfin, StOpa of, described 81

sailor's life in 18th Century in India,
English ... 66 f.

Saikhuvan, Mappila hero ... 531

Saiva religion in literature 284

Saivism,the revival of, in the twelfth century
A. D. ... ..- ." ... 2

Sikadvipflya-Brahmanas were Iranians 287

Sakata, ogre killed by Krishna (Jaina) . 298

Saktisiuiha. of Saurashtra . 24,9

Sakuni, son of Subala of Gandlu'ira (Jaina) 297

Sakuni, ogress killed by Krishna (Jaina) . 298

Salgar=Selagara . 370

Salih in the Qordn 44

sfilivahana, legendary ruler Pratishthana on
the Godfivari .. . .. . 214

salt as currency in Ladfikh, 456; the measure
of currency in Ladakli, 453;—- a protector
against the Evil Eye 187

Sfimangad plates of A. D. 754'; a remark
about the places which purport to be
mentioned in them 213

Sumasi-Gudigere agmhdra 265 and n.
Samatirthaka, an ancient village, identified... 515

Sawhgaméévaramdlzdhnya, remarks on the,

201 n., 207 n.
Samméta Saila, Némi goes to 303

Samméta Sikhara (Jaina) 294

Samméta Hrtha (Jaina)... ... 245
Sammétadri, Mount (Jaina) 245

Sampson, Capt, commands the Doddington,
1755 45L
Sarhtanu descended from Hastin of Hastina
pura (Jaina), 2911; story of 291 if.
Samudragupta, historical narrative in inscrip
tion of .. .. 18

Samudravijaya, Yadava of Giridurga (Jaina),
246; son of Andhakavrishni, ‘294i, 297;

father of Arishtanemi ‘298

Sanatkumi‘ira descended from Hastin of
Hastinfipura (Jaina) 294

sa-nbz‘aq,Arabic for a sailing boat 161

Sandrokottos, Chandragupta 16

sm'zghvi, the, his duty (Jaina)... 249

Sanskrit Epic Text Society, proposals for . 117 ff.
Santalige thousand province ... ‘365

Santi descended form Hastin of Hastinapura

(Jaina) 29»!

Santi, one of the five principal Jinas 240, 250

Saptaparna = Sattapanna, derivation of 58

Sarah Kapardiyakshasya, a tank at Satrun

jaya 241

SArakachchha or Sanakachchha twelve, a
group of villages in the Paithan
country... . 515, 516

Sarngapani = Krishna (Jaina) ... ... 302
Sfirngin : Krishna (Jaina) 302

Sarvakfimada : Satrunjaya . 244

Sarvatirthfivatiiram. a tank at satrunjaya 241

Sésanadévi, a kind of being (Jaina) 240

sdsa'nasundart : sdsanadévi ... 241

Saéilékha, wife of Sflryamalla... 246

Saévata = Satrunjaya ‘Z44

Satapatraka in the Satrunjaya Range 245

sati, occurrence of, in inscriptions 18

Satraséna, son of Dévaki (Jaina) ... 298

Satrunjaya, synonyms for ... 24-4

satrunjaya River 240

Satrunjaya Mdhdtmyam, 239 ii, 288 if; its
character as a poem 239

Sattapanna Cave, true site of, 60; various

views of, 58; described .. 57 E.

Satyabhamfi, sister of Km'isa (Jaina), 299 :
wife of Krishna (J aina), 294; story of her
marriage with Krishna (Jaina) 299

Satyaéri, Jaina teacher 308

Satyavati, wife of ‘Si‘untanu, her story (Jaina),
295 f.; mother of Chitn'ingada and Viclii
traviryarJaina) .... ... ... 296
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and the

“Signs,” 8. text on the, in the Qorcin, 26 f.;
of God in the Qordn, 121;— “of the Book "

323

in the Qordn ... 47

Sikari-hori : Chitricory 351

Sikharin, Mount (Jaina) 243

Sikhs, origin of the, 288 :— the morning
prayer of the 537 ff.

Siladitya of Vallabhi (Jaina) 307

éildlélchd, ‘ a stone-writing’ 17

éildédsana, ‘ a. stone-charter’ 17

silver ingots in Ladfikh... 456

Simandharasviimin (Jaina) 212

Simharatha, enemy of Jarfisandha (Jaina) ... 291
Simraur, fragments at 63

Sinda family; a traditional account of its
origin 378

Sindaviidi country, localised ... 257

Sindas, the land of the, 257 E. :— history of

the (997 A. D. to 1233 A. D.) ...

siren, a protector against the Evil Eye 187

Siriguppe in the Karividi Thirty 268

simin. simint, a corruption of Portland
“ Cement" ... 163

sirmit, a corruption of Portland " Cement” 163
Sitalasvamin, temple of (Jaina) 292

Siva, rise of, as a. god, 277 :— worship,
origin of its present prevalence 282

Siva, wife of Samudravijaya (Jaina), 297 :
mother of Arishtanemi 298

Sivapuri in the Kausz’imbaka forest (Jaina)... 303
Sivuntlr, ancient name of Jigalflr orJigalar
in Dharwfir 258

six, an unusual number in Tibetan my

Saudharmakalpa (Jaina) ... 292 Siddhi Vinayaka : Sugn‘tma (Jaina) .. 295

Saudharméndra (Jaina) 2'1 “ sign,” the, in the Qonin, 42 it; Muhammad
records from theSaundatti, spurious

neighbourhood of 209, 217 n.

Saura, grandson of Vasu (Jaina) 294v

Sauri rules at Sauryapura in Kuéavarta. 294

Sauripura, a town (Jnina) 294

Sauvira in Sindh founded by Suvira. (Jaina) . 294

Savitri in the Vedic period, 274; takes the
place of Indra ... 275

Savutha : Samatirthaka ... 515

Sayid, a Mappila hero .. 536

scape, the, a protecter against the Evil Eye. 187
screetore 163

Scriptures, Christian, in the Qonin 466

sea-horse, aprotector against the Evil Eye. 187
Seahorse, the ... 184-, 186

Seal of the Prophets, th ... ... 522

seals, historical value of official ... 19

seapiah : sepoy 120

seapie : sepoy 120

seclusion, origin of, to avert the Evil Eye. 308 if.
secretary : screetore = a writing case 163

sects, religions mentioned in incriptions and
thus dated ... .. 21

Selagara, ancient name of ‘ Salgar,’
‘ Surgul’ 369, 370

sepoy, early references to the Anglo-Indian
word 120

Sepulveda, Henriques de, visits China in 1544-. 437

Sequeira, Lopes dc, sails for China 421

serpent, a protector against the Evil Eye,
187 :— in the Jaina faith, origin of 302

Senna country, the, was the country round

Dévagiri-Daulataibad ... 518

Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, the, in th

Qo'rdn 49

Sewatta : Samatirthaka 515

shaal (saul, Soil), a timber ... 508

ahalafldism... ... 560

Shah‘du Mdla Putin, the 505

Shaibath, a Mdppila. hero ... 536

sha'i = chae 399 f.
Sharf-ibn-Malik, Mnhammadan apostle to
Malabar .. . 501

Sheba, Queen of, in the Qordn 47

Shékh Brahm : Farid Sfi-ni 537

shell, a protector against the Evil Eye 187

Shinita, son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina) 294

Shoeib in the Qordn 4.4.

Siddhfidri = Raivata : Girnfi 289

Siddhardj in the Satrunjaya Range 24,5

Siddhasena, as a Jaina hero 304

Siddhéévara Hill, the, described 96

Siddhikshétram = Satrunjaya 2H

thology... 147

skeleton, a protector against the Evil Eye 187

skull, a protector against the Evil Eye 188

sKyab-sbdun, the Earth Mother 339

S6bnath Hill is in the Mahér Kills, 88 f.; site
of Kukkutapadagiri .. 88 f.

Eddiisa, ancestor of Rama (Jaina) 251

Sodom and Gomorra, Indian version of the
story of... ... 200

Sodré, Simfio, voyage to Pahang, 1534 436

Sogal, village in Belgaum; its ancient

name was Soval, S61 ... . . 259

S61, Soval, ancient name of Sogal in
Belgaum 259

Solomon in the Qordn 47

S6maka., Jaina story of... 300

somadéva, an alleged Chfiluky 206, 207 n.

sfimayaéas, son of Bz'ihubali (Jaina), 250 :—
progenitor of the Lunar Race 251

265 it.
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Sommaveron = Summcrwarren 357

Sonapore = Summerwarren 357

sonbhandar, the, at the Sattapanna Gave 58

Sonnewaren = Summerwarren 357

Sons of Adam, the 52

soosy, the term discussed 508

soul, flight of the, signs of ..- 163

Sousa, Leonel de, his agreement with the

Chinese in 1554 439, 443

Soval, Sol, ancient name of Sogal in Bel
gaum .. .. 259

sovereigns in India, spade and dragon,
367 if. = guinea in India 368

spade sovereigns in India 367 1
’.

Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom 97 5., 187 ff.

spitting, a protection against the Evil Eye 188

spurious Indian records, 201 if. ;-—-the recog
nition of the existence of them is not a

matter of simply modern date, 202;-—the

various ways in which they betray them

selves, 202 ;—the reason for their existence,
203;—they are fabricated even in the

present day, 203 ;—the principal occasions

for the fabrication of them, 204 ;——the
reason for the introduction of false histori
cal statements into them, 205 ;—the point

of view from which we must regard them,

205 ;-—a list of them, 208;—the principle
followed in framing the list, 209 ;——the
reason why they are mostly on copper

plates, not on stone, 211 ;—a comparatively

large number of them has come from

Mysore, 212 ;—they nearly all claim to be

title-deeds of landed estate, 212 ;—the

list of them 214

Srénika as a Jaina hero . 364

Sri-Pundarika gonna-leader (Jaina) 245

Sri Somayaéa built the temple to Rishabha
déva ... ... 249
Sri Suvratajinéndra (Jina) .. 251

Sri-Vajrasvamin (Jaina) 305

sriharikota : Chitricory ... 351
Sringin, Puranic mountain 244

Sringzha, the blue . 333

Srinivasa of Sripura 247

Sripaila, son of Mahipala . 247

Srisanti, the, Jinanayaka . 247

Srivardhananagara, an ancient town... 380

Sriyahpadam = Satrunjaya 244

Sriyugz'idijinésvara, a Jaina god, 305; =
Bishabha 24-2

Srong-htsan-sgampo, King of Heaven 361

S
';

Francisco : the Elephant... ... 395

S
E Lucia, River, the Happy Deliverance

reaches (1756) 452

Sthalapuroiqzas present imaginative history

and dates, 201 11.;-—-but they may be useful

for geographical inquiries ... 27

sthanugudhagrima-Talgund, the thirty-two
thousand Bnthmans of 220 n.

Street-child, the (Tibetan folk-lore) 336, 339

Stretham, the, leaves the Downs, 1755 454

Subala of Gandhara, father of Gandhfiri

(Jaina) ..,. . 297

Subari-bin-alavan (Mappila hero) 531

Subhadra=satrunjaya 244

Subhadrz'i, wife of Andhakavrishni (Jaina),
294:—-wife of Vajraséna of sravasti

(Jaina) ... 289

Subhatunga, abiruda applied to Krishna. III. 373
Subhavirya descended from Hastin of
Hastinapura (Jaina) 2P4

Subrahmania (Madras), brother of Ganééa 255

Sudharman, supposititious author of the

materials for the Swtrunjdya Mahatmyam... 240
Sudharmapura = Suvannabhumi = Thaton 387

Sudi in the Kisukz'ixl Seventy, 261; in the

Dhz'irwa'ir District ... ... 261

Sugfili = Lambadi 54-7

Sugarloaf, the, 343; a hill near Vizagapatam,
the name discussed . 357

Sughésha, the name of Balan'ima’s conch

(Jaina) 300

Sugrama of Raivata (Jaina), 295; = Siddhi
Viin'iyak 295

suicide by ascetic in inscriptions 1S

‘Sukarman, father of Kapardin (Jaina.) ... 305

Sukhéna, minister of Bharata. (Jaina) 248

Sulasé, foster-mother of Dévaki’s children

(Jaina) 298

sulphur, a protector against the Evil Eye 188

Sultan’s Battery : Ganapativattam 4-09

Sulvatavi, Sanskritised name of the Kisukad
district 261, 264

Sumitra of Ré-jagriha, father of Suvrata.

(Jaina) ... 293

Summerwarren, 342 ; the name discussed.

357; : Sommaveron : Sonnewarren :
Sénapuram = SOnapur 357

Sumukha, Jaina devotee, 308 :— King of
Kausiimbi (Jaina), story of 292

Sun, the, in Tibet : Kesar,149; : Khyung
dkrung, 132: : umbrella, 139 f; = Idem,
the golden hat... -- 141

Sunz'iparanta, origin of the Burmese, 387; =
Thayetmyo ... ... 388

Sunapore : Summer-warren ... 357

Sun-face, a protector against the Evil Eye 189

Sundara, a town 247

Saudi, 257 = Sudi in the Dhfirwar District 261
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sun-symbols in the Edakal Cave 4.13 E. Takshziéilfi in Jsins story . ... ... 305
Suparpa, : Gar-n43 ... 284 Taladhvaja in the Satrunjaya Bange 215

Supz'irsva, a mountain of Méru (Jaina) 294 Tsladvaji, a stream of Satrunjaya 210
Suprabha, a wife of Das'aratha. (Jaina) 251 Tglgund’ the thirtytwwthoumd Brahma!“
Supratishta-muni (Jaina) -- 297 of .. , 220 11.
Sam, father of Suéilfi -- 30* Tamzio, Island of, 4.25; identificatiion of 449 f‘

.

sdras, superscriptions of, discussed, 525 f. : the Tamon : Tamao, Island of m . 4.25
mysterious letters at the head of 0611mm. tdmraédsana, ‘ a copper-charter’ ... 16
are monograms 51.“ fi- Tapan Rz'ija, connected with the story of
Suradhsimipura at the foot of Raivata, Jaina. Bhgvada Séph 304,
story of its foundation by Indra --- - 307 Tapoban discussed, 61 : spring of, described. 62 f.

suradhénllpum forgery, remarks on the 203 tarakki, a turkey cock: corruption of English. 320
Surapati : Indra ... 242

Tardavadi thousand province... 380, 381
Suraéaila : Satrunjaya 24A tan-gar, an old Anglo-Indian term explained. 320
Surfishtni. (Jaina) ... 244’ Tayif in Mz‘tppila geography 536
Sflrparaka : sepals near Bassein in Bombay. 387 tewmoney in Tibet 456
Surya grove at Satrunjaya ... ... 245 Teri Kothi, its connection with Jatfibhara 513
Sfiryamalla, Yfidava 0f Gil‘idlll'ga -- .245 Terwan plates of A. D. 1260, remarks on
sfiryagaéas. son of Bharaw (Jaina). 250; the 207 n.
ancestor of sfiryavwhéa 3019»? Race Thamud, the Tribe of, references to, in the
(Jaina) ... . . ... 250 f. Qordn ... ... ... 41, 44
Sdryodyfinam, a grove of Satrunjayfl 240 Thaton : Sudharmapura : Suvannabhnmi... 387
Sus'ila, wife of Jfivada ... 304' thirty-two-thousand Briihmans of Tfilgund. 220 n.
Silta, Jaina story of ... 297 thread, a. protector against/the Evil Eye 189
Sutirtharfij in the Satrunjaya Range »- 245 Tibet, Pre-Buddhist Religion of, 131 iii; Jaina
Suvannabhumi : Sudhammapura = Thaton. 387 notions of ... 305
Suvar, a Méppila. hero -- 536 Tibet, Western, Marriage Songs in, 131 E;
Suvarnabhumi = Mramma = Burma... Pu, 387 Marriage Ritual in ... ... 131 if.
Suvarnadipa in Jaina legend ...v 305 Tibet, the sentence-rhyme of ... 330 f.

Suvira, grandson of Vasa (Jaina) _ 294. Tidgundi plates of A. D. 1082; the places
Suvirya descended from Hastin of Hastim‘b,

pura (Jaina) 294

Suvrata, the Arhant (Jaina) 293, 301,

Suvratasvamin : Suvrata. : Munisuvrata... 294
Svargddyfinam, a grove of Satrunjaya 240

Svarnagiri, a summit of Satrunjaya .... 240

swastika, development of the, in Tibet... 132 if.
Svéta, Puranic mountain ... 244

Svétdmbara, explanation of ... 280

swayaw'wwra, Jaina story of a ... ... 296

sweeping, superstitions as to 256

symbolism in the Edakal Cave ... 413 if.

Syriam tRangoon) River ... 234.

Tabllk, the‘ demonstration at .. ... 1162

Taddavadi thousand province... 380, 381

Tadigapidi : Tadigaipddi ... 109

Tadigaipaqli Dadigavadi, an ancient province,
in Mysore, localised 109

Tadiyavali : Tadigajpa'idi ... ... 109
Tiikali : Takli ... 517

Takkalika in the Vai'yvada Twelve ... 380

mentioned in them, identified ... 380, 381
Tirthamdnapura, city of Kapardin (Jaina) 305
title-deeds to real property based on in
scriptions 21
tomb = toom =t12mu, the 8. Indian bushel... 408
tongue, a protector against the Evil Eye . 189
tone : dhony : Mm’ = Tam., a sailing boat,
161; :pallenge = palega, a small boat ... 161
tooth,_a protector againstthe Evil Eye 189

Toragal, a Chronicle of ; remarks on its na
ture ... ... 201 n.
Toragare sixty district... 257, 265

treaties with unbelievers, Muhammadan view
of, rise of, 463 f. :— in inscriptions l9
Trimurti, the Indian Trinity 284.

Trinétra-Kadamba ... ' 220 n.

Trinétra-Pallava .. ... 220 n.
Trinity, the Indian, foundations of, obscure... 284
'l‘rivikrama, son of Tris'anku of Sravasti 247
Trubath, the horse (Mfippilas)... 531

Tsetse-ngangdmar, the goat ... 333

tufl’oon : typhoon = cyclone = hurricane... 394
Tula-Kdveri Mdhdtmya, the 406 if.
Tuliga, a biruda applied to Krishna III. 373
Tumbige re, an ancient village ... 107
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Tumbikhai Alwar, Tamil form of Ganésa 255 \"aijayanti: Vanavzisi ... 387

Tundzi As Rdjd, a Silrh air 537 Vaimfinikas, Jaina. divinities of the heavens... 28

Tungani = Panthay ... 39 l Vaishnava religion in literature ... .. 284

'l‘urchi = Turuturapalli -. 373 Vaitiidhya, Mount (Jaina) ‘245

Turuturapalli : Turchi 373 Vsjra = Sri-Vsjrasvamin, 305 : = Sri Vajra
Tvsshtri, a.Vedic god of the “Plehs

”
274 garu ... ... 306

Two-Horned, the, in the Qordn . 49 Vajrabfihu, son of Vijaya 251

ty-foong (see tulfoon) .. 394 Vajrabhrit- of Siddhapura (Jaina) 293

Vajmséna. of Srfivast-i, father of Bhimaéena

(Jaina) 289

Ucchipillayar Kovil at Trichinopoly. temple Vajra Svfimi: Vajra. ... 306

to Ganééa. ... 256 Vaklmléri plates of A. D. 757; a remark on
Udarya, a summit of Sstrunjaya ... 21-0 the distance to which they travelled from

Udayanti River (Jaina)... .. 295 i the place to which they really belong 212 n,

Udayapura. (Mewfir), prince of, descended Vi‘ilikilla, son of Vrishabhasvfimin (Jaina) 250

legendnrily from Maria, daughter of the Valiya. Tangzil of Pom'ini, the, High Priest
Byzantine Emperor Maurice . 244 of the Mfippilas ... 50-2

Ugraséna, son of Bhojavrishni of Mathun‘i Vii-10oz = Wslanj 517
' (Jaina), 294, ‘297 : restored on Kansa‘s Vfimii, mother of Pfirévanfithh 302=becomesa
death ... 300 Jaina. ascetic . 303

Uhud,.Mnhs.mmadan defeat at (625 A. D.). 325i. vflmillivfllia- pedigrees; the preservation of
Ujjayanta Mountain 290 them in India 7, 22

Ujjayantikfi, a. stream of Sstruujaya... ... 240 vallfl-mfilfi, daughter of Naravarman, mother
umbrella = the sun (Tibet) ... 139 Of Vanapfila 24-7

Undmgiri Hill, near Selagira. 370 Vanamfilikzi, wife of Virakuvindaand mistress
Undraparvata Hill near Selagira, 370 ; - of Sumulrha (Jaiua) ... 292
=Junfi-Panh5lii 371 Vii-Impala, nephew of Mahipéls. ‘347

Union, the, a Snow 29 f., 183. 186 vamvlii identified in India, 387 : -— = Prome
’ Untikavfitiki, ancient name of

‘ Oontiys,’
5l4;—the places mentioned in the Untika
vétiln'i grant, identified ... 509

Untikfiritikfi, Grant. geography of the 509 f.

Uragagrzima = Nxigaon = Ni’igaon-Nimnl ... 372
Urdha-Pushkar ,(Jaina), a division of the
world ... ... 24-3

Urdhvalokanivaisin Vidanja (Jaina) ... 240

Urgyan (Tibet) : Padmiisambhavs 148

Umbath, King (Mfippila hero) ... ... 529

Usmfin bin Alvin, the third Miippila Shahid . 506
Uttarukuru = Videhakam ... .. 243
Uttamkurus, a. people (Jsina) ... .,. 302

v and g, interchanges of .,. ,.. 258

Vidakhala near Vddzlthinagrfima, 517 :

= Warkhed ... ... . 518

Vidfithinsgrfima of the Séuna country . 517

Vadguon : Védagrfims 515

Vshagemvu near‘ Vfidfithéuagrima, 517 ==
Vaigaon ... 517

Vaihhfira. Hill, 56, 58 5.; Jaina accoun 245

Vaibhfirakagiri shrine attributed to Bharata. ‘24-9

Vaibhfira. Hrtha (Jaina) 245 i

vaidya-Ghéghnrsgrfima .., 517

Ysihfira Hill iVaibhéra) _.., . .,.. 57

(Burmese) ... 387
Vanibhava Sect (Mfippila) ... 532
Varali Ra'ig, discussion on the ... 319
Varatfiyé, a stream of Sstruujaya. 21-0
Vardhamana, (Vim) the Jins, ostensible
author of the satrunjaya Mdhdtmyam 239
Varuna, a. primal deity. arising out of nature
symbolism, 270 ; = the Night Sky, 270 : -—
a Vedic God of the Heavens, 270 z -=
Asura. ... ... ‘270
Vascoucellos, Mendes de, goes to Pstan, 1535. 4-36
Vasingepatam = Vizagapatam 357 f.
Vastupii-lavid of Vallahhi \Jaina.) 307
Vusu of Mathurfi, story of (Jaina) 29l
Vfisudéva (Jaim), 251; son of Andhalravrishni,
29L; brother of Samudravijaya, 297 ; father
of Krishna ..

.. 29;
Vdyvada. = Wéii 381
Vfiyvada twelve, a group of villages in

I

the Pratyandaka four-thousand province.

5 localised 380, 381

I

Vazir, a Mappila hero ... 535

; Véda, time of the ‘272 f,\

Vedic period, the Second, Religion of ... 976‘

veiling, origin of Muhammadan, of women... 381
veils, use of, to avert the Evil Eye 310
Veniaga, Ilhs de : 'l'amiio ‘HM’,
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"etugidéva, an alleged Chdluk ya 206

Viehatravirya, son of Samtanu (Jaina) ... 295

Vidaugas, the (Jaiua) 240

Vidéhah, Mount (Jaina), 2 t1 : Uttarukuru... 24-3
Vidéhaka-m. a mountain range (Jaina) 243

Vidhydbhrit, a country (Jaina) 302

Vidyddhara, 296 f. ; a people (Jaina) ... 247

Vidhya‘sdhara Munis (Jaina) 295

Vidura, son of Dhritarashtra (Jaina) 296

Vieyra, Christoviio, his account of the

Chinese captives (1521) 430 5.

Vijaya, first ancestor of Rdma, etc. (Jaina)... 251
Vijayanagara series of records ; there are
many forgeries which are said to belong
to it 206, 209, 212

Vijayéévara, an ancient god at Pattadakal 259

Vijéévara = Vijayéévara 260

Vikrama legend, remarks about the ... 3
Vii:ramdnkadévacha-rita of Bilhana; remarks
on its historical value ... 12

Vikramapura, an ancient name of Arasibidi
in llijfipur 260, 266

Vikramdrka as a Jaina hero ... ... 304
Vikrarnapura = Arasibidi ... ... 260 f.
Virhalddri = Satrnnjaya ... 244, 308

Vimalavdhana, Jaina devotee, 308 ;— first
ancestor of Satrunjaya 2L8

Vimaliiéaila, the abode of Vira (Jaina ... 308
Vindyaka = Ganés'a ... 255

Vinayakaehdvutifianés'a’s birth-day (Madras) 256
Vindhydehala district 300

Viper, the 29, 185 f.
Vira, one o! the five principal Jinas, 240 :—
= Vardhamilna 239
Vira-Saivas, = Lingayats; q. u. ... 2

Vir'idharavuna near Selagéra ... ... 370
Vira-Satjfiérayadéva, the British Museum
plates of; the places mentioned in them,
identified 369

Viéfikhapatanam = Vizagapatam 358

Visgiapatam = Vizagapatam ... ... ... 857
Vishnu, rise of, as a god, 77 ; worship, origin
of its present prevalence, 282 := Krishna
(Jaina) ... ... 802
Visvnkarman, alleged writer of some of the
spurious records of Mysore... 202 n.
Viéviikséna = Ganééa 255

\"isvavirya, descendant of Hastin of l-lastina
pura(Jainn) 29%

Vizaegue = Vizagapatam 388

Vizuequepamm = Vizagapatam 31-3

Vizagapatam, the name discussed 357i‘.

'Cnlagriima, an ancient village, identified 515
Vrinddraka, the = Jains gods... 2L0
'vg'isha, a demon killed by Renee (Jaina) ... 299

Vrishahhaséna : Rishabha 24.8

Vrishabhasvamin. ancestor of the Ikshvaku
race (Jaina), 250 :— Jaina founder of the
Kauravas 294

Vyantara gods, the (Jaina) 306

Vyntaradhipa Vidauja(Jaina) 240

Vydsa, Cave of, described ... ... 82

Wadgaon spurious plates; the places men
tioned in them, identified ... 371
Wai; its original name seems to have been
Vdyvada ... 381
Wake, the Ship, voyage of, described (1746),
64 E., 3&2 fi, :— Log of 64, 3881!.

Walanj = Valooz ... 51?
war, spoils of, Muhammadan law as to the... 322
weir, the term explained 537
water, a protector against the Evil Eye 189

weapons, superstition as to 163

weeping as a form of greeting ... 26G

Wisagapatam = Vizagatam... . . ... 357
words, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 190
wolfskin, a protector against the Evil Eye . 189 f.
writing, oldest form of Indian, 278 :—- a
protector against the Evil Eye ... 190
Wymmd = Vayanfitu, 409 :— Rock-carvings
in the 409 if.

Xavier, Francis, visits Japan and China, 1552.. 425

Yfidu, eponym of Yiidavas (Jaina version of). 294
Yahnd = Jew. is an Aramaic word 2'2!»

'yaksha, 241 f‘, 306 :- nikshasa (Jaina) ... 246
yakslmdéva (Juina) ... 305 f.
Yukshiiugi, a stream of Satrnnjuya ... '24"
Yumnld, a. stream of Satrunjlya 24!)

Yanduli = Andhali ... 373
Yarkand, the king of, Tibetan song about 364

Yarsupnrpeta =Narsapore ... . 355
Yashtivana, 60 f. = Jams = Jeshtiban 62 f.
Yaéodhsrman, historical narrative in inscrip
tion of -.. 18
Yusfimati, mother of Ajitasvimin 251

Yavuna. brother of Jarasandhn (Jnins) 300

Yelbarga in the Nizam's Dominions; its
ancient name was Eramhamge 2M
Yeleyaviipi, ancient name of Yelavi 372, 371i

Yodayfi = Ayuthia : Bangkok 388

Yona =really Baktria or Persia 387

Yonakarattha = Oh-ien-mai = Zimme... 387
Yudhishthira, Jaina version of his birth,
299 :— was a dharmaputm (Jsina) 299

Yudhishthira, the era of; the first three
thousand and forty-four years of the Kali~
yuga ... 219 n.
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Yug-Zdijina, author of a Jain. Mdhzitmyam 240

Yugiidiéa, one of the five principal J inas
yundrung = avultika in TibM...
Yuvnfijapmtana = Dumspatnm

Zn. the Agu ..,

Zarathustra, an inapiu‘d prophet

... 240

... 132

347

333 f.

... 270

Zeinab, story of 383

Zeid bin Thfibifi. compiles the Qoran 519

Zeimoto, Frmciscu, visits China in 1542 437

Zinatu’n-Nisiui. daughter of Aurangzeb,
79 f.: —date of her death ... on ... 30
Zu’l-Kifl in the 01-min, not identified

historically ... 46

Zu'l-Qinuin in the Qorda ... 49
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